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The St. Clair Tunnel. under-river road. Another illustration traffic in 1890 by the St. Clair Tunnel

Some months ago the Grand Trunk shows the interior of the tunnel with its Company, organized as a subsidiary corn-

Railway tunnel connecting Port Huron on string of incandescent lamps along the pany to the Grank Trunk Railway Sys-

the American side with Sarnia on the sides, the overhead trolley wires and the tern. The tunnel, under the St. Clair

Canadian side, and which passes under the ribbed tube itself. Still River is the connecting link between the

ir River, was equipped for electric another view gives il utlook from ii of the western division at Port

operation. Previous to this, trains passing urior of the great

through the tunnel had been hauled by

specially designed steam locomotives.

Our frontispiece this month gives a view

At close range of the Port Huron portal,

photographed when the icy breath of

•winter had whitened this gatewav to the

Port Huron grade. Mr. F. A. Sager,

t engineer of the work of elee-

tririeation, has prepared a technical de-

scription, from which our I I

rived.

The St. Clair tunnel was ope:

Kuron, Mich., and the terminal

eastern division at Sarnia, Onl

length of the tunnel from pi

2 ft. The tunnel approa

ipen, that on the Port Huron
side being slightly ft. in

length while that on the Sarnia side
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is nearly 3,300 ft. in length, the total phase motors with a nominal rating of

distance between the American and the 250 h.p. each, the nominal horse power of

Canadian summits being 12,000 ft., or the complete locomotive unit being 1,500.

about 2'.! miles. The grade on the tunnel The half-units are duplicates in every

UOR OF THE ST. CLAIR TUNNEL SHOWING LIGHTING SYSTEM.

nd the inclined sections of

2 per cent., while the flat

middle section of the tunnel, about 1,700

ft. 111 length, has a grade of 0.1 per cent.

;
.

j us 1 enough

to provide for the proper drainage of n.

seepage water. A single track extends

through the tunnel, while a double track

is laid in both of the tunnel approaches.

The necessary tracks for handling the

freight and passenger traffic are provided

in the yards at Port Huron and Sarnia.

The tunnel shell consists of cast iron
'

uilt up in sections, the inside

diameter being about 19 ft. The disposal

•.ill on the tunnel approaches was

:.t consideration

of the Port Huron approach is al

acres and that of the Sarni;

. ision had, tl
'

•

;

half-unil

driven

respect, and as the multiple unit system

of control is used, they can be operated

when coupled together . with the same

facility that a single phase half-unit can

be operated.

As previously stated, the locomotives

are designed to develop a drawbar pull

of 50,000 lbs. at the comparatively low

speed of ten miles an hour. The locomo-

tives are powerful enough to start a

1,000-ton train on a 2 per cent, grade in

case this should be necessary. At a test

made on a half-unit, using a dynometer

car, it was found that a single half-unit

developed 43,000 lbs. drawbar pull be-

fore slipping the wheels. This was done

on a comparatively dry rail, with a liberal

use of sand. The maximum speed of

these locomotives is 35 miles an hour, but,

it is not the intention of the company to

operate the locomotives at a speed in ex-

n hour. Speed indi-

I, which show on a

near the motorman's

.1 at w hich tlir loi omotive

is running-, and at the same time records

itl the length of the

t electrification of the

tunnel, the di nstruction of

etc., was
:

: icr and

Manufacturin

manufacturing establishments seen all

along the wayside from Jersey City to

Chicago a stretch of about one thousand

miles. Mr. Louis Jackson, industrial

commissioner of the Erie Railroad has

completed a statement concerning the

manufacturing plants on the Erie Rail-

road, which makes interesting reading.

"During the fiscal year ending June 30,

1909, 114 industrial establishments located

on the Erie Railroad. Of these, 75 have

direct side track connection. Of the 114

establishments, 64 are manufacturing

plants, and 50 are grain elevators, ice

houses, storage warehouses, etc. Side

tracks were constructed to 11 establish-

ments not heretofore reached, and side

tracks of greater capacity were furnished

during the year at 22 industries,

previously served with sidings, to care

for increasing business.

These many industries have been at

tracted to the territory on account of its

merits, or established by local parties.

1 he company endeavors to create con-

ditions favorable to the securing of fac-

tories and further development. By effec-

tive methods it makes the resources and

advantages of its territory thoroughly

known in general, while the business or-

ganizations and others along the line

make it known in particular. Together,

the organization, co-operation and re-

sultant information are so complete that

results are obtained.

The Erie is a railroad on which to

locate industries. The company's own
rails connect the two largest cities of

America. It is one of the greatest of

trunk lines. It traverses the States of

New York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Industries on the Erie.

en dur-

Rai'road. we
thi

FRONT VIEW or P. R. R, ELECTRIC.

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, all comprising

a territory rich in n nd enter-

ui '. the pai ami iunt factor in

manufacturing, is at hand or within easy

reach throughout il territory A plant
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located on the Erie has direct rail from

its own door to Chicago, West, and to

New York, East, besides reaching the

most important cities between these two

points. To be located on a line of such

great reach means to be located on an

important highway of the commercial

—
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Traveling Engineers' Convention at Denver

with

-

past two

. iterested

. iwn that

ks at this

irs. As

I listei

1, and

lie right

nomy in

oads arc com-

m. 1 hcrefore

While '

esterday,

that the

further

and thai

1, that .-

[entleman

;e, being

the fireman and engim

engine 1

arises, h;

agant ?

certain

tiling and the first step that the

company should take 111 bringing about

Put in the hands of your

partment, your master me-

md your traveling engineers, data

lutely correct, or as nearly

an be made, and put it in

,1 5 j ou can. i f it is

thirty days old it is of no value. Jn or-

ganizing a fuel department on the Santa

m, the first thing that I attempted

is to get correct accounting. Engi-

ilainei that they were over-

charged at the fuel stations. There was

of accurately measuring the coal

ia the different kinds of coal chutes that

we had. and therefore any results that we
would get would be of no use as' a mat-

ter of comparison. We took over not only

the accounting of the fuel, but every man
that i

; employed in handling the fuel was

taken over and carried on my payroll.

What is known as the fuel department

was taken out of the hands of the me-

chanical and transportation departments

entirely. We then had traveling fuel in-

spectors appointed, the same as you trav-

eling engineers arc appointed, for certain

districts. They in turn found men em-

ployed at coal ducks that were absolutely

incompetent to accurately measure coal

and to account for it. The first thing.-

then, they had to do was to get competent

men, men that had a fairly good education.

It is a hard thing, of course, to get a

scholar and a good coal shoveler. How-
ever, we did it In some cases it was

ry to pay a little more money than

we had been paying, but we got fairly jn-

.'-, THE CHUTES.

; had the old style, or what we

hutes. We had the pock-

ding to the cubic con-

tents "i a ton uf coal, and got as nearly

its as we could for that

chute. I be management at the

11 d instructions that all coal

1 iuld be built in the future

would b hanical type—that is.

chutes that would weigh the coal as it

1 e build-

anta Fe at the

time. We have some twenty-five

with thai m abso

igh the coal to

IINEMEN A FAIR DEAL.

that you are

convince them
• and to their

interest , ith only

such c I told them
-

to reduce the consumption of fuel; I could

not do it by overcharging them ; I could

not give them live tons of coal and charge

them six and reduce the consumption.

That appealed to them very strongly, and

with the co-operation of the mechanical

department and the road foremen of en-

gines we went to work along those lines.

TALLY SHEETS PROMPTLY ISSUED.

The next step was to be able to know
promptly what the different engines and

engineers were doing. To find out who
were the extravagant men, so that we

could get after them first, we got up what

is known as a train tally sheet and daily

fuel consumption, combined. On all rail-

roads the transportation department gets

out what is known as a tally sheet. We
enlarged on that sheet and included the

fuel features. In other words, the ton-

nage handled between stations (taking

from six to eight tonnage changes at the

principal points between terminals 1. the

hours on the road, the number of stops,

and so forth ; all these enter into fuel

consumption. Those tally sheets, in ad-

dition to the copies that have always gone

to the car accountant and the ticket audi-

tor, and so forth, for statistical purposes,

were sent to my office in triplicate. We
then figured the ton miles and entered the

coal that was consumed or paid for by the

engineer on that particular trip, figuring

it out in pounds of coal per 100 ton miles

for each trip on the whole system every

day. Those reports reach my office from

the farthest points on the Atchison proper

within three days. They are figured

promptly. '1 hey are got out the same day

that we get them. The ton mile figures

and all the other information are shown

on each of the three copies. They are

then placed on my desk and I in turn

! from those tally sheets the ex-

; men and make it a pi >int to find

one or two men on each tally sheet who
have, according to the information shown
1 n the tally sheet, ' igant on

fuel. One copy of that tally sheet goes to

the master mechanic and the other copy to

the superintendent, the third copy being

retained in m\ office for getting I the

monthly performance sheets. With the

ccpy that 1 send to the master mechanic

and the superintendent, I write a letter

calling the master mechanic's attention to

Engineer So-and-so, who has consumed

so many pounds of fuel per 100 ton-mile

in excess of other men in the same service

under like conditions The master me-

chanic immediately puts that in the hands

of his road foreman of engines, who rides

with that man and finds out what the

trouble is. If the trouble lies in the en-

gine, the engine is repaired; if it lies with

the man. he instructs him. The next day

it is some other man, and so on.
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MONTHLY PERFORMANCE SHEETS.

At the end of the month we get out a

performance sheet, which for the month

of August is now out. I left Topeka the

day before yesterday, and I knew « hat

the Augu>t performance was i r the en-

tire line. 1 knew that we had made a

decrease. In fact. I knew every day of the

month what the performance was, whether

we are better or whether we were worse,

whether we were going up or going down,

and with that information I kept hammer-
ing the master mechanics and they in turn

kept hammering the road foremen of en-

em mi get after this fellow and to get

after that fellow. So that we are in touch

with the situation at all times, and it is not

thirty to sixty days old, as it is on most

of the railroads.

FUEL TICKETS.

We took the making of the fuel ticket

out of the hands of the engineer. We got

up a tank ticket form which we call a

service ticket. That ticket is carried in

the cab of the engine, and the engineer

has to fill it out as to the service that he

has given, the kind of service, the points

and direction he is going in, his name and

the name of his fireman, and the esti-

mated amount of coaJ that he requires to

fill his tank. He draws up to the coal

dock and he hands the ticket to the coal

chute foreman, who puts that amount of

coal on the tank. Understand, now. our

pockets are calibrated. We do not open

up the cut-offs and allow a al to run

through the pocket and fill up the tank,

and then say, "Well, I guess you got seven

tons in- six tons." We fill the pockets the

four ton-. We give the man four tons of

coal. If he requires more to fill his tank

we make him move on to another track.

where we have got a two-ton pocket, and

we can come to within a few hundred

pounds of the correct weight every time,

even with our old style chutes. The coal

chute foreman gets this ticket, and he

gives the engineer the amount of coal

that he asks for. and if in the engineer's

judgment or hostler's judgment they need

more coal he puts the additional amount
on, having the hostler change the service

ticket to read the increased amount of

coal. From that ticket the coal chute

I an makes up the regular fuel ticket,

which is made in triplicate, the original

going to the engineer for his information,

the duplicate coming to me with the daily

fuel report and the triplicate copy re-

tained, the stub in the book as authority

tor the i-sue. which can lie checked up at

any time.

PREVENTS CHEATING THE ENGINEER.

In this way the engineer knows how
much c given and how much

charged with, and if he is inter-

ested in his fuel ci he knows

pretty nearly whether he has made an ex-

nt or an eci n

They have got now 1 where, if

conditions are such that they are bound to

consume more fuel than they should, such

as 1' ng houi s > n tie road er things

that enter into the question t fui

Sumption, they immediately make a note

01 it si 1 that when the traveling engineer

gets on the cue: 1 1

|

lain why

they burned more coal than thej ought to.

If it is due to poor train di

it is the fault of the transportali 1

ment, he explains and tells the master me-

chanic that that is the trouble I

ter mechanic then in turn puts it
i

transportation department, if the blame

is on their shoulders we make them take

it. This daily system is entered in our

office in individual books, according to

the different engineer, firemen and en-

gines. Between ten anil fifteen days after

the close of the month we have the per-

formance sheet out showing the perform-

ance of engineers, another performance

hi >« ing the perform;

and a third performance sheet showing

the performance of engines, segregated as

to class of service and each engine ranked

with the same train that the other man

has. We do not compare our local passen-

ger train men with our fast and heavy

passenger train men. We show them,

compared class with class. We compare

two slow men and two fast men, so that

we have a fair comparison, and a man can

not say that he is not given a squa

YEAR'S DECREASE OF FUEL $1,284,000.

In the two years we have decreased the

consumption of fuel in freight service

18 per cent. Those figures are ab-

solutely correct and any of you can verify

them by writing the management of

road. I cannot tell you how much we

have reduced the passenger performance,

for the reason that in the old record- prior

to the time of the organizatii n i f the fuel

department we have no record of pas-

senger service. Nobody knew wdiat we

were doing. Nobody seemed to care. But

they did keep a performance of freight

locomotives; therefore we .mi say abso-

lutely that we have decreased the per-

formance 18 per cent, from that of

two year; ago Our fuel bill for the year
:

i .2S4.000.

Now 1

'nit you can he certain that

ruing oil

d within six t< per cent.

than we did '

: not in tons but in money. So

een ver;

d wc have i i

If we cat e it iS

per cent, more in ' o years,

I will he willing to throw up my
are jus!

are able i the mechanical

department promptly two or three days

: tell them that this or that en-

gine needs a little fixing up, the packing

ight or something of that kind, it

ing too much fuel; and that in-

11 is very valuable to the mechan-

1 UTES.

We tin '.em we

can accurately hutes. I will

cite a little instance that 1 found in tak-

ing over the fuel. 1 made a personal in-

' d every

fuel station, before taking out the ac-

counting. The accounts were ham

nt in most cases, the superinten-

ving charge of the fuel station.

lion one day, I re-

al the 27th of the

and 1 introdm the agent and

told him who I was, that 1 wanted to

, 1- his fuel aci >unts. He was

very kind and took me into his private

d had the clerk bring in his daily

fi-.el report. I found by that report that

lie was carrying over 1.000,000 pounds of

fuel on hand; that is, the difference be-

tween his receipts which he had charged

i;;, to himself ami I
hich he

had charged out. 1 made a mental ni te

of the 1.000,000 pounds of fuel that he

was carrying on hand, knowing that he

could not hold it in the chute, and then

invited him to go out with me to the coal

chute. After looking over the chute, I

said, "Where i- your 500 tons of coal

that you are carrying on hand?" "Oh," he

am short." "Well," I said, " it

is very apparent that you are short, but

it for this shortager"

he said, "the engine men take

the tickets." I asked.

"Is this a regular thing, does it happen

every month?" ' V. 5, sir, it do< 5." "Well,

aren't you criticized by some one for

having this large shortage every month?"

said. "I make up that shortage,

up there and I

! I make

out enough ticl

and they

RTAGE.

chute and pays

r. and at the end of

when 1

shortagi

the best

:"ucl per-

fonnan
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r fuel this cannol happen,

it immediate-

termi

[ter that

. fter we

n a few times

It is

of the

the coal chute ami

may be

r tanks. Un-1

in and we fill them
M (1 tO

irged to

;ii is not

that the

.as con-

tra long

1 by the

burning

f

u

....

service in the final accounting, but it does

ineer's individual

performance sheet. Therefore when we

for his consumption

t) "My engine was fired up

even hours before I got it and

burned three or four tons of coal. That

:- the reason for my poor performance."

We eliminate that feature, and we elimi-

t 1 cuse. We find that the en-

dways have an excuse for then

poor performance. They will get around

it some way by saying "poor coal," or

something of that kind. But after we

have taught them to tell the truth and

11 m that by telling that truth

not letting any secrets out that

should not be known, in other words, that

they are not bringing criticism on the

mechanical department, then they com-

mence to tell the truth; they commence to

speak of little defects in the engine that

the master mechanic knew nothing of,

which have been there for months. That,

igs about better engine con-

ditions, and in turn a reduced fuel con-

sumption.

EEN GOOD AND

INTERIOR MEN,

I might say. further, that the perform-

ance sheet at the end of the month shows

the engineers name, miles run, the ton-

ndled, total, of course, pounds of

fuel consumed, the average pounds of

100 ton miles, the average weight

of all trains handled and the loss or i;ain

lical or extravagant per-

e. That is figured in dollars and

figures. Of course, those

1 the division average

have men tl

the poorest men Get

')ere they maki

rid then compliment

: 1 'ii what they ha\

at tin' end of

the month, jn as you do the

vi at criticize Pat them on the

'.•mi ap] doing, and

v that letter around

n and they try

, we are

mical on

a little

better

1 trans-

We havi
1

or coal, simply

1 matter

closely. We do not charge coal to road

service that is not consumed in that ser-

vice. We found there were a good many

cars of coal that were being used by the

mechanical department at the pump house

along the line. They would run out of

tl eir own coal and they would take a car

of ours. Now at the end of the month

we had no record of the car. We would

trace it, find out if the mechanical depart-

ment used it or if some other department

had used it, and we would charge it up

to them. In our system of accounting we

trace every car from the time it leaves the

mines until it is finally used up and

charged up to its proper account.

A desultory discussion ensued concern-

ing the cost of the system described by

Mr. Ludington, the expense of starting

fires, the advisability of banking instead

cf drawing fires and other minor matters.

Messrs. Eubank, Hayes, Emerson, Sum-

mers and Meadows took part in these

discussions. A very decided inclination

was manifested to prolong the discussion

but the claims of time for other papers

prevailed and the discussion closed.

Specialists.

Illustrating the distinctions that natural

ability makes between workmen, Andrew
Carnegie tells about two street sweepers

in Pittsburgh discussing the skill of a

third sweeper, who is declared good

enough for ordinary plain sweeping but

no good for corners. The Silent Partner

depreciate^ skill as an elevating influence

and remark- : "There was a time wr.en

the boy who swept out the corners with-

out being told, became president; but

not now. This is an age of specialists.

If you become an expert sweeper tney

will keep you at it. Efficiency is the

watchword I he way to rise is to get

caught bossing another boy that you have

' do the sweeping. Then they 11

put you On the road and you can get

rich padding your expense account."

This is not good morals and it is not

always true either.

Learning How to Learn.

One of the most important things that

a young man ran learn i- how to learn.

roping in the dark all uncertain

of what there may 1" advance,

tep to the right or to the left,

and with no means of finding out until

1 1 ii' ti' >n is stumbled over, or

some pit fallen into, is the miserable con-

dition of many hard working men. only

they have never learned to find

things which they need to know.

nting an errand (lone, I

t boy in the shop

:

"Henry, do you know where Mr. Mcln-
' ik ?" "No sir, but

I

u,i the quick response. I knew
that I had found the kind of

' would make .1 good messenger.
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General Correspondence

Powerful and Economical Boiler.

Editor:

On a road where fuel is cheap and

good the boiler should be designed with

reference to power, and no especial at-

tention should be paid to efficiency, unless

the efficiency is so low that the boiler

has to be forced to the extent that the

firebox sheets are damaged and the re-

pairs too much increased. Let us con-

sider what constitutes the most powerful

boilers.

In the first place, the grate must be as

large as possible, because more fuel can

be burned in a large firebox than in a

small one. It is self evident that the

more coal that can be burned effectively

in a given time, the greater' evaporation

we should expect. In the second place,

the crown sheet must not be too far from

the fire, and lastly, the tubes should be

short and large in area of opening, so as

to offer a free passage to the gas. A 2J4

or 3-in. tube will give more power than

a 2-in. tube, but good practice limits the

diameter of tubes to 2}4 ins. The maxi-

mum power is obtained when the blast is

as strong as possible to get it without

tearing the fire in starting, and without

causing excessive back pressure in the

cylinders. When power is the onh

requisite, the above combination will

give it.

The most powerful boilers applied to

locomotives are those of the modified

Wootten type, with 75 to 100 sq. ft. of

grate area and tubes about 15 ft. long and

2 ins. in diameter. Many engines of this

re in service on the Lehigh Valley

and the D.. L. & W. In passenger ser-

vice, most of these engines are fired with

anthracite coal, but in freight service

bituminous coal is used. The large 10-

wheel passenger engines on the D., L. &
W. are capable of developing 2,000 horse

power. They have, perhaps, the most

powerful boiler yet applied to any loco-

motive. The firebox has a heating sur-

face of 228^ sq. ft. and a grate area of

103.8 sq. ft. There are 398 tubes, 15 ft. 3

ins. long, which provide a heating surfare

of 3,158.5 sq. ft. The most remarkable

feature of these engines is the grate area,

103.8 sq. ft. The ability to produce great

horse power per square foot of heating

surface is obtained by the enormous grate

surface available for the almost perfect

combustion of the fuel.

With a large grate area a less violent

exhaust will supply the air necessary for

combustion, and therefore the Wootten

boiler of equivalent heating surface will

always develop greater horse power than

the narrow firebox. The violence of the

exhaust is, in a measi '1 by the

area of the grate. Here it might be said

that a variable exhaust would make it

I

lr pOWi I Oi

for with it the violence of the exhaust in

starling could he reduced, and thus holes

would not he torn in the fi

We have consider! tstitutes

the most powerful boiler, and now it is

in order to decide as to the mi

nomical boiler. The most economical boiler

must ha ing sur-

face as possible, especially in tin

and the combu

is, combustion must he neat

with the present method of getting air to

the fire perfect combustion can

fore, the smaller the boiler in proportion

to work it must do, the less will be its

The rapid combustion in a

loiler is produced by a contracted

with the result that the back

the piston is very much in-

dso causes con-

siderable unconsumi pass

to the greater

they are in contact

with tin face a shorter length

is has its influence in re-

1 locomotive boiler is

imy if the above is

comotives for

• high speeds

as the weight

rmit.

TRAIN

combustion. When
igh, the mere

I

e air through the i

ite mixing, when high

t.ciency, and is tin

why an ate area,

>t give the 1

of a larger grate in which the

and the air has in.

with the fuel. It is evident that

in a small boiler, that is, one in which a

large amount of steam has to be gen-

erated in proportion to the heating sur-

face, the fire must be urged ; and there-

Pacific type engines

. have the most economii

union for an engine

to have 2-in. flues 20

ate area. On
e heavy,

:« grate

From what has been said

lie most

the fire-

box heal s much

an be obtained

with the draft.

• the tubes, and the

tire part of the grates, are the only dif-
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One :

for both

iler and

. ins. in

ntic City division the runs

' is able

1 le New
York di ervice is

more exacting, and tl ie 1 ngines

are run with the 1

e is re-

YV. S.mi 111.

Assl an B S

Erroneous Instruction.

I

hism on

i-ns 1 In- b

' chanical engi

putation. This criticism is not

made for thi

frame. Also

iken part and

izci dow n as

shown in tht hi

In tin nit where the

takes the « eight 1 if

1 end if tin* engine, and the

at the point -

1 hi i" nit (b) is

ie intermediate equalizer fits into

tted end >f the hanger suspended

from the middle of the cross equalizer,

er is of a mrse sus-

to the forward end of the- forward

driving box springs. The point (c) of

the intermediate equalizer is suspended to

the "Alex b It \*ow being suspended at

[he weight coming on the

equalizer at the middle, it does not re-

quire an exceptionally analytical mind to

note that if the suspending device at

either end gives ivay, that end of the

equalizer will naturally drop down, in-

siead "f having to be Mocked down as ad-

I he blocking over the front driv-

ing axle box, and over the intermediate

equalizer is indicated respectively by (?)

and ( J 1 as ad\ ised

Xow the proper remedy would be to lift

the back end of the intermediate equalizer

and chain it up. This would necessitate

raising the front end of the engine. Then

we could either chain down the front

ends of the forward driving springs, or,

which would be most likely compulsory,

for want of chain, we could remove the

only for

the ad

front driving axle

Some Observations on Firing.

ad the inter-

my pub

\ for me

remain

In

own, or

th<- same so lung as the benefit thereof

is conveyed to you. One of the greatest

mistakes that railroad men make is in

turning down what is called "book knowl-

It seems hard for them to under-

stand that the majority of books written

on these subjects are written by practical

men and that the knowledge which en-

ables them to express themselves is

gained through experience. This is some-

thing that progressive railroad men will

not do, and that which others can ill

afford to do, for in so doing they turn

down that which is usuallj

through a lifetime of practice, study and

close observation.

We will admit that our engineers are

usually intelligent men, and it may be up

to the road foreman of engines to appeal

to the pride of all the men and work up

a friendly rivalry. That would be all

right as far as it goes. But the general

reformation of the present system of

firing which is prevalent on different

roads that I know- of is too great a task

for the road foreman of engines together

with the many other duties which most

road foremen are called on to perform.

1 do in it believe, in the first place, that

attention is given to the men
become firemen. They make

their student trips, and thereafter, so long

as they keep up the steam pressure, are

considered capable, regardless of how it

i> done or the expense in fuel to the

company. I have heard firemen spoken

of as being good firemen. On getting

ame men out on the road it was
- to see that their qualifications did

not extend beyond their abilities to 1 lean

our the tank between coal chutes, thereby

reducing their occupation to that of a

common laborer.

1.' my mind, the qualifications of a

fireman should be of a higher si.

than those of most any other man on the

road, as there is a constant call, almost a

demand, for the continuous exercise of

good judgment, careful mana emi 1

[1 1 observation in the fulfillment

duties, ddie habit of throwing in

seven scoops of coal at tin 1

mean that man3

ivasted. The habit of running over the

division without moving the grate:

obstruction of air throne

which results in the li

to be obtained from the

disputable fact that with 11

..nd their large grate an

li to carry a lighter fit

'lit draft with light

Iiau-t, which means larger nozzle. While

1, note of the 1111:.

eh e. 1 1 is sig-

the clusing of

.limited that he had

none, but had the audacity to tell -
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he knew all there was to know about

firing a locomotive.

I have had new firemen whom I con-

sidered were of the best material, but

when asked to improve on their way of

firing, I was informed that engineer so

and so had told them to throw in a good
fire and let it burn. Examinations and

brief instructions do not seem to give

ACTIVITY IN THE CANAL ZONE.

results. Practical demonstrations are the

only thing that will convince a fireman

that cracking the lumps, keeping the fire

unobstructed by clinker, light charges at

frequent intervals, closing the fire door

between scoops, is not a hardship, but

well directed work that will many times

repay him. The fireman's tendency to

work for the interest of the mine owners

should not be lost sight of. The bridge

epidemic generally overcomes all slight

derangements in front ends. I have

known as engine 22x30-in. cylinder, 54

sq. ft. grate area, to have sH-'n - nozzle

with a 34-in. bridge. This may be hardly

believable, but is nevertheless a fact.

Student firemen should first be taught

that a white heat is the most intense, that

the maximum temperature obtained in the

fire box is not far above the igniting tem-

perature of the fuel. That his main ob-

ject should be, when using bituminous

coal, to admit sufficient oxygen to the

fire and maintain the igniting tempera-

ture of the volatile matter at all times.

He should also be taught the importance

of an invariable temperature and the

proper use of the blower. His willing-

ness or unwillingness to comply wi

teachings should decide whether he is

qualified to remain in the si

Motive power departments have been

aware for some time of the unm
expense incurred by improper practices

on locomotives, and have also been de-

sirous of overcoming the deplorable con-

ditions. The title of traveling fireman

and fuel expert, while not common, have

not been wholly unknown in tl

The ma
cessful in demonstrating :'.•

to the management, ani! not in all cases

was it because they were deficient either

in firing a locomotive o'r in drafting

same, but principally because too much
was expected of them at the start. It

might be '.hat he endeavored to fire an

engine a Ms ideas which was
drafting other fellow's

ideas. It migl

took the engine in the middle of the di-

vision and att rry a light fire

on a bed of clit lacked

co-operation with tin' 1

officials, which maj a!! i .1

his being a little pr< ahead of

titne, as Mr. Roach says. A man who
applies for a position of this kind

ing for strenuous ex

that he may get result- he must have the

co-operation of the officials and the men.

He should also be given a fair trial to

practically demonstrate what his abilities

are in that line and not be burdened with

other duties, too numerou
and to say nothing about the prejudice

of those in authority above him.

ideas may conflict with his. Above all. he

cannot be expected to change a s

three months' time that has been in prac-

tice for years.

M. opinion as to fuel and nozzle is

identical with that of Mr. Summers, inas-

much as we have to be governed by con-

ditions altogether. I once had an amus-

ing experience on an engine which 1

caught as a regular engine, one of a

number of the same class working on that

division. At first the fireman would clean

out the tank between coal docks. The
diaphragm was changed, the bridge re-

moved from nozzle, and the engine soon

got the reputation among the firemen as

being a hard steamer. I remember that

several firemen were called, but they

suddenly became ill when they discovered

the number of the engine they were to

go out on. I finally got a fireman who
had fired for me two years previously

when a student, who at that time I con-

sidered an ideal fireman. His reputation

as being a good fireman had clung to him

during this period of tune, but on this

occasion I was surprised to note his

downfall. Th' and indifferent

way he had gradual!

ivy tire and no steam bi

bad proceeded half way up the hil

perecivii

stir it up. which was objected to.

well acquainted with him, I felt at liberty

to give I icturing in a friendly

•ire in condr

the engine hot v

her. wli

rill do.

importai

! nt every year. I will

-

line.

Mint, -:eer.

Suggestion Re Valve Gear.

ling that with the Stevenson

inside steam admission, that the forward

valve chamber bush-

larger in diameter

than the back end. Assuming that the

re 10 ins., the

front end io\s ins., the centre 8 ins., or

the 10-in.

e area of the inner

>c is 30.251. the area

of the 1 165, giving a difference

., and assuming that

eads is

i

iare inch, same would fur-

unbalanced force of 395 lbs.,

which to force th<

valve ahead at all time, when throttle

valve i>

an indirect

as, with a direct type of

of the piston

valve chamber bushing would be at the

lie object is to

the valve gear, and

nt half of the

against

ing the

blades to he under This

would eliminate, to a certain degree, the

fracturing of the eccentric blades and

straps and the loosening of the bolts and

nuts through the valve gear. It is neces-

sary, however, to shorten the length of

rtionally at the end of the

cylinder having the greater diameter ; or

an easier method would be to lengthen

MBIA RAII.W

the end having the

1 aving differ!

of approximate
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ufficient

ired effect when the

hour.

1 ;ear it is

back end 1"

which will put the radius rod

and put the e

a the strain on

: rank arm, therefore

>t the liner and key

Li nded that the front

,' 1 11 id in-

i the chambi

: ..11 a

11.4 be

Ive in a

J. E
El. Rd.

should he allowed, as it must be decided

by the engim

li only a trifle is allowed, the strokes

will he short, and if more is given they

will be longer. Before replacing the

si earn chest covers move one of the

mi port will be open,

as otherwise the pump will not start.

T. H. G.

Walpole, Mass.

mile instead of 321 lbs., as Mr. McMan-
amy figures it.

If I am wrong, will you please show

me where my mistake is and how Mr.

McManamy obtains his result?

E McBurney,

IV. Oakland, Cal.

Valve Setting of Duplex Pump.

- likely to in-

I'aki

Saving by Feed Water Heater.

Editor :

Referring to the proceedings of the

Traveling Engineers' Convention, in the

November issui nagazine, page

493, Mr. John McManamy, of the Pere

Marquette, explains under the head of

A ater Heating," that 1>.

1 an additional 50 1

[". U. would i ; could

bt produced by the complete combustion

of 321 Hi-, of pure carbon in one mile in

passengei n freight

service. I do not see how he obtains

these results. I followed his figures

through for the passenger service thus:

We knmv 1 gallon of water weighs

s 1 3 lbs. 1 Ine 11. T. I', will raise the

ature of 1 lb. of water 1 deg.

[". U. will rai

Ion 1 deg. To raise 1 gallon 50 degs.

would require 50x8 1 3 1'. T, LJ. or 40^2

P.. T. U. Now a passengei train will

SHOP. AIR PLANT Al- ii I

I

I. LJ.

per mile,

i 1 e 100x4 1

6

and

al is. we ivi iidd

Flange Lubrication.

Editor

:

Let me say to the readers of Railway

and Locomotive Engineering, 1 am a

bona fide subscriber of this highly appre-

ciated paper, and in its columns I have

noticed discussions of several different

and beneficial subjects, but there is one

subject which has been omitted which I

am very much interested in, and I think it

is getting to be one of the great necessities

of the railroad today, both steam and

electric.

Flange lubrication is a hard proposition

to figure the savings from.

First to be considered is flange wear to

engine tires and cars. Second is wear of

rail. Third and best of all. the reducing

of friction in long trains, resulting in the

hauling of more tonnage. Take flange

wear, with the proper lubrication it can be

reduced to very surprising figures, and

rail wear is in proportion. Hoping to hear

from the editor and readers about this

subject, L. J. Maloy.

Copperhill, Tenn.

Injector at Semaphore.

Editor

:

Referring to Decem-

ber number of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering, I will say that I do not

agree with Mr. Harry Bentley in regard

to careful boiler feeding, that is, that you

should not shut off the injector when

you stop, for if you do the engine will

blow off. If Nott have too much fire that is

a waste of steam and coal, and not only

that but when you put the injector on

again you will have 10 work it harder to

get the water back that is lost by blowing

off. ["here is the steam heat and air

nd other things that steam is used

that you are using extra coal.

I claim that the regular feeding of water

info the boiler is the best, not only for

it it is not so hard on tin

As Mr. Miller says, follow up the en-

em. and keep all leaks out; then let trav-

: on the engine with

i.ii and -how' them how to save

coal instead of trying to tell them how in

the roundhouse or office. Have the firemen

watch the injector and steam gauge in-

stead of telegraph poles. Too much can-

not be said in favor of good firing and

saving of coal on railroads, and it

a great expense and waste.

D 1:

Loco. Engineer. Union Pac. Ry.
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Hints Concerning the Machine Shop.

Editor:

Machine shop economy is summed
up by developing every machine to its

utmost efficiency ancl obtaining the

maximum output from each consistent

with the requirements of the work,

which can only be accomplished by a

good system in management and tool

work. A portion of the shop should

be devoted to the manufacture and re-

pairing and storing of tools for the

whole shop requirements, discriminat-

ing between poverty and excess and
discountenancing all waste.

An attendant should be appointed

for the purpose of supplying the wants
•of the men requiring tools for the

work they are doing. Each employee

is supplied with disk checks made from
sheet brass, with his register number
thereon; he deposits one check with

the attendant for each tool he takes.

The workman, when finished with the

tool, turns it in to the stores and the

attendant returns his check. Should
there be any damage to the tool, a

record is kept in a suitable book, with

workman's name, check number and
date and remarks. Taps, dies, stocks,

twist drills, mandrels, milling

ratchets, etc., are all dealt with

in this manner.

What is a shop without system and

organization but simply chaos, where-
: system, everything is reduced

ery man knows what to

do and when and where to do it. Sys-

tem does not require any more work-
men, but it does reduce the work of

existing workmen and everything is

done well, because each workman is

individually responsible for the par-

ticular work or tool in his care. At
the same time the responsibility is re-

duced to ;; minimum, for every indi-

vidual knows the system and that it

will be rigidly carried out. In fact,

it is impossible to grapple with large

concerns without it, and even small

ones become utter failures. System
also insures that nothing is interrupted,

not only in one shop but in every por-

tion of the works, by the absence of

the foreman, journeyman or appren-
tice, the work proceeds.

Every machine should be fixed ac-

cording to a plan, so that heavy or

light work can be done expeditiously.

Suitable crane power or liftii

is found -exactly where wanted. At

any time, should alterations be re-

quired in machinery or fixtures, draw-
ings should be made giving full par-

ticulars. This is very important and

of great assistance to all con

I have known where alteratioi

been made in shops and no

kept. This has caused delays and ex-

pense where there are a quantity of

nd air and water pipes. No one

appears to know when or where the

alteration has been made under ground.

If there had been a proper plan in the

first place, and if when the alterations

were made the changes were noted on
the drawing, it would have prevented

a world of trouble and experimenting,

which is costly. It may happen the

of the first essentials is to "well man"
the machines and then keep the cutters

in order, for success depends en-

tirely upon the facility for production

and regrinding the cutters, it being an

absurdity to use a cutter beyond its

- service. A 3-inch

cutter will do, probably, on an average

foreman has been transferred to

another shop; he would be aw

the changes, but the foreman n

taken his place has no drawn:

any records for his guidai

The beneficial effect of accuracy in

tool work is

by the twist drill. The circumferential

speed for one half inch t< 1

of an inch i- j<i to 30 t. a minute on
mild sti

1-100 of an inch for each re\

that is, half 1

each revolutio if the

drill is ground with uneven lips the

whole cut coi , there-

fore the drill is soon dan

driller reduces the feed until the one

edge cuts well. This amounts to about

one-half to drill

at the smallest cut absolute accuracy

is required. Throughout each edge

must be of equal length for obvious

reasons, and have the same angle with

the cenl drill. It is clearly

undersn .rinding is an im-

portant factor. Two important points

in all toi the cutting and clear-

ance a>'

that in all ordinary-

lathe wi :ts and coarse feeds

are first principles, one roughing and
bringing down the speed

to suit the cut rather than suit the cut

to the speed, for the greatest amount
of work will be done in a given time;

that is, let it be a maximum of feed

rather than have the finishing a good
sliding cut.

Too much cannot be said for the

Universal milling machine. No ma-

chine shop is complete without it. One
from eighteen to twenty hours' work

MONSTER" K

regrinding, which is only a few

k. The cost of grinding

would not be more than

8 or 10 '

le important point which

sight of, and that is

that all machines should have good
foundatii ines cannot be too

rigid. Let an [line be

defective, and it will rebound upon the

work done. H. J. Vaw

Engine Driver.

.'. den Bell's let-

ter in tl number on "Engine

Driver," 1 have always understood that a

man who served his time as a machinist

! firing, is an engineer, and

that a ma served his time firing

is a driver. I am an apprentice and my

ne firing, I think 1 will high-

ly appre died engineer. But

red time firin

railed engineer. It hurts a

man's fe< ne to serve 1

only be classed with the

shorter service man. I don't mean to say

one man's character is better than an-

Mertox J

. .
}'.

[Our correal

:e length or kind of

ine driver is t

rable term

Empire. In tl

is the wi
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Vulcan Iron Works of Wilkes-Barre

January, 191O-

1
1 111 the

.

. work

ind tin

i hments

r which

to

,-e and six hundred

; iii improvcnn

; with the big

worked

e eh gam
1 I

- could n< :

;

all the tool are elec-

..

in the lower fi

desirable

in course of con

ing from the heaviei conti actors'

locomotivt '- for use in excavating and

other operatic 1

plantatii .-cine had the

for the

I

; ly eh 'j. ml in appeal

an. e Oi 1 lied for n

ports air' ad\

ei ting the

requirements of the service for which

intended. The cylinders are 15

gi of track, 4 ft. 8] j

notive is used for gi neral

ound their furnaces

for this reason is unusuallj lai gi g

-^ x 78 in- it is equipped with a separ-

ate combustion chamber 12 ins. deep.

The heating surface of the fire-box is

92 square feet; the combustion chamber

25 square feet, and that of the tubes 750.34

square feet; or a total heating surface of

\ i! ;w hi nil-: vui

and possesses many feature- of interest.

The locomotive is designed for a height

limit of 12 ft. and a width of 9 ft. The

combined weight of the engine and tender

with two gauges of water in the boiler

ami tank two-thirds full, is approximately

120,800 lbs. The total weight on drivers

oximately 81.000 lbs.: which gives

agi weight per axle ol

e\

.

:

!

KS, WILKES-BARRE, PA.

867.34 square feet; the grate area being

tare feet. The driving wheels are

41 111- in diameter, fitted with cast in n

centers and 4;; in. rolled steel tires.

I he middle pair of drivers are flangeiess.

'J he driving axle journals are 6J2 x S ins.

Frames of open-hearth cast steel, of

rioubli bar sei tion. The equalizi

placed 111 front of drivers and between

ar drivers. Steam chest

valves are of the Rich-

ardson balanced type fit-

ted with relief valve.

ads. rocker arms,

cab window sashes

tool boxes, running b

steps, etc., all

steel.

I hi tendei ha

ing back, fitted with a

U shaped tank of

gallons capai it
;

.

bunker

1 The wei.

000 lbs I his i- a -

fill I01

style

ing in «

1
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1

It is simp] '

!
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Baldwin Mallet Articulated for the Southern Pacific

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

-recently completed 21 Consolidation Mal-

let type locomotives for the Ilarriman

Lines, or as they are also called, the

Associated Lines. It is part of an

order for 105 engines, placed with these

works by the Associated Lines in the

spring of 1909. The heavy M

res with

the convenience of the cab fittings.

The main frames are securely braced,

under the 'ing, to which

the bump The latter supports

a stub pilot. The bin

forward to pri upants of the

illision shocks.

referred. The latter engine has n

e a sufficient length of time to

le ; and the fact that

21 additional locomotives of the same type

ilt for the Associated Lines,

that the performance of these en-

n fully up to expectations.

A few no dimensions of the

HEAVY MALLET COMPOUND oil. BURNER FOR 50

J. Small, General Superintendent of Motive Power.

COMPANY.
Baldwin Locomoti' Builders.

gines have been assigned as follows

:

Three coal burners for the Union Pacific

Railroad, three for the Oregon Railroad

& Navigation Co., and 15 oil burners for

the Southern Pacific Co. Apart from

modifications necessary because of the

change of fuel, the six coal burners are

practically duplicates of Southern Pa-

cific locomotives Nos, 4000 and 4001,

which were built by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works early in 1909. These en-

gines were described and illustrated in

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

for June, 1909, on page 269.

Experience gained in operating these

engines through tunnels and snow-sheds

has proved the desirability of placing the

engine crew where a better view of the

track can be obtained. Accordingly the

new Southern Pacific locomotives are

designed to run with the firebox end first,

and the tender back of the sm

With a coal burning locomotivi

plan would, of course, be impracticable,

but no difficulty is anticipated when using

oil as fuel.

In the new design the cab is entered

through side doorways, reached by suit

able ladders. An unobstructed view of

the track is obtained through tl

windows. The cab fittings ai

veniently arranged within easy reach of

the engineman, who occupies the right

hand side when looking ahead. The

Ragonnet power gear d, and its

cylinder is placed as on the pre', i

comotives. This gear was described in

our October, 1909, paper on page 456.

With this gear so placed it has been nec-

essary to run a shaft across the boiler

back-head, in order to make coi

with the operating lever. This arrange-

The deck plate at the smoke-box end of

the locomotive is of cast steel, and is

provided with a chafing block and a suit-

able pocket for the tender draw bar. The

tender i> of the Associated Lines stand-

Maliel here described are appended for

reference:

Cylinders, 26 ins. and 40 ins. x 30 ins.

Valves, balanced piston.

Boiler—Type, straight; material, steel; diameter,

84 ins.; thickness of sheets, 13-16 in. and

VIEW OF BALDWIN MALI ET COMPOUND FOR TH1

ign, with rectangular tank, and

equipped for oil burning li

So far as the boiler, cylinders, ma-

chinery and running gear of this

he design i- practi-

cally a duplic; I ern Pacific en-

1000. to which we have already

1
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ft.; fire-

; mber, 401; dia-

lis.; tubes,

fi
!

57 "is.;

» ins.; others,

nt, .;<.'.

- 56 ft. 7 ins.; total en-

ft. 3 ins.

on truck, back,

1:

Gyroscopic Monorail Car.

Our il

car 40 . ft. high, io ft. wide

and wei ft is carried on

four wl line eng ine fur-

.

the \vi. line, the car would

very quickly fall over if it were not

for the

operated by the ngine

These weigh to

about tl rs of .1 ton. The fly-

wheels, for such they practically are.

diameter and

rather the gyrostat, as the modification

ti\ the late Lord Kelvin is now called.

The gyroscope offers no resistance to

,1 motion of translation, that is, it does

t. nor is it affected by the

of the car along the rail. In

1 the gyroscopes have nothing

to do with whether the car is in mo-

1 or standing still. The car goes

forward or stops in obedience to the

yed from the gasoline mo-
manipulated by the operator.

The function of the gyroscopes is to

keep ill! car standing upright or "on

n keel" as a sailor might say.

If the car tips to one side, it is really

ing to revolve about an axis

by the monorail. To illustrate

this matter of revolution about an

Suppose you stand ' a walking

stick on the floor, point down and han-

dle up, and remove all support, the

stick will fall down. The handle will

describe an arc of a circle from per-

pendicular to horizontal, with the point

as the center. The whole stick may
thus be said to have made a quarter

of a revolution about the point. In

the same way if the car tips to one

side or the other, it is beginning to

revolve about the monorail as the

rounded surface to which the string loop

is attached for throwing. This knob may

be observed slowly revolving in a circle,

giving the top a wabbling motion while

it spins rapidly about its axis. The pro-

cessional motion of the top gradually be-

comes less and less and at last it dis-

appears when the spinning top "sleeps."

The precessional motion of the gyros-

copes produced by the slight tipping of

the car cause them to revolve slowly

around as if they desired to place their

spinning axis over the monorail, ^nd

here a curious law of gyroscopic motion

comes in. It is stated thus, "Hurry on

precession and the body rises in opposi-

tion to gravity." In the monorail car

mechanical means are provided for

hastening the precessional motion of

the gyroscopes and the lower side of the

ear rises in obedience to the law, as

gyroscopes are so to speak, part and

parcel of the car. The rising of the de-

pressed side causes a precessional motion

in opposite direction and prevents the

car oscillating or swaying from side to

side on the monorail. The car goes

round a curve with an inward inclination

like a bicycle rider, and whether on a

curve or on straight track every slight

tendency to overturn is instantly and

automatically checked by the gyroscopes,

it. a way that is almost uncanny.

The full-sized car shown in our illus-

tration is said to be more successful in

operation than the model was. It was

exhibited in working order on the War
Office grounds at Chatham, England, Le-

fore professional experts and members

of the Royal Society. A speed of 7

miles an hour was attained on the trial,

1 ut higher speeds are confidently ex-

pected. Sudden shifting of weights in 1.0

way endangered the equilibrium of the

car, in which

;ch motion the g

about its pomt. To
: 1 .scopes offer great

1 1 a t ion is

to tin line of

to tip, how-

iii].., 1-1 5 in at

move

1

1

pun

Wants Our Postage Increased.

In his message to Congress. Presi-

dent Taft complains about the loss

caused the Government by second class

mail matter being carried at rates so

low that a large annual deficit results.

The President is shrewd enough to re-

frain from recommending an increase

of rates for newspapers, but he ex-

presses himself strongly in favor of

raising the postal rates on magazines

and such publications. One important

cause of lo to p. '-t.il revenues is left

unni itii ed. That is the cai 1
s
ing of

Eree within every county. Mews-

publishers are privileged to send

their papers through the mails free

within the county where the publica-

tion office is located, but the curtailing

of that concession to rustic new

1, .ti. in w ould excite the v

or popularity would dare

t.. risk.
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Contributions for Presents to Officials.

The time was when nearly every rail-

road on the American Continent jvas

cursed with the practice of giving gifts

to officials and to others in authority.

Toadies in the singular or plural number
would make it known that Superintendent

Brown or Master Mechanic Johnson was
a good man with the employes interests

at heart, or that he deserved a testimonial

to show the appreciation of the men.

The chief toady would head a subscrin-

tion list with the idea of favors to come,

and most of the other victims would be

afraid to refuse to contribute dollars they

could not afford. By this practice some
of the most contemptible officials who ever

abused a brakeman received testimonials

certifying to worth and popularity they

never possessed.

These practices have almost entirely

disappeared from American railway life.

It seems the evil had appeared in the

railways of the Philippines, but had made
only small progress when arrested by the

highest authority as shown by the sub-

joined general order which one of our

subscribers denominated "one of the best

orders that has been sent out in any

countrv."

THE PHILIPPINE RAILWAY COMPANY

Office of the Vice-President.

GENERAL ORDER NO. 10.

Gifts to Officers, Foremen and Others.

Officers and employes of the Philippine

Railway Company are advised that it
;
s

contrary to the policy of the company.

and is forbidden, that subscriptions De

taken up for the purpose of presenting

foremen, officers or others with presents

or tokens or entertainment upon the

occasion of their leaving the service of

the company, or upon any other occasion.

It is considered unfair and improper

that employes should be called upon to

contribute, often unwillingly, from their

wages for purposes of this kind, and they

are requested to refuse to make such con-

tributions. Officers or other employes

connected with the getting up or assist-

ing in such collections will be held ac

countable therefore.

Wm. B. Poland,

Vice-Pres. and Chief Engineer.

To all Officers and Employes and to be

Posted at Registered Stations.

Iloiln. P. I.. October 23, 1009.

Shelving and Shaft Hangers.
In the tool room of the new shops of

the St. Louis & San Francisco Railway at

Springfield, Mo., are two or three

features of special interest, some of

which represent standard items of

equipment designed and arranged by
the Arnold Company and used in most
of the shop plants for which that com-
pany contracts. The tool room is

about 87 by 39 ft. and is surrounded

by steel shelving with wire partition

above. The wire netting is built in

sections, each on a steel frame, and the

sections are all of uniform size for all

the places in which they are used in

the whole plant. The top is stiffened

and the separate sections fastened to-

gether by a continuous channel sec-

tion band running around the whole

belts are a necessity for the operation

of the small machines. The overhead

hangers for these are supported in a

manner which has been adopted by

the Arnold Company as standard

practice. The connection to the over-

head floor beams is made by pairs of

channel sections bolted to the

back . to back at uniform distances

SPRINGFIELD. MO., SHOPS OF THE FRISCO IfARE IX CENTER OF PICTURE
SHOWS ENLARGED VIEW OF SHAFT HANGERS.

top. The shelving is also made in

sections of the same width as the

sections of the partition and is

mounted upon supports so that the

sections can be put together in much
the same manner as are sectional book

cases. The shelves are so arranged

that they may be fixed in a horizontal

or in a tilted position. Some of the

sections are fitted with doors forming

cabinets for the smaller or more valu-

able tools. In case of removal or re-

arrangement of the size or position of

the room, the sections both of shelv-

ing and wire partition may be dis-

connected, removed and replaced with

but littli ind at a small ex-

penditure of time. The tops of the

are covered

miter.

in the engraving of the tool room
equipment i- ided for

hanging shafting adjustably. In the

shop g

much as possible, but in tl

apart and uniformly punched for bolt

holes before erection. These chan-

nels are all of the same section and
cut to the same length for the whole

shop plant, some 1,300 pieces being

used in these shops of the Frisco

system.

The fastening may be adjusted to

any size of hanger by the use of filling

pieces or thimbles through which the

hanger bolt passes, or the hanger

bolts may pass on cither or both

sides of the channel sections. On ac-

count of the uniform character

channel-section supports, the hangers

are .always at the same
ly level and the hangers may

be shipped along toward one

the other or removed fro 1

supports to another with tin

ance that the alignment of the shaft

will be perfect and that n<

justment will be required

shaft run true. In our il

ire in the enlarged

in the cut.
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$1,284,000 Saved in One Year.

In this issue ws ha.

..

Engineers' Convention of the paper on

"Fuel Economy" presented by Mr. S. D.

aper and the d

most valuable contribution

I

millions

-

Mr. Wright

in their

I'll fireman

ancc than the

!

lii than the runner noted £1 r

corner.

The remarks made by Mr. C. F. 1.

Santa Fe

1 indicate

,ve have held regarding the

piying 1 itive tenders. By the

introduci ascertain-

[uantity of coal supplied, the offi-

re justified 111 keeping the engine-

men to strict account for the coal used.

When they found that they were treated

justly in the coal charged to their use the

enginemen began to display rivalry as to

who could make the best fuel record. The

result was simply astounding. A fuel

saving of 18 per cent, is declared to have

been effected, which aggregated $1,284,000

in one year. The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway has nearly 1,700 loco-

motives, and the sum saved does not reach

very high per engine; but it counts of the

greatest importance in aiding the company

to carry on new enterprises or in helping

to raise the pay of deserving employees.

The saving was effected by the revived

zeal and care of the enginemen, and by

the change in the methods of coal meas-

urement that convinced those using the

coal that waste would be resented and

care put to their
t
credit. The people who

have for years been promoting cheap

methods of handling coal at railway sup-

ply stations and brought into popularity

practices that dumped valuable coal as

recklessly as if it were worthless earth

ought to reflect upon what careful, intel-

ligent handling has done.

Railway officials who are striving with-

out ceasing to reduce operating expenses

without injuring efficiency are respect-

fully urged to read the remarks mane by

Mr. C. P. Ludington I
mi page

'lis paper.

To Interfere with Locomotive Boilers,

ailway Business Association, al-

little more than a year old, has

factor in defending

id the indications are

that it act as an effective

buffer in protecting railways from the

'if malicious legisla-

tion. Al held by the Railway

"ii Nov.

influential statesmen

their views in

and the public and

was, that rail-

red "i ievously

and that alto-

is displayed by

liotic anti-rail-

timents.

till fresh ".

fair people in

and "f the Railway Business As-

llar, to a bill intro-

duced last tear by Mr. l!urk<u from Ne-

braska for the ostensible purpose of

promoting safety of railroad employees

and travelers upon railroads by compell-

ing railroad companies to equip their loco-

motives with safe and suitable boilers and

appurtenances thereto; which include

steam pressure gauge, safetj valve, gauge

.1 water glass with

certain details specified. The boiler must

withstand a hydraulic test, in the ratio

of one hundred and hit) pounds to the

square inch to one hundred pounds per

square inch of the working steam pres-

sure ; boiler and appurtenances must be

well made of good material, that the open-

ings for the water and steam respectively,

and all pipes and tubes exposed to heat

proper dimensions and free from

obstructions; that the spaces between and

around the flues are sufficient ; that the

boiler flues, safety valves, fusible plugs,

low water indicator, feed water apparatus,

gauge cocks, steam gauge, water and

steam pipes, low water gauges, means of

moving mud and sediment from boiler,

and all other machinery and appurtenances

thereof are of such construction, shape,

condition, arrangement and material that

the same may be safely employed with-

out peril of life and limb.

With a few absurd exceptions, the fore-

going particulars describe 99 per cent, of

the locomotive boilers used today by rail-

road companies and they are decidedly

better cared for than other boilers; yet the

author of the measure makes it imperative

that the owners of the boilers shall have

them and their appurtenances thoroughly

examined and tested every three months

by experts employed by the Secretary of

Commerce and Labor. That seems to be

the real purpose of the bill besides giving

this new fangled Congressman some

notoriety to bring into existence an army

of reputed experts to perform work that

has been done thoroughly and satisfac-

torily by mechanics who have acquired un-

questioned skill by many years of experi-

ence in making, repairing and testing

locomotive boilers.

According to reports published in the

Locomotive by the Hartford Steam

Boiler and Inspection Company, there

were in the months of April, May, June,

July and August of last year 159 acci-

dents that were classed as boiler ex-

plosions. Of these .1 were in mines, 8 to

tugs and water craft, o to locomotives, II

to saw mills, 15 to traction and agricul-

tural boilers. 52 at power plants and 60

at heating and miscellaneous plants. There

are about 60.000 locomotive boilers in the

United States, more than any other form

of boiler. The small number of ex-

plosions to locomotive boilers is con-

vincing testimony in favor of the great

care such boilers receive from the men

responsible for their safety.

In 1868 the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association was organized for
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the purpose of the "Advancement of

knowledge concerning the principles, con-

struction, repair and service of the rolling

stock of railroads, by discussions in com-
mon, the exchange of information, in-

vestigation and reports of the experience

of its members." Almost the first in-

vestigations this association of the best

informed practical mechanics in the coun-

try were connected with were locomotive

boilers; investigations that included every

subject that vast experience and scientific

information could suggest to identify

weak forms of unreliable material and to

recommend for use forms and practices

that had proved themselves thoroughly

reliable. From such searching ordeal the

locomotive boiler of today has taken its

form; and the practices of testing and ex-

amining that contribute to safety in opera-

tion have arisen out of the fountain of

experience possessed by the Railway

Master Mechanics of the United States.

Yet a bovine member of Congress, whose

greatest engineering experience has never

strayed far from his festive mules, rushes

in like others of his kind to overturn prac-

tices that wisdom has established and that

safety to life and limb have declan

factory.

We commend the case to the careful at-

tention of the Railway Business Associa-

tion and to other sensible citizens having

influence in our halls of law making.

Selecting Firemen.

Many schemes have been proposed for

the selection of firemen, most of them
being based on a desire to give educated

young men the opportunity to become
wielders of the scoop if they so desire.

The geiteel young man thus given the

opportunity to become locomotive fire-

man ht.i never met the requirements so

well as the youth whose conspicuous per-

sonality comprises bone and muscle. Most
old locomotive engineers have had experi-

ence with mother's darlings ambitious to

become locomotive engineers by passing

through the rank of fireman for a very

short perfod, and the experience has been

of a character to promote profanity.

Selecting firemen, which has been period-

ically discussed by the Master Mechanics
Association, came up again at last con-

vention as a topical discussion, and Mr.
D. B. McBain, of the New York Central

Lines, said :

"The question, 'Is previous railroad ex-

perience of advantage to locomotive fire-

men.' is one that we believe worthy of

debate, as there are many angles from
which the matter ought to be viewed
Ordinarily, there are very few applica-

tions from the ranks of the shopmen, the

trainmen, the switchmen or the clerical

force, for positions as firemen, and it has

been our personal experience that in most

cases where applications are received

from these sources, that the applicant!

have not been successful for one reason or

another, and turn to the locomotive ser-

vice as a last resort.

"From the ranks of the sectionmen, the

bridge gangs, the car repair gangs and

the freight-house gangs, there are many
very desirable applicants. These men, as

a whole, are used to rough, heavj work at

low wages, and they appreciate fully the

advantages afforded by the locomotive

>ervice in the matter of better working

wnditions and increased remuneration.

"While it has been our experience that

not all of these men make good, as loco-

motive men, the exceptions are, perhaps,

less in proportion to number than of any

other class of men hired, and some of the

very best engineers- in the service at the

present time are men who began on the

track, the repair yard, the bridge gang or

the freight-house gang. In such cases,

by reason of the fact that they, in most

instances, do appreciate that the locomo-

tive service is more desirable in all re-

spects than the jobs they left, it would

seem their previous experience was ad-

vantageous to themselves and the com-

pany alike.

"Viewing the matter from a standpoint

of the practical railroad experience of

such men, they, of course, cannot be

classed with applicants who have had

previous experience as trainmen or

switchmen, especially when firemen are

needed to keep the road open.

"To sum up : First—Should it be the

good fortune of a road to get men who
have fired elsewhere and been laid off on

account of reduction in force, the experi-

ence they have had, ought to be of some

value to the employing company, and they

have, as a rule, the advantage of being

young men, which is a desirable feature.

Second—If intelligent young men could be

induced to enter the track, bridge, car-

repair and freight-house gangs, with a

prospect of advancement to the locomo-

tive service, if they can qualify, it would

seem that the scheme ought to work out

advantageously to the railroad companies.

Third—In our opinion, the next best ma-

terial from which to choose firemen, is

from the farm. The m, after

he is broken in. is usually appreciative of

iti 'ii and will develop into a good,

reliable ' fireman. Much can

be accomplished toward improving ef-

ficiency among locomotive firemen by hav-

ing good men as firemen's instructors,

who shall have no other duties to per-

form, and who can apply their whole

mental and physical energy toward in-

struct: 1

Boiler Lagging in Europe.

According to a recent report of the

International Railwaj C comotive

boiler laj I with more or

less satisfaction by various railroads on

the continent. The idea up to somewhat

recently have been that " f he

best lagging is no lagging." A layer of

air surrounding the boiler has been

relied upon as the protection against lost

of heat. The efficacy of air as a non-

conductor is too well known to require

explanation. The common house refrige-

rator is built on this principle, and the

thermos bottle has only gone one step

further and has replaced air by vacuum.
Many continental locomotives are "cov-

ered" by a layer of air about 1$$ ins.

thick, confined between the boiler and
thin sheets supported on a light frame.

Asbestos lagging has been in use on
several railways, notably the Northern of

France, which has applied it to two of its

latest compounds. Cork, slag-wool and
silicate-cotton laggings have been tried,

but none of these appear to have become
popular. It may be said of asbestos lag-

ging that perhaps it has made the most

of any, but that is not saying

very much. Asbestos, and indeed, all the

laggings mentioned, are not in them-

selves very efficient non-conductors.

Solid asbestos can be made very hot and

asbestos-wool is used in many fireplaces

in houses where gas is used. Under the

action of a gas flame fed from what is

practically a Bunsen burner, this fluffy

wool asbestos becomes very hot and may
also become incandescent.

The secret of asbestos when it is used

to cover a locomotive boiler is that it is

made so as to contain an immense num-
ber of minute air spaces. Asbestos itself

is not injuriously acted upon by heat.

The fact that the material in a porous

state can be readily put on a locomotive

boiler, and the fact that it is a tangible

substance and therefore more easi

plied than a layer of air, gives this form

of boiler covering an advantage which is

recognized in this country. After all, it

is to the non-conducting property of the

contained air that makes this form of

covering valuable.

The Southern of France is making trial

ing composed of magnesium car-

bonate, and the saving in fuel, through

thus checking surface heat losses is said

to be from 2 to 3 per cent. The Paris-

Lyons & Mediterranean officials are now
experimenting with various kinds of

boiler lagging, but have not yet arrived at

any positive conclusion on the subject.

The Italian State Railway is using several

tos, and the Belgian State

railways, as a rule, use a form of asbestos

matting covered with thin sheet iron.

The back part of the firebox is lagged

with wood which has been coated with

silica paint, the outside being covered

with thin sheet iron.

In this connection it may be mentioned

that many locomotives in the Northern

States of America and in Canada have

some lagging left off in the cab

where the whole back head is

for the purpose ,-^i supplyin

crew in winter time. The ordinary un-
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is usually

locomo-

tives thi

ed w ith Russia

iron, ai : heat is sup

ide and

This has the ad-

the cab comparatively

cool in 511

The matter of boil has re-

1 in Europe in con-

ging. It

is held I
' inental author-

where
1 ilers with

hi *e with-

out it. lours has

been st; I lifference in time be-

tween the two. Washing out has in some

lack of time to

ool sufficiently

of cold

warm boilers has an

It i

which our Continen-

tal frii 1 gg< d with air"

there m and a

1
if the air, which, while ad-

1 wash-

not be a very

in road

Adjusting the Reach-Rod.

1 he usual prac-

nk only, which,

lount of

tin

-1 III po 111' '11

Id hi' taken to

: the link bl

nsider-

-

panding
1

will likely he in the point of cut 1 It, and

i practice to find the cut off points

with the lever at the extreme ends of the

-. The points where the valve

'ii readily he found by the valve

train, and, taking one side of the locomo-

tive tit a time, it is well to test both the

forward and backward motions. In a

troke 01 28 in- tin- extreme point

of steam admission may he 25 ins., hut it

'.m:1 generally be found tliat there is a

rable variation observable when
the forward and backward points are

compared.

Assuming that the average distance

should he -•_!'.. ins., it is a simple matter
of moving the reverse-lever backward or

forward so as to bring the valve to the

closing point when the cross-head is at

that distance, and note the amount which
the reach- rod will have to be lengthened
or shortened to produce the desired effect.

It is also of value to repeat the experi-

ment at the point where the supply of
steam is cut off while the locomotive is

engaged at its usual working capacity.

This is generally with the reverse lever

at some point towards the center of the

quadrant. As a rule, however, it will be
found that if the cut-oft" point is nearly

correct at the full end of the stroke it

"ill h<' found to retain the same, if not a

greater degree of exactness when the

stroke of the valve is shortened.

While the reach rod is thus being re-

djusted, it would take hut little time to

ob erve the valve openings or points of

steam admission. Sometimes it will be
found that a slight change in the length
of the eccentric rods may be necessary to

""'> thi changes incidental to a variation

length of the reach-rod. If the

original adjustment of the valve gearing
has been carefully .accomplished the ec-

should not require to 1,,. dis-

turbed for many mouths, hut the change
in the ri em 1.

1
lie inevitable

al within a very short period.

Evi ry thing that tends to the maintenance
"i the perfect adjustment of the valve

of the modern locomotive, ti nds
t" incn ' cienc\ and to economy in

that there is more than may at

'
' in "p. r and < ontinued

adjustment of the reach-rod.

The Westinghouse Controlled Turbine.

'I he use oi st 1 nil turbim s as applied

to the propulsion 1 if -hips has I"

tended \ erv gl . ,i' I; dm ing the la t ten

usi oi steam
• ed that form of

ting this radical de

in bines in mat im use. abi iut six

1 tre West ii

ir \dmiral ( leoi ge W
I ! Macalpine,

to thoroughly in-

' m tur-

bine for the propulsion of ships and the

probabilities Of its becoming the ulti-

mate successor of the highly developed
reciprocating engine.

These accomplished engineers pro-

ceeded to investigate, to experiment
and to invent, with the result that they
have worked out an epoch making in-

vention.

A most serious defect of the steam
turbine engine now used for the propul-
sion of ships is that the speed of the

engine is too great for the propeller.

The invention which Air. Westinghouse
and other prominent engineers desired

to see effected was something that would
maintain the high speed of the turbine

while driving the propeller at a low
speed.

Messrs. Melville and Macalpine, fol-

lowing the suggestion of Mr. Westing-
house, proceeded to investigate, to ex-

periment and to invent, with the result

of solving the stupendous problem by
means of a peculiar form of reduction

gear, which makes possible any reason-

able speed ratio between the turbine

shaft and the propeller shaft.

Mr. Westinghouse, describing the

new invention, writes:

The teeth of the gears are helical,

that is to say, they do not run straight

across the face of the wheel parallel to

the axis, as in the case of ordinary spur

gears, but they are cut in the form of

a steel spiral, like an exaggerated screw
thread. This construction allows th«

teeth to roll into contact without shock
or jar. If there were only a sing 1 ;eai

on each shaft this helical form of tooth
would cause an objectionable end
thrust. As the gears must be very wide

to transmit the enormous powers re-

quired in marine service, two gears,

each of half the required width, are

placed on each shaft, with the spirals

of the teeth running in opposite direc-

tions. In this way the end thrust due
to the obliquity of the teeth is com-
pletely balanced. With a pair of wide-

faced gears with straight teeth, it is

hardly possible to cut the teeth with

such accuracy and to .align the shafts so

perfectly as to get uniform contact

throughout the entire length. Even if

it were possible to secure the requisite

degree of accuracy at the outset, it

could not be permanently maintained

on account of the natural wear of the

In .11 ingS 1 e gi ni : al, the conditions are

such that a rigidly confined set ol

such a- mon for moderate

peed ml powei . is altogether in, id

missible.

In the design which has proved its

sufficiency under severe and exhaustive

t< st s. the smallei gear or pinii in is

I in w I'.'t tin mi enti 11 s call a

' frame." The frame which

carries tin 1" 01 the pinion is

a heavy teel 1 ting supported 1 inly
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at a single point midway between the

bearings. This support is flexible, so

that the frame is free to oscillate in a

vertical plane passing through the axis

of the pinion, but is held securely

against motion in any direction. Fur-

thermore, the pinion is trie to move
endwise in its bearings. Any tendency

of the teeth to hear harder at one end

of the gear than the other would tend

tc unbalance the respective end thrusts

due to the right and left hand spirals

of the teeth; but as the pinion cannot

present any resistance t" unbalanced

end thrust, it constantly adjusts itself

in the direction of its axis to tin- posi

tion corresponding to equilibrium be-

tween the opposing forces. This means
that the tooth contact pressures are

always automatically equalized.

If there are any minute irregulari-

ties in the spacing of the teeth, which

would tend to make the contact harder

at one point than another in any part

of the revolution, this tendency is de-

feated by the floating frame, the posi-

tion of which about its central support

or fulcrum is controlled solely by the

pressure of the teeth of the pinion against

the teeth of the large gear. Xaturally

the floating frame always yields under

the slightest tendency of an unbalanced

contact pressure in such a way as to

transfer the smallest increment of un-

balancing pressure to anothei

of the gear that in the absence of the

floating frame would be less inclined

to take its full share of the stress. In

short, the gears are self adjusting to

relieve and equalize all abnormal
strains, and are consequently indepen-

dent of the small inaccuracies that are

impossible to eliminate in the best com-

mercial manufacturing operations.

BooR Notices

Wage Earners' Mite Denied.

The measures before Congress that re-

ceive the greatest .itt.nti.in from politi-

cians are seldom those calculated to have

the greatest influence for good or for

evil upon the majority of the people. The
frugal and provident tendency of the

American people, especially of the wage-

earning classes, is seriously impaired by

the widespread suspicion of ordinary

banks being unsafe, a sentiment that has

been nurtured by many cruel failures to

return the savings of depositors.

Those who are familiar with the se-

curity of savings given by postal savings

banks in other countries, are heartily in

favor of similar hank-, being established

ir. the United States. President Taft

has urged Congress to 1 tablish postal

savings banks without delay. The grab

bing, grasping tendency of our over

fattened money p'.w.r- will oppose wiving

the people postal savi until the

concession is exacted by menacing de-

mands for what i- a real wage-earner's

mite.

Labor and the Railroads, by James O.

Lagan. Published bj the Houghton,

M lillin ('. impanj . Boston [64 pagi ,

cloth. Price $1.00.

I I..' author .>i '

I In Confi ion oi a

Railroad Signalman," has succeeded in

producing material for another very read-

able book. It i- 1. 1 In 1 egretti d li

that a writer possessed of fair ability

should apparently be .-.. limited in point

of personal experience with th.

lie discusses, lie evidently arrogates t'.

himself a position and place as the spokes

man of the railroad men. II. complains

that the railroad worker has never ex-

pressed his opinion on the industrial

situation. This is a gross error. There
is perhaps no class of men, outside of

professional literary men. who have given

better expression of opinions 111 regard to

matters affecting their own welfare than

railroad men have done and are now do-

ing. The annual conventions, the month-

ly meetings, the numerous publications

all bear testimony to the vast and varied

expression of opinion on every conceiv-

able subject affecting the interests of rail-

road men. The result has been beneficial

t-i the general public and to the railroad

men themselves.

I in Ml. hanical World Electrical

Pocket Book fop. 1010. Published by

Emmott and Company, Mani

England.

I In- book contains a vast collection of

electrical engineering notes, rules, tables

and data that are indispensabli to electric

workers. There is much new and valu-

able matter added this year, especially on

the subjects of motor converters, carry-'

ing capacity of cable- and electricity me-

ters. The book costs 25 cents in cloth

and 50 cents in leather binding. It con-

t 1111 200 pages of closely printed mat-

ter besides .1 dial for ( very day in the

year. It can be had directly from the

publishers.

1 motive I Ik noN \i;~.
. sei md

compiled by Geo. L. Fowler, for the

V R. M. M. A. Published by the

Railroad Ga ettc, 1909. Price. $5.00.

This work, now in its second

edition, ha- been compiled by Mi

L. Fowler, M.I'., for the Americai

way Master Mechanics' V
under the supervision of a committee of

this association composed of Mr. J. F.

1

.

! superintendent 1

1

power of the New Y..rk Central Lines;

Mr. A. W. Gibbs, general

of motive power of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, an.! Mr. V F. Mitchell. 1

superintendent

Lehigh Valley Railroad. 'Ike 1 k i- of

standard railn

are of tlie same dimensions as "iir paper.

I Ik book is bound in leather and well

printed. It contains 540 pag'

illustration-. I he dii an illus-

trated vocabulary of terms which desig-

nate American railw a \ locomotivi

parts, attachments -md details of con-

struction, with definitions .md also illus-

trations of tj pica! Bi iti

Locomotive Breakdowns Emergencies

and Their Remedies. Bj Geo. L. Fow-

ler, M. E. Enlarged and revised up to

.I..0 I,, Win W. \\ ood. Sixth edition,

fully illustrated. Published b\ the Nor

man W. Henlej Publi lung Co., Xew
Price

$1.00.

This popular and hand}

breakdowns and emergencies that may

occur to a locomotive in service has come

to be recognized as among the best books

on the subject, and it i- gratifying to ob-

serve thai ii
1 bi ing kept up 1.. date in the

essential requisites of furnishing infor-

mation in regard to tin- best methods that

are in vogue at the present time in the

matter of dealing speedily and effectually

with emergencies when they arise. Mr.

Fowler's excellent work as an expert in

locomotive construction and repair is too

well known to need any comment. His

work has been ably supplemented

Wood, and the added ..r expanded chap-

ters on the Air Brake, the Walschaerts

Valve Gear and the Electric Headlight

enhance the value of the work, which is

sure of a cordial reception among railway

men.

The Valve S iter's Grim \

on the Construction and Adjustment of

the Stephenson, Walschaerts, Baker-

Pilliod and Joj Valve I

lames Kennedy. Published

Angus Sinclair Co., Xew York. Nu-

ns illustrations Clotl I

cents.

Our readers need hardh

that Mr. Kennedy ha- been F01 a number

of years an Assistant Editor of Railway

and Locomotive Engineering, and in this

capacity he has had many opportunities

of showing his rare ability as a writer, as

well as his thorough knowledgi ol the

mechanical appliances usi A

- of articles from In- pen on the

attracted

wide attention and met the appn

many of the lc rts. These arti-

collected and rev-

d in such form and at such a

price that the book cam
1 with a popular reception among

railwav men.

ull of educa-

te ability t<

the thing you ought to do,

'•tie. whether you like to

• -Huxley.
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Electric Locomotive for Pennsylvania Tunnels at New YorK

in electric

pany and

t'..e Westinghouse Electric and Manufac

taring Company of P [( is dis-

machine, built

ition.

In whei 1 ight distribu-

utly back to

•ors are mom
through jack

1

1 1 might appeal to a casual observer that

In this arrangement of driving a return

ci mil itive prac-

counterbalancing, but upon

examination n will be seen that this is not

d recip-

I
weights; all weights arc revolv-

- and are directly counterbalanced,

so that as far as pounding upon the track

tin effect i- probably the

though the whole were driven

without pins or rods.

irting requirements of this loco-

motive arc usually severe. It will be

called upon to start a train of 550 tons

trailing load upon the tunnel grades under

the river which arc approximately 2 per

cent. A guaranteed tractive effort of

60,000 lbs. has therefore been provided.

The normal speed with load upon a level

track, i
s 60 miles an hour, but the loco-

sylvania Railroad at their Juniata shops

in Altoona. The air brake equipment

was made by the Westinghouse Air Brake

Company, and the electrical equipment

was built and the apparatus assembled by

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-

turing Company at their East Pittsburgh

wi irks.

The locomotive frames are of casl steel

of large ci ection and massive con-

struction. In their design an unusually

large factor of safety has been employed.

The side frames are of sufficient strength

to allow the engine to be raised by jacks

applied at fixed points. There are five

heavy cross ties from side of frame to side

frame consisting of bumper, articulation

and jackshaft girders, body bolsters and

drive wheel cross tie. The jackshaft

girder is of inverted U-section and ar-

ranged to give rigid support to the jack-

shaft bearing brasses. It also carries

a lei mnecting rods,

ting links be-

;

I

;

-

I

pable of speed much in ex-

Th total weight of the

tOO lh-.. of which 208,-

rried b\ the di ivers. V
ma xi lire

l,i 100 h. p.

an articulated ma-

ud eai li half carries its ow

four driving h 68 ins.

I
;r wheel swing

with 36-in. wheels.

1 n cab made of

length of the

1 ,veen the two

. ,; tin

1 in .

tig 55 ft.

-

1
11 ins.

upon facings the diner brake cylinder.

The brake lever fulcrum- nc integral with

the girder. The cross tie between driv-

ing wheel- 1- of diagonal design, especi-

bottom mem-
bers, and also providing a base for the

front driver brake hanger pin. This tie

1 en lie upper and lower mein-

ide frames and a

heel of the motor

I he articulation girder is un-

igid diagonally in the horizontal

mmodate

ear details.

The axles, jackshafts and motor shafts

on steel, oil-tempered

are of large dia-

meti .
tin hed all over and each has an

mghout. The mot
cranks arc forged with integral counter-

accurately placed in quartering

.1 and keyed to the
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integrally with the shaft in quartering

position. Their counter-balances are

keyed in position. As with the driving

wheels, the counter-balances of motor

shafts and jackshafts are offset from di-

rect opposition to the cranks in order to

complete the balance. All connecting

rods are of special carbon stei

pered and annealed.

Inasmuch as under the action of the

brake shoes the wear of the axle and the

take-up of the wedges in the pedestal

tend to decrease the distance between the

axle and the jackshaft, the main rod is ad-

justable at each end, so fitted that all

take-up shortens the rod and furnishes

compensation. The type of adjustable

surface or trestle support without

damage, leaving the motor and running

gear accessible for any desired

hauling and permitting attention to he

given at the same time to the machinery
in the cab. The location of the cabs in

assembling is determined by dov\

ting in corresponding holes in the run-

ning gear. They are held in place by a

number of bolts sufficient for security,

but the locomotives would have to

yond their centers of Stability before the

cabs would leave their seats. The cabs

are amply lighted by electric lamps.

Bulkheads and doors are so arrant.'.. 1 that

the motor and air compressor compart-
ments, containing nearly all of the

motor will develop 2,000 h. p. on a cur-

rent of 2,900 amperes at 600

The weight of each motor complete with-

out crank is 42,000 lbs.

The m. 1 -e locomotivi

ten main poles and ten interpole

rap field windings. The main

field is split in two halves, both being

used together in slow speed operation.

d

trol. For relief of the driving mechanism
from excessive strains in the c

horl circuit in the powerful mol

adjustable friction clutch of novel design

and tested efficiency in action is provided

between the armature spider and the

motor shaft. Each half unit is supplied

lilt IK!. LOCOMOTIVE FOR fHE PENNSYLVANIA TUNNEL SERVICE.

head is that employed on Pennsylvania

Railroad Class E-j locomotives. All the

other rods are fitted with solid bushed
ends. The articulation ends are fitted with

permanent couplings of long twin draw
bars and with Westinghouse friction draft

gears, so designed that the leading half

serves as a leading truck and the other

half as a trailer in whichever direction

the locomotive may be moving. I he

coupling gear is so designed as to op-

pose any possible "nosing" tendency or

buckling action of the halves.

The cab of each half is an independent

structure, complete in itself, so built

that it may be lifted bodily from the run-

ning gear with floor and all auxiliary ap-

paratus and set upon any convenient flat

auxiliary apparatus, may remain lighted

at all times with 110 intrusion of light in

the conti partment to affect the

111. Provision is to

be mad. 'earn fur-

boilers within

The n of this type of loco-

motive 1^ delivered from two interpole

urrent at 600 volts.

The design of these motors are governed

by the necessity of commutating the

heavy draughts of power required to ac-

celerate the heavy trains on the tunnel

grades. For this purpose the design not

only affords great electrical stability but

renders it possible to use the ec.

flexible and efficient field control. Each

with two pairs of third rail shoes suit-

nnected and fused. One pair of

is mounted on a hard wo 1

on each side of the swivel or four

wheeled truck. The control of these

powerful motors is of Westinghouse
shunted field control, and by ul

unit switch system the motors
may be grouped in series or in multiple.

The bridging system is used foi
|

ries to multiple connections. This
prevents the

; noticeable by
passengers when this change is made.
A master controller with latches, handle

and suitable operating points is placed in

each end of the locomotive. This handle
resembles the throttle handle of a steam

live.
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Applied Science Department

Setting Stationary Engine Slide Valve.

The val tions being prop-

erly adjusted, place the crank on the

on the axle, in the direction in which the

engine i • run, until tl

end at which

[hen placed, or would be if it

was att; ad Then

fasten the eccentric on the axle. It is

usually held by one or two =el screws.

Next turn the engine, in the direction in-

tended to be run, until the -rank pin is on

and if the opening of

the valvi r port is the equal to

the opening of the first, it proves that

: ly set. The lead or

. need not exceed one thirty-second

of an inch for engines of less than twenty

, but may be increased in the

t larger engines.

i mining the proper length of the

eccentric may be left loose

nd after being connected to

1

; ntric may be readily

round on the axle and the extreme

travel of the valve marked

ir valve face. If the

at equal distances

the length of the valve

If the distances are un-

be lengthened

may re<

i the variation. I

entric around

by using

I

and a point exactly between the two mark-

ings on the rim of the wheel will be the

dead center. This operation was more
fully described in our article on the ad-

justment of the Stephenson shifting link

gear.

A direct acting engine, so called be-

cause of the eccentric acting on the valve

rod without the intervention of a rocker,

requires that the eccentric should be set

ahead of the crank, the exact amount de-

pending upon the lap of the valve and the

amount of lead or opening allowed at the

beginning of the stroke. In the case of an

engine equipped with a rocker, which is

an indirect acting engine, the eccentric

follows the crank pin at a corresponding

distance.

It need hardly be reiterated that the

exact relation of the eccentric to the

crank, as well as the correct adjustment

and careful maintenance of all the parts

of the valve gearing is of the utmost im-

portance in all kinds of steam engines.

The exact location of the valve at the

end of the piston strokes should be occa-

sionally ascertained with a view to make
corrections if necessary. In all changes

it is well to note carefully that the valve

moves evenly and freely on the valve

scat. The tendency to twist the valve

rod in blacksmithing operations is very

great, and a hasty or careless adjustment

of any part of the valve gearing, and es-

if the valve rod, is almost certain

to be fraught with the most pernicious

[uences.

dem arm mg engineei s to med-

the valve motii m is happily pass-

\ growth in technical

hushed the cry for mi in lead

mid think that common
ti i any intelligent mechanic

qu in-';

nd of the cylinder

•In- pis-

this mistaken

ginemen

till

the ele-

-

The introduction of what are known as

inside admission piston valves on many
locomotives as u ell as on stationary en-

gines does not present any new problem

to those already familiar with the opera-

tions of the older sliding valve. The lo-

cation of the eccentric on the axle may
readily be found by experiment. In the

case of an inside admission valve with a

rocker operating between the valve rod

and eccentric rod, the location of the

eccentric on the axle is identical with

that of a direct acting engine, equipped

with an outside admission valve. In

brief, with the proper adjustment of the

valve rod, as has been already stated,

and with the crank pin in either center,

the mechanism may be moved until the

valve begins to open at the proper port,

and it will be found that the succeeding

operations that may be necessary are

merely in the direction of making

the adjustment of the gearing as near

an approach to perfection as is pos-

sible in a complex and rapidly moving

engine exerting forces of variable magni-

tude.

The Metric or Decimal System.

The following simple table gives all

that there is in the metric or -

system of weights and m asun

MONEY.

io mills make a cent.

10 cents make a dime.

io dimes make a dollar.

in di ill.,]

LENGl II.

to millimeters make a centimeter.

to centimeters nuke a 1. cimcter

ro mi make a metei - 30 j68 ins

rs make a di 1 ametci
1

1 iincter.

imeter.

in kilomi :n' riameter.

10 milligramn entigramme.

. :1m- a grami

15 433 '

gramme.
hi In 1 .1:11111c.

make a myriagramme.

1 1 1 millii

tiliters make a deciliter.

1.1 deciliters make a liter — j. 1 13 pints.

in litei s n 1
1 iter.
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10 decaliters make a hectoliter.

The square and cubic measures are

nothing more than the squares and cubes

of the measures of length. (Thus, a

square and a cubic millimeter are the

square and the cube, of which one side

13 a millimeter in length.
1

) The are and

stere are other names for the square

decameter and the cubic meter.

Celebrated Steam Engines.

XXV. Seth Boyden.

In the city of Newark, N. J., in the

center of a fine park, there is a colossal

statue of a great mechanic named Seth

Boyden. The statue shows the large head

and broad shoulders of an intellectual

and physical giant. The body and limbs

are draped in a blacksmith's apion. This

pese and garb seems peculiarly fitting in

a city of workshops, and there is a native

dignity about the figure that surpasses

anything that could be folded in a frock

coat or disguised in the trailing draperv

of a Roman toga. Boyden deserved to

be set up in bronze. He was one of the

most useful men that ever lived in New
jersey. He came to XTewark in 1815,

from Foxborough, Mass. He was then

twenty-seven years of age. He had never

learned any trade being brought up on a

farm, yet he seemed to be able to do

everything to which he set his hand. He
was watchmaker, telescope maker and

manufacturer of electrical apparatus.

He made magazine rifles and air guns.

He was a miniature painter and micro-

scope maker. He was an engraver on

steel. In addition to this he was an

agriculturist and botanist. New Jersey

strawberries are named after him for by

ret alchemy of nature he doubled

their size in a few years.

In addition to these wonders he was

the first photographer in America lie

improved Daguerre's invention and by

refining the chemicals in use he reduced

the time of sittings from five minutes to

less than a minute. He was of much
service to Professor Morse in perfecting

the electric telegraph. On July 4, 1826,

he discovered the process of making

malleable cast iron which has since

to such amazing proportions. This in-

vention was of considerable profit to Mr
Boyden, as he sold out the bu< ;

had built up to a Boston firm for twenty-

in 1838.

i
n; to this he had set about ex-

perimenting to discover a process cf

making glazed leather as it was first

called, now known as patent leather. He
originated this great business, and New
ark has still a prominence in the manu-

facture of this article and commands the

markets of the world on account of its

fine product. Mr. Boyden was

first to utilize the zinc ores of the Stat",

and after much experimenting he dis-

an economical process of pro-

ducing spelter from the ore. Coincident

with this discovery, he was the first in

America to perfect a process for manu-

facturing Russia sheet iron, and factories

for the production of this article were

quickly established.

Mr. Boyden produced many new tools

among which may be mentioned a

machine for making wrought iron nails,

a machine for making files, a tack making

machine, a machine for splitting leather.

The latter was especially valuable as it

furnished the means of doubling the

SETH BOYDEN.

quantity of leather from certain kinds of

hides.

In 1837 he entered upon the manufac-

turing of steam engines. The Morris

and Es-> I being near comple-

tion at that time, he proceeded to build

locomotives to operate the road. i I i
=

first locomotive named the "•

weighed about seven tons. The cylinders

were 8V4 x 26 ins. This locomotive had

a peculiar valve motion actuated like the

Walschaerts valve gear by a simple return

crank, operating in the valve rod through

an elliptical disk which effected reversing

similar t" thi that engaged the

upper and lower pin of the rocker arm

in the early B

also built a locomotive for the Cardenas

Railroad in Cuba, and went with it to

that island in 1841, and opened the lirst

railroad there.

In 1 S.J5 he invented what was known

as the cut-off motion, which he described

in his application for a patent, as "con-

necting the governors of steam engines

to a cut-off valve, so that the sti

let into the cylinder at full pressure and

shut off by the aid of a governor at any

point the variation of labor may- require,

.1111 to finish its own work

by expanding, until the piston reaches its

returning point." He always claimed this

as his most important invention. His

success as a locomotive builder did not

deter him from making other experiments.

He latterly invented some complex

machines used in forming hats and other

articles of wear.

In brief, he never ceased at working

out something—making, inventing, creat-

ing, combining, discovering. He was a

craftsman in the highest sense. With

little or no education it seemed as if the

accumulated wisdom of the ages came to

him, and he began where others left off,

and his cunning hands fashioned whatever

his creative mind. He was in-

marvellous man, an American

mechanic of the highest type, almost

without a paralled in history.

adaptation of the hook was peculiarly

his own, and was the forerunni

crude shape of the shifting link that came
into use in the next decade. N

Mr. Boyden built another locomotive

named the "Essex." Botl

were well adapted to the work in hand

at that time and was looked u

powerful engines in these early days. He

Questions Answered
SITED OF MACHINES.

I. R. S., McKees Rocks. Pa., writes:

1 observed in some uf your descriptions

of machine shops that the velocity of

lathes and other tools was increasing. Is

there any fixed rule in regard to the

speed at which the turning, planing and

milling of steel, wrought iron, ca

and brass should be done?—A. There

have been a number of rules but with the

marked improvement in tool steel, the

leading machine shops are

constant! away
ler av-

11 d i t i on s

ind cast iron

are turned and planed at

feet a

minute and milled at twice

n in'ch is

much e.i may be

I a min-

milled at a .

of ninety feet a minute. A
it tie experience soon de-

termines the sp

and the matters

at which til

be no fixed rule

these matters. It i

feature that :'

1 different sh equip-
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:

degree ei rapidity and perfection with

which h iplished.

WHEELS.

2. V. P., South Bethlehem, Pa., asks:

ocomotive with small

drivers can start and pull a heavier train

than one with large drivers ?—A. Be-

e distance from the renter of the

crank pin to the center of the axle is

greater in comparison to the distance

from the center of the axle to the rail in

a small wheel than it is in a large one.

It must be remembered, however, that

eiigth is lost in speed.

Furthermore, the size of the driving

wheel alone does not determine the

or pulling capacity of a locomo-

an important

factor. The adhesive quality of a loco-

of importance. If the

limit of adhesion has been

must be sufficient weight

the wheels to the rails. The
1 of the cylinder and the stroke

of the piston must also be considered.

Everything being equal on two locomo-

tives except the size of the driving

vith the smaller will

start and haul the heaviest load, but the

other will have speed.

3. VV i, Col., writes:

give me a 1
1

uring a

switch frog to find the number of it.

"1 hat i^ a itch that

I wanted

to be
1

the number?

—

that matter a

of the

divergent rails hack of the point ; mark

the place where the rule or

pencil e 1 id then mea
number of rule or pencil lengths I

chalk mark to the point and if

le or pencil can be laid do,

e it is a No. 7 fn g

If the rule or pencil length will only go

he angle

lly laid off as one in

nc in three or one in four,

4. L. C. B, Covii

,
heads aftei

-

1 ing around

ip, similar t

had better 1

ind from them turn out a

dovetail groove between them. Pour

your metal full on top and sides so as

igh to finish properly. You
would require a good man to do the

melting and pouring so as to ensure a

y 1 j"b. 1 he best way and probably

the cheapest in the long run would be to

get new pistons. You could perhaps more
easily shrink on a wrought iron ring.

To do this turn of) as L< fore, leaving the

shallow bottoms of the packing ring

grooves and turn off the metal between

the grooves. .Make your ring to suit this

one shallow groove and shrink the ring

in place, the two shoulders at the sides

of the groove would help to hold the ring

in place. The ring should have metal

enough to allow for proper finishing for

packing grooves and on sides.

ELEVATION' OF RAIL ON CURVES.

5. VV. H. E., Haswell, Col., writes:

Please give me a rule for finding the

number of inches elevation to give the

outer rail on a curve of a given degree,

taking into consideration the speed of

trains. Eor instance, you have a curve

of 8 degs. with trains running over it at

speeds varying from 15 to 60 miles an

hour. What rule would you follow to

ascertain the number of inches elevation

to give the outer rail?—A. Different rail-

ways may have different rules. Traut-

wine's formula states that the elevation in

inches is equal to the velocity of the train

in feet per second multiplied by the gauge

of the road in inches, and this product

divided by the radius of the curve in feet

multiplied by 32.2. The elevation should

be calculated for the maximum speed.

In this connection see article on "Ele-

vation on Railroad Curves," in the June,

1906, issue of Railway and Locomotive

250.

DIFFERENT SIZED WHEELS.

!'
1 11, Oakdale, Tenn.,

lie axle are fastened

three wheels. The end wheels are 5 ft. in

, while the small one is 1 mly 1 ft,

in diameter The middle wheel is on an

I track, and the three have an

equal pressure downward. Explain why
thi ami distance

in one revolution of the axle as the

.'. heels go.— A. The 5 ft. wheels

have a circumference of about 15.708 ft.

and the i-ft. wheel has a circumference

of about 3 1 \iCi ft. When the set of

track the axle

is carried forward 1; 708 ft and the small

wheel i that much; it

: roll that di; tan< e 1 ln< 1 if its

1416 ft

lips a distance

'
.

:' Each « heel makes

I, it is true, but v. I

1 a rolling wheel cannot

progress in one revolution a greater dis-

tance than its own circumference unless

it slips. All a rolling wheel can do is to

measure its own circumference out on
the track each revolution.

WHEELS, COUNTERBALANCE, AND VALVES.

7. C. R. Sunnyvale, Cal., asks: (1)

What is the largest diameter of driving

wheels of Atlantic and Pacific type en-

gines ?—A. Passenger driving wheels for

these engines usually have diameters

varying from 72, 79, or 80 ins. and even

84 ins. diameter.

(2) How are the weights for counter-

balancing determined? If the wheel was
lifted from the rail when in position

would the counterbalance go to the bot-

tom ?— A. The counterbalance is lighter

than the sum of the crosshead main rod,

side rods, etc. See Railway and Loco-

motive for May, 1902, page 222, and you
will learn how the counterbalancing is

done.

(3) Looking at some engines starting

with passenger trains, I noticed the valve

stem moved with a jerk, as if a powerful

spring operated the valve. How was it?

—A. There is, of course, no spring used

to move the valve. The jerking you
speak of may have been caused by want

of lubrication or valve not well balanced

You would get a good idea of the general

construction and how a locomotive works
by getting hold of a book like "Locomo-
tive Engine Running and Management,"
by Angus Sinclair.

ETCHING ON STEEL.

8. E. R., Sorel, Quebec, Canada,

writes : Will you please publish in your

magazine a composition for etching on

hard steel. I have tried six different ones

that were taken from a contemporary of

yours, and put up by different druggists

and have always failed.—A. You should

coat the steel with a thin film of wax and

scribe on the wax, cutting through the

film what you want to etch, such as a date

(i) a weak solution of nitric acid, or (2)

four parts iodine re-sublimed; ten parts

potash, and 80 parts of water, or (3) four

if acetic acid, one .Mince alcohol,

01 unci nitric acid.

I he engineering publications of Man-
chester, England, are boasting about a

!!- « brand of high speed steel rt

that city by a peculiar process. The steel

1,111 be made either water-hardened or by
air-blast hardened, although the former

m m 1; 1 d It is stated that a

test "f a tool made of the steel

! be hardened seven-

teen times in succession, in cold water,

if cracking.

ho at the end of the day has gained

nothing but his income has lost a day.

—
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

Care of H6 Equipment.

The recommended practice of the Air

Brake Association deals with care of

equipment, and there is no doubt but that

those recommendations will eventually be

adopted by all railroads whose officials are

interested in air brake maintenance. As
stated before, those recommendations

are not particularly fitted to any local

conditions alone, nor are they the opinions

of one man. They should be studied by

every repairman who wishes to do his

work in an economical and satisfactory

manner.

tenance of air brakes of the H6 type are

based upon practical experience and on

observation of general conditions, and it

is hoped that they will call forth some
criticism or additional information con-

cerning the care of the H6 equipment.

In the first place, the air pump, espe-

cially the large capacity pump, will usually

last as long as the engine, that is, when
the pump is overhauled and put in first

class condition at the time the engine is in

the back shop, the pump will run and give

good service until the engine is again

stopped, assuming that the pump is given

of the equipment one means air gauges

and brake cylinders as well as the pump,

governor, brake valves, feed valve, re-

ducing valve, check valve, distributing

valve, and signal valve and whistle.

After the engine leaves the back shop,

the various valves should be given a peri-

odical cleaning and test and the first test

should occur three months after the en-

gine is in service, the date on which the

brake has received attention should be

stamped on a tag or marked on a card

and be kept in a suitable place in the cab,

late the engine left the shop and

KR
ens.

DISTRIBUTING VALVE. H6 BRAKE VALVE, OIF PIPE BRACKET.

Theories and individual opinions are

very often correct, and statements are

often assumed as self evident, but for

reliable and accurate information it is best

to be guided by the results of demonstra-

ble amount of care and attention

in the meantime.

Those in charge of the daily trip inspec-

tion should see that the pump is not al-

lowed to pound, groan or run hot, and in

tions or tests. The matter of equipping case any serious defect develops, another

a locomotive with air brakes is of some
importance, and so is the question of de-

ciding the kind of equipment to be used,

and when one of two locomotives of the

same class, having the same equipment,

the same cost of repairs, permits the same

train of cars to run several hundred feet

farther in making a stop than the other

engine does, it is an evidence of very

poor maintenance and may cost the com-

pany a good deal of money. The follow-

ing suggestions concerning the main-

pump should be substituted, as the engine

• a very poor place in which to

attempt heavy repairs to air pumps.

At the time the engine is in the back

shop, all parts of the brake equipment

should be thoroughly overhauled and

tested, in fact, they should be put in as

good condition as when they were new,

and it will save much annoyance and ad-

ditional expense in engine house repairs,

nothing of time lost in di

engines. When one speaks of all parts

wing periods of cleaning can then

be noted without the inconvenience of re-

ferring to records.

After being in service three months and
at a time when the boiler is being washed
ok when the engine is receiving ordinary

engine house repairs, the governor tops,

Siamese fitting, feed valve, reducing valve,

check valve and safety valve should be

removed and replaced by parts that are

clean and in good condition and that have

sted, and both brake valves and the

equalizing valve of the distributing valve

should be cleaned.

Three months later, or six months after

the engine has left the shop, both brake

iiid the distributing valve should

be removed, the air gauges should be re-
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e driver brake cylin-

ald be given a small quantity of

oil, and if in a horizontal position the pis-

i given half a turn in the

cylinder. If in a vertical position with

ir cylinder sad-

n half a

turn. ike piston should be

•id the cylinder cleaned and

: er lubricated, and, as before, the

fitti '• ed valve.

and check valve should be

tributing

ii uld also be re

or nine

II Si

lg

me i< again in

irake '

in receive an

it has already been

Id nol

.1:1 the engine is shopped

body of the governor will

ntion, and undi

nditions removing the regulating

three months is not too

cl in remov ing the brake

i tributing valve every six

theii parts to be

i oi ime other suitable

liquid, ai mi d that the governor

d reducing valves are

i j time they are

pairs are made.

: mi i\ i: g and re-

that sufficient

lich to pri iperly

which tn make

can he relied upon to be accurate if all

hands show the same pressure.

The reason for suggesting that the ten-

der brake cylinder be cleaned every six

months is because there is likely to be

cold weather during one of those inter-

val-, ami ii the freight car cylinder re-

ttention every twelve months the

nothing of the saving in material for

repairs.

For the same reason the equalizing

valve of the distributing valve should be

lubricated at the end of three months'

service, and it would take but a few
moments additional time to remove the

application cylinder cover and lubricate

NO. 6 DISTRIBUTING V

tender brake piston surely makes more
than double the number of strokes that

the freight car piston does in the same

length of time, and is likely to collect

much more dirt.

In suggesting a small quantity of oil

for the driver brake "cylinders it is recog-

nized that the average grade of engine

<>i!. after being in the cylinder a consider-

able length of time, has a tendency to rot

the packing leather, but owing to the loca-

tion of most driver brake cylinders, the

heat will usually burn the packing leather

if it bee mies dry, so that oiling the leath-

er- i- .it least choosing the lesser of two

evils. Removing the reducing valve and

check valve even three months may ap-

'

ii will be

., 1 11 worn off,

1 and sup-

.'. ill save

ALVL, OFF RESERVl UK.

the bushing and packing leather; to re-

move the entire valve at the end of six

months will give an opportunity to prop-

erly clean and test the valve. While we
know that distributing valves have been

in service from eighteen months to two

years without any attention or without

giving any trouble, it is no indication that

it would occur on any locomotive or in

any class of service, as the amount of oil

and dirt that enters the air cylinder of

the pump very often determines the inter-

val of time that should elapse between

removals fm' cleaning and testing.

Removing the safety valve every three

months is suggested as a matter of pre-

caution, even if nothing is ever found

wrong with it; if a very bad leak exists

at the piston valve seat, proper brake

cylinder pressure can not he obtained

during automatic service applicatii

the leak will not show when the equaliz-

ing valve positi m. and

furthermore, after cleaning or examina-

tion the safety valve can he adjusted in a

much more convenient and accurate way

on a sin ip test

ted m the cab,

it will require al ti three

months, p Ut if properly

located, under the roi ! just outsidi

cab. with the win I pipe running

through and the whistle itself on the in-

side, il will not require attention within

six iiim::1 not even then, hut

tin- cleaning and inspection, if don

larlv, will surebj reduce tn the minimum,

the detentions and

iiiiii ivance caused h. .eloping

while the engine is nut on the road.

1 1 an oun< e of i'i e\ entii in is ever woi th

a pound of cure, it is in the care of the

in. idem air brake equipment, and the fore-

going may appear to some repairmen to

he unnecessary, too frequent, or that if

fi [lowed "Ut there w i mid be in l tune left
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for any other work, but if the repairman

is doing this there will be very little of

anything else to do, and it would no doubt

be more satisfactory to the master me-

chanic and the road foreman of engines

if his time was spent in this manner in-

stead of tearing apparatus apart to ascer-

tain the cause of some disorder that has

given trouble during the previous trip;

and if all the equipment is always in good

condition when the engine leaves the

engine house, it is difficult to imagine

anything that would be liable to happen

while out on the road, or what work the

engineer could report at the end of the

trip outside of an occasional air pump
packing or tightening a pipe joint. When
the brake equipment on a locomotive is

neglected until it begins to cause trouble,

the work reports usually show it, and

following up those reports faithfully and

intelligently requires time. For instance,

if the engineer should report that the

brake worked in the emergency at some
point along the road when the service

application was attempted.

Some repairmen could climb up in the

cab, try the brake several times, see noth-

remove it from the engine to find out

whether or not it contained water. The
pipe connections to the reservoir should

be broken and the gaskets examined, and

also the restricted opening through the

Tee, and if nothing is found up to this

time it would indicate the source of the

trouble. The feed valve must be re-

moved, cleaned and tested, or rather re-

placed by one that is known to be in good

condition. Before the feed valve is bolted

to the reversing cock, the ports through

the cock should be blown out with pres-

sure by moving the valve handle to

release and to running positions, and

finally, after the broken pipe joints are

connected and tested, the brake must be

tested, and the work may then be consid-

ered as finished.

This was done by the writer and is, of

course, a case where the brake was re-

ported as having worked in quick action

once or twice. If the brake could be

found working in quick action or could be

induced, by any manipulation of the

brake lever handle, to go into quick ac-

tion while the handle had not passed the

service position, the defective part was

S6 INDEPENDENT BRAKE VALVE, OFF P]

ing wrong, and tell the foreman that the

brake is all right on the engine and that

nothing was found wrong, and it may be

all right on the next trip or on the next

two trips, but the writer has ne\

able to satisfy himself upon this point

without making an examination of the

brake after a report of this kind.

If the engine is equipped with the high-

speed brake and is in passenger service

and such , report is written, the follow-

ing examination should be made in every

case : Tl tripL

tender should be rerm ted and

particular attention paid to frictii

sistance of the piston and the action of

the graduating spring. If nothing is

found wrong, the brake valve is next

taken apart, the euqalizing piston exam-

ined and known to be working fr<

preliminary exhaust port gauged, and if

nothing as yet has been found wr

equalizing reservoir must be known to be

free of water even if it is necessary to

gone to directlj and no particular atten-

tion was given to the rest of the equip-

ment.

If the quipped with

quick action distributing valve it would

lie given the same attention as the

.iter a report of

this kind alve, equalizing

;ie atten-

tipment would receive.

ing should be done in

dmitted that the entire

would be on

ill

n time is "braki

ing." Many repairmen have had so much

iressure. apply the ]

few times and release it a few times with

the valve handle in running position and

then conclude that the sticking brakes

were not due to an) the en

gine. We beg to differ with these repair-

men on this point and think it is a very

good practice, after such a report has been

made, to test the triple piston packing

rings for leakage. If a distributing valve

uble, make an examination of the

equalizing valve and main piston, and no
matter what kind of an equipment is used,

before deciding that the locomotive brake
does not cause any "sticking" and that it

is due to brake pipe leakage on the train.

the main reservoir should be drained, the

,<- tested, and the flow of air from
the angle cock on the rear of the tender
noted when the handle is in release and
when in running position and, after the

feed valve shows that it will raise brake

-•ure promptly and maintain it, it

is safer to conclude that leakage on the

train is entirely responsible for the

"brakes sticking."

'he purpose of

showing that it requires time to follow up
engine house reports carefully, and a great
deal of this wasted time can be saved by
periodical cleaning and testing, and while

ing to make any criticism, it is

just to the engineer to admit that too
often his complaint is met with the reply,

"The air man says the brake is all right,

and he ought to km

Air Brake Tests.

Airbrake tests have recently been in

progress on the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, under the direction of Mr.
R. Ii. Kendig, the mechanical engineer of

the road. The to be made on
the Pennsylvania. They have been made
under the observation of experts of the

house Air Brake Co. and repre-

sentatives of other railroads.

The n ed are to be set forth

in a report to the Master Car Builders'

(he committee on airbrake

and train signal equipment. The report

mblic at the June conven-

or the tests is to deter-

mine the efficiency of passenger airbrake

equipment, used on heavy cars run at

high speed, and with a high percentage of

braking power. The Lake Shore has a

test track 15
, and on

is possible to do experimental

have a similar

to heavy

used, the platforms

aded with secure

that of buffet

equipped

1 indicator connected with the

cylinder

.:t each stop. Rrak.

automatically when f -he train

lined approximately So miles an
hour.
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Electrical Department

From Coal Pile to Third Rail— I.

By W.M. H. Ki

i .1 series oi articles

describing the power equipn

system using electricit) as the

and freight. The intention is to follow

the energj that exists in the coal, before

: : the b lilers, through its

irmations until

1 d to the electric loco-

:

On a railroad drawing its trains by

steam locomotives, the motive power, or

; m, is generati in1 where

im locomotive

i main parts, a boiler in

pipe "ii the steam locomotive which joins

t to the cylinders,

oncentrating the boilers in one

central plant economy in coal consumption

1- the result, but the reduction in cost of

operating expenses is not sufficient to pay

a fair return on the large investment re-

quired for the electrification of a road.

It i- therefore necessary to look for other

for making the change. A com-

parison of performance of an electric

locomotive with that of a steam loco-

motive is interesting and the reader is

referred to page- 25s and 256 of the 1908

volume of Railv \v and Locomotive En-

gineering for a comparison of a motor

ear with a small steam engine such as is

used "ii elevated structures. The elec-

tric locomotive, because of its higher rate

which tin

engine in whi

An eli 1 d with

il pi

boiler ii

pi ed ob-

is ahead of it- -team rival in the

service,

egri c in the

handling of freight. Thus it is clear that

1 power
•

power

f distribution

navigable body of water or a railroad.

As a rule the best location for the station

1, near a navigable stream or bay, as coal

may then be delivered very cheaply in

barges, and there is also plenty of water

available for condensing purposes. The

building is made of fireproof material, and

with a view to future extension as the de-

mands of the traffic increase. It is much

more difficult to add to the equipment of

an already overcrowded power house than

it is to purchase an additional steam loco-

motive.

LAYOUT OF THE BUILDINGS.

The building is divided into two main

parts, a boiler room and an engine room,

which are separated from each other. The

best arrangement is to place the boiler

room alongside of the engine room, but

when this is not possible it is made a

continuation of the latter.

The boilers are mounted in pairs and

each pair is spoken of as a battery.

Space is allowed between the batteries

for workmen to pass in order that in-

spection and repairs may be carried on

without crowding. The batteries of

boilers are arranged in rows facing each

other with the firing floor between. At

the rear of the batteries a main flue leads

to the stack. Each battery is connected

to this flue. The boiler feed pumps, a

fire pump, and pumps for general service

are located either at one end of the boiler

room or in a separate room.

In almost all stations chimneys are

used to provide the draft for the furnaces,

and in case the chimney should not be

capable of accomplishing this, some form

of mechanical draft is installed. A few

plants depend wholly upon mechanical

means to provide a draft for their fur-

naces.

On the main floor of the engine room

the engines with their generators are lo-

cated. The engines and generators are

always direct connected. Ample space is

between the units and a powerful

crane is provided for raising and moving

the heavy parts of the machine when re-

pairs are necessary. The condensers,

with their necessary equipment of auxil-

iaries, are generally located in a room be-

neath the engine room. The switch board,

offices and other station apparatus are

often placed "ii galleries running around

iom.

COAL SUPPLY.

The coal burned is not lump coal such

mmonly used on steam locomo-

tives, but is usually of the pea or buck-

wheat size. It is brought to the station,
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either by barges or in cars. From these

it is carried by a conveyor to a second

conveyor which distributes it to several

large bins which are situated above the

boiler room. The storage capacity of

these bins should be at least enough to

store the coal necessary to run tl;

for one week, and if possible a larger

capacity is desirable. From the bins the

coal is fed down by coal chutes to the

boiler room floor. In some central

stations mechanical stokers are employed

for firing the furnaces thus doing away
with all but a few firemen. In most of

the best stations efforts are made to have

the men fire properly and to maintain the

correct depth of coal on the grates.

Every good locomotive fireman knows the

importance of properly taking care of his

fire and of maintaining the proper depth of

coal, in order that the maximum amount
of steam per pound of coal burned, may
be obtained. The ashes are dumped into

1he basement under the boiler mom. wet

down and carted away.

BOILERS AND STEAM PIPING.

Locomotive boilers are of the fire tube

type while those of the central station are

of the water tube type. The chief ad-

vantage possessed by the water tube

boiler is the fact that there is less danger

of an explosion, and that in case of an

explosion one tube is usually all that

bursts and then there is less danger of

serious damage because of the small

amount of water which the boiler con-

tains. The steam pressure usually em-

ployed in modern plants varies from 120

to 175 lbs. per square inch.

The Babcock and Wilcox boilers are

those most generally found in central

stations. The tubes in these boilers are

inclined at a slight angle from the hori-

zontal, and a drum is placed at the top

in which the dry steam collects. In

some stations vertical boilers are used, the

Sterling being perhaps the most common
type. Duplicate feed pumps are used to

feed the boilers with water. The injec-

tor which is universally used on loco-

motives for this purpose is rarely met

-with in central stations. The water is

not fed cold to the boilers, but is passed

through a feed water heater before reach-

ing them.

There are two systems of steam piping

employed in central stations, one, called

the ring system, where the boiler room is

a continuation of. the engine room, and

the other, using a straight steam range or

header, where the boiler room is built

alongside of the engine room. Duplicate

systems of steam piping are rarely in-

stalled, dependence being placed entirely

on one set of heavy steam piping carefully

installed. Valves are arranged in the

pipe line so that any section of piping or

toiler may be cut out for repair- i

sary The piping is covered wit'

stantial lagging in order that the conden-

sation of steam maj ! reduced to a

minimum. In some lie steam

from the boiler- i- passed through a set

of coils, located in the flue, called an

economizer, bei

This gives the steam .1 cei tain degrei I

superheat. In some plants separately

tired superheaters arc employed for this

purpi ^e.

ENCINl S AND I 0ND1 NS1 RS.

The engines employed are either recip-

rocating 'or turbhn I he re-

ciprocating engines are usually of the

compound condensing type, and they may
be horizontal or vertical or a combina-

tion of the two. I he turbine occupies

much less floor space than any of the re-

ciprocating types of engines of equal

sizes and has been used exclusively in all

the large plants that have been erected

within the last few years. This is due to

their great economy of steam consump-

tion and to the higher overload capacity

that they are capable of developing. The
Parsons turbine and the Curtis turbine are

P < OMPOUND VERTICLE ENGINE
GENERATOR BETWEEN HIGH AND
LOW-PR] 5SUR1 ' YUXM R.

the two types generally found. The
.Parsons i- a horizontal turbine and the

Curtis a vertical one.

Condensers most often met with in

power stations are of the surface type.

The exhaust steam from the engines and

turbines flows into the condenser which

consists of a large number of small brass

tubes around which cold water is kept cir-

culating. The steam is condensed to

water and is pumped out of the con-

denser by vacuum pumps. The vacuum
created in the condenser makes it pos-

sible to run the -trim down to a pressure

below that of the atmosphere and results

in a great saving of steam. From the

condenser the steam is returned by

pumps to the hot well, from which it is

returned to the boilers. Thus the same

water is used over and over again, and

only enough fresh water is added to

supply the amount that is lost.

THE WATER SUPPLY AND OILING SYSTEM.

As stated above the same water is

used ove again, and the only

fresh watei added is that which i-, re-

quired to make up the losses and this is

usually taken from the city mains or

from wells on the premises. The cooling

ting through the con-

dei nearest body

1 . it sometimes becomes necessary

ti> create an artifical pond for this pur-

I he oiling system is usually worked

ity. The oil is stored in tanks

placed in one of the upper galleries in

the 1. From these tanks it

the different machines and when
11 has passed through the bearings of the

machine- it drains into a receptacle,

where it is carefully filtered and returned

to the -linage tanks by the pumps.

MORS.

The electric current is generated by al-

ternating current generators which are

directly connected to the engines driving

them. Almost all of the large alternators

are built with the armature stationary and

the held coils are revolved inside of the

armature. This simplifies the construc-

tion of the machine. The frequency at

which the current is generated is 25

II almost all plants. Small direct

current generators are also placed on the

engine floor, to supply direct current to

the fields of the alternators. These small

itors and they

are usually engine driven although in

some stations they are driven by motors.

Now let us follow the energy that

exists in the coal from when it enters

the furnace until it comes out of the

generator terminals j n the form of elec-

tricity. When coal is burned on the

grate it- carbon combines with the

of the air and the energy that

ihis combina'tit m produci - passes off

from the fire in the form of heat con-

1 lie lie.it from these

gases which are made to pass up and

around the boiler tubes is transmitted

through the iron tubes to the water

within, changing it into steam. Less than

25 per cent, of this heat from the coal is

team, the remaining portion

goes up the stack. The steam passes

the economizer in the flues and

still more heat fri m '

The heat energy of the steam

mechanical energy which

is the energy of motion, by allowing the

steam to expand in the cylinders of the

engines or among the vanes of the tur-

hanged,

n

if the generator as they are

n from the rotating

field. This particular motion under these

of an alternating current which

out at the terminals of the g

series of pulsations or waves whi

to the maximum and fall to

ond.
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Simple 4-6-2 for the Michigan Central Railroad

The M
Loconm
pleted six he

for the Canada Southern division of the

Railroad, rhi

I

of a

. , same number built

id\ works of

sent the latest

Pacific type loco

e Michigan Central. This

apacity foi

high speed rather than greater starting

e tractivi

- as that

of the first engi built for

1 m [904, they have the largest

1 r fa

c

e of i

'

cific typ onstructed

by t!i. mpany.

special cross-tie placed between the first

.mil second pair of driving wheels. The

reverse shaft 1- carried in bearings bolted

to this cross tie and the forward extend-

n i the reverse shaft 1- directly

connected to the radius liar by means of a

slip block

.
1 ,n sisl of a main frame of

cast steel 5 ins. wide with single integral

forward section and a slab section 2I2

ins. wide spliced to the rear of the main

name, for the trailing truck.

The rear frame tit- into a recess ma-

chined in the main frame, and keys are

provided at the top and bottom, thus re-

ducing the shear on the bolts connecting

the two and making a very strong and

rigid splice 1 lutside the rear frame is a

supplementary frame i> 4 ins. wide which

1- connected to the former by means of

cast steel spacing castings. \ thorough

liberally used in the fire-box throughout

the breakage zones, then being 337 in

all. In some of the engines of this order

the side rods and driving axle; are made

of vanadium steel.

The tender i- equipped with a water

bottom tank having a capai it)

gallons and -pace for [_' tons of a al. The

tender frame is built of steel, the center

and side sills being constructed of i.vin.

channels, weighing 37 lbs. per foot. The

tender truck- are of the ar, h 1 ai tj pe

with simplex bolsters Some of the

principle dimensions are given below

Wheel Basi Dnvi
~V2 ins.; total ML',! r

Roil, , 1
,,"'. straight lop.

Fjrebo I
1 id, ,

75', il

t),

Heating Surface -Tubes, 4.31

width,

length,

ml,, i il,

. which 149,500

lbs. is cat Hie

28.500 lbs. I

j adl 1 si >n of would indicate

that the full I the cn-

ig with

.

1

e

al system of frame 1, racing

n employed throughout.

ilei 1 • of the straight top type

and the bai re] measurt - 72 1 '16 ins. in

de, at the first ring. It

ins in diameter, and

21 ft. long. 'Il,,' total heating surface of

1,548 sq. ft., of which the

(,314 q it., and the lire-

,] arch tubes maki up the 1
<•

With this amount of
I

I

(the tractive

the diami ter of the

di\ id, ,1 by the total heat-

which is the lowest

1 . p, made

Co.. and

.
1 engim w ill

pacity to

and 7-

%

-

ft.: ste

coal
I

lbs.; fuel, inn, 1

Working 1

drivim
mi.,1 ci, mm-. -1 lb

[>rh h ! iou 11
1

ins

truck Journals, 6 12 ins.; trailing truck

,.,„,,; ,•. truck journals.

B, il I hi, ki • •-
1 ing ' .- in ; 2d, H

in.; id, '1 m
front tube, 9/16 in : roof, 'A in.; side. 'A

in.; t, ,, 1 hi \

I ircbox di pth. front, back. 1

,,,,-1 ,
side,

in ,
I,.,, 1

,
er spac, front,

4 ;/, ins. ; side, ' in5 -

Seams II, rizontal, hutt, i eted; cir-

,, n ntial lap, douhb 1

Tube, Detroit seamless steel

Crank Pin size mam, -

n ; ms.; back, 5

1 ruck -Type, f, ui wheel, with swing

Trailing Truck- Typ,

Fire Bricl ed
Hancock, typ, G;

Piston—Hori
ins.; top.

.
1,1-1 :•

.
n.ivrl.

render—

V
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Crank-Axles Made in Parts.

A new form of crank-axle has recently

been patented by Win. H. A. Ivatt, chief

mechanical engineer of the Great North-

ern Railway of England. The axle is

made in two pieces, each one a solid forg-

ing, and they are bolted together through

projecting crank ends. These pieces are

practically tonged and grooved so as to

secure greater rigidity and this method

also provides a counter-balance for the

cranks. The crank-axle being in two

pieces facilitates the making, and secures

[V MIS CRANK AXLE,

a certain amount of flexibility as far as

end thrusts are concerned, which cannot

be had to the same extent where a shaft

joins the inside arms of the cranks. The
cranks are set at an angle of 90 degs.,

v\hile the bolted portion occupies the mid-
dle position. Several of these cranks

have been put in service on some of the

Great Northern goods engines and are

said to have proved themselves very sat-

isfactory. The Joy valve motion has

been used on these axles.

Another built-up, balanced crank axle

has been designed and patented by Mr.
Ivatt. The shaft is really in three

pieces, and each crank is a separate

piece, thus making five parts in the

crank axle. Each crank has projecting

ends which are fitted to similar exten-
sions at the ends of the parts forming
the shaft. These extensions of shaft

\

B
BUILT-UP CRANK.

and crank serve as counter weights for

the crank. All the bolting is done
through the extensions, and a tongue and

groove joint is used as well as the bolts.

Odd Announcement.

The English practice of aspirating

words beginning with vowels sometimes

produces funny effects. A railroad sup-

ply man, of English birth, noted for ad-

herence to his childhood pronunciation,

was presiding at an entertainment. The
first song to be sung by a professional

was "The Owl." On rising to announce

it, the chairman was informed that the

singer had not arrived, a fact that he

duly notified to the audience.

A little later the missing baritone made
his appearance and was observed by the

worthy chairman, who rose with evident

pleasure, and innocently announced with

marked confidence

:

"Mr. 'Ampton will now favor us with

the longed-for "Howl"

Pretending to Understand.

One time when the writer was en-

gaged taking indicator diagrams from a

locomotive, he handed one of them to a

master mechanic for inspection. Hold-
ing the card upside down, the man
looked earnestly at the diagram ami

exclaimed: "That's a blank fine card.

You do not find many engines to make
a card like that." That was a case of

pretending to give judg

merit on a thing that he

did not understand. On
this subject, here is good

advice given by Mr. W. E.

Symons, in an address at

Purdue University. He
said

:

"Frequent problems or

instructions are presented

to the practical man for

execution, in language or

by formula which he does

not understand, although

he may know thoroughly

well how the opi

should be pi rforrm

if u ounded p

humiliation pr< vents him
asking for information,

and sometimes a

of superiority prevents the

theoretic man from

placing the problem in

under-

stood or going in person

ami making such explana-

.
- would be helpful

to both. This to

with many other similar

circumsti ml to

prevent that bond of union

|i iu ;hip In

il and

theoretic m a 11 w h i c h

should exist, and which is essentia]

high standard of ability or efficienc

it tn keep the smokl

clean as is reqi

The netting is outside the diaphragm,

s-o that gases and cinders which have

passed through and under the perforated

diaphragm have still netting.

This arrangement enables a larger quan-

tity of netting to be used. In fact, the

netting is shaped very much like a hop-

per, with the exhaust nozzle placed at the

point The perforated diaphragm
and the amount of netting used givi - the

smokebox gases the freest possible exit

while most successfully restricting the

danger of spark throwing. The r

provided for the smokebox gases permits

of the use of a larger nozzle than if the

exhausl

Smokebox Arrangement.
The 1 Georgia Rail:

using a front end arrangement somewhat
different from that recommended by the

M. M. Association. It was designed by

Mr. I". 1 endent of mo-
tive power of the road.

The draft plate is placed back of the

exhaust pipe ami the diaphragm is per-

forated all over by a series

so that '

through as well as under the draft plate.

The principal draft is of course under the

diaphragm in the usual way. and this is

FRONT END USED ON CENTRAL 1

round th< phragm
and force them out of the stack. The

ted by the fact

engines with

cylinders 22 x 30 ins. are run with ?"s

The Central of Georgia smok
made in two pieces with a riveted ring

ie as the

front part of the smokebox usually wears

away more rapidly than tin

The wo!

center line of the box.
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The Ton-Mile-Per-Hour.

By 1 ins.

The ton-mile-per hour tame up in the

report of the automatic stoker committee

of the Master Mechanics' Association last

June, and it was referred to in the dis-

cussion

Traveling Engineers' Association which

thai

to say that the ton-mile-per-hour is com-

ing to the front as the unit by which a

comparison of the performance

of various engines may be fairly and

accurate'

The ad sing the ton-mile-per-

ipai 1 nt if we briefi

performance of two

engines which haul the same train daily

over a division. This is perhaps the sim-

lest case that can be taken, but ii

to illustrate the principle involved. The

train, we will suppose, is passenger, and

(1 the distance run is

120 miles. This trip is made normally

:- at the rate

ir. We will suppo

5 that 4 tons of coal

i

end of the trip engine

0,000 ton-miles, occupied

ial. Engine B. next

1 ailed upon to make up 20

burns more

He lias to his credit at the end

tin, 60,000 ton-miles madr

[e looks like ti

I he is the more ex-

1
- the actual quantity

1 ting on

the exp 1 if his compan;

nutes, and while they .

•

performance sheet as the more expensive

coal, and they said nothin.

made up.

An ana

and B on the ton

-

may help I

i-lit in pound

time in minul

I

as far as coal is concerned,

for one has to buy 15 lbs. in one case

and 18 lbs. in the other.

The ton-mile-per-hour is made up of

three similar factors, viz.: weight in

tons, miles of distance and time in

hours. In this case A made 60,000 ton-

miles and burned coal at the rate of .13

ton mile. B did the same thing

at the rate of .15 lbs. of coal. That is

the same ton-mileage at a higher rate

and a higher total consumption, for one

used up 4 tons and the other 4V2 tons.

The latter cost more money because it

was the greater amount, but the point

to consider is how was it used.

When the ton-miles-per-hour are

taken, A making 20,000, and B 22,500, and

each divided into the total coal used,

we get the cost in coal, so to speak, of

the ton-mile-per-hour, or the rate at

which ton-mile-per-hour eats up the

coal. In each case it is exactly the

same, viz.: 4 lbs. The matter is an-

alogous to the parable of the talents

v> here he that had received 10 talents

and by trading judiciously had secured

other 10 talents is commended, but is

1 ot praised above the man who having

received 5 talents had likewise gained

5 more. Condemnation was for the

man who havng received one talent did

nothing with it.

If the total ton-miles of each engine

which is : 60,000 be divided into the

total coal consumed which is 4 tons

and 4JX tons, respectively, A is found

to have burned his supply at the rate

of .13 lbs. per ton-mile and B at the

late of .15 lbs. per ton mile. B appears

to be the more expensive man. Just

here a curious point comes in, and that

is that the ton-miles-per-hour, divided

into the amount burned in one hour,

paves the same rate of consumption.

viz .13 lbs. and .15 lbs., respectively.

But that is practically the same as

.; the total ton-miles into the

ial. It is equivalent to taking a

proportional fraction of each and what

i- true of tin- whole is true of the parts.

vhole value of the ton-mile-per-

liour lies in the fact that from it we
the rate at which the ton-mile-

up coal. In A's case he

r hour and he

:
• .ii

. or 8.00 ' lbs

w llich he burn. '1 tin

>r each ton-mile per-

I hat was the

I 1 er-hour

Mined coal. In B's

ton-miles-per-hour

lbs., and tl

ier-hour con-

1 erefo

for each ton-
-

one man had

would be equal on the rate of coal con-

sumption, although the man who had

done the more work would naturally

have consumed the greater quantity of

coal

A preformance sheet got out on

is would give B something to

show for his extra coal consumption, and

would be an indirect acknowledgment

by the company that he had done more

work in making up the time they required

him to make up.

An engine hauling a heavy freight train,

and another hauling a light one burn

different amounts of coal, and the larger

ton-mileage of the heavier train apparent-

ly offsets the greater amount of coal

burned, and roughly speaking, it balances

the lighter fuel consumption of the lighter

train, but it is not strictly accurate and this

becomes clear when trains of equal weights

are hauled at different speeds. To correctly

get at the ton-miles-per-hour of freight

trains, the total time standing in all sid-

ings ought to be deducted from the time

the train is actually in motion, and if an

arbitrary coal consumption is allowed for

each hour of standing time, the problem

as solved by the ton-mile-per-hour system

has some important advantages.

The writer when engaged in railway

work, was the first to propose the

ton-mile-per-hour system of coal account-

ing. In an article which appeared

in the June, 1897, issue of this paper,

page 439, he discussed this question

under the head of "Fuel Economy and

Wind." He there used the car-mile-per-

h.our in passenger train service as that

was the prevailing unit at that time.

Later, in an article entitled "The Ton-

Mile-Per-Hour." which appeared in our

May, 1899, issue, page 207, he took up the

ton-mile-per-hour pure and simple.

The ton-mile-per-hour is a rational and

logical method of fuel accounting for the

reason that is provides an equation between

work done and coal consumed. Pulling

a given train of 40 miles an hour requires

less power than pulling the same

train at 45 miles an hour. With a ton-

hour system, the coal burned

varies with the work done. A perform-

ance sheet made out "ii this basis would

he fair and equitable, for it could be made
to show in a column by itself the number

ny engine was

Standing in the siding or waiting for

ti ,,:n Side 1 1

.

umption wi mid

be an item by itself and the regular ap

pearance of such a total would have a

btneficial effect on the efforts of the

operating department to get trains quickly

over tin- road, and the actual work haul-

train wi iuld In iw fi r itself al

much coal per ton-mile pcr-hour. A fire

I :
I

in the siding, This and the amount

of coal burned in lighting up an engine

should not be

ance.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. G. W. Daves has been appointed

signal engineer of the Eastern Division

of the Chicago & Alton at Chicago, 111.

Mr. E. H. Diehl has been appointed

traveling engineer of the middle division

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mr. M. H. Haig has been appointed
engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, with office at Topeka, Kan.

Mr. T. H. Yorke has been appointed
master mechanic of the Chicago Great
Western, with office at Des Moines, la.

Mr. H. M. Levinson has been appointed

a roadmaster of the International &
Great Northern, with offices at San An-
tonio, Texas.

Mr. H. A. Keswick has been appointed

locomotive foreman of the Canadian Pa-
cific at Field, B. C, vice Mr. F. D. War-
ner, transferred.

Mr. F. Stamelen has been appointed

acting locomotive foreman of the Cana-
dian Pacific at Winnipeg, vice Mr. F
Webster, on leave.

Mr. George S. McKee, formerly super-

intendent of motive power and car equip-

ment of the Mobile & Ohio, with office at

Mobile, Ala., has resigned.

Mr. H. G. Locke has been appointed

travelling passenger agent of the Chicago

Great Western, with office at No. 208

Old South Building, Boston, Mass.

Mr. Michael Hassett has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the New York
J

Central at East Buffalo, vice Mr. F. M.
j

Steel, transferred to Rochester.

Mr. N. M. Maine, general master me-
chanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound at Deer Lodge, Mont., has

been transferred to Tacoma, Wash.

Mr. W. J. Bennett, formerly assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, with

office at Lafayette, Ind., has resigned.

Mr. W. O. Birnett has been appointed

road foreman of engines on St. Law-
rence Division of New York Central,

with headquarters at Watertown, N. Y.

Mr. Byron E. Woodcock has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the East Broad
Top Railroad & Coal Co., with office at

Orbisonia, Pa., succeeding Mr. A. E.

Bachert.

Mr. Geo. H. Gray has been appointed

trainmaster and traveling engineer of the

It does not require a great memory for

railway veterans and other people of ob-

serving habits to remember a bright,

ruddy-faced youth who was chief clerk

for the general manager of the Missouri

Pacific Railway and a favorite with all

callers because he had a kind word and
cheerful smile for every visitor. That
v/as Charles Melville Mays, who last

month was elected president of the -Grand

Trunk Railway. The British capitalists

who rule the fortunes of the Grand Trunk
are a most discriminating lot of people,

with keen vision for their own interests,

which goes to prove that Mr. Hays must
have developed extraordinary ability as a

manager to be advanced to the position of

president. Because he was the most effi-

(11 '

[. H VYS.

the passenger depart-

ment clerk became the general manager's

assistant. It was not a ease of courting a

neighbor's wife, but of courting a neigh-

bor's assistant, that moved the general

manager Wabash to act so that

Mr. Hay- was allured to that road as

assistant general manager. That was

in the ladder

which led him by others to the position of

vice-president and general manager. His

came decidedly in demand,

so he went with tentative steps to various

roads, the Grand Trunk having held him

for five years as general manager. The
Southern Pacific took him away from

Canada for about one year, then he re-

turned, and there he has received the high-

est honors the owners of a great railway

can bestow. We have no information of

the race from which Mr. Hays sprung;

but his face shows almost a family like-

ness to judges, literati and other eminent

persons whose intellectual eminence in

days gone by gave to Edinburgh the name
of the Modern Athens.

South Park division of the Colorado &
Southern Railway, with headquarters at

Como, Colo.

Mr. E. J. McMahn, general foreman of

the Illinois division of the Iron Mountain

at Dupo, has resigned to become master

mechanic on the Raton Mountain division

of the Santa Fe.

Mr. C. M. Stansbury, formerly master

mechanic of the Boca & Loyalton at

Loyalton, Cal., has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Western Pacific, with

office at Elko, Neb.

Mr. Michael W. Hassett has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad,

with office at East Buffalo, N. Y., vice

F. M. Steele, transferred.

Mr. T. Mahar has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic, Harlem and Putnam di-

visions of the New York Central Lines,

vice Mr. H. B. Whipple, master mechanic

Harlem Division, resigned.

Mr. George G. Mason has been ap-

pointed road foreman of engines on the

Salt Lake Division of the San Pedro, Los

Angeles & Salt Lake Railway, with head-

quarters at Milford, Utah.

Mr. G. E. Johnson, master mechanic of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at

Wymore, Neb., has been appointed gen-

eral master mechanic on the same road,

with office at Lincoln, Neb.

Mr. J. J. Thomas, Jr., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

and car equipment of the Mobile & Ohio

Railway, with office at Mobile, Ala., vice

Mr. G. S. McKee, resigned.

r. W. Vanderslice has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Western

Division of the Chicago Great Western,

with headquarters at Clarion, Iowa, vice

Mr. A. E. Harvey, transferred.

Mr. F. H. Probert, heretofore locomo-

1 ineer, has been appointed round-

reman of the Intercolonial Rail-

way at St. John, N. B., vice Mr. D. A.

Sinclair, retired from the sen-ice.

Mr. C. J. Shaughnessy has been ap-
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pointed traveling engineer on the

em division 01 the Colorado & Southern

Railway, - at Trinidad,

rred.

: rew has been ap-

n of engines for the

Saginaw, and Grand

he Michigan Central Kail-

Mr. \V. R. Armstrong has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Montana

Division of th Short Line Rail-

road, with headquarters at Pocatello,

Idaho, vice Mr. G. H. Olmstead, d<

Mr. A. H. Barnes, acting supervisor of

signals of the

of maintenance of signal appar

int., at Taci una,

Wash., has been appointed superintendent

of signals.

Mr. J. H. Race has been appoint

ter mechanic of the Oregon Short Line,

with office at Pocatello, Idaho. He will

have charge of the Pocatello shops, in-

cluding the roundhouse and car depart-

ment :

Mr. F. S. Anthony, master mechanic

of the International & Great Northern at

Palestine, Tex., has been appointed super-

intendent of machinery of the same road,

with office at Palestine, succeeding Mr.

J. F. Em

Mr. D is been appointed

roundhouse foreman in charge of the

mechani nt on the Salt Lake

& Ogden Railroad at Salt Lake City.

The position mechanic has

been aboli

Mr. Benjamin Johnson, formerly super-

intendent of motive power of the Mexi-

can Central, has been appointed

tendent of motive power of the United

Havana, with office at

Havana, Cuba.

Mr. Frank L. Matthews has been ap-

agent of the

• Western Railroad, with

vice Mr. George W.

toesch has been app

.ineer on Northern and

: -ions of the Colorado &
Southern Railway, with headquarters at

Denver. i Mi G

signed to other duties.

Mr. J. C. Reed, h< retofoi g loco-

motive :

the Car- during the absence

of Mr,

appointed shop

Mr. R. F. Kilpatrick, assistant super-

intendent of :. ar de-

partment of the Denver & Rio Grande at

Denver, Col has been appointed master

mechanic of the Western Pacific, with

at Stockton, Cal.

Mr. J. F. Enright, superintendent of

machinery of the International & Great

Northern at Palestine, Tex., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

and car department of the Denver & Rio

Grande, with office tit 1 lenver, Colo.

Mr. W. R. Hastings, superintendent of

signal construction on the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, has been appointed gen-

eral signal inspector, and the office of

interlocking engineer has been abolished.

adquarters are in Chicago, 111.

At the recent meeting of the direc-

tor- ol the Big Four Railroad, the

pension system drawn up for New
Vork Central lines was adopted. Mr.

Iv. N. Harry was appointed local treas-

urer of the company in Cincinnati.

Mr. C. M. Bailey, road foreman of the

McCook Division of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy at McCook, Neb., has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Wymore Division, with office at Wymore,

Neb., succeeding Mr. G. E. Johnson.

Mr. Francis B. Freeman, engineer of

construction of the New York Central

& Hudson River Railroad at New York,

has been appointed chief engineer of the

Boston & Albany, with office at Boston,

Mass.. vice Mr. Everett E. Stone, re-

signed.

Mr. Welling G. Sickel. having dis-

posed of his interest in the United &
Globe Rubber Mfg. Companies, has be-

come associated with the Hewitt Rub-

ber Company of New York. He will

hereafter represent this company's va-

rious inti 1

A division superintendent of the Chi-

cago & North-Western Railway has had

flanged wheels applied to an automobile

and uses it as an inspection car. Presi-

dent Hughett of the same road has sev-

t omobiles hut he does not have

them run upon the track.

At the annual meeting of the Angus

Sinclair Co. Mr. Harry A. Kenney was

ry, 111 place of Mr. Jamej

R. Paterson, resigned. Mr. Kenney en-

tered the employ of the company six years

i litis risen through the force of

is present po: il ii >n.

I. Lanham, who. for the

been traveling en-

Iron Mountain & Southern

romoted to the posi-

. with headquar-

[elena, \rk I lis jurisdiction ex-

miles of terri-

: lie lias fift :ndcr his

care.

Mr. J. W. Small, superintendent of mo-

rn Pacific of

a a Railway at

Empalme, Sonora, Mex., having resigned,

that office is now abolished. Reports

previously sent to the superintendent of

motive power now go to Mr. R. H. In-

gram, assistant general manager, at

Empalme.

Mr. James W. Stuart, formerly as-

sistant general storekeeper for the

Burlington system, has been appointed

general storekeeper of the entire C, B.

& Q. system, succeeding Mr. T. A. Fay.

Mr. Stuart has been connected with the

stores department of the Burlington

for twenty years. His headquarters

are at Aurora, 111.

Prof. H. H. Stock, in charge of the

mining engineering department at the

University of Illinois, has been appointed

by Governor Deneen a member of the

State Mining Commission, which has

been constituted to collect data, prepare

matter which may become the subject

of desirable legislation with reference to

the mining industry, and to make recom-

mendations along these lines to the Gov-

ernor before the next regular session of

the State Legislature.

Mr. W. C. Webster, manager of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company's New York office, has resigned

his position with the company. Mr.

Webster's experience with the Westing-

house interests has been quite varied and

extensive for the past twelve years. His

first position was in the sales department

at East Pittsburgh. He later became as-

sistant vice-president with headquarters in

New York, and for the last few years

has been the New York manager. Mr.

Webster has made no plans for the future

as yet.

Mr. Charles Robbins, who has for

many years been connected with the

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Com-
pany in the industrial and power sales

department in connection with the sale

of industrial motors, has recently been

appointed manager of this department.

Mr. Robbins has been with the com-

pany since 1800 in the manufacturing

ment, the New York district

office stile- departmi nt and for the past

three years in the industrial and power

-ah- department tit East Pittsburgh.

His headquarters will continue to be

.it i ., t Pittsburgh.

Mr. Samuel A. Chase, who for the

has been with the West-

inghouse Electric & Mfg. Company in

their \'e\v York sales office as a spe-

etail and supply salesman, has

order to accept a

n with the White Investing

Previous to Mr. Chase's

employment with the Westinghouse

& Mfg. Company, he was a

n for the Western Electric

Company, where he was highly suc-

cessful. He is now in charge of the
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Chicago office of the White Investing

Company.

At the recent Christmas entertain-

ment of the New York Railroad Club,

Mr. J. F. Deems, general superintendent

of motive power of the New York Cen-
tral Lines, who has been president of

the club for the past year, was pre-

sented with a beautifully formed silver

pitcher as a token of the esteem in

which he is held by the members of

the club and as an evidence of the ap-

preciation of his work for the club as

president. The presentation was made
on behalf of the club by Mr. H. S. Hay-
ward, first vice-president, and Mr.
Deems expressed his thanks in a few
well chosen words.

Dr. Ernst J. Berg, of Schenectady,

N. \ .. has been appointed professor
of electrical engineering in charge of

the department, at the University of

Illinois, an appointment which secures
leadership of the highest quality for

one of the more important departments
of the college of engineering. Dr.
Berg was born in Sweden in January,
1871. He graduated from the Royal
Polytechnical Institute, Stockholm, in

mechanical engineering in 1892, and
he came to the United States in 1893.

For the past 17 years he has been as-

sociate with the General Electric Com-
pany, which company he now leaves

for the work of the university.

Mr. G. Brewer Griffin has recently
been appointed manager and is now
actively directing the sales policy of
the detail and supply sales department
of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., by which department transform-
ers, meters, fans, heating appliances,

switches, switchboards, railway line

material, etc., are sold. Mr. Griffin has
been assistant manager of this sales

department for the past six years, hav-
ing previously been connected with the

sale of detail apparatus in the Boston
office. He has altogether been in the

employ of this concern for seven years.

Previous to his connection with the

Westinghouse company, Mr. Griffin

was connected with the Manhattan
General Construction Company.

Mr. S. L. Nicholson has recently

been appointed general sales manager
of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., and has direct charge over the

sales policies of the entire company.
Mr. Nicholson has been with the 01

pany for eleven years in different capaci-

ties, such as salesman, district department

manager, and for the past five years
he has been industrial and power sales

manager. Before coming to the West-
inghouse company he was with the

C. & C. Electric Company. He is per-

haps best known to motor manufac-
turers as the organizer and president

of the American Association of Motor

1 which
has done much in the two years of its

existence to improve the art of manu-
facturing motors.

From track laborer to president of one
of the leading railroads on this continent

represents the progress made by Daniel

Willard in thirty years. Mr. Willard is

now vice-president of the Burlington sys-

tem, and by the time this

our readers he will : of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. His upward
career has been steady as the growth of

the locomotive engine with which his life

work has been much associated. Like

Mr. Brown, president of the N< .

Central System, and several other rail-

road presidents. Mr. Willard began his

tailroad career by working on the track.

That was in Vermont, his native State,

which has nurtured many emim
road men. The steps by which he 1

the top were by that of fireman, engineer,

brakeman, conductor, roundhouse fore

man, trainmaster, assistant superinten-

dent, assistant general manager, .

manager, vice-president. That involved

service on six or seven different rail-

roads, where he always proved himself

an efficient and popular official. He has

the faculty of inspiring in a high degree

the personal regard and confidence of

those under his charge. A firm and just

official, he possesses the mysterious at-

tributes that create popularity. When the

writer first called on Mr. \\ illard on his

entering the position of general manager
of the Erie system, he grasped the editor

cordially by the hand, saying : "I owe
much of my success to your writings. I

carried your book in my pocket for years,

and it inspired me to work my way

upwards."

Obituary.

John Caldwell, treasurer of the West-

inghouse Air Brake Company, was last

tricken with heart disease and

died in his office before a physician could

reach him. Mr. Caldwell was one of the

trusted lieutenants of George Westing-

house with whom he had been associated

since thi ''.'>
1 I inghi >use

Air Brake Company. Mr. Caldwell was

well known in financial circles and was

a connoisseur in art, being also one of

the trustee^ of the Carnegie Institute

from it- 1 He was born in the

north of Ireland about 70 years ago, his

father being a an minister. Mr.

Caldwell early developed the stun!

acter that later brought him to the fore

city in the world. He
came to Pittsburgh as a lad of 12, and his

first employment was as a clerk in a gro-

cery store. For several years he followed

mercantile pursuits, and upon the

ization of the Air Brake Companj

he became its bookkeeper, a position he

retained for 10 years.

ted treasurer, a posi-

tion he held for the rest of his life. He
was beloved of his associates, many of

whom like himself had given the greater

I
art of their lives to this great ::

e Air Brake
Veteran In financial circles

ment and ad requently

sought, lie v. in banking cir-

He was with the

cturers' Bank
which v. with the Iron City-

Bank bj of Pittsburgh, N. A.,

<it which and vice-

the ti of his death. When the West-

pany, wo ; Mr. Caldwell was
te retained the posi-

tion until the organization was put on

t ALDWELL.

a smooth running basis, when he re-

signed in 1892 to give his entire time to

the Air Brake Company. At the out-

break of the civil war he was enlisted

as a private in Company E, of the Sixty-

nnsylvania Volunteers, and was
mustered out as a second lieutenant at the

close of the war. He was wounded at

the battle of Spottsylvania.

le of his business affiliations, Mr.

Caldwell had a wide reputation as an art

connoisseur and collector of rare books.

lotion at his Edgewood home
to be among the most valuable in

was particularly I

etchings, and his collection of \\

i? said to be unequaled. His books have

lered from all pari

and are reputed to be priceless. At hU
death Mr. Caldwell was chairman of the

- committee of the Carnegie In-

stitute trustees and also of the finance

committee.
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J. J. i

1

: ago, St. Paul,

Minnea] d in England on

.

ng absence and

in time to till his last rest

u Arsdale, pn
;

erii an Engineer and ,'.

suddenly on Nov.

ni in

. X. J., on

July 1, 1848. Mr. Van Arsdale iv;

lism from his

twenty-tifth yi ined the

staff of the A, an ad-

le remained 111 this

i . Mar- and 'in Jan.

the National Car
Builder, which was then being published

in New 'msmore & Co.

nl let was retained as the

in January, 1896, Mr. Van Ars-

ncan Engineer

from the late M. N.

who remained as the editor for

r. Mr. Van - 1 ged his

in his chosen

11 live ac-

hips.

Peter II. Peck, for many years master
mechanic of the CI tern In-

the re-

sult of an accident. I

Rock Island in Chii

stepped out of the

train only to he struck by a freight train

which he had 1

Mr. Perk left -.ice last year

with the

Railway

I

rn Indiana ai

ill 1

arrange

'wo di

Progressive Safety.

The National Association of Railroad

held their annual conven-

tion at Washington, L). C, in November

last. An interesting part of the proceed-

the reading of a paper on "Pro-

Safetj in Railroad Operating,"

by Mr. A. II. Smith, vice-president of the

Xcw York Central Railroad.

mill briefly outlined the origin

and growth of railways, showing the in-

crease of mileage from 1830 onward, then

he described in detail the methods that

resulted in progressive safety. The first

movement in this line was the Westing-

house air brake which appeared in 1869,

to be followed four years later by the

Westinghouse automatic brake.

Fur years there had been agitation in

favor of uniform car couplers to aid in

preventing the numerous accidents that

happened in coupling cars. The first im-

provement that resulted from this move-

ment was a rule adopted by the Master

far Builders' Association establishing a

uniform height of drawbar which had an

excellent effect. Various tests had been

made of automatic car couplers which

were unsatisfactory at first. Then atten-

tion was directed to the dead block which

brought about some increase in safety.

In 18S0 the Massachusetts Legislature in-

structed the Railroad Commissioners to

ite and report on means for pre-

venting accidents in car coupling. This

stirred up the Master Car Builders' As-

11 to renewed action. After sev-

eral seasons of discussion, tests and in-

tion the executive committee in

1887 reported in favor of the Jannej type

<>i coupler, and the report was adopted

the following year.

Agitating and legislating against defec-

tive railway appliances were now recog-

duties of public spirited American

and individuals. The questions

11 came up for settlement were im-

: neans of signalling, interlocking,

train dispatching, locomotive and -

itruction and many others of which Mr.

Smith gives particulars.

< at 1 'in- di-

ns from publishing his en-

itere ted should apply

to Mr. A. H. Smith, Grand
Central Station, Ni w York,

to you to visit them at their works or city

office any time you are in their city. The
address is 45 and Centre Avenue, Chicago.

Ompany,

ither kinds

i V u 1,' ni 11 1;.

inti-acid

This company
' iriugs specially

work. The bearings are

1

.'.ill send you a folder with

ify your desire

'an invitation

All Steel Official Car.

What is probably the first all-steel car

ever built for use on an American railroad

has been completed at the Altoona car

shops of the Pennsylvania for the ex-

clusive use of the executive officers. Not
one piece of wood was used in the car,

which embodies the very latest practice

in steel car construction. It is to be

equipped with all conveniences, such as

typewriters, telephone, desks, maps and
statistics, for carrying on the business of

the company, the object being to enable

those by whom it will be used to conduct

their work while traveling from place to

place. In this way much time that other-

wise would be lost is utilized.

Nearly seven years ago, the late A. J.

Cassatt, foreseeing the inevitable substitu-

tion of steel for wood in the construction

of passenger cars, directed that the de-

sign of steel cars be undertaken. The
first of these was built at Altoona for the

Interborough Rapid Transit Co. of New
York. This was followed by the con-

struction of the first all-metal car for the

Pennsylvania which was turned out of the

Altoona car shops in June
4

1906. This

design was followed by those of the pres-

ent steel coaches, combination passenger

and baggage, baggage, postal and dining

cars, it having been decided that all new
passenger equipment for the Pennsyl-

vania should be of steel construction.

Conflict of Opinion.

An election of members of Parliament

will be held in Great Britain soon. There

is often violent difference of opinion

manifested at these elections.

During the last election a man walking

along a quiet street was startled to see

a house-door suddenly opened and a man
fall bumping down to the sidewalk.

Picking him up. the pedestrian asked

what was the matter. "That's my club in

there," said the human projectile. "It's

a political club; there are nine Jones men
and I'm for Smith. They threw me out.

But don't worry. I'm going in and

'cm all out. You stand here and count

'em." In he went ai ugh, in a

minute the door burst open, and a figure

cleared the steps without touching.

"1 'ni !" said the spectator, holding up *
1

cried the prostrate

one. "Don't begin to count yet. This is

only me ..

Getting results from advertising is

like harvesting. The crop is in propor-

tion to the machinery and ability to

reap when the harvest is ripest. Many a

man condemns advertising when the real

fault was with his lack of proper organ-

ization to reap the benefit of advertising.

—The Houghton Line.
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Old-Timer
Talks No. 6

Maybe you've had trouble
off and on with your air

pump. There's a prettv
severe strain on 'em with
the heavy trains and high
speeds nowadays. Pumps
are apt to squeal or groan,
overheat or labor; and
packing rings wear and leak
when they shouldn't.

Here's where Dixon's
Special Graphite No. 635
cures every time. Just take
about a teaspoonful of the
graphite and mix it with a

pint of the regular oil. "Use
a little of this mixture at

different times through the
pump oil cup. As the boys
say, you can't beat it.

There's no secret about
Dixon's Flake Graphite

;

lots of the boys use it now.
Nothing like it when it

comes to fi iction troubles of
any kind. Why don't you
write for sample No. 69-P?
It's free for the asking.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Jersey City, N. J.

The Torque of a Motor.

We have sometimes referred to the
tractive power of a locomotive as
equivalent to the weight the engine
could haul up out of a well if a rope
from the tender coupler extended back
to a frictionless pulley and down the
well with the weight at the end of the
rope, and in our October issue we
dealt with tractive effort and horse-
power of locomotives. When dealing
with electric motors one of the ele-

ments which determines its ability to

do work is called its Torque. This
word comes from the Latin, and means
"to twist."

The measurement of the torque of a

motor is, in one sense, an arbitrary or
fixed standard, and may be illustrated

in this way: Suppose a drum exactly
two feet in diameter to be keyed on the
armiture shaft of a motor, and on this

drum a cable or rope is wound, and
that its free end hangs down a well, the

torque of the motor is the weight it

can pull up. The essential point about
this view of the torque is that it is

always calculated for a drum 2 ft. diam-
eter or 1 ft. radius. That size is ar-

bitrary and fixed, very much as the 85
per cent, boiler pressure is the arbit-

rary ratio selected by the Master Me-
chanics' Association for finding the

mean effective pressure in the cylin-

ders of a locomotive.

If torque is always calculated as the

pull on a rope wound on a 2-ft. pulley,

it is obvious that if instead of a pulley

of this size we had a wheel 4 ft. diam-

eter the torque of the motor would
exert less force at the circumference

of such a wheel than it did on tin- 2 it.

drum. If the torque of the motor was
500 lbs., the force between wheel and
rail with 4-ft. wheel, would only be

250 lbs. The larger the wheel the less

the force produced by any given torque.

This is practically the same witli a

locomotive, the larger the driving

wheel the less the tractive effort, where
the other factors remain the same.

The ability to do work introduces

the element of time, and if our motOT
with 2-ft. drum ha? a torque of 500 lbs.

and is revolved at the rate of a little

over 105 revolutions a minute, the

weight will be pulled up out of the well

at the rate of 660 ft. a minute. Thus
the weight of 500 lbs. will be raised

660 ft. a minute and 330.000 foot-pounds

of work will be done, that is 10 horse-

power. With the 4-ft. wheel treated

as a pulley and supposed to haul up
the weight, the same number of revolu-

tions a minute will pull a weight of

250 lbs. up close to 1,320 ft. in one min-

ute, and that will give the same num-
ber of foot-pounds of work and the

same horse-power.

If, however, the motor with 500-lbs.

torque mounted on 4-ft. wheels is run

twice as fast, that is, just over 210
revolutions a minute, we find that the

lighter weight of 250 lbs. comes up at

the rate of 2,640 ft. a minute, and that

0,000 foot-pounds of work or 20
horse-power. When we come to con-
sider power, which is the rate at which
work is done, we find that with a given
torque, power is proportional to speed,

and conversely with given speed, power
is proportional to torque. Torque is

the strain on a rope wound on a drum
2 ft. diameter. Work is the product of

this strain, in pounds, by the distance

through which it acts, and power is

the number of foot-pounds multiplied

by the time it is in operation. Time
so used is usually expressed in min-
utes. One horse-power is an arbitrary

unit in which 33,000 lbs. are moved
through one foot of space in one min-
ute of time. Any exact equivalent of this

is also a horse power, such as 275 lbs.,

raised 1 ft. in half a minute.

Gaskets and Glass Cutters.

Catalogue Number Nine has a very

attractive cover, but that is not all by any
means. The reason the cover is attrac-

tive is that on the outside then

were going to say, a very lifelike reproduc-

tion, but realistic is the better word, to

express the representation in color of the

lapman case-hardened corrugated

copper flange gasket which bears the

trade mark "Springtite." This gasket is

intended for superheated steam, high

pressure and low pressure steam joints.

In the catalogue you will find an interest-

ing bit of reading about the case-harden-

ing of copper and all about the gasket.

It's worth reading anyway and the

Franklin Manufacturing Company, of

Franklin, Pa., are ready to send you a

copy of the pamphlet if you drop them a

card to say you want one. All sorts of

gaskets are listed and prices given. On
page 19 you come to locomotive gaskets

tallic gaskets, and the

If you are interested in circular glass

cutters for headlight glasses, or other pur-

poses, the Chapman double, and the Chap-

:'.e glass cutter is worth knowing
about. I

by a practical railroad me-
chanical engineer who had to inspect

as do other things.

Steam gauge glasses are as easily cut as

headlight glasses. The base or pivot

-'cured on a sheet of glass

e diamond h

can be moved out or in on the radical

cut a gauge -mailer

irm with a second diamond is

the long radical arm and turned

by a knurled thumb nut. Ask the Franklin

people to send and

you can read about some good things.
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The Days of Long Ago.

ion of at least one wood-

ine brings back years that

- are not old enough

1 looking 4-4-0

St, Paul and

others. This kind of desultory Indian

warfare was of frequent occurrence 111

pioneer railroad days in the Wset.

The Pennsylvania lines West of Pitts-

burgh announce the following as the

number of locomotives being built on the

THE FAMOUS "WM. CROOKS

Pacific. It was built by the New Jersey

live and Machine Works at

::, X. J., in 1861. I lie weight on

the driver- i- 55,400 lbs. The driving

Li ter. Cylinders

now owned

Great Northern.

ther illustration is made from a

' G ! Ward,"

built by Mason, in I
evidence,

for the New York. 1' 8 Boston.

ursc, modern enough

.I sand-

ii/io programme, as Naval experts would

say : 30 passenger engines and 13 shifting

engines at their Juniata Simps at Al-

toona, Pa.
; 50 freight engines at the

Baldwin Locomotive Works; 5 freight

and 2" shifting engine-- by the American

Locomotive Company. This makes a

t< ital of 125 loci 'mm itives.

The demand for asbestos has grown

steadily that it is becoming scarce and

of the mineral are considered

as valuable a- gold mines. Canada leads

box m mtput, the produc

having been valued

found in Raj-

ere an at

;ht tl

I

'I he

in this

GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Large*! Manufacturer! in the World of

Car Heating Apparatuf

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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RECOGNIZED

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely
together, and accommodates it-

self to the unequal expansion
of the plates.

USED ON OVER l£5 RAILROADS

"Starbolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past M

So say many of our customers
who have used the Tate Bolt
in large numbers, covering a

period of time sufficient to base
comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-
CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suite S28 Frick Buildin*

B. E. D. STAFFORD, Gen. Manager

}. ROGERS FLANNERY & COMPANY,
Selling; Agents

Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

TOM R. DAVIS. Mechanical Expert

H. A. PIKE, Eastern Territory

W. M. WILSON. Weitern Territory

COMMONWEALTH STTPPLY COMPANY.
Southeastern Territory

Advice to Shop Foremen.

A remarkably interesting address was
delivered by Mr. Robert Quayle, super-

intendent of Motion Power of the

Chicago & North-Western, at the opening

of the General Foremen's Convention.

Among the good things said was: "If I

were a shop foreman 1 would like to

belong to your association. I would Iikc

to be in big company. If I were it master

mechanic, I would like to belong to the

Railway Master Mechanics' Association,

where I would meet the superintendents

of motive power, the general master

mechanics and others of that class. The
shop foremen hold the same relation to

the general foremen that the master

mechanic hold to the superintendents of

motive power and so on. But, if I were

a foreman I should belong to this as-

sociation. I would want to know what
you know for that would help me in my
business.

"In your efforts to succeed get with the

the amount of energy the other fellow is

going to put in. If the superintendent of

motive power goes through the shop with

his hands in his pockets every other man
catches the same spirit.''

Everlasting.

The Everlasting Valve is made by

McLaughlin & Mains, of Jackson, Mich.

It is specially designed for blow-off ser-

vice. The valve is composed of a top and
bottom bonnet, a disc and a lever and

posl llie orifice through the valve is

opened and closed by the movement of

what may be called a partition between

the bonnets. In a certain sense it resem-

bles a gate valve in which the gate is

rapidly moved by a lever applied to what
is called the operating post. The two
bonnets are set together upon an ap-

proved high pressure gasket with machine

bolts, giving quick access to the inside,

should it ever become necessary to renew
the disc or reface the seat. When repairs

WINNING liii' WEST. U. P. TRACK LAY

biggest men in your line of business.

Don't be going around making associates

of fellows who know less than you know.

Get with the nun who know more than

you do and try to measure up to where

they are and go beyond them if you can.

Do not feel that you have only to be

shop foremen or shop men. Work to rise

1I1 rough commanding ability, in-

fill and superior knowledge."

"Wherever
units, or the units of work that

going to perform, will be ex-

in the confidence that you can

create in the men who are working for

you ; in the amount of work that the

other fellow is going to do for you and

with you. and the amount of enthusiasm

that the man at the head of the depart-

1 ts into his life, and the amount

of energy he gets in, is going to measure

ERS AND SOLDI] INDIANS.

do become necessary, a monkey wrench

and a file are the only tools needed. This

feature is made possible by the simplicity

of the whole apparatus

The operating post is set tight upon a

ground joint and held there by a stiff

bronze spring. away with a

stuffing-box entirely, and making it per-

fectly tight as long as the valve lasts. It

ver be touched, as it constantly

grind itself to a true seat at each

n. The inlet orifice is tapered

This increases the

of the blast at this point and in-

sures its delivery into the discharge pipe

without detriment to the seat as would be

be the case were this precaution not

taken. It also I
'. of syphoning

the valve clean at each operation. The
clearance spaces within the valve have

been made ample to avoid the possibility
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of clogging, and its makers assure us that

numerous tests prove that the valve will

work as well discharging mud or putty as

it will with pure water. Write to the

manufacturers for illustrated circular it

you are interested, and they will be

pleased to send you a copy.

Pintsch Gas for Transport.

Recent experimental research made by

the Pintsch Compressing Co. has brought

out the Pintsch gas,

is obtained by the regular Pintsch process,

is suitable lor transportation under a

pressure of 100 atim

this purpose Pintsch gas, from which all

liquid hydrocarbons have been 1

while u 1 atmos-

pheres is used, and the dry gas is com-

pressed directly into steel tlasks at high

pressure. Un I
igh pressure a

partial conde: the gas lakes

place, which, however, disappears as soon

as the pressure is reduced, the gas pre-

senting again its original dryness, and

other characteristics with but an inap-

preciable loss in candle power. A steel

flask of 3.75 cu. ft. capacity and weighing

about 330 lbs., will, when charged to a

pressure of 100 atmospheres, yield about

500 cu. ft. of gas at atmospheric pressure.

From this it is seen that the gas under

s deviates consider-

nn Boyle's Law, in accordance

with which the flask would be expected

to yield but 375 cu. ft. of gas at atmos-

pheric pressure. The deviation from

Law at a pressure of 100 atmos-

pheres amounts to about 33 per cent., the

flask containing a correspondingly larger

quantity of gas. This departure com-

bined with the fact that small seamless

flasks can be constructed of extremely

high tensile strength

sible to reduce the weight of th<

der, for a given quantil >

carried by over 50 per cei

rmer weight of transport holders

i he space or upied by

the high pressure holders, i

time, nearly ten times less than tlr

holders used in tr;

pressure of 14 atmospheres.

The true value of the high ;

transportation becorrn

10 compressin

available at the point of d

transfer the

to railroad cars; where in other

filling

cqualizit

in transport 1

the remainder turn

supply station unused.

• 90 per cent

gas transported becomes avail: 1

nd under these cir

weight of the t'

. 1 a given quantity of gas sup-

plied to cars, is about six limes less, and

the volume about 30 times less than that

of the transport holders used by the for-

mer method. ' a distinct dif-

1 en high pressure Pintsch

gas and the so-called Blau gas. The

former is a dry gas, possessing all the

well-known characteristics of regular

Pintsch gas, great care being taken in

the process of manufacture to remove

from the gas all liquid hydrocarbons

The same liquid hydrocarbons are re-

tained in the Blau gas, and others added,

to exert a solving influence upon the re-

maining dry constituents of the gas, and

thus effect a reduction in volume. The

e of these hydrocarbon liquids are

the cause of difficulties experienced in

connection with Blau gas, due to accumu-

lation of liquid in the regulating devices

at the point of consumption, and due to

up in cold weather. Inquiries

concerning this interesting subject may

be addressed to the Safety Car Heating

and Lighting Co. of New York. This

high pressure Pintsch gas is available

for use in the buoys used in harbor

lighting.

Hudson Bay Railway.

As previously reported in our columns

the prospects of a rapid construction of

the Hudson Bay Railway seems assured.

It will form part of the Canadian North-

ern Railway. The only point remaining

to be settled is the exact location of the

terminus on Hudson Bay. Churchill

seems to be the best natural harbor on the

west coast of Hudson Bay, but Port

Nelson is capable of affording much
modation for shipping, and

at that point the water never freezes

over. The entrance to the latter harbor

would require considerable dredging.

The pro'posed railway has brought the

River into prominence as one of

at rivers of the world. It is not

improbable that coincident with the open-

ilie proposed railway, a ship way

will also be
1 1 1 bel ween \\ innipeg

and Liverpool by way of the

idvantages to the Western
I

'
!

bi incal

Tube Expander and Driving Block.

have recently

W 1 1. Nichol & Co.,

them is

tub e> ; 'airier. It

ir by hand and

no driving.

ing. 'I his is done by

rotation of the

thus giving it a

!• is made
1 out and

laim that one

man can 1 1 by hand.

I 1 ip ap-

Are You Prepared for

Every Breakdown ?
Better Secure the 1910 Ediiion,

Just Published, ol

Locomotive Breakdowns

and Their Remedies
By Fowler-Wood. 1910 Pocket Edi-

tion. This book tells you Just what to do

In case of any accident or breakdown.
Walscaert Locomotive Valve Gear Troubles,

The Electric Headlight and Questions and
Answers on the Air Brake are all Included.
Fullv illustrated. Price $1.00.

Westinghouse E-T Air Brake

Instruction Pocket Book
By Wm, W. Wood. Here is a book for

the railroad man, and the man who alms to

be one. It Is the only complete work pub-

lished on the Westinghouse E-T Locomotiv*
Brake Equipment. Written by an Air Brake

Instructor who knowi
-ga. just what Is needed.

^^%, If mv,-r.s the subject
* thoroughly. Every-

thing about the New
Westinghouse Engine
and Tender Brake
Equipment, including
the Standard No. 5
and the Perfected No.
6 Style of brake. Is

treated In detail.
Written In plain Eng-
lish and profusely Il-

lustrated with Colored
Plates, which enable
one to trace the flow
of pressures through-
out the entire equip-
ment. The best book
ever published on the
Air Brake. Equally

good for the beginner and the advanced en-
gineer. Will pass any one through any
examination. It informs and enlightens you
on every point. Indispensable to every en-
gineman and trainman. Filled with colored
illustrations. Trice $2.00.

Walschaert Locomotive Gear
By Wm. W. Wood. If you would thor-

oughly understand the Walscaert Locomotive
Valve Gear you should possess a copy of this
hook. It covers the subject In every detail.

Examination questions with their answers are
given. Fully illustrated and contains slid-

ing card board models. Price $1.50.

Locomotive Catechism
By Grimshaw. 27th Edition. It is a

N<w Boi k from Cover t<> Cover. Includes
tiii. greatest ai ol of practical information
ever published on the construction and man-
agement of modern 1 motives. Contains
Specially Prepared Chapters on the Walsch-
aerl Locomotive Valve Gear, the Air Brake
Equipment and the Electric Head Light. 825
pages, 437 Illustrations and 3 Folding Plates.

(Ivor 4. "00 Examination Questions and their

Answers are Included. Price $2.50.

Link Motions and Valve Setting
By Colvin. A handy I k for the engineer

i thai clears up the mysteries of
ng. Sluovs the different valve

ise, how they work and why. l'is-

ton and sllile valves of different types are
Illustrated and explali \ book that every

i in the motive power department
oughl to havi Price 50 cents.

Air Brake Catechism
By Blackall. \ complete treatise on the

Braise, Including the No.
5 and No. 6 ET Locomotive Brake Equip-

nt: the i
:

i .:, Valve
i Service; and the Cross-Compound

Pump 360 pai >
. fully Illustrated with

folding plates and diagrams. Price J2.00.

A <vPFPIAI "' :llv " f these honks sent
/\ ort.v.i«L on [.,,,,„,. st Anv ,, f tneM
CIRCULAR books sen. prepaid on re-

1 orlee.

Agents Wanted at Every Terminal.
Write for our Special Terms

The Norman W. Henley Pub. Co.
132 Nassau Street. NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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The "Thermit Man."

What is he? Just ask any rail-

road shop man and he'll tell you
straight. Probably he'll tell it to

you something like this

:

"The 'Thermit man'? Why, he's

the fellow who came through here

some time ago. We were just get-

ting ready to tear down an en-

gine frame in order to weld it in

the forge, but he allowed as how
he could weld it on the engine-
no dismantling, no nuthin'. Well,

he did it, too; just as easy as roll-

ing off a log; engine went back to

service in less than twelve hours
and she's running yet."

That's the general story of the

"Thermit man." You will tind him
all over the country, demonstrat-
ing the superiority of modern
methods over the old-fashioned

way of tearing things to pieces in

order to repair them. The "Ther-
mit man" can do for you what he
has done for any number of rail-

road men, and if you have a broken
locomotive frame, driving wheel
spoke, mud ring, connecting rod or
any other wrought iron or steel

section which needs repairing, he
will show you how to weld it in the
easiest, quickest and most econom-
ical manner.

A line to the Goldschmidt Ther-
mit Company, No. 90 West Street,

New York, will bring him around
the next time he is in your vicin-

ity. It will also bring a copy of

Reactions, the Thermit Quarterly,

brimful of useful ideas for making
quick and economical repairs. The
current issue is of particular inter-

est as it prints the discussion on
frame welding which took place at
the last meeting of the Interna-
tional Railway Master Black-
smiths' Association. The experi-
ences of these men not only make
interesting reading but carry use-
ful ideas which will prove of very
great value.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

U still popular. We have it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty St.. N. Y.

West Disinfecting Co.

i:ifectants

ces In the world.

Every product sold under a strli

tee of efficiency.

Makers of the Beau Brummell Liquid

Soap Dispenser, now used by all the lead-

ing railroad lines In the country.

GEORGE L. LORD
Manager. Railroad & Steamship Dept..

9 East 59th Street New York City

pliance is the Nicholson driving block.

1 his consists of a sort of triangular pillar,

if one may so call it, when one side of the

triangle is not there. 1 he plan of the

driving block is practically the letter V,

and it stands up a convenient height for

hammering and has a broad foot at the

bottom and a wide coping on top. The
inside of the V is cut into a series of

iO that an iron shelf covered with

lather can be placed in the V at any re-

quired height. The block is used for

driving a mandrel out of a piece of work
and is a great deal more handy than an

old gear wheel or a casting with a hole

in it. Write to the Nicholson people and
ask for an illustrated circular. The illus-

trations alone tell the story of how these

things are used.

A Philosophic Barber.

President Taft tells this experience

with a barber during a visit to England
years ago: "The barber who was cut-

ting my hair said to me: 'You 'ave a

large 'ead, sir; it is a good thing to

'ave a large 'ead, for a large 'ead means
a large brain, and a large brain is the

most useful thing a man can 'ave, as it

nourishes the roots of the 'air.'
"

Railway officials who are interested

in securing castings for rolling stock

that do not break under the most se-

vere stresses, ought to be well in-

formed concerning vanadium steel.

Wr
e have published much information

about this steel, but the full story of

its strength and toughness will stand

rereading. Those interested should

send to the American Vanadium Com-
pany, Frick Building, Pittsburgh. I'a.,

for the company's catalogue concern-

ing vanadium. Tell them we advised

you to send for the catalogue and you
are sure to receive one. If you turn to

273 0I l 'ie June >
IQ09. issue of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,

you will ' ing of interest con-

cerning I ies of vanadium steel.

dealing with railroad shop

and yard cranes has recently been issued

by the Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,

of Harvey. 111., a copy of which may be

had on direct application. This publica-

tion gives a general outline of the pur-

pose for which cranes arc used in rail-

road yai ps. The illustrations

are reproduced from photographs of

actual installations, and cover the entire

railroad field. From the handling of

completi tives and parts thereof

to the transfer of freight, very heavy

loads are encountered and this company
have originated many special desi

eluding gantry cranes for wheeling loco-

motives, traveling cranes running on cir-

cular track in roundhouses and service

cranes, which include portable self-sup-

porting jib cranes fur auxiliary service.

The company also manufactures transfer

tables and railruad turntables of all capac-

ities. The equipment of complete foun-

dry plants for production of car wheels,

gray iron castings, steel and malleable

castings to meet railroad requirements is

a specialty of this company. The latter

equipment is described in a booklet en-

titled, "A Modern Foundry," which will

be sent to any one by the Whiting Co.

upon req

Dudley's Process for Rail Makers.

Dr. P. H. Dudley has been designated

as consulting engineer for all the New
York Central Lines with respect to

everything that relates to the use of iron

and steel, lie is recognized as one of

the leading experts of the country on the

question of steel rails. Dr. Dudley will

soon be provided with a completely

equipped chemical and physical laboratory.

Owing to the pressure upon the rail

mills of the country to keep pace with the

demand for rails, railroads will have to

wait a long time for deliveries of steel

rails which they could use at this time,

if they had them. The same is true of

structural material.

It is believed that many tons of rails

will soon be produced by a process per-

fected by Dr. Dudley in which he has no

pecuniary interest. The process is free

to all the mills without discrimination.

Rails so made, it is thought, will mini-

mize and may eliminate breakages.

valve capacity is a subject as

interesting as it is important, and the

whole matter has been very concisely pre-

sented in the form of a treatise which is

printed in the first few pages of the Con-

solidated Safety Valve Company's cata-

logue. A series of safety valve tests were

conducted not long ago by this company

for the purpose of finding the actual re-

lieving capacities of safety valves in

of steam per hour. The results of

re embodied in an illustrated

paper read before the American Society

anical Engineers, by Mr. Philip

G. Darling. This paper now forms a

part of the catalogue. ell worth

careful perusal. The catalogue illustrates

all the many and various forms of loco-

motive and stationary boiler pop valves

made by this concern. Water relief

valves are also listed, house-heating

valves are also included and prices are

which will be given

the asking is worth havi

only by those who require

le part, but by any intellige

sufficiently interest'' I

to know something about safety valves.

The book is called Consolidated Pop

Safety Valves, the address of the com-

pany is 85 Liberty street. New York.

N. Y.. and a postcard request secures you

a copy.
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Some Ideas of James J. Hill.

1 lies J. Hill lias

- to be found
in the i Is exerl every

effort ! from Hill's

Hill's mi - nd know
Mr, 1 [ill is reputed i.i be

some vei loading himself, ha\

in the gri iund

up tO ti:

' railroader in

the worl

Hill, for he

1^mBL f
'

a H^BJ
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TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the Loui-
siana Purchase Exposition, at St.

Louis, for our TOOL STEEL
when placed in competition with
the best makes in England and
Germany.

Write lor Information and Prices.
Specify Mclnnes Tool Steel when

ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

BOHHOCK Ic SatJTRES,
291 Pearl St.. New Terk.

EOT MACHINERY CO..
Minneapolis, Minn.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound In fine cloth

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write for

terms and descriptive circulars. Will be

tent prepaid to any address upon receipt

of price.

GRIFFIN &WINTBRS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

Ties for New Line.

A recent press dispatch from the

Pacific Coast says: The San Diego &
Arizona Railroad will soon be very
much a reality between San Diego and
Tia Junction ami operations will

tended eight miles over the border line

into Mexico. Altogether 160,000 ties

have so far been ordered. Of this num-
ber 53,690 already have been 1

anil hi. 1 will arrive shortly from
Mendocino (/mint}-. 1 hese ties

redvs 1 and the best quality produced.
Fortj -is cars have been ordered. One
engini and ten 1 ai >, previously ordered,

will soon be completed.

Catalogue H, issued by the National

Tube Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., may
properly be styled the high water mark
of catalogues. There are 470 pages of

extra thick superfine paper, gilt

bound in flexible morocco, and almost

every page illuminated with the finest hall-

tone illustrations. The frontispiece is a

tinted chromo photograph of the Ke-
wanee Works of the company at Pitts-

burgh, Pa. The works are a miniature

Pitt-burgh in themselves. The buildings

cover many acres. All who are in-

terested in wrought iron pipe for steam,

gas, water and air, cast malleable iron

and brass fittings, brass and iron body
valves and cocks, radiators and coils,

drive well points, and well supplies,

should have a copy of this superb publica-

tion. Apply at the general offices of the

company. Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

In renewing his subscription to Rail-

way Locomotive Engineering., a West-

ern reader writes : "I think you're a good
one and one that every engineer should

subscribe to. It was the means of getting

us a five per cent, increase on a certain

class of engine that is used now and of

collecting a year': back time."

The American Specialty Company ot

Chicago have recently been appointed

sole export agents for the line of

portable electric drilling machines

manufactured by th

trie & Mfg. Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.

The \ 1 1
1 - ri 1 m Specialty Company also

11 these tools in the

Chicago and Central Western districts.

hods have bei

ing the occupants of the cab from

ects of flying glass, steam and

when a gauge glass break-.

One of Hi'- most recent is what has been

called the "Ironclad" water glass protec-

tor. It is, however, a circular shield of

wired glass open at the back so that it

may be easily put on or taken off. One
can see the water level through the pro-

tector and in the event of the gauge glass

breaking the wired glass protector, even

red, hangs together and gives the

fireman or engineer a chance to shut off

uge. The protector is made of

good quality of tempered plate glass in

which is cast woven soft steel wire. The
protector has the effect of preventing

draughts of cold air from reaching the

gauge glass, and in the event of some-

thing striking the gauge the protector gets

it first. Write to the Sargent-llollings-

head Company, 1616 Fisher Building,

Chicago, for their illustrated folder.

The I' ackawanna & West-
em Railway Company are organizing

schools for the education of their work-
shop apprentices on lines similar to the

schools at various shops of the Erie

Railroad. President Trucsdale is en-

couraging the enterprise and has di-

rected Mr. T. S. Lloyd, superintendent

of motive power, to work out the

details.

The Mumford Molding Machine Com-
pany has been organized, and will sell the

foundry molding machines heretofore sold

by lht E. II. Mumford Company, of Phil-

adelphia. These will-known molding ma-
chines will be manufactured by The
Q. M. S. Co. for the new company,

at Plainfield, N. J., and the Mumford
Molding Machine Company will have their

sales office at 30 Church street, New
York, with funds ample for the proper

handling of their business. Mr. W. D.

Sargent is president, and Mr. E. H. Mum-
ford in' president and general manager
of the new company.

The construction of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad tunnels from Bergen
Hill. X. .[., to Long Island City was
practically completed early in Decem-
ber, when the final section of concrete

was placed in the fourth and last of the

tunnels under the East River to Sunny-
side Yard in Long Island City. The
only con naining to be

ILIA.

t" do with some minor fea-

tures in the Long Island City

will be completed in a very
short time. With all of the construc-

tion work on the tunnels finished, it

will be possil .head rapidly

with the electrification, signal installa-

tion, lighting and track laying.
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Schools Run by Railroads.

ducation

for the child: ny is in

operati. of the

the Educational

in iso-

hildren or more not

otherwii for by the railway

schools the railway department and

ication department, acting con-

jointly and each furnishing half the ex-

provide suitable premises and a

certified teacher at >i $390 to

\ ear and quarters.

ay employees are

carried

of charge irged slightly

an in the regular govern-

ment public schools; they must also

provide their own books and station-

ery. Xo objection 1- raised to the at-

tendance of the children of fanners

No may be living beyond the

convenience of any government public

school.

An officer of the railway known as

the education officer acts as manager
of all the railway schools, and where
there are a sufficient number of parents

rm local committees to assist

him in managing the affairs of the

school. He is always more or les3

guided by the opinions of the station

1 if the railway.

pected regularly by

the inspector of the education de-

ent.

lies of these railway schools

for 190S are forty-one

schools on tl with a total

enrollment of 2,135 pupils. Many of
! ive no educa-

re not for the

hed especially

i" the Cape
these schools

Air bn 1 make
ir brake

1 out it

ow the

. Phil-

I

The sub

of Waj
statistics on

cently eel tie

f Buhrer patent ) is verj

mately i.joo.ooo ties

nd so far tin
;

withstood the most severe service when
properly installed.

It is stated that the steel tie gives a

lid track than the wooden tin

me to the rigid fastening of the

rail to the tie. The committee believes

that no wholly concrete tie has yet

been produced which is able to with-

stand heavy high sliced traffic without

crumbling, cracking or breaking. Very
tory service has been obtained

with concrete-steel ties in a number of

instances, mostly in cases where the

traffic was of moderate speed and not

1 he L. S. Starrett Company, of Athol,

Mass., publishes an elegant 32-page sup-

to Catalogue No. iS, recently

issued. There are a number of new tools

described and illustrated in the supple-

ment, particularly several new bevel pro-

tractors which will be received with much
favor by the best mechanics. A line fea-

ture of these protractors is the fact that

the turret is graduated to read both ways

f/om to 180 degs. The readings in-

clude, at a glance, not only the angle re-

quired but the supplement of the angle.

A number of planer and shaper gauges,

and taper and thickness gauges, and other

small tools, all showing improvements, are

added. Write to the company for copy

of their catalogue and supplement. You
will likely find something there which will

interest you.

The new double track of the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway between Winni-
peg and Fort William has been com-
pleted. The president recently stated

that the company is continuing the

work of extension in the West and

like. In the past three years,

iiiles of new track have been

built, and in the past six years more
than $40,000,000 have been spent on

equipment. The new doubh ti

25 per cut. more than had been antici-

but it is as good a road as can

be built.

The Stevens Engineering Society,

which is affiliated with the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, has a very

ting series of lectures for the re-

maining months of the college term at

evens Institute of Technology.

ol the kiio is on

ring Efficiency," with 11. G. Stott

Mr, Stott is superintend-

pi iwi 1 oi the Interborough

are delivered

111. The last

May 10. 1910. The

me of lectures may be had by ad

Ralph S. Up-
date of Tech-

Swift and True

ARROW
High-Speed

TOOL
STEEL

For

Railroad Repair

Shop Work

American Selling Agents

JOHNA.CROWLEY&CO.
120-122 Liberty Street

NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIPf & (0.

North Side, PITTSBURGH
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One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute
J

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Clereland
188 Liberty St. 9 So. Water St.

Chicago

6* Weet Washington St.

MICA
Caboose Lamp Chimneys

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,
R. R. Dept. OWEGO, N. Y.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

McGILL BUILDING WASHINGTON, D. C.

arms Reasonable Pamphlet Sent

Many Uses for Electricity.

By way of educating the people in

regard to electricity in its numerous ap-

phcations to domestic and general power
purposes, a municipal electric plant man-
ager tells of the following tilings whv.h
one kilowatt-hour of electricity will do:

Saw 300 ft. of timber (.deal).

Clean 5,000 knives.

Keep your feet warm for 5 hours.

Clean 75 pairs of boots.

Clip s horses.

Run an electric clock for 10 years.

Iron 30 silk hats.

Light 3,000 cigars.

Knead 8 sacks of flour into dough.

Fill and cork 250 dozen pint botties.

Run an electric piano for 10 hours.

Lift 3V2 tons 75 VL- ft. in 4 minutes.

Cook 15 chops in 15 minutes.

Give you 3 light Turkish baths.

Keep you warm in bed for 32 hours.

Keep your breakfast warm for 5 hours.

Run your sewing machine for 21 hours.

Keep four domestic irons in use for an

hour.

Boil 9 kettles, each holding 2 pints of

water.

Run a small ventilating fan for 21

hours.

Run a large ventilating fan for six

hours.

Carry your dinner upstairs every day

for a week.

Warm your shaving water every morn-

ing for a month.

Run a plate-polishing machine for 21

hours.

Supply all the air required by an or-

dinary church organ for one service.

Pump 100 gallons of water or other

liquid to a height of 25 ft.

Warm all the beds in the house, by a

warming pan, for a fortnight.

Give you a fire in your bedroom for an

hour while you are dressing or

undressing.

Carry from the bottom of

the house to the top, So feet each journey.

To our readers who have not studied

the elements of electricity we explain

that a Watt is 1 746 of a horse power.

A Kilowatt is 1 ind is therefore

1.34 horse power. Those who desire to

persue this interesting subject, are re-

ferred to an article on the subject pub-

lished in Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering for April, 1007. page 171 and

entitled "What is a Watt?"

The fifth edition of a finely illustrated

l.e catalogue on the subject of the

Foster patent superheater has been issued

by the Power Specialty Company of New
York. The advantages of superheating

have been recognized for many years, but

it is only recently that a reliable appa-

ratus has been perfected that may be

fitted to stationary boilers not designed

for high pressure or which may have been

in use for some time. The Foster super-

heater has many advantages, particularly

in its ready adaptation to any kind of

boiler. Send for a copy of the 1910

catalogue to the company's offices, m
New York City.

Facts Concerning Platinum.

principal supply of the metal
platinum comes from Russia, but that

precious metal has been found in lim-

ited quantities in different parts of

America. Its extraordinarily refractory

properties have brought platinum
largely into use for electric purposes, but

substitutes have been lessening

the demand for platinum.

This has brought depression in the

platinum mining industry in Russia,

the platinum miners having applied to

the government asking that the indus-

try be upheld until it is definitely de-

cided whether the mining of platinum
is to be made a monopoly of the Rus-
sian government. The platinum miners

have petitioned the government for

temporary assistance; that is, to permit

the Russian Imperial Bank to grant

loans on platinum ore containing 83
per cent, of pure platinum, at the valu-

ation of 16,000 rubles per pood ($8,240

per 36 pounds), with interest at the

rate of 5 per cent, per annum.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
have just issued an illustrated circular

descriptive of the Franklin High Speed

Air Compressor, type G H. The pro-

duct of this company is of the best and
their latest type of air compressor pos-

sesses several new features that are being

fully appreciated. Improvements are

also to be observed in their Little Giant

drills which are already in use in 15,000

machine shops. Their riveting and

chipping hammers keep pace in point of

popularity with their drills. Send for

descriptive circular to their offices at

Chicago or New York.

The Regular Alarm.

you any alarm clocks?" inquired

the customer of a State street jeweler

recently. "Yes, ma'am," said the man
behind the counter. "About what price

do you wish to pay for one?" "The
no object if I can get the kind

I am after. What I want is one that will

rouse the girl without waking the whole

family." "I don't know of any such

alarm clock as that, ma'am," said the

We keep just the ordinary kind

—

the kind that will wake the whole family

without disturbing the girl."

We are informed that the Hicks Loco-

ind Car Works of Chicago, 111.,

have recently received an order from the

Gilmore & Pittsburgh Railroad for one

hundred 80,000 lbs. capacity new box cars.
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length over ei

; height

ing b ard, ear

ligin, 1
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. 31 ft. ; truck

m1 wheel base,

rail I

light, 2 ft. [1

Run, Repair or Transfer.

What : .i rule embodied in

the M. 1 quiring roads to take

and "run. repair or trans-

gist of the remarks

. Win. W. Baird, shop engineer

8 Q. at Plattsmouth, Neb.,

at a recent meeting of the Western Rail-

way Club. .Mr. Baird .-ays it is no un-

i nportant trains

held for hours to get through cars from

connecti* ns, only to find that one-half of

the cars were 1 efused bj the > ar inspi ctor,

and why' Because a roof board was

broken. knocked ofif a piece

of sheathing, or a wheel had a flat spot

that was just the limit.

Mr. B; red that a good deal

of the unneci tion of cars is

caused by one inspector endeavoring to

"get even" with a car inspector of another

ix THE B. & (i

road who had on a previous occasion de

laved tl 1 ing freight > m
bad incidentally in-

Who is

affairs?

ii g Simplj

such and

r 11 "may" be

Rule 2

nusl 1«

implies

switching movi

of the c;

ment. The joint car inspector obviates

two of these switching movements, as he

gives a delect card, where necessary, to

the receiving road and that road does the

repairs then and there..

The wholesome spirit contained in the

words "run, repair or transfer" is, we
think, also contained in the words of rule

2 which was modified from the old origi-

nal form "may be rejected." The

M. C. B. code was revised last June and

the word "should" in the preface is now
changed to "must," so that the paragraph

reads that railroads "are responsible for

damage to cars by unfair usage, derail-

ment or accident, and for improper re-

pairs made by them, and they must make
proper repairs at their own expense or

issue defect card covering all such damage

or improper repairs."

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad have re-

cently placed orders for 3,400 steel hopper

coal cars ; 1,000 steel underframe box cars

have also been ordered. These orders

call for the expenditure of four and a

half million dollars. The cars complete

the relatively recent addition of 10,000

new cars of the largest capacity to the

coal and general freight equipment of

the B. & O. Delivery on former orders

began early in November, with these

orders following as rapidly as possible.

Every effort is being made to meet the

increasing coal shipment and require-

ments.

There has been a tendency in tins

country to give graduates of technical

schools privileges on railways and in in-

dustrial establishments that no apprentice

enjoys. In Germany, which is by many-

regarded as the original nursery of th*

technically educated operative, the school

graduate is given no pay for the F.rst

year that he works in a factory or

workshop.

A Scotch lady invited an elder in the

Free Church to dinner and a remarkably

tough piece of veal was placed on the

table. After some frantic endeavors to

cut it, in which the elder's plate landed on

his knees, the lady said: "Ye aye said

there wis something to be thankfu' for

111 everything. I jalouse ye wad be at a

1-1 fin' something to be thankfu' for

il " "Not at a'," he responded.

pping to breathe: "I wis

just thinking hoo gratefu' we should be

il u hen it was v> iting."

1 (Quincy, Mam hi

n oved their West-
ern office from 1775 Old Colony Build-

First National Bank
1 heir interests in

1 : be taki

of by Mr. John C. Hoof.

"LANG'S
>C» New Tool

Holder

URGES! CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

G.R.LANGGCO., Meadville,Pa.

Model Locomotives and Castings
Special Models Built to Order

Send ^ wuts in stamps for catalogue.

A. S. CAMPBELL
557 Hendrix St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Machinists wanted on ma-
chine tools and erecting floor

No labor troubles.

LIMA LOCOMOTIVE & MACHINE COMPANY

LIMA, OHIO

AldonCarReplacers

1 set a pair of " Sure Shot " Aldon Frogs,

and the first pull the car was rerailed.

Extract from Wrecking Musters Retort.

THE ALDON CO.
915 Monadnock CHICAGO, ILL.

fOfo ASHTON

III

POPVALVESAND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Bolton. Ma
174 Lake St II,,, n. Ill

201ii CenturyLocomotives

NOW $2.00

ingus Sinclair Go. "ttttft'
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D., L. & W. Shops at Scranton. been passing that much further outlay ... id b< foi n

Those who have had opportunities of would have been made in the way of the shops will be in full running
marking the improvements in the still largei improvements. But no order. Ii is verj ;i

motive power and rolling stock of the sooner were the extensive repair shops that so perfect have been the plans
Delaware. Lackawanna and Western of the company completed at Kings- of Mr. G I Ra
Railroad during the last twenty or land. NT . J., than the accomplished staff neer of construction, and Mr. S. S.

GENERAL VIEW, I: 1 g W. SM IAXTOX, V\

thirty years cannot fail to b( struck of constructing engineers hief mechanical engineer,
with the high degree of efficiency to on the plan- of still itch has a- yet oc-
which the mechanical applianc 5i ranton, Pa. The work of building curred in the vast and multiplex details
arrived. It was hardly to be expected thesi great undertaking. Much credit
that during the period of business de- degree of rapidity that is Surprising, is also due to the fine staff of assistant
pression through which the country has Much of the heavii machi rs. All seem to have a thorough
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,

and enl ess of the

enterpi

Mr. T. J. McDermott, of the engineer-

I to conduct us

through the vast wilderness 1

graniti . id hruk I I e seemed

to kn< 1 der of the

mighty fabric. The works arc situated

p ; that u ere
]

\. but now dwindled into com
rnificance. 'I

I

ling mills and

last century and

stretch the entire length ol what was

the limits of tlie city not many years

n wen- busy

on the towering walls and far-stretch-

nd the rattle of a hundred

hammer', told the si 'ting to-

will be fitted with light machinery

adapted for the construction of steel or

wooden cabs of locomotives. The
lighter cranes of the central bay

this department.

On the main floor of the machine

shop there are 35 pits finished in con-

and equipped with compressed

air, electric and steam attachments.

Between the pits there are auxiliary-

pits into which the material strippi d

from the locomotives will be deposited

and suitable coverings for these pits

may be readily opened and closed, leav-

ing the floor entirely clear for the

workmen. The rails extend under the

heavy cranes so that trucks and wheels

and other large material can be speed-

ily brought within reach of all of the

The transfer table traverses

ROOI MEMBERS D., L. & W. SHOPS AT SCRAXTON, PA.

gether a structure that will likely stand

op is the

ildings. It is

in width.

and is d

[1 walls

iuilding,

: !0 tons

en

1

'IS (if 1

ton and d inter-

ft. The height of tin bu

60 f t

.

along tl

- er 00 ft. frc

the entire east side of the building. It

is electrically driven and will accom-

any locomotive and tender

whose wheel base is not over 70 ft.

An admirable feature in the classi-

fication of tools in the machini sba ip

will be an arrangement whereby the

for certain pieces

each other so that

with a seri mpressed ail

and running tackle the various parts of

impleted and ready

for assembling; each series of opera-

tions being accomplished within a

unobstructed by any

other kind of work. The 1 on pleted ir

leral repair of 30

rid the construction or re

1

i

- irly all the machines will

lectri motors,

in the case of sc ime

of the Her machines

haftings will tran'i it il

ficient power from one motor t- drive

several machines.

THE BLACKSMITH SHOT.

The blacksmith shop is situated east

of the machine shop, from which it is

separated by the transfer table. Its

construction is similar to the machine

shop, although much smaller, being

only 300 ft. in length by 125 ft. 111

width. The same general plan of

special grouping of tools that is used

in the machine shop is also in evidence

in this department. The section de-

voted to frame work is necessarily the

commodious. Here are two of

the largest steam hammers, one 80 ton

and the other 60 ton capacity. The
four open fires adjacent to these ham-
mers are equipped with jib cranes, two
cranes being available for use at each

tire. A row of furnaces runs along the

entire length of the shop, and these will

all be gas burners, the gas being fur-

nished from an adjacent building on the

company's property. The spring and

tool furnaces occupy an extensive area

and the bolt department, when in full

operation, is expected to forge 40.000

bolts a day.

THE FOUNDRY.

An extensive system of material

sheds stretching over 1,200 ft. in length

by 40 ft. in width separate the machine

shop and blacksmith shop from the

foundry. This building, which embraces

the foundry and pattern shop and cast-

ing platforms, is 750 ft. in length by

120 ft. in width. The foundry is fur-

nished with two cupolas, one of which

is 7 ft. in diameter and the other 5 ft.

When working full capacity the output

will approach 50 tons per day. The
casting platform has the appearance of

a very large machine shop. It is

equipped with a series of jib cranes and
traversed by numerous tracks inter-

sected by turning tables. In the foun-

dry the same thorough classification of

appliances adopted in the machine shop

is in evidence. On one side of the

building are being arranged the mold-

ing machines for smaller castings, the

section for brake shoes alone covering

1 larger than many complete

foundries.

ULER SHOP

Retracing our steps through the ex-

tensive material bins, we observe the

boiler steel rack, a building 00 ft. by

30 ft. This building, of course, is ad-

jacent to the boiler shop, which runs

the entire width of the machine shop,

being 350 ft. by 120 ft. The boiler

shop i-. properly speaking, part of the

machine shop, and is equipped with a

30 ton traveling crane. Quite a num-
ber of the larger boiler shop tools are

in plai • \ boiler shell riveter

set in position, and with the

traveling crane traversing the entire
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length of the shop a boiler can readily

be removed from any part of the shop

and suspended in the well-like opening

which has a width of 15 ft. and a depth

of over 20 ft.

Bi 11 DJ M. MAI 1 i;i \i..

As will be observed from the accom-

panying illustrations, the buildings are

of structural steel upon which rein-

forced concrete is set in solid blocks.

The view- of the roof of the locomotive

shop gives a good idea of the vastness

as well as the substantial character of

the structure. As will be noted the

roof is considerably raised along the

sides of the shop. This is where the

heavier traveling cranes are located,

and as there is only one main entrance

it will be necessary to lift the locomo-

tives from place to place over those al-

ready undergoing repair or in course of

construction. This operation is already

in vogue in quite a number of the larger

shops in America, and is a marked im-

provement over the older method of

slowly moving the ponderous locomo-

tives from place to place. The ap-

proaches to the main entrances as well

as much of the substructure and retain-

ing walls are of rough hewn granite.

THE SUBWAYS.

A novel feature in the construction

of works is the connection of the

various shops by a series of subways.

The uneven nature of the ground, and

the fact that the locality is partly

traversed by public avenues renders

such a scheme necessary. At first sight

it might appear that it would have been

an easier operation to construct a sys-

tem of bridges but it is quickly ob-

served that the underground plan of

communication has many advantages.

From the storage building and casting

platform and far-stretching bins the

various materials are lowered in ele-

vators to the subways and transferred

rapidly to their separate destinations.

There will literally be no surface traffic

throughout the works. Locoi

passing through the upper air while the

parts arc being assembled from a sys-

tem of underground tunnels

leave the skilled mechanics and their

machines in undisputed possession of

the field. Some of the subways are

flanked by wide cellar-, floored and

roofed with concrete, and larger than

ordinary shops themselves. Th
serve as auxiliary storerooms. These

vast receptacles would be a good place

for scrap to accumulate in. but there

are scrap bins nearly 400 ft. in length

by 40 ft. in width where the scrap will

be sifted and

stored and stacked and sent off to seek

its fortune in the fiery furnaci -

future.

As we leave the wide wilderness of

woven steel and grey granite, the glit-

tering lamp- of Li nue are

g into myriad blossoms of elec-

tric fire. The illumination is wonder-

ful. Scranton is lighting up. When
the new shops are opened we will go

back to look at them, and Scranton will

have good reason to 1 i- nd her illumi-

nation and feel proud of the mighty

hive of industry that is springing into

being and becoming part of I

panding city.

Shandy Maguire Moralizes Among the

Tombs.

In his letter to tin

neers' Journal concerning his visi! to

1 summer, among other things,

he say.-

:

Next morning, May 25, «

the sight-seeing again, with what eyes

we had left. We saw Hyde 1'ark and

the Albert monument, which is a colos-

sal work of art and a noble tribute from

"The most womanly queen and the most

queenly woman" who ever honored a

human throne, to her departed husband.

We were taken through Rotten Row,

Kensington Museum and the Royal

Academy, and the next stop was at

Westminster Abbey, which my pen balks

at, a- 1 cannot convey the slightest in-

terest in the wonderful place. I walked

over and under dead king-.

Seibcrt tl e first king crowned

salutation to

his Majestj and a thank God for surviv-

ing him 1 went to the tomb of Edward

the Confessor, not that 1 had any ac-

quaintance with him,

I wanted the coronation chair

which all king

Seiberl I

1 VII. I found it!

[I

As 1 was disap-

ing a chance to drop

into it for a while, it being protected

from all such meanderers as I am by a

railing. ! at it. contem-

plating everything connected with it and

I that as a work of art it would

not attract much notice for, if I had a

saw and a few pieces of pine boards, I

could scallop out as grand a loo',

in short order; hut oh! it- mighty hi--

Beneath it and attached to it is

"The Stone of Destiny," stolen fn ;n

by Edward I. in 1296. It i- a

member of the old families you can see.

for in the sixth century it was in Scone,

Scotland, where Scottish monarchs were

crowned .1- they sat on it. I dot

what virtue 11 i- noted for, but had I

.1 chance I'd have chipped off a

-liver of it to carry in my pocket as a

talisman, to -ee if it would ward off some

1

d earl-, in my

plebeian way. f the haughty

.',:.> was there

ii the Brown-

ings, Tennyson, Irving, Sheridan, Camp-

bell, Chaucer. Did.

others. I remained amongst them a short

time, paying tribute to the immortals,

intered round till I came to

of the ill- that my flesh is he.-

limit of my end--

nderful place man
As I was l<

;. .1 prayei

, hut that the

silent i

iuld have been
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My First Blizzard in the Wild Western Winter

.hi u nh

lition similar to tin

il might

I had 1

.

ol feel b)

any me in

,vhen tin' "pint;" was pur-

By Angus Sinclair

'

1 hundred-fold when the

journej has t" be a strange

d 1 irders an en-

to be entirelj unacquainted

with.

II; . - 1 I \ •. i.K Id IAD

However, 1 determined to do my best,

so 1 looked the engine over carefully

—

11 was a Baldwin in fair order—oiled

!'. i" .11 ing and box, and while

waiting 1 to Mart studied over

the meeting points. After getting the

1 ig, I kep plentj ' if water in the

md held the train running at as

nearh unifi 1111 speed as the 1 .1 e w 1 iuld

admit. I he road was undulating. When
I got running down a hill where steam

! \I'Y 1 1 n; 1 11

I

1

strange

the casi

was not needed 1 watched

indicated tin bottom

hi" the gi adi .
ignal to give

hei lie steam. Bj the help of the fire-

man ami lie. el brakeman I found the

nks and the trip was made with-

out any mishap.

snow w \

bi en 1 tinning 1 m this road

..II gelling nut Of lied

irning, I found a heavy coating of

md Snow had been

part (if the

now el an

;n evil his rail; . ..1 hug

I felt very much like

the I'"' "''en spoke
'

11
'., had -in IW

I
..ill

eluded tn gi. mil, for 1 guessed 1 could do

what .in) other man had done.

I was 1". 1 .ii 1I1 d to gn out m the morning

with a freight tram over a Southwestern

division, that had a had character for

snow. When 1 went to my engine the

fireman advised me to get a heavy over-

coat and arctic overshoes. These articles

seemed i" me superfluous in the com-

fortable call of a locomotive, so I started

without them. I had never been in a

northwestern blizzard.

Although considerable snow had fallen,

the weather was mild and pleasant when
we started out and there was no difficulty

in taking a full train along, for frequent

trains had kept the track clear. The
division I was bound over followed the

main line for twenty miles, then struck

to the southwest through a country that

was thinly settled. We had met with

several delays on the main line, and it

was about midday when we reached the

junction. We were glad to get away from

the main line, for we knew that on the

branch we would be free from the delays

incident to meeting numerous trains on a

single track.

THE SNoW IN MOTION.

About the time we got rightly going on

the branch, the wind began gradually to

ri-.' ,ind the temperature to fall—not

slowly by any means, but surely enough.

At first the light breath of wind seemed
in to\ with the soft feathery particles on

the surface of the snow. The downy
Hakes clinging to exposed tufts of prairie

grass and reposing on the leaves of scrub

ould rise on the breeze and be

wafted quietly to more sheltered resting

ed of the wind in-

the clumps of light timber passed

to look like fallen dust clouds;

then the surface of the prairie snow got in

motion There was nothing tumultuous

or fear-inspirng about it. It merely

looked as if the whole surface of the

earth was a stream of snow dust flowing

si mthward.

Mill" STIFFENS Oil. BOXES.

1 here was -till no obstruction of a

serious nature on the track, but at the

first water station, where there was some
delay with a meeting train, 1 found that

tin- cold had fro mi the axle boxes of my
train so badl) that 1 had difficulty in get-

ting away with half of the train. The

knowing ones about said a blizzard was

coming, and that the sooner we got to the

end oi the division the better. The train

10 push through

with whateve: train we could safely take.

By the time darkness began to (lose down
upon us we had got within thirty miles

of the terminus, and was pushing on for

all the engine \\ as wi n tli
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A REAL BLIZZ \ki

But the character of the storm had

changed. The wind had continued to

rise, and the river of snow dust gradually

ascended till the surface was away be-

yond sight, and the whole world ned

to be a cloud of driving snow above,

below, in every direction nothing was to

be seen but blinding snow dust.

I had nothing with which to <

the snowdrifts except .1 slated pilot and

brushes in front of the engine truck The

snow was now becoming troublesome, and

the drifts in the cuttings were getting

ominously near the rails. As I pushed my
head out of the window to get a glimpse

ahead, while passing through one cutting,

the snowbank had crept so close that it

rubbed off my cap. and would have taken

off my head, too, had the snow been

hard enough.

STRUGGLING AGAINST STALLING.

It was all I could do to get the train

through that cutting, and I stuck outright

two miles further on. The place where

I stalled was about an eighth of a mile up

an ascent, that succeeded a down grade

over a mile long. It was a frightfully

bad place to lay up, for a train was sup-

posed to be following us and it was im-

possible for a flagman to remain out, and

it was equally difficult for a man to walk

back to the past station through such a

storm as was raging.

Fortunately I was able to back out of

the snowbank, and by making a tremend-

ous run down the grade forced my way

through the snow that would have stalled

the engine running at a low-er velocity.

By the time I got through this obstruc-

tion, another cause of disquietude began to

haunt me. The toilsome journey from

the last water tank had drawn heavily on

the water in my tender, and it was getting

low. Stoppage in another drifted cutting

would make us face the necessity of

dumping the fire. This emergency did not

overtake us, but we were subjected to

tribulations equally severe.

SHORT OF WATER.

A few miles ahead was a water station,

and here we had resolved to ask for

orders to remain until morning

of lying comfortably in the side track,

with the warm way-car as a shelter,

began to be very attractive, for 1 was be

ginning to suffer horribly will)

The piercing wind on my
side, and it whistled in through crevices

at the sides of the cab and runnii

and eddied through the b

chilling gusts. My thin shoes were no

protection to my suffering feet, and my
thin, nice-fitting oven I had 50

often worn with pride, seemed now to

mock my suffering, and permit my life's

blood to freeze in my veins

When we gi il 1 tl 1 watei tation. we

found th.' 5U]

frozen solid, and not a drop of water

would run out. We toiled for long with

opening

through the ice; we burned all t.

and kerosene we o mid I i

the flame on the pipe, Inn it wa

lost.

1,1 Ml'IH I 111. FIRE.

Meanwhile our tender was empty.

Seeing that wat btained,

tender with melted snow. Melted snow

i used t" till a lender. bu(

light, unpacked snow that «

With "II ! :

but merely succeeded 111 ai

diso imfort and fatigue

was tn dump tin fire of I

to maki

or valve getting destroyed t>;

within it. A- tin

go down. 1 op'

blew steam through the cylinders. The

feeding pi nig to the pump and

injector were kept warm as long as anj

steam remained in the boiler. V\

gauge index got back to zero

the blow off cock and permitted i

to ruh out of the boiler

HUMAN SUFF1

All this work was not done without

considerable suffering, but a harder job

remained to be done which I regarded as

my bounden duty to perform. The feed

pipes had to be uncoupled and the pump-

joints loosened. While the fireman at-

tended to the couplings, I crept under the

engine with wrenches to loosen the nuts

that bound the pump chamber joints. The

wrenches would not tit the nuts, so 1 had

to get hammer and chisel to wrestle over

the job. Then was the time I

appreciated wdiat a blizzard meant as the

searching win.: ted mj \ itals I

remembered trying to steady tin lantern

on the feed pipe -so that 1 could

nut I was trying to

that the nut and the lantern got mixed

up in some curious way, am

each other round the driving wheel 1

tli the fun and sat

watching I

mS wind

couch. Next that 1 re

the trainmen were rubbing my m

One 1

1
, 1 been in tin

of my feet with a Hag staff wl i

sent m
my arm I

::l > macl

nts the exe-

and tin warm way-car had me i;

Natural Gas.

The 1

.'. that natural gas

exist in natural

0111 New York, wi

,111 I lino tor .it le:

natural gas spring on the north-

nk of the Great Kan

d by the phi

surrounding tl 1

'. er.

gas in this country was pi

Chautau New York, in 1821.

Mm exi utilization of this

gas at I'redonia became widely known,

both in this country and abl

excited the erest among
little SUS]

nee of the

enormous volume of gas

veloped that, when
it was pronounced "unpar-

alleh do
daring it the

eighth the world.

Its introduction into commercial use

due was fully

demonstrated there was a rut

capital, and a large amount oi

. ested in -

well-, and pipe lines. Then fi

d of reckless consumptii

appalling waste. Many of the

,-re rapidlj

high pressure. Not until it was fully

natural

xtravagant n

in use
mi the original

["his was done by

by im-

mical consun

This

enough
nd pro-

' western

What

h ii yet unknown.

The

with the Clinchficld
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Baldwin 4-4-2 for the Idaho ® Washington Northern

;. valves

. 7J in. driver-, the tractive

thi

'1 he longi-

t the third or

:: the top CC1

• its length on

ning \ liner

ndcr the

wide, with a

izzle. The stack is

ml is H) ins. in diameter.

The cylinder eastings are double bolted

to the smokebox and to each "ther, and

are built with heavy walls. The steam

distribution is controlled by balanced slide

valves, driven by Walschaerts .year. The

d outside the leading driv-

ers, and are supported on longitudinal

I hese are bolted in front to the

oke, and at the back to a crosstie,

which 1 upports the reverse

shaft bearings. An interesting detail is

the connection between the combining

lever and valve stem. The upper end of

the combining lever is pinned to a long

id, sliding in suitable brackets.

The front bracket is bolted to the top

guide bar, while the rear bracket is cast

in one piece with the steel guide bearer.

1 be valve rod is attached to a lug cast on

the crosshead. The valves have an nut-

channels, and carries a water-bottom tank

of 7,000 gallons capacity. The trucks are

of the arch-bar type, with steel bolsters

and rolled steel wheels. These wheels, as

well as those of the engine trucks, were

supplied by the Standard Steel Works
Co., of Philadelphia. This locomotive has

ample boiler capacity, and should prove

successful in express passenger service.

ign presents a neat and symmetri-

cal appearance. Some of the principal

dimensions are as follows:

Boiler—Type, wagon top; material, steel; diam-
eter, 68 ins.; thickness of sheets, 11/16 ins.

and 34 ins.; working pressure, 160
fuel, soft coal; staving, radial.

Firebox— Material, steel; length, 108!^
width. '".6"; ins.; depth, front
back, 67 ins.: thickness of sheets, sides

5/)6 ins.; hack, 5/16 ins.; crown, )i ins.

tube, !

Water Space— Front, 4' 2 ins.; sides. 4 ms-
back, 4 ins.

Tubes— Material, iron; wire gauge,
number, 158; diameter, 2 ins.; length, 16 ft

Firebox, r8o sq. ft.; tubes

2,983 sq. ft.; total, 3,163 sq. ft. Engine
equipped with Baldwin Smokebox Supe

i.UIO & WASH I

;

or 1 111 u.\ UAH
e W rks, Builde

I and

1 one T

1 I 1 in and an in i

re set wil

a constant 1. -. d

i

' _ ins.

wide, with double front i

i

cti< m. 'I hi

and arc

,367 sq. ft

73 ins

rui 1. V. ter, front,

tcr, back, 48 ins

:i 6 mis.

total cngi an I tendei

- lbs.; on

Give Workmen Safe Banks.

I

i ilation

o much m-

h

banks in whi

that the sav-

Thrifty

ioi

deposit in bonks
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General Correspondence

Storm Guard For Engine Cab.

Editor :

I send you, for publication if you see tit,

a sketch and description of storm guard,

or protector, which I have invented and

patented in the United States and Canada.

It is intended for use on locomotive cabs

and cupolas of conductors' cars on rear

of freight trains, and also for other pur-

poses.

The exacting conditions under which

U comotive engineers of the present day

perform their duties requires that they

have a clear view ahead at all times, if

schedule time is to be maintained, and all

danger and other signals are to be cor-

rectly determined. At times it is impos-

sible for human eyes to see ahead on

account of weather and other conditions

that prevent a clear view. With front

windows of locomotive cabs equipped with

the storm guard, or protector, it provides

[UICK'S STORM PROTECTOR

protection for the eyes from wind, rain,

snow, hail, sleet, insects or other objects

in the air which would cause injury to the

eyes or obscure the view ahead. It also

prevents the reflection of light inside of

cab or cupola interfering with view ahead.

Dirt and grime, darkening the windows
of locomotives or motors that run through

subways and tunnels is absent when such

locomotives or motors are equipped with

this guard or protector.

The advantages of seeing ahead under

unfavorable conditions, without looking

through glass, are many. Cond

1 f moisture cannot take place on inside of

guard or protector, as in all cases the man
is not looking through glass. The danger

cf looking out of side windows of locomo-

tive cabs, trying to get a partial view-

ahead, has been demonstrated repeatedly

by the death or injury of the engineer.

The illustration shows a locomotive en

gineer sitting in the engine cab, with win-

dows closed, protected from wind and

storm, looking directly ahead, with a clear

view against the storm, ready to meet

any emergency that may arise, and being

in a position to make schedule time just

as safely in the storm as in clear weather,

without taking chances of any kind.

Referring to the drawing, A represents

a section of locomotive cab. B is the front

window sash of cab, with top portion of

glass cut away. C is a small window at-

tached by hinges to top of sash 11. D
is the guard, or protector, removably at-

tached to cab A or sash B. E is a wind-

Lreak, preferably made of glass or some
transparent pane. F is a deflector set at

a suitable angle.

The guard, or protector, 1) is removably

attached to sash i3 when sash B opens out-

wardly, and swings open or shut with

stsh B. When B opens inwardly, the

guard, or protector, is hinged to cab A,

and, with suitable fastenings, swings in-

dependently of sash B. Sash C is opened

and closed with suitable attachments.

When in the closed position, it overlaps

top of glass in sash B, which allows ex-

ternal air to rush upwardly across the

ii.ner surface of glass in sash C. By this

means condensation on the inner side of

glass in sash C is avoided and prevented

from interfering with clear view through

this glass when guard, or protector, is

removed. In service, wind, rain, snow,

hail, dirt or objects of any kind in the air

strike the deflector and are thrown down-

ward between windbreak and bott<

tion of glass in sh B ami out of the bot-

tom of guard, or protector, which is open.

The guard, or protector, has closed sides

snd top ; the bottom is open. There is no

draft into rah after suitable speed is at-

tained. Instead of this, there is a light

draft out through open-

While standing, or

while attaining suitable speed, or when

going ;' drifts, sash 1

'

be closi suitable speed is at-

tained, or when not in snowdrifts, sash C
should he

I used this storm guard, or protector,

on the engine I ran during the last two

winters, and never knew what real com-

fort in a storm meant until I began its

use. Should you see merit enough in my
11 to have this appear in the col-

umns of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

neering, I shall be pleased. I will be

VII Will. STORM PROTECTOR.

happy to give further particulars to any

who write to me. T. J. Quirk,

Dunkirk, X. V. Loco. Engineer.

Old Timers.

Editor

:

One of the most interesting features

of youi publication is the

reproduction of cuts of old-time lo-

comotives, the locomotives of those

days being picturesque, if not effective,

in strong contrast to the vast and

ugly machines of the present day.

eves me to say you

fall into slight error, as in the case of

ber, in regard to the

"Old (' "Xarragansctt" built

1 1. C. R. R.

And in your January number, page 38,

you havi it illustration of the

I," which was not built by
1. and was never

than the turn-out switcli of the

Rhode I

: tl

and ran

Providence and Xcw Lond
tructed the

fir her, at th Charlie Vars,
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hi as it

is still running.

tilt- men who

at

n.i doubt, be

stated by Mr.

time en

Early Days on the P. R. R.

terested in an ;

Boutell which ap-

peared in the December number ol your

Old Ei im "ii the

P R R." I spent a portion of my boy-

1 young manhood on the main

line of the P. R. R. between Ww York

:. l.k, Mr. V,

t.iken a lively inti resl in

in liis the

ppeal to

1 - ' R R. 111

gines have lost man} of the 1

which «

1

I -end you lien

with, a 111 1883 of a

''."
111 front

.
I for her

gin< - for their time, w< n hard 1
• >al

good steamers ami very easy

riding.

Si 'im nun in the early part of [880, 1 me

i these engines, X". to, madi record

run with her train from Philadelphia to

Jersey City, making .1 mile, near Metu-

chen, X. .1 . at the rati of j'z miles per

hour, which I believe was claimed to be

1 made by .

of them. Kindly return them when they

have answered your purpose as I value

them highly. C. R. Mackev.

St. Augustine, I- la.

A Fireman's Views.

Editor:

The proceedings of the Traveling En
gineers' Association as given in your

int. rest me greatly

train up to that time. John A. 1

who lati foreman at Jersey

City, was the engineer. 1 have not the

statistics of this run. relying wholly, on

memory for the facts, so if any of your

reader- can furnish further information,

I wi mlil be pl< .1 ' '1 i" In ar from them

through ilic columns of Railway \nd

1 ,01 omoi iv] I
'.1 m 1 ring I alsi 1 send

you a photograph of engine N'o 32 of the

Vu York Central, taken about [885 in

the yards of the Grand Central Station,

\'e\\ York She is one of the "old

timers" aid pri 1 of your New

!

'

I bese

1

\\ YORK Cl XTRAL.

as much 1- said regarding fuel economy

and other of our duties. It may

the 1 ipinion - if one who has ate tl

dodged the call boy and made whole

cc ntinents of black smoke may prove in-

to some of those whose papers

interested me.

From the stories of our old engineers,

thosi who have seen the locomotive grow

from a little single driver pigmy to the

giant Mallet compound, the cars from

10-ton "wagons" to 50-ton "battli

and rails from 30-lb. ribbons to 100-lb.

bands—these men -ay. the lot of the

present day fireman is a paradise to that

which they went through. To 11

the difference may be compai ed n

these locomotives, ears and r. il

Polishing brass is of course one of the

lost arts, but the coal space in tl

bled.

Indeed, a whole engine of the b

days wi mid find \ en comfoi table w intei

quarters in the tender of a modern

"hog " So while we are not compelled

in bury ourselves in the snow jacking

up the drivers in order to work the

we do hay 1 to keep every muscle

and even organ in perfect condition to

meet the requirement 1 >f pa ing 01

12 tons ol ".il ovei a deck vibral

pao i

from .! to ii hour- on passenger, or jo

tons in from 10 to 16 hours on fi eigl 1

111 unt of ivork, of course, varies

with the man and his method

1 il he uses about one half the

prate 11 ined foi thi

other

the "Wabasher," throws

to a lire and then

thi hook. Of course, tins.
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mode is very beneficial—to the glove

factories. The one who fires light and
often, while he can't count quite so many
telegraph poles between his tires, some-
how or other, gets in fresher and with

coal further up on the coal boards than

the others. However, the laurels should

go di the fellow who uses his brains, who
suits his firing to the engine, to the grade

and to the train, who grabs the precious

lumps as the few poor lonely things try

ipe by rattling ofl 1 '

This man does not have that prevailing

style of tanks, cab-lights, headlights, et< .

which always run over when they are full.

There are more things to be considered

though than the saving of coal and
supplies. The poor fellow who spoils a

hook and new pair of "Hansen
trip may see around more of the curves

on his side than the other fellows ever

knew were there, and the one who -pills

oil from the headlight to the back draw-
liar may know more about the location

of fixed signals than the engineer. Thus
it is hard to distinguish the value of

different firemen, although it can be

estimated to some extent bj observation

and from records. Nearly four years

behind the scoop, however, has convinced

me that 90 per cent, of the hoys make an

honest effort to succeed, and with a little

more encouragement and friendly in-

struction, they would.

Whole books might be written about

our faults, but the volume could a

be filled by the faults of our superiors.

It is a well known fact that pay day is

the most unhealthy time of the month,

as the sick list is invariably long and
thick, but don't that help to square up for

that awful cold we got last winter when
the road foreman made us work on an

engine with a cab so full of steam from
leaky gauge cocks, etc., that the fire-

door had to be opened to find the way
inside? Yes. it's so; we couldn't be

found that last stormy night ; but remem-
ber the night the engine-dispatcher ran

that guy with the good cigars around us

to give him a light section? As will

be seen there is a good bit of give and

take connected with the fireman's life

which, of course, looks bad. but may be

a little more consideration of his annoy-

ances would at least make the seamy side

appear smoother.

Some estimate of a man's value may be

obtained from the way in which he

spends his leisure. Good reading and

respectable companions arc very com-
mendable signs. "Tied to his wife's

apron string" is an epithet which not

always dooms a man to oblivion. Be-

cause a man goes to church, it i

sign that he is trying to at m for past

and present railroad sins.

Of course, that brilliant "smoky." who
has worn a special nitch in th

I
wise head. Cinders fairly roll

from him and with the advent 1

drink information drops from him as the

shell from a newly born chick; the only

lancy in his exceedingly bright

being the di for him
by the engineers in general, and their

efforts to keep him from tiring for them.
But "there is so much bad in the best

of us and so much good in the ..

none of us to talk

about the rest of US."

1 good fi .

nployees

exist, there you will

workmen. \ 1 !<>rning,"

maybe, a short chat as the official passes

his men has the sami 1 ffei I as a beauti-

ful sunrise. Requi ts insteai

work like a charm,

even when giving discipline this same

An innate admiration and 1

chief which can be created by rj

method. This is a policy which ought to

be a rule. By it the friction caused by

so-called "superiority" would b<

reduced and in the end it would become
as much a dividend payer as the supei

heater. Walschaerts

valve gears and other like improvements
I was much surprised to learn of the

efficiency cards on the Lake Shore so

nicely explained by our road f<

Mr. C. E. Rush. I rather like thi

although in many cases it is unfair both

to the men and to the company. The
card may show correctly the number of

ton-miles-per-hour, but while Bill Jones

goes over the road in seven hours with

the lever on the center and the valves

working square, Jack Dropherdown makes
it in eight hours with the lever on the

quarter and the exhaust sounding like a

three legged cobble stones.

Again there is a la ence in

and the qualit of ci ial ranges

from first class real estate to flinty lumps

which repel all attacl 1

" 11 e, when
firemen are pooled, as we are, it would

seem that tin

about equally, and it does to some ex

tent, but not ei h man a

fair show.

Taking all 1

d thing, the

year. V. be the worst fire-

man on I vi

comparison urg

1

in these

'

without m time,

tell of it.

trip, mal.i a leaky

engine hot all hat. In

with his

fair chai

I In greatest-help to a present day tire-

man is the Railroad Club houses The
the Southern

inc almost lit-

re after a job. The
excellency of this clu 11 is well

I tables,

- ' iallj and maybe a model

1 which

over any such club, creates

enough t in the

leisure hours to keep I

the saloon and its influences. Content-

isks in the warm rays of good
nl and a cle. bed in

leus of healtl

: Club under proper management

of rail-

ally and

financially than

It will be thus app

rticle in youi number,

1 d efficiency of the men.

the importance of making such arrange-

much as possible when ofl

man away from his home and

family unnecessarily and he is likely to

poor and discontented work-
1 location

lase of the moon and the

effect is the same.

I am hopeful, and let me say in con-

clusion, I sei ar future the

realization of my dre

growing better, the minds of its citizens

and we railn excep-

tion. Both officers and nun arc looking

more to each other's

than evei I nt is in

us and hand in hand with it

which it necessarily

Improvemeii' -ides is

still much in evidence, but the gaps are

ni t far distant

when the railroad man will have a good

Lake Shore Fireman.

American Tourists on the G. I. P.

ts, with repre-

sentatives from nearl te in the

Union, in

ft New Yorl

several md ar-

ly 700 and of these

ment of

-
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Euro-

and ice

1 in 1 ev> and con-

rain. The run

ived in each directii n was

train and on

I

trains to B

ion v, .1 arranged

for an ' Vcross India" tour, the cars

ie big citii

ommodation for

- left Bombay on

nber and pro-

Delhi, Thanas and

utta which city

11 the twenty-fifth,

it bulk of the Indian pas-

third 1

annum) it w.

mporary arrangeme

many additioi I

urther tl

rain was

linai

1

•

1 dons 3 ft, wide and a tele-

l to the rcst.au

: anl 'I hi last mention! d car n

able of seating 40, and to assist in the

cooking and service an additional kitchen

I 1 DDV in \K

itlai hed to bring up the ncar wi

th : trait

For the "Across India" train where the

numbet 1 d pa si ngers exceeded 120 (3

sittings 1 an additional restaurant was put

on. As a compliment to the visitors two

of the locomotives used on the Bombay

divisii 11 named "Pr< sident Tat:"

Railway Signals.

Editor:

I he manj go on the rail-

;nal to be found in the columns

.11 your valued publication lack in

criticism. Honest criticism does not in-

jure that which has merit; on the con-

trary it tends to improve.

With the object of improving, I shall,

in this communication unsparingly

criticise that, which, in my opinion, is

wrong and unnecessary and advocate

changes that I think would tend to

better the signal system, trusting there-

by to promote interest and discussion

and eventually, improved conditions.

As bad weather conditions determine

tin value of all signals, it seems to me
to be a waste of time and money to en-

deavor to design and place signals that

can be seen a mile or more. A dense

avy rain or snow storms will re-

duce the distance this signal can be

seen to a few feet. On the other hand,

1 signi d and located that

it can be easily seen and correctly read

in bad weather conditions, will, without

doubt, answer in clear weather.

Among the most important considera-

tions is, of course, location. On roads

three or more tracks wide, overhead

bridges have become necessary, with

the result that signals are too high.

This compels the engine crew to give

too much of their attention to the ob-

servance of overhead signals and to

neglect other important duties. This

is particularly the case when on high

speed trains on a stretch of track pro-

tected bv automatic signals less than

-

haul the

W. 1

a mile apart, when running on the in-

side tracks; 1 ir in opi n O lUlltl
J

ot bi

'thing lefl to

tinually,

and in

11 they

ir pump mi ;
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injector break, and not be noticed as

3 it should be. It might be de

sirable to cut the engine back or drop
a notch according to grade, consult the

watch, etc. It is hardly safe to do
either. A flagman on the track would
be likely to be overlooked unl

made an unusual noise. Why? Simply

companies they work for. Any change
for the better that can be madi .it the

present time.
1 saving in the

future, and addi

\ service.

To remedy the above shortcomings I

would suggest the lowering of all sig-

nals, a reduction in the number of

WHICH HAULED AMERK AN TOURIST TRAIN.
OF SMOKE BOX.

TEDDY BEAR IX FRnxr

because no man can look intently up-

wards and, at the same time, see n hat

is on the track. In addition to this, a

signal can, at times, be passed without
being seen, when running in a dense
fog. It can also easily be misinter-

preted. At best, a glimpse is all that

can be had, and all those who have had
experience running an engine know that

a light looks very small in the fog, if it

be seen until just at the mo-
ment when passing under it. This
leaves a very narrow margin of safety;

so much so, that it has often occurred
to my mind that if the higher officials,

the Interstate Commerce Commission,
or even the traveling public knew the

exact conditions, traffic would be
stopped until a change could be made.
This statement, I will admit, is radical

and refers to the worst condition only,

but it is true and can be proved by
practical demonstrations. What is

worse than all, is that conditions under
which engineers must perform their

duties are becoming more difficult

daily, owing to the rapid inci 1 ase in the

number of signals and the ini :.

the size of the locomotives. The latter

has more bearing on this subject than

is apparent at first sight and can be

best explained by stating that the de-

sign of the cab is such that the man
running the engine cannot see all he

should and too little attention is paid

to comfort and convenii

It occurs to me that every man run-

ning an engine and every experienced
fireman looking forward to promotion
should avail himself of the opportunity

to express their views throuj

of your p
1

subject

is not only of paramount in:

thi Iso of vital interest to the

signals and a design of the cab of the

engine that would enable the crew to

see all that is necessary through the

cab door while running forward, and
protect the engineer as much as pos-

sible against rain and storm and place

him in a position oi

Design, color and meaning come
next to location. Experieni

demonstrated the superiority of the

semaphore arm. Usually the hoi

nal is of the square end pattern, and the

distant signal is the fish tail typi I

some roads these signals air painted t"

correspond with the color

shown by the lamp when in

stop ( or cauti"ti 1 position,

respectively. This is by far

the lust way, as it gives a

color as w 1 11 as f >rm mean-

ing, and tends to simplicity.

To paint semaphore arms

50 that

they 111. from a

greati r distance,

not help

in bad i 1 is ii' 'i

n eather.

The above design

the purpose very n

all i.i'
1 form,

ceed indication ha

ing plan! ted on

track protected M ;!

. where

units a train to proceed care-

the next home signal

th interlocking and

tic bridges are the same, it tends

to confusion and the best are at times

liable to err. To place a small charac-

1 extra signal on bridges to guard
against mistakes, is only a half way

increasing the number of in-

dications to be observed, which are al-

ready too numerous, without giving

full protection. Better by far change
the form, making one entirely different

from the others.

The meaning of signals should be
limited and all signals of the same type

should in all cases mean exactly the

same. This will increase in importance
as the use of the signal increases. It

is not far off when all important lines

will be signalled from terminal to ter-

minal and the permissive block will be
abolished. A home signal should mean
either stop or proceed, according to indi-

cation. As few in number as possible

should be placed on a mast. A home
signal fixed in stop position to denote
any peculiar condition is unnecessary
and should be removed. A distant

signal should mean cither proceed at

full speed, at reduced speed, or stop at

home signal. Two blades of the two
position type would suffice at most in-

terlocking plants. The top arm when
in clear position to indicate full speed,

whether for one or more routes. The
lower arm to govi mi routes where it is

desired to pass through the interlocking

plant at reduced speed and still pro-

ceed, it being immaterial whether for

one or more routes Both arms to be
in caution position when desired to stop

the train at the home signal or permit

i! to pass through the interlocking plant

he two

that is

to di

. pneu-
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signal is in

• and reliable I hi

ditional >n. The
uld not

signal indica-

01 be ob-

stop a tram

r di

or 1 trai n dinary

b

irdinary

d and a

i

peed is

ary and all that

his signal all me is

stop the train be-

lal ; why. then,

ira 1 me I" two more

i .1 • In my opinii m

nd desi led distant

ild It placi d a suffii ienl

the home signal to in-

stopping of trains. It

mi automatic in order to

;o to caution position, as

trail

to it. and remain in this

until train has passed the

having

d

[I li ,-e the engim

•rain and 1111-

vorrj if tins - \ -

de\

w hen

1 at the

numerous, some indication should be

given of route to be taken. This would

enable the engineer to make the proper

calculations and move his train more

promptly and with greater safety.

Am ither bad 1 1 imbinal ion is to give a

clear distant signal indication for a

caution block indication. Either have

the distant signal correspond with the

homi -I stop the tram. Most roads

place a low speed restriction upon run-

ning on cautmn blocks. A tram may
be running on a clear block where a

from 30 to ««i miles an hour is

permitted and receive a clear distant

signal indication and a caution home
signal indication. It home block indi-

1 atii iii canm it be -ecu until clos

an engineman may find himself run-

ning jo 1 ir mon mill - an hi mr 1 »n track

when a speed of 10 miles an hour or

less is permissible. Must roads, how-
1 not permit passenger trams to

aci epl a cautii mi hi mn signal indica-

tion without an older from the .superin-

tendent. Freight trains usually do not

ha\ e this pn .tei tii >n.

Some of the rules governing the use

of signals could also lie amended. If

a strict observance en' the rules is really

desired, they should be plain and based

on common sense, For instance, a

rule, requiring a train to run on a

caution block under perfect control so

1 .,11 be stopped « itlnii range 1 a

\ isii hi is \, ri nig . N man can ci mf< irm

to this rule when his vision does not

extend beyond the classification lamps

1 1 iiien the 1 ase 1. and haul a train of

or mi ire pi iunds.

To do tin- successfullj would mean
to either stop am! wait until fog

or tlag ahead. Another rule requires,

when running on an automatic signal

block, looking for broken rail- A
broken rail 99 limes 1 an .a .1 aid

not 1" -ecu fia nil tile cab. Rule S i if

this kind are foolish and caus

for rule- which they deserve.

I he - ngineei sin >uld m a be placed in

a positii 'ii w hi 1 he must assume re

sponsibility for all accidents, whether

within to pn \ enl 1 >r not

( londitii mi 1 hi a modi rn

-ystem have brought about a change

ed I>\ 11 any It has 1

the work and responsibility of some

and increased that of othei I ake a

road, that rui I system,

-. here a

train ol right to

1 displayed

11 til 1 b 1

• this. The

than formerly, lie also does a great

deal of the flagman's work by protect-

ing following trains by means of prop-

erly displaying signals and routing

Irani- This man has grave respoji-

to assume. He should be a

oled 1 aib 1 >ad n an with

nditions.

Where irate. and the track

1- proti et, d b> signals, flagging is a

farci Ci msequentlj . absi ilute blocks

are necessary.

:l; 1
1

11,1- NEAR AUGA CALIENTE,
,1 ITEJ1AI \ RAILRi

As to color for night indications:

I believe white, green and red to be

the best Yellow it seems to me in

the fog would be nothing but a dirty

white, a hard light to see and more or

less unreliable. But why not dispense

with colored lights entirely. The

World Signal Company, of Phillips-

burg. Pa., have on the market today an

illuminated background signal. This

enables the position of the blade to be

plainly seen at night as well as in day-

tme and is certainly superior to the

pi 1 sem diffei enl col ired night indica-

tions This signal can be placed much
lower on the overhead bridge- than the

present form of signal permits. It is a

larger object to catch the eye. The

light shines on the background and

does not reflect its rays in tl

windows. It wi uld d<
1
away with a

large number of lights, and permit

dily ob-

sen e the signals othct than 1 d

signal-, that might be given, a 1

task under present conditions

,nini of greater brilliancy of the fixed

ignal lamps It would also dispense

with signal failures on account of lamps

not burning, It also promotes

,i- pi isition , a .0 m 1- the safest indica-

liable to failure It

•ban a lamp it re-

the liability of passing it un-

Good Work by Apprentices.

Editor:

find a pict

1v e rhau 1 i 1
f

. YY -bop- at Wilmington, Del.

im '.1 taken into t

i-hai ivi call E.2.A with the
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slide valve motion, and thi , changed her

to what we call E.3.D. with the

Walschaerts valvi

Tlie work was done by eight apprentice

boys with the assistance of theii

1 pi E brass and turn end down
and screw % in.; b in. hole

through for oil to •

in. diam. 1 1 in di 1 p; put 6

small holes round the bottom so oil

AND GRI TT 1 IF \PPR1 NTH I

foreman, Mr. L. P. B. Faust and his as-

sistant, Mr. J. F. Feeney. The boys

names are, reading from the left, H. E.

Kalambacker, F. J. Thompson, (Fore-

man) L. P. B. Faust, ( Assistant 1 J. F.

Feeney. F. W. Lewis, C, V. Marshall, R.

Pyle, T. Lajman. \Y. W. Rice and \Y.

Appleton. This engine is a great credit

to these boys, for after she had a trial,

she was put into through service, and

has not lost a trip. I hope you can find

a place in the Felmian issue for this

picture and contents.

F. W. Lewis,

Loo 'i 1 p 1 tor.

P. B. &: \Y. S

:. Del.

can flow on the center. Place 2 in

ball inside, bore the bottom with a

slight curve, and you will find that the

ball will seat over the center of the

3/16 in. hole and prevent any leak of

oil when the engine is at rest. As soon

as tin
1 ngine moves, the vibi I

the machine causes the ball t" move
or roll about and oil drop-, through to

Self-Closing Oil Cup for Guides.

Editor:

It is a well known fact that the con-

sumption of oil on a railway is a se-

rious item. It is necessary that it

should be closely watched in order to

avoid waste as much as possible. I

have noticed engines arrive at the

roundhouse with oil dropping on the

guide bars, owing to the needle not

being closed down. The oil that re-

mains in the cup drops on th<

and then to the floor ami 1-. wasted. I

do not say the closing of

omitted wilfully, but it does take place.

The engineer may possibly have his

attention directed to sot

work or have to make out Ins report.

and he thus omits to e needle

in the cup.

It will be seen by tin- I I

sketch how the cup may he made to

close itself. It is not necessary to

make a new cup. Remove the needle

in your old cup, bore a hole ' _ in. deep

in the bottom for s* in. screw. Take

the guii lg this device the

educed

to a mi: A .1. VARL0W.

Old Timer with Straight Stack.

We hear straight stacks spoken of as

a "recent invention." It is not such.

In the late 50's and early 6o's stacks as

shown in accompanying picture were

used on the Old Colony. The "dicky"

on tin- to], was larger than the stack

and open at the bottom, the theory

being that air pa en the

stack and "dicky" would have

dency to give the smoke an upward
motion to the relief of passengers In

lock spark catching

the sparks falling into a sheet in

midway between the frames and just in

rear of the truck wheels. These stacks

diamond stack," in

[86 I he stack

The "dicky" nd the

stack weri tnd were kept

-
I R.MGHT SI VCK.

scrupul and shiny with an

ample supply and u . tallow

ent time

but little of either of tin

the engine.

Observer.

Fall Ri: er, Muss.

Predictions.

It is amusing t' > read th

in technical meeting me and

the predictions concerning l;-

At the master mechanics'

. 'ii 111 [883

read by Mr. I'. V
a rising mechanical engineer.

Mr. Dean showed himself deeply

enamored of the European style of

locomoti ting the use

frames, plain. neless boilers,

ther novelties He
predicted that Joy's valve motion was

destined de the link motion.
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The World System of Railway Signals.

.
':: as a

naster, the or-

V. is principally

• •
I

n which

NT V1KW.

of art i?i railw

the World Signal Comp
at we have pleasure this

month in presenting to our readers an

illustrated description of the very in-

genious method of illuminating the back-

ground of this signal.

In the first place the World Signal sys-

tem dispenses with colored lights, and as

it depends upon the observation of the

position of the signal arm either day or

night, it is quite effective for men who

are color weak or even color blind. In

fact this system entirely does away with

the necessity for the spectacle and the

semaphore lens, but the heavy spectacle

can be replaced, if desired, by a weight

sufficient to bring the arm to the horiz-

ontal position in case of track circuit de-

rangement or other form of failure. It

also lends itself readily to the upper

quadrant s\ stem.

As will be seen from our illustrations

the background is placed several feet

back of the semaphore arm. This allows

room enough for a man to stand on the

signal platform between the signal and

the background, and in this way he is

able to adjust the one or clean thi othi r

as occasion may require. The back-

ground is made of a series of horizontally

placed metallic strips, usualy galvanized

iron, painted white and coated with a

tlexible enamel paint. The background

is therefore white; and the adhearance

of snow and ice to its surface would

in no way interfere with the usefulness

of the background.

It is, as we have said, made up of

metallic strips horizontally arranged and

carried on a suitably braced frame and

on closer examination it will lie found

i i.il interesting and useful

In the first place lb

ground which looks solid when viewed

iotive cab, has each of its

allic strips inclined

I
l ii ai ;li at which

: n such that light re-

trip would fall gen-

erally toward the track, and roughly

whole background would

appear : ' n viewed from be-

iai hing

train which the strips are

placed has a '
i ausc am dirt

or grimi b i si ttli on the back of the

strips and thus alv, the il-

luminati d an and bright. The

tian Mind effect pi

' of metallic slats is

such as to greatly reduce the wind pres-

i
rfai e, w ith con-

hl and in the

tke up of the back-

but the

inatioi

an eve to practical

details which has rendered the result

d most effective. The back-

ground is illuminated by means of a light

which is more than half enclosed in a

reflector, lie direct light from the lamp,

of course, falls upon the background and

renders it bright, but the reflected light

is handled in such a way that a some-

what brighter area of illumination is

« i K'l 1
1 SIGNAL, SIDE VIEW.

on that part of the background

over which the moving end of the signal

arm -weeps out its are.

The reflector consists of a seri

facets, one might almost liken tl

the flat surfaces on a cut
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but they arc- nol necessarily oi equal

area and each facet stands at such an

angle to the adjacent facets as has been

found necessary to distribute the beams

of reflected light where they will do most

\ glance at our engraving, Fig. 1,

will show the parts of the ba. :

tern of signalii maj be men
tioned the fact that 1

on in any way, tin: day and night in-

dications are identical. i hi

he used on automatic or interlocking in-

stallations with equal facility, the whiten-

ing effect 1 f sni 1 \ and tin

PLAN OF REFLECTOR, SHOWIXC, DIREI II' \ LIGHT RAY!

which receive light from each of the

facets of the reflector. We have here

the entire surface of the background il-

luminated by the direct rays of the lamp,

and this light falling on it is augmented

by that from the numerous facets of the

reflector, and, furthermore, the arrange-

ment and angle of certain of the facets is

such as to reinforce the light on that part

of the background where the maximum
motion, or consequently where the

greatest evidence of position by the

semaphore arm is shown.

The background with its white surface

effectively marks out and conspicuously

reveals the semaphore arm during the

day. No natural or artificial surround-

ings can, by blur of color or similarity of

form, detract from the stark staring in-

dividuality and meaning of the signal as

it stands out in plain view. At night the

very darkness surrounding, enhances the

effectiveness of the carefully illuminated

background, and like a shield charged

with the heraldic ensignia of an ancient

warrior, it attracts the eye singly and

alone, without ambiguity of meaning,

direct, definite and clear.

Among the advantages which this sys

of rain tend to increase its effectiveness.

There an gated spectacle glasses

to collect darkening snow or obscuring

grime. During the two-fold round of the

clock which makes the 24-hour railroad

day, the signal with the white background

has but one d<

changed as to form, and always in evi
1

.
enture

Engineer's Professional Services.

A mil - gospel is the only

professii advice can be

safely a danger of re-

ceiving a stiff bill for "professional ser-

mechanical engineer has

just as good right to claim pay for ad-

vice rendered as has a lawyer or medi-

cal doctor, but nearly all persons inter-

ested in any mechanical question or

device feci perfectly at liberty to con-

sult a mechanical engineer without ex-

pecting to pay anything. This is par-

ticularly the case in respect to railway

matters. Wc are compelled frequently

to decline to answer questions sent in

concerning inventions, because wc con-

sular that investigating the merits of

neers who are trying to make a living

in the business.

od story was told of W. A.

Sweet, a well known f Syra-

cuse. X. Y. Casually meeting a promi-
nent lawyer one day, a lo

ilowed, during the course of

which Mr. Sweet happened to ask the

hat he thought of some ques-

tions people wi d in. without

meaning to ask for I Soon
afterward Mr. Sweet received a bill

from the Judge "for legal advice one
thousand dollars," which was promptly
[aid without pi oi

Time passed, and one day the Judge,
heavily interested 111 salt man-

ufacture, needed professional advice

about some machinery which was not

operating properly, so he asked Mr.

Sweet to examine the machines and

tell him what was wrong. Mr. Sweet
looked them over for two or three

hours and indicated what in his opin-

ion was the cause of the trouble. When
lie went home he promptly sent to the

Judge a bill, "for mechanical advice,

fifteen hundred dollars." That charge

was promptly paid, and the astute law-

yer confessed that the law was some-
times beaten by mechanics.

The Popuar Locomotive.

All classes of railway men. from the

president to the newest brakeman, are

interested in the locomotive, and all of

them like to talk knowingly about its

design, construction and operation,

ring the difficulty of mastering

the intri this engine, its pecu-

liarities are discussed very intelligently

by men whose training has been of the

most elementary character. The loco-

out a prominent figure

\ \L, LAMP AND LAD;
GROl

Iterations, and the intelli-

gence of high and low may be gauged

by what they know about it. Operating

officials can nearly always be induced

with a visitor when the subject

of loo itroduced.
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Attempts to Keep Steam Cylinders Hot.

Id's experience

tin work of actu-

ivhil< 11 «

n
I worth-

.1 work,

ations to

but it

tractors, but it continues to I"- used on

some engines todaj

The high speed high pressure en-

peculiarly American did not
-. msly from cylinder con-

on as the ponderous slow mov-

ines SO often found driving ma-
chinery in Europe, but the losses were

heavy enough to enlist many inventors

into the army of ingenious engineers

striving to devise remedies. The loco-

motive, which is the most popular rep-

resentative of high pressure, high

speed engines suffered badly from

cylinder condensation owing 10 the ex-

posed position of steam chest and

cylinders. It is no exaggeration to say

that twenty-five per cent, of the steam

generated in the boiler returns to

water in the cool steam chests and

cylinders without doing work. Many
attempts to keep the cylinders hot were

tried before the modern superheater ap-

peared and some of the work done de-

serves a immendation.

About 1876 George Richardson, in-

ventor of the pop safety valve, and

Frank F. Hemenway, for years after-

wards editor of the American Machinist,

carried on a series of experiments

with heated jackets for locomotive

cylinders They ran a current of hot

gases from the smoke box around the

cylinders, obtaining a high degree of

heat ranging from 400 to 600 degs. Fahr.

That was considerably better than a

jacket, and it ought not only to

d the -team condensation

within the cylinders, but should have

d heat for slightly superheating

>i king steam. Bui .1 cm ions fea-

1 that the

1 ntei -.
1 mid 'let, 1 mini

< 11 1 if heat. Tin j could

ii. a mal e t hi engine di • it - w ork with

! u In n the heat, r \\ as 111 a, linn

than it used under ordinary condition-.

attempt to save steam by heat-

, 3 linders was abandom d I he

unlet- has always felt that some un-

listed that neutralized the

M. Anatole Mallet, of Frani e,

,i 1.1 lull l.ir Oi '

caiis through his double ended loco-

motive in. ale a great many experiments

with the steam jacketing of compound

ml maintained as did 1 ither

Eun >pcan loci imi an e • nginci 1 s that

.111 jackets promoted
1 nn, y ,,1 1 ompound engim I he

1
m

uperheaters ha- mm . how

ever, eliminated the troublesome team

1 el which very often, when di fee -

, ei,;, a ,a in

or \\ Inle accepting the

an effective preventor

of condensation we should like very

much to witne-- another attempt to

hoi by means .if

Coal by Volume and Weight.

Coal purchased by railway companies

is very often bought by weight, but it is

usually measured out to engines by

volume. There is supposed to be a

1! mi. relation existing between coal

bj weight and volume. That is, a cubic

font of coal is said to weigh a definite

amount. As a matter of fact in actual

daily life on a railway one finds that the

relation varies. It may be much or it

may he little, hut there is always a certain

discrepancy. Railway companies general-

ly purchase what is called "run of mine"

and they frequently use two or more
kinds nf cal at a locomotive station, so

that the difference between weight and

volume exists in a certain degree.

Coal may be bought by very carefully

determined weights at the point of de-

livery. That is, the tare weight of the

car may be determined each time a car is

unloaded, and the tare weight which is

painted on the car may be ignored in the

interest of greater accuracy. This method,

good as it undoubtedly is, does not elim-

inate two sources of error. One is that

coal may have mixed with it a certain

amount of snow in winter time and some

coal may he lost between the point of

deliver)' to the railway and the point

where the car is unloaded. These sources

of loss come ultimately on the mechani-

cal department, for the weight purchased

and paid for, is the weight assumed to be

delivered to the locomotives. The varia-

tion between coal by weight and coal by

volume may not he very great for any
me. It is the cumulative effects

which make up a discrepancy like the

agent's fifty ton error to which Mr. C. F.

Luddington referred, in our January is-

sue. Thee are tie .lays when the matter

accurati ' accounting is being

looked int.. I hi re arc weighing hoppers

on the market, the use of which would

entirely eliminate tlii- source of error.

We would like tn hear from locomotive

engineers mi this subject of coal account-

ing Mam of them have suffered by rea-

son of inaccurate methods and they may
iffer which would be

not only interesting but valuable.

Elementary Industrial Education.

I he discussion of mechanical and in-

dustrial education generally is receiv-

ing more than its natural share of at-

ti 11111.11 from people assuming to theni-

juiding public opin-

ion We have always advocated the

promotion of education anion..: those

w ho need it most, the classes w In .
gain

their living by manna! labor; bill of late

the advantages to this class of acquir-

ing 1. 11 iw h .1".' that has no relation to

their business ha 5 been ion ui h dilati .1

11.,. .n thai tin iSe nn isl inter . -a. .1 are be

coming tired of being bored by would-

be friends They make believe that
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knowledge relating to the laws of fric-

tion is neces 1 ble a youth to

acquire the art of pushing a file straight

and that the laws of hydrostatics would
help a boiler maker to drive rivets

properly.

In one of his books on firing, \.ngus

Sinclair gives a good illustratioi

relation between skill and knowledge.
"Ii is not essential that a man

should l,u"u something about the

science of combustion to become a first

class fireman; but a knowledg
science will often enable him
come difficulties and take a direct road

to secure the best results in firing."

combination of skill

and knowledge; filing and riv

manipulative skill alone.

There is a growing demand for ele-

mentary industrial education in the pub-
lic schools. In a speculative way, at

least, the popular idea of an industrial

education is that of one to be obtained

at schools which aim to properly regu-

late the education of both mind and
muscle. Undoubtedly the ideal indus-

trial education, the one most likely to

benefit its possessor, combines with

practice a good deal of the knowledge
of the practice and researches of others.

It is probably equally true that to be

the most effective, the practice and
nhat is usually called the theory should

be blended rather than be come at sep-

arately by a sort of cramming
;

first with one and then with the other.

By the latter process the full advantage
of neither are obtained, because one of

the most important considerations is

1 '

it knowledge gained in one di-

rection shall, in passing, show the needs

of the other.

The technical or industrial school can

without difficulty attend to the theoreti-

cal part by furnishing so far as known
correct instruction, but there is no less

need—rather there is much
need—that the practical part --hall be

correct, and just here is where any sys-

tem of industrial education in schools is

quite likely to be wrong.

In other words, the practical part of

the education of such schools may not

unreasonably be supposed to be de-

fective in one of its most important ele-

ments, viz: lack of purpose

ting up of incomplete pun
In the trades to which such an educa-

tion leads up materials are vv 1

a purpose and those who work them,
whether in the capacity of pro]

or workmen, do so in direct competi-
tion with others similarly engaged;
hence the practical part of an industrial

education should embrace worl

a definite end. which is materially more
than completing a task. Physici

us that needed exercise fails in its pur-

pose when aimlessly pursued. So to a

great extent will any system that aims

to imparl pi ai tction through

doing it.

11
1 he man

who doi 1., what
anothei idustrial

educatio ,] value

must at the same time ii teaches how to

do a tin:

pay. Unl tablished

on a wrong basis a impres-
sions and foi likely to

be got rid of. While this may not be
impossible in industrial schoi

is undoubtedly the most difficult

problem conm 1 ted with their

fill Wo:

One o Far> t i lat

those have who contrive to edui

the commonly accepted sense of the

term—themselves while pursuing their

regular work, is that the practical part

of their education has the element of

completeness, and is blended in the most
satisfactory way with the theoretical.

Education, under these circumsi

may not be so easy of accomplishment,
but it never need lack in the way of

comparative utility.

An intelligent mechanic related re

ceiitlv an experience which sei

exactly to the point of working with a

definite purpose as to be worth p

ing. Being desirou ing me-
chanical drawn ecial reference

to hi- business Hi.it of n foundry fore-

man—he applied to a profi

teacher, from whom lie received in-

struction \t the

.ml oi thai iie ex-

[ ressed it, ju making
any pra ,; '

drawing

ning i
' ing any-

thing, In

fortunately I

lack of

volunteered t< I lis instruc-

ii

sketch
'

distinct 1

—which nl by the aid

of hi, 1

a few- M

do all he ha I id wdiat

d left him as

much 11

Old War Locomotive Engineers May
Receive Pensions.

ung and
1

hair was fi

lime, we frequently pub-

li

'ive engineers who
had taken active part in tin

sion that an

ti r of war opi

dangers than

ting rifles. We are now
1- some pro,

A hill has
I

grcss enacting that all person

ployed by the Q
the Army as I

ring such period by authority which i>

War Department,
and who rendered actual

engineers for a period of

or more and wdio were
honorably relieved from such service,

shall be held and considered to have

been in the military service of.

' of the milit

tablishment of. the United States during

the iien 1 son so serv.

if War be, and he is

hereby, authorized and directed ;

upon the proper records of the War 1 >e-

partment the names of all persons who
are shown by the records of the office

1 leneral of the

honorably re-

lieved of such service. The purpose of

that enactmei

d upon
eminent pension roll.

Cause of Railway Accidents.

railway

ml in the hun

.'

the an-

1 1 that in former

tii hear the

•1 in any one

battle in the Civil W ar. At the

pointed

: June 30, [1

ilroads very few accidei

her ini-

pting, at

equipment or which have
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proved to be

peration that

- nds out as the

•

hundred. Tin

re, in Mr. R

campaign

ne connected with

t be taught that '.

the railway machine, and that any

failure on his part may jeopai

lives of hundi

Mr. Roesch is emphatic in what he

fays of how to deal with the man who

is habitually careless. Railway and Lo-

co vi tive Engineering has always held

that on a railroad the only rational sys-

u is where everyone plays

the gami to the rules, and in

that game the chancetaker has no legiti-

mate place. On this subject Mr. Roesch

says: "The chancetaker, regardless of

position, must be weeded out, and it he

cannot be brought to a realization of his

responsibility in any other manner, then

. laws should be enacted and en-

tile proven chancetaker

through . indifference

or neglect others have been subject to

injury, as a convicted criminal, as much

so as one who commits a felonious

"\\ hen men can be taught to realize

that indifference to the safety of others

may in the course of events some time

place his own life or that of a member of

his family in danger, a longer step will

een taken toward increased safetj

than all the mechanical appliances that

i ly he adopted."

The Choice of a Calling.

tantly in receipt of letters

from young men asking advice on the

subjei t 1 1 what, in our opinion, is the

most likely department in railroad opera-

tion oil' of advance-

ment to eart ft >

>
1 h that

we wen the clear path

individual seeker after light, but

whose

een spent

1 I

e

atii '11-. 1 he knowl-

11 m this way 1- not alio-

the mind

lirected toward

: branch or department of

human ' Nature never errs.

Her followers are wise. Lightly built

may be good at penmanship and

clever at mathematics should not waste

their time in sighing for the opportunity

throttle levers. They should

learn stenography, and to that add the

correct u and they will find a

wide and growing field in several depart-

ments of railroad work. .

For several years railroading, like

many other occupations, has been over-

crowded, but the future is full of prom-

ise. This is especially true of the ex-

panding opportunities of the West and

Southwest. New roads are being pro-

jected and will be shortly opened there

with a degree of rapidity unparalleled in

the history of the world. There is now

and will continue to be a call for young

men in these golden fields of oppertunity.

The strong, the accomplished, the self-

reliant will be welcomed. The feeble, the

unskilled and the unwilling will better

stay at home.

In this connection we would urge with

all the unction that we possess, that coin-

cident with the physical equipment indis-

pensable to the making of a successful

railroad man, a careful study of the best

books, a regular perusal of the best peri-

odicals are absolutely essential to that

fullness of information in regard to the

complex mechanism and methods encoun-

tered in railroad operation, which the

railroad man must acquire if he ever

hopes to be other than an humble drudge.

If we had space to recount the thou-

sands of testimonials that have come to us

unasked proclaiming the belief that our

publications have conduced to more pro-

motions in the railroad service than all

other similar causes put together, it would

seem as first sight incredible: and we

might be accused of egotism. As it is, we

prefer to state modestly that what we

eady done falls short of what we

would wish to do. We cannot do better

than to urge the young railroad man to

follow in the footsteps of those who arc

nd perhaps wiser, to peruse our

and verily he

will h.i

Test cf Technical Training.

'I would h;i\ e a first class manual

and I

11 y," so

1 of the

Mr Brown

view of the

fer severely from inability to cope with

more progressive nations.

We pointed out in our December issue

page 526, that the German method of

technical education is the most advanced

of any today. In Germany technical

training is the goal toward which all

lower forms of instruction are urged to

strive. The lower grades in the various

schools of that country face toward the

ultimate technical instruct 1. n which the

pupil must receive before lie graduates.

Mr. Brown, speaking of the German sys-

tem, says

:

"If we could accept Germany's system

of technical training, her research and

thoroughness and combine them with our

inventions the combination would domi-

nate the world. Without these funda-

mental qualities it is only a question of

time when this country must surrender

its place as a leader among the great

manufacturing nations of the world. The

failure to increase the production of

nation's farms by increasing the number

of bushels an acre is steadily and rapidly

increasing the cost of living, and manu-

facturers, merchants and employers of

labor of every class are scanning the fu-

ture with an anxious eye, for the end does

not seem in sight.

"The only possible solution, the only

possible salvation for the country, is the

immediate and most thorough awakening

of our people to an appreciation for the

overshadowing importance of the condi-

tion, followed by a systematic campaign

of education."

Mr. Brown shares the opinions of Mr.

James J. Hill, chairman of the Great

Northern, as to one of the reasons why

the cost of living has gone up in this

country. The yield in bushels per culti-

vated acre is below what the land can be

made to produce. In other words, these

two railroad magnates regard the agri-

cultural output of the United States as

practically on half time.

The New York Central president was

not content with merely pointing out

what he considered the fault of our sys-

tem : he outlined the remedy, but he went

urther and proposed to practically

apply his method, mid. nt as to. results.

: the New York Central intended

to buy two or three abandoned farms in

New York State and get practically

trained Cornell men to manage them. As

soon as these farms have been brou

to what they should be. the company will

sell them and buy others. This, he ex-

plained, was not philanthrophy at

simplj king scheme.

i"0

output, the value of b

training. Mr. Brown has th

ictions. There has n it oft

clear and definite a proposal to

value nf trai 1

-.ill he watched with in
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Machine Shop Economy.

An obsen in railway

machine shops is the close attention that

given to economical details. This

tally noticeable in the lul

of high speed machinery which requires

supply of oil. It is ui ini

that the oil should not he allowed to run

to waste after it has performed

of lubrication, as it has lost comparatively

1

1 ities and only

requires to be carefully cleared of im-

purities to be used over and ov<

< of the larger shops what is

known as a centrifugal separator is com-
ing rapidly into use. This machine con-

sists of a drum mounted on a vertical

spindle, and may be rotated at a high

speed. The oil that has served as a

lubricant for shafting, or screw-cutting or

Oth( r work may be readily conveyed to

this machine, and the drum when set in

motion has the effect of separating the

oil from the grosser metallic or other

particles with which it may be mixed,

the oil flying outwards owing to the cen-

trifigal force of the revolving drum, and

the drum being surrounded by a casing,

the oil strikes this casing and falls into

a receptacle beneath, while the heavier,

solid substances remain in the hollow

shaped disk enclosed in the drum.
It seemed to us that this perfecting of

the details of machine shop economy is

carried to a finer degree of excellence in

some of the Eastern shops than it is in

America generally. This may partly arise

from the fact that many of these shops

have been longer in existence and have

advanced in what may be called the lesser

details. We noticed recently on the Bos-

ton and Maine railroad a systematic

method of collecting oily waste in iron

buckets of substantial construction, the

buckets being furnished with legs and
close fitting lids. The danger from fire

is certainly lessened by not leaving loose

and oily waste lying promiscuously

around the shop. In the iron buckets if

by any means the waste should ignite the

combustion would necessarily be slo

readily detected. The accumulated waste

mixed with saw dust and crude oil is

very serviceable in light it
;

fires. These little economies may seem
as trifling details, but in the aggregate

they amount to a great deal when prac-

tised vear after vear.

Side-Rod Stresses.

Railway men are well aw;

is less breakage in the parallel

i\ e engines than formi rly. This

is grant'

cumulative stresses induced by it

tra and higher -

The improved form of th<

has much to do with this. A
parallel bar, with a channel cut it

side of it, so that it is in cross section a

double-flanged girder in miniatt

m a marked
degree and far surpasses in <

sential
i old rectangular rod

t century.

The stresses which

endure

d. In a font

adhesion being the same on all

distance fi

coupling rod pins from tl:

being the same as that of t

pin center from the center of the axle,

the stress on the i will be

equal to one half the pressure

i the piston, the other halt being

met by the driving wheel in front. The
pressure on a 20-in. piston at

per square inch amounts to 28 ti

bar in tension with a sectional

live inches would be sufficient t

this pressure, but in the constant and

ever-varying pressures exerted on

rod embracing direct push and pull and
all the various angles at which struts and

braces may be set, the rod must be stiff

enough to resist the tendency to bend

In addition to this the centrifugal stress

is the most serious of all. At high

velocities the circle described by the

coupling rods being usually over two ft.

in diameter, a velocity of 30 ft. per

second is often exceeded in the motion

of the rod. If we calculate the weight

of the rod as approaching 300 lbs, the

tendency to fly away from the crank pins

would exceed four tons, and twice in

each revolution of the rod will lie in the

same condition as a girder eight ft. in

length, carrying a distributed load of

four tons. This transverse stress has a

constantly repeated tendency to break the

rod.

It must also be borne in mind that

there is an added stress in the compelling

of all of the coupled wheels to revolve

at the same speed, which they would not

do if left uncoupled. This arises from

several causes. Tin \ ur.tr unei

They slip irregularly. They arc rarely

equally loaded. In curving the conical

formation of the rims induce varying

- deprive the wheels

of their individuality, ami if wi

-

fracture the fact that the cryst.

b 1 ibratory ef-

.' motion and variation in

form and

iliarly fortunate i'

1 with an

rial writers, all of them

The well

air bra' !

•

Book Notices

tiy. By

Company, '.

this im-

d amply

meet tl 1 of the enginering

world in reg; -

1 cyclo-

pedia of engineering. Each of these

contain nearly 900 pages and arc

•rations.

The book has already an international

reputation, and is the first work of its

kind giving the meanin anatory

notes in six different languages. These
1

,

Italian ami S] V treats of

Railway Construction and I

may be sold separately at $4.00. Vol. VI

treats of Railway Rolling Stock and is

sold at $3.00. It need hardly be stated

that Mr. Bosbart, the able compiler, has

trge number of the

leading engineers of America and Europe.

The method of classification and illustra-

tion is that adopted by the celebrated

engineering writer. Mr. Alfred Schlo-

mann, and these books are altogether an

important and invaluable addition to the

engineering literature of the twentieth

century.

Practical Engineer' <>k and
Published by the

Technical Publishing Co.,

land. Price, 50 cents.

The popularity of this diary is such

that an ever increasing demand is mani-

fested year by year for copies all over

the world. It would be difficult indeed

to think of an engineering subject which

is int full; treated in its pages. Much
new matter i the present

iallj in the growing de-

partment dsomely

bound and, finished with strong india

tor the

-ineer.

Report i

ention of the Inter-

-'.worth,

in importance each

very gratify:

plates and ol
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Steam Motors for Sireet Service.

ml n o 1 en

1
turned

- andard

. wit h chilled

; boilet

:

E

i botti mi, 21

ub< 1 ft.; heal

bi ix, 8.88 sq. ft.; total

I
1 fuel, capacity 100 lbs.

3S of ti ir were recent ly

quil.

pic is ol a largei

moto mill

ihvay Company of

L"ln ug rack is

1
1 cylindi 1

- are 8 x 14

heels, 30 ins .

3 order, 28.jo

n

4.174

j »
;

i
ins,

lulu 5, 143.2 sq. ft.

- .'-' ; sq fi

countries is gaining favor among Ameri-

cans, may be inferred from the number
f technii al and si icial 1 irgai i :atii n

: Kl I I SERVIl E, WITH PILOT \\1> 111 A1U. \MI'

II. K. PI 'Kl It CO

total heating surfaci . 1;

capacity, 300 gallons , c

sq ii water

j 300

ich c;

railri

Railway or Railroad?

sting of

un is to

I." but '

;

rails "ii

f rallin- .1

have railwaj in their names. For many
Mar- "railway" publications have been

much more common than those

the railroad device, and now we notice

that our ancient friend the Railroad . Ige

Gazette has changed railroad for railway.

The preference for railroad or railway

is a matter of taste, but our own bias

favors "railway." [t is the shortest word,

the most euphonious, the most easily ar-

I culated and at the same tune quite as

- xpressive as its ri\ al \\ e ml
I v er, ci mti m ' mrseh es with cither if

si 1 la- power «
' mid banish 1 me

II ncs from use so that uniformity

il. V ich time

s

din dot ies ti 1 find < mt u hether the au

tl rized name of a coinpanx is railroad

or railway.

: gh

The Valve-Setter's Guide.

cted 1 ush of order- fi ir

ipies o1 i nedy's new I k.

1- such that

havi ble to till all of the

s prompth as we would have

w in a position to

eet the dem; nd quickly, as the binders

ing us with finished copies at

rally conceded 1

1

bulk than any other

er published on valve gearings

best and most sub

. that we have ever

iblished at the price I ifti cents per

ife 1 ule i" sojourn

place .1- if j "ii un .mi to spend

j our lifi 1 'nulling an oppor

;> a kindness, or speaking a

d, "i making a friend
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Applied Science Department
The Steam Indicator.

Ami ng the many inventions oi James
\\ an was the steam indii atoi , an instru-

ment l.\ which the action

the cylinder is accurately recorded on a

piece of papi r, the record briny called an
indicatoi diagra n It will be r<

derstood that it is of the utmo
tance in the use of steam in the st< am en-
11 t" know exactly the amounl of pres
sure exerted on the face of the piston dur
ing the entire length of the stroke, \\ ith

<>ui the use of the indicator this 1 annoi be

correctly done.

shown in the accompani ing illus

tration the indicator consists of a small

cylinder upon which a spiral pring oi

known strength 1- coiled. A finely lined

piston is located in the bottom of the
cylinder. Connections are made with the
cylinder of the engine to be tested. This
is usually done by having holes tapped
into the engine cylinder near the extreme
ends so that the movement of the piston
in the engine cylinder cannot stop or in-

terfere with the supply of steam to the
indicator. The small pipes leading from
the cylinder are attached to the indicator
by a three-way cock When -team is ad-
mitted into the cylinder of the indicator,
the piston rises in the cylinder, the coils

of the spring being closed in proportion
to the amount of pressure on the piston.

The piston rod passes up through the top
of the indicator cylinder, and its extrem-
ity is connected with a swivel jointed
connecting rod which engages ,, lever

having mechanism for operating a

at its extreme end. It will thus be readily
understood that as the steam pressure
varies in the ei gine 1

;
lin ler, tl

being highe-t at the time thai the valve
is fullj opem d, the piston then rising to
its fulle t height in the indicator cylinder,
11 |Ui i;il>. when th< uppl oi
steam is shut off h m tl

there w ill be a corresponding lov

the piston in the indicator cylinder. The
variatii ns 1 f steam pressure in tin

cylinder will thus be indie..:

cator cylinder, with a con.
movement

. t the lever with pencil attach
meet already alluded to. It will be noted
in the illustration that the disl

twi en the piston rod connection >

is attached to the lever and the
the lever to which the pencil is attached
is about six times the distance that the
piston connection is from the fulcrum. The
movement of the pencil will

six times that ( f the indicator pis

It should be m t< I at this ti n

are usua

rods in some of the best indicators
being of hollow steel

has tin , 11

accumulating foro oi 1
:- .

is common to all hea^ m 1 when in

motion, the real valui of 1 1 am indi-

ing in it ead 1 iem
spi nding to the ev< r \ an ing

1 In movement .11 the spring must he a

constant and m
applied within the enj

wise it wi uld be misli . ling in the record
1 if its ne n emi

1 loming to thi
|

- int

il attachment it will

he noted thai nother

cylindrical attachmem also fur-

nished with a coiled spi in

cylinder or drum i- adapted to

admii

rolled around its outer

and the 1 oili d spring w

drum encloses is bo arranj

the drum may he turned when
sufficient force is apple,

periphery and the actii n of the

coiled spring is such that the drum
is pulled hack to its origii

tion when the mo\ ne
When the indicati r is in opera-

tion the drum receives a circular

motii 'ii fr .1 o rd, v hii h is op
erated by the 1 d of the

nts are

so arranged that the drum will

begin 1 ove round just

piston ..I tli .ins its

stroki 1

'..
1

I ioti

the drum
a

the cord
: ,,n further the

'"!' idc in mi ti if the pist n in

,;; n: '
; '

'

'• ith that of the
drum e

and .ei '

,

p

1

a reduce
vn|c]] js

ti mporarily arrange

running

the lever n

m the

kind oi

it. The
careful adjust,

m the reducit

to the dt

I will be

Of the

1 that is.

•i to the fai ility with which the ii

v equipped with a

which dispense- with the inter-

nments on the ei

Ctly from

the reducing wl
drum i -

drum. Other improvements add

ument, a feal

I spring

thereby avoiding the
heating

,-linder to which thi

n autiful beha

autiful tore
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Celebrated Steam Engineers.

XXVI. John 1 i

mi engine

pied the atten-

rs. Wc

these gifted

ci mie. The
ill much

\it. 1 the per-

il] 1 ngine by James
iplished, it was

to 1 cpecl that with the

industi ii s, .mil the < .ill

more ci mimodious and
11 u 1. 111. m, the new and

machine would lie applied to

e of which were un-

11 Watt's time. 1 tence the

am hammer, the rock

tor, the steam crane, and

John Fitch, one of the

American eng

it must be admitted that his experi-

I am 11.
. ig ition antedate

me. Me was born at

'iiii., in 174.V He was

rant . >f the fact that

il ..'in].!- .it mi >. ing engines

by the pressure of the atmosphere,

1 ed by a vacuum created by

"f steam, had been

mplished. In 17.S5 he pro-

t engine. It was . pplii d

boat with paddle wheels.

! mechanism was of brass

i.
; Mi' the paddle wheels

of wood. So convincing

periments that

6, the Slate of Xew I

... giving Fitch, for fourteen

ile and exclusive right if

ii kinds of boats which

oved by the

'i:< « at. r- of the

year he mad.

. tl a steam en

cylinder, which
..1 pad

;

w mi c quite

1 both

r boat.

1 'All 1

!

the in-

di

mho
'

p ssengers as tar as

I rent' m, making three trips each week.

It is to l>e regretted that hitch's re-

peated ventures were not as financially

successful as might have been wished,

and he carried his inventions to France

and latterly to England. He came back

to America, working his way as a

common sailor. Among his last ex-

periments was a steamboat he con-

structed out of .1 ship's yawl. This he

launched on a pond in Xew York City,

on the ground near where the Tombs
prison now stands. The boat was
driven by a screw propeller, and was
acknowledged by the best engineering

authorities to be a marked success in

every way, and Fitch's failure to main-
tain and expand the real value of his

remarkable inventions was the lack of

capital, which, as may readily be

imagined was an insurmountable dif-

ficulty at a time when the country had

hardly begun to be opened up. ami
very few men had acquired any surplus

wealth. It was by selling his own lands

in Kentucky, which lie had acquired as

a surveying engineer, that he was
enabled t" demonstrate to the world
the practicability of steam navigation.

Fitch died in 1798. A rough stone

without an inscription marks his grave

at Bardstown. On the east wall at the

north entrance to the capitol building at

Hartford there is a bronze tablet com-
memorative of tin- fine engineer and
inventor. The merits of his invention

i' undisputed, but it seems that he

came ahead of his time, and he only

succeeded in paving the way where
others followed to fame and fortune.

Imperfections of Puddled Iron.

l.r. Mil distinctive char-

ade] of » rough) . .r bar iroi

li>. 111.. gene, .us iron or steel in hi- auto-

.hy, the late Sir 1

mer remarks that a merchant bar

pi ."hi' ed by a number of pud

being welded and rolled into -

and is supposed, to

it - separate parts united so

iv is i bl 1 mass, 1
'•

1 ;

;

he point! .'Hi that this is not so. "I

have IP 'In

wrought iron produced by puddling

that, in t\\ r three minutes, by a

imple treatment, 1 couh
more or less perfectly into its

component bar-, which are in reality

never thoroughly united, although they

adhere more or less soundly." Re-

ferring to '1" Fai famed I owmooi ind

I'.' - emer re-

thal ii in. in 1" supposed that

I

! 1 defect, the

. 'Ii' contrary, beii

been pili '
1

times than common iron, and the re-

sult of winking it at a temperatu

Iding process

only divides it into more numerous
filaments than a bar of common iron.

Ile recounts how the head of a great

Yorkshire firm, famed among bar iron

makers, who called tit his works,

scouted the idea of disintegration of

any bar iron made by his firm by
simply working it at a temperature

below welding heat, but on one of his

bars being hammered he was utterly

astonished at it dividing for about a

foot of its length into a mass of fibres

"forming a veritable birch-broom."

Sir Henry Bessemer also mentions that

a bar of Bessemer mild steel, similar

to the two bars of 1 in. square iron re-

ferred to above, were heated at the

same temperature under the same
hammer ; b'jt it simply became extended

into a Hat undivided surface, without a

crack or rift in the material. He com-
ments that these examples of forging

below a welding heat serve to show the

imperfection inevitable to all puddled

• ir welded iron; while the steel ex-

ample also shows the continuity of

parts resulting from the Bessemer steel

or homogeneous iron being formed into

an ingot while the metal is in a fluid

statr. hence producing an undivided

and indivisible mass, however much it

may be hammered, hot or cold.

Questions Answered

FORCING FINE SWORDS.

o. A. B. Y.. Morristown, N. J.,

writes: As you discuss all questions of

an engineering character. I make free

to ask if such swords as Damascus
blades have ever been forged by mod-
ern blacksmiths?—A. Modern black-

smiths 1.111 do .1- good forging and tem-

1 cring as ever was done, and modern
metallurgists have produced steel of a

fineness that the ancients never

equalled.

BURNING TOO MUCH COAL.

to. R. 1 1 1

•'

.
1 hicag. -. writ.- : I wish

to obtain your advice or that of your prac-

tical readers about an engine that is burn-

ing too much a 'a! I he engine, a Rogers,

with cylinders t8 x 24 ins., had a broken

which was replaced by a frame

in. ill am 'tiler engine, but now she burns

95 lbs. of coal to thi mile on a certain

grade which used t" be got up on 40 lbs.

to the mile. She now burns holes in the

tire, whereas formerly the fire was burned

evenly. A bush was formerly used in the

nozzle making il 5 ins. diameter, but that

1, "veil atnl now the nozzle i- 5A4

in-, diameter, yet she devours th<

What would you advise?—A. This is a

very puzzling case. We should first ad-

vise that you experiment with the draft

appliances in the front end until the lire

burns level. We have known a few rare
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cases where nozzles were made so large

tnat they decreased compression, thereby

wasting steam. In the line of experiment

tiie reduced size of nozzle might

We wish to have our readers express

their views on this question.

II. A. J. P., Batcsville, Ark., writes:

Please give me the temperature of steam

for different pressures, i have seen a

table somewhere but have lost it.—A.

The table you require is generally to be

found in some engineer's pocketbook, such

as Kent's. 1 he table is called the "Prop-

erties of Saturated Steam." '1 he tem-

perature of steam at atmospheric pres-

sure is 212 degs. F., at 80 lbs. pressure it

is 323.9 degs., at 100 lbs. it is 337.8 degs.

F., at 150 lbs. it is 365 degs. F., and at

200 lbs. 387.7 degs. F. All the other pres-

sures and temperatures may be found in

the table. What we have quoted here are

the pressures as shown on a steam gauge.

The absolute pressure is 14.7 lbs. below,

each as 14.7 lbs. is the pressure of the

atmosphere at the sea level.

do is to clean the glass and

put "ii a new coating of the glycerine.

TENDENCY OF CURVED TUBES TO STRAIGHTEN.

14. Novice, Wilmington, Del., writes:

I have noticed that the tubes used in

gauges to indicate pressure by their

tendency to straighten out are of ellip-

tical section. Would a round tube not

act as well? If it would do as well it

would be stronger than in the elliptical

or rectangular form.—A. A round tube

would have no tendency to straighten

out. It has been tested repeatedly.

HAULAGE CAPACITY.

12. C. L., Yonkers, N. Y.. writes:

One of the trainmen on the Ulster &
Delaware informed me that while three

of their engines coupled together could

haul a train of thirteen passenger cars

up the grade, yet not one of these three

could singly pull four of the same cars

up. What is the explanation of this?

—

A. We do not think you were correctly

informed on this matter. There is noth-

ing to make an engine become more

powerful simply by being used in con-

junction with others. There is, of

course in nearly all cases of grade climb-

ing, a margin of power, that is, an engine

is not usually taxed to the very last

ounce. It can pull the train up, and per-

haps a trifle more—not another car per-

haps, but a trifle more. It might so hap-

pen that the margin of power in the case

of these three engines amounted to the

haulage of one car. In any case it is

not likely that each of these engines ex-

actly equalled the others in haulage

capacity, and weather conditions may

have been different on the occasion when

one engine and the three were used, and

engineers handle their engines differently.

TO REMFDY CLOUDED Gl '

13. Fireman. Washington. D. C.,

writes: There is some leakage of steam

from the stuffing boxes and other parts

of the engine that earns my livelihood,

and the windows are often badly ob-

scured. Can you tell me of a remedy?

—A. Put a thin coating of glycerine

upon both sides of the window glass.

That will prevent the misty moisture

from adhering to the glass. When dust

•collects on the glycerine coating, all

PRESSURE OF STEAM IN PIPES.

15. J. M. K., McKeesport, Pa., asks:

Does the pressure of steam remain the

same at the extreme end of a long pipe,

say 40 ft., as it does near the boiler?

—A. If the pipe is placed horizontally

the pressure will be the same at all points.

If the pipe is placed vertically the pres-

sure will be slightly greatest at the

bottom owing to the weight of the

column of steam in the pipe.

MUD RING CORNERS AND GRATES.

16. M. M., Chicago, writes: Why could

not the mud ring be made with a long

radius at the corners of the firebox, say

12 ins., and have a drop grate at back

end of firebox the same as the front?—A.

The round corners of the size alluded to

would take away considerable heating

surface and decrease the grate area with-

out any apparent gain. An extra drop

grate would save a little work, but would

require extra shafting and connections

and would not be much used. There are

already as many attachments on the shak-

ing grates as can well be taken care of

The term "coefficient of friction" is an

expression which indicates the proportion

which resistance to sliding bears to the

force which presses the surfaces together.

There is little friction when this amounts

to only one-twentieth: it is moderate when

it is one-tenth, and it is very high when it

is a quarter or twenty-five per cent, of the

the surfaces together.

Last year's balance, together with that

of former years, leaves to the credit of

the office in the United States Treas-

ury, $6,890,720. Special attention is

now being given to the classification

of the 915,000 United States' patents,

to the 2,000,000 foreign patents, and to

the 85,000 volumes in the library.

When this work is accomplished it is

expected that the expense of examin-

ing applications will be reduced by one-

third, and that th< "f the

work will be improved.

The present method of operating the

Patent Office imposes an unnecessary

tax upon inventors for which there is

no excuse. With all the surplus in-

come derived from patentees the office

is entirely inadequate for the business

and its inconvenience has been the sub-

ject of complaint for years but Con-

gress has always turned a deaf ear to

complaints.

In the course of its progress through

the office, up to the issue and mailing of

a patent, an application passes through

the hands of fifty-two persons. An

applicant pays $15 to have his claim

examined, and in case he is granted a

patent an additional fee of $20 is re-

quired. Attorneys charge from $25 up,

according to the work demanded by the

cases, and as the applications number

about 40,000 yearly it will be seen that

there is a good deal of money to be

divided among the patent lawyers

whose signs cover the faces of the

buildings in the vicinity of the Patent

Office. An inventor is not required to

employ an attorney, but probably

ninety-nine out of a hundred do. In

simple cases, where there is no inter-

ference with prior claims, an inventor

can almost as well deal direct with the

government, but in most cases the

knowledge of the lawyer is valuable.

He can study other inventions in the

same line, and knov lake the

claim of his client broad enough to

cover all that is new and valuable, and

not so broad as to be rejected.

Following are the number of long tons

of different weight steel rails, required to

lay one mile of track : 30 pound, 47 tons

;

40 pour 50 pound, 79 tons; 60

pound, 94 tons : 65 pound, 102 tons ; 70
• pound, 118 tons; 80

pound, 141 tons; 100,

175 tons.

Patents and Their Cost.

.'

Office issued .73.514 patents, reissued

168 patents, and registered 6.029 trade-

marks, labels, and prints. During that

time 22,32s patents expired. The ex-

penses of the office for the year were

$1,712,303 and the receipts $1,896,848.

Change of Tune.

When Frank S. Gannon was on the

Southern Raill
' a particularly

efficient car porter named Enoch Strong.

Enoch was something of a dude but coal

black and chronically merry.

Enoch got married one day and after a

time Mr. Gannon noticed that his porter

had lost much of his vivacity.

"What's the matter with you Enoch.

doesn't married life agree with you?"

"Yer see Mas Gannon," replied Enoch,

"Yer see befo' we was married, when I

wen' to see Chloe, who is a yaller girl,

:he would shout 'Come right in honey and

plant me down on de lounge.'

"

"Now when she hear me open de gate,

she shout, 'clean off dem shoes b

open de dore, you black niggor'
"
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm
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Air Brake Study.

\n bi ik< iti-t rui 11. ii 1- n, i ,,i u .,

'. es, some rail-

cial Miti think that their en-

gineei - and n .mi.:. gh about
llie air brake i and that an air

brake instructor i- an unneo
pense. In Mil,, i i ases i frii ia] i arc not

satisfied with such c inditions and in >i i

upon instruction and examination, and
even in such cases instruction is of verj

little consequence it there are i

dents, but it the engineers or trainmen

on any division of a railroad are intei

• ted in air brake matters and di

keep in touch with new features of the

equipment, the air brake instructor is

invaluable.

The most valuable insti uct< n i
ni I al

ways the man with the most flu( in peei h,

and the most profitable instruction is not

always delivered in .the instruction car.

for when the student meet- the instructor

along the line of the road or privately he

t'ecls free to ask questions concerning

matter- he i- not entirely familiar with

and in this manner the student often re-

ceives information that he will retain,

while the volume of information given in

the course of a number of lectures is

often quickly forgotten.

To be able to impart to others the

knowledge that comes from a study of the

air brake requires patience, perseverance,

tact and a quickness of thought, it is a

faculty natural, rather than acquired.

If a study of the air brake was taken up by

everyone who ha; to deal with it on a rail-

road and every man became an expert,

there would still he work for the air brake

instructor, f< r if every human being on the

face of the earth were suddenly brought

to a full realization of i In i bject of his

creation and would depart iron his

evil ways, there would -Mil be

for teaching, for we forget and

placed by another generatii n. and if

every man on the railroad was a student

there i« no assurance that those follow

ing us would be students.

Instead of ideal conditions existing, it

is seldom that an engineer or trainman

is found win i make, a constant study of

the air brake and becomes familiar

i
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with it that he

get the best pi

and in

the equipment

can be depi n<

sible results at all times

used, ; ne is

found it is quite Iikclj that he

familiar with

live ami kn >\\ i exacth « hat I

hear of

him, go to hit : for his

opinions, and I

thing written

air brake- i- n i int
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the brake pip< I the

ined by

ihrotigh tb'

. rent positi

from the main

brake pipe and

from the main reser-

pn in top of the

: , and from the feed -vah e

the n arning pi rt to the

atmosphere. In running positii n I

f7#R

n cylinder of the distributing valve

through the release pipe.

On lap position of all ports closed,

main reservoir pressure is separated from

the brake pipe and the brake pipe pres-

sure is separated from the equalizing

ir by the movement of the ro-

tary valve, the dividing line between

brake pipe and equalizing reservoir pres-

sure being the equalizing piston packing

ring, the How of air to the governor is

also cut off.

Service po ition leaves the relative po-

sition of the ports unchanged and merely

i n ates an opening for the escape of

equalizing reservoir pressure, the equaliz-

ing feature being identical to that of the

older types of brake valves. In the emer-

gency position air flows from the brake

pipe to the atmosphere, from the feed-

valve pipe to the distributing valve, and

from the equalizing .reservoir to the at-

mosphere. If those questions are applied

and the construction and operation of the

brake is first thoroughly understood, the

disorders resulting from wear and neg-

le< t will be quickly observed and the

cause and reason thereof will be readily

ascertained.

Ql ICK SERVIC1 POSITION

ghh undu'-t od there will

e to lean

Ive or the dis

ii

more readily understood

lid be were the in

thn e questii

. ,\ Inch i>

trip - in the train .

li ii a communi
,i the triple valvi and tin

iein£ ri luced below

the pressure in the

of the

ii : ,-oir pre?

apj

I in rig

-

ying it l I

; What the 1
1

I

rent po-

of thi

positi

to the governor is unchanged, the direct

flow from the main reservoir to the brake

pipe is cut off and instead the brake pipe

and equali; ing reservoir are fed from the

feed-valve pipe, and if the brake has been

To Keep Workmen.
When business is brisk in machine

shops the question always arises. What
i best be done to retain good work-

men ~1 The ready answer is, pay them

well, but when all shops are giving

.good pay that does not apply to a par-

applied previously, and assuming that the ticular shop. Good tools and conveni-

cqualizing valve oi the distributing valve ent appliances have excellent influence

is in release position, there is a flow from in keeping a shop popular. They have

the atmosphere also the powei oi men ising the output

,!,• of both b of the simp. When machine shops are

w to the gov- equipped with worn-out tools and in-

tinui tin supply to the brake ferior machinery generally, poor prod-

pipe from thi ii rati lue tict i :

:

i
I ull and the place gets to

and tin po iti live pre- have the character of being an unde-

; any air from the ap sirable place to be connected with.
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Electrical Department

New York Subway Control.

By \Y. B. Kouwenhoven.

The theory and operation of the New
York Subway Electrical Equipment was

very briefly described on page [63 of the

1908 volume of this paper. We will now

1 the duties of the motorman in

operating the equipment and in remedy-

ing troubles that maj arisi

The equipment may be considered as con-

if four parts; a motor ai

control and a master control, forming

the two principal parts; a -witch panel

and two motors comprising the remain-

ing part-.

The motor or main control carries the

current from the third rail shoe to the

motors. It makes the various connections

for starting and accelerating the train,

producing the step by step application of

power.

The contactors arc in a dustproof box

underneath the car. A contact, r is simply

a heavy switch operated by an electro-

magnet, which is capable of handling the

heavy motor ' currents. The rheostats

are also to be found underneath

the car. 'I hey consist of 18 cast

iron grids which are mounted in an

iron frame from which they are in-

sulated. Their purpose is to reduce the

third rail current to a proper value dur-

ing the acceleration of the train. The

reverser is placed in a dustproof box un-

derneath the car. It is simply a switch

which is operated by two electromagnets

so arranged that only one of them can

be energized at a time. The reverser

makes the connections for the forward

and backward running of the train.

The main switch is a quick break knife-

switch placed on the switch panel. This

switch carries all the current that comes

from the third rail and passes through

the contactors to the motors. It should be

opened only in case of emergency or

trouble. The circuit breaker is en-

closed and is located beneath the

car. It is closed by means of a

circuit breaker setting switch in the cab.

The circuit breaker is supposed to open

and protect the motors in case of a short

circuit or heavy overload. The main fuse

consists of a copper ribbon. It re-

quires a current to blow the fuse, that is

slightly greater than that required to open

the circuit breaker The fuse is intended

to blow only when the circuit breaker

fails to act. An inclosed fuse is also pro-

vided at each third rail shoe as an ad-

ditional protection. In case of a severe

short circuit in which both the main fuse

and the circuit breaker should fail

then the motorman must op

switch.

"1 he motor control is confim '1

ister control.

other hand, continues throughout the en-

!m of the train. Its purpose is to

operate the motor controls located on the

motor car- that make up the train. A
cab is provided at either end of each

motor car anil the entire train

operated as a unit from any one of these

cahs by means of the master control.

1 isists of

two master coi point cut out

switch, train line, 2 connection

coupler sockets, jumpers, a 1

Stat, fuse and master controller switch.

A master controller is placed in each

cab of the motor car. It consists of a

movable handle which winds up

spring, which in tui contact

cylinder. The contact cylinder carries

contacts which engage with stationary

fingers, and operates the contactors in

their correct order as it revolves. The

speed with which the cylinder moves

ahead is controlled by what is known as

a control governor. \ 10 point switch

called a cut out switch is located on the

panel. It has two sets of contacts, 10 of

which are connected to the train and 10

are connected to the operating

magnets of the contactors. In the off

position there is i betw een tin-

two set- i position

metal stri) t them together.

The t; t ten insulated

a ith a different

ler that it

tinguished from its

fellows. At either end of each car the

train line is ended up in what is known as

a contn I

' The train line

is comn ircuits of the master

what are known as connec-

onnection box

tain tt

;

imps, insulated from

each Otl the wires from the

master controllers are connected and

of the studs to the

t the train line. Wires having the

braid are always connected

to each other except at one box

car where the reverse wires are

the direction of travel of the

train may correspond to the position of

the reverse handle of either controller.

Cables if ten insulated wires

each and called train line jumpers or

simply junipers are mnect the

train line between cars. Each jumper

socket has ten metal pockets inl

coupler socket fit.

These jui to make the train

line continuous throughout the train. In

addition to the train Hue jumpers there

ided jumpers that are known as

bus jumpers. These consist of seven

wires, one large and six small. The large-

wires connect with the third rail shoes

on the train togethi I at all

times to provide current throughout the

train for light, neat, and power, when

crossing switches or gaps in the third

rail. The large wire is protected from

carrying excessive currents by fuses,

called bus fuses. The other six wires are

connected to the circuit breaker setting

switch and to several small contacts in the

ller. Bus connecting boxes

: led which have only seven

Studs.

ntrol circuit rheostat provides a

small current for operating the

control circuits and for energizing the

train line and the electromagnets of the

contactors. The rheostat consists of

wound with a high resistance

wire, and mounted in an iron frame. A
fuse is used to protect the circuits of the

master control apparatus from damage

I -::ort circuits or other trouble that

may arise.

A master control switch and a circuit

breaker setting switch are located in

each cab. The master controller

switch has a removable handle, and

M or off the current for the

master controller. There should be

ie of these handles on a

train and that one should be in the pos-

of the motorman. The circuit

breaker on the train cannot be opened un-

ry master controller switch is

open The circuit breaker setting switch

used for closing or setting the

circuit breakers, as it is called.

The switch panel is in the back of the

motorn sides the main

switch and ten point cut out

it car- the air

compressor, for light, and heat and the

itches. All of these

switches ': with fuses and they

are all of the quick break type. There

arc two motors which are mounted upon

the trucks of each motor car.

re geared to the wheels and are

direct current, 660 volt railway

It must be remembered that the New-

equipped

with the button on the controller handle.

a safety device and the reader is

! for a description of this to page
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I

and Loi i
i

I his

. Id d iw n exi ept

ndl on thi i "ii

ition. Releasing

: it to ri

opening a pilot valve

ike pipe. Thi

applies the emergi ncy brakes.

I cut out valve is placed in each

: thi air fn >m th< pil

i a leakj pili it \ ah e, tin

mid break thi cl >sc the

cut "in valve, and he sh< mid mal

the trouble at the end of his run.

in has been made up

and all ; in pi sition and

ui's first

duty is i" go through the train and close

all airbt

.

e that all the

i out -witches

rs and tin-

air lim i gi d, he must

everything works

:, inserts the

I
i the master con-

ui Ins cab and closes it.

i ei ing

and after hold-

ei 'iids, re-

oses all the circuit

in the train.

Now hi i start the train. He
controller handle,

down the button, and throws the

handle to the forward position.

Then hi the controller handle

full speed position. This

: spring that connects

die with the contact cylinder,

-. Under to move until its

with the first

of fingers. Current now passes

d hoi up through the

tacts and

ti r controller in the

ii Hon box and into

•

i train line the
'

in Then

the cun i cert dn contac-

back i" tin mastet

i it is

lion is

entire train,

through

with all

-

, tin control governor. As the

the tram men ases the governor

the cylinder and permits it to go

to the next point, cutting out a rheostat

and increasing the powei supplied to the

train I In- continues until the master

controller through its control governor

has automatically cut out all of the rheo-

stats and brought the motors to their full

arallel running pi isition. '1 o shut

off the power the motorman swings the

controller handle to the off position and

after coasting for a short tin* applies the

air brakes, bringing the train to a gradual

the station

Now ht us consider what the motor-

man must do m case the train refuses to

start alter he lias complied with his in-

structions. The tram may fail to start

owing to the electric power being cut off

from the third rail. The motorman

should close the light switches located on

.itch panel and should observe

whether trains that are in sight have

power. If the incandescent lamps fail to

light it indicates that there is no cur-

rent in the third rail and the motorman

must wait until the power is turned on

If there is current in the third

rail then the trouble must lie in the train

and it may be caused by a failure in either

the master control or the motor control

part of the equipment or both.

The motorman should first investigate

the master control part of the equipment,

and should ascertain whether there is

power in the master controller or not. He
should move the controller handle to the

first point and then open his master con-

trol switch If he sees the flash of a

spark or are, as it is called, on opening

the switch it indicates that power reaches

the master controller. If he does not ob-

serve any spark he should insert a new

master controller fuse If, then, the train

fails to start, one or more of the follow-

ing things may have happened to the mas-

ter control equipment; the new fuse maybe

imperfi ct, a bad contact in the controller,

- and contacts in the mastei con

troller jamnn d or -tuck, a grounded train

line, or a loi ise 1 rain line jumper I In

motorman should first insert a new fuse

and if thi- fails In- knows that the trouble

i .n ],, i, Next he should investi

gate the master com roller itself He

should remove the cover and see if the

near the to]' of the

control cylinder makes good connections

i i. H toi j
' iperation of the control

these i ontacts, and if thej

hi mill endeavor to adjust

• lb. ing sure to open the master

i h and cut off the current

•i bent in so as to jam

tacts mi the cylinder then

'1 them back, so

> ',- freely 1 n i

ii the mastei

ler. he should opi rate the one ft

:li If he is unable to find

..m, trouble either with the fuse or

with the master controller he should

then look for a ground in the train

line. To do this he must pull the jumper

plug- and test each ear separately, open-

io p<mt cut out switch on the

panel, lie should cut out the car affected

and proceed. If the motorman thinks that

a train line jumper is loose then he should,

immediately go through the train making

sure that they tire all inserted properly in

their respective couplet sockets

If he can find no trouble with the

master control then he must turn his at-

tention to the main or motor control part

of the equipment. Trouble in the motor

control may be due to the opening of the

circuit breakers, blowing of a main or in-

closed fuse, trouble with the air brake

equipment or to the Mowing of a bus

fuse.

The motorman should first close the cir-

cuit breaker setting switch, and if they

fail to reset it is probably due to the con-

'. Mor- on one of the cars being stuck up.

lie should test each car and open the

.lit out -witch on the one affected. If

thi circuit breakers reset satisfactorily

then he should next investigate the fuses.

If on opening the box containing the in-

closed fuse he should find a gray powder,

it indicates that the fuse has blown. This

fuse only blows when there is a short cir-

cuit on a car and should not be replaced

by the motorman, but the car should be

cut out by opening the lo-point switch

and the trouble reported when he reaches.

the end of his run. If the fuses and cir-

cuit breaker are all right perhaps the

trouble is with the air brake equipment,

and a triple valve may be stuck. If the

motorman find- an imperfect triple valve,

1:,. should cut out tin- valve and open the

auxiliary reservoir cock to release the

and then proceed with his train.

If he can find no trouble with the brakes,

circuit breaker, or fuse, perhaps the first

iver and none of its

re touching the third rail. In this

case the bus line fuse must have blown,

therebj preventing his car from receiving

power. He should go back to the first

car having power ami operate the train

..I. in that ' .ir unii' the ci-' iss-o\ er

i- passed, when he should return to his

cab at the head of tin train.

In son:. train will a

i\vly or else too rapidly: or it may

fail to .i in •
i

'
ti hing the

first point on the controller. This is

i ausi d by a failure of the i

.;, ,- t . act and to remedy this the motor-

man should cut out the automatic feature

quipmen! To do this he :

down the button turns it to the right which

holds it there, then he should open the

pull if >w n a catch located inside

near the top. This locks the control cylin-

der and handle together Now be may

notch up ;

Ii i handle step by step,

n an engim r wi add run his ei
|
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An Enemy of Leaks.

\ hool boy was

some i 'i the i hai ai teristics of steam, and

thai steam « .i- alu a; trj ing to

escape, but most of the time it only leaked.

The boy wa~ fairly correct, but as a matter

a it es-

capes If you wan! to bi

ibout the man. oiiil it

: thai does the

WARD RED.UI [NG \ ALVE.

leaking I ine i if the < ibjects oi th<

of steam couplers is to previ nl

An ordinary steam

gine and tender, or between tender and

first car where steam of high pressure is

convej ed to a dynann stand a

great deal of hard usage and is not only

subject to wear, to the gradual compres

sion and hard- nil but to

the chance of being uncoupled by the

swing and swa> of the vehicles when at

1 In , .i di

difficulties it lias been custi

• m ' if lock to the steam ci upler

body. One of the best we

the lock designed by the Ward Equipment

Company, of New York. A eery marked

feature of this lock is that it takes up

the lost motion due to wear. The lock

as seen in our illustrations is a neat little

malleable iron arm pivoted to the coupler

at one end and stretching out a couple of

fingers to interlock with the finger of the

arm on the oth d mpler. Where
the fingers interl ck, ; is driven

through all four and the couplers can a!

drawn up tighl together without

reference to tt ear. '

.

i

.

inten ting It is made oi sprit

doubled ovei

The fri i iturally spri

so that when the ke_\ is in place the taper

ides dra

If keeps

it iii place so thai il cannot work or jat

out. A
ti ' one i •

rangenn nt oi

I ice, as

II K AXIi TAP]

- hammer re-

leases tin

While : of thil

kind oi we may say

tin Ward reducing valve possesses sev-

i : al features
i Steam enters

through a I.'i-in. pip< by a 2-

ni. pipe. \ diaphragm under spring pres-

sure governs thi balance valve,

in the usual way. In vent in-

i of the

fO

STEAM COUP1 IXC IX NORMAL !

our line

the dia-

spindle are al

I

prompt and efficient. Th
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Simple 4-6-2 and 2-8-0 for the Chicago $ North-Western
i 'ompany

ti order of 25

l\ CSt< I'll

inten -t att;

giries in thai they n
.

n used on this

Although, in . of the

r

ith in escnl a

. thy of sp< cial

MOTIVES.

In working order I engini have a

total wi
i ,000 lbs . [51.000 of

instruction have been

•1 the Chicago & North-Western

feral yea

tory resi

.iiul jo)
j
ins. u ide and pro-

area of 53 sq. ft.

fitted with S-i-in.

and are equipped with 14-in.

piston valves having inside admission and

actuated by Walschaerts valve gear. The

arrangement of this valve gear follows tin

builder's latest practice in the application

of the Walschaerts gear to 4-6-2 loco-

The reverse shaft is located

ahead of the link and it- backward ex-

tending arm is connected to the radius

bar by means of a link, With this ar-

rangement the link block is in the upper

part of the link when the gear is in for-

struction and - fl 1 nsiderable ve-

in wi ight.

Sonic of the ratios involved in
!

sign an- .1- fi illi ivt s

'A

Weight on drivers

Ti 1 .1 wi ight o activ< power
Tractive

heating 548.
1 1

1

(per ci

Volume 11 ft., = 13.28.

a -T- volume cylinders = 3.09.

Some of the principal dimensi

given below:

Wheel Base.—Driving, i.i ft. •

ft. 7 ins.; total engine and tender, 66 ft.

Weight of engine and tender 399,100 lbs.; heat-

ing surface tubes, 4,130 sq. ft.; herit

face, firebox, 209 sq. ft.; heating
arch tubes, 27 sq. ft. ; hi Face, to-

t.il. 4,366 Sq. ft.

which are earned on the driving whe

mders are 23 by 28 ins., and boiler

pressure of iyo lbs. is employed, which is

lower than usual practice in engines of

this siz turated steam. With

ins. in diameter, the

aximum tractive power is

.
- - a factor of (.73,

which would indicate that the full tractive

pi iwer "t the 1 ngim n ill be available in

starting without dat lipping the

driving

bi iler c;
|

ti ample steam

the en-

1

-

ward motion, and the eccentric crank con-

sequently leads the main crank pin in-

stead of following it.

The frames, which are of cast steel.

consist 1 if a main frame $*/i ins. wide with

a single front rail cast integral with it

and a separate slab section 2] ins. wide

at the rear for the trailing truck. The
: i' mi is fitted mt- 1 a recess ma-

chined in the back end of the main frame,

thus reducing the vertii al >hi ar 1 m the

11 SIDE SHEETS, C.

nnccting tin- two

.., \\ strong .mil rigid splii 1 A very

tern "f frame

it empli iyed.

the builders'

Mil truck.

This at :
I

the use of

pplementary frames required

with thi t this type of

Hying the con-

t'tliers, q'/i x 12 ins.; engine truck journal,
diameter, 6 ins.; length, 1-' ins.; trailing

truck journals, diameter, 8 ins.; length, 141

ins.; tender truck journals, diameter, 5 '

.

ins.; length, 10 ins.

Boiler. Type, extended wagon top; O. D. first

ring, 705 16 ins.; fuel, bituminous coal.

1 in bi x I hickness of crown, •« :n ; tube. '

i

111.; sides, 45 m.; hack, -ig in.; water space^

front, a ins.; back, a
:/3

Crown s t;,yi n g._Radial
Brake Drivei Pui . Westinghouse;

I [02.
.

I cl

I top; capacity, 7,50c
tons.

i vc\, 6 ins. ; steam lap,

1 1/16 ins.; 1

tin
engine truck,

, tender truck, diain-

CON ATION TYPE I

In working order, the Consolidation en-

gines have a total weight of 232.000 lbs.,

of winch 205,000 lb--, or 883 per cent, is

carried on the driving wheels. '

t interesting features of '

an unusui

hniler pressure with saturated Sti

boiler pressure of 170 lb-,

and the cylinders are 25 by 32 in

! with !

i
in, bushings. 'I I

the largest cylinders so far app

the American Locomotive Compani to a

ini I
1"
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are very carefully and thoroughly lagged

in order to reduce as far as possible the

cylinder condensation, which would other-

wise be excessive in cylinders of this size

using saturated strain at short cut

to the cooling effect of ti-

the cylinder walls.

This feature of the design is a striking

example of the present ten I

to lower In iler pressures in order to

prevent the boiler troubles caused by the

high steam pressures of current practice.

Steam is distributed to the cylinders by

means of 14-in. piston valves, having

inside admission and operated by a simple

design of the Walschaerts valve gear.

The frames are of cast steel 5 ins. wide
with single integral front rail. Especial

care has been taken to provide a strong

system of frame bracing.

The bciler is of the straight top radial

stayed type and the barrel is built up of

two courses, the outside diameter of the

first course being 81 J4 ins. The tubes, of

which there are 443, are 2 ins. in diameter

and IS ft. 2 ins. long; and. as in the Pa-

cific type engines, are placed so as to give

?_t-in. bridges. The total heating surface

of the boiler is 3.713 sq. ft. The fire box
ins. long and 70'^ ins. w

provides a grate area of 52.7 sq. ft. It

is supported at both the front and back
ends by buckle plates. The rati'

by the builders are here append* d for

reference

:

Weight on
Weight on

= 883
Total weight -f- tractive oowcr = 4.88.
Tractive power x diameter driving wheels

heating surface = 780.
Heating surfoce -~ grate area = 70.4.
Firebox heating surface -f- total heating stir

(per cent.) = 5.

Volume of cylinders, cu. ft.. = 18.16.

-j- tractive power = t

i -=- total weight (per
FIRF. DOOR ON

Boiler.—Ty] e.

Sl'A in--.; fuel, bitu
Firebox.

—

Length. to8Jjj
thickness of crown, i£

H in.: bad
A'A ins.:

width, -

in.; sides.

vater spai

dial.

Recent Railway Accidents.

1 the dangers of railway

account

rds of railv. and it

ng over 153,000 miles of

railway, have kept their score clean. Ten
other companies, operating 22,000 miles,

unfortunati each a

single passenger. The clean score of

ems not
• inordinary when compared with

•is of only ten passengers upon

all Europe combined.

.! w York Times commenting on

"The railways in the

United States which do not kill pas-

mger than all the railways

ipe. This is a literal statement of

fact. In the three years 1906-7-8 316

companies, operating 12-1,050 miles of

i I not kill a single passenger. The
t these roads sur-

Mllion the mileage

i'd which boasted of a like

ird. In fact, the length of these

railways in thi \ceeded

that of all the railways in England,

France, Germany, Austria, Hungary and

d. The freight trains over

railways are a contributory cause of ac-

and the freight ton mileage of the

American railways with a score clean of

all fatality for three years together ex-

ceeds that of the c Europe

Total heating surface

Grate area -J- volume of cylil

Principal dimensions an
Wheel I: tal ;6 ft.

: total, engin

Weight.--(
. soo lbs.;

heating surfaci
186 sq.

others, oH x 12 ins.

h

•. 11 in."
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Hinkley & Drury's "Lion."

outline

:l. Ill til

;

buil

Whitneyvillc &
ii .

.'Ii

The raili-

111

nything of the kind

, .
. i kin iv 11 in the w hi ile histi iry 1 if

railroading in the United States, they

. ays free; those who were thus

. not even deeming the services

engineer and fireman worthy of

., "tip." During the fiftj years of free

: iding, fev accidi nt - 01 cui red among
tin ise \\ ho a\ ailed themseh es of the

privilege, though several wire killed in

- hile i i mnecti '1 in the

if the road. 1 lana Billiard was

the first machinist employed to work

i n the engines, and ti i make i ice sii mal

runs I" the "Port." A man by the

name of Butler, however, was tl

ri gular i nedneer Hi was followed by

road, by Thomas Towle, Portland, Me.

\\ hether these engines will be broken

up or preserved as keepsakes is not

known; but the people here felt that

they were losing old and tried friends,

and before they were taken away pho-

tographs of them were secured bj Albee

Bros., of Machias.

The Greatest Traveler.

g the engineers pensioned

Pennsylvania Railroad Company lasl j ar

was Jolm Cassell, a locomotive i

who entered the service in i860 and as

had continuous service of 49 years. He

was assigned to passei ger service in 1872

and continued running a passenger en-

Colon Dorman, who ra

1 orbetl ran -

Paul, machinist, ran <

>

allj 1 orbetl was succe. d< d by Cor-

nelius Sullivan, the present owner of

;i nc) "
l'ia ipert} . who ran twenty-

1 1 others

lunning, Edv. in K Smith,

n R Sullivan, and, finallj
.

' orni lius

Sullivan, Jr . who had a more ti ying ex

r 1 1 . 1 1

1

ill the othei

I he "I .ion" and ' which

.villi tender, about nine ions

... ntly purchased, togi

.
i > of the

gine up to the .1 tti of his retircnn nl Mr

Cassell was a verj rm thodical railroad

man and kepi a record of all the runs

made during U:es, main years. The runs

made reach a grand total of 1,794.136

miles. If any other engineer ha I

this immense extent of travel we should

like to publish the particulars

1 impi 'iin.l ' ngines w ere used on

-1, .on, ,
. plj ing the Mississippi and

Missouri about 1850. They were mostly

of the two-cylinder type and used a

!, wheel A steamer called the

of Mi mphis, was sunk by her

flywheel bn aking and by a piece going

tin botl 1 the vessel
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. N. McNeil has been appointed

foreman of the car department of the

Intercolonial at Sydney, succeeding Mr.

R. Dunlap.

Mr. C. YV. Kinney has been appointed

superintendent of transportation of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad, vice Mr. R. VV.

Baxter, resigned.

Mr. J. E. Munro has been appointed

assistant air-brake instructor of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with

office at Chicago.

Mr. VV. B. Ross has been appointed

secretary of the pension board of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with

office at Chicago.

Mr. H. Frawley has been appointed

locomotive foreman of the Canadian

Pacific at Three Rivers, Quebec, vice Mr.

J. Gregoire, deceased.

Mr. J. H. Wilson lias been appointed

locomotive foreman of the Canadian
Pacific at Kenora, Out., vice Mr. T. F.

Patterson, transferred.

Mr. G. B. Minshull has been appoint-

ed superintendent of car service of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad, with office at

South Bethlehem, Pa.

Mr. W. J. Davis, has been appointed

general foreman on the Detroit, Toledo

& Ironton Railway at Ironton, Ohio, vice

Mr. J. H. Mott, resigned.

Mr. C. J. Shea has been appointed
superintendent of the Auburn division

of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, vice Mr.

C. W. Kinney, promoted.

Mr. J. A. Hannigan has been appointed

general foreman on the Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton Railway at Jackson, Ohio, vice

Mr. H. F. Martyr, resigned.

Mr. Benjamin Johnson has b
pointed assistant locomotive superinten-

dent of the L'nited Railways of Havana,
with office at Havana, Cuba.

Mr. L. Fisher has been appointed

master mechanic of the Fourth district,

Central division, of the Canadian Pacific,

with office al Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. R. Anthony lias been appointed

acting locomotive foreman of the Can-
adian Pacific at Moose Jaw. Sask., vice

Mr. J. H. Wilson, transferred.

Mr. Edward Wees has been appointed

general foreman of the Ann Arbor Rail-

road at Frankfort. Mich., vice Mr. W. J.

Davis, assigned to other duties.

Mr H. McDonald has been appointed

locomotive foreman of the Canadian

Pacific at Macleod, Alta., vice Mr. H.

Stevenson, assigned to other duties.

In our December, 1009, issue we had the

pleasure of recording the re-election of

Mr. Lucius Tuttle, to the presidency of the

Boston & Maine Railroad. Mr. Tuttle,

whose picture adorns this page, entered

railway service in 1865 as a ticket clerk

on the old Hartford, Providence & I ish-

kill Railroad. Later he became general

ticket agent for the road, and in time he

was promoted to be assistant

passenger agent of the New York i

England Railroad. In 1879 he took the

position of general passenger and ticket

agent and assistant to general mai

the Eastern Railway. (885 saw him gen-

eral passanger and ticket agent of the

Boston eK: Lowell. From [887 to [889 he

was passenger traffic manager on the

LCI IL'S TUTTLE.

1
I ilway. 1m 1889 to

of the Trunk

Line \ . er department.

In Maj

.

general mi

thi : New 1 laven & 1 [artford

From Fi li-tiai \ . 1892, to Septemb

he held I

Railroad and '

since.

en a]

lei agent of the 1

vice Mr. Eugene McAuliffe, resigned

Mr. G. R. West has been appointed

general foreman on the Del 1

Ironton Railway at Springfield, 01

J. A. Hannigan. assigned to other duties

Mr. I 11 land lias been ap-

pointed traveling in the

& St. Paul Railway,

with headquarters at Ellensburg, Wash.

Mr. C. E. Chambers has been ap-

< rintendent of m< itive

of the Central Railroad of New
villi office at Jersey City, N. J.

•Mr W. P. Drumb has been appointed

foreman in the mechanical department of

the Southern Railway at New Albany,

Ind., vice Mr. A. 11. Firnhaber resigned.

Mr. C. M. Hoffman has been appointed

master n the Denver & Rio
Grande, with office at Grand Junction,

Colo Mi . igned

Mr. M. A. Craig has been appointed
general forem

& Ironton Railway at Lima, Ohio, vice

Mr. G. B. Sollars, assigned to other

duties.

Mr. R. S. Miller has been made master
car builder of the New York, Chicago &

Railroad, his previous title, gen-
i eman of car department, being

abolished.

Mr. J. II. Wilson, heretofore loco-

moti
1 foreman at Moose Jaw, Sask.,

has been appointed locoi

at Sutherland, Sask., vice Mr. (, •

: red

Mr. W. I'n

anadian Pa< i I, Aha.,

man at Swift
Current, Mr. J, A. Jenson,

red.

A pi :

granted by the Santa Fe Railroad Com-
pany to Mr. Edward Robins

mpany's
1 875.

Mr. G. I-'.. Watts of Atlanta. C.a., well-

. traction nun thro

R. 1). Nuttall Com

Mr. VV. Sealy, heretofore machinist

of the

Grand Trunk, has been appointed erecting

reman at that point, vice Mr. A.

lipley, formerly locomotive

as been

1 fuel supervisor on the Chicago,

ind & Pacific, with headquarters

X. Haines, formerly train-

appointed

superintendent of the Buffalo division

of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, vice Mr.
C. J. Shea, promoted.
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Mr. L C. Heilman has been appointed

supervisor of signals of the Rock Island

at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, having jurisdic-

tion over the Northern district, vice Mr.

G. VV. Trout, transferred.

Mr. 11. C. Stevens, assistant to general

the Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe at Topeka, Kan., has been ap-

of stores of the Na-

' ailways Of Mi

Mr. R. E. Knox has been app

reman of engines on the Los An-

geles division of the San Pedro, Los

Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad, with head-

quarters at Los Angeles. Cal.

Mr. 11. L. Roth, has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Cincin-

nati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Rail-

way with jurisdiction over the first dis-

trict with office at Danville, Ky.

Mr. G. Twist, heretofore locomotive

foreman of the Canadian Pacific at

Sutherland, Sask., has been appointed

locomotive foreman at Minnedosa, Man.,

vice Mr. W. F. Lowe, transferred.

Mr. B. I Jellison has been appointed

of the Chesapeake &

Ohio, with office at Richmond, Ya
.

re-

porting to the vice-president and general

manager. He succeeds Mr. La Bonto.

Mr. H. !•:. Byram, formerly assistant to

• -president of the Chicago,

gton & Quincy, has been made chief

t in the operating department, to

Mr. Darius Miller, the first vice-presi-

dent.

Mr C. S. White has been appointed

power inspector of the Pennsyl-

i Pittsburgh, South-

with office at Columbus,

Ohio, vice Mr. W. H. Holbrook, trans-

ferred.

Misunderstanding the name

ntioned as the person

of the fast work done in C. P. R.

No. 712 in the Winnipeg shop

! in our December

number.

Mr. R. H. Lanham, who has been

traveling engineer on the Iron Mountain

& Southern Railway, lias been promoted

to the position of master mechanic on

the same road, with headquarters at

Mr. 1! formerly genenl

foreman ; Albany

on the New '<

appoint* <1 r of the

Chicago & Al liters at

Bloomington, 111.

Mr. John Hi inic and

car builder ol apolis &
lis Railroad,

master mechanic of em and
-. ith office

Mr. II. M. Mure!' on

red to Birmii

and is succeeded by G. E. McCauley,

who has been with the Frisco for 30

I
Springfield, Mo.

Mr. Hiram J. Slifer, general manager

of the Chicago Great Western Railroad,

his assumed the duties heretofore per-

formed by the superintendent, Mr. O.

Cornelison who has resigned. The posi-

tion of superintendent has been abolished.

Mr. James McDonough, formerly

roundhouse foreman at Topeka, Kan., on

in son. Topeka & Santa Fe, has

nsferred from Topeka to Em-

poria, Kan., on the same road, with the

title of division foreman, at the latter

place.

Mr. A. H. Firnhaber, formerly fore-

man in the mechanical department of the

Southern Railway at New Albany, Ind.,

has recently been appointed master me-

chanic of the J. L. Smith Construction

Company, with headquarters at Kansas

City. Mo.

The New Year's greeting sent out by

the B. M. Jones Co., of Boston, agents

for Taylor iron, took the form of a very

handsome penknife. We have found that

form of card very popular among the

ladies, too popular for our own sense of

possession.

Mr. David Van Alstyne, vice-president

of the American Locomotive Company in

charge of manufacturing, has resigned.

Mr. James McNaughton, vice-president in

charge of sales, has been put in charge of

the manufacturing department as well as

that of sales.

Mr. J. W. Bennett has been appointed

master mechanic of the Utah lines of the

Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, with

office at Salt Lake City, vice Mr. A. H.

Powell, resigned. The position of as-

sistant superintendent of motive power

has been abolished on the D. & R. G.

Mr. O. S. Jackson has been appointed

master machanic of the Chicago, Indian-

apolis & Louisville, with office at La-

fayette, Ind., vice Mr. W. J. Bennett,

assistant superintendent of motive power,

1. The position formerly held

Bi nnett has been abolished.

Mi 1
. II. Ketcham, formerly division

ndent on the D., L. S: \\ ., has

ppointed superintendent of the

Railroad, with headquar-

ters at Sacramento, Cal. Mr. Ketcham's

many friends on the Lackawanna and

elsewhere wish him ever) uccess in his

pj w field of labor.

Mr. J. Snowden Bell has recently re-

moved his office from No. 165 Broad-

way to the Singer Building which is

No 149 Broadway, New York. Mr.

Bell is
i

of long and

experience and is a contributor to

i

' LV • " I MO

NGINEERING.

Mr. Eugene McAuliffe, fi

eral fuel agent of the Rock Island Frisco

: Chicago, has resigned from the

Rock Island and has been appointed gen-

eral fuel agent of the St. Louis & San

Francisco, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois

and the Evansville & Terre Haute, with

office at Chicago, 111.

Mr. C, M. Byrd has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines, with

jurisdiction over the Second district of

the Albuquerque division, with office at

Winslow, Ariz. He will perform such

other duties as may be assigned to him

lo the master mechanic of the Third

district.

Mr. John W. Daly has been promoted

from general passenger agent of the Lake

Shore to be assistant passenger traffic

manager of the New York Central lines

in Chicago. He is succeeded by Mr. L.

W. Robinson, who will continue also as

general passenger agent of the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie, with headquarters in Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Mr. John D. Conway, formerly chief

clerk of the motive power department of

the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and for 25

years in the company's service, has re-

signed to become secretary of the Rail-

way Supply Manufacturers' Association.

His associates on the P. & L. E. give a

dinner in his honor and presented him

with a gold watch and chain on the oc-

casion of his retirement.

Mr. E. II. Coapman, manager of the

Southern Railway, has been promoted to

the position of general manager of that

company, with headquarters in Washing-

ton. D. C, vice Mr. C. H. Ackert, re-

signed. Mr. Coapman will have general

control and direction of the operating

and maintenance departments, and will

report to the president. The office of

manager has been abi '

Mr. F. F. Prentiss, recently resigned

from the presidency of the Cleveland

Twist Drill Company on account of ill

health, and Mr. J. D. Cox was elected to

that office. Mr. Cox was the founder of

this business and has always been the

practical man of the concern. He has

1 varied experience and has al-

ways kept in . touch with the

manufacturing of twist drills.

Mr. J. E. Osmer has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Hicks

Locomotive & 1 r Works, of Chicago

Heights, 111., in charge of the locomotive

works. Mr. Osmer has been master

mechanic of the Northwestern Elevated

Railroad of Chicago for about six years

and previously was connected with the

mechanical departments of the Iowa Cen-

tral, C. & A .
and the C. & N. W.

Mr. J. VV, Coyle, who was connected

with the Best American Calorific Co.

until they retired from business, is now

with the Rockwell Furnace Co. Mr.

1 an experienced railroad man,

having formerly been master blacksmith

on the Lehigh Valley Railroad at Wilkes-
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Barre, and later he was in charge of the
drop hammer and machine department at

the forge shops of the Philadelphia &
Reading, at Reading, Pa.

Mr. William Mcintosh, superintendent
of motive power of the Central Railroad
of New Jersey, has resigned owing to

impaired health, and has gone to Arizona
to recuperate. Mr. Mcintosh is a Cana-
dian by birth, but has done all his rail-

road work in the United States. Al-
though he did not proclaim it from the
housetops, Mr. Mcintosh has been a very
successful inventor of railway appliances.

Me was highly popular with the men un-
der his charge, and received on leaving

the Central a beautiful gold watch, chain
and Masonic emblem from the men in the
mechanical department.

The Watson-Stillman Company, of
New York, have made several additions

to their sales department in order to han-
dle the increasing business in hydaulic
tools and turbine pumps. Mr. Edwin
Stillman has entered the sales depart-
ment, and is helping to take care of cus-
tomers in New York State, while all

railroad business in the South is now in

charge of Mr. Frank C. Clark. The more
direct representation that has become
necessary in the Orient will hereafter be
in the hands of Mr. F. W. Horn, the
w^ell-known machinery importer of Yoko-
hama, Japan.

Mr. Walter D. La Parle has been ap-
pointed general sales agent for the

Chicago Bearing Metal Co. Mr. La Parle
is a native of Chicago and has been en-

gaged in the railway supply business for
the past twenty years. He was formerly
connected with the Verona Tool Works
of Pittsburgh for eleven years, after

which he organized the Solid Steel Tool
Co., which is now the Western Tool &
Forge Co., of Brackenridge, Pa. Mr. La
Parle has a very wide acquaintance among
railroad officials in both the operating and
maintenance branches and brings to his
new position a technical and practical

knowledge which has been gained by
long years of training and experience.
Mr. La Parle's offices are in the Old
Colony Building, Chicago.

Mr. Darius Miller, first vice-president

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad, has been made the head of all

departments of that road. This was oc-

casioned by the retirement of Mr. Daniel
Williard, who has become president of
the B. & O. Mr. Miller began his rail-

road work as a stenographer in the gen-
eral freight office of the Michigan Central
in 1877. He subsequently became a clerk
in the general freight office of the St.

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. This
position he left to become chief clerk to

the general manager of the Memphis &
Little Rock Railroad. In 1883 he was
appointed freight and ticket agent on the
same road. In 1899 the St. Louis, Arkan-

Railway secured his services

as general freight and passenger agent,

and a year later he became traffic mana-
ger of the same road. This lead to his

being secured by the Queen & Crescent
Route as traffic manager. Later he be-
came traffic manager of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas and was in due time
elected to the position of vice-president.
He accepted the second vice-presidency of
the Great Northern in 1901. The follow-
ing year saw him first vice-president of
the C, B. & Q., which position he now
holds, and he has now become the of-
ficial head of all departments of the road.

Obituary.

Charles B. Dudley, chief chemist of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, died last

December after an attack of typhoid
pneumonia at his home in Altoona. Dr.
Dudley was born in 1842 at Oxford,
N. Y. He was educated at the Oxford
Academy and also at Yale University
where he graduated in 1S74 with the
degree of Ph.D. He spent the year
after graduation as profes
physics in the University of Pennsyl-
vania, and in the following year he was
appointed to the position of chemist
for the Pennsylvania. Dr. Dudley was
widely known for the valuable work he
did in the testing of materials used on
railways, but outside this he was con-
sidered one of the most prominent men
of science in the country. He was
president of the American Society for
Testing Materials, president of the
American Chemical Society, a member
of the Iron and Steel Institute. He was
president of the Bureau of Explosives
of the American Railway Association,
and chairman of the committee on the
safe transportation of explosives. He
was honored by the International As-
sociation for Testing Materials at a

recent meeting in Copenhagen, when
he was elected president.

regretfully record the death of
James W. Friend, of Pittsburgh. He
died on December 26, 1909, after a lin-

gering illness. He was sixty-four years
old. Mr. Friend was a familiar figure in

the iron, steel and coal industries and
among the banking interests of Pitts-

burgh, having been vice-president of

the Pressed Steel Car Company, the
Western Steel Car & Foundry Com-
pany, one of the owners of the Clinton
Iron & Steel Company, vice-president

of the German National Bank of

Allegheny, and a director in the
Farmers' Deposit National Bank of
Pittsburgh.

of Scotland, and on coming
"untry entered railway service at

11 apprentice in

the shops of the Albany & Schenectady
Railroad. In July of 1849 he secured the

of machinist in the Hudson River
Railroad, and subsequently became a loco-
motive engineer, after which he was pro-

,(| to be shop foreman, and later on
master mechanic on the

Southern division. In 1859 he became
master mechanic for the whole line and
of the Troy & Greenwich Railroad. In
1880 he was made superintendent of
motive power of the Hudson River &
Harlem division of the N. Y. C. & H. R.
In 1899 he was given the position of su-
perintendent of motive power and rolling

stock of the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad, the West Shore Railroad,
the Ron vn & Ogdensburg
Railroad and the Dunkirk. Allegheny Val-
ley X- Pittsburgh Railroad. During Mr.
Buchanan's time the famous 999 class of
engines were brought out by him for ser-

vice on the Empire State Express, and it

is this fact that is probably more widely
to the general public than any

other of his long and useful career.

William Buchanan, one of the veterans

in the service of the New York Central,

who. for some time, had been on the re-

. died at his home in South Nor-
walk, Conn., aged 80 years. Mr. Buchanan

To Promote Industrial Education.

The American Federation of Labor has
decided to encourage a teaching of the
principles of mechanics in the public
schools. John Mitchell, chairman of at

committee appointed to push the move-
ment, says

:

"National associations for the promo-
tion of industrial education have been
started from time to time, but this is the
first time the American Federation of
Labor has gone into the matter. The
committee has gone into the subject ex-
haustively, and finds that many manufac-
turers because of the specialization of the
different departments of the trades find

it difficult to get competent superintend-
ents owing to the difficulty of finding
all-around mechanics who have learned
everything about any particular trade.

"We will agitate for the teaching of
the principles of mechanics in the public
schools. The high schools, for instance,

teach pupils how to prepare for the pro-
but as there are more people in

mechanical trades than in the professions
'hey sh< e believe, teach the
principles of mechanics.

.
for instance, may know that a

joint at a certain angle is stronger than
at any other angle, without knowing the

' hy. Another man will know why
that joint is stronger. This man will be

liable than the first man. Am-
excel would be stimulated if

mechanics had a better opportunity of
the principles of mechanics, as

well as learning one branch of a trade in

a routine way. In the end this would be
better for both emloyers and employes.
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Railroad Character Sketches
Macfarlane as a Napoleon of Finance

By James Kennedy.

ns, rallies and benefits seem-

ed to come like evil spirits and seize upon

the lean pocket-books of the railway men.

Jack Macfarlane was the chief manager

of these nefarious visitations. I

earned a charactei for benevolence that

marked him out as the proper man to

appeal to in the hour of financial need,

and whether it was the bare-faced beggar

whose children had the measles, and

whose pantry and coal scuttle were empty

because, as he said, the doctor and the

druggist hail taken all his money, or

whether it was some invisible widow, Jack

made no inquiries as to their previous

1 .mi. v, dents. The man with the

measl) children may have had teeth black

with tobacco and his breath sulphurous

with alcohol, and the w idow might be an

invisible thing, like Wordsworth's cuckoo,

or Halley's comet, but the tender-hearted

railri 1; led nobly.

idd cases there were. A 1 ar-

. 1 nit- into the roundhouse at mid-

day and asked Macfarlane if he would call

: together. The visitor had a

bundle under his arm. "Certain!', what

•ion?" No ; it was

an army revolver of the most formidable

a relic of the battle autumn of

[I had a history and he would

1 ents a chance. His

wife needed a new set of teeth more than

ed artillery. I le was w illing to

part with a family heirloom rather than

ei of Ins children compelled

d pi itatoes and butter

itified to the com

of the unfortunate

like all others, oi -

and the history

illuminated by

nd battle by the

and so tronglj en

ne set oi

pids, sharp and

ven pn imptlj

•

Macfarlane,

id quietly

, handful of • « k in the

1 id won the re

pointed.

finely mi il caliber

window

of the p rig in the

ited his

ling his

between Jack 1 I

frw minutes they had tl

The payma d. No

shots were exchanged. Jack came out of

the pay car swinging his revolver like an

Indian club. The path to Clark's parlors

was cleared for him as if by magic. The
paymaster's revolver was never seen

again. Some said that Jack was half shot,

but that was a false report.

Macfarlane's methods were similar to

most benevolent institutions. "Think of

thyself last," was no part of Jack's gospel.

His own expenses came first. When Shaw
fell asleep in the cab of a locomotive and

tumbled out of a cab door sustaining a

severe contusion of the radius and ulna,

superinducing inflammation which ex-

tended to the biceps and deltoid, Jack's

charity list was as promptly in the

vicinity of the bruised arm as Billy's medi-

cine box. Billy reduced the swelling, and

Jack raised the money. Billy was a sur-

geon in embryo. Jack was the finished

financier. Nobody had the audacity to

ask for an examination of his subscription

sheets. The signatures were largely

hieroglyphic. The figures were as in-

volved as a problem in differential cal-

1 ulus. Shaw was full of gratitude. Billy

was full of pride, and on pay-day Mai

farlane's pockets were full of silver.

In the presentations to departing of-

ficials Jack was at his best. lie assumed

full charge. He knew where gold-headed

walking sticks could be had at hi- own
price. Neither the precious metal upon

the head of the stick nor the duties of

Jack's fellow committeemen were heavy

upon them. The subscriptions included

alcoholic beverages to the full, or nearly

full, committee, but it did not includi the

aquafortis test to the shining head of the

stick. In many instances the subscribers

would not have grudged to have added a

pair of shoes to the walking stick. that

the recipient could have kept on walking

far as possible, but

should be bygones when the parting of

11

ler maker foreman was leaving

and something had to be given to him so

that in his new sphere of industrial

activity the railroaders could see the re-

flex of the exalted estimate we had of

him. Macfarlane pi 1 et of 1 esi 1

lutions Billy drew up the ornate sen

tenccs in mellifluous perfection. Shaw
made a cylindrical case of burnished brass

to hold the document ["hi pn lentation

at Clark's pari' u was in a ffci til

ads were inscribed on a silk, n

leco ited w ;

! a spri id

1 owned by a bare arm in the

'

if which there was

ngly read}- to strike the

bird of freedom a crushing blow. The
boiler maker was so carried away, as it

Dixon's Graphite En-

gine Front Finish is

better than anything

you have ever used

on the fronts of lo-

comotives.

One thing you ' ve

noticed about the

other finishes is that

they give off offen-

sive fumes when the

front of the engine

gets a little hot. You
won't find this diffi-

culty with Dixon's

Finish.

Besides, Dixon's Fin-

ish lasts from six

to nine weeks and

produces a restful

surface rather than

a dazzlingly bright

one.

We'll be glad to

send you free de-

scriptive circular

69-F on request, a

free test sample too,

if you like.

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.

Jersey City, N. J.
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ACETYLENE
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ING

Largest Manufacturer! in the World of
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Send for circular of our combina-
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SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING
which system automatically main
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Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

were, that 1 ntities of

"Clark's Best," with the result that the

parting hour was all too short. He ran

to catch a train, pocketing the shining

case but leaving the resolutions elsewhere

Next week Macfarlane and Shaw were

stripped to the waist washing themselves.

Shaw looked like the tattooed man. On
his bn iai traders

tic inscriptions. Shaw had been

wearing the missing resolutions as a chest

tor.

Jack got the worst of it when the mana-

ger died. The great man. like S

wn sillj as he grew older. He
should have 1"

1 thai the railway men
should erect a monumenl to his

The sun 1 ived of it. It

was no light matter. It w.

retaliation running riot and Macfarlane

was the storm center. It was a low steam

pressure on one side and

back pressure on the othi

nearly stood still, but the strength came to

him that comes to men that are compelled

to bear troubles that are nol of their own

making. Jack was a manipulator in

finance, but he hated the task of taking

bread out of the mouths of hungry men.

women and children, and heaping it on

- oi the unworthj li was his

financial Waterloo. He was never quite

e Jack Macfarlane afterwards.

Railway Rate Regulation.

President Taft on th< subject of railway

rate regulation, the one which h;

ably been received n ith thi

tion i> the propi >sal I
' 'ourt of

Commerce, composed of five judges, to

which all appeals from the decisions of

the In rstate 1 < mmission

shall he made.

Vnothei n is the modi-

so as to

permit railwaj

rates Under the

law the published rate is the legal

rate, and the President proposes to have

iny road which

either by mistake or otherwise quotes

an inc

Mr. Taft proposes to give power to

the li" .mission

has the change rates. The
ition practically in-

:te of commodities,

and tin simply an enlarge-

if the commis

this din

If the t's views pr<

to ini-

nd to hold

on any point which it may

has asked that it be given power in its

postpone ind

ling in-

I

In dealing with this request

from the commission the President rec-

ommends that the commission be em-
powered, when an advance of rates it

filed, to begin investigation at once as to

its reasonableness and that if after 60

days the commission has not completed

such, investigation, the advanced rate or

dl go into effect and shall be

legal.

Willing to Go Higher,

said the old man, addressing his

I am proud of n

should like to see them all comfortably

married, made a little money,

n't go to their husbands penniless.

ret, twenty-five years old,

id girl. I shall give her five

! s when she marries. Then
conns Bet, who won't see thirty-five

again, and she'll have ten thousand dol-

lars; and the man who takes Dora, who
is forty, will have fifteen tin usand dollars

with her."

The young man reflected a moment or

so, and then nervously inquire!

haven't one about fifty, have you?"

Engine Front Finish.

of locomotive

front ends has a number of mi-

ls put on a

front end requires frequent renewal.

This means not only cost of material,

Inn also cost of labor. Some of the

material generally used is volatile, and

when the engine is running and the front

end becomes hut. offensive fumes

back to [n aggravated cases

thi nnes may till the eyes of the

engineer, and ;::.,ki;iu' it difficult to see

ils. For engine fronts The
Dixon Crucible Company recom-

mend their Graphite Engine Front Finish,

which is said to givi

six to nine weeks at each application. It

tile engine front with a durable

and atti ...hie of

this finish is due chiefly to tl.

graphite which Vs most

raphite is un

! it has. in addition,

durable polishi Hie Dixon

1 little

ruing this engine front

interested in material

it The hi mi

v City. X. J.

A Proper Understanding.

ner, and if that was a fair sample

5, I should lil

further, was that a fair sail
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Great Meeting of N. E. Railroad Club.

The officials of the New England Rail-

road Cli a triumph in the Jan-

nary in the club, for they made

it so attractive that several railway presi-

1 hi 1 roi ernor of

red an address, and

ost celebrated business

men in the country swelled the large

of the club was in

the chair and introduced Governor

who in a pi' - made

the point that railroads must serve the

quality. It is as important

i the railroads fairly

as that they should 1"' treated fairly.

Mr. W. C. B sident of the

New York O es, said: "The

most portentous cloud discernible upon

the political or economic horizon at this

time is the steady, relentless increase in

the price of everything that goes to make

up the cost of living.

"This unusual phenomenon of steadily

rising values in the face of a long suc-

cession of bountiful crops is one of the

most important as well as interesting

problems that confronts the political

economists t

Mr. Brown then discussed the relation

between the supply of gold and the in-

dustrial conditions. He made a vigorous

plea in favor of increasing agricultural

products, and asserted that we must in-

production per acre by more intel-

ids, 1 it we must face the

relentless, certain daj when we shall not

produce food enough to supply our own
necessii

Mr. George A. Post, president of the

tion, 1

most feli trks about the posi-

cupied at that

re neces-

1
. way 1 iffici lis

rank.

e enth iiasm by

if admiration for the Gov-

1.1I Lines.

if the Railway

" under

Conces-
:

:

ganization into

promoting that

•

lblic that they

will co

with v.

1 ngland

is addn on the

one han
I

: public

officials on thi railway

•

nsideration to all 1

that you desire the general good will and

idy to go all reasonable lengths

to secure it."

Can Do Four Things.

1 illustration and a few timely

words do more to rivet the attention of

a busy man than columns of closely

printed matter set in minion type. As an

example of the effective style of catalogue

we may mention that recently got out by

the Buker & Carr Manufacturing Com-

pany, of Rochester, N. Y. In that

catalogue their Twentieth-Century Out-

fit is well illustrated and briefly explained.

The outfit is most useful in a railroad

repair shop as it deals with air brake and

steam hose in several ways. First it

is a bolt cutter and it cuts the clamp

bolts as fast as a man can feed them

to the jaws. Second it is a hose stripper.

It will pull hose from their metal coup-

lings after the bolts are cut at the rate

of perhaps a thousand a day. Third it is

Bolt Cult

,1 hose fitter and forces new hose on

metal connections with as much ease as

11 took off old ones. Fourth it is a hose

It applies clamps to new hose

,1 fir] the couplings are in pla<

docs this in a way which leaves nothing

further to be desired. Write to the

linker, Carr Manufacturing Company,

1 . X". Y., and ask for a copy of

the catali worth looking over.

The Johns-Manville Co., of New York,

have issued an elegant catalogue with post

card attachment describing and illustrat-

ing how four cars of coal did the work

of five. The figures arc given in detail

showing the saving effected. It is pointed

Out that most of the so called steam pipe

terelj covet ings and not

in any sense insulators. The merits of

1 In 11 A Felted Covering are

set forth in due form and when this is

id Vitribestos Boiler

il
1 iii the boiler, thi

ing is unquestionably ureal. All iu-

i in fuel saving should send for a
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Are You Prepared for

Every Breakdown ?
Belter Secure the 1910 Ediilon,

Just Published, ol

Locomotive Breakdowns

and Their Remedies
By Fowler-Wood. 1910 Pocket Bdl

tlon. This book tells you Just what to do

In case of any accident or breakdown.

Walscaert Locomotive Valve «:ear Troubles,

The Electric Headlight ami Questions anil

1 the Air Brake are all Included.

Fully Illustrated. Price $1.00.

Westinghouse E-T Air Brake

Instruction Pocket Book
By Wm. W. Wood. Here Is a book for

the railroad man. and the man who alms to

be one. It Is the only complete work pub-

lished on the Westinghouse E-T Locomotive

Brake Equipment. Written by nn Air Brake
Instructor who knowa

-^ just what Is needed.

^t*':--. It covers the subject

B^^Smwm

thoroughly. K v e r y-

thing about the New
IWIllWl W.stlnghouse Engine
jQuJaM and Tender B r a k e

Equipment, Including
I the Standard No. S

|flpH the Perfected No.

*T!\>\ Am

SHPjfl Written In plain Eng-
Slsil^S lish and profusely II-

SfljMI lustrated with Colored
I Plates, which enable

tTtMGI one to trace the flow
ji^^H of pressures through-
^^^^^ out the entire equip-

ment. The best book
ever published on the
Air Brake. Equally

good for the beginner and the advanced en-

gineer. Will pass any one through any
examination. It informs and enlightens you
on every point. Indispensable to every en-

gineroan and trainman. Filled with colored
Illustrations. Price $2.00.

Walschaert Locomotive Gear
By Wm. W. Wood. If you would thor-

oughly understand tbe Walscaert Locomotive
Valve Gear you should possess a copy of thia

book. It covers the subject in every detail.

Examination questions with their answers are
given. Fully illustrated and contains slid-

!
board models. Price $1.50.

Locomotive Catechism
By Grimshaw. 27th Edition. It is a

New Book from Cover to Cover. Includes

the greatest amount of practical information
ever published on tbe construction and man-
agement of modern locomotives. Contains
Specially Prepared Chapters nn the Walsch-
aert Locomotive Valve Gear. tb<> Air Brake
Equipment and the Electric Head IJgbt. 825
pages, 4:7 Illustrations and 3 Folding Plates.

Ovw 4 000 Examination Questions and their

Answers are included. Price $2.50.

Link Motions and Valve Setting
By Colvin. A handy book for the engineer

or machinist that clears up the mysteries of

valve Bettlng< Shows the different valve

gears In use. hnw they work and why. Pis-

ton and slide valvea of different types are

Illustrated and explained. A hook that every
railroad man In the motive power department
ou^ht to have. Price 50 cents.

Air Brake Catechism
By Blackall. A complete treatise on the

Westinghouse Air Brnke. including the No.
5 and No. 6 ET Locomotive Brake Equip-
ment: the K (Quick Service) Triple Valve
for Freight Service: and the Cross-Compound
Pump. 3 C pa::'-s. fully Illustrated with
folding plates and diagrams. Price $2.00.

A SPECIAL
CIRCULAR
Agents Wanted at Every Terminal.

Write for our Special Terms

The Norman W.Henley Pub. Co.

132 Nassau Street. NEW YORK. U. S. A.

Long John's Misfortune.

body knows that "Long" John

Driscoll is lame, but very few people

know how John came to lose his foot

John pulled a construction when the

Santa Fc was pushing its track through

New Mexico. Lawlessness prevailed in

the territory at that time, and railroad

men were frequently the victims of

thieves and robbers.

John with other railroad m<

housed for a time in a hotel in Albu-

querque. Everybody went armed. One

night John was in bed and he thought he

heard a noise in the room. It was a

clear moonlight night, and on looking

carefully about he thought he saw a

hand clasping the rail at the foot of his

bed. Quickly slipping his revolver from

under the pillow he took aim at the hand

and fired. He jumped up with a yell and

found he had passed a ball through his

own foot.

A Modest Hero.

By Angus Sinclair.

In 1889 it was my good fortune to

cross the Atlantic in company of Dr.

Williams, of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, and Albert J. Pitkin, of the

Schenectady Locomotive Works. We
formed a very social trio and I have

always remembered the voyage as the

most delightful trip I ever enjoyed. Our

principal amusement was telling stories

and Dr. Williams seemed to excel him-

self. According to my note book:

"Some men," remarked the Doctor,

"think that they can best distinguish

themselves, when they become the chief

officers of a railroad, by turning off as

many of tbe old hands as possible. A
superintendent wants new train dis-

patchers, new conductors and even new

brakemen \ master mechanic has a

following behind him, and to give his

friends positions he turns out shop fore-

men firemen,

found that practice to work well. The

men familiar with a road and the ways

of doing the work may be depended upon

to carry -mess for the interest

of the company better than new men. 1

never saw the follower practice followed,

but it resulted in failure, and the men

who adopted the policy seldom remained

long on one road.

"When I went on the Michigan South-

ern as di nt, I was told

on all hands that I would find the worst

nen to be found on any road in

the West, and that my first work ought to

be the making of a clean sweep of the

trainmen. The thing was repeated to me

so often that I got to believe that I wa»

going among a hard, incompetent crowd.

I made up my mind to move slowly, but

to be on the watch for black sheep.

"There was on the road, as passenger

engineer, a tall, lank, loose-boned Eastern

man called James McKinney, who had a

gruff, independent way with him that I

did not like. In a few weeks I made up

my mind that I would start an exodui

with McKinney. Time went on and I

had no decided cause for sending Mc-

Kinney about his business when a bad

snow storm came on. The main line got

blocked near Chicago and I had person-

ally to take a hand in getting the track

cleared. A number of snow-blocked

trains had got together, and it was a ter-

ribly hard job getting the cars moved out.

We toiled continuously, day and night,

at the work, and the last night the only

engine I had that could give help was

that run by McKinney. We kept going

all night long and worked steadily with-

out a murmur. I had heard something

during the night about the heater pipe on

McKinney's engine bursting, but no delay

was caused by it, although there was a

fearful cold wind blowing and the bare

prairie gave it full sweep so that the men

had full cause for giving in. Well, to-

ward morning we got the line cleared,

and when we were all done McKinney

asked some of us to help him to get

down off the engine. I asked what the

matter was, and he replied that his leg

got burned when the heater pipe burst,

and it was now so stiff that he could

not move. We got him down and into

a waiting room and when we took his

drawers off to examine the wound the

skin of his side and leg came off. I was

shocked^ and asked whatever induced him

to keep at work in that condition. In a

matter-of-fact way he said that there was

no one to take his place, and he could

not let the work stop. He was laid up

for six weeks, but got around again all

right. I always found him just tbe kind

of man that one would expect from the

His case was a lesson to me

udge men rashly. He is now an

- on the Union Pacific, and I

know the company have no better man."

Corubin.

•.able by-product is obtained in

making chromium by the Thermit process,

product is known as "Corubin"

red trade-mark) and has proved

to be one of the best abrasive materials

ble. It is used extensively abroad

lanufacture of high grade emery

wheels, emery cloth and for other pur-

abrasive is re-

quired. Arrangements have now been

completed for supplying the American

market with this material and the Gold-

schmidt Thermit Co., of oo West street,

fork, will be glad to send further

trs to any firms that may be in-

' in the subject.

New Arbor for Shell Tools.

Cleveland Twist Drill Company

have secured the patents and are about to

place on the market a new arbor for
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ed in our illus-

between

I
id the regular type is

I keyw . iMi

! ["or a short

eccivi an adjusting nut which

,sed oi 000 or $60,000,000, al-

and his kinsfolk ami friend,

gi\ en only about half of that

sum. This munificent giver

rn in Scotland, about the

inr thai tin Chii agi 1 grocer's lifi began

"In the last dozen years the largest

iver of all Americans or, indeed, of all

M \\- \. SHELL TOOLS.

The collar engages

II re. uner m the usual way.

1 hief advantage of the new
1- the quickness and ease with

-lull tool no matter

may have become jammed

on the arbor. A turn or two of the ad-

• tin' business and there is

r ream >ving the arhi ir in mi

need to resort to the

: hammer n ich often

Another advantage which

is the fact that the

collar can always be set so as to allow the

the arbor, and

1 illar ki is full engage with

1

rei nit Monday morning the

of a church in Virginia was the

:

. 1 t of strawberrii s

: to him by a little girl of the

"I hank yi m very mui
'

the minister, one of the

eci '"These bet 1 ies

.my I've ever seen. I

r, that you did not gather

them • bbath." "No,
! pulled 'em

' Mil', hilt tin ;.

Scots Giving.

Murdocl ' ts 'a In ilesale

'

1

'

000

1

-
1 larpi n

1

will of

hanker

I

;

individuals, the world over, has been An-

drew Carnegie, lie was born in Scotland,

amid the usual grinding conditions of life

for poor laborer's boys in a country upon

which nature has lavished little to make
work light or the struggle for existence

easy.

"These men are types of a great class

of Scots whose giving shames those who
call the Scots avaricious and miserly.

They are great workers and great getters

of gold. They love wealth and the suc-

cess which it implies more ardently, per-

haps, than some other nationalities, but

they are princely givers, when the occasion

and the means are theirs. The typical

son of Scotland hates waste and sets great

store upon thrift, but he is no miser. He
wins with a strong hand and gives with

one which is as noble as it is careful."

Remembering Faces.

1 'in cannot attend a railway convention

or other meeting where many people

i-cme ingrtluT uli" have met before, with-

1 nt I" ing struck with the difference dis-

played in recognizing faces. The aver-

doi nol |m>sm'^s the gift of

naming people they have seen rarely

I- fon

I he late I' \l. Arthur, chief of the

Brothi 1

1

1 "i I 1 icomotn e I

tl an extraordinary gift for re-

11" mix ring fai 1 and could name all the

1 invention. I hat gift

if a strong 1 >ur< e of pi ipularity and is

much cultivated by politicians

King Edwat d repot ted to

have an extraordinary memory for faces,

aid 11. gnized Vmeri
.- hi made to

the United States a quai n r 1 if a 1 entui y

afti r lie had met them.

When i" 1 1 mal aco implishmen!

n iyal potentat Icrcd, the

of I gypt is the most remarkable

of living rulers He is a splendid linguist,

i . Eun ipean langua

USEFUL

INFORMATION

ON

LOCOMOTIVE
REPAIRS

Will Be Found In

"REACTIONS"
The Thermit Quarterly

This paper is issued every
three months and is sent en-

tirely free of charge to inter-

ested parties in the United
States, Canada and Mexico.
The current issue is of excep-

tional interest to railroad men
as it reports the discussions

on locomotive frame welding
which took place at the last

annual meeting of the Inter-

national Railway Master
Blacksmiths' Association.

Other interesting articles

include a description of the

welding of a 48-ton flywheel

in the wilds of North Caro-
lina, where no shop facilities

of any kind were obtainable;

also the welding of the stern-

post of U. S. S. General Mc-
Dowell at San Francisco, re-

pairing broken iron and steel

rolls, etc.

Write for a copy and for

our illustrated Pamphlet No.

25-B.

90 West St., New York

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

ll ttill popular. Wehavit. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty Si.. N. Y.

Standards in Disinfectants
are as essential as STANDARDS
in materials for R. R. Construc-
tion.

Don't buy Disinfectants with-
out Knowing what tbey are.

CHLORO - NAPTHOLEUH is

STANDARD. Guaranteed 5 to

6 times more efficient than
pure Carbolic Acid Crystals.

WEST DISINFECTING CO.

9 E. 59th Street, New York City

GEO. L. LORD, Manager,

Railroad & Steamship Department.
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GARS, GABS, SHOPS

ROUNDHOUSES
require a roofing that
is unaffected by ex-
tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Will not melt, rot, crack or
corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
CIAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF

Write for samples, price! and booklet No. "8.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
1 00 William Street New York
Chicago. Philadelphia. Boston. Kauaai City.

Mempbls. Atlanta.

"HOMESTEAD
VALVES

Are constructed upon met
rect principles—they are leal
steam, air or hydraulic pre
are practically indestructible
seats are protected from we;
il balanced and held

The>
e tht
plu*

open.

"Homest.

lived "f

"

clo
by our patent

. ng cam
! quickest acting

t easily operated and langesi
nade.
Valves are opened wide and

closed tight by a quarter turn.

LOCOMOTIVE BI.uW 1 I] !

Write for catalogue of Homestead Goods

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.
Brass Founders Works at Homeateaa. P>.

P. O. Box 1764, PITTSBURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

Zd

ease and fluencj I lermai .

of all, since he was Vienna.
At his receptions in Cairo it is nothing
unusual tor him to o
German, French, English, \i.

Turkish. One of the most striking charac-
of the Khi di

fully retentive memory. He never for-
'•"

I

with having admitted, only a short time
ago, thai tab ilab d on his mind arc the
nanus, occupation, nationalities and cir-

cumstances of the many hundreds who
have shaken hands with him in the re-

ception room of the Abdin Pal

that without he il ition hi 1 in gi

one by name and in his guest's own lan-

guage on meeting him again, no matter
how long after the first introdu

teel in 95 seconds. It will also

in. wood bit.

Compare this with the time required to
move heavy castings to a stationary drill,

adjust again,
(lri " ano1

' crane is generally
required for this work, necessitating the

1 ral men in addition to the

ny cases
tllc s:i ""

in a few
minutes by one person with a portable
drill.

ilternating current drill is designed
for operation on a

cycle circuit to which it is conn.
screwing the attaching plug into a stand-
'"'' lamP '

'

shows
the alternating current portable drill with
ciiver removed.

Alternating Current Portable Drill.

The practice of taking h

to a stationary drill, and of spending
valuable time in adjusting them in order

that a few brief moments may he spent in

drilling is an example of old time shop
practice which is being gradually super
seded by the use of new tools, ["he direct

current portable breast drill d< signed bj

the General Electric Company ha

onstrated its ability to do the work for

which it was designed that they are now
manufacturing an alternating curi

which possesses all the superior features

of their direct current drill and permits

the use of tliis device where alternating

current only is available.

The drill pi issesses the ruggi di

design required to withstand the hard

usage incidental to it- service, yet its

« ighl ha 1" 1 11 redui d to 21 lbs I he

de\ ice may he handli 11 u 11I1

ease and rapidity. Two gnurled side

handles and a breasl de ample
means for holding it

curely in any po

An indicating control
suit; h fi 11 starting and stop-

conveniently near the right

handle so that il

it hand

without releasing the hold

on the right handle. This

feature 1 of the

apparatus 50 simple thai I

workman's w

il

nd brushes

i and repairs if

fitted with a I

which will take drills up to and includ-

\u idea of the

saving of time made posst!

may lie gained from the following ap-

proximal makers:

It will drill a "s in. hole 1 in. deep in cast

in ma-

Success.

Salesmanship is like athletics.

' a degree, is handed to
most of us.

Then success makes a fool of us.

r popularity, which
means invitations.

Imitations to banquets, joy parties,
and one more drink.

Successful salesmanship means the
cultivating of confidence on the

|

the buyer; confidence in the sal

his house and his g<

You can make this confidence in but
one way. and ilirough
the bottom of a glass or by smutty
stories.

I he buyer that must have' joy parties
and night attention gets tired 1

in a short time or gi nd out;
in either event, he bi oi thless

acquaint

'em up" in former j

PORTABLE DRILL I N VTING CURR]

he will refi

his escapades with shame, and

for we are all prone to I

;. ults.

i

Indication in -riling, just

ving billiards,

ging in any 1

•

ill have

1 Line.
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The Flue Cleaner with

Always Sharp Knives—

THE

PERFECTION

This comes about because of the peculiar

knife arrangement—while In operation,

they sharpen themselves. The potitive

cleaner for welded or drawn flues In any

quarter and especially In places where

there Is little elbow room. Removes all

of the scale, learej all of the tubes.

TRY IT FOR SO DAYS ON TBE BASIS

OF SATISFACTION OR NO PAY.

SCULLY STEEL AND
IRON COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

GAUdtS
AND

Duplex Air Brake Gauges

Capsular Diaphragm,

Double or Single Bourdon

and Auxiliary Springs

THE BEST OF EVERY

KNOWN TYPE
baikcd by fifty years experience

lltiu Steam Gauge (o.

90 WEST STREET, NEW YORK

Erie Lead with U. S. Screw Threads.

To the railway companies more than

any other interest is due the fairly rapid

introduction of standard screw threads.

The United States officials had agreed to

use the Sellers system of screw threads

overnment structures and they

nited States Standard

Screw Thread. For years the promise

was all that the Government departments

had done.

When the promised reform was in a

moribund state, Mr. Octave Cbanute.

general manager of the Erie railroad, in-

spired with life and vigor the movement

which it had not previously possessed.

He determined to introduce the system of

interchangeable screw threads upon Erie

car repairs, for it promised to effect great

saving of expense. He applied to the

Navy department for screw threads and

gauges and specimens were received, but

they did not agree. By very great per-

sistence he succeeded in prevailing upon

Pratt and Whitney to make special tools

for the manufacture of the United States

screw threads and the most important

standard ever introduced by the Master

Car Builders' . Association was put in a

fair way for becoming the uniform screw

threads of the world

Terrible Nervous Strain.

A rather seedy looking man hurried ex-

citedly from the rear coach into the one

ahead. "Has any one got any whiskey?"

be shrilly inquired. "A lady back there

has fainted."

Half a dozen flasks were offered in-

stantly. Seizing one, be looked at it

critically, uncorked it, put it to his lips,

and took a long, lingering pull

"Ah!" he exclaimed, with gusto. "I

feel better now. Seeing a woman faint

did upset me."

—

Cosmopolitan.

TOOL

Light Spreading Book.

Peter Gray & Sons, lantern makers,

Cambridge, Mass, have been giving away

a remarkably convenient memorandum-

information book. It is complete as a

calendar, contains pages of psychological

- isdom, has blank for iden-

tells all about weather indica

tions, on weights ami measures, makes a

ndependent oi school memory, a*

answers to almost every embarras

sing question that Young America shoots

at it- long suffi ring pan tits It's a dandj

Snid for one. You may get it or may

not, hut try. 'I here is a pe> ial -
dition

for ladies, too. That goes exclusively to

terested in buj ing lanterns

Die Blocks
Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the Loui-

siana Purchase Exposition, at St.

Louis, for our TOOL STEEL
when placed in competition with

the best makes in England and

Germany.

Write lor Information and Prices.
Specify Mclnnes Tool Steel when

ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agents

SCHROCK Sc satriRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

EOT MACHINERY CO..
Minneapolis, Minn.

; catalogue describing and illus-

\1i a Chimneys and Gl< '" is

by the Storr's Mica Co

X. Y. The Storr's "Never

has become a familiar wad hword

railway men, and those who may

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

DY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound In fine cloth

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write tor

terms and descriptive clrcnlsrs. Will be

sent prepaid to any address upon receipt

of price.

GRIPrilN &WI1NTERS
171 La Salle Slreef, CHICAGO
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Swift and True

ARROW
High-Speed

TOOL
STEEL

For

Railroad Repair

Shop Work

American Selling Agents

JOHNA.CROWLEY&CO.
120-122 Liberty Street

NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIPf & (0.
North Side. PITTSBURGH

not be familiar with its appropriateness

should send for a catalogue and become
instructed in the peculiar fitness of Mica
in the use of lamp chimneys. The value

of the publication is enhanced by a full

description of the best methods of clean-

ing the chimneys.

Had Patience.

The days of long sermons are

tircly departed from Scottish churches,

although the discourse lasting four hours

that used to be slept

dom indulged in.

A stranger entered an Auld Licht

church in the middle of the sermon and
stated himself in the back pew. After

a while he began to fidget. Leaning over

to the white-haired man at his side, evi-

dently an old member of the congrega-

tion, he whispered

:

"How long has he been preaching?"

"Thirty or forty years, I think," the old

man answered. "I don't know exactly."

"I'll stay, then," decided the stranger.

"He must be nearly done."

"The Mallet Articulated Compound
Locomotives" is the subject of Bulletin

No. 1000, published by the American
Locomotive Company. It is an elegant

folio of 12 pages printed on toned paper

and illuminated with 19 illustrations of

the Mallet articulated type of locomotive.

The remarkable success of this type of

engine in certain kinds of work is finely

described in an introductory essay, and
the various locomotives illustrated are

mechanically described. These Bulletins

are issued monthly and may be had on
application to the company's office, New
York.

Visitors to the Springfield Manufactur-

ing Company's factory at Bridgeport.

Conn., find signs of new business activity

that have come from a change of man-
agement. Mr. Bromdes, who was long

the active personage at Billiards, is now
president of the Springfield Manufactur-

ing Company and he is making things

hum. He is preparing to manufacture

several new tools, particulars of which

will bi

Special Apprentice Course,

at many graduates of colleges and

of technical schools have gone through the

special apprenticeship course of the

Railroad which fits them for

promotion to official positions. The
course gives a young man a smattering of

xperience which may be made the
' thorough railroad professional

knowledge or it may be of very little

practical use, all depending upon the dis-

1 of the recipient. The course is :

Erecting shop, 6 months; machine shop,

6 months; vise shop, 3 months; air brake

shop, 2 ; blacksmith shop, 2 ; iron foun-

dry. 2; boiler shop, 2; car shop, 6; round

One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY ANI> GENRRAL, OFFICB

PALMYRA, - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

Ntw Tort Clereluid
1S« Ubtrty St. 9 So. Water St.

Chicago

Bt Wdt WanhlDgton 8t.

MICA
Caboose Lamp Chimneys

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,
B. R. Depl. OWEGO, N. V.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

McOILL BUILDINC!

irmi Reasonable

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Pampnlat Sam
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. itive 'iii road, .

clerks, ive pi iw 1 r 1
iffice, 2 .

t 1 department, 5

months.

A Mine Worker of Long Ago.

at the M " higamme mine about

Mi \ I
" [arquette,

-. nt the photi igraph to thi

Engineers' Monthly Journal and

ine has kindly

Oi tins

old machine, Mr. Rose says, "It

,vhich 1- attached to

hi other pair of wheels by

of control and designate other disinfec-

tants in terms which instantly indicate

their comparative potency and is expressed

words -Carbolic Acid Coefficiency."

I
Ins subject has been agitated abroad,

especially in Great Britain, within the last

E< « years, with great success, and quot-

ing from a form used by the Central

South African Railways, we find that the

large consumers of disinfectants require

those who supply them with disinfectants,

shall guarantee the product offered and

specify the carbolic acid coefficient of

same, so as to do away with the uncer-

tainty th.it now exists and which has al-

lowed even those preparations which have

no disinfecting value to find a consider-

able sale among large consumers.

IW

LOCOMOT1V1 1 i\i I- USED IN MINE SERVK

a rod on each side. The car behind is

tin old style ore ears that the

n & I Intonagon Rail

>w pari of the Duluth, South

. had about 1

d about eight tons oi

the car has only

nd us< d to couple

1 he [ihotograi.il

. thanie 1 M01 ti insi >n
"

Standardization of Disinfectants.

a Inti 1
1

' musl I"' fi If

.11 the strikii

: i, the in" t

alth As

di tion of I lisin-

mything

In thi '
' ting a

ti

Our attention has recently been directed

particularly to this matter of disinfectants,

in considering the offer made by a manu-

facturer to supply in one of his products

1 I., in which is from five to six

tunes stronger than carbolic acid and

the test has not only been surprising in

showing the greater effectiveness of this

disinfectant, but also in demonstrating

that it was actually less expensive than

disinfectant; of less efficiency than cai

bolic acid, such as Formaldehyde, but also

of those which were just as strong as

carbolic or a little stronger.

\\'i bi lie 1 that when the subject is

taken up by the railroads and thi p

; s ,,1, ptei d in the case of the

railroad quoted above, purchasers will

gain a doubb ntagi by requiring

ints to specify

ol each.

'I he one to bi your intimate

11. •
. .11 hi .11 talking

. indlj to pi opli w hen tin y an

and unkindly of them when they ari n t

"LANG'S
»|NewTool

Holder

LARGEST CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

Triangular Cutter Takes Same Cuts
as solid forged tools.

G. R. LANG & CO., Meadville, Pa.

Model Locomotives and Castings
Special Models Built to Order

Send 4 cents in stamps for catalogue.

A. S. CAMPBELL
557 Hendrix St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:
Marquette Bldg. Commonwealth Tru«t Bldg

Machinists wanted on ma-

chine tools and erecting floor.

No labor troubles.

LIMA, OHIO

AldonCar Replacers

1 set a pair oi " Sure Shot " Aldon Frogs,

and the first pull the car was rerailed.

Extract from Wrecking Master's Report.

THE ALDON CO.
915 Monadnock CHICAGO, ILL.

ASMTOIM
POPVALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The A.hton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Bo.ton, Mm.
' * ' 174 Lake Street. . Chicago. 111.

201k CenturyLocomotives

NOW $2.00

Angus Sinclair Go. "*£&?•
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Grand Trunk Shops at Battle Creek. A foundry, and carpenter and pattern thi id supports the steel struc-

These shops arc centrally located on the shops are on the north sidi ol the yard ture with us colonial shale brick walls and

western division, and take care of the crane runway opposite the locomotive flat co I asphaltum.

repair work for 259 locomotives, covering shops, and the frog shop is just east of the I li erecting and machine shop is a

over 1,000 miles of track. The general forge shop, on the south side of the yard spacious building, under one roof, and

layout provides for a future extension of crane runway. con I brick,

100 per cent, to each building in such < All buildings are parallel to the main i.< ing . having floor

[NG SHOl VT THE BATT1 OF THE GRAND I

manner thai the area for extension is not lim ill yard tracks

n the structures, in which ase it to 1
ivith the main line so

would be nccessarj to carry matei iterial to

different departments over this additional and

area. The power-house is at the east side 1
me sub-

of the shops so as to be central when the stantial building, the

,-ar sh • • ted of which rises to a height of 5 ft, above

and tar

.ah gravel, light
'

'. skylights and surrounding

erecting

the ma-

furnished through windows
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Particular attention

obtain full benefit of

natural light ; instead of the ordinary

window glass, the corrugated stylo was

ced, beii

of light, which almost en

tirely eliminates any semblance of shadow,

this the interior of the building

1? painted white and is thus an excellent

reflecting surface.

Due consideration regarding the com-

The erecting bay is served by two electric

cranes, one of 120-ton and the other of

10-ton capacity. These are supported by

separati runways, which are attached to

the steel frames of the building. The

larger crane being above the smaller one

has ample headroom to carry a locomo-

tive the entire length of the shops over

the other, while the smaller crane ex-

pedites the work of stripping and erect-

in- various parts of the engines. Motor-

OFFICE BUILDING AND GENERAL STORE. (

fort of the employes is quite apparent in

these shops. Situated on the balcony,

which extends along the machine shop

side of the wall, a length of 588 ft. x 40 ft.

in width, are to be found three heating fans

by means of which air is drawn over an

aggregate of 43,500 lineal feet of l-in.

steam pipe coils. The heated air passing

through "down" ducts, enters concrete

tunnels, leading to the diffusers along the

walls, slightly above floor level, from

whence it enters the shop. It can be

imagined that by this method, be-

sides imparting warmth, a pel feet circu-

lilj maintained. A
60-h.p. engine drives each of these fans,

the exhaust steam passing through the

coils, which steam, along with that from

ini hammers, pumps and main en-

gine, is ample to cope with an outside

ler 'hi'. beli a

In tin 1 p hay. which is 70 fl

are twenty

I in length, having a

•
1 between their

ling .1''
11 g the

in which

.-. iring conduits

1 nnections lor

ill' iols, which in the

to admit

pit 1' be

used in

boiler tesl each two pits is

i which

in pits.

equipped

It is -.. r '

ill the

'1

- ctions and
J.' I

driven double emery wheels are placed

along the walls immediately in front of

the locomotives to assist materially in

saving time on various portions of the

work. There are two tracks which enter

the machine shop opposite the sixth pit

from each of the erecting shops to facil-

itate the transporting of engines to and

from that shop.

At one end of tin- erecting ha\ five

pits are temporarily covered over, that

portion being allotted t.. the pipe depart-

ment, and als.. the welding and cutting of

is located the heavy machine tool section

of the machine shop. This section is 60

ft. in width and 612 ft. long. It is not

at present used entirely in the interest

of the machine shop, about 120 ft. being

used as carpenter shop. The entire

length, however, is served with a 10-ton

crane. The machines in this section are

driven by individual motors. With the

exception of a portion of the wheel and

truck department and the major portion

of the general machine department, all

the other departments embraced within

the machine shop on the ground floor

are arranged under the balcony. These

are the wheel and truck, piston and

crossbead, motion, tool, bolt and rod,

the tin, paint, air brake, brass iinishing.

machine repair, belt, and electrical de-

partments being on the balcony floor

which is of reinforced concrete 6 ft.

thick. In order that each one of the

above named departments might be self-

sustaining a sufficient number of ma-

chines of varied types have been allotted

I
it, thus obviating the frequent handling

of the work. A concrete caustic soda vat

having inside dimensions of 10 x 20 x 10

ft. deep is placed in the main bay of the

machine shop. By means of this the

work of cleaning wheels, engine trucks,

etc., is quickly accomplished. Through

the medium of a small motor-driven ex-

haust-fan the fumes from this vat are

conducted outside the building.

These shops are at one end of the ma-

chine and erecting shops at right angle

thereto, being constructed on similar lines

to that of the erecting shop, having floor

1
. i:m R 01 mi 31 'M IK MK. I' VT BATTL1 1 REEK.

dimensions oi 180 \ 205 ft. A brick cur-

tain separates this shop irom the erect-

machini shops. An opening,

however, admits of the conveying of

boilers to •
'

• • ting shop, the

boilers being passed through by means

..f a truck with a revolving top. The

main boiler hay is 60 x 180 ft. and has

imple capacity to accommodate nine

rhn It might bi state, 1 that due to the

an approved method of n

,
, the relate, . location 1

I. and furnace, 1 pr< 11 ess of ac

ork is of an • pi

pressure

blower delivers a 14-oz Mast to both of

;si last named depai tments,

i' parallel with the erecting bay
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boilers at one time and is covered by a

thirty-ton double trolley crane. In the

machinery bay which has dimensions of

50 x 30 ft., an accumulator capable of

exerting water pressure of 1,500 lbs. per

sq. in. has been installed. This is sup-

plied bj two motor-driven pumps ad-

to and from steam hammers, The oil

and water piping is carriei

in pipes I;

air is carried all ng

with outl< 1- on d ilumns Ml material in

this shop is handled by the jib era

1 ars 1 in .1 24-in. indllStl d serves

HEAVY MACHINERY SECTION IX THE BATTLE CREEK SHOPS.

jacent to it. The hydraulic tools con-

sist of a large four-post flanger and a

horizontal punch having a 60-in. throat.

In addition to these there are in t'

shop two heavy shears, a large punch and

a bulldozer, which receive power from

this plant. A large annealing furnace

forms a part of the equipment in this

department, also a motor-driven splitting

shears and punch, besides other miscel-

laneous tools. The brass foundry is also

temporarily located in this bay. A ten-

ton overhead travelling crane and several

jib cranes facilitate the handling of the

work in this bay. The tank shop is di-

vided into two bays running parallel with

each other, one on which truck wheels

and axles are handled, and the other is

for dealing with repairs to frames and
tanks, the tank bay having a floor space

ni" 65 x -115 t't.. which gives ample room
to place a tank and a frame on a single

stall. A twenty-ton double trolley crane

is employed in this bay.

The forge shop is 66 ft. east of ma-
chine and erecting shop with the north

end on yard crane runway. The build-

ing has a self-supported steel frame with

brick curtain walls, composition roofs

and cinder floor. The inside dimensions

are 100 x 200 ft., and 24 ft. 8 ins. from

floor line to bottom of roof trusses.

The building is divided into ten bays,

20 ft. each. The windows are 15 ft. 8

ins. wide, and extend from concrete

water table to bottom of roof trusses.

The center of roof has a monitor top 10

ft. high, by 20 ft. wide, with a pivoted

sash, mechanically operated for ventila-

tion and light, and this with wall •

give excellent lighting.

All steam piping is carried in an un-

derground tunnel in center of building

all parts of the building. I lie coal am!

coke sheds are just south "i shops, and an

industrial track runs mi- it, — that coal

can be taken to all forges on a small coal

car. There are 10 double forges on the

west side of the building, all light work is

done on side next wall while nn the side

next the steam hammers, which rai

250 lbs. t.i 3,300 lbs .
'he heavj

Xear the north

1 the building,

is placed a special fire, which is raised

and lowei ed b) air ;
this is used for weld

ing t'ran:. 1 3,300-lb. single

frame hammer, both of w hi

by a jib 1 ard crane

for handling engine
I

'

r, the hydrau

ging wa-

tering machine. This 1.

and the two forging machines arc run by

a 30-h.p. group motor. The 3,500-lb.

hammer and furnace are just south of

this, and take care 1.1 thi heavy forge

work.

I he .store and office building is a two-

story structure, built of reinforced con-

i brick It is 60 ft. wide by 200

ft. 1 )n the 1 . there is

a concrete platform 12 ft. wide. This

1 1 with the first

which is occui depart-

ment, and the unloading tracks which run

.hi either side of the building

level convenient for unloading freight

from the cars to I These

3 extend to the center of the mid-

way where heavy material may be easily

handled with the yard crane. The plat-

form along the east side extends to and

around the oil house, which is about 150

ft. from the store an 'ding.

On entering the building one finds him-

self in a spacious hallway; to the right is

the stores department,

to the left the storekeeper's private office,

while directly in front is a stairway lead-

ing to the motive power offices which oc-

cupy the second floor. The second story

pied by the master mechanic, Mr.

J, T. McGrath, and his staff; it is divided

two sections by a hallway running

from the top of the stairway to the assem-

bly rooms at the north end The MM's.
private office i rner in a

nished in

Quartered oak, maple floor and tinted

walls. Continuing along the west side

the drawing 1- next. This

[t is fitted with

tables, drawing ho..: rds, etc.,

and across one end is a •

lockers to aco the clothing of

those who attend the evening classes. Two
evenings a w
btructing in mechanical

drawing.

chine, with their air furnaces, are on

northea: tnd take

care of all machine forging for the plant.

Just south of this on f build-

ing is the axle department with axle fur-

race, 5,000-lb. hammer and

20 ft. x 40 ft. This room is provided with

t periodicals pertaining to the

Leading from this lso the

: rolling
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opened into the as-

ivhich is oo ft. x So ft. and
i about 400 persons

aking an ideal place for social
1 mtinuing along

the east side and opening from tin read-

is the library, the book
II stocked with the latest

single storj building,

30 ft. .\
; built of reinforced con-

n ! brick. The 1!— 1 oi the build-

'

:' i" it above the ground level,

which happens to hf low at tin- point and
make-, convenient place for the nil storage
tanks, 011 111 number, with a capacity of

illons each. I he ml housi di

vided into two moms of equal size, one is

pump i'.h, in for pumping the oil

from the tank below, the other for the

storing oi oil m barrels The ml pumps
are six in number, three of which are

he others are operated
by hand. These are of the S. F Bowser
• asuring type.

The Jacobs Superheater.

I
:ob» superheater is of the smoke-
ub, 1

(
pi

. in\ oh my no change in

the construction of boilers or front ends
in its application to locomotives of the

usual type I he superheater consists of

t .\ 1, 1 I di urns or sections with horizon-

nd uitabli steam connect-
ing pipe- I he gasi ,,i ombustion after

the boiler tubes pass tin-,,ugh and

P' 1 in ati 1 s, ctions, super-

lubes by baffle plates of thin sheet steel as

shown by Fig. _>. It is carried back from
the front section to the top of the back
section where it is again circulated around
the fire tubes and the superheating com-

the autogenous process, thus securing
perfect and permanent joints. The
tubes in the front section are expanded
and beaded in the regular manner. Owing
to the thinness of all superheating sur-

XT AND BACK SECTIONS OF JACOBS SUPERHE vTER

riOK

'

i
. . npiished

.

'i and is

I be

The

-

pleted. From this section the steam is

carried into the steam chests through
steam pipes as illustrated in Fig. 3.

The front section has a large cylindrical

opening between the Hue sheet as shown
in Fig. 4. A smoke tube through this

opening connects with the petticoat pipe

by an elbow. The connections are made
with tight joint, so that the dr.. it in-

duced by the exhaust causes no direct

current from the boiler tubes to the stack

! be flue gases from the boiler are drawn
forward 1,\ tin- exhaust through the tubes

1 both sections and back- through the

cylindrical opening in the front section,

into the petticoat pipe and out the stack

as illustrated in Fig. 5. Thus til

are brought ml,, contact with

and an equalization
of draft in the boiler is secured which is

not possible with the usual drafl appli

e and the dia-

itirely done away with and
an even .inn

i induci d m al

all poi tion 1 the lire

v\ nli
1 1 hi equent impr, .

,
,1 - ,mbu tion and

•In' 111, lll.nl cot

lowed h; through th. super

live cinders an- so broken
up and desl liminate all fire

throwing from the stack.

The di

• • thus reducing

the mini-

mum and the in
,

1 heat-

I be tube ends in the back

are welded to the fine sheets hv

laces, the maximum degree of superheat
is quickh reached after the locomotive is

started

For facilitating work on boiler tubes,

the back section of the superheater is at

1 distance of -7 ins, ahead of the flue

sheet, thus providing a working space be-
tween the two. A man-hole through the
lower portion of the smoke arch affords

acces to this space hi line with the
argi cylindri opi ning in the front
section, .me 0-111. line is placed iii the rear
section 111 order that boih r due- may be
mil .mi .in,' in moved through this hole.

E( HON IX PLACE

a the superheatei ire readily

accessible and ihc drums may be easily

removed from the smoke-b Ow ing to

1
nei in w limb the superheater is

built, there are practically no running rr

bail's t,, ] ir made while the engine is in
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service. Steam pipe connections have ball

joints. With the elimination of all draft

appliances, repairs to front ends of loco-

motives with this superheater is practic-

ally reduced to inspection. While the

live cinders are broken up and all fire-

throwing from the stack elimini

front end is self-cleaning and requires

but little attention at terminals

account.

The tii fai ;, r was placed

in service on the Santa Fe and applied to

a simple locomotive leaving the

ber, 1908, and has been in con-

tinuous service since that time with ab-

solutely no repairs to the superheater.

Since then and up to September. 1909,

sixteen locomotives on the same road have
been equipped with Jacobs superheaters.

all of which were built in the company's
shops and applied while the locomotives

were in for repairs. Thirty-seven super-

heaters are now being built at the Topeka
shops and will be applied to loc

at present undergoing repairs and those

scheduled for the shops in a short time.

The four Baldwin .Mallet Iocon

two passenger and two freight, are

equipped with the Jacobs superheatet In

addition to these, the same type of super-

heater has been specified for 76 loco-

motives of various types recently ordered

from the same works. It is also con-

templated ordering 75 additional Jacobs
superheaters from the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works to be applied to the Santa
Fe tandem compound locomotives.

Necessarily, with the different classes

of locomotives to equip, the style and
construction of the superheaters has

been altered to suit the locomotive to

^
Dry hpe frte/tsmn^

struction of the superheatet as applied

to the tandem compounds. In this de

sign, the steam receives an initial super-

turated steam, in ad-

dition to greater hauling capacity and
lower repair costs. The tests conducted

r

tqtit Arrowy—} tnjicart CoL/nc of Cjx> m >narc&at
Htar/Mrant—'l Inatcalc Flom of Steam in Svprrntater

Deigned By HWJacobs

FIG. 5. SUPERHEATER AS APPLIED TO SIMP] 1 LOO

heating in the front section and passes

into the high pressure cylinders. It is

FIG. 2. SECTION OF HEATER FRONT AND
BACK SECTION.

discharged from there into the rear sec-

tion and reheated, and then passes into

last August by the engine 1

the tandem compound locomoti.

and without the Jacobs superheatet

very clearly the superior performance of

locomotives using superheated steam.

I hi 1 tests were on the mountain district

between Raton, New Mexico and La
Junta, Colorado, the running distance

being 81.5 miles. This superheater wai
designed by Mr. H. W. Jacobs, assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

A., T. & S. F., at Topeka, Kan.

FIG. S. SUPERHEATER AS

** C/>0'*6cr £*rr-

APPLIED TO [POUND.

which they were applied. In additi. n to

equipping simple locomotives, super-
neaters have been placed in the Santa Fe
type tandem compound locomotives, the

largest engines in the world on a single

rigid wheel brace. Fig. 6 shows the con-

the low pressure cylinders. The super-

heater here acts as a two-stage super-

heater.

In actual road service the locomotives

equipped with the Jacobs superheater

show considerable economy in fuel over

Inflammability of Treated Wood.
At the recent annual meeting of the

Wood Preservers' Association in Chi-

cago, Mr. H. M. Rollins, superintendent

of the Texas & New Orleans Wood
Preserving Works, read a paper on the
"Inflammability of Treated Timber."

- rience oi hi
'

with the treated timber.

Mr. Rollins dealt entirely with wood
by ereosoting and said that it

en shown that woo
is at first more inflammable, but that it

gradually 1 final-

ly becomes much less tie than

the untreated wood. This is dm
vaporization of the lighter oils and the

the inn - of the pores of the

nd un-

showed that the former
ily slightly charred, the fire

its own accord, after about

while the latter, under
similar treatment, were completely
burned through, the fire continuing for

two and a half hours.

pass judgments in your disheart-

ened hours. An honest soul never takes

diet of its melancholv.
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Ingenious Repair Work.

• reby a locomotive

eked in the live- steam

n the branch or strain pipe

chamber, was saved

-'

;. Island

more t

VV. Seidel is superintem

.ill to him is

of having worked out the solution of the

The cylinder easting was lie-

signed for an eleven inch piston valve and

the crack opened up so that steam es-

caped front the 1

reaching tght iron

steam pi] secured inside

the live cylinder

titet iored ~ ins. in diameter, -;,s

in. deep at the lower side and J^-in. deep

at the upper side. This was dune so as

tu permit the use of a wrought iron ring

which was brazed to the top of the tub-

ing ["his wrought iron ring was counter-

sunk and ground to the old steam pipe

joint ring. This arrangement holds the

upper end of the tube securely in place

and a tight joint is made between steam-

pipe and tube.

I he lower end of the tube is inserted

in the 5 0-10 111. opening in the valve-

brushing and is expanded or

rolled into the bushing exactly as flues

are rolled in a boiler. In this case a

special expander had to be made with a

itt and a universal joint close to

have been saved with

any cracked cylinders which have ap-

peared "ii the Rock Island Lines since

Mr. Seidel's 5 in. pipe cure has been ap-

plied to the diseased engines.

it

.1 bush-

ing was

in pas-

9 10 in

: Into

steam pi|

hard lapi r pin upon which

landci rollers turn. This form

was nei 1 at
s

in order thai the opi ration

the tube could be d ne

When the tube and

bushing had been sei urely unit, d by roll-

previously in tin'

! oil pipe con-

nection wer<- drilled through the bushing.

'.veiling a crai k< d

ndard for the . lass of cylinder for

which it v designed \nv crack any-

ih of thi li

is handled by this method and

,,,; '1. 'Mr to either

,.i siderable

The Trainmaster.

His duty, says Mr. F. E. Bolte, Ter-

minal Railroad Association, St. Louis,

is to take charge .it the movement of

the traffic, exercise supervision over

the men employed in the movement of

trains, interpret and enforce the rules

pertaining thereto, lake general charge

m|" clearing the road in case of accident

01 obstruction and see that proper pre-

. insure the safety

•
;' pri iperty and trains.

lie should anticipate conditions af-

fecting the movement of trains, land-

slides, wash. nits, shortage of power, de-

railments and the various obstacles that

suddenly confront him from time to

thru i
i.'l .is far as possible have plans

and preliminaries arranged for handling

the traffic.

li is axi ml thai no official can be

essful w iih. mi the co-operation of

those over whom he exercises super-

vision. The trainmaster needs this to

.01 exceptional degree from dispatchers,

yardmasters and yard men. station men,

train and engine men, down to the

humblest member of the department.

His personality will be largely in-

strumental in securing and retaining

this support. Too much reserve, like

too great an intimacy, will destroy it;

but the perfect poise of the man of

power will claim it at all times and the

confidence that such an attitude inspires

is productive of a loyalty to the com-

pany, to the division and its officials

that is echoed in the splendid records

thai are daily being made wdiere such

ions exist.

In the administration of discipline is

1.1 be found one of the supreme tests

of ability. It must be done construc-

tively at all times to be effective, Ap-

plied in any other spit it it fails of the

purpose for which 11 is designed and

sen es to implant the seeds of disci Hi-

tent and sedition in a field thereby ren-

dered peculiarly receptive, and many
evils ami abuses will arise to plague

the unfortunati < iffii ial w hi 1 si raj s into

such an error. Inability to understand

and thus successfully handle men has

been responsible for the failure of

numerous oiiiei.d- possessed otherwise

..I brilliant lab ill XL Olute in

hiio ult to render, but all can approxi-

t. 11 by excluding all pei sonal fee!

ing in dealing with infractions calling

for its dispensation. The trainmaster

who conscientiously endeavors to do

littli to apprehend, either from

revei -al ..i hi- decision by superior

authority or through a disgruntled or-

ganizatii

>
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General Correspondence

Variations in Painting Practice.

Lditor

:

The rather remarkable variations that

exist in car painting practice w

sented in a paper read before 1]

convention of the American I

Society by Mr. Carl F. Woods, of the

Arthur D. Little, [nc , labo

gineering chemistry, in Boston. \- an

indication of the unsi ientifi

ing with paint problems, Mr. Woods
notes at the outset that although there

has been in recei 1 strong move-

ment for the standardization

products, very little attention is being

given to the proper application of the

standardized paints themselves

There is no 1 inting in which

this is more clearly illustrated than in

that of car finishing, for this is not a

comparatively simple operation like house

painting, but oi trary is a o implex

'-'in cant 1 1 llicll have had

: expensive finishing are not of

1 lived [l

vious, therefore, that tin 1

1

underlying principles upon which the

durability of tl tends.

Car paints as a rule are mixtures of

liquid- and solii

chemical and p While

each sui 1 ttment has it

li iii.nids, the entire paint coating

must act as a unit to prevent sep

of the various films under the physical

stresses

are four fundamental op<

in car painting which musl

1 the proper fini

durability Firsl

must be thoroughly saturated to prevent

the absorption of succeeding coats and to

form a cementing bond between the wood
and t'n paint I ms Second natural

ind varnish Other

ployed but all

of them are abbreviations or combi

of the three main types.

The oldest

saturating the wood with a thin paint of

white lead and linseed oil, followed after

drying bj thicker coats of the

same paint until the woodwork is proper-

ly primed and tilled. On the foundation

so prepat 1
usually three)

1 dot known as rough stuff

I

fineness

mixed with white lead and ground in

Such a paint dries quickly and

1 by rubbing with blocks

10th, slate-like

finish. i\

:

an admirable surface

for the bod) color. After a sufficient

the en-

and highly skillful procedure, requiring

expert labor and involving the applica-

tion of many coatings.

The obji it oi ' .11 painting i-

protection and for decoration,

the latter consideration lias exerted the

greater influence on the modern
of car finishing. It is possible

serve the wood-work of a car '

as efficiently by frequent paint'

suitable oil paints a- by covering it with

the ten to fifteen int and

varnish customarily applied.

The cost of painting the same
car varies on different road

$60, and in certain cases even a larger

amount, while some roads are forced to

repaint their cars every two yea 3, and

others with the aid of one coat of

each year are able to operate for ten

to fifteen years before complete refinish-

ing becomes necessary. It i> particularly

inequalil 1 must be cor-

rected an fi lundation pre-

pared for :'"
i
pplicatii >n f the

ats. Third, the

requin d lied in a

ficiently thicl the underlying

1

irth, the

1 with a film

of varni I the underly-

ing paints from the effect of the weather

ith finish

that this final

h to withstand the

abrasive ind and dirt

- of sun. wind

the same time possess

the maximum amount of elasticity.

Three distinct proc r finish-

ing are in use. which may be called the

lead and oil, the surfacer. and the

tire surface i

varnish,

1 about

thirty \ die time, labor
-

tern. The fundamental difference be-

- that the sur-

Ihe lead priming and

ats, but

rapidly by the appli-

pai

- have been laid, the

rubbed with block pumice

to the desired finish. From this
;

identical with the lead and

n. the surfacer pr<

the rapid preparation of a

for the color

The color and varnish process is of

very recent origin and is a radical de-

parture from t il sur-
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t

more similar

mi], the more

btaincd.

iosei

prepan

me lime.

.
.. .

containing the

, the same kind of varnish.

tillable drying

pective deman

13 the use of

green oi br> nvn, be-

dienl may be

produces

ade, but is v\ 1

a a fi mndatii m 1 lie surface so

coat of the

.•-anil in varnish followed

ing varnish,

of the processes referred to lias

tic faults and virtues. The lead

and oil process, if properly applied, re-

four weeks and the

applii atii in
1 d ti n 1 11 m in o iat I hi

surface!
|

[uires about tin same

number of coats, but. owing to the

quicker drying of the surfacers. requires

but two to three weeks for application.

The color and varnish process is the

simplest of all, and has been applied with

apparent results in from six

to eight days, with an application of four

to six coats.

The faults of the color and varnish

process are not as yet thoroughly under-

-1 1, as the method is of very recent

development and has not been subjected

to the ti li ontinued sen ice. It

should be underst 1 that the aim of this

shorter process is durability at thi

'I that appearance is in a measure

d; but it is claimed that the fin-

fully as durable as by the

. that it is free from many
,iinl that it prod

good for the

'

: thei I rid thi proc<

pecialh madi

,n is dirfii n!'

if 1 eli lade arc

bul

ili

1

The Bad Right Angle Notch.

1' ditor

1 had what Jim

rs wi mlil call a good object lesson

suits ni notching or check-

ing out ni timber « hi< h 1- cai rj ing a

v eight or under strain in any way. We
were repairing some ti ndi 1 triv

m a goi "1 1 '\ erhauling and

we put in a couple of new truck tran-

soms 111 each, for oak was the thing at

that time. The spring plank was new
in each case and was made a little

1R SAFCTr HAN6LR,

\

the work was completed the m;

of the railway restaurant prevailed upon

the superintendent to have a chamber
made in the ice house for hanging meat.

1 his chamber was reached by a

door from the outside, and the restau-

rant people kept the key, and as the

chamber was covered on both sides,

back and top with ice, it was considered

a good cooler. No ice ( uld be taken

out of the main ice house through the

umber. It had no opening into the

ice house. Tin 1 1 thi littl

TRUCK SHOWING CRACKED TRANSOM.

thicker than the old one had been, and

altogether the work was done properly.

The blacksmith had been given the

safety hangers to heat up and anneal,

and he had been told to make them a

little longer on account of the new
spring planks, but he misunderstood

somehow or other, and when the trucks

were ready to go under the tenders the

safety hangers would not fit. Two of

the engines had to go out that evening,

so the top of the transom was notched

out just sufficient to let the safety

hanger go in place and hang clear of

the spring plank, and everything was

all right.

Tin engines went out and ran their

1 rips, but in abi nit a month the

transoms showed signs of cracking.

The crack began at the notch for the

. tiger, and eventually new truck

11 put in li mg before

1

01 know whether the sharp cor-

d where the notch was

re of a crak starter than

11 v. e had put in a fillet. 1 don't

fillet in wood is much g 1,

,me of 3 our ci irn -i" indents may
iv positively, and if they

an, I
hope they will use the columns of

wn I in 10,1111 [VE 1- NGINEERING

to tell us

Another case of the same kind oc-

following winter. I bad

1

1
- pair. A railway ice house

filled with ice, and

ber had rafters slightly checked out at

the ends, no doubt with the idea of

keeping the walls from crushing in, but

the checking of the timbers started

cracks in the wood, and before the win

ter was over the whole of the little

meat bouse had collapsed.

While on the subject of checking out

timber let me say that a very good form

of shop ladder consists in nailing rect-

angular rungs to the two rails and fill-

ing the space between the rungs with a

batton as wide as the ladder legs and

CRACKED Ri >"!' TIMBER.

flush w ith tin 1 ungs. I he usual way is

to notch out the ladder legs and insert

the rungs. Making the laddi

pi ak "i • work than di

in the usual way and makes a better lad

: ie respeel to the principle

that you ought not to notch or cheek tim-

ber that is to be put undi 1

working strain. G. Sherwood.

St John.
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Southern Pacific Engine.
Editor :

Enclosed urn will find some photo-

graphs of Southern Pacific engini s and

trains, any 1 ne of which will, 1 think, in-

terest the readei ol yi mr magazine.

I Ml Bl RNEY.

I A very ingenious lamp for indicat-

ing ti .mi numbers may be obsi

siiK- the smoki tai k, one on eai h side.

boiler I man in chai

m cat rj ing too m; it's a

. up.

Boss," said he, "thai didn't do

it, bul ['11 tell you what did it. You see

1 hail a pun
1 steam

when the belt came off. While il

fixing the heli I unit down bj the wood
that I

1 little. The
pointer was up p. the stop,

man an. I had worked in

Wheeling, II'. Va.

JITHF.RN PACIFIC TRAIN NO. 2 READY FOR THE START.

The lamp has five divisions so that five

figures or letters may be shown at a

time. The glass of each division is about

6 ins. wide by about 8 ins. high. The
outer or weather siile of each division is

made of plain glass: behind that the

stencil of figure or letter slides in a

groove and behind the stencil is opal glass

so that the figures at 1 clearlj > 1

or night. The lamp has a curved had.

struck from a 20 9/16 ins. radius, and

this curved hack forms a reflector for the

lamp. The flat face of the lamp is about

30 ins. long. Where an electric

is used the indicator lamp is fitted with

an electric bulb. The faces of these

lamps are set an an angle of 45 degs. to

the line of the track so that it

sible to see the figure, if one was stand

ing directly in from
1

he was at right angles to th

—Editor.]

but I had a big stone hanging upon the

safety vaive lever When the belt was

fixed I blowed the whistle before starting

the engine and the end oi thi boiler blew

out. That whistle did the job
"

The owner oi the engine came round

Flange Lubrication.

1

Railway and
i from L, J. Maloy relative

to flange lubrication. In line with the

l.'ist sen'.

for what

First, we mo
ing devices am tl enough

to keep I

over any vei f track

would soon run into

item. The tracks would necessarily be-

come moi

great ini where
people must pass over them often and run

on ruining their shoes or skirts.

Then too, the brakes

would be greatly lessened by greasy-

flanges and tri

liability lor accidents. And lastly, the

tractive power of the engines would he

1
1
duci 1 to such an extent by

the re-

.'. Inch would be

necessary to counter! - this decrease.

would far outweigh any saving that

might be derived from reducing friction

by d inge lubi i

C. A. Poland.

.liehis i) 11. Kan.

Abbula Railway.
Editor:

I am sending you a

heavy pa motive fitted with a

snow plow, us Vbbula railway

Recklessness with a Whistle.

Editor :

Your article about care of boilers re-

minds 111c of an incident that n

agricultural purposes are not mi

mon than they are. I was sent to examine
a boiler used in connection with .

ing machine in Missouri and found the

back head badly bulged and three stay

holts pulled out When I examined the

-»-wsE*jfc.m
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piei '

,vaj turns

about in 'ui right

nr valu-

d interest

lerts \ ah e gear, and we has e

I e< ii insti u< ted to all iw .1 quai ter of an

inch of lead in all casi [ am ai 1 oss

to know why it is considered necessary

to allow -1
1 mui ii 'i an op< ning of the

valve, and if my experience is of any

value the locomotives will not start as

re adily • ir pull as mucl 1 pei illy at a

^
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make so much differ* n grades

and curves 1 fail to see win il would not

be good policy to switch all loads ahead.

As no doubt a great many would be

please. 1 to have this nswered,

perhaps the oracle will condescend to

give his opinii m in the colu

journal. Willia m

Pittsburgh, Pa.

[We would very much like to have the

experience of enginemen on this

skill. I 1 1 the high

school graduate is required

to studies that would help only in the

learned ;

choose a mechanical calling thi

part of the school knowledge In

quired is useless. To maki

attend a manual train:

extending the tram:

bread winning.

The ancients, who frequently ex|

: there is nothing to drive

ter than the speed, but there

omething to retard them.

Mr. C. W. Chapman writing on the

subject said he found the wheels turning

at the rate of J? miles an hour while the

train was running 45 miles an hour. Mr.

F. C. Miller, when on the same subject,

says th( not slip but skids.

The cause of this alleged -lipping, which

is really skidding, has been very fully

v. in your magazine

and I only write to call attention to the

misleadii the word "slipping"

pplied to this retarding

which 1 icing out

larity between wheels and rods.

Out. Student.

FIG. P. K. R. TRAIN SO. ::. NEW YORK AX!) WASHINGTON LIMITED.

Tell us what you have seen and know
about it. Don't write theory, send us

some facts.

—

Editor.]

Burning Too Much Coal.

Editor :

With reference to question No. 10 on

page 68 of your February issue it is

as you say a difficult question to

but it appears to me that your corre-

spondent does nol saj the height of the

exhaust pipe. From the size of the

nozzle, which is given, I judge il is

and draft canm 1 be 1 egulated

evenly through all the flues, which is one

of the principal objects of locomotive

drafting. \V. R.

Cincinnati, O.

si und s< nse in proverbs,
:

my let the -'

There is too great a tendency among our

people to quit their last, imagining thai

they can do anything without special

training. Men with a smattering of a

trade are the most helpless mala]:

ever weaned a foreman in charge of me-
chanic-. Do not 1 ultivate

this breed. Foreman.

Dayton. 1
<

'

Skidding Not Slipping.

Editor :

In the February iss -teemed

contemporary, the .' ngineers'

Bridge vs. Clear Nozzle.

Editor

:

different opin-

frequently, and 1 have heard

mark that this engine or that en-

gine will not steam without a bridge in

the nozzle. It is almost impossible to con-

itie will

steam without the bridge. My opinion is

that putting a bridge or bar across the

nozzle is not the proper remedy for the

am.

In the first place it causes back pres-

the only obstruction

caused. When the exhaust strikes the

il is split and destroys the vacuum
in the smoke box. Your lire does not

hum evenly. 1 am inclined to think there

is much more work put in the front end

ftcial and does

is claimed for it.

This exhaust nozzle is with tin

when th . is split

Keep to Your Calling.

Editor

:

In your February number Mr. \Y. C.

Brown, president of the New STork Cen
tral lines, i- credited with saying: "I

would have a first-class manual training

school attached to every high schood, col-

lege and university, and I would make at-

tendance compul

These expressions indicate thai Mr.

Brown puts a very higl upon the

value of manual accomplishments, but I

as a mechanic of the old school happen to

differ from the views :w York

Central Railroad's pr> ! should

like to air my views before your readers.

There is growing np among us a passion

for doing things differently from the way
they were done in the past, and unthink-

ing people are inclined to conclude that

a new or novel method mil

be an improvement. In his zea! for in-

dustrial education Mr. Brown v. mid like

to impose upon the whole rising genera-

tion the duty of acquiring manipulative

P. K. R. TR UN VPITAL.'

engine- I

hit the nail on the I

The ling" as

applied ne think

faster than the speed of the train, just as

it do if under steam. With

traight up tin

• which I am inclined to be-

ntagi

'at im-

iming qualities of the en-

ithout a bridge

will give far
'

This nozzle

iler and
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ggesl for an en-

- n cylinder.

bored

x 5 in. diam< ter, >vith one

.vered or raised

rhen will be less

with this nozzle than witll

gi and a nun h

< arc must be taken

exhaust is set central with the

stack. M. J. Varlow.

Canada.

Name Plate Used 52 Years Ago.

d is a matter of history

i the "Id Boston &
Mr.

alls himself a machinist. The

B.& P.R.R.
SEPTEMBER 1858

C.S.GRICGs
MACHINIST.

NAME P] A I

DENCE.

small portable variable speed motor,

winch is mounted on a truck and can be

in the shop as required and

drive cylinder borer, valve set

tiny machine, di rnie facer, etc.

The turn tabh is operated bj an elec-

tor. 1 here are two ash pil

vided with cross-over tracks betwei

that it is possible to get at anj engine

and give it attention out of the regular

order. Ashes from the cinder pit- are

handled by locomotive crane with bucket,

the crane also being used for the lifting

of coal to the coal chutes and for other

purposes about the shop.

1 lie roundhouse is to be heated by ex-

haust steam from the power house. What
ma} be called daylight lighting has been

provided for by having the outer wall

built high and making it nearly all of

glass. At night a vertical Cooper-Hewitt

lamp has been placed between each pit.

This throws the light on the running gear

and outside parts of the engine and makes

a pleasant light to work by. Mr. F. F.

Gains, superintendent of motive power
of the road, has kindly sent us the photo-

graph from which our illustration was

made.

engineer, Link Belt Co., Nicetown, Pa.;

A. E. Averill, editor, American Engineer

ami Railroad Journal, New York, N. Y.

;

X. M. Rice, G. S. K., A. I . cS: S. F. Ry..

Topeka, Kan.

Paper No. 3.
—"Accounting for fuel

consumed. Individual records of per-

formance." W. E. Symons, chairman, C.

& G. \Y. Ry.. Chicago: E. A. Foos, C.

C. Fuel. Rail & Tie Department. C. B.

[TON & I'KOVI-

siiperintendent of motive power was un-

known them. 1 think a reproduction of

this old name plate will interest your

Herbert Fisher.

Taunton. Mass.

Roundhouse at Macon.
Our illustration shows the roundhouse

on the Central of Ge< rgia Railroad which

is situated at Macon. Ga ["here are 32

n the roundhouse, making it a

little ovei half a cin lc I hi pi

. n br< lUghl in over

International Fuel Association.

The second annual meeting of the

International Railway Fuel Association

will be held at Hotel La Salle, Chicago,

111., on May 23 to 26, 1910. The papers to

be read at the meeting and the com-
mittees in charge are as follow-:

Papers XT
os. 1 and 5 have been consoli-

dated and are "Grade of Fuel most suit-

able for locomotive use, considering cost

per unit of traffic and best interests of

producer" ; "Recommended methods of

preparing c*al as to size for locomo-

J. C. Crawford, chairman, fuel

L \ VOCAS BRIDGE, GUA1 IV \T A R. R.

& Q. R. R. Chicago ; E. J. Roth. Jr., fuel

inspector. B. & O. R. R. Baltimore, Md.
Paper No. 4.

—"Methods of purchasing

fuel with regard both to traffic conditions

and to producers interests. Relation be-

tween producer and railroad." W. H.

Huff, chairman. V. P., Victor-American

Fuel Co., Denver Colo. ; L. L. Chipman,

G. S. M., Fidelity Coal Mining Co.,

Kansas City, Mo. ; W. K. Kilgore. fuel

agent, C. M. & St. P. Ry., Chicago.

Paper Xo. 6.
—"Methods of supervision,

instruction and encouragement in loco-

motive operation to secure greatest

efficiency in fuel consumption." D.

Meadows, chairman, assistant division.

M. M. Michigan Central R. R., St.

Thomas. Out. ; W. C. Hayes, superin-

tendent locomotive operation. Erie R. R.,

Xew York, X. Y. ; T. McManamv, R. F.

RAILRI 1 Mi. ROUNDHOUSE AT MAC

and wall

I
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Method of Attaching Circular Rack.

\ new departure in the matter of at-

1 11
1 ulai 1 ai k to the w heels of

hides has been made
b\ Mr I E. Osmer, formerly master

mechanic of the Northwestern Elevatedin

In what he calls the type "A"

tion, a circular rack is used, the

interioi being machined to the proper size

to shrink solidly upon the annular exten-

the wheel after the rack has been

heated sufficiently to bring about the ex-

pansion required, it im put in place and

this : - .til the fastening nei 1

In this case the wheel is removed from

the axle for rack renewals, whereas, with

what he calls type "B" construction the

circular rack is in sections, the flange of

DETAILS OF TYPE 15 CONSTRUCTION.

which is machined to a slip fit within the

annular extension, holding the sections of

the rack snugly together. To the outer

end a ring may be applied to further aid

the annular extension in holding the sec-

tions together, but this is only recom-

mended on very heavy duty machines

such as locomotives, etc. The sections

are bolted to the annular extension. Keys
are not required in either the types of

construction. The wheel is not removed
from the axle for gear section renewals,

nor are the wheels and axles removed
from the truck.

In both constructions the entire torque

from the motor is transmitted directly to

one wheel, and one-half through the axle

to the opposite wheel. In ordinary con-

struction the entire torque is transmitted

directly to the axle, and divided, requiring

a much larger axle, due to the necessity of

a key-way.

The annular extension may be used

with a cast iron or casl i center

tire is used, either for electric

locomotives, or 1!

can be used it; connection with the press-

lled wheels now in use on a great

many electric roads, by welding the an-

nular extension to the web of the wheel

by means of the Ox or Oxy-
Hydric welding proi e

1 I'
'

' ' E thi n '1 of rack

attachment, as explained by Mr. Osmer
are that the present motor equipment can

be used, either with the use of an ex-

tended axle bearing lining, if desired, or

with the pn nit axle bearing lining,

using a split cast iron

around the axle to arrest the lateral

•thrust. With new motor equipment an

extendi d axle bi ai ing linii . ip, with an

using made integral

with the magnet frame, is used, thereby

furnishing a longer bearing at thi

the motor where the torque i> trail

Ordinarily this bearing is closer to the

center of the axle the amounl oi thi

length of 1 lb than the p]

In reality the torqu 1 of the motor
should have the longer bearing and be a»

close to the hub as possible. The de-

\ tee i- 1 ed by letti rs p

Supply Men, Attention.

Mr. I-'. A. Foster, graduate of the Wor-
cester Polytechnic, mechanical engineer

and designi 1 oi sp< 1 ial and automatic ma-
chinery, who has been for some time past

I

connected with the American Locomotive
Company, is leaving for China the latter

part of March. He intends to take a

position in which he will have a great deal

to do with machinery and mechanical

work for railroads.

Mr. Foster is desirous of receiving

catalogues from American manufacturers

of railroad supplies, appliances ami ma
chine tools, etc. We would advise our

advertisers and supply men and manu-
facturers of anything which can be used on
railroads in China to send information to

Mr. Foster. The catalogues should be

addressed F. A. Foster, care of Mr. AI

bert C. Lee, Davenport Road, Tientsin,

China.

Useful Air Brake Book.

"Developments in Air Brakes for Rail

roads" is the title of theWestinghouse Air

Brake Company's special publication num-
ber 9014—dated November, 1910. This

publication consists of a reprint of two

technical papers, on the subject of " Vii

Brakes," one read before the New York
Railway Club, in 1909, by Mr. W. V.

Turner, the other read before the West

ern Railway Club, in 1906, by Mr. S. W.
Dudley. may be said

compose the most advanced treatise on the

brakes that is in existence.

The paper read before the New York
Railway Club by Mr. Turner set!

the imp 'he problem of air

brake equipment, then ileal- with the re-

quiremi 1 e, fundamental prin-

conditi -

brake, freight brake and

modern I he sub-

ject of 1

'

1 and wheel sliding is

then tab' ation of

the improved brake

which is at thi- time the "L N" equip-

ment.

The comparative value oi

dwelt upon at length, and

tains nearly 100 ell

diagrams showing the performance of im-

proved brake equipment, many
charts and diagrams which are something

new to students of the air brake

will be 1

• brake depart-

permits. This paper i»

red by air brake men to be the

mpletc and up-to-date air brake

t printed. Mr. Turner is recog-

nized a not only

\n Brake Co., but

also b> the Air Braki

where his expressions are accepl

fri ni an authority.

"I he second paper by Mr. Dudley, en-

titled 'A\ hat Stops a Moving Train,"

should be read by every air brake man.

1 that it was written almost four

years ago does not make it of any the less

value today, as the forces acting on a re-

volving car wheel as a brake shoe is ap-

plied, air ars ago,

and this paper 1 xplains in di tail frictional

force and adhesion and their application

in stopping a revolving car wheel

Having to Hustle.

>. A. Weitzel, of the Southern
Railway, said: "Some time ago when
,:

i' nil 'ruck us our force was re-

nd we worked in relays. I was
round house foreman, machine shop
foreman, general foreman and general

roustabout. I got up against it one
day. One passenger train left at 2

o'clock, giving me 2:35 between trains.

The engineer and fireman did not come
to the round house and the sheds were
about three miles away. While the

hostler was going to make the change,

the engine was getting hot and an expan-

sion pipe blew out. I went to the

hostler and he reported that the engine

was foaming badly. The next engine

had about six to eight staybolts out,

and I had to have an engine. The main
thing in handling tl uickly is

TYPE H.

in the round
i had the inspector meet the

at the pit. He let them knock
e report. I changed

the water in that engine, put a spring in

there (I have to use cold water) and
had the engine back in town ready to

• without any delay.

_• hours and 35 minutes.

- a case of emergency. I broke
' irrels to start tin

sincerity, a deep, great,

is racteris-

tim of all men in any way heroic.

—
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Central South African Mallet Compound
1 !i impany

impleted a Mallet ar-

und locomotive for the

Railwaj 1
I

jned for a 3-ft. 6-in.

if track and is the heaviest and
iwerful articulated locomotive

built so far by this company for a nar-

uge road. This locomotive

9,000 ili- more than the 1 n

I pe built l.i -1 ycai by these

builders for the Xatal Government
m 1 1 \

ed is of the

2-6-6-2 typi if wl I igen ent, hav-

ing a two w heel ti lick fronl and rear.

Keith tri radial center

bearing, swing bolster type with jour-

nals outside 1 heels The bolster

is suspended by 3-point or stable equili-

brium bangers. The frame, which is of

1 1 of light but strong construc-

tion, i- ni three parts. The main frame

has two arms on each side which ex-

tend outside of and partially surround

the wheel, and between the end- of

these arms the section forming the

I for the journal box is securely

bolted. Coil springs seated on top oi

the boxes transmit the load to the jour-

nal \ the engine 1- designed to pass

of 350 ft radius 11 was
m 1 iry, in 1 irder \< • provide the re-

quired tr'ucl swing, and to bring the

diameter with same length of stroke.

The exhaust passages of the low pres-

sure cylinders are carried forward to

the front of the cylinder, where they

ci nnect to the branches of a "V" pipe.

I his has a ball joint connection with an

elbow which is connected by a pipe fitted

with a slip joint with an elbow having a

ball joint connection with the exhaust pipe

in the smoke box. This arrangement

was necessary in order to secure a

1
ropei length of Flexible exhaust pipe

so a- tn reduce the angle of its deflec-

tions when the locomotive passes

through sharp curves. In order to pro-

\ '.ili- room between the top of the cylin-

di 1 casting and the smoke box for the

flexible exhaust pipe it was necessary,

in this case, to provide an offset of ;'
s

ins. in the bottom of the smoke box
from a point 15' 2 ins. back of the cen-

ter line of the exhaust pipe.

Following the usual practice, the high

pressure cylinders ire equipped with

piston valves and the low pressure with

Allen-Richardson balanced slide valves,

both being operated by a simple design

of the Walschaerts valve gear. The re-

versing mechanism is so arranged that

the weights of the parts ov the two sets

of valve motions counterbalance each

other. Reversing is effected by means
of the builders' design of power revers-

ii g gear, 1 > cept that in this case tin

ing device which acts with precision.

The three pairs of driving wheels of

the front system are all equalized to-

gether and with the leading truck by a

single central equalizing beam, while
the rear set of driving wheels are equal-

ized in a similar manner, except that

the cross equalization is omitted and
each -ide is equalized with the trailing

truck by means of an equalizing beam
which lit s into a pocket in the truck

center pin. This arrangement gives a

three point suspended engine.

The boiler is of the radial stayed

straight top type and the barrel meas-
ures -_.i

s ins. 111 diameter inside at the

first ring. The design incorporates an
18-in. combustion chamber, the bottom
of which is laid with lire brick. There
are 271 tubes 2] 4 ins. in diameter, each
20 ft. long, which provide a heating sur-

face of 3167.7 sq. ft. The total heating

surface of the boiler is 3324.2 sq. ft.

This gives a ratio of total heating sur-

face to the volume of equivalent simple
cylinders of 281. The firebox is

107 15/16 ins. long and 66 ins. wide, and
provides a grate area of 49.5 sq. ft. Fol-

lowing English practice, the inside fire-

box is made of copper, the crown and
S'de sheets being in one piece, and cop

I
er stayboits are used for the water-

space stays.

The tender is of the railroad corn-

el iT.l ' \H I'll ULATEU COMl'Ol ' I) [•"OR THE ' 1
!: 11 \\ RAILWAY:

ible, to

the axle

I

one

1 1

"I" His which

on

uliai

f c tion

lows thi i

reversing cylinder is operated by steam,

engiin 1
. m il equippi d with

ci impi 1 ssed air

I'h 1
.1". h. an ]in « uli

.
.11

1

of wrought iron, the rear frames having

.1 single fronl rail integral with the

main frame, while the forward frames

fitted with di mble fronl rails '

ingle artii ul I ctii in be-

: e 11 "nt and reai 1 ngim I ha!

the weight of the boiler which

I on the front system is sup-

ting slid-

iring, which is provided with the

' design of spring center

pany's design throughout. It is fitted

v. 11I1 a tank h pacity of

'1 pace for 10

Ii 'in: ti 'lis Of Ci mi. I'he tender frame is

of steel, the center and side sills being

constructed of 10-in. channels. It is

mounted on two lout wheel trucks of

the equalized pi destnl type, the frames

being constructed of steel plate. The
tender is equipped with automatic

vacuum brakes, while steam brakes are

used on the engine.

of the principal dimensions and

ratio of i!n design are given in the

following table:
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Weight mi drivers tractive effort 4.00
Total weight -^ tractive effort 4.68
Tractive effort X diameter drivers -- heat-

ing surface (11. D. factor) 666
Total heating surface -f- grate area 67
Firebox heating -.- total heating surface,

Per cent 4.7
Weight on drivers -4- total heating surface 57. H
Total weight ~ total heating surface 67.6
Volume of equivalent simple cylinders,

pound locomoti

first time that immensely high boiler

Sinclair was locomotive superintendent of

the Caledonian Railway hi put to ;i prac

: .1 the-. 1 r > that bj using

very higl luld have u

SOUTH AFRICAN MA I I.KT I.I 11 I IMI ITIYK 1- XC INK TKl'l K.

Total heating surface -~ volume equiva-
lent simple cylinders j8i

Grate area -H volume equivalent simple
cylinders 4.2

Track- Gauge.—3 ft. 6 ins.; tractive power, 48,100
lbs.

Wheel Base.—Driving, 8 ft. 4 ins.; total 40 ft.

3 ins; total, engine and tender, 65 ft. 6 1/16
ins.

Weight, in working order, 225,000 lbs.; on driv-
ers, 192,500 lbs.; on engine and tender, 352,-

Heating Surface.—Tubes, 3167.7 sq. ft.; firebox.
156 sq. ft.; total, 3324.2 sq. ft.

Driving Journals.—8 in. x 10 in.
Engine Truck Journals.—Diameter, $'/,; length,

10 in.; trailing, diameter, 5
1/* in.; length, 10

in.; tender, s'/2 in.; length, io^s in.
Boiler.—Type, straight top; O. D. first ring,

JiH in.; working pressure, 200 lbs.; fuel,
bituminous coal.

Firebox.—Type, wide; length, 107 15/16 in.;
width, 66 in.; thickness of crown, y2 in.;
tube, 1 in. and \'

2 in.; sides. '/2 in.; back,
l/2 in. ; water space, front. 4 in. ; sides, 3 J 2

in.; back, 3H in.

Crown Staying.—Radial.
Tubes.—Material, cold drawn seamless steel; di-

ameter, 254 in.; No. 11 B. W. G.
Boxes.—Driving, cast steel.

Piston.—Rod diamter, 3,'4 in.; piston packing,
cast iron rings.

Smoke Stack.—Diameter, 17 in.; top above rail,

Tender Frame.— 10 in. steel channels.
Valves.—Type, H. P. piston. L. P. Allen, Rich-

slide; travel. H. P. 5 in, L. P. $•/, in.: steam
lap, H. P. 1 in. and L. P. ]4 in.; ex clear-
ance, 3/16 in. H. and L. P.

Settting.—Lead, 3/16 in. H. and L. P.
Wheels.—Driving, diameter outside tire, 46 in.;

material, cast steel; engine truck, diameter,
2% l/2 in.; kind, spoke centers; trailing truck,
diameter, 28 J4 in.; tender truck, diameter,

33^ in-

There are people who go about thr

world looking for slights, and I

necessarily miserable, for they find them

at every turn—especially the i:

ones. One has the same pity for such

men as for the very poor. They are the

morally illiterate. They have had no real

education, for they have never learned

how to live.

small cylinders that would do the work
of much larger cylinders and use I ided

ly less steam.

Following out this idea, Sinclair built

an engine in the shops at Glasgow with

cylinders tox22inches and boiler carrying

steam oi 200 pounds gauge pressu

prevailing pressure at that period was

100 pounds to tlu- square inch. Me calcu-

lated that this engine would pen

same work as was done by engines with

cylinders 15 x 22 inches and do it at much

less expense. The boiler was of Low-

moor iron half-inch thick, th

of copper strongly stayed, and the tubes

were brass.

When put to s.-rvi, e thi 1 little engines

did the same w - with cylinders

diameter and pulled

the train 1 he first

weaknes '

tantly breaking

Several
I

happened fr<

cause and the duced to

150 pounds, which took the vim out of

the small ei i re was much
'

- . and

common tl

lered danger

m was furl

il is a fact that

the high

steam p - from making

High Pressures of Long Ago.

The practice of carrying what might be

regarded as excessively high pressure of

steam that came into vogue with the corn-

Sliding Door Fastener.

The Boston & Maine Railroad has

recently made trial of a sliding door

fastener and check, for baggage and

other passenger train equipment. The
device has been given a trial on cars

passing through Concord, and it is the

intention of the designer that the pain-

ful and serious injuries to persons-

caused by the sudden closing of a side

door due to the violent stopping of

cars will liminated. The de-

vice is the invention of -Mr. W. H.

Durant, air brake inspector of the

B. & M.

r handle swings pendu-
lum-like m either direction, and in so-

h from the

catch -plate which holds the door shut.

At the same time it releases from the

1 track a check, or friction

to a threaded depending
n id u hit hi thi w ing

handle This rod is surrounded by a

coil spring, within a guide casting-

fastened at the top of the door, and as-

check to firmly grip the over-

k, thereb} holding the door at

an\ point in its travel.

The locking and the holding in posi-

tion when open of a sliding door lias

lied in a simple manner.

At the same time a double holding de-

vice 1- presented for keeping a door
guard against the loss of car

contents should the door happen to

work open when the car is moving on

are for right

OI left hand doors and are made in two

: ENER.

ii

tltific lines and should pr

ful to railways. Further information in

tenet btained

Mr. ' Lake-

H The inventor ;
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Confusion of Colored Signals.

1

' 3 from a French techni-
r published by the Literary

01 tain statements concerning

ed signals that seem
the value of the World

Railway Signal d

and illustrated in our February number,
' '.est, under the head

I lelusion," .

red id white

1 ordi

1 and
• advam e fur

enon

in 1

itnui "II

as he supposes, that they are all white,
believes the way clear, when the signal
for him to stop has been eclipsed and
swallowed up, as it were, by a wliite

lighl situated farther away and sensibly
in the same direction."

We direct the atteiitu.ii ,,f railway
superintendents to the source of dan-
ger thus pointed out. There are so
many dazzling lights within the perime-
ter of dangrer signals that all p
care should be exercised to prevent mis-
takes from being made. We are afraid
that some of the mysterious mistakes
about danger signals made by engineers
may have been caused by the phenome-
non described.

Boiler Inspection.

The third annual report of the Public
Service Commission of the second dis-

trict of the State of New York, which
covers the calendar year 1909, has just

come from the press Under the head-
ing locomotive boiler inspection there
are some interesting facts given by the
Commission. The total number of lo-

comotive boilers in use in the United
States is about 57,000. and about one-
eighth of that number, or over 7,000.
boilers have come under the super-
vision of the Commission.
The report calls attention to the fact

that there are only two experts em-
ployed in this department of the Com-
mission's work, the State boiler m -

ctoi and his assistant. It is there-
fore impossible for these men to exer-
cise more than a general supervision
over the inspectors wdio are designated
by the railroad companies. Tl

lated returns of the Commission indi-

cate a general improvement of the

whole matter of boiler inspection,

maintenance and washing
Among the accidents to boiler-; which

ave been investigated by the Commis-
sion there were four accidents

caused by plugs and studs blowing out.

[1 n ts resulted in the injury

oi four persons. In 1909 no such acci-

dents Low water is the

of accidents to loco-

"ding to the table

In 1908 eleven low water

death of i ight per-

een. The
ncli accidents.

It 1 . however,
gratif) i that the ratio

cidents to locomotives in service has

ed In [908 an accident took

ers in use. In

1 mi accident to

In 1908 one person
was killi in scr-

1 me to

I
•"<; bi lilei s. I he i ati< i of injured to

in service was in 1008 one to

266, and in 1009 one to 543, and in the

hrst of these year, there were 7,466
boilers in service as against 7,604 in

1909. Altogether, these figures seem to
point to a small but general rise in the
safety of life and limb as far as loco-
motive boilers are concerned, in this State.

In the year there were 1,147 boiler
defects reported. The classification of
some of the defects shows that 51 de-
fective water glasses were reported; 56
defective gauge cocks reported, and 17
steam gauges were reported to be out
of order. The Commission believe that
the fewer low water accidents in 1909
is due to the better care of the gauge
glasses and gauge cocks which has
been brought about. In the matter of
slaybolts 977 were reported broken, but
the government inspectors found 1.38

broken staybolts with tell-tale holes
plugged, and they found that 46 boilers
had tell-tale holes filled with paint.
They do not specify the number of
broken Staybolts there were in these
46 locomotives.

It was stated in the report that it was
entirely impossible for the two govern-
ment experts to make a detailed exami-
nation of all the locomotive boilers in

use. This was done only in special
cases, and was intended to check the
work of those railroad inspectors
whose reports were considered doubt-
ful. A genera! examination of 2,350
boilers was actually made.
The report of boiler inspection, while

gratifying in a general way, shows the
magnitude of the work ahead of the
Commission and the good which can be
accomplished by State and railroad co-
operating for the safety of life, limb
and property. The work of the Com-
mission, while necessarily not complete
in itself, has brought to light some in-

teresting and instructive facts. In

boiler inspection and maintenance, as

in other department- oi railroad ac-
tivity, the Chancetaker will eventually
be located and dropped from the ranks,
as the most expensive item in the whole
of the boiler shop outlay. The Com-

rt, without naming any
particular railroad, nevertheless indi-

cates some weak points, which it is in

the interest of everybody to have reme-
died. The report deals with a large

pages on
locomotivi p, tion will be
useful to the conscientious railroad

man whi 1 ted v ith one of the

most important di partments of railroad

be 1 ibtained by apply-

mi -ion at Albany, N. Y.

Setting Up Wedges.

Much more trouble arises from the

frequent slacking down of wedges than

ing them up. It is

well to remind even the must

: ailway men that it is tie,

that the !i 11 1 imi itive should be under
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full steam pressure during tl

adjustment of the wedges. This is ob-

vious from the fact that while the

frames do not expand to any great ex-

tent, those portions of the frames near

are more or less subj

heat and consequently slightly vary in

length from their condition while in the

machine shop. It is good pr;

place the locomotive S" that the crank

pins will be on the top quarter on either

side that may be most convenient. This

should be done by moving the engine

with pinch bar,, the forward n

having a tendency to press the driving

irmly against the shoes, leaving

the lost motion, if any, on the back or

movable wedge.

The wedges should then be firmly set

up. It is well to have two pinch bars

applied to the wheel in opposite direc-

tions. When the driving box becomes
jammed in the jaws, the point at which

the wedge stands above the bottom
brace or binder may be marked and the

wedge should lit drawn down until the

box again moves freely in the wedges
The amount drawn downward should

in no case exceed one-sixteenth of an

inch, but much depends on the condi-

tion of the wedge bolts. If they are

much worn care should be taken, after

the wedge has been drawn downwards
the required amount, to raise the wedge
bolt the amount of the lost motion,

otherwise the wedge will have a ten-

dency to move still lower on the pedes-

tal jaw and induce lost motion. In the

case of wedges that arc equipped with

bolts passing through the pedestal jaws
and holding the wedges in place, the

danger of the wedges moving on ac-

count of lost motion is obviated. Par-

ticular care should be taken in tighten-

ing the jam nuts. The tendency of

these nuts moving is very great, and as

there is generally some difficulty in ap-

plying a long wrench to the nuts, the

best efforts of a skilled man should be

made in applying all the force that

these nuts will bear.

When the wedges have been carefully

adjusted and securely fastened in place,

the rod should be carefully tried on
both of the dead centers, and the keys

tightened and slightly loosened until

the bearings move freely on the crank
pins. The readjustment of the wedges
while running should never be attempt-

ed except in urgent cases where the

heating of a box may necessitate a fur-

ther loosening of one of the wedges.

It is needless to add that the careful

ion of the wedges is an

tial requisite. The tendency of a dry

wedge to cut is very great, and this is

often the cause of the beginning of the

heating of the box. The promiscuous
lossening of the wedges is a mo
nicious habit and is always attended

with bad results. It is a mechani-

cal mistake which is no

amendment. It should be all

lied.

Factor of Adhesion.

Not long ago we were asked
I

of our correspondents to define I

pression factor of adhesion as applied to

locomotives. We will endeavor to comply
as briefly as possible. The
to the question is that it i- thi

obtained by dividing the v.

on the drivers of an engine by I

cnlated maximum tractive effort. On
page 76 of our February issue we gave an

illustrated description of two classes of

engines for the C. & X. \Y. The first of

these, a passenger engine, carried [51,-

000 lbs. on the driving wheels, and the

calculated maximum tractive effort was

31,000 lbs., thus giving a factor of ad-

hesion of 4.73.

The object of obtaining this factor

may not be readily apparent at first

sight. It has nothing to do with run-

ning the engine, but it is a very im-

portant figure for the designer, and it

throws light on whether the engine is

likely to be "slippery" or not. The
ordinary co-efficient of friction of a

steel tired wheel on a clean rail is 0.2

or y$. Some authorities give this figure

as 0.25, but there is no hard and fast

determination of this factor. This co-

efficient varies with the state of the rail

and may go below 0.2 for damp or greasy

rail, or it may go above that, for a rail

covered with good sand ; but for the pur-

poses of this article /try fair

average.

This means that for ordinary pur-

poses an engine can theoretically exert

a draw-bar pull H of the weight on it-

driving wheels less internal friction. If

an engine carries i.'5,ooo lbs. on its driv-

Is and .Mil develop a tractive ef-

fort of 25,000 lbs., the factor of adhesion

is said to be 5, and this engine will not

likely show an to slip. The
C. & X. W. engine above referred to has

a factor of 4.73, which is a fairly close ap-

proximation to the theoretical figure 5 as

;umed.

Some designers prefer to permit a lit-

tle slip at the start, knowing that the

engine will, 1 up, have a

reduced tractive effi I when
working on the road there will then be

no tend In order to produce

his kind, the tractive effort

to give a

1 good

practice and a slight margin of slip-

• might therefore exisl

;rting, though with somewhat
soft tir. ttle sand, or a careful

start, the slipping might not be ex-

cessive, because in all cases the co-

efficient of friction between wheel and

rail 1, 11.1t an absolute "t unvarying

ratio.

On the other hand it would be possi-

ble to di one so that it would

factor of adhesion of 6. Such
aid have no ten.!

slip, but it would not have as high

a tract! 1 might, or as good
uld warrant. The

ha- always before him the advis-

f securing the highest tractive

power which he can for the weight to

be borne by the drivers. In fact, as a

rule the factor of adhesion is purposely

shaved down a little below the theoreti-

cal limit. Yard engines, which are

worked a good deal of the time in full

re as a rule designed so as to have

a higher factor of adhesion and conse-

less slip than passenger or freight

engines, because a prompt start of a

heavy load is constantly required of the

yard engine.

If it were possible to design an en-

gine as light as a hand car and yet

capable of developing a trad

of 25,000 lbs., we would have a machine

which would make very uncertain

progress along tl e track but would spin

its wheels around furiously when called

upon to pull loads. The converse of

this would be an equally unsatisfactory

machine, one in which the power it

could develop would be away below the

limit and its hauling capacity would be

low. If the co-efficient of friction be-

tween wheel and rail be assumed as 0.25,

then appropriate calculations and allow-

ances must be made for that figure.

It is always a matter of nice balance

and fine judgment to so proportion the

amount of draw-bar pull to wdiat the

engine will practically stand for, as far

as weight on drivers is concerned, and

most of our modern locomotives leave

be desired in this respect. We
ard of cases where a carefully

ne doing good work had

its cylinders bored out so as to "pull

another car," with the result that the

hitherto satisfactory engine was "im-

proved" into a magnificent slipper. The

over -cylindered and the under-cylindered

extremes, which,

"a and Charybdis, must be suc-

cessfully avoided by the designer steer-

ing a mid

Grow Catalpa.

thirty years ago the Department

ulture made a strong effort to

rn railway companies to

e right of way
-pare lands, but the movement

5Sful.

same department is agitating the

and they say that catalpa

uctible timber. Rep-
;" the Government Bureau

-try have been making detailed
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ii id may
Missouri they

fifteen years

11 a farm at

then turned

uis, Iron Mountain &
i played its part

fence for twenty-three

. ida
i

it show - not the

i i decay. A tic which

in actual use on the lines of the

. Nashville for eighteen years

to he in perfect condition.

!
•,

, ii u in i . the spikes had pierced the

tie Lhe wood was thoroughly sound.

For telegraph ami telephone pi

is unequaled. "lhe few

the west are speedily making

rich, and the Government

lie urging fanners to di

possible to the cultivation

i
- can he cultivated with

ible ami expense, and if ordinary

in protect growing

i i
lam parasiti -. the hewn

.miles practically indestructible;

fi r lmthing. the scientists say. can suc-

attack the cut timber. It is the

Bureau of Plant Industry

ealization of the great market for

dy catalpa timber, which at pres-

will result in vast

the now trei

less plains of :
!

The Superheating of Steam.

It is a noteworthy fact that mechanical

appliances when introduced or resurrected

with actual use are, as a rule, loudly

filling a long felt

,vant, or effecting such a saving that

thi past seem full of senseless ex-

i se, something i if tin -

kind is to d anil such reports arc

promptly disi I met oi

blowing of the trum-

ld the air lias Inn

. found that the ad-

• it is visible at all. is at the same

,
,- that has marki d the march of

along the echoing corridors of

I

i

ii inally there is some-

.1 iae ususal slow-paced move-

ral attention.

pliances used

novation

i tie revival of the use

.1 began

hing else

Schmidl

atriol ving ofl

little or

d Ilerr

v meth-

lOrtS of tin 1 sax ing and increase

in pressures, ami consequently in

efficiency were at first unbelievable.

The American engineers were quick

in nigh to take up the matter, but as may

In noted in our pages from month 'to

month, the adoption of superheating

apparatus is by tin means in this

country. The important items of con-

struction and especially that of main-

tenance are much larger in American

practice than the same items are in the

glowing German reports. It docs not

follow, however, that the German esti-

mates are wrong. Some of the differences

are to be attributed to the use of anthra-

cite in American locomotives as compared

with the use of bituminous coal largely

used in Germany. The high initial pres-

nerally used in American loco-

motive boilers, when subjected to super-

heating, combined to overtax th

ance of the necessarily thin pipes in which

the steam was enclosed while undergoing

the process of superheating. The ruptures

of these pipes have been alarmingly fre-

quent. Not only the steam pipes them-

selves but the joints have been a con-

stant source of trouble. Our clever con

structing engineers are meeting the prob-

lem with a degree of ingenuity that is ad-

mirable; hut it seems that greater

economy could be obtained by the use .if

superheating in the case of steam

lie initial pressure did not exceed i8o

bs per square inch.

'Hie most recent statements coming as

ihey do from official reports, tabulated

..ml endorsed by the engineers of the

Italian government, are worthy of serious

attention. A number of locomotives ol

the 2-6-0 type running on the State Rail-

ways of Italy, fitted with the latest pat-

tern of the Schmidt superheater, have

i n m itched against an equal number

notives of the same type mi which

thi superheating of steam was not ap-

plied. Those equipped with superheaters

been hauling passenger trains of

weight of 206 tons at average

speeds of 45 miles per hour over level

rhtl) undulating hues, and the re-

pi irts of .
. ial insumptii >n show for each

too miles' run to be 8.68 lbs. On the

and the simple saturated steam

Iocomoti\ perfi >i ming the same work

,,n the sain,' lines, but with an averagt

load of 180 tons, show a coal consump-

tion "t 11 ; lbs 1 if the same kind of

is showing an economy ol 23 3 per

cent, in favor of the locomotives equipped

with the superheating apparatus, besides

hauling an extra load amouting to an

asc of 12.6 per cent.

Phis v it all Sue. ial points for

the speed ol motives were

tablished, and the distance tra-

.1 by the supei I
1 n itives in

94 minutes, took an 104 min-

il the 1 nv >ti\ es not

tl « ith the superheaters, a relative

nomy of 9.6 per rent B\ these

computations a saving of 45.5 per cent, is

effected by the use of the superheater.

In the matter of oil consumption, the

locomotives equipped with the superheat

.is required an average of about 30 per

cent, more oil than the simple engines,

but this is a matter of small outlay in

comparison with the other items referred

to and in general practice the advantage

in favor of the superheater would at least

foot up to 40 per cent.

It is to be regretted that the increased

.1st of construction and mam:

itated by the use of the superheater

has not been tabulated with equal care by

the Italian engineers; but the rapid

adoption of the use of the apparatus in

the case of the new locomotives used on

ihi Italian State Railways is the best

proof that they are satisfied that a con-

siderable saving of outlay has been

effected by the introduction of the

Schmidt superheater on the locomotives in

et ce of the Italian State Railways.

Protection Under False Pretenses.

"To pri itect thi . ublic," is an expres-

sion that is used to cover a multitude of

sins, a larger volume of them, indeed, than

charity. The latest hollow pretense in

this line is made by a combination of auto-

mobile manufacturers whose purpose is to

milk the buyers of motor cars through the

meshes of what have been known as Sel-

.f mi patents.

The Seldon patents covered certain de-

vices that could not be used in forming a

practical automobile, but the threat that

they covered essential parts of a gas en-

gine operated machine has scared part of

the public into paying blackmail on the

patents for years The lower courts have

sustained the validity of the patents, which

has added to the aggressiveness of the

combinations continuing the patents, but

the Supreme Court of the United States

has yet to be beard from. The lower

courts held the crude devices used before

the Richardson safety valve to cover the

same ground as the pop safety valve, but

thi 1 S Supreme Court decided that they

were not practicable as means of quick

relief of steam pn-sure and consequently

did not perform the functions of an effi-

cient safety valve. The want of efficiency

is likely to prove fatal to the Seldon patent

when it reaches the Supreme Court.

Trying for Electricity Direct from Coal.

I he • (forts of philosophers and in-

ventors were devoted for over 2,000

< .ii- to the inventing of an apparatus

a the potential energy of

fuel could be transformed into me-

chanical work. After such an experi-

ence that was in the end crowned with

tnagnilii ' nt uci 1 ss, there is no saying

that any object of human endeavor is

h..p. less.
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Every few years some inventor pro-
ceeds to wrestle with the problem oi
converting the potential energy of coal
direct into mechanical work without
the intervention of steam. The favor-
ite line of effort followed is to convert
the heat of burning coal direct into
electricity. We have watched 1.

the attempts of various inventors to
perform that most desirable op
but so far their labors have been in
vain.

The favorite processes followed have
been through forms of oxidation. Of
course, ordinary combustion is a form
of oxidation, but it is not adapted for
the conversion of heat into electricity.

Rusting burning and explosions are all

forms of oxidation, the rapidity of
chemical reaction marking the principal

difference between them. Tt may be
that through one of these processes
carbon may yet be utilized to turn the
immense power it possesses direct into
electricity. Should that ever happen it

would be bad for the locomotive, but the
probabilities are that any evolution along
this line will be gradual.
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Book Notices

!

1
'iation on Trolley

Lines. By Chas. S. Pease, C. E.
Published by the McGraw Hill Book
Company, New York. 64 pages, illus-

trated, ornamental cloth. Price, $1.00.

This enterprising publishing firm has
a new and valuable book to their

publications. The freight
transportation by trolley is a new and
growing industry and lias called into
existence a class of rolling stock hitherto
unknown in transportation. Mi Pi

discusses the subject with a degree of

ity that shows how
thoroughly he h ma tered thi

The chapter on 1 in of old
single truck passengei rticularly

interesting as showing how economically
nng in this new industry can be

established. The book will

by those employed in the new and grow-
ing enterprise of which it ti

Energy in a Steam Boiler.

-Most of the energy in a steam boiler

under pressure is contained in the water,
and only a relatively small amount of the
energy in the steam. Take, for instance,

the case of a horizontal tubular boiler
carrying 150 lbs. pressure and having
160 cu. ft. of water space and 80 cu.

ft. of steam space. The water weighs
160 X 62.4 = 9,984 lbs., and the steam
weighs 80 X -3671 = 29.37 lbs. The
energy in each pound of water at 150
lbs. pressure that would be liberated
by explosion and expansion down to 212
degs. Fahr. is 11,823.4 ft.-lbs., and the
energy in each pound of steam at the
same pressure is 134,521.2 ft.-lbs. (A
Manual of Steam Boilers, by Prof. R. H.
Thurston, table entitled "Total Available
Energy in Water and Steam"). The total

energy in the water is therefore 9,984 X
11,823 = 118,040,832 ft.-lbs. and the
total energy in the steam is 29.37 X 134,521

= 3.950,882 ft.-lbs. The energy in the
steam is consequently less than 4 per
cent, of that in the water. The water is

the more dangerous content of the boiler.

The total energy in the water and steam
is 118,040,832 + 3,950,882 = 121,991,714
ft.-lbs. If the boiler weighs, say 10,000
lbs., and if all of this energy were ex-
pended in an explosion in projecting the
boiler vertically, then, neglecting the fric-

tion of the air, the boiler would rise to a
height of 12,199 ft., or over 2 miles.
The secret of avoiding boiler explosions
is regular inspections at short intervals by
competent men, and prompt compliance
with their recommendations in regard to

repairs and the allowable working pres
sure.—The Fidelity and Casualty Com
pany, of New York.

More Light on Air Brakes.

Among all the books that have been
published concerning air brakes
lieve it is safe to say that "Cong
Brake Catechism" has helped more men
to understand the principles, action and
mechanism of air brakes than any other
publication. Like most other publica-

tions concerning developing mechanism,
Conger's catechism gradually fell out of

date and the author has now given his

work revived vitality by preparing a new
text which brings the book strictly up-
ti -date.

The new catechism lias 42 pages more
than the old one, and has both the No.

5 and 6 E T equip k triple

valve and the L type triple as well as a

general revision. All the New York
Brake Co. equipment up-to-date is in-

eluded. This takes in the B 3 brake,

the type J triple valve and the automatic
control for locomotives.

While the new catechism is a decided

aining con-:

more matter than the old one, the price

remains the same, viz. : one dollar. Send
in your orders as quickly as possible to

Angus Sinclair Co., Engineering Build-

ing, Liberty street, Xew York.

Experience of a Veteran Engineer.

The world has been for many centuries

interested in old soldiers and doing them
honor was popular in all countries no
matter how peacefully inclined the peo-
ple may have been. The battles they had
fought and the dangers they had passed
through appealed to human sympathy.

1" th< wiping peace the old

locomotive engineer has taken the place

sympathy that the old soldier

held in the days of Auld Lang Syne. And

iaj well be the ease, for the old
soldier must have passed through many
years of stir and strife to have encoun-
tered the dangers and hardships undcr-

tivc engineer of sixty
years' experience,

Stories concerning the lines of experi-

old engineers have
lati ly been told in the Locomotive Engi-

Wonthly Journal. 1 )ne record is

on the Wabash
at Bluffs, la., who began work in 1848 as
a water boy on a gravel train on the

11 Railroad of New Hampshire.
! to fire the engine "John" going to

and from work which gave him the ex-

1 ommended him for a fire-

man's position. The "John" was a Bald-
win of the "Miller" type, with single pair
of drivers and four wheel truck, the pre-
cursor of the "American" engine which
Baldwin did so much to bring into popu-
larity.

In 1851 he got a regular job as fireman,
but a year later left Xew Hampshire to
take a position as second engineer of a
flour mill at Jackson. Mich. The loco-
motive bee had. however, caught on to
his bonnet and a year later he was firing

on the Michigan Central between Detroit
and Michigan City. The prospects of

however too slow for
his taste on that line, so he returned to
the Northern and fired there for about a
year. There is something in the West
like the mountain breezes that allures a
man from the effete East. He reached
the right hand side on the Northern but
could not settle down, and in 1854 he wa»
back on the Michigan Central where he
got a job running in advance of old fire-

men he had known there before.
1 >n the Michigan Central he was per-

sonally acquainted with the old engineer*
who organized the Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers. Mr. Clark took an ac-
tive part in promoting the Engineers
Brotherhood. In 1869 he went to the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul as travel-
ing engineer, a position that did not last
long for he went back to firing on the
'""•

' ftera time he drifted to the

1
ngineer but left that to join

he ran an engine
between Rawlins and the Green River.
That was too far West for his taste and
he mo the Chicago, Burling-

Quincy, where he had the misfor-
tune to take part in a head-on colli-
with a Wabash train. That laid him up
for two years. When he recovered he rr

turned to the Wabash where he still holdi
a place on the pay roll but is now em-

in an office at Bluffs wdiere he has
ears,

of his experience Brother
Sixty-two years connected

with railroading
! The experiences one has

had in 62 years would fill quite a |

told, and some of them would he hard
to believe."
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Why Should a Young Man Want to Become a Loco. Engineer?

of Railway and Loco-

;g, who had oft' n be n

became a 1

red without hesitation: "It

lii st ambition, nurtured from

g the trains rushing past mj

childh

Ambition drew him away from the oc-

of running a locomotive; but he

ind never

vork so much as running a

tin . ditor of a con-

ask( 'I the editor of

IM0TIV1 E NGINEERING

the head of tliis column, an

answer was given which we reproduce.

iwever, we think it

resting if many locomotive

Id send 11s short letters tell-

ame to follow the calling

motive engineer.

, Angus Sinclair referred

"In the prevailing sti istence,

\, .1, 1, ,1 1 yi .1111- man, hav-

special training or technical educa-

.1 calling which is

give him permanent employment

with fair remuneration In looking over

the field of available 01 upations, I do not

which 1- equal to ih.it of locomo-

pi 1 n iding a good income

igenial employment E01 the right

;hl m. in is a very important

iding who shal

numerous candidates for the ap-

| to I' -ition of

gineer.

: gi Mil vho 1 iffers himself

man with a view to becoming a

gineer, gives himself little or

amination to ascertain n

1

1 ibutes that will make a suc-

eer, Therefore the

. employment of men have

iti .1 into ability and

the wrong man from

taking a place in the hue that leads to

locomotive. This

1 is not alwa

it ural capai ity

-it- , , implicated

hi is priv

i locomo-

ion of a

I ble charac-

;h1 ti. be

1

'

1 e of observing

d hearing

.

al

"If a man p - these characteristics

and knows that he has them, he may safely

offer himself as a fireman, for his steady

. inwards the light hand side of

the engine is assured.

"The locomotive engine which reaches

nearest perfection, is one which performs

the greatest amount of work at the least

cost for fuel, lubricants, wear and tear of

machinery and of the track traversed. The

nearest approach to perfection in an engin-

eer, 1- the man who can work the engine

so as to develop it- best capabilities at the,

least c^t. Poets are said to be born, not

made. 1 he same may be said of engin-

eers. One man may have charge of an

engine for only a few months, and yet

exhibit thorough knowledge of his busi-

ness, displaying sagacity resembling in-

stinct concerning the treatment necessary

to secure the best performance from the

engine, while another man wdio appears

equally intelligent in matters not per-

taining to the locomotive, never acquires

a thorough understanding of the machine

"There are few lines of work where the

faculty of concentrating the mind to the

work on hand is so valuable .1- 111 that

nt iimning a locomotive. The tendency

to indulge in what is called mental wool

gathering has led many a locomotive en-

gineer to grief. A man may be In.

telligent and endowed with general

knowledge, but on a locomotive he will

make a failure unless he has the power

while at work to devote his wl

tention to the duties of taking the loco-

motivi ami tram over the division safely

on tune. The man who permits outside

hobbies or interests I cupy his

thoughts while running a locomotive, 11

likely to fall into many troubles.

'People of a serious disposition are

often regarded with favor for responsible

railway employment, but 1 have not

found that positively religious men make

uch good engineers a- others less re-

e \liiziah Sims had drifti

the oil room to firing, then by force of

became locomotive engineer. He

.1 a demonstratively pious man. and

fined that his r

capital made up for no end of occupation

mgs.

ruing Ziah walked smilingly in-

to the 1 1 n and re-

marked: 'Had splendid run. Eng

the way kept saying 'Bli ;
thi Lo

the I '

'

"'
1 know vat was de matter mit your

d Joe I >iit

valves vas oud an' you did not know id

I lims - ;l ' '

Ahaziah was less than a

- fur In- permitted his mind to

Lord in psalms when he ought

in have hern fondling his

fying the I ord am! all hi- works is all

• ,1 ,- better fir an

ineer on duty to be keeping an open

ear on the deterioration of the pistons

and valves or in watching the rhythm of

r^ls, axle boxes, air pumps and other

moving parts that utter notes of distress

when suffering from any defect. Which

of these pistons is beginning to blow or

is it one of the valves? What is the

matter with that injector which breaks

occasionally ? The man who cannot de-

vote his mind exclusively to the working

of the engine and to looking out for sig-

nals when on the road will not make a

first-class engineer.

I was a locomotive engineer between

breaks for about twenty years, but I was

in some respect a better engineer dur-

ing the first five years of my service than

I was in the last five years. The cause

of my degeneracy was that latterly dis-

tractions had come into my life which

prevented me from concentrating my at-

tention upon the working of the engine

with the intensity applied when I was

younger.

"Severe hardships have to be endured

by nearly all locomotive engineers, but

the life has its compensations. A man

who know- hi- business and performs his

duties properly holds a very independent

position. Concerning the attractions that

might induce a young man to chose the

business of a locomotive engineer, I tes-

tify that with all its drawbacks I do not

know of a pleasanter occupation. It ha3

been my good fortune to engage in many

hues of business—some of them of high

and of very honorable standing

—

hut 1 never enjoyed any work as much a?

that of running a locomotive engine."

The Mallet vs. the Electric Locomotive

Commenting on the problem ol elec-

trification of the Central Pacific over

the Si. Ti-a-. Mr Kruttschmitt, as re-

ported in the IVa ' 'in "ill. says :

"Eastern critics may be inclined to the

opinion that we an- dallying with this

matter, We have found that it pays

well to make haste -lowly with regard

to innovations. Electrification for

mountain traffic does not carry the

same appeal that it did two yeat

( lil bin mi," 1 motives are solving the

,,.,,1,1, m ,
. , ,n fai torily. Each Mal-

let rid 1
motive having a

ower in excess of ;,.ooo hauls as

threat a load as two of former type-,

burning to per cent, less fuel and con-

suming 50 per cent, less water."

I
1 not 1 in ful for what may be a

hundred 1 ce Hi who governed

the ivorld before 1 was born shall take

care of it likewise when 1 am dead. My
part is to improve the present moments

-John i:
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Applied Science Department

Reading Indicator Diagrams.

It is a singular circumstance that

every man you meet is willing to talk

about the state of his health, and will

reveal, as far as it is possible to be re-

vealed, his internal workings; but when
it comes to some young mechanic who
may be seeking information in

tc some of the mysteries of his calling,

his elders are sometimes silent and an
air of introspective profundity dwells
upon them like the burden of Dumah,
whatever that was. The kindlier spirit

of the twentieth century is happily dis-

pelling much of this ungenerous feel-

ing. In locomotive practice in the

olden days the valve-setters had the

bump of secrecy developed to a most
abnormal extent. Of course, there was
a human side to it. They were gener-
ally paid higher wages than those who
had been denied the opportunity of

showing by practical experience what
they were capable of doing.

The reading of indicator diagrams
may justly be considered a much sim-

pler matter than the adjustment of in-

volved valve gearing, but there is much
more to be found in these diagrams
than may be at first supposed. Hav-
ing described in the January issue of

Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing the means used in taking these

diagrams, it may be well to begin the

attempt to thoroughly understand them
by supposing that if it were possible

that the piston of a steam engine could
be acted upon on one of its sides by
a steam pressure of 100 lbs. to the

square inch, and if there were no press-

ure at all. acting on the other side, and
the steam pressure was maintained uni-

formly during the entire time that the

piston passed from one end of the cyl-

inder to the other, then the diagram
would show a rectangle, because the

spring in the indicator would be kept

at an unvarying height during the en-

tire travel of the piston, but steam en-

gines that are not furnished with a con-

denser are subjected to a back pressure

of at least 15 lbs. per square inch on
account of the atmosphere finding its

way into the exhaust passage. This re-

duces the steam pressure to 85 lbs. per

square inch. The effect is to reduce

the complete rectangle by a little more
than one-seventh of its entire space

along the bottom of the diagram. In

common practice there is an extra

pressure of 3 or 4 lbs. owing to the in-

completeness of the exhaust, because

steam, being a fluid of much grosser

density than the atmosphere, is much
slower in moving through space than
the almo-t intangible air. When the

piston is moving at an extremely high
speed the back pressure increases, so

that a back pressure of 20 lbs. per

square inch or one-tilth of the entire

•amount of pressure th alluded

to is not uncon

In the case of a steam engine when
the cylinder is placed in connection
with a condenser where the exhausted
steam escapes into a vacuum, or par-

tial vacuum, then the atmospheric pres-

sure is largely removed, and the back
pressure against the face of the piston

may be reduced to 2 or 3 lbs., thus ef-

fecting a very considerable gain in the

use of the steam, as the amount of

steam used in each case is the same.

In the illustration of the indicator di-

agram before us (Fig. 1), it will be

STEAM LINE

CUT OFF

has the effect of cushioning the piston,

but of the merits or demerits of this

compression we need not now dilate. It

is sufficient to know that the pressure

upon the face of tin
;

increased before the stroke ha

completed, and before the valve has.

begun to open, allowing the fresh sup-

ply of steam to enter. In all well-con-

structed steam engines the valve opens
rapidly, so that the full pressure of

steam is admitted by the time that the

piston is ready to move in the opposite

direction. From the point where the

valve begins to open, to the admission

or lead line, the piston may be said to

be standing still, but the pressure of

' rising as the valve opens. As
the piston moves in the opposite direc-

tion the full pressure of steam is main-

tained as shown in the illustration.

Supposing the cylinder to be 24 ins

PISTON COMMENCE TO MOVE

ADMISSION OR LEAD LINE

VALVE COMMFNCESTO OPEN

COMPRESSION LINE

EXHAUST CLOSES
VACUUM UNE

TYPICAL INDICATOR DIAGRAM Willi \\\t!

noted that the vacuum line is a consid- in length and the val so ar-

erable distance below the diagram ranged that the valve closes at one-
proper, and there is also a limited space fourth of the stroke, that is, after the

'i the atmospheric line and the piston has traveled 6 ins. in its back-
exhaust or back pressure line. The ex- ward stroke, it will be found that the

haust or back pressure line is a variable line begins to curve downwards before
line, changing, a- we have already the valve has entirely closed. This is

stated, according to the impediment owing to the gradual cutting off of the
presented to the opposite face of the supply of steam, so that by the time
piston from which the steam is acting, that the valve is entirely closed there is

The vacuum line is also slight'y vari- already a considerable diminution in

able, diminishing in height in higher the pressure of steam, and a conse-

altitudes in a ratio to the distance quent falling off of the pencil point in

above the sea level. its path along the paper. After the

Following the exhaust line from left valve is entirely closed there is a rapid

to right, it will be found that the line falling of the line. This curved line is

upwards at some little distance

before the piston has completed its

stroke. This is the point at which the

exhaust a* there is neces-

sarily sot till left in the cylin-

der, the compression of the remaining

portion :gins. It is claimed

that thi- on or crushing into

smaller space of this portion of steam

called the expansion line, and extend*
in a parabola, until th'

nearly reached the end of the stroke,

ar which time the release of the pent

up steam occurs and the curved line

drops suddenly to the exhaust or back
pressure line.

It will be noted that the line after

the cut-off point drops sud-
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denly, but a careful measurement of the

led by the piston at any

: point will show that the line

I ratio of the pi essure

m in the cylinder in proportion

iistance traveled by the piston,

so that it the pressure of steam during

3. of the travel of the pis-

mnts to 100 lbs. per square inch,

and the supply of steam is then cut off,

it will be found that when the piston

iveled 12 ins. the pre- ii

strain as shown by the indicator will

amount to about 50 lbs. per square inch,

the enclosed steam thus having doubled

its volume, and consequently dimin-

ished one-half in pressure.

The exact calculations in regard to

this expensive use of steam will be

treated more fully in the succeeding issues

of Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing.

Celebrated Steam Engineers.

XXVII. William Hedley.

In the last issue of Railway and

Locomotive Engineering we took

occasion to call attention to the ad-

mirable work of John Fitch, an Amer-

ican pioneer in the work of steam

navigation. This month we take pleas-

ure in recalling another pioneer in

steam engineering, William Hedley,

production of the first locomo-

tive used commercially in hauling cars

of the most noted

3 in the great work of transpor-

tation by steam, which others were

to take up alter him and carry

on to triumphant sui

The first we learn of tin- noted me-

chanic lerintendenl of the

Wylam Colliery, near Newcastle-on-

! 1
• was a man of con-

tainments and was
111 his

d

lu> of the

vas among
ient ad-

hesion I in moving

heavy cai "' instead of

the rack which had

me in prai

1 having

nn a 1 lever blai ksmith named

. who afi

itive de-

builder. Hedley's first lo-

. ot partii 1 I
success-

or em
th in the

'

nd 1 for 1

n in the

I

, 1 ondon.

hj e name of

but its top-

, 1 y v.

en son's

years.

This locomotive, built in 1813, had a

return line boiler, and became the

model for all of the successful locomo-

Lives built previous to Stephenson's

nine. As a matter of fact tin- lo-

comotive is literally two of Watt's

engines cleverly nn united on wheels.

The workmanship was excellent. The

frames are of wood, very substantial in

form, and rest upon axles without the

intervention of springs. The four driv-

ing wheels are connected by inside

gearing, and the motion is transmitted

to a gear wheel on a separate axle.

The water tank was an oblong iron

box, and the water was conveyed by a

leather pipe to the pump. The tank

was attached to the locomotive by a

chain, a method of coupling which still

lingers in the freight traffic on some of

the British railways.

A remarkable feature is the construc-

tion of the cylinders, which are made

in two sections and substantially

riveted together. The steam chest is

a small cavity on the top of the cylin-

ders, and there is a handle cleverly

adapted for connecting the valve stem

that catches on a vertical plug rod con-

n, . ted with the walking beam. The

cylinders are 9 x 36 ins. The grate

area 6 sq. ft. The valves are of the D-slide

pattern, worked by a shaft motion.

The vertical cylinders necessitate the

use of what are known as grasshopper

beams, which in turn convey the mo-

tion downward by vertical connecting

rods to a shaft equipped with overhang-

ing cranks set at right angles to each

other. A spur wheel is attached to this

shaft, which, with four other spur

wheels, transmit the motion to the two

main axles. The wheels resting on the

rails are 39 ins. in diameter.

Hedley was really the beginner of

periments in what may properly

be called successful steam locomotion.

The unevennesi and insecurity of the

-poll which ln~ 1 motives ran

d somewhat against their use

in draw in'- passenger vehicles, but the

commercial success of hi- locomotive

encouraged that restless spirit of en-

which culminated in the suc-

d by Stephenson and

others. In fact, it was while George

Stephenson was employed as a mine

foreman in the vicinity where he had

numerous opportunities of observing

Hedley's locomotive that he conceived

the ideas of the marked improvements

which culminated in the success which

attended his efforts in the di-

lich Hedley had SO well

begun.
ing to know that Hedley

livi d to ei th. omph te triumph of

as a means of transportation,

and while greater rewards came to

" ' " M -

there was nothing that savored of envy

or jealousy in his character. He was

eminently successful in his own limited

sphere of industrial activity. He was

a typical British mechanic of the high-

est and best kind. He was loyal to his

employers and courteous and kindly to

his subordinates, and was universally

esteemed by all who had the honor of

his acquaintance.

Questions Answered

DOUBLE HEADERS.

1-. L. H. E., Dryden, N. Y., writes:

On a certain branch of our railway

whenever a double header is run, a car

is coupled between the two engines.

On other branches of the road, engines

are directly coupled together. Can you

explain this?—A. The object of put-

ting the car between the engines is to

avoid the concentrated load on bridges,

culverts, etc., which two engines to-

gether would give. On the other por-

tions of the line this precaution may

not be necessary.

FACTOR OF ADHESION.

18. G. A., Apalachicola, Fla., writes:

In your January issue you state that

two engines of equal capacity, alike in

every respect, but with different sizes

of driving wheels, that the one with the

small drivers can haul the most. Why
is this when the power is limited by

their adhesion?—A. Read our article

on the meaning of the expression factor

of adhesion in another column of this

issue.

CHECK VALVE STICKING.

19. E. W. E., Belle Plaine, la., asks:

Why will a boiler check valve stick open

when there seems no apparent reason for

its doing so, with no dirt on the seat, a

good face on both valve and seat, and not

p much lift. The type of valve we have

has a threaded connection on each end to

fit a standard hose nut and a cap on top

with a guide in check valve case for

5tem below. V Sometimes the kind of

valve you write about may stick when new

on account ol I" ing, as they generally are,

a neat fit, and the slight expansion of the

metal when the boiler becomes hot, being

sufficient to stick the check. This is a

possible explanation, assuming that there

is no obstruction or foreign substance

under the wings of the valve.

IS A DERAILER A SWITCH'

20. W- M., Brunswick, Ga., writes:

Would you kindly favor me with your

opinion on the following subject? A train

hacking into a siding backed through a

derailing switch which was in the siding

the main track. The accident

occurred at night, and when the engine
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was heading out, it mounted the rail

Would you consider the derailer a switch

under the following rules: "When t

train backs in on a siding to be

passed by another train, the engineman,
when his engine is in to clear, must also

see that the switch is properly set for the

main track." Also, "Both conductors and
enginemen are responsible for the safety

of their trains and under conditions not

provided for by the rules must taki

precaution for their protection." A.

—

The first rule you quote clearly indicates

the main line switch. The second is the

general rule for taking the sate side in all

cases. It would appear to us that if the

derailing switch had a light on it then it

was the duty of the engineman to see it

and be governed accordingly. If not, yet

if he knew derailing switches were used

on his road, the general rule for safety

would have caused him to look out for

one at the point in question. On some
roads where there is no light and where
derailers are the exception, the brakes-

man would be held responsible for the

derailing point being closed under the

circumstances you mention.

LEAKAGE FROM MAIN' RESERVOIR.

21. D. R. R. writes: How can you de-

termine whether leakage from the main

reservoir into the brake pipe is from the

rotary valve, lower body gasket, or past

the P. R. R. standard cut-out cock?

—

A. R' itary valve leakage enough to be of

any consequence can usually be detected

by an escape of air from the emergency
i port of the brake valve as the

badly worn or cut rotary valve leaks to

the atmosphere as well as into the brake

pipe. However, the brake valve must be

taken apart to correct the disorder

whether the rotary valve or body gasket is

leaking. A bad leak past the P. R. R.

cut-out cock will usually lift the equalizing

discharge valve when the brake valve

handle is placed on lap position. In this

case, of course, equalizing reservoir pres

sure remains constant, but if any doubt

exists as to whether a slight increase of

brake pipe pressure is from the brake

valve or from the cut-out cock, the brake

valve can be placed in emergency position

and the pipe disconnected from the large

end of the cut out i ick, and any leakage

past the cut-out cock into the brake pipe

can then be noted.

USE OF I III-' K V 11

22. D. R. R. writes: Why is a check

valve used in the branch of the ...

cylinder pipe leading to I

brake valve when the stop cock of the

H 6 brake valve is located in the main

reservoir pipe?— A. This check valve is

to prevent a backward flow of air from

the application i blinder of thi tributing

valve to the automatic brake valve which
would result in the releasi of I

brake on the second engine . i a "double
hi ader" in the event ol an application

exhaust
all the I pressure and conse-

quently all the pressure surrounding the

automatic brake valve on the second en-

gine. If this check valve were not used

ati ) lindi light un

rotary valve and escape under

the conditions cited above. Again in the

i en! ol an application from the second

engine in double-heading, which must be

an emergency application, if all brake pipe-

pressure should escape the valve handle

remaining in emergency position. If this

check valve were not used, application cy-

linder pressure could flow into the feed

valve pipe thence through tin end of the

cut-out-cock with the escaping brake pipe

pressure and release the engine brake at a

time when it is most desired

applied.

BABHn i on rot i' \ai.s.

23. G. A., Apalachicola, Fl.i., writes:

Please explain why babbitt is put on

car brasses, crank pin brasses, etc. If

the babbitt is to provide a suitable bear-

mg, why is it put on brass? Would not

iron do as well?—A. Babbitt is not us-

ually put mi car brasses h is occasionally

used in rod brasses, etc. Babbitt is an

anti-friction metal and a little of it in a

rod brass is all right. Iron would not

do at all. Lead is often used as a lin-

ing for car brasses .is u assists a new-

brass to get down to a smooth wearing

surf ice vi nli- 1 in- lead is

slow ly squee :ed "in ss comes

down gradually on the journal as the lead

dves way.

RUNNING T]

I.. C, Cere-. 1 'al : Please an-

this question re thi

Paci

described and illustrated in your Tan

nary is
• As it runs cab first

is not sonn ts power sacri-

ing train? In

omotivi

greater draw-bar pull when run-

nine- in
-

\ We do not

think tl i
« ill lose air.

the old

ind thai

they SOI I a littl

e start when backing up

wheels

when crank was at or near top

quarter. angle the main rod

was in. when delivering its pu

the Mallet for the Southern

the whi mall, the main p><I

making a very small angle with the

re was any transfer

of weight it would be principally from

the hig to the low p

tin- low p

group to tin pony truck would not

h. All the wheels are heavily

loaded, so there would not be much
danger of a slip. In any case a Mallett

almost automatically stops it- own slip-

ping. Tractive effort or draw-bar pull

Mated by tie does not

di i" nd or ray the 1 nginc runs

or on anything except dimensions of

cylinders, steam pressure and diameter
hi" drivers. It is not altered by slip-

ping, a slipping engine simply does not

use its full tractive power to pull cars.

it hern Pacific Mallet

d to un cab first.

BRAKE VALVE EXHAUST PORT.

25. E. W. !•:. Belle Plains, la., writes:

( 1 ) What is the size of the preliminary

exhaust port in the G6 and lis brake

valves? (-!) Is it the same in all brake

valves?—A. The opening through the pre-

liminary exhaust port bushing in the G6
and D8 brake valves is 5/64 of an inch.

(j) The opening remains of the same
size in all the late Westinghouse brake

that is, the size of this port is the

same in the D8, 1 15. E6, F6, G6, H3. and

I hi brake \ ..

1 1 FOR 0/i IN. PUMP.

26. B. B., Brooklyn, asks : How can

you test the efficiency of the g
1/? in. air

pump while it is On the engine?— A. By
using a dummy coupling with 3/32 of an

inch opening. A o'/i-in. pump, at a

I
do to 70 cycles, that is, 120 to 140

single strokes per minute, should maintain

a pressure of 70 lbs per square inch

against a leak through this sized opening.
.-''. fair ti : an inch

opening and with a wide open throttle and

in> less than 150 lbs. steam pres

ot allow air pressure to fall

d

oved and replaced by one known to

TRACTIVE EFFORT AND ADHESION.

G V, Apalachicola, Fla., writes:

In your January issue you states that of

if equal capacity, alike in

every respect but with different sizes of

driving wheels, the one with the small

drivers can haul the most. Why is this,

when the power is limited by their ad-

hesion?—A. Read quest

January issue, page 24, over again and

note what is said about the position of the

crank pin. Take the formula for finding

the tractive power and work out two
• in which each of the f

me except the diameter of the

drivers. Tractive effort i

itself and ought not to be mixed up with

the adhesion between rail .and wheel.

Read article on the F;

part of this paper.
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Air Brahe Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

Losses of Air Pressure.

. ist difference that sometimes

ii twi en theory and pracl

ified in the use of o mipi •

as .1 motive powei or m< i hanii al i in i g)

'I he results that can be ai hi ved bj

combining theory and practice is mani-

fested in an admirable and wonderful

tii m of the air brake.

Some years i
of compressed

air for mechanical purposi -

with ih msidered any

thing but i 1. principally because

of the loss of power which occurs after

compression, and during transmission.

Today the value of compressed air for

shop purposes is universally recognized,

and the cost of production is of secondary

importance. In air brake practice the re-

sults that are attained by the reduction

and restoration of air pressure in a single

piece of pipe under a train of cars is

marvelous and almost beyond belief. In

view of the fact that the air brake makes

possible the operation of numerous heavy

trains at high speeds and is an extraordi-

nary safety device as well as the most

practical and efficient method of stopping

a train of cars, the cost of producing the

compressed air cannot be taken into con-

sideration and the losses that occur during

compression and transmission are com-

paratively slight or of little consequence

and have been well taken care of when

the brake was designed. Even if the

energy expended by the locomotive in

compressing the air was taken into con-

sideration it would be manifestly unfair to

ht ni the fact that the conditions

under which the work of the compressor

effect t sure of the boiler are

liar, that is. at the time

orking its maximum
ive is at rest, or drift-

thi tin ottle cl isi '1, while at the

the train

r is merely maintaining the
'

- stated

f [low . r after com-

trai ion arc in

he un-

i but as

brake art

of the

erent mipula-

1

;

.
i

indicate a higher pressure per square inch

than that which actually exists because of

s that occur, and an) mathemati-

cal calculation to determine the pressures

that will result from expanding

pressed air from one chamber into another

u hat uncertain and at the best

only approximate, especially immediately

after compression, and the remainder of

this space will be used with a view of ex-

plaining why the calculations are uncer-

tain, and why the losses are encountered.

In the first place the atmosphere, which is

composed bj volumes of 21 parts oxygen

and 79 parts nitrogen, contains a variable

amount of aqueous vapor sometimes re-

ferred to as the degree of saturation or

relative humidity, and the pressure of the

atmosphere per square inch varies, being

14.7 lbs. at the sea level, and 13.33 at one-

half mile above. At a rough approximate it

loses a half pound pressure with every

ascent of 1,000 ft.

In a vessel filled with compressed air

there is contained a certain number of

atmospheres or a certain number of times

its capacity in free air at atmospheric pres-

sure ; the number of times depends upon

the number of pounds gauge pressure the

vessel or reservoir contains.

Referring to 14.7 lbs. as one at-

mosphere which is not registered by the

air gauge a little table showing the num-

ber of atmospheres required to compress

air to different gauge pressures, or the

number of atmospheres contained in a

11 filled with compressed air, will

be given. It being understood that so

many atmospheres means so many times

the capacity of the reservoir in free air,

or al atmospheric pressure, that the pump
will he required to compress in order to

accumulate the number of pounds gauge

indii ated. The number of pounds

given are principally those used

in air brake practice.

Atmospheres.

rs lbs : 2.02

3 04

45 " = 4.06

5.08

70 •' 5.76

90 " 7.12

1 10 " - 8.48

uo " — 9.16

984
[40 "

In calculations for practical pin

in atmospheric conditions

may be disi

but after compression the condition of the

air is affected by the rise in temperature

to such an extent that the varial

pressure resulting therefrom cannot be

ignored.

It is during compression that the first

serious loss
1 d pi essure is end iunl n

is due m a measure to the necessity for a

certain mechanical construction of the

compressor, and any loss of pressure is

of course a loss of mechanical energy. In

order that the steam-driven air pump may
operate, give good service, and be 1

!

when operating against high and low air

pressures the reversing mechanism starts

in motion as the compressor piston nears

the end of its stroke, and at a high air

pressure the movement is most difficult

when it nears the end of stroke, giving the

reversing motion more time in which to

accomplish the reversal of movement and

the stroke is consequently slightly short-

ened.

The matter of clearance for the air

pump piston has been carefully looked

after in the latest designs of air pumps,

but no matter how skilfully the pump is

constructed there is always a small space

in the end of the air cylinder from which

all the compressed air cannot be dis-

charged and on the following stroke the

air can expand into the space vacated by

the piston's movement and occupy space

that should be filled with free atmosphere.

The pump has therefore a calculated or

theoretical capacity, and an actual capac-

ity. The theoretical capacity is the diameter

of the cylinder and length of stroke, or a

cylinder full of free air compressed on

each stroke; the actual capacity is the

amount of air that is actually compressed

on each stroke and the difference is clear-

ance and space from which air is not com-

pressed, pressure per square inch in this

space and weight of air valves. Packing

ring, or air valve leakage or leakage from

the air cylinder to the atmosphere not

'.i ing 1 1
msidered. As the pump's actual

capai ity, detei mined b\ t< st, is always less

and a certain i" r cent, of its theoretical

capacity, estimated by calculation, the dif-

ference is usually referred to by the ex-

And if

the pump act nail; 1 ompressi s on each

ier 1 iii. atm< 1 pheric air

contained in the cylind ficii ncv is

75 per cent or its per cent of elu

7, As the figures showing the actual

of the pump are used for all

practical purposes, the losses mentioned

calculation. Those losses

that do occur after compri

frequently referred

to as a gas, and air pressure is sometimes

referred to as a fluid pressun V
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is compressed the work which is done in

the > pression is converted into heat

and shows itself in the rise in temperature

of the compressed gas. After compres

sion it cools down to the temperature of

the surrounding atmosphere and in air

brake practice this usually occurs before

being used to do work. The mechanical

equivalent of this dissipated heat is work
lost.

The air we breathe is composed of fine

particles of matter and forcing them to-

gether creates a friction, and this in turn

generates heat, the heat tends to increase

the volume or expand it, and as tl

pressed air is enclosed, it is unable to do

so, consequently it results in a rise of

pressure per square inch.

In this connection expansion may be

said to have two different effects that is

expanding the compressed gas by heat re-

sults in a rise in pressure actually expand-
ing it by admitting it to another vessel

or reservoir cools it, cooling it contracts

it, lowering the pressure per square inch.

Thus the heat is dissipated by conduc-

tion and radiation and its mechanical

equivalent is work lost, technically. "The
compressed gas having again reached

thermal equilibrium with the surrounding

atmosphere expands and does work in

virtue of its intrinsic energy." The in-

trinsic energy of a fluid is the energy

which it is capable of exerting against a

piston in changing from a given state

as to temperature and volume, to a total

privation of heat and indefinite expansion.

It may be of interest to quote another

expression, "The great cold which results

when air expands against a resistance for-

bids expansion working,'' which is equi-

valent to saying forbids the realization of

a high degree of efficiency in the use of

compressed air. The loss of work due
to the degree of heat developed by com-
pression is entirely unavoidable. As the

whole of the mechanical energy which the

compressor piston spends upon the air is

converted into heat and the heat of com-
pression increases the volume, hence it is

necessary to carry the air to a higher

pressure in the compressor in order to

finally obtain a given volume of air at a

given pressure and at the temperature of

the surrounding atmosphere.

The work spent in effecting the excess

pressure is work lost. The loss encoun-

tered in the transmission of the com-

pressed air is not a serious one, and is

slight as compared with the loss encoun-

tered in compression and in the re expan

sion or final application of the air. In

transmission from the compressor it is

constantly losing -nine of its pressure, and

its volume is constantly increasing. Con-
sequently, a calculation to determine the

.it this tim< v. i mid he rather

uncertain. It would be similar to at

tempting to obtain a definite or final re-

sult from a constantly changing condi-

tion and any mathematical calculation to

determine the loss of pressure due to

transmissii n would contain

the factors, unit of time, volume of air,

lir, diameter ol pipe, length

i i pipe, and difference in pressure or head

required to maintain the flow. The loss

i ii pOW( i "i pn -Mire incident to the

transmission or conduction oi air pres-

sure from the locomotive to a train of

cars is really not a loss from an economi-

cal
1

it of \ lew, at the time the r

is limited by the adjustment oi the pump
governor as the I at this tune

vents a small quantity oi compression to

the atmosphere with the object of avoid-

ing a consideration in the steam cylinder

which would result if the pump was
stopped for any length of time; thus while

the pump is slowly running to avoid a

condensation oi steam the loss in air

pressure is at the same time supplied with-

out any additional effort, the only time

then that the loss is of any consequence

is during the short time required to store

and restore, after an application of the

brake, the pressure used in the brake-

system. As stated before the friction en-

countered in compressing air heats it. and

increases its pressure, but the friction en-

countered in transmission cannot heat

the compressed air as it is at this time

expanding into additional space and

lowering its temperature and consequently

its pressure. While new types of triple

valves can have no effect upon the fric-

tional resistance to the flow of air through

the train, and the losses incident thereto,

they do, however, produce to a certain ex-

tent some very undesirable effects such as

opposition to the flow of air, both during

the movement in release and application of

the brakes. There is also a loss of pres-

sure in expanding the compressed air

from the storage reservoir into the brake

cylinder, the loss is due to expansion,

lowering of temperature, additional space

vacated by the movement of the brake

piston and triple valve piston, and leakage

through the leakage and feed grooves.

The volume or capacity of the reservoir

is sufficient, however, to supply all losses

and create a pressure of so lbs. per square

inch in the brake cylinder when the

reservoir is filled with compressed air at

-o lbs. pressure and cooled to the tempera-

ture of tin surrounding atmosphere.

Any and all natural losses incident to

the compression and conduction of air are

slight as compared to the losses that re-

sult from d I

and about the only reason for mentioning

. why a

the results in

pounds pressure per square inch is tin-

w the

the natural losses is too

red, the actual loss

. that which occurs at the brake

addi-

tion to the volume stored in the auxiliary

and that loss by compi

additional strokes of the c<

imot really be termed additional

or pistons t

the maximum pressure is attar

Seventeenth Air Brake Convention.

According to the practice oi

years the executive committee of the Air

Brake Association deferred the selection

of subjects and c< i report

thereon until a few months prior to the

convention. This has been done with a

having live subjects for the con-

id of selecting subjects at

the close of a convention which might
become stale before the next meeting of

the association.

ubjects and commit;.-- selected

-Hows

:

i. Air Brake Enstructii n, Examination
and Rating, Messrs. Thos. Clegg, Geo. A.
Wyman, H. II. Burns, II. A. Wahlert,

1 . F. Lyons.

2. Air Pump Piping, Fittings and Con-
nections, Messrs, Geo. W. Kiehm, John S.

Rarner, F. F. Coggin.

3. Best Arrangement of Air Pump and
Main Reservoir Capacity for ioo-car

Train Service, Messrs. P. J. Langan, E.

H. Dewson, Wm. G. Kaylor.

4. Brake Cylinders and Connections
and Recommendations for Overcoming
Troubles Due to Cylinder Leakage,
Messrs. W. P. Garabrant, L. M. Alberg,

S. II. Draper.

5. Inspection and Cleaning of Triple

Valves and P.rake Cylinders, Mr. C. P.

Md iinnis.

6. Past Year's Developments in Air

, Mr. W. V. Turner.

7. Questions and \ New
York Brake Equipment. Messrs. T.

F. Lyons, O. E. Moore. Wm. Owens.
N. V Campbell.

8. Questions and Answers on V.

quipment, Messrs
S. .1 Kidder. S. W. Dudley.

ommended Practice. Mi

I, (I.e. R Parker. I. M
Culver. II. A Wal

The secretary announces that each mem-
ber is invited to forward any material or
tell of any experience he may have had
with reference to these subjects, com-

com-

convention will cr

rk if they will send
ntributed remark- I

tl

1- invite. 1 to .1 sub-
-

• may be placed before the

ration. Some
of the most useful and enlightening dis-

1 the presentation of
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Electrical Department

New York Subway Control.—II.

By W. B. Kouwenhoven.

Very often when there is trouble

either with the master control or the

motor control on the car at the head

of the train, the best thing that the mo-

torman can do is to cut out that car

and run the train from a cab in the

second motor car. Thus he saves the

time that would otherwise be spent in

going over the equipment.

Sometimes a train, instead of ac-

celerating smoothly, will get up its

speed in a series of jerks. This is

caused by some trouble in the con-

tactors on one of the cars, and it should

not be permitted to continue. The mo-

torman should ask his conductor to go

should be tied up out of the way. If

the sound seems to come from one of

tin motors and to resemble a hissing or

singing sound, it is probably due to the

fad that the brushes that press on the

commutator of the motor have become

loose or broken. This will cause severe

sparking or spitting as the motor re-

volves, and if left to continue will very

quickly burn out and ruin the commu-

tator. The sound may be caused by

some of the wound wire having worked

loose from the armature slots and

knocking against the field poles as the

armature revolves. If the noise is

caused by the brushes, the motorman

can open the motor case and carefully

clean the commutator with a piece of

CONTROl

back th i
to find

soon as he di i ar in ques-

tion he must n the mo-

torman. hack and

open tli switch on tin

; mot ion 1 • i " of

< diately

; itorman.

I; . ng from

ond '

off and ''
|l "

e rig

\ \l> M RS

„ . ,. u adjust the spring

that hold the brushes in place until

1 e\ en pressure. In the

e armature coil the best

thing In i .hi do i to i ul the power off

from thi i oton by opening the ten

point switch. If the mi II of the burnt

rubbei is noticed an) where throughout

the train, it is caused by burning insu-

i,n, ,,i due i' i some of the wires becom-

i heated by excessive currents.

•| hese I'm essive currents may be

by .in overload or a partial short

circuit, or ground, a it i i died, oc-

curring between two wires. If the in-

sulation is actually blazing, the cxttn-

which is provided on every car

bi used to pul out the flames.

, m) case, the main switch and the

ten-point switch on the car should be

opened even if the insulation is only

smoking.

The subway trains are usually made

up of eight cars, five being motor cars

and the other three being trailers.

When two or more of these cars have

been disabled and then cut out by the

motorman, the speed of the train is

naturally very much reduced Even if

only one car is cut out there is quite a

material reduction in speed. In case

of trouble on a car, the motorman

should use his judgment as to whether

it is best to stop his train and make an

attempt to locate and repair the trouble

or to cut out the car and proceed at the

reduced speed to the terminal. If he is

a considerable distance from the end of

his run he should stop and try to find

and repair the trouble if possible, fol-

lowing the method laid down in his

book for instructions. Take for example

the noise caused by the brushes spark-

ing on the commutator. This would

necessitate the motorman cutting out

the car unless he thought that the delay

caused by his opening the motor case,

wiping off the commutator and adjust-

ing the brushes would more than be

made up by the increased running

speed possible.

If a third rail contact shoe breaks it

usually makes itself known by severe

sparking or arcing as it bumps along,

and if the shoe is left to drag it may

cause a bad short circuit and set some-

thing on fire. The motorman should

bring his train to a stop and pull the

bus line jumpers on the car with the

broken shoe. This will disconnect the

car from the oilier ears of the train.

On the platform of every ear is pro-

vided ., pii ce ol 1"'. rd ab> ul three feet

long and tapi n d at one end. This is

called a slipper. The slippers should be

removed from their holders and slipped

between the third rail and the shoes that

ontact with it. ["his lifts all the

shoes from the rail and cuts off the

current. Then the motorman should

either tie up the broken portion of the

shoe or remove it.

In casi .i firi oci urs on a train in

an y one oi the heating or lighting cir-

cuits, the switches controlling these ctr-

,,: should be immediately opened

.1 the ' n ' xtingu hed with the ap-

pliances at hand. It sometimes happens

so that an arc tonus in the car wiring or

underneath the car. between two of

the wires coming into contact, or be-

tween a wire and the steel frame of the
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car. In this case the motorman must
ojici the master controller switch in

his cab. thus opening all the circuit

breakers on the train. If this does not

stop the arc, then he must o\

main switches on the panel- If the

arc still continues, a train hand
run to the nearest emergency box,

rcH panel.

break the gl: the box and

inside Th
k mechanism in th

lling the

agent's attention. It also drops an an-

lo atii 'ii of the

bi x from which the alarm conies. The
main box immediat 'he elec-

1 er from the -1 ctii in of ti

le sub si ition of the li

oi the trouble. If the accident occurs

near a station the train man can run
'" the station and ask the station agent

to turn in the alarm, which he

the main box in his station.

In case of a train, jumping the track

and causing a short circuit or ripping

lip ot the third rail from its supports.

an emergency alarm must imi

be sent in. After an emergem y alarm

has been sent in, a train man m
to the station and notify the train de-

spatcher over the telephone as to the

nature of the accident, the exact loca-

tion, and the extent of the trouble. The
power will not be turned on until the

sub-station is notified by some one hav-

ing the proper authority to do

These emergency boxes are placed

about every 400 ft. along th

SUbway. Thej air painted white with
aluminum paint, and are provided with
a glass from.

1 low tl

second box, a lire alarm, which
provided with a glass front, but is

painted red. !

provided on the cars fail to put out the

ed by a

bad short circuit, a train man must run
to the nearest tire alarm box as qui'-kly

as possible, break the glass and pull

down the lever inside. This rim
alarm gong in the ni on. The
station agent must immediately send in

an alarm to the city lire department,
and direct them to the lire when they
arrive. In case the train man does not
send in an emergency alarm at the

same time he Sends ill the lire alarm,

then the station agent must -end one
in, because it is imperative that the

powei be turned off when the

enter the subway. The train despatcher

must be notified, as in the casi

emergency alarm. The motorman and
train crew have to be careful about
sending in either of the above men-
tioned alarm-, and before doing so they

must fee! certain that there 1- danger
to life and property. If the electric

power is cut off from a

track the motormen of other trains in the

section should immediately throw their

master a ntroller handle- t<

sition, close the light switches .and wait

until the lamps light up again, indicat-

I i In- pi iu er i- turm 1

tii'' subway arc similar to those found
on man;, ["hey insist of

!- and all the

1. When a motor-

tl signal al:

must reduce tl his train and
continue at a slow- speed or control, as

it is called. If he finds a homi
set at danger, then be should bring bis

train to a stop a lii aching
it until th''

clears before proceed r wait-

ing for one minute and the sign

not clear, then he may proceed with, his

'1. First, i

one of the train crew must get

and release the automati

which the subway is equi;

- are T -headed trips and

:d a little in advance of the sig-

nal and near the right band running

rail. They are so arranged as to en-

h a dummy coupling on the air

> stem under the body of the

car. If a motorman runs by ..

trip engages with the

ling, thus applying the

brake in the emerg pening

ter control circuit and allowing

all the contractors to drop, cutting off the

current. When necessary the train

man can release the trip on the track

by means of a key which he carries,

permitting the train to pass. The 1110-

proceed under slow

t signal is 1

If that signal indicates a cleai

may run ahead again at full

t station the con-

make a report to the su-

perintendent on the telephone, giving

1 the signal that is out of

order.

e of doubt a motorman must al-

ct on the safe side. 11

ll himself thoroughly with the

equipment of the road and with

it ir cars, in ri me man-
ner that a locomotive engineer must be-

1 miliar with his engine. How-
ever, the motorman must always be
careful about one thing that the loco-

1 not think about,

iid that is the powerful and deadly

electric current. The electric current

is delivered at a pressure of 550 volts,

and if a man makes a good contact with

anything that is alive, the consequences
may be very serious. In hunting trou-

ble on tiie car equipment the motorman
should always In- sure that the main
switch is open and that the power is

turned off, because an accidental con-
tact with some part of the equipment
that happens to be alive may result in

painful accident, if not in

death. The current cannot be

seen, but it is always there as a hidden
peril.

Xo absolute rule for distance between
trains is i\\c-d. The distance should

never be less than triat in which a mo-
ip his train with e;

run his train so that he can stop within

The motorman
not overrun platforms and always

give proper attention to the .

weather and to the state of the rails.

When running he must coast or drift

as much as possible, that is, run with

TRAIN LINE JUMPER.

er turned off so as not

any more power than is necessary. He
should always remember that nothing

a collision, and that tin

of his p houid at all ti

I consideration. Taking it all in

all, his position is similar in many ways
to that of his brother, the locomotive

r, and it is identical in the re-

- bility for li'' rty.
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Concrete Ties for Railroadi.

By .1. F. Stringer.

quite a simple

tie. Km
ill not do.

such a all other quali-

ties, tin attaching tin

iite a problem. Hut the

problem of attaching the rails is not all.

10 consider a moment, be

will soi 1 hat aded at

each end, 1- the case when a train

O iNl l-i CONi

ind has .1 tendency to break

in the middle. This is a kind of treat-

ment to which concrete is but feebly able

There is the Corell tic It consists of

two blocks of concrete, each about one-

third the length of an ordinary wooden
tie. These are separated from each

other between the rails and thus they

avoid the danger of breaking in the

middle. A steel rod extends from one

block to the other. This rod lies below

the base of the rail:- in a groove re-

cessed in the blocks. Now there is im-

nuts the rails are attached. It will be

seen that the whole arrangement keeps

the Miiks from spreading or getting

closer together and supplies a means of

attaching rails. An advantage of this

type consists in the fact that it permits

continuous ballasting along the center

of the track. This tie is, apparently,

not correctly described as a reinforced

one, unless one chooses to regard the

U-piece as reinforcement.

There is a reinforced concrete tie,

proper, which has been patented by

a man in a position of responsibility.

This is the device of Mr. James Mac-
Martin, chief engineer of the Dela-

ware & Hudson Railroad. In this tie

the fundamental piece is a long block

of concrete, about the same length at

an ordinary tie This is reduced in

• ction at the ends and between
tin- rail-. The main reinforcement

consists of three ><-in. steel rods ex-

tending longitudinally along near the

bottom until outside the rails, when
they rise into the body of the concrete.

The rail rests on a wooden block of

yellow pine 2 ins. thick and extending

over the whole of the concrete surface

in the neighborhood of the rail base.

Beneath this block is another of the

same wood 4 ins. thick and smaller in

area than the upper one. The upper
block is removable, while the under

one is permanent. There is concrete

at either end of the upper block, but

the resistance to movement lengthwise

to be attached to the tie in the usual

manner by spiking. The upper block
when worn may be removed and re-

placed. It is of especial importanct

that, with this system of tie construc-

tion, it is possible to bring the rail to

1

of the ne is still further strengthened

by two metal plates omewhat of the

e pieces of metal

;
ly imbedded in the concrete.

permit the rail

LONGITUDIXAL COXCRKTE ?TRINTGF.RS.

surface by shimming, in case such re-

adjustment is necessary. With the

wooden blocks and spikes, reshimming
becomes at one possible. This tie has

seen actual service on the D. & H.
Judging from what is stated, the re-

sults have not been such as to warrant

the adoption of the tie without some
modifications. The principal defects

ire thought to be danger of breaking

in the center, and the liability of the

tie to shelling off of the concrete at

either end of the upper wooden block.

It is now proposed to extend the thii 1;

ened portions of the concrete body
toward the center of the track and to-

wards the ends of the tie. This will

undoubtedly tend to correct the shell-

ing off. To prevent center breakage,

it is proposed to increase the amount
of material at the center.

The Percival concrete tie is of very

different construction. It consists, in

the first place, of a log of concrete in

which is imbedded steel reinforcement.

This tie is of uniform breadth on top,

hut is sharpened underneath between
the rails. An interesting feature con-

sists in the method of attaching the

rails to the tie. There is a metal tie-

plate which extends across the top and
i

1
;

i u len cushion at either side.

This cushion is two inches thick and is

bolted to the tie pre 'per by means of 2

>i rev, pike which engages in a babbit

metal socket imbedded in the body of

the concrete The same spike holds

rail, tie-plate and tie together. An ex-

perimental section in the main line of

the Galveston, Houston <\: Henderson
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Railroad at Galveston, rex., has Ik-cm laid

with these ties.

Our line engravings show two

somewhat similar tic-.. In the one, the

reinforcement is an angle bar,

and 3 10 in. thick, placed as

.
i"ii \ iew. In

the other tic. n hid:
1 ign ser-

vice, the reinl 11 - 1 - of 29

rods placed lengthwise, the total cross

section of these rods being 3 sq. ins.

A wooden cushion is inserted as shown

Sweeping an Engine's Chimney.

\'a Angus Sini i. ur.

( )n a bright \pn!

what was tin- sprin

was sitting in the office ol the ;•
1

motivi 1

I. when an o\

n yea: e i 1 led that

lie had comi read 1 begin work

foreman had engaged him a- a wiper and

he had c me i" 1 ake up his ji ib.

"W

«;-.-=

(starch)

< I'M RE !
|.; TIE REINFORCED WITH ANGLE IRON.

in the Affleck tie. In the Adriatic tie

there is an inclined seat for the rail,

in conformity with a practice abroad

which has in view an inclined rail sur-

face for contact with the cone-shaped

tread of the wheels. In both ties the

rails are secured by bolts inserted from

below.

Another type of concrete construc-

tion, while differing from the cross tie

method of track support, may be re-

ferred to here. Instead of ties, there

are longitudinal beams or girders of

concrete. This system has been in use

on a small railway where the loco-

motive weighs [5 tons and the loaded

four- wheeled cars to tons. The
weight of rail is but 40 lbs. to the yard.

The longitudinal supports are of sub-

stantial cross-section, being 2 ft. deep,

26 ins. wide at the bottom, and 22 ins.

at the top. There are two series of

recesses arranged to open along the

upper surface. One series consists of

rather deep holes. In the bottom of

these holes is placed a layer of sand,

or similar material, and above it is

placed a block of vitrified brick. This

block is to afford support for the rail.

Between it and the sand, a layer of

asphalt is arranged, and the block is

set in the same material. This addi-

phali is for the purpose of

making the construction waterproof.

By varying the amount of sand, adjust-

ov be made to secure any

height for the surface of the rail that

may be desired \s the sand is in a

1 space, it cannot

ly sup-

port the weight of the traffic.

The man who has traveling n

the road selling goods and soliciting

order- 1- frequently less than civil with

the drummer who calls to solicit orders

ncern.

lie was hi ungainrj youth of great size,

composed mostlj of legs and arms. His

e and general demeanor betokened

rustic 1 raining on blood-making porridge

diet, lie was dressed in a suit of the

white duck overalls much affected by the

Scottish workman and appeared to be

proud of the snowy whiteness of his ap-

parel. I Ins was the introduction 1

Wilkie to railway life and to me.

The foreman directed the youth to go

to the running shed, as the engine house-

was called, and ask for a man he named,

who would put him tu work wiping en-

gines.

Wilkie went to the running shed as di-

rieted and asked fur Mr. \\ all

foreman, and the first person he met was

a shop apprentice named Jack Moncrieff,

a foppish ei n! mth, whose purpose in

lite seemed to be mischief and deviltry.

"Mr. Walker is down at the shops."

i

1 on it.

he asked the whit, garmented

"No; I him; replied

Wilkie.

I the cn-

suept of

ularlj in Scotland.

"Now come and I'll help you n

start,' said jack.

With that hi

running

-landing on the pit and told

Wilkie to get inside and push tin

up the bun. 1 tl

ppened upon the scene

afterwards, and found Wilkie

pushing the broom vigorously up and

down th gs were

Spraw line 1
1
liter beam, his head

and arm moke box, and

the soot was showering down upon his

white 1 >\ ei ails. Jack was shi iul illg

tions, with merely a quiet .smile on his

face 1 - ight w as t mch for me.

down and roared.

W ilkie 1 smoke box,

something was lis red checks

had received several patches 1 blacking.

and his b like the handle

of an ebon} am His appearance was so

ridiculous, that Jack maintain

. and be too

fell int

Then Wilkii ged from the

smoke box. his slow powers roused to

anger. His first act was to seize Jack

Moncrieff by the axis of his trousers and

push him into the smoke box, using the

to push him well in.

> round he saw a bucket of the

yellow grease used for anointing the axle

1^ \A

(s/refch)

RE1 E TIE REINFORi

said Moncrieff, "but I'm his assistant; is

there anything I can do for

plied the rust:

stand. You will be under my orders.

irk." He
then led the youth outside the running

shed, cudgeling his brains in the mean-

to what kind of a trick he could

mer An engine was

standing on the pit outside and a wicked

77<r

RON BARS.

British cars. With his hand,

eld as much as an ordinary shovel.

]- a gob of tie

Mr. \'i

about this time and Jack was sent away

: might's holiday. He was rather

the tricks he played
• he never mentioned

1 in sending Davie

Wilkie to sweep the lum of engine 66.
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Passenger and Freight Power for the Chicago Great Western

.(-6-0 TYPE.

rin Baldwin Locomotive Works have

pleted twenty-four locomo-

tives lor tiie Chicago Groat Western

Four of these engines are of

1 p for express pa

, while the remaining twenty are

01 the consolidation type for heavy freight

service. Both designs follow thi

ciated Lines' standards in many respects,

although important changes have been

made in various details.

The p; motives are of spe-

cial interest, as the) are equipped with

the Emerson type of tire-tube superheater.

This device was first used on the Great

rn Railway, and the results so far

>v. In the Emerson

type, thi headers approximate

the usual .steam pipes in form. Each

header is divided into two compartments,

one for saturated, and the other for

superheated -team. The large boiler

tubes which accommodate the super

heater elements, are placed immediately

back of their corresponding headers, in-

stead oi iped in the the upper

part of the boiler barrel, as is usually the

case with lire tube superheaters. In these

engines the headers are straight, and

stand vertically. The superheater ele-

are placed in twelve

nd .ne arranged with a double

loop m each large boiler tube. The loops

are connected by cast steel return bends.

A plug is screwed into the front of the

header opposite each tube opening. An
application has been made for a patent

covering this design of superheater.

The smokebox contains a single high

nozzle, and the stack is tapered, with a

minimum internal diameter of 20 ins. An

adjustable petticoat pipe extends down-

ward from tlie stack base, ami an adjust-

able diaphragm plate is in front of the

nozzle. The boiler of this locomotive is

straight topped with a wide firebox. The

mud ring is 5 ins. in width all around,

so that liberal water spaces are provided.

The crown sheet is flat, and is stayed by

inverted T-bars hung on expansion links.

The longitudinal barrel seams are butt-

jointed, with diamond welt strips.

The safety valves are set at 150 lbs.,

and with cylinders 26 x 28 ins. and driv-

ing wheels 73 ins. in diameter, the re-

sulting tractive force developed is 33.000

lbs. The cylinders are equipped with

13-in. piston valves. having cast iron

bodies and three snap rings at each end.

The cylinder castings have heavy walls,

-ind are secured to the smokebox and to

each other by a double row of bolts. The

by-pass valves are similar to the well

shaft bearings. This casting is

bolted at the front to the guide yoke,

and at the back to a crosstie between the

first and second pairs of driving wheels.

The combining lever is pinned directly

to the valve rod, and the latter is sup-

ported by a suitable bracket mounted on

the upper guide bar.

Some of the principal dimensions are as

follows :

Boili Material, steel; diameter. 70 in.; thick-

ness of sheets, n/16 in.; fuel, soft coal.

Firebox—Material, steel; length. 107 15/16 ins.;

width, (<<•'* ins: depth, fi

depth, back, 49M ins.; thickness of sheets,

sidi -. 5/16 in.; thickness of sheets, back,

5
11. in.; thickness of sheets, crown, }i in.;

thickness, of sheets, tube, ?s in.

Water Space 1 1 ins.; back,

is.; material, steel;

tubes, 2-in.
Tubes—Diameter. 5 x

Number, 24 tubes, s

dia.; length, 16 ft. 9 his.

Heating Surface.—Firebox, 149 sq. ft.; tubes

2,206 sq. ft.; total -rate area

49.5 sq. ft.; engine equipped with Emersor
superheater, superheating surface. 460 sq. ft

Driving Wheels.— Diameter, outsidj

joui nil-, main, 10] 2 x 1
_

1
..tliers.

ns.

1
1 nek Wheels.—dia

rials 6 x 10 in

Wheel Base, driving, 15 t
pine. 27 ft. I in; total,

57 ft. 9', ins.

Weight.—On driving wheels, 144,95
truck,, front. 53,100 lbs . total, engine, 198.-

050 lbs.; total", engine and tender, about

343,000 lbs.

Tender.—Wheels, diameter. 36 ins.; journals
10 ins.; tank capacity, 8,000 gals;

fuel capacity, 11 tons; service, passenger.

and tender.

'.I-.;

lows of

six tubes , [,i h I he superln ati d

is cei ill) placed

of 1 iturated
-

known 1

extensively use

present instan

R di sign, which lias been
:

b\ the builders [n the

the rebel purls are

•overcd by a Hal plot, of cast si, ,

i on piece with a central spindle whii h

iCtS as a
|

.inai is of the Walsi h lei I
-

i in 2 S ii ivri

The consolidation type Inc. .motives use

saturated steam at a pressure of -'oo lbs.

With 24 x 30 in. cylinders, ami driving

wheels 63 ins ,,1 diameter, the resulting

tractive force 1 (6,600 lbs, The weight

available f..r adhesion is thus utilized

m to the best possible advantage. The steam

'ink is mounted listribution in I
...lives is con-

,|, igned steel casting, trolled by balanced slide valves actuated

which also r\e- as a supporl for the by Walschaerts <jear. The cylinder*
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arc arranged with i o- running gear presents no unusual fea-

incident with the steam chest centers, tnres. The tenders of both cdasses of
Each combining lever is pinned to a long engines are similar. They are n

crosshcad sliding in two brackets which on arch-bar trucks having steel bolsters

are bolted to the top guide bar. This and Standard rolled steel wheels. The
crosshead carries a lug to which the valve longitudinal sills are composed of [2-in.

rod is secured. In this way the motion steel channels,

is transferred from the plain' of the link i the prjn-

ice.— Front,

in.; crown, H
his.; back,

wire gauge, No. 1 1

:

ogth, 16
ft. 4 ins.

Heating Surface.—Firebox, 171 sq. ft. ; tubes,
3,514 sq. ft.; total, 3,685 sq. ft.; crate area.

so. ft.

Driving V. aside. 63 inl.;
journal tbers, 9 x

Neuffi Supi

to thai of the steam chest center, without

of a rocker.

The boilers of these engines arc straight

topped, with crown-bar staying, and so far

as their construction is concerned, they

fi How the Associated Lines' practice

closely. The design of the frames and

cipal dm
motives.

Boiler.—Type, straight; material, steel; diameter,
80 ins.; thicl . work-
ing pri Ihs. ; fuel, soft coal;
staying, T crow

Firebox. el; length. 108
width. :i ins.;
depth, hack. I I sheets.

Truck \\

jmaU.
1: : ft. " ins.: '

nine. ine and tender,
58 ft. 6 ins.

VVeiRht (estimated).—On driving wheels, 187,000
lbs.; on truck. lbs.; total, en-
gine. 216,00c Bine and tender,
about 360,000 lbs.

Tender.—Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.; journals,
SVt x 10 ins.; tank capacity, 8,000 gals.;
Fuel capacity, ti tons; service, frei

Rates of Long Ago.

SECTIONAL VIEW Ol SUPERHEATER.

Railway managers who are constantly

abused for charging high rates for trans-

portation service might look back long-

ingly to tin early days of the railway era

when the common carriers were at liberty

to charge what the business would stand

killing the goose that laid the

golden egg. In the light of prc-

:i what once was. is truly

mars 1

In 1840 the Philadelphia & Columbia

Railroad was in a flourishing condition.

Any citizen of Pennsylvania was allowed

to run his own cars over the railroad on

paying a toll varied from 6 mills to 4 cents

mile. During the first nine months
•tie; the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road the charge per ton mile was 6 cents.

•j the charges for carrying freight

iding railroads were

•imorc & Ohio, 4!i

S >' 4 cents
;

ster & Potomac, 7 cents; Ports-

mouth & Roanoke, 8 cents ; Boston &
ice, 10 cents; Boston & Lowell,

" cents; Mohawk & ents.

Passenger rates came closer to modern
charges, for 2 or 3 cents per r

rarely exceeded.
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Road, River and Canal.

oi the high-

road, river, canal

a n<l railway—runing side by sidi

tati n I

(Ionian Railway. The road is the main

thoroughfare between Glasgow and
•

i >n, 1 1 elensburgh, etc the

• the world-famed Clyde; the

the i aledi mian Rail n .

lyde w aterw ay con-

< In Vug. 12, 1906, the Pennsylvania

Railroad announced that all future

passenger equipment would be built of

steel; not only were the cars to have

steel frames, but to be steel and nor*

collapsible in every particular, In plan-

ning tin- cars and establishing stand

ards which are now followed in all

Pennsylvania passenger cars, no ex-

pense has been spared by the company
to build a coach which should provide

ROAD, RIVER, CANAL AND KAIL

1! « 1!]] the west 1 li Si 1 il

nd the road is the line known as

the "Lanarkshire and Dumbartonshire,"
which forms pari of the Caledonian

>e by 1
- the si riking monu-

ment to Henry Bell, whose tiny

. the "Comet." sailed the waters

of the Clyde in 1812 with such far-

reaching effect, while nol far distant is

the pii I nd historic 1

Dumbai

Durin.c I In In iliday seas* m th< pi

trati

!
' Sim laii by Mr. John

: lo omotive superin

line.

All Steel Trains.

What is probably the largest steel

r 1 quipment owned by any
railroad in the world is that of the

the greatest possible strength, a steel

framing which could not be affected by

tire, an inside lining which should be

absolutely unburnable, and, at the same
time, one that would not conduct heat

or sound.

The Pennsylvania Railroad in No-
vember, 1906, ordered 100 all-steel pas-

senger cars Since that tune additional

have been placed and there are

iiow in service on the company's lines

245 coaches, 10 dining cars, 21 combina-
1 ii m passenger and baggage 1

cars, [8 postal 1 ars, and one
company car. a total of 324 ears. In

ionise of construction there are 140

. 1 dining cars, 48 mibination

[1
1- and baggage cars, .1 i

i" istal ears. _•- mail storage

. 1 -..I
1

i :nl in, ill cars

rin 1 'nllman Company, at the in

stance of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

passenger equipment programme, the

Pennsylvania Railroad will, in a short

time, have in service about 900 of its

own steel passenger ears and 500 steel

Pullman cats.

Evening Schools.

In some districts on this continent ex-

cellent facilities are provided in the form
of evening schools where people working

during the day time may receive instruc-

tion in technical education; but in many
places where workmen are numerous very

iit tie has been done to aid them in self

help. This is a pity, for the very best

class of mechanics are frequently ignorant

of the principles of their business and

have no means of repairing the educa-

tional defect. There is so much attention

bestowed upon promoting technical school

education through colleges that the night

school receives very little attention out-

side the industrial centers.

In Great Britain, where evening

schools have been unprecedentedly suc-

cessful, the Government long ago recog-

nized the necessity for teachers of eve-

ning schools being in sympathy with the

mids of the scholars. In any district

where a certain number of pupils can be

obtained, the Council of Education estab-

lishes an evening school and teachers are

selected, men having the technical knowl-

edge most needed fur the particular

schools. By this system the technicali-

ties of nearly all trades are taught in the

evening schools. The value of this sys

t in of instruction is extending.

Among us a system of education of

that kind would need to be carried out

by the various States, and State author-

ities are difficult to move in anything non-

political. Our railway companies are do-

ing something to help out evening school

education, but agitation should be carried

on to make the several States perform

t! eii duty towards the education of work-

men.

Some drummers make themselves a

burden to the people they call upon, but

those made of the proper material soon

i% »
1 . wngappMjaj

P' cl with the

numbei
i to be

LID STE! I R TRAIN

tin past fi

IX

nl

has f

woi k designing all steel pai 1

sleeping cars Some 500 such >

shortly to be completed and placed in

service on the Pennsj 1\ ani , Raili oad

With the all steel passenger equipment
in iw in ervici 01 on 1 n di r, ;i

\ r \ i r is 1 1 \\

make themselves welcome. That class

i the tra\ eler u ho carries the m
irld. He brings the latest and the

freshest gossip of a kind that adds to

the store of a business man's knowl-

edge The drummer who travels with

his eyes open sees many things that are

1
. ble to hi 1 11 - turners.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. 11. F. Smith has been app inted

master car builder on the Chicago & Al

ton, wi Bloomington, III.

Mr. J. T. \ndru- has been appointed

purchasing agent of the North Coast

Railroad, with office at Spokane, Wash.

Mr. E. C Anderson has. beerl appointed

mechanical engineer of the ( oloi ido &

Southern, with headquarters at Denver,

Colo.

Mr. J. C. Smart, vice president of the

Erie, has been elected i Am man of the

General Managers' Association of New
York.

Mr. W. C. Ranous has been appointed

superintendent transportation of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie

Railway.

Mr. W. J. Bohan has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the Northern

Pacific, at St. Paul, Minn., vice Mr. J. E.

( )'K: ii ii resigned.

Mr. W. J. linen has been appointed

si »i eki eper i if the Lake Erie & West-

ern, with headquarters at Lima, O., vice

Mr. B. J. Yungbluth, resigned.

Mr. George W. Davis, of B [a.,

has been appointed assistant foreman of

the roundhouse at Bo me, la . on the Chi-

North-Western Railway.

Mr. C. H. Montague has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

St. Paul eV- Des Moines Railroad, with

headquarters at Des Moines, la

Mr. F. L). Warner, heret.it". .re loco-

moth e foi i man at Field, B, (A on the

Canadian Pacific, has been appointed

ni-lii foreman at Revelstoke, B. C.

Mr, E. A. Schultz has been appointed

round house foreman of the Chicago &
North-Western Railway at Milwaukee.

Wis., vice Mr, J. W. Crysler, retired.

Mr. II. J. Palmer has been appi inted

purchasing agent of the Georgia. South-

ern & Florida, with office at Macon, Ga.,

vice Mr. W. P. Hopper, promoted
Mr, R. P. Blake has been appointed

master mechanic i t the Montana division

of the Northern Pacific, at Livingston,

Mont., vice Mr. C. E. Allen, promoted.

Mr. J. Murrin has been appointed

superintendent of locomotive shops of the

Chicago & North-Western, with office at

Chicago, vice Mr. Oscar Otto, i

Mr. F. Kerby has been appoint

foreman of engines on the Baltimore &
Ohio, with headquarters at Riverside,

Baltimore, vice Mr. II. S. Peddicord, re-

signed.

Mr C, L. BrevOOrt, train master On the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton 1'

has had his jurisdiction extended from

end of double track to Erie Jut

Lima, O.

Mr. W. Hamilton has I

master mei hanii ol tin \\

: the i rrand Trunk at Battli i

Mich, vice Mr, E. D Jameson, assigned

to other dune-.

Mr. W. W. Spruell, I moti

.ieer on the Louisv die & Nashv i

!

road, has been appointed traveling engi-

neer on the road, with headquarters at

Birmingham, Ala

Mr. J. 11. Leifield, formerly a machin-

ist on the Chicago &: North-Western
Railway, has been appointed a

i ound house foreman on the san

at Milwaukee, Wi-..

Mr. W. C. Mehan, superintendent of the

Grand Trunk Pacific at Melville, Sa I.
.

has been promoted to be general super-

intendent of the Mountain division at

Prince Rupert, B. C.

Mr. H. P. Johns, chief draughtsman

of the St. Louis & San Fram

Springfield, Mo., has been appointed me-

chanical engineer of that road, with of-

fice at Springfield, Mo.

Mr. Carl C. Ahrens has been appointed

traveling fireman of the West Iowa di-

vision of the i hicago & North V

Railway. Mr Ahrens was chosen from

the ranks, fi ir his ability.

Mr. Harry t Stauffer has been ap-

pointed division freight agent on the

Philadelphia S: Reading Railroad, with

office at Philadelphia. Pa., vice Mr. E.

D. 1 1 illeary. I

Mr. R. J. McDonald has been appointed

assistant traveling engineer of the South-

ern district of the ( hicago & Alton. He
will assist Mr. Joseph Turpin, the travel-

ing engineer of that district.

Mr. N. X. Boyden, master mechanic of

the Southern Railway at Atlanta. I

been transfi rn I
in the same capa

the same n iad ti i K m •
\ ille, Tenn., vice-

Mr. J. F. Shi gned.

Mr. Edgar D. M illeary has b

pointed division freight agent on the

Philadelphia iS; Reading Railroad, with

office at Harrisburg, Pa., vice Mr. Ben-

jamin R. Bi moted

Mr. W. J Solid, i. auditor and superin-

tendent of the St. Paul e*i: Des Moines

Railroad, has been appointed purchasing

being auditor.

S, la

Mr. Charles Adams has been ap-

pointed round house foreman on the

Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton at the

Gest street shops in Cincinnati, vice

Mr. A. P. Louden, resigned.

Mr. E. M Sweetman, master mechanic

•'
' Mi i

, \kans, transferred.

Mr. J. E. < I'Brien, mechanical i

of the Northern Pacific at St. Paul,

Minn., ha

Mr. ( rn. Akans, master mei

ithern Railroad at Birmingham,
Ala , has been transfet r< d as master me
chanic on the same road to Vtlai

!i X. X Boyden, I

Mr. R. S. Miller, man of

thi .
:o department of the New Y. rk.

S St Loui .

master car

former title b lished.

Mr. (i W. Kirtley, wi.

years has been su]

omoted
i" superintendent of transportation. The
title he previously held h

Mr. I I ' . Osbi irne has been trans-

ferred as master mechanic to the Iowa
..in

I I
)ev Moini s \ all* , divisi ins of the

i Valley
i n, la., vice Mr. E. J. 1 lands, trans-

Mr. P. S, Lindsay, formerl >

ii of engines on thi Canadian
I

'

;

mic on the

same road. » i

don. Man

Mr. B. J. Yungbluth. heretofi i

tie & Western Rail-

1 in a, I I., has been appointed

of the Pittsburgh

Railways Company, with office at Pitt-

Mr. J. E. ( I'Bl ly mechanical

engineer ol the Northern Pack

Paul, Minn., has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power of the Western

Railway with headquartei

Mr. I . retofore loco-

motive foreman at . on the

Canadian Pacifii p| ointed dis

trict master mechanic at Moose Jaw,

Sask.. vice Mr. L E. W. Bailey,

i r duties.

Mr. E. J. Han
to the Kan

terminal and the St. Li mis divi •
:

the Chicago. Ri ' & Pacific at

Armourdale, Kan., vice Mr. R I.. Stew-
art, transferred

Mr. Henry material
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agent on the National Railways of

Mexico at Beaumont, has been ap-

pointee purchasing agent for

ds, with headquarters at

Mr. \Y. Alexander, heretofore

necl

Paul, has been

.1 district master mechanic, with

Iwaukee, Wis., vice Mr. J. C.

Miller, resigi

\\
'. Ki lb. engineer 0! electric

•

'.. I !hii ag . Rock Island &
hicago, has resigned, to be-

ngii the Buffalo,

with office at

I. V.

Mr. 1\. L. Stewart has been trans-

ferred as master mechanic to the Mis-

division of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, with headquarters at

Trenton, Mo., vice Mr. L. A. Richard-

son, transferred.

Mr. A. G. Hebb, heretofore road fore-

engines has been appointed dis-

trict master mechanic of District No. 2,

n of the Canadian Pacific

, with headquarters at Winnipeg,

a new position.

Mr. E. VV. Hoffmann has been ap-

irain master of the Indianapolis

& Springfield division of the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton, with office at In-

dianapolis, Ind., vice Mr. H. F. Reynolds,

assigned to other duties.

Mr. L. A. Richardson, formerly at

Trenton, Mo., has been appointed master

ic of the Chicago terminal and the

Illinois divisions of the Chicago, Rock Is-

lai '1 & Pacific in Chicago, vice Mr. D. H.

Speakeman, transferred.

Mr. J. P.. Buker, superintendent car

department of the Illinois Central Rail-

road, has been elected first vice-president

of the Chicago Car Heating Company,

at the Railway Ex-

change Building, Chicago.

Mr. W. 11. Biggar, K.C., heretofore

general solicitor, has been appointed gen-

eral counsel for the Grand Trunk and

Grand Trunk Paeifie Railways, with of-

hi offii e of general

lished.

Mr. Frank Johnson, general foreman

repair^ on tin- Si iuthern, at

- nn ,
has been appointed

master mechanic on the same road, with

headquarters at Sheffield \la., vice Mr.

tman, transferred.

imorly night

B ini fa., has

round -

Mr. F. Howard Delo has been ap-

pointed electrical inspector on the East-

ern Pennsylvania division of the Penn-

sylvania, having jurisdiction over the

lines between Altoona and Philadelphia.

The office of foreman of electricians

has been abolished.

Mr. M. J. Griffin has been appointed

superintendent of Cincinnati terminals of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, which

have been extended to the end of the

double track north of Hamilton and in-

clude the Middletown branch. His head-

quarters are at Elmwood, Ohio.

Mr. P. J. McGill, who has just been re-

tired from service on the Union Pacific,

after forty years' continuous serv' = with

honorable record, was presente > 'h a

diamond ring by the men 1
' the

B. of L. E. division, n cween

Denver and Cheyenne We
Mr. J. F. Sheehan, master mechanic

of the Southern at Knoxville, Tenn.,

has resigned and has entered the ser-

vice of the International & Great

Northern in the same capacity at Pales-

tine, vice Mr. F. S. Anthony, appointed

superintendent of machinery.

Mr. James T. Wallis, superintendent

of motive power on the Erie Division

of the Pennsylvania at Williamsport,

has been made acting superintendent of

the West Jersey & Seashore Railroad,

vice Mr. D. H. Lovel, granted a leave

of absence on account of ill health.

Mr. Daniel Willard, who was recently

elected president of the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad, has recently had his field of

activity considerably enlarged. At a

recent meeting of the directors of the

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, he was

elected president, to succeed Mr. Oscar

G. Murray.

Mr. D. H. Speakeman, formerly mas-

ter mechanic of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific terminals in Chicago,

has been transferred in the same ca-

pacity to the Nebraska & Colorado

division on the same road with headquar-

ters at Goodland, Kan, vice Mr. H. G. Os-

borne, transferred.

Miss Anna Heinrichsdorff is the first

woman to receive an engineer's diploma
1

ii nany. After studying four yean

in the Berlin Polytechnic Institute she

trical engineer's examina-

: I received the mark of excellent

in each branch. She has opened offices in

P.erlin and will now practice her profes-

sion as a means of livelihood.

Mr. W. M. Whitcnton, who more
than t v ;

' began his rail-

legraph operator in

Fort Worth for the Missouri, Kansas &
and is now general manager of

Jthern and the Choctaw districts

led J. W.

-

Dean F. E. Turneaure, of the Col-

lege of Mechanics and Engineering of

the University of Wisconsin, recently

gave two addresses before the instruc-

tional staff of the College of Engineer-

ing of the University of Illinois. His

subject on the first day was "The Stress

in Bridges Under the Load of Moving
Trains." and "ii the second day, "Some
Features of the Manhattan Suspension

Bridge."

A correspondent writes us that Mr. 11.

H. Wallace, who was appointed traveling

engineer of the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton from Springfield, 111., to, and in-

cluding Cincinnati terminals, has by his

efforts encouraged the men under him'

to give close attention to the proper

method of firing with beneficial results.

All are trying to "make good." Mr. Wal-

lace was formerly on the Chicago, St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha at St. Paul,

Minn.

Mr. O. F. Adams, who is now seventy

years of age, has been notified that he

has been pensioned by the Union Pa-

cific, being among the first Atchison

men to get a railroad pension and the

only Union Pacific pensioner at Atchi-

son. Kan. He worked for the road

twenty-seven years without a mark
against his name. Besides the pension,

he and his wife have been given a life

pass over the Union Pacific lines

and a doctor's certificate entitling them

to free medical attention.

Mr. J. M. Wakeman, general manager

of the McGraw Publishing Company,

New York, has resigned, owing to im-

paired health and will be succeeded by

Mr. Hugh Wilson, well known through

his connection with the RailiMy Age.

Mr. Wakeman, who intends spending a

year or two abroad, first entered the ad-

vertising field as representative of Loco-

motive Engineering and proved highly

successful from the start. He is likely

to represent Railway and Locomotive

iiing abroad.

Mr. John C. Sullivan, formerly loco-

motive engineer on the Cincinnati, Hamil-

ton & Dayton, has been appointed a mem-

ber of the railroad commission of Ohio,

by Governor Judson Harmon. Mr. Sulli-

van's term of office will be six years.

This appointment is very gratifying to the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,

who have for years advocated the appoint-

ment of one of their order to such a posi-

tion as Mr. Sullivan holds. The personnel

of the commission will be all the Strongei

J.-.. 1I1,' pri sence 1 if a practical railri 1 id

man among them.

Mr. II. A Fabian, who for thi

years has been assistant to Mr.

C. S. Mellin. president of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, has bi

pointed bj thai official and by Mr. Lucius

i; . ton x M line

anager of purchases

( Continued on page 127.)
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General Foremen's Association

System in Shop Repairs.

The foremen of many small railway

shops fail to carry on the business of

repairing through want of knowledge
concerning systematic methods. These
people might glean valuable hints from
the following remarks made by Mr. E.

C. Hanse at the last General 1

Convention:

"We have a form thai we have to

make out evi 1 a monthly
sheet to make out at the end of the

month. We show on the weekly form
the repairs needed to every engine that

is in service, and in the right hand cor-

ner we have a part set aside for en-

gines in shop, engines turned out of

shop and engines waiting repairs. On
the left hand corner is the condition of

passenger engines; on the right hand
corner i> the condition of freight en-

gines, and on the bottom is the condi-

tion of switch engines. We also have
a blue print that gives the classification

of repairs needed. That goes by letters.

Class 8 is light repairs; class Q is extra,

6 is heavy repairs, and 5 is still heavier

repairs. If we want to give an engine
new flues, we put her in the shop for F;

one-half set of flues. F 3. If you only
have two-thirds set of flues, it is marked
F 2. You designate the class of re-

pairs; the sheet made out each week
goes to the general foreman's office and
it is marked. 'O' means good; '8' means
light repairs to machinery, as we have
more or less light repairs to do when
we drop a wheel. If we drop all the

wheels we put it in '7.' We have a

yellow sheet with 365 different names.

Whenever we put an engine in the

shop we go through and mark it 'X' or

'O.' This is a very good system. I

think it is incomplete because there are

a lot of repairs that do not show, but

then is a vacant place at the bottom
and they can be written in. In the

Jacksonville shops we carry from twenty-

five to thirty engines all the time. At
Portsmouth the superintendent looks

over the sheet every morning. He can

look at that report any time and see

just exactly what 1- needed on an en-

gine run on that division.

"We make out a weekly report show-
ing where the engine was repaired last,

and that is a separate sheet. It shows
the condition, date when she came in

and went out and the class of repairs,

and at the end of that week it shows
what came in the shop and what went
out. Another space shows what i« left

in and when expected out. what class

of repairs needed and the class of pre-

vious repairs. After I get through with

the two weekly repoi 1 to the

office and there a tissue copy is made.

We have the t in the book to

refer to at any til

"In addition to that we have a daily

report showing engines in the shop, en

gines t it of the shop, and engine when
take iv 111 ser-

vic •„ next place, engines remain-
ing in nd on the bottom is

engines 1 fe repairs."

One of the Sawed-Off Class.

"Mr, Quayle has spoken of mi

of the sawed-off fellows like himself,"

said Angus Sinclair in addressing the

General Foremen's Association. "That

reminds me of the reception I received

from Alexander Mitchell, the famous
designer of the consolidation locomo-

tive and master mechanic of the Lehigh

Valley Railroad. In the course of my
rambles I called at his office and sent

in my card. He came out with the card

in his hand, gazed at me with a curious

expression, and said, "Are you Angus
Sinclair?" I replied that such was the

name people called me. "Well, well,"

he exclaimed, "I was never so surprised in

my life. I have been reading your writ-

ings for years, and I pictured you as a

big, raw-boned, red-headed Scot, always

ready for a scrap. Your appearan

surprise me."

Ambition to Climb.

"Every opportunity which presents

itself and which cm lie made to serve

our needs must be harnessed that we
may have an honoi Eul, pros-

permia career and attain by "in

alone that position in the world of me-
chanics which is our ambition," said

President Fay at the opening of the

last General 1 onvention. He
continued

:

"As to our ambition to climb higher

as an association, so it must be with

[ividual, ami it is a duty we

owe ourselves as well as our employers

to give earnest heed to the qualifications

id to do what may be

done to broaden the horizon of him who
1 illow after. It is 1

the individual t>i qualify himself for pro-

nands that ,;

i that tin- work in

ige, but

that it be given impetus by the it

of new blood and the 'Torts of

•noted individual."

Plea for the Women at Conventions.

"My wife i- an inspiration to me,"
said Mr. Robert Quayle at the General

Foremen's Convention. "She makes
me a better man than I would be with-

out her. A woman moves quietly, but yet

I.e. up and down through the

. day. and we rarel;.

gh e her ei«/;:' . does. The
man who stops to think knows what

imen are doing. And do
us stop to condemn the woman even

over in London who is talking woman
and who goes up in the face of

nan and get> an
she wants to go into the House of

Commons to make a speech? With that

kind of determination, with that kind

of activity, woman is goin to win."

Building Up a Working System,

rtain class of railway men think

that as soon a- they inter the business

they are entitled to jump over the heads
of older hands into responsible posi-

tions. The question was finely touched

bj President Fay in his address to the

General Foremen's Association when he

said : "It seems fitting to sum up what the

man who must ,r duties and
responsibilities must he prepared to do.

He must prepare himself for leadership

in subordinate

places. n. He must
help in building up an organization of

men. It is a mistake to always seek
geniu-. It is more important to build

that combination of various abilities

and temperament which will form a

united homogeneous body before which
culties of the greatest problems

will crumble and disappear. We should
all strive to build up a working organ-

which shall be so complete
with a correct pol-

icy so firmly established that those who
follow will find little which they will be
willing to change or discard."

The g acle in the way of

forming inclusions 11

the fact that, generally,
-

uable in ad\ ancil .

nd others with which they are

teration
' been made, the presumed in-

npon the g the

latter problematical.
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Railroad Character Sketches

riminal to staj ofl

nd ii is foil) to ask

; :> all like the

great strangers to the

truth. I he) had cousins that died, and

aunts that had to 1" bin ied, and they were

i jurj Unix, and tin j had to ap

pear in Court, and they told lies with such

rinti ndi nt al-

u.ost believed them and let them go oi

, on the condition thai thej would

lays' work in one to make up for

Shaw's ame more naturally.

Macfarlane and he were chipping a saddle,

laker had left plent)

of stuff for fitting I he moulder had evi

dently added to the amount. Cast iron

;,. and an inch or two moi

lining the risl

saddle b) a shortage on the fitting strips.

All day the rhythmic blows ol their

dded to the multitudinous mur-

in shop \i intervals,

I

- j had cut deep grooves into the

wide strips, Shaw held a blacksmith's

, leaver again: I r ' fluous

ining n.i tal, an.l the

cfarlam I
rrifi

I

En

-u uck Shaw in the ri(
'

miptlj "ii the job with his

d magnetized

: tion of the splinter remaim '1 i m
,

ii the pupil and iris of the

. and the dark< ni

ttled u i Shaw with a double

The syi f tin boarding mistress

took tin fi n m of an applicatii in i ii t< a

i were kepi in place bj

bandagi - ithei like the

ahmin. There

iw's chin that

i an English

I
pool Shaw re

.f lii- little hall bed-

Hi ' ick and sore Hi fi

bli tered i ith tin

tidl<
...

throbbing

ank into his v.. ai j brain,

'
:

, : : i a

.1 splin

ter and .. ke i with a

p i ra t ion

and In-

.'. days

Shaw Has a Vacation

B) .1 \ M

turbaned and half blindfold, d. He was

an object of pit) . Ma< fai lain u ould have

stained a raffle for him, but Shaw was gi I

ting paid for his tunc so the feeling of

pit) was not unmixed with envy. At

Clark's parlors Shaw took what he called

an eye opener, and went out and had

cards printed—J. Shaw. Machinist and

Draughtsman. 1 he lattei part of his title

might be misleading, but as he had sold

man) draughts of fishes when he was in

the haddock business, the word was not

entirely inappp ipriate

Shaw struck a new job. Marine en-

gines were being refitted for the coming

summer Day and night and overtime

and eas) money and a free supper and

sleep in the boats and visions of a bank

account came to Shaw, and both eyes and

hands were on the job. He wrote a

letter to Bill) that the doctor had advised

him to take a change of air, as the city air

was had for his optic nerve. If Shaw

had had half as much skill as a mechanic

ad nerve as a story teller he would

have made his mark As it was he lasted

about half a da) Hi b pi his word, how

, i , I . in p gard tn a week in the countr)

took to the w Is,

Some da) s afterwai d the i oroner sat

on a bod) found in the river. It was

and bruised, and had a i ontusion

in the i ight i ye. ( >ne .•! Shaw's cards

was found in a tattered pocket. That was

enough for the coroner. This was Shaw

I n , oiu se Macfarlane and Bill) i ould ii"t

gel ofl i identif) thi dead man, but mi

..: n da\ night they met in ( 'lark's par

I nan alized mi the vanit) of human

life and extolled the virtues of their de-

parted friend. The night was storm) ami

the lam rattled in fierce gusts against the

I

..in. i ustomers were scarce

and Clark was closing up his establish

incut Macfarlane and Bill) were having

an n- i r of s, ,mcilung or other. A soli

line of flickering gas gave out

H rather served I" in ike the

sible in ( lark's pal lot s

Iked in'

I w in.l blew mil the trembling

d, Macfarlane di oppi d

tary blue il

no light h

darkness \

Shaw w.

A gusl .

flame Bill)

a p. .n.l, ri .n glass full of "Clark's 1',. st"

mi the Ii. In null. .1 . al. cutting

the tail off ai half mast \ hi 1 curdling

howl rent the startled air Clark sank to

i i,, pig's I-, i in tin'

, apai a 'Us basin i < m< .1 in stand up as if

ready f.a a two tep Ma
i
an. 1- n iki '1 i ml

ol thcii la A i' " .i momenl ami \ anished

mi, , mi, i darkni 1 In bai tendei . as

mighl h.' expected under such appalling

,

,

.minimis, forgot to i ing up the last two

I he weather beaten and rain

s. aked apparitii n toi .1. • .if il - bn iad

In . ro ami swung it like a

Dixon's Graphite En-

gine Front Finish is

better than anything

you have ever used

on the fronts of lo-

comotives.

One thing you've

noticed about the

other finishes is that

they give off offen-

sive fumes when the

front of the engine

gets a little hot. You
won't find this diffi-

culty with Dixon's

Finish.

Besides, Dixon's Fin-

ish lasts from six

to nine weeks and

produces a restful

surface rather than

a dazzlingly bright

one.

We'll be glad to

send you free de-

scriptive circular

69-F on request, a

free test sample too,

if you like.

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.

Jersey City, N. J.
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GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer! of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Large*! Manufacturer! in the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

shaking ;i si

floor. Then, in the

il asked
mething, and the dazed and dum-

found few km

Explanations were forthcoming

not much. Not even dead drunk.

is back in the shi ip now in charge
oi thi

month hi ,, rection

pi
'
inn tin n.

Personals
.

i

;

! nd supplies for the X. Y., X. 11. & 11.,

rjland, the New Eng-
land Na\ igatii n, I ii ut, the

New "i i >rd, the Rhodi

& Hou & Maine, the

Central and the Washington
G "inn S Su ili oads.

Mr. P. I ). 1 Indei « i < id, pn >idi nt of the

Erie Railroad, lias been explaining the

ii - nt" the high if living

through a newspaper interview. Mr
Underwood says that onl) a few years

ago farmers drove loads of their prod-

uce into towns and cities and frequently

had to drive their loads horm

for want of purchasers [*hi

ducing more fund stuffs than the con

sumers could use. The case is i

ferent. The farmers cannot produce eat

fast as t'a people consume them.
1 too many consumers for the

number i produ
I planation

is clear enough for any one to under-

stand.

The Chanute Medal, which i- each year

awarded bj the Western S

for the best papi i pre

thi ociety in the field of civil engin-

eering during the preceding year, has

been given to Professor Vrthur \". Talbot

nf the University of [Him

Talbot's paper, which has been made the

basis of the award, is entitled I

te Cul-

vert Pipe," and describes an el

which in its various -tages has

been in pi ears at

the University of Illinois. The founda

tiim for the medal given by the W
was establi

Dr. Octa The arrangement

for three medals, one for work

ill the lit neal engineer i

in civil engineering, and one in electrical

friends

gratulating him upon being the rc-

1 an honor.

Mr. Richard \Y

an on the P. R. R. has h.

i of motive

nar. Del., vice Mr. Mur-
ray Stewart, transferred. Mr. H

Pa., March 3.

I the servic.

sylvania il

.md was
Maryland

P. B & W. R. R. 1

and se? .,,, un ti|

1 until Novi

iod of

sion. We hope his work at Delmar will

further advancement in thi

power department.

Mr. Frank P. Smith has accepted a

with the rlobart-Allfree I

cago. 1

1

e in the

motive fireman

on the Milwaukee X: St. Paul I
1

ward- served in the same capacity on the

I oledo, Waba n and the Chi-

Morth Western, on which latter

mad he became a

In this capacity he served

the Wabash; the St. I

Mountain; thi io ; the

Kentucky Central; the Xew York, Chi-

St. Louis; the Louisville, N'ew

Orleans & Texas, and the Cincinnati

Southern, In the early ni

railwai supph business with the

king Co., and
in November, - service

of the Hancock Inspirator Co., which is

now om tiled by

Manning. Maxwell & Moore,
Xew York. I le remained 1

when he entered the

. with
• Xew York.

M
1 Alfred P. Pn ndei .

I

master mechanic at the Ml. Clan

of the- B .it Baltimore,

Md., has been appointed master mechanic,

succeeding C. T. Turner, retired, after

.17 years' service in the same shops. Mr.

Prendergasl entered the service of the

Baltimore & Ohio as an apprentice in

1885 at Wheeling. W. \'a . and after com-
pleting his apprenticeship was engaged in

industry in the Pittsburgh and

Youngstown districts Si

the Baltin

Ohio as gang foreman, being given em-

ployment W. Ya.. and lati r

became mechanic shop foreman at Cum-
berland, Md., where he als

man. He was later made
general foreman of 1 md car

bsequently pn
division master mechanic

is later he was tl

.\ Philadelphia

cchanic, with office at Kr

f his
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The Straightport Coupling.

coupling which has

d ii\ the makers as the

ng forms thi

lions, The two pi<

in elevation in cut marked

own m section in

- made on precisely similar lines,

. as well as smallei

.

ece designs, are also fur-

makers. A form oi 1
oupler

ii
i

a steam tight joint under

all conditions, is furnished

in the S 1 design, Fig. 2,

which has 1

record fi >r such sen h e and

'Many

of the leading roads of the

country.

of the coup

ling head, nippl - and clamps

malleable iron;

and the surfaces of the engaging 1
:

milled with great accurac} to insure per-

fect alignment of the gasket faces and a

preciseness in interchange. This is a

special and important feature- of the

manufacturing process of these couplings.

The same care has been exercised in the

and workmanship of the gasket,

which is molded from a speciallj prepared

composition and is reinforced 1>> metal

band- inside and out; designed to prevent

spreading of the composition, which under

heat expands slightly and takes up any

1 et fai es, be-

sides giving a desirable compression under

Steam. The manufacturers are placing

on the market a gasket of harder ma-

terials, designed for use when high pres-

sure steam is carried between the loco-

nd baggage ear for train

tern of electric light

;, nit. moons rou. ual 1 a" gaskets

u itllOUt the use of special look.

[hi [1 11 king feature combines effe< ti\ e-

ness, economj and simplii ity. In their

coupled position the locks are thrown over

the lugs on the opposite coupler and hold

the couplers firmly under the usual con-

ditions of service, ll a tram should ac-

cidently pari, the destroyed or damaged

locks can he quickly and inexpensively re-

paired or renewed.

. 1 >F 1 OUPLIN'G.

The furnishing of the heads and nipples

sepal ately with clamps is als •

innovations of the makers. The ad-

vantage being the ability to use over

again, hose already mounted on new

coupler heads, where the old heads have

been damaged. The makers, the Safety

Car Heating and Lighting Company, of

New York, assure us that these steam

couplings are now in use on upwards of

fifty-five of the principal railroads in this

country and are growing in favor. Any

further information on the subject will be

very readily given to those interested in

the matter by this company.

Making Sure.

The housewives in Vermont have not

yet abandoned the practice of stimulating

the industry of workmen by a drink. One

, a carpenter went to do some work in

,. ^

1 I. lining

M 1
1 VII 11 Lot 1<

I
the lady said to him:

'Mr, \\ you a

:
I ike it now or wait

till yotl ll 'I " "Well. Ma'. 1111,"

ips, "we've heard so

lately, that I'll

ind make sure of it."

RECOGNIZED

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely

together, and accommodates it-

self to the unequal expansion

of the plates.

USED ON OYER l£5 RAILROADS

"Staybolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past "

So say many of our customers
who have used the Tate Bolt

in large numbers, covering a

period of time sufficient to base

comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-

CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FIANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suite S2S Prick BnlMIn*

B. E. D. STAFFORD. Gen. M.n.rfr

}. ROGERS FXANTJEBY * 00MPAJTY.
Selling Agentf

Prick Building. Pittibunh, P«-

TOM R. DAVIS, Mechinioal Expert

H. A. PIKE, Eaetern Territory

W. IL WILSON. Weitern Territory

COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY OOMPAJTY,
Southeutern Territory
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Are You Prepared for

Every Breakdown ?

Locomotive Breakdowns

and Their Remedies
By Fowler-Wood. 1910 Pocket Edi-

tion. Tula book tells you Just what to do

In ease of any accident or breakdown.
Walscaert Locomotive Valve Gear Troubles,

Tbe Electric Headlight and Questions and
Answers on the Air Brake are all Included.

Fully Illustrated. Price $1.00.

Westinghouse E-T Air Brake

Instruction Pocket Book
By Wm. W. Wood. Here Is a book for

the railroad man, and the man who alms to

be one. It is the only complete work pub-

lished on the Westinghouae E-T Locomotive
Brake Equipment. Written by an Air Brake

Instructor who kuowa
Just what is needed.
It covers the subject
thoroughly. Every-
thlng about the New
Westinghouse Engine
and Tender Brake
Equipment. Including
the Standard No. B
and the Perfected No.
6 Style of brake, Is

treated in detail.
Written in plain Eng-
lish and profusely Il-

lustrated with Colored
Platea, which enable
one to trace the flow
of pressures through-
out the eutlre equip-
ment. The best book
ever published on the
Air Brake. Equally

good for the beginner and the advanced en-
gineer. Will pass any one through any
examination. It Informs and enlightens yon
on every point. Indispensable to every en-
glneman and trainman. Filled with colored
Illustrations. Price $2.00.

Walschaert Locomotive Gear
By Wm. W. Wood. If you would thor-

oughly understand the Walscaert Locomotive
Valve Gear you should possess a copy of thll
book. It covers the subject In every detail.

Examination questions with their answers are
given. Fully Illustrated and contains slid-

ing card board models. Price $1.50.

Locomotive Catechism
By Grimahaw. 27th Edition. It Is a

New Book from Cover to Cover. Include*
the greatest amount of practical Information
ever published on the construction and man-
agement of modern locomotives. Contains
Specially Prepared Chapters on the Walsch-
aert Locomotive Valve Gear, the Air Brake
Equipment and the Electric Head Light. 825
pagee, 437 Illustrations and 3 Folding Plates.
Over 4.000 Examination Questions and their
Answers are Included. Price $2.50.

Link Motions and Valve Setting
By Colvin. A hnndy book for the engineer

or machinist that clears up the mysteries oJ
valve setting. Shows the different valve
gears In use, how they work and why. Pis-
ton and slide valves of different types are
Illustrated and explained. A hook that every
railroad man in the motive power department
ought to have. Price 50 cents.

Air Brake Catechism
By Blackall. A complete treatise on the

Westinghouse Air Brake, including the No.
5 and No. 6 ET Locomotive BTake Equip-
ment: the K (Quick-Service) Triple Valve
for Freight Service; and the Cross-Compound
Pump. 380 pages, fully Illustrated wltb
folding plates and diagrams. Price $2.00.

A ^PFCIAI or an^ or these books sent
n. orit-mL on reque5t . Anv f these

CIRCULAR l>o»fe8 "ent prepaid on re-

*ipt of nrice.

Agents Wanted at Every Terminal.
Write for our Special Terms

The Norman W.Henley Pub. Co.

138 Nassau Street. NEW YORK. V. S. A.

Block Signal Report.

The Block Signal and Train Control
Board have just completed their report
to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. It is the second annual report

and is quite a full presentation of the

case as it stands. The report, however,
does not confine itself exclusively to

the consideration of block signals. Au-
tomatic stop signals are considered,

and four different devices are given. Cab
signals alone, and in connection with

automatic stops, are discussed, and the

requirements of the Signal Association

are given.

Then comes the ash pan law, the

present extent of equipment, and de-

ficiencies when they exist. Devices in

use and inventions are examined. Air
brake matters are taken up, together
with hose connections and pressure re-

taining valves. Loose wheel inventions

and inventions relating to track, rail

joints and track fastenings, etc., make
up the large total of matters of vital

interest to those who run on the road.

The conclusions of the board are also

given, and there is, of course, quite an

array of interesting statistics. The book
is published by the government and can

be had free on application to Mr. Ed-

ward A. Moseley, secretary of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, at

Washington, D. C.

We would advise locomotive engi-

neers, firemen, and, indeed, all those

who have to "go up against it" out on

the road, to send for a copy. A post card

request will do, and on getting the re-

port you will be able to see just what
progress is being made in these matters

which affect you in your everyday

work, and you will get an idea of what

the Commission is trying to accomplish.

Mr. E. A. Moseley, Washington, D. C,

is the man to apply to.

No Samples Carried.

The eminent lawyer had stepped from

the London train and was making his

way to a hotel, when he was approached

by a porter. "I can sec you're a commer-

cial traveler," said the latter, with a

touch of his cap. Show me where yer

ny it to the hotel for

.vyer smiled in a quizzical

way. "I am he said, "but I

deal in brains." "Fust time ever I see

a traveller as didn't carry no samples!" re-

joined the porter, sarcastically.

The McConway & Torley Company,
of Pittsburgh, Pa., have just issued a

neat little pamphlet dealing with the

Buhoup steel truck side frame. The
I side frame as a substitute for

the built up construction has passed

the experimental stage. It has fewer

parts, greater strength where additional

h is required, and the expense
us and maintenance is corre-

iied. The Buhoup
side frai s the desirable fea-

tures of such cast steel frames, and has

several features peculiarly its own. For
instance, it has adjustable bolster col-

umns which
]

insertion of a

truck bolster alter the rest of the truck

has been assembled, and which also per-

mits of lacing bolsters

without disturbing any other part of the

truck. Brake
;
ports are cast

integral with the adjustable columns.

This further reduces the number of

parts of the truck. This frame, with the

lower journal box extension cast inte-

gral with the frame, dispenses with the

use of tie bars and also makes it un-

necessary to have two nuts on the jour-

nal box bolts, a split key being all that

is required with this construction. If

you wish to get further information

write to the builders for a copy of this

pamphlet. It is well worth looking

over.

Splendid Road.
An admirer of one of our leading road*

sends us the following as a good example

of child reasoning: "An old lady, com-

monly known as Grandma Mason, died

recently. The foreman of the round-

house had a little tot of a girl about 3%
years old, and she asked where the old

lady had gone. Her mamma replied : "To

heaven, my dear." The friends of the

deceased took the remains to Mt. Vernon

for burial. The child saw the funeral

procession leave the house which was in

the same street. When her sister re-

turned from school she said : "Clara,

Clara, just think—Grandma Mason hai

gone to heaven on the North-Western

road."

W. II. Nicholson and Company, Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., began the new year in

the right way. They have already issued

three elegant publications describing and

illustrating their expanding lathe man-

drels, gas pipe taps, flue expanders and

other devices. Their descriptive matter is

very convincing in proving that the solid

mandrel has outlived its usefulness and

that calipering mandrels should be relegat-

ed to the region of the lost arts. There is

no question about the superior workman-

ship and fine material of the company's

products. They both spell economy in

means and time. The locomotive eccen-

tric mandrel and the tube expander are

ing new and will be glad

by all right-minded tin

- their publications.

Landed Softly.

carrying a carpet bag. and accompanied by

an old woman, entered the train.

It was apparent from their expression!
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mingled with anxiety, that

; ailway j lurney. The

and they both looked

the window, and as the

i keenei anxiety

11 old woman's fai e

minutes later the train ran on to

. the sides of w hii
!

With

a little >hriek the old woman clutched

her hu>ban<l's arm.

Meanwhile the train sped onwards, and

n dure mi ire i >n si 1
-.

< 1 earth. I he

did woman was quick to note the change

ller features relaxed, and she sank into

al with the fervent exclan

"Thank goodness, she's struck the

gri mnd again !"

She feared they had got on board a

flying m..'

Automatic Cutting-Off Saw.

The n here illustrate is

M.ssrs i-.i., & Egan's latest improved

ofi saw, designed for cutting off

libers and material required in car.

bridge, ship and mining construction work
it is very heavy and substantial and is

capable of easil) perfoi ming any wi irk

its capacity to which it may be

" i- mi iimti d i ni ]il med ways

nd is in- 1\ cd back and t- irth

li rack and pinion driven by fric-

of Pittsburgh, known among his friends

eck." The Xew York Evening

RAILWAY il [TING-OFl

l n angement permits the car-

lie advanced b\ pressure upon the

tool treadle, at a regular speed for cut

ling off, and as soon as the treadle is re

'
turns. The feed ol

the machine is driven by gears, no

sprockets or .ham being used, The car-

rack and pinii hi,

with the pinion at the center of the travel

arriage

for timbers

up to K One of the g I fea

ini is the traversing

.ii riage bj frictii in, Si i that

is always undi r ci in

r while the saw is

.
' ment ol tl

5ti 'p|" d "i either

i d with

. nittini the ma-
" ' ' Its SHI

ulars, address

Taking Dishonesty Out of Their Hides.

' '
i l

: r ick,

"Mr. Alexander B Peacock found

reasi n to believe thai his business was

bbed b\ somi ol his employees

They had been living extravagantl) and

M r I 'eai ock satisfii d himself as to the

i.i.i of their dishonest), which mounted

up to a total loss of sonic $250,000. Mr.

Peacock forthwith discharged the group

of men, and having made it clear to them

that he had proof of their guilt sufficient

to send thi m to prison, announced to them

that he proposed to give himself the

luxury of taking it out of their several

hides So he locked them in a room, one

at a tune, and proceed, d to givi i acll of

them such a thrashing as has not been

known before— no, not in Pittsburgh I ini

of the men is said to have declared, on

escaping from Mr. Peacock's attentions,

that he had been knocked down nine

times."

Al.ck is built on a Falstaft model. We
are really sorrj that we could not see him

after he finished cleaning out that bunch.

Why He Saved the Man.

Suddenly a white form appeared at a

window. Ml about leaped the mad

flames A portion of the wall had caved

m. and n was too hot for the firemen to

go up after the man, anyway. Put see,

a noble hero dashes under the ropes,

makes his way to the elevator, and shoots

up to the leventy-leventh floor, where the

lonely form is -till standing Within

about eight and one-half minutes he comes

tearing out of the building with the life

he has saved besides his own. Just then

the .ntire building and the man who held

the mortgage on it collapsed.

About seventy-five thousand people

lushed Over to the hero— the man who

at the risk of his own life and without

the aid of a brass band went to the res-

( m . if one li me man.

"I was. indeed, noble of you," the peo-

pli cried, with one voice. "Why did you

do it?"

"Veil." said the hero. "I hat to. He
two t.'llar-."

New Erie Railroad Map.
The Industrial Department of the

F.rie. of which Mr. Louis Jackson is com-

missioner, has published a most valu-

p w bull is certain I . I pri i\ e of

great inter: -i to people connected with

industrial enterprisi -
I he territory

i Xew York and Chicago

traversed by the Erie is one of the

greatest and most varied manufacturing

territories in thi world, and particulars

of the immense facilities for new in

dustries are given in this map and the

di s. i iptivc matter connected w nil it

It ought to be in the band- of every

pet on cot t.d w ith industrial enter-

"THERMIT"
IN

Locomotive Repair Shops

Enables you Id weld engine

Frames and return the engine

to service in twelve lmurs or

less. It nut only welds luit

REINFORCES the weak point

in the frame so as to prevent

future breakage. It permits of

welds being made on practically

every part of a frame without

dismantling. Il is quick, easy

and effective. The necessary

appliances are supplied at prices

which bring them within the

reach of even the smallest

shiips. while- iHic welding op-

eration will nn ire than save

their first o ist.

Write fur Pamphlet No. 25-

11 and fur "Reactions," the

Thermit Quarterly which con-

tains full information.

90 West St., New York

\V., Toronto,

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

Is Kill popular We hive it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO., 114 Liberty St.. N. Y.

Standards in Disinfectants
areas essential as STANDARDS
in materials for R. R. Construc-
tion.

Don't buy Disinfectants with-
out Knowing what they are.

CHLORO - NAPTHOLEUM is

STANDARD. Guaranteed 5 to

6 times more efficient than
pure Carbolic Acid Crystals.

WEST DISINFECTING CO.

9 E. 59th Street, New York City

GEO. L. LORD. Manager,
Railroad & Steamship Department.
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LOCOMOTIVE I

GAUGES
AND

Duplex Air Brake Gauges

Mr. J«i

nisli the map
1 the com-

""' lul
1 main track

j| mti'i

WITH

Capsular Diaphragm,
Double or Single Bourdon
and Auxiliary Springs

THE BEST OF EVERY

KNOWN TYPE
backed by fifty years experience

Utiu Steam Gauge Co.

90 WEST STREET. NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIPE & (0.
North Side. PITTSBURGH

Geese Crossing an Electric Railway.

Win 11

introduced the 1 1 indui ting

1 xposed und< 1 thi

li iw . in ri hi w< mid

Human beings did r n shocks

but some animals were less fortunate

and there were many aim

nessed when aninia

Seeing

rails was amusing.

hind the

leader which went on calmly until he

put his foot u|»>n the rail. Then he

would spring back with a wild quack and

look about fiercely to see what had com
mitteil upon Ins dignity.

Seeing nothing that he could reasonably

blame, he would utter some vol

marks in which he was \< iini d by 3

chorus of the whole flock. Then he

would make another start and again

touch the electric current which tumbled

him backward, screaming ami quacking

all his companions joining to swell the

eumult. I hey would keep making the

wildest noises foi ,1 few minutes, run-

ning hither and thither in search of some-

thing to pour their wrath upon, but care-

fully avoiding the rail.

After they tired of this performance

the flock would fly over the track send-

ing forth their fiercest notes of defiance

and contempt, but that (lock ol gei

would never be seen waddling over that

railway again.

particularly hi [e track

when the grain ru< n in the

fall.

interest-

n of the

id many
importai ,, made which

in the subject,

containii

held in the Ma
be had on a| p retary,

Mr. A. Kline. 841 N. 50th court, Chicago.

At the annual si, meeting
of the King-] Company, re-

cently held at the offices Of the company
at Middletown, Pa., the foil,, wing direc-

tors were elected for the ensuii .

Messrs. 1 homa
Edward Baili

;

Hansen, Paul
A. Kunkel, Arthur King. Howard W.
Bib \i the director's meeting, called

immediati 1 of the

stockholdi .. the follow

fixers were chosen for 1910: Pi

as Law-
son; vice president. Mr. Howard \Y.

Bible; treasurer. Mr. Harold (/. Hansen;
Secretary. Mr. Paul A. Kunkel.

Thermit Welding.

The repairing of steel and iron

the subject ol I iust is

sued by the Goldschmidt Thermil 1 om
pany of New v

i 01 k I Ins enti

company have the happj facultj of fully

and freely explaining their methods of

operation and furnishing excellent illus-

trations for the guidani 1 of thi se who are

willing to take advantage of their new and
important discoveries m the art of welding

on new metal no matter where a fracture

may occur. Their latest publican

valuable educational contribution to the

engineering literature of our time, and is

well worthy of the perusal of all interested

ill Thermit welding. Send for a

West street,

New York.

The J. M. Packing Expert is a breezy
e circular issued bj the II W.

Johns-Manvilh
1 eland. Ohio,

and will appear monthly. It should be
gladly welcomed by all interest,, 1 n ,

- packing in high
steam pressure. The apl quotations
fri mi Shaki spi ai 1 with w Inch the cir-

cular ch

tarj to the marvelli of the
Hard of \von, but illustrate the fine

eye that the accomplished editor has
for apt texts conveying truths that, like

the packing referred lasting.

Send for a copy either to the Cleveland
or the New

The Canadian Pacific Railway will in

al! probabilitj double-track the main line

this year from Winnipeg to Portage la

which is about half-way to

". the latter city being [32 miles

from the Manitoba capital. Ne>
the double tracking will extend all the

way to Brandon This section of the road
is perhaps thi the en-

Plain to Be Seen.

\ Denver man who visited the museum
nncr he

saw there. The ruralist stepped in front

1
1 rait which showed a man sitting

in a high hacked chair. There was a small

lure reading :

: trait of E. H. Smith, by him-
self."

The farmer read the card and then

chuckled to hii

>ls these city fellers are." he
said. "Any body who looks at that picture

1 Smith's by himself. They ain't

in the paintin' with
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GARS, GABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
require a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING
Si"*.!

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF
Writ* for eamples, prices and booklet No. 66.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.

100 YVIIII«m Street New York

Chicago. Philadelphia. BoBton. Kanaaa City.

Memphis. Atlanta.

I!

"HOMESTEAD
VALVES

Are constructed upon mechanically cor

rcct principles—ticj arc leak preof undei

steam, air or hydraulic pressures. They

are practically indestructible because the

seats are protected from wear. The plus

is balanced and held in place by pressure

when open, and when closed it is locked

on the seat by our patent wedging cam.

"Homestead" Valves are the quickest acting,

simplest, most easily operated and Ungesl

lived of any made.
Homestead Valves are opened wide and

closed tight by a quarter turn.

( in May i the Dearborn Drug and

I hemical Works will move their general

nd chemical laboratories from the

Postal Telegraph Building to the new

McCormick Building, on Michigan ave-

nue and Van Buren street, Chicago. The

extensive growth of this business has

made necessary this removal. The gen-

eral offices and laboratories will occupy

the greater portion of the top floor of

one of the finest office buildings in Chi-

cagi I lie Dearborn company will have

the entire frontage on Michigan avenue

for their office and laboratories, with a

total floor space of more than 5,000 sq. ft.

The company extends a cordial invita-

tion to old and new friends to visit them

at their new headquarters. At no place

in Chicago can a better view of the city

and Lake Michigan be had. Valuable in-

formation may also be obtained, pertain-

ing to the successful treatment of boiler

feed waters. This company's system is

well worthy of investigation and anyone

interested should write direct to the

manufacturers if they are unable to visit

the new and commodious quarters of the

1 learborn Company.

of "Graphite as a Lubricant," will be sent

to anyone interested in machinery

and better lubrication. Address Joseph

Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City,

N. J.

Tests were made last month of a street

car driven by a storage battery which

Thomas A. Edison has been working on

for several years. The indications are

that Mr. Edison has at last solved the

problem of producing a storage battery

which will compete economically with the

dynamo current. Mr. Edison believes that

the storage battery will revolutionize auto-

mobile and street car traffic.

A recent press dispatch from Bing-

hamton, N. Y., says: "Three men were

under arrest today charged with grand

larceny in stealing an Erie Railroad

bridge. The bridge was a small three-

ton structure over a creek. It had re-

cently been replaced by a heavier one

and was placed alongside the tracks.

When the construction train arrived

this morning to remove the structure it

was not to be found. An investigation

resulted in the discovery that it had

been disposed of to a junk man for $S

and three drinks."

Write for catalogue of Homestead Gced»-

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.
3raas Founders Works at Homestead. Pa. I

P. O. Box 1764, PITTSBURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

Graphite as a Lubricant.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,

of Jersey City, N. J., announce the publi-

cation of "Graphite as a Lubricant,"

eleventh edition. This is just off the

press, being the edition for 1910. Every

three years the Dixon Company

republish this pamphlet, which has be-

tandard work with them. Eai h

new edition is thoroughly revi

fully to date. The pres<

tion 1- pad than its pred

being to conci ntrate the informa-

form.

othi i « ho have the • . f 1 ngines or

machinery will find the m west edition

of considc rable valui It d

with the lubrication and the treatment of

ichi ner\ I

«' ih 1

I 1 i 1, and big read-

able type with liberal margins are used

throughout the sixty four pages of (he

I
.

1 id and worth read-

,py of this eleventh edition

Sudden Railroad Sociability.

"Speaking about the sociability of rail-

road traveling," said Robert Bur. kite.

"I never got so well acquainted with the

passengers on a train as I did the other

day on the Milwaukee and Burlington

Railroad. We were going at the rate of

about thirty miles an It air, and another

train from the other direction rushed into

our arms. We were all thrown intimately

into each other's society and brought into

immediate social contact so to speak.

"I went over and sat down in the

lap of a corpulent lady from Montreal

and a girl from Minneapolis jumped over

nine seats and sat down upon the plug

hat of a preacher from Kenosha, with

so much timid girlish enthusiasm that it

shoved the hat clear down over hit

shoulders.

"Everybody seemed to lay aside the

usual cool reserve of strangers, ami we

made ourselves entirely at home.

"A shy young man with an emaciated

oil cloth valise left his seat and went

over and sat down in the lunch basked

where a bridal couple were wrestling

with their first picnic. Do you suppose

that reticent young man. had he been at

a celebration at home, would have dashed

impetuously between two strangers and

sat down on a plate of cranberry jelly
J

"Why, one young man who probably

led the class meeting at home and wai

as dignified as Champ Clark, was eating

a piece of custard pie when we met the

other train, and he left his own seat and

went over to tin front end of the car and

stabbed lli.it piece of custard pie into the

* 1 nd 1" autiful w idow fi i mi

Nebraska.

"People travi ow at times

i. rity of their home lives

and form 1 lose acquaintam e thai une

times last through life."

If you really want to know the import-

1
His that have been i

Detroit Lubricating Company in

pressed Steel or brass grease cups, send

for their latest illuminated circular 0,1 the

subject fhesi grease cups drawn from
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TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the Loui-
siana Purchase Exposition, at St
Louis, for our TOOL STEEL
when placed in competition with
the best makes in England and
Germany.

Write lor Inlormatlon end Prices.
Specify Melnnes Tool Steel when

ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Aetata

•OHKOCK & SQUIRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

EOT HACHDfEET CO.,
Minneapollj, Mlna.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date
Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

hect metal, possess many distinct

qualifications of durability and i

i hey arc especially adapted i, r hard ser-
vice in exposed places. The stems can-
not twist or break off.

I he young women known in this coun-
try as typewriters, after the machine they
operate, are a useful, industrious class and

the cir-

cumstance what are we going to say to the
New York- Times wind.
calling them "dactylographers"

?

Recent types of arc lamps and their
operation are ably described by Mr. C.
E. Stephens and published as Circular Xo.
1506 by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The subject is full of interest. Th
sion of light from the incandescent crater
of the positive carbon is full of mystery
to the ordinary beholder. The care of
tlie mechanism, and the trimming and
caring for the lamps, has developed into
a craft or occupation by itself, and the
average machinist is as far removed from
a knowledge of these things as the torch
bearers of the tenth century were. Send
for a copy of the circular and learn some-
thing new and full of illuminating in-

terest.

Price, $1.50

All books bound In line cloth

School of Telegraphy.

The Pennsylvania Railroad have just

completed the installation of additional

machines for higher instruction, in con-
nection with their School of Telegraphy
at Bedford. Pa. In addition, a library of

text books on electricity in all of its

brandies has been opened for the benefit

of the students of telegraphy. When the

Bedford school was first opened, exten
sions of the company's own telegraph

wires were run through the clas

to give the students an opportunity of

handling practical railroad messages. In

addition, there was installed a miniature
railroad, equipp k signals, for

explaining the block signal system. The
latest in be placed in the

tiding machine,
with a transmitter that can be set at any

This machine teach the

messages, and as it

transmits m speed, it is prov-
s'reat advanl

the Bedford school was opened
in September, 1007, there have been 234
students enrolled. Of this number 126

ire now emp'

'ffercd

positions on the Pennsylvania K

One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-
dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York CleTellod
1M Uberrr St. 9 So. V!,ttr St

Calcage

51 Wat WoblOEton St.

MICA (?k
Caboose Lamp Chimneys I

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,
R. R. Dept. OWEGO, N. V.

AGENTS WANTED ererjwhere; writ, for
terma and deacrlptlve clrrnlara. will t»
Met prepaid to anj addreaa opon reeetpt

GRirrilN &YVINTERS
171 La Salle Sfreet, CHICAGO

An old woman was profuse in her grati-

tude to a magistrate who had di

a chai • gainst her.

"I thought you wouldn't be 'ard on me.
vour worship." she remarked, as she left

the dock; "I know 'ow often a kind 'art

!" -Tit-Bits.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

McOILL BUILDING. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Terma Reasonable Pamphlet Sent
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WATTERSA.B.C.TRACK SANDERS
Only two pieces. No repairs

For sale by

J- H. WAnERS. Asst. M. M. Ga. R.R., Augusta. Ga.

TRADE I I CUT MARK

INFALLIBLE

METAL POLISH
REGISTERED IN U.S.RATENT OFFICE

FOR ALL KINDS OF METAL
But, Cheapest and OKna farther*.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE. ADDRESS
agents
VantwJ CEO W. HOFFMAN Mir

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

A BORING TOOL
like this Is ALWAYS ready for

nee. It needs no forcing or tem-
pering and Ba^es 70 per cent, of Grinding and 90.

per cent, of Tool Steel used in Forged Tools.

Patented Marcb 12. 1895.

Writt for Celaloc

111 !• rranrlac* At Chicago, U. S. A.

Portable Valve Seat

Rotary Planer

For truing up worn loccmotive valve

seats. Built in six sizes. Operated

by hand or power. Catalogue?

H. B. UNDERWOOD & CO.

1023 Hamilton Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Broad Views of Learning.

i of scieno
; citizen of the world must be a

man ol lai gi -> mpathies. 'I houg

blind he must have common feeling with

paint i s, and il I ne di af, the iv"

musical compi si rs mu i in <\ be w ithout

interest to him. And through it all, it

must not be forgotten that disl im ti< >n i

a noun of limited number. The time

ma\ ci mie « hen th< \ \. In i km iv. as much
matin mattes as \T

ewti n shall I".- counted

b) scores The time has come when the>

who know as much geometrj as Euclid

be counted bj thousands ; and they

who know as much chemistry as Dalton

by tens of thousands But we arc as

badly in want of Newtons, Euclids and
I lalti ns as ever.

it is the conviction of those whose
opinions of toda\ will count as truisms

tomorrow, that as far as opportunities

are consumed, the education of one

should be the educatii n of all.

A recent pres-. dispatch fro,,, Pitts-

burgh states that the Pennsylvania Rail

road have placed an order with the Bald-

win Locomotive Works for fifty locomo
tives. For several months the companj
ha\ e been working on a number of large

treighl engine-, in their shops at Altoona.

and with the increasing demand for mo-
tive power the company found that it

w as impossible to turn out a suffii ii nl

number of passenger engines to keep the

supph up to the standard. It is on ac

count of this, it is said, the road was
compelled to eiiier the market for addi-

tional motive power.

Sterling.

Sterling means having a standard value
established by the British. Gold and silvei

; e spi iken of as sterling—meaning tand

ard quality. The name comes from East-

phalian traders whose name English mer-
chants distorted into Easterlings. ["hese

pi op],- were such skilful craftsmen that

numbers of them were invited to England
to manufacture the coin of the realm
They were known as "easterlings," and in

time the word became contracted to

"sterling" In tins contracted form the

word has come to imply what is genuine

in money, plate or character.

•
' uch revolution

ians who
i aiming.

ted \n

h ul

:

Nature's Work.
1 hing hadn't turned out too well

with their hoe affair. The fatal word
1 id iu ' been spoken as he stoi >d n

iccted Tin- mittened st 1 respei I

fully befi ' in- i,, h, ,
,

1 . ,
1 ,,

rate planations of her di i isii in Be
low, the smooth wati rs of I ake I Ihatt

t-iioiia rested in awi i mie wonder. "
1

trust I
,

i uffii ienl lj

plain," ou are all

that" he answered sadly, "bul it' only

fair to ar e nature the credit fi

"LANG'S"
New Tool

Holder

LARGEST CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

G.R.LANGGCO.,Meadville,Pa.

Model Locomotives and Castings
Special Models Built to Order

Send 4 cents In stamps for catalogue.

A. S. CAMPBELL
557 Hendrix St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

AldonCarReplacers

in engine nun . .n nl Benton, engine ami
nk both beins on the ties Will say for yonr

- i mntiim that I used Aldon frogs and put it

Hack in -i null Extracl from Wrecking

THE ALDON CO.
965 Monadnock CHICAGO, ILL.

T.ry7.,i OIM
POPVALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Ashton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street. Bo.ton. Max.

' J"T ' 174 Lake Street. . Chicago. III.

20lli CenturyLocomotives

NOW $2.00

Angus Sinclair Co. "SJafOT
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Knoxville-New Line, Double Track curvature have been eliminated. Putting

Our frontispiece illustration this month this another way. a train passing over

gives an excellent idea of the double the old single track before the im-

track line on the Southern Railway. The provements were undertaken would

photograph from which our engraving have gone round curves equivalent to

was made was taken near the iiSth mile one-and-a-fifth complete turns which

post and shows the secti"n oi double it does inn have t" '1 i the new

No. 4

the mile, this latter i:

grade. The train tonnage has by this

means been increased by about 200 tons.

A feature of the new work has been the

elimination of most of the open spaces

or breaks in the track. These have been

closed up by the building of reinforced

SOUTH KRX RAILWAY [MKROV1

track west of that point. The distance

from Knoxville to New Line, Tenn., was

about 39H> miles, but in the work of pro-

viding the second track the mile

slightly reduced, grades were en:

curves made easier and many eliminated

•altogether. In fact about 436 degrees of

alignment. The difficulty of pulling a

train round a curve is too well known
to our •

1 quire any explana-

tion here.

rly the curves were 6 d

ve been reduced to 5 degs. and

arches, as shown in one of our

half-tone engravings. These

ing the

1-bed to be carried

n one unbroken sweep of double

track 1
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been built over the Holston River neai

1'iim, ( Mir illustra

.', .Hid old structures

1..- In idge resl s on con-

butm en ts a

ipans are

Tractive Power Analyzed.

13 v Geo. S, 1 [odgins.

\i first sight there seems to be very

little analog) between the way a loco-

tive engine moves along the track and

N1£\V AMI OLD HOLSTON RIVER 1:1

long while the channel span is

thn ii 'j h span

he others girdi rs

At manj of the public highways, level

and nun

mi rete.

if double trai :

n, curve elimination wa

mi without the inti rruption 1

thi road. Several high 1

solid ro down along the line

' 'i the 1 d : ii c n iad for the purpi is< 1 d

laying I ick. This work was

done without accident, al

1 Southern Railway

,ven constantly passing and repassing. At

some pi; ck had ti 1 he

'i up to the new li vel

Mr. \V. B. Crenshaw, principal 1

'
, was 111 charge of thi ,vi irk. We
btcd t" Mr. II. I: Spi ncer, via

: of the Southei n

our half

l

1 ". 1- \l STRAWBERRY PLAINS, TENN.

that of a man rowing in a boat. The en-

gim progn ses ow ing ti 1 1 he n yi lul ii in

"f us driving wheels while the man in

ih< boat "tugs at the weary oar." The
oar, however, is a lever of thi

center of the blade, is 3 times the dis-

tance from the rowlock to the man's

hand. It is readily seen that the ful-

crum is at the end of the oar.bj supposing

that the man rows close to land, and puts

the blade against a stone on shore. In

this case there is no slip to the blade as

there lias been in the water. The arm of the

power is from rower's hand to thi blade,

taken as 4. and the arm of the resistance

is from blade i" rowlock, taken as 3. The
pressure on the rowlock is what causes

the boat to move. Let us further suppose

that the rower exerts a pull of 25 lbs. on

the handle of the oar while drawing it

loward him. He also exerts a push of

.5 lbs. on the boat where his heels touch

the foot rest. He therefore gives a pull

forward of 25 lbs. on the oar and this

gives a pressure of 33 '
i

lbs. at the ful-

crum. The pressure on the rowlock in

one direction is the sum of these, or 58 's

lbs. 'J he pressure to retard motion is 25

lbs. and comes from the man's hi

the bottom of the- boat. The pressure

used to drive the boat ahead is therefore

lis applied at the rowlock. '1 his ex-

plains the le\ 1 r 1 if the second lass

With these facts in mind let us glance

at the formula for calculating the maxi-

mum tractive effort of a locomotive. It is

of course the diameter of the cylinders

squared, multiplied by the stroke, multi-

plied by the mean effective pres

pounds, the win le divided b\ the diameter

of the dmine wheels, all spact dimen-

sions in inches. This statement of the

tractive effort formula, while quite cor-

More Men Eligible.

;

elded to the

1

1 increase

is (hie '

,
which

CONt'RETI ARCH OYER HIGHWAY SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

class with power applied at thi' handle, rect, yet cntirel) obscures the 01 - I

pplied at the rowlock and the the formula and the method of reasoning

fulcrum is in the water where the blade employed. The formula in its more ex-

dips below th< surface tended form may be stated thui Vn of

For example lei us suppose that linder multiplied b> twice the stt ke

d fani the rowlock to the ( foi one revolution of the wheel . mul-
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tiplied by the mean effective, or average 26^ tons. Tin
pressure, a theeylmders, multiplied by 2> , B do,

*ive. .he We know fro ,„ the di;

^ythearcumferenceofthe ing wheel tha,
dnving wheel ... th, fore d. - 708 fl Wl ,,..

, ,

fi

•2J »I- ~ -a.'

? ) )

CMAGIN VRV I>l VGRAM OF IK VI 1 l\ 1 1,1 1 ,, KI

1 lopi .1 in two strokes of two cylinders is

distributed over a distance equal to the
circumference of the driving wheel This
put in the form of an equation stands as
follows

dJ X .7854 x 2S X MEP X 2
T = — .

D X 3-1416

It will be observed that the figures all

cane.
1 out and leave the letters which

gives the formula in its shorter or usual
form.

Taking as an example a simple engine
with cylinders 20x24 ins., driving wheels
'"' ms

• »i diameter, and 200 lbs. boiler
pressure. This engine will have .1 cal

culated maximum tractive efforl oi 27,

200 lbs. Either statement of 1

mula gives the same result, but i1

d that the long formula shows
ion strokes on each side or four

111 all. Each stroke is 2 ft. long
so that the total piston movement ac-

counted for, is 8 ft. long. A piston stroke
of 8 ft. produces one revolution of the
driving wheel 60 ins. in diameter. Thus
the 8-ft stroke causes a movement of the
engine 15.708 ft. along the track.

Suppose now we concentrate all the

cylinders on one side of the engine and
make one, 20 ins. in diameter and 96 ins.

stroke. Taking the mean effective pres-

BEAM ENGINE, SAME PROPORTION'S.

sure at 85 per cent, of the boilei pres
sure, according to the Master Mechanics'
Association practice, we have what might
be called a horizontal pillar of steam at

170 lbs. to the square inch, pushing the
piston through 06 ins. Tin's gives a pres-
sure on the piston of 5.3407.2 lbs. or nearly

!

|

'"'
I "ds acting through 15. 70S ft. and

this gives a pressure of 27,
is the calculated maximum tractive

d the engine.

Tllls ng would hold good
for a beam engine in a steamboat. A
cylinder 4 ft. long and 20 ins. diameter,
having a pisl

double stroki b\ [70 .,,, WOuld
"i up and down strokes devi

257.6 foot-pounds of work, and if the
walking beam was so pro] 1

cause the crank to describe a cin
in diameter, the pressure on the pin would
be 27,200 lbs.

to exist in the wheel and
any of the mechanical appliani

portioned so that 8 ft. drive

power will prod 1570s ft. motion of
the weight.

For the sak,

linder to be placed
side of the locomotive with butt-

end of connecting

crank pin at the upp, '

ver, so

ioned, thai an 8 El

upper end would produce a swi

15. 70S ft. at the lower end. Such
may be supposed to turn about son
venient point and the other end of the
lever t.i mi oi thi

:

'

k. This lever will impart exactly
the same motii that the

20 x 24-in. cylinder

do now. The proportions of this

ry lever have nothing to do with
the distance of the crank pin fr,

rail, nor with the distance the center of

is above the rail.

er pro-
portions of lever except our imaginary
lever will give the required motion of en

gine for this push { ,„..,, ,..
r,

the wheel as a lever with fulcrum on the

rail is correct enouj • .,„ cal-

culations, but in the case before us the

iroblem 1- practicall

U e put certain work into the
machim
pillar 01

machine as to make a d<

with the stated number of foot-pounds.
In this consideration of the matter the

of the machine itself has been
'led for the sake of simplicity, and
igipary lever has been introduced

for the same reason.

'''• five powi 1 1 ul 1 does not
take an3 ition of

nk pin withm the circun

One of the factors in •

' 5troke is of

i position
of the pin, but the real object of the cal-

ls to establish an equation be-
twe< n the work put into the machine and
the work derived from the machine. If

ontal pillar of

tance is really the numeral,
1

' in thc longer formula. The circum-
ference of the driving wheel or the dis-

ihe engine in

tion is the denominator. This is di

* II J « J

us the other factor which is

. or tractiv, raw bar
pull 111 p,

Heating Power of Wood.
>rts are the dullest

ing, but then

-tale and unpn
' is worth reading

the linden tree, wl
ir is next and almost equal

n Then pine, while hai
and other hard woi
than 70 per cent. less heating capacity
than linden."
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Baldwin Mallet for the Galveston, Harrisburg $ San Antonio Ry.

Locomotive \\ orks have

twelve Mallei loco-

01 iated, or I [arrimari

Lines. gines are in sei vice on

1, Harrisburg and San An-

Railway, part of the Southern

System. They have been

ordance with Associated Lines'

Standards, and are similar in many re-

spects to the consolidation Mallet engines

built last year for the Southern Pacific

Company. The new locomotives exert a

tractive force of 64,700 lbs., and are of

comparatively moderate sue for an en- cylindrical deflector, and so escape up^ the

gine of this type. The weight is dis-

passed through a rcheater. This device

is similar in arrangement to a Baldwin

superheater. The deflecting plate is

cylindrical in shape, and is placed in a

ital position, between the two sec-

tions oi the reheater. It is closed at the

back by a conical extension, but is open

in front. The stack has a downward ex-

tension, communicating with the space

enc

engine and tender trucks are equipped

with rolled steel wheels, manufactured by

the Standard Steel Works Co. of Phila-

delphia. These engines embody a large

number of common standard details, and

may be described as small editions of the

consolidation Mallet locomotives now in

service on the Southern Pacific system.

The successful work done by those en-

losed by the deflecting plate. The gines argues well for the performance of

gases circulate among the superheater the new locomotives, one of which is

tubes, and on reaching the front end of here illustrated. Some of the principal

the smoke box, flow-back, inside the

tributed over a wheel base of 44 ft. 10 ins.,

and the average load on each pair of

drivers is about 45,000 lbs. The ratio of

adhesion is 4.1.

The boiler is straight topped, and is

equipped for oil burning. The separable

joint, feed-water heater and internal com-

bustion chamber are omitted in this de-

stack. This arrangement is intended to

be self cleaning, and we believe has

proved satisfactory. 'Hie steam leaves

the reheater at the back end, and is then

conveyed to the low pressure steam

chests through a flexible pipe. The gen-

eral arrangement of the steam and ex-

haust piping is similar to that used on the

consolidation Mallets above referred to.

dimensions are given below.

Cylinders, 21 V2 ins. and 33 ins. x 30 ins.

Valves, balanced piston.

Boiler—Tvpe, straight; material, steel; diameter,

74 ins.; thickness of sheets, 2 3/32 ins;

working pressure, 200 lbs.

Firebox—Material, steel; length, i\d% ins.;

width, 66 ins.; depth, front, 72 ins.; back,

64 ins.; thickness of sheets, sides, H in.;

back, li in.; crown, i& in.; tube, V: in.

Water Space— 5 ins. all around.

Tubes—Material, iron; thickness, 0.125 ins.;

number. 301; diameter, *% ins.; length.

ft.

He ing Surface -Firebox, 108 sq.

total, 3,906 3q ft.

ft.

Uotivi Po«

BURG \ S \N ANTONK ' R U1.WAY MAI. 1.1 1 ENGINI
Baldwi

'i ft. in length, and

.... . on •

: . to the

thej are

. Iront

di

:
. am distribution to all the cylin-

ontrolled by 13-in
|

duplii at< s of one anotl -

;:l| a ll ."1 "I 3
|h '""

an connected bj .

,1 on the center line. The

1 arranged with

.
. dii

] ca f sp , 1 p nded, in a transverse

position, from ;
and in ibis

spring 1. st; the bad
,1 and third

|

. roup an a ai

ranged vith ovei the boxes, and

the frami ai ' uppoi I d on intei mediate

ide bear

ing, and is equalized with the drivers.

rticulated connection, and

. 1,1 accordance

the builders,

imilar to the corresponding pari

used on tl ition Mallets.

i oi the \ ed Li

tandai d tj pe with rectangular tank The

ft. Engine equipped with Baldwin
sup< rheating sur-

.,
V.

'

'

10 ins. x 12 ins.; others,

ihe Truck Who r—, 3°'/' ">s-:

journals, 6

I Base—

D

1 ft. 4 ins.; rig

ft. ii
'"'' ll

it 9 ins.

heel .'66,000

lbs,; mi truck, front, 22,000 lbs.; back,

lbs.; total engine, 310, lbs.; to-

.

I
ll.s.

irnals, 6

tank capacil watei
1 gal service,

,,. ,.. 1.1

Convenient Pickling Vat.

ickling tanks or "dope"

under whatever name they may

be known in locomotive repair shops

—

thing of a nuisance.

The nuisance may be mitigated by the

n of the tubs at a distance from

the place where other locomotive re-

pairs are carried on. or by such .1 form

of construction that the objectionable

feature are n dm ed to a minimum.
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The former method entails some ex-

pense in the matter of the tin

sumed in the taking of the parts to and
from the place where other work is to

be done upon them. The second

method usually implies an arrangement
under which the steam and lye fumes

from the pickling vat are endui

absorbed by the men, but not in a spirit

of satisfactii m
In the equipment of the new i

tive shops of the St. Louis ec San Fran-

cisco Railroad at Springfield, Mo., a

new arrangement, t'>r which credit

should be given to the motive power
department and to the Arnold Com-
pany, has been designed and installed,

and it is one which seems worthy of

special mention. On account of the

construction of the tank and
rangements for taking

and lye fumes, it has been possible to

place the lye vat where il is most

serviceable and where the smallest

amount of time and labor is

ii- operation available.

The tank and its location with refer-

the b i irk of the shi ip ;

in our engravings. In these shops, as

is customary, the locomotive repair

tracks occupy the bay on

the building, the machinery is

opposite side, and the miscellaneous

work on driving wheels and

done in the middle bay. The pickling

tank is located near one end of fins

middle bay.

The tank i- built of concrete with a

nk covers are made of 5te< 1 in

and they are handled by the

d crane which serves the cen-

tial bay. At

ige thus

formed on all t"iir sides by a pipe run-

ning under the floor and up through

oni ol ' ting roof columns to

\ i \ I II Min LYE VAT. FR1

i- the n ashing tank and thi re near-

by hose connections with thi

The mosl interesting point in the

construction of this type vat is I

> ing away thi

and fumes which are ordinarily the ob-

curb extending t8 ins above •'

of the floor, which for some i

around the tank, is of concret

ing toward the tank. This -

used for -uch purposes as require a

fire, such as setting and removing tires

1

tions. In the

the tank, jusl

ling- into the

a fan chamber and Fi ipon the

gallery. The discharge duct from the

1- to the roof. The complete-

is such that even

when the covers of the tank are re-

mcived most of the steam from the vat

s taken up the ventilator and very lit-

tle of it escapes into the shop, and

when the covers are in place neither

Steam nor fumes are observable.

The washing pit is also built of con-

ing floor about 5 ft.

below the top of the curb. L'ndcr-

ncath this grating is a sludge pit about

2 it deep below the grate. When loco-

wheels or other parts are re-

moved from the lye vats they are im-

1\ -wung by the traveling crane

hing pit. The water and
- down through the

falls into the sludge pit.

ay be necessary the grat-

ing i- lifted and the accumul

the sludge pit removed by means of a

grab bucket carried by the overhead

crane.

By this arrangement most of the ob-

jures oi the lye tank are

labor con-

•i conveying driving wheels and

pit are saved.

zo by to ft, and the

tank to ft. square

ing showing
tank and washing tank in the

'so another admir-

ment of these

i- in the

ran gin £: the r

tie pro-
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.... i the middle

|
sufficient overhang for

in loading or unloading

be taken to or from the

es a p

the ci ilumns and the < dge

\ , and m this space at a

uniform height the motor brackets are

placed, the outer edges of the brackets

pended from the gallery and the

dg< - .a.- bolted to the columns.

This plan is followed throughout the

plant. erection all columns

itched uniformly for the bracket

and the brackets may be

mounted upon the columns that stand

in the most convenienl position. When-

ever it becomes necessary or con-

venienl to ereel other brackets or to

the location of a motor, another

cted upon any col-

i ket can be changed from

ilumn to another m a few min-

utes by the removal of six bolts and

their replacement after bracket and mo-

tor have been removed to the ni n po

Co further work of adjustment

- try

Old Time Illinois Central Engine.

. ight-wheel engine, hen

illustrated, tliat belonged to the Illinois

: J. Hayes had been one of the

Baltimore and Ohio pioneer master

i, .,ii,i was ci msidered among the

ablest mechanical engineer of his time.

rhis No. 4 coal burning locomotive may

well be regarded as representing the most

advanced practice of designing up to that

lime, with spread truck providing for

level cylinders, driving wheels sufficiently

spread to give room for a fire box with

ample grate area, wagon top fire box well

raised, the boiler with barrel 57 inches

diameter and sand box in the middle.

A well designed link motion was em-

ployed, four-bar guides and the old

familiar pump operated from the cross-

head. The smoke stack which out dated

the diamond stack, was of rather ample

dimensions for coal burning and probably

was suitable for wood when coal was

scarce.

In working order the engine weighed

a little over 60,000 lbs .with 36,500 lbs. on

the drivers, which were oj.i. ins di

The cylinders were 16 by -'4 ins., a size

which continued standard for many a

day. There were 173 2-in. tubes. 11 ft.

4 ins. long providing [,038 sq. ft. of heat-

ing surface 1 lie fin- box was g ft, bj

34'i ins., the total heating surface having

been 1,191 sq ft. These proportions are

red s 1 for a modern locomotive

Promising Employment to Scholars.

For some time past there has been great

difficulty inducing young men to make

connections with correspondence schools

or other institutions where practical in-

struction is given with a view of fitting so-

called graduates for superior positions in

railway and mechanical avocations. Some

of the concerns giving practical instruc-

tion have fallen into the habit of promis-

ing to obtain lucrative employment for

students who have remained a certain

time under instruction. In many cases

the managers of the various educational

establishments and systems have been un-

able to make their promises to find em-

ployment good, and the graduates have

been left lamenting.

We advise youths who have paid for

instruction under the promise that em-

ployment would be found for them, to

require a bond or legal document that

would help to collect damages when prom-

ises for finding employment are not made

1;, iod.

Not Considered Safe.

It is curious to know that what users

of slang would call tin- first "sure-enough"

railway m the world was laid between

Manchester and Liverpool in 1830. It

OLD 1 :
I

1 H-o ON THE

everal points

of interest that intelligent railroad nan

een rei iation In

1

• the engine

M ,-lnas X. i 01 in".' in 1863,

ami the

and no

I m nil,

Hayes, at that time

i mai iiimr\ o( the Illinois

ILLINOIS < I MKAI. RAILROAD. DRAWINI

of this si/,- and the heating surface was

considered unusuallj liberal.

That form of engine became very

popular and the proportions were imi-

tated by several contract locomotive

builders. In fact the general design be-

eame a >orl of standard and has been

called the Vim 11. an" type.

We an indebted to Mr. W. 0. M

mechanical engineer of the [llinoi < en

11., I. -,,1 the photograph of tin engine

M \m. i:\ \l X FORNI i

was twelve years later before the prudence

of British ministers of state would permit

their sovereign to travel by rail. Prince

Albert, the Queen's husband, traveled fre-

quently on the Great Western, and often

at a high rate of speed, though he would

sometimes say to the conductor, "Not

quite so fast next time, if you please."

But the first time Queen Victoria took a

railway trip was in [842 on the anniver

arj o'l the battle of Waterloo.
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General Correspondence
The General Foremen's Page.

Editor:

It is with much interest and pleasure

that 1 read the items on page t-'5 in the

March number of your valuable papei

The first item. "System in Shop Repairs,"

should not be lost sight of. It is a good
i ih and is similar to methods in force on

Santa Fe system. The second item

amused me, as it is a fact that often we
picture, in our minds, the appearance oi a

writer, and when we meet the mail him-

self we find that our imaginary picture

is badly drawn I he addresses thai have

been made by the worthj editor, Dr
^.ngus Sinclair, at the General Foremen's

Conventions, have been instructive and

have issisted its members in organizing.

in years of work and experience

makes him a valuable man as an honorarj

member of the association.

"Ambition to Climb" is the third item,

and in it Brother E. F. Fay has covered

the topic well, and if our manj foremen

all over the country would put this article

into practice, very little effort on the part

of the officers would be required to make
thi irganization the pride of all as ocia-

tnd a credit to its members It

would then be looked upon by our su-

ifficers of the systems on which we
yed, i necessary in the opera-

tion of their departments, and the associa-

tion would help us to gain the end for

which we and thej are striving.

The plea for the women at the conven-

tion is the fourth item, Mr. Robert

Quayle has made this subject plain. The
i of the women in our convention

should help to encourage its members in

the determination that we will succeed.

"Building l'p a Working System" is the

fifth item, and former President F.. F. Fay
certainly has not lost sight of this ques-

tion, which is an important one It is

to mj notice almost daily in the

operation of my department. It is a mat-

ter that i~ being looked into by our su-

periors more thoroughly each day. The
question as to the ability of the men in

our positions and the kind of working

System we are able to organize, and

whether or not it will lead up to a high

of economical methods of opera-

te m

Your valuable paper furnish' - its read

ers with a great deal of most useful in-

struction that, if practiced, much good will

result 1 have been a reader of Railway
anh Locomotive Engineering for a num-
ber of vears and hope to still continue

If you will be kind enough to advise me
of when n:\ subsi ription is due I shall

remit the amount to you promptly. I sin

cerely hope to meet Dr. Angus Sinclair

at the convention of the General Fore-

men in Cincinnati, O.. on Maj ,?. 4. 5. 6

:nid 7 of this \ ear I II

President hit R) 1 li \.ssn.

Dodge Lily. Kan.

I

\\ e ne \ erj much pleased to ha\ e tins

communication from Mr. Ogden. The
items concerning the International Kail

waj I ieneral Fi iremen's Vssi u iation to

which he refers are to he found in our

March issue, page [25. In the present

ind iii.in\ lines bj forming

1 n pelting aw

other till the best man won, with no pi]

011 our bauds as are used today. L'p

to the present time the writer has not been

defeated in M.me of these sports, namely

jumping and running, but he ha

worsted in some of the hard bonis, but

not always. I had a record for

Mi tinning
1

• 4 in. on the

level

\\ hi 11 ih.' 1

inted Lincoln called for men I

VIEW Ol ERECTIN

issue the reader is referred to pa

For items concerning the association We
give the committees, the subjects, time

and place ' 1! na el ing and sin ip
•

Editor.]

Incidents in Early Railroad Days.

Editor:

In answer to your kind inquiry for

some of my old time reminiscences, let

briefly that I was born in Rich-

land County, Ohio, near Mansfield, on

Oct. 10. 1840. My parents came to Ohio

fri m Hagerstown, Md., by wagon in 1836.

Tiny located near Mansfield in what was

then almost a dense forest; COnsei

1 know something of the ban!

pioneer life. I grew to manhood amidst

the hardy folks of that time. At barn

raisings and lot; rollings and later on at

corn huskings and country dances, it was

to know v.

man. Physically thai wa

by such feats as running, jumping, lift

o,, .Mst April. [86l,

for 75,000 men to servi threi inths. It

1- well known how far away the end of

the war was at the expiration of that

short term. Xext 300,000 men were

called for and I again responded this

line for three years, and I served in all

three years and three months I came
1 >ii, with an honorable discharge feeling

vary much like the Irishman riding the

mule. The mule began kicking, as mules

will do, and finally got one of his hind

net in the stirrup. The Irishman said:

"By cripes, if ye want to get on I'll get

On the -i'1i of March. [86$, I went rail-

roading. Now right here remember that

the young men who went railroading in

re jusl branded by the coun-

ple and others, as being simply

all decent society. My parents,

it and obi associates threw up

their hands in holy horror and predicted a

• re that
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hemp was growing for a noose around

my neck. Bui Lord lias dealt

very kindly with me and I have gone

along down the line, now 45 years, and

see men of this profession occupying posi-

tions of honor in all walks of life. There

;reat many articles written

_ 1 , en, but few if any

long a continuous record on one

all of them have shifted

to Beersheba. I began on

March 24, 1865, on what was then the At-

Greal Western, six foot gauge,

ii dt the great Erie system. 1

.is brakeman. Those were the

hen conductors hired their own
brakemen and engineers hired their fire-

men and discharged them if they did not

iuit.

Well, I was hired by conductor Polk

Palmer and on the day following left

Galion, Ohio, on the first freight train

that left that terminal. The next terminal

,vas then Akron, Ohio, 81 miles further

on. We left Galion at 2 p. m. the 25th

and arrived at Akron at 9.30 a. m. the

20th. and as we were the only train on the

1 were first out when we got to

Akron, but we did not get out foi

weeks. It was a very common
rence in those days to order an engineer

1 1 take a train out, without a conductor,

all work trains were run without

>rs. The engineer was held re-

fur the whole train. One trip

that 1 made may be interesting to Man-

Engineer J. T. Pinknej was

to pick up a crew and take twelve

box cars from Akron to Galion.

I was that crew. Now I had only made

one trip, but when he asked me about my
nee I was so anxious to get out, I

told him 1 was an old brakeman of the

\ ania Then he asked mi « hat I

nt the whistle signals and I told

one Mast of the whistle meant to

braki s and two to let them of)

My examination was satisfactory and he

said I would do well. We got out of the

ii had man-, long

w w, no ballast.

and 11 was ni it gi >od to le1 the train down
.'.nld call

: es and I would crawl fi om 1 me

I Id and of

rakes would not hold them
.ill again. 'I hen back

Ii t them all off .is he had

See?

1

1 rmediate

1

1 was the oldest fireman I was assigned

to that run and ran the engine practically

all the eight months. At the end of that

time, Jan. 1, 1868, I was promoted to be

an engineer. I ran the yard engine one

week and then went out on the road, Jan.

8 being my first trip. Engine No. 64,

Rogers build, 18 x 20 in. cylinders, 5 ft.

driving wheel. She was then one of the

large engines of that day.

I pulled freight and work train up to

1878 when I did extra passenger work

until June, 1880. \t that time I got a

regular pass, nger run and now I am clos-

ing up my 45th and last year of continu-

ous service on the same road. I never

had but one accident, and in that one. no

passengers were injured. I was laid up

from my injuries seven months but no

blame attached to me. In my experience

came Pat past the painter. The painter

called down: "Are you hurt, Patr" Pat

looked up. "Go to hell, I passed ye twice

and you wouldn't spake to me," says he.

On Oct. 19 of this year I will reach

the age limit and I will be canned. Un-

fortunately as the Erie has not joined

the pension system I will be left on my
own resources in my declining years.

M. A. Ricksicker,

Loco. Engineer, Erie R. R.

Galion, Ohio.

1 n some things that I think

be \<i> interesting to the older

class of railroad men, but as the) have

r.earl) all pass,,! through the same I will

tip) space but will pass tin m by

I rishman did the painti 1
An

Irishman hold the ei

ropi down m tin sidewalk while they

,

,

'incut from the t< ip

of a new building 'I his painter was on a

scaffold about half waj up the building.

He tho ' iva -"in- to

, lbs and

I h, ,
; ailed "tit

Dov

p u ,11 Pat, pasl tin

• tin rope at

Relative Economy of the Mallet.

Editor:

Would you kindly advise me concern-

ing the exhaust on a Mallet articulated

compound? I imagine to the ear it is a

jumble, and with one's eyes closed it

would seem as though one were listening

to a double header. It seems to me it

might be difficult for an engineer running

in the night to ascertain whether or not a

Mallet wa~ slipping, if he relied on

sound, as I believe a good many engineers

do. Perhaps I am wrong in this last, and

if so, I shall be glad to be corrected.

I should also like to know if a Mallet

articulated compound is not more expen-

sive to keep in repair than two separate

locomotives. It seems to me that being

practically two complete and separate lo-

comotives, each working by itself, so to

speak, there would be a great strain on the

machinery, especially as the two are

coupled together. I should be very much

interested to hear any results which you

may have. I know as a general thing any

new idea at first is always advertised to

be a great improvement on the old style,

and affords a great saving. This was the

case at the time compounds were so gen-

eral, but I notice that there are only a

very few running compared to what there

used to be and on some roads which I

have in mind all of them have been

changed over to simple engines. Thank-

ing you for any information which you

can give mi John Worcester Merrill.

Boston, Mass.

[This Utter asks several questions

which have arisen in the minds of many

and 1 in account of the general interest

taken in the Mallet compound we have

printed Mr. Merrill's letter. The exhaust,

coming as it does only from the low-pres-

sure cylinders, is not a jumble of sounds

bul .11 '
1 Ii .11 exhausts, two to the revolu-

tion of the driving wheel instead of four

as in ordinary engines. The slippi

drivers is automatically regulated by the

construction of the engine. If the high-

pressure group slips high-pressure -team

fills the receiver and increase: back pres-

rficiently to check the slipping If

the low pressure group slips the low-pres-

sure cylinders rlin themselves mil oi

faster than the receivi r supplies it and

1I1 ,1 , In cks their slip. In the in. I

1

the Mallet is not as expensive to
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maintain as two separate engines would
be. Boiler work is always a heavy item

of locomotive repairs. The Mallet has

only one boiler as against two in the sep-

arate engines. The cost of maintaining

the machinery of the Mallet depends on
circumstances and may not be more ex-

pensive than maintaining the machinery
of two separate engines with total num-
ber of wheels, etc., equal. The Mallet has
one air pump, two injectors, and in gen-
eral terms one set of fittings and attach-

ments, while the two engines have to-

gether, as a general rule, two air pumps,
four injectors and two separate sets of

fittings, etc. The high- and low-pressure

engines on the Mallet type of locomotive
are not coupled together. If any one of

our readers, engineers, general foremen or

others have any facts or figures bearing
on this interesting question, the columns
of our paper are freely open to them.

—Editor
I

Hedley or Stephenson?

Editor:

I have my March copy of your most
valued magazine and wish to take ex-

n to some of the statements
which you make ah.. tit William Hedley
under "Celebrated Steam Engineers."
You give a great deal of credit to

Hedley which I think is quite unde-
served. The first experiments in what
may be called successful steam locomo-
tion were due to a Mr. Blackett, the
Wylam Colliery owner, together with
Jonathan Foster, his engine-wright.
My authority is "The Life of George
Stephenson," by Samuel Smiles, which
was published in 1869.

Smiles describes a number of the

early experiments on locomotives and
says that the "Puffing Billy" ("Black
Billy" he calls it) was found capable
of drawing nine loaded wagons and
was designed and built by Blackett and
his engine-wright, Foster. He also

says that this engine gave so much
trouble that it was known as a nuisance
by all the workmen and had to be con-
tinually followed and aided by horses.

Smiles gives the credit of the first

practical and commercially successful

locomotive to George Stephenson, who.
with the patronage of a Lord Ravens-
worth, erected his "Blucher" and ap-
plied the exhaust blast for the purpose
of inducing draft. Before the u'se of

the steam blast, the difficulty of gen-
erating steam enough was so great that

the locomotives could not compete
with horses, and it was only when
Stephenson made this application that

thi I motive became a real success.

Smiles states that Mr. Blackett em-
ployed Hedley as "viewer" or overseer
in the colliery pit and that he took out
a patent for an engine frame in Med-
ley's name. So if the accounts of

Smiles are correct, you havi

.'In t>> Hedley which in no way be-

to him.

Hoping that you will favoi mi with

the name of the author or authors from
whom you have drawn your material

for your ai \Y. K. Hanes.
Urbana. III.

[Comment on this letter will be found
in our editorial columns.— Editor.]

The Old and the New.
Editi ir

:

This is a good example of the old

and the new. We just happened to get

the two extremes passing each other in

regular service. Talk about "ship

pass in the night," here is an illustration

of those about which no poems are

u ith any success or to avoid taking any
chance of doubling a grade, we do addi-

tional work at this filling-out point that

will enable us to keep those heavy loads

of stone next to the engine, that we may
li.i\ - the 1" 11. lit of an easier handled train.

You can readily see we make a distinc-

tion between heavy and light loads, and
without a doubt it would be equally as

loads and empties.

0«ir trains at all terminals are made up
on this plan.

For instance, next to the engine are

placed loads, then empty coal cars, then

empty flat cars on rear end.

I firmly believe that an engine will han-
dle a train made up in this manner with

l( ss labor and less likelihood of damage

THE 0111 \\|> THE XFU. I.IK

\\ ritten. Every old scorpion working and
working well. The photograph is from
Mr. T. J. Burns, assistant to the superin-

tendent of motive power at Detroit.

The old and the new are still in the

game. I > R Mi Bain,

Assistant Supt. M. P., X. Y. C. Lines.

Albany, N. Y.

iHAT PASS IN I III. NIGHT.

to draw bars and draft rigging in starting

and stopping trains. ONNER.
New Albany, Ind.

Position of Loads in Train.
Editoi

'! he article in the March issue of your
magazine in reference to the position of

loads and emj eals to me that

I feel it should have attention, being an

engineer, and what 1 shall say is my con-

iron] actual experience. I work
over two divisions of the Chicago, In-

lis & Louisville Railway, and over

those divisions we handle an immense
amount ing from the Bedford,

rries. Well, over 50 miles

of one division we handle 1,020 tons, but

on arriving at this point we fill out to

1,650 I

The tonnage rating of our engines is

within a what they will han-

,v. it frequently happens that on

our arrival at this lilling-out point with a

train of this heavy stone loaded on cars

of 100,000 lbs. capacity, that our fill-out

: merchandise or light loads.

Practical experience has taught our en-

trainmen that to handle this train

Position of Loads.
Editor

:

In answer to your question in regard to

making up trains with loads and empties

it is my experience that a train made up
with the loads ahead and the empties be-

hind is the easier pulling train over a hilly

and crooked division. Also having the

heaviest loads ahead while on a level and
straight track it does hot make very much
difference 1 Ins is wh.re the grade is

sometimi nt. You take a short

train made up of all heavy loads and it

will pull harder than the same tonnage
train made up with more cars with lighter

tonnage per car. This is in a very hilly

track and more ton-

nage can be pulled with the longer train.

C. F. SUNDBERG.

Sioux

[We are glad to have this practical ex-

drawn from experi-

w if this is true what is the

? We want engineers who
have this or different experience to let us

• of their vie

heard mi

train with few
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Mind Your P's and K's.

March issue of

itivj Engineering

: what is styled Class

Railroad locomotive,

take Class K. of P. R. R.

I

i ei with sand box in

Recent Locomotives,"

and No ic P. R. R

lie K engines. There was

[, paire boilers used until

.- p engines; tin' first was, 1

[321. llism F Colvin.

Good Record.

The ' facts connect* .1 with

iderfu! record of durabilitj made

P ifii type engine No.

This engine has made -'00.501 miles

without repairs; no new flues ana with

out having tires turned (Railwaj Steel

"ly receiving light

irs in the round-house be-

,s ITi, engine left th. Bel

P on Nov. 20, 7 and

general repairs Dec.

hauled nine heavy express

day, running 288 miles at an

1 55 miles per hour. In

i
1 had ii"

A Plea for the Bench Vise.

Editor:

Having read in your paper man;, articles

concerning tool equipment, 1 have

noticed anj which make more than a

passing mention of the most useful, most

abused, .ma most neglected, as regards

repairs; namely, the erecting shop vise.

Having worked in various erecting shops,

I und the -anie case in each, that 1-. th.

bench vises are always in poor n pair

I do not think anything annoys a fitter

more than when in a hurry to cut a piece

| iron or file a bolt, as have to trj two

,„ ,i,r,e vises bi for he finds one capable

f holding the job firm enough to work

on it. As a rule there is one-third back

lash m screw, and th. outi r jaw has in

many cases, to be pulled out bj hand,

owing to collar being loose or lost

1„ ne large erecting shop in which 1

worked once, out of two hundred and

fifty odd vises, twenty-four were onl\ in

first-class repair, one hundred and twelve

„, and the rest were mostly -crap.

taking up good bench room \ 1

,,,.,1,1 have been kept in decent repair and

would have paid for that expense mam

ti nes ovi r. Because, as a rule, when a

,,, , tries to do a job in a vise and finds

ii won't hold, he waits till the first g 1

vise I- vacant, may be a quarter of an

1 ,
,,,- ,,,- hi minutes, or he goes down the

shop to .1 screwing machine, or sin irs or

j kind It was run by En-

\. X. Jcnkinson and Arthur

and was kept in excellent con

their careful attention, in

I

:
;,.. the 1. tt mam wedge was

four tunes, while tin right

nti d the en-

ling 1

:

'

I op and is

th, worl • irned out. This,

till UtionS stated

d 1 am en-

VOGES,

, Foreman

IK11 ON llll I'h. F< »TJR

an emerj wheel, as the case ma\ be, and

|

, |lorc time walking there and hack

than would have done the job three tiim -

It is useless to expect a fitti 1 to look

aft, 1 his vise in an erecting sl^^, now a-

1 gets time to start re-

setting jaws, etc I think each large erect-

:

. should have a man detailed tor

nothing 1 lse, but to oil, fit new screws.

ancj recut the jaws and keep all vises in

first-class repair. It would save a lot of

time and temper and make working in an

electing shop a lot more comfortable. If

I
youi paper know of any

shops where a system of erecting h 'p

tool and vise inspection 1- carried out I

would like to know of it I 1-
<'

Winnipeg.

The Walschaerts Valve Gear.

Editor:

In the last issue of Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering, your correspondent,

S. \\\. Superior, Wis., makes some timely

comments on allowing a quarter of an

inch of lead on locomotives equipped with

the Walschaerts valve gear, and seems to

have a doubt in his mind as to the ad-

visability of allowing so much of a valve

opening at the end of the piston stroke.

S. W. must bear in mind that the open-

ing of the valve in these engines is not

increased with the shortening of the valve

stroke, as is the case with engines

equipped with the Stephenson link motion.

Three-eighths of an inch lead is quite

common in passenger engines when the

lever is hooked up. and while it is quite

true that in certain positions these engines

do not start as readily as those having

... [ead, it is found that after they are

once moving they run better and pull

more than engines do that have only a

small amount of lead. It is not uncom-

mon t,, see such locomotives as have a

large amount of lead hacked up a short

distance so that one of the cranks may

be on the top center to allow a full pres-

sure of steam to be admitted for starting,

then they will start readily.

Locomotives with the Walschaerts valve

gear are not subject to changes in lead in

ordinarv repairs. Their original design

is maintained in regard to the position

and action of the valves. Others who are

nst tin same thing ought to let US

hear from them through the columns of

your valuable paper G D. Ruggles.

Read-i illc. Mass.

Age Proved Value.

About the tune "granger'' sentiments

were most powerful in Iowa a man who

h.,,1 accumulated wealth by fortunate

[arming and coal mining operations, con

„ ived ih. id, a of building a railroad to

share some of the wealth that hauling

freight and passengers was bringing to

what he called the soulless transportation

corporations B) means of old rails and

second hand material of all kinds, tins

anti-monopolist succeeded in getting a

few miles ready for operating. Next

thing was the purchase of a locomotive

He found an old engine popularly known

as the Mud Hen. for her tendency to

w addle into ditches, and he made a deal

which transferred the machine to him.

When the purchase of this fiery st,,d

had been accomplished, a friend east

doubts upon the value of the Mud Hen.

Not a 1
1 engine, did you say? Why,

man. 1 have the best reason for knowing

that I made a go.,,1 bargain. The Rock

Maud Kailro.,,1 used that engine for

thirtj one years, and they certainlj would

not i,;,ve kept her that tune if she had

I one"
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Ventilation of Cars.

A very successful method of ventilat-

ing freight and passenger cars has been
: by Mr. T. H. Garland, super-

visor of refrigerator traffic on the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy. If one
may so say the principle of the ejector

has been made use of to promote the

circulation of air in cars.

On a passenger car the ventilator

is placed on the roof and opens into

the deck light or clearstory window.
It is made of Xo. 24 gauge, galvanized

iron, and on the outer lace presents

which is drawn out of the ear. It is

said that the amount of air taken out
by each ventilatoi is 1 a min-
ute. When applied to a

dtli 1 is run down to somi com nil ill

place in the neighl

er berth and in this way there is a con-
stant but mild movement oi air from
the low er le\ els in the 1 at

The Garland system has been very
successfully applied to the kitchens oi

dining cars, as well as to the dining

compartment itself. When applied to

dining ears the odor oi rooking and

ventilators, amount to 2400 cu. ft., and

this would be more than the contents

of an ordinary car dining saloon. The
air in this portion of the ear would be

changed every minute. The outward

movement of air is compensated for

in passenger cars by the constant open-

*'

nings; there are all for exhaust
air. There are four inlet openings

50 that two of them are always
facing the direction in which the ear

is mo\
Air entering the funnel-shaped intake

pipes, when the train is in motion, is

deflected through a right angle and
blows out of the ventilator again, draw.-

ing with it air that is in the car. In

the words of a well-known comic song
the air "walks right in and turns around
and walks right out again." but in its

short excursion through the device it

does some useful work. In fact air

entering and leaving the ventilator as

it does when the car is in motion is

really the motive power of the whole
scheme.

The funnel-shaped mouths of the ven

tilator are 12 x 4 ins. each, and the area

of each is gradually reduced, so that

on the sides of the device they meas-
ure 4x3 ins. These 4x3 openings
are placed in others 5x4 ins., so that

there is </2 in. above and below the

discharge, and 1 in. at one side of it.

and also a clear discharge duct 4x4
ins. in the centre. See Fig. 1.

In our illustration, Fig. 2, the feath-

ered arrows show the course of the air

forced into the ventilator by the mo-
tion of the tram, and the plain arrows
indicate the induced current of air

ing and closing of the doors, and the

inevitable leakage from windows,
: it is said the passengers ex-

perience no draughts and arc not con-

scious that the car is specially ven-

tilated. Xo air can possibly enter
!

i the ventilators, and thus dust,

cinders, snow, sleet, rain, etc., cannot

get in.

The application of this apparatus to

tor ears is similar in principle

to that for passenger cars. The mov-
ing ear causes its own ventilation, and

air is introduced into the car through
one or more of the drain pipes from
the ice box, or by slightly raising one

of the hatches. In this way air enter-

the smell of vegetables and meat is ing the ear is made to pass over or

entirely removed. As this kind of ven- around the lumps of ice, and is very

tilation becomes more powerful with much co< i
I Very

increase of train speed, a damper, if gratifying reports ormance

PLAN HI VENTILATOR SHOWING DIR1 1
1
\M> INDUCED AIR CURRENTS.

one may so call it. is provided at the

inner side of the ventilator so that the

amount of air drawn off can b

lated.

The exhausting of air at the rate of

400 cu. ft. a minute would, with six

of this device have been received by

Mr. Garland, and as there are no mov-
ing parts and nothing to get out of

lintenance charges on this

kind of equipment ought to be correspond-

ingly low.
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Grand Central Improvement Work.

The i
tation and train shed

E New York was origi

I 870. The trains on

the 1 larlem division prior to that time

ran to a station in Madison Square

Garden. In about 1900 a reconstruction

of the yard and extensions of the office

portion of the buildings was completed.

The use of electricity as a motive power

changed old conditions as it was only

rj to provide sufficient headroom

for tin trains. The railroad company for

the pa) ment of a sum 1 if mi

ning the various concourses the idea of

separating traffic going 111 opposite direc-

tum- lias been carried out.

Tile design of the station is unusual

only in the magnitude of the quantities in-

volved. There are, however, two or three

features which may be interesting. Be-

tween 56th and 57th streets, where the

four tracks in Park avenue tunnel widen

out to ten, switches are required which

prevent frequent column supports being

placed. Two trusses were therefore

erected in the center of the street to

carrv the street surface. These trusses

appreciated when it is considered that the

cost of producing space for one car (ex-

clusive of the cost of the station),

amounts to approximately $30,000.

The Grand Central terminal provides

not only a terminal station but a storage

yard for the handling of equipment and
office building above the station with a

large area on which revenue producing

buildings may be constructed.

Mallet Articulated for the B. & A.

The American Locomotive Company
have recently completed a Mallet articu-

IRAXD 1 1 XTRAI STATION, NEW YORK, AS IT WILL BE.

granted the sub-surface rights of all or a

portion of certain cross streets in the

I he -tation building proper 1- -1 1 bai 1.

on two streets so as to provide a widi

piazza 111 front of those portions of the

-. hi 1 pa 51 ngi 1 - enter and de-

part. The main concourse will be en-

with a width of [20

ft., and a height of 100 ft., the floor level

thi grade of jj,1

street ( In the southerly side of tin- w ill

be a large waiting room, toilet rooms,

.. aiting re n mi being

tl that it will not have to lie passed

to ami

\roiim 1 of tin

will be

vhicl

: :

.ill 1- will

'

I

to the

an about 150 ft. long with their tops

some 13 ft. above the street surfaci I"

make these ornamental a curb was built

just outside of the ornamental work and

soil placed back of it in which ivy and

shrubbery ha- been planted so that now
this very utilitarian structure appears to

be constructed for ornamental purposes.

\- none of the sewers in that vicinity of

th> city were low enough to drain the

suburban level it was necessary to build a

new low level sewer to the East River.

The city has given the railroad company
to proceed with work on vari-

ms 1' iot bridgi - acn >ss the
; ard

'I he new Pennsylvania terminal in New
York 1; cimatel) 28 acre-,

the Grand Central terminal 1

in the main lew el and 23.6 on the

suburban level, making a total of almosl

70 ai res The amount of cxca\ atii m in

the two terminal- is approximately the

-anie. about three million yards There
1- approximati l\ tw ice tin mile

1 1 1 ,1 nd Central terminal

amounting to slightly under 32 miles

platfoi m- as

compared with 21 in the Pennsylvania

old ter

[66 cars ! ip ity of the

11 of the

which are beino 1

lated compound locomotive for the Bos-

ton & Albany Railroad. This is the first

engine of the articulated type to be put

into service on any of the roads com-

prising the Xew York Central Lines. It

will be used in hauling freight on the

Albany and Springfield division of the

above mentioned road. This part of the

road passes through the Berkshire Hills,

and the grades are long and steep in both

directions, the ascent between Chester

and Washington having an average grad-

ient of 1.5 per cent. At present the

freight traffic is handled by consolidation

locomotives, and pusher engines are used

on the two ruling grades both East and

West.

Although this engine is in .1 sense an

experimental one. the success of the Mal-

let type 011 other roads where the '"ii

ditions are analogous to those existing

on the Bo i m & Albany, leave- little

doubt but that it will prove to be a most

. addition to the heavj p wi

thai ri i.i.l I In Mallet engine h; ml

45 per cent, more tractive power than the

consolidation 1 ngines now doing the work,

w hile tin a\ 1 1 age we ighl per axle 1- abe iut

-775 lbs. less, and the rigid win

1- ~
ft 6 ins. -hoiter. Another

i

ing fact i- that the grate ana of the two

classes of engine- 1 tl
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gives >i much larger proportion of heating

surface to grate area m the Mallei en

gine than has been the previous practice

in locomotives of this type. Sei -

of Mallet engines designed to burn bi-

tuminous coal have, however, proved

that larger grate areas have hitherto

been provided than were required foi slow

speed service. In the engine here illus-

trated, therefore, the grate area was re

duced in order to secure a better rate of

combustion. This has the effect of facili-

tating the tiring of the engine.

With the exception of a. larger boiler

and larger truck wheels, the Mallei en-

gine is practically a duplicate in design of

eight of the same type recently delivered

by these builders to the Denver & Rio

Grande Railway. As far as the features

characteristic of the Mallet type of loco-

motive are concerned the design follows

the builders' usual practice. The wheel

arrangement is of the 2-6-6-2 type, having

a two-wheel truck front and rear.

In working order the engine has a total

weight of 342,000 lbs., of which 206,500

lbs. is carried on the driving wheels The

high pressure cylinders are 20^4 ins. in

diameter by 32 ins. in stroke, and the low

pressure 33 in. in diameter with the same

stroke. The boiler carries a working

pressure of 210 lbs., and with driving

wheels, 57 ins. in diameter, the theoretical

maximum tractive power working com-

pound is 66.600 lbs., which, with the Mel-

lin System of compounding employed, can

be increased to 80,800 lbs. by working

the engine simple. The theoretical maxi-

1 he total In ating surface of the

boilei 1- 5,476 q

contribute ?.^n sq. ft, and the firebox the

remainder.

hi nrebox is 108 ins. long and ?5'4

ins. wide, and provides a

56.5 sq. ft. This gives a ratio of beating

to gi ati area oi 97 whii h 1- con-

siderably higher than the usual
;

for engines of this type desigi

burning bituminous coal. The crown and

idi of the firebox are m one

Iso oof and sides 1 if the 1 ml side

shell. Ample water spaces are provided

around the tire box. the mud-ring

4
1

_• ins. wide on the side and hack and 5

ins. at the front. At the hack end thi

nrebox is supported by a -\s in. buckle

plate, and at the front end by sliding

on a cast steel crosstie.

Cast steel frames are used throughout

and there is a single articulated connection

between the frames of the front and rear

systems. A very strong and substantial

system of frame bracing has been em-

ployed. In the front system the frame

bracing consists of a heavj casl steel

crosstie at the rear end, which is bolted

to both the top and bottom rails of the

frame, and to which the radius arm of the

articulated connection between the front

and rear frames is secured: a massive

vertical steel casting placed between the

second and re,ar driving wheels, which ex-

tends down to the bottom rails of the

frames and the upper part of which ex-

tends .nitside of the frames and furnishes

a support for the self-adjusting sliding

lide yoke

lils of the frame be-

tween the first and second pair of driv-

eels and the cast steel crosstie over

the middle pedestal which furnishes the

support for the front end of the firebox.

The front and rear systems are equal-

ized together in the usual way by vertical

bolts connecting the upper rail of I 11

end with the lower rail of the rear frame.

As in the engines of this type built by

npany for the Virginian Railway,

1 on these bolts is supported by a

coil spring through which the lower end

of the bolt passes and which pr.

against the bottom of the rear frame rail,

thus giving the flexible support at this

point which is necessary in order that the

three boiler supports, viz., the two sliding

bearings and the equalizing bolt, in

proportion of the load in any

1 of the alignment of the three.

Both the front and rear trucks are of the

center bearing radial type with swinging

bolster. The truck frame is of cast steel

and the portions of the sides over the

journal boxes are shaped to form caps for

the coil springs which transmit the load

to the journal boxes upon which they are

directly seated.

The principal dimensions and ratios are

as follows:

' 1-45-

'tractive effort x diam. drivers -r heati

face i D 1, 693.
1 otal heatii

tal heating sur-

er cent.}, J. 4.

oi equivalent simple cylinders cu. ft..

ft.

MALLET ARTH
I ward, Superim

mum tractive effort of the consolidation

engines now used on this section of the

Boston & Albany is 45,000 lbs.

One of the most characteristic features

of this engine is a larger boiler capacity

which has been provided, and would indi-

cate that this engine can deliver its

theoretical tractive power at the ordinary

speeds of freight service. The boiler is

of the straight top radial stayed type, and

the barrel measures 82 ins. in diameter in-

side at the front end. It contains 410

tubes -•'
t ins. in diameter, each 22 ft.

similar the first

eels which

and also the

I boiler bearing, and

•ting ahead of

the cylinders which also serves for the

truck center pin guide

In the rear system, in addition to the

at the back end, the

casting and the steel casting at

' end, which includes the bearing

for the center pin of the articulated con-

lbs.; on
ne and tender,

-. •

|
ins.;

tcr, 6 ins.; lei

u rials, diameter. 6

rruck journals,

:io; diameter.
11. '.

in. L. IT.: 2 reservoirs.

s.000 gal-

fuel
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Electric Locomotive for the N. Y., N. H. ® H. Railroad

Xhe \\ ;: & Manufac-

, y have built foi the \< «

York. New Haven & Hartford R

trie freight locomotive of large

capacity, for use on the electrified sec

tween Stamford and N<

City. The locomotive has been designed

primarily for handling fast freight ser

vice, hut will also be used for hauling

g< r trains. The mechanical

I this locomotive have heen de

signed by the engineers of the. Baldwin

live Works and the mechanical

ent of the N. Y.. N. H. & II.,

and Mere built at the Baldwin Loco-

(Vorks

The general plan of the trucks and run-

ning gear has bi < n ivorked out in accord-

i'u a patent granted to Mr. S. M
Vauclain, Juh i 1909 I his patent de

loo 'motive in which

the trui 1 mnected by an

liatc draw-bar. One truck has

only a rotative motion about its

pin, while the other has a fore-and-aft

tative motion, in order to

ate for the angular positions of

ks and draw bar « hi n the loco

a curves. Th
transmitted through the

:. and draw-bar, instead of

the main frame.

In the presi the 2-4-4-2

been adi pted

Each truck has two pairs of driving

.1 single pair of leading

di i\ ing « In cl are held in

alignment by cast steel bar frames, similar

u uallj emp am loco-

1
in ft ami - are placed

the wheels, at ed trans

undei the 1 entre of the li como

ing • provided with

in which the intermediate

eated 1 he leading wheels

radial sh ing 1 nicks of the

lypi I he radius

trucks are pi\ 1 ited to the

ain draw-bars

ib is built "i steel plate, and

measures 43 it 6 ins. in length, covering

the entire locomotive. The frame which

supports the cab 1- o rnipi ised ol two (2 in.

1 h.uiiH Is, united at the ends of plates and

Mm - 11 arm
1- braced trans

v crsely 1>\ five cast

steel cross-ties; one
1 1\ 1 r 1 ach truck cen-

tre-pin, one at mid-

length, and ' me near

each end of the lo-

i - iin< i| ive. The cab

is supported "ii in-

termediate and end

ross-ties, the

weight being trans-

ferred through
ci liled springs which

are placed in suita-

ble pockets. The-

cal! frame is held in

alignment by the

1 ruck centre - pins,

while the lowei

spring pockets are

free to slide over the

truck - frame

ties The springs

OVer 'lie elld I I I

tie arc placed 30 ins

apart, transversely.

i d d 1 1 cross-tie

our springs;

thesi .11 - placed al

irners of a

1
, ctangh and

aparl trans

ely, and 53 ins.

li mgitudinallj \ s

both the trucks are

Free to rotate about

their centre pins, the displacement of the

spring pockets, even on a 20-deg. curve,

1 comparatively slight. \ characteristic

featui e
1 if the hea\ iei details 1 the free

:

oi cast - teel dins is particular-

ly true of t lie 11 nek frame cross tics, which

are interesting examples of mechanical

B

apparatus for their operation from the

11,000-volt alternating-current or '«
1 It

direct-current circuits of the electrified

sections which the locomotive will tra-

verse. The motors are placed directly

eel d to the

driving
|

1 hie

di ign 1 In li mli in • to follow appn >ved

steam locomotive practice is also evident

in many of the mechanii al details of this

li. electrical equipment o imprises four

350-hors e pi iv 1 : ingli pli.
1

< ee.n 1 d mi 1

1
< ssarj auxiliai y

SECTION OF N. V. N. II. & H. ELECTRK LOl

lisplacem, in of the over the axles and are mounted solidly on

the truck frames. Each end of the arma-

ture shaft is provided with a pinion;

these mesh With gears mounted 1 1

surrounding tin arrii d in bear-

ings on the motor frame, similar to the

usual axle hearings. I he (p

vided with six driving arms on each end,

which project into spaces provid'

tween the spokes in the driving wheels.

Each of thi 1 at ms 1- connected to an

1 nd ol .1 In lii al spring, the oth

of the spring being to 1 1
1>-

driving wheels

This an

the torque pulsations, and at the same

time allows for the vertical movement of

the axles In addition to tin spi

nci tii n lieiu 1 1 11 the quills and dri
.

1

ibility is provided between the pinions

and motor shaft, to equalize the torque

on the gears. The quills are of large

diameter permitting unrestricted m turn

of the wheels and axles,

gravity of the motors, as w ell a I

the entire locomotive, is high, avoiding
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the transmission of strains and shocks

from the track and roadbed to the motors.

The motors, of the standard Westing-

house type, have twelve poles built into

solid frame, and are designed for forced

ventilation. When operating on 25-cycle

alternating-current with forced ventila-

tion each of the four motors will carry

continuously a load of 300 horse-power

An air-blast transformer is provided for

lowering the trolley line voltage to 1l1.1t

required by the motors. The control ap-

paratus is of the well-known Westing

house electro-pneumatic type,

When operating on alternating-current

all four motors are connected in multi-

ple, and the control is obtained

by changing the connections to various

taps, but when operating on direct

current the motors are first

all in series, and then two in series and

two in parallel, in combination with

various resistance steps. Provision is

made for cutting out anj one of the four

motors singly on either alternating-cur

rent or direct current. A masti

and brake valve have been placed

in each end of the cab so that the loco-

motive can be operated from eil

and the system of control is such that two

can be

coupled together end operated from one

master controller. '1'wo pneumatically

operated pantagraph trolleys are provid-

Meeting curi 1 11.000-

volt overhead alternating-current line.

Pneumatically operated third-rail shoes

are used to collect current

rent third-rail section

The locomotive will be capable of haul-

ing a freight train having a maximum
weight of [,500 tons, .n a speed of 35

miles per hour. When used in passenger

service 800-ton trains will be hauled at

a maximum speed of 45 miles per hour.

A steam heater 1- provided on the loco-

motive for heating the cars of the trains

when used in passenger service. Some
of the principal dimensions are as fi 1-

lows

:

Driving wheels, outside diameter, 63

ins.; driving journal-. 8 by 13 ins.; truck

v, heel-, diami ter, 42 ins. ; whi

rigid, 7 ft.; wheel b; (8 ft., 6

ins. ; length bi I

height over all. 13 ft., 9, ins.; width. 10

ft.; approximate weight, total,

lbs.; approximate weight on driving

wheels, 188.000 lbs.

Apprentices at Dunmore. Pa.

The Erie Railroad is developing

tern of training apprentices that might

well be taken as a model in practical

railroad shop engineering. We recently

bad the pleasure of looking in at the

shops at Dunmore, Pa., and it was par-

ticularly interesting to observe how com-
pletely systematized the method of in-

struction has become. A shop schedule

comprisil . 1 ars' course is rigidly

adhered to. The course covers all the

in the depart-

nd during the

fourth year of service the apprentice is

1 in the work of which he has

t knowledge, or to the besl ad

of the company in increasing the

output of the shop.

The schedule For machinist! embraces

six months for lathi work generally, and

three months each for planers and shap-

ers. Slottei am
I
boi ing mills ha

three months. Vise work 1- carefully

subdivided, so that the apprenti

three months 1 .11 n ids, fi >U1 mi

motion work, pistons, 1 1

There is then six months' work in the

erecting shi p, winch include-, frame work.

dges, wheeling engines, put-

ting up spring rigging, engine truck work,

1 ... ,11 and th"< liki h

by three months' work al

running I n isting of hand rail

work, safety valves, whistles, boilei

ings and bells, The thn

npleted bj thn e mnnl al putting

up iiioti-.n w..rk. settii 3, lining

nish a compl I
miction

that leaves nothing I

1 the part of

the student apprenl

1 at the entrance of the

new method of cheeking the

are hanging on pins on a ni !

sponding spai 1 n of the

111 ard. When the w hi e timc-

up the hinged b ard and a

padlock attachment secures

lated mechanic or appri nti

.

I he operation of this apt .

. but it

i- said to have a salutary effect

1 lie n mantii

. to linger and watch the

grow red in t
1

g\ The

^\F~ "I j

:
:
:ii!iii:

( HE< K BOARD AT '1 HE DUNMl "

guide-, puttill

-team 1 hests and adjusting pa< ki

It will be in tin- course

no mentioi

room, air brake department or surface

table i he I

elude that tin

quiring special training, and a certain

number of apprentice- are specially -e

- these branches. In tie

certain amount of

also, in-

lling and grind-

i
cperience

The same system of careful sir-

ed time and work is used in the care of

blacksmith and boiler maker apprentices.

and all apprentices have special instruc-

tion in the elements of geometry', mechan-

free-hand drawing. Mi

arings and an extensive

...nil other illustrate

-
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Hedley or Stephenson?

In our correspondence department
blisli a letter from Mr. W. R.

in which exception is taken to

to William 1 [edley

m the developmenl oi the

1
:

dii( the credil n hii h n e

1 1 e d 1 ey .
"I

uthorit)

. phenson

made by

lit was
1 n 1 irthy

.-. ith un-

the 1

1

of his

1

motive,

ii that

George Stephenson deserves much
credit for was his energetic advocacy
of railways and for the persistency he

displayed in favor of the locomotive

being employed for motive power. He
took this position, and adhered to it,

when few engineers believed that steam
could be applied to land transportation

engines.

No events of industrial history are

better known than those relating to the

development of the locomotive engine.

The first authentic record of steam be-

ing applied to the propulsion of a car-

riage relates to the invention of Cugnot,

a French military officer, who experi-

mented ifl 1769 with a steam driven

gun carriage. Other inventors ap-

peared from time to time with appli-

ances designed to run on common
roads. In 1803 Richard Trevithick, a

Welsh mining engineer, built a loco-

motive that ran on rails and pulled a

train of cars. The engine had one cyl-

inder 8 x 54 ins., a boiler with a single

flue and four carrying wheels. The ex-

haust steam was passed into the chim-

ney, thereby creating draft. The en-

gine possessed all the essential ele-

ments of the modern locomotive except

the multitubular boiler; but it was
badly over-cylindered and slipped on
the least application of steam. Trevi-

thick did not follow up the business of

locomotive building, but it was taken

up by others connected with coal mines
who were finding horse traction too ex-

pensive. For several years after

Trevithick's engine had slipped over

a section of tramway in Wales, several

inventors brought out appliances de-

signed to overcome the supposed want
of adhesion between wheel and rail.

About 181 1 Christopher Blackett,

owner of Wylam Colliery, in the

of England, finding the expense oi

horse haulage too expensive, applied to

Trevithick for a loci n iling to

sei ni e an 1 ngine, he sugge ;ted to \\ il-

li.im Hedley, his mine "viewer," as the

superintendenl was then called, to build

oni \ .1 preliminarj to build

1

!
1 1 111 ; 1 1 ;

1

'

J

,. ove the <
• < fficient of

i wheel turned by
pi iv. er and an in m rail. I I edley put

crank-, upon 1 In le al tubs and

idi 1 to find the adhesion.

Then he built n spi cial cat For the pur-

nd found

purposes.

•
11 by Hed

ing the experiment pn iceeds : "Tl

peril 1 u di ci ive 1 il the Fact that

the friction of the wheels of an engine

upon the rails was sufficient to enable

it to draw a tram of loaded coal wagons.

\n engim v . t hi n • onstructed; the

boiler was cast iron, the tube contain

in longitudinally through

the boiler to the chimney. Tin

had one cylinder and a fly wheel. It

went badly.

"Another engine was then construct-

ed. The boiler was of malleable iron,

the tube containing the fire was en-

larged, and in place of passing directly

through the boiler, it was made to re-

turn again through the boiler into the

chimney, now at the same end as the

furnace. This engine was placed on
four wheels and went well."

That is Hedley's own account of his

first experience in locomotive building.

The engine that "went well' was after-

ward known as the "Puffing Billy," and
is now in the South Kensington Mu-
seum of London.
George Stephenson, who was engine-

wright at Killingworth Colliery, about

twelve miles from Wylam, conceived

the idea that he could build a locomo-
tive, and began devoting close attention

to "Puffing Billy." After a time he ob-

tained permission from his employers

to try his hand on the construction of

an engine, and after ten months turned

out the "Blucher," which had a single

flue boiler, was very deficient in steam
making, and compared very unfavora-

bly with the engines built by Hedley,

several of which were by this time at

work.

The principal owner of the Killing-

worth Colliery, where George Stephen-

son was employed, was Lord Ravens-

worth, a powerful nobleman whose
influence did much to put the engine-

wright into prominence. This influence

put Stephenson into the position of

chief engineer of the Stockton & Dar-

lington Railway, the first public enter-

prise of that kind put into operation.

This made George Stephenson the

ni"-! prominent railway engineer in the

world and led to his appointment as

chief engineer of the Liverpool & Man-
chester Railway, the first to be opened
for general traffic. He pushed railway

engim 1 ring work and Other enterprises

with supreme vigor, but lie left no trace

of ability as an inventor, as a machine

designei 01 improver of mechanism.

Position of Loads and Empties.

We havi tie or two communi-

cations, which we print in the correspond-

ence columns of this issue, on the subject

of the best position to put loads and emp-

tii in i
1

1
.on One con espondenl tells

on his road the In. ii

ic, and that even the loads

arc graded so that the lightest loads are

farthest From tin engine, and the tail end

1 if the train i i mpties if there

are any. Our correspondent, reasoning

lys that if a train is made

up entirely of empties that he believes

it wotdd be advantageous to grade the

empties on the same principle, that is, to

put the heavier cars in the front and the

lighter i m< i behind.
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It is generally believed that if a train con-

tains 500 tons of freight it will pull easier

if that load is carried in a comparatively

few cars, and that the same tonnage

spread over a long train so that each car

is not loaded to its full capacity, will be a

hard pulling train. Therefore, the rough

and ready rule for engine rating, that

one load equals two empties is by no

means true and is very often a most inac-

curate method of estimating the relative

resistance of loads and empties. This is a

matter which locomotive engineers are

good authorities on. What do you say?

The question involved in the placing of

loads and empties in a train is an entirely

different matter and depends on some-

thing which is not contained in any en-

gine rating rule we know of. What we

want our readers to do is to give us the

result of their experience, first as to the

actuality of the thing itself. Is it true

that heavy cars at the front are better

than at the back ; or is the reverse of this

the fact? Second, is the arrangement of

heavy cars at one or other end better than

distributing them throughout the train?

Those two questions are important and

our columns are open to any oik- who
knows anything about the matter. The
questions are good practical railroad ones.

Let us have your opinion.

We also want to get at the "Win
whole matter. If loads are better ahead

there is some reason for it. If empties

ahead give good results in that position,

there is a cause, one way or other. What
is it? We want the ideas of our corre-

spondents from what they find by their ex-

perience to be the best arrangement.

When a boy makes a pear-shaped kite,

he provides it with a tail attached to the

sharp or lower end. The tail is made of a

stout cord often with knots and bows of

paper at intervals along it, but the heaviest

part of the tail is at the end, farthest

from the kite, and the boy will tell you

it is to balance the kite and keep it up-

right in the air. As a matter of fact the

center of gravity of the whole thing is

lower than it would be without the tail,

but the kite pulls the tail and the arrange-

ment works well. In the case of the train

it is not a matter of center of gravity nor

of upright position, but it works all right.

When a lifting magnet takes hold of a

loose mass of pig iron the bulk of the load

is carried close to the magnet, and odd

pigs hang on irregularly below as if they

were dripping from the mass above. These

are two cases, one with load close to the

lifter and the other comparatively far

away; both work all right. We just

give these as examples for sake of argu-

ment pro and con. We are not here con-

cerned with which is better, nor do we ask

our correspondents to explain cither

What we want to get from our practical

thinking readers is what is the

rangement for light and heavy cars in a

train and why. Let us have your views.

Firebox Stays.

In a report for the Eighth Railway

Congress, prepared by Mr. II. Fowler

and Mr. L. Archbutt, respectively works

manager and chemist of the Midland

Railway of England, the subject of fire-

box stays and their protection is dealt

with. Among other things the report

says that on the roads from which in-

formation was sought, viz.: British and

Colonial, excluding Canada, in which the

practice conforms closely to that of the

United States, copper is still the principal

material used for firebox stay bolts.

Opinion is divided as to the use of bronze

bolts.

The Tasmanian Government Railways

use bronze stays only and believe that

this material has a longer life than

copper. They, however, found that a

yellow bronze, the composition of which

had not been determined, deteriorated

very rapidly while in use, wasting away

in two years from 15/16 to l/i an inch.

Deterioration took place close to the

water side of the firebox sheets and ex-

tended out about % ins. from thai plate.

The other quality of bronze used in a

different set of bolts, and which at least

in color resembled copper, showed no

signs of corrosion but failed by fatigue

and generally broke close to the casing

sheet, though some few broke near the

firebox plates. Some experiments were

made on the London and North Western

Railway with an aluminum bronze but

the results were not satisfactory.

Speaking of the whole question of

bronze stays the report points oul the

fact that the heads of bronze stay bolts

inside the firebox, drop off much more

readily than those of copper bolts. It is

said that a possible explanation of this

feature may be that, under pressure

copper firebox sheets tend to bulge

ill as it is, intly re-

p, ated, tends I
stay bolt

head. Copper stays do not seem to be as

susceptible to the result of this bulging

action and con 1 qui ntly do not give the

same trouble in this nay. Sometimes

of the bron

rries with it part of the

ds which

our readers may remember that the early

intry was

often attended by the breaking off of

ut this was no doubt dui

brittlcni steel when subjected

to the
• ary to form the head

and not to any bulging and straightening

of plates.

failure, more

all forms of stay holts.

burning off is mentioned in the

vt ith reference to copper stay bolts.

This is specially noticeable in the area

forming the track of the hottest flame

It includes perhaps • Its at the

bottom diminishing several rows higher

up where the flame turns over the brick

arch, and may involve from 50 to 60

stay bolts. In this, the bronze stay bolt

appears to be less satisfactory than the

copper bolt, though other materials are

also liable to have heads burned off in

the zone indicated. In many instances

provision is made for this form of failure

by using a small stay at first, and re-

placing with slightly larger size several

times before the holes in the firebox

become so large as to require a bushing.

This anticipation of failure, if we may so

call it, implies very careful boiler inspec-

tion and prompt renewals. On the Mid-

land Railway it is not customary to use

bronze when the size of stay required is

so large that copper will afford the re-

quired strength.

In dealing with the breakage of stay

bolts owing to the expansion and con-

traction of the firebox, to which all stay

holts are liable, the report points out that

American practice with flexible stays is

not followed. Many forms of bronze

stay bolts are, however, rendered flexible

ertain extent by sawing them in

the direction of their length. The method

d is to subject the bolt to the

action of a thin circular saw. Four saw

taken parallel to the axis of the

bolt, two are vertical, one on the top and

one on the bottom of the bolt. The other

1 on the sides in a horizon-

tal direction. This at least describes the

position of the cuts, though, of course,

the bolt is revolved a quarter turn for

each cut. The saw enters the bolt at a

point midway between the ends and

penetrates the desired distance. The
• the cut conforms to the curvi-

ture of the saw, being deepest in the

centre and sweeping up toward the ends

in conformity with the perifery of the

saw.

In other words the saw-cut

iles in outline, a piece of string

held at its ends and allowed to sag in

the centre. The cut, however, has the

same radius as the saw. After the four

. e been taken, the stay bolt is

50 as to close made by

It is then ready to screw

\ bolt so treated is known

xible bronze stay bolt. The

tre in a vertical

and horizontal direction, and one or

more or less

imated to, wl screwed

This method is in principle at

us to the American method

of turning off the thread of the bolt be-

tween plates, leaving a large fillet at each

end. The report points out that the

of broken stay bolt detection,

very generally followed, is by tapping

iy bolt. The Natal Government

Railways as the New South Wales

Government Railways use tell-tale holes,

drilled into the stay bolts from both ends.
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Wasting Money on Waterways.

i. mill of th(

i d on iii.it perennial

d 1 larbors lull. Many
v, ill have

,
, fiftj will lu-

ll.! the Mississippi River will

ney wasted up. n vain efforts to

the obstacl ion. A

ii en made t" spend $200,-

issippi .iml Missouri

run- mi the idiotic pretense that it will

prevent railway companies from charging

henv

1 mments made in Mark

[wain's book, "Life on the Mississippi."

1 le sa\ -

:

1 he militarj engineers of the commis-

e taken upon their shoulders the

job of making the Mississippi over again

b transcended in size by only the

original job of creating it. They are

wing (lain-, here and there, to

the current; and dikes to confine

it in narrower bounds; and other dikes

1 make it stay there; and for unnum-

bered nu!i - 'He i'ii- Mississippi they are

felling the timber front for fifty yards

back, for tin- purposi of shaving the bank

low water mark with the slant

,,f ;l house roof, and ballasting it with

and in many places they ha\ e pro-

with rows of

-
I

11 it aloud but to him-

self—thai -

-

' !s " 'ns, \\ ith

es of the world at their back, can-

101 curb

, ntiin- it. cai it. "( lo

il obey;

shore which it has sen-

its path with an ob-

: v. Hi not 1' .ii" '1' i« n.

b at Bui a

' not put these things into spoken

,Vesl P iinl -

-

I their supi rii 1] anj « hi
-

and handcuff

is but wisdom

I.. ' p still, lie

low and -. do it

"

Looking Over the Valves.

not onh

the best

: or 1111

ttci how

rods and levers that are necessary 111 con-

he motion from the main driving

the valve itself, these couplings

1 wear rapidly and create what is

known as lost motion, but their wear is

enti - haracter

ipossibli I- gauge or predict in

,!ll\ .1111-1-.

The most common discover} made in

looking over the valves is the variation in

the lead or opening of the valve. It will

generall} be found that the opening has

incn asi d at one end of the piston stroke

and diminished a corresponding amount

at the other end of the stroke. In the

,, , ,] a locomotive equipped with the

Stephenson slutting link, this is a simple

matter. A shortening or lengthening of

the eccentric rod half the amount of the

variation will set the valve right, at least

for another period of service.

The most common mistake made in

these alterations is the dependence which

even the most skilled mechanic often

makes is trusting to the original wdieel

markings in obtaining the dead centers or

lints where the end 1 1 the piston

stroke occurs. It is a gross error to

imagine that while these marks may have

been correct at the time they were

originally made that they remain correct

after the locomotive has seen some ser-

vice. It should be borne in mind that the

rod conm

motive in its entirety may be nearer the

account of the slighl n laxation

of tin springs, while, of course, the

their original position. 1 he

result is that while the main rod may
1 mie lengthened, the space be-

tween the center of the main axle and the

center of the cylinder may 1"- slightly

shortened. These variations, however

slight, affect the wheel markings, and it

is time well spent to begin the operation

„f looking over the vali 1 - from the b

ginning, and make new marks on the

wheels, and also provi thai th :
markings

the engine not onlj

in the forward gear, but also running

..
,1 i, in .nl. correct

ilS possib basis on which lo con

duct tie invi stigation.

It should also be borne in mind thai in

construction and general work the parts of

miotivc an- almost always 111 a

ondition, whereas in prac

nee the . ngine is subjected in sunn of its

' iting Ibis change

has .-, marked effect on the valve gearing,

and mi. .'I ri iblc points

rea. h rod

I„ till as. nl IOC mi. .lives
,

to obs. rvi tin

, Xacl |. link block when the

levi r is in the backward a w. II

aS in the forward position, and am
tin positiot

in the motion

Locomotives that are unfortunate

enough to sustain even a slight shock in

some apparently trilling collision are al-

most always affected in the delicate me-

chanism of the valve gearing. This can

readily be ace .mite,! for from the fact

that many of the essential parts of the

motion are not traveling in direct paths

and lend then

and must be reckoned with among the

causes that make neo -tematic

examination of the action of the

Correspondence Schools.

We find that not a few railway peo-

ple cherish very strong sentiments

against the managers of certain cor-

, , -p, .in!. 11, , ill," ,1s and that Railway

and Locomotive Engineering reci

share of opprobrium in that connec-

tion which is entirely unmerited. Such

schools of correspondence have

aroused much animosity, by means of

glib-talking solicitors who induce peo-

ple to enter into written agreements

to pay for an expensive school course

which is generally away beyond the

capacity and industry of ordinary men.

When the would-be student bi

receive the instruction, mostly 111 the

form of expensive 1 ks, I on dis-

covers that he has agreed to purchase

something in the nature of a gold brick-

ami regrets entering upon the agree-

ment. But regrets are useless. The

pretended educators havi gol his sig-

nature and they leave no mean- untried

t mpel him to deliver up the pound

of flesh. The result is that all corre-

spondence schools have aroused the

hatred of thousands of people who

have been bitten and of manj others

whose friends have suffered.

We have repeatedly referred to the

educational futures of Kvnvv

L vim l\ 1 E SGI STEERING -
-

l ">

1 nee School, and we regret to

find that some people believe that we

operate a correspi indem 1 51 hi - >1
'
>u1 -

side of our monthly paper. That is a

mistake. Tin- subscription price paid

for the pap- r covers the « hob expi

of our correspondent instruction We
an i,,i to asserl that the instruction

contained in twelve numbers

w orth much mor< to 1

eal railroad man than any of the ex-

pi nsivi I
i

,: ove a heavy

burden to carry.

Come, Step Into My Parlor.

1 ..in- manufacturers

sed wiib the bi lief that an exhibi

American products to be held in Germany

ibis year will be the mi an

new marki 1 foi out produi I

hi

1 1, .light., 11 lane regards the scheme as

thcrwisi -' 'th< 1 cas. ol the spi. 1 r inviting the

iU -,,, step into its parlor. We share that
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tions great and small for the last fort)

years and have been forced to the con-

clusion that the prom
1 ch affairs

a rule the onlj people to derive

There have

tions, but the people who have pushed their

5 in tlie old-fashioned way of em-
g 1 salesmen and the ordinary

channels of publicity have found them-

selves better off than those who have

burdened themselves with expensive dis-

plays that attracted principally idle sight-

seers and people bent on imitation.

As a parallel of the German-American
exposition, the Houghton Line says: Let

lose that the Standard Oil Company
would issue a proclamation that.

did not make all varieties of oils, they

would like to know the best and cheapest

sources for varieties they did not make,

and therefore for six months 26 Broadway
would be open, free to all oil manufac-
turers for the purpose of showing to the

Standard their products and how they

make them. Does any one suppose that

there would be a panic in the rush for

space? Not even it the great John D.

himself headed the invitation and

to be present in person. In fact, no one

would have any sympathy for the fool oil

manufacturer who would accept. Yet this

is precisely what the German nation has

1 iffered to Americans.

Telephone Train Dispatching.

Train dispatching by telephone has been

instituted on the main line of the Lehigh

Valley Railroad i-ton and Penn
Haven Jet., Pa. This installation is the

direct result of the success of telephone

dispatching on the Mahanoy and Hazle-

ton division. It is found that communi-
cation between the dispatcher and the

long the line is much less subject

to interruptions and delays than it for-

merly was, and the movement of trains

is smoother and more rapid. One hun-

dred anil fifty-two miles of line are cov-

ered by this system.

Strict rules govern the sending and the

ig of all messages I he number of

trains and engines and the names of sta-

tions must first be pronounced distinctly

and then spelled out in full. Thi

at the receiving end writes out the order

from the dispatcher exactly as if it were
I by telegraph. A feature that has

pi ived of great value is the possibility of

talking directly with engineers and con-

ductors. This direct 1 enables

the men to carry out orders with fewer

mistakes than when they receive them in

the form of .1 telegram.

By a d

dispatcher can call any office he 1
I

without calling

eral waj I

1 " may he n

to the face of a clock, with the names <•{

tatii ui place of the hours, P

d. or indicator, to "Allentown,"

i r example, the disp up that

place without disturbing the agents in the

al Bethlehem, Mauch Chunk, or

Since

the installation of telepl

the Mahano) eton division, Dec.

6, there has not been a single failure

among any of the 36 sele

di\ isions, The curi 1 nl
; eration

is furnished from ; ittery of

100 volts, ge being constant at

all times.

1 he difficulty of summoning the man
at the receiving end, which is often pres-

1 ut with the telegraphing system, is com-
pletely done away when telephones are

usi d Part of the scheme of operation of

the "selector" is to make the gong in the

desired station ring, and continue ringing,

until the call is answered by some one.

In the case of telegraphic dispatching, it

is often necessary to adjust the relay to

the changes in the weather. If a man in

an luce along the line wants to call the

dispatcher he first pulls the telephone arm
forward, places his ear to the receiver and
listens. If the line is busy he w;

His chance, and announces his presence

by depressing a foot switch and giving the

name of his station. The dispatcher

acknowledges the call by saying either

"right" or "cut out"; the latter expres-

sion is equivalent to the

one. "ring off."

The telephones are being installed

gradually, on one section after another of

the Lehigh Valley, so that the opi

of the system may be thorough!) effective

from the start. The results up to date, in

the speed and smoothness of train

ment have been very On the

divisions equipped with telephones, tele-

graph fa ritities are still maintaii

the handling of car
1 1 other

communications mine to the

1 1 ains.

Book Notices

Internal Li
i

Steam En-
Published

by the Technical 1 G >., Lon

I
illustra

ii,u

the Technical

Compan;

' mthor is

an emin the important

am en

1 experimei I

oil will save much more. The chapter on

.j super-

heated steam is particularly valua

all in-

in this kind igine.

Mr. <i. A. Sekon, the well-known rail-

way writer, and Editor

"Railwa

who inaugurated I

and has con-

th them. Mr.

lines a

new illusl Rail

way and Tra\ which, as its

title indi icld of

locomotion, and will doubtless be wel-

railways and

railway engineering . ni

as by tourists and travelers generally.

The Twenty-third Annual Report of

the Commissioner of Labor has just

sued from rnment
Printing Press, Washington, 1)

forms a bulky volume of 8lO pages.

t chapter is entirely devi

national and in

1, -scribes with a remarka-

ree of fullness their administra-

tion, membership, 1
I insur-

ance ii" thod I he third chapter is

also of special interest, particularly to

railroad men. Railroad relief funds are

tabulated and the different met':

fully illustrated. \ m irk

for all who arc interested in tl

cult to

find another medium anywhere com-

to the report JUSI

had on applicatii >n to the

Commissioner of 1 abor at VVasl

i

1 by the

government for the information of the

public, is

The Sic, ml Annual Ri

Public S

of Xew York is issued in 1

.

nines a\

arently

in the promulgation

.counts of

the mull d man-
' there is gradually being e-tab-

-

accounting tor which tin:

n< , d 1
• may be had

from the .1 B

N

ure Postcards of Old.

Petite Poste de 1777" has

'

Almanac reports

the printer.

I
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Railway Amidst Roman Mounds.

erhill branch >i the Great

England an interest-

ire is the Bartlow I tills itimati d

- ild When the line was

built in 1865, the company was compelled

retaining walls and an arch be-

tween two of the hills, as shown in our

tion. There are seven mounds in

all; three of them are very low, but the

It is 1 ust here, as the Engineering Rec-

ord points out. that there is very often

too much uncertainty in the results gained

in .1 commercial laboratory. In fact our

contemporary believes that the tendency

of commercial laboratory work is toward

slovenliness. The secret of good labora-

tory work in experiment or n >i arch is in

the correct of control of conditions, pre-

cision in handling instruments and ap-

ANCIKN1 ROM W

:ih mnd, 93 ft

and i J7 fl in dii meter, having

i', it in heig

[00 ft. in diameter "ii either side of it

ar 1 the south side

t iii the ii' 'I ih is another

15 ft high and 100 it. in diameter

irs il' 11 <n igin remained a

in [832 they wei e opened and

tai >toni '! ii - wil

Iso \ essel

1 relics of Roman nun ral

. signet

!
I'n 111 I' 1 h .

in the reign of I lad-

', r i 1 in in ill' years

tli unit 'ar

plia ices and 111 anal} ; ing dat;
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Applied Science Department

III.—The Steam Indicator.

Having explained briefly the construc-

tion and method of using the steam indi-

cator, and presented what mu\ be called a

descriptive diagram with an ideal outline

of steam pressure curves, it remains to be

more fully noted that the perfect diagram

card is rarely described in steam engine

practice and more especially in locomotive

practice. The line traced by the pencil

of the indicator necessarily varies under

varying conditions of pressure. Not only

are the diagrams of varying character as

shown in the cards of different engines,

but the cards vary materially even when
taken from the same engine under dif-

ferent conditions. To the thoughtful ob-

server this can be readily accounted for by

observing the line carefully and comparing

it either mentally with the perfect diagram

that experience may have impressed on

the mind's eye, or contrasting it with an

ideal card as shown when an engine is

running with the valve gearing perfectly

adjusted, and the indicator in perfect con-

dition.

The path through which the intelligent

process of reasoning moves in the mind
of the acute observer embraces the entire

phenomena of the conduct of the steam
in the cylinder. The degree of prompt-

ness with which the steam is admitted

when the piston is at the end of the

stroke, the apparent loss, if any, between

the pressure of steam in the boiler and

the pressure of steam in the cylinder.

Then the loss by what is known as wire-

drawing which is generally observable in

the case of engines where the piston is

traveling at a high velocity, and where
the supply of steam fails to keep pace

with the piston. Then the point of cut-

off, or complete closing of the valve; this

point is rarely as distinctly defined as it is

in the ideal card, especially in engines

where a sliding valve is used, and where
the closing of the valve cannot by any

kind of contrivance be so rapidly effected

as in the case of valves having a short

rotary motion as in the case of the Corliss

valve and similar devices, which it may
hardly be stated are not available for use

on locomotives. Then follows tl:

pansion line, the exact extent and charac-

ter of which is also variable under vari

able conditions of service, and is partic-

ularly affected by the amount of back

pressure with which the piston has to con-

tend in its path towards the opposite end

of the cylinder from which the expand-

ing volume of steam that is rapidly

diminishing in pressure is operating.

There is also to be observed the begin-

ning of the exhaust and a brief but com-
prehensive glimpse of the arrangements
for the exhaust, indicating the amount and
duration of the back pressure incident to

the degree of readiness of release with

which the pent up steam escapes into tin-

outer air. In addition to these thi point

where the compression of the unex-

hausted steam that is still left in the

cylinder is also to be observed, and the

amount of that compression.

Thus it will be observed thei

nine salient features to be observed in

one stroke of the piston, and it will be-

readily understood that these features are-

doubled and rarely exactly duplicated in

the returning piston stroke and any ap-

parent variation in the lines marking the

two strokes are full of significance, each

telling its own story and pointing it may
be to more or less error and consequently

showing defects

in construction

and adjustment

which if prop

erly o b s e 1 \ e d

and remedied,

contribute great-

ly to the eco-

nomic use of

steam, as well a-

effecting a sav-

ing in the wear

ing part- of tin-

engine.

To these should

be added varia-

tions that iii.i} occui i'- reason of defects

in the mechanism and working of the indi-

cator itself. These, although of rare oc-

currence, sometimes happen and their

effect is very misleading unless detected

and remedied. We shall allude to these as

>re fully into the subject. Mean-

while before illustrating some of the

variation- that are observable in indicator

diagrams it might be well to estimate the

mean pressure of steam used in the

cylinder during one stroke of the piston.

This can be readily accomplished by divid-

ing the diagram into a number oi

parts as is shown in the accompanying

illustration. One line will be obs' I

passing tl ' cut-off. which

one-fourth of the

stroke, the other three lines being at

equi dividing the dia-

gram which represents the cylinder into

four equal parts.

ing that the cylindei

ins. in length, the cut-off point occurring

when the piston has moved 6 ins. It will

be readily understood that during this

piston stroke the pressure of

-team on the face of the piston will be at

or nearly at boiler pressure, and supposing

this to be 145 lbs. per sq. in. When the

valve closes, and the piston continues to

move on its path the pressure of the en-

closed steam decreases in a ratio to the

distance traveled, so that when the piston

has traveled 6 ins. further the pressure

will have decreased to 72.5 lbs. per sq. in.

the piston has moved 18 ins. on its

course, the steam will then occupy three

times its original space and consequently

will have fallen in pressure to 48.33 lbs.

and so until the end of the stroke has been

reached when the pressure will have fallen

to 36.25 lbs. per sq. in. The mean or

pressure may then be found by

adding these four varying estimates of

pressure together and dividing the total

by four, which would give an average

B

'J—-———~~^

J> 4
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. [910

-1 expert ma-

but he was

osl draughtsmen in

: fri 1111 place to place

- of youth. 1 1c was

p inti ndenl at Souther's

tive building work- in B

ed foi 31 ime time in

the Concord Railroad, and

mechanical engineer

. eral of

the leading - Hi early ex-

hibited the ci i-

parts of the

! he mj sti ry of breakages

in the earl} locomotives was solved

by him very successfully, and a juster

irts than anything

hitherto accomplished manifested itself

wherever Mr. Colburn was employed.

in 1 onstruction would ap-

nd 1 1 immi in in the light of

in mechanism in

the present century, but they were of

vital in 11 improving the effi-

nd reducing the cost of the early

tives He could easily have at-

tained the very highest position as a

tive constructor, and he rejected

oi lucrative positions.

Il was while moving from placi to

period that he began

writing the current technical

journals about the work on which he

imong the first

and most successful in making engi

ects absorbing in interest.

.-.nil a fertil ion, and

; ich in fancy, he had .1 g<

icthing ev in

ing writing

ai ,• age not only

111. but also 1

I
glish He gave vocal utter-

the gri :i work of harnes

ngine to the transportation prob-

. 1 ontim in. *ls editor oi

.,!, o, ate," he bei ame

mal importance on

Hi 1 stablished the

Phil di Iphia, and latterly

m ding "Ei

rii latter illus-

the leading

in the

Iso the authoi

tivi l'ii

n i 1

hi

motivi - with I re boxes 7 ft. 6 ins. wide

and 6 it. in length. These were con-

sidered verj powerful engines at the

time, having cylinders iS by 24 ins. and

equipped with boilers having ample heat-

ing surface to fully supply steam for the

cylinders.

This was in 1855, and although Mr.

Colburn's original plans were not closely

adhered to by his successors it is a re-

markable fact that his general scheme of

increasing the fire box to the widest pos-

sible capacity has latterly met with ap-

proval. The question of how far his

plans influenced the design of the Wootti

fire box and other similar forms has been

much discussed, but the general opinion is

that Colburn was the first to demonstrate

dvantages of the wide fire box and

all subsequent alterations or alleged im-

provements have merely been the natural

outgrowth of the necessities arising from

the increased size of the modern loco-

mi 1tives

It may be stated brieflly, however that

it was not so much the value of any par-

ticular improvement that Mr. Colburn

effected in the mechanical appliances

used on railways as it was the clarifying

effect of his writings. He was a great

educational force. He raised machine

shop and roundhouse discussions to the

dignity of literature. He gave a philoso-

phic impulse to mere manual labor. By

his influence railroad men talked less and

read more. He was a pioneer in the field

of engineering journalism and set a stan-

dard of excellence which has been a mark
for others that have followed in the same

field, but which has not been surpassed.

Questions Answered

OF LEAD OK

G. 11. C, Topeka, Kan., write-:

I have been carefully studying Mr. Ken-

nedy's new book, "The Valve-Setter's

Guide," and il contains more information

111 less bulk than anything 1 have ever

thr subject. There is one point,

however, that I would like further in

formation upon, and it would be 1

able -1 rvice to us if you would kindly <

increa >e the lead 1 ir

port opening, and where should we make
the chat t is, assuming that the

idy adjusted 1 1 gi 1

pi irl opening al the end of tin

mid w e do ti 1 increase the

in >rt 1 iprinii"
1 ronl and bai k 1 m

pi .1 u ith the Wal
-ili.i' 11 \ Tin -

ealvi setter's job

viiin 1 r< al .ill

of the op ' hi an

nths ' if an inch, this

the combination or lead lever. If the

locomotive is placed on one or other of

the dead centers it will be observed that

the combination lever is then in its ex-

treme angular position, and the distance

between the two upper joints of that lever

determines the position or amount of

opening of the valve. If the valve rod is

coupled to the pin on the top of the lever

as is the case with engines equipped with

outside admission valves, it will be neces-

sary to increase the distance between the

two upper joints referred to. We could

not state definitely the exact amount of

increase unless we knew the entire length

of the lever and the co relation of the

parts to which the lever is attached, but

presuming that the lap of the valve and

the amount of port opening are together

equal to one inch, and the distance be-

tween the two upper joints of the com-

bination lever is four inches, it follows

that if four inches has moved the valve

one inch from the central position, the

between the two upper joints

would have to be increased one quarter

of an inch in order to move the valve one

sixteenth further in the direction desired.

As we stated this is a constructor's job,

and it would be safer to experiment with

a new combination lever rather than at-

tempt blacksmith work on a part of the

valve gearing wdiere the joints are so near

to each other and where it would be al-

most impossible to avoid a distortion of

the exact parallel at which the joints

should be maintained.

BROKEN AIR PIPE.

29. K R. D., Philadelphia, write-: If

we break the balance pipe on the second

limine when double-heading, can we plug

both ends of the pipe and allow the brake

valve handle to remain in running posi-

tion without danger of unseating the

rotary valve, or i- it necessary to cut the

brake valve in, to get air on top oi the

ini.iM valve, then lap the valve, plug the

train line exhaust and disconnect the re-

lease pipe at the distributing valve \.

Assuming that the balance pipe referred

to connects the large end of the Pennsyl-

vania cut out cock with the brake pipe, it

i, only necessary to stop the leak at both

ends of the break and proceed. Slight

li kagi .1 tin rol rj key gasket or at the

union connection of the reservoir pipe

would be supplied from the feed valve

pipe which would be connected with the

brake pipe, the air pressure unseating the

supply valve and (lowing backward

T the feed valve.

An effecti\ ' v a) to stop the leak from

nnected to th k

would be to place the handle of the cock

pen and

dge it in this position fu-

ller the • nditions should a leak

di .on aw a\ the pressm • abo\ e the rotary

ah ' fastei than it could be supplied by

the limited amount backing through the
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.0, the brake valve rotary would

ted and must be placed on lap

position and the reservoir cock opened,

and in order that the brake can be 1

bj an increase of brake pipe pressure the

pipe must be disconnected.

[I wi "aid not be necessary to plug the

brake pipe exhaust as the engineer who
w this up and knows why he is

doing it. will have no difficulty in

1 live if it is at

this time forced off its seat by an in-

pi during a

CENTER OF CYLIN] I

30. C. R., Sunnyvale. Cal., asks:

Why is the center point of thi

rod and crosshead usually placed a lit-

tle higher from the top of the rail than

the center of the shaft of the driving

wheels; why are they not in a perfectly

horizontal line with each other?—A.

The horizontal center line of the cylin-

usually placed above the center

1 driving axles for the purpose

of giving the truck more room
cially when the engine is going round

a curve. By keeping the cylinders

higher, the designer can place

cylinders in line with main crank pin.

shorter pin than if he brought
the cylinders low and had to keep them
well away from the wheels. Raising

cylinder center line helps a little in

both

BALANCED COMPOUNDS.

31. R. L. C, Ceres, Cal., asks: Are

balanced compounds at the present

iked upon with as much favor

were formerly? I- the saving

in fuel on such an engine more than the

addition incurred in kei ping

the cranked axle and inside main rods

and brace- in good repair, especially

on an engine with looped inside main
\. The balanced compounds of

which you -peak have not been used

ely in this country. We have

no d a at hand showing the expense

of maintaining the inside main rods

in repair.

PRESSURE IN BRAKE ( VXINDERS.

I' I 1. PI writes:

Why is it that "ii an engine equipped

with the lit' brake, having an auxiliary

I
r and triple valve on the

a full application of the brake results in a

constant escape of air at the high-speed

reducing valve on the V It is

. alve of

: ibuting valve is ad u

tain a higher pressure in the api

cylinder than the reducing valv<

i nsted to retain in the tender brake

cylinder.

rder to avoid this, th

of the 1 diieing valve must be

increasi d -lightly exi

of the safety \

ty valve mu 1

figure slightly less than that of thi

ing valve.

It thi 1 ial instructions cov-

lers under such circumstances, t

brake instructor should decide upon the

course to

1 i the engine and tender

with the E. T. brake when Imih v<

safetj valve remain

-. 1 at 68 lbs., and the high -,

valve be set at 70 lbs. However, if the

tender had been built and
: h an engine having the c<

automatic and Straight air brake, a man
thi i" n enta

1
1 Under pr< ssure it is based

upon, "i" brake pipe pressure employed,

Id be impossiblt ti 1 1 ffi 1 any sug

gestion relath e to the adjustment

pressure contn illers.

DEGREE OF e

33 1 , \ . \ii.il ichii 1 ila, 1

Please define a ten

When speaking of railway cun

an arc of

100 ft. gives the degree of cut

In a ten-degree curve too ft. subtend an

angle of 10 degs. This gives a radius of

572% ft.

1 TRAIN.

34 G. A. Apalachicola, Fla., writes:

When a thousand ton tram is

01". does it mean that the train

that much on the scale- ,.1 does it mean
the draw-bar pull?— A. A thousand ton

train means weight of train behind the

tender— not draw-liar pull.

First Aid on the C. P. R.

1 »ni pi ipular mot ements

on the Canai " tirw ay, of re-

the injured, I on under the

the St. John Ambulance
I ii m. First of all, the qu

"\\ hat '

1 swered

ire. To
the medical

professii 1

1

I be it"

Hkelihi iathetic but ig

improper tre

That in that is.

nf the Si

value of this to their em-
and to themselves, as is seen

tge and

inization at their works in

both in t ': 1 ir and locomo-
ty shop

ambulance men, so

ter in what part of the

ti there

you will find an ambulance man,

and willing to givi te help.

rhe cost 1

ary are

furnished by the management

The cl ken in hand 1

'tactical work,

: he pn ip t ion of

lis to various

of the body and lifting and carr\ •

Before the

to g" up fur

initiation they ai e , tpi Cted to

answet a -eric- ol ons and
i" do the- practical work in connection

with them.

As soon as the instructor CO

idy for examination he

make- his I eport to the pi

and a medical officer of the Canadian

if the St. John Ambulan
11 is appointed to examine the

. for obvious reasons, no lec-

turer is allowed to examine his own
\ttcr the examination the men

are given one hour per week in which

tn meet together for practice, a

by this means kept up t"

of efficiency; also, at stated intervals

the men are inspect! d by a medi

lointed by the management so

that tin 'i" them-

selves if their men are up to the mark
and able to do the work required of

them.

'
I thing strictly impressed on all

ambulance men is the ex:

sition first aid has 1

The ambulance man is

tnd that he

supplant

tor, or to tn ident to

solution, for thi

son. tin

end- where the doi I

incentn tain the

ttt grant cer-

tain privileges. For it

n an holding a

preference of

nee for promotion
ted an extra pass over and

ial annual pass and on the

R. Johnson,

chairman of this organiz

ific and Mr
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

Triple Valve Test Rack.

Our illustrations consist of a photo-

graph of the improved Westinghouse

Triple Valve Test Rack. The upper view

shows the clamping device which is

operated by air pressure. This rack is

for testing the following types of West-

inghouse triple valves, F24, G24, F25, Fi

(H24) F2 (F46), Hi (F36), H2 (H49).

Pi (F27), P2 (F29), Mi, M2A, Ri, R2,

LlB, L2A, L3, Ki and K2.

The tests that are conducted are: (1)

charging test ; (2) leakage; (3) retarded

release feature; (4) application test or

service sensitiveness; (5) packing ring

leakage; (61 friction test; (7) service

port capacity test; (8) by pass valve,

in the past. It is very gratifying to know

that many repair men would no more

think of placing a repaired triple valve

in service without first testing it on the

rack than they would think of again

placing it in service without cleaning and

examination. Many are inclined to think

that the repairman of the past or the man

who repaired triple valves before the in-

troduction of the test rack, or without

modern facilities merely filed-down the

slide valve and seat a little, hunted up a

ring that would make a pretty fair fit in

the bushing, ground it for a few minutes

—

and then considered the triple valve ready

for service.

This may be correct in some, but not

principally upon tightness of the slide

valve, graduating valve, check valve, triple

piston packing ring, the capacity of the

feed groove, freedom from undue resist-

ance to motion and leakage to the atmo-

sphere, the following form of test was

usually applied.

After the check valve and seat was

cleaned or ground to a bearing it was

tested by removing the drain plug from

the check valve case and filling the case

above with water, if no water appears

at the drain plug opening in a reasonable

length of time the valve was considered

tight, and was then bolted to the valve

body with emergency valve, spring, piston

and guide in their proper positions. The

*

safety valve and graduated release test.

While thi space in this issue will not per-

mit of a complete description this very

important machine will be referred to in

the foil' > v

TOP VIEW OF WESTINGHOUSE TRIP] E VALVJ II ST RACK.

in all cases, because the average railroad piston and slide valve were then placed in

mechanic when brought to face a situ- the bushing dry or without any lubrication

11 hi and to know what is expected of and worked back and forth a few times,

ill without doubt devise the means then the slide valve was tested for a leak

if within the range of possibility. If his from the triple exhaust port, by drawing

Triple Valve Tests.

The tri] ting machine, or test

rack that is used in all up-to-date air

brake repair rooms 1 -I by air

ti 1 be an absi 'lute n< cessity

air brake equipment is to be

,
not to

•, ,1

question but that these

alvi that up

plies at pi tly among 10,

15, or 20 assur-

ance that it wil

with 60 ' train of

cars, an naturally

insists that he repair triple the piston back just far enough for the

valves in a manner that will insure satis- slide valve to close the ports in the seat

' and yet furnish him with and by placing the mouth over the triple

I... meai of determining whether the exhaust port and sucking out all the air

valves will do it, he will likely get up in the exhaust cavity a vacuum would be

.i t of t<st of Ins own.

The writer has Seen employed in shops

and engine houses where there were no

h hatevei for testing triple

1 any other parts of the air brake

created and the tongue or lips would ad-

the port if the slide valve was

tight. If the slide valve leaked, the leak-

age would prevent the formation of, or

quickly destroy the partial vacuum de-

apparatus, and like a great many others, pended upon for the test. If the lips ad-

l.e has often found the locomotive or car hered to the port while tfie piston and

due to leave about the same time he could valve were drawn to the end of the

finish the piece of work. This left no bushing and forced back several times

1 even an application or release the slide valve was considered tight and

1 the locomotive or car. Under the piston was shoved against the slide

onditions a cleaned or repaired valve end of the piston bushing and the

follows that '

ip and a triple valve was given an improvised test hand held tightly over the brake cylinder

ired while being assembled. Realizing that port, the exhaust cavity would then be in

at present than was altogether necessary the efficiency of the triple valve depended communication with the cavity y, and if
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the same conditions just stated could then

be obtained, that is, if the lips would

then adhere to the exhaust port, the left

hand being held tightly over the exposed

brake cylinder port, the emergency valve

and check valve case gasket were also

considered free from leakage.

If everything was satisfactory up to

this point the triple piston packing ring

was tested by lubricating the slide valve

and piston bushing, the piston bushing

rather freely, and holding the left hand

of the slide valve and piston was of

course a matter of judgment. With a

slide valve and seat having perfect wear-

ing surfaces, and a slide valve spring of

the proper tension and a properly fitted

packing ring there will be' no undue re-

sistance to motion. If there was this

resistance it takes but an instant to reverse

the piston in the bushing to determine

whether the packing ring or slide valve

spring were at fault, and when the triple

valve had apparently passed this tc^t it

There is no intention whatever of sug-

gesting the above as a substitute where

there is no test rack for cleaned and re-

paired triple valves, for the test rack has

undoubtedly become a necessity, and an

essential part of the apparatus used for

air brake maintenance. It tests triple

valves under working conditions, shows

the resistance to movement under pres-

sure, shows the capacity of the feed

groove and packing ring leakage in

pounds per minute which is something

FRONT AND TOP SE< flON OF WESTINGHOUSE TRIPLE VALVE TEST RACK.

tightly over the end of the slide valve

bushing and forcing the piston hard

toward release position, a perfect cushion

would be formed if the ring was tight,

the slide valve having already indicated

that it did not leak, and if the packing

ring leaked the fact would be indicated

by the hiss of escaping air or by bubbles

showing in the lubricant at the edges of

the piston, when the piston was finally

forced against the slide valve bush, then

the puff of escaping air that is noticed is

from the feed groove.

Frictional resistance to the movement

was considered ready for service after

the excessive lubrication having been re-

moved from the piston bushing and the

back cap bolted to the valve body, the

condition of the feed groove and back cap

gasket being a matter of observation

rather than test.

In cleaning the feed groove a pointed

piece of wood was used rather than

metal to avoid the possibility of enlarg-

ing the groove and the use of tl

valve spring with sharp worn edges was

carefully avoided, the graduating valve

ted like the slide valve.

definite, and it makes satisfactory repair

work a possibility. In fact there are

test racks in use that show frictional re-

sistance to the movement of the triple

piston in inches of vacuum.

It is neither the intention of the writer

to uphold the repairman of the past or

criticise the repairman of today, but in

spite of some of the poor repair work of

the past the air brake usually operated in

a very satisfactory manner, and at the

present time improvement and increased

facilities have placed the air brake equip-

ment in the best condition it probably
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re]

i in freighl

1 valve in an

. . check \ alve springs

h height, and spi ings

ie might almost saj

ii ed hair pin to .1 thn ittle

lii- r( pair

v. hich constitutes one

Minis that we have always

Broken Air Brake Couplings.

individual having but a

ijccl of parted

iken couplings, overhearing

:
- relating to this

arrive at the con-

brake would be of

stopping : train if

pn vi nted fn im

half c very time it is

are also among the defects of the air

brake that are liable to part a train.

1
1
or cut out driver brake can

Mam conditions set up a greater

strain on the couplings than the pull of

the engine in attempting to start a train.

Starting the train the engine can

exert but its maximum tractive effort,

while the inoperative driver brake can in

some cases allow the entire wi ight of the

gim i" l»' thn >vi 11 on the couplings li

is sometimes a very easy matter to shift

the responsibility for a broken train on
to some defect ol the air brake equip

ment but the condition of the dra

itself and the make up of trains are often

the reverse of what they should be, and
the manner in which the tram ami engine

tidied is by no means the most re-

mote cause of parted trains.

Opening the engine throttle before the

have had time to release is often

responsible tor broken couplings in spite

11 1 that the manufacturers of the

t\ i - 1 I CGHOUSl I RIPLE VAI.Yi TE51 R VI I.

parted bj a

intended,

to ' r. ate the

train will be parted

train is

starting

I, but if tli

Hire to

braked

1

.it tli.

of the

tl

brake bavi F01 years attempted to impress

minds of all concerned the im-

portance ol this matter, and it requires but

a little thought and attention to

that more tune must be all. .u.'.l in n In. b

to release the brakes on a tram il leak

age or the condition of the pump allows

but a littli or no excess pressure, than

would be required if the pump is in good
• and Mi. 1

. is a high mam
' pr, - ure to release the brakes

with.

the draw gear and

break-in two 1 dso be 1 atisi .1 by re-

. an. mpting to re-

lease tli. braki befon tin application is

quick action

p. cl -1 in fad ...

any tinii
. engine

1 hi

of the

liei 1'
. effccl

..tor in

parting trains is invariably ignored be-

cause the travel, unless slack adjusters

". used, is always more or less unequal,

and it is not given the attention it should

be as it is constantly increased by wear,

ill. ret'.. i\- requires continual adjustment.

1 1
is not unusual to find in a train of

freighi cars, some pistons traveling 5 ins.

ami some Jo ins. In fact, it is the rule

rather than the exception ami it is a well

known fact, that by calculating from the

ordinary locomotive gauge, a brake pipe

;
.
.In. 11. .11 of 10 or i-' lbs, results in a

brake cylinder pressure of ab. nit 20 lbs

per sq. in. in a brake cylinder with 10 ins.

piston travel while the same reduction re

suits in practically a full brake cylinder

n of 45 or 50 lbs. in a cylinder

with 5 ins. piston travel.

In pursuing an investigation along the

line of rough train handling or broken

trains, a matter of this kind cannot be ig-

nored, and this important part of air

brake maintenance is likely to be negli 1 ted

until some rigid rules relative to the

matter are strictly enforced. Leaks brake

cylinders are even worse in this regard

than the unequal piston travel, both hav-

ing about the same general effect in pro-

ducing shocks to trains, but the unequal

travel is preferable for a continued reduc-

tion will at least result in some braking

power. Brake cylinder leakage ami im-

proper piston travel on the engine and
tender does not have this effect when the

engine is equipped with the E. T. brake.

but a misuse of this brake can produce

worse effects than those it was designed

to overcome.

The engineer is in the best position to

determine the cause of break-in-two, and
to handle trains, in a manner that would
tend to reduce to a minimum, the effect of

1! troubles. Such a man requires ex-

perience as well as knowledge and

judgment, and neither the manufacturers
nor air brake men ever attempt to explain

except in a general way, how different

trains should be handle. 1. because grades

and curvature entei ml" the matter and
the condition of the brake itself is one of

the most prominent factors in determining

the correct manipulation of any brake.

Consolidation.

A correspondent having asked the

origin of the name "Consolidation." as

ipplii '1 to 1. .. . .nii.l u es and similar ques-

tions, we sent him our illustrated card

In i\\ ing diffei
. nl types of loci.

,

We fee' . to give more particu

l..i ..!.. an il..'
.

.1 igin . if the w.u .1 .

olidation" in thai 1
. mnection. The fii st

u .1- de igned by

Alexander Mitchell, then master me-
banii ..1 tin 1 1 1 igh X Mahoning Rail-

1
. iad lust ah. an the lime thi j s o en

gine was completed the I ehigh 8 Mahon
COIlSi .lnl.it. .1 u ith 111. 1

and ih. name "<
'. msolidation" was

given P. the engine in honor of the event.
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Electrical Department

Inspection and Repair of Motor Cars.

By W. B. Kihw i mi
Thorough inspection and repair of rail-

way equipment at regular intervals d es

much i the depreciation of

apparatus and to increase its life. It

also lessens the delay-- caused >

break-downs with their

blockades. The articles appearing in the

February and .March number of the Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering on

the Xew York Subway Control, made
clear the fact that in reality the duties of

the motorman and those of his brother,

the locomotive engineer are very much
alike. In the same way the repair shops

of an electric road takes the place of the

round house of the steam road. A large

portion of the equipment of an electric

motor car is placed underneath the body

of the car. This makes it necessary to

provide a number of pits in the repair

shop in order that the repair gang may
asy access to this part of the equip-

ment.

The cars when sent to the repair

shop, -hould first be thoroughly cleaned

and the windows washed. A test should

always be made for live parts. Some
times the insulation becomes worn and a

live wire comes in contact with some
metal part of the car body or frame. Now
all the metal parts of an electrii

uld make good electrical contact

with each other and the tracks, but this

cannot always be depended upon. For

there may be some part, such as

the ni;i-ter controller-cover or an iron

door sill, which makes such poor contact

with the trucks and other steel parts of

the car. that lor all practical purposes it

red as insulated from them.

Iron rust forms a fairly good insulation,

and the metal parts of a car that once made
good contact, may in time become
roded with rust, that this contact is de-

fective. The object of having mi

body and parts make contact with the

truck at all times is a safety feature.

If a live wire wears through its rubbei

coating and comes in contact with some
of the iron work on a car in which all the

metal parts make good contact with the

running rails, a short ground,

usually called, will result. A
short circuit or an electric railway is

generally spoken of as a groui

kes itself

known and calls for immediate action. If

all the metal parts of the cars are not

making good contact with each other, and

a live «

i

contact with

live or

I, .1- ii i- usually cal

.vorkmen

and "'hers.

I his i- doubly dan

I gives in' indicati

person make-, contact with it. V

i .n bi ci imes ( hai ged and is sent to the re-

pair shi iuld he very plainly

1 any of the

men whose duty it is to sweep out the

ear and clean the windows from entering

the car. It is never safe to make per-

sonal contact with the third rail current,

a man will at least likely receive a heavy

if nut a more serious injury.

into a shop for over-

hauling a te-I should he made for live

parts. I " do this a bank

descent lamps connected in eries may be

MrJ^KI
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commul ! liese particles nun

the insulation. The armature is then

given a thorough eating of some air-

drying insulating varnish.

- and the field frame

are next carefully cleansed from dust

If the brush holders show

burnt on the commutator

thi y an iled

an and painted with some insu-

,-arnish. The held windings are

by the repair gang for insula-

ircuil broken wi I

Is, as in the case of the armature

windings. If a field coil winding is

defective or damaged it is either re-

moved and repaired or else replaced by

. 1HW Coil.

The motors are now rea;

new brushes are put in place and the

contact springs are adjusted. The re-

pair gang then turns its attention to

,h e rheost ontactors, the third

rail shoes, and to the other parts of the

motor equipment. A piece of asbestos

board fastened ..n the car bottom above

each rheostat affords a very <

•

protection against fire. If any rough

are found on the contacts they

are tiled smooth and the entire equip-

ment is put in good shape.

I he controllers should be examined

very often, as they get out of order

-ih- than any other part of the

car. The repair man first removes the

cover and proceeds to the inspection of

the controller proper. Each finger and

• '.trip receives careful attention

imes bend and then

ntact drum or cylin-

der ami prevent its rotation. The badly

and worn fingers are replaced

by new ones. Xew contact rings are

drum wherever needed

tact rings or fingers that

nd to be rough are filed smooth.

oi tin lingers is carefully

d by the workman. All the in

is carefully cleaned

, a coat of in-

i, lini .
and in

fact all the wires 1 I
modern

ther run in iron pipe con-

ible conduit, and the

d

bo: The rc-

all th( circuit-

burnt 01

1 pain d

car body

1 1 fill at

tcntion. 'Ih'
'

in rounding
.a, the

insulatioi

chafing

t!v rubber ii

cause a short circuit or ground. One

very good way of reducing this diffi-

culty is to mount a hard wood block

on the motor frame and a block on the

bottom of the car near the king-pin

Holes about _' 111s. apart are bored

through the blocks to carry the wires,

and the -lack is arranged in either an

S- or a U-shaped loop. The nearer

that the block on the car is to the king-

pin, the less the relative motion and

wear on the insulation will be. Repair

men often wrap old pieces of rubber

hose or canvas about the leads to pro-

tect them.

The bearings on a motor car are just

as important as they are on a steam

1,,emotive or coach, and the need of

good lubrication is just as great. Addi-

tional inspection is required by the

armature bearings, in order that they

may not become so badly worn as to

let the armature rub on the field poles.

[f this took place it would quickly ruin

an armature. Wool waste thoroughly

saturated with oil is considered the

best method of lubricating bearings,

and is used almost exclusively on elec-

tric roads as well as on steam. Some

of the early electric roads made a large

number of experiments of different

lubricants and methods. They finally

arrived at the same conclusion that the

steam roads had arrived at years be-

fore. It would have saved time, trouble

and expense if they had accepted the

work already done by the steam roads.

Electric practice has sometimes unnec-

essarily endeavored to blaze a new trail

Three classes of wheels are used on

motor car-, namely, cast iron, steel-

tired, and solid pressed steel wheels.

These three types are also used on

steam roads. Flat wheels are of com-

mon occurrence on roads where the

is heavy, the grades steep and

the stops frequent. The wheels are

usually trued up by grinding.

uestion of when and how often

a motor car should be inspected and

repaired is just as important as the

: and thoroughness of the inspec-

tion and repair itself. There .10 two

methods of determining when a motor

car needs inspection and repair One is

p ed betwi en the vis-

its to th and tin' other is on

the mil' By the first method the

car- are inspected every three or four days

and completely overhauled and repaired

,

1 ery tweh e "r fourteen months.

By the mileage system the cars are sent

to the repair shops after they have run

a given mileage and are thi n put in per

feet 1

1 .us when they arc oul on

motorman is

|i iUS.

If th>' motorman on these roads was

.
,

,1.'' foi .

and its equipment when in his charge,

just as the locomotive engineer is held

responsible for his engine, the results

would probably be different.

Electric Locomotive for the B. & O.

During the present year the service of

the B. & O. tunnel has demanded a fur-

ther enlargement of the electric locomo-

tive equipment and a new contract was

placed for two additional locomotives to

meet the requirements. In general the

new type has a flexible wheel base con-

sisting of two trucks coupled together and

surmounted by a platform carrying a steel

cab and running the whole length of the

locomotive. The two trucks are per-

manently linked together with a heavy

hinge and carry the draft gear and

bumper on the outer end frames. With

this construction all hauling and pushing

stresses are transmitted through the truck

framing on approximately the same hori-

zontal line and are not carried through

the center pin into the platform framing.

This relieves the platform of all stresses

except such due to its own weight and

that of the apparatus on it. The prin-

ciple embodied in this type of locomotive

construction is not new but is one whose

success has been demonstrated by its prac-

tical application to steam locomotives for

a number of years. The B. & O. Mallet

compound locomotive resembles the new

B. & O. electric type in that it has a wheel

base made in two halves hinged together

and taking the hauling stresses directly

through this hinge.

The apparatus for controlling the loco-

motive is mounted on the platform and

enclosed in the cab. This cab is divided

into three parts, a main operating cab,

occupying the center part of platform, and

two low auxiliary receptacles extending

from the main operating cab to the outer

ends of the locomotive. These receptacles

contain such parts of the control appara-

tus as do not require continuous inspec-

tion and care. The engineer's seat is in

the cab, well back from the forward end

of the locomotive, and so placed as to af-

ford him the best command of all the

apparatus under his control. The cab is

SO short that without leaving his seat the

engineer can obtain a fair view of the

train behind or of a switchman at the

coupler.

Bj means of the multiple unit control,

which is a feature of these locomotives,

two of these 00-ton units can be coupled

togethei 11I operated by one engineer in

the forward cab. All the motors are con-

trolled simultaneously by one operating

handle, and one engineer thus has under

hi control a maximum capacity of 3,500

h. p., or a maximum tractive effort of

90,000 lbs., developed from one 180-ton

locomotive, which could move off on a

level track with a 6,000-ton load behind it

or take a 1,000-ton load up a grade 80 ft.

to the mile.
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New Locomotives for the Caledonian

Our illustration shows a type of loco-

motive w Mich the Caledonian Railway

have added to their stock for the purpose

of working goods trains. The engines

were turned out from the St. Rollox

workshops, built to the designs oi Mr.

J. F. Mcintosh, the company's locomo-

tive engineer.

The engine is an i8j4 x 26 in. cylinder

engine with 5 ft. six-coupled wheels, and

is of the 0-6-0 type, with inside cylinders

driving on the middle axle. The tubes

are of mild steel, galvanized, 275 in unin-

tended study and experiment in this par-

ticular direction; and so satisfactory has

been its behavior in actual working under

severe and varying conditions that ar-

rangements have been made for fitting it

to all new Caledonian engines. An il-

lustrated description of this spark arrester

was given in Railway and Locomotive

Enxineering for February, 1909, page 53.

The Charles Balance Valve.

The method of balancing main valve of

locomotive here shown is applicable to

ordinary slide valves 01 even those which

to float or cant in an;, direction, but is

practical)' equivalent to a solid ring mak-

ing a tight joint all the time with the

friction plate above it.

The spring ring is made of hard cast

iron, bored eccentric 1-16 of an inch,

giving it a thickness of 7-32 of an inch at

the part remoti it, at the split

it is 5-32 of an inch thick. The spring

ring being made of hard cast iron is not

it any more than the pack-

ing rings of a piston are, and for thil

n ring is more satis-

itings.

C U.EDI INIAN RAILWAV

ber, and \}i in. external diameter. The
firebox shell is 6 feet 5 ins. long by 4 it.

Q l
/z in. wide at the bottom, and the crown

of the copper box is stayed with girder

stays. Ramsbottom safety valves are 3

ins. in diameter and adjusted to bl

at the working pressure of 160 lbs. per

square inch.

The cylinders are inside the frari

valves are operated by Stephen-

son link motion. The built crank axle has

journals 8'/i ins. diameter by "VL- ins.

long, and the connecting rod bearing is

N 1

... ins, diameter by 4 ins. long. The
leading and trailing axles have journals

S ins. diameter by yYz long. The engine

is equipped with steam brakes. It has also

an ejector and "throug m brake

pipe, thus permitting of the working of

express goods trains.

A special feature in the constrn

the introduction into the smokeb
novel form of spark arrester which bids

fair to at last solve the difficult

problem by diminishing live-coal throw

ing while keeping the dead cylinders in

such a position in the smokebox as to

remain entirely clear of the bott' •

of boiler tubes. This effective and ex-

tremely simple arrester is the invention

of Mr. Mcintosh and is the result of ex

have had the Richardson system applied

to them. The Charles system consists of

a cast iron disk about :yi ins. thick, the

under side of which is planed to fit the

valve back, which is also planed to suit.

Two strips on the under side of the disk

engage with two shoulders cut in the

back of the valve, or drop into the

Richardson slots as the case may be.

The disk is held tightly to the valve by

means of four hollow studs screwed into

the valve with upper side of

the disc keeping it in place. The
|

the studs leads into the exhaust

cavity of the valve so that any slight leak

packing ring will

exit. On the upper side the disk is

illustration. This re in. deep

carries the packing ring and the spring

ring. The [lacking ring is */i in.

top. The innei rtical, while the

outer sid

from the horizontal. It i

'ace that the spring ring

and this pressure tends to force the pack-

ing ring up against the friction pi;
•

to hug the upright wall of

the disk and also to close up the thin

cut in the packing

packing ring has therefore no I

The .'. : which hat

been devised by Mr. Frank Charles, of

Atlanta, is exceedingly simple and the

entire work of finishing can be done on

machines and thi> avoids hand work such

as tiling and scraping. After the device

hed in lathe and planer, it

put in place and is expected

until the engine goes into

•'F'acKj^&X'*46-

i :'

i \R1 ES BALANCE VALVE.

Our free hand
•

hied parts, and how the packing ring is

reed upward. The Charles

nta, Ga..

'
: ing this ball nd will
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. F. \V. Warren has been appointed

,
, fori man .it Brock\ ille, on the

i runk, vi« i Mr. J. I >. Scott, trans-

Mr. F. \V. Poignand has been appoint! d

r oi appi i ntia - on the E ne

vice Mr. Keller, resigned.

Mr. P. C. Withrow has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the Denver & Rio

Grande, with offices at Burnham S

Colo.

Mr. VV. D. Gillotl has been appointed a

road foreman on the Eastern division oi

. \\ esti rn Pac i ii . with office at Elko,

Nev.

Mr. G. Woodsum has been appointed

acting locomotive foreman at Island Pond,

Vt . on the Grand Trunk, vice Mr. M. B.

igned.

Mr. R. M. Conley has been appointed a

reman on the Western division of

:... Wi tern Pacific, with office at Sacra-

mento, Cal.

I
\ Sherman has been appointed

tram master of terminals of the Cincin-

nati, New I Irleans and Texas Pa. i
•

i ini innati, ' '.

('. Link has been appointed

-.I
i md and :

! of the Sea-

board Mi 1 ini Railw ay .

hnstone, formerly i

-

of the Chicago Gnat V

•
. ice with the

Works,

I

i Alston has bi en ap

tant to the

manager of the Fori

ity Railway.

bi en appoint! d

i
. man oi engines on the Indian-

nir, with

headqu; i
O

.'. orth has been ap

on the

I Belief' -lltan I
'

Mr. J.
i

ngineei

il to the

n K l; been ap

• PI phia, Pa.

to his

i oi the

iti '1 fleet

;i Line

ii

Americans to Exploit Asia Minor.

The American syndicate of capitalists

of whom Charles A. Moore, of Manning

;: and Moon oi New 's ork is a

leading spirit, are negotiating with

promising success to secure control of

all the railways about to be constructed

in Asia Minor. The intention is not only

to build the railways but to supply all

the rolling stock and machinery. As it is

the purpose of the Turkish Government

in establish a very extensive system of

m Asia Minor, the - all Eoi roll

idges ; nd machini •

it, rialb i" ini n ase tin activity

manufacturing establishn

Via Minor is a great peninsula form-

SLtri '. :
'

t'ul kingdoms of antiquity. It was the

eat ol manj •
I tin most bitb i conflicts

j
\,y w. .i Id n idc con-

d i oi main-

j in this fair and fertile

Most antiquarian- locate the

Garden of Eden in Asia Minor, but the

nd it ii} places

ivever, is

water whic h w ill be pro\ idc '1 In a vasl

teni

.-, the i incinnati, \"< « I Or-

leans am :

' ilwaj shops al

Ludlow, : li J H. Murphy, re

Mr. \V. II, Preston, her. i

, of the Cana

pac j R ieen appoint! '1

general air i
ern Lines, Moil

Mr. J. W. Small has been appointed

superintendent of Machinery of the Kan-

sas < it} Southern, with office at Pitts-

burgh, Kan., succeeding Mr. F. R. Co pel

resigned.

Mr. 1 1. B. Truebl 1 has been appointed

gen.ral foreman of the Montgomery dis-

trict of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at

Tuscaloosa, Via . vice Mr. II. C. Stevens,

resigned.

Mr. F. M. Ealck has been appointed

assistant superintendent of Wilmington

and Columbia Division of the Philadel-

phia & Reading Railway, with office at

Reading, Pa.

Mr. J. D. Scott, heretofore locomotive

foreman at Brockville. Out., on the Grand

Trunk Railway, has been appointed loco-

motive foreman at Turcot. Que., vice Mr.

R. hers, resigned.

Mr. E. D. Pelley has 1- c n appointed

rnad foreman of engines on the Gab -

burg division of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy Railroad, with headquar-

ters at Galesburg.

Mr. Richard Lanham, road fori

of the St. Loin-. Iron Mountain

& Southern, at De Soto, Mo., 1m- been

appointed a master mechanic, wil

al I '.ir, mould. Ark.

Mr. R. A. McAdam. In

b ake instructor on the Canadian Pacific

Railroad, with office at Montreal, has

I), en appointed air bi or, vice

( \\ Car. d. ceased

Mr. S. J. Hungerford. heretofore su

pi rintc ii'l.iii \\ mini" - hops, I P. R.. lias

been appointed superintendi nl oi rolling

.;,,, ;. of the Great Northern Railway,

with office al Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. C. II. Mil

tram master on the ' ini innati, Nev '

'

|, ans and I i xas Pacific Railway, first

di ;ti i, i. with offic es at I lanvilh . K\ \ ice

\l, . I \ Shi mi. m, transferred.

Mr. 11. i' i..i agin has b.

istanl an brake instructor on the

i an, i. ban Pai i ii Railway, \ ice Mr. G \

i, Bartlett, promoted. Mr. Harragin's

headquarters are in Monl

Mr. .1. .1. I lurley, foreman oi

(], p.irim. in in ili. Cleveland shop- ol tin

Erie Railroad, has been appointed round

house fori man al Briar Hill

road, vice Mr. J. Hani

Mr. W. II. Kirby, heretc

fc r. man at \\ est I oront I • on the

Canadian Pacific . has i

motive for. man at Port Burwell, < bit.,

vice Mr. D. S i lor tra [erred

Mr. E. J. Murphy. 1" ret.

live foreman at Havelc i k, ' »n1 .
i n the

i '.m, i. Inn Pacific, has be - i
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sistant foreman at West Toronto Jet.,

vici Mr. W . 11. Kirby transferred.

Mr. D. S. Taylor, heretofore locomo-

tive foreman at Port Burwell, Ont., on

the Canadian Pacific, has been ap]

locomotive foreman at Ilavelock, Ont.,

Mr. E. J. Murphy transferred.

Mr. F. A. Reidel has been promoted

the position of engine inspi

Erie Railroad, to that of

ngine dispatcher, at I

vice Mr. R. W. Winterstein, n

Mr. W. R. Thomas, road foreman of

of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific, has been promoted1 to gen-

eral foreman of the mechanical and car

nents, with office at Ludlow, Ky.

Mr. G. A. G. Bartlett, heretofore assist-

ant air brake instructor on the Canadian

Pacific Railway, has been appointed air

brake instructor with headquarters at

Montreal, vice Mr. A. A. McAdam, pro-

moted.

Mr. Robert F. McKenna, of Scranton,

Pa., formerly master car builder of the

Lackawanna, has been successfully oper-

ated upon for appendicitis and kidney

trouble. His condition is most favorable

for a complete recovery.

Mr. J. F. Sheahan, master mechanic of

the Southern Railway at Knoxville, Tenn.,

has been appointed master mechanic of the

International & Great Northern, with

office at Palestine. Tex., succeeding Mr.

F. S. Anthony, promoted.

Mr. H. C. Stevens, formerlj

foreman of the Mobile & ( thio R

at Tuscaloosa, Ala., has accepted the

position of master mechanic on the

Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, with

arters at Alamosa. Colo.

Mr. \V. Hamilton, heretofore locomo-

tive foreman at Stratford, Ont. on the

Grand Trunk, has been appointed master

mechanic on the Western division, with

office at Battle Creek, vice Mr. E. D.

on, assigned to other dul

Mr. Roydon V. Wright, for

editor of the American Engineer

and Railroad Journal, has become a mem-
ber of the staff of the

, with supervision of the mechani-

cal department and the shop edition.

Mr. J. H. Holt, formerly general

foreman of machinery and car depart-

ment on the Detroit, Toledo & i

at Ironton, Ohio, has been appointed

roundhouse foreman on the Al

Topeka & Santa Fc at Topeka. Kan.

Mr A. J. Roberts, heret< fore 1

1

Temiskaming & Xorthern Ontario Rail-

.. Ont., has been ap-

locomotive foreman at the Strat-

ford, Ont., shops of the Grand Trunk

Railway, vice Mr. W. Hamilton, pro-

moted.

Mr. Harry Hoover, a former well-

known foundry foreman, has accepted a

position with the S. Obermayer Co.. manu-

facturers ' t" foundry facings, suppl

nt. IK' will look after t!

ests i this ci >mpanj ii

kirk, X. Y.

Mr. 11. X. Williams, general yard-

master of the Xi v, ago &
St. Louis at East Bui

moted to be trainm road at

'. ayne, Ind., and is succi

Mr. John E. Colligan, who has been his

ib has been ap

at Boston, on the

iany Railroad, vice Mr. J, M.

moted to be assistant signal

engineer of the Boston & Albany and of

the X\w York Central, vice Mr. W. A.

(
ued.

Mr. W. L. Park was recently elected

id. nt of the Illinois Central Rail-

Mr. C. C. Si the new vice-

president of the Galena Signal Oil Com-
pany, was born in Cli ' 'hio, on

Sept. 20, 1863. He was educated at the

public schools of that city. In 1881 he

was employed as stenographer and as-

sistant clerk in the motivi powei

Railroad. In

1882 he went to thi 1 ilroad at

mi shop clerl

which he became assistant clerk 1

:u e ' 't the superinb 1 achinery,

C, C, 1 leveland. In

ted to be secretary to that

of the same road. In

noted to chief clerk, moth
if the Big Four. He re-

later to become chief

power department

Central. Shortly afterward he

the railway depart-

the Galena

which place he held until his eli

ii Feb. 10. 1

Miller, president: Mr. Samuel

rst vice-presid

, and Mr. L. J

road with headquarti 1 ,
and as

such he will h lervision

of the transportation, mainti

power, construction, purchasing a

artments of the company.

Mr. J purchasing and fuel

itional Railways of Mexico

Mex„ lias bi

general purchasing agent

Mexican International and the Inter-

bis former title has been

Mr. John A. Tali

Lackawanna & Westi 1 ident of

the Traveling 1

first vie if the Central Rail-

way Club, has been

supervisor of equipment by the public

service commission of the

of the State of Xew York. .Mr

a man of progressive spirit and id'

ln> intelligent handl

lating to mechanical subjects has

him into conspicuous notice. The public

service commission in a bulletin announc-

appointment of Mr. Tall

that he headed the ci ist with

a percentage ol so that he has

as freight brakeman,

ginecr, air brake inspector and traveling

engineer. This recognition of his ability

is highly gratifying to his many fi

Mr. I 1 G

pointed road foreman of 1 ngim - on the

leans & Tex. ice Mr. II. L.

Roth, promoted. He v

I hrry. Pa., in the J
came

tock that

did SO much to shape thi

the K< J

tucky in

hat was then

Cincinnati Southern Rail

as the

ngineer in 1S86. in which

capacity he continu

1

have a

a member of the Bri I

twenty

Obituary.

1 retfully to record tl

Teal, formerly master m

t. El

Valley Railroad. Till

& Morth-V

t

. la.
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General Foremen's Association

Business for the 1910 Convention.

The Executive ( ommittee of the Inter-

national Railway General Foremen's As-

1 has arranged for next conven-

tion to be held at Cincinnati, O., beginning

with headquarters at the Grand

Hotel, a most convenient location, being

close to the general station.

Secretary Bryan has sent out a list of

the subjects on which reports will be sub-

They are

:

(1) "Best Method of Cleaning Ash

Pans to Conform to Inter-State Com-

merce Law." Committee—J. T. Shepard,

Eoreman, Soo Line. Wyerhauser,

Wis. ; C. L. \\ alters, general t

n Ry., St Paul, Minn.; T.

F Griffith, general foreman, C. <
. S

St L Ry., Indianapolis, Ind.

Use of Commercial Gas as Fuel."

Committee—H. G. Kelly, general foreman,

C. & N.-W. Ry, Chicago; J. M. Davis,

general foreman. C. & S. Ry.. Denver;

G Reyer, general foreman, N. C. &
St. L. Ry.. Nashville, Tenn,

"Advisability of Installing Hot

ind Filling Systems."

G. general fore-

Ry .
I I11. j'j

. F. Bauer, Big

, Indianapolis; D. E. Barton,

foreman, Santa I e, Topeka, Kan

Oxj v • tyli ne Process

of Welding Fire-boxes, Boiler Sheets,

and Other Locomotive Work."

J M 1 lavis, general I n 1 man,

C. & S D ei 1
i Fay, sb ip superin-

U P Ry Cheyenne, Wyo , W
eral foreman, ] rie, I [unting-

/ i in general foreman,

1
1 immitti - I

'

Railway Equipment

general fore

it, Ind.;

& I. Ry., Two
C. H
Bellefontaine, 1 >

1 ; w
eral tori man, N & W. Ry.,

0. ; 1 gl in 1 al

. A, L.

1 ,-
: R) . Kan

: 1 email,

1 of in

iffer word of

tion foi

to write something to the chairman of

the committee. You may not be able to

send in your mite of information about

all of the subjects, but send in what you

have got. Don't say, "My help is not of

much value." It is of decided value. The

great river is made up of small springs

and tiny brooks. The most valuable re-

ports submitted to railroad associations

have been formed from driblets of infor-

mation sent in by individual members.

Effective Way of Starting Fires.

Talking on the troublesome process of

starting fires, Mr. A. F. Bradford, of the

Lit; Four, said: "We cover our grates all

nver with coal, which makes a good foun-

dation. We have a covered round vat in

the engine house where we mix crude oil

and shavings together. The man who

lues up lakes two ordinary water buckets

of shavings soaked with crude oil and

scatters the contents over the top of the

coal in the fire-box. He uses a piece of

burning waste to ignite the kindling mate-

rial on the coal and shuts the door, which

is not opened until there is steam in the

bi liler.

"At one time we blew the crude oil in

with a burner but that did not work so

well as mixing it with shavings."

and clean that thoroughly, and if there is

any crack develops there at all it will be

removed. If a crack runs lengthwise you

can determine it in the heavy freight serr-

ice, but if the crack runs crosswise, I

would remove the axle at once. I would

not rexommend pressing a wheel off an

axle. I think you will lose the pressure

of the wheel fit. We have axles from one-

half to one-eighth ; it all depends on what

class."

Driving Axle Wear.

It is not so long ago that 200,000 miles

as considered :411ml service for the driv-

ing ixle nf a locomotive, but material

must be improving for we find that some

railroads are making more than double

mill agi 1 'Hi of driving axles.

\i li 1 General Foremen's Convention

the statement was made that on the ini-

tial we have a limit of wear on

an axle id from 225.000 to 250,000 miles

If ii is worn more than three eights the

axle would be removed, and if it was a

large one it would be put in a smaller en-

gine We havi done ii frequently by

, mnding tin engine, but we have never

pulld it away from the bearing: We
ated cracks when they had not

run their 1111!

Mr. C II Voges, of the Rig Four, did

not think mm h of the Illinois i entral

.1 "We have the

id pa ' ngi 1 -
M

we run them 400,000 miles and three-

limit wear. We have a long jack

for testing which we place between the

and I strike the axles with a

ledge hammei and of course clean them,

hub if the wheel

Novel Method of Soliciting Ads.

Winn Mr. J. Will Johnson, secretary

of the Executive Committee of the Enter-

tainment Committee of the I. R. G. F.

Association, started out to solicit ads for

the Annual Report, he found the atmos-

phere exceedingly cold at first. Then he

posted the following notice:

"The supply man, now attending this

convention, who is in the habit of hugging

the typewriter had better quit or we will

publish his name in the next proceedings."

I lie second day of the convention four-

teen of the boys came to the secretary, in-

x ited him out to dinner and left fourteen

one-half page advertisements and told him

not to pay any attention to foolish stories.

We cannot possibly say just how the four-

teen took that notice but we do know that

people may dread slander but they all

fi 11 the (ruth more.

1 here are few general foremen have

failed to make the acquaintance of Vim

Leather Air-brake Cup Packing. The

Houghton Line, Philadelphia, makers of

that packing, have published St. Patrick

stories in the March number of their

magazine. Send for it. The stories are

always fresh and the magazine will be

st nt complimentary.

It is staled that out of $2,700,000 ap-

propriated b) the Lake Shun- & Michigan

Southern for enlarged locomotive and car

shops at Elkhart. Ind.. $600,000 will be

icpended this yeai I welve large build-

ire than 20 tracks and a first class

mechanical installation, are included in

the improvements to be made.

New subjects of investigation are hard

to find, but much searching and consulting

ought to he engaged in before a motion is

madi to cat 1 \ <\ ei a -nine, t to another

year.

\ correspondent has asked us about the

upkeep of th.' Mallet type of engines. If

you have any information let us have it.
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Steam Coupling and Lock.

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting

Company, of New York.

developed a lock for steam train line

couplers which can be very quickly

tightened or loosened, without the use of

tools. It is the generally

opinion that the couplers for air, signal

and steam connections between cars

should automatically separate in

cars are uncoupled or a break-in-two

occurs. Most roads, however, require

FIG GOLD - l' I '.AM I 1 PUP! CNG, UNLOCKED.

their trainmen to separate the hose

couplings by hand when trains are

broken as it is more or less injurious to

the hose if they are pulled apart. The

shape and weight of the coupler 1

connection with the angle at which the

hose is attached, ordinarily maintains the

gaskets in close contact when

at the same time permits automatic un-

coupling.

The high speed of modern trains to-

H nli the increased steam

often carried in the trainline to operate

electric generators in the bagg;

makes a positive lock, one that cannot be

loosened and caused to leak by vibration

ssive pressure, very desirable be-

tween engine and tender and also be-

tween engine and baggage car. The

lock we show here, very simply performs

this function. Our illustrations repre-

sent a pair of couplers with the new
locks, the couplers connected, but not

locked, being shown in Fig. 1. A pair of

locks, detached from the couplers are seen

where couplers of

couple the lock- wil

GOLD STEAM COUPLING,

in Fig 2, and the coupler with locks

tightened, in Fig. 3.

In the eye, cast in the coupler,

ately over the gravity relief trap and

where the chain was sometimes attached,

is now inserted one end of the lock which

is shaped like a pin and secured with a

cotter. The chain may then be attached

to the hose clamp if desired. The other

end of the lock has a projection shaped

like a cylinder split through its axis and

an opening of similar shape

semi cylindrical part of the ai

lock. A thumb screw near the middle

the lock, up

gaged and so pull the coupler, tightly to-

gether like a toggle joint. The p

the screw bears against the body of the

coupler and is riv< tte

working out of the lock. This lock is

made of malleable iron and has sufficient

play in the eye of the coupler to allow

of readily inserting the half cylinder in

the half 1

1 [) ning of the

mating lock. A

screws, n Inch have

ds, bind

the couplers firmly

ti igi ther.

These lock

made for 1

ipl 1- cud are

so designed that

differei

also 1

ly. It is not necessary to confine these

locks to the aiplings ; t the hi ad end of

d they niay be used

when desired between the \

a train. 'I his has been done on .

the large lini

r t h w e s t,

where it was felt

that the additional

security a g a inst

leakage was more

import..

automatic uncoup-

ling if the train

should break 111 I

seldom happens. It in tidentallj

pulling apait . 2 and thus re-

duces the wear of ho 'f care-

less trainmen.

Our engravinj ity relief

trap which has known for

a number of j
: recently

improved by m; I
' so wide that

t main-

10th sur-

mst the

seat, preventing

due to

- this trap

.ited by

it simply

falls open when

lowing the water of

1 the train line

• avoid freez-

-team to

the rear of the train even in moderate

weather because there is no water in the

pockets, to be driven to the end of the

train line. Trainmen can always tell if

pressure is on the line by simply tapping

the valves, and so avoid being scalded

by steam, when uncoupling. With this

trap it is unni '

i' irate the hose

time the train is laid up,

iurgotten, and

itions if a cold night

dly, the hose may be

used when steam is

on the next day. The Gould equip-

obviatc this trouble.

The life of the hose is also increased by

reducing the amount of twisting and

necessary accompani-

ment of the process of coupling and un-

coupling.

Through Traffic Uninterrupted.

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kosczioski, of

Gary, Ind., have broken up housekeeping.

It might be more correct to say their

house was broken up for them. A man
who was moving their domicile yesterday

carelessly left it on a railway track about

three minutes and while he went after a

piece of chain a freight train came along

and demolished it. The worst of it is the

Kosczioskis are away on a visit. When
they return all they will be able to collect

of their former furnishings are a small

: fn in a rag carpet

h indie with which Mrs. K. used to

lift the griddles off the kitchen stove. It

was at the Broadway crossing of the

f^sw.

PI ING.

When a

pulley . rhornton started

after another chain, but forgot to notify

the agent that his house was on the track.

A few minuti • freight train,

castbound and heavily loaded, came along

about 30 miles an hour and passed right

through the Kosczioski's sitting-room.

Beds, tables, chairs, stoves, dishes, pillows,

sheets and all the other appurtenances of

a first-class household flew hither and

thither through the air until some of the

superstitious inhabitants of the town

that a comet had hit Mars and

the inhabitants of that planet were coming,

with their bel ingings, to earth via the

parachute route. The train wasn't even

delayed. It ran about three blocks be-

fore the engineer could stop.

—

Chicago

Based on calculations made in 1883, en-

gineering experts belonging to the Lon-

don & Northwestern Railway led to the

m that about one pound of steel

went into dust daily on every mile of

track operated. On a similar basis we
believe that the track of the Pennsylvania

Railroad between Xew York and Pitts-

burgh grinds up about 2% pounds of steel

per hour for every mile of track.
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Railroad Character Sketches
Billy's Half- Holiday

By James Kennedy.

When Billy was transferred to a cler-

ical position in the office, he took a swell-

ing of the head, but it was not accom-

as is usual in such cases, with a

nun of the heart. With the kind

of collars he began wearing he could not

readily look around and see all of his

old companions without running the risk

ring his carotid artery. By walk-

ing straight ahead and neither turning to

the right nor to the left he found his way

to where Macfarlane was setting up

wedges and tightening bottom braces in

the roundhouse pit. Billy beamed benevo-

lently from his lofty attitude in the upper

world. Macfarlane grinned through the

wheel spokes like a Gibraltar monkey.

Would he go to Coney Island on a trip

this afternoon? Would he—what? Say

that again. Billy repeated the invitation.

An electric thrill of joy ran through Mac-

farlane. How about Shaw? Of course

he was in the swim.

The way that Macfarlane and Shaw
worked the remainder of the forenoon

would gladden the hard heart of a cold

blooded contractor. They simply made

things dance. Macfarlane trammed the

wheels and attached thi rods and rammed

in the pistons and marked the valve rods

.iinl screwed down the steam chests and

put on the casings and the superintendent

ind smiled a smile of satis-

faction. Shaw gathered tools from the

;. rs of the roundhouse and tossed

; wood hither and thither like a

I:, lifted ponderous hydraulic

jacks out of the pit with one hand, and

.lun a laborer came clamoring for a

ick to lift an ash pan, shaw jumped

nit" the pit and lying on his back lifted

the pan to it- ['1 with his mightj feet

like a Jap, 111. 51 1 uggh 1 balanc ing a bai 1.

Saturday afternoon and the

glow "t tli' coming summer u.t.

air. The worthies, three abreast,

tli. rivei A pillar of cloud

: h tie in Billy's i" rfi cl 1

idi 1 till) loved to heai

indlj hi

1 to ii.ii Mai

terriei e< med to

the bloom of youth

p ;, d ai 1

the dock t

arderl

;

ill watei

used to them. The dog was to have a

change of master and an early death.

Then they had beer by the mugful and

clams by the plateful, and sausages by

the handful. Thus sustained and fortified

they sallied forth to see the sights. Like

many other sightseers they became a part

of the sight themselves. Macfarlane beat

the record at striking blows with a ham-

mer. Shaw lifted weights that were past

belief. Billy was a splendid backer. He
paid for everything and talked so much

that the crowds gave up listening to the

"barkers," preferring the eloquence of

Billy. A pair of wrestlers challenging the

crowd in a roped arena met their match

in Macfarlane. He threw one of them

with such violence, that the other one

weakened. The proprietor offered Mac-

farlane a position as champion, which he

promptly declined.

This was too good to last. Shaw was

the first one' to weaken. In the aerial

swings he sickened. He had become so

accustomed to the air of the slimy pits,

that the upper air was too much for

him. Billy advised him to take a walk

by the seashore. Shaw strolled leisurely

away. The buffoonery of the place made
him tired and he sat down on the lonely

sands, and the breath of the salt sea

soothed him to sleep. He dreamed he

was selling haddocks again. The incom-

ing tide crawled nearer and nearer.

Presently a wave big and round as a

locomotive boiler rolled over him, and he-

sprang to his feet. The myriad lights

of the city by the sea were flashing

into crosses and crescents am! wreaths of

electric fire. What time was it"- His

ninety cent Waterbury watch was gone

So was In- sixty cents of loose change

'I he prophesies of the fortune teller were

In ing partly fulfilled.

When Shaw found his companions,

Billy was waltzing in a whirling maze

of youth and beauty. Macfarlane was

silline liis dog t.i a bleary-eyed youth

who seemed to have mure monej than

-. nsi 1 a. mi lane u .I- si .
busy telling

tii. di
1

pedigree that lie was un

Shaw's presence As SOOtl

as he observed Shaw lie called upon him

to verify his statements in regard to tin

:

.. 1 1 chattering, In it

emed 1 • sa t i sf3 1 i

.

si. r and tin bargain was comp ti d

Mai farlanc took the nn mej \\ ithout .1

ii. regai d to tin q talitii ..1 the dog he

administei 1 d .1 pai ting I i. 1. t. tin de

I tli. hi Ipli

vhat and impart.. 1 .1 false

\ igi .r e 1 Ins in, i\ ements. Billy expn
,. tii. idea of pari

Dixon's Graphite En-

gine Front Finish is

better than anything

you have ever used

on the fronts of lo-

comotives.

One thing you've

noticed about the

other finishes is that

they give off offen-

sive fumes when the

front of the engine

gets a little hot. You
won't find this diffi-

culty with Dixon's

Finish.

Besides, Dixon's Fin-

ish lasts from six

to nine weeks and

produces a restful

surface rather than

a dazzlingly bright

one.

We'll be glad to

send you free de-

scriptive circular

69-F on request, a

free test sample too,

if you like.

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.

Jersey City, N. J.
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GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer! of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Large*! Manufacturer! id the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

ing with a dog oi Billy

insisted on buying it back, but the new
was immovable.

friends

noistened his claj insidi

sailed home and at (lark

exploits were recounted. I lark

other dog ready for the market, a black

and tan without a singli redeen

ture in its repulsivi

ignorant of Macfarlam

marveled at his interest in such dog:

1
ins wis ing widely different

results by themselves was found on analy-

sis of Hi Sinclair's work to be the really

li tted Mi \\

train re-

Fast and Slow Is the Way They Go.

The

ranees were against them, and they "•"" '""' dav reported the dri\

were habitually guilty of all sorts of

crimes and misdemeanors, but like old

books they were bought for nexl to

nothing and in the hands of a skilful

manipulator they brought good prices.

Next week Shaw had a new watch, a

present from Macfarlane, a new hat, a

present from Billy, and Macfarlane had
a new dog, a present from Clark, and
they are looking hopefully forward to

another trip to the white city bj I

Train Resistance.

What is called Bulletin No. 100

by the American L01 omoti\ e I bmpai y

deals with the important subject of train

resistance, and is a ven bandy publica-

tion For the use of those who are inter-

ested in such matters Formerly train

rcsistam
1 ited before the intro-

duction of what is calli d the I.
I

At the present time solid trams

of fifty ton cm] 1. n it] cat - an in general

use. and the resistance per ton for such

cars has been mon deter

mined. It appears that the best data on

the subject shows that the n

varies ft om il 1 2.5

s< \ i ntj -two-ton cars and from

lbs. for twenty t-n
1 ai s. I ii ades are

also taken into consideration in this

bulletin and altogethei il is a usciul

addition to oui knowledge on

the subject. The company will send this

bulletin free on request.

While on the subject of train resisl

it may be interesting to refer to some
tests made Oil the engine of the Empire

12, by Angus Sinclair.

nations helped to establish a

formula for train resistance which was
put forward by the late A. M. Welli

slow running. The driver mi
have hii r this, and .

ti r, when running a fast

tram, and having a char road foi

miles I., fore him. he thought he would
give Mr. Guard a startler, and did the

run at the rate of fifty miles an hour.

The old van. of course, rocked like a

old on pulling up the driver

went back to see what the guard
though! -1 it He found that he had
lashed himself to tin brake wheel, hav-

iously chalked up .hi the van,

"If found dead, killed by furious driv-

ing."

—

The Weekly Telegraph.

Prevent Breakage of Pistons. '

During recenl rambles among railway
repair shops we have found that many
annoying delays have been caused by the

Ives. The Erie peo-

found a remedy for this source
bli li> making I

gun iron which is a very

lined iron having an aver.
ij

ngth of about 30,000 lbs. It has
exceptionally fir lalities, which
with its strength make it particularly de-

sirable for cylinder packing, cylindi '

ings, piston valve packing, piston valve

bushings,

straps, dri\ ii
j

etc. It is used very extensively 1

man) of the largest railroads in thi

these parts. The first cost is a
[her than ordinary cast iron but

the advantages of using it more than off-

set this for it elimini I

saving much

Men Were Sad When He Sung.

ttish dinner it was
author 1 rk, 'Economic found that every one had contributed to

Location." Mr. Wei
n riling on the subject at that

lime ref

1 1. K. Clark,

and William Stroudley. Another ob-

the evening's entertainment but a certain

Dr. MacDonald.

MacDonal.I.

the chairman.

The d ted that he could not
VVilsi hi Worsdell, he con;

rices made in his an mnd caused by the

a brick along the

the Worn
is at least, M

air's tv. linarily

mean of thi

ny attributed this to the

an stand it I will sii
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asy. J lure was a painful

r sat down, broken

a braw Scot at

ncd, "your singins

ity's just

richl aboul that brick
!"

The Janney X.

p ny, -1

gh, Pa., have recently gol out a

neat little pamphlet describing the Janney

\ coupler. Senne of the speeial features

set forth in the pamphlet are that cars

, with the Janney X, couple auto-

matically by impact. The knuckle can be

pen without the necessity for a

trainman to go between the cars. Un-

g from the side of the car by

iever, by the operation of which, the lock-

:. is raised to the uncoupli

lion, and mi allows the cars to part. ["he

lock-to-the-lock, and the lock-set devices

rally known and require no de-

tailed description here. The couplers are

made from acid open-hearth steel. ["hey

I \ on would like

,-e pamphh t

! ,1 I OP)

size as our magazine, 1- well illustrated

throughout, but has an insert which gi\es

one of the clearest and most effectivi pic

tnres vve have seen, drawn in perspective,

of the wlmle apparatus. I he parts are all

numbered for reference and yet none of

1 lie figures obscures the view, as is often

Lhe ease. The Thermos Jet System is

new, and a look at the pamphlet is inter-

esting, It will lie sent direct to any one

who applies for a copy, 'lhe address of

the company is Xo. - Rector street, New

York.

Excuse in Verse.

In spin d weather thai pre-

the country during

- ;i nger trains

en run with wonderful punctuality

t of the linos. One night a freight

11 the Milwaukee road w.i

ai ed an mi]- I

;i r train.

\n irate supi r wired the 1 ngi

..ell known omi -
1

, "What was

e of your delaying Xo. 8

: is a friend of Shandy

pi .el I le an-

"
I he wind was high, the steam was low ;

0,1 hai d to tow .

lai k and full of slate

held up Number 8."

Thermo Jet.

healing

1

1 1 1 X e W

nd in a loose-

:. 1 thi

their a]

:

1 .

1 d up in

Nearer the Wcrk.

Two Irishmen were digging a sewer.

One of them was a big, strong man about

mx feet four inches in height, and the

other our was a little, puny man about

four feet six inches, ddie foreman came

along to see how the work was progress-

ing, and noticed that one of them was

doing more work than the other. "Look

In cried, "how is it that little Den-

nis 1 lug. in. who is only half your size, is

cl ing nearly twice as much work as you,

Patrick?" (dancing down to his part-

ner. Pat replied, "And why shouldn't he?

Ain't he nearer to it?"

"Hydraulic Valves and Fittings" is the

tith of ,1 [20 page illustrated catalogue

just issued by the Watson-Stillman ( o.

of 50 Church street. Xew York. Its

pages gives an exceedingly large and lull

list of types and combinations of hydrau-

lic valves and fittings. Almost every

page contains some hint or a piece of

valuable advice as to the best piping ar-

rangements such as what types or com-

binations of valves are best suited to

certain work; how the valve arrangement

may automatically operate a number of

cylindi rs or machines. Any engineer will

find this book handy when estimating or

new hydraulic installations or

whin making changes on old ones. The

1 atalogue is neatly and suitably bound and

1- of the 9x6 M. C. B. standard size.

'I he illustrations are clear and the letter

,p oncise. In the majority oi

ire quoted, and altogether the

one that a practical man

would liki to have. It will be sent free

to any one requesting catalogue No. 78

Conscience in Cheating.

In ," said the milkman to his new

boy, "d'ye see what I'm a-doin' of ?" "Yes,

sir." 1 < lames; "you're a-pourin'

.iter into the milk," "No, I'm not.

James; I'm .1 pourin' milk into the water

So if an you if I put water in

11 ti II 'em no Allers stick

to th 1 1 heatin' is li.nl 'ni iugh,

RECOGNIZED
as the

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely-

together, and accommodates it-

self to the unequal expansion

of the plates.

USfD ON OVER 125 RAILROADS

ays that tin

diieation 111 the world is that got by

B to make a living.

"Stay-bolt Trouble
a Thing of tbe Past "

So say many of our customers

who have used the Tate Bolt

in large numbers, covering a

period of time sufficient to base

comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-

CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Snlte 821 Friok Boililn*

B. E. D. STAFFORD, Oen. Menejer

J. SOGERS IXANKERT * OOMPAKT,
Selling Affente

Trick Building, Pitttburgh, P«-

TOM R. DAVIS, Meehenioal Expert

H. A. PIKE, Euttra Territory

«7. M. WILSON, Weitern Territory

OOllMOBWEAITH EUPPIY 0OMPAJTT,
Sontheuteni Territory
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Are You Prepared for

Every Breakdown ?
Belter Secure (he I9IO Edition.

Just Published, ..!

Locomotive Breakdowns
and Their Remedies
By Fowler-Wood. 1910 Pocket Edi-

tion. This book tells you Just what to do
la case of any accident or breakdown.
Walscaert Locomotive Valve Gear Troubles,
The Electric Headlight and Questions and
Answers on the Air Brake are all Included.
Fully Illustrated. Price $1.00.

Westinghouse E-T Air Brake

Instruction Pocket Book
By Wm. W. Wood. Here Ts • book for

the railroad man. and the man who alms to
he one. It Is the only complete work pub-
lished on the Westinghouse E-T Locomotive
Brak« Equipment. Written by an Air Brake

Instructor who knowa
Just what Is needed.
It covers the Bubject
thoroughly. Every-
thing about the New
Westinghouse Engine
and Tender B r a k t
Equipment, Including
the Standard No. S
and the Perfected No.'
6 Style of brake. Is
treated In detail.
Written In plain Eng-
lish and profusely Il-

lustrated with Colored
Plates, which enable
one to trace the flow
of pressures through-
out the entire equip-
ment. The best book
ever published on the

. , Air Brake. Equally
good for the beginner and the advanced en-
gineer. Will pass any one through any
examination. It Informs and enlightens youon every point. Indispensable to every en-glneman and trainman. Filled with colored
Illustrations. Price $2.00.

Walschaert Locomotive Gear
By Wm. w. Wood. If you would thor-

onghly understand the Walscaert Locomotive
valve Gear you should possess a copy of this
hook. It covers the subject In every detail.
Examination questions with their answers are
given. Fully Illustrated and contains slid-
ing cord board models. Price $1.50.

Locomotive Catechism
By Grimshaw. 27th Edition. It Is a?<ew Book (torn Cover to Cover. Includes

the greatest amount of practical Information
ever published on the construction and man-agement of modern locomotives. Contains
Specially Prepared Chapters on the Walsch-
aert Locomotive Valve Gear, the Air Brake
Equipment and the Electric Head Light. 825
pages. 437 Illustrations and 3 Folding Plates
Over 4.000 Examination Questions and theirAnswers are included. Price $2.50.

Link Motions and Valve Setting
By Colvin. A handy book for the engineer

or machinist that clears up the mysteries of
valve setting. Shows the different valve
gears In use. how they work and why. Pis-
ton and slide valves of different types are
Illustrated and explained. A hook that every
railroad man In the motive power department
ought to have. Price 50 cents.

Air Brake Catechism
By Blackall. A complete treatise on the

Westinghouse Air Brake. Including the No
5 and No. 6 ET Locomotive Brake Equip-
ment; the K (Quick Service) Triple Valve
for Freight Service; and the Cross-Compound
Pump. 380 pages, fully Illustrated with
folding plates and diagrams. Price $2.00

A SPECIAL "' any of ,nese b00k9 *">*

„„,.,., . „ ?" "quest. Any of these
CIRCULAR books sent prepaid on re-

ceipt of price.

Agents Wanted at Every Terminal.
Write for our Special Terms

The Norman W.Henley Pub. Co.
132 Nassau Street. NEW YORK. TJ. S. A.

Safety Record of the D. & H.

The Delaware & I tudson

made

From .In

i" the cud of the last offii

30, 1909, this road carried

without a fatality. In

riod the passenger mileage as it may In-

called, that is, the number of pa

carried one mile, v.

company attributes 1

1

the facts that the road

were kept in good condition, that their

line is well supplied with ti

dings, yards and other

and that the main line w

equipped with block Another
most important fact which had

to do with the result is that the dis-

cipline of he employees was
nearly perfect as possible. V.

men responded in a most creditable man-
ner. That may be calied doii

work.

Coal Pile Watch Dog.

The efficiency of the coal used in a rail-

way power plant is a desirable thing to

know. To operate such a plant eco-

nomically, it is necessary to keep a check

not only upon the quantity of the coal

used, but upon the amount of steam it is

producing. A record of the weight of

water evaporated in the boilers fi

to day enables those in charj

KENNIO ITT W VTER WEIGHER.

inferior coal, scaly I live fur-

naces, inefficient firing, etc. It enables

the power plant n stop any

waste hi
1
record can be

the use of a Kcnnicott Water
Weigher. Thi signed to be a

check upon I id economy
of the plant. 1 ery like a care-

ful inspector who is always on duty. The
obj'ect of the device is to prodn

nomical operation and it is worth while

looking into the claims made for it. Write

for particulars to the Kcnnicott

Softener Company. They are located at

Chicago Heights, 111.

Car Shop Tool.

for any kind of heavy planing, matching

It i- made in

• material 10. 15. 20,

thick, and is

i ucttire

and in 1:

sided an.

ling 1 in. dee].. The matcher
spindles are adjustable across machine.

ay be drawn .ut of the

way lor surfacing the full width of upper
cutting knives. The feed mechanism

•T six powerfully driven rolls

red.

The in-feeding rolls are driven down and

I .by spring

re carried

nd geared

nultaneously by means of a

hand wheel convenient to the .per:'

The out- feeding rolls are driven 1:

i of the machine by
'iain and sprocket, thus elim-

inating a ! fnr-

- machine

\. Fay &
make a

standard line

Sick of Love.

It wa

in whii I

groundv.

tion. \\

small bo ,!. leave

Solomon, chapl Stay me
with fla_

I am si

Discipline.

who is

al tin can to that p.

tail ought to he thrashed within an

his lit'.

Maid muni." "My

['11 give him -
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Pensions for Soo People.

m of the welfare work
d the pension

5i 11
1 line and its

o ...
1

1
1

1

1 1un cem en I mad 1 .it

fices in Minneapolis

The pensio

bi establi shed first and
-

1 if the welfare wi >rk

elop riii 1 . nadian Pa

public 1 he annual re-

11 s wi irk ah mg t in -1 lines

The pension system which will 1 be

duplicated on the Soo system calls for

ntributions from the employees
Ives. Ml empli >yees \\ In • have

: tiir service 1 >f the ci impanj fi ir

tin years or longer are to be retired at

the age of sixty-five years with .'111 an-

nual allowance proportionate to the

length of tln-ir service and the rate re-

ceived during the last ten years of their

employment. The minimum pension

allowance authorized will be $30 a

month.

One Roan Horse.

"One roan horse" was the description

of an animal thai occupied a car in the

Central yards. Tun yard nun were sent

to bring out the roan horse. They
switched the car to the cattle chute and

boldh broke the seal, but a single peep at

the animal sent them away in terrified

flight. They had found a rhinoceros con

signed to a circus I h< > sent for a four-

horse van to transporl the animal and

when thej mustered courage to make its

hi nice found that the beast

' 'Ted.

Railwaj Supply Manufacturer-.' \-

h ei ks agi 1 for the

drawing foi the assignment of exhibit

• the 111rchanic.il conventions to be

\tlai tii ( ity, X. J., next June

! 1 Stafford, chairman, S P

iid 1 1
'

.""'1 irrs formed tl

n was abi nit 9; ci 1

the entire exhibit space applied I

pi of tin applicants

. pi isc 1 <; the .1 nittei 1

il Ollli

ir. The

I !

ids. Mr.

shman.

Mark

they held a banquet on the last evening

of the voyage.

Mark Twain, after delivering an ex-

humorous speech, was fol-

lowed l>\ I haunci y i lepew.

I lepi n began in his usual facetious

manner and sunn had the table in an

upri iar.

"The gentleman who has just pre-

ceded, h" indeed 1 may call him .1 gen-

tleman, has dune a very mean thing.

This an 1 rm ion .1 - I was pacing the

quarter deck I met Mr. Clemens, and,

rehearsing the speech I had prepared,

asked him what he thought of it. He
replied that he thought it a very good
speech, and now, to my astonishment,

he has just repeated that speech, word
for word, and left me in a very un-

pleasant predicament."

Of course everybody roared. The
next morning as they were coming up

the harbor an Englishman approached

Mr. Clemens and said: "Mr. Twain, I

had always heard, aw, that Chauncey
Depew was such a remarkable after-

dinner speaker, don't you know; but

don't you know that speech of hi»

which you delivered last night was a

very poor affair, don't you know.
Really, I couldn't see why you thought
11 was worth repeating."

Selling Wooden Cars.

Owing to the fact that the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad are receiving many steel

passenger cars the company offers now for

sale a large number of their wooden pas-

senger cars Since roo6 -nine 630 Steel

car- have been built or are ill com-, 1 f

construction. In addition, about 250 cars

will be ordered for 1910 delivery. With
this large number of car- now on hand
the Pennsylvania are able to operate solid

.ill steel train- on their lines of densest

traffic and it i-. therefore, possibli to dis

pose of much of their wooden passenger

equipment. The first consignment which

1- to be disposed of by the Pennsylvania
1

1 npany ci insists 1 if 140 coaches,

i.; dining cars. 5 cafe car-. 39 postal cars,

car, _•_ ci imbined passenger and

haggagi car-, and 4 baggage and mail

fin In alth officers of Washington h

had i"i wati hing milk deal

\ boy dclh ering milk was stopped on

officers who as

. >\ er e\ er put am thin;

In- null, "i ih, - imetimes," was the

no 'ail . 1
i

•>.
'

1
.

I 1 1
1 offic

of ad

quarti r 11 1

in Gie, gi\ e me
little fellow.

\'i iv\ . w hat di les your empli

Well." said the

In-

ked

"THERMIT"
IN

Locomotive Repair Shops

Enables you to weld engine

frames and return the engine

to service in twelve hours or

less. It not only welds but

reinforces the weak point

in the frame so as to prevent

future breakage. It permits of

welds being made on practically

every part of a frame without

dismantling. It is quick, easy

and effective. The necessary

appliances are supplied at prices

which bring them within the

reach of even the smallest

shops, while one welding op-

eration will more than save

their first cost.

Write for Pamphlet No. 25-

B and for "Reactions." the

Thermit Quarterly which con-

tains full information.

90 West St., New York

432-436 Folsom St.. San Francisco, Calif.

103 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

Is .till popular We have it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO., 114 Liberty St.. N. Y.

WARNING
WATTERS A. B. C. Track Sanders

i : No. 803258 covers tin- [nttoduo-

air supply pipe through the sand-
'

'.:
i No. 773909 covers the introduc-

:i under pressure into the sand
entranci to the trap.

manufacturing same
- wit! bj dui Li Kill process.

I. il. WATERS. Asst. H. M. Ga. R.R., Augusta, Ga.
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TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICAGO:

Marquette HI, Ik Co

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS

I have used them under all classes of cars
and engines ami they have done the work
satisfactorily.— Extract from Wrecking Mas-
ter's Report.

THE ALDON COMPANY
965 Monadnock, CHICAGO, ILL.

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIPf & (0.

North Side, PITTSBURGH

Electric Grinding and Buffing.

The General Electric Company's new
and unproved types of alternating cur-

rent buffing and grinding tools

signed for use in wOi machine
and repair shops, foundries, large manu-
facturing establishments, etc., where al-

ternating current is available. Tin

vices find a ready application for

small castings, accomplishing tl

much more quickly, and giving a liner

finish than can be obtained with

tool, clipping hammer, chisi

The grinding 1 quiprrn nl

RINDING EQUIPM! N r

alternating current motor with sub-

stantial supports fitted with tool rest and
water attachment; these latter acces-

sories are rapidly clamped to the bearing

brackets in such manner as to permit

ready removal when desired. Each end

oi the extended shaft is fitted with two

steel flanges, two leather washers, and

one nut for clamping the emery wheel

securely in position. The
motors are rendered splash

and dust-proi >i b) totally en-

closing them; while shaft-.

bearings, attachments, and all

working parts are made extra

strong and durable to ivith

stand hard and constant

usagi I he instailatii u

1 me 1 if these grinding 1 1

ments where it is readilj

cessible to the shop I
- the men

in always keep tools sharp, and impro\

quality of the finished product.

As sharp tools require less power I

ate than dull one-, th power may
ibly diminish' 1 ping all cut-

dition.

The self-contained, compact and

. the use of

which invariably results in a great saving

of tm,

the grinding

that the tool

ted. The
ach end being

ring the

nay be turned

will.

g equipments

s. 1, 2, 3, s and 7V2 h. p.

emery wheels or buffs are furnished with

the standard equipments. Further infor-

matii >n maj tn ibtained from the I

I' 1,
1 til, 1 , etady, X. Y.

Careful.

The brakeman was d on his

first run here tl ry steep grade

always had :

less trouble to get up this grade, but this

time he came near sticking. He
lost his head way. Eventually, ho

hed the top.

At the station that crossed

the top, looking out of his

cab, the engineer saw the

.< man and said, with

a sigh of relief:

I t,ll you what, my lad,

we had a job to get up there,

didn't ".

tainlv did." said the

in « brakeman, "and if I

hadn't put the brake on we'd

have slipped back.'- Washington Star.

A Senator's Hat.

The most conspicuous article in Senator

Culberson's office at Washington is his

hat, a big broad-brimmed black felt head-

piece. The hat reminds some of the older

Capitol attaches of the Texas Senator's

father. Judge David Culberson, om

c;. E. BUFFING EQUIPMI

leading figures in the- House for moi

twentj years. Judge Culberson had a

peculiar gait, which he acquired, he said,

from dri when he was a boy.

"And that's one fault my b

Charlie, won't have." the Judge used to

say, "because 1 have given them two pre-

1 ini

I , walk and thi

ber where they put their

third of

my hat. and I want
e the time."

Deaf Off the engine.

: engine driver

on an Irish railway v

Patrick 1

suspended at

1

'
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as t,lc et room,"

ere I do
k. Go out with me upon the en-

better than

:..

heard perfectly

was running and the

driver's

He was returned to

famous auri

world with a paj
:" man hears better than

A High Speed Element.

"I have a spinthariscope," says

a tiny

radium, of a size that will go
a needle, mounted

on a piece of willemite. It has been
millions of sparks for the

lad it, and I expect
it will be shooting off sparks the same
way for thousands of years. There will
be enough sparks given out by that
fragment of radium to cover and illu-

minate the State of Rhode Island.
Some say that this is at the speed of
light; others, 12,000 miles a second. The
speed is the source of radium's power."

is under cross-examination, that I

commits himself to a definite St;

--it involving himself or his

friends— if he can help it. A certain gen-

asked a Scotsman whom he had
in his employ what he thought of the

t; in man \iter due
deliberation the Highlander replied in his

native tongue: "Heaven forbid that I

should saj a bad word of anj om
cially of but this I'll cot

if you were to gather all the rascals in

this town together, I should say the num-
ber was not complete if Dempster was
not in the compan} ."

Cup for Graphite Lubrication.

The Campbell graphite lubricating sys-
tem was devised and patented by a

locomotive engineer on the Iron Moun-
tain System, and is now controlled
ud marketed b\ Adreon Manufacturing

St. Louis and Chicago. Briefly,

the valve oil to pro-
tter lubricatii

valves and cylinders ;. more
or less rough and graphite fills up the
small in

. thus rendering th.

It is an unques-

for the

i m cup is bolted
to the

,
.

ill timi -

the 1

i refully undei

very important

king, in

Decidedly Shady.

Good Performance.

'I he Mallet articulated compound en-
gine built by the American Locomotive
Company for the Xatal Government of

South Africa is reported to be doing
good work in the land of the kopje and
the veldt. This engine, the builders in-

form us, which was of the 2-6-6-0 type
of wheel arrangement, has a total

weight in working order of 106.000 lbs..

170,500 lbs. on the driving wheels, and
a tractive power of 46,600 lbs. It has
been in service for several months and
has fully met the expectations of the
Natal Government Railway officials and
has proved a most efficient and success-
ful locomotive for conditions existing
on that road. On a 3.3 per cent, grade
it easily handles 325 long tons, which is

50 per cent, more than their heaviest
engines of other types can haul. It has
also proved a remarkably good curving
engine, passing through the sharp
curves, many of which are of 19.5 degs.,

much more easily and with less flange

friction than their eight-coupled en-
gines, with rigid wheel ba

Good Collateral.

Alex, Peacock used to be an intimate

f David McCargo, at one time

: intendent of the Allegheny

Mr Peacock
1 njoyed free ac-

riding on trains and locomotives

in the habit of sharing the pleas-

ure with lady friends. One day Alick

harming lady friend for a ride on
1 i"' of the loi "in. itives. The road was

>ki d and Alick pul Ins arm round
the he! plaining that this was

' nt her from being

lati 1 al swinging of

me.

"I undi r land,"
1 xclaimed the girl

.

"there is i
.1. ,,.1 ,1.,,...

One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Clerfland
18« Liberty St. 9 So. Water St.

Chicago

88 West Washington St.

MICA
Caboose Lamp Chimneys

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,
R. R. Depl. OWECO, N. V.

a

n ail mat-
ludes 111 u spapers and mag-

a pound and

I he United

cent a

nd claims

Patents.
OEO. P. WHITTLESEY

McOILL BUILDING WASHINGTON, D. C.

terms Reasonable Pamphlet Sent
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CARS, GABS, SHOPS

ROUNDHOUSES
require a roofing that
is unaffected by ex-
tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Will not melt, rot, crack or
corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF

Write far samples, prices ind booklet No. •».

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
1 00 William Street New York
Chlca.ro. Philadelphia, Boaton, Kansas City.

Uempbla, Atlaota.

"HOMESTEAD"
VALVES

Are constructed upon mechanically cor-
rect principles—they are leak proof under
steam, air or hydraulic pressures. They
are practically indestructible because the
seat9 are protected from wear. The plug
it balanced and held in place by pressure
when open, and when closed it ia locked
on the seat by our patent wedging cam.
"Homestead" \ alves are the quickest acting,
simplest, most easily operated and longest
lived of any made.
Homestead Valves are opened wide and

closed tight by a quarter turn.

LOCOMOTIVE BI.oW-ol I

Write for catalogue of Homestead Good*.

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.
Brass Foundora Works at Homestead. P«.

P. O. Box 1764, PITTSBURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

The Boss.

We all know him and speak of him by

this name, bul it is nol

lish lan-

guage.
: it as a

slang wo
nguagc,

its way
into re

:

interest

themselves particularly, in the origin of

words, are a little divided about th

of the word boss. Those proud of Celtic

learning attribute the word to ti.

word bos meaning hand. We can

earthly connection between the Gaelic bos

and the popular boss.

Those who have listened to Dutch peo-

ple talking should 1

identifying the much used baas, master,

with boss the Ann: [uivalent.

The pronounciation ii hanged,

r or employer in all the early

Dutch settlements wa boss it

I with the English speaking people

who hated and repudiated a master but

were willing to endure the same person-

age under a foreign name. That was one
of the numerous bitter pills that have their

obnoxious taste entirely disguised by a

thin coating of sugar. There ai

people who respect bosses that would not

der masters.

Her Indorsement.

"I want this check cashed." said the

fair young matron, appearing at the

v. indow of the paying teller.

"Yes, madam. You must indi

though," explained the teller.

"Why. my husband sent it to me. He
away on business." she said.

"Yes, madam. Just indorse it—sign it

on the back, so we will know ai

husband will know that we paid it to you."

She went to the desk against the wall,

and in a few presented the

check triumphant, having written on its

back :

Smuggling by Screws.

In thi 11 tariff matters are

;
of Americans

the following incident told in the

ago by George

interest. The

my grandfather

r a large tin:

1

1 by a close fitting plug. The
Consul explained that the screws were
made hollow to reduce the weight as

they had to be transported part of the

way to the mines in South America on

the backs of mules.

The screws were mad< . and they

were si 1 a large wholesale

drug house.

Years afterwards when the old Mint

was dismantled, I noticed some old

screws among the rubbish which looked

familiar, and on talking about them to

the coiner he told mc this story:

When the screws were made mercury
was cheap in Philadelphia and dear in

the mining regions of South America,

so the screws were filled with mercury
and safely carried to the gold mines for

use in refining the precious metal. The
duty on screws was much lower than

riff on mercury.

After the mercury was run out, the

hollow body was used as an ingot mold

and cast full of gold, the plugs returned

and securely riveted. Some of the

screws were bent purposely and all

were allowed to rust badly before they

were shipped to the United States as

old scrap iron, having offered no at-

traction to robbers ever ready to

possess themselves of gold under

transportation.

Dangerous Knowledge,

ther Philander," said Bert Walker

the other day to the boss deacon. "I

thing

you. I know that you keep a bottle of

liquor in your cellar. Suppose our mini-

ster and the rest of the deacons would

find it out? What would you d

"Well," replied Philander, very slowly

and thoughtfully, "the first thing I should

do would be to find a new hiding place

for the bottle."

Valve Setter's Guide.

The Valve-S l< . by James

Kennedy, is undoubtedly the most pop-

book published this

year. I '.ion is already ex-

months, and

a new
ing issued. The book is

substantially bound in ornamental

scriptive mat-

illustrations.

ing with high com-

I authorities.

The standing 1 wn spe-

•-- will be promptly

ly in April.

Endless Flow.

nr or so on the im-

• the mountains," I

thinking,

ful as you are, you will

while my soul will 1

;ion the ocean and cried. 'Mighty

are you will dry up.
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Telling the Time in Egypt.

The v. utal mind was

a story which

Id the Mathematical

tion in Egypt to

who was hi

ami ni. said that lie

1 gun

. irked.

\ he knew when to i

Oh, ] it 1 ,vati h," said

ial. "And how do you correct

!hf captain. "I take

it to the maker in Cairo and he tells me
the error." Forthwith Captain Lyons in-

terview the watchmaker and asked him

checked the error of the watch,

rrect time from the gun,"

it simple craftsman. And thus time

>ld in Egypt.

—

London Evening

Corrugated Fireboxes.

mi', irmed by Mr. \Y, 11, \\ iod,

' nt the William H. Wood Loco
Firebox Co., of Media, Pa., that loco-

No. 2490, of the New York Cen-

tral, has been running nine months on

that road without loosing a trip. This

engine was equipped with the corrugated

lesigned by the Wood company.

At the time this engine was in the shop,

engine 2404, si ipped, came in

n pail 5 to t"'" .mil we are told

..It- ol both engine were

nbroken. From a report by

it appeal 5 t\\ elve tell-

- were drilled in the 1 adial

ngini
. the pi pi >se of still fur-

v thi -• bolts In the first of

it was found, after th.- lag-

... .1 that jusl

hi .lt~ had been

i and in thi second ei
f

. stayboll had

tured Mi. safetj val

,-erything

Times Had Changed.

! ' 1 li.nm.l

of race

Flue Scraper and Tube Cutter.

A handy leaflet describing the Ryerson

flue scraper and the Wernicke boiler tube

cutter has been issued by Joseph T, Ryer-
-1 >n & Si hi 1 if i )hicagi

.
1 .

. si raper is

simple in construction and has few parts.

There are eight scraping blades held fast

al one end while able to movi radially

inward. The arrangement of the blades

is such that they have a tendency to dig

into the walls or the flue and so remove

all scale and soot.

The Wernicke tube cutter 1- so made
that with one size of tool, anj -1

1 of

flue from i->4 up to 4 ins. in diameter

can be cut off. This is accomplished by

attaching various sized bushings on the

cutter end of the machine so as to force

the cutting wheels out into contact with

the inside of the tube to be cut. The
machine will cut off tubes either inside

or outside the boiler head as desired.

Write to Joseph T. Ryerson S: Sou for

further information. They have offices

in New York. Chicago and Pittsburgh

Not Always Sober.

"Among the amusing characters we
had on the Kansas Pacific in early days,"

remarked John Mackenzie, "was Con
Considine, one of the best engineers on
the road and one who could be depended

upon to take his train through under the

most difficult circumstances. But Con
liked company, was an excellent story

teller, and the very best kind of boon com-
panion, so the inevitable happened. Con
got to liking the bottle too well and be-

came unreliable. The droll stories be

told, the jolly songs he sang, and the

funny bulls he made kept him in high

favor with the trainmen, and they did all

in their power to shield Con; but in the

end that failed to shield him and he was

finally discharged.

"A few days after he received Ins nine,

1 .11 ime to me sober for once and asked

for .1 letter of recommendation. I wrote

out a fine letter, telling that he was .. first

class engineer, but said nothing about his

.... al nesses ( 'on looked over

the lettet and said : 'Faith sir. would not

ye's put in that 1 was a sober and indus-

trious inn of pi 1. .1 but honest pat ents?'
'" 'Well, roil,' 1 replied, 'I do not mind

[Hitting in the ; r Inn honest parents,

but I can't well say anything about your

sober man.'

ober frequi nil;, '

"

Nothing.

.;- . 1 iss. and
.1'.

! I give a qu 11 tet 1 1 am
tell u li.it nothing is

iss put up

"Please :

: 1

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the Loui-

siana Purchase Exposition, at St.

Louis, for our TOOL STEEL
when placed in competition with
the best makes in England and
Germany.

Writ* lor Information and Prices.
Specify Mclanee Tool Steel who

ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agent*

CHBOCK k SQUIRES,
291 Pear! St., New Terk.

ROY MACHINERY CO.,
Minneapolis, Mloa.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, S2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound In fine cloth

AGENTS WANTED eTerywhere; writ* fot

tr rmi and descriptive circular*. Will b«

•ent prepaid to any addreaa upon receipt

of ptic*.

CiRirrirN ^winters
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO
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"LANG'S"
New Tool

Holder

LARGEST CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

Same Cuti

G. R. LANG 6 CO., Meadville, Pa.

Model Locomotives and Castings
Special Models Built to Order

Send 4 cents In stamps for catalogue.

A. S. CAMPBELL
557 Hendrix St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

: '. t ASHTON
POPVALVESAND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Aihton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street. Boston, Man.
174 Lake Street. . Chicago. 111.

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt - Spiller Mfg. Corporation
W. B. LEACH, Can. Mgr. & Traas.

""'South Boston, yviass.

New Publication

The Most Popular
Engineering Book
PUBLISHED THIS YEAR IS

THE VALVE-

SETTER'S GUIDE
By JAMES KENNEDY

A comprehensive treatise on the

construction and adjustment of the

Stephenson, Walschaerts, Baker-

Pilliod, and Joy Valve Gearings.

Fully illustrated and bound in

cloth. Price 50 cents. Mailed to

any address on receipt of Price.

Second Edition Now Ready

Angus Sinclair Compdny
114 LIBERTY STREET. NEW TORK

Bulletin No. 35.
" \ Stud} oi Basi : B u ing Plates

for Columns and I lifford

Ricker, has just been issued .1- Bulletin

No. 3S of the Engineering Experiment

Station of the University of Illinois. It

includes a discussion of results obtained

from tests of steel and cast-iron plates of

forms
; an ai le theory

employed in determining the resistance of

such plates to fracture; general formulas

which may be employed in determining the

safe load which may be imposed upon
siu-li plates when supporting end of a

beam, or of a column : and a series of

tables by the use of which resort to com-
plex formula may be entirely avoided.

Copies of Bulletin No. 35 may be obtained

gratis upon application to Dr. W. F. \I.

Goss, Director of the Engineering Ex-
periment Station, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

Good Road Bed.
Speaking of some last runs in the

British Isles the Daily News says : To
the London and North-Western be-

longs the undoubted distinction of

possessing the finest permanent way
and the straightest road in Eng-
land. The old London and Birming-

ham Railway was built at a period when
railway engineers thought thai a train

could not run at top speed round even t In-

slightest curve. That is why the line be-

tween London and Birmingham makes the

finest stretch for non-stop running in the

kingdom. The most wonderful part, of

new run between London and Birming-

nam, if finally scheduled at I hour, 47

minutes, will he the outward climb at

over 60 miles 3 the Tring bank.

Tring lies at the summit of a long and

gradient in the Chiltern Hills, 31

miles from Euston.

Conger's Air Brake Catechism.

The twenty-fourth edition of The Air

I itechism by Clinton B. Conger is

just off the p hi b 10k contains 270

11s. It is neatly bound in

cloth and we sell it for one dollar. This

edition contaii tter than t H. .
s.

which h d is up-to-date

in every way. test information

on the construction n of the

1 Brake

equipments is given, and both are well

1 there

is a list of examinati -ticli as

d in examin I notion.

If you can ans [uestions there

the an-

n the text m

ie, but

money
v

Write

'!ar.

Quite an Order.

He was "in with Ins best girl, and ai

taurant

he tried I this-every-cve-

ning kind of li ok. When they were

seated at a table a waiter approached

them.

"Will monsieur have a la earte or table

oung man. "and put

plenty oi . Bits.

Branch Offices Moved.

Baltimore branches of

the 11. W. Johns-Manville Co. have

moved to new locations. The Chicago

branch recently on Randolph street, is now
in the four-story and basement of building

Nos. 27-20 Michigan avenue, in the block

between South Water and River streets.

With .52,500 sq. ft. of floor space, offices,

store and stock rooms all under one roof.

The Baltimore office, store and ware-

house is now at No. 30 Light street.

Here the company have considerably more
room than before, and in both cities the

company keeps on hand a large stock of

J-M products so as to give all orders

prompt attention.

Peat for Locomotives.

The Swedes are experimenting in the

peat fuel for the State railways.

Their experts claim that a mixture of

1 its of peat and coal by weight,

or two baskets of peat to one of coal,

gives the best results. The price of

coal is twice that of peat, and a con-

siderable saving in cost of fuel is ef-

Xo change of the locomotive

found ne

and it is also claimed that the grates

can be more easily kept clean than with

Good Idea.

plat forms on Euro-

pean railways are level with the floor of

car, the compartment door

1 pening a few inches above. A practice

intended for the safety of passengers has

been introduced at some of the stations

on the 1 Vestern Railway of Eng-

land. 1 : the sta-

tion platform white for a width of

ins. Tl ; as a caution which

ittention

lid probably be

night.

Self Reliance.

I of the best tin.

Si
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Railroads in the Tyrol. more pronounced range from 55 to 65 tain roads of the Austrian I

There are thousands of railroaders on per cent. Our frontispiece this month This region is one of great mag-
our plains who have never seen an shows an inclined railroad, operated by niticenoe and beauty. In fact the Tyrol

G INCLINE RAILWAY IN THE TYROL.

inclined railroad, and have no idea of electricity up the Hungerberg incline, ma; 'led as an eastern con-

the steep gradients of some short dis- The other illustrations also give an tin - itzerland. It is traversed

tance Continental tracks. Some of the idea of these short but well-built moun- by the great chain of the Alps. The
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Spitz, in the

( trtU-r i to a height of ] 2,818

l'lu- mountains arc

iers and on the

ling brightness

to the glory and

[t is to thi w ater

lerived from the torrents which

1 beneath the mam li

on the silent peaks has

[j called the "white coal

Up-."

The needs of tourist travel have 1" en

the main factors in -
1 steep-

roads into being, and the

1 helps largely in main-

I hf style of mnti\ 1
pi iw 1

lias a wide range, varying from steam to

The usual conception of a switch or

siding is on a level piece of land, even

in the most mountainous country; but

in one of the view ted of the

Virgl ascent in the Tyrol, we see that

the very pronounced topography of the

short distance over which 'the grade

ascends, did not allow of anything but

a siding in almost the steepest part of

dient, yet these roads are op-

erated with a remarkable degree of

safety and annually carry thousands of

sightseers and tourists.

Shandy Yarns on Land and Sea.

You have made many sea voyages, and

are reticent in a largi di gree of sights on

the way; I have only made one, several

moons ago, and 1 am gloating over it yet.

t.i

, TYROL.

Small lil equer says,

"It was youi firsl and

I always d ived to read of se;

In the long ago, when I used to give a

iii.strum n commendi d to

hi sprout, I ran aw

home here in Oswego and went sailing be-

fore the mast on "the lakes," as we des-

ignated the five great inland fresh water

seas. It was customary for young kids

to do so. We learned the rollicking walk,

chewing tobacco, damning our tarry top

lights, and drinking grog, all of which

sailors can do to the queen's taste ; and to

be a full-fledged A. F... we had to go

aboard a schooner to catch on to the rest,

which included the three heads of nauti-

cal knowledge, "to hand, reef and steer."

With these things handy in our knowledge

boxes, and an ability to perform them, we

were duly qualified to assume the stature

of manhood, whether the mustache was

visible or not, even under a microscope.

Not liking the calling, after I found out

the slavish conditions men are treated to

who follow it, I made a pier-head jump

and cut the job; went to an old friend of

mine, who held down the position of

roundhouse foreman against all comers

—

the grief committee hadn't been yet

evolved from the womb of time—and I

giit it. Then began a railroad career which

lasted for forty years.

I didn't write the foregoing to give you

an autobiography, by an) means, but I

wanted to tell you that before I was a

week on the job of stuffing a wood burn-

er's gullet I originated a conundrum, all

my own, and as the M. M. was riding

with us between stations one day to watch

bow she'd burn her fire, I suppose, I fired

it at him. I said: "Mr. Morgan, what

is the greatest nonsense in the world ?"

He gave me a look of wounded pride,

bleeding at every pore, and in the essence

of sarcasm replied: "I don't know."

"Well, I do; shall I tell you?" Out came

a guttural "yes" from the gall-duct of his

internals, and I said: "Putting a cushion

on the fireman's side of this old hallaboo."

That was the commencement of a railroad

career which lasted for forty years and

which terminated about 14 months ago on

account of the ills of age coming to keep

me o impanj .
I ( ml' a \ 1

in d t cut their

acquaintance here on freedom's soil, but

found out 1 could not shake off their ac-

quaintance, so. like all interesting invalids,

1 resolved to make a sea \ 1

1;

On the 1st of May. last year, on board

an i"
' .in lim r. 1 stai 1. d for "foreign

id m tin- novel

ley O' Malley. We swung out into

North River, and I intently watched

old familiar sights on each hand until we

gi i . mi a. I.. Sandy I b " .1,. and our 1 ourse

wa laid for the British [sl< s

I had am ithi 1 conundrum all my own

on the rail, as a kind of solace to a

wounded heart, when a newlj

throttle-bar manipulator would he telling

me lew his valves required squaring, and

it was this: "What is heaven?" The re-

"Standing on thi
I

rw ard deck

of an ocean liner, in the good old summer

I
a passing S 1 ,

as she

headed east." I really reveled in the en
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joyment 1 experienced as il came to pass.

Ere the sun sank to the west of Staten

Island we weir out of sight of land and
hole through h ind and 1

a 17 knot gait. Then my glance from sky
line to sky line, all around the horizon,

told me that sail was swept from the seas

and the mighty giant, Steam, had replaced

it.

The last time I was east of San.l

was many a long year ago, whi n

migrant ships were carrying their living

loads to the American shores, and when
from one to three months were often re-

quired to make the voyage from the

Mersey to the Hudson. Now a trifle of

time over four days is all that is required,

which makes us exclaim, "the world do
move," or the liners move, whichever you
like.

There being nothing of a very inti rest

ing nature to occupy our minds watching

the great body of water through which

we were cleaving our liquid way. outside,

I resolved to have a look inside, and note

places of interest there, particularly the

second class cabin, where I was domiciled.

Everything in the shape of bed linen and
covering was exceedingly neat, and the

staterooms scrupulously clean ; the food
very appetizing, and the stewards, assist-

ants and chambermaids decidedly oblig-

ing. "Let us take a look into the first

cabin," I said to a congenial chum I

picked up with since coming aboard. We
started and found an iron gate barring

entrance, with a good big padlock on it.

"No, you don*t," said my chum. "This
gate bars the way to the land of dollars,

where the guests shake gold dust on their

griddle cakes and wash them down with
dry Mumm." While we were with our
noses through the bars a man in uniform
was convenient on the luxurious side of

the gate, and I asked him if tin

any show to get a glimpse of the first

cabin. He very kindly answered, "Yes;
by applying for a stateroom therein to

the purser and paying the difference in

the price." I said, "Thank you. sir. Will

you kindly answer me one question "Go
ahead" "Please advise—blank that word
adi i-< it Micks yet in mj throat since

the great Mogul's letters used t,, salute

[ling me of a 10 minutes' failure on
the night line on account of injectors

giving out at Salins, sixty'miles away, and
asking mi to please [ t ing in a

restless bed at the time—if you know at

any time on board of a ship like this

when there will be pel t eq ality and
v. hen dollars u on'l coun " "N 1, sir; I

do not." "Well. I .1m. and it is when the

order is given to 'clear away the :

There were parts of that ship I desired

re, and I decided to shake my
chum and go it alone; but. alas, "tl

laid schemes of mice and men ga

agley." and I didn't succeed in getting be-

yond the steerage.

After spending about three months be-

1 was one of many v.

huddle. 1 in tO|

big liner waiting for US in the

take us home. I had resolved I'd

her from the bridge to

his letti 1 to

wi re passing in

from the tender a 111

ward, and 1 made my way there without

d

ind all with most beautiful

and licking their lip

nd pushing out their platters

\l RAILWAY Willi SWITCH ON .-'I!

there with an assistant. When I got

I said: "Room 84, tir-t cabin."

steered off in that direction, and in half

an hour : ft us I

1

for tin was rampant 111 my
ay to room -

one wdio lie.

: abundance as I did

We were domiciled

well aft. and the steerage was aw;

for mon need of

here in that crowd;

I

tainted

with its curses, hut I

1 inspected their bedding and I

d
•

nd wire. I think it

rs pre-

ird the immigi

The next pi to get

: the engine : it there
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ineer next to the

i

! looking

>f 31

er} day, and 1

on to the reason why. He
. intimate with a lady passenger,

as if they were "little boys and girls to-

As it was about as impossible

to get permission to view the sights be-

water line as to get t' 1 glory, I

looked around for another way. After

as I'll call him, took

the lady one after-

ter gulping down moonshine for

a couple 1 I said to my-

I hat lady can e< : me permission."

I went to her. PI ase pardon me,

lady, for what you may consider imper-

part for addressing you

without an introduction, but you resemble

a most beautiful lady of my acquaintance

so much who has a sister abroad studying

music, and who is expected to return this

summer, and you bearing such a charming

nee to her sister, I have trusted

to the good nature I see in your face to

n< it feel offended if I ask if you are from

o?" She did not. She permitted

mo to hold a brief conversation with her,

and did not appear to be strange in the

slightest degree. You see, I had been at

the blarney stone but recently, and I am
a convert to its virtues. She told me the

First Engineer is an old friend of the

family—they were little boys and girls to-

gether—and she enjoyed his company and

appreciated it. as it relieved the monotony

of the voyage. I complimented his gen-

eral appearance, and told her that his

position was a much more responsible one

than was that of the captain; that I was
1 with steam, and it

I

if 1 could see the sights of the

eedingly sorry

will m ve 1

1 "no admission" are

I "It" that is all you require to

r w ish will be

Next day I v.
'

. which were harnessed bj

:t to his

of the terrific

pul to a terrible

I first

hi

. to ; battel . oi four boilers

led a barrow of

I dumped it

1 d

["wo men
were cli d one 1 i

them, "1

ing thi ke I did

—with n [ cle;

littli

1 ".mi. What a sight to me was
the long, long shaft, and its 10 ins. in

diameter. I walked beside it till it passed

out of my sight aft. When I got back

again in the engine room I looked with

intense pleasure at the tremendous expan-

sion cylinders, and the music ot the ma-
chinery reminded me of McAndrew's
Hymn, by Kipling:

"The crank-throws give the double bass

;

the feed pump sobs and heaves;

And now- the main eccentrics start their

quarrel on the sheaves.

Her time, her own appointed time, the

rocking link-head bides,

Till—hear that note? the rod's return

whings glimmering through the guides.*******
Fra skylight lift to furnace bars, backed,

bolted, braced and stayed,

And singin' like the morning stars for joy

that they are made."

I next was shown the engineer's quar-

ters, which were very comfortable, con-

taining many ornaments and a well-

stocked library. From there we went into

the firemen's cabin, and it was clean, well

ventilated and contained comfortable

berths. Their food was excellent and

abundant, and I considered them well

housed, but I have seen excerpts taken

from letters written by Samuel Gompers
giving his experience of what he saw on

an ocean liner. I take exceptions to parts

of it. He was a first cabin passenger on

the "Baltic" to Liverpool, last June. He
got permission to go over the ship with

a guide. He represents himself as hustled

along through the second cabin, the steer-

age, and they came to a small, steep and

narrow stairway, with an iron ladder lead-

n below— it must have been to the

engine room the entrance led—and when
he showed an inclination to go down he

Id by the guide that passengers

1 down there, that it was "too

hot." Hot air is described as belching up

and conclusions drawn that it was "an in-

fernally hot place below." Mr. Gompers

should have been told by the guide that

d; Id air continually be-

ing driven down through big pipes, and

the hot air up, and it must be that he

• or mar the hot air pipes \n>

wager that down in In 1

and lire rooms the Baltic had all modern

appliances for comfort. 1 have no re-

tainer from any steamship company to

prai 1
-

. ;
it is only simply stating

iund them, for justii

that 1 write oi them.

Mr ( lompers says: I aski d where the

sailormi gi d. "In the I

said tin visitors never go

there. work four-hour

watches, :le has a lot of chaps

d visitors might wake them

up." Well, the guide told the truth there.

the watch would not 1 ntei

:
'. ery urgent business

unless at eight hells, when one watch has

turned out and another getting ready to

turn in, as going to bed is called on ship-

board. Mr. Gompers, not being a sailor,

did not know the rules. I agree with him
relating to the obnoxiousness of the tip-

ping system ; but why should we kick at it

on sea, when all around us on land is

growing rotten with it. Take a night in

a Pullman, for instance. A story is told

of a passenger who was ready, grip in

hand, to get out, and his royal nibs came
up to him and said, "Brush you off, sah?"

"No," said he, "I prefer to walk off."

Let us reform the land ere we tackle

the sea.

There are many other things in Mr.

Gompers' letters deserving notice, but I

have ground out enough of grist for the

present and, in the language of shipboard,

I'll sing out "Belaj !"

Shandy Maguire.

Faults of Tallow.

During a recent visit to New Eng-
land we foregathered with some vet-

eran engineers, and, as usual, railroad

reminiscences were in order and the

ancient way of using the tallow pot

was amusingly described. "Going to

the front end, tallow pot in hand, was
no picnic when the engine was rolling

on the rough track," said Walsh, "but

getting new tallow into the steam chest

was worth the risk and trouble. No
groaning piston or cut valves after that

soothing dose was given regularly."

Most of the company agreed that

Billy Walsh was telling the truth, and
the strongest endorsement was given

of the tallow pot and its contents. Its

use was a reminiscence and therefore

wi irthy of report.

A white-haired veteran named Wil-

son was, however, inclined to demur
from the general praise of tallow. He
said: "What about the effect of the tal-

low in eating holes through the cast-

ings?" This was partly agreed to, but

raised blaming the poor

quality of castings for the corrosion of

pistons and valves that

caused so much trouble when tallow

1 ed.

"No," said Wilson, "the castings

were not to blame, and the copper

joints were not to blame. They

were probably all right. It was the

acid in the tallow that did the damage.

ti 1 mechanic, who was a nat-

ural investigator, had tin- tallow an-

d found 20 to 25 per cenl of

d in tin tallow. The people

supplying the tallow never tried to

purity the stuff. All they wanted was

big profits, and that practice Killed

their golden egg goose. Mineral oil

used lor cylinder lubrication is mixed

with tallow, but the makers take care

that the tallow they use contains very

little free acid."
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Passenger 4-6-0 for the Seaboard Air Line Railway
The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

recently delivered twentj locomoti

the Seaboard Air Line Railway. Five of

these engines .ne of the six-coupled type

tor switching service, while the remaining

fifteen are of the ten-wheel type tor ex-

press passenger service. The following

description is confined to the passenger

locomotives.

The Seaboard Air Line has had a wide

experience with ten-wheel engines in gen-

eral road service. For work which does

not demand exceptional steaming apa itj

this type of locomotive possesses fea-

tures of unquestioned merit. The new
Seaboard engines develop a tractive

force of 29,000 lbs., and having a liberal

factor of adhesion, they should prove

capable of handling heavy trains without

difficulty. They will operate over grades

"1 1 1 per cent.

These locomotives have v,

boilers, with narrow fireboxes placed

above the engine frames. The latter are

Pilliod year dis-

pi " with the link and sliding block,

and 1 insists "i an at rangement of

pin 1
1
mnected rods ai

peculiariti

schaerts are verj Eullj exp
i ed in the

letters' Guide i>\ Jami i

I by this ('ill' 1

Supported bj ' cradle,

which is placed outside the leading

drivers, and is bolted in fronl t" the

ie. Tl 1 nt h-ad

of 3/16 of an inch. The Baker Pilliod

gear is a patented device, and the iih.li

anism applied t" the Seaboard \ir Line

engines was designed by the Pillio

pany of New York.

The frames of the locomotives under

notice are of cast steel, j, ins. in width,

with single front rails of forged iron.

1
he equalization is arram

springs over the leading driving boxes,

and yokes over the boxes of the main

in.; thickness of sb }i in.;
sheets, tube,

3j4 ins.;
back.

Tubes Material, iron; 11; num*
-8; diameter, 2 ins.; length, 14 ft.

in.

I
sq. ft.; tubes,
It.; grate area,

Driving V 72 ins.;

Diameter, front, 30 ins.;

£ ins.; total en-
gine and tender,

'>n driving wheels, 136.850 lbs; on
front, 368,500 lbs; total engine, 173,-

1 about,

diameter. 33 ins.; journals,
ins.; tank capacity. 6,500 gals.;

fuel capacity, 10 tons; service, passenger.

Answering Circulars.

May and June are the months
of the railroad mechanical con-

ventions are held and the investigation

work of the yeai ( hairmen

of committees are generally chosen
owing to their familiarity with the sub-

A. J. Peole, Superintendent of Me I

depressed between the main and rear

driving pedestals, so that there is ample

depth under the tubes. The

radially stayed; one T-har, hung

pansion links, supports the front cm! of

the crown, while the flexible bolts num-
ber 325. These stay the entire throat

sheet, and arc placed in th<

in the sides and hack. 'Hie furnace is

equipped with a brick arch, su]

en four 2-<-in. tubes. The boiler barrel

is composed of three courst .

being 63V4 ins., with the gu

the center.

The cylinders are single-expansion, and

the steam distributi 1 'ed bj

balanced slide v , by the Baki r

Pilliod gear. This motion is similar to

the Walschaerts, in tint I

rives its
1 a return crank se-

cured to one of the crank pins, and is

given lead by moans of a crosshead con-

nection. Here, however, tl

1 in:, kaii \\ \\
1

and rear drivers. The frames are sup-

ported on lea)

11 driving

tient provides

lour spri nd should pro-

d of 10-

bumpers. The
trucks are of the 1

I pe, with

\!1 truck wh
der the engine and I

iplied by

1 Phila-

The principal dimensi

ble

:

B ': thick-

width.
depth.

llich they are help I

gate, hut the members ought to remem-
ber that the committee members depend

supply

uired to make up a

rhis can only be done by
generally answering the

circulars of inquiry. is done
tions is

curtailed and the practical value

: the various

re proud to

tell tin

uable v. his theyr

nerally

that iif'
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Smooth Wheel and Rail.

; March issue.

,

-

1 j;j»!o lbs.,

which would

long the

ild spin its wheels

n called upon to pu

; In mi isl intei - sting experi-

,rr made in the early days of the

of that period had generally been over-

cylindered, as we would say, and the

wrongly concluded that because

their engines would slip with smooth

wheels, that all engines must necessarily

slip without some holding point to work

on. Medley, ill showing the fallacy of this

theory, made one of the most momentous

advances in the science of locomotive en-

gineering which has ever been made. He
d an error and opened up the

road of progress.

Kiter making this discovery concerning

-.
- 'i,----C .

;

Furnace Cement.

A new fire-resisting cement has been

tecently put on the British market,

adapted for use on the brick bridges

of boiler furnaces, or, in fact, in any

brick work that has to withstand a

high temperature. It adheres to the

smoothest surfaces, and is supplied in the

form of paste, and requires an equal quan-

tity of water added to it when mixing

for use.

Ill M EY'S TEST CARRIAGE.
1

site side.

locomotivi was that by William Hedley

for the purpose of ascertaining what con-

iry for a locomotive

to pull a load upon a smooth track. Loco-

motives had been built, but it was not

only generally assumed by engineers of

that time, but firmly believed, that the

locomotive with smooth wheel would not

pull load- along a smooth track.

Belkinsop u<v<\ a cog wheel engaging

a rack rail This engine did satisfactory

work, but the rack rail was expensive and

its maintenance costly. Chapman's en-

irked with a central chain, which

frequently broke. Burton used movable

- are shown in Dr.

Sinclair's work. "Development of the

wr Engine," to which the reader

red for further particulars.

Tt was in the interval between the ap-

.1 1 hapman's • ngine and I >ur-

Iking locomotive that Hedl

trating the pi

' smooth w heels 1 >n

made to pull a load

1 nt show-, the

H ed 1ey 1

n in. ill plat-

test car

i] ped, but

v
'

d

I

I

smooth wheel traction Hedley built a

locomotive in which he used the frame,

wheels and gears of his test machine.

This engine, however, was not a success

on account of the failure of its boiler to

make sufficient steam. Then came Bur-

ton's mechanical traveler in May, 1813,

and in the same month Hedley built a

second engine, commonly called "Puffing

Billy," which, with smooth wheels on

smooth track, a return-flue boiler and ex-

haust 1 arried up the chimney, was a com-

plete success

One Engine Pulled More Than Another

There are still superstitions about cer-

tain locomotives pulling more cars or

steaming better than others of the same

dimensions, but the modern engineer

generally discovers the cause of the dif-

fi rence without much searching, and he

Ivs ) realizes 1 hat the differ-

due to some cause that is no

Two engines were doing the switch-

OUtld a rolling mill, and 11 was

at one > if them 1 ould haul more
. n grade than the other,

which u .. built in the 1 'it 1 -.burgh Loco-

motn 1
I

"me time be-

int aln mi the n eak engine

ttperintendent, but he lost

b an in\ estigat ii >n

d was short and the st earn w as

tin p. ipping pi iinl 'I he npi 1

I to each of the 1 ngim - w orking

crcd the moke bos door of the

igini to 1"'
i ipeni cl Me fi iund

hi ked ti 1 about an

II a half in diameter. The fr< 'tit

1 ml d- I'.aldw 111 was then

und that the nozzle

..I riie engini er

.ti'd .ill

tip I'o tip wa
1 he I'n t -bin l'1

Method of Flue Setting.

Our illustration shows a method of

flue setting for locomotive boilers

which has been devised by Mr. E. C.

Stocker, a locomotive engineer on the

North-Western Pacific Railroad, and by

Mr. James McAdams, foreman boiler

maker on the same road. Writing of

their invention, for which patent is

pending, the inventors say:

"It consists in the construction of the

tubes and the manner of their attach-

ment or setting, which prevents the

erosion and leakage caused by intense

heat 111 the combustion chambers and

on the tube sheets. It is accomplished

by reducing the section or thickness of

metal interposed between the water and

tire and forming arch at a, in draw-

ing, it being a well known fact that

the life and endurance of all joints in

steam boilers is determined by the

thickness of metal interposed between

the external heat and the contained

water. It also consists in swedging or

reducing in diameter the end of the

tubes entering combustion chambers,

and by so doing, it doubles the capacity

for water at that vital point and induces

free circulation of water around the

tubes, limiting the expansion caused by

NEW Ml i HI ID OF FLUE SETTING,

perature, also giving sp 1

Si ale to drop from tubes at that particu-

lar place.

"Tin- object of reducing the tube • nds

bustion chamber is for various

in limit the rapid flow of hot

through them, still maintaining

the heating surface by the expan

it p .
1 rom small to

diameter of the tubes, which

1 i. tempei ature and

1 1
.:' ,

, givi greatet dis-

tbility ti 1 the tube sheets."
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General Correspondence
How I became a Locomotive Engineer.

Editor:

In response to your invitation to

live engineers to write short let-

ters telling why they took up that line

of work, I take this opportunity to tell

the story of my beginning. My father

died when I was but seven years old,

shortly after I was living with an uncle
in Union Co., Ohio, on a farm. The
old Nip and O, as it was called in those

\. V. P. & O.), ran along beside

my home. While living there I cannot

say that I became more than an ordi-

nary observer of tilings pertaining to a

railway.

When I was about ten years old uncle
moved to Dayton, O. After being there

a few years one could always find me
wending my way to one of the round-
houses of the several railways having
terminals there. These trips were al-

ways made on a Saturday afternoon.

My uncle and aunt had made one of

those Ohio homes characteristic of that

day. and Saturday afternoon was the

only playtime I had which would per-

mit me to be gone from home long
enough to accomplish the above named
purpose.

I will never forget the kindness of

an engineer running between Dayton
and Cincinnati. He was in passenger
service and ran the first extension front

locomotive I ever saw. He would let

me ride from the roundhouse to the

station, and if it did him half as much
good as it did me, he certainly has
never regretted letting me ride. I was
then about eleven years old, and I cer-

tainly made up my mind to become a

locomotive engineer.

The summer of 1879 found me em-
ployed on a farm in Wayne Co., Mich
There was no railway running closi by
to nurture my ambition to become a

locomotive engineer. In the fall of that

year there came to work here a man by
the name of C. H. Derry, who v.

ambitious to get a job firing. Tl

low remained for a little more than one
year, and his talking about what a good
job firing was caused me I

matter with n ' rmined
to become a locomotive engineer when
I became a man.

I remember along about thesi

3, Mich. The Mich-
1 ntral had tv r trains

that tied up
night T watched the train crew
sidetracked their train. Then after the

engine was cut off I went up alo

of the coaches and commenced lo

I had noticed the brake

the tram n

the siding, and to satisfy my curiosity

1 finally opened the ble< der i-ah

ol the .'uimIi.ii having

I it 1 became
frightened, and no( waiting 1

the valve I ran for my life. Nol know
ihg what 1 had done I was worried that

and never went to watch the

ci ew put aw ay thi ir train again.

years, h; t it on a rail

certain!*. I more
uld have

Spent had 1 remain.
1 m. This

pent, but

di 1 g 1 in 'Mi. way or an-

other.

The position of 1> ngineer
1 in all

lit man not further

INTERIOR OF CAB, BALDWIN

against of the fan

whom I Wayne Co., Mich.

ild

I would 1.

went "ril d it. I

him at that tim

then tin bout it. If I h

lit man i- he win

I le must

have his mil

he will ei

n that

He
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imself that he is 1

.

he is. he will not become

incing thi >se who
n that he is the right man.

locomotive fireman

. foremost in those tilings

up n h.it might be

tinned a good job. To please my en-

I

msibility,

hen 1 knew I was doing this my
- easy. Bui as the years rolled

by 1 began to plan on a position of

pi nsibility. 1 lave run .1 loco

for abi ml i

1
years, am still em-

comotive engineer, and I

never did any work so agreeable, take

it all round, as running a locomotive.

F. W. Beaird,

Engineer G. R. & I. Ry.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Long Legged No. 10.

Editor

:

Several contributions and pictures in

recent issues of your paper have dealt

with old Pennsylvania engines. No doubt

many of the younger men have heard of

"Long Legged" No. 10 on the Pennsyl-

vania, but probably few know what the

engine looked like. No. 10 was one, and,

I think, the first one, of a class of high-

speed engines designed by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, and officially known as

Class K, of which nineteen were built in

1881 and 1882. On the road they were
known as "Bicycle" engines, because of

their large driving wheels of 78 ins. di-

ameter. This class inaugurated many in-

is 111 American locomotive prac-

tice; the boiler was set higher than on
.ions passenger engine, and there

were dire predictions of derailment or

overturning of the engine due to the ex-

height ; the firebox was placed

.
which made possible

I about 4 ins. to the width

.er previous types: bead-

probabl} the first to have the air pump
on the left hand side. In subse-

quent years, extension fronts were added,

the steam reverse gear removed, and the

sandboxes removed to the top of the

boiler. Otherwise they remained as built.

The K's were very handsome machines
for their time, as will be seen by a study

of the line drawing, and many good rec-

ords were made. For example, on Sept.

9, 1881, one of them made a mile in 52

seconds, equalling 72 miles per hour. On
May 15, 1883, engine No. 184 ran eleven

miles in 9 minutes and 52 seconds, or at

the rate of 66 9/10 miles per hour; and

on Nov. 28, 1891, engine No. 340 made

ghanies. A vivid comparison of the two
types can be obtained from a study of

the drawings made to the same scale;

and a further comparison may be made
from the table of dimensions below

:

ss "K." Class "E3d."
I x 24" 2: x 26"
78" 80"
7'

9"

'' 7'A"

49'A"

40 lbs.

s'A"

Total

Cylinders
Diami i< 1 of drivers.

heel base

.

el baj
Minimum diameter

Working steam pres-
sure

Height to center of

q'A"

5H"

Fire - box,
length ..

Fire - box,

ide
•3 5/16"

227 miles in four hours and 11 minutes,

or at a net rate of 56.75 miles per hour.

Engine No. 10 ran her inevitable course

in life, first on an express, then on lighter

trains, and ten years ago could have

been seen daily running an accommoda-
tion train out of Jersey City, being re-

tired with her mates only about four or

five years ago. These engines were al-

ways used between New York and Phila-

delphia and Camden and Atlantic City,

occasionally being sent as far as Wash-
ington, but they never saw mountain
si n ice.

The present No. 10 is one of a very

large class of Atlantic type engines, and
she does her trick daily on the Pennsyl

vania's famous eighteen hour train to

Chicago, making the run from Jersey

City to North Philadelphia, 84 miles, in

b>3 minutes by the time card. There are

several classes of these Atlantics, differ-

ing only in minor details, some having

Brooklyn, X. Y.

1205 sq. ft. 2640 sq. ft.

348/10 sq. ft 55 5/10 sq. ft.

65.300 lbs. 112,000 lbs.

92,700 lbs. 180,000 lbs.

C. B. Chaney, Jr.

Honor to Whom Honor.
Editor

:

Referring to the article on page 96 of

your March issue, "Ingenious Repair

Work." It seems to me there must be

some mistake as to who the credit for

this method of repairing cracked cylin-

ders is really due. Mr. G. L. Van Doren,
superintendent of the Central Railroad

of New Jersey shops at Elizabethport,

N. J., worked this scheme up and applied

the first one in February, 1007, before our

brother's visit from Silvis shops to ours.

! want to add that we have changed sixty

engines since that time. Therefore we
believe Mr. G. L Van Doren should re-

ceive the credit for priority.

W. II. Hawkins.
General Machine Foreman.

thport, N. J.

me and

\ LVANIA.

1 ound d ip boilers,

hers with jj ins. cylinders;

tically the sai to belongs

to the latcsl cla s, i .;d, which is the

of stan

having \\

. Atlan-

nl work, and
: of the line.

! tches to the

ross the Alle-

Position of Loads and Empties.

Editor:

I think a train will handle easier with

the loads ahead .is far as pulling is con-

cerned, or with the tonnage contained
in as fev ibl ["hi

question in this which none of your
iondents have as yet touched

upi 'i! I ii ii 1- the b 1
er. It is

well known thai the braking power of a

car is reduced proportionately
1

1
- v.

1 ighl < 'i the I nl contained.

With the empty car you will get the full

braking power, and with
empties on rear of train the most severe

braking is on rear end. resulting in a

stretch out of train which may result

disastrously to draft rigging.
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With the loads on rear the brake

power is reduced enough to avoid this,

account of load of cars, and still not

enough to cause the loads to run against

the empties like going against a bump-
ing post. As to loads and empties

mixed through a train, it causes too un-

equal a distribution of braking power.

A Constant Reader.

Chicago, III.

Position of Loads.

Editor

:

Your article in April number has been

read with interest. Relative to loads and

empties, I am in a position to know, as

I have handled trains of 100 empties, 85

loads, and 85 loads and empties. Sup-

pose I have a train of 50 loads and 35
empties, the empties on head end. In

starting train, won't empties start quicker?

and what happens when we come to the

loads—a knuckle or draw bar is broken.

If air hose should burst with empties

on head end we would have a wreck, this

is why empties should be on rear end of

train. All big cars should be on head

or all large loaded, because the heft of the

train being on head end will help the

light ones. J. Hungerford.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Position of Empties and Loads.

Editor

:

Referring to the letter of William

Scott in your March number relative to

frequent discussions among railroad men
as to the position of loads and empties in

a train and your request for enginemen

to give their views, or, rather, experience,

also facts and not theory, on the subject,

the writer has had an experience of nearly

twenty years on locomotives of all kinds

and sizes, and has handled freight, passen-

ger and mixed trains made up in every

conceivable way, and has been a close ob-

server of all the conditions relative to

the handling of trains, and has repeatedly

heard the "Old Timer" and the young
engineer make the assertion that a train

made up with empties ahead and loads on

the rear pulled harder than if the same
train was made up vice versa, but has

never had a fact established nor a theory

advanced to back up their assertion.

There is no reason why trains made up
with empties on the rear should pull

easier than if they were ahead, and the

loads on the rear, but a train made up in

that order can be handled much nicer and

smoother with less strain on the draw-

heads and less shock to the train in gen-

eral and less discomfort to the occu-

pants of the "dog house," than if the emp-
ties were ahead and the loads behind. If

the engineer is particularly careful in the

handling of the throttle and the brake

valves, he can eliminate all shocks and

discomforts, except when the train is run-

ning through sags or over "hog backs."

It is nut within the power or skill of any

engineer to avoid the "stretching" or

"bunching" of the train, and this same
"stretching" and "bunching" has caused

more damage to couplers and draw gear

than must all other conditions combined.

.Many an engineer has been demerited

for damage to draw gear or the pulling

out of the end of a car starting from a

water tank when the "evidence" and re-

port from the car inspector indicated a

new break" or "freshly damaged," which,

in the opinions of the super and M. M.,

could only be caused by rough handling

in starting the train by the engineer. As
a matter of fact, the initial and major
part of the damage occurred miles back

while running through a sag or over a

hog back, the parts barely holding to-

gether until the first stop was made. A
train made up with twenty empties ahead

and twenty loads on the rear will not pull

any harder than if made up in the re-

verse order, but it might seem so, and
this accounts for the impression made on
the mind of an old-timer, who said "my
train was made up with the loads on the

rear and the empties ahead, and it was
like trying to pull a cat over the carpet

by the tail." Superintendents and train

masters should insist that all freight

trains should be made up with the loads

ahead to avoid the possibility of breaking

in two, the parts colliding and spreading

the wreckage on another track to be run

into by another train, as frequently hap-

pens. Engineer.

Point Pleasant. N. /.

Loads and Empties.

Editor-

I note with much interest the discus-

sion on the positions of loads and empties

in the train in ent number of

your valuable paper.

My experience has been that the gen-

eral character of the road over which the

train is handled is the factor which makes
the difference. In handling a train on a

id or one on which the grades

have a uniform ascent free from any

-I by a sharp raise,

ition of loads and empties is of no

importance, but when handling trains over

a rolling country where a sharp descent

is followed by a short ascending grade

which must be taken at high speed to
;

lie ahead

e a good pulling train, 'i I

being to get the heavy part of the train

over or well up on the grade before the

speed is very much decreased; also on
long gra ing numerous sharp

he loads ahead will be the better

proposition, doubly so if a slippery rail

intered, as the jerk from loads at

the rear when drivers are slipping badly

will often stall the engine when the same
loads ahead would not have the amount
of slack necessary to do any harm.

The fact that a train can be started with

less likelihood of damage to draft gear

when the loads are ahead cannot be

doubted, but stopping is another question,

and the experience we have had along

this line convinces us that empties on the

rear of long trains are bad actors when

the air brake is applied at low speed, and

not infrequently the train separates when

running at a speed of twenty-five miles

per hour.

Our method of tonnage rating may be

of interest to your readers, for example:

Our locomotives starting from one of the

terminals are rated at 2,140 tons. This is

carried on the average of 35 cars

when all are loaded, and an allowance for

resistance of nine tons a car is allowed,

bringing the net tonnage down to 1,83s

tons. The road is a river grade for

24 miles, rather winding and having

several short grades of about 25 ft. to the

mile. We then come to the foot of a

grade of 60 ft. to the mile with a tonnage

rating of 1,000 tons and an allowance for

resistance of seven tons per car. At the

top of the hill we again fill out to 1,370

tons, with a resistance of four tons to the

car.

From this point the road is rolling with

a ruling grade of about 45 ft. to the mile.

Our experience is that the long train of

light cars is the easy pulling train from

the terminal to the top of the hill, but

from that point, owing to the many "hog-

backs" the short train of heavy loads is

better, as a much higher speed can be at-

tained through the hollows and the train

being short, speed does not decrease so

much over the knoll. The -
!

am able to give for the short heavy trains

pulling harder up the hill is that we have

many sharp curves and the tlange friction

of heavy cars and the great weight on

center and side bearings makes the cars

tck on the curves. Many times

stalling results if mi
: 3 much

when rounding one of these curves, but

by backing out of the curve they never

have any trouble in again starting the

train and again going on up the hill.

rain, the more cars in the train,

the more allowance for resistance, thus

the actual number of tons

pulled. In figuring thi no dis-

tinction is made between loads and

S. R. Morris.

Y.

The Position of Loads.

I what has bei I le April

valuable magazine relative

to the n eight trains, with rc-

This is an important

kind of judgment

m to make up trains at terminals.

-; admit that there are employees
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see any

nd in another,

... imoti\

h a\ . and if asked for

pinioi . to the why
eem unabli I

. Si ins.

ested in

of making up

.
i mid be.

that a train

ids on head end. and

better handled

It has been noticed.

in made up in this manner,
- ngine is ascending

a up to its maximum
ith the heavy part of the

power, and the

- qually distributed towards
the rear end. a more advantageous run

. both as to time and train

j. The reverse of this proposition

explained also. A train made up
with the -mailer cars next the engine,

next these, and the

m rear end, finally, has worked
trd hip in handling long freight

train- than any other method of making
up trains than all the other systems of

make-up.

irse, it might be said that both

of making up trains have their

peculiarities and drawbacks. To illustrate

inder the former propi isition. Pre-

we have a train made up with

' -
' 'in. then large heavy cars

< . thm the lighter equipment on
train The difficulty encountered

this kind of train i- found
- are used to stop it.

i usually

of their light

;,oco 1

-ill! nt

rate that there
' b'- taken .are

ally intended

en light. The

ha\ ing

1 m se\ en cases i mt i if ten :

1 'raw liar.- and draft rigging broken and

out, in a few cases trucks derailed

ami traffic blocked for some time. What
this trouble? Uneaven braking

power, the ears mi the rear end holding

about three limes more than those on head

end, the slack taken tip with a jerk from

end, head end is not being re-

i same time the rear end is, due

to loads with decreased braking power
being ahead. The result is obvious.

What part of the responsibility for such

nt is up to tin engineer? If the

trouble developed is due to the u or ij

His. service reduction, he would be ai

countable. But this will have to be proved.

Rather than endeavor to hold the engineer

em circumstantial evidence tin.! em his ad-

mission that the aforesaid reduction was
made, let it- tell him what, in our opinion,

should he done to avoid troubles of this

character, as far as we are able. It's our

opinion that in stopping a train made up

in the way this one is. empties at the rear,

an initial service reduction of say 5 or 6

lbs. should he made and sufficient time al-

lowed in order that the slack can adjust

itself. In this case the slack will stretch.

due to the greater braking power on rear

end, then heavier reductions may be made,

as circumstances may warrant, without

danger of doing, or causing damage to the

draft gear of train. A locomotive engin-

eer generally has the sense of touch and

feel, so nicely and keenly developed, from
practical work in the handling of the en-

gine, the train and air brake, that he

usually can work without getting into

such trouble.

Suppose the train is made up in the

way here mentioned, loads ahead, the only

way. when possible, it should be made up.

hen if an air hose burst while the

train is in motion, and running on a

'rack, we can better imagine the

result than describe it. We know where
ponsibility belongs in this connec-

tion, and 11 1- 11.1 di iiibt due to a di

ing the inspec tors, < ir due

I ii one, it -..me interchange point.

• .nd propi isition, the

m the rear, an explanation is

I Isually this one draws as

Iways 1 iverli iaded,

rim is made, more tin

sumed in getting from one terminal to

bi of nearly

itive in iwer emph >yed

to do tin work is equally sati
I

but til.

more fin nd then

Perhaps the

tietlj inn 'i me
1

tint he is

But -till it's not hi- fault, hut :
'

tive plan, or loads at the rear? Here are

a few. Supposing the train, in going over

the division, has to cross a few "hogg-

backs," maybe it drifts over some of them,

the heavy loads on rear end have a

tendency to hold back, the engine and

perhaps half the train is on the other side,

and the tendency i- to move ahead faster

than the rear end can keep up. Is not a

break-in -two likely to occur? The
chances are largely in favor of it. What
else? If the engineer makes the 12 or

14 lbs. service reduction, as in the former

case, the brakes on head end doing about

three times more effective work than those

on rear end, the slack is forcibly driven

up against the engine, and you have the

crushing effect and the liability of dam-
ping the train. If an air hose burst, the

results are more severe, as then the un-

desired quick action of the brakes occur,

and severe damage cannot be avoided. Is

there anything the engineer can do to

avoid damaging the draft gear? Yes.

He can make a light service application of

5 or 6 lbs., then wait a sufficient length

of time until the slack bunches against the

engine, and when further and heavier re-

in, tun-, as may be necessary, he can

make them, thus reducing the possibility

of damaging the equipment.

JAS. S TELLE X,

Road Foreman of Engines, B. R. & P. Ry.

Du Bois, Pa.

Improving Conditions.

Editor:

It may interest you to know that Mr.

F. C. Pickard. assistant master me-
chanic at the Moorfield shops of the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, has

formed a class for instruction of

his shop foremen, engineers and fire-

men. On the 13th there was a very

interesting meeting to consider where
and how conditions could be 1

economj to care of supplies fur-

thered, etc., and he gave a very interesting

talk ..n iln- lipping or skidding of loco-

driving wheels, taken from the

March number of Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering. The young men
are taking quite an interest in these

meetings. There has been a good rest

1. ...111 put up at this point, and your
(hart No. o. nicely framed, is on the

wall. A nun ber of magazines are t.. be

found on table, Railway and Locomo-

se, among them,

quiti in impn >\ emenl and all look

1

. ults to follow.

William !1. W. R

Cincim

Upsetting Axle Collars.

Editor:

.! is a blue print of die for

axles as used at

the G it North-

ern Railway. The die block A is of cast

:: 1. 1 til.- ill.' 111. ick of
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steam hammer; the block B is recessed to

the size of the collar required, the back-

stop D also being recessed to receive col-

lar. The operation is as follow,:

The axles are first drawn a little each

side of center to permit of wheel lit be-

ing turned to required length; after this

is done they are then taken up, hi

end for 3 or 4 ins., swung in crane from
fire to hammer, and lowered into position,

the block B being put in place backed by

the wedge C. A few blows of the steam

DEVICF 1 OR ri'-i.i CING COLJ \i;> ON
AXLES.

hammer driving the wedge to place com-
pletes the op, ration

Many hundreds of axles have been
scrapped yearly by the different railroads

after tiny have worn at the journal below
the limit, when by upsetting a new collar

on them, and using them for smaller
capacity cars their life is doubled. It was
no doubt considered that the old method
of upsetting collars on worn axles by the

ram was too slow and laborious and did

not pay. hence their relegation to the scrap
heap. This die does the work quickly, and
eliminates the hard labor needed for the
ram, making it in every sense an econom-
ical method, as it doubles the length of

if axles so treated.

John Treacv,
Master Smith Gt. Nor. Rv.

St. Paul, Minn.

Spring Floods.
! diti ir

These are some views of the recent
high water in Youngst. w 11. Ohio. On
March .; the Pennsylvania Railroad

i

I

and the movement of freight

most at .1 standstill. All of our passen-

ger train- were in:: I'.. & O.
and tlie Erie for a few d

[ahar.

.
Ohio.

The Peg Leg Railroad.

Replj 1 11 ; to yoni rec 1 have-

tried as far as possible to give you all

the information 1 could

with the operation of the one-rail

line raili d opi al

ago; and which was illustrated m your
.April number, page 151

The "Peg Leg I'

from Bradford up Bn 10k \ alley ti

Gilmour, a distance of four mill

was built as an experiment alter the

plan of a single rail track used .0 the

Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia
in 1S70, and if successful it «

pected to revolutionize railwaj

struction in all mountainous sections of

the country.

The track consisted of :; sing

spiked to a heavj timbei set on piles

and cars were carefully balanced on
single wheels. A locomotive of equally

queer construction completed a train

which w; iie most interesting

sights of the city of Bradford, Pa.

The road was projected in 1887, the

articles of agreement between the gen-
tlemen composing the corporation bear-

ing the date of Oct. 2, 1887. The
petition recited that the company de-

sired to construct and maintain a rail-

road having a gauge not exceeding 3

ft. for public use in conveying of per-

sons and property. Capital stock was
limited to $27,000, divided into 540
shares of $50 each.

The officers of the company were as

follows: Mr. A. I. Wilcox, President;

Messrs. S. H. Bradley. Olean, X. Y.,

J. B. Brawley, Meadville, Pa., M. X.

Allen, Titusvile, Pa., Roy Stone,

X. Y., George Gilmore, Titusville, Pa..

E. W. Codington, Bradford. Pa., Direc-

tors. Charter was granted Oct. 4.

1877, and I inuary 1878

as far as Tarport, ami on Feb. 11, 1878,

it was completed

The fit 1st $3,000 and
k as 1 ti . ithout a flue in the

without a crank.

>ad had to 1

th the narrow

v

up]
'

your

by the Baldv

.'.as put on th'

. . 1.

'

lateral

1 road, and the tw

• and one a fiat, were hui

the track into the creek. The r

Mr. A.
I Bradford and aban-

t.. K M. Graw,
Storekeeper. Erie Railroad.

Brad

Loco. Department Foreman's Problem.

Editor.

roundhouse,
back shop and the various divisions

of the mechanical department,

great problem that we alone must
We are ell]]-'

ENGINE NO. 9021. LOOKS LIKE A MONO-
RAIL. .

ent railway companies of the country
for the pi living this problem.
< )ur work is 1 our respec-

tive stati different con-

nd sur-

rounding- ami yet with the same ob-

ject and purpose in view.

It 1- my understanding that the In-

ternational Railway General Foremen's
i f< ir the pur-

sing the efficiency of the

mechanical foremen of the world, by

ether in con-

discuss

iblem which we have, and the

is of solving it. Coming
1 the various parts of the

country where we work under -

the vital mat-

ters with which we have to de

ral diffusion

-ire, than an

With this knowledge
pared to adopt the improved n

equipped with as much ki
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taming to his work as it is possible lor

- for his best inter-

company by

which ><d.

made the progress

, has been made in

ij transportation. No othei

as vital and extensive as

ds in connection with

gress and development of the

• welfare of the country. What

part of this progress are we to be cred-

ith? Are we doing our share?

Our opportunities and resources are in

abundance. Are we prepared and

1 d by a di -ire to present a pos-

unple and consistent solution of

the problem?

We should form our plans with-

a

if raising each individual's effi-

to the limit of his indivdual

capacity. If this is obtained with the

rank and file, we are progressing with

lution of the problem. We are

1 to get results which can only

come from men well equipped with

ami willing to apply knowledge per-

taining to their work. Our responsibil-

obligations require thought and

tion.

From our ranks it should be easy

for our superiors to choose those who

arc capable of assuming more re-

sp, risibility and of meeting the present

or leadership in the shop and

dent and abil-

nds flic succ< 3 of many of the

undertakings ons 1 if the de-

nt and yet 1 feel that too few

many foremen in this depart-

ould do

ili
'

. definite, stable, sys-

tem for

opi ms for which

i I

and thoughtless of

the future, nr fail even to appreciate

is a future to be

I lie present is \ 1

1 ni 'I he pi

ion di

must be pn

onlj bi ppi 1 ciated by

ed the

time with its

we be ready for the work, equal to the

occasion? Is the fact appreciated by

the foremen throughout the country

that wc must be continuously diligent

if we are to be prepared to meet the

conditions which will arise?

Xo doubt other departments have

their problems, but no other position is

at the same time more important and

more difficult to fill than that of the

mechanical department foreman, who
at the same time has the labor prob-

lems and the mechanical problems to

contend with. Some have large shops

equipped with modern and expensive

machinery to take care of. and our

superior officers expect that we will

render valuable assistance in the suc-

cessful and economical operation of the

department.

Economy is part of the problem we
have before us. It is impossible for

our superiors alone to so organize the

system as to obtain the best results.

Our assistance is necessary to produce

the most satisfactory and at the same

time the most economical handling of

the great locomotive power which is

placed under our care. We must

strive to obtain a good performance

of power at a reasonable cost of main-

tenance and handling. We must com-

bine qualitiy of work with rapidity of

handling, especialy in the roundhouse.

Are we giving our superiors the as-

sistance they need for the success of

the department?

It has been said that it was more

difficult to secure a good roundhouse

foreman than a railway president, which

is not true of course, but the fact re-

mains that it is sufficiently difficult to

secure a roundhouse foreman of the

right sort and still more difficult for

to secure a full comple-

i lent of good men to do the work they

outline. Therefore, it is necessary

that we be up and doing and keep

of the nine- It is necessary

be able to judge our men's

nd plai e 1 hem whei e they will

render us and the company wc repre-

sent i

! mi iunl of sei \ ii e

It 1- necessary for us to 50 organize

our fO! 1

; hi lie >St per-

fect hai nn my and hi iperation

,i hai mony .11 e most like-

lj to prove failures, 1 beliei e n 1

ihould 1 en who maki

ful. Let

them kni >w that their
1

'1

.': We must also make proper

i-ith the

: .lit- ill

Oil

station n 1 with them 1- .1

in ) mil t lie 1 .lir v. at. hu .el 1
.11

1 nd n 1
.1 must

I) and without

whether members of the International

Railway General Foremen's Associa-

tion or not, that unless we keep pace

with the progress of the great railway

systems of the country, our names are

liable to be dropped from the pay rolls

or placed in such obscure positions

that they would better be left off en-

tirely. Our interests are identical with

the interests of our employers and our

time is valued according to the ability

we are able to demonstrate.

I would say in conclusion, especially

to the members of the International

Railway General Foremen's Associa-

tion, improve every opportunity to in-

crease your knowledge and efficiency

in your work, that our superiors may
look upon our organization with favor

and appreciate the benefits which we

and they in turn receive from our meet-

ings, in order that our membership and

usefulness may be increased and our

members encouraged to attend our con-

ventions. J. H. Ogden,

Pres I. Ry. G. F. A.

Dodge t i/y, Kan.

Cement and Steel Tie.

Editor:

I noticed an article published in your

valuable magazine written by Mr. J. F.

Springer, which is not correct, and 1

wish to put your readers right on the

subject. There is no such railway tie as

the Corell tie. The cut you show is a

section of track laid with the Kneedler

concrete steel reinforced blocks, now in

use at Sioux City, la.

section of track has been in con-

-1 , 111 .\ OF TRAI K 5 UD TO HAVE
KNEED] 1 R I M S.

Stant use under heavy traffic for tour

ni it 1- in perfect condition t< >daj

We Inc.

'

covering

every point of construction. I claim to

be the original inventoi oi the steel n

1 tie, constructed of blocks < r

pots. We shall prosecute any infringe-

ments of out patents.

John D. Knei di i r,

ry, la. P lb ntee

Retained the Mason Bells.

I ditor

An im the writer

while in Roanoke, Va., a short time ago

dent Eddy of the Norfolk

S Western Railroad. This line was built

,m th.
i hops ..1 the late
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William Mason, in Taunton, Mass. Like

all Southern roads built in am
days, it was a five-foot gauge road, and

continued as such until June, [886, when,

in common with similar lines in the South,

it was altered to conform to the

gauge.

This change necessitated the withdraw-

al of the old Mason engines from further

service on the N. & \\ .. and word had

been sent out to the various engineers

on the line to report, with their locomo-

tives at the company's repair shop in

Roanoke on the day set for the com-

mencement of operations of changing the

gauge. Many of these engineers had run

on their machines almost from the time

they had been sent out from the Taunton

shop, and had an affection for them like

unto that which the Arab has for his

horse.

"That Saturday afternoon," said Mr.

Eddy, "witnessed one of the most pa-

thetic sights ever seen in Roanoke, and

touched everyone who beheld it away
down into the cockles of his heart One
by one, at short intervals, and from all

parts of the system the Mason locomotives

were run in a sort of funeral procession,

with engineers tolling the bells in mourn-
ful rhythm. When the shops were

reached many of these old and grizzled

veterans stepped down reluctantly from
their cabs and patted their old companion

of many a long and weary ride, by night

and by day, with the affection a parent

might bestow upon a loved child, from

whom he was about to part. They tied,

some a bit of ribbon, others a bunch of

flowers, upon it, wiped, with loving care,

some speck from its polished trimmings,

and then, in many instances, leaned upon

its grimy sides and cried like children

over the parting."

President Kimball, who was a witness

to this touching scene, was considerably

affected, and was desirous of showing the

men his regard for this manifestation of

their devotion to their old engines. He
consulted some of them as to what he

could do in the matter, and it was the

wish of all, that the bells should be trans-

ferred from the Mason locomotives to

the new machines to which they were

assigned. Today, although the Taunton
locomotive has entirely disappeared from
that section, still up and down the Roa-

noke Valley the mountains on either hand
give back the echoes of those bells which
William Mason cast in his shop here

thirtv vears ago. TT ,,
- - ,,

e Herbert Fisher.
Taunton, Mass.

Painting Old-Time Cars.

Editor:

I noticed in the February number Mr.

Geo. H. Lloyd's criticism of my article

in Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing of December last in regard to the

"Old Colony" and "Narragansett" rival-

ry. I hope we shall hear further from

Mr. Lloyd in this connection, as I am sure

e few, if any, better able than he

to tell of that incident oi long ago, when
the engines of tin l md and

I aunton 1 ,1 ici imo struggled for

supremacy on the 1 I Railroad.

I claim for my item that it is substantially

correct as far .1- it goes, though I con-

sider the interesting is wor
thy of a more detailed account than I

was in a position to render at thi

forwarded the picture of the "Old Colony"

to you for publication.

The passenger cars of bygone days

are, to me, almost as interesting and pic-

turesque as the old locomotives them-

selves. I recall some which were run-

ning on the Old Colony as late as 1881,

and which are said to have been in ser-

vice since the opening of the road. They
were built by the famous Bradley firm

of Worcester in 1845, and at the time the

Old Colony sold them in i88_>, they had

remained practically unchanged from their

original appearance. As John Quincy
Adams, who resided in Quincy, and Dan-
iel Webster, whose home was in Marsh-

field, often traveled in these cars, they

possessed historical associations worthy

of more than ordinary not ice. With this

brief introduction, f beg to present a

couple of items which I have copied from

an old South Boston weekly which tell

of the elaborate paintings placed upon
two of these old-time cars. The glowing

description of the early writer leaves

little to be desired :

The South Boston Gazette of Dec. 30,

1S4S, says: "For some time past the

painters employed by the Old Colony Rail-

road have been engaged in painting a

passenger car. We had the pleasure of

visiting the shop a few days ago and ex-

amining this car, and pronounce it the

most splendid specimen of car painting

ever produced. It is of a vermilion hue,

shaded with brown and black, while either

corner is ornamented with gold scrolls

done in a superior manner. But by far

the greater attractions are the pictures

upon the sides. These were executed by
Mr. Kelley, a young artist of very prom-
ising talents, and are pronounced by ex-

cellent judges a place in any

drawing ir in number, they

5 in sucta a manner as to

make it appear as if the events por-

trayed were transpiring before us

springing upon a gazelle as it is drink-

n a brook is the subject of o«e of

the pictures. A lady riding upon a pow-

erful charger and accompanied by a dog
is also portrayed, while on the other

side is a fine view of a buffalo hunt.

The fourth, and by far the most beautiful,

is a painting descriptive of the in-

human mother and the wolves. The al-

most fiendish look of the mother, the

agonizing features of the children, the

appearance of the hungry wolves as they

surround the sleigh, and the noble bearing

et the horse as he exerts himself to the

utmost to escape the ferocious animals

are all portrayed in a most beautiful man-
in 1. The pictures are surrounded by gilt

frames, and as if to make the delusion

more perfect, these frames appear to be

hung by small cords upon the sides of the

car. The painter of the vehicle is Mr.

James Hazeltine, who has acquired an

ile reputation as a

Another clipping from the Sou
ton Cacette of April 7, 1849, reads : "An-
other passenger car has just passed

through the paint shop of the Old Colony

Kailroad. This vehicle is of a vermilion

hue with golden scrolls upon the corner

posts, and two splendid pictures of the

passenger depot, corner of South and
Kneeland streets, upon the sides. The
painting on this car fully sustains the

reputation which Mr. James Hazeltine

has justly earned. We doubt if there is

a more splendid vehicle upon any rail-

road in New England."

W. A. Hazei.boom.

Boston, Mass.

How a Model Was Earned.

Editor:

I would like to write a few words about

your valve motion model. It came last

week and every night since there has been

a picnic in our house. The foreman came
lained how it worked, and

are having regular lessons in valve-set-

ting. Now I know all about h

steam gets into the cylinder am! after it

does it work, I know how, what is left of

it, gets out again. I am only an appren-

tice, and I have no money to pay for high-

priced correspondence school courses, so

I thought I would try your offer and get

a valve model free for 25 subscribers, so

I went to work asking everybody to sub-

scribe an ihem the paper. It

was uphill work at first. I only got three

the first pay day. Then I got seven

others that promised, and I put their

names down. The master mechanic said

that he had more papers than he could

read, but when I showed him the ten

names I had, he said he would take it for

a year because he wanted to encourage

young men. I put his name at the head

of the list, and when t! e foreman

he put his name down next. Then they

began coming and asking me about it. In

two months I had nineteen names, and

then it seemed as if I had come to a

standstill.

I made another canvas among the men
and did not get a single one, and I

thought I would have to give it u]

day the master mechanic asked how
n, and when I told him I was

stuck, he advised me to see the superin-

tendent, and in one afternoon I .

more names, and they are still coming.

There is nothing like gettting the head
men on the list. R G. WlLSON.
Paterson, N. J.
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Wood and Steel Box Cars.

box cars

i illy from any

bei n built.

d tli

1 el. The frames

buill bj tlir Domin
. dry C mipany, and the

[j, lining, 1 tc, applii d at

thi 1 P. R. at

i cars h.L\ < tin iull' iwing

ms: Inside length, 36 fl .

: 1 t, 8 ft.; sidi

d bj r n 6; 2 ins. high

;, two in nuiii-

1 .a one end only. The upper

sri m ral usr and the lower

for r.n!-. The capacity of the

80,000 lbs. Weighl
construction tire:

Framing of steel throughout; center

mII:-. 15-in. ch; and end sills,

8-in. channels; side and end posts and

j-in Z-bars. ( lorner posts and

side plates tiii made oi angles. Body

bi .1-tcrs, en is • id carlines are

-teel shapes.

The lining lor tin- -id, - ami ends is

one of the principal fi atui es of the '1'

sign, and consists ..t tongued and

pine, 1

;

: m. thick, laid

horizontally and bolted to tin- inside of

the pos '

- The method oi

\ with tin- ii' • d i' T

. en inn

slotted. The floor supports are 3-in. Z-

if the usual wooden nail-

e floor 1- bolted to these

7. in m-.

The trucks are of the arch liar type.

and have McCord journal boxes, Sim-

Isters, Barber rollers. Susemihl

side bearings, channel cross ins and

cast steel columns, and inside-hung

metal brake beams. The brakes are

Westinghouse, Schedule K C 812; draw

Adhesion an

\ correspondent

male reader of R
motive Engineering,

dhesii 'ii is freque

\ 1 mr paper, but 1 h

explanation of what
ire fur kii"«

detail of my brothe

e, msulted Webster
ary, but that does

d Cohesion.

:alling herself .1 Fe-

MLW'AV AND LOCO"

w rites : The word

ntly mentioned in

ave never seen any

adhesion means. In

concerning a

business, I have

unabridged diction-

lot make the ques-

ROOF OF C. P. R. BOX CAR SHOWING STEEL CARLINE

gear, Miner Tandem class "G" springs;

couplers. Simplex; roof. Chicago Winslow

improved, inside.

These cars .in \ ery easy t" n pail

when damaged An instance of this

was shown by a car which had been

sideswiped, with the result that the

-ide posts and braces were bent con-

siderably .nit .'i shape. The lining was

1 and the framing jacked into

place without heating or cutting apart

The lining was then replaced, the whole

11 joints

"

ig done in a compara-

ith hardly any new

matci ial

lb, lal lbs. ca-

hich is

buill We are

1 to Mr W. R. Burnett, M. C.

B. of I

mation

t'.on clear. It say- "Adhesion, to stick,

like plaster," and similar meanings, co-

hesion being given as synonymous. My
brother laughs at that and says the dic-

tionary maker does not understand what

locomotive adhesion means. What have

\ oil t.. say about it?

Adhesion as applied to locomotives is

the weight resting upon the driving

wheels to prevent them from slipping

under the power transmitted to turn the

wheels It has been found that weight

our times the power transmitted

to turn the wheel- is necessary to pre-

vent slipping, and that is known as the

adhesion of the wheels. The mechani-

cal use of the word adhesion had not

come into use when dictionary makers

finished their work, and such people ab-

hor innovations.

Cohesion 1- entireh different from

our adhesion, although both words are

frequently employed to convey the

same meaning. A :J"od scientific

autln iritj aj "I ohesii in is the force

by which particles oi matter are held

together and makes what is known

'strength of material.' \-

matter are called molecule-, cohesion is

frequently defined a- molecular at-

traction."

ion 1" longs particularly

id-, ami is in tact the cause of tin ir

solidity. In some it 1- much St

than in othei
,
n 'eh ii'i-' tin m harder

or more ten icious. I xtn mes in de-

I cohesion an stei 1 and putty.

I iquids have so little cohesion that their

weight ah iverc >mes it. but there is

n in liquid, as ma;.

ticed by the way drop oi w iter cling

|nto gli ibuh - Vi iform fluids have no

her )

means tending to forci the particles apart

], is p. tin- fad that gases owe their

ability to readily diffuse when not con

fined in a vessel.
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Gas-Electric Motor Cars.

The gas-electric motor cars recently

purchased by the Southern Railway from

the General Electric Company, as shown
in the outline view, havi b en designed

with special reference to traffic conditions

in the South. The car is dividi

center entrance. The seating capacity for-

ward of this entrance is 14 and to the rear

is 38, making a total seating capacity of

engers A rear entrance is also

provided, thus completely dividing the

forward and rear passenger compart-

ments.

The car body is 55 ft. long over bump-

ers, and of this space the engine compart-

ment takes up 10 ft. o ins. The car is con-

structed of steel frame work and sheathed

with steel plates, the interior being fin-

ished in mahogany. The truck under the

engine compartment lias a wheel base of

6 ft. 6 ins. and is equipped with M. C. B.

33-in. steel wheel. On each axle of this

truck is mounted standard 100 h. p. 60O-

volt box frame, commutating pole, railway

motor, type GE-205, thus

giving the car a motor ca-

pacity of 200 h. p.

In the engine compart-

ment there is a direct-driven

gas engine generator set,

the engine being of the

8-cylinder "Y" type, each

cylinder 8 ins. in diameter

by 8 ins. stroke. Direct

coupled to this engine is an

8-pole 600-volt generator

provided with commutating

poles. The engine ignition

is furnished by a low ten-

sion magnet and magnetic

spark plugs. The carbure-

tor is of the overflow type

and hot-water jacketed.

Compressed air is used for

starting the engine, this be-

ing supplied to the several

cylinders in succession through a dis-

tributing valve. Compressed air is sup-
plied from a pump direct driven by the

main crank shaft. A small auxiliary gas-

engine drives an auxiliary pump to

supply compressed air to the main reser-

voirs when necessary. This gas-engine is

also direct connected to a generator for

lighting the car. Combined straight and
automatic air brakes are furnished to-

gether with the usual auxiliary apparatus,
and in addition to these brakes an aux-
iliary ratchet and hand brake is part of

lipment for emergency use. A rad-

iator is placed on the roof of the car,

which provides an efficient means of cool-

the peed of the car; consequently the

gas engine may be op to give
its maximum output irrespective of the

speed of the car.

Heirs of All the Ages.

We who live to-day have been described

as the heirs of all the ages, and by that is

meant that we, being the latest pr

of evolution, have the result of the ac-

cumulated km iwled

have gone before. This is practically

true; the lost arts, if there bi any, are

insignificant in comparison with

ci a rii s which have been mad<
ours. The knowledge mankind pos-

sesses today was wrested from nature

by toil, patient experimenting, hard
thinking, success alternating with fail-

ure. However hardly won, it belongs
to the world today.

The story is told by Professor Hux-
ley, that when a young man he worked
laboriously upon a certain problem. He
slated it as best he could and took it to

dd not

Iculated the tract
i

his own engines, but it was his

w,,rk that broke down the fallacy that

ih rails could

r. Faraday
closed circuit of wire

suits in a flow of electricity throi

wire, and that on drawing the wire
away a reverse flow takes place. From
this discovery came the dynai

as engine cleaner who has not the chance
tor himself, i plication

od reading as much of the

knowledge as he needs
lege education is a good thing, but it is

only one kind of a start; the getl

knowledge is almost entirely a matter

of personal application and a sincere

desire to know.

lot only have positive knowledge
today, but wi erstand where

fif

GAS ELECTRIC MOTOR I \K FOR till SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

the Royal Institution to see if he bad

ide the disi 1 pei petual

iii- ition H ed i thi hall until a

and the

ball porter advised bun to follow this

man into is work.

I [uxley did so, full shabby
man looked the p arefully

and han ript said

ti ' Hu\ li >u know

mined that all he ki ii that pa-

iby man, who was
him to leave

methit

likely to 3

ing the engine on the thermo-siphon prin- himself nd wrote his name
ciple. During the cold weather hot water larg great men.
from the engine circulating system will

be by-passed through the passenger com-
partments.

As there is no mechanical transi

between the engine and the axle, the

speed of the engine is not a function of

le last few 1

years 1> when we re-

t in Queen Elizabeth's time a

fork at the dinner table was unknown.
never had a kero-

:.ip and Lincoln 1

others went v/rong. Medley's

iOth rails would not work
try to find put if it was

for men

verificati

instruments, to obtain figures more
ith truth. The me-

chanical

5, while

today, o ore careful

the fact that heat had any
mechanical equivalent v,

day, with 01

mighty workers in
|

w ho inherit all that has gone

who have as ours all that has been

died, we are the heirs of all the
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Static and Kinetic Friction.

Mined as the

|U1 to

the surfaces, the roi

I

.. and to a

.... rds, the mate-

contact. Friction is

in a machine

rpetual motion,

res is gen-

,.,,,, proportion of the

and this

friction.

; weigh-

oth brass

the nu-

, i
, ;ht interlocking

ceni parti on the surface

Perhaps one may picture the meaning

of static friction by supposing that we

have an oak box filled with matches, rest-

ing on a smooth elm plank. The co-effi-

cient of oak on elm with fibers parallel is

O.25, therefore if the box and matches

weigh 10 lbs. it will require 2V2 lbs. to

draw it along the elm board. If a string

is passed over a frictionless pulley at the

end of the plank and a 2^-lbs. weight be

suspended from the string, the oak box

would be just ready to move. Theoreti-

cally, if you took a match or two out of

the box, so as to give it a chance to start,

you could throw the matches back after

the box had begun to move. It is this

starting or static friction which is ordi-

narily meant by the co-efficient of friction.

The curious part about the co-efficient

of friction is that if you made the motion

faster and faster, then after a certain

speed had been reached this co-efficient

would not give the ratio of resistance be-

tween the surfaces. As the speed becomes

greater the co-efficient becomes less. Our

box of matches would take less than 1.V2

lbs. to move it, if traveling very fast. One

of the rules given in the text books of for-

mer .lays was at variance with this now

well known fact, for we find in Traut-

wine's civil engineer's pocketbook, pub-

lished in 1881, the statement that the co-

efficient of moving friction is the sa

all velocities. There is a footnote to the

effect that there is reason to doubt this

statement, as Prof. Thurston has proved

it untrue with regard to axle friction, and

in dealing with axle friction another foot-

note in the same book says that Prof,

n found the co-efficient of friction

is much affected by velocity and by the

ture of the journal. That was in

[878. About the same time in England,

ilton-Westinghouse brake tests

demonstrated beyond question the fact

.
,,.,.,;,, i, n1 of friction diminishes

as the speed risi s.

itic comes from tin i

meaning, "to cause to stand still," and the

word which is for convenience applied to

moving friction, viz., kinetic, comes from

k root "to move." The us.

orms of friction in the stop-

[way train has its mo

lication in the high- speed brake,

,own by taking

enger car

,
and that it

ported '

:

under the car eight wheels, each

:

.

.
entitled "The

friction between wheel and

tin i in urn I i

In the We
is taken a repi

, and wheel. Each coach

... lbs., and with a co-

friction taken at 0.25 it w

.... ,. to skid the

wheel. As a matter of fact the Westing-

house rule is to take 90 per cent, of the

light weight of the car as if it was the

actual weight, in order to allow a margin

sufficient to make sure the car will not be

over-braked. For the purposes of brake

calculation this car would be supposed

only to weigh 57,000 lbs. and each wheel

is supposed to cany only 7,200 lbs., and

with the co-efficient of friction as 0.25,

it is calculated that 1,800 lbs. would skid

the wheels. The Westinghouse rule

amounts in this case to a margin of 200

lbs. to come and go on, for greasy rail,

etc., for each wheel. The allowable static

friction in this case is therefore 1,800 lbs.

When we come to kinetic friction we

have to turn to the table of co-efficients

obtained in the Galton-Westinghouse

tests. At a speed of 60 miles an hour the

co-efficient of friction is 0.072 and this

would give only 5184 lbs. This means

that an air pressure in the brake cylinder

which was capable of exerting a retard-

ing pressure on the wheel of 1,800 lbs. at

about 2 miles an hour could only exert a

retarding force of 518.4 lbs. on the

wheel spinning along at 60 miles an hour.

At about 30 miles an hour the co-efficient

of kinetic, or dynamic friction, as some

call it, is 0.103 and this gives a pressure

on the wheel of 1,173.6 lbs. There are of

course like variations for other speeds.

but the loss of brake power at high speed

is sufficiently apparent from these figures.

The principle of the high-speed brake

is to vary the pressure on the brake shoe

according to the speed. At 60 miles an

hour when the co-efficient of kinetic fric-

tion is low a very high brake cylinder

pressure is used, indeed more than enough

to skid the wheels if the speed was slow,

i his pressure is allowed to gradually

blow down as the speed slackens, and as

the speed is reduced the co-efficient of

friction comes up, so that for practical

purposes the high-speed brake makes up

to the wheel in pressure what it lacks in

effective friction at any time, and thus

maintains a general average of fairly uni-

form retardation from the time the brakes

are applied until the train comes to rest.

Science Mysteries.

ientific

problems after they have grown up are

entitled to as much sympathy in the

difficulties tluy 1 m ounter as the

heathens, who have passed a life in re-

ligious darkness and at year- of ma-

turity have religious doctrines thrust

upon them. When a young man re-

ceives scientific instruction as part of

his education, the n '
are ''"

able to excite heresy and unbelief are

generally made clear bj instructors who

help to explain away obstacles to com-

prehension. When a grown pel on,

however, becomes a student of sci

problems, he meets at the very portals

of the study, with unproved statements

is fact, and he is in danger of
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giving up the pursuit of this line of

knowledge and saying in his wrath, all

« science are liars.

One of the most trying tests for the

faith of a novice is the statements

usually made in explaining the laws

relating to matter. To be in

that matter is divisible into infinitelj

small particles called atoms that no hu-

man eye or magnifying device will ever

be able to see, is to excite the question,

How can that be proved? To be told

that atoms of different substances are

of certain known weights excites the

question: Who was able to weigh an

entity so small that no microscope can

be made powerful enough to show its

form?

As the student advances in the study,

these and other difficult subjects be-

come more comprehensible; but it

would be well for the compilers of text

books of science to distinguish a little

more clearly between what are estab-

lished facts and what are theories, no

matter on what evidence the latter rest.

There are a great many things be-

lieved about matter and forces of na-

ture which never will be conclusively

proved; yet those who have studied

their phenomena most profoundly are

thoroughly convinced of the truth of the

theories concerning them. Molecular mo-

tion, for instance, as an explication of

heat, is one of the most trying theories to

put upon the faith of a novice. Science

says that heat is caused by the move-

ment of the internal molecules forming

the substance. The natural question

arises: How can there be movement in

the particles forming a hard piece of

steel? Common sense would at the

first thought call the theory absurd.

Yet there are proved facts in connec-

tion with metal and other substances

that seem equally' absurd and can be

proved by experiment to be facts, not

mere theoric-.

If the objector who considered it ab-

surd to say that there could be move-

ment in the molecules inside a piece of

dense steel, were asked if he thought

it possible that the same steel could

absorb any form of gas, he would read-

ily answer that such an idea was as

absurd as the other. Yet the power
which solids and liquids possess of ab-

sorbing many times their own bulk of

gases is among tstonishing

phenomena in nature.' and is as true as

the fact that water becomes steam when
heated to a certain temperature. This

is spoken of as the occulsion of g

solids and liquids. Platinum, which is

the densest of all solids, absorbs as

much as five times its own volume of

hydrogen without any increase in bulk,

and the metal palladium absorbs 643

times its own volume of carbonic oxide

and remains unchanged in volume
Most of our readers are familiar with

the operation of converting

iron into steel by the process of cemen-

tation. The success of that process is

due to the readiness of iron to absorb a

foreign substance under favorable con-

The carbon which converts the

iron into steel peni trati

of the metal. Other phenomena of a

similar character might be mentioned,

but the instances given illustrate how
readily one with elementary knowledge

may make a mistake by assuming that

science facts are contrary to &

sense.

Overheating of the Main Rod.

As the warmer weather approaches the

tendency of locomotive bearings to over-

heating increases. This is to be expected

and extra care, if possible, should be taken

that all bearings should be kept clean

and well lubricated. In regard to con-

necting rods, the fact that many locomo-

tives are now equipped with solid brasses

the danger of heating in that particular

kind of bearing is greatly diminished.

There is at all times, however, a partic-

ular likelihood of the main rod bearing to

become heated, partly from the fact that

it is constantly the subject of treatment

in the matter of tightening the key or

adding new liners, and also partly from

the fact that the main crank pin gradually

loses its perfectly circular form. It will

be noted by observing machinists that ec-

centrics wear most at the smallest part

of the eccentric or that nearest the axle.

This is owing to the fact that that part

receives the shock of reversing the move-

ment of the link at both end- and hence

the metal of that part of the eccentric

wears away more readily than thi

part which merely carries on the lateral

motion after il begun.

The crank pin is subjected to similar

shocks with the result that the outer side

of the crank pin at both front and back

centers wears away more rapidly than any

other part of the crank pin. This can

be readily ol calipering the

crank pin when opportunity occurs. Ma-

chines for trueing up worn crank pins

are not in such common use as they

should be, and the attempt to do the

work by hand is far from perfect in its

results. When the crank pins have be-

come much worn at the particular part

referred to, - fitting of the

, and the ten-

dency to heatii increased from

the fact that, as a rule, engineers natur-

ally fall into the habit of keying up the

brasses while the rod is on one or other

of the centers, the point, of course, where

the worn crank pin measures the least.

The keying up while on the center should

guardedly and the operation sup-

plemented by trying the bearing at some

other point and ascertaining whether the

bearing readily moves laterally on the

crank pin.

The method of leaving the brasses

slightly open on the crank pin end of the

main rod is not good practice. The ten-

dency of the brasses to loosen is very

great, and loose brasses are sure to bring

trouble by affording ready ingress to dust

and other substances thai superinduce

rapid wear and heating. At the front end

of the main rod the brasses may be re-

duced so that the two brasses may remain

slightly apart, care being taken not to

tighten the key beyond the point of an

easy bearing. In all keying up the key

should not be driven with much force, as

the slight taper on the key makes it a

wedge of great force and brasses may

readily be bent out of shape by reason of

the over pressure of a key and so pave

the way for endless trouble. In the case

of pounding it is always time well spent

to insure the careful and correct fitting of

the main rod bearings. In the matter of

lubrication, graphite has been found to

possess great cooling qualities when used

with lard oil, and when properly lubri-

cated and care taken that the pin does not

bind in the brasses at any point of the

. revolution of the crank pin,

lould be little or no difficulty in

to the overheating of the main

A Mental Awakening.

An old engineer, writing about his

experience nearly half a century ago in

railroad shops, says: "The ambitious

shopman of this generation has so many

well known engineering books and pub-

lications to help him, that nothing but

will is needed to obtain a kn-

of the technical part of his business. It

was very different fifty years ago.

"Books and papers treating of steam

and of machinery were then both scarce

and expensive. I remember well the

first technical book I ever saw. It was

called 'The Mi ilculator,' and

belonged to the foreman of the shop.

lie kept it locked in his desk and

to prize it as much as if it

were a precious jewel. In those days,

a shop hand who was fortunate enough

to know something of the principles

underlying his trade, or could work out

- in screw cutting, gearing,

ike, jealously

guarded his knowledge or would sell it

to others at fancy
;

"One dinner hour, while sauntering

about the shop, I espied the foreman's

lume lying on the top of

his desk. I took up the book, and

glancing hurriedly through it, found a

chapter devoted to steam engim
- il. read and reread the rules,

id explanations, but they

II mysteries to me. I felt

first time that I was merely an animated

machine, since I was drawing Hi

scribing circles and doing mar.

things daily without being able t

why they were done. I felt
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When 1 left

' all niator,'

tand.

nan w orking

; the time, an excellent

ii . b ho made no my I

knew about tin- technical part

inist art. I spoke to this

the foreman's book, and

1

'

could ..1" 'in the theory

business, lie- advised me to at-

il ami study arithme-

tic and geometry. The end of it was

that 1 took his advice. But it was not

at school alone that helped me.

That impressed upon me the need for

more knowledge, and my daily occupa-

tion became a school. When I saw anj

tiling done that 1 did not understand [

did not rest until 1 knew the why and
v herefore of the operation. When a

youth once gets the thirst for knowl-

uires what he wants from

Compounding and Superheating.

The application of compounding and

iting 1" railway locomotives lias

aroused interest in

a nam. The state of this case was

very well put by Mr George Hughes,
< lni'i mechanii of tin Lan-

'i ' " I shire Railvv a . . win n

the Institution

of Mech: neei The primarj

aim of compounding and superheating

a reduction in the coal bill. In
:

I so it is a matter of com-

mon knowledge that theoretically there

hould be n substantial economy, and in

-nary practice somi

: d Hence one natui

i imotn es would also

undinf tnd

i economy.
ompi 'Unding. ii is

tivi lacl

nnd 1 "" tives in

]
'
a ' ' t

deficien-

diffii tilt 5 has

i fillers Ob-

> lindcr

with the hi.u

the low pressure -team chest. When
me is running this steam is only

proportion of the total used, and

has very little influence on econo

power distribution. When the engine is

standing, however, the leakage of s fcam
accumulates in the low pressure -team

rhest and is sufficient to start the

i nenie.

The other methods involve a valve for

admitting boiler steam to the low pres-

sure cylinder. The valve can be cut

'nit "i action when not needed, but, if

not automatic, il is liable to be left in

use when not required, thus leading to

low steam economy and inferior dis-

tribution of the load between the cylin-

ders. Mr. Hughes adopts the valve

method of admitting steam to the low

pressure cylinders for starling, but the

valve is automatically controlled by the

reversing lever 30 that it is only in ac-

tion at full gear. Further, by adopting

four cylinders, two high and two low

pressure, the starting load is divided

between two cylinders, and gives a

lower maximum and a more equal av-

erage starting effort.

The economy of compound locomo-

tives depends primarily upon two
things. With two expansion cylinders

it is easier to obtain a more complete

expansion of the steam than in a single

cylinder. Also the range of tempera-

ture in one cylinder is reduced b\ om
pounding, and initial condensation is

ed. As regards tins last, Mr.

Hughes notes the fact that at high

spied- initial condensation is less than

at low speeds, audi hence reasons that

compounding will be most economical

in slow engines.

Some experiments made by Mr Ivatt

on the Great Northern Railway seem
to confirm Mr Hughes's idea-. Mr

atl tested a four cylinder compound
i ngine against a two cylinder imple

both being on i pn

between I ondo n and, Don cast ei under

i conditions. \- regards coal

tin ri till B-ere I'erj slightlj again I

the compound, and in repairs and oil

ntagi - also laj with the simple

ciip mi M r. 1 1 ughes's n suit -. based on

ol i ach type and cover-

period oi two \ ears, sin n\ ed a

ffi i ted b\ tl

civet the simples oi be-

i ween
<J

and, io pi r cent . but win n

II; ling, i ml light cngiin

miles wen deducted the -nine fell to

;.2 per i

'i

tiled with h and pas-

l

\ c ry marki tl, about I
lor the

nl foi ill

higher

pei do I might be i pected

less, but the

the it

qnent stoppages of the goods engines

militate against economy by allowing

the superheater to cool down, so that

the first steam after restarting will be

wet or low in superheat. In practice

the superheater locomotives in both
goods and passenger service have
shown themselves able to haul loads io

per cent, or so heavier than the non-
superheating engines.

Information regarding maintenance is

not given in the paper, but one would
anticipate a heavier repair bill for the

superheater locomotives. As a broad
generalization from the results given,

one may say that a well designed com-
pound engine justifies itself for slow

goods traffic, whilst a superheater 1 >co-

motive shows to best advantage where
the runs are long, as in express work.

There is. however, no reason to think

that speed is an advantage for the su-

perheater, and. indeed, it is probably
in itself a disadvantage. One thing Mr.

Hughes's paper makes abundantly clear,

and that is that locomotives may be classi-

fied according to their duties, and that

each class requires special qualities. It

is therefore impossible to say of com-
pounding or superheating that it is or

is not a failure without specifying un-

der what conditions.

Utility of Higher Schooling.

For years education has become a sorl

of shibboleth used to pass all sorts of

people along the highway of progress,

people who are frequently devoid of all

the attributes that in a fair field have

pushed the select upward and onward
in the race of life. Where misery ex-

ists, where vice and crime are rampant.

where turbulent elements endangei the

safetj oi even preservation of si "arty.

we are told ti tr si iuIs in pa-

tience waiimg for the good time when
education will effect the regeneration

of mankind, making the wolf and jack-

rabbil run together in harness.

Educatii m has di me so much to push

certain individual! above the madding
crowd, the mental training o

tematic education has enabled certain

Ii., \ i nurtured

to i 'Utsti ip in moral and physi-

cal progri - nations less enligl

t hat it takes much ci mrage to n

prominent citizen of the United States

to proti st thai the \ alue oi ni

branches of higher education i- greatly

-iii< timated. That is what Mr. R. J.

Crane, of the ( 'rane ( a >., ( Ihicagi i, has

done, in a volume o The
tl e titli " I 1"' Util

ity of Ml Kinds of Higher Schoi

can be obtained from the i

( hicago, price $i.

Mi ( lane holds th every boj and

. . ! , t 1 V

what higher edui atioi prepared to
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give in i .

spen( upon it. The author
i clear distinction betw i

oling, and has been at

much pains t

e training upon the fortunes of

men who have gone hum the
world to earn their livelih 1.

In pursuing Ins investigations Mr.
Crane adopted the Socratic method oi

tainly re-

ceived information of a surp
negative character. The leading edu-
cators were first questioned, and they
with one accord urge the importance of
education for business men. They
stood b oi to say unscrupu-
lously by their class.

College graduates were then ques-
tioned, and most of them were loyal to
what they considered the interests of
learning, but a few admitted that a lit-

erary or scientific education did not
compensate for the lack of p I

knowledge I Ithers again confessed
that among employers they found de-
cided prejudice against college grad-
uates

When the investigation was extended
to I hi -mess men it was found that most
of them were mildly favorable to col-

aduates for emploj menl bj theii

bors. Som : them, who wrote
in the most friendly terms about col-

lege men, employed none of them, al-

though their employees were numbered
by the hundreds. This is especially

the higher railway officials.

H ant of space prevents us from dis-

cussing the book at length, but we com-
mend it to those who are inclined to

high estimate upon the advan-
tages of a college education. Thi
ments made in the following paragraphs
appear to be sustained by sound argu-
ment- :

llenge any technical graduate
to meni-

,
,

: that he got in his

<! h ild apply to

the factory,"

"I do not knov od,

fill, substantial manufacturer wh,. con-
tributes toward the -up port of techni-
cal schools."

BooK Notices
w Braki Cat i hisn Instruc-
tion Bi il B3 1

'

This book is a thoroug
a work that has hem built up with the

brake to tin

fourth edition
I his time it i iracti

cally rewritten. It 1- not a reprint of
the instruction pamphlets issued
\ir Brake Company, as are many of
the instruction 1 '[,

;s

written by a man who has lived with
and grown up 1 ide the air bral
the automatic was put into 51 1

pi up with it- improvement
1

1.

1- an engineer who can handle an air
braked train and tell another man how
to do it, as well as hovi to loi ite trouble
and defects in the apparatus.

1 lie facts about the operation of the

and the Ni w York
brakes arc told in definite and easily
understood languagi I ;

book valuable to the man who wants to
learn how the air brake operates.

All the new equipment in gem
ire of both air bral

is illustrated and explained. 'II

contains 269 pages 1- th.

the pocket, so that n can be a 1 ompan
ion when on duty. Price $1. Sold bj
the Angus Sinclair Company. Eng
ing Building. Liberty Street, New York.

1 Jay Gould
in the V

came
' named

''il. -Mr. Gould helped

d in the
Of time hi

in railway lo

us i- the best proof tli

knew the possibility
, in the

man. Mr. B.

ilway location. Not only
SO, but in the twenty pagi

I

comprehension that bespl

We heartily commend
the book to all wdio are interested in

the subj tructive railroad en-
ring.

Fog-Signalling in Belgium.

A nev ignalling is in
op. 'ration , n Belgium. It consi

1 luminous n
advanci gnal. These are lo-

cated as near as possible to the track.

Each -i . ded by thn
nous it;

yellow-o
1 when the signal

arm is horizontal and a green light

when it is in its inclined position. The
lamps of these relays are electri

with powerful reflectors and fu

with yellow and gn
5 The

is said to meet with .

approval.

Bridce and Structural Desk B
W. Chase Thomson. Publi
the Enginering \Tews Publishing
Company, New York. 102

with illustrations 1 loth Price $2!
Mr. Thomson, .1 l< ading member of

nadian Society 1

who has careful
study to the subject of bridg
structural design, and v

ered a series subject
under tl

Company, :

valuable

contribution •

ture of our i

1

' ith a de-

I

rk. 2s4

illustrations

C. P. R. Mallet Compound.
At a recent meet- 1

. nadian
Railway Club in Montreal. Mr. II. II.

to the vice p
"i thi C P. R . m. di

my is preparing
in the standard typi

I he regulation 1 ngim at

of which the company has built or
bought 51 o -nice [894, will give »

solidation type of 220,000 II

of the-e heavier engines was built at the

has 1" that arrange-
ments hi

engines of the same type.

iple, the
new type will be adopted as the regula-
tion freight ! tive. Speaking
Mallet engine recently built :

dian Pacific for use on tin

tain grades, Mi \ "The
mon ter engi

shops, known as the Mallet arti

compound, which is the heaviest I

built in Canada, h

work \

of this •

d be built In

I
3

- R- unl it sample had

1 d trial than

The Lucin Cut-Off.

Utah, says that the Union

-

I

I

of fully St. 500.000 dui i
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Old Time Railroaders.

.:.

the past

ingly in-

1 ild time

ii ndii j p 01 'graph of

& Maine engine "\\

wintei " 1 '
'

1 1 -

train m nit Jet.

1 mcord &
anch, a part of the present

1 am unal Ii 1 1 state « hen the "V\ ar-

built, but ."iin inclined to belie\ e

1 v.. 1-
1 iriginally .1 wood-burner.

1 the last of the locomi iti\ es

with a name to run on this branch. Her

stack was also oi a style now obsolete,

and the big square headlights are no

.nicer in the cab win-

1 ij Claremont Jet., who
car- ago, and

,in engineer since July 1, 1885,

on this same Concord & Claremont,

il firing the old wood-

Gen Pierce." His engineer at

was the G Wright,

In those days it was customary for

trainmen to transport produce, etc., for

their own convenience, and it was not un-

usual to see the "Gen. Pierce" or "C. W.

Clark" (another wood-burner long run

by Mr. Wright) roll in with boxes, bags

or crates on the front footplate contain-

thing from vegetables to live pork.

Sialic of the other well remembered en-

gines that for years did faithful work on

this tortuous and mountainous branch

were thi :_ 1
,. hi C romti- C . V>

Xesmith." "James Kcttcll," "Contoocook"

and "King Leai

The writer, back in the '80s, got the en-

gineer bee buzzing in his head, and went

out into Nevada, where he eventually got

a shop job as spare fireman in the South-

ern Pacific shops at Wadsworth.

But the memory remain-, strong, and

since reading Railway and Locomotive

Engineering he has looked longingly each

month for some word or reminiscence of

the old Truckee division of the Southern

Pacific, of which Winnemucca was the

eastern terminal, with Wadsworth one

hundred and thirty miles westward and

separated by a desolate waste of alkali,

rigged with a fire hose and pump and was

called "Goliath," because she was so little,

I suppose. She was an exact counterpart

of the cue illustrated in Railway and

itive Engineering for December,

1
1

11 11
1, and could start loads out of all pro-

portion to her size. To see her racing

and roaring at the tail end of a long

freight up "two-mile siding" hill was an

exhilarating sight.

Some of the desert crews of that time

were Johnnie Smith and the 203 and gen-

erally bulletined for the "Golden Gate

Special" on its bi-weekly run ; Pollick on

the 91, Shepley on the 222 (the three

deuces), Arthur on the 62, Houston on

the 149, Dorsey on the 180, old Ben

Church on the 13, Burke on the 2 (the

deuce), Louie Hattenhouse on the 135,

Dolan on the 360, and Forrest on the 179.

The last two were modern 4-4-0 Schen-

ectadys.

The name of the division superinten-

dent, who had an office at Wadsworth,

was Whited, and the master mechanic,

George Hunt. A man with white eye-

brows and whom I never heard called any-

thing but Buck, was the shop foreman,

and a thin, nervous, shaggy, dark featured

man by the name of George Angus was

round house foreman. Mr. Angus was a

Grand Army man.

I often wonder if any or all are in the

land of the living, and if Wadsworth is

still on the railroad map, a straggling

town of shops, church, hotel, tiny homes,

indolent Piutes and industrious Chinamen,

lying along the green-fringed Truckee

River, where the west-bound overland

limited bursts above the horizon line, trail-

ing aloft its banner of black smoke and

drifting swiftly down from "two-mile

siding," rolls into the terminal for a brief

pause and change oi engines before begin-

ning the sixty-mile climb for Truckee,

the Sierras and the snow sheds on the

heights.

1 urn. 111-

. o lei men in the

1 tiim a.i the

1 mont, and he

the line with

\

veri

ng hi]

.1 drouth. I here were brave

; gi and 1 ngines in that fai 'it

di .ii and iomi of the rei ords foi

ling by the sturdy, glittering 4-4-0's

,day. Double-headers were pro-

hibiti d on the desei i ' of the

alkali dust that persistently penetrated the

nd valves, bu ut of

to help trains

and at White

Plain In lj" 1 engine was constantly

ong, hard pull

ui! White Plains Hill, a weird place

abounding in railroad lore and legend.

the road was, first in first

out, and t 1
"' jealous

autocrat of hi machine and b< tween runs

both engineers and firemen were regularly

!
, harges

ot of bra and dei

1 mil of the round

ims.

• Wadsworth was

Telephone in Cars at Terminal.

of our leading railroads have in-

stalled a telephone service at passenger

terminals that can be used by patrons in

the Pullman car before the train starts.

At the rear end of the observation plat-

form is what electricians call a jack, and

to this a wire is run from the bumping

p 1 a t thi 1 nd oi the track. The jack

i 1
,

.
• hutti I which closes auto-

matically when the plug on the end of

the wire 1- withdrawn. This protects the

unit.mm from moisture and dust when

not in us* I he 1 ar itself is wii

that a telephone is on the writing desk in

the car Connection with the enter

world is kept up until one minni

\ '

ious I
Urdu 1I1 Centurj Limited

is thus equipped, and the Chicago-Denver

Limited on the C. B 8 Q
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Applied Science Department
The Steam Indicator.

I \ . R] mm \i, CHI I'l VGR VMS.

Having briefly sketched the construc-

tion and operation of tin- steam indica-

tor and presented the detail in regard to

what may be called an ideal diagram,

and a general method of calculating the

mean effective pressure of steam as

shown by tin- diagram, it rem.mis In

present fuller details in regard to the

multitudinous variations that occur in

steam indicator diagrams and to explain

i he causes that lead to such

variations and suggest the remedies

that are essential to the

slruction and adjustment of the valve

gearing in order that tin indicator dia-

grams may approach as nearly as possi-

ble the ideal diagram already described,

and consequently insure the most eco-

nomical and effective use of the steam

power required in moving the engine.

It cannot be too strongly impressed

on the mind of the engineer or me-
chanic that tin- mosl important use of

the indicator is to ascertain fully and

clearly the action of the valves. The
exact adjustment of the valves while

the engine is in the hands of the most
skilled mechanics is no proof that they

will stay adjusted. When the engine is

under steam many parts of the engine

undergo changes, some of which ma-
terially affect the action of tl

Apart from the expansion of some parts

of the engine there is a tendency to de-

rangement by a rapid wear or springing

of some of the parts while the engine is

running. This liability to change is

greatest in the first week or two of ser-

vice. It is rarely otherwise than that

the lead or opening of the valve will

have increased at one end of the stroke

and diminished a corresponding amount
at the other end. The variation may
not be great, bul when it is remembered
that all of the other points are coinci-

dently disarranged it will be easily im

agined that the aggregate loss of effec-

tive pressure by the irregular action of

the valve increases tin ,. -t of running

as well as diminishing the power of

the engine. In short, engines may be

said not to be completed until the ad-

justment of the valve gearing has been

carefully tested by thi

In our illu-i i, it will be
noted that while retaining the ideal or

correct diagram for the pu

parison and marking with dotted lines

the diagram which m.i\ be tal

an engine win re the valve is to

extent out of its proper position, at the

point .r there is no apparent compres-

sion showing that the exhaust has re-

mained open until the piston has com-
pleted its stroke. Following this dotted

line in it~ upwai ,1 din i tii in, at

;; it shows that the piston is already

moving in its path towards the other

end of the stroke anil the valve has not

yet opened sufficiently to admil

pressure equal to the pressure in the

boiler or steam chest, and by the time

that the valve has opened to admit the

full pressure as shown at the top of the

diagram the piston has moved a con-

siderable distance on its path. This

point could be readily measured and
compared with the entire length of the

stroke and the number of inches trav-

eied by the piston before receiving the

full pressure of steam could be correct-

ly ascertained.

Following the dotted line further on

its course it will be noted at y that the

point where the dotted line begins to

move downwards on the diagram, or the

point of cut-off where the valve closes

and the admission oi - s, that

this point is extend distance

further than the ideal or correct point

In other words, in actual practii

posing the cylinder to

length and the point of cut -off aimed at

to occur when the piston had n

ins. on its pat und that

the piston had moved over - ins. on its

course befi ire the valve

Continu we find at the ex-

treme •
I hat there is a

latenes - n by the de-

gree of p

the cyliri

of exl

further proved by following the dotted

line to i ! lowing that the pis-

ton is

turn stroke.

exhaust and

back pri both seriou

backs in the economical u

and assuming that the design

valves and ports and amount of travel

of the valve are correct, the remedy is a

mere i adjustment of the

or eccentric

It must be understood, however, that

making any changes in the ad-

justment of the gearing, the diagram of

the return stroke of the piston should

also be taken, and still keeping the

i correct diagram before us, as

shown in Fig. 2, and assuming that the

diagram of the return stroke of the

piston is indicated by the dotted line, it

will be seen that in this diagram there

i considerable variation from the

ideal diagram. The compression of the

steam remaining in the cylinder from
the previous admission begins at the

point r, while the piston has still about

6 ins. to travel before reaching the

end of the stroke. It need hardly be

i hat this early compression is a

leal hindrance to the working of the

engine. Following the dotted line up-
wards it is evident that by the time the

point m is reached the valve has already

opened the port while the piston has

reached the end of the stroke.

i course, adds to the resistance

to piston travel. As we proceed from
the highest point of pressure it will be
noted at the point p that '.here is a lower-

ing of the dotted line before the point

of cut-off or closing oi th< valve has

The lowering of the line

at this point is generaly attributed to

known as wiredrawing. It i- a

proof tl of the

caused

.ill. or

with pip In the

sing the likely cause

of the wiredrawing >m the

early cl i i is evident

hi on its

der when th

has already begun closing, and hentc

- p pace

with tin

Another peculiarity will In

release,

inches to travel.

the more common
variations that may be noti

tor diagrams, and

gram will be illustrated and di

in the near future.
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Celebrated Steam Engineers.

\ X 1 >.

3 have pro-

neers, and these

• o small hand in the

the modern locomotive.

[ this sketch, George S.

mast- r mechanic oi

d Providence Railroad, and

,vays a man of marked abil-

, was at once architect, builder,

machinist and engin, ei Hi b, gar, build

., in [845, H>- firs!

named the "Norfolk," was [01 mai

i„ -1 1 motive in New

rhe engim was four wheel

ders, and was

• ted 1 ngin, 1

1 k. Several m « fea

tures wen nstruction

l0 il, ,-. I he dome, containing the

throttle valve, was placed in the middle

\ manhole opened into the

immediately over the firebox. The

oi an original design,

ti ,g of two bars, the upper bar

itt i«s. and the lower bar

_, N _, ins 1 hi i" destal jaws were ol ca I

al the top. The cylin-

I
with overlapping flanges

that admitted of a very secure fastening

to the fran • -
! he cylinders were held

ral casting, the lower

daptcd as a circular

r i tion upon which the truck readily

, novel features that

re i><
rmanently

!

l]
'

and

Indeed, few - 1

indelible impression

onstruc-

L"l
used bj

.nt.i.l.. ,1,

.
i

i

drop hool 1
"'1' r

< ted 01

,,,' the hi

place It was

na nt engineers to be

.

I
,„, locomo

ntion of what

'

|)
" shifting

did not have the qual-

rcliable valve

rly date

the highest

;
1 it ami

applied it to all the oldi r locomotives. As

a proof of his tine work as a m, chanii

.

he was the firsl to introduce the method

f having ecci ntrics keyi d in place before

the wheels were put under the engine, and

it 1. said that it was rarely found that a

in the eccentrii keys was neces

sary. lie experimented in placing elastic

lining betwi en the wheel 1 enters and the

tires, but as ' motivi - became heavier

unity in tins direction did not

meet with the success that he anticipated.

( I,,,, of his in, .si notable improvements

was the introduction of the brick arch

into the fireboxes of locomotives. This

was the most important step in smoke-

appliances hitherto accom-

plished, and the arch as perfected by him

is Ml n used i" il'. same form as finally

devised by him, Ih' also made the first

-rates and perfected the attach-

ments wh, rebj oik or more of the grates

could he moved sufficiently for dumping

the tire when required, lie also intro-

duced the first diamond-topped smoke-

,vhich was quite an improvement 111

ili, u 1 burning locomotives, ami was

Lily adopted by "titer buildi rs of

locomotives.

Mr. Griggs' work was marked by the

finest mechanical skill. This feature was

the more n mai kable in view of the fact

that machine shop tools, and more espe-

cialh tin, tools necessary for handling

work, had nearly all to he con-

structed in the shops where the 1 mo-

tives were built. In brief, he was a tine

type of the I.,-! kind of mechanic, com-

bining inventive ability of a high order

w jth 1 painstaking energy that never

wearied. As a pioneer in railroading his

Sei x 1, es were of mm h value in the devel-

opment of the locomotive.

Questions Answered

DM ca mi w 1 I II SUPERHE MM

W. G. L., New York, writes:

Could you pleasi tell me how the r,

on the V. T. & S F. 1 t 6 2,

the h p. and 1 p. 1 vlmdi . in

, ,, , , il,, efficiency of the locomo-

tive, mm by heating the team to a

it will expand in all di-

thus in, n a ing the hack pres-

the h. p. cylindi

quently ofi d ',, oi , '"' ' P-

cylinder! : V 1" a general

mPro

'1 hi high pri in. '. am when

ertainly produces hack

on, in ij 13 that the

, and the back

1

, healed il no doubt increase back

able to withstand

heat I.
. when introduced

inders than if

i, had 1 I

eated This advan-

tage is greater than the disadvantage

of slightlj increased back pressure. In

correctly estimating the compound all

the items on the debtor side have to

be added up and all the items on the

creditor side added together and the

balance struck. If there is cash in the

to speak, the operation is worth

while; if the losses are the greater of the

two, the operation is not a success. In

this case the gain from the superheating

outweighs the slight loss due to in-

creased back pressure.

EXPANSION OF WATER.

36. J. W., Kenora, asks how many times

its own volume does water expand under

the influence of heat.—A. There is no

formula by which you can at once find

the increase in volume of heated water, as

the expansion is not regular like mercury

in the tube of a thermometer. Kent gives

a table showing the volume of water at

. F., as unity. This temperature

is the one at which water attains its maxi-

mum density, and if at that temperature

ils volume is taken at unity, then at 50

Qegs . J' the volume would be I.OO025;

at 104 degs. F. it would be [.00767; at 140

degs. F. it would he [.01951, and at 212

degs. F. it had expanded so that it- vol

vine would he I.04332.

BRAKES CREEPING ON.

37. K. N., Wheeling. W. Va., writes:

You say that brakes creep on with the

live handle in running position

from the same causes whether the en-

gine is equipped with the standard

"Q o" brake valve or with the No. 6

E T brake. Vssuming that it is causi d

by brake pipe leakage and a sluggish

feed valve, why is il that the No. 6

brake will apply with the handle in

running position but the leakage will

t h, bral 1 »'hen the handli is

placed on lap \ '1' means

that the leak which is applying the

brake is ,11 the teed valve pipe, or in the

excess pressure pipe, or from the n gu

1, ting portion of the feed valve, and

when the hi. ike valve handle is pla, ed

,,,, lap position this leakage cannot af-

fect the brake pipe volume

G ,, 1
, n r-, m- ii'tiii 1

in,, mi

j8 1 1 ,
Brooklyn, writes: What is

,:., effect ol 1 I< ikii tf ° f the

tributing valve?—A. A leak to

the atmo pi re from this gasket has

pipe leal age

II there is a leak into the port "M" the

wiH , -, ape at the distributing

port while the

valve is in the release position. Alter

: , brake pip, redu, Hon th, • ffe, 1
ol the

depends upon volume of leak-

, amoui ol r, du, tion, brake • irlin

, ml brake pipe VOlUl H

the leal ag, 1 '
iderable, a light re-
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duction mi the lone engine will result in

ualization of pi i
. ing to

this brake pipe reduction. It coupled to a

train a blow will occur at the distribut-

ing valve exhaust port after the light

reduction if brake cylinder leakage is

not equal in volume to the 1< akage
through the gasket Aftei hi, ike pipe

pressure has been reduced below the

in th< i e \\ ill be an

increase of brake pipe pressure through
tski i from the brake cylinder

which will b< supplied from the main
reservoir. Whether this flow of air into

ike pipe will lift the equalizing

discharge valve of the brake valve 01

merely increase brake pipe pressure, de-

pends ui" m the volume of leakage from
gasket, brake pipe leakage, and leakage

past the brake valve piston packing
ring.

I OR PROBLEM.

39. K. T. YV., Sutherland. Tenn.,

v. rile- I am sending a question 1

would liki you to answer in the next

paper if you ran get it in. I have had
quite a discussion with the officials

about Sellers injectors or any other.

They claim that low water in boiler

will prevent injectors working. I told

them that low wain- had nothing to do
with it. I hope to have your answer
so I can let them read it.—A. You are

quite right about it making no differ-

ence whether the water in the boilei is

high or low. As long as the steam
pressure is sufficient and the flow of

water to the injectoi adequate the in-

jector will work. Are you sure they

I have meant low water in the

tender ?

I'K \KE5 CREEPING fix.

40. F. J. K.. Winona, Minn., writes:

When an engine here, equipped with the

"II 6" brake is coupled to a train of ears

' and tender brake creeps on

and the engineer claims he is compelled

to release tlie brake with the independent

valve, what could causi the brake to

creep on when the valve handles are in

running position '—A. The same tiling

that will cause any other type Ol

matte brake to creep on. It is caused bj

brake-pipe leakage and a defective feed

valve, that is a feed valve that does not

tly maintain brake-pipe pressure

at a predetermined figure. In this case,

however, you say that it was necessary

to use the independent valve to release

the brake, and this would he termed a

stuck brake and would he caused by an

overcharged brake pipe or a defective

distributing valve. The effect of an over-

charge, that is a brake-pipe pressure in

excess of the adjustment of t
1

valve is the same whether a distributing

valve or a triple valve is used. In the

event of what we would term a stuck

brake, if the brake pipe has n t

overcharged, and if the

g valve
is .it fault And as it v

with the indi n

li.it the applii atio n of the

distributing valve is all right, bul that

for some reason tin eq de vah e

could not be moved to n

winch could be caused bj the equaliz

ing valve sticking or by a leak
|

piston pai king ring which would allow
the pressure chamber to become charged
without , reating enough diff. rential in

pressure ti ve the equalizing valve

1 dui al ti in . nji >yed the privilege

nding night

provided for the sick, a

enl nind kept hunger away
from '.li .-. ho were 1111-

work, ami i nd read-

aintained

t clubs

encouraged, and prizes given for the

best ki
1

mson was a benevolent man,
but hi' believed in direi tit

tii to thi aid and encouragement of

ho were willing and reads' to

help themselves.

George Stephenson's Helping Hand.

Connection with railway enterprises

appeal to have exercised enterprising
lil" rality unkm iwn among ind

capitalists of ante railway daj s. The
noblest monument erected 1 rgi

Stephenson Was reared by himself in

the establishing at Claj Cross, 1 ng
land, of a system of education and pro

te< tii hi For working people That was
about 1840, ten years after the first

passenger-train hauling locomotive be-

Electric Night N. Y. Club.

A very significant paragraph in the re-

port oi the spi cial ci immittee • ii the New
II 1

1 w s :

"The electrification of large freight ter-

has ii"t as yet been attempt

satisfactorily worked out; therefore it is

1 proceed with caution in this

and the problem must be

lively studied and new developm< nt

hi fore it would be justifiable to make

'ASSEN'GER CARS IV I REEN MOUNT WRECK.

gan ti 1 Si Mind its irsl note of pi

The capitalists of those days were

nted mostly by land owm
manufacturers. These people 1

got ovei the ng work-

animals that h ere foi tui

their em] m enough for

their wi expi

ci iarse fooi ' ithing.

lisplayed a dif-

•

j b\ his humane poln

mdition of employment
should contribute

a small income to a

ii h the com

pany contributed liberally. From that

fund the work people's child:

ceived free education and those who
were working and needed or desired

such an installation

of any large freight terminal wi

number of roads, and cannot be

undertaken independent!; without the co-

in of all the railroads aft.

account of th

the various roads in the interchange of

freight ti

In the discussion

who participati

3 Krick,

superinti sylvania Tun-

ineer X. Y., X. H & II:

Calvin Townley, vice-president of the

American Institute

to the

American Locomotive

I B Stillwi 1'. nsulting engi-

neer.
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W, Kiehm

Triple Valve Test Rack.

ONS OF THE VALVES AND COCKS OF

THE TESTING RACK.

Valve A.

I

Position 2. Direct opening to brake

n 3. Lap.

. 4. Brake pipe exhaust through

1/32 opening.

n 5. Brake pipe exhaust through

3/64 opening.

Position 6. Brake pipe exhaust through

1/16 opening.

-. Brake pipe exhaust through

5/64 opening.

Cock F.

1 ontrols communication between the

main reservoir and testing rack.

Cock X.

Used in clamping triple valve to triple

valve stand face to admit air to and

exhaust it from the clamping cylinder.

Cock Y.

To be used if triple valve is of the

pipeless type, to permit brake pipe air

1 .
. Ili i\v to the triple valve.

Cock Z.

To be used if triple valve has brake

pipe connection to the check valve case.

Cock 7.

To exhaust air entirely from or re-

duce pressure in the auxiliary reservoir.

Cock 8.

Used when testing by-pass and grad-

uated release feature, to cut in, or cut

out, the supplementary reservoir.

k 9.

To close brake pipe exhaust to at-

mosphere from valve A, giving a pre-

determined brake pipe reduction.

Lever D.—The notch used determines

the differential pressures acting on the

triple valve piston.

PIPING HOUSE TEST RACK.

Cock I.Brake pipe exhaust for

''m tion

under

braki pipe air to

auxilia 1

il

: main

ir dur-

ols ci unmunicatii m between

pipe and triple valve and used to

operati triple- valve in quick action.

Cock 2.

( T 1-1 '1 to obtain 1 e.liu -'-1 au\iliai \

:.. obtain maximum aux-

iliary

Cock 3.

Closed to obtain reduc< d brake cylin-

me, Open to obtain maximum
brake cylinder vi ilume.

Cocl 1

[•o itr from the brake cyl-

1 ock 6.

pipe from

1
, thi au> 1I1. 11 j > ervoii

Air Brake Maintenance.

IMPROPER REPAIRS.

The problem of obtaining economi-

cal air brake repair work, and work

that will not come under the heading

of wrong repairs, has already been re-

ferred to, and if attention was called

to the problem without suggesting a

remedy it was because the remedy is

or should be easily recognized and

applied.

When repair parts of passenger

triple valves are found in freight triples

and springs that were not manufac-

tured for air brake apparatus are found

in triple valves the work needs super-

vision and the workman needs instruc-

tion. While the workman is not re-

quired to spend any of his hours off

duty in study unless he feels so inclined

it is not unreasonable to expect him to

know one type of tuple valve from an-

other and the repair parts of one from

those of another.

It is with regret that we sometimes

hear that the position of air brake in-

structor has been abolished or that the

air brake foreman has been assigned

to other duties, and believing in the

maintenance of air brakes in the high-

est possible slate of efficiency we can-

not help but think that at Mich times

not only an expensive but a serious

mistake has been made because if any

two nun employed by a railroad com-

pany an in a position to earn their

salary those two men are. and if they

ari no1 doing so it should not be a dif-

ficult matter to secure men who will,

instead of paving the way for further

- arele - wi irkmanship and

wasteful habits

It is no) necessary for an air brake

man to make a tour of inspection

through the average engine house and

freight yard in order to be convinced

that thousands of dollars are being
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wasted annually on air brake repaii

work alone, especially at points where
then- is little 1

'i 'i.
. supen ision, or

where very little attention whatever
1- paid to air brake repair work.

Whatever is derived from the air

brake, along the lim

suits, is proportioned in a measure to

what is put into it financially, but the

method by which 1 iture be-

the most economical and effec-

tive can be determined and decided

upon by air brake men only, as they

are familiar to a certain extent with the

most economical practices of all rail-

roads and are assisted by the experi-

ences of others.

If there are tricks in all trades, the air

brake trade is no exception and without

"giving away" any of the sharp prac-

tices or so-called tricks of the trade in-

dulged in by some repairmen, and look-

ing at the subject merely from a point

of doing work right instead of in a

way that will pass, let us consider the

operation requiring about the least

skill in air brake work, namely clean-

ing air brakes on freight cars. If any-

one interested is inclined to doubt that

there is any waste of time and material

in present day methods of cleaning air

brakes he should examine the number
of worn out packing leathers and make
an estimate of how much additional life

the leather should have had, or how
much longer each one would have given

good service in the cylinder if each

cleaner in his turn kept the thickest

part of the leather at the bottom of

the cylinder. One may also find a

number of discarded triple valve body
gaskets and note how many were pre-

maturely destroyed by being placed on
the reservoir instead of the triple valve

when that valve was applied, how many
were destroyed by improper lubrication

of the brake cylinder and by being

broken because one part of the gasket

adhered to the reservoir and the other

part to the triple valve when it was re-

moved. While the latter was primarily

no fault of the repairman that removed
the triple valve it would not have been
distorted or broken during the re-

moval if the repairman who applied the

new gasket had put a very small quan-

tity of lubricant on the reservoir side

of the gasket, prior to bolting the valve

to the reservoir.

calling attention to a w^aste of

packing leathers and body gaskets that

could have been avoided without taking

up more than a moment of the cl<

time, we desire to point out that he

can waste leathers or rather cause

them to be worn out prematurely by
failing to renew, or by using an ex-

pander ring that is oblong instead of

round or one that is a little large and

buts tightly at the ends, rings of that

kind will force their binding points into,

and wear through the leather in a re-

markably short time.

Quite often a stud backs out of the
piston when attempting to remove the
nuts in order to renew a packing leather

and quite often the nut and stud are

1 into the piston at the same
time instead of first removing the nut and
tightening the stud in the piston, and if

a packing leather slightly heavier or

thicker than the one removed, is used,

there may be a worse brake cylinder

leak through the piston than previously

existed witli the old packing leather.

Removing a packing leather on a pis-

ton in a repair yard among gravel and
cinders is at the best an unsatisfactory

practice and the work can be better

done by keeping a quantity of p

with leathers properly put on, in stock,

thus leaving the removed piston to be
cleaned and leather put on at some
more convenient place and at a more
suitable time.

When the triple valve is removed the

reservoir studs sometimes back out two
or three threads before the nut

loosens, and sometimes all the way.

In order to get the standard stud out

of the flange of the triple valve body,
it is, in most cases, necessary to take

the nut off, and during the operation

the threads are sometimes damaged and
as a result there is a reservoir leak. At
times when the nut loosens after the

stud backs out part way. the repairman

neglects to tighten the stud first and the

same reservoir leak exists and if it can

be heard the triple may be taken off

again and two body gaskets used, the

second gasket may more effectually

divert the course of leakage so that it

is not so easily noti

This waste of time and material is

not confined entirely to p

leathers and triple valve body-gaskets,

but will be found to exist on about

every other Iin< work, but not

necessarily in id yards. The
writer's attenl

to ordin 1 pipe connec-

tions at til.: triple valve leading to the

retaining Vmong about 100

I

and which had been pre^ i' msly

at variou lout the coun-

try, 60 per cent, were found v.

repair-

man, when removing a triple valve.

finds a gasket in the union and does not

lose it during the operation he will

likely replace it, but if none is found,

it will take up too much time to cut

one.

• was taken of de-

fective valves, broken and cracked pipe

and crossed threads in the trip!

it showed 60 per cent, practically in-

operative retaining valves from one

cause alone, and while they may not be

of so much importance at times. 60 per

cent, inoperative on a grade
some time cost more in about 15 min-

u a score of repairmen's wages
would amount to in several years. We
do not wish to insinuate that the ma-

airmen are careless or that

the repair work in all freight yards is

faulty, but when a repairman u
i

about one hour and 30 minutes in put-
ting up a retaining valve threading and
fitting about 25 feet of %-inch pipe and
then, because there is a badly worn

in the triple exhaust port, drive

the nipple in with a hammer and con-
nect the union, it is plainly evident that

an improvement can be made.
It is all very well for a railroad offi-

-pend a short time with the re-

pairmen, look about the place, collect
:

ti and then say and believe

that "it is our practice to do thus and
so," when it is done in the manner de-

scribed. If any one arrives at the con-

clusion that the average air brake re-

pairman requires no supervision or fur-

ther instruction there is a serious mis-

take being made. Xo matter how care-

ful or conscientious a workman may be
there are times when he may become
weary in well doing, and conceive the

idea that he is doing something un-

necessary and so devise a shorter cut

to the completion of the particular

piece of work, and if allowed to go on,

he may gradually be led to abbreviate
the work until eventually he 111:1.

sider that stenciling the reservoir and
cylinder will be sufficient for the pres-

ent cleaning.

There is but one way to have air

brake repair work done in an economi-
cal and at the same time satisfactory

and there is but one man 111

position to know whether this is being
done or not, and the air brake foreman,
to know this, must be an experienced

and capable man himself, because if

there is any inclination to dec-

is not a hard matter to do it and
furthermore we sometimes deceive

Safety Valve Adjustment.

n which the of the

of the ET brake

i with,

ire of adjustment

umably with a view of

preventing an accumulation of brake

cylinder pressure sufficient to slide the

driving wheels. We have always tried

to impress upon our readers the im-

e of adjusting any and all pres-

rnoi the figure recom-
mended by the manufacturers, at least

until local conditions or special in-

structions necessitate

The manufacturers of modern brake
equipments have spent large sums of
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.' thoroughlj

and are

ommendations,

ders may not

ie proper ad-

[etj valve it is

1 omments upon

t ol the pressure gov-

vah e, and make a com-

with the effect of the brake

sure developed by what

all the standard brake, a brake

having the G6 brake valve and the com-

bined straight air brake, schedules

S W. \ and S. V\ B

In the tii -1 place the safetj valve is

in communication with the application

, ylindei oi the distributing valve dui

in- all the manipulations of either brake

valve, except at such time as the

equalizing valve of the distributing

N alve 1 1
' i' e lap position,

whether it he the result of the manipu-

ropi r brake cylinder pressures are de-

veloped i 1 c;

During s
applications when

the higl retarding effect is

the rise qi brake cj Under pres-

sure made possible by additional fea-

tures and a higher adjustment of the

safety valve brings the braking power

ol the locomotive brake somewhat

nearer to that of the car brakes. In order

to make this clear we will consider

two locomotives equipped as stated,

assuming that each locomotive lias

200.000 lbs resting on the driving

wheels and that two 16-in, cylinder,

an used For convenience we will take

1
, ,,11 1. 1 numbei - and 1 onsidi 1 but one

side of the locomotive and tin total

power exerted.

Idle locomotive equipped with what

we will call the standard brake would

be braked by what is commonly known

.
- -- on 50. that is 75 per cent, braking

: .1 m;-ii \i 1 lOVn

alve 01

i ti d 10 main

in the applica-

ribul ng valve.

, application

Will H-" a fi '.'.

tioil m
. ,.,,.,!,- .,110,1

. and to

"blow

moans
68 lb,.

PI RSOXS Kll LED

,ased on 50 lbs, cylinder pres-

|,il, the locomotive with the

I
. , ,, pmenl would be braked at <»>

01 (.0 per cent, braking

I on 50 lbs. cylinder pres-

u,-i 1 )n the Iocomotn e w ith the

standard brake eai h t6 in. braki 1 > lin

J, r v. , mid develop approximately

10.000 lb total pressure from a 50 lbs

v-linder pi 1 ;un which must be multi-

plied by a hi to 1. 10 bring

00 lb- o,, ,dl brake

0I1 ,.:, ide of the locomotive

which is m 1 . ssary to develop the brak-

PC1 , I
,,1 ol ill, IOO.OOO

11,^
,
win. h 1 leaked bj tin oin cylin

, tn ill- locomotive equipp' d w ith

tl1( 1

:, . He total pressure

on the h leveloped bj the

cylindei pre; sure, which must

, bul 60.000 lbs at the shoes

... hi, i, p quii 1 .1 h 1 1 rage of 6 to 1

1
-

, evident then that the engine

v. ,,ii thi tand 11 d bral 1 n ith a cylinder

lbs resulting from a

service application of the brake, de-

v( lop, ,i pull of 75.000 lbs. on the brake

shoes on one side of the locomotive or

18.750 lbs. on each shoe if there are four

shoes. Also 45 lbs. cylinder pressure

as developed by the straight air brake

would give 16,785 lbs. pressure on each

of four brake shoes, while with the ET
brake, the 45 lbs. cylinder pressure

transmitted through the 6 to 1 leverage

ratio will bring a pull of but 13,500 lbs.

on each of the tour

Thus it is seen that calculating from

the same cylinder pressure, during or-

dinary service operations, the brake on

the engine equipped with the ET brake

is jo per cent, less effective than the

standard brake, even when regarded

from a pound pressure point of view,

however, during the emergency opera-

tion, the 68 lb. cylinder pressure de-

veloped by the ET brake, transmits

through the 6 to 1 leverage 81,600 lbs.

total braking power, or approximately

20,000 lbs. on each of four brake shoes.

It is understood that in each of these

events or instances the weight on the

driving wheels is 100.000 lbs. or 25,000

lbs per wheel tending to keep it re-

volving-. The weight assumed ha, been

taken arbitrarily in order to obtain

round numbers, for ease of calculation.

It is intended to acquaint the reader

with the object and relative effect of

the 68 lb. cylinder pressure.

Those interested in this subject are

aware that the term "percentage of

- power" is obtained when the

locomotive or car is at rest, "retarding

effect" when in motion, and while the

terms bear some relation to each other

they are entirely different when at-

tempts are made to calculate the re-

tarding effect from cylinder pressure

only

While investigating the cause of a

slid flat wheel, the airbrake man of to-

day is inclined to disregard brake cyl-

inder pressure in that connection, and if

1 1, 1 d by the automatic brake, brake

1 ylinder pressure must have been de-

veloped with which to draw- the shoe

against the wheel, the amount or num-

ber of pounds being merely incidental

Injuring the driving wheel tires of a

1 motn e < quippi d witli the ET
brake is almost impossible, whether the

pr, me on the cylinders is 68 or too

]]
)C

p

.-is tin- independent brake can be

used at all times to release and reapplj

the locomotive brake without disturb

,,... n,, train brakes 'I he ET brake

is an excelh n1 proti ction to driving

win i I tires, although it I an be com-

1 elled to produce some bad results; in

fa, t it .-an be made to produce many

that it was .1. signed to over-

Vlainti mine- m £
1

order is

t requisiti with air brake equip

ni.nl as w.ll as with any other of the

many appliances used oil locomotive!
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Electrical Department

The Interborough Repair Shops.

Bv W. B. Kouwen Hi \ 1 N

The [nterb .rough Rapid Transit Co.
operatic both the Elevated roads and
the Subway in Now York City. The
reader is referred, for a description of
the electrical equipment used by this

company, to pages 545 and 546 of the

'907 volume of Railway and Loco-
motive Engineering and to pages 69 and
70, 163 and 104, 255 and 256 of tl

volume. 1 In shops on the elevated lines

lake eare of 1,600 motor cars, and those

of the Subway 1.300 motoi

The motor ears are inspected alter

they have run 900 to 1,000 miles and
are completely overhauled after 65,000

ol travel. Formerly the Inter-

borough inspected and repaired their

equipment every three and one-half to

four day-. This, on the mileage basis,

corresponds to only about 450 miles,

and unless a ear was in almost con-
tinuous service it would not make this

distance. The mileage system has re-

duced the number of car- inspected per
day on the elevated Hues from 232 to

17.8 per cent. In the case of

the Subway the reduction has been
even larger, or 51.8 per cent. The

mileage between inspections on
the elevated 1- now 967.6 miles, where
formerly it was 484.5, and on the Sub-
way the increase lias been from 419
miles under the old system to 1,014

miles under the new. The Elevated
cars are now inspected about every
seven days and the Subway cars every
seven and one-quarter d

When a motor car has run 1.000

miles it comes into the barns and is

run over a pit. Here the control ap-

paratus is inspected and each control

combination, corresponding to the
points on the controller, is tested. The

with their brushes and brush-
holders are examined and the air

brake, pump and governor are cleaned

and tested. The brake rigging is gone
over and the triple valve and the en-

valve are carefully tested. At
the same time the air brake
travel is taken The wheels are .

and the trucks are cared for. The con-
tact shoe- are inspected and the shoe

5ted. In the meantime, the car

looked over for any defects,

and all of the windows, doors catches
and other small parts receive attention.

The signal and light circuits are

and the train line with its coupler

sockets is inspected. The motor ar-

mature bearings are oiled, Ml the

bearing an repai Led with wool waste
every 10,000 mile-. The car body is

now swept out and the windows
washed.

1 orrespi

,

mi,,,
1 to eacn car tna1

(he inspection barn- there is an inspec-
tion card. On tin- card 1 erj part of
the car 1- listed and given its

number. Every man in the in

gang has certain part- of the ear that

it is his sole duty to look alter. After
he has completed the inspection of

these particular parts of the car, he
marks the part- on the inspection card

O. K.. indicates any repair work that

has been necessary, and signs hi- pass
number. This places the responsibility

directly upon the repair man. If that

particular part of the ear that he has

marked O. K. fails before the next in-

spection, he is held responsible. How-
ever, if a man dor- his work thorough-

ly and carefully and no failures occur,

then he receives a substantial bonus for

his faithfulness. This system of hold-

ing the repair men personally respon

sible. and of rewarding the - >1 men,
has resulted in a very marked increase

in the efficiencj of the repair -hop

torce, and the incompetent man is

dropped.

After a motor car ha- completed

65,000 mile- of travel, it 1- sent to the

repair shop. In the repair shop the

body is jacked up and the trucks are

run out from under and taken to the

machine shop. Tin

out and sent to the armaturi

]

overhaul, d, ("In ai matures ar.

for insul inds, short circuits

and open coils, In

2,000 vol 'ma' ure

This voltage is almost four times

great.;- than tl iperates under

when on the road, and an armature

which can withstand this test i

thin- unforeseen happens. If

coils are defective, the

1 part of the winding is re-

w coils are substituted.

n armature comes into
I

rewinding the sec-

ond tin old 1

tire, an.l d

The revcrser and all of the contact-

i.om underneath the
car body and sent to the armature

line they are carefully tested

and thi of all the coils is

I lay are reinstated and
are ap-

plied and tin- entiri iiuchanism is care-

fully gone over. If a contactor is de-

111 any way, it is entirely rebuilt.

The resistance grids and the control
rheostat are removed from the car
body and are sent to the armature

1 a thorough
ire repaired when neces-

sary. 'I he air pump compressor and
the governor are removed and sent to

the machine shop. In the machine
shop the compressor motor is taken out
and sent to the armature room. Here
it receives the s ;miL. treatment as that

received bj main motors them-
s.-lvcs.

1 ar body wiring, including the
train line, bus line and the light and
heater circuits, are thoroughly

paired. All I

and the defective ones are re-

are taken off all

the connection boxes, the coupler sock-
ets are examined and new springs are

1 master
controllers are

1 pened and given a

thorough inspection and cleaning and
new fingers arc put in v.

d and
'lie armature room, where it is

d and reassembled
in first

In the machine shop the air corn-

leaned.

I and put in perfect repair.

The tin m ful inspec-

tion. The gauge of the wheels is tested

and the flanges are examined. If nec-

trued up by
grinding. The contact shoes with the

(1 and put in con-

are sent

back from the armature room, the

dells mounted on the trucks

armatures inserted. The brush
are removed, cleaned and re-

nd new armor us placed over

protect the insula-

tion from chafing. This armoi
rass

wound, is simply slipped over the

run back under the

and the bo 1 back
antime all of the

other parts that had been removed
from the car f< n and repair
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I all the

1 1 innec

. applied

. . 1 1

'

I applied

boiler It is

, cry wire in the ear cir-

ready f' nd is turned over to

the traffic department for regular work.

lepartment that has charge of

the inspection an 1 repair of the equip-

ment maintain- a complete card index

ii ius parts of a mo-
tor car that come under their care. In

1 In- system ever} motor, every corn-

motor, every contactor, and in

NEW YORK CENTRAL TERMINAL WORK STEEL WORK SUPPORTING TRACK.

d svhen successful proves that

the insulation is well able to withstand

h it 1- subjected 111

ts f 1 short circuits, ground

and bn ken or 1 ip< n 1 in Liiti d n

plied to everj win Then the

- rate 111

the pro] 1 ions, and the con-

put through the various

1 he dif-

I

1 mastei con-

. the metal parts oi the

nd.

: lilar up

idly operated

I the Subway with

where

ir work

<
! to be

:

1

Met almost every part of the motor car

equipment ha- a separate card. On
this card is kept a complete record of

rticular motor or piece of ap-

paratus, showing the date on which it

came in tor inspection and repair, the

trouble, if any existed, and wdiat was
done, and by whom, is there set down.

With this system it is possible to tell

when any given part of the equipment
fail- an undue number of times.

rin Inti rbon nigh Rapid Tran 1 '

largi fi inndry in which they

on of thi ti licks, as is the case
in the shops of any first class steam

railroad.

Not only docs this company maintain
a complete record of each individual

riece of apparatus and hold the repair

and inspection men personally respon-
sible for the work they do, but they
also have a very excellent system of

keeping their shop foremen on their

mettle. Each month, in the office of

the superintendent of this department,
a report is made out giving the costs

of labor and maintenance per car-mile

employed in the.se inspection and repair

barns that are doing similar work. A
copy of this report is sent to each fore-

man, informing him just what he has

been doing in his own shop, and also

what the other men have accomplished.

With this system a foreman makes it

his business to keep well informed as

to the amount and cost of the repair

parts that his shop is using, and this

causes him to do his best to keep down
the cost of labor and material as low' as

possible.

The delays that take place on the

road are reported to the inspection de-

partment over the telephone. From
these repor's a list 1- made up giving

the length of exact delay and the cause.

These are embodied in the monthly re-

port and each delay is charged to its

proper cause. An example of the com-

pleteness and detail of tin- report is

given below

Length. Charged to

Inspection

NEW YORK CENTRAL TERMINAL WORK ON EXPRESS LEVEL

make thi

d sc •
1

it the smaller in in

manufa ture their own ar-

1 iry can build

and equ « ith the

The xyritei take this op-

poi tunitj to thank Mr. J. S I loyli . su-

dent, Mr. Kerins and Mr. Rae

mer, for their kindness in furnishing

him with the data ;
I

icle
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Narrow Gauge Engine for Central South African Railways
Werecentlj Ea and following the mosi practice, reducing .he trailing truck.

Mallet articu ,tive both tin- valve and pi 1 „ and 6 -
jns

bullt b-
'

'

'•" "ded with exti
1 1 1„ tin-, wid te area of 35

pany '' rican Rail- way, th, alio of grate area to
ways -

'

!
' inders and fricl ting surface of 70.6. The

pleted a '' t0 a minimum. \n
i , ansion

same road which is .... mteresting exampl ign is the n, .,,, at the back end> while the support
ot the maximum weight and power ob- the piston-rod ,hich is for the front end is furnished by a steel
tainabl,

1
i th, imitations .constructed

:j .„ lestal
of a 3-ft. 6-ins. gauge ot track. In work- other interesting feat.

| ie tender, whi,
>ng order 1. h ighl oi 155,000 the trailing truck, which i- a modification fitted with a U-sl aving a water
lbs., ot which 106,000 lbs. are carried on of the company's nev ide capacity of 4,000 I pace for
the driving wheels. bearing radial truck which has been sue- to English tons of coal. The tender trucks

W..I, 62 ins. dnviti
|

d a maxi- ce mil, applied to a numl
mum tractive power of 28,800 lbs., the Pacific type locomotives, In the truck brakes arc appli drivers, and
most difficult problem in connection with here applied the 111-.:, in ,, ; addition the engine is equipped with a
this design was to provide sufficient boiler the use of a spring yoke rigidlj secured vacuum brake which acts on the tender
capacity to meet the requirements without to the slab frame instead of one hinged to wheels and is provided with a connection
exceeding the height of 7 ft. S ins. from the frame. The advantages of this type of for the train line. The principal ratios and
the top of the rail to the center of the trailing truck, as compared with the build- dimension ign are given below

:

boiler. In this case the difficult} was very ers' older type of outside bearing radial , ,

.

- Jt^ e Factor of adhesion 3.68
satisfactonlj overcome by the application truck, are: Greater simplicity of construe- Total evaporative heating surface -h

of highly superheated steam. The boiler tion, material reduction in the dead weight
1

.

, eva'p'oVa'
56 '6

delivery factor indicates ample boiler of the engine, and a more perfect main- nl 6-7

R. F. Collins, Locomoti-

PASS1

.Superintendent.

FOR THE CEXTRAL SOUTH AFRICAN RAILWAY!

capacity to meet the requirements of

the service for which the engine is in-

tended, in which the maximum speed

will not exceed 45 miles an hour.

The superheater is the builders' latest de

sign with fire tubes having side steam

headers and tubes of the double lo

arranged to giv, e oi super

heat. The superheater as here applied pro-

vides a heati ce of 353 sq. ft. This

is 19 per cent, of the tube heating

which approximates very closely the ratio

recommended by German lo,

signers, in which country tl

of supe. ! n has been '

to a high degree of efficiency. Full ad-

vantage has been taken of the application

of highly superheated steam to u

cylinders and a low boiler pressure. The
cylinders are 21 ins. in diameter by 28 ins.

stroke, and the boiler carries a working

pressure of 170 lbs. to the square inch.

Ten-inch p.-' ire employed;

tenance of th, in their normal

nam and truck frames and

alignment with and full bearing

on the journal

. in a central

opening formed in the spring-scat guide

and is c. trunnion block which

inal cpen-

which is pro-

Is carried in bearings

side of the spring-

nni, iii Mock i- coupled

to the • means of a trans-

ing through the trunnion

ming a

aire type and

is provided wil arebox in ac-

cordance with the usual English practice.

The throat sheet and backhead are inclined

so as to throw the center of gravity as

far forward as possible, the

more weight on the driving wheels and

Volume . rs, cu. ft 1 1.20

Total evaporative heating surface ~ -

1-7

3.12

Trace.. iamcter drivers
equivalent heating surface 711

Super!:. .rat-

io.

I

er. 28.800.

vmp. 11 ft. 2 ins.: total. 20 ft.

n drivers,

' firebox,

I
sq. ft. ; total,

ngth, 78 ins.; width, 65
.

in.; back, !i in.; water space,
!>ack, 3 ins.

length,
. .

v 11 B. W. G.

I ruck—Radial with outsi.le journals.
capacity,

an lap.

. 62 ins.
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Items of Personal Interest

.Mr. A. I

'•

I .1 " has been appi linted

the \ irginian Rail-

fo k. V.i.

Mr. P. .1. Archer has been appi iint< d

a nt ol the Arizona

ern R: Mr. C. E. Walker

Mr. J. T. Foley has been appointed

nl to vice-president of the 1 1 1 i-

1 R ill i id and with office

Mr 1. O. Jackson lias been appointed

al superintendent of the Beau-

Great Northern, with office at

fe>

Mr. E 1!. Hall has been appointed mas-

on the Chicago & North-

I | Gl <>\ e, la.. SUi -

Mr. C. Coleman.

Mr. J. \V. Lowery has been appointed

mechanic of the Tombigbee Val-

ley, with officf at Calvert, Ala., vice Mr.
1

'
1' I :ri ioks, resigned.

ohn Nash lias been appointed dis-

m the < Iregon Short Line,

Kemmerer, VVyo., vice Mr.
A R . I

Mr. A. B. Pollock, assist;

I . Penns\ h ania

P "... ha - bi ' n appoint-

upervisor of -

Mr. W. R. Smith has bi i n ap] ti '1

ic on the Chicago & North-

western at thi ils, vice

Mr J. Charlton, transferred.

Mr. Al
I

lias been appi linti '

!

at Tucker. I tali on
1

oad, \ ice

Mr. R. I nsfern d.

Mr. !'.
! ip, lintc 'I

..

"
irgh Rail-

Wilson, resigned,

ppointed

.11 the

in the

at Via] Mr. J. II. Farmer,

transferred.

Mr. Oscar Kucnzel, formerly mechani-

cal engineer for the Pennsylvania at New
Bremen, has resigned, lie intends to be-

come the editor of a mechanical paper in

New York.

Mr. II. G. Huber, assistant master

mechanic of the Pennsylvania at l'hil-

lipston, Pa., has been transferred to

Harrisburg to succeed Mr. W. J. Rus-

ling, promoted.

Mr. J. Charlton, master mechanic on

the Chicago & North-Western, in charge

of Chicago terminals, has been trans-

ferred to Mason City, vice Mr. F. D. Fos-

dick. transferred

Mr. W. E. Woodhouse. master me-
chanic of the Canadian Pacific at Calgary,

Alb., has been appointed shop superin-

tendent at Winnipeg, Man, vice Mr. S. J.

Hungerford, n -

Mr. C. \V. Stambaugh, of York, lias

been appointed ro.nl foreman of engines

of the Baltimore and Hanover division of

itern Marybnd Railroad, vice Mr.

H. K. Mart :, resigned.

Mr. W. J. Rusling, formerly assistant

master mechanic on the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Harrisburg, Pa., has been

appointed general foreman of tin I nol

-hop- of the same road

Mr F B. llarrmian lias resigned as

general manager of the Illinois Central

and of the Indianapolis Southern; the

pi it i i .
i

,
i be

i

sumed by the i i< • pn sident.

Mr. James R, I 'al et si >n, n ho 1ms d < i n

in charge of the advertising department

of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

red !n- ii mnection

with tin Angus Sinclair Company.

Mr. II C. Stevens has been appointed

mic ot the fourth division

of the Denvei & Rio i irande Railroad.

h it h In adquarl ers at Alarm isa, ( a >li i .

vice Mr. J. II. Farmer, transferred.

Mr. W. I. Bit ppi linted

master nic Ol the M aryland I >i

\\ i ii i n Mai j land Rail-

ith headquarti al Hagi

I i.i-i h promoti d

Mr. J. 1 1 Fat nic ' 'ii

. S Rio

Coli I

.

.

i
i

l.im s.

over the

Zanesville & W< -tern. Office at New
York.

M r. I i.inicl \\ illard, president i if the

is & O., has been elected chairman of the

board of diri ctors o thi i ini innati, Ham-
ilton & Dayton, succeeding Mr. O. G.

Murray, who continues on the executive

committei

Mr. R. B. White h: I tppointed

superintendent of the Indianapolis &
Springfield division of the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton, with headquarters

at Indianapolis, vice Mr. J. M. Scott

pn imi ited.

.Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson, superintendent

of motive power of the Virginian Rail-

way, has resigned from that position to

become general superintendent of the new
plant of the Baldwin i itivi Works
at Eddystone, Pa.

Mr. G. II Emerson, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Great

Northern Railway at St. Paul, Minn., has

been promoted to the position of assistant

general manager of the sami road, with

headquarters at St. Paul

Mr George E. Howard has been ap-

pointed Eastern representative of the J.

Rogers Flannery & Company, general

;ents for the Tate flexible staybolt,

manufactured by the Flannery Bolt Com-
pany of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. J. F. Deems, general superintendent

of motive poor, rolling stock and ma-
chinery of the New York Central Lines,

has had his jurisdiction extended to the

I oledo & Ohio Central, and to the Zanes-

ville & Western Railways.

M r I. M Scott, superintendent ol the

Indianapolis & Springfield division of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton *\: Dayton,
has been appointed superintendent of

the C, ii S I) and branches, with

hcadquartet . i Dayt. io.

Mr. A. C. Deverell, assistant superin-

t< ndenl i >f un .live power of thi i
.

Northern at St. Paul, has been appi linti d

of motive power, with

jurisdiction 1 1\ > r locomotn es and car

In ip
.

>.
i

i

Mr. C. I . \dair.

roundhoti n on the Cincinnati.

I lamilton & Daj ton, at i 'hv inn;

of the Kansas City, Mi xu o & ( h ient,

with headquarl i rs at Sweetv i I
.

Mr. John M. Borrowdale, formerly as-

partment, lias

depart-

tin I Mini lis i '.i ntral, the '
;

i
•

Mississippi \ . 1 1 1 < \ . and tin Indianapolis

Southern 1 itl Chii agi i,

111.
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Mr. C. M. Tritsch has been appointed

superintendent motive power and car

departments of the Western Maryland
Railway ami of the Georges Creek &
Cumberland Railway, with head-

quarters at Hagerstown, Md., vice Mr.

R. E. l-'\ ans. resigned.

Mr. A. II. Westfall has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of the

o, St. Louis & Western and of

the Chicago & Alton Railroad, with

office at Bloomington, 111. Mr. P. H.
Houlahan, having resigned, the office

of general manager is abolished.

Mr. R. D. Hawkins, assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the Great

Northern at St. Paul, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power, with

jurisdiction over the mechanical and elec-

trical forces, other than locomotives and

. i ice Mi G. II. Emerson, pro-

moted.

Mr. Morgan K. Barnum, formerly gen-

eral inspector of machinery and equipment

on the C, B. & Q., has been appointed

general superintenden of motive power of

the Illinois Central, the Yazoo & Missis-

sippi Valley, and the Indianapolis South-
ern Railroads, with headquarters in Chi-

cago, 111.

Mr. C. E. Walker lias resigned as

secretary and treasurer of the Phoenix
& Eastern Railroad, the Gila River
Railroad, the Aravaipa Canyon Rail-

road, and the Arizona Eastern Rail-

road. Mr. Gibson Taylor has been
secretary, and Mr. P. J. Archer.

treasurer of these roads.

Mr. II. Berlin Yoorhees, son of Mr.
lore Voorhees, vice-president of

the Reading, has been appointed first

[i Daniel Willard. presi-

dent of the Baltimore & I Ihio. !

been superintendent of the Philadel-

phia division of the Baltimore & Ohio
for some tune.

iternational Railway Congress
to be held at Berne. Switzerland, next

July promises to be a most int<

meeting. Dr. Angus Sinclair, inspectoi

of technical education on the Erie Rail-

road, has been appointed In I

'

F. D. Underwood to represent the rail-

tpany at the meeting. 1 h

elair expects to sail on June -'5. and
will make an extended tour in the

British Isles and on the Continent.

Mr. R. C. Richards has been app
i - I Ctor on the Chii

North-Western Railway. He wi

- far as possible, by education and
enforcement of disci].

h

dilation

Of the i

i h result in injuries to

rs and damages to freight. Mr.
Richards was claim agent tor mat
on this road. He is to observe th<

of accidents, methods of handling trains

and freight consignn try to

bring about the necessary co-operation be-

tween departments. - ago he
i book on the subject of railway

accidents.

The position

tive power of the Rock Island

Worth bolished and Mr. !•'.

W. Williams, its incumbent, trans-

dar Rapids, la. Mr. C. M.
upei intendenl i [

Shawnee. Okla., now has jurisdiction

over the entire Southei n d

thi territoi

ered by Mr. Williams. Mr. \V. J,

O'Neal, master mechanic, has been
transferred io the Louisiana division,

'' E Idorado, \.rk., .md
i

- -i eded by
Mr. II. Clewer, who has been
foreman .-f equipment at Trenton, Mo

Mr, Leo Pender, formerly roundhouse
foreman at Tucker on the Denver ,\ Rio

Grande, has been transferred to Thistle,

Utah, in the sami i apai it; . . : Mr. W.
J. Woodhead, resigned. Mr. Ten, I.

his youth in South America, his parents

having gone there in 1882. He came back
to the United States in 1898, where he
worked as machinist until I',

a couple of years tiring on the Northern
Pacific, after which he went to '

He was gang foreman, fireman, .

and foreman on Mexii

1909 he was employe.;
: by the

D. & R. G. at Helped. Utah, and later he

was made roundhouse foreman at Tucker.

and now transferred to Thistle.

The Secretary of State at Washington
has designated the f. Mowing gent'.

represent this country at the eighth inter-

national railwax congress to he held al

Berne, Svi it :ei land, next July : Tl

gaies are Messrs. Franklin K. Lane of

California and I dgar I 1 lei k ol [1 u .,,

Interstate 1 lommei ... 1 lommissionei s

;

' sident of the

Southern Railway; W. A Garrett, former

general m ml Air Line ;

I]
1 iwn, \ l.e president of the Rail-

M S

.

•he American
Railwaj W. F. Schefter,

Pittsburgh; Cordenio \ S

Paul, Mil . Kuntz of

tticially

the con-

. er, send-

witchman on

tern Railroad.

ted with a medal of

inder the pro-

. erning

such matters. Mr. K

... woman at

•.irallel tracks.

trs hid an approach-

1 her. The switchman rus

she, mistaking his in-

d with him until the en-

gine struck them down. The woman fell

outside the track at

' ied and

night. Kar-ten was not

ti ndcr and th

\ er him.

The rail.

the Int. rstat .mission,

laying the facts before them, with the re-

sult that the medal of honor was awarded.

Mr. Walter Me I'arland. who has been
. d with the Westinghou

trie cc Manufacturing Compai
Jan. 1, 1899, 1

position with th.

Wilcox Company. Mr. McFarland has

occupied the office of acting vice-presi-

dent for the Westinghouse Electric &.

Manufacturing Company for a period ex-

ti riding ovei ten 3 ears. In this 1

he has had official supervision of the

ontracts of the company,
as being th. advisory head in

1
o operative mi ivements of thi 1 om

pany with the Associ; nghouse
Companies, involving literature, adver-

tising and exhibition work. Mr. McFar-
land was born in Washington. D. C,

His education was received in

the public schools of Washington, the

torj department of Columbia
University and the United States Naval
Academy. lie entered the latter insti-

1 in 1875. and
in 1879 he graduated, being second in

his class. In 1881 lie was commi
as assistant engineer; in l8oi as past

assistant engineer, and in 1808 as chief

engineer. He was th,- youngest officer

for more than twenty \

reached the latt

a frequent col the technical

rs on engineering
topics h: or him an enviable

reputation as

perience anil ad' an

Obituary.

Frederick Mortimer Robinson, wdio

d with the 1

Steel Car Company of Pittsbur(

for tin . agent,

>n April 2. and was
April 4. Mr.

I

1 with

'iiio Railwai

pany.
! Knight Templar and

a member of the

Shriners at Richmond. Ya.; a 1

mwealth Club. Ri.
'

Pittsburgh, and the \

i.ty. Richmi
- d by his parents, one brother

and twi :i has
11 known in the railroad supply

he mom
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General Foremen's Association

Punctuality Demanded,

ing the chair at the last con-

being elected president of
1

ii n. Mr. T. II. Ogdi
"1 have found a little something to

say. Lil tor from Mississippi,

I can only say, how-
ever, that I thank you for the courtesy

and will endeavor to d<> my best. I

will say, further, thai there is no officer

; o ;den,

ii make it a

without the assistant of all.

: -ill]. . il ,i]i' .ill 31 ii I,

in consider the as-

nl this morning, it 1

5

any - iffii 1 r. None
ild -11, 1 ei il with. mt

1 1 'juration. While
m, I shall try t 11

lieii right name. V

ind commence

in fur-

b< 1 dinates u ith what
1

:

, > .•.
. 1 . 1 i

time and 11.

II have i" be-

to call

1 topic

some plan by which we can know what

ni> next year,

and each member write something

—

some article on some particular sub-

ject, and present it to the meeting,

just the same as the ones who present

the paper on the subject. We should

talk this over among ourselves and
each member come with a small paper

on quick turning of power, the cost,

how to obtain the best method, back

shop practice and how to get the av-

erage out of the power that is required.

I believe that this association has two
topics that we can discuss in this meet-

ing, and we can discuss them for two
or three years; one is the quick turn-

ing of power and the other is the mile-

age of an engine and how to procure it.

Back shop practices—how to handle the

work in the round house—all such

things are dependent upon us. It is a

good thing to argue about air and get

the different opinions about our work in

the shop, but after it crosses the turn-

table it is of little interest to us except

in the case of an engine failure. We
want to discuss the best method to pre-

vent engine failures. When we have

accomplished that, reduced the co I o)

operation and turning the work out in

good shape, we have carried out the

purpose for which we are in our
pi isitii uis."

As that salutary advice was to a

great extent given for the benefit oi

future conventions, we publish it now
as being on time for the sixth con-

vention.

As the most important work sup. r-

vised by the men composing the Gen-
eral Foremen's Association is the re-

of locomotives, the most im-

portant subjects investigated and dis-

I ne those relating to methods
for facilitating the work of repairs.

Nearly every shop has excellent meth-
ods peculiar to itself, and it i- right

that tin- particularly good practices

should
1 evealed to all. In

compact paper prepared by Mr. W. C.

Stears, a- ;isted by G. F. Dirk. \ 1

>rd a in! F. W. Rhuat p, the

eceived edifying fai 1 on the fol

li 'U ing 'in- : i' hi. wlii, li « e gi\ e in full:

i Hi Ill INC WORK 1 Mi'"' 11

M M'li 1 ing tin- 1 1 ue st ion. we will

nto con sideration the fact

thai there is a wide diffen nee in the

' " 'ii
'

'i
1 1" ha ip . and condi-

tions of the same on the different rail-

It would theref 1 e be impossi-

ble for us to discuss the method of han-

dling the work in detail. But the shop
organization should be such as would
insure the quickest handling of the

work possible. This can be done by
specializing the work; such as rod

work, steam chest, links, rocker boxes,

crossheads, piston-, which should be

handled by different gangs with work-

ing foreman. In fact, organize all the

different jobs in gangs that it is possi-

ble to do so under the local conditions.

The taper bolt should also be used for

all engine work, using the 1/16 inch to

the foot tapers, the reamers should be

marked by a series of letters and num-
bers so that it would be possible to

order bolts from machine foremen and

have them lit when brought to the job.

It would also facilitate the work in

round house, on such rod bolts and

frame splice and cylinder bolts, as well

I .. It BRYAN,
- ral F01 '- As

.1-. be .1 great advantage in supplying

material to outside points ready for

"All cross head pins, piston tits, etc.,

should also be maintained as a stand-

ard oi the different class engini \

stripping gang of handy men should

nized, who should do sufficient

stripping to get the engine off the

namely, dn ip pi deStal hinders,

tld brake rigging, all other strip-

nild be done by the machinist

working on the engine,

\ 1 vi I" lieve that the saving in ma-
terial and nine Iosl in looking up

material will more than offset the dif-

m the pay of machinist and
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handy men. to say nothing of the time

saved by getting the work distributed

to the machine shop and blacksmith

shop a- - as it i- Off the engine,

the men in erecting department should

also be furnished with portable tool

d on wheels as a ware-

house truck, which should be equipped

with a full set -of wrenches, pinch-bar,

sledge, etc., and charged against each

man This would save a great amount

of time that i- usually lost in looking

up and getting tools from tool room.

All the taps, dies, drills, reamers and

mol to bi li indled from i egular tool

room on the check system, to be drawn

by an individual, kept for the purpose

by each gang on erecting floor. There

should also lie a material man to draw

all material from store room and de-

liver t" shop 'where the shop is large

enough to warrant it ).

"We also believe thai the men should

be worked on the premium system,

which would be both beneficial to the

company and the men; to the nun by

enabling them to earn in proportion to

their ability; to the company by in-

ig the output of the -hop, also by

excluding the incompetent man from

the sh(
'

Mr, Kelly thought it would pa} to

have the entin stripping done bj the

stripping gang. When tin- engine is

ready for the machinist, the rebuilding

of the engine can be started at once.

The stripping gang can be trained to it,

and he - on why they should

break or destroy anythir

portion of the material stripped off an

shi mid go to the lye vat, and he

did not think the machinist ought to do

any strip

In regard to the portable trucks with

a portable vise and tools, in son"

they are very handy, but he did not

think every machinist oughl to have

one. In the large shops you arc limited

for spaci - nd the entire -hop might

be taken up with boxes and trucks

n marked : "The in-

t system is the only

true method of organization, and a

method that will increase the . :

of the hack shop as well as the

round house and hi r ton-

man that work- under th.it

It does not only increase the earnings

nan who does the work, hut

the foreman's salary ; his efficiency

increase- along with hi- workmen.

It encourages him to take a more

active part in looking after the work

It als. whether

he has too many men on one

operati ' 'en then proceeded

by figures to show the benefits that the

workmen derived from working under

tin- individual effort system."

The discussion was then dropped, to

be resumed later, but press of business

kept it out, and the presumption 1- that

it will be taken up at the Cincinnati

conventii >n.

Sixth Annual Convention.

Mr. I.utlnr 1 1. Bryan, of Tv
Mnm. secretary ol thi Foremen's Associ-

ation, u l iteS to the editor a- follows :

"In connection with the Intel

Railway General Foremen's Association,

whose sixth annual convention i

held at Grand Hotel, Cincinnati, 0., May

,?, 4, 5, 6 and -, I want to state that we

are going to have the best meeting we

have ever had, that is, if letter- from the

members are any indication 1 verj mem-
ber should make it a point

I

matters of vital importance an

brought up. It took the M. M and

M. C. B. associations all of fifteen years

to get firmly established ami -how to the

'man higl thej w i : e the one

important factor in the railroads of the

world. Times are faster now. and the

facts and information that took ,-i

struggle for them to gather for their su-

periors, mu-t be gleaned for our superiors

in a much shorter time.

"The master mechanics have made it

foi i mi position I
i be

relieve them of some of the many rc-

ilities thai fall upot

ders, and their aim is to select the mastei

minds from among the workmen, to take

charge of the many duties that m
to the lot .it the foremen, and it i- up to

the foremen to prove the wise sel.

their superiors They depend more than

you realize upon your judgment, and are

trying their best, in many ways, to

for higher positions. The active minds

are the ones picked out for advancement,

the thinker-,

- rhe IK G [ V v. a f irmi d for just

this purpose, to gel the thinkers and doers

together, to gel their opinions and

thoughts on things of railroad interest

that would benefit their superiors and

therebj I

it in so main- words, but I honestly be

heve that the superintendents of motive

power and ma ics of today are

willing

ntion, knowing

will return enriched in km

and improved physically. A trip of this

kind wil mind, but the

: he old adage

I
k a dull

bov,' is an axiom, pure and simple. It a

week oi invention will benefit

fit to the com

pany which ei and would am-

ply repay them for the expense incurred

sending you to the convention, and your

time while there. Make an ear-

vnur superior, lay the mat-

ire him in a straight

est way, and

him that it will be for the company's wel

for him to send

you there. Try it. They are all good

men, and mean to do what is right, but

they just haven't had time to think the

matter over, and are waiting for you to

ask them."

Less Romance but More Comfort.

Everything in the line of machine

construction is now s,> thoroughly spe-

cialized that no workman or combina-

tion of mechanics thinks of building a

machine tool or a locomotive to em-

brace valuable features that the con-

op owners refuse to build.

When American machine shops were

working into the making of machine

tools and other concerns were trying

their hand- on building locomotives,

the individual ideas were much more
potent than they arc today. Thi

more romance and variety in thi

pation of the old-time mechanic, but

his modern -

with less effort of head and hand

Old Things Made New.

The apprentice boy in the machine

shop with a fondness for reading trade

literature finds in the sin

day matter a subject of novelty to him-

self, remarked Chordal, and in the

course of time hi- mind b

stocked with material gathered it

ild as the hills to the

world, but to him fresh as the daisies.

An apprentice boy in a machine shop

sits on a block tit noon reading a me-
chanical paper or is thoroughly inter-

ested in an article on "Lining up engine

guide-" \n old, grayhaired fellow

li M ,ks ' n ei I

general idea oi tin- illustrations, and

sneeringly n I 'shawl that

thing's a thou old I- that

what you fellows read about in those

If tin art. he will reply:

"I am - 'Id and thi

r knew of the guide business.

How old were you when you found it

be fifty.

Sly become d

iterature, and

think that ught to

be kicked for putting old things in the

can be pa-

rget his own
experii

literature forms the an-

The ar-

tisan'-
'

not and need not be

live. It pri

individual

- his own individual

annals

uir health and ease.
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Railroad Character Sketches
Shaw Becomes

11 n the.)

not sat

Red with

languid

jrown ap-

aste into

vake the

superin

a Valve Setter

Ki:.\m

It was all :

da) the) were still at it. Shaw

. ltd unci niimuiiicath e. lm-

upon his lark brow. From
i looked little.

tical as thosi

i

he inscribi i

holic cut

and running through a nel

i satlantic

i\\ of compoui

i ds of the

. ml men marvelled that Shaw's

mind, hitherto dull and common, could

ing

din iuse

. sort of

\ ah e-sctting c; him. It

In axles

[i ir hi ilding the eccentrics in placi

his depth.

h;

pin. In the "42"
I

:if position

hi in the

- "ii the

lal the

should b

i n this

went on. He and

'•at they

d in the dim d

eady for

Shaw would show him

th remembering. It had

im up from

li 11 iking

, I'd them aside and,

i the re

the throttle, I

if con-

.

'
happi 11. and

'. w all. and in

• 11 out

. hut not 1" 1 aa the 1 ild

'i bid king the main

1 string of empty coal cat

other as if to

ruin !

I Ii iw Shaw survh ed I :ry. He
was brought out in a semi-unci

condition. Macfarlane was railed upon to

clear up the wreck and rectify the engine.

Billy had to wri of it. which he

did w tth a degri left lit-

tle to be desired, in a few days Shaw's

ing I a fateful memory.

Lips and

cutting piston rings and cleaning i

and tin ' their in-

volved and convoluted circles unheeded.

ne had a tit 1 if supreme

for Shav words, but I

-1 -i- 1I1. 1 Shai

ancient history it is recorded that when a

'

gateway, but to pull d ion of the

city wall so that hi might have the high

honor 1 d

dmiring

multitudi had ac-

Inventior. to Operate Distant Signals.

In the

nal tried the ingenuity

inven-

tion. About [846, when tt

men had decided that not!

a man stain med beside a distant

could

protection, a porter at an English rail-

.

' two

form, de\ ised wires which

enabled him 1

nt. After this in\ ention

1 about a year the

1 nt" the ri '.ad hap]

was doing, and

promptly applied fot a patent on the

invention, which w: nd be-

came the basis of a ' nine in

which the ingenious port

There are patent -hark-, in

. here.

Y. M. C. A. Work on P. R. R.

d V. M C. A.

in Philadelphi

mmi. sh

111 the year. In the ciliL.it

a ' illed, and

were held.

Truth is to be costly to you— of labor
"

11 and to givi Ru
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Dixon's Graphite En-

gine Front Finish is

better than anything

you have ever used

on the fronts of lo-

comotives.

One thing you've

noticed about the

other finishes is that

they give off offen-

sive fumes when the

front of the engine

gets a little hot. You
won't find this diffi-

culty with Dixon's

Finish.

Besides, Dixon's Fin-

ish lasts from six

to nine weeks and

produces a restful

surface rather than

a dazzlingly bright

one.

We'll be glad to

send you free de-

scriptive circular

69-F on request, a

free test sample too,

if you like.

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.

Jersey City, N. J.

Don't Blame the Conductor.

ly tried

ter, X. Y. A new a

tern of transfers was introduced a few

l

York

says :

"The day the new i

of all car> head

se i ards infi >rmi '1

any kind to present their .

1

oughts thai 1

and no d iubt 1

[isputes and tn

to writ. will be

A Molder for the Car Shop.

The J. A. Fay &
Cincinn;

the market th

ing circles as being

machine and

machine their No. [S

molder. de in

.vide.

In ord

molding

manufai 1

attenti

frame.

to give The

and

positive ,

rolls, thi

tions an >1 id. The

upper i 11, which makes

pressun

every v. iwerful and -

tory thai 'f weights and

to both '

plates hi

These e: -sure on

' ed tight

enough I ild style

leasing the clamp holts and simply press-

ing tin ' with the band, any

wear may he taken up. A cool running

journ;. : :red.

Powei

ings raise and lower the 1

of which, after th(

down out of the way I

knives. The side heads, which are

Let Him Cave It In.

of the 1

life, bul

hen an emer-

of thai

The Gyroscope Car.

g made
exhibi-

1, on a

de in circumference.

jle rail around

dircc-

r min-

nient in

hut the

'hat the

car can

for driving I

wheels.
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International Fuel Association.

;
,

Fuel Asso-

heir second annual

Hotel La Salle, Chicago,

elusive. I he secre-

tary, Mr. U l: Sebastian, 327 La Salle

writes the editor as

1
-1,111 w ill Ik- from 'i

[,. m. ,.u the four days, and the

- w ill be welcomed 0,1 the open

mayor of Chicago, ami ad-

[1, ,
prominent men arc ex-

"Members are particular!} urged to

>nvents< .1 1
In

session were purposed arranged

without intermission to permit 01 rtum-

,
; , and to establish .1 bettei

,. tween the members. I 1"

ntertainment, the entire ex-

| which will b! borne bj the asso-

will ho a distinct feature tin.

it e \\ ill '" doni 1

mi da}

with complimentary theater

,., mcmbers and -their friends, a

I
,,!., Michigan an. 1 ...turn on

ngei steamer, or .1

:
., ol 1 hicago's larg. imusement

- mtomobile rides, etc., are

being arranged tor.

1, lodity, 'Fin 1

' 1- of more

.

, 1,, railroads from

an anything else purchased,

i
n anj svondi 1

that all mall railroads

:,.,, i
- in tins asso-

\ list ot the papers to be presented and

of the p
immitti es 1- to

e ol Railway

pagi 102

Weathering of Coal.

"The Weathering ot Coal." bj Messrs.

S. \V. Parr ami W. F. Wheeler. is issued

by the Engineering Experiment Station

of the University of Illinois as Bulletin

No 38. This bulletin embodies the re-

sults of weathering tests conducted on

car-load lots of coal for a period of one

year, in the course ot which, coal from

various mines was expose!! in 1
1

bins, open bins and under water. The re-

sult- are presented in the form ot charts

which show graphically the losses in heat-

ing \alue resulting from each condition

of exposure. Copi< - of Bulletin No. 38

; ,i,n be obtaini -1 gratis on application to

..
,, u |.-. m. Goss, Director of the En-

gineering Experiment Station. University

of Illinois. Urbana, Illinois.

Lots to See.

dall had 1-"' a perfect

., ,. with ch.inn to .ill and

I In inn, c;

,n his reward

in As the;, were skipping

,l,t came to

.. p.o. ., brief visit to

rhe request

ower re

to he

,1 that Richard

to 1m

squirm-

Silver in Lead.

It may not be generally known that old,

,, what 111:1;, more properlj be called an-

tique, lead usually contains a considerable

proportion of silver. This
i

n

covered by what is known as Pattinson's

which is an electri

used in separations of the molecules ,,t

silver from the lead. In fusing led the

bulk of the silver finds its way to

the -.nice ,,f the molten metal, but much

,,f the siKcr remained in the lead pn HOUS

to the application of Pattinson's > lectric

device.

Pushing the "Get There" Idea.

Down at Dayton. Ohio, there are

rival lines winch compete strenuouslj

for business. One of the m;

, some signs in car-, reading, "1 >i-

,,
1 1 Route to Greenwood Cemeterj

"

\;,,, to be outdone, his rival put up

...me cards wind, read, "Shortest Route

to All Cemeteries."—Electric Traction

ha

Tractive Power.

h, \merii an Locomotive < ompanj

.-• just issued a very useful and con

GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

venient bulletin, No 1002, for March

1 his bulletin deals with tin tractive powei

of simph locomotives, and the tables given

lost i ompi 1 hem ivc that we have

I .,1,1, No 1 is the

il ,ie,l for simph < n

gines wit boil,
1
pn un ol too lb fa

hies Nos 1 to 8 are I',,,- boilei pn

from 150 ,220 II, In tin se two tables

n binatiou oi cylindi 1
.

di i\

.vhich anyone is

likely to 1 in a> ro 1- covered There

Rre otln i ing, respectively, the

numbet '
ions of driving wheel

per mill '

•' wheel; Si •

uated miles pei

(Minder volun '

; ol tubes,

oi tubi -

di flections

Manufacturer! ol

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-

ING

UrflMt Manufacturer. iD the World ef

C«r Heiting Apparatus

Send for circular of our combina-

tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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RECOGNIZED

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheet- securely

together, and accommodates
itself to the unequal expansion

of the plates.

USED ON OVER 125 RAILROADS

"Staybolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past "

So say many of our customers

who have used the Tate Bolt

in large numbers, covering a

period of time sufficient to base

comparisons and eliminate all

chances i if d° iubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE. THEREBY IN-
CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FIANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suito 326 Frick Building

B. E. D. STAFFORD. Gen. Manager

J. ROGERS FLANNERY & COMPANY.
Selling Agents

Frick Building, Pittsburgh. Pa

TOM R, DAVIS. Mechanical Expert

GEO. E. HOWARD. Eastern Territory

W. M. WILSON, Western Territory

of curves. Metric conversion tables and

classification of loconn means

of this bulletin a great many calculations

connected with locomotive design may be

cor idi rably simplified. I here i - a vast

amount Of work represented in filling the

few sheets of which it is composed, but

the results are s, , neatly tabulated and

arranged that it is a pleasure to work

with it. Those who would like t .
.
have a

copy should apply direct to the company

fi ir i me.

Employees and Pensions.

The latest government report "ii the

number of railroad employees puts the

I. ital lor the country at [,672,07 1 < Ii

these approximately 665,000, or boul |0

per cent., are employed on roads which

have pension systems. Among the com-

,
anies thai ni >\\ best w pi nsi< >ns 1 in em

ployees are the New York Central, the

R01 1, tsland, the Pennsylvania, the Bui

falo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, th<

8 North-Western, the Illinois Central,

the Santa Fe, the Union Pacific, the

Southern Pacific and its affiliated lines,

the Lackawanna, and the Baltimore &
Ohio, the Atlantic Coast Line, the Read

ing, Jersej Central and the Canadian

Pacific and 1 .rand Trunk i

spond freely to the slight movement

caused by repeated expansion an

of the tire sheets, and this de-

sirable feature has been introduced into

locomotive practice. The Falls

Staybolt Company are now advocating the

desirabilty of introducing th<

into the flexible staybolt. Their work-

ing out ing, and

those concerned in the care of Staybolts

should write to the company for particu-

lars on the subject, which they arc pre-

pared to give. The rigid hollow

as made by this company is I

know n t< » require anj detaili d di

here. It has not only beet

used in this countrj ,
l>m ha

in foreign countries, and their further ef-

fort to include flexible staybolts is one

that cannot fail to awaken interest in the

minds of all those who have the care of

locomotive boilers in their charge.

Human Growth.

Observations regarding the growth of

man have determined the following inter-

esting facts : The most rapid growth

takes places immediat.lv after birth, the

growth of an infant during the first year

of its existence being about eight inches.

The ratio of increase gradually decreases

until the age of three years is reached,

at which time the size attained is about

half that which it is to become when full

grown. After five years the succeeding

increase is very regular until the six-

teenth, being at the rate tor the average

man of two inches a year Beyond sixteen

the growth is feeble, being for the follow-

ing two years about six-tenths of an inch

a year, while from 1 ighteen to twenty the

increase in height is seldom over an inch.

At the age of twenty-five the growth

ceases, sav. in 1 few exceptional cases.

Tell-Tale Hole in Staybolts.

I hi 1 til ! I II w Staybolt Company, of

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, have kept pace with

the discussions concerning flexible stay-

bolts which have taken place in the Mas-

ter Mechanics' Association and in the

Master Boiler Makers' conventions during

the past few years. This speaks well for

rprise and the careful examination

of even phase of the important staybolt

;; by this well known company. It

is known that the purpose of the in

and makers of flexible staybolts has been

to design a flexible stay which would,

without straining or bending the metal

of the outer firebox sheet, should re-

Might Be Something Happened.

A witness in a railroad

Worth. Tex., was asked 1- tell in Ins

own way how the accident ha]

said: "Well, Ole and I was walking

down the track, and I heard a whistle,

and 1 got off the track, and the train

v. ent by, and I got back on the track,

and 1 didn't see Ole; but 1 walked

along, and pi ettj soon 1 se< n Ol

and I walked on and seen one of Ole's

I, gs, and then I seen one of Ole's arms,

and then another leg. and then over

1 n one side Ole's head, and I says to

myself I
.<'.

, somethi happen

to Ole !"

—

Everybod's Magi

Increase of Pay on the P. R. R.

The boards of directors of r

comprising th< Penn yb ni System

have ordered a voluntary advan I

per cent, in the wages of all permanent

employees of the company who now

I.
s. than $300 per month. This

is the third general voluntary increase

in wagis granted by the Pennsylvania

in the last eight year- Th< Pennsyl-

vania Railroad and its affiliated lines

, mploy abouf ' these,

105,000 will

the increase of wag. will in-

volve an addition 1

i
".000,000

pay rolls of the variou

pani( s.

The Pennsylvania in Di

ent. to

all emph

voluntary in<

ade by the vari.

that t

Aside from the volunt;

that have b<

..... tantl;
"

due to promi it
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m- this wrench during tin past year, in spite

- in of the generallj l
r condition oi busi-

l ncss. More railroads use it than

n ia Railroad l.efore. If this is true, and we

i o v ill b
' on I- doubl claims, it is a

,

, ,!,;„ in 1902. very good illustration ..1 the fact that

11 employee of the there will always be a g 1 healthj de-

and for a .1. 1
iceable article

lary than hi

Speed of Wood-Working Machinery.

"It is curious," said a well known

New Era Packing. '" buildei the other day, as

. handy little 1 kl,
strolled around his finely arranged

bj the Xev '"""* ml11
'

"" 1S CUn0US h°W
'

,,,.,, 1, norant most of your iron-working
" '

, 1 1 , ,t

era friends are about the speed ... u 1-

thej .all u. king tool. Ho,, of them know

W. ", that this class of machine requne

<

' to drive ,t, and that is due

. „,.,.„ to the enormou capacity of thest= ma-

, fornl . ,„ chines for doing work. \\ ood oi

ion are highly at course, is more easily worked .Han

d inter- metals, but the material is cut up so

.,, u „i, rapidly that it rcpr, ents immens. con

ils and then coated, on all centration of power." He,

the sponge-like notes on th, Hibjecl that may surprise

tl and inuted, orne oi the men who are- deficient .11

ing substances, respect for th. w [-workers ... the

-. hole mixtun int tmtn

mid 111; lie lubri-

Uncertainty.

to t.'ll till

vned .1 line Al-

ter, hav-

I'

i! suddenly

Railroad

A properh driven circular saw has

a peripheral speed of 7.""" ft. per min-

ute—nearly a mile and a half. A band

,,.., is run at about half that spei .1

Planing machine cutters have a sp' - d

, thi . 'I gi . a ......... fl pet minute, and

the cuttet s ... molding mai him - slii 1

out material at about 4.000 ft. per min-

ute \\ .""I .' m ing drills are run -

1 e\ olutions per minute. Uigi

in-., m ih inn .. 1 .." run 000 revol

per minute, and those half that si

n,n at [.200 revolutions per minuti

Mortising mai hine cutters make about

-.

t ,n stroke? pci minute

This Rule Has Exceptions.

\ religious work. 1 ga i'< a "1 alk fm

Men," during the course of which he ex

..,,
. ,1 hi-. , onvii tion that no young man

should visit an\ place tn which he would

ni feel justified in taking In- own i t.

"Is the; 1

man present who

p gard tin- wis,

th, p. al 1 r \\ In 1 ip

youth in the ri ar of the hall aros. ami

, ., stentorian loin

I do " \nd what, sir." deniam

would think ... vi it

which vi mi could not . ike yout

[in Barb. : shop!" replied the youth

' I
_

:

Record of Transportation, P. K. R.

flu- Pel
!

necembe, 31,

A Serviceable Wrench.

,
made of the

,1, won I'lir head.

11 which

,| ; lil.

historj ... ili.

Are You Prepared for

Every Breakdown ?
Better Secure the 19IO Edition,

Just Published, of

Locomotive Breakdowns

and Their Remedies
By Fowler-Wood. 1910 Pocket Edl-

tlon. This book tells you Just what to do

In ease of any accident or breakdown.

Waiseaert Locomotive Valve Gear Troubles,

The Electric Headlight aod QuestlonB and

Answers on the Air Brake are all Included.

Fully Illustrated. Price $1.00.

Westinghouse E-T Air Brake

Instruction Pocket Book
By Wm. W. Wood. Here Is a book tor

the railroad man. and the man who alms to

he one. It is the only complete work pub-

lished on the Westinghouse E-T Locomotive

Brake Equipment. Written by an Air Brake
Instructor "-l

vbat Is p.lol

|WE
STINGH0^

bject

thoroughly. Ever y-

tltlng about the New
Westinghouse Engine
and Tender Brake

tent. Including

n„. Standard So 5

and the Perfected No,

6 Rtvle of brake, is

to .,t. Ml In .1 e t a 1 1.

Written In plain Eng-
lish and profusely Il-

lustrated with Colored
Plates, which enable

one tn trace the flow

of pressures through-
out the entire equlp-

nt The best book

ever published on the

Air Brake Equally

irood fur the beginner and the advanced en-

gineer. Will pass any one through any

examination. It Informs and gbtens you
.n every point Indispensable to every en-

gineman an. I trainman. Filled with colored

illustrations Price *2 nn

Walschaert Locomotive Gear
By Wm. W. Wood. If you would thor

mighty understand the Walscaert I> nn.tlve

Valve Gear you should possess a copy of this

book. It covers the subject tn every detail.

Examination questions with their answers are

given. Fully Illustrated and contains slid-

ing card board models. Price $1.50

Locomotive Catechism
By Grimshaw. 27th Edition. It Is a

Sew Book from Cover to Cover. Includes

tti*. greatest amount of practical information

ei.-r published on the construction and man-
agement of modern locomotives. Contains

Specially Prepared Chapters on the Walsch-

aert Locomotive Valve Gear, the Air Brake

Equipment and the Electric Head Light. B25

pages, 437 Illustrations and 3 Folding Plates,

over 4.000 Examination Questions and their

Answers are Included. Price $2.o0.

Link Motions and Valve Setting
By Colvin. A handy book for the engineer

or machinist that clears up i in- mysteries of

valve setting. Shows the different valve

gears In us,-, how Ih.-y work and why. Pis-

ton and slide valves of different types are

Illustrated and explained. A hook that every

railroad man in the motive |s>wer department

ght tn b. Price 50

the
Air Brake Catechism
By B.aokall. A complete treatls.

Westinghouse Air Brake. Including the No.

5 and No B ET Locomotive Brake Equip-

ment; the K (QulCk-SerriCe) Triple Valve

for Freight Service; and the Cross-Comi nd

Pump. 3F0 pages, fully Illustrated with

folding plates and diagrams. Price $2.00.

» COC-/-IA1 >.'' sny of these books sent
A SPLCIAL on requcst. Any of these

CIRCULAR book" -•"', "r, 'i ,al ' 1 on re "

eipt .

Agents Wanted at Every Terminal.
Write for our Special Terms

The Norman W. Henley Pub. Co.

132 Nassau Street. NEW YORK IT S A.
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THE
THERMIT
WELDING
PROCESS

This
,

advantage that well

de without re-

the broken part from its

Locomotive fran

welded without dismantling the

sternposts and rudder
frames of steamships are repaired
u 1! hi mi removing them 1

1

ship. The sam • s apply
to other large repairs which ma
be executed in a few hi mrs.

Thermit is a mixture of finely

divided aluminum and iron oxide
which, when acts in

fi irm superheated liquid sti

ated liquid -lay

nun < Ixide) at a temperature of

gs Fahr. In welding, t he
steel is poured into a mold sur

roundin.ii the pieces to be welded
together and which have previ-

ously been broughl to a red hi al

ans of a gasoline torch,

Tin' very high temp
Thermit Steel causes it to dis

the metal with which it

comes in ci intact and am
'i homo-

is mass when cool

Our illustrated pamphlet No.
nil information about

- d contains detailed

ins for makin
We shall be glad ti 1 send

of this pamphlet on
requi -t and :

oi "R E
i hermit Quar-

terly.

90 West St., New York
432436 Fols

103 Richii

Francisco. Calif.

Toronto, Ont.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

Is still popular. We have it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty St.. N. Y.

WARNING
WATTERS A. B. C. Track Sanders

My patent No. 773909 covers the introduc-

tion of the air under pressure into the sand
in advance of the entrance to the trap.

n and users manufacturing same
will be dealt with by due legal process.

I. H. WATERS, tot. M. H. Ga. R.R., Augusta. 6a.

east of Pittsbui gh and Erie, rid the re-

mainder,

1,348.39 mill ol track,

liles nt third track, and 570.20

miles of fourth track. There ate also

the trackage ii

miles. The Pennsylvania I'

mi institution oi thi

Pennsylvania, t'"r m it are located 4.101.0.;

of the 1 [,23 , 3 line.

Reward for Life Saving.

Mr. Roberl Bn ndl

of honor 1 under the
|

1 t i xingress 1 fri 'in
'•

lie life "t a unman on the C< ntre

1 in Mc-

I
'

' ini pai '
I ti

the stre. I VI r. Brendle, who was

saw a woman attempt ti 1 ci

nam u.i- approaching, lie sin

warning, but the woman,

did not understand English, and he rushed

in her assistance. I [e picki d her up and

'act off the '
•

for the buffer beam of the engine struck

him a glancing Mow The ma
ai McKei

i

plication for the medal.

Duplex Uncoupler.

A very ingenii >us di

plex Uncoupli

has been brought out In the Xational Kail-

way De\ii; 1 cago, 111. It

is an uncouplinj hii h 1- applii

able to an) am kind of

coupler. It consists of a round iron bai

carried in suitable bearings with h

the side of the 1 ar. I his handl

ordinary crank, and the operator in work

ing the device rotates the round iron bar

on its own axis One of the cleverly de-

\ isi ,1 fi arrangement is that

the handle is closi to the step, and in the

n, with knuckle closed, .1

man can step on the handle and 1

the knuckle. nan may
t .mil op

erate the handle with the other.

So much i"i the handle end; the other

end is bent in 1 ed a sort

angled ti iangle, u ith tie

curved 1 th; I .1 sin >rl round iron

lie mo\ ...
the noi 1

this bar lies

-

ment sin

This

pivot ; ay, in a

bracket or flattened end. The

other end i- attached to tin

In the t round

1 thi

of the triangle, which by re

tation has raised the bar and

coupler lock. In the knuckli

her rotation of the triangle has

1 bar and the knucl

with it 1

1 the triangle.

..1' "pull out"

' aw bar, the forward

smaller or acute angli !<. lift-

rid Willi il the

opi n am i lent are thus

It is m
.ut "tir

outline

way to get the wholi lat all its

merits may he readily ui 1

drop the makers a post card and

their folder; il i< illustrated ver;

With this brief descript

Irat inns and remark
1' is and

. 111.

Fatigue of Metals.

Il should le borne in mind that hard-

1 time. This is all

apart from the disintegrati

which is constant' I lid

swords, formed) thi

v. be readily bent and in

more will fall to
;

their own accord. The sih 1

middle s

pillars at

iple are crum-

bled into dust In the matter of hardened

steel tools it

le hardness from .1 piec<

steel.

Incrustation cf Boilers.

The fi

helped in making the remedies rem

edy: 1. I

2. Twel nd one-

rk, one half part of potash. 3.

led in a

unces of mui

station and

of tallow.

'

7

my or oak
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quantities; the tannic acid attacks the

iron, and should be used with caution.

, lm bark has been used

Cai bonate of

. loride of tin. n. Spent tan-

, . G nstant blowing off.

forming only soft

readily washed away

md. which can be

On to Her Calling.

Our Landlady -"It's the strangest

tiimg in the world! Do you know, our

rj pet cal disappi ared very sud-

denly yesterday. Excuse me. Mr. Ru-

dolph, will you have another pii >

rabbit pi

Mr. Rudolph (promptly)—"No,

vou
!"

Our Landlady (an hour later i -"That

is three more pies saved Tin.-, season

will he a profitable one md. i d."

thank-

Reward for Bravery.

\ pleasing incident occurred at the

head offices of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way in Montreal not long ago. ( in-

ductor Thomas Reynolds, who had been

in charge of the train wrecked at the

Spanish river bridge, was called into the

office of Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, the

president of the company. Mr. Reynolds

was presented by Sir Thomas with a gold

watch and $500 .1- an appreciation of his

bravery, his loyal and humane work at

tlu wreck. Although severely injured,

In worked heroically and succeeded in

saving the lives of a number of p. ^sen-

Twentieth Century Outfit.

The 1 hiker & Carr Manufacturing

,. of Rochester. X. Y., makers of

the Twentieth Century Outfit, have issued

a folder 111 which every part of their ma-

chine is illustrated and numbered for or-

dering. Tins twentieth century outfit is

the handy little machine used in so many

railroad shops for any one of four opera-

tions connected with the handling of air

brake or steam hose. With this machine

one can easily cut hose clamp bolts, also

pull the hose off an old coupling, and this

is not an easy operation, as anybod)

knows win- has tried to do it by hand.

It will force hose on a coupling, and it

will apply the clamp. The machine for

doing all this is illustrated, and even the

minutest part has its name and number

on the folder just issued. Write to Buker

.mii secure a copy of this folder,

•hem any questii m you lil 1 on

a ith their machine.

have

Water Softening.

1 In- ( lermans claim that they

red • 1 'tin t hing new in the way

of water softening, The apparatus con

.of thin sheet aluminum,

winch is Lent int" 1 a series 1 if di

1 11, ill v abi 'lit '
1
m wide.

•1 M il". 't :. .11 being

he an :

The quantil \ . if water 1- ted

.1 number oi holes

.-..lien
, ill- supply

I

into a

inc \\ 1 mid m it

1 during

miinum. X"

Examining a Witness.

The lawyer for the defendant was try-

ing to cross-examine a Swede who had

been subpoenaed by the other side as a

witness in an accident case. "Now, An-

derson, what do you do?" asked the

lawyer. "Sank you, Aw ah not vara

(Vi 11 "1 didn't ask you how your health

was, but what do you do?" "Oh, yais; Aw
work." "But what kind of work do you

do?" "Oh, yais; Aw work in fact'ry."

"Very g 1. What kind of a factory?"

"It ees a very big fact'ry." "Your honor,"

said the lawyer, addressing the Court, "if

he keeps on like this I think we shall have

to have an interpreter." Then he turned to

the witness
—"Look hen. Anderson, wdiat

do you do in that factory—what do you

make?" he asked. "Oh, yais; Aw un'er-

stan'; you want to know vat Aw make 'n

fact'ry, eh?" "Exactly Now tell us

what you make." "Von dollar an' a half

.1 clay." An interpreter was called 111

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:

Marquette Bldg. Commonwealth Trust Bldg.

Something About Drills.

The Dunlap Engineering Company,
1- 1.' the Columbus Pneumatic

Tool Company, located .0 Columbus,

Ohio, issue at intervals finely illus-

trated catalogues descriptive of their

products. The latest is~ue furnishes

complete details of their close-quarter

drills, central spindle and reversible

type of drills The latter is a very

Clever device partaking something oi

the nature of reversible valve gearing

It 1- simple ami durable. The struc-

tural iron reamers are also fully de-

-1 1 f ied \ marked impn .\ rim 111 111

these new tools 1- lie ,1. eil< e of oil as

.1 lubricant, tin- bearings being bushed

with graphite. These motors have a

feed of iin Ii per minute. The chip-

ping and i aulking and 1 1\ eting hani-

ev i d e 1 1 c ( o I recent im
pi .riant illlpn \ eilleilt S, ami tin

. .i neai perfectii m a- ran be

made, \m .tin r import. nil u

ineiit in tin sharpening of file- is illus

: ted With tin- m.n Inn.' two
tile, may !» sharpened in one hour,

, ml for a

\... jo.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS

I have never seen ' vice better Jidapted

Cor the purpose intended than the Aldon

Wrecking Frogs Extract in". Wrecking

Master's Reports.

THE ALDON COMPANY
965 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIPf & (0.

North Side, PITTSBURGH
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One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Sfyle 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, . NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York CleTeltad

1M Liberty St. » So. Water St.

Calcaga

SI Wert Washington St.

MICA
Caboose Lamp Chimneys

Save 50 per cent.

STORRS MICA CO.,
B. R. Oept. OWEGO, N. Y.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

Some Small Tools.

The L. S. Starrett Company, of Atliol,

Mass., make a great variety of useful

small tools and among tl

tion their new taper gauge No. 267. The
thin leaves of sins gauge are tapered, the

width varying by 164th in. to evi 1

I he) are graduated in | ins

and figured to 1 ead in fraction if an inch

from r-l6th up to I ] [6th in I

i< very convenient for mechanics' use to

measure the width of slots and I

connecting with a hard-boiled

Power and The Engineer.

in nuts drilled for tapping. It is

also useful for settling calipers to sizes

within its capacity.

Another small Starrett tool is what they

call their telescoping inside gauge No. -'-'<;

These are instruments from which the

exact size of holes or slots can be taken

by an outside caliper or micrometer, so

that shrink, close or loose tits, varying in

thousandths, or less, can be made and

measured. The ends oi each telescope

head are hardened and are made on a

radius of the smallest hole it will enter.

Ordinary leg calipers have a tendency to

spring and the points to catch in blow-

holes or other depressions. This little

be used either 111 fitting cylinders

b • hi ill
- to cyl-

inders. The

made in sizes ti 1 enti

from Write

tn the furthi r

particulars ib ut < i!

Railroad and Farmer.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
have just issued a pamphlet i

The Pennsylvania Railroad and the

Farmer. This booklet tells ol the va-

rious things the railroad is doing to

ting with the

farmer. The road began an

tural campaign threi

that time it has .run

educational trait

tically all of its lines.

It has

farming literature, es-

tal farms, and under-

taken tli

of its agi

The pampl

in summing
up the woi

pany is

"What does it all

mean ti 1 thi railroad?

It means there will be more fertil

haul, more farm implements,

material from which tin -

made, more crops to haul, and n

sengers to carry; it means that the rail-

road will be doing its dm. to the public,

to its stockholders in the intelligent exer-

1 ise 1 if its initiate 1 . and. when redt

a finality, that the railroad is perform-
ing its share of the work which must
be done by the newly-formed partner-

ship, railroad and farmer, if agricul-

tural communities are to progn
prosper.

Not that Queen.
Dr. Davidson, the .Archbishop of

Canterbury, i- a genial old gentleman.

McOII.L BUILDING

Tern* Reasonable

WASHINGTON. D. C.

Pamphlet Sent

Pounding.

On his way to dinner

tepped inti 1 the if ior

of his friend ( fl'.i 1

nil that

worthy member sitti

ting his

lunch.

. "whaat's th' diffar-

ance betwane yer ingin an' a lazy hobo

breakit

giv' it up, Casey, whaat is it?"

"Whoy," saj th' hobo pounds

part av th' toime, an' yer ingin pounds

awd av th' toime."

And (

thing delights hin

- -. d;

and catechising

lly if girls compos

small girls who w< -

if Solomon,

"who v
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the and he had to work hard and fast before

[I iro led I he expression has i ome

- ti signify anything done with gn

.! to re- ergj

[ n .... ." Mr Clement E V. Stratton, who often

| |1C „ame writes for Rah wai and I. motive En-

he was a very

Just then a little hand

voice cried.

Qui en ol Spades."

Hot Box Story.

ompany

, ! nenting

of a hot box, say : "Two
rrcd at a powder

ion which re-

siles, and

tion of the town in

or_\ ivas located It was

- the whole story; but it

-
. a' life and property. For-

ic hen .

i

ll maj I"- the ruining

mriial ; it may be the t\ ing

. be a fire

portion or all of the plant

is line insurani i . howi ver,

It is 1 )ix

I
..."

i -, filling

in the ' tons and be

ipii pr

..ist i .n all nn tal surfao -

.1 tn metal is

tve have what maj

ontact' which

i

•
i 1 pre

gineering, contributes to the disi

on the subject by saying that the Ancient

\\ orshipful Societi of Blacksmiths' Lor-

of bits, -pars. etc. I, lock-

smiths, cutlers and bladesmiths had the

motto: "By hammer and band all trades

do stand." It is no se< ret, he says, that

i appn ntice had taken tlr
;

tl

on the am il to presi e> r< ts of

hammermen, he was presented with a new

h immi r and a m w paii i if tongs as wi »i 1.

ing tools nt Ins trai

just hen d to remark that the

modern slang i xpi essii m, "1 didn't do a

thing," is one « liii h t- inti tided to con-

\ e_\ the impres -'. m of ci mci ntrated at-

tention and violent action, though the

words tin the\ -land do m it

indicate it. Tin - >ut in

is full significance in sunn- such sentence

this "When the firemen turned their

hose in m\ direction I didn't do a thing

but run." I In re is activity of the bain-

nd tones variety.

Vanadium Steel.

Not Deaf Yet.

"] in you know." said Mrs Bifton Crush

i« . the tame - tiburbaniti « hi isi n

bore "Do you know I get so flustered

in \'en York on the el. vated I can't hear

a word au_i i ine says, w liat u ith tin ri mi

in the street and the noise and rattle of

s, and all—!" "Well, that is

strange," replied the man who o;

hftwc en home and hi twice a clay. ;i lie

looked at h'er over the top of his news

ec in the public -en i

. inn the heading to an -

irtii i
i milled '1 l< a. me -il the Eh vati d

lition tn the numci oils inl ,, Most Satisfai tory.'
"

He' 1 oil die it ii HI- .41 ,1 1 ml

sale- Company of

no

il \ anadium

ms for appli

1- written in

cm on a
]

1
]

1 1

1

Definition of Alloy.

[>aper n ad before the \i.

, nmders' \s
1 k iation il i

. ding to the man' m undi 1 land

onibiiiation or mixture

- tin in met. ,K. u hich, aft

ij fusion and
'"''' '"-

iiibits no objcctionabli segregation. In

1

pretation oi the word is a fur

tin, tion or classification,

1., a 1 mibiiiatii 'ti oi two 01 nion

Hammer and Tongs. produce tin ab

homogi in

trtu alloj A true alloy is

the ' onstiti '

imer and
1

,t," both coi

1 completeU merged. I"

ion, 1)1 -ale the

olid solution is

hi m- anal.

CARS, CABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
require a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
OAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF

Write for samples, prices and booklet No. 66.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
1 00 William Street New York
Chicago. Philadelphia. Boston, Kansas City,

Memphis. Atlanta.

"HOMESTEAD"
VALVES

Are constructed upon mechanically cor-

rect principles—they are leak proof under
steam, air or hydraulic pressures. They
are practically indestructible because the

seats are protected from wear. The plug

it balanced and held in place by pressure

when open, and when closed it is locked

on the seat by our patent wedging cam.
"Homestead" \ alves are the quickest acting,

simplest, most easily operated and longest

lived of any made.
Homestead Valves are opened wide and

closed tight by a quarter turn.

I Mo I i\ I BLoW-OFF

Write for catalogue of Homestead Goods.

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.
Brass Founders Works at Homestead. Pa.

P. O. Box 1764, PITTSBURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
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TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the Loui-

siana Purchase Exposition, at St.

Louis, for our TOOL STEEL
when placed in competition with

the best makes in England and

Germany.

Write lor Information and Prices.
Spoclty Mclnnes Tool Steel when

ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agent*

BCHROCK & SaTTTRES,
291 Pearl St., New York.

HOT MACHINERY CO..
Minneapolis Mian.

whirl) calcium oda, etc., .an

ed i me in the other

rid struc-

tureless product is pi ' ^n amal-

gam i- with another

metal ",- metals. -Electric Traction Mag-

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $!.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound in line clotb

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; writ* tvt

terms and descriptive circulars. Will b«

sent prepaid to any address upon r*r«rpt

of prlc*.

GRirrirs &WI INTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

A Grave Subject.

A gi >i id Mc iry i- ti ild i if an \ I

gravedigger of the old fashioned typo,

who had a sublime indifference to the

rank or wealth of those with whom he-

had occasion to talk. An Ab
shire laird had visited the burying

ground with a view to selecting

fi >r a famil} \ ault, I
i chosi what lie

deemed to be a suitable spot, remark-

ing thai he could see his residence

from n The sentiment was pretty

enough, bul it had no sympathj from the

gravedigger, who remarked "Faigs!

gin I gel ma haun's ov\ re ye, ye'll

neither see yer noose nor ony itlier

place. I'll put ye deep eneuch
'"

Pitting in Boiler Plates.

Much of the i ause of pitting in boiler

and lilies lies in the pan

slag and carbon which have been forced

into the plate during the pi - of roll-

ing. 'The foreign bodies an elei I

tive to the boiler plate, and small gal-

vanic cell :
' eat a waj the

i rounding the f. ireign -

A remedj for general electrolytic corro-

sion and wasting lies in the employment

of in, plati i i mm cted t i the boiler shed.

Electrolytic action is set up between the

two metals, with the result that the boiler

is protected from the action of the acids

in the watei and the zinc alone suiters.

Where this remedy is used a sufficient

number of slabs of zinc should be attached

securelj to the boiler so that there should

be at leasl one per cent of /in.

as compared with the entire heating sur-

i oi the hoiler.

Railroading Is Healthful.

Compilations have been made, from

government reports, showing the rela-

lu e liabilil \ I he emph 13
1

1

in \ arii ms trad ding to the re-

turns in :, 1i1ul.it. .1 bj tin

Bureau, 1 In up

1 ailn 1; .1 empl I In .

'

all In :. ! mg list < if maladies,

one to which the railroad empli

more liable than workers in manufac

ii ultural trades is typhoid

fever, and to this he is far less liable

than the workers classed as I

Mi. gun show that the raili

.

liabli 1 nsumpl ii

irkers in the ring and

chemic;

commil
rheuma-

id malarial fever His

system, ti

excellent shape. H ease and

ports say, are

1.0.1 among railroad empli lyees than

. mon

New Form of Legal Tender.

I waul a ticket to !'• -," saici

Iwenty-

four cents," 1.

working his -

down a silver quarter. Being ii

quainted and a prai 1

drew fri

butti .ii and pa - • ith the ticket

ooped up the quarter.

Led the lady.

Oh, yes,'

are the mainstay of the

la public."

She 1
1

i aboard, Ieav-

d with

-mil, -. \ 1
. told it to

i brig "le . if runni

B , and whili hi enjoying the

the lady appeared with

:

"Ti. I

"Twenty-four cent- >ly wink

,11 the 1 unners. 1 le laid down tl

ooped it and laid down twentj

four dazzling pants buttons, exactly like

the first.

legal tender.

rting the

family," she chirped sweetly, as she bowed

from the presence of the more th

(initial pn rog

How Tinfoil Is Made.

Tinfoil, that usi ful substance, which is

extensiveh used tor wrapping tobacco,

C i rtain fi 'A products and other ar-

ticles of commerce, is a combina-

tion of lead with a thin coating of tin on

each side. Not one man 111 a

who throws .

' foil away after

nple. A
small pi is made, and into

poured

until tin 'Hd. It is thei

a thin sheet in the 1
1 en two

films of tin. In this way the tin coating

ly with the le

it may be reduced to a

A Permanent Resting Place.

Church curate was

[ fatall

man w.

pital the man had di

sir." explained the

"p. ill's dead, sir; but I thinl

sir. I gave him
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did?" i, .

an, in astonish

How did you give him

replied the man, "B

iys he—Jim. I'm goin' to die.' 'I

,-s I. "I've been a very

i, Jim; says he. 'That's what you

- I. '1 reckon, Jim.'

go up there,' says he,

up \h. Kill, you won't,

1 reckon— 1 reckon I'll go

there,' says he pointing

down. 'Yes, Bill,' says 1. '1 reckon that's

A-here you'll go, and you're lucky that

got some place 1 1 go to at all.

The dullest routine practice finds un-

known somebodies who by bold origi-

nality have entitled themselves to that

highest expression of praise, "better

than 1."

The Splash of a Drop.

The researches of A. M. Worthington.

1'. K S . headmasti 5Sor of

U ngineering

College at Devonport, England, have

u ld appear to be

a unique direction. Prof. Worthington

has minutely studied tin- splash of a

nd his work appeal- to the se-

rious studenl of physics who is it

c <3 i,, the unexpected phenomena of

thud motion

Prof. Worthington has taken

I may he truly called in-tan

photographs of a drop ol wat. 1

falling mto a bowl containing the same

liquid. In order to do tin- work he has

I ad to abandon the shutter ovi r the lens

of his camera, marveloush rapid a- its

mechanical actum undoubtedly is. He

1 a s had r< course 1- an electric spark

thi flash of which endures for the al-

most incur, ivablj I of the

one three millionth ' if a sei 1 md 1 his

.. a ,,, riod -
1 1 kci edingly brief that it

stands to one whole second in about

, propi " tion a 'in daj stands

to a thousand years, yet in tin- short

interval of time, during which his pho

hie plates inn the chance of being

' °l light

a little less than 3,000 ft. long dashi -

1 on tin 1 plate and prints the

minute pi splash

Oil in Waste.

1 b, absorbed

ti in journal boxi - has been

pints of oil to

amount in 1

'nam in the vvasti . but will

the hot-

Quality of Work.

II

Expert or Technical.

There are so many vague impressions

among people about the meaning of the

terms -expert" and "technical" persons

thai we reproduce the definition Riven

by Mr. R. T. Crane, lie says
'"

\n 'expert' 1- one who has become

skilled and thorough in any line -1

handicraft or calling.

A 'technical' man is who who has

learned the science or theory of some

calling or handicraft."

Not Feminine.

In former day- it was customary to

5peak of a locomotive as "she." therein'

gallantly implying some feminine attri-

butes to the machine of steel and steam.

X,,w that die--, - which sweep the ground

have goin out of fashion, at least in cities.

we cannot liken an engine to a woman

because -he draws a train after her. Nor

.,
,u id the smoki abatement people allow

,., to refer to her as scattering the sparks,

and those who object to the postoffice

ear by year do not enthusiastically

,-efer to her as transporting the mails

imales). A woman probably considers

she 1- donna the greatest volume of busi-

,., ss when she 1- out shopping, while a

locomotive does husiness entirely between

shoppings.

» New Tool

Holder

LARGEST CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

Triangular Cutter Takes Same CuU
as solid forged tools.

G.R.LANG6C0., Meadville,Pa.

MTOIM

Air Brake Presentation.

\, ,, memento of the most notable air

brake test held in recent years and in

token of the kindly feelings of the vari-

es air brake and mechanical represi n

tatives present from railroads all over the

country, Mr. C. H. Weaver, supervisor

| aii brakes for the Lake Shore &

n Southern and in direct charge

tin .., ries -1 tests, has recently

„ . n pr. si nted with a solid gold watch

beautifulh and appropriately engraved

as follows: "To Mr. 1 H Weaver from

0, late- at the Lake Shore Rail

brake tests, tooo, in recognition

• 111 winch tin tests

d„ etc tl and his good fellowship

to all

p , R,,,v (Penna. R. R.),

1 Sor Pac R R.),

YY. W. Win 1 1 ( Mich ( ent. R R I.

Committee."

Personal Mention.

\| r i
, 1

1 ml Pari h, formerli p

nt ,,f motive power of the Lake

outhern Railw;

that road and has

. idem of the \r. h

' hicago.

(T-ff

POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goods thai Last

The A»hton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boton. Man.
174 Lake Street. . Chicago. III.

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt -Spiller Mfg. Corporation

W. B. LEACH, C»n. Mgr. A Tr«as.

South Boston, mass.

New Publication

The Most Popular

Engineering Book
PUBLISHED THIS YEAR IS

THE VALVE-

SETTER'S GUIDE
By JAMES KENNEDY

A comprehensive treatise on the

construction and adjustment of the

Stephenson, Walschaerts, Baker-

Pilliod, and Joy Valve Gearings.

Fully illustrated and bound in

cloth. Price 50 cents. Mailed to

any address on receipt of Price.

Second Edition Now Ready

Angus Sinclair Company

114 LIBERTY STREET. NEW YORK

'1 he cannj Seot has taken fast hold of

railwaj life. Then

: the Railroad Official List, and

than 655 Mcs. The latter names

are fairly divided between Scots and

Irish, but all ma\ be 1
onsidi r< d
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New York Terminal of the P. R. R. ject practically involved the construe- the station is thi ii a great city.

Our frontispiece and following illus- tion of two under land and water tubes The station is in three levels. On
trations this month show views of the each about 13 miles long. The whole the first is the general waiting room.

Xew York Terminal of the Pennsyl- of this vast project was conceived by flanked by two subsidiary waiting

vania Railroad. The building of this the late A. J. Cassatt, when president rooms of ample dimensions. Connected

station in the heart of Xew York City of the Pennsylvania. with the main waiting room is the main

VIEV [] PI iYLVANIA RAILROAD 5TATION IX fill HEART OF NEW JTORK CITY.

was. if one may say so, an incident in The Pennsylvania Station is a granite baggage room, covering the same area

the larger project of boring under the building of imposing dimensions, occu as the arcade, and the restaurants on

Bergen Hill in Xew Jersey, tunneling pying eight acres, bounded by Seventh the plane Parallel to it is the

under the Hudson River, tunneling the and Eighth avenues and 31st and 33rd concourse, 200 ft. wide and extending

island of Manhattan and again diving streets. The architect-. Messrs. Mc- the entire width of the station; under

beneath the East River and so reach- Kim, Mead & White, have endeavored which is a sub-concourse 60 ft. wide,

ing Long Island City. The whole pro- to express in its design the idea that d for exits only.
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-

-

-

n miles.

I about i.ooo trains

-

Island

m there

as s:x huge panels
-

United

w Harri-
- tends - - -. Hack-

embankment

rassenger sta-

tion. The railroad contim • ross the

island east of the station und

street and under 32nd street, first in two
tunnels of three tracks each, then in two

rack twin tunnels, and finally into

ack tube tunnels

der the East River to Long Island City,

thence still by tunnel to the p

S

"The consti - tunnels

exemplifies the skill and daring of mod-
ng. The tubes under the

river were bored by the shield method.
An iron tube over 23 ft. in diameter was

mud and sand, 70
ft. below the - the river, by
hydraulic jacks. c< mpressed air being
used to keep out the water, and as the

shield prog the rings of the tubes
' .re fitted in place. Bj

the steel tube was gradually built from
one bank of the river through to the

ind as the shield bit its way
through the r s - d it left

in its wake the outer rim of the iron

tunnel ready for the interior work.

I le concrete workers tc

line the sides of the tube with a solid

concrete two feet thicl

bottom a still mor
foundation for the tracks, and to build

conduits for wires,

the top of which serves as a f

-

"Every known scientific appliance
:zed in the construction

- and for th< -

guarding of the lives and health

£ g

P. R. R. WAITING

center of the river, and in every case

when the western shield met its eastern

counterpart the calculations were so accu-

rate and exact that there was only a

discrepancy of a fraction of an inch in

the alignment.

idea of the size of the station

building may be realized by the state-

ment that Trinity Church could be
placed in the center of the structure

and be entirely lost to sight. The new-

United States Post-Office, under con-

tion at Eighth Avenue. 31st and
streets above the Pennsylvania

Railroad tracks, will greatly facilitate

the prompt delivery of mail in the hotel

and residential district of Manhattan
Boroueh."

Old Time Railroad Reminiscences.

By S. J. Kidder.

L:.<e mam of the young men born and
n Xew England at a somewhat

early ag ai with

ftver. The longer this diseased

state 0: " \.:ed the more
ecame. and when an opportunity

d itself to go west I was not
in taking advantage of it.

It was a period when a Yankee looked

upon Chii e 5 1 mping off place of

the \\ est. and when I announced to my
- ing beyond the

"
' nces as-

-ession such as would be ex-

for that bourne

i Ier returns.

I

'ampened my
•
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put up railroad fare through the States

might have been more conducive to com-

tort than a free ride through the Prov-

inces of Canada. Sleeping cars at this

time were not common and were consid-

ered a luxury which few could afford,

regardless of the fact that a night's ride

in a passenger car bore none of the fruits

of comfort.

A day and night ride from Boston to

Ogdensburg with a brass strap, having

iundry screw heads projecting above it,

extending along the top of the somewhat

low seat back, for a pillow was not con-

ducive to peaceful sleep, and the monotony-

was further contributed to by the train,

known as the fast, through express, stop-

ping at all stations with a long tarry here

and there to "wood up" the locomotive

tender, or partake of refreshments. The

changes of engineers, too, were quite fre-

quent, the division being from seventeen

to eighty miles. In fact, eighteen en-

gines were required to haul the train

from Boston to Chicago, the average for

each run being about sixty-four miles.

We reached Ogdensburg about daybreak

and transferred to a ferry' boat, where

the custom house officers compelled every

one to unlock their trunks and look on

while they dug to the bottom in search of

contraband articles, turning the contents

topsy-turvy, and finally, when closing the

receptacle, one officer sat upon the lid

while another turned the key.

Reaching the Canadian side of the St

Lawrence river another transfer was

made from the boat to a train, many of

the window panes of which were broken

out, and a ride of a few miles took us to

Prescott Junction where, after a wait of

some two hours, we again boarded a

train. The track was laid with U-rails,

in section similar to an inverted letter U,

and from excessive wear in many places

the top was worn through, making the

track extremely rough. The engines

hauling us, built in Kingston, Canada,

were much of the type of American en-

gines of that period. The steaming quali-

ities of those hauling our train w

of the best, and with the had track, which

cribbing some feet above the ground. In

raising the building much of the window

glass had been broken and numerous

cracks were well developed in the floor.

The waiting room, in dimension perhaps

30 by 40 feet, had a large cylindrical stove

in the center, round which the passen-

gers, men, women and children, stood in

a circle, and while they toasted on one

side the other was exposed to the chilling

blasts which came from the lake and

freely floated through the numerous aper-

tion, in most instances, stood 01

present locations. The railroad shops,

round houses, passenger and freight yards

were in what is now the business district

and all street and railway crossings were

at grade.

With boyish ardor two days wei

in Chicago visiting the various depots,

shops and roundhouses, bent on seeing

everything having to do with railroads.

Most of the sights were new to me, for

within the prescribed 'limits of N

tures in the building. At 4 130 the follow-

ing morning the train was again put in

commission and an eight hours" ride took

us to Port Sarnia. Here we were ferried

across the river and our trunks again sub-

jected to the tender mercies of the custom

house officers. Reaching the Michigan

side of the river a train was boarded for

Detroit Junction, 62 miles, where in the

evening we transferred to a Michigan

Central train for Chicago. Another night

Xew England but few locomotives built

outside of that bailiwick were in service,

while here, in almost endless vai

seemed, were to be seen the Rogers,

Ketchum & Grosvenors, Danforth &
Cooke, Xew Jersey Locomotive & Ma-
chine Co., Baldwin's. Richard Xorris &

known as Dutch

. Amoskeag, Detroit, Cuyahoga

r builds, the shops in which many
of these locomotives were const

DIAGRAM OF P. R. R. T - STEM FROM BERGEN HII.L TO

made reasonable speed danger

average was perhaps fifteen miles an hour.

After a long day's ride Toronto was
reached at 8 o'clock, the train being some
four hours late. At this point it was

abandoned and the hundred or more pas-

sengers were compelled to bivouac in the

station for the night.

Preparations were under way to con-

struct a new station and the old one had

been moved back and stood mounted on

nt on the road and late the fol-

lowing m ming the "Windy Ci:

reached.

The Chicago of today bears but few

of the earmarks seen during that early

\t that time the streets in the

business district were all below grade, the

wooden sidewalks being built upon stilts,

and to cross a street one had to descend

a flight of stairs and on the opposite

side ascend another. The railroad sta-

having then gone out of existence

at this time, on the C. B. & Q. R. R., I

:en-wheelers. TV-

inside connected, weighed perha;

to thirty-five tons and were bui':

Amoskeag Machine Shop. These

bad the appearance of leviathans and

found little favor among the er_

being in their estimation too

safety.

Having done the Chicac
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r at that time,

ivc-r the

ume my
ard, but with serious mis-

r J ivas 1101

intage of civilization.

Jt was . the forenoon when
the train tin 1 tiii agi &

in and hardly a mile

• 'I before v\ e were fairly

citj on the wide, open prairies

for the first time 1 =aw the

id of hills and timber.

.i'lr, too, was mj first experience in a

Pullman ear, and shortly aftei crossing

the Mississippi river 1 crawled into an

upper berth and was is of all

surroundings. The following morning I

was awakened b) the strains of sweet mu-
sic, but from whence it came I could not

imagine until later, upon reaching the

ground floor, I discovered

flaying a cabinet organ which was built

into the car and occupying a centei section

Our train was a heavy one for the

little engine pulling it and occasionally it

seemed an open question whether we
were going to reach the summit of a

grade without stalling. The day's ride

was a must pleasant one through western

Iowa, at times over what appeared an

almost boundless prairie entirely devoid

of trees, then among bluffs or across val-

leys and stream-, the banks heavily

fringed with timber. Very few farm

.\ ere 111 sight, but here and there

illage at which the

tram stopped, nearly all of them having

come into existence with the advent of

i ddling clothes,

fur it had been completed to Council

11 onths when I first

over it. The Chicago & North

ill oad i' 1

he Missouri river valley and at

ie Council Bluffs could hardly be

>ad center, the \ n th V\ 1

-1

tilroad then -

• tin- "Bluffs

3 p. m
ti

1 ( imaha mounted

walking

. tin ee miles

.1 boat and

drive from the

irp hill, took us into Omaha,
my youthful anticipa-

.i town

'iid had

:n, then

ront" or end

five hundred

. er f r. .nt,

' ry busy

tructing

the road, rial and

ipplies in

large qu; iver the

N'orth-Western railway. With the advi at

of railroads into ( ouncil Bluffs and Oma-
ha began the decline of steamboating on

the river, and a few years later the numer-
ous boats which plied .in the "Big Mud-
dy" and lined the levee, sume of them
running 1.700 miles above Omaha to Fort

Benton, slowly but surely disappeared.

The Union Pacific had 5.5 engines, prac-

tically new with the exception of a few
old Hues purchased for construction work,

all having been brought to Omaha up the

river from St. Joseph. 1 he product of

nearly every locomotive builder of that

time was represented on the U. P., each

type of engine hearing the distinctive de-

sign of the maker in every respect and

gaudily bedecked with polished brass,

gold leaf and paint. Among them were
the Hinkley, Rogers, Danforth & Cooke,

Lancaster, Norris, McQueen, Manchester,

Taunt. hi. Smith & lacks.. 11 and the Law-

i,n. e Machine Works. With thi

of the C. X N'.-W . k. nto Co cil Bluffs

active efforts were instituted to make a

connection between the Union Pacific and

this road by bridging the Missouri river,

something which up to this time had been

upon as utterly imprai

owing i' nilv shifting course of

the river and great depth through quick-

sand to reach a solid foundation. An
engineering outfit wa: organized to locate

the most suitable site for such a struc-

ture and it fell 1 • the gi "1 fortune of the

writer to be on,' of the party

months were consumed in ni.i!
i

surveys from the main lines to various

ili mg tin- rivet and finallj .1 loca

(ion was selected where the P. 1' bridge

as it is known now 1 rid \ above

I this was the first bridge to span

the Missouri river. The Nebraska end

rested on the face of : , high bluff, much
of which has. with the expansion ,,f rail-

I. « hile an ex

tensive till was made on the Iowa side to

bring the track up to the bridge. In sur-

\ eying the three mile line from the river

to Council Bluffs a clearing had to be

made through the woods. The trees were

straight as a telegraph pole, from six to

nine feet in height, of small diameter and
stood so thick as to be almost impene-
trable. The survey was completed late in

the fall and the following summer the

building of the bridge foundations began.

That winter the river was heavily cov-

ered with ice and to facilitate the move-
ment of material across, a pile railroad

bridge was constructed and used for sev-

eral months, but with a sudden rise of

the water the ice went out, taking the

bridge with it and again the ferry boats

were resorted to. During these early

days of the L'nion Pacific the yards,

shops, depots, etc., were located on or

adjacent to the levee, far below the table

land on which Omaha was situated and
outside of the city proper. The depot

was a one-story affair, built of wood and
of a character such as is usually seen in

a country town. Quite large and sub-

stantial brick shops and a round house
bad already been built, but during the

winter, from some lack of stationary en-

gine power, a Taunton locomotive had
been jacked up, raising the driving wheels

from the rails, and with a belt over one
of the drivers, the other end of the belt on
a shaft pulley, the necessary motive

power was furnished to operate the shop
tools. With the completion of the work
of locating the bridge my thoughts turned

to a job out on the road, for many were
the tales I had heard of Indians on their

native heath, buffaloes and a strenuous

frontier life generally along the line,

and I longed to get to or near the

"front" where all these exciting things

were to be seen.

The general master mechanic was ap-

proached for work in the locomotive de-

partment, but day after day I was told to

call again as there would be something to

do as soon as a lot of new engines, then

at Council Bluffs, could be got across

the river. Several weeks elapsed, then

came the good news to he ready :

North Platte on the first train, and re-

port to the master mechanic there. What
I saw up the line and some of my expe-

riences while there, will be related in a

future number of Railwai and Locomo-

tive Engineering.

New Railroad in Canada.

It is stated that charters ami subsidies

having been obtained, English and French
ill' 1 u []] ,„,,, |„. asked for finan-

cial support in behalf of a new railroad,

the Montreal, Kapatchawan & Rupert

Bay, capitalized at $,3,000,000, which is

designed to link Montreal with the Grand
Trunk Pacific which is now being built in

Canada. The new road will bring Win-
nipeg within 1,260 miles of Montreal.
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Mallet Articulated Compound for the Delaware and Hudson

The Schenectady works of the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company have recently

turned out six very heavy articulated

compound engines for the Delaware &
Hudson Company. They arc intended

for pusher service on the Wilkes Barre

and Susquehanna division of thai road,

between Carbondale, Pa., and Oneonta,

N. V., a distance of 95 miles.

In working order they have a total

weight of 445.000 lbs., all of which is

carried on the driving wheels. The
high-pressure cylinders are 26 x 28 ins.,

and the low-pressure cylinders are 41 x

28 ins. With the boiler pressure of 220

lbs. and driving wheels 51 ins. in diame-

ter, the theoretical maximum tractive

power, working compound, calculated

by the American Locomotive Com-
pany's formula, is 105,000 lbs. The nor-

mal maximum tractive power, working

compound, can be increased about 20

per cent, by changing the engine to sim-

ple. The maximum tractive power of

these engines working simple is thus

the cylinders, to which the steam pipe

is joined 1>\ inc. ois 1 ii .i i" 1 iilly de-

signed connection having a ball joint at

either end and fitted with a slip joint.

This construction permits of the expan-

sion and contraction of the steam pipe,

due to variatii ins in tempi ratu

also facilitates removing and putting it

up when repairs are necessary. With

this arrangement of steam pipi thi

engineman is afforded an unobstructed

view ahead.

The low-pressure cylinders arc the

largesl ever applied by the builders, be-

ing 41 x 28 ins. Steam is distributed to

the high pressure cylinders by 14 111

piston valves, having inside admission

and ample port area. The low pressure

cylinders arc equipped with Mellin dou-

ble ported balanced slide valves. Spe-

cial provision has been made for

strengthening the valve yoke. This is

stayed by two longitudinal bolts which

pass through cored passages in the

valve. The bolts, which arc 1 in. in

arm rigidly bolted to a cast steel cross-

tic between the rear ends of the front

frames. This radius arm fits in a steel

pocket casting securely bolted to the

bottom rails of the rear frames, and

which also extends back underneath the

high pressure cylinder saddle, to which

led. The coupling is made by

means of a virtual pin 6 ins. in diame-

tc r, inserted from th< ti ip.

Two features which have proved very

successful in the articulated locomotives

built for the I rie Railroad have been

incorporated in this design. These are

the floating balance device and the side

spring buffers at the frame union. The
floating balance device which is located

between the second and third pair of

drivers of the front system immediately-

back of the boiler bearing, which car-

ries the spring centering device, con-

sists of a pair of spring supported col-

umns. These have ball and socket con-

nection at their upper ends with the sad-

dle casting of the boiler bearing and a

MALLET ARTICULATED COMP
J. H. Manning, Superintendent of Motive Pi

11 Mi FOB I I" I'll VWARE & in D

126,000 lbs. The six articulated locomo-

tives in this order will, therefore, re-

lieve 12 of the consolidations from

pusher service without sacrificing any

tonnage, and with a saving in oper-

ating expenses due to handling fewer

units.

Owing to the large diameter of the

boiler, it was necessary in this instance

to locate the high-pressure steam pipes

underneath the running boards. Steam
is led from the throttle through a dry

pipe to the smoke box, where it is divid-

ed in a tee-head and passes into two

branch pipes, one in either side of the

smoke box, in the same manner . in 1

single expansion engine. From these

branch pipes, two
pipes, connected through elbow- with

ball joints, extend back underneath the

running board, one on either side of the

boiler, to the high pressure cylinders.

An elbow co\ ers the »ti

diameter, are fitted with i-in. wrought

iron pipe thimbles, which act as spacers.

By-pass valves of the builder's standard

pattern are provided for the low-pres-

sure cylinders. These are located in

chambers in the side of the cylinder

castings, and automatically establish

communication between the two ends of

the cylinder when 1! e is closed.

The valve gear, which is thi

schaerts type, is reversed by the build-

er's hydro-pneumatic revel

The frames throughout arc of Vana-

dium cast steel, and of large section.

The frames of the rear engine

single front rail cast integral with the

main frame, while those of the front

system arc provided with double front

rails, the lower one of which is in one

casting with the main frame.

d connection is used

between the front and rear systems.

This is formed by a cast steel radius

similar connection at their lower ends,

with two niged at one end to

the bottom of the cast steel cross tie

between the lower rails of the frames.

The outer end hinged cast-

t in U-boIts, and arc supported

by coil

rve 1 1 a por-

tion of the weight which would other-

the main boiler bearing,

thus relieving that hearing of excessive

In this instance, the total ini-

- about

30,000

Willi this .1'
I
liat part of the

arried by

n three

points of support, namely, the self ad-

justing sliding bearing, located

the third and fourth pair of driving

the spring .supported columns and

the pair of adjustable hinged bolts which

t he frames '.stems.
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of the boiler bearing, which

I
hi econd and third

driving wheels, are not normally

thai this bearing does not

:;• ... ighl exci pt under unusual

ms.

ing buffers are placed in the

asting of the articulated connec-

on either side, and as 1

ible. They are so designed that

1 hi a tangent the bufi

I
1 ,ui h the bumper asting

- tie at the ends of

,
11, 5. Thus, when the engine

curve one or the other of the

pi ingS is o impi 1 5sed. \\ ben the

is curving, these buffers serve to

1 pushing force through the cen-

ter of the wheel base of the front engine

,1 through the flange oi the out-

side forward driving wheel, as il would

not applied In pushing, 1 n

. of the heel load tends to swing

1 sj sti in aboul the center of its

•.
;

n -ii the engine is

•
., e, thereby increasing the

-

i, tion of the front driving wheels,

ii of the spring buffer 1- to conn

le push of the load

and thus 1
1
dui 1 thi r< sistam

The boili r 1- of tin radial sta; ' >

v. ith coi heet. At the

larrel measures 90 ins

•
. outside, while the outside

: course is 102 ins.

el i- fitted with 446 tubes, 254

diameter and -'4 ft- long. There is

width oi ' -ii the

between

I he boiler has a .

. which is radi

thi

through a curve. These are located on

the back head of the boiler and oil is

fed to them bj steam pressure through a

pipe line, from which there are lead-, to

the above mentioned wheels. A single

hredoor is provided in the firebox,

equipped with a Franklin automatic

opener. Iron doors are provided at the

Grate Area. IOO sq. ft

Axles.—Driving journals, 10 x 1

S'/i by 10 ins.

Firebox.—Thickness of crown,
9-16 in.; sides, H in.; back.

space, front, 5 ins.; sides,

4<A '

4 ins.

tube,
water
back.

ke Stack.—Diameter, t8 ins.; top above rail,

6 tl ,. ms.
s.— L. P. double po rted h- P- niston type;

ravel, 6 ins.; steam lar/, slide h. p. 1 1-16,

p., 1 in.: ex. lap, h. p. 5:16— 1- P-. 7'6-

LOW PRESSURE CV1 IXD1 K!

hack of tin cab, which may be

when the engine is hacking.

I he ti ndi 1 1- fitted with .1 n atet bi 1

torn tank which carries 0,000 gallons of

ivater and the fuel space holds 14 tons of

coal.

In the design of the tender frame

tal n to provide a strong and

rigid construction. The longitudinal sills

imposed of 15-in. steel channels

weighing 33 lbs. to the foot; and top

and bottom cover plates are used. Both

£3Hr

.Mill 1 1 ' IMPOUND.

Locomotive, Man and Car.

1 i llr of the paper- o\ er in Phila-

delphia, the Record by name, has poked

a bit of harmless fun at a big engin-

eer on a little engine 1 lur contem-

porary says: "Frank Seidler is the

. ngim 1 r on the Williamsport

end of the Philadelphia & Reading

system, and he has the "littlest" en-

gine. The engine looks like a toy

alongside the monsters that handle

coal tr.un- in- thai go pounding along

with general freight. It is an engine

that was once considered ".-rime pump-

l.in," on tin '"1. but it has got down

I,, pulling a work train. The big en-

gineer on 1 In- tiny old fashioned engine

weigh; 120

I remarks about how this engine

has dwindled in size by comparison

n minds us of the iuplel indicating

the growth of the box ear:

"Deal In i!i li 1
. don'l 3 ou cry.

', ou'll b .1 i" ight house by and by."

Whether or not we get heavier box

motives in the future, we

wish Frank Seidler good health and

luck.

!

'

1

ins at

,1 1 and rear bumpi rs arc oi ca ii

1 he tender trucks are of tl

wheel .in i; li 11 type, the design following

,\ Hudson Company's

d practice, and have a carrying

1

0,000 lbs each.

.1 the principal dim' 1

c 1o v\

. ft. a in-.; tota

.

eight.—

I

n drivers.

I
.

'

. firebox,

King Rode on Locomotive.

I he late King Edward, of Greal Bril

am. displayed much courtesy towards

\ndi e\\ < .ii in gie The friendship of

the two dated from the time Edward, as

Prince of Wales visited this country in

1

1 M that time Andrew Carnegie

perintendent of the middle divis-

ion of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and

he took the future king riding on the

1 motive of different trains, among

them .1 trip o\ ei the hoi si shoe curve.
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General Correspondence

Source of Information.

Editor

:

I have been a reader and subscriber of

your valuable paper since its inception,

and have always found it interesting, ab-

sorbing, and helpful, but never more so,

than at present, and the engineer, fire-

man and shop man of today should con-

sider themselves fortunate in having such

a valuable source of information as it

furnishes.

Your articles in the March number,

those of the late 70's and early 8o's of

the last century, when the writer did his

firing and was promoted to the position

of engineer. In those days there were

very few publications or in fact anything

printed that set forth the problems of

practical railroading such as your maga-
zine does today. Any engineer can readily

consult tin different formulas that you

furnish and know exactly whether or not

In- engine is being over-loaded, or in fact

he can get any other information he may

panies was saved in the less frequent

cases of doubling hills. The adoption of

the tonnage rating for locomotives was
certainly a long step in the right direc-

tion.

• The writer '

originated with Mr. Frank

ion who, in 1881, while superinten-

\\ w York City & Northern Rail-

road, now the Putnam division of the X.

Y. < He issued instructions to conductors

and engineers that thereafter engine haul-

SWIMMING THROUGH MEADVILLE YARD UNDER DIFFICULTIES DURING rHE MARCH
(Courtesy o) me.)

"Reading Indicator Diagrams" and "The
Factor of Adhesion'' are most explicit,

and no doubt have been eagerly read and
digested by scores and hundreds of your

readers. Not only to the three classes of

workmen mentioned above, the "Factor

of Adhesion" will appeal, but also to a

great number of transportation officials

who in the latter day railroading are

eager to read and keep abreast of any

desire that in pertains to his

calling.

In the period I speak of, when I was
getting my experience and kno

mostly by observation, it was the custom

among railroad superintendents to rate an

engine's hauling capacity by the number

of cars or loads it could haul, and if the

engine stalled and doubled three trips in

five it was considered good enough, and
knowledge and information they can get the rating stood as good and regular prac-

relative to the hauling power of

tives.

I say the railroad men of today are

fortunate in having such a source of in-

formation on subjects so closely per-

taining to their calling as compared with

tice until more enlightened officials saw-

there was a dead loss in overloading en-

gines. The system of rating now almost

everywhere in vogue, the tonnage basis,

was established, and lots of grief to the

train hand* and more to the railroad corn-

ed by tonnage

. and he indicated the num-

ber of tons each of the different sizes of

engines would be required to haul over

the various portions of the road. After

this the doubling of hills was reduced to

a minimum and occurred only on

especially wet and greasy rails or

\.hen the train consisted of cars

that had an especially large pro-

portion of bad side bearings, for

those were the days when wooden body

and truck bolsters were in use, and you

could seldom see daylight between the

top and bottom side bearings on an empty,

let alone on a load, and this often resulted

in stalling, because the side bearings pre-
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i adjusting them-

i ineers have knowl-

, earlier than 1881, oi

unit instead of the car for rating

writer thinks if Mr.

iginate the system, he

: he pioneers in adopting it.

Engineer.

Mount Pleasant X. J.

Bay State Limited.

Here is the photograph of thi i'

5tati I united on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, hauled by engine No.

iioq. It is in the act of picking up water

the weight of the revolving parts are driv-

ing the motion, and consequently will

bring all tin u point of the

eccentric closest to the center of the axle.

The heavier the eccentric and motion rods,

and the higher the speed the more wear

on the small half or part of eccentric near-

est the centei of the axle. It is simply a

question of centrifugal force.

E. J. Brenster,

Genl. Foreman. C. & N. \V. Ry.

Chicago Shops.

Flange Lubrication.

Editor:

1 hi page 90 of the March issue of

Railway \nd Locomotive Engineering

THE BAY MAI 1. LIMITEE

track trough when this picture

apped. This I 1 of the

hour trains between Ni .

ton winch arc pel

Ei gland. 1 am a constant

n igi mi and v

ii in the pictures you had in

R '

is indeed a good record, especially on

tires, and Mr. Voges should be con-

gratulated on turning out such work.

What do you suppose these same tires

would have made equipped with the

wheel flange lubricator? We have 50

and 60-ton engines here making 30,000

to 50,000 miles and consider this ex-

cellent mileage. We can't exceed this

on account of tread wear, as we do not

have any more flange wear since ap-

plying the above mentioned lubri-

cator-. Mr. Voges calls special atten-

tion to this being the Railway Steel

Spring Co.'s tires; why should there

be so much difference in tires? We
are using the Latrobe and Midvale and

they seem to be as hard as could be

handled. Reragding my flange lubri-

cators, I may say the Tennessee Copper

Company is using my lubricators and will

be glad to recommend them to any one

interested in flange lubrication. My
occupation is that of a roundhouse

foreman with the above mentioned

company. Mr. W. T. Foster is super-

i tendent of this road. P. J. Maloy.

Copperhill, Tom

Wear of Eccentrics.

M
in pn v 11 nis is

-, abi mt the

i to the axle.

I 110IH r a reply to my letter in the Jan-

uary issue, by Mr. C. A. Poland, of

Atchison, Kan. When I spoke of flange

lubrication 1 only had reference to

lubricating the front wheel of an en-

gine on the high side of a curve while

the engine was on same. Lubrication

is shut off while engine is on straight

track. From the way Mr. Poland

imagine he must have thought

I was going to open a valve and let

oil run in a stream as large as your

i ngi 1
. .mil from one end 1 il the road to

the other. I have designed and pat-

ented a lubricator winch works auto-

math all} . lubi icating the high

d 1 utting off v\ hen the en-

011 level 01 ck, pre-

ii

rail, and reducing

ins rounding

for 11 is impossible for a flai

climb a it is lubricated

i
;

oi the April if

1

our at Belle-

1

ine No 6416

mil

ily a few roundhouse repairs

1 urned 1 u 1 hanged This

Headlights for the Rails.

Editor:

I have been trying to overcome the

disadvantages of the very bright head-

light as now used high up on locomo-

tives, and I am sending you a rough

drawing to try to explain my idea. The
chief disadvantage of this form of light

KAIL ILLUMIN \TIO

to my mind is that the glare blinds (hi

oi .111 oncoming train.

My idea is to place two small elec

! mps on the inside of the

pilot of the locomotive, similar to the

lights mi an automobile, only the light to

sti 1 am through pilot onto the rail.

The intention is to have each small

beam of light flash on each separate rail,

pi iced low down so

engineer will have a clear view

of his block signals or of an approach-

in, and the light being almost

v, 11 Ii the 1 .nl will can 5 a good

Thom \s J. Pratt.

row, .V. /.
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Some Old Ones on the B. & M. Ilcaley, late of the Rhode Island Works,

Editor: was foreman. The "Gen. Sherman" was

I am sending you some photographs of built by Hinckley and Drury in 1866, for

several old "mills" that once ran in this the Boston & Maine, at the same time

neck o' woods. The "Sailor Boy" was one Vretus Bl 1 of the Manchester Works

!TON & Li IWEL ENGIN1 iAILOR BOY.

cf the engines of the Salem and Lowell

Railroad, of which there were three, viz:

the "Transport," "Factory Girl," and the

one named above. Sailor Boy and Fac-

tory Girl were names given as appropriate

to the leading industrial life at the rail-

road's terminals.

Mr. F. T. Summer, the present master

mechanic of the Southern division of Bos-

ton & Maine, is a native of Salem and

remembers these engines, having seen them

when he was a boy more than 60 years

'.: thai dim thej were drop-hook

Hinckley engines and the frames were

outside the wheels. Later the frames were

cut off ahead of the drivers. He tells a

story concerning these engines with the

facility of an eye-witness.

The Sailor Boy and the Factory Girl

put up in Salem over night. The inhabi-

tant- of tin- town held to their Puritan

i thought the engines should he

married, so a local preacher named Clark

was found, and told about it. He came

down to the yard one day and the engines

built the "Gen. Grant" for the same road.

Both of these engines were scrapped

within a year. The other photograph, if

Loads and Empties in a Train.

Editor:

In reading the April number I noticed

describinj th

manner of making up freight trains

relative to the placing oi loads and

empties in a train. A few years back

considered good practice to

place the loaded cars ahead in a train,

some claiming that where a train is

made up in this manner it handled

much better and there was less trouble

due to damaged draft-rigging. Also

you can find plenty of engineers at the

present who will assert that a train, say,

of 700 tons, on a grade of V/t per cent.,

will pull easier if the loaded cars are

placed next the engine.

I might say that I have handled

freight trains on a grade of this kind

where a dynamometer car was placed

behind the engine, and that the regis-

tered draw-bar pull did not show that

there was any gain owing to the man-
ner of placing the loaded cars in the

train. If you have an equal number of

ton; and the re i tance is equal it will

require an equal draw-bar pull to move
the tram over the grade. The resist-

notice, is one with three drivers

gone. This engine came in under its own
steam, fixed tip by Mr. Summer and was
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unbi ' of the

ar.

( nipty cars are all on the

: the train and the brake? are

the unbraked weight of the

cars on the forward portion of

the train will carry this part of train

much farther than the roar of train

your "best railroad magazine published"

and see what others have to say in

regard to this matter.

Inn Spectre.

[Our correspondent has touched upon

a most important matter. We would like

to hear from others who do the work of

inspection and from those who are in any

,
i ".' . J,'.

. ..,.„, . .. ,

'«*»*m"
'""''''•'"

ENGINE WITH GNI.V DRIVER LEFT RIDING OX TENDER

unless the draft-rigging is strong

enough to hold it. I have seen many
not strong enough,

especially in cases of emergency, some

of them being undesired em<

My experience lias taught me that there

is nothing to be gained by placing load-

ed or heavy cars ahead in a train except

that the train will start better than

all behind. I

1 damaged draft rig-

. : ; in- I ests ha .

that where freight trains

forty cars in

•

;

1] advantage to dis

aded cars throug

!

way affected by the work of the locomo-

tive inspector—such as locomotive en-

gineers, firemen and shopmen.— Editor.]

Ancient and Modern Air Pumps.

Editor:

You will find enclosed a photograph

showing the past and present of air

pumps used or. locomotives. The one

on the left is a Gardner & Ranson

pump, which was one of the first air

pumps used. The other five are Wes-

tinghouse, as follows: 6-in.. 8, qi<. 11

and S'j-in. cross-compound. The 6-in.

Westinghouse was first used on the

Big Four about 30 > irs ago The SV2 -

pound pump .- one oi thi

Locomotive Inspection.

B

ere a

<r parts
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by the town sleuths, which was the entire

population. Finally the constable saw a

stranger in the shop and put him under

arrest. He proved to he the man wanted,

and after some difficulty was placed in the

"jug" back of Scotty Lee's store. 1 was

not working that day and was cold to

watch him while the sheriff was notified

to come for his man.

The jail was an 8 \ 10 fraiin

with two cells lined with sheet iron, and

a corridor in front and large padlocks.

I took a look at this fellow, who was

small and about twenty two years of age.

Thinking everything secure. 1 went to the

hotel for breakfast and was gone po

thirty minutes when some one yelled "He

is out!" and upon m\ return [ found he

had cut his wa> out of the cell and

picked the lock, leaving a large quid of

: in -In- k. \ hole as a memei

bird had flown and I was in disgrace, as

some one bad to be blamed. Finally

Gigerie Bob and two other Piute bucks

were rounded up and put .Hi tin -..11',

which led to the river ami which he waded

for a few hundred rods and ili'l not cross,

but gained a few hours before the Indians

Whitehead and Jem Gesford are in Cali-

fornia. Dorsey is running on the Santa

he. Ken Keys is in Mexico in locomo-

tive department -en ice. Charley Kamm
is in the distiller] business. Frank Wal-

strom, who was the onlj firemai

Louie H.minium- . h mi a farm in Ne-

braska. Mike Martin is running a ma-

lum 11 ip in 1 ini ago, ami Peter Maher,

on the rod job, 1- superintendent

of motive power mi the (
'. & V Judge

Angus, Tom Clark, Hill Nichols, Bill

Dunlap, Andy Russle, Bob Richie and

several whom I am unable to recall by

name have passed away, ami let us hope

to a better land than where the baying

of the coyote, the hymn oi the Piute, the

: hills abound.

W. I). Martin.

( lenl. Foreman X Y. C Lines.

Bend, Ind.

in all 2,212 sq. ft. This is made up of

11. in the lire box and .2,056 sq. ft.

in the tubes The grate area is about

1 ft., which gives a ratio of grate

area to total beating surface as I is to

(14. The numb in this boiler

Is 283.

The ty] what we
call a .1 1

_' or Atlantic type and is of

very symmetrical proportions and

graceful design. The engine truck

wheels are 38 111s. in diameter and the

carrying wheels at the rear are 48 ins.

in diameter. The total wdieel base of

this nun Inn' 11 tea sures 35 ft. 4 ins. The
weight in working 68.5 metric

tons.

Tin- tender is mounted on 40-in.

wheels, weighs in working order 50

metric tons. It carries about 8 tons of

coal ami about 5,783 gallons of water.

Four-Cylinder Balanced Compound.
Mi.' [1 ici inn 'i i\ ' here illustrated is

built by J. A. Maffci. of Munich. Ger-

many, inr the Royal Bavarian State

Railways. The engine is finished in the

neat ami compact fashion characteristic

Without Foundation.

We have bei ed to the

railroad news which the ordi-

nary daih newspapei readers.

The possession of a wide sheet

paper, a soft lead pencil and a fertile im-

FOUR CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND FOB Tilt: ROYAL BAVARIAN STATE RAILWAY.

found his footprints in the sand ; and then

for at least five hours thej

dog trot until the older buck and myself

lay down along the railroad and were

counted out, while the two Piutes trailed

their man to Reno, where he made his

"getaway," only to be captured at Truckee,

being identified by some of the railroad

boys; and upon searching his clothes they

found all kinds of burglar tools -

the lining, and even in his shoes.

Buck, mentioned by Mr. Fay, was a big-

hearted Englishman by the name of

Bucklen. and still an employe of 1

pany at San Francisco Short) Hyde,

whom the boys were convinced had drawn

the grand prize in the old Louisiana Lot-

tery, was at Sparks, last report. Johnnie

Smith, George Hunt, Superintendent

of this builder, and with the high polish

of the continental mechanic. The en-

gine has cylinders 13.6 and 22.S by 25.6

ins. The steam pressure is 235.2 lbs.,

and with driving wheels 80 ins. in di-

1,600 lbs.

can be developed.

The valves are of the piston I
j

tuated by Walschaerts gear. The two

high pressure cylinders are on the out-

side and the low pressure ones are be-

low the smoke box. All pistons drive

mi the unit pair of driving wheels and

on the crank axle. The counterweights

in the driving wheels are necessarily

light and in the front wheel they are so

disposed as to counterbalance crank axle

The heating

agination are after all the ground-work

called railroad

news. The ordinary daily paper which

has become in many instances, especially

on the merely the record of

death, d ishness and crime,

its efforts, by print-

nething that did not

We recentlj saw a statement in a

Hi New York daily to the effect

of one of our leading rail-

ways, in making a so-called surprise test

of signal observance, had been arrested

vy bail.

By direct inquiry, ad the vice-

ion, we
printed,

was u 1
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Victorian Railway Shops at Newport
By J. H. Boyd

lent Railway

N'ewport, a suburb

-,-- many feature?

Tbe rolling

this railway is built

ituated at Williams-

town, which is three miles further from

Lorian mel
'rami.

In 1884-5 t!l<-- a;:; ; ! ' le<^ t0

and an

ined from their

tern and have two classes—first and sec-

ond. The carriages for long distance

traffic are provided with corridors, gen-

erally at one side. The method of coup-

ling carriages is the same as in England,

and the 1
stening rails to ties is

the same as in America. It should be men-

tioned that the driving gear for the wood

machine shop 1- under the floor. Saw-

dust and refuse are drawn away for fuel

in the boilers by the most approved

method. Spray painting machines worked

by compi are used for painting

the outside of freight cars. Many other

details that were often painted by brush

, [1 w OF ' N
'

T RAILWAYS.

arnisltwelve

.

ining
;

rks which run

re divided int

rn end,

ntaining

'

are now painted

method.
. which

is devot

Mr. T. Smith, the workshop man; s

the stores department, the pattern shop,

the coppersmith's shop, and the foundry.

The iron foundry is well provided with

molding machines, sand sifting and core-

making machines.

In front of the central block is a large

lawn and flower garden in which the men

can spend, if they desire, their lunch hour.

Attached is a large dining room recently

by the commissioners, which pro-

vides accommodation for about 600 men

The catering and management are done

mmittee of the men, and a good

meal can be had for 6d. (or 12 cents 1.

The west block, containing boilt
-

fitting and erecting shop, machine shop,

smithy, etc., is devoted entirely to the

uon and repair of locomotives.

The boiler shop, which alone covers

nearly 57.000 sq. ft., is well equipped.

The plant includes the usual punching,

rolling, pressing and straighten-

ing machinery and all other devil

in the c nd repair of boilers.

The fitting, erecting and machine shop?

- cover ii | Lte nearly 100.000 sq.

ft. The erecting an

capable of turning out over 20 new en-

rolling stock wine:'.



J '.li a lyiu

An impression of the rapacity of the

works can be gained from the fact that

•36 new locomotives are in hand and some

50 others are und 1 pail

Of the several types of engines the A-2

about £-'.700 and weigh! 68 tons with wa-

ter tanks full. They are u ed Eor subur-

.
iini when the lii

ed 1 engines will ted into

itives.

MACHINE DEPARTMENT. SLOTTING MACHINE VI WORK

type, which is designed for express pas-

senger traffic, 10 of which have recently

been built, is of special interest. Ten
others are well advanced, they have 6-ft.

driving wheels, weigh no tons. The esti-

mated cost of each is £3,700. The side

view, showing the engine being lifted

from the building track or pit to the cen-

tral rails gives a good idea of proportions

of the machine. The general effect is of

a combination of an American and Brit-

ish built engine. The outside cylinders,

pilot and style of cab suggesting the

American, the lack of bell and headlight,

combined with other features of design,

suggesting the British type.

Another class of locomotive built at

Newport is the "D D." type, which

weighs 92 tons and costs about £2,000.

This class of engine is used on suburban

The machine shop is well

generally with good machines a

As alreadv stated, the machine

designed

id tools.

: are of

1 qualified to give an opinion in

Australia, thai ihead on

design and ingenious development of

machines and tools, but their machines

are often on the light side, and in many
cases not sufficiently rigid.

One of the special features in the

manufacture of the locomotives is the

built-up crank shaft. This method was

place because of the

lack of facilities for forging the shaft.

The method of building up the shafts un-

I successful and gives

The forge shop is generally well

equipped, and among other appliances has

a 5-ton steam hammer for forging axles,

connecting rods, etc., other feature-, are

the bolt and nut forging machines.

The smithy is also well equipped with

Steam hammers and necessary tools, and

which, including the forge, covers an

area of over 60,000 sq. ft.

ximately the capital value of the

".000; wages paid, £640,000;

.iiii'
1
! matei ial ised annually, £355.-

000; work at present in hand, locomotives,

^6; carriages and vans, 90; freight trucks

or car-. 667.

Apprentices are expected to serve six

nd during that time are expected

to attend the Workmen's College in Mel-

bourni and show proficiency in their tech-

nical training. The results or marks ob-

tained at the various examinations are

GENERAL VIEW OF THE MACHINE SHOP.

ONE OF THE SUBURBAN 1 I \SS.

or country lines, principally for passen-

ger, goods and mixed trains.

The D D E, or tank engines, are also

constructed at the works at a cost of

many and various types and makes—Great

Britain, the United States and Germany
being represented.

High-speed steel is being used with ad-

vantage, and it was observed by Mr. R.

Ferguson, foreman of this department,

that the stronger machines of

make stood up well to the increased out-

put now demanded of them.

It is admitted generally by those who

1 sted up in the works from time to time

so that progress is noted by all concerned.

The writer is indebted to Mr. T. H.

Woodroff' al engineer, for

kindness and courtesy, both in allowing

him to visit the works under such favor-

able conditions and also for several of

the photographs, blue-prints, etc. Mr. T.

Smith, works manager, was also very

attentive.
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Steam Turbine and Reduction Gear.

The Westinghouse marine steam tur-

bine 11 Westinghouse Ma-

been limit ci

culties inv

maiued for

owing to mechanical diffi-

ilved. It. therefore, re-

Messrs. Melville and Mac-

. ORG ,' EELVILLE,

I
1 iRGl WI ' ' GHi lUSl ,

1 :
1.- Westinghouse Companies.

American Society ol Mei Enj ineers.

JOHN H. MACALPINE,
Mi mber Institute of Naval Architects

ny ol Pittsburgh, Pa., is

iled de-

here. The Mel

.

pplied to thi

ine turbine, 1

nation 'if high spi

d propelling shaft

Alpine to invent a gear which would

transmit the enormous powers neces-

sary for the propulsion of large, fast

ships at a speed of revolution of pinion

which w.mld permit of a design of tin

bine giving the low. 1 possible steam

1 onsumption, and would reduce the

that if 11 were humanly possible to ac-

curately cut and align the gears so that

there would be a line contact to begin

with, this condition would not be main-

tained for any length of time because

of the natural wear of the bearings.

"The novel feature of this reduction

gear sists in carrying the pinion

shaft in what the inventors call a "float-

ing" frame. The floating frame is ex-

tremely stiff in itself and supported

half-way between the end bearings in

such a manner that it is free to oscil-

late in the vertical plane passing through

the axis of the pinion shaft, while it is

prevented from moving in other direc-

tion-. The result of this arrangement

is that any minute irregularity 111 the

pitch of the teeth (which would tend

to concentrate the load) will merely

cause the floating frame to change its

position about its central support and

in this way equalize the pressure. The

pinions automatically adjust themselves

to divide the load and so avoid ab-

normal stresses. In order to transmit

the enormous power required in ma-

rine work, it is not necessary to have

very wide gears, and it is found advan-

tageous to divide this into two gears

on the same shaft. Helical teeth are

employed so that they will roll into

contact without shock and thus reduce

wear and noise.

"In this connection it will be inter-

esting to note that Mr. George West-

inghouse has developed a modification

of this gear which differs from the

"floating frame" type in that both the

pinion shaft and the gear shaft are car-

ried in fixed bearings, the connection

between the gear rim and the shaft

being made through a thin diaphragm,

which while amply strong to transmit

torque, is sufficiently flexible to permit

of the gears aligning themselves by

interaction of the tooth pressure. The

flexible support of the pinion frame

consists of an I-beam so arranged that

the web is free to bend back and forth

as required.

"The effect of this increased effi-

ciency of both turbine and propeller in

a marine installation has an even far-

ther reaching effect, as a large reduc-

tion 111 coal bunker capacity is also

brought about and moreover the boiler

P. required is reduced about one-

ed speed of revolution to thai required fot

. MacMurph

Westingl ' lie says,

....
i

best propeller efficiency. Ordinary

ill not do tin- thai is, the) 1
an

,
.,,, De 1

. essfully with wide

orl ing with si \ eral hun

dred pounds' pn ssure per inch of width

1, while revolving at a veloi ity

,
1 -in minute al thi

••!,! this for the manifi I re; on
1,1 \K WITH

IK \\!l
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third. On the Lusitania there are

twenty-three double-ended and two
single-ended boilers, the double-ended

boilers being 17 1-2 ft. in diameter by 22

ft. long, the saving of one-third of the

space occupied by these boilers will be

seen to be a very large item. As each

of these ships carry 192 firemen and 123

trimmers, the reduction of the number
of boilers to be fired would effect a

very material reduction in the expense

for this part of the crew."

Wheel Hub Expander.

Writing to the Electric Traction

Weekly, Mr. J. O. Harrison, superintend-

ent of motive power of the Fort Dodge,

GAS HUB EXPANDER FOR WHEELS.

Des Moines & Southern Railroad, at

Boone, la., says:

"I have in my shop a little device which
ought to draw a better salary than some
mechanics. It is as you can see from
the accompanying sketch a straight pipe,

screwed into a T from which a pipe runs

each way dropping down on either side

of the wheel to the hub where it again

connects to another T. From each of

these two T's two curved pipes encircle

the hub of the wheel, both inside and
outside the hub. These circular pipes are

perforated with small holes. We attach a

hose to the straight pipe at top. This
hose connects through one branch to an

air tank and through another to our gas

supply. Air and gas being turned on and
lighted at small holes in the circular

pipes, form a hot, blue flame around the

hub of the wheel. This wheel is put in

the press and given about 80 tons of

pressure. In a very few minutes, seldom
more than ten, the heat has expanded the

wheel sufficiently to allow the press to

move it off the axle. Heretofore I have
never heard of any one pressing steel

wheels off steel axles. It has been cus-

tomary to drill two or three holes

through hub of wheel parallel with the

axle in order to allow the metal in hub of

wheel to yield its grip on the axle. This

method requires several hours' labor

while, with the gas jets as we use them,

a pair of steel wheels can be removed in

twenty minutes."

(In writing us on the subject Mr.

Harrison says he also uses this heater

when putting wheels on axles. The ex-

panded hub lets the axle pass in quickly

and the adjustment is made as the hub
cools. The actual shape of the circular

burners is probably each like a hook, so

as to permit of their being put around

the axle on the hubs of the wheel. The
drawing does not show the burner very

clearly.

—

Editor.]

Reminiscent.

A valued correspondent who delights

not in seeing his name in print has sent

us the following notes:

I was much pleased with Mr. Rick-

secker's autobiography and hope to see

more of the like from his fellow vet-

erans. Am sorry that he had forgotten

the No. 64 Rogers. She had cylinders

16 x 24 ins., not 18 x 20 ins. The first en-

gines having larger than i6x24-in. cyl-

inders were built in Jersey City Loco-
motive Works, with sYz-h. driving

wheels. I think the first engine with

that size of w^heel was No. 80, named
Frank Cummings, which had 16 x 24-in.

cylinders.

The first engine on the Atlantic &
Great Western with an i8x24-in. cylin-

der was a Mogul built at Jersey City.

I note your editor's answer to Mr.
Merrill about the Mallet compound ex-

haust. If he is correct in that, I do not

understand the Mallet engine. I had
always before thought that it had four

exhausts for each turn of the drivers,

and if not, why? [It has four exhausts

for each turn of the drivers and is prac-

tically two cross compounds coupled

together, the valves being set to make
the exhausts synchronous.

—

Editor.]

scarcity, have on the lines west of

Pittsburgh placed in experimental

service a number of concrete telegraph

poles through New Brighton, Pa. The
construction of the poles has followed

experiments which
have been conducted during the past

two years.

Owing to the fact that wooden poles

are becoming more and more ex-

pensive as they become more difficult

to obtain, the Pennsylvania, in 1906,

to test the value of concrete as a

substitute for wood. Fifty-three rein-

forced concrete poles were set up in

the line along the Pittsburgh, Fort

and Chicago Railway, near

Maples, Ind. A year later they were
found to be giving entire satisfaction

and showed no evidences of decay.

According to the experiments made
so far it is thought that a concrete tele-

graph pole will last for many genera-

tions, thereby doing away with the fre-

quent renewals necessary with wooden
poles. Much importance is also at-

tached to the increased strength of

the new poles, which hold tin

of the line, even on curves, without

Railways in Madagascar.

A comprehensive scheme is being for-

mulated by the French Government to

establish a complete railway system in

the island of Mad-igascar. There is at

present a narrow-gauge line about 150

miles in length. The new project com-
prises standard gauge railways through

the most fertile valleys in the island,

that will open up to commerce this hith-

erto almost entirely unexplored region

The mineral wealth of the country is

reported to be great, while the vegeta-

tion is said to resemble more the luxu-

riance of Brazilian forests than the

jungles of the near continent of Africa.

Concrete Telegraph Poles.

The Pennsylvania Railroad system,

in order to provide against timber

RETE TELEGRAPH POLE.

The poles at New Brighton are of

graceful proportions, being about ,^o

'.. 14 ins. in diameter at '

torn and 6 ins. at the top Thi

eral appearance is pleasing to I

on account of the uniformity in size,

nd color.
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The Chancetaker Must Go.

The words at the head of this article,

»-e, form the headline for some

to a master me-

chanic in Te tly saw

iter in a

kei as applied to a railroad

man wl " of bad judgment.

wa Locomotive Engineering

pplied this word to the 1

.

:

nol play the game a< -

1> originated in

man who ran

at full 1
on signal in the

aal would be

That act may
h\ those who

but 1" us lir is a

of bad judgment,

bad judgment

taking

I judgment is in

tency. I the rules of

- ly get-

for example,

flagging ' "ii the

time of : l

- ain The fact that

you kno
is is no

you t.ii

the poison. The serious and the deadly

thing about the chancetaker is that he

may with his bad judgment, or what

ever you like to call it, kill good, care-

ful, first class men in some fool acci-

dent. How would you like to go int. the

beyond that way?

There has been a great deal of dis-

cussion about signal observance rec-

ords—surprise checking, some call it

—

now we want to get the honest opinion

i-.bout the matter from the locomotive

engineers and others who are subject

to these signal observanci tests. If

you write us your views, with name and

address and your road, we will use your

pen name only 11" you wish, and respect

your confidence to the full. We want

to print the views of those who have

experience in the matter. Engineers,

firemen, road foremen and men who

make the tests, officials, anybody may
write us who is concerned in the busi-

ness, and we will give them an oppor-

tunity to express their views without

giving their names t<> the public.

Our opinion about the signal ob-

servance test is that if properly con-

ducted it is all right. We do not ap-

prove of an official sneaking out from

behind a hedge to catch some one man
or men he may not like. But we be-

lieve the fair, impartial test of all is

perfectly legitimate. Such tests arc

not poorly disguised attempts to look

for trouble, they should be like the ex-

amination at a college, made to see

where the whole class stands. The

signal observance test should carry

with it no more imputation of untrust-

worthiness to the railway man than

the presence "f a National cash regis-

ter carries the imputation of dishon-

esty to the employee m a store. If the

cash register was only to be u-< d by

John Joins and the rest of the era-

. their iv >rd as to

the number and amount of sab

the cash regi-ter would be objection-

able. Where all use it. it keep-, a legiti-

mate 1 ei 1 ird and tin re is no discrimina

Somi of our important roads have

ignal observance tests in such

numbers that they clearly must apply

to all 1 like, and the selling

of thi ignal al dangei or extinguishing

a light is only the artificial production

nditii iii that may at any tune

confront engine-men. and be brought

about by failure of track circuit or

signal mechanism or other sufficient

Se\ ei al n >ads 1 epi at as high as

98 pei 1 1 hi effii iem j ol the men so

tested, and that is aii honorable record

for the men and a proof of their care,

their watchfulness, and their conscien-

tiou: performance of duty, which it is

not po ible to 1 ibtain in any othi 1
-.-. .1

j

I 'ml. 1 tin. system a man is aide to

establish a positive reputation foi 1

work. Not that he merely kept out of

trouble, but that he did the right thing

at the right time and the fact was

km iu n and recorded.

A man in a railway repair shop does

not have to explain to some official that

he worked ten hours, wdiere the brass

check system is in vogue. The check

proves that he was present on the day

in question and at the hours specified,

and no imputation of dishonesty is ever

intended by the use of the check sys-

tem at the gate or by the presence of

the timekeeper in charge.

We have not much sympathy for

oversensitive persons in a big working

concern like a modern railway. There

must be a definite system to keep up

efficiency and maintain discipline. The

trouble about the chancetaker is that

by getting outside the rules of the

game he may injure or kill those men
wdio, doing the square thing themselves,

believe that the others on the road are

doing the same thing, and that the com-

pany is guaranteeing their safety by en-

forcing the rules.

Send us a letter and state your

views. You have a right to your opin-

ion, and if you do not agree with us, let

us know where and wdiy. We will re-

spect your nom-de-plume, but give us

your name and address and road as a

guarantee of good faith and not for

publication. What do you think of sig-

nal observance tests, and what about

the chancetaker?

Cracks. Pitting and Grooving.

Some interesting facts with regard to

cracks, pitting, grooving and general sur-

face corrosion of boilers have been

brought out in a report prepared by-

Messrs. H. Fowler and L. Archbitt, of

the Midland Railway of England, for the

eighth International Railway Congress.-

These defects though known under va-

rious names, say the reporters, are so

closely related that it is difficult to de-

cide under which head a particular de-

fect shall be classed. The conditions

which result in cracking may if corro-

sion be also present result in grooving.

\ groove is primarily due to oxide of

iron (rust) having formed as a thin

scale on a portion of a plate which is

subji cl to -belli 111. . x ement. 'I I"

ment < au: es the - all to i

is again produced under

tions. The repetition of the formation

and removal of this scale in time pro-

groove. This may not explain

01 case, but is in general the theory

of how grooves are produced. Crack-

ing is. strictly speaking a different phe-

nomenon and occurs principally in the

firebox, where there is radii of outer and

inner plates. Cracks are probably more

often found between the tube holes ; round

the outside of the plate, especially in the

metimes between tin-

stays on the copper or inside sheet of the

firebox In all cases where coppi -i fire-
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plates are used, there is a liability to

crack inside of any flanged portion.

It is possible that these cracks, gen

erally found as a scries, may be started

in an incipient form when the plate is

bent, but they develop only under con-

tinually repeated stresses as the boiler

"breathes" in working. They develop in

places where slight movement can take

place and do not appear in stiff portions of

the box.

Pitting as apart from the tubes is

nearly always confined to the lower parts

of the barrel and in some cases it has

been found to be worst at the smoke-box
end. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail-

way are mentioned as finding pitting worst

in small boilers, where the tubes are

close to the bottom of the barrel. The
Natal Government Railways find the

same result with engines having shallow

fireboxes. Roth these cases may be due
to the want of free circulation of water,

and the consequent tendency of corrosive

matter to lie on the bottom of the boiler

in contact with plates.

In the matter of grooving there are

four principal places at which grooving

generally takes place. 1, At the bottom
of the smoke-box tube plate ; 2, just above

the mud ring in the outer casing sheet,

especially near the corner
; 3, at the bot-

tom of the circumferential lap joints in

the interior of the barrel
; 4, at the throat

plate flanges, near the position where the

flange joins the bottom of the barrel.

There are several other place- where oc-

casionally grooving is found such as

near the edge of the fire-hole door ring,

and at the flange of those in which the

fire hole is formed by flanging the plate.

In some cases the grooving occurs on

the inside of the vertical flanged portion

of the door plate and sometimes may
be found between vertical rows of stays

in the lower portion of the throat sheet

in the water side.

With regard to general surface corro-

sion, this is stated as taking place princi-

pally over the bottom of the boiler barrel

and smoke-box tube-plate. The Eastern

Bengal State and East Indian Railways

find that these plates corrode inside the

smoke box owing to the corrosive effect

of the smoke-box gases, but several loco-

motive departments including that of the

Eastern Bengal State Railway, find that

these plates also corrode on the water

side. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail-

way find that corrosion of the boiler

plates takes place near the feed-water de-

livery.

In reading this necessarily brief synop-

sis of the report, the American reader is

reminded that in some of the cases men-
tioned the plan of construction is differ-

ent from what is common in this coun-
try, but the definition of the terms used

and the probable causes for the condi-

tions observed make the report a valuable

contribution on the subject with which it

deals.

Wheel Failures.

During a recent tour the Editor had

occasion to discuss with an unusually

bright master mechanic the subject of

wheel failures, which continue to be alarm-

ingly common under heavily loaded cars,

also under tenders and among engine

truck wheels. The failures are in fact

common in every position where the

wheel has to endure hard usage under

heavy loads. Since returning to the office

we have received a letter from the master

mechanic, part of which reads:

"I find that steel tired wheels shell out

a great deal worse under tenders than

under cars. In fact, those under cars

are the exception. This leads me to be-

lieve that the short wheel base may be

partly responsible, for I have never seen

shelled spots develop to any noticeable

degree on drivers or on trailers, but have

seen it very pronounced on four wheel

engine trucks and that without brakes.

My experience has been mostly with

very crooked tracks and I consider this

responsible for the frequency and severity

of this scaling propensity.

"The outside wheel on a sharp curve

must, in addition to revolving, be dragged

over the rail, describing a circle from the

inner wheel, or the inner wheel must stop

and hunch backward. Either of these ac-

tions or a combination of both will cause

tire to burn and induce shelling. In

order to prevent this, recourse must be

had to make one wheel independent of

the other. Experiments which were made

along these lines between 1X70 and 1890,

while showing that such could be done,

never led to the adoption of the inde-

pendent wheel ; but it may be possible

that at that time the demand for better

conditions was not so urgent as it is now.

I am not sufficiently advanced in scientific

or practical eti| urge changes;

but present conditions for your con-

sideratii 'it
"

\A i agree with our correspondent that

something ought to be done to avert the

danger which is every 'lay becoming more

alarming through failure of wheels. Sev-

eral remedies might be proposed, among
them the independent wheel, but that

would entail complications that might

prove worse than an occasional wheel

fracture. When the excessively heavy

cars came into vogue and with them in-

creasing loads on tenders and engine

trucks, the obvious remedy proposed to

provide against breakage of wheels was

stronger wheels, which meant the aban-

doning of the time-honored cast iron

wheel in favor of steel tired wheels. That

change was largely carried out, but break-

ages or failures have not been stopped.

The shelling of steel tired wheels is no

doubt caused by the overloaded wheel un-

dergoing severe lateral shocks, as in round-

ing curves, but that cannot be avoided. A
little more cone to the tread of the wheel

might help and is worthy of being tried.

First-class cast iron wheels display less

tendency to shell than steel tired wheels,

and the cause may be that the chilled

tread has more cone than the steel tired

w heeL

It falls upon the motive power depart-

ment of railways to search for remedies

to prevent breakage of the weak members
of the rolling stock family; but the fact

is, that weight has been added to the

running gear of locomotives and cars

until in some instances tin- safe limit has

been exceeded. Axles and other parts

en enlarged to withstand the added

but wheels do not admit of the

simple strengthening process of adding

material. There is upon the market ex-

traordinarily strong material, such as

vanadium and nickel steels, but railway

companies cannot afford to purchase such

material for tires in these days, when
politicians great and small are working

so zealously to reduce railway p

It may be that the interests of safety will

require transportation companies to re-

turn to the practice of imposing lighter

loads upon their rolling stock.

Remedy for Defective Sheets and Stays

The designing of a steam boiler light

enough to be carried on a wheeled vehicle

and equipped with an engine that used the

steam generated by the boiler to propel

the vehicle and pull other \

it. was one of the greatest inventive tri-

umps the world has ever seen. That hap-

pened a little more than one hundri

ago and marked the beginning of a

tion in tip

But the rose is generally garnished by

thorns and every good and useful thing

bring drawbacks along with the advan-

« ith the steam boil

gave vitality to the locomotive engine.

1 ssential features of this form of

boiler made its care and management a

burden t" the people responsible for the

safety of it | rati 11. The boiler had to

he light; strong enough to withstand high

quired to have the capacity

with immense rapid-

ity; it needed to be so designed that re-

done without tearing the

vessel apart, and it had to be so con-

structed that cleaning could be easily ac-

complished. Ever since Richard Travet-

hick built a locomotive boiler in 1803 em-

bracing part of these requirements, his

is in this line of enterprise have

been strii
i

e boiler so that

it should possess all the attributes named.

Rut the road to success has been paved

with 1 bstacles that have been almost in-

surmountable.

While thi continued to be small,

and the steam pressure low, the difficulties

encountered ntaining a b

good working order were comparatively

small ; but when the steam approached

200 lbs. gauge pressure then arose a fierce
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the skill-

and free from

leaky

e firebox has

of the

tations natur-

act in

but in-

an the bi iler began tearing

I to hold

ild be dif-

shell. Every

ti fire intensity

ome the

proved so disastrous

[t ha- been a

1 irresistible and had

than would be

- -n the rising tide.

1 ui stion of trying to resist the

ome into

unusual pn minence lately through a paper

by Mr Donald R. Ma Bain, superintend-

ent of 1
' ' the Laki Shore

, read at the May meeting of the

New York Rail paper il-

niany failure

1
articular? of investi-

es of the

The experiments and ii

this purpo

ugh and far reaching of

in tin- line -inrc boiler fail-

I a ti ntion, ami an

of the work was that

1c ted 1 a 1

rmation with-

: what he was

of the

I

digest of the

'Its and

developing in one of the side sheets, Johnson has enjoyed acquaintance with

a halt side sheet had. pplied, and up the working of superheaters in marine

of this yi ar, at which time the

lasl examination was made, the engine had

made 243,000 miles without one broken

staybolt, without any vertical crack

ts, without any trace of a

head, or throat sheet, and with-

1 rack-, or any sign of a crack,

leading away from the arch tube holes in

the back flue -Ian. nor has tin

fact, the engine has never been 1

1

her than that

es, since it v,

I
1007."

Master Mechanics' Convention.

I he leading business for the coming

conventii 11 of the American Raihva\ Mas-

ter .Mechanic-' Association will he intro-

iced
:

: teei ommittees' reports,

which include that of the standinj

mittee on mechanical stokers, of which

Mr. J. Rumney is chairman. Son

111 the application of

n:echanical stol le last conven-

tion, but tlie interest in the subject seems

to have abated to some extent, hut it is

well for the members to be infer:

th( present stat< of the art

Revision of standards will be reported

on by a committee, of which Mr. \V. W.

V Rosing 1- chairman, Standards that

tablish( d ; car- ago ha\ e

obsolete and others require changing, so

il is high time this work was done Mr.

Rosing ma\ be depended upon to recom-

the changes which will bring up

standards to meet prevailing prai

Motive Power Development comi

with Mr Roberl Quayle chairman of the

committee. Wi do 1 emember any

year wherein greater development oi mo-

tive power has taken place than during

that has elapsed since la

progn

will form a valuable and interesting re-

ine \ isiting the vai

1

building work

with the incn ase in the power 1 I

that havi bi en applied to incn

i this form of

id wheel

. r widen-

been n f< n 1

1 hairman. Mr.

...

hairman. No

lead in

erheatei

service as well as on locomotives. There

is still some conflict of opinion concern-

ing the economy and utility of super-

heat! is. so it is well for the association

t • receive a report on the subject from an

engineer whose good judgment and ex-

perience guarantees a true statement of

the merits and shortcomings of the vari-

ous steam heating appliances.

< .tive and -hop operating ci

an important subject that has been a little

neglected of late years and it is now be-

fore a committee of which Mr. H. H.

Vaughan is chairman. The \\

;

11 e that Mr. Vaughan has enjoyed

in Great Britain, in the United States and

in Canada, makes him peculiarly well

fitted to report on this subject, and we

look forward for something that will set

power men discussing the cost of

tie work performed under that super-

vision. Discussions of locomotive and

shi p operating costs have at various times

raised the temperature of convention halls

and we should not be surprised to wit-

me excitement when this subject

is called.

Reporting on the design, construction

and inspection of locomotive boilers has

been assigned to a committee, of which

Mr. T. H. Curtis is chairman. The sub-

ject of locomotive boilers has been before

the conventions more than any other and

Mr. Curtis will distinguish himself if he

add- anything of value to the immense

accumulation of literature on boilers now

aid in prist annual reports. The

contents of a paper read by Mr. Donald

R. MacBain, at the New Yerk Railroad

Club last month, attracted so much atten-

tion that Mr. Curtis may be able to sub-

mit valuable information on line- that

have n mained unventilated.

The remaining subject- to be 1

on are steel tire- Mr A Stewart, chair-

fi e appliances, Mr C A. Seley.

hairman : timber spei ifii an. us. Mr R. E

Smith, chairman: and train brake and

signal equipment, Mr. A. J. Cota, chair-

\\ hen to tin 1 epi ei- ale added a vari-

ubji et- the' conventii m will

busy during the three

- la-t.

Agricultural Specials.

il heard of

or millioi

circus trains,

but there is in actual op< ration on the

•rain which may well b

. ultui al special. The

road, believing in thi

ul information fur tin

the Cornell Uni\ ersitj

fered the State Agricultural Col

I
1

;

rs. and

1 h turcs at the various
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stations along the line. The- college

d the offi r,

The first and indeed all subsequent

trains of this kind have been an ini-

uci Milk, potatoes, beans,

poultry, fruit, corn, grain, alfalfa, etc.,

were the topics <liscussed by the lec-

1 11 d suitable exhibits were car-

rid in thi llif Erie furnishes

the train and crew, the college fur-

the lecturers, tin- exhibits and

1 ature. Tin- whole thin

carried out with the enthusiasm which

means and wins success.

the milk pro-

dui ii< in sp< cial, with sam]

p trt of the tra\ eling

\iler a lecture of about

thirty minute-' duration had been de-

livered the Fan asked t> 1 ad

journ from th< lectun car to u hal w e

must, for want of a better name, call

'I 'lis w a- a i

ear lilted up for tin atii m of

kine. Twi 1 Jersi - w ere then

shown at the door of tl

lecturer explained that the first of

tin si toi ik $51 1
.

-,
. ar to feed, and gave

$58 wrth of milk, profit $8. 1

ond. al
1 worth of F 1 but

gave $<>(> worth of milk. These facts

were the results of careful record, each
hi-, as v. .11 might say. a debit

edi

These unequally sided cow- were
lorically thrown into the shade

by one of Holstein breed. Tin- am
tin- equivalent of $60 in the

year but save $191 worth of milk. The
11. ilk from the Jersey cow contain- a

larger percent; ge of butter fat, but the

Holstein is a fresh milk producer par
•"''in' 1 lli' cow 1 xhibited by 1 he

Erie produci d 1 1. oi''> lli- of milk in

the year, which 1- cli ise to six toil-,

ami 1I1. 11 1-
.

li .'it on times the weight
of the producer. The reason- for the

difference in the cow- exhibited was
fully explained and -. 1 forth by the

lecturers.

The '.'•
1 bj these agrii nlinr.il

special- i- beneficial in 1 1 ery « aj I he
instrui tion £

'i their farms. This
non business into the hi

the railroad, and cow- and other pro-

ducers a-
1 strictly dollar and

cents' basis, which would ni

astonish

nant should at any
time 1" awarded for milk production
we make bold to mention thi

Hoist. 1 lion.

99.75 pei

iii- of one per cent, of

ire included the cas

d signals by a few

their trains, and similar

1 ,1-. -, '.'.

such as would make possibli an

to a trail

!

'

unusual tirm

.11 caution or dang< r, display

j hi. e ti a";" le track,

with a view to keeping all employes

constantly on the alert for am
signals. h'aih.10 t 1

- ibsi 1 \ 1 .a
j

1 m of trains is

disciplini

.

- tS mad. in looo w ere divided into

four classes, in which the following re-

ade by the men : Block sig-

nal ruli -

n ance on tin- part of

the employes. Rules governing

and the use of fusees, torpedoi

other sig

cent perfect Trains ahead of schedule

-!-. « ith 99.8 per cent. p. r

feet. Signah i!

per cent, perfect out of 112,901 tests.

Eight of tile twenty-six divisions of the

Pennsylvania Railroad showed perfect re-

cords in all signal tests made during the

year. On the Sunbury and Shamokin di-

\isioiis a total of [2,539 block signal rule

lest- were made and in only nm
was the observance imperfect. Twelve di-

visions had over no p efficiency

tests perfect, tg divisions had perfect rec-

ords in trains checked for running ahead

of schedule im isions had per-

fect records in signalmen relieving each

other on time.

In 1906 the Pennsylvania Railroad first

made public tin results of efficiency tests.

Since thai timi ile se ti -i - hi <

conducted regularly and the results have

on n. the public from

time. I h

gradual'

the numl I 'ennsj 1

constructii m 1 i
1 h have

affected 1

and of i: Many of the articu-

lated types have no room in the cab for

an injector of the required capacity, SO

non-lifting form is coming into

utilizing

iroducts for heating the feed wa-

ter, of purifying it of scale-bearing salts,

and are giving more

tails of boiler feeding accessories which

additional chapters I

these important subjects.

ment of 1

After tin

injector.

the tern

this is follow

the dclr 1. on the combining

tube ; an

action "i the injector follows, succeeded

by four the application,

the two on modern

practice, to which we ha .

Signal Efficiency Tests.

I

and practically a perfect record was made
by the employes.

m a report is

The average number of t<

BooK Notices

iry of the Injector.

: ickland I.. K Third

and Enlarged. Pub
New

York. 1910. Prio

;

been his

illustrations drawn from practical tests,

describe in detail tl

1 ions parts.

the publication of the |

edition, there have

Rule vnd Allied Instruments. By
Ph D 1'nbii-

1

!i impany, New-

York. 136 ]
i. Price One

Dollar.

The slide rule has been adapted to al-

most every branch of the arts in which

calculation is required, and few

ments offer a more attractive field I

torical study. Dr. Cajori, the accom-

1 lished professor of n :

of Colo-

1 liege, has added a valuable con-

tribution t. thi engineering liter..:

our time in presenting not only :
:

tompleti the instrument and

its uses, but also giving in historical detail

the growth of the instrument, if we may

use the expression, to its present high de-

gree of utility. The book shouli

much populai

practical

structoi ardly be

added that ex

should h;
:' Dr. Cajon'

ble bi

Trip in Canadian Scenes.

The V ad have

descriptive of the

nd the trip tl

the Rid and down ;

it real, Quebec.

the wonderful rock-ribbed - 1

towerii

rinity and Ci

The folder contains a m: p

ritory.

will aid in t
:
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Mallet Articulated Compound for the Canadian Pacific

A very interesting form of Mallet ar-

ticulated compound engine was recently

built by the Canadian Pacific Railway at

their Angus Shops in Montreal. Mr.

II. H. Vaughan, assistant to the vice-

nt, designed the engine. The
engine is of the 0-6-6-0 type, all wheels

are driving wheels and the adhesive

weight is therefore a maximum.
Our illustration shows the right side

of engine No. 1950. Next to the cab

are the safety valves, further along is

the back sand box, then the whistle,

next is the throttledome, then the dry-

pipe dome, then the superheater, next

the forward sand box and bell. The dry

pipe originates in the dry-pipe dome,

and runs back to the throttle valve,

which is enclosed in its dome. Steam

passing through the throttle goes to the

superheater, after passing through

which it enters outside pipes leading to

the high pressure steam dusts. This

outside piping is heavily lagged and

are of the inside admission piston type

H. P. 11 ins. in diameter and the L. P.

is 12 ins. The driving wheels are 58 ins.

in diameter, and with 200 lbs. steam

pressure the engine develops a tractive

effort of S7>400 lbs. The high pressure

cylinders have a cast steel saddle which

is bolted to the boiler. The boiler at

this point is of course under pressure

and the saddle is secured by i]4 in

bolts having a taper of 1/16 in. in 12

ins. The holes are reamed to this taper

from the inside and the bolts are driven

from the inside, their shape making
them act like plugs in their own holes.

The low pressure cylinders have no sad-

dle, but a small casting is attached to

the under side of the superheater cham-
ber. The flat surface on top of the cyl-

inders slides on this casting, but no

weight is transmitted here to the low

pressure group, the weight being trans-

mitted through a heavy casting back of

the smoke box. Walschaerts valvi

The space between the two radial

friction plate paths is 8J4 ins. wide. In

this path, which may be called the roller

path, there are two wedge shaped

blocks having a taper of J4 in. in 12 ins.,

and these are set with the thin ends

together at the center. These inclined

blocks rest on what we have called a

roller, but it is in reality about one-

quarter of a heavy cast wheel fastened

to a shaft at the hub. The rocking of

this wheel or roller, turns the shaft upon

which it is fastened and the movement
of the shaft causes the arms of an

equalizer to press down upon a pair of

coil springs at on? side, and ease up
somewhat on the springs on the other

side. This roller has a series of teeth

which mesh into appropriately spaced

holes in the wedge blocks.

In entering a curve if the leading

truck was carried over to the left the

boiler would endeavor to move straight

ahead, but the movement of the wedge

11 1

MALLEI UrriCULATED COMPOUND FOR ROCKY MOUNTAIN SERIVC1

ndent Moti

P. R.

Canadian Pacini Railway, Builde

\ngus Shops, Montreal.

does ni 't move, as tl

gine, which tonus the rear group, is

rigidly the boiler.

The In. exhaust fn mi both

1.' ;« een the t\v<>

b ide ilic boiler
;

in -, 1 5 '1' iwn again under

1 t exactly 1 <\ cr the

- i. m . frame and

ible ji nut 1 i inter-

attached
.

j

front to

moves

liile the

high pn is run-

<
1 vim

gearing is used on both high and low

pressure groups.

I in guiding of the locomotive by the

or low pressure group is very

managed. As we said 1" foi e,

; group are attached directly to

the bailer. The front group

about the pivot pin in the frame which

is in the center of the engine between

h and the h >w pn sun c;

*l lie weight-bearing casting at the front is

bolted to and mi mnted on the

and may be seen in our h;

i> m bi twi en the leading and the

second wheel; The upper casting is bolted

lokebox. 1 his

nadc with three approxi-

mately radial paths on it.

side paths arc provided with

plates and tin ha 1 e oil groovi con

nected with an oil receptacle on the

ting I In e frictii in paths arc

1 j lubricated

blocks to the left would slightly raise

the engine on the right side on the in-

cline of the right wedge. The wedge
block movement would carry the roller

wheel to the left, the equalizers would

compress the coil springs on the left

side and the sum total of the action of

wedge blocks and roller wheel would

tend I" cause the boiler to con

to the center line of the truck and in

tins way the guiding of the engine

around curves would be effected.

Weight in Working Ordei Drivers, :6j,ooo
His.; en

Wheel Basi Front engine, 10 ft. 4 ins. rear
engine, 10 ft. 4 ins.: total engine, 35 ft. 2

. engine and tender, 60 ft. 7 in

Firebox—Length and width, 120 x 69 S
ins.;

watei
iVi ins.; thickness of sheets, 5/16, $$, y3

Heating Surface—Tubes, 2.605 sq. ft.: firebox,

q. 11 . total, 2,78s sq. ft.: superheat-
q. ft; equivalent heating

surface.* -,..ii^ sq. ti grate in 1, 58 sq. ft.

Tank— Kin. 1. semi-water bottom; frame, sills,

1 13 111^.; sides. 10 ins.; trucks, kind,
equalizer; wheel, diameter, 34 ins.; axles,

mi ins.; water capacity, 5.000 imp.
gallons; coal capacity, i: tons.
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Applied Science Department

The Steam Indicator.

V. Peculiarities in Diagrams.

Diagrams taken from the cylinders of

locomotives that are running w itli the re-

verse lever near the center and conse-

quently with a short valve stroke and

an early cut-off of steam, are subject to

irregularities that are apt to be mislead-

ing. An example of this kind may be

seen in Fig. 3. Generally speaking a

diagram of this kind, showing an extra

high point indicated by the pencil fol-

lowed by a sudden dropping, may be

safely taken as proof that there is an ex-

cessive degree of compression. By com-
pression it will be understood that when
the valve closes the exhaust port, a cer-

tain amount of steam has been left in

the steam port and also in that part of

the cylinder not yet traversed by the pis-

ton in its approach to the extreme end

of the cylinder. This pent up steam may
have a pressure of twenty pounds per

square inch or even more while the pis-

ton may have three or even four inches

more to travel before completing its

stroke. As the remaining steam that we
have referred to is being crushed into

smaller bulk by the moving piston, the

pressure of the steam so confined increases

until in some cases it is higher than the

pressure of the steam in the boiler.

The indicator, of course, is affected

by this extra pressure, and also by

the sudden decrease of pressure when
the valve opens and allows the pent up
steam to expend its extra degree of press-

ure in mixing with the steam at a lower

pressure. In such cases there is usually a

tendency to lift the valve from its seat,

that is in engines equipped with the slid-

ing valve. In locomotives equipped with

piston valves there is a tendency to com-
press the rings of the piston valves. In

both kinds of valves this extra pressure on
the valve face has a pernicious effect, the

tendency being to injure the valve seat

and lead to a breaking or collapsing of

the rings.

With locomotives running at high
speeds and with a short travel of the

valve and an early cut off, it is a physical

impossibility to avoid an extra degree of

compression. This is caused by the fact

that valves when confined to a short

stroke necessarily travel at a slower

speed, and as we have already stated

when the exhaust port is closed that por-

tion of the valve which overlaps the port

has to be moved to the point where the

valve opens before any release of the

pent-up steam can occur. A larger valve

stroke and a consequent increased speed

of valve movement renders this com-
pressed steam period of shorter duration,

that is in comparison with the distance

which is being traversed by the piston.

While, as stated, the indicator diagram

that we have referred to may be taken as

a proof of excessive compression, it is

well to remember that the high point on

the diagram may arise from the momen-
tum given to the piston and moving parts

of the indicator whereby the marking
pencil may be raised beyond the real

amount of pressure actually at work in

the cylinder. This is readily the case if

the spring is too light or is weak,

or by frequent use has lost much of its

original resiliency. The marked improve-

ment in the manufacture of the steam in-

dicators has however given a reliability

to the instrument that leaves little to be

desired. It remains with those who are

interested with the care and management
of these fine instrument- to see that they

are kept in the very best condition. After

using, they should be taken apart and

carefully cleaned and riled with a fine

quality of oil, after which the parts

should be assembled, leaving out the

spring, which should be placed in the box-

separately.

In concluding these brief articles on the

Meant indicator it may be stated that it

is largely by the careful use of this in-

strument that many of the improvements
in valve gearing have been effected. The
importance of the lessons that its intelli-

gent use teaches cannot be overestimated.

It immediately points out faults in con-

struction and adjustment in valve gear-

ing. To the thoughtful engineer many
suggestions have come by carefully scan-

ning the indicator diagrams. Inventors

have profited by its use. We close with

an illustration, Fig. 4, showing a diagram
taken from a locomotive equipped with

the Baker Pilliod valve gear. This ,1.;

gram comes as near the ideal diagram as

can be expected and in view of the fact

that the gearing is so constructed that its

rigidity remains undisturbed after many
months of constant service, it can be

readily understood that a locomotive

from which indicator diagrams like these

may be taken after a lengthened period of

service has reached a degree of perfection

that it would be extremely difficult to

surpass.

Celebrated Steam Engineers.

Wilson Eddy.

As we have already said that the New
England States produced many clever me-

chanics who helped greatly in the devel-

opment of the locomotive engine, and

many of whom are still well remembered

by their successors. The Lowell Machine

Shops furnished many of these accom-

plished mechanics with their early train-

ing, and all of them took pride in ac-

knowledging the debt of gratitude they

owed to the instructors who seemed to

possess the happy faculty of giving the

young mechanics the right kind of a.

beginning.

Among these New Englanders Wilson-

Eddy was long and favorably known as-

an accomplished machinist and engineer

of marked ability. In 1840 he was fore-

man of the Springfield shops of the Bos-
ton and Albany Railroad. His keen, me-
chanical : d many im-

provements in the locomotives of his

time. These locomotives were mostly

the early English type, and
about 184 the construction of

new locomotives from his own designs.

In 1851, he produced his first locomotive.

It was named the "Addison Gilmore," in

compliment to the president of the rail-

road. While the locomotive had much of

the English design, there were a number
of features peculiarly its own, some of
which were afterwards copied by all loco-

motive builders. The engine had a four
wheel truck in front, with a single pair of
driving wheels, 6 feet 9 inches in diame-
ter, and a single pair of trailing wheels
under the foot plate.

The most notable improvements were
the placing of the horizontal cylinders
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1
1 I I!., Mort' hi, Pa., writes : 1 oft< n

nir valuable magazine sui h ex

idliesive weight, and

to Ural them as ii

For all prai

the} are the same . ihe expi

ctl) correct, for that

if tin- weight of the whei

rods uric not taken into account, winch

\ hetter form ol pri ion

tild be "weight

k under drivers," but adhesive

•in s fulh 1 1 you want to

adln >ivi weight to

effort, \ ou ha\ e to usi the wcigl I

rails below the drivei ; and

even thing nol can ied by tin

truck or the trailing ti nek il an Vtlantic

or l'aci!

meaning ol w< ighl ' 'ii di ivers is Inner ex-

1 sprcssion adhesh e weight,

El I I n All; PIPES

\ . Wheeling, W. Va ,

bi wrong wi t h an 116

right with

nipled to a 1

brake will not - pph
instead thct

list port

w lieu the In ad • iigincci

l\ e only il:

;ine, i

1 1 twi cngin - each built to the same
ition throughout, except mic is a

ten wine! engine and the other a con-

solidated, both having the same mean

effectivi ere?—A. The name
.1 the • 8 11 type 1- consolidation, not

consolidated as you wrote it. If these

1 1 :i x e tin -.nee mean effi i ti\ e

in 1
1

; .
1 11 ized w heels, and the

same -1 the calculated trac-

orl "i 1 ach will be alike

fracti I 11 ed bj

S. Hi idgin; , page 136 of our

April issue. You will see that tin I

effort formula takes n te of the ntini-

bet in wheels an engine has It is con

corned only v\ i
drivers, mean

ui and 1 ylindei s. As a

mattei of fact it is nol likely that a ten-

h heeler and a msi ilidatii m w <uld l" de

. as ti ' be ' x:u tlj alike in these

respects I

signed with knee cylinders and small

wheels, because this gives high tractive

1 ower, tal w< ight on the

drivei can be and usually is heavier than

L-6-0 In this

, onncction sei
,

ii le on "Factor

of Adhesion," page [07 of our March pa-

per. In thai .11 tii le yi iu « ill n e that when
11 1 has decided upon the I

for the work his engine

v ill have to '1'
'. he !i\- tin i of cyl-

and boiler pressure.

fhe factor of adhesion practically indi-

cates to him the kind of engine he should

build. If a ten wheeler was properlj de

trai ti\ e effi n

olidation, it is probable that the

2 8 <i would not wot k up b 1 her full ca-

pacity. If tin

designed '

''<>
' given to

sible the ten-

v« heeler mighl

H K. \. Wheeling, W Va
with the H6

handle in running position, but

after a >f the brake

.
1 1 slow-

lbs. If this rise in brake

pipe pressure is caused by

ing into the

hand

tunes tin

gets in s U ch condition thai the hands

u ill n.it mo\ e higl

the pressui

pipe. I and the

:
• must

pipe while the

handle is on lap position

must be from a source that contains but

70 lbs pressure, and as the feed valve

the feed va'

on lap posi-

lent I
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from the feed val\ e pipi into t!

pipe, b in. li i ould occui

rotary -, eat gaskei hn mgh .1

1 of thi roi

where it forms the bridgi between the
'

1 1 pipe and braki pipi pi irts

1 H \IN RESISTANCE

45. F. 1
S., I .oyalton, Cal., «

would like to ask you how to figure the

that a locomotive will haul. Know
ing the grade, degree of curvature, what

is the rule for calculating the tannage?

—

find the tractive effort

engine, take off about [op
internal friction of the engine itself. This

gives tin 1 ffei tive pull on the train, which

in this case includes the tender. The
rule for train resistam ! by Dr.

. in "Locomoth 1

hi" is abi ''ii 6 pou

. car along le\ el track on a

calm d en 10 to 20 miles an

ffi

by the engine by 6" and the quotient is the

M weight in the train. If

ascending a grade take this weight of

train and multiply it by th

of the grade and divide by the h

length. If the grade is 1 in 100 multiply

by 1 and dh ide by too 1 leducl this re

suit from the I he train pre-

viously found, and 1I1 ireight of

train this engine can haul up a 1 per cent

grade. If the train is on a curve ascertain

grees of curvature the train

and deduct one per cent for each

In this sense each degree is

the 1/360 part If the train

I'll parts or four degrees,

deduct 4 per cent. Most of the calcula-

ni which the foregoing figures are

derived were made many years ago on
the track and with the cars of thai ti

that one can hardly exp

approximation to present day results. No
wind resistance is here taken into account

Potential Energy.

n.ORGE S. HODGIXS.

t her day I bi mghl what is

known as a dollar watch.

winder anil a stem setter and 1 ii

to use it on my office desk. As 1 wound
it tl]' the thought no-Ill'

ml) tal : nbout six or -

d up the watch and it will then

1 day. The slight resistance of-

to the rotation of the

easily overcome, yet in tl

ends the watch is given th

which will move the hands 'luring the

act the main spring
has hem coiled closely, and this has
slightly altered the position

small particles of steel of which this

spring i- composed, ami they are now
1 in a new order with reference
mother, some exerting a com-

pressive strain, others :

Tlie in ave nu-

ll' -o 'i 11. ,n This new- ar-

1

would not last,

taken 1

forcibly held b 1. This

'1 thai by the rhythmic

« heel in.-' iil 1-

1 ermitl 1 1 1 md to tin

I hus the second-hand ticks

JOUlld its small circle, and tl.

"lint out the minutes and the

hours.

The forcible rearrangement of the

1
mi 1 1. I. - composing tin- p

in winding the v

Spring with energy, or the power to do
work. This energy was for thi

part in
•

up state and it is then
spoken - potential energj as dis-

tinguished from Hi'- moving form in

which the work is ." ng done.
The moving form is called kinetic

while the stored up po
energy int.'. waiting ... or p.

.

tential form 1 energ

stored in the spring may I"- called the

potential energy of molecular dis-

tortion.

id equally familiar exhibi-

tion of potential energy :- when the

hammer of .1 drop 1 hine is

drawn up to tin- top of the guides
against the ever present force

ity. The hauling up of the hammer is

work pure ami simple, as it is weight
moving through distance, and can be cal-

1 ulated 1- 1. " .1 p. mi'.
1 as the

distance oil dupi lis

of the hammer is known. While the

hammer is high in air waiting to de-

scend, i- pi 1 v of po
sition with reference below,

and as soon as the d ti m Ie1 u fall it

ith great swiftness, gi\ ing

back with slight friction on the

and in the blow, the kinetic energy con-
sumed in raising it. The blow on the

in the form-

ind in th.- flow

metal hape.

In another column of this issue we
ailroad olli

which 01

car. This loading v

had been stored tip in

train-, and unli tential energy
1

th'- lifting of the
engines and the breaking up of many
cars, it is certain that it woul

This very principle was made
in the design of what was known
Palliser This

11 with
a chill,-.'

was hollow and filled with the bursting
charge. The Palliser shell v

: with any fuse, but wit -

at high velocity at the solid armour
t a battle-ship, it was b

sudden st":

iil- would -I' ' - l"]' -'itii

the -h. II.

We have briefly

ni"t hi i 1. 'i in "i poti ) which

men than eithi

"ii thr tender of a locomotive pi

i from which th'

id pulls the train. Coal is

natural pr
have gone on in the world thousands of

Hint tin- plant life of the
j did what plant life

day. In the process of g

. in the

he warm and actin

; he carbon from the

of the process, but it

nt mys-
tery of the . in the

coal. I'll.- plan: life which flourished

nig luxuriance was
in many quarti not per-
mit!'-. 1 1

buried undei tons of mineral matter
which held n '-rushed

It unal-

all the 1

the coal and
in such - oack in

in separating them in tl

ing.

and this em rgy is lib-

has this energy in very

iy upon the plant lif

twig and leaf, overthrown and
leath clay and rock, bu: i

:
-'•. is now Iii

torn the potential to the
1 the few sho

a modern train I

Jiia to Pit'-'

satisfactory form of luminoiu
paint is made from a mixture of ground
oyster shells ami sulphur. When in use

this pan light during

time ami dark Paint
of this kind i iany purposes.
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

nth annual convention of

the Air Brake Association was called to

order at the Hotel Denison, Indianapolis,

Ind., Tuesday, May 10, 1910, In the pre-

siding officer, Mr. J. R. Alexander. After

tal routine of business had been

ted, the reading of technical pa-

pers was taken up, the first of which was

i to determine the effect of low

temperature on air-brakf hose and coup-

ling gaskets," b\ Mr. \Y. .1. Hatch.

[ he objeel ol tin tests was to decide

n of .hi" hose and air In >se

that would reduce the tendency of

tin hosi to stiffen and the gaskets to

I hard and create excessive brake

during extremely cold

While the subject is not of bo

much interest to Southern railroads, it is

1 on Northern lines,

ild weather prevails

iter months. Very often

brake p resulting from frozen

plings becomes so excessive

that the number of cars to he hauled per

train in ed in order that the

train 111 I with air and

eat niug capacity of the

age from

frozi n hi >se.

The pi
i

ct of the tests was

; . 1 that would in '1 li r

ii did freeze would not fi

i ite the amount of hah. ice

by ordinary hose freezing. Spe-

cial hose were submitted by the n

ir these tests and apparent

;e were secured and

1
I
specifications

for ail adopted.

111. second paper presented was "Air

:
ind main 1 eservi iir capai it

s
' n

Mr. 1'. .1. Langan.

1
I ome verj

ning main ri servoir

ttcr has

whatever

uipp< ii with its

;
instances

are la-

1 thai it is im-

:

mn itives then-

Mr. Lai

main reservoir 1

the same time it was recognized that air

pump capacity bears some relation to main

reservoir capacity, and having fixed upon

sufficient main reservoir capacity, tests

were also conducted to determine the air

pump capacity necessary to handle differ-

ent lengths of trains on descending grades.

By a series { tests conducted under

normal or average conditions it is shown

very clearly that any of tne different

sized pumps can perform but a certain

amount of work in a given length of time

and ii" more, and the tables and diagrams

show exactlj thi length of time required

for the 9%-in. pump, two o':-ni. pumps,

the 1
1 -in. and two n-in. pumps to charge

different lengths of trains, 01 rather

charge different numbers of car-brakes.

There is a great deal of information con-

cerning the time required to chargi and

recharge trains of different lengths when

the pump and main reservoir capacity

are sufficient to meet present operating

conditions.

SF.COND DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

The first paper presented at the second

day's session was on the subject of "Air

Pump Piping," and had particular refer-

- in i> size of air pump steam pipe, back

"ii air pump piston, and the dis-

position of exhaust steam from air pump.

Recommendations relating to the size

and installation of steam pipes wen de

rived from shop tests and back pressure

on the air pump exhaust due to pipe fric-

tion alone was determined by means of

indicator cards taken from the exhaust

pipe at the same time.

ti 1 determine the hark pressui e on

the air pump piston resulting from piping

the air pump exhaust into the engine cyl-

• Miaust ca\ iiv wei 1 di 1 ived by

.1 gaugi s attai hi d to

pipes while locomotives were in service,

rii .id trains. Tin papi 1

concerning the

arrangement oi steam pipes with a \ tew

of obtaining an equal distribution of steam

and oil when two pumps are used per

A unique feature in connection with

the paper is that a member of tin

mittee, VI r John S. Barm 1 , New '1 01 k

Central Lines, has designed an air pump
exhaust nozzle for use in the front end

of a locomotive that will entirely elim-

inate the back pressure on the pump ex-

h.ni'-t and it the s ,nne time 111 ti

annoying thump of the pump exhaust,

while another member of the committee,

Mr In [•"
( oggin, lias designed and per-

btaining air-

pump exhaust steam for car-heating pur-

poses without creating any additional

back pressure on the air pump piston,

beyond that due to pipe friction. The

paper illustrates this valve and contains

a sketch of the air pump exhaust nozzle

used during road tests and also gives ex-

cellent reasons for discontinuing some of

the present-day practices concerning air

pump piping. During the laboratory tests,

the number of strokes obtained per min-

ute and the resultant capacity of the pump
was noted, also the capacity of two pumps

per locomotive under different steam pipe

arrangements.

During the discussion there appeared to

be some sentiment in favor of a restrict-

ed flow of steam, for the sole purpose of

preventing the pump or pumps from being

run at an excessive rate of speed, and

even at this late day it is not generally

recognized that there is any such thing as

a recommended speed or a maximum per-

missible number of strokes per minute

during ordinary service conditions. The

second paper of the day was "Air Brake

Instruction," by a committee composed of

Messrs. T. T. Clegg, chairman ; T. F.

Lyons, H. A. Wahlert, H. H. Burns, G.

A. Wyman. The paper deals with air-

brake instruction car equipment, meth-

ods of instruction, examination and rating,

length of time between visits of instruc-

tion cars and road work of air-brake in-

structors. During the discussion all the

air brake instructors present felt it their

duty to outline their own individual sys-

tems of instruction and as a result the

discussion was not closed. The paper af-

forded an opportunity for comparing the

methods of instruction employed by the

various instructors.

I Ik paper, while enumerating some of

the qualifications the instructor must pos-

nturcs the assertion that an air-

brake instructor may be secured either

from shop or road service ; however, at-

tention was also called to the fact if

anything jarred upon a gray-haired en-

nerves it was receiving instruc-

tions from a shop man, and if anything

would jar a mechanic it would be to have

a locomotive engineer tell him how to

lit tip and repair air-brake apparatus.

When the hour set for the topical dis-

cuss, on arrived, Mr. George Christensen,

of the Johns Manville Company, was per-

mitted to read a paper entitled, "Brake

cylinder leakage, causes and remedies,"

which was .1 very hearty endorsement of

the J.-M. brake cylinder expander ring.

While dwelling upon the problem of brake

cylinder leakage in general, the chief aim

of the paper was to show an increased

brake cylinder efficiency as derived from

the use of the J.-M. ring.
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At 3 p. m. Mr. Walter V. Turner, chief

engineer of the Westinghouse Air Brake

Company, delivered an illustrated lecture

upon the subject of "Brake operation and

manipulation in general freight service."

Mr. Turner received the same affection-

ate greeting that is always accorded him
by the Air Brake Association. The mem-
bers always anticipate something new in

the line of air brake information when
he speaks, and he never disappoints his

audience. lie is always able to prove

any assertion he may make, and a remark-

made by Mr. Turner is never questioned

by the members of the association.

This lecture was illustrated by slides

thrown on a screen; diagrams and charts

were used to convey the ideas Mr. Tur-
in -r wished to impress upon the minds of

his hearers. The first part of the lecture

referred to brake cylinder and retaining

valve leakage and the brake cylinders on

cars sent to the shops at Wilmerdirig to

be loaded or unloaded were tested in an

effort to find the general conditions of

brake cylinders. The cars were those of

various roads and were tested just as

they arrived regardless of whether they

were new or old. The charts taken from
the recording gauge used on those brake

cylinders show an alarming state of af-

fairs in connection with brake cylinder

leakage.

At this time the old method of testing

for cylinder leakage by noting; the receding

movement of the brake piston, is shown
to be worthless. The charts make it plain

that brake cylinder leakage can be accu-

rately noted only by the use of a gauge

and that the only correct way to test for

cylinder and retaining pipe leakage is to

use a gauge at the retaining valve. Re-
taining valves to which air gauges can be

attached are being manufactured, and two
railroads are equipping all their cars with

them. After calling attention to the fact

that air brake men are dealing too much
with the effect instead of the cause, Mr.

Turner passed on to the handling of

freight trains.

This subject was handled in a general

but in a very complete way and nearly

all the information given is printed in a

special publication No. 9015, issued by

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,
which is a copy of a paper read before

the Chicago Railway Club, in December,

1909.

Mr. Turner read a portion of this pa-

per and explained the causes and condi-

tions which produce shocks and break-

in-twos during brake manipulation. At-

tention was called to practically every dif-

ficulty that is encountered in stopping

and starting a freight train and in all

cases the most practical remedy was
given. Like all other papers prepared by

him, this one is so complete that there is

no room left for any discussion and at

the conclusion of the address his audience

arose to their feet and vigorously ap-

plauded.

THIRD IlAV S SESSION.

After the conclusion of the discus-

sion on "air brake instruction," Mr.

T. L. Burton read by far the most tech-

nical paper that has ever been pre-

sented before the Air Brake Associa-

tion.

Under the title of "Stopping I

ger Trains through the Medium of an

Emergency Application of Air Bl

Mr. Burton has given a complete analy-

sis of the factors entering into the

problem of stopping a moving train of

cars.

There is given the thorough defini-

tions of the terms, work, power,

energy, inertia, motion and force after

which gravity and velocity are treated,

there are about 50 formulas submitted

for use in calculating the effect of the

forces considered. While the paper is

of a theoretical nature, it illustrates a

practical application of the formulas in

determining time and distance in stop-

ping trains.

The paper was endorsed and com-
mented upon by Messrs. Turner, Nellis,

Dudley, Owens and Kelly, and it will

add greatly to the interest of the

printed proceedings of the meeting and

those who wish to learn the finer points

and get to the bottom of the air brake

business will find material for a full

year of hard study in this paper. The
members in discussing the paper pro-

nounced it complete in detail and that

the formulas will be accepted as cor-

rect for some years to come. Mr. Bur-

ton was given a vote of thanks by the

association for his excellent paper.

Mr. C. P. McGinnis next read a

paper entitled "Maintenance of Brakes

in the Northwestern Territory." He
outlined the methods employed and the

results obtained while caring for triple

valves and brake cylinders under the

extraordinary conditions encountered

by the railroads in this territory. It

appears that instead of repairing cars

and car brakes at shops the repairmen

are compelled to rig up repair cars and

go out on the line at certain seasons of

the year and repair cars that are tem-

porarily stored on side tracks and look

after the brake equipments at the same
time.

The afternoon session consisted of a

smoker or the informal meeting which

originated at the St. Paul convention in

1908. Those meetings are the most in-

teresting and to some members the

most instructive feature of the annual

conventions. It is a meeting in which

the new members feel free to get up

and tell their troubles, and at the same
time learn what some one else has dis-

covered along the same lines.

The first topic of this session was
prearranged because of some slight

misunderstanding on the subject of

train handling. Mr. Turner very kindly

arranged to be present at this meeting
and Mr. I'. J. Langan, who has made
a series of tests with a dynamometer
car in order to obtain some informa-
tion along the line of slack action and
shocks to trains, was the first speaker.

He requested that Mr. Turner take

notes of his statements and those of

the members and sum up the con-
clusions and clear up any differences of

opinion that might arise.

.Mr. Langan stated as his reason for

asking Mr. Turner to arbitrate, that

Mr. Turner is the greatest of the

air-brake experts in this country and is

considered the one perfect instructor.

There is a reason for the associa-

tion's sentiment regarding Mr. Turner
and it is not what might be termed hero
worship, but the facts in the case are

that he lives a few years in advance of

the railroad air-brake experts, conse-

quently, when the air-brake man dis-

covers a new problem and presents it,

Mr. Turner has already anticipated it

and solved the problem by elaborate

tests and as he derives his explanations

from chronograph, dynamometer car,

and recording gauge records naturally

his answer is final and unquestioned by
air-brake men.

There is no stenographic record of

what was said during this session so

that it will not appear in the printed

proceedings of the convention, but we
are able to present our readers with the

general sense of the meeting in the dis-

cussion on train handling. What we
give here on this subject has been
agreed upon by the members as being

the best practice.

Air-brake men realize that train

handling is one of the broadest sub-

jects and one of the most important

and is always governed to a great ex-

tent by local conditions, but some gen-

eral instructions are applicable to most
ordinary conditions, and in laying down
rules to be adhered to in train handling,

the worst possible condition and make-

up of trains are taken as a basis.

About the most difficult train to handle

successfully witli the air-brake is the

long mixed trains of loads and empties

with the empties on the rear end.

The first of the rul s that should be

adhered to under all conditions is,

"When it is desired to apply the brakes

the brake valve handle should be

moved from running to service posi-

tion promptly without any hesitating

on lap position." Second is "the initial

reduction of brake pipe pressure should

be what is termed a light one, or, one

that will move all the brake pistons it

is possible to move without building up
sufficient brake cylinder pressure to

create enough retarding effect any-

where to part the train."

With loads ahead and empties in the

rear, brakes should be applied while
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ibjeci being

When
3 been red

niles an liour follow

duction

de with a \

to a halt v\

In the

and empties

nd, the throttle should be

are applied,

the train, time should be

mpties indis-

criminal on the

n ... mid be 1 ibserved and

cordingly.

5 lbs., "ii a 50-car train.

iin about

With : if 18 or

more the r< d

is undesirable

in of auxiliary

obji

exhaust

in that if the

p

metl

With modern I notive pump and
main reservoir capacity the brake valve

handle should not be allowed
I

main in release position for a period

15 seconds. After this release

the handle should be returned to run-

ning position and again moved to re-

isition for a fi >. 51 1 >nds as the

overcharge causes the re-application of

the head brakes or at about the time it

should occur, ft 1- absolutely essential

bi adhered to in handling long

trains and undi r no circumstances

dh be bn iught to

running position at a period of from

25 to 60 seconds after the handle is

first placed in release position

If the brakes are to be recharged with

the handle in release position on

descending grades it does not conflict

with the 15 second- time ill

position as the handle will not be

moved from release position until the

application 1- desired 'I

ject in placing a time limit on the

handle in release position is
I

n the head end

train.

We would remind our readers that

the impi e on long tr 1

produce undesired quick action. It is

to overcharge the forward
portion of a long train to such an ex-

tent that when the brake pipe supply

is temporarily cut off by a return to

tunning position, the real

charging will som<

brake pipe pr. ssun on the forward
ear- rapidly em >ugh to 1 ause undesired

quick action Tt i- understood that

sidered,

the met hods for handling short trains

having d upon son

I

should not 1" at very low
speeds and the handle of the brake

;

1 mid not be placed in

is still

flowing forward end escaping at the

haust port.

While 11 1- to be regretted tl

remarks made at this time were not

Turner has covered the

in his lecture on
"Brake Manipulation" which will

After a

brake maint

mrth day's -

ling commitl
Ir S G Down is chairman.

hiding paper of the

iciation

ted with an unusual order

of busin

\n app membership in the

bearing the

name of Mrs. J. A. Parkins, was pre-

sented, it was endorsed by the names
of Me-srs. W. V. Turner, J. R. Alex-

ander and T. F. Lyons. Mrs. Parkins

was examined with a view of ascer-

taining her knowledge of air-brakes by
Mr. Turner and Mr. Alexander.

The examination covered the subjects

of car brake equipment, triple valve

operation, construction and leverage,

and Mrs. Parkins answered correctly

every question asked her. Mrs. Par-

kins, being prepared, answered a series

of questions on the subject of leverage

and foundation brake gear that would
1 used many a member consider-

able uneasiness and the vote to admit

her to membership was unanimous, and
to the seventeenth annual convention

belongs the honor of admitting the

first lady to membership. Mrs. Par-

kins is the wife of Mr. J. A. Parkins,

air-brake instructor. Santa IV system,

and has derived her knowledge of air-

brakes from assisting her husband in

the instruction car and working out

problems in leverage and car equip-

ment. Mrs. Parkins is a student of the

air-brake and a constant reader of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

and passed through her examination
with the same degree of confidence that

is manifested by all of "R. & L. E."

students of the locomotive when up for

examinations for promotion.

OFFICERS elected.

The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year: President. T.

L. Burton. C. R. R. of X. J., and P. &
R.; first vice-president. W. J. Huntly,

O. R. R.; second vice-president,

II. R. Wahlert. Tex. Pacific; third vice-

president, J. F. Slattery, Denver & Rio

Grande

.

; M Nellis, W. A
treasurer, Otto Best, X. C. &

St L.

Question About Excess Pressure.

W. R. ,-ille, X. Y., writes:

Where i- the excess pressure of

and what is

i —A. The pressure that is re-

ferred to as the excess, 1- stored in the

main reservoir on the locomotive. It is a

re, a number of pounds in excess

of that wnli which the brakes arc being

! and it is used as a driving

head to promptly release brakes and re-

charge the brake system.

There are some curious phenomena

tion with revolving

bo lii For instam e, an emery wheel out

of true will make violent vibrations when

revolving at slow speed. As the speed

rises the wheel revolves smoothly. At

300 revolutions the heavy part will lurch

out as may be proved by holding a piece

of chalk within touching distance.
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Electrical Department
Running a N. Y., N. H. & H. Electric.

By \Y. C. Kouwenhoven.

The New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford Railroad, which connects many of

the Xew England cities and towns with

New York City, does not possess a ter-

minal of its own in New York, but shares

tli X. Y. C. terminal known as the "Grand

Central Station." The New Haven also

uses tin I
- ks as far

lawn, where its own begin. In 1905 the

Xew Haven changed the motive power of

\N OF MASTER O

team to 1 lei tricil

as Stan ford, volt, 25

current
1

1 this, howc
Xew York Central had installed a

600 volt direct current

on their lines. The Xew Ha-

only run on alternating current but on

irrent as well. The reader i> re-

ferred to pages 137 and [38, an

401 and 402 of the 1909 volume of Rail-

way and Locomotive Exi.i

description of the New Haven installation

lipment. At present the road is

continuing the electric installation to Xew
Haven.

The New Haven electric loo.:

are equipped with tour motors, connected

permanently in pairs, each pair operating

as a unit. The crew of one of these

I men. the en-

gineer and his helper, or fireman.

trie locomotives are used

to replace the steam locomotives the

same number of men in the crew is neces-

sary, fl lerience of the

Xew Haven Road that many of the en-

gineers who ran steam locomoti

passenger service have had no difficulty

in adapting themselves to the changed
conditions.

Befor. [the operation of one
of these Xew Haven electric locomotives,

and the duties that fall to its crew, it is

:;. that the uld first

form a mental pictun if the equipment.

The equipment natui

-. one, the
1

apparatus for making the variou

in the application of power to the motors,

and the other, the master control appa-

for handling the motor control.

Each of these divisions can Lie further

into those parts that ai

Ming on direct current, those

1 alternating current, and

those that are common to

The equipment of the motor control

for rumuiiL' on direct current comprises

four third rail shoes and a trolley that is

located mi the roof at the center of the

locomotive, for collecting the current

From the collecting devices the current

through a main switch and a cir-

cuit breaker. Then it passes through the

contactors, or unit switches, which are

divided into three groups, through a set

of resistance grids to the motors and
down to the track. There are six

switch groups, three to each

unit. Besides the apparatus mentioned
there are also two direct ammeters, one
to each pair of motors and a direct cur-

rent wattmeter which gives the total

direct current power consumed byr the

locom> it

The alternating current collecting de

i pantagraph trolleys

located on top of the cab at either end

of the locomotive. From the trolleys a

ed down in an iri m
two oil circuit breakers or

switches. From the oil switches the cur-

rent pas-.<- to two auto trans

which are simply transformers provided

with nine taps, which are

the windings at inti :by pro-

viding .

; series of vol . for ac-

celerath >rs. The alternating

current through

ventive coils . Formers,

which are used in making the con-

to the ti ne three

to make the connections of the

preventive coils to the transformer taps

in the proper sequence. One oil

one auto-transformer, three preventive

coils an itch groups belong to

each motor unit; there being an exact

duplicati ter motor unit. There
is also provided an alternating current

ammeter to each unit for n

ing the rate at which current is taken by
notice and one wattmet

recording the total amount used by both

units.

ices to

ng and

irrent, with

known
ig the connections from direct to

a. The

ided with two

handles, .1 control lever and a reversing

hich is removable. A plug, which

: in a socket in the master

controller before the locomotive can be

uidle by

a chain.

also provided for in-

terlocking the control tircuits so that it

is imp-

both dii
1 mating curi

the motors or any apparatus. There are

three relays in the set, one for direct cur-

rent and two for alternating;

each transformer. When the current is

off the armatures the relays fall to their

lower positions, if direct current is

thrown into thi the direct cur-

rent relay ( the largi its ar-

rr.ature, >r direct

finds its way through the upper

! through the

On al-

ternate 1- other relays

raise their armatures while the direct cur-

nd the control

aids its

MAS

•he upper contacts of the

through the lower contacts

of the third. If, by any means whatever.

lie loco-

motive while running on direct current,

one or 1 lternating current re-
T and raise its

armature, thereby opening the direct cur-

rent control circuit, cutting

from the contactors, causing them to drop

and to cut off the current from the
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uiic conditions would re-

sult if direct current found its way into

the loco n operating on alter-

urrent.

All of the switches or contactors in the

switch groups, and a number of other

ides the third rail shoes,

and alternating current trolleys

are worked by compressed air, controlled

by electro-magnet valves, some of which

are in turn operated by the master con-

troller and the others by a set of push

buttons or small switches provided for the

The compressed air for this

purpose is taken from a control reservoir,

in which a pressure of from 70 to 80 lbs.

is maintained, and which receives its

supply from the main reservoir through a

pressure reducing valvi The current

nagnet valves is

drawn from two 20 volt storage batteries,

one of which is in use while the other is

charging Si ies require di-

rect current I
purposes, and

jor part of the run

11 rate on alternating

current, a small motor-generator c ct is in-

stalled to provide direct current for the

batteries. Tin i ator set con-
•

; current motor

driving a small direct current generator,

ary current.

are grouped

in line and brought out in coupler

h end of the locomotives.

Jumpers fitting 1 kets are pro-

connect

two 01 omotives to-

run them as a single unit

, ij

the fir:
•

the novel features of the

equipmi
1

each motor unit is pro

vided with a blower which consists of a

motor driven fan. The purpose of these

|
U wilt ol

air thn

, in order tn keep

.1 tifii ial cooling re

suit-, in a marked incn a of the hauling

tivi

it

1

te button

'

1

'us with

n (lie air com-

ai b motor unit

'1 can be

and bis

111 the

I

returned at the terminal office. It should

never under any circumstances be per-

mitted to remain on the locomotive. The

operating handle should be left in the off

position. When the engineer leaves his

charge for the night in the roundhouse, he

should see that both the alternating and

the direct current trolleys are locked

down, that the third rail shoes are folded

up out of the way, and that both oil

switchi s and the direct current main

switch, and all other switches are open

and tli.it the hand brake is set. If the

locomotive is standing idle in the direct

current zone everything should be left in

the same way except that the third rail

shoes should be down in contact with the

third rail.

In preparing to have the roundhouse in

the morning the engineer must lust make

sure that the safety chains are unl

from the alternating current trolleys

chains make dead grounds with

the trolleys and are used to protect the

engineer and bis helpei it they should be

!
i| R] 1 1 mil N I I [o 1] I EY RAISER.

1 . quii ed i 1
gi

1 "ii tup of tite locomotive.

-me that both

the ml su itches are open, .tml pri n •

te 1 the 1 v, 1

.
.1 1 11

'.|.
11 age batti

oil lamp supplied for ibis

H 1

'1' »ne b) holding :

im the lamp on 1 ine blade of the

double p. de batti ry sw itch, and the othei

her blade; ii tbe lamp lights

up to full brightni - the engineer knows

that the battery i^ all right, but if it

burns dull hi know s 1b.1t the battel .

charging It 1 an

condition tbe engineer throws tbe bat

tery swil to usi

mi tb. odd: da; of the month and No. 2

on tbe evi n d; . otherwi e be throws the

i battery

and cha

1 ompleted his

battery ' iller plug

and the reverse] handle in the master

<
1 intri 11' I all' 1

I

:

; '

nating current trolleys. This is done by

pressing the buttons marked "A. C. Trol-

ley Down" and "Shoe and Trolley Un-
lock," releasing the "A. C. Trolley Down"
button first. The trolleys are raised by

spring pressure and are held locked down
by air pressure. If, when the engineer

presses the buttons, the trolleys fail to

rise it indicates that there is not sufficient

air pressure to unlock the trolleys, and

the engineer must use the hand pump pro-

vided to unlock and raise trolley No. 2.

As soon as the trolley makes contact

with the overhead wire, the engineer

closes both alternating current circuit

breakers, energizes both transformers, and

sees that the change-over switches are

thrown to the alternating current posi-

tion. Then lie starts the air compressor

and watches the gauge, to see that the

compressor automatically cuts off when 130

lbs. pressure is secured in the main reser-

voir, and that the compressors start up

again when the pressure falls to 120 lbs.

He next tests the bell, sanders and lights

by pressing the buttons actuating each

and 'losing the proper switches, and he

also lowers and raises the alternating and

direct current trolleys and the third rail

shoes several times to make sure that

they operate properly.

Next the engineer must test the con-

trol for alternating current. Before

1 roceeding with the test, however, he

must first see that there is at least

70 lbs. 'Hi the control reservoir, and

then open both circuit breakers, throw
tbe reverser handle to the forward po-

sition and proceed to notch up the op-

erating handle, meanwhile his helper

watches the switch groups to make sure

that the propi come in at

each notch. When this is completed

tin engineer should return the operat-

ing handle t" the off position, throw the

teverse lever to the backward position

and repeat. The test should also be

in. nil using the other controller.

If everything is satisfactory he

should return the handles to the off

pi
1 11 ii m and cli >si both oil circuit

again. Then either the en-

gineer "i his helper should see that tbe

--.mil b' ixes .11 e filled, and tint thi n

tin pi op.
1 ci impli mint of spare fuses,

tools, etc. on the locomotives. The
i start 1 1

1 e n 1 " t .
.

1 gen eratoi

by closing the snap switch provided for

(be purpose, and closer the knife switch

for charging the proper storage battery.

lie inspects all fuses and makes sure

that tbe direct current main switch is

nd that the short circuiting

switch, whose use will be explained

>pi n lie tries the brakes
on the I motivi to sei if they set and
release properly, and 1- then ready to

Si tests must all be care-

fully and intelligently made in time to

remedy defects if any are found to exist.

'I bis guai 'Is against engim failures
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Pacific Type Engine for the Chicago, Burlington ® Quincy

The most extensive use of superheat-

ers in the United States, is at present

found in the middle West, especially

on passenger locomotives. ' The policy

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad with regard to the use of su-

perheated steam, is shown by the fact

that this road has recently rei

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works

fifty Pacific type locomotiw-. equipped

with Emerson superheaters. These en-

gines are designated by the railroad

company as class S-2, and are the latest

development of a series of Pacific type

locomotives which have been highly

successful.

With 69-inch wheels, a tractive force

of 34.500 lbs., and a liberal factor of

adhesion, the new engines are well fitted

for handling the heaviest class of pas-

senger traffic.

The boiler is of the extended wagon-

top type, and i1 - design pi

features of interest. The barrel 1- com-

rangement of cab fittings. The super-

heater elements are in 24 tubes, each

5: j ins. in diameter.

The boiler pressure is 160 lbs., and to

secure the desired tractive force the cyl-

inder diameter is made 24 ins. Piston

valves 12 ins. in diameter, control the

steam distribution. These valves

steam lap of I Va ins. and an exhaust

clearance of Ms »n.; they are set with a

maximum travel of sH ins., and a con-

stant lead of !4 in. The valves arc

placed between the upper and lower

frame rails, and are 4,? ms. apart trans-

versely. This location allows very di-

.1111 and exhaust passages, but

when used with the Walschaerts gear a

long rocker is required. In the
|

instance this rocker is of cast steel, and

i keyed to a shaft 41
'
i ins. long. This

shaft is supported in suitable bearings

which are bolted to the guide-yoke. The
links are carried on longitudinal bearers.

Outs de the leading drivers.

standard on the Burlington, and has

been successfully employed on a large

number of locomotives. The leading

truck and trailing wheels are steel tired

with cast iron spoke centers, and were

manufactured by the Standard Steel

Works Co.

The tender has a water bottom tank,

with a low center of gravity. The longi-

tudinal frame sills are composed of

12-in. channels; the front bumper is of

oak, and the back bumper of steel, built

up. The fuel space is partially covered

by a hood, which prevents coal spilling

over the- sides. The trucks are of the

equalized pedestal type, with cast steel

bolsters. The wheels are similar to

those used under the engine, and were

supplied by the same makers.

1 1m building of these locomotives in-

dicates a growing confidence in the use

of superheated steam, especially in

heavy passenger service. The builders

in writing to us on the subject

posed of three rings, the first of which

LS tapered, while the dome is plai

the middle ring. The longitudinal

seams are butt jointed, with eight rows

of rivets. The outside welt strips cover

four rows. In accordance with the prac-

tice of tl . the seams are weld-

ed at tl: id on the middle ring

the seam is welded throughout its en-

tire length on either side of the dome
opening. The firebox is radially stayed

witli four rows of expansion links sup-

porting the front end of the crown. The
side water legs taper in width at the

mud ring from 6 ins. at the front to 4

ins. at the back. The tire dour opening

is formed by flanging both sheets out-

ward and riveting them directly to-

gether. The back head is vertical to a

point immediately above the fire door;

thence it slopes forward. This plan is

intended to facilitate a convenient ar-

The frames are of cast steel, 5 ins. in

width. The lower rails are extended to

the forward end of the cylinder saddle,

while the upper front rail-, are of forged

iron, and d to the main frames

in the usual manner. The front bumper

is furthi I
supplemental

rails, which are bolted to the under side

of the cylinder saddle. The trailing

have outside journals, and the

rear frames are bolted to a transverse

steel casting which 1 tail for

the main frail d imme-
diately back of the rear driving pedes-

he trailing wheels are allowed a

limited

the weigh) is transferred from the trail-

ing equalizers to the journal boxes

through inclined friction plates. The
frames are supported, back of the trail-

ing wheels, on short elliptic

This arrangement of trailing wheels is

Works, Builders.

say: "In work of this character the

demands made upon the boiler are most

exacting, and the superheater provides

increasing the capacity of

the locomotive per I at. It is

along these lines that the improvement

of the locomotive should progress, and

the superheater promises to be an im-

portant aid in effecting such improve-

ment." Some of the principal dimen-

sions arc given below:

Cylinders. 25 x ;S ins.

pressure,

Firebox.— Material, steel; length, 10SVJ ins.;

front, 73:4 ins.;

. iron; wire gauge, super-

, length, 21 feet.

box, 104 sq. ft.: tubes.

, total. 3,010 sq. ft.; Kmerson
eater, 025 sq. ft.; grate area, 55

sq. ft.

Weight.—On driving wheels, 153.100 lbs.; on
truck, front, .n.050 lbs.; on trv.ck, back,

39.050 lbs.: total engine, 236,100 lbs.; total,

ine and tender, about 390.000 lbs.

23 tons.
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The New Bridge at Quebec.

rence R

been com-

a ill al-

ipinion.

that when coal had been white-

washed and was subject to the action of

ram. critical buyers objected to the ap-

Thcrc is no doubt that the whib

ing plan would material!;, help in tracing

if uppli mented bx

and departure at certain intermediate

points. would have to

be worked out in detail bj the road

of fact the

lality of

the coal, thoug

here sin ixx 11 will not be used. 1

.

'

: if 200 fl

of tow 1 on r y. In the

Scotland this

- 330 ft. This ••

Iso been cri

by rain would be altered. We
understand some such plan :

in fi n ign ci mi I

Wireless for Trains.

Kail: 1 not

issu< '1 ' TcUr- ti 1 install u ireless

of that

a ill be dispatched by

wireless.

rick 1 1.

been experimenting with

- 11 practical.

ed al all

Waste in the Ashpan.

In a test recentlx made at 1 -

points iai the Erie Railroad, on ninety-

fix e sani] the ash-

pans, .hi
. erage of 33' I

if carb m xx .1
-

found in thi 1- the most \ al-

uable heat producing element of fuel.

Anything which will materially reduce

1 paying

investment for any railroad company. It

tn be pn sumed that 1

dropped from all the locomotives in the

1 ail. mi- as mui h carbi m

for red lights as a night warning 1 n

: eliminate all'

red lights not intended to serve as stop

signals for li 1

Automatic Loading.

A curious railway xvrei k

some time ago and one of our numer-

ous correspondents sent us in th<

tograph from xvhich

1 iupb d yard

hauling a train composed of

• ptj flat '

Hat was immediately behind tin

loading of the pox

ngine, of the 4-''

. -1 fri ighl train. When
gini came togi

. I

;n each other, but the moving
-

;idi abb damage to thi

ui both trains had been done, man;

ties being s wood. The
• suit ar the front end. as shown in our

illustration, reveals the fact that the

tank of the yard engine pushed under

1 plate of and hea\ ed the yard

engine up at the back. The push

train behind forced the tender

of the yard engine under the engine,

and in this condition and w itln >u1

the yard engini

trame passi d completely under the

yard engine and against the fi

the road engine, which it 1

front and partly can 1, d

The ' me flat car in the yard ,1...

Whitewashing Coal.

f

its Are Stop Lights.

1
1

1 1
- - :

Uoxved the •

yard engine tank

pushed in under the switch 1

011 to lift th

the way. ! I
1

that in 1 leai ini

nrl in 'iii- collision
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General Foremen's Association

The sixth annual convention

International Railway General Foremen's

Association opened in the Grand Hotel,

Cincinnati.

President Ogden welcomed the mem-
bers and congratulated the association

upon the prosperous condition of the

organization. He adverted 1

put upon the mechanical department to ex-

ercise rigid economy owing

sion of business and urged members of

the association to do all in their power

to effect economies wherever possible.

Another vital matter that had been

directed to his attention was the co-

operation which should exist between

general foremen, subordinate foremen

and their men. He regretted that it is

a fact that many foremen lost sight of the

little leaks which tend to increase operat-

ing expenses.

He had been informed that many fore-

men displayed indifference to the work
reported by the enginemen or conductor

that demanded immediate remedy. Main-

taining harmony with enginemen tended

to strengthen the General Foremen's As-

sociation as self-interest alone ought to

convince all concerned that it is good

policy to create harmonious feeling with

all in the company's employ, from supe-

riors to the workmen under our charge.

We are striving to qualify ourselves

for leaders and to infuse enthusiasm into

our subordinates that they may perform

that work to the satisfaction of all con

cerned.

The secretary read the secretary's and

treasurer's reports, which were highly

satisfactory.

The presidi nl then in a few compli-

mentary words introduced their honorary

member, Dr. Angus Sinclair, who deliv-

ered an address which traced the devel-

opment of railroad mechanical industries

on the American continent. lie said that

when railroad operation began among us

most of the people were engaged in agri-

cultural pursuits, which thousands of

young men left to enter machine shops

and engine houses. Millwrights, black-

smiths and handy men by natural selec-

tion filled the positions of general shop

foremen and drilled the rustics into me-
chanics as Kipling makes Sergeant Mulva-

ney by hard drilling convert raw recruits

into efficient soldiers of the British army.

Dr. Sinclair concluded: It seems to

me that your association has been par-

ticularly fortunate in selecting Cincinnati

as a place of meeting. This city is an old

railway center with many interesting

memories. Here in the early days thrived

the Niles Locomotive Works, which put

of that 1

ped in tl is now

known as tin- Walschaerts valve motion,

before V hi d the

breeches

Here hav< grown up makers

chiner} that are household words to

every railway general foreman. I need

only mention the Fay & Egan makers of

wood working machinery 1

feel at home. \ few miles out of the

city are the Niles Tool Works that has

placed more machine tools in railway

shops than am tool maker in thi

ness. 1 here .00
1 ithi r machine tool mak-

ing works within the city limits with

whosi product you are all familiar, such

as the Bickford Tool Works. Those

among you who enjoy punching and

shearing operations can find Long .K: Al

stater establishment out at Hamilton.

not far front the Niles Tool Works.

It would be highly edifying to

these work-, and if you fee! like extend-

ing your investigations and prof.

enjoyment, you might take in Barnej &
Smith Car Works at Dayton, also the

Dayton Malleable Iron Works whose pro

duct you are all familiar with.

In conclusion 1 would express the hope

that the toils of the convention may be

brightened bj social enjoyment and by

harmonious intercourse with old and new
friends t \,,|, .

Kl PORT or SI i RET UiY-TRI \ -
I

'

The report of Secretary-Treasurer

Bryan shows that the Association was in

a prosperous condition, 297 members be-

ing on the roll. The members accorded

much en in to Mr. Bryan for the en-

ergy and ability he had displa

changing

tial credit bal

It may he the proper time now to men-

tion that Mr. Bryan wished

from the pi isitii m 1
if Si cretarj 1

when th 1, hut the

member-
him to continue holding the important

office that he

After the reading of tl

cerning the dispatch

of the membi opinion

that the interests of the assi

be promoted by confining the cot

to three days ling the

-. which had
'

practice adopted. "1 he belief v

Mr. W. L. K

An n

subject ed by Mr. W.

of the

address was found 1

man and his men spi
I by the

is work when

w hi ise ultimate use the mal

ut. lie regarded as the

foremen to instil into «

coiicernii
I their work and the

purposi

that pr,i genet ally the

workmei k about

than the mire considi I

how much every job 1 pass to

their credit. Spreading m among
workmen concerning the work they are

upon has a tendi

the men better artisans and moi

tented citizens. The nt para-

graphs of the address read :

"Your foreman has lost his most valu-

able asset if tie to keep in

sufficiently close touch with his men. to

act as thi and ex-

ert his influence at all times towai

and harmony, counseling the men
form activity

to them
< ir em-

ployes, them in habits of

orality, in thi

lives and lead-

en, men quali-

them when
• - on matters

tual inti

their craft c;

the success of a nat

mtry having been

result of ph;

the energies given us. Thi

ful lab'

which have had
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with their employers, and to the advan-

1 s, and who have not

disaster on their employers

their endeavors to advance solely

1 expense.

"I believe the personal interest feature

ot your work should be enlarged on at

The highest importance should

at all times be attached to having fore-

men keep in closest personal touch with

the men under them, displaying an interest

in their personal welfare with solicitude

for them in sickness and organizing re-

lief for them in case of need; helping the

indifferent workman by endeavoring to

get him up to the standard of his more
successful associates; singling out the

men who will not, or cannot, fit in har-

moniously with the balance of the crew

and dropping them from the service."

PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS, LATER.

This necessarily brief synopsis of the

opening of the General Foreman's Con-
- 1 1

1 !
.

1 1 will 1» followed in later issues

of Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing with the more extended accounts of

the proceedings of the association.

OFFICERS ELECTED.

The gentlei. as officers of

the International Railway General

Foreman's Association for [910-11,

were : President, M r. C. 1 !

eral foreman of the Bellefontain, O.,

1 incinnati, Chi-

Railway; first vice-

'. Mi I
! I rriffin, general

foreman of the Indianapolis, Ind.,

of the Clevel 1 ti, Chi-

Railway ; secre-

: surer, Mr. 1 .. II. I iry

reman of the Two Harbors,

h< ips
1
if thi I luluth & Iri >n

Range R

•
. ilway supply

- t on v 1 n t ion

[*ool Co., ( !hicag< 1,

111.; Ashton Valve Co B<

i
:!. hanan, Mich.;

Chicago Pneumatii I 1 1

ne Compai <
• 1, 111.;

Crucible Steel Company of America,
1 urtain Supply Co.,

1 iorn Drug & ( !hem-

[11.; Detroit Lu-
'

:
'

1

1 1 'ity, N.

1 hicago,

111.; J. A. Fa
.

. iuppl Co., New
P;

1 Heating &
Lighting 1 1 ,, Id

w York City;

.
Mass.;

lej Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.; Storrs Mica

Co., Owego, N. Y . Strong, Carlisle &
Hammond Co., Cleveland, O.; Tal-

mage Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.; West
Disinfecting Co., Cincinnati, O.; West-
mghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

The Care of Boilers.

A leaky seam in a boiler should not

be caulked under pressure, as the jar

caused by the blows of the hammer has

a tendency to start new leaks and may
cause a rupture in the seam. The loca-

tion and extent of the leak should be

carefully marked and the necessary re-

pairs effected when the boiler is cold.

Sudden openings of valves are also perni-

cious, particularly if there is water in the

pipes. Water hammer, or the sudden

rush of a body of water impelled by

steam pressure, has a very bad effect on

pipes, and is the cause of many leaking

joints. Boilers should not be emptied

while under steam pressure. If there is

not time to wait until the boiler is cooled,

1
.. 1 practice to draw the fire, open

the furnace door, then turn on feed water

and blow out from time to time until the

steam gauge shows no pressure.

Railway Wage Advances.

The railway wage advances, already

made or to be made before the end of

the year, are now estimated at $100,000,-

000 for the entire country. This is the

riven by 1 'resident Brown of the

New York Central. It includes, of

course, many advances the details of

which have not yet been settled.

Calculated on the Interstate Commerce
Commission statistics as a basis, the

wages paid to railway employes, under

the new scale, will amount to $1,227,233,-

000 a year. This is arrived at by esti-

mating the operating expenses of the

enl fiscal year from the monthly re-

ports now available; applying the per-

. if labi >r '
' isl ti ' total • iperating

expenses in [908, the latest year for which

have been published; and

adding the $100,000,000 estimated advance

1
1 1 wag thi

127,233,000 which, it is estimated

will be paid out to employees annually

, 1 thus ci impai ed

with $1,072,386,000 in the fiscal yeai [907,

which was the year which hold: I

onl for the volume of railwaj business

'i the railroads were not reduced

after the 1007 panic, so that this year's

advances are on top of thi ise w hich were

made in 1906 and the early part of 1907

'I he proportion of labor cosl to total op

crating 1

live, more and more to recognize the

important position that engineering

should occupy in the estimate of civil-

ized humanity. It seems remarkable

that we should hear so little of the

eminent engineers who have done so

much to advance what is known as

human progress, especially during the

last half century, while we are being

constantly startled by the clamorous

calls for recognition by alleged states-

men and embryo authors, whose works,

il we may so dignify their babblings,

pass out of remembrance in a short

time and are heard of no more forever.

Is it not a fact that all of what we
call modern civilization is practically

the work of the engineer and should be

so credited? The human mind has be-

come so accustomed to the contempla-

tion of mere words that it would seem

as if work, however stupendous in its

magnitude and however beneficial in

its results, is taken by us as a mere

matter of course. True it is that the

work of the engineer may be said to

speak for itself, and that like the silent

majesty of the Pyramids it is at once

the creation of the mighty builders and

iheir monument. This is true only in

an abstract or general way, but the

proper recognition of individual effort

and accomplishment is by no means
what it should be.

To our thinking there is an element

lacking in the engineering mind. There

is a tendency among them to consider

enly the engineering side of their pro-

fession and to lose sight, in a great

measure, of their proper relations with

the world at large. The engineering

fraternity is perhaps more modest than

need be. Engineering should be recog-

nized as the chief force by which civil-

ization has been advanced and estab-

lished and on which it largely depends.

To this end it is well that all engaged

in engineering work should interest

themselves in something more than

mere engineering. The mind trained to

harnessing the elemental forces of na-

ture would, if more widely directed,

impri ss itself more largely upon the

popular mind and lead to a fuller rec-

cgnition and, doubtless, to a higher

reward.

The Rewards of Engineering.

It is er.i tifyinp to ob erve thai 1 here

ni which we

Order for 1,000 Gondolas.

\ Pittsburgh press dispatch of recent

11 An order was placed by the

New York Central with the Pressed Steel

t ar Company of Pittsburgh for 1.000 ad-

ditional freight cars, of the 50-ton ca-

pacity gondola type, for use on the New
entral Lines. All of the 1,000 car

order will be made in the lower North

Side plant of the car company. This

ears is ..f course made of steel

and is spoken of as the steel hopper-bot-

tom high side gondola coal or ore car. It

is ideal fur rough freight.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. J. I Holzemer has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent of the Kana
wha & Michigan, with office at Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Mr. Ross Brown has been appointed

district passenger agent of the Iowa Ccn-

(Vice-P

tral Railway wi rtei at Oska-

loosa, Iowa.

Mr. J. J Conn has been appointed

assistant general purchasing agent of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office

in Chicago, 111.

Mr. Janus S. Sheafe has been ap-

pointed engineer of tests at the Burn-

side shops of the Illinois Central Rail-

road at Chicago, 111.

Mr. J. R. Scott has been appointed road

foreman of equipment on the eastern dis-

trict of the Frisco System with headquar-

ters at Springfield, Mo.

Mr. L. M. Jacobs has been appointed

general foreman of the Trinity 8

Valley Railway at Eros, La.,

J. D. Maupin, promoted.

Mr. J. W. Johnson has been appointed

master mechanic of the Western division

of the Chicago Great Western, with head

quarters at Clarion. Iowa

Mr. G. A. Brown has been appointed

superintendent of car service on the C hi

cago & Great Western, with office at the

Grand Central Station, Chi

Mr. 1-'. X. LaPrairie, heretofore cai

G. W. WILDIN,
(President, Mast. Mech. Ass

-

n).

1, Ont., on the 1

dian Pai appoint d wreck-

ing foreman at Vanci im er, I
;

I

Mr. W. I. Laird has been appointed

genera] agent of the freight department

of the Chicago (ireat Western, with

i. Chicago.

Mr. J. J 1 sal

a.L'er of tin

tories Compan

M r. A. T. 1
1 illenbeck I

pointed superintendent oi

the Chi I 11. with head

cuarter-

Station.

Mr. W. L. Harrison, superii I

of motive power of the Northern dis-

trict, Rock Island Lines, at Cedar Rap-

go nito other

busini

Mr. J. I). Maupin has been ap] ited

(Vi.

H. T. BEN 111 Y,

•President, M. M. .',-.).

master n the Trinity & Bra-

zos Valley Railway at Eros. La.

Mr. Thomas Sweeney has been ap-

ii LAIR,

Shamokin divi

& Reading with headquarters at Tarn-

Pa.
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ap] nted act
1

materials and coal, vice Mr. J. W. chanic of the Lake Shore and Michigan
• n the Canadian Si iger, pi ted Southern, at Elkhart, Ind., has been pro-

Mr. R. B. Darby, assistant engineer moted to mechanical engineer, vice Mr.
c pov 1 Lake Shore & R. B. Kendig, promoted.

Mr. Le Grande Parish, formerly

superintendent of motive power of the

Pacilii

.
; Vancou

mic "ii

& North Westi rn al Chi

[ i
.

,
1 1 of

. en Bay, \\ 1-.. 1 m the

T. H. CURTIS.
ii B. Ass'n).

Mr. R. X. Bi
1 \ division en-

divisii n on the

n & I ihi 1, has bei 11 appointed

assistant 1 r, w ith offices

Mr. Charles Coleman, master me-
chanic 1 the 1

, .,-, -I, \\ est

ern al Eagle Grove. Iov Ii b, 1 11

Michigan Southern, at Cleveland. Ohio,

has resigned to go to the Pilliod Com-
pany, New N

:

Mr. R. Drown, heretofure assistant

boiler foreman, Winnipeg shops of the

Canadian Pacific, has been appointed lo-

comotive foreman, Cranbrook, B. C. vice

D. T. Mam. promoted.

Mr. E. Y. Brake, heretofore car fore-

man on the Canadian Pacific at Leth-

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Railway at Cleveland, Ohio. has. as

previously announced, become presi-

dent of the American Arch Company

(Vi

;rande parish.
idem. M. C. B. A

of New York. The office of this com-

pany is in the Hudson Terminal

Building, .10 Church street. New York.

Mr B. II Montgomery, assistant gen-

eral i ireman on the Lake Shore & Mich-

igan Southern Railway at Collinwood

shops, has been promoted to succeed Mr.

B. F. Kulin. as general foreman.

Mr. I !

1

as 1" n appointed car

foreman al Cranbrook, B C, vice Mr
II. d

Mr I \V Marshall, heretofore assist

1 „ 1, ],;,,! Pacific Mi .1 \ Co pi rs 1 ppointed

has 1" en appointed car ti ineei on the Missouri, Kan-

\]i., , x ice Mr -a ,\ I Railv aj with jurisdiction

]; Y Ri rred. from V to 1 lillsboro, I ex .

istniH Mi \Y I' Danfi rth, pn m <t<
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Mr. T. H. Goodnow, master car builder

on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

of Englewood, 111., has been transferred

to assistant master mechanic at Elkhart,

Ind., vice Mr. A. R. Avers, promoted.

Mr. Harry L. Wyand has been ap-

pointed district passenger agent of the

Chicago Great Western, at Cleveland,

Ohio, with office at 315 Williamson Build-

ing, vice Mr. Frank R. Mosier, resigned.

Mr. W. P. Hobson, formerly master

mechanic on the Chesapeake & Ohio at

Lexington, Ky., has been transferred

to the Cincinnati division of the same
road, vice Mr. W. T. Smith, promoted.

Mr. R. A. Pyne, district master me-

chanic of the Canadian Pacific at Nel-

son, B. C. has been appointed master

mechanic, with office at Calgary. Alta.,

vice Mr. W. E. Woodhouse, promoted.

Mr. P. A. Crysler, heretofore general

car inspector Eastern Lines of the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway, has been appointed

assistant general foreman of passenger

car repair work at Angus shops, Mon-
treal.

Mr. J. R. Gould, formerly master me-

chanic of the Chesapeake & Ohio at

Richmond, Va., has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power of the

Virginia general division of the same
road.

Mr. W. T. Smith, formerly master

mechanic on the Chesapeake & Ohio at

Covington, Ky., has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power of the

Kentucky general division of the same
road.

Mr. A. A. Mavor, master mechanic, on

the Grand Trunk Railway system, in

charge of the company's locomotive shops

at Point St. Charles, Montreal, has been

elected president of the Canadian Rail-

way Club.

Mr. J. H. Nash, master mechanic on

the Illinois Central Railroad at Pa-

ducah, Ky., has been promoted to the

position of superintendent of the Burn-

side shops of the same company at

Chicago.

Mr. J. Rutley, heretofore locomotive

engineer on the Canadian Pacific, has

been appointed road foreman of en-

gines, district 4, western division, Mac-

leod, Alta., vice Mr. L. E. W. Bailey,

resigned.

Mr. J. J. Connors, district master me-

chanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul at Dubuque, la., has been appoint-

ed assistant superintendent of motive
power for the lines west of the Missis-

sippi River.

Mr. F. J. Harrison, division master

mechanic of the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh, has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power, with office

at Du Bois, Pa., vice Mr. W. H. Wil-

son, resigned.

Mr. C. H. Terrell, formerly master
mechanic on the Chesapeake & Ohio
at Huntington, W. Va., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power
of the West Virginia general division of

the same road.

Mr. T. T. Carroll, master mechanic on

the Lake Frie & Western Railroad, has

resigned, to accept the position of super-

intendent of motive power of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, with headquarters

at Pittsburgh, Pa.

As announced last month, Mr. Mor-
gan K. Barnum, formerly general in-

spector of machinery and equipment
on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad, has been appointed general

superintendent of motive power of the

Illinois Central, the Yazoo & Missis-

sippi Valley, and the Indianapolis

Southern Railroads, with headquarters

in Chicago, III. Mr. Morgan was born

April 6, 1861. He graduated from Syra-

cuse University, 18S4. with degree of

A. B., and later received degree of

A. M. He entered railway service in

1884 as special apprentice in the shops

of the New York, Lake Erie & Western

at Susquehanna, Pa., since which he has

been consecutively, to September, 1887,

machinist and mechanical inspector;

September, 1887 to 1S89, general fore-

man same road at Salamanca, N. Y.:

January to September, 1889, general

foreman, Louisville & Nashville shops

at New Decatur, Ala. ; September, 1889,

to September, 1890, assistant master

mechanic, Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe at Argentine, Kan.; September, 1890,

to June, 1891, superintendent of shops

on the Union Pacific at Cheyenne,

Wyo; June, 1S91, to December, 1898,

district foreman on the same road at

North Platte, Neb.; December, 1898, to

December. 1 102, master mechanic, Ne-

braska division same road at Omaha,
Neb.; Dec. 15, 1902. to February, 1903,

assistant mechanical superintendent

Southern Railway; February, 1903, to

April, 1904, superintendent motive

power, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific;

June, 1904, to date, mechanical expert

or more correctly, general inspector of

machinery and equipment—Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy Railroad. Mr.

Barnum has won his way up by hard

work and ability, and his many friends

are pleased to see the high position in

the railroad world to which he has now
attained.

Mr. J. T. Carroll', formerly master me-

chanic of the Lake Erie & Western, has

been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Baltimore & Ohio with office

at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. J. W. Senger, supervisor of ma-

terials and coal, on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, has been promoted

to be master car builder, with headquar-

ters at Englewood, 111., vice Mr. T. H.

Goodnow, promoted.

Mr. W. P. Danforth, heretofore trav-

eling engineer on the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Railway, has been promoted to the

position of master mechanic of the Trin-

ity division of the same road with head-

quarters at Trinity, Texas.

Mr. J. F. Walsh, superintendent of

motive power of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railroad at Richmond, Va., has

been given the title of general superin-

tendent of the same road. His office

remains in Richmond, Va.

Mr. B. F. Kuhn, general foreman loco-

motive shops on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway at Collin-

wood, Ohio, has been promoted to be

assistant superintendent Collinwood shops,

vice Mr. F. II. Reagan, pn m

Mr. T. J. Hamilton has been ap-

pointed district master mechanic of the

Milwaukee & Puget Sound,

with office at Deer Lodge, Mont. He
will have charge of the line between
Harlowton, Mont., and Avery, Idaho.

Mr. H. B. Voorhees has been ap-

pointed additional assistant to Mr.

Daniel Willard, president of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad. Mr. Voorhees'

headquarters are in the company's

general office building in Baltimore.

Mr. R. P.. Kendig, mechanical engineer,

of the Lake Shore & Michi.

has been promoted to general mechanical

engineer of the New York Central Lines,

with headquarters at Grand Central Sta-

ve York, vice Mr. F. M. White,

resigned.

Mr. John T. Wilson, former assistant

at Baltimore, on the Baltimore

& Ohio, has been promoted to be district

engineer, with jurisdiction between Phil-

adelphia and the Ohio River at Parkers-

burg and Wheeling, with headquai

lore.

Mr. F. A. Murray, foreman of the

department of the Covington,

11 appointed master mechanic

on the same road, with headquarters at
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on, Ky., vice Mr. W. P. Hob-
-

H. Reagan, assistant superin-

011 the Lake Shore & Michigan

, Railway at Collinwood shops,

has been promoted to be master mechanic

Erie & Western, with head-

quarters at Tipton, [nd., vice Mr. J. T.

Carroll, promoted.

Mr. A. J. Isaacks has been appointed
master mechanic of the Southern division

of the Chicago Great Western Railroad

with headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa,

;. T. II. Yorke, resigned. Mr.
Isaacks was formerly connected with
the Chicago & Alton.

Mr. William W'ibcl. acting assistant

purchasing agent of the National Rail-

ways of Mexico, the Mexican Interna-

tional and the Interoceanic, at New
York, has been appointed assistant

purchasing agent of -these companies,
with office at New York.

Mr. J. H. Waterman, storekeeper of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at

Lincoln. been appointed su-

perintendent of timber preservation,

with office at Galesburg, III., succeeding
Mr. F. J. Angier, resigned. Mr. J. H.
Ellis succeeds Mr. Waterman.

The employes of the Mobile & Ohio
motive power and car departments have
presented Mr. George S. McKee, con-
sulting mechanical engineer, who re-

tired last month, with a gold watch,
and Mrs McKee was presented with a

chest of silver and a diamond ring.

Mr. W. J. Rusling, assistant master
I - of the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Ilarrisburg, Pa., has been appointed
foreman of the Enola, Pa., shops, vice
Mr. H. T. Coates, Jr., promoted. Mr.
H. G. Huber, assistant master mechanic
at Phillipston, succeeds Mr. Rusling.

Mr. Theodore Voorhees, first

II of the Philadelphia & Reading,
i' elected president of the bureau

for the safe transportation (if explosives,

vice Dr. Charles B. Dudley, deceased.

oorhees is also chairman of the

rtation of explosives

merican Railway A
.'.'. II. Williams, master me-
of tl Rochester &

. N. Y.,

•t-r mechanic
"I'll divisions,

' Pa., and Mr.
I has 1 ed mas

- B

.1! East

Iquarters

i
1 .'i.iins entered

ii yard-

June 1. 1

master

has filled until promoted to the posi-

tion of inspector.

Mr. D. B. MacBain, formerly assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

New York Central Railroad at Albany,

N. Y., has been appointed superintendent

of motive power of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway at Cleveland,

Ohio, to succeed Mr. Le Grand Parish,

who resigned to become president of the

American Arch Co. Mr. MacBain's se-

lection for the position is a promotion.

As a motive power man he has made a

fine record on New York Central Lines.

Mr. Frederick M. Whyte, general me-
chanical engineer of the New York Cen-
tral Lines, has been appointed general

manager of the New York Air Brake Co.,

with headquarters at Watertown, N. Y.

To accept this position, he resigns the

position to which he was promoted soon

after Mr. W. C. Brown became presi-

dent. Mr. Whyte's record and career

furnish one of the unusual examples of

how a young man can advance steadily

on his own merits, and his many friends

wish him every success in his new field

of labors.

The Department of State has dele-

gated Dr. W. H. Tolman, Director of

the American Museum of Safety, to

represent the United States at the

Ninth International Housing Congress.

Mr. Robert W. DeForest is the president

of the American Section of the Inter-

national Housing Committee, of which
Dr. Tolman is the executive secretary.

Mr. R. W. Gilder is vice-president, and

Messrs. T. C. Martin and Arthur
Williams are the other members. The
teport from the United States sum-
marizes the progress of the movement
in this country.

Mr. J. B. Comstock, who for six

years has been with the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company at

its East Pittsburgh works, and for

four years manager of their publication

department and printing plant, has
i his connection with that com-

pany to accept a similar position with

the P. & l\ Corbin Company of New
Britain. Conn. Prior to Mr. Comstock's
connection with the Wrestinghouse
Company, he filled the same position

with the Corbin Company, which he
I ently been asked to assume
again.

Mr. James D oy, mei hanii al

Milwaukee &
Wis., has been

appoint superintendent

ith office at Milwau-
1 ee, and \1 r. J. J. ( lonnors, district

it Dubuque, Iowa,

istant upei

power, wnli 1 iffii e

1 harles II Bilty,

1 \ .

Mr. Walter Liddell,

the locomi

partment at Dubuque, succeeds Mr.
Connors as district master mechanic.

Mr. David Brown, assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad

at Scranton, Pa., has recently been
compelled to undergo an operation,

from the effects of which, we are in-

formed, he has almost quite recovered.

It is a well known fact that all the ma-
chinists of the D., L. & W. system hold

Mr. Brown in great esteem for the

many loveable traits of character which
he possesses. Mr. Brown has been un-

tiring in his efforts to make the new
machine shops second to none, and
those in the mechanical department of

the Lackawanna know how well he has

succeeded. His many friends most
heartily wish him continued good
health for many years to come.

Mr. Lewis B. Rhodes has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive

power of the Virginian Railway, with

office at Norfolk, Va. He was born in

1864 at Macon, Ga., and received his

education in the high schools at Macon
and began railway work in the latter

part of 1880 on the Central of Georgia.

He was at first a machinist, and was
later appointed foreman on the same
road. In 1889 he left that company to

go to the Georgia, Southern & Florida,

since which time he has been consecu-

tively to ipoo, locomotive engineer,

shop foreman, general foreman and
foreman of locomotive repairs. He was
appointed master mechanic on the same
road in 1900, which position he held

at the time of his recent appointment

as superintendent of motive power of

the Virginian Railway.

Mr. Alfred Beamer, superintendent of

the Idaho division of the Northern Pacific

Railroad, stationed at Spokane, Wash.,

has resigned and will be succeeded by

Mr. J. M. Rapelje, of Glendive, Mont.,

now superintendent of the Yellowstone

division. Mr. Beamer will devote his time

i" extending the use of the ABC block

system of train dispatching, of which he

and T. H. Langtry, trainmaster of the

Northern Pacific in Spokane, are inven-

tors and patentees. Mr. Beamer has

arrangi d for a thorough demonstration

of his system at the national convention

of Train Dispatchers of North America

in Spokane. June 2] to 24, when 500 dele-

gates from roads in the United States,

Canada and Mexico will be in attendance.

Special wires will be run into the con-

vention hall so that the dispatchers can

become familiar with the working of the

system, which is designed to prevent col-

lisions. It has been in satisfactory op-

eration on the Idaho division of the

I '.I. ific road the last three years.

A very full description of the V B, C
r en in R \n w \\ \\n Loco-

moiivi I MGINEERING On page 537 of the

December. 1908, issue.
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Sir William Van Home has resigned

the chairmanship of the Canadian

Pacific directorate, but will remain a

member of the board. In explanation

of his action Sir William says that

the position was merely nominal, not

as in Great Britain where the chair-

man is the active head of the company.

"Such a concern as the Canadian Pacific,"

he said, "can have but one active head,

and there should be no room for doubt

anywhere as to who that head is, but

judging from the number of applica-

tions I get for passes or places on the

road there are yet some people who
do not seem to know Sir Thomas
Shaughnessy is and has been for a

long time the real head of the C. P. R.,

and I need not tell anybody in Canada

what a competent head the company
has in him, nor how abundantly able

he is to manage its affairs without the

help of anybody." Sir William's connec-

tion with the Canadian Pacific began in

1881, when he became general manager.

Three years later he was made also vice-

president, and in 1884 he succeeded

Lord Mount Stephen as president, re-

signing in 1898, when he became chair-

man of the board and was succeeded

in the presidency by Sir Thomas
Shaughnessy.

Obituary.

Isaac Bond, well known to men con-

nected with the mechanical depart-

ments of railroads, and who for many
years was a master mechanic on the

Erie, at Susquehanna, Rochester and

Hornell, died recently at his home in

Hornell. Mr. Bond was seventy years

old and has had an honorable record of

useful work.

John I. Kinsey, for over forty years

master mechanic on the Lehigh Valley

Railroad, passed away at his home, in

Easton, Pa., at the age of 83. He en-

tered the service of the Lehigh Valley in

the South Easton shops in 1856. In 1897

he was appointed superintendent of the

Morris canal. He was an honorary mem-
ber of the Master Mechanics' Association.

James Hedley, formerly superinten-

dent of two English railways and third

of a line of noted railroad men, died

last May at the age of eighty-seven. He
leaves a widow and seven sons, two of

whom are in the railroad business. One
is Mr. Frank Hedley, vice-president and

general manager of the Interborough

Rapid Transit Co., and another is Mr.

E. M. Hedley of the Galena Signal Oil

Company.

rections. IK- eventually went into the

foundry business with his brother at

Woonsockct. R. I. In 1857 he moved to

Newburgh, X. Y.. on the advice and with

the help of Ilolmer Ramsdell, then pres-

ident of the Erie. At Newburgh he went

into partnership with Isaac Stanton for

the manufacture of car wheels. The firm

of Snow and Stanton suffered in the

panic of that year and later we find Mr.

Snow at Ramapo, N. Y., engaged in mak-

ign cast iron car wheels. His wheels

were high priced, but were most satisfac-

tory in service. Mr. Snow was not only a

manufacturer of great ability, but he had

the qualities which go to make up the suc-

cessful salesman. He liked his fellow

men, and he was eminently truthful.

These characteristics opened every door

for him and contributed to his splendid

success. Mis relations with his many em-

ployees were perfect, and he was the recip-

ient of many confidences from his men.

He was at all times ready to give that help

and sympathy that brought hope and

compelled manly effort in others. In

later years he founded the Ramapo Iron

Works, the Steel Tired Wheel Company
and lastly the American Brake Shoe &
Foundry Company.

William Wait Snow died at his home
in Hillburn, N. Y., last April at the age

of 81. He was born in Heath, Mass , in

1828. His parents wished him to become
a minister, but his tastes lav in other di-

John H. Converse, president of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Inc., Phila-

delphia, Pa., died at his home in Rose-

mont, Pa., last month, after a brief ill-

ness. Mr. Converse was born in Burling-

ton, Vt., in 1840. His early education

was received in the public schools of that

town and he entered the University of

Vermont in 1857, from which he gradu-

ated in 1861. His first work was on the

editorial staff of the Burlington (Vt.)

Daily and Weekly Times. He took up

railroad work in 1864 and was employed

on the Chicago & North-Western. In

1866 he went to the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Altoona, Pa., under Edward H. Wil-

liams, then general superintendent. In

1870 he secured a position with the Bald-

win Locomotive Works through Mr. Will-

iams, who had become one of the pro-

prietors, and three years later he became

a member of the firm. Mr. Converse

handled the business and financial man-

agement. He had for many years held

directorships and taken an active part in

the management of numerous other insti-

tutions. Among these may be mentioned

The Philadelphia Trust Co., the Philadel-

phia National Bank, the Philadelphia

Savings Fund and the Real Estate Trust

Co. Since 1809 he has been a member

of the board of directors of City Trusts.

He was also a member of the Philadelphia

Board of Public Education, trustee of the

Presbyterian Hospital, president of the

Fairmont Park Art Association and of

the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts.

During the war with Spain, Mr. Converse

served as president of the National Relief

Commission organized in Philadelphia.

Unequal Expansion of Boiler Sheets.

interesting paper on the ine-

quality of expansion in locomotive boilers

possibility of eliminating the bad

effects thereof was recently read at a

meeting of the New York Railroad Club

by Mr. D. R. MacBain, superintendent of

power of the Lake Shore & Mich-

igan Southern Railway. The speaker pre-

sented a eries of lantern slides which

very clearly illustrated his remarks.

The first showed the back head of a

modern locomotive cracked on each side

along the outer row of staybolts. This

is a common form of failure with rigid

staybolt setting. The second slide showed

a similar failure of a throat sheet. In

all cases the cracks began on the inside

or water side of the sheet. Another form

of failure shown was that of a side sheet

cracking vertically along a line of stay-

bolts. An example was given of a fire-

box flue sheet cracked from the arch flue

holes up and down. This is a common
form of failure and Mr. MacBain at-

tributed it to there being probably more
expansion transversely in the outer sheet

than in the flue sheet across the bottom

where the cracks occur. Another ex-

ample was given of a back flue sheet

cracked from the top flue holes, the cracks

extern ling up around the flange. Mr.

MacBain explained that a larger radius

of flange had been tried, but the J^-in.

radius was found to be the most satis-

factory.

In a diagram he gave the result of an

investigation to determine the direction

and extent of expansion in a flue sheet

caused by putting in a set of new flues.

A circle was drawn upon the tube sheet

before the flues were set and this circle

was carefully measured after the setting

had been completed. The distortion of

the circle was found to be 1/32 of an

inch at the bottom and 3/32 of an inch at

the top. The sides each showed a dis-

tortion of 1/32 of an inch. The part of

the flue sheet where the tubes are placed

became larger. Fig. 8 showed a seam

on a side sheet near the top. Consider-

able trouble is often experienced by a

leak of this kind, but Mr. MacBain spoke

(if having at last found an effective rem-

edy for the trouble. Fig. 9 showed three

rows of radial stays where breakages

most frequently occur. They are just

above the last row of short or horizontal

bolts. The speaker believes that the same

agency is responsible for all these various

boiler troubles.

Some very careful measurements were

shown as made on a number of boilers

with a view of ascertaining the amount

and position of the distortion of boiler

1 service, and upon the gaining of

this information the application of flexible

staybolts began ; at first they were used

in certain areas, but later were ap-

plied intirely to one firebox with the most
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Railroad Character Sketches
Shaw Attends

By James

This is the age of conventions. The
leading spirits in almost every held of

human 1

•

.

sionally, and comparing notes, and shap-

ing their energies, and molding their

methods, and setting the seal of approval

on ideas and individuals. Hence cometh

standardization and classification, and

hence departeth complex confusion and

ancient usage. Then there is a blessed

telief that is experienced at these meet-

ings. The pent-up feelings of the asso-

ciated members, like compressed air in

metallic reservoirs, rush noisily into the

intangible air, passing, of course, through

the ears of willing or unwilling listeners.

Whatever may be the feelings of the

hearers, the speakers feel better. Let it

is strange that in spite of the pains taken

to gather such assemblages together,

ni thing seems so welcome—morning,

noon or night—as a motion to ad

Doubts might arise in inquiring minds as

to what is the real motive of such meet-

ings. Are they exhibitions of goods that

may be brought to the eyes of prospective

purchasers, or is it mere holiday-making,

or both ? Do the members come back

wiser and better? Certain it is, that they

come back sunburned and blistered and

bitten by poisonous insects, and full, it

may be of malted milk, and also of re-

pentance.

Shaw went to the convention of the

International Tool Keepers. The proper

tool-room had not yet been established.

somewhere in the undisi

future, in the airy realms of unit

ideality. The present condition of the

craft was chaotic. I he idea oi a

chanic coming to the tool-room and ask-

a tool, and the tool keeper giving

it to him w ithout any further adi 1

behind the age. A feeling "I

gradually grew in the masterful mi

the tool keeper; and In-nee the 1

tion. Some simple thinkers favored the

nic having a string

k on which would be hung

a certain number of copper cheeks, like

ci dns. 'I hi

Others had a card

j tern in theit .vherei in every

kind of tool had liarly its

known

to tin- tool keepei . A mori p

ignals full of

meaning, like the deaf and dun b

irmality.

if angu-

larity, ihcir model

—

lar. Still nth-

i formation

a Convention

Kennedy.

ach in its proper orbit, like the

planetary system, the tool-keeper, of

being the central sun, around

which the tools radiated according to the

centripetal forces of attraction or repul-

sion. Then the question of contiguity

had its apostles. Wrenches, they claimed,

should not be hung up and taps laid

down. They should dwell together in

unity, like brethren. Drills should not be

thrown together carelessly. They should

stand on their heads, all numbered in

arithmetical succession, like the multipli-

cation table. Full of these and other con-

flicting opinions the convention assem-

bled.

When the committee on credentials

had their report accepted and the house

was ready for business, a tall, dark-

haired man stood up. He had flowing

whiskers and was robed in a long coat

that nearly reached his frying-pan-shaped

feet. He leaned forward at an angle of

eighty-five degrees, and extended his

right hand. A hush fell upon the Asso-

ciated Tool-Keepers. It was Shaw,

clothed and in his right mind. Billy had

prepared a speech for him and Shaw had

carefully learned it. Looking solemnly at

the chair, Shaw began by stating that he

rejoiced to have lived to witness the

i of such a meeting. It was some-

thing he had long hoped for. "In what

respect do we differ from the lower ani-

mals," queried Shaw, "but in the use of

tools." ('Hear, hear.") "Tools are the

instruments through and by which

thought is transmitted into action."

you arc." 1 "Tools are the tangi-

ble and crystallized expression of the

aims and objects of humanity. The
higher we go in the scale of civilization

the more intricate in form and the more
marvelous in execution tools become."
( "That's what knocks.".) "From the

ammer to the steam-hammer is a

wide step," ("You bet it is.") "Tools

mark thi it >. Tools make
ci seers, and the

dreams of poets and romancers assume

a form and a meaning when the proper

tools are skilfully used toward the object

aimed at." ("Now you're shouting.")

use of tools we remove moun-

tains and make the desert places blossom.

I hit why expatiate?" ("Go on, go on.")

"Without tools we would lapse into

I ,1 t like barbarism. What then is the

1 'keeper? lie is the

guardian of the highest expression of the

of intelligent humanity."

111.")

"I would therefore ntinued

.meing at one of Billy's notes,

"that the chair appoint a committee on

ing and handling of tools, a com-
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mittee on the cleaning and keeping of

tools, a committee on the distributing and

collecting of tools, a committee 1 n the

ing and lending of tools and a

committee on I

gation of tools. These five separate com-

mitter members each,

and to pre-, nt then rej e o'clock

this afternoon." ("Tl s," cho-

rused the nameless interrupters. 1

Shaw sat down amid a storm of ap-

plause. His motion was carried by ac-

clamation. Of course there was an im-

mediate adjournment. The chair must

consult with the members on such im-

portant appointments. In the triumph of

the hour Shaw wandered out among the

exhibits that had blossomed into being

on the occasion of the convention. Souv-

enirs and buttons and badges were thrust

upon him and the elemental habit of col-

lecting things that he had no use for

came back to him in all its pristhi'

ness. The gradation from memento-

gathering to petty larceny was swift.

His capacious pockets were soon

with articles never meant as gifts. Of

course this was too good to last. The
climax came after Shaw had left the

Toolmakers' restaurant where he had not

only ate mightily, but had also in a mo-
ment of forgetfulness gathered up

forks and knives and other equipment.

This habit is said to be quite common
and can only be accounted for on the

ground that there is a growing opinion

that spoons and table articles generally

should be taken after meals, like medi-

cine.

There was a police station near the

Grand Pavilion and a little court house,

and a pair of stern looking detectives laid

their hands on Shaw. The prisoner was

searched. Besides the domestic articles

referred to there was found on Shaw one

screw-jack (miniature), two screw-driv-

ers, three watches (nickel plate), two

monkey | silver plated

pocket ki handles), tl

of dice, tv of playing cards, with

instruct! Igi whist, elei en

(leather bindings), twelve badges of

unique and varied designs, six paper

weights (metallic), two thermometers

( with mi ters (scim-

itars), two busts of Abraham
(stucco), one rat trap and thirty-nine

other ui articles, tin-

forming a collection of one hundred and

seventeen separate pieces.

The members of the Associated Tool-

Keepers thronged around, and pleaded

ably and eloquently for Shaw'-
1

Some restitution there was, but Shaw
was dismissed with a heavy reprimand

that sec ightly upon him, and

although his collection was somewhat
shorn of its full proportions by the stern

hand of justice, the exhibit made quite a

sensation when Shaw reached his old

boarding house and spread his multiform

curiosjties on 1 nd Mac-
farlane had thi in -1

1 ii

rat trap and Shaw's popularity was fur-

ther enh: i

high niche in Clark

'

i 1.1 1 <li\ 1"'
.

nmittees of the 1

though : to have

been made.

Where the New D. & H. Mallets Work.

1 n mi ' i\ er which the new articu-

!
- for the I >eli v

son will be opi i

s
heavy

of the builders, probablj the mi -
I

ful locomotives ever constructed. The}

the American

Locomoti ' pan and are designed

1
'ii the H ill.

handle a 111 Ararat to

Oneonta, but il

ip the 2 1 mile

e main-

ruling grade

. and a

: 15 miles pi i the re-

em.

an Lo-

Railroad

. nd put inti

on the . number
inns were

i
proved

that a

did the work of two of the 1). & II. Class"

from the American Locomotive

HYDRAl 1EERING AT MEADVILLE ON ["HE ERIE, DURING THE FLOOD.
(Courtesy of the Erie Railroad I

& Susquehanna D & II.,

between Carbondale, Pa., and 1

<

X. Y. 1 in these divisions there is a heavy

movement of freight traffic, consisting

mostly >al trains. The grade

conditio] 1 tion of the :

severe. . urves are numerous.

Against northbound tl ich direc-

tion practically all the

freight t

mile grade of 1.36 per cent, from Carbon-

dale to Forest City. From the latti

to Ararat, the summit of the ris< .

tance oi

averagu: 1 ,vn the

other side of the mountain il

a continuous grade of 51.7 fl

75 miles into Oneonta.

it traffic on this divi-

sion has been handled by cons-

locomotives, known on the D. & H. as

1 theoretical maximum
tractive power of 40,600 lbs., a total

weight of 252.000 lbs., and a wei

Company hich is illusti

this 1 227.

The wheel arrangement is of the 0-8-8-0

lit for the Frie Rail-

>ut with 35,000 lbs. increase

it, and 10 per cent, mori

service

on the Railroad.

With ti per driv-

ing axh

articulal

motive

result
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Fay & Egan Car Shop Molder.

'any. "'

,
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ded in « 1
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FAY S EGAN CAR SHOP MOLD]

struction of the frame. It is cast in one

piece verj heavy, and it is extra long

belt length. The iced is

powerful and positive, consisting

of Mir geared rolls, the two upper ones

and the two lower

lid. The upper mils are driven

which makes it possible for the

makers to attach their patent sprm

down, giving uniform pr«

and being in every way in,, re

actory than the old

nd i ers, ommonly

itter head

running

The Kindly Kind of Porter.

What numbah, lady?" asked the pleas-

ant looking porter, addressing the won,

an who came on board his Pullman an

hour before train tune.

1 pper 16," answered the mild passen-

ger.

"Upper K,'." The porter's exclamation

was almost a shriek, and his face screwed

itself into wrinkles of concern.

••1 know it's hard." sighed the woman,

as, with a softening of her heart, she felt

that this menial was expressing for her

the indignation she would have liked to

voice herself.

this ca-a'h s all sold out

like that!" he scold-

e.l. "You just have a

seat theah, lady, while

[ g es into the office;

kin suah git you

s, methin' bettah
'"

The world was not

so bad after all.

There was a good-

ness in h u m a n

nature which ex-

ceeded her most op-

timistic dreams. For

here was this man,

HfgF^ belonging to de-

partment of service

not noted for its

; no. 183. eagerness to coddle

patrons, taking such

a kindly interest in her comfort.

The porter returned, with a lag in his

step and a discouraged shake of his head.

"Best we kin do, lady; got an awful

crowd comin' on heah to-night."

"Well, it's too bad; but thank you, just

the same, for your trouble," beamed the

recipient of this unusual attention.

"Ya-as'm, suah it's too bad!" muttered

the porter, as he started for the linen

I
ard. "I was goin' to sleep in uppah

16 myself."—Puck.

B. of L. E. Souvenir.

, \uith Biennial Convention of

the rh I ol I motii
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Early Opposition to Railways.

In a speech delivered by the chancellor

of the University of Syracuse. Mr. James

R. Day, before the New York Traffic Club

some interesting reminiscences were given.

Speaking of railways as he remembers

them, the chancellor says : "My acquaint-

ance with railways began as a boy in

Maine when my father shipped lumber

over a road with wooden rails upon which

were nailed iron straps. The little loco-

motives had fierce names. They were the

•Lion' and 'Tiger.' I remember riding on

that road one day when the engineer saw

a spike sticking up through the iron. He

ordered the fireman to run ahead and

drive it down, which he easily did before

the engine reached it

!

"But the old road has gone and the lit-

tle old engines, as they were called, repose

in museums, I am told. But it was a great

railway to my boyish fancy, and none has

ever interested me more nor been invested

with greater dignity and glory. 'Con'

Sullivan, the engineer, was the greatest

man of the village.

"My next acquaintance with a railway

was" of what is now the Maine Central, a

locomotive with red driving wheels and a

vast umbrella-shaped smokestack—the

greatest engine of the State, weighing

twenty-five tons, burning, I have forgotten

bow many cords of wood, and running

twenty-five miles an hour.

"I recall that these roads were not with'

out unfriendly criticism and opposition.

The first had crowded out ox and horse

teams which for years had enjoyed the

monopoly of drawing lumber over to the

seaport town. The other had displaced the

stage coach and closed the country inns

along its route. This opposition recalled

to mind the violent attacks made upon

railway promoters in earl) days

George St, phi 1 son was accused of

interfering with the farmers' sale of oats

and hay. He was told that the noxious

gases from his engines would kill the

pheasants and the screech of his whistles

would scare away the foxes, making hunt-

ing impossible, and the noise and confu-

sion would prevent the hens from laying.

This all seems very ridiculous now. Cer-

tain railway legislation of today will ap-

pear equally ridiculous less than a century

from now."

Pennsylvania Railway Relief Fund,

[•he monthly report of the Reli,

partment of the Pennsylvania Railroad

thai nearly $230,000 was

during the m, 1

March, 1910. On the united lines east

and W est of Pittsburgh during March the

payment for the ia.ml.es of members who

died amounted to nearly $75,ooo, while to

who were incal

from work during th, ,d nearly

id Since 1886, a total ol

more tl
"' ha s been paid out.

,rk of this department is most

laudable.
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New Cable Conduit.

A new cable conduit has recently been

placed on the market by the H. W.
Johns-Main iUe Co. of New York,

known as J-M Fibre Conduit. It is

noteworthy because of some features

joints, a No. 6 wire can be pushed

through each duct from manhole to

manhole, thus doing away with the use

of any ropes or rods. A very attractive

booklet has been got out by the manufac-

turers, and a copy can be obtained by

NDUIT STRAIGH1 JOINT.

new in the manufacture of conduits.

It is made of indurated fibre, a mate-

rial which has been extensively used

for insulating purposes. In making the

conduit the fibre is moulded into shape

under high temperature and immense

writing to the H. \V. Johns-Manville Co..

New York.

"Tunnel Drill" for Lehigh Agents.

Seventy passenger agents, from all the

pressure, and is thus without grain or local offices of the Lehigh Valley Rail-

laminations. This process gives each road, some time ago were brought to

J-M CONDUIT

length of conduit a solid, f£-in. one-

piece wall quite homogeneous, with

a tensile strength that is remarkable

when compared with the light weight

of the conduit.

Perhaps the most interesting feature

of this new conduit are the bell joints.

One end of each section is moulded to

an enlarged size, with an opening as

SCREW JOINT.

New York by squads to receive visual

and oral instruction in regard to the

Hudson River tunnels. At the time of

the formal opening of the tubes de-

scriptive literature was sent to all

the Lehigh passenger agents, but ex-

perience showed the railroad officials

that no amount of reading compares with

actual experience. Mr. C. S. Lee, General

J-M CONDUIT SOCKET JOINT.

large as the outside diameter of the

opposite end of the next section. Thus,

any two sections fit together without

any reduction in the wall thickness of

either section at the joint. This makes
a stronger and more rigid connection

than is possible with other kinds of

joints.

In order to provide for systems

where straight joints are imperative,

the manufacturers have also arranged

Passenger Agent of the Lehigh, decided

that every man who came in contact with

the ticket buying public should actually

ride through the tubes, so as to be able

to readily answer any questions asked.

The seventy passenger agents received

a thorough drill in the Terminal Build-

ings on the Manhattan side, through the

down-town tubes to Jersey City, up the

Jersey shore, back through the pair of

tubes farther up the river, and under

f
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High Speed Friction Saw.

1I1 ted .1 high

is now
into car work.

etc., and the

d to an

swer ,! [n this di sign the

the ad\ ice oi

A

H [Gil 51*1 ED FRK TION SAW.

a number of railr 1 mechanical de-

:t men, who suggested the re-

manu-

for this put

high sp< ed friction saw has

a capacity to cut continuously, 15-in. So-

ns, and this without turning the

; area can also

be cut. Id that a 15 ii

less time. The ma-

(1 and has m 1 1" >lts,

lianism that

i -mi ui

-

; the machi

ml effi-

- 1 cupies

;

other than a

t] i- •

-

with a

II

Who Gets the Difference?

In the. di high prices much

blame is placed upon the railways by

people who take no trouble to investigate.

Here is a sample. Potatoes are sold by

the farmers in the upper part of New

York State foi r bushel. The

freight charge from Rochester to New

York is 9 cents per bushel. The potatoes

are then sold at $1.50 per bushel, and

when sold in small quantities to con-

sumers the price is $2.56 per bushel.

The same ratio applies to

nearly every other com-

modity. Eggs are bought

from the farmers at less

than 20 cents per dozen, and

are carried by rail over

300 miles for less than half

a cent per dozen. The eggs

are then sold in New York

at prices ranging from 40 to

60 cents according to the

locality where the purchase

is made.

The increase in prices

between the producer and

the retailer is without a

parallel in the history of the

world, except in a few

cases of prolonged sieges

when lines of communica-

tion were threatened or en-

tirely cut off. Wherever the

fault lies, it is well to know

that the railway companies

have no share in it.

Sufficient Excuse.

"Now, guard," said an eminent m

"remember if I have this compartment

all to myself for the entire jour;

will receive half-a-crown from me.

ir!" replied the guard, and he

locked tin door. All went well till they

in station where an ira 1 ible

gentleman pulled at the door of a

rtment. "Guard! Guard!" he

called. "Open this door! I've got the

same 1 ight to travi 1 in this ear; i

anybody else, and I mean to do it!" The

guard hurried up, whispered a few

to the irascible gentleman, who went

quietly away to seek room elsewhere.

id you manag il
'

i ked thi

author at the end of the jourm y, as h

I
v into tin

guard's hand. "How did you

hat bad-tempered old chaj

1 tly?" "( Hi. that was easy,

i
' in you

Egg Specials in England.

i rea

.1 ;: I 1 1
1 .

.

I i 1

hat are call

profitable basis.

If you could increase

the service of the paint

on your bridges, viaducts

and other steel struc-

tures, wouldn't it mean

thousands of dollars

saved to your company?

DIXON'S
Silica-Graphite

PAINT
has been cutting main-

tenance costs for the last

forty - five years. The

secret of service that

DIXON'S PAINT gives

is due to the inert pig-

ments that are practi-

cally indestructible.

Write for free booklet

Philosophy of Protective Paint

JosephDixon

Crucible Co.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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NO
DANGEROUS
GASES

USED IN THE
THERMIT

PROCESS

Thermit is Absolutely SAFE,

CANNOT EXPLODE and may

be used ANYWHERE.

Thermit is a mixture of alumi-
num and iron oxide and is not
combustible except at an extraor-
dinarily high temperature (about
3,000° F. ). It may be thrown on
liquid cast iron without danger of
ignition. In order to start the re-
action it is necessary to use a spe-
cial ignition powder. When once
ignited it reacts to form superheated
liquid steel and superheated liquid
slag at a temperature of 5,400° F.
Owing to the simplicity and light-

ness of the appliances it is pos-
sible to make welds bv the Thermit
Process ANYWHERE. Locomo-
tive frames are welded without re-
moving them from the engine and
at a great saving in both time and
expense over other methods. Bv
using THERMIT, it is seldom
necessary to keep a locomotive
out of service more than one or
two days in order to weld frames
or mud rings.

Write for pamphlet No. 25-B
and for "Reactions," the Thermit
Quarterly, which give full informa-
tion.

90 West St., New York

103 Richmond St

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

Is atill popular. We have it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty St., N. Y

DOUBLE SANDES
APPLIED TO BASE OF

"

SAND BOX.
RETAININq HAND LEVEr\K

WATTERS/VB.C.TRACK SANDERS
Only two piece!. No repairs

*leby

I. H. WATTERS, Asst. M. M. Ga. R.R., Augusta, Ga.

Railroad Necessities.

The preservation of air-brake hose and
the prevention of leaks in

one of the most important items in rail-

road car mainti > example: The
shifting of the main 1 5

; -inch pipe breaks

and loosens the connections at the cross-

using them to leak. As a re-

sult of experience, the M. C. B. Associa-

tion established standards for the loca-

tion of brakes, pipes and th<

and maintenance, designed to meet all of

the requirements of the service. One of

the most common defects in brake equip-

ment is leaky train pipes, due to insecure

fastenings and to the shifting of the pipes

when cars are bumped in switching. The
Monogram Bracket manufactured by Guil-

ford S. Wood, of Chicago, makes shifting

impossible. All of the M. C. B. require-

are obtained and maintain!

bracket 1-
:

isigned for strength with a

liberal factor for safety, and its use re-

duces the 1
1 >st of mainten

Another of the devices made by Mr.

Wood is the flexible nipple and protector

for air hose. About half the discarded

air hose are found to be damaged at the

nipple end. A photograph of an air-

brake hose having a sheet iron protector

at the nipple end, which was in use twen-
ty-eight months, shows the result, and
one might almost say the abnormally,

hard usage air hose gets at the nipple

end. With a view of protecting the hose

and so increasing its life, Mr.
whose address is Great-Northern Build-

ing, Chicago, has got out the flexible

nipple end hose protector made of coiled

wire. The protector is removable, for its

upper end is held by the hose clamp. It

is flexible because made of coiled wire

and it is practically indestructible because
it is heavy steel wire placed over rubber.

Mr. Wood has issued several folders on
the subject of the bracket and of the

protector. All are so well ill

that the letterpress is hardly required,

though the use of each device is fully

explained. The folders are quite in

ing and can be had free on application to

Mr. Guilford S. Wood, Chicago.

Paid for Repartee.

The foreman and his gang were clear-

ing up a wreck on the day after a heavy
rain storm had visited the country, and
the superintendent, who had brought

some men from the other end of the

division to help, came up to the foreman
and said: "Bucknell, do you see that lazy,

good-for-nothing lout over there
; give

him a day's pay and get him out of here.

I'll get you a refund but I don't want him
here." Bucknell looked in the direction

the super's eyes had taken and saw a fel-

low in workman's garb watching men re-

setting a pair of jacks under the buffer

beam of the derailed engine.

The foreman went up to him and said,

sharply : "Look here, my man, how much

do you get a day?" "One twenty

replied. Bucknell handed him the money
and said : "Now, then, you get out of
here quick. You haven't rendered much
assistant he said, slowly and
reflectively. "1 wouldn't render any as-

sistance to thick skulls like you. If you
made an honest effort to raise that en-

gine it wouldn't be so bad, but you've

done nothing but jack down a couple of

ties into the ballast and left the engine
where it was. You'll have them in China
some day if you keep at it." The fore-

man, not very pleased at this kind of talk

from one of the "men,'' jerked out: "Be
off with you, and keep your brilliant rep-

artee for someone who appreciates it."

The man moved off slowly and Bucknell

went up to the super with, "I got rid of

your man, sir." "My man," said the super
in surprise. "Bucknell, you ought to be

: of yourself having a fellow like

that around." "Well, Mr. Blakely, if he

isn't one of the men you fetched here, he

isn't one of mine, and I've taken a lot of
his impudent back talk and paid him Si. 25
for it."

Auxiliary Brake Valve.

Our illustration shows an invention

of Mr. S. N. Stevens of Fitchburg,

Mass. It is an additional brake valve

or emergency valve and is placed on
the fireman's side of the locomotive
and is intended to be used by him in

VKE VALE.

the event of a disability to the engin-

eer, or tl r's brake valve or in

case the fireman observes a stop signal

or an obstruction on the track that

:i by the engineer. It ac-

complishes its purpose b)- taking air

pressure directly from the brak

and tin innection is

purpose ng the track s

device with the application of the

brake. It is covered by patent No.

The inventor tells us t
!

can be applied at small cost and that the

maintenance charge is practically nothing.
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A Study of Bells.

ig folder has been

iSSUed dium Metals Com-

: Pittsburgh, Pa., on the subject

of the use of their Victor Vanadium

in the manufacture of locomo-

tive bells. A test was made by a com-

pany that makes annually thousands of

large bells. It was a comparative test

1 Vanadium bronze and the

i bell which is an alloy of ^
per and 18 per cent. tin.

inadium bell was judged to have

the better tone, to be much lighter, and

its physical endurance was far beyond

that of the standard bell. This whole

question of Vanadium as one of the in-

gredients of steel or other metals is

one of interest and importance to the

mechanical engineering world. The cir-

cular about the bells is illustrated. Send

to the company if you would like to

know something about the matter.

Liquid Finish.

Two men who had the earmarks of the

"tramp" were riding on a Germantown

car during the Philadelphia strike. One

of them was poorly clad and dirty, and

his companion was of the same stamp.

His companion was reading a piece of

newspaper, and now and then leaned for-

word to comment on the news. "'What

do you think of this,' he was heard to

exclaim. 'Fellow drowned in a beer vat

in Milwaukee yesterday.' The other

rubbed his eyes and said: "Poor fel-

low, floating on his watery bier."

One on the Foreman.

A blacksmith took a day off, and

his newly' hired helper was im-

proving the shining hour by try-

ing his hand at forging some-

thing "himself. It had looked sim-

ple enough folding a bar of heated iron

over a square mandril with a weld-

ing heat wdiere the two edges of the

bar met. When the job was finished

the foreman came around to look at it.

It was burned here and hammer-

marked there. It was neither square

nor three-cornered. It partook more

of a combination of a trapezium and

rhombus. It was so warped it would

hardly lie still on the floor. When set

on end it tumbled over to the heavy

side. It was so indented by erratic

blows of an unmanaged hammer that

it looked as if it came through a shower

of grape shot.

1 do you call that?" said the

foreman. "Sp said the helper.

['11 tell you what I'll do,"

"If you show me

anothei that I'll give you

Mars."

mong the coal for

d produced thi

creation 111 metal.

weight of popular

resem-

1 distort! '1 metallic

1 it the

:

planks :

er lie

the army or navy. He

Air Brake Hose Renewals.

The M. C. B. arbitration committee

have issued the following notice to mem-

bers intended to make clear a point in

connection with the renewal of air brake

hose

:

"It has been brought to the attention

of the Arbitration Committee that a great

deal of trouble is being experienced at

interchange points as to the proper inter-

pretation of the words 'Name of Rail-

road,' on the label for M. C. B. Stand-

ard 1%-inch air-brake hose, and that

hose which meets every requirement of

the specifications, except that it does not

bear the name of a railroad company, is

being removed from cars. In order that

there may be no delay to traffic and to

avoid any further trouble, the Arbitra-

tion Committee recommends that where

the label bears either the name of the

road or the name of the purchaser in the

location shown for the name of the road

and meets the M. C. B. hose specification

in all other respects, that it be considered

standard hose."

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:
M.rquette Bldg. Commonwealth Tru.t Bld».

Collision with Geese.

The night express on the Intercolonial

Railway between St. John and Moncton

encountered a large flock of wild geese

near Salisbury. The result was disastrous

to the birds. When the train reached Sal-

isbury station the driver found five dead

ones on the pilot of the engine. The birds

were flying low in a dense fog and were

used by the glare of the

headlight. Although it is not uncommon

to hear numerous flocks of geese in noc-

turnal flight at this season of the year the

birds were unusually plentiful around the

city the previous night ami at tin

with their discordant honk-

ing.

—

Montreal

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS

We set three pairs of Aldon Frogs and had

all nine cars on the rails in twenty minutes.

—

Extract from Wrecking Masters' Reports.

THE ALDON COMPANY
965 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Superheated Steam.

The subject of the efficiency of super-

team is always an interesting sub-

it is particularly so at th

to sub-

1 with lowei ure, for

the high

there has just

iblished a report of superheater

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS OF PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIM & (0.

North Side, PITTSBURGH
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One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 300 TV. ___

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Clereland

1M Liberty St. 9 So. Water St.

Chicago

S2 West Washington St.

STORRS' Mica

Headlight Chimneys
Tn Ihe Railroad—An economy
To the Engineman—A convenience

STORRS MICA COMPANY
R. R. Dept.. Owejo. N. Y.

tests of the Jacobs high and low pressure

superheaters as applied to tandem com-

pound locomotives on the Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe.

The report which occupies 116 pages

is signed by Mr. H. B. MacFarland, en-

gineer of tests. The report also gives

the record of road tests made on a sim-

ple engine of the 2-8-2 type, fitted with

the Jacobs smoke-box superheater. Al-

together this book is probably one of the

most complete and exhaustive reports on

the subject that has ever been brought

out and the Santa Fe is to be congratu-

lated on having gone so thoroughly into

this important subject.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

McOlLL BUILDINQ WASHINGTON. D. C.

Term* Reasonable Pamphlet Sent

Grim Industry.

The wandering master mechanic sat

in this office all afternoon relating his

out of the way experiences. Among
the many curious things he told was

this anecdote. He said:

"About five years ago I was appointed

master mechanic of a railway in Central

America. On arriving at headquarters

I found the most desolate shops I had

ever seen. I walked through the ma-

chine shop and found the men slumber-

ing over the most ancient machine tools

that ever escaped the scrap heap. Then

I entered the car shop and found de-

cided activity there. All the men were

busy making coffins."

Corrugated Fireboxes.

The W. H. Wood Loco. Firebox

Company, of Media, Pa., have issued a

small publication of the catalogue variety

giving information concerning the corru-

gated firebox made by this concern. In it

Mr. William Wood, the engineer of the

company, answers several very pertinent

questions about expansion and contrac-

tion. He gives the opinions of many other

engineers and boilermakers on the form

of construction adopted by the Wood
Company. The pamphlet is clearly illus-

trated and should prove of interest to all

those who have to do with the care or

maintenance of boilers. Write to the

company for a copy of the pamphlet if

you are desirous of learning something

about the corrugated firebox. The pam-

phlet is for free distribution.

own money and it was hard to separate it

from the company's.

"In those days the brake boys had to

keep the coaches warm with wood stoves,

one in each end of the coach with a large

wood box which had to be kept full by

bringing in the wood by the armful from

stations where the train stopped. When
the train stopped they would have to get

out and hold it by hand brakes at all sta-

tions, also. If you had a hot journal you

had to crawl under the car to pack it,

as there were inside bearings.

"The freight boys had to ride on top

most of the time, help wood up the en-

gine several times over the division,

string a bell rope over the train and pull

it in again at terminals. All trains

stopped for meals somewhere between

Adrian and Binghamton.

"Such a thing as overtime was never

heard of in those days. A day and a

half was the time allowed from Hornell

to Susquehanna, no matter if it took a

week to do it in. However, special time

was allowed for work done on the divis-

ion when being held for some purpose or

other.

"I believe there is one brakeman left on

the Susquehanna division who registers

back to 1865—forty-five years ago. There

are three who have 40 years to their

credit; two who have 39 years; three

who have 38 years; one who has 37

years; two who have 36 years; two who

have 32 years; one who has 31 years, and

there are twenty-three who, I think, have

from 21 to 27 years, all good and faith-

ful employees."

The Good Old Times on the Erie.

Mr. C. E. Stickles, an old time con-

ductor on the Erie Railroad, writing; to

the Erie Railroad Employes' Magazine,

draws a picture of a trainman's duties in

the good old times, that tells graphically

the hardships the men had to endure in

the days when the operating of railroads

was under development. Mr. Stickels

writes

:

"Conductors were their own secretaries

and kept their own accounts and had

hard work to keep their cash straight, as

cash fares would get mixed up with their

The Very Acme.

The Acme Machinery Company never

do things by halves. Their latest illus-

trated catalogue of bolt, nut and forging

machinery, is one of the most complete

publications of its kind that we have ever

seen. It contains over 160 pages and over

100 illustrations and presents an elaborate

variety of machines, comprising the new-

est and finest equipment in both cutters

and threaders, nut forging and tapping,

bolt and rivet heading machines. Some

of the machines, especially the upsetting

and forging machines, have all the ponder-

ous massiveness of heavy artillery, some

of them weighing as much as 25 tons.

The six spindled nut tappers are models

of elegance and lightness. The bolt cut-

ters have several new features that must

be seen to be appreciated. All interested

in the tools we have alluded to, should

have a copy of this fine catalogue, which

may be had on application at the main

office of the company at Cleveland. Ohio.

The Commercial Acetylene Company
have moved their Western office to the

Peoples' Gas Building, at the corner of

Michigan and Adams streets. Chicago.
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By Rail Across Australia.

Australian railway

5 of the near

pi pi nl line

This has heen

a report made to the Fed-

the Australian

063 miles in

its estimated cost $20,000,-

nt ii< 1 rail connec-

: I.- eastern and western sec-

tern terminus of the

gold field

of the country. It is al present connecte'd

with Perth, on the w< tern 1 oast, by a

railroad some 350 miles in length. Rail-

ways in both Victoria and New South

are fairly well developed, and

is i-i'iinected with the Vic-

toria lines by a road through Adelaide to

i ord Kitchener is a strong

advocate of the transcontinental for strat-

ions, connected with the defense

of the Commonwealth in case of military

need.

The Prime Minister is reported to have

said apropos of Lord Kitchener's re-

mark- : "We have appealed to Caesar and

mean to follow his judgment." All of

which seems to indicate an early break-

ing of ground for the new line. An-

other fact likely to hasten the project is

the discovery that much of the country

surveyed is capable of agricultural, or at

least pastoral, development—the soil fer-

tile and the only need water.

A rather unfortunate feature of the

railway situation in Australia is the mul-

of gages. These vary on the

lines from 2 feet 6 inches through

3 feet 6 inches, and 4 feet S'a inches to

5 feet 3 inches. At a "gauge conference,"

ago, it was decided

that in 1 rial unification of track

width was ever adopted the gauge should

be 4 fei i
- This is the width

. line - ( "outer's.

Very Fast Going.

When the average American drum-

mer finds himself among strangers of

a boasting town he generally manages

to hold his own. Sam Short, who
travels for Minor, of Chicago, was en-

joying an evening cigar in the smok-

ing room of the Kinton, in London,

when one of the company began to

boast about fast trains. He had come

in from Aberdeen last week, and, by

Jove, they came through in eight hours,

some stretches being made at 100 miles

an hour.

"That's nothing." remarked Short.

"You know that in the West we have

hitched the power of the Mississippi

River to train hauling, and the way

those electric driven cars hum along

is a caution. One hundred miles an

hour is crawling.

"Why, last month, when I was leav-

ing home in Omaha, my wife came to

see me off. Just as the train was start-

ing I leaned down to kiss my wife, and

the train went off so sudden that I

kissed a cow fifty miles east in Iowa."

Traveling Engineer's Subjects.

Mr. J. A. Talty, chairman of the com-

mittee on subjects for the next convention

of the Traveling Engineers' Association,

has issued a circular to the members in

which he says :

"The undersigned having been ap-

pointed by the president as chairman on

'Subjects for 10,11,' your committee would

appreciate any suggestions that you have

to offer in the way of subjects that you

would like to have discussed in our ton

meeting. J. A. Talty, chairman. Commit-

tee Messrs. W. G. Wallace, J. P. Kelley,

J F. Roddy, Ed. M. Sawyer.

The Traveling Engineers' convention is

to be held next September, and, although

ir,n is a gi.i nl way off yet, it is to

be hoped that Mr. Talty's request will

meet with a full and prompt response.

Valves and Wrenches.

pamphlet fim ly illu

has pot In - 11

v the Walworth Manufacturing
!

1
: alvi and fittings

reputa-

their output is

1 work

. . alve has

,ir. while the

ntin nerally

lies and

CARS, CABS, SHOPS

ROUNDHOUSES
require a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING

The Art of Metal Spinning.

"Metal Spinning" is the title of a pam-

phlet recently issued by the Industrial

Press. It is written by Mr. C. Tuells

and William \ Painter, and its thirty-

eight pagi - contain numerous illustra-

tions. The prici 1- 2 < nts. Metal spin

ning is an art which was practically per-

pn ss working of

quired commercial importance,

working dev 1 loped metal spin-

quiring a

11 lal dexterity and

skill. It lias never hei ' d, how-

pecially for making fine brass,

ninum 01 namental I
1 ill o\

ing 1 evived in

For othi i than ornami ntal

y.

•Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Mttal
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF
Writ* for sample*, prices and booklet No. 6i.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
I 00 William Street New York
Cblcaio, Philadelphia, Boston, Sanaa* City.

Memphis. Atlanta.

TOOL
Die Blocks

Steel Forgings

First Prize awarded at the Loui-

siana Purchase Exposition, at St

Louis, for our TOOL STEEL
when placed in competition with

the best makes in England and

Germany.

Write tor Information and Prices.
Specify Nclanee Tool Steel whoa

ordering.

McINNES
STEEL CO.

CORRY, PA.
Agenti

•OHBOCK & BQiriRES,
291 Pearl St., New Terk.

EOT MACHINERY CO..
Minneapolis, Minn.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
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"LANG'S
V New Tool

Holder

URGEST CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

G.R.LANG&C0., Meadville,Pa.

§££ ASHTON
:

POPVALVESAND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street, Boston. Masi.
tli»C7 174 Lake Street. . Chicago. 111.

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt - Spiller Mfg. Corporation
W. B. LEACH, Can. Mgr. & Traas.
South Boston, JVXass.

New Publication

The Most Popular
Engineering Book
PUBLISHED THIS YEAR IS

THE VALVE-

SETTER'S GUIDE
By JAMES KENNEDY

A comprehensive treatise on the

construction and adjustment of the

Stephenson, Walschaerts, Baker-

Pilliod, and Joy Valve Gearings.

Fully illustrated and bound in

cloth. Price 50 cents. Mailed to

any address on receipt of Price.

Second Edition Now Ready

Angus Sinclair Company
114 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK

A foundry in England is anxious to ex-

tend its output, and seeks American spe-

cialties, patent [land, in malleable

castings, for manufacture in Great Britain.

Apply, Foundry, care of The Locomotive
Publishing Co., Ltd., 3 Amen Corner,

London, E. C.

Some Fast Runs.

McCord and Company have issued an

elegant folder gmng an interesting de-

scription of the runs made by trains on

the Philadelphia & Reading Railway and

the Pennsylvania Railroad between New
York and Philadelphia. The average

speed of both trains is about 50 miles an

hour, but I
i ari everal ti

the speed approaches 90 miles an hour.

The McCord Force Feed Lubricator was

at work on both trains besides other of the

McCord specialties, including the McCord
Journal Box, the McCord Draft Gear and

McKim Gasket. Send for copy of the

Folder to the company's office at 50

Church street. New York.

Capacious.
Miss Pollie Juggle's mouth was ex-

ceedingly well developed. She sat in bliss-

ful contentment on the sea beach at Long
Branch, watching the restless sea, and

something of its grandeur shed its light

upon her soul. "Oh, Harry," site said to

the young man by her side, "hou

it all is, ain't it? I feel as though—as

though I could open my mouth and take

it all in." A small boy who was near by

looked up, a startled gleam in his eye.

''But I say," he remarked, "you won't do

it will you ? We only came down here

yesterday."

Activity on the B. & O.

The output of the Mount Clare shops

of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad for the

month of April was the largest in their

history, exceeding the record for March,

when 45 locomotives underwent heavy

repairs and were rebuilt. About 2,200

men are employed by the B. & O. at Mt.

Clare, 1,600 being in the locomotive shops,

and the steady increase of traffic on the

system has necessitated overtime work

by many of them in order to keep the

equipment in condition to handle the bus-

iness. Mount Clare is the principal shop

on the B. & 0., and most of the heavy

repair and rebuilding of equipment is

done there.

In order that the shops might be run

to their full capacity the B. & O. recently-

placed a large order for new machinery;

practically all of this has been put in

p.acc. Eight modern engine lathe-., a

quadruple multiple drilling machine, a

steam hammer for the blacksmith shop,

numerou vising machines for

the cabi an automatic turret

lathe an pecial machines have

been installed. The lathes and drilling

machines are driven by electricity.

The new equipment orders ar>

filled and placed in service. Up to the

present time mure than 100 consolidati in

freight engines and 20 Atlantic type ex-

have been received. The
entire order was for 230 freight and 26

passenger engines. Of the order for 10,-

000 freight cars, more than 3,000 have

been delivered and put is:

Railway Men Honored.

A press from Montreal recently

1. says:

Mr. D. McNicolI, vice-president of the

C. P. R., has been made an Esquire

of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem,

and Messrs. Lacy R. Johnson and S.

A. Gidlow, of the same company,

honorary associates of the order, of

which Sir Thomas Shaughncssy was
recently created a knight. These
honors have been conferred in rec-

ognition of the work of the railway

in the organization of the St. John's

Ambulance Association of the Angus
shops. Mr. Johnson is assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

C I'. R. and Mr. Gidlow is secretary

of the First Aid Department of that

road.

Radial Trailing Truck.

The American Locomotive Company
have recently issued B 1003, in

which the radial trailing truck for loco-

1 hat company is very

fully described and illustrated. In addi-

tion to the details of the truck which are

illustrated by line engravings, examples

from a number of types of engines using

this truck
1
the bulletin. Those

who desire to understand the construc-

tion of this truck should write to the

company, 30 Church street, New York,

for a copy of the bulletin.

The Standard Coupler Company an-

nounces the removal of their Chicago

office from the Fisher Building to 1005

Peoples' Gas Building, corner Michigan

avenue and Adams street, Chicago. This

well-known company are makers of Stan-

dard Steel Platforms, Sessions-Standard

friction draw gear and Standard couplers.

Mr. Geo. A. Post is the president of the

company.

Hate to Experiment.

Railway officials hate to experiment

with novel devices on the locomotive,

a sentiment which sometimes leads im-

provements of real merit to be rejected.

my improve-

ment worthy of nor

use without opposition. One of the

lying labor to

engineers in the old times was packing

the stuffing 1 piston rods and

valve stems Yet the introduction of

metallic packing w; opposed

by the forces of ignorance and prejudice.

Signal Instruction Cars.

To in perating

ylvania have

Them;. tween Philadel-

phia and Pittsburgh have been equipped.
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Explicit mictions are to be

given frequently to cnginemen, firemen,

i trainmen. These are to

ignal car and will in-

: and interlocking sig-

all others used.

These signal instruction cars are 60 feet

long, divided into two compartments.

One room will be for examinations, the

other has a table upon which is placed

under a glass cover a large track chart of

the railroad, which can be rolled back and

forth by means of rollers placed at each

end. It shows all main running tracks,

switches, cross-overs, all signals, track

troughs, stations and mile posts. The
ir.eii will be given an opportunity to study

this chart prior to passing an examina-

tion. Each car is provided with a set of

model signals, which can be manipulated

so as to show the signal indications that

the men receive when on the road.

The cars are in charge of examiners,

each with an assistant. They will conduct

the examinations, with the exception of

those on machinery and air brakes. The

cars may also be used for examination

of employes on other subjects beside the

signals, such as train rules, etc.

Independent Air.

The high degree of perfection to which

the manufacture of air tools has reached

is finely illustrated in the latest circular

issued by the Independent Pneumatic Tool

Company, Chicago, 111., a copy of which

may be had on application. Their Thor

air tools embrace hammers equipped with

duplex valves combining strength with

lightness, pision air drills and reamers,

long stroke rivetting hammers, stay-bolt

drivers. A new feature is introduced in

wrhat is known as Thor No. 9, close-quar-

ters piston air drill. This drill is well

suited for locomotive work, particularly

where spaces for machine work is limited.

Any of this enterprising company's ma-
.'. ill be sent on trial at thi

pany's 1

Electric Locomotives for P. R. R.

una Railroad Shops are

working on 43 ii locomotives

hi the Hudson River tunnels, at

- being built at

ile the cabs are being

1 shops, and the keen

partments has

: ompleted

impany,

oved their

1

'

|i ffer-

for the

Terra Cotta Stations.

Three terra cotta railroad stations

have been built by the Lehigh Valley

Railroad, and plans for a fourth are

now being considered. The structural

material is the hollow tile block of the

kind used for fireproofing skyscrapers

in New York and other cities. The ex-

terior surface of the walls is covered

with stucco, so that the terra cotta tile

itself is not visible when once a build-

ing is complete. Tests of the material

have shown that it is strong enough to

stand any strain put upon it and will

be as serviceable as stone or brick.

The new style stations of the Lehigh

Valley are at Honeyoye Falls, Free-

ville and Interlaken, N. Y.

In addition to being fireproof, the

stations have the advantage of being

warmer in winter and cooler in summer
than stations of the ordinary type.

This is due to the hollow spaces, or

what some call the dead air spaces,

which make the blocks non-conductors

of heat. The New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad recently built a

hollow tile station at Rowayton, Conn.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
have been making investigation with a

view of using terra cotta in some of the

new stations on that road.

Re-rolling Old Rails.

About four or five thousand tons of

steel rails are being re-rolled by the Pro-

vincial Steel Company at Cobourg, Ont.,

for the Intercolonial Railway, and at the

present time from fifty to one hundred

tons of rails are being turned out daily.

These rails were purchased by the In-

tercolonial Railway from the old Ship

Railway between Fort Lawrence and Baie

Verte. They were then placed in use on

the I. R. C, and since have been torn up

and sent to Cobourg to be re-rolled. The

rails formerly were of the one hundred

and ten pound variety, and are being re-

duced to eighty pounds. They were laid

on the road a few years ago, and becom-

ing somewhat worn were taken up .mil

sent to the Provincial Steel Company, who

are now engaged re-rolling them. I he

Provincial Steel Company is a new indus-

try started in Canada, and this is tin- first

work they have done for the Government

road. !

1 ailed the Mc
Kenna process. Used rails are heated

and then put through the rolls, thus mak-

practically new, but reduced

In the suit of the Simplex Railv,

pliance 1 Pressed Steel

Car Companj for infringement of Sun

plex bolster patents, the United States

Circuit Court for the Southern Pistrict

of New ' favor of

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound In line cloth

AGENTS WANTED tierjwhtn; writ* far

wrmi and deacrlpUT* circular!. Will fca

Mot prepaid to anj addrtaa opon r*e*fpt

of prlca.

GRimiN &WINTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

Railroad Fish Planting.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad are help-

ing the fish commissioners of New York
and Pennsylvania stock the streams in

these two States with fish. The Pennsyl-

vania commissioner, Mr. W. E. Meehan,

has already sent out three hundred cans

of trout fry, from the Harrisburg hatch-

eries, for spring "planting" along the line

of the road. The company is also co-

operating with the New York commis-

sioner in his efforts to stock the up-

State streams with trout and bass. A
corps of trained attendants accompanies

each consignment of fish, to see that they

are fed at regular intervals and planted

scientifically. Every effort is made to

transport them with the least possible

delay. The railroad company arranges

with outing clubs and individuals to be on

hand the minute the fish arrive, so that no

time will l>e lost in getting them to the

water.

The baby trout or lias-, known a- "fry,"

are hatched during the winter at the

State hatcheries. In the spring they are

distributed. More than two dozen

Streams in Pennsylvania, tributary to the

and Susquehanna rivers, have

been stocked with fish year after year.

Many parties spend the summer months

e boats on these rivers, fishing

directlj from their dwellings, fir row-

ing up the tributaries in small boats.
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Erie's Four-Track Open Cut. of the main line. New Jersey & New traffic to and from Jersey City, will now
The Erie Railroad Company has so far York and the Greenw 1 Lake branches be used only for the movement of freight

completed the task of constructing an began to use the new line, both east and trains. The two tracks now completed

open cut through Jersey City Heights, as westbound. The Northern Railroad and .->rc known as numbers 2 and 3, they being

to have finished two tracks all the way Susquehanna track connect! tin- two middle ones of a prospective four-

through and connected them, so that about finished and the Bergen tunnel, which has track line through the cut. The value to

the middle of June last passenger trains been used for more than 40 years for all the patron- of the Eric of the new open
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iuti

,i isured in

he entire passi

tie! delays, no more

VIEW OF OPEN CUT FROM ABOVE.

windows, stifling atmosphere or

artificial light—but a clean, wholi

ride for everybody and the elimination of

the only passenger tunnel on the Erie

Railroad between New York and Chicago.

itory." A few years ago so

many trains became necessary that both

5 in the Bergen tunnel had to be

i> ' in the morning for inbound traffic.

The new cut will be used by the six

principal lines which carry the passenger

traffic, much of which is suburban.

These are the Mam Line, New Jersey &
New York Railroad, Northern Railroad

of New Jersey, the New York & Green-

d Lake Railroad, Newark branch, and

the New York, Susquehanna & Western,

the latter at present running into the

Jersej City terminal of the Pennsylvania

Railroad. Thesi six lines converge, and

from three main stems some distance

west of the new open cut, each main

Stem carrying the traffic of two branches,

and are known as the main line, Newark
branch and Susquehanna line. The point

of divergence of the New Jersey and

5 Ol I III: WORK, TAKEN AT TRACK LEVEL.

L iping to the sui face

of the rock walls, on either side of the

', and a force

week

he walls

When been
1

1 ti 1 pre

to pass-

both

i! of life

anything

rolling

New York Railroad from the main line

is 5.5 miles west of the west end of the

open cut; the junction of Newark branch

and ( Iri 1 nu 1 >od I -id, 1' line is 2.4 miles

and connection between the New York,

Susquehanna tern Railroad and

the Northern Railroad of New I

will be three miles west of the entrance.

The appi to tin ipi 11 cut from the

easl end is 1 1\ ei a massh e steel trestle

which reachi s the level at 1 in >ve sti ei t,

City, and which spans Erie street,

d Coles street, rising

the tracks of the Xew Jersey

Railroad, which runs north and

south near the base of the Heights. The

maximum grade is 35 feet to the mile.

1 Pali; ade avc-
1 Baldwin avenue over the cut.

1 short tunni Is extending

1 laldwin avenue

and east of Central avenue, east of Sum-
mit avenue to St. Paul's avenue, east of

St. Paul's avenue to east of the Hudson
County boulevard and between the boule-

vard and the west portal, but none is long

enough to affect the atmospheric condi-

tions, the greatest being 571 ft. and the

shortest 220 ft. in length, or a total of 1,288

ft. of tunnels. The total length of the cut

is 4,400 ft. and width of roadbed 58 ft.

The minimum depth is 45 ft.; maximum
depth, 85 ft. In order to produce this

deep canyon, it was necessary to blast

500,000 cubic yards of blue trap rock and

excavate 160,000 cubic yards of earth. The

rock represents 750,000 lineal feet of

drilling, and it took 250,000 lbs. of dyna-

mite to rend it. No fatal accident hap-

pened in making the cut.

Basing the operation of trains on a

four-track line, which will be a fact by

autumn, an ingenious method will be

adopted in handling them. The traffic

being practically all inbound during the

early morning hours and outbound in the

evening hours, the direction of traffic

on the four tracks through the open cut

will vary according to conditions. During

the morning rush, a separate track will be

assigned to each group inbound, leaving

one track to handle the outbound busi-

ness of all the groups. In the evening,

the conditions will be reversed, while in

the middle of the day. the normal move-

ment will be two tracks for inbound busi-

ness and two for outbound.

Trains of the main line and New Jer-

sey & New York Railroad will be brought

in on one track, those of the Green-

wood Lake division and Newark branch

on another, and those of the Northern

Railroad of New Jersey and New York,

Susquehanna & Western on the third

track, so that there will be three distinct

leads to and from the Jersey City ter-

minal, whereas there are but two at pres-

ent, as a result of the two track line

through the tunnel, and one of these must

be used for trains running in the opposite

direction. Freight trains will not use

any of the tracks assigned to the four-

track open cut line in the Jersey City

yard, because the ascent over the trestle

begins at Grove street, which is at least

|u|M
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Railway Guards in England.

Not long ago the Railway Guards' Uni-

versal Friendly Society celebrated their

diamond jubilee. The London Globe

commenting on the occasion says : "The

guard occupies, under changed conditions

the same post as did the stage coach

guard of years gone by. The coming of

railways caused great distress among those

dependent upon the coaching system for

their livelihood. Drivers, guards, horse-

keepers, ostlers, etc., suddenly found

themselves stranded, just as the London

cab drivers are suffering today owing to

the introduction of the motor vehicle.

Generally speaking, the guards were the

VIEW SHOWING PROGRESS OF WORK.

only coaching officials able to continue

their calling with the new means of loco-

motion, but as guards of railway trains

the older men among them soon dropped

out, owing to the harder life which the

latter service entailed.

"To begin with, the railway guard oc-

cupied a kind of 'dickey' overlooking the

tops of the carriages, where he was utterly

unprotected from the weather, and from
the smoke and fiery particles emitted by

the engines. Two guards were allotted

to each passenger train, the upper and
an under one. The upper sat on the last

carriage with his face to the engine, and

was furnished with wire spectacles or a

begoggled face mask to protect his eyes

from the ashes. The under guard sat on

the carriage next to the engine with his

back to the engine. By this vis-a-vis

arrangement each guard had constantly

before him all the carriages in the train

except the one he was riding upon, and
they could both communicate with each

other by signal. The coaches upon which
the guards rode were always, and usually,

the only braked vehicles on the train, the

retarding agency being hand-operated

screw brakes; but if the train was very

heavy, additional brake vans and guards

were sent out with it.

"The oldtime upper guard had multi-

farious duties to perform. He notified the

engine driver through his under guard
when the train was traveling too quick or

too slow, and when to stop, and after

applying the brakes both men hurriedly

descended to see that the wooden brake

shoes had not caught fire. The upper

guard superintended the stowing of the

luggage on the roofs of the vehicles after

the 'strapper' had inspected, cleaned,

shampooed and refreshed with cold

drawn neat's foot oil the iron wire lined

luggage straps. But notwithstanding

careful stowing, the luggage often got dis-

placed by the oscillation of the train,

whence it ran the risk of falling off or

striking an overbridge, and despite tar-

paulin covers it was frequently set on fire

by the sparks from the engine, while if

packed too tight it excluded the air from
and extinguished the roof lamps. In

case of serious accident both guards were
expected to render first aid, being in-

structed in the use of the tourniquet and

carrying bandages for the purpose. They
were instructed not to allow pa

to stand up in the open coaches while in

motion, nor in any other manner to en-

danger themselves by improper exposure,

and not to permit them to alight for the

purpose of rebooking by the same train.

Guards were forbidden to pass over the

tops of carriages when in motion, but they

might clamber along the footboards to

collect ticket, etc., as is still doi

Continental railways, though the increas-

ing speed of trains soon led to this latter

practice being discontinued. The upper

guard was entrusted with bills and passes

of every kind, carried in a portfolio, and
kept a journal recording the running of

the train.

"In 1847, owing to the great speed of

the broad gauge trains, the Great West
ern Company transferred the under guard

to an iron 'dickey' at the back of the loco-

motive tender, where he could more easily

communicate with the engineman, and re-

christened him 'traveling porter.' The

. wink- in order that

a good lookout along

the top of the train the roof of the new
van was furnished with a raised glazed
lookout. An interesting feature of the

North London Company's rolling stock

ntion of the raised

guards' lookouts, which are seldom to be

met with now on any other line, as their

utility pretty well vanished with the intro-

duction of automatic continuous brakes,

whereby the control of the train was
transferred from the guards' manipulating

handbrakes to the engine driver primarily.

Lastly, the guards' accommodation as-

sumed its present form of thoroughly well

sheltered and brilliantly lighted vehicles,

with padded seats and apparatus for

warming food while traveling."

The Public Drinking Cup.

tat( Hoard of Health in Kansas
last year did away with the public drink-

ing cup. The order affected the rail-

roads as well as other corporations which
provide drinking water for the thirsty.

When the law, for such it is, went into

effect there was much adverse comment
for the principal reason that no cup or

cups of any kind were provided in rail-

road cars. The health regulation ex-

pressly prohibited the providing of a cup.

\\ e recently saw in a dentist's surgery,

an individual cup made of paraffine paper,

which was held in a thimble of light

nickel-plated ware or aluminum. When
the cup had been used by a patient, it was

CONCRETE BRIDGE CARRYING STRE1 1 N CUT.

exponents of the narrow gauge, however,

at once claimed this innovation as a con-

fession of weakness regarding the safety

of the broad gauge trains and nicknamed
the porter the 'man in the iron coffin.'

"After a while the discomforts and

hardships suffered by guards were alle-

viated by giving the roof seat a box
shaped shelter glazed in front. The next

steps in advance were regular shut-in vans

for them to travel by, and for storing

emptied and thrown into a suitable

receptacle. The thimble and paper cup
wire tapered so as to fit together very

neatly, and when standing on the table

ttom of the cup did not reach quite

down to the lower edge of the metal

thimble. As the thimble had no bottom it

could not be used to drink out of, and

the clean, white paraffine cup when hold-

ing filtered water had a cool and refresh-

ing appearance.
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Mallet Articulated Compound for the Chicago *§ Alton
• ni the Chicago &

to the American Loco-

n ulti 'I m the build-

igines "i the Mallet ai tii u

impound type, and a number of

j 8-2 en Mallet engines have

2-6-6 2 wheel arrangement and the low-

cylinders arc in front. The Mi-

2 8 2 type engines are now being

road service between the Girard

coal district and Chicago, a distance of

about 210 miles Except on thi

between Lawndale and Atlanta, which is

0.8s Per cent., these engines can handle a

4,000-ton train over this division. The
Mallet type locomotives are intended for

pusher service on the Atlanta hill, and

with their assistance the road engine can

take the above-mentioned tonnage through

The cylinders of the Mallet are 22 and

35 by .30 ins. and with 62-in. driving

wheels and a working pressure of 200

\ert a tractive force

illustration. This bearing is bolted to the

boiler before the tubes are set,

The boiler is of the extended wagon-
top type, the front ring of which is 74 ^
ins in diameter. The crown staying is

radial and the tubes are 406 in number,

each j ins. in diameter, outside, and are

each 21 ft. long. The total heating sur-

face amounts to 4,7(>6 sq. ft., made up 300

in the firebox and 4,466 sq. ft. in the

tubes. The total amount of heating sur-

face in this boiler is a little more than

half the space enclosed between the bags

on a baseball field. The grate area is

49.7 sq. ft., which gives a ratio between

grate and heating surface as 1 is to 96.

The wheel base of this engine is 48 ft.

1 in. ; with the tender it is 76 ft. 8 ins

I he driving wheel bases are in each case

II ft. and the total adhesive weight is

286,300 lbs. The total weight amounts to

327,300 lbs. The engine truck and trail-

ing wheels are each 33 ins. in diameter,

and the tender is carried on eight wheels,

The persistence of an advertisement is

strikingly illustrated in the experience of

Angus Sinclair with a small company he

organized in 1887. The concern was
called the Engineering Literature Com-
pany, and its purpose was to sell books

that Dr. Sinclair controlled. The affairs

of the Engineering Literature Company
were wound up in 1S00, but railway men
wanting to purchase books still keep
sending orders to the company, which has

been defunct for twenty years.

The Highland Park Home.

A very fine sentiment was expressed

by Mr. P. H. Morrissey, formerly the

grand master of the Brotherhood of

Railroad Trainmen, on the occasion of

the opening of the Highland Park
Home for disabled railroad employees,

a short time ago. The needs of help-

less 11 en who have at some time la-

bored in the railroad field, has been
very fully and substantially realized

M Mil I vR I n 1 I \ I I 11 FOR THE CHICAGO & MM' -..

I qui iment. npany, Builde

Both the high 1

lies use Walschaerts valve

ure valve living a

14 in. piston valve, while the low pres-

ilve All hav

1
1
.in

in., while that of the low pres-

The lead in all

1

I
exhaust clear-

or jointing of the

;i
1 pi ctice and

I ont of the big

ball jointed receiver

nl at the front end,

1 e high ti 1 the low

boiler ii

curve tl

1 ai ti 36 ins. in diameter. The tender has

the ordinary L' shaped tank, holding

• 1 [allons and carrying 14 tons 1 if bi-

tuminous coal. The tender frame is

made of steel channels, and steel trucks

.hi used fhe total wi ight of tl

gine and tender is 498,300 lbs. \ few

of the principal dimensions are appended

:
. nee.

main, 10 x 12 ins.

;

.

,,, . 1, ngth, 1 :
.n-

. trail

injj truck journ meti 6 ii

ti ndi 1 n 11. '.

diamctei .
- ins. ; length, 10 ins.

thickm
i, in.; tub

ins.; sides,

. hack. 5 ins.

11 1: \\ G.
1'. teel

utomatic; tender,

al, New York

'
1 uck Swim

1 railing ti b 11 type.

and Mr. Morrissey has put the whole
undertaking on a high ethical plane

ivhen he said:

"We have not provided this home for

aged and disabled railroad employees

as a matter of charity. It has been and

will be a matter of duty with us. The
railroad men of the country owe to

iheir less fortunate brothers a duty

that is greater than charity."

1 In hi ime repri :enl - the nn estment

nl about $120,000, with a debt of only

upon it. which there is every

reason to believe will soon be provided

for.

Smoke -

'

top above rail,

Wireless for the U. P.

The I'm.. n Pacific Railway manage-

ment have arranged to introduce the

telegraphy in its regular

work They are equipping two stations

for the work, one at Cheyenne and the

other at Sydney, m.i miles distant.
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Traveling Engineers' Association.

The eighteenth annual convention of

The Traveling Engineers' Association

will be held at the Clifton Hotel,

Niagara Falls, Canada, commencing at

10 a. m., Aug. 16, 1910, and continuing

for four days.

The following is the list of subjects

to be discussed al this convention:
1—Fuel economy, under the follow-

ing heads:

(a I Value of present draft appl

Can they be improved to effect fuel

economy?
(b) Firing practices, including the

prevention of black smoke.

(c) Roundhouse practices; whether it

is more economical to knock or
bank fires at terminals.

Ift hether it is mot
to buy a cheap fuel of a low heat

value, or a higher priced fuel of a

greater heat value.

(e) Devices and appliances for use

on engines and tenders to prevent

waste en route.

2—Superheat as applied to locomo-
tives.

3—How can the traveling engineer

best educate the present-day fireman to

become the successful engineer of the

future?

4— Latest developments in air brake
equipment and its effect on train hand-
ling.

S—What progress has been made in

reducing the cost of locomotive lubri-

cation, and is it advisable to place this

item entirely under the control of the

road foreman or traveling engineer?
6—New valve gears as compared with

the Stephenson link motion, referring

particularly to economy of operation
and maintenance, and also necessary
procedure in case of break-downs.

Mr. C. F. Richardson (La Salle Street

Station, Chicago) is president of the
association, and Mr. W. O. Thompson
(New York Central car shops, East
Buffalo, N. Y.) is the secretary, to

whom any communication concerning
the convention should be addressed.

Superheater Questions.

The Traveling Engineers' committee on
superheat have prepared a comprehensive
list of questions on this very im
subject. The committee consists of Mr.
M. II. Haig, mechanical engineer of the

A. T. & S. F., Topeka, Kan., chairman,

at steam chest? If so, give the tempera-
ture. What is the boiler pressure of loco-

motives equipped with superheaters?

What is the boiler pressure of locomo-
tives of same class ith satu-

rated steam? Where boiler pressure has
been n dui < d and supei heater applied,

what has been your experience in lessened

boiler troubles? What per cent greater

is hauled by locomotives using
superheated steam than by locorm

same class using saturated steam? What
per cenl < if fuel is saved by use i if

heated steam? What per cent of water?
What change in front end apparatus and
difference in size of nozzle is necessary
upon application of superheater? Do you

addressed to members in which they have
asked ten questions.

Among these questions, one of them
1-, "Would you recommend the best stan-

dard books on machinery for the educa
tion of engineers and firemen to be in

railway libraries, or would it be best, in

your opinion, for each man to have these

books at his home?" Again, "If possible

to do so, do you not believe it would be
best for each engineer to have a regular

fireman?" The ninth question is, "Do
you not believe a man with shop experi-

ence as machinist's helper would make a

better man for the position of engineer
if it could be arranged with railway
companies to start them in this way, with

find any difference in steaming quality of the intention of promoting them as fast as
locomotives using superheated or satu possible to do so?"

team? Which is the more free

steamer? Can a locomotive equippi d with
b superheater operate better with foam-
ing water than a locomotive not so

equipped? Has the reduction in the

amount of water consumed, resulting from
of the superheater, been

to inert asi th< po ibli mill ag between
boiler washings? If so, to what extent 7

Do you experience any trouble in lubricat-

ing with superheated steam. If so, at

what temperature? Do you lubrii

inder as well as valve chamber? Do
dinary lubricators v. it I

saturated steam; with superheated steam?
Do you use slide valves or piston valves

with superheated steam ? Which give-, the

better results? Has the use of super-

heated steam caused any trouble or ex-
pense in maintaining piston rod and valve

stem packing? If any trouble, explain

changes required. Have you had any
trouble in leaking joints in the super-

heater, or in the steam connections? Do
you use I joints with

ted steam? If gaskets are used,

what kind and make? What is thi

of que 1

The circular containing these ques-
ts ns is addressed to all members. We
would like to hear from any of our

firemen, engineers, road fore-

st ions we have
nil tii]

Telephone Apparatus for Trains.

All trains on the Lehigh Willi

be equipped with telephone apparatus by
means of which immediate communication
can be established. This announcement is

the result of successful experiments with
apparatus on the car of Mr. J. F. Maguire,
general manager.

The device is an extension pole, similar
to a trolley pole on a street car, which
can be hooked over the telephone wires
'cMde the track. In this way train crews
will l>e able to communicate with train

dispatchers from any point on tin

On the other hand, to reach any
on a train, the operator at the nearest
station will be informed, the train stopped
and tlie telephone connected by means of
the pole. The new apparatus is expected
to be particularly effective in the handling

subject of superheat of freight trains The breaki or ,Hng
asked by your engmemen? What ques-
tions on the subject of superheat are in-

cluded in your examinations of engineers

and firemen? Has your road ever ap-

plied superheaters to locomotives and

I
them" If -

and for

out of draw heads causes delays, and the

ability to rapidly communicate with head-
will he most satisfactory

concerned.

The Making of Good Engineers.

One of the subjects which will be

taken up at the coming convention of the

Traveling Engineers' Association is

"1 [1 iw in the traveling engine< I

and Messrs Max Toltz, C. W. Carey, E. educate the present-day fir,

Salley and Geo. Cooper. The subject is come the successful engineer
"Superheat as Applied to Locomotives
The questions asked are: What type of

superheaters are in service on your road?
How many of each type? How many in

freight service? In passenger service?
How many degrees of superheat are ob-
tained in superheater? Have tests been
made to determine temperature of steam

meer
future?" This is not only a live subject

but it is one of the utmost importance,

and the successful solution of the prob-

lld mean much to railroads. The
committee of which Mr, J. C. Petty is

chairman and which includes

W. J. Anthony R. Collett, J. F. (

and II. F. Bentley, have issued a circular

Silver "Brasses."
In what would now he termed olden

some curious methods were em-
10 effect temporary repairs on

locomotives, such as making brasses and
glands of hard wood. That material
would hardly stand a trip with a modern
Mallet engine. We remember hearing
about one form of substitute that would
stand all the shocks and strains put upon
our most powerful locomotives
A mining railway under construction in

Brazil purchased a locomotive from Bald-
win's and it was shipped in parts. A box
containing part of the engine was mislaid,

among them rod brasses and piston
glands. A silver smelting plant belonged
to the mines and they made castings of
silver to replace the missing parts.
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B. of L. E. Convention.

1 the Interna-

>i Locomotive I ngi

in Di troit in May last,

pi iceedings reached us

appear in our June number,

are pleased to publish son

ticulars of the interesting meeting even

date.

It was very fitting that Detroit should

cted for holding the convention

the largest meeting held by the

order, with over 700 delegates in at-

tendance, for Detroit was the birthplace

of the order when in 1863 a few loco-

motive engineers, mostly in the employ

of the Michigan Central Railroad, came

together and organized the Brotherhood

Footplate, which a year later be-

came the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers. At that time the conditions

of employment on the Michigan Central

were of a character to make men desper-

ate and readj to resort to any fair means
for preserving self-respect. There was

1 il in high authority at that time

who had a peculiar hatred to locomotive

engineers, and lost no opportunity of

tyrannizing over that class. The writer

: man for a po ition

as machinist and v
I a job,

when he incidently mentioned that he

itive engineer. "An engi-

neer are you:" exclaimed that official

ruffian 111 a fury. "Get out of here you
son of a . I wish all locomotive en-

gineers were in hell." That kind of lan-

guage was familiar to the men who
Brotherhood of the Foot-

plate, and, no doubl strengthened the

n to establish a means of de-

union.

railroad employment

in the days when the Brotherhood of Lo-

Engineers was formed w

bed by Grand Chief Stone

Detroit when

he said:

"We of today can hardly realize what

to be known
1 m I he rail-

n was an Ishmaelite, every man's

inst him. No city wanted a

1.1I1I1 hed there,

i ionable class of men
ST i 1 1 ompany wanted their

they could see

I n the wall, and the

who had pli -

I I hi

,\ ho bad disi hat ged men

' in 1

n futtin would

The invitation met with hearty response

for during the first year of its existence

forty-four subdivisions were organized.

In August, 1864, the first convention of

the Brotherhood of the Footplate was

held in Indianapolis with all the forty-

four subdivisions represented, and earnest

enthusiasm prevailed that promised a

prosperous future for the brotherhood

and decided amelioration of the condi-

tion of railroad employees. Mottoes se-

lected for the order were : "Sobriety,

Truth, Justice, Vigilance not Violence,

and do unto others as ye would that they

should do unto you, and so fulfill the

law. "These mottoes constituted the

foundation stone of the order and no or-

ganization has ever adhered more loyally

to the principles professed.

A notable characteristic of the order

has been the attention paid to elevat-

ing and conferring benefits upon the in-

dividual members. While other labor

organizations were contented so long as

members paid their dues regularly, the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

were always bringing out schemes for

making the membership more valuable.

In 1866 a monthly journal devoted to the

interests of the members was started. A
year later an insurance system was

formed which has proved a precious boon

to many sufferers. In 1S87 a Ladies'

Auxiliary was organized which has been

wonderfully successful and has an insur-

ance department that has done much

good in cases that the ordinary insur-

ance benefit do not reach. A large num-

ber of the divisions have a weekly in-

demnity insurance that gives members

comfortable incomes when they are dis-

abled or during sickness.

Commenting in his opening address on

lb. work of the Brotherhood, Grand

Chief Stone said: "The B. of L. E. has

I the conditions of the locomo-

tive engineer, increased his wages, se

cured for him better treatment, elevated

his home life and his standing as a man.

made him a steady, sober, reliable engi-

i good neighbor and citizen, a

credit to the community and to the

country.

"It has furnished insurance for him at

(..I and 1- today carrying over 11; mill-

ions of dollars, and has paid into the

homes of deceased members over 21

millions of dollars, besides creating a fund

I. care for old and indigent memtoei -

bi 1
.11

1 bjei ts oi

charity. . . .

"In addition to that the organization

II away in charity over $3,000,000

.1 and disabled

. . If the B. of I.. E.

never did anything else, the one fact that

it has si attei 1 d thi urn 1
ii money

1 on its mission of mi

mument to it throughout all

time
"

Many railroad officials opposed the

Brotherhood for years, but the better

class of men soon reorganized the elevat-

ing and beneficent tendencies of the or-

ganization and it has gradually grown

into high favor, and is now constantly

pointed to as the best kind of a labor

union. The Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers had not long been in existence

when railroad officials came to perceive

that its influence stemmed the downward

trend of wages that under speculative in-

fluence used to follow every slight de-

pression of business. The Brotherhood

had adopted the policy of forming con-

tracts with railroad companies to main-

tain a certain scale of pay which could

not be broken every time business was

dull. The obstacle to cutting down engi-

neers' wages had the best kind of influ-

ence upon the whole pay roll.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-

neers has been singularly fortunate in

the selection of its managing officials, who
are known as engineers of various grades,

the highest being Grand Chief, who per-

forms very important duties. The first

Grand Chief William D. Robinson served

only a few years and was succeeded by

Peter M. Arthur, who held the command
with remarkable ability for over thirty

years. The present incumbent, Warren S.

Stone, is an excellent business man, be-

sides being an exceptionally able execu-

tive officer who has already indicated

that the order will grow -apidly in

strength and prosperity under his man-

agement.

The B. of L. E. New Building.

May 14 last was a celebrated day for

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-

neers, for on that day a vast concourse

of the order with their friends assem-

bled at Cleveland, O., to take part in

ceremonies arranged to dedicate the open-

ing of the new building erected by the

Brotherhood and recently finished. The

Grand International Convention in Ses-

sion at Detroit was transported by the

railroad companies in three trains.

The building has been erected at a

cost of one million dollars. It contains

500 offices, with 132,000 square feet of

floor space. It is a modern up-to-date

fireproof building, with all modern im-

provements and has an auditorium seat-

ing 1.400 persons.

First Grand Engineer Prenter presided

at the opening and introduced a number

of eminent speakers, among them being

the G ivi nor of Ohio and the Mayor of

1 In eland.

\n attractive part of the meeting was

the unveiling of a bust of the late Grand

Chief Arthur. In connection with this

as ' humorous ami eloquent address

delivered by Shandy Maguire, the cele

hrated poet of the Brotherhood, and the

reading of a poem prepared for the
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General Correspondence

Efficiency Tests.

Editor:

The subject of making efficiency

tests is one that has produced vast dis-

cussion. For sometime after the prac-

tice had it? inception, it was found

that a large majority of the employees

held a hostile feeling against it, but

after it was understood, there came a

change, and now the majority look on

the tests as a necessary part of the

training to which employees of the

motive power and transportation de-

partments are subjected.

Our method is to make every test

simple, and in line with every day prac-

tice, and to scatter them each day

through the month, and in this way to

keep each, and every man on the alert,

so that he may be able to act promptly,

and decisively when the occasion de-

mands.

Rule No. 27 states that a signal im-

properly displayed, or the absence of

a signal where one is usually shown
must be regarded as a danger signal,

and train brought to a stop. This rule

is very plain, and no one should allow

himself to fail to notice all signals, and

see that the proper display is made, and

if he lives up to rule he not only in-

sures his own safety, but also that of the

rest of crew, and if a passenger train,

the safety of the other lives entrusted to

his care.

We also have a rule requiring all en-

gineers and conductors to be examined

yearly on book of rules, and special

rules contained in time-table, and it is

surprising when you find some of the

older men who have allowed them-

selves to become rusty, and this proves

beyond a doubt the necessity of keep-

ing ourselves in constant trim, so that

no matter what turns up, we are ready

to say what should be done. This is

especially true in the proper observ-

ance of signals, and it is my opinion

that no employee who has his own,

and the company's interest at heart can

consistently object to the making of

efficiency7 tests.

I recollect just before these were

started on our road of an accident in

which a very good friend of mine, and

his fireman lost their lives, and caused

thousands of dollars' worth of damage

by their failing to comply with Rule

No. 27. At a facing point switch, with

a high switch stand on which the light

had been extinguished, the switch

had been opened by some unknown
party, caused this fast passenger train

to be derailed doing the above damage.

Had my friend lived up to Rule No.

_7, and brought his train to a stop, and

made an examination before proceed-

ing, just think of the untold suffering

that could have been saved.

These are the things we hope to

avoid by making the surprise or ef-

ficiency tests, and from our p

percentage we are led to believe that

the employees realize the importance of

obeying the rules, and are doing wiry
thing in their power to assist us.

BlLLI

How I Became An Engineer.

Editor

:

If asked how I became an engineer I

the right answer would be that the

gradual evolution of an inborn lo

things mechanical wa Son*

of my earliest in il 01

id during the noon hour and

several of thi old< >ften dr< w pic

tures of the locomotive. While 1 was too

young to attempt to criticise their efforts,

still the pictures did not look right to me,

as they invariably made a full side view

and drew the wheels as ellipses as in a

perspective view.

I remember on one occasion one of the

1 taken particular pains and had

produced what was pronounced tin

engine ever," until someone called

Hon to the fact that there was a

Sacking. After a number of tri.

endless discussion no place was found

tc put the missing wheel, which some-

hat changed the good opinions before

expressed. The artist in a last attempt

lo make things right, finally drew an el-

lipse in position at the front

of his incomplete machine, but some ob-

i_

L
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tin Hock

same track ii

1 itives were 1

the opportunity to ob-

for a numl

lied the gradual transition

diamond stack to the straight

h extension front end, wonder-

ing what it was all for. When the pas-

of these lines made the stop

thi engines

.'.ays on the street crossing and I

can still feel the awe inspired b) the beau-

ght w heelei s of the 1 lock-

ley line, with their brass bands

;

bright work, black walnut

painted on tl

of the headlight casing.

In all these years I had nevei so much

as put a foot on these wonderful crea-

nd ivas in completi ignorance as

to how the} were started or stopped,

i e acquaintance of any-

cne who had even seen the inside of .1

1 in: II) made friends with a team-

ster with whom I occasionally rode part

way tn school, who told me that he had

in a railroad. 1 lere was my
opportunity, SO I eagerly asked how they

started the engine, and his reply was.

"They pull a rope, and to stop it they pull

But I could not reconcile

myself to the belief that those shining

ci illection of rope

ml when I found that my friend

•1 the si ction, I put him

down as a basi

The V\ I ] ake 1- 1 ic Railroad

finally In .lied the Toledo Belt

iv home
and when the construction train came

the house I was "Johnn;

,K 1.. E. in it-, earh d:

ped .'. nil engines built by

, all but

Mason-Fairlie

'.-.1. train
•

i 1 ill the

trai rev ["In

ry much inl

! was at

into the mysteries of the

of : 1C1 motiv< . Alter the

this line 1

I

id" my
quit a little

lead and it ended by my finally taking a

trip to Norwalk, O., where the W. & 1. I

m re located, and applying for a

position as fireman. 1 was informed that

in firemen were needed at present, but

thai tup was the first of about a dozen

• aid finally I was given a job as fireman

on a night switch engine in Toledo yard.

Not being used i-'n u

extremely hard for me to keep awa

about the fourth night 1 momentarily

went to sleep while wc were pulling a cut

of cars around a curve which was mi my
vile of the engine. When 1 came to my
H-n-cs three or four lanterns were violent-

ly -winging us down and we stopped just

in time to avoid a collision with a road

1 ngine making a drop of a caboose. That

experience taught me a lesion, and then

and there I promised myself that never

again would 1 1 luxe my eyes while there

was any necessity fur my being awake,

and on more than one occasion have I

been thankful that that promise has been

religiously kept.

I suppose my subsequent experience as

a fireman was about like that of scores of

others

—

plenty of hard work and many
• incidents, every day adding to my

knowledge of the field of work I had

chosen.

\iiet firing for three years and ten

-
I was promoted, my iirM engine

being one of the same little "bogie-" upon

which I had received my first lesson.

While hardly an "old-timer," still I saw

live powei of the W. & L
l'ri 'in the 17 \ 24-in ten-wheelers, which

1

1 lie "In-" , ngines, in the

in. consolidations, and T have never re-

gretted the da) 1 bought my first gloves

..ml overalls and became a "railroad man."

I have found that good hooks and pa-

per-, treating of the different branches of

railroad work are of inestimable value to

the man who takes an interest in hi

and wants to he up to date. While in the

.1 tin- high school, mie of

thi older students -bowed me the first

'iln ii -ii "I" "Forney's Catechism of the

ich hi had drawn fi

public li In.nk was a veritable

[and to me and as soon as I be-

in me .1 real fireman 1 bought a copy of the

second edition, then out hut a short time.

When I had fired for about six months

1 saw an advi imewKere of a

paper called The Locomotive Engineer,

ami upon speaking of it to my engineer

aid that he bad taken it for about a

year and would let me have the back

numbers if I wished. That was my first

tance with what is now Railway
\nii Locomotivj Engineering, and the

in reading its

red in dollars

and cents

In lool r my younger days

how 1 became

be inl

which grew

stronger year by year found its logical

outcome in my making my hobby earn

my living— this I have lately seen de-

scribed as true happiness.

While of course there are many un-

pleasant things connected with the life of

a locomotive engineer, there is still a sort

oi fascination about it that is hard to

overcome which undoubtedly keeps many
in the ranks long after they are financially

able to retire.

To my mind there is nothing more

thrilling than to be at the throttle of a

modern "battleship" making a run for a

fill, doing every ounce of work of which

her inches are capable and giving a close

imitation of how Halley's comet might

look to a near-by observer.

I have often wondered if the designers

' f the-e splendid machines feel a pride in

their creations as they see them doing

their wonderful work day by day, giving

the most spectacular manifestation of

power, of which any man-made mechan-

ism is capable, and I have always felt

like taking off my hat to the shopmen who
can take the poor, seemingly worn-out old

"hog," leaky, wheezy, loose in every joint

and turn out in a few weeks a perfect

locomotive, practically a- good as new.

To one who has any love for the loco-

motive, who is not afraid to put in sev-

eral years of hard, back-breaking work,
.- nd who ha- the moral stamina required

to succeed in any calling. I would say-

by all means take the path which leads

to the right hand side.

\fter being with the W. & L. E. for

ixteen years, I resigned to accept a po-

sition as locomotive engineer with the

Isthmian Canal Commission with financial

benefit, but as it is all construction work

here, I have more than once longed to be

again at the head end of 2,500 toils with

about 125 ton
I

ready to heed

my every- wish.

fhis niay perhaps be too long-drawn-

out to find a place in your columns, but

when I look hack upon my past expe-

rience, not at all uncommon, it seems as

if 1 could write a 1 k upon "Mow I

Became an line:

lii:i M Wes rcoTT.

Tdbernilla. Canal Zone, Panama.

Eddy Engines in New England.

Editor:

Your June number gives an interesting

narrative of the achievements in locomo-

tive building of the late Wilson Eddy.

Rut it c t mi some errors, which you

may think worth correcting. The "Ad-
1

. ery far from settling

the cab question, all the locomotives on

mad having been long equipped

with cabs, as in fact were all the other

in Mew England at that

The locomotives on that road were

very fai I nglish type. I

think that as early as 1S40 every loco-
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running there was of the eight-

wheel pattern, chiefly of Hinkley and of

Taunton make, with some four of strange

design from the Lowell Machine Shop.

Mi 1 ddy's first engines were the "At-

lantic" and "Pacific," eight wheel freight

engines, built from his design, by the

Springfield Locomotive & Car Company.

These were followed by the "Gilmore,"

which was very far from being a success,

being unable to encounter the steep grades

between Worcester and Spi

with the light trains of those days. She
was afterward cut down to an eight-

wheel type, with six-foot drivers, the

centers of wdiich would not have pre-

vented an old-time Hebrew from wor-

shipping them, as they were not like any-

thing in the Heaven above or in the earth

beneath. Hi- freight engine did good serv-

ice for the road, but his boilers, while

free-steamers, had the radical defect of

being leaky, owing to Mr. Eddy's obsti-

nate adherence to the design of a frame,

the back end of which was bolted rigidly

to the outside firebox.

Boston, Mass. Geo. II. Lloyd.

[Our esteemed correspondent might

look again at the brief sketch that we
published of Mr. Wilson Eddy's careei

as an engineer. No one ever claimed that

Mr. Eddy constructed the first locomotive

cab, but there was a strong prejudice

against cabs which Mr. Eddy's fine ar-

tistic productions speedily overcome. Fur-

thermore, Mr. Eddy came into promL
nence under Major Whistler, the cele-

brated pioneer railroad engineer. Both

were employed on the Western division

of the Boston S \lbany Railroad, then

all oi the locomotives used on the road

were of the English type, built by the

Lowell Machine Shops Company, with a

few of Ross Winan's "crabs." It was
after several years' experience with these

locomotives that Mr. Eddy began design-

ing loco; 1
! it is universally con-

ceded that his work had a marked influ-

ence on the motive power in America.

From the crude contrivances of the early

days of locomotive engineering, Mr. Eddy
made engines convenient to operate, easy

ir and so admirably proportioned

that maximum wear was secured before

heavy repairs became necessary. Mr.

Eddy did much to improve the utility of

locomotives and established a kind of har-

monious uniformity in their appearance.

—EllITOR.]

Old Engine Numbers on the P. R. R.

Editor:

I have read with some interest the

correspondence about the old Pennsyl-
vania Railroad locomotives, especially

the letter of Mr. C. B. Chancy, Jr.. in

yo'ur May issue. Mr. Chaney mentions

19 Class "K" engines. I have recol-

lection of 16 as follows: Nos. 1, 3, 10,

184, 260, 340, 341, 956 to 959 and 1066

to 1070.

I should very much like to know the

numbers of the "K" engines not in-

cluded in the above list. Perhaps one

of your correspondents could furnish

them.

During the latter 8o's a number of

Class "P" locomotives, with 68-in

wheels, i8j4 x 24-in. cylinders and
larger boilers than those of Class "K"
were placed in high speed 1 v ice on

the New York division. I on picuou

among these were Nos. 395, 417, 917
and U44 to 1253. Doubtless some of

these engine are still running in local

passenger and freight service.

Previous to their retirement, the "K"
< ngines had their wheels reduced to

7-' 111s. in diameter. When last seen by

the writer tluy were working locals

out of Camden. X. J.

The Pennsylvania has always been
conservative about the introduction of

very heavy locomotives, and this policy-

is illustrated by the persistence with

.
.mhI h h<

1

handled,

ater into the boiler in a highly

efficient and satisfactory manner. The
starting and stopping of an injector is a

r, but to feed

water into ,-, b liler in the most approved

manner requires the best judgment. No
matter how skillful an engineer may be

in handling an engine—that is, with re-

gard to the adjustment of the throttle

and revet he does not 1.

id runs, unless he ha- the

ability to feed the boiler effectively. It,

therefore, behooves the progressive en-

gineman to make a special study of this

important branch of locomotive manage-
ment.

en, and we find them
on every division of our standard rail-

ho have boiler feeding down to a

science. They are men usually of more
than the average degree of intelligence,

and who have the faculty of concentrat-

ing the mind to a marked degree. The

I'll 1 I RE R 1 EH ED FRi \\

(/« group /,,

which the Atlantic type has be<

tained for working the heaviest ex-

press traffic over the entire system.

The wisdom of the policy has been
proved by the fine work done by these

engines. With the introduction of

heavier cars and In

ever, it has become necessary- to

"double head" on many runs; and the

next move of the motive power de-

partment, in providing a high-pi

' r locomotive, will be watched
with interest. Paul T. Warner.

Philadelphia.

Editor:
Boiler F«ding.

Ever since the introduction of the in-

jector its possibilities as a boiler feeder

have been recognized by intelligent and

observing engineers. There are a num-
ber oi injectors on the market today,

y almost be called perfect boiler

they have a wide rai

MR. R. CII VI K. \US1 RALIA.
ling against the

nowhere
is it so much needed as in the handling

of a tu i in it tli c< ntury I

- consider what constitul

feet boiler feeding. In ill.

water should he fed into the boiler con-

ly, and the amount injected

evaporation. In the sec-

ond place the water level should be car-

ried at the lowest point consistent with

safety so that the cylinders are supplied,

at all times, with dry steam. This method
retically correct, and at the same
highly practicable. In order to

continuously, it is

adjust the water ram of the in-

as the evaporation is incre

sed. On a hilly division, the evap-

oration is a variable quantity, and hence

considerable judgment must

on the part of enginemen in order to ad-
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the beni erived from this

'ling, and have at-

ncourage the practice by

with short water

and injectors of not too large

capacity. The co-operation of the round-

house foreman is also necessary. Tanks

should be cleaned at regular boiler wash

periods oftener if necessary; tank hose

should be taken down occasionally and

the set eaned out. The boiler

checks should 1"' ground in at regular

boiler wash periods also; and the lift of

the valves should be maintained as near

Standard as possible. The tubes of in-

jectors should not be allowed to become

coated with scale, nor badly worn. The

steam ram and overflow valve, injector

sin mid be ground in when leaks exist.

If these rules are adhered to little or no

trouble is experienced with injectors

"flying off," and the conditions are suit-

able for continuous boiler feeding.

It is a well known fact that boiler

feeding and fuel economy are closely

allied. This has been brought out very

forcibly the last few years since the ques-

tion n1 : uel ecom imy has been given so

much attention. When the boiler is

fed continuously and the water level is

maintained fairly constant, the conditions

are the best possible for perfect com-

bustion in the firebox. There are no

rapid changes in temperature, and a

bright fire can be kept without danger

of excessive loss of steam from the pops.

The fireman can keep the steam up to the

maximum working pressure without

special effort, as the fluctuations in pres-

onlj iIn ise that come from

changes in the cut-off and opening of the

Unless an engine is a par-

ticularly good steamer the practice of put-

ting on and shutting off the inji

I intervals causes the steam pres-

,-arj considerably, and 1

man in his efforts to keep the pressure

rge quantities of fuel.

ffected by con-

tinuous boili r 'i- often over-

looked, and il i,- at the over-

ctor is put on many

during a trip.

With continuou b iil< r fi eding 1 hanges

nd fire-

1 ni e the

flues ind firebox

.: minimum. Several

fine trouble

change 1

it ; tiiw

will start

m with the in-

1 1 annol be

train is detracted trout the cylinders to

the non-productive work of forcing

watt t into the boiler. It is said that

from one-eighth to one-tenth of the

steam generated by the boiler is thus con-

sumed by the injector. In the second

place the cold water entering the boiler

at a time when the water is in violent

circulation causes a decrease in the tem-

perature of the boiler and a consequent

fall in pressure. Under such manage-

ment the best efforts of the fireman can-

not bring results, and hence he becomes

indifferent.

There are engineers on fast through

trains that go over a whole division

without shutting off the injector—ex-

cept when making a start. Since the in-

troduction of water scoops and large

capacity tanks—holding fifteen and six-

teen tons of coal— it is possible to go over

a division without stopping. On a level

division where the engine is working

steam, most of the time the problem

of feeding the boiler continuously is

not a difficult one, but on hilly divisions,

where the evaporation varies consider-

ably, some skill is required on the part of

the enginemen. \Y. Smith,

Benwood, W. Va. B. & O. R. R.

Old Colony Locomotive History.

Editor:

Herewith is presented a photograph of

the Old Colony Locomotive, "Falmouth,"

the leading engine on the ill-fal

press which left Fall River steamboal

wharf in the gray dawn of October 13,

[876, for its quick run to Boston,

ing at Randolph, fifteen miles from its

destination, u ith the engine ' Pacifii

in Hyannis, Engineer Samuel Deck-

row, of Taunton and his fireman, John

Clark, of South Boston, crew of the

second engine, "Old Colony," all re-

ceived severe permanent injuries which

terminated their respective careers on

the foot-plate on that unlucky morning.

All are now gone except John Clark,

who for many years has been superin-

tendent of the oil room at the round-

house in South Boston. The crew of the

freight engine "Pacific," forewarned of

their peril by the roar of the on-rushing

express before the headlights of the lat-

ter actually appeared around the curve

dead ahead, had barely time to jump and

save themselves after doing all in their

power to get clear of the main line.

The Old Colony descriptive list of 1877

gives the following details regarding the

subject illustrated: Road No. 68.

Weight, 63,000 lbs. Cylinders, 16 x 24

ins. Drivers, 5
l/2 ft. Built at the com-

pany's shops at South Boston, May. 1876.

The engine ran with her original boiler

until 1897, when a new one was pro-

vided. Despite the misfortune of 1876

the "Falmouth" proved one of the best

of the Taylor engines, which is saying

a great deal, as they were all noted for

their efficiency. Besides the "Falmouth,"

whose present number in the New Ha-
ven classification is 2008, there still re-

mains in active service in this section

quite a few of the locomotives of the

days when the O. C. R. R. reigned su-

preme along the highways of steel which

traverse the length and breadth of the

famous Land of the Pilgrims. Occa-

sionally one may be seen near a station

where some obscure branch joins the

v* i_
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being all on the small half oi the

eccentric and attributing it to centri-

fugal force. He falls into two errors.

First, the wear is not all on the small

part of the eccentric. There is a con-

stant wear on every part of the eccen-

tic as every one knows who has trued

up worn eccentrics in the lathe and

who knows the original size of the

eccentric. That there is a greater

amount of wear on the small part of

the eccentric is entirely owing to the

fact that it is this part of the eccentric

that reverses the motion of the link

at each end of the stroke, and it is a

well-known law in mechanics that it

requires greater force to reverse a mo-
tion than it does to carry on the mo-

tion after it has been reversed.

Each reversing movement of the ec-

centric rod which moves the link and

which in turn moves the rocker and

valve, acts as a blow in the small part

of the eccentric and the long continued

succession of blows has the effect of

wearing away that part of the eccentric

much more rapidly than the larger part

of the eccentric which has easier work to

perform in merely carrying on the motion

which the smaller part had begun.

Mr. Brewster's idea of centrifugal

motion being the cause of the wear
alluded to would be correct if the ec-

centric rod was a revolving arm con-

stantly impelled to fly outwards by
centrifugal force and retained in posi-

tion by its adhesive contact to the small

part of the eccentric, but the eccentric

has a reciprocating movement and like

the piston rod is reversed twice in each

revolution of the main axie and is not

particularly affected by centrifugal

force.

If anyone interested in the subject

would find an opportunity to watch

the movement of the eccentric rod on

an engine moving slowly, the shock

of reversing the link or rocker would

be readily observed, especially if there

was some lost motion in the joints to

emphasize the movement.
\V. L. Calver, Foreman.

Interiorough Shops, New York.

Old Baldwin on the Northern Central.

Editor:

In i860 the Baldwin Locomotive Works
built for the Northern Central Railway

two locomotives, Nos. 131 and 133, for

burning hard coal. These engines were

placed in service between Baltimore and

Harrisburg, doing express train ser-

vice, and were in the front rank of loco-

motives of their day. They were

handsome machines, as will be seen

from the photograph, and were kept con-

stantly in passenger train service until

retired, being taken out of service in 1880.

according to the practice of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad of scrapping an engine

when twenty years old.

These engines had wagon-top boilers

and single domes, unlike the majority of

Baldwin engines of that period, which

had straight boilers with two domes. The

dimensions of these engines were as fol-

lows: Cylinders, 17 x 24 ins.; boiler, 48

ins. diameter; 155 tubes, 2 ins. di;

II ft. 111 1. hi-
,

lire box, 34 X 1"

with a 5; ii bustion chamber, burn-

ing anthracite. Driving wheel base, 7 it.

6 ins.; total wheel base, ->_> ft. 1

total heating surface, 1,035 S<1- !t
- ! diame-

ter of drivers, 62 ins. Th
herewith was taken from an ink wash

ing considered. Water for the engines is

pumped from Silver Lake close by. While

this is good water, and requiring the

average amount of soda ash, the water

from the city (Wisconsin River) is much
better, in fact, about perfect, requiring

but very little soda ash.

I do not know that I can do any better

than give a resume of the handling of

the business at this point, which you can

publish later if you like, where the heavi-

est compound engines have been trans-

ferred to the West or elsewhere and the

heavy simple engines are in their place.

OLD NORTHERN CENTRAL ENGINE NO.

drawing made by the writer, and shows

No. 131 as site appeared in her later years.

In conclusion, I would say that I have

tried for years to obtain a photograph of

either of these engines "taken from life,'
1

but without success, and if any of the

many readers of your valuable paper know
of any such picture being in existence, I

shall be very grateful if they will com-

municate with me.

C. B. Chaxev, Jr.

331 State street,

Bro< khn, A". Y.

Later I will append a comparison with

the two classes of power, showing up a

little in favor of the compound ; however,

expense of repairs is not shown, which

since has appeared to be a little the heavi-

est for the compounds. A trial is being

made of the electric head lights; results

not known here as yet.

II. W. Griggs,

Roundhouse Foreman.

Portage, Wis.

Roundhouse Work.
Editor

:

I have been asked by represents

railway and mechanical papers to give a

write-up of the general country round-

house work, as handled under my charge

as 1 find it. and with any new kinks, ap-

pliances.

Roundhouse work the country over is

probably pretty much the same grind. As
to new kinks at this place, we have no

array of very modern appliances, in a

strict s.n-.. The pneumatic calking tool

recently installed is proving its worth, and

doing the work in from one-half to one-

third the time required by hand. Care

must be taken, however, not to use too

much air pressure, and jar the s
1

start the other flues leakil

We arc promised an extension

plant this summer. The 10 east stalls of

the 18 are to be lengthened some 20 ft.

to accommodate the big, long-geared en-

gines. A pneumatic sanding arrangement

is to be put in, also a larger stationary

boiler to replace one of the smaller ones.

Electric lights for the roundhouse, and

electric power for the turn table.

Builder of the "Marlboro."

Editor :

t In page 231 of your June issue you

have a picture of the engine "Marlboro,"

said l'\ Mi". ( iassidj to have been built

b; M 1. .1.. S Udi - Beggi Mr. Cas-

rdon, but judging from certain

prominent details I think she was a "Win.

Mason" engine. Notice particularly the

headlight brackets, shape of the diamond

stack, cylinder and steam chest covers

strap end on valve rod, pump and check

valve, driving wheels with concealed coun-

terbalance, whistle set in center of dome
;ie of dome cover and sand box,

bell star iler, tank

trucks and also the ogee curve at the

id of tank flange. Most of these

I
1 son."

Kirk II v. Martin.

Old Ten-Wheel Amoskeag.
Editor :

Referring to number T no-

\erv interesting subject written

by Mr. S. j. Kidder on "Oldtime Rail-

way Reminiscences." In tl

would you be willing for me in the

next issue of your paper to make an in-

quiry asking if anyone has any old pho-
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iiiih Mr.

ks of, in Ins article of the

Burling-

. built by the Am
5? He states they were in-

11
1 were, in the

i the engineers, too large to

afety. I think they must

sities, and I should like

very much to get hold of a photograph

as this is the first I have ever

i a ten- wheel type being built

["hanking you for any in-

i givi me.

Jon n \\ ori : Mi RRILL.

Boston, Mass.

Edward VII in Canada.

The following, taken from the col-

umns of the Buffalo Ex-press, gives some
interesting particulars concerning the

visit to Canada and the United States

of Edward VII, then heir apparent. The
writer of the article is Mr. Jai

Williams, son of the locomotive engineer

who ran the engine "Cumberland" at the

head of the royal train. Mr. Williams

says

:

"It is not generally known that when
dward VII visited Canada and

the United States, in i860, as I lis Royal

Ubert Edward. Prince of

: be special tram, consisting of tu

was the engineer chosen to handle the

Cumberland.'

"Messrs. Tillinghast and Williams,

with J. Lewis Grant, superintendent of

the Northern Railway of Canada, helped

to build the Rome. Watertown & Ogdens-

Railroad, and held the same posi-

tion- relatively, on this road as were
afterward tendered to them on the North-
ern Railway of Canada. At the begin-

ning of the Civil War J. Lewis Grant re-

turned to the States and was made su-

perintendent of the Buffalo & Eric kail-

road, now part of the Eastern division

of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway. Messrs. Tillinghast and Will-

iams returned with him. and Mr. Tillin-

ghast received the appointment of divi-

sion superintendent of the New York
Central, and Mr. Williams that of

master mechanic of the Buffalo & Erie

at Erie, Pa.

"The special time-table of Sept. 10,

[860, tor the train of the Prince of

Wales, with the photographs of the ob-

servation car and the engine 'Cumber
land.' which are herewith reproduced,

the writer believes are the only ones in

existence. The time-table shows that

the Prince traveled at the rate of 21 miles

an hour, or from Toronto, Out., to Col-

lingw 1, Out., on Georgian Rax, 04]

miles, in 4
1
j hours. After the train had

ally, to all of the train crew, gold pieces.

My father, the engineer, received a $20
gold piece as a souvenir of the trip. The
observation car, as will be seen in the

picture, had ten crowns of England on it,

and I have one of the crowns in my
possession."

Testing Plant for University.

L'pon the recommendation of Mr. Rob-
ert Quayle, superintendent of motive

power and machinery, and with the ap-

proval of Mr. W. A. Gardner, general

manager; the locomotive testing plant of

the Chicago & North Western Railway

Company has been presented to the Uni-
versity of Illinois Under the immediate

direction of Mr. II. T. P.entley, assistant

superintendent of motive power and ma-
chinery, it has been taken from its foun-

dation, the bearing- and other running

parts have been put in good order for

service, and the plant with all the special

pattern- used in it- construction has been

loaded and shipped to the University of

Illinois. It is understood that the plant

will be held by the university pending the

construction of its proposed transporta-

tion lal 'oratory.

The Chicago & North Western Com-
pany's testing plant was designed under

the general direction oi \li. Quayle aided

. ar and

d

Northern Rail

h

miles, in (5 minutes, which

i-as prett) fasl for those days, it had to

top 11 wan 1 at Richmond Hill, then

gain at \urora, ( hit . 30 2 mil

d foi mi 1, .nil.-

Collingwood al 1 p. m. 'I hi I
'1 im e, in

1 g\ d at 3 p. m., and

mti 1 at ~ p. 111.. the r< turn

ll ip In illg made 111 i. i

the avi

I be I 'rim e genen ius a -

by Mr. E M I [err, now \ ice-presidi nt

and general manager of the Westing

house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, but at that time assistant superin-

tendent of motive power and machinery.

I he di aw in 1.;- wen dev< li iped under the

immediate direction of Mr. I B, Thomp-
son, ni iw superintendent of in ittl

ml ni.ii hinery of the Chicagi 1, St I '.ml.

Minneapolis \ Omaha Railway, but who
at that time was chi for the

railway compam Mr. Quayh had been
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made chairman of the Master M<

Committee on Exhaust Pipes and Steam

Passages, and some time

master mechanic at South Kaukaima, Wis-

consin, had improvised a testing plant

by lengthening out the members of a pas-

senger car truck to make the wheel

spacing agree with that of the < 1 1
1

the locomoti\e he desired 1" test, ami bj

mounting this truck bottom side up in

a pit in such manner that he could run

a locomotive upon it !

these earlier <. xperiments he later advo-

cated the testing of locomotives at the

Fortieth street shops of the railway com-

pany. The result was the plant which is

Erie Does Quick Work,

rhi Susquehanna sh"ps of the Erie

Railroad have made a record for that

road which will be hard to beat. Some
-! tune on heavy repairs h

made at the !

• the Meadville

shops, and Mr. H. II. Harrington, the

mechanic at Susquehanna was

confident that his men could beat the

of both the other shop

intention to have a try at it was com-

municated to Mr. L. R. Laizure, general

foreman, and the men were taken into

their confidence.

The attack on engine No. 2018, after it

ide 71,787 miles, was made at 7

eaned, white leaded at 1

for fracture. Spring rigging overhauled.

Valves 8.25 p. in. Motion

centrics, straps, etc., and lifting

hauled and last piece

15 p. in. A new way
of remo ilying flues was tried.

L was done so that when the last flue

was out in three hours and forty-five

minutes, the first 100 flues were back and

being applied.

We do not pretend to give in detail

the list of repairs to this engine. For full

particulars the reader is referred to the

Erie Railroad Employes' Magazine, from

which our information is drawn. Up

&$£*£*W
<*£¥? -

*****%

VTION CAR ON THE NORTHERN RAILWAY OP 1 \NADA FOR PRINCE OF WALES TRIP.

oi the Buffalo Express.)

now being sent to the University of Illi-

nois. The proceedings of the Master Car

Builders' Association will show that the

North Western plant was an important

factor in the development of several com-

mittee reports dealing with the design of

exhaust pipes, steam passages, draft pipes

and stacks The plant was found use-

ful also in working out various othei

problems of more immediate interest to

the Chicago & North Western Railway

Company. In recent years it has been

idle.

The plant consists of foundation plates,

pedestals and three pairs of axles with

their bearings, supporting wheels, fric-

tion brakes, et< It was the first of its

kind to be supplied with permanent

mounting rails, by use of which a loco-

motive could be rolled on or off the

wheels without resort to temporary

blocking.

o'clock a. m. on May 11. by a selected

shop Eorce, each man of which knew be-

forehand exactly what he was -

to do. Just before tlie whistle blew- Mr.

Laizure said a few words of en

ment to the men. concluding with "Do

not loose sight of the Erie standard, good

work and quick work." The clas

pairs given to the engine are what is called

I
,1 repair. This means tires.

Machinery and flue repairs, and the

work wa in thirteen hours and

thirty four n

The first pair of wheels was in the

wheel lal °nd was

in another lathe at 8.50 a. m. Tires re-

moved from main drivers, second-hand

tires bored, applied and turned by 2 p. ill.

The driving boxes were removed while

wheels were being rolled to the lathe.

There was a complete set of shoes and

laid out and fitted by 10.30 a. m.

to this time the Hornell shops had held

id with luavy repairs done in 24

and 33 minutes, and Mr. Harring-

ton has asked his men to get into the 18-

hour class, but the time made, 13 hours

and 34 minute, will be hard to beat in

>p. Mr. J. C. Steuart, vice-presi-

liis offi-

Susquehanna on their

nee.

A New Design in Valve Gears.

1842, when the Stcphensons

placed on their locomotives the first

ible valve gear, which was the

unpatented product of the mind of young

William Williams, one of their draughts-

it invented upwards

reversible motions, each calculated

to improve the functions of steam admis-

sion and exhaust, together with the com-

plications resulting from the neces-
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cut-off, lap, lead

ling. It scorns re-

the ingenuity

:!.-. entoi s, therefore, that

only the designs of William Williams

ifting link* and of Egade Wal-

oi the i" »iuts above mentioned, it will

be seen that for J5 per cent, of the pis-

t 'ii travel from the front end, the

crank has traveled 4
1

.. parts of the

crank circle; for 50 per cent., 6J4 parts,

and for 75 per cent., 9 parts. On the

back end the results are 25 per cent.,

5 parts; for 50 per cent., y% parts, and
for 75 per cent., g

l/2 parts. These are

the conditions of angularity that must
be met in the proper distribution of

steam through the valve gear.

In the motion ellipse the upper half

MODEL OF THE PILLIOD BROTHERS' NEW VALVE GEAR,

schaerts should have survived through

tin- decades marked by so many radical

improvements in the general design of

the railway locomotive. And it be-

speaks much for the rare attainments

of these two inventors, and the magni-

tude of the problem with which they

coped.

A design, which differs from any-

thing heretofore successfully produced,

both in principle and effect, has been

perfected by Messrs. Charles and
Henry Pilliod, and is shown in our

half-tone and drawings. Some of the

- claimed for the Pilliod gear

are: A uniform cut-off, uniform re-

.1 possible 25 per cent, cut-off

with a 75 per cent, release and a late

release in the working notches of the

quadrant. In the design of any valve

ilie first consideration must be

ion of the parts furnishing the

The troubles of the valve

esigners lie principally in the

difficulty of the conversion of the cir-

cular motion of the connecting rod, at

end, into the reciprocal motion
ih' r. and in the elimination of

fleets of the resul-

iilarities.

plain the effect of this angular-

driving parts let the crank

into 28 parts, or the

qual parts, the latter

!

"iic piston stroke of the

ronl and hack centers of

wo points, each of

ng of the pis-

ther forward or back-

' svi 11 known, that

astest while the
:

i the first half

through 90

For purposf

may be

50 and
1 1

1

111 each

DIAGRAM dl' EVENTS IX STROKE.

corresponds to the travel of the valve

for the front end of the cylinder and

the lower half corresponds to the travel

of the valve for the back end of the

cylinder. The ellipses reproduced

the two extremes of service con-

these ellipses are indicated the cor-

responding movements of the valve for

each movement or position of the

crank.

An interesting feature of the Pilliod

valve gear is the fact that, without
change in essential detail, the impart-

ing motion may be taken from a single

crosshead connection or from a return

crank as in the conventional designs.

This will be of particular interest to

those who have experienced more or

less trouble with the operation of loco-

motives on sharp curves where the at-

tending distortion of the main frames
results in appreciable error in the opera-

tion of the valve gear. In fact, the form
preferred by the Pilliod brothers is where
the motion of the right hand engine is

taken from the left hand crosshead and
the motion of the left engine is taken

from the right crosshead by a clever ar-

rangement not unlike the valve gear of a

Worthington pump. There is no connec-

tion from the crank pin ; the crosshead

attachment alone does the work.

The absence of large or flat wearing
parts in a valve gear is appreciated by

those charged with the upkeep and in

this gear, as in several others, all wear
is taken by pin connections which may
be case hardened and, when necessary,

replaced at a minimum of expense.

The absence of any great weight in the

moving parts also tends to reduce the

effects of wear and at the same time

this feature adds to the ease with
which the locomotive is controlled

from the cab.

In the case of a gear which neces-

sitates the use of a link, errors due to

lost motion are often uncorrected for

long periods owing to the difficulty of

making some of the adjustments, while

in the case of the gear without wearing

' 'i 111 \i 1; r

ditions, lull Rear and 23 per cent, travel

and are the same in both forward and

backward motions. It follows that

with the two extreme positions in har-

mony the intermediate positions will

corresponding harmonization. In

\i \ 1 GEAR.

parts, other than pins, a correction is

so easily made by the adjustment of

tapers, or by the insertion of new parts,

that the general performance of the

engine should be more or less distinctly

benefitted in the average.
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The Pilliod brothers have issued an

illustrated ami descriptive pamphlet which

they will be happy to send to anyone in-

terested enough to apply, Nicholas Build-

ing, Toledo, O.

New Electric Locomotive.

The Westinyhouse Electric & Maim

facturing Company, of Pittsburgh, recent-

ly completed a 150-ton locomotive for use

on the electrified section of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

between Stamford, Conn., and New York

City. The entire electrical equipment, in-

cluding the spring drive of the motors, is

the design of the Westinghouse Company,

while the mechanical parts were designed

ty the engineer.-, of the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Works and the New Haven Railroad

company.

The specifications required that the

locomotive be able to haul a 1,500-ton

freight train at a speed of thirty-five miles

an hour on level track, where the train

resistance is not over six pounds per ton.

They also required that the locomotive be

capable of hauling an 800-ton passenger

train at a speed of 45 miles an hour.

This capacity would enable it to haul an

800-ton limited train from the Grand Cen-

tral Station, New York City, to New
Haven, a distance of 73 miles with no

intermediate stops, in one hour and fifty-

five minutes ; or to haul an 800-ton ex-

press train the same distance in two

hours and twelve minutes, with an allow-

ance of five minutes for stops; or to haul

a 350-ton local train in two hours and

forty-five minutes, with an average stop

of forty-five seconds.

The locomotive has hauled thirty-seven

loaded cars, a heavy freight engine and a

caboose from New Rochelle to Stamford,

a distance of eighteen miles in twenty-

seven minutes. Although this run was

made in a drizzling rain that froze as

fast as it fell and made the tracks very

slippery, the engine attained a speed of

forty-five miles an hour. During some
tests made at the works of the Westing-

house Company at East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

the locomotive started and accelerated a

2,100-ton freight train, both on lever track

and on an up-grade of 0.3 per cent, on a

three degree curve. A train correspond-

ing to the 800-ton passenger train was
accelerated at a rate of about 0.4 miles

per hour per second and quickly reached

the required

The design of the trucks and running

gear of the locomotive is unique. The
truck frames are connected by an inter-

mediate drawbar. One truck has only a

rotative motion about its center-pin, while

the other has a fc-e-and-aft as well as a

rotative motion, in order to compensate

for the angular positions of the trucks and
drawbar when the locomotive is travers-

ing a curve. The tractive force is trans-

mitted through the truck frames and

instead of through the main

frame. Each truck has two pairs of driv-

ing wheels, and a single pair of leading

wheels. The wheel loads are equalized

as in Steam locomotive practice. To
1 1 in reducing shocks and keeping

the two trucks in alignment, chafing

castings and spring buffer! are inter-

posed between the truck frames, under

the i enter of the locomotive. The
weight of the cab, i) nig car-

ried on the center pin, is carried on

friction plates at the ends of the truck.

The weight is applied through springs,

which have a considerable latitude for

motion to allow for variation in the

track without changing materially tin-

distribution of weight on the ends of

the truck. The plan of runnii

;;nd cab support adopted for tin

1
pi. .rents any periodic vibration

t "in sin;_\" minimizes shocks

differences being 111 the mechanical de-

tails and general arrangement,

Each motor is rigidly mounted on

the truck frame and directly above a

nuill surrounding the driving axle, to

which it is geared. The motors project

into the cab. and the floor above them

d. This method of mounting
iirs on the truck frame gives a

high center of gravity, and prevents

ion of -trains and shocks

from the track and road bed to the

motors. An air blast transformer is

1 for lowering the trolley line

voltage to that required by the motors.

The control apparatus is of the West-

inghouse electro-pneumatic type.

When operating on alternating cur-

ors are connected in

multiple, and the control is obtained

u'ing the connections to various

on the main transformer.

NEW ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE OX THE N. Y., N. H. & H.

truck and road bed, and insures easy

riding. As the rigid wheel base is only

seven feet for each truck, the locomo-

tive is extremely flexible, and easy on

the track at

The electrical equipment, which was

built and mounted by the Westing-

& Manufacturing Com-
pany, comprises four singl

geared motors, together with the

auxiliary apparatus necessary for their

00

urrent or 600-volt, din

rent circuit of the electrified -

M the New Haven and the New York
Central railroads, respectively. The
motors are of the same general electri-

cal design as those in use on the pres-
•

'
1 e main

On direct current the motors are first

grouped all in series, and then two in

nd two in parallel, in combina-

tion with various resistance steps. Pro-

vision is made for cutting out any one

of the four motors singly on either al-

ternating current or direct current. A
Her and brake valve are

located in each end of the cab so that

the locomotives can be operated from

either end, and the system of control is

such that two or more loi

igether and -

ontroller. The s|>>

extremely doable. Two
statically operated pantagraph

ovided for collecting current

from the 11,000-volt alternating-current

line.
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Anomalies of Fricticn.

In an article on "Static and Kinetic

Friction" which was printed on page

1 a\ issue, \\ e pi linted 1 >ut

that the gradual blowing down of the

high brake cylinder pressure, as the

ii the train slackened, was for

the purpi ise 1 <i jut sen ing a

rough average brake shoe pressure on

the wheels as their speed of revolution

became less.

When we examine the values foi

kinetic ed in the Gal-

nd that

iction ' ii' 't onlj

peed of the revi living

I the length of tune

the in con-

the wheel
: ndpoint,

is are

d instructive on the

• ' '1 be-

tvhat may be

I

: revi living

rapidly at 60 miles

an hour,

a kincti' of only

dependent on the time the surfaces

of wheel and shoe have been kept in

If we hold the brake shoe ap-

plied for 5 seconds on the 60-mile-an-

hour wheel, the co-efficient of friction

sinks to 0.063, and in 10 seconds it has

gone down to 0.058, although the rec-

ord of tests does not indicate that the

speed of the wheel has been allowed to

slacken during the 10 seconds.

During every stop there are two oppo-

site tendencies at work. One is the ten-

dency of the co-efficient of brake shoe

friction to increase due to the slackening

speed of the train. The other tendency

is for the co-efficient of friction to be-

come less owing to the smoothing, pol-

ishing and heating of the surfaces in

contact and probably to the actual melt-

ing of the particles on the surfaces of

shoe and wheel. The variation in the

co-efficient of friction during the stop

is the net result of these two opposing

tendencies, and under differing conditions

it may cause an increase of co-efficient

or the co-efficient may remain constant

or it might even decrease.

The blowing down of the high brake

cylinder pressure as the speed of the train

slackens, at least provides for a contin-

gency which may easily arise in actual

service on the road. The train might

pass over a highway crossing upon

which there was sand and grit, and this,

when picked up by the wheels, would

have the effect of very consid

increasing the co-efficient of friction.

There is also the drying of braked

wheels when they are passing over par-

tially damp track, due l" the heat derived

from brake shoe friction.

There does not seem to be any defi-

nite ralio existing between the figures

given in the Galton-Westingh"
Me. A speed ol 60 miles an hour de-

• elops a kinetic friction of 0.072 as soon

as the shoe is applied, while a wheel

1 car moving 27.3

miles an hour shows precisely the same

co-efficient of friction after 20 seconds

replication. In other words, the fast

w heel de\ eh ips the same co-

efficient ol iri' i n hi the mi uiii-nt the

the wheel as the slow

moving wheel does after having been

smoothed and polished and heated by the

brake shoe for 20 seconds. A wheel run-

ning under a ear at 30.7 miles an hour,

after 10 seconds brake application, devel-

1 ips the 1 efficient 1 if friction,

1 under a car ni"\ ing

20.4 miles an Ik >ur does in twic

time

The general rule, however, which ap

be deri\ able from a study 1 >f

the facl .' 1
> ih iwn in the I

thai for the same length of time applied

any given brake shoe pressure will

-low moving
wheel than it will be on a fast moving

'1 thai for the same speed lie-

longer the brake shoe has been applied

the less effective it will be. This latter

is, however, true also if the speed of the

wheel be artificially maintained without

reduction and against the slowing action

of the brake. For all practical purposes

we have also the general fact that the

co-efficient of friction is less on a fast

moving wheel than it is on a slow moving

one. This is true since the effect of

speed is the predominating influence. In

everyday service this is capable of more
or less modification according as the rail

is sanded intentionally or by accident,

or is damp or dry.

Underground Railways.

A very good example of how fast things

move in the present century is afforded by

the extract which follows, taken from

the London Spectator. The article was

written before electric tube railways had

become an accomplished fact and at a time

when there appeared to be no practical

relief from steam trains in underground

tube railways. The paper mentioned

above says

:

"There is no prospect of adequate relief

from steam. The feeling of the people

is wholly against elevated railways; rail-

: the il.it "ill 1 increase the con-

gestion, and practically in the congested

districts could neither be constructed nor

used; and underground railways drawn by

steam carriages are far too costly to con-

struct, besides involving too much vibra-

tion for the safety of the houses above,

and too little air for the safety of the

travellers below. An inner and outer cir-

cle of such railways has been constructed;

but though they carry multitudes, they

hardly seem to relieve the demand, they

cannot be made cheap, owing to the con-

ditions of construction, and it has been

found practically impossible to push them

across the centres of traffic where they

1 required. What is needed is

either some means of motion through the

air, which remains to be discovered, or

motion through the earth at such a depth

that buildings on its surface are not inter-

fered with, that the streets are uncon-

scious "i the n . and that the

rights of property can hardly be said to

impede their construction. This motion

i an be secured. Carriages filled with hu-

man 1" ings can be driven through iron

pipe-, eleven feet in diameter, placed fifty

r ne He feet below the soil, at great ve-

locity, yet without danger either of acci-

denl "i asphyxiation.

"The eli, -trie motors emit neither smoke

11; they can be made to ventilate

the pipes so that breathing is as easy as

I, and they supply daylight or

its equivalent, for themselves. The prin-

their structure is perfect; but

their use has been checked by a vague

rep-' ion that pipes so laid and used at

such a depth would produce unforeseen
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evils, and possiblj injure p

seriously. Tins impression will DOW be

dispelled. The joint committee, after

hearing quantities of evidence fl

that the evidence is

'conclusive in favor of the sufficiency and

special adaptability of electricity as a mo-

live power I underground tubular rail-

ways' ; thai should be

them to pass under an\

streets, on iti in of their running .1

sufficient number of cheap trains."

Colors of Thin Plates.

Perhaps as you have been standing

: when a recent rain

has left little pools of water

shining between the stones and pebbles

which form the ballast of the track,

and it may be that a drop of black oil

from the engine has fallen into one of

these' little pools, or it may be that the

drop has simply fallen upon the sur-

face of a water-soaked tie. In either

case the black oil has at once lost all its

dark coloring and has spread over the

water or wet surface and now glows in

mingling and intermingling bands, rib-

bons and threads of exquisite iridescent

color.

These beautiful rainbow tints are not

due to the pn nee in the oil of any

lustrous mixture of bright materials

which now reveals itself in the fallen

drop. The oil has spread out into a

film of such exceeding thinness that the

waves of light which fall upon it and

arc reflected from its upper and lower

interfere with one another. The
shortest waves of light are those which

produce the color we call violet, there

being 64,631 of them in one inch. The
distance between each wave being

measured from crest to crest or from
hollow to hollow. The wave lengths

for red are such that 36,918 of them
would just occupy one inch. This

means that each violet wave is .000154 of

an inch in length and the red wave is

0.000027 of an inch long. The intermedi-

ate colors of the rainbow have wave

lengths included between these extremes.

Concerning what has been called in-

terference. One may have observed

the waves of the sea rolling in against

a breakwater or solid quay. The ad-

vancing wave strikes the wall of stone

and is reflected back and meets a sec-

ond wave advancing toward the wall.

If the crest of the reflected wave ex-

actly meets the crest of the advancing

one, the crest of the combined wave
is thrown up to a greater height, but

if crest meets hollow both waves are

destroyed and level water takes the

place of each, and the phei

terference is made clear.

In the case of the thin film of oil a

portion of the light striking the outer

surface is reflected back and a

of the light pi film, and 1 m

reaching the inner or lower sm

the film is reflected back. If the on-

coming and retreating waves of light

interfere they either augment or dimin-

ish the intensity of the light reaching

.
and as the wave hi

each color : trom all the

others, interference is the inevitable re-

sult. The effect is augmented by the

varying thickness of the oil film as it

spreads out over the water

This increase or the self-extinction of

ihe various light waves while travers-

ing a film so thin and unstable as to

defy instrumental measurement, results

for the beholder in the flash and play

of changing color, or the ebb and 1

1

ov,

of many-tinted light and shade

Argentine Exhibition.

An International Exhibition of rail

ways and land transport was duly opened

last month at Buenos Ayres, and in addi-

t
;

• n to the interest attached to the ex-

hibition itself, the occasion also marks the

firs) centenary of the independence of the

Argentine Republic. That the celebra-

tion has taken the special form that it

has indicates how deeply the republic is

conscious of the part that ratlwa

prise has played in the development of

the resources and in the upbuilding of

the great and grow lerity of

the magnificent country. The exhibi-

tion has already had the effect of

attracting and inteiesting the civilized

world with the amazing resources of the

country and to the stable and beneficial

government under which its advance-

ment cannot but be rapid in all th

to national greatness.

Railways may be said to have been un-

known in the Argentine in

Today there are over 15,000 miles of

railways and about 12,000 miles pro-

jected. The railways already in opera-

tion and those in course of construction

have already called into existence ports

of entry that may be said to be the foun

dation of cities that will shortly take

their places among the busj centers of

industry and comrnen ports are

aiready the termini of new railway sys-

tems, and the country not only seems

ready but the people are anxious to

assimilate and take the utmo I ad

of all of the latest improvements in the

ir.atter of transportation. The p

sive and liberal government is e

mes and postal ser-

inviting and re-

ceiving a tide of immigration tl

fair to rival that of our own country.

The Exhibition gives an excellent op-

portunity to see their best products thor-

oughly appreciated and properly valued

with the certainty of an ample and liberal

market. In addition to this there is a

commercial stability about the govern-

ment that places it at once in the fore

ir.g a degree of confidence to the manu-

facturers in other countries. The

locomotive constructors and railway sup-

ply men generally have been quick to

the opportunity, but

it in the

future of the Argentine will be aided by

ndered in the atmos-

nerican enter]

Boiler Construction and Practice.

In a report prepared for the Inter-

national Railway Congress by Mr. II.

Fowler, works manager of the Midland

Railway of England, and Mr. L. Arch-

butt, chemist of the same road, we

rig remarks on loco-

repairs. Among other

things the reporters say the general

in keeping records of boiler re-

to make written notes of the

work done, but the Western Australian

government railways and the Southern

Mahratta railways make sketches in-

l
the nature of tl.

well as written particulars.

The report indicates that the authori-

ties of several of the railways sending

in repli the opinion that a

more liberal spacing of the tubes

near the edges of the tube plal

not allowing the tubes to come very

near the edge of the plate tends to

prevent cracking of the plate flanges

and it also tends to save the bridges

le flange of the plate. This per-

mits of an i radius in tin-

plate corners, prevents crackii

grooving. Increase of water spaces

3 means for better circulation

and reduces breaking of stays and cor-

rosion.

The 1 , rn Railway uses a

ipper liner between mud ring

and outer firebox sheet (steel) and this

copper liner is the full depth of the

mud ring and extends several inches up

into the water space. This prevents

grooving near the mud ring and the

internal angle iron used to connect the

smokebox tube plate with the barrel

of the boiler is said to prevent groov-

ing. Steel tube- have been usei

number of roads in order to lessen cor

due to galvanic action. The

Cape Government Railway officials

state that grooving is more pronounced

in boilers with brass tubes than in

using steel tub

The Cape Government Railways and

the Lancashire and Yorkshire officials

say that increasing the width of the

water spaces round the firebox has a

feet in preventing cracks, pitting

and grooving. The Cape railway with

shallow firebox provides a 4-in. space

at the bottom, flaring out to 5 or 6

ins. at the top, and this has been

found very beneficial. With fireboxes

frames there has
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t0 , crease the

1 ., similar

out, the use oi cold water

.

th0USh many

ing the advi

.. i: Six roads get the

, require by means of an

while others use stationary

When the boiler is refilled hot

of course used at a tempera-

about [80 degs. Fai..-. Th.

veen washouts vanes

10 to [650 miles, depending on

lity of water used. The time

! for cooling down of boilers

,„,, 3 to 24 Hours, eight hours

being the usual thing.

20 to -5 roads used scum

but on some, their use has

;
,

discontinued because of the

ol their sticking open and caus-

,ng delay, notably on the Oudh and

Robilkhand Railway in India. The

London, Tilbury and Southend Rail-

way use their blow-off cocks every 500

miles. The usual position for the

blow-off cock is immediately above the

mud ring and in the throat sheet, on

the center line of the firebox. The

Western Australian Government Rail-

have their scum cocks on the

the 1. ft of the rebo>

above the crown sheet, with

Thirteen rail-

mswering the inquiry of the re-

.,,,tr that they admit feed

water at the middle of the barrel, and

have it enter near the smoke-

i . plate

and better wages. As we have often

pointed out, the increase in the sue of the

modern locomotive has become such that

the work of the fireman has become nearly

doubled in comparison with his work dur-

century. The increase in wages

has not in any sense kept pace with the

degree of increase of labor, not to speak

of the increase of prices of almost every

kind of commodity. The firemen are en-

titled to considerable increase in remuner-

ation, and every indication points to a

general increase all over the country.

In this connection it is to be regretted

that the machinists and others engaged in

construction and repair work are not ap-

parently receiving that degreee of atten-

tion which their case demands. While the

conditions under which their work is per-

formed has greatly improved, and in some

instances the hours of labor have been

shortened, the increase in wages has not

been what it should have been. We be-

„ , that the reward of their skilled labor

should be increased. It is to be hoped that

advantage may be taken of opportunities

as they offer.

Increased Wages,

indly spirit with which many of

n

I

the 1
r ;,n '""

, most encour

nd is an indis-

itj 1 not nly

; in a fuller measure, but it has

have alluded so fre-

which has been exhibited by the Brothel

1 of the

ntrover-

. to rep. .'i 11

of com-

uld not 1"' ex

Railroad Trespassers.

Trespassing on railroad property in

violation of the law has caused the deaths

ore than 50,000 people in the United

States in the last eleven years. In this

same period more than 55,000 trespassers

|,, lV e been injured. With a view to re-

ducing to a minimum the practice of tres-

passing, the Pennsylvania Railroad have

determined to redouble their efforts to

secure the enforcement of the law

trespassing, which in foreign countries has

done so much to decrease the number of

fatalities of this kind.

In ion; the Pennsylvania inaugurated a

campaign against trespassing, and, due

doubtless to this, the number of ti

crs killed in 1008 was only 757- I" i"nr>-

732 li st their lives in this way. 1" the

eleven years prior to January 1. 1010,

exactly 7,9/2 people wdio weir on the

... right of way in violation

of th. law were killed. It is thus seen

tha1 i„ the eleven years an average of two

crs a day have' been killed on

ania Railroad property ["his

death roll is laid at the railroad's dooi

by the public, even though these people

their own viola-

tion of law.

It J. not only tramps who are killed and

injured in this way, but people who u 1

railroad tracks as thoroughfares. That

the practice of walking on railroad trad

in industrial distri.

: 1, ,; to the fatalitii

lvania System as a result o) tn

The track of the Pent

.
as they run

.,, the densest industrial section,

gh territory which holds more than

tioti of the

lost their lives on American railroads;

five years later the number was 5.000, and

in 1907 the number killed was 5,612, that

is more than 15 a day. These figures are

taken from the annual reports of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. The

Pennsylvania Railroad have now posted

their tracks and stationed watchmen to

see that warnings are respected. The

company is endeavoring to reduce the

number of trespassers who are killed and

injured bv an even greater number than

they have been able to do in the past

three years.

Strains Due to Jerks.

Experiments made by placing a dy-

namometer between the rope and the

cage in a hoisting plant showed con-

clusively the bad effects of starting the

load with a jerk due to a slack rope.

When there was 2\1 ins. of slack, the

stress on the rope was 39 per cent,

greater than if the load was lifted slow-

ly and gently. With 3 ins. of slack the

stress was 65 per cent, greater than if

lifted slowly and gently. With slack of

6 ins the stress was 122 per cent., or

more than double, and with 12 ins.

slack the stress on the rope was three

times as great as when starting slowly

with a taut rope. Such sudden stresses

en hoisting ropes necessarily cause

deterioration in the strands, which

eventually result in breakage, if not

sudden breakage of the rope. The jerk

can be greatly reduced by care on the

part of the hoisting engineer, and the

insertion of a good spring connection

between the cage and the rope.—

Mines end Minerals.

Self-Taught Mechanical Drawing and

Elementary Machine Design. By

F L Sylvester, M. E., with additions

by Erik Oberg. Published by the Nor-

man W Henley Publishing Co.. New

York. 333 pages, cloth. Price $2.

This is an elementary treatise compris-

ing the first principles of geometric and

mechanical drawing particularly adapted

to machine design, and will be of much

value to the student whose previous

theoretical knowledge may be limited.

;. is divided into twenty chapters

beginning with a description of instru-

and materials and passing in

proper sequence through a series of

problems illustrating a variety of work-

ami leading on to the

strength of materials and introducing a

variety of mechanical appliances, the

,,,„,!, forming a very comprehensive and

masterly compendium of the practice and

ical drawing. The

s„re to meet with much popular

favor By the use of this book an earnest

student can have a full and complete

.,.,. ,,f mechanical drawing and

designing. The illustrations, press work

,,,,1 binding are excellent.
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General Foremen's Association

SELF-CI.EANING ASH PANS.

A paper on this subject was presented

by Mr. C. T. Walters, Great Northern

Railway, as follows:

There are two styles of ash pans used

by the Great Northern Railway—solid

bottom and hopper ash pans. To clean

the solid bottom ash pan, we use what

is known as an ash pan swipe, which

has been in use on the road for years,

with very great success. The swipe is

made of one cast iron column which is

placed across in the pan from 4 ins. to 6

ins. from the front of the pan on the

column bases are cast 4J4 ins. apart, and

tapped out from ) j-in. gas pipe. The pipes

are screwed into the column, pipes being

4 ins., 18 ins. and 30 ins. long. The num-
ber of Yz-'m. pipes depend on the width

of pan. After you have placed the swipe

in the pan, cut a hole in the side of the

pan to admit the V/2 -m. pipe which is

screwed in to the column and connect it

to i^-in. cock which is placed on the

side of fire box from 6 ins. to 10 ins. above

mud ring or in the most convenient

place to get at. The handles to open the

cock to blow out the pans are run into

the cab. When necessary to clean the

pan open the back damper and then open

the cock and you have a clean pan. It

is not necessary to keep the cock open

more than 20 to 30 seconds. This device

is used only on the light power.

On the heavy power we use a drop

bottom. The hoppers are bolted to the

side frames which are hung from the

mud ring. The doors of the hoppers are

hung and connected by levers to a shaft

bolted on the engine frame; on the shaft

is a lever for opening and closing the

doors of the pan. There is a quadrant

notched to hold the doors closed. This

style of pan is standard on our road,

taking the place of the slide bottom pan

which was in use for a short time, as

the slides were very hard to open.

by ashes getting into the groo\ 1
1

cold weather the slides would freeze up
causing delays.

This paper excited a lively discussion,

most of the members favoring w;

for cleaning ash pans. Some of the mem-
bers favored slatted ash pans, but these

did not seem to find favor with the men
located in districts subject to severe winter

frosts.

Mr. J. H. Painter. Atlantic Coast Line,

said they flanged the hopper door 2^2 ins.

around the edges, and the fine ashes

formed a seal that prevented leakage.

Mr Wm. Hall, Chicago & North West-
ern, said that they used two blow off

cocks, one in front and the other at the

back of the ash pan. Considerable pres

sure was used and the contents of the

ash pan were ejected promptly.

Various methods of cleaning ash pans

were advocated, the water jets finding

most favor.

COMMERCIAL CAS AS FUEL.

Mr. Wm. G. Reyer, Nashville, Chatta-

nooga & St. Louis, contributed the fol-

lowing paper on "Commercial Gas as a

Fuel"

:

At the present time, as far as we have

experimented with gas as a fuel, has

been to remove tires. I herewith attach

sketch of our burner, also method of

using same, on reversed side of this

sheet [not shown here].

When we first began to use gas, we
had a i-inch pipe witli !s -in. hole, I-

in. pitch, that is for a 56-in. tire.

We used on an average of about 600

to 700 ft. of gas to the tire, but we seemed

to get better results when we changed

the pipe and put the holes in on an angle

so it would take up the full space of the

tire, and by cutting down the gas as low

as we could and using the full supply

of air, that is, with a J^-in. air supply.

We now take off a tire with an averagi

of 275 to 325 ft. of :.

We are using a double pipe, that is

taking off two tires at once, but we use

about the same amount of gas to the tire.

the only difference being the time we save

in heating.

\\ 1 experimented with a double pipe,

that is two pipes, around each wheel,

hut we diil n od results. It

seemed we could not get the gas around

quick enough.

We see very little difference in the

amount of time saved by using the gas;

it takes about 12 to 20 minutes to remove

a tire with gas. according to thickness of

tire, and we did about the same with

gasoline.

The following paper on the same sub-

ject, was submitted by Mr. II. D. Kelley,

Chicago & North Western

:

For thi months we ha

using commercial gas as fuel at the Chi-

cago shops for applying and removing

driving wheel tires, babbitting

heads, di

for shrinking steel piston

Formerly, wi line as

immercial u: d to be

much mo ry, by being always

ready, quicker, safer to handle, and

I made extensive tests with both com-

mercial gas and gasoline. The tests were

run for about four weeks, first with gaso-

:i with commercial gas, applying

and removing driving wheel tires, only.

W nli gasoline a large iron tank, holding

about 50 gallons, was used. A ga

placed on this tank and graduated to read

in gallons. The test was run for 12

days. The time for heating each tire

was kept, as well as the amount of gaso-

line used. At the end of the uth day,

the time for heating the tires was added

together and divided by the total num-
ber of tires handled, giving the average

time per tire for heating. The total gal-

lons of gasoline used in 12 days, was
added together and divided by the num-
ber of tires heated, thus giving the aver-

age gallons per tire.

With commercial gas, a meter was used

and the test was run for 12 days. The
time for heating each tire was kept, as

well as the amount of gas ; at the end of

the 12th day the total time was added

and divided by the total num-
ber of tires heated, giving the average

time per tire for heating. The total cubic

feet of gas used in 12 days was added

together and divided by the number of

ated, giving the average number
of cubic feet per tire. With both com-
mercial gas and gasoline, I took the

inside diameter of the tire, in inches,

and added them together for each test,

and divided the number of inches into

the amount of gas or gasoline usi

ting the cost per inch of diameter for

both tests. This, I think, gave me a

good comparison between gas and gaso-

line.

The following table gives the time and

cost per avcra.ee tire, or better still, the

actual cost per inch of diameter for

heating locomotive tires; gasolim

cents per gallon. Commercial gas at

1 .000 cu. ft.

:

Inside

diam. of tire. Gasoline Commercial gas.

'.^65 $O.IM.i

44 " 1431 119'

I'
" .1251

52 " .1600 .1415

.1920

.2015

.2210

74 " -Mo?

time,

17.52 min. 15.5 min.

Average cost,

per tire. . . $0 175 $0.1433

diam.. inch.. .00325

In this test commercial gas showed a

about 16 per cent.
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month it

il think you will find

ga 5 an} 1 hi api 1 than s

1 ii mii in 1 is

better ;

Mr. \\ Itimore & Ohio, said :

!

<>]l for running repair work

tires, but we think gaso-

line is much 1: It doesn'l

1. much
lining boat ds and

le oil.

Mr. ('. L. Dickert, Central of Georgia,

had trie ine and coal oil, and

ed induced them to

They use a home-

. nd a ring, but instead of

drilling holes in it we saw it with a hack

saw abi ' ins. It makes a much
better burner.

Mr. Smith: We get better results bj

mixing carbon oil with the crude oil—

a

u oil than crude oil.

President Ogden: In my experience in

rbon oil, it' we did not thin it with

there was too much carbon, and

to keep the In iles in the

pipe cleaned ugh u> heat a

Mr. \\ 1 \ Pere Marquette:

id Rapids we cannot

line. It

ts, is a quicker heater

and gives better results. With a com
n is a blazing,

but with the 87 t' -1 ". gi 1 .1 g i hi. 1 1

asi 'line did

.Mr. Kelh

Mr. Ke'lley: It was "8.

& St. L.: I

saw a ''h :ii> msti atii n in the C illiuw 1

["hi a 2 in. pipe will

hi intense heat. They
hamber They put a

on in 2\

ising gasoline

nd it has

vn, C. & O \t the

1 have not had

foi In ating a

rleg 1 iil \\ ith 1

off a tire

,\ 1 ha\ '
ii'".

ms. We

. h

Wheel Mounting Pressures.

The M. C. K. Committee, with Mr. E. D.

1 ' 'is .a ned w ith the

question of mounting pressures for va-

oi .1 xles and kinds of wheels,

if) certain mounting

pressures ivithi iut pi inting out the neces-

iiv for 1 in boring

and turning, would only be giving incom-

plete information.

I he repi u 1 gi 1 il 1- import-

bint tn considei the facl that good work

cannot be performed without good tools.

Everything must be in good shape and a

iiigh standard kept up. The general ten-

dency has been to finish axles with too

rough .1 wheel seal winch results from 1

each lathe shall be measured for sound-

: ess. Xo axle varying over .001 of an

inch when measured at two points ninety

degrees apart on circumference at equal

distance from end shall be considered as

uitable for mounting.

"Wheels to be calipered with micrometer

caliper. A wheel varying over .002 of an

inch in any two diameters will not be

considered satisfactory for mounting.

Mounting presses to be provided with

recording pressure gauges. All wheels not

mounted within limits given, or wheels

that are forced against shoulder, to be

withdrawn."

The report concludes with an important

uggestion concerning uniformity of prac
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Norfolk & Western Mallet.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

recently completed five heavy Mallet loco-

with the 2-8-8-2 wheel arrange-

ment, for the Norfolk & Western Rail-

way. These engines are designated by

the railway company as class Y-i, and

each is practically equivalent in

to two twelve-wheeled locomotivi ol

their class M-i. The latter engines are

the standard, on that road, for heavy

freight service, and weigh in working

order 204,000 lbs. The new engines will

operate over grades of 2 per cent, com

bined with uncompensated curves oi B

degs. The sharpest curves on the main

line are of 12 degs. The track is laid

with 85-lb. rails.

These engines are in many respects

similar to Southern Pacific locomotives

Nos. 4000 and 4001, which were built in

the spring of 1909. They are lighter,

however, and present various differences

in details. The design has been worked

out along lines adopted by the builders

for heavy Mallet locomotives, while the

details, where possible, accord with exist-

ing Norfolk & Western practice.

The boiler is of the straight topped,

separable type, with a feed-water heater

in the front section. The fire-box has a

sloping back head, and the crown is

stayed by radial bolts; while 472 flexible

bolts are placed in the outside rows in

the sides, back and throat. The barrel of

the main boiler is composed of three

rings, with sextuple riveted butt seams on

the top center line. In accordance with

the practice of the builders, the seams are

welded at the ends. The dome is on the

forward ring, and the seam is strength

ici J on the li fl sid< imi

hack of tin 1

The .ii piping is

similar to that used on the Southern

Pacific
'

I ly referred to.

The hij 1 xhaust is conveyed

forward, through horizontal pipes to the

box, where it is through a

FRONT VIEW OF TIIF. X. & W. MALLET.

Baldwin reheater. The spark arrester

consists of a perforated plate, so placed

that all the products of combustion must

pass through it before entering the stack.

The steam distribution is controlled

throughout by 15-in. piston >'

with a lead 1 's in. '1 lie four valves are

<.rd with the

in- builders for en-

I he frames are of

1. 5 ins. jn width, and of most

substanti tion. The pedestal

binders arc lugged to the pedestals and

bolts on

each side. The equalization is continuous

throughout each group of wheels, the

trucks included. The front truck is center

hearing and the rear truck has side bear-

ing. As far as the running gear is con-

1 in d, the operation and performance of

locomotives equipped with this wheel ar-

1 have been most satisfactory.

The waist hearers which supports the

forward boiler section are of the usual de-

nd are both under load. The fire-

box is carried on sliding hearers at the

front and back.

The tender frame is composed of 15-

in. channels for the center sills, and 12-

in. channels for the side sills. The

bumpers are of oak. The frame is

strongly braced, and the frame bolsters

are built up of ii/4-in. steel plates and

4 x 3-in. angles. The frame is braced

transversely, at mid-length, by two 8-in.

channels. The trucks are of the arch-

liar type, with [-beam bolsters, triple

elliptic springs and rolled steel

The lower spring seats are mounted on

rollers, thus providing the equivalent of

a swing truck. The tank is of the water

bottom type, holding 9,000 gallons of

water and carrying 14 tons of coal.

These locomotives are far larger than

any previously built for the Norfolk &
Western Railway by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works, but for Mallet engines

MALLET
W. II. I 1 Motive Power.

ened by a large diamond shapi

strip placed inside.

The water heater is traversed by 45"

tubes, which are distributed over the en-

tire cross section. Both injectors arc

placed on the right hand side in front of

the cab. and they force water into the

heater through a single check val

placed on the 1 ide. The heater

is surmounted by a man hole, and the

feed is discharged through a suitable fit-

ting which is tapped into the man hole

cover. The heated water enters the

boiler proper through a single check

ND FOR '

Builde

mother, those con-

1 .I fur insidi

side admission. The ports ami

valves are of

g rings

is used,

high- an-!

';. by the Bald-

win powi r n front and back

reverse shafts are connected by a single

reach rod placed on the center line.

undated

e is not unprecedented. Some of

the principal dimensions a:

ter heater tut"

5,908 so. fl

i, 5 it.

1 beating surface,

1. ft.

—Diameter, 56 ins.

B isc—Driving. .:

.t ms.
a heels, 360,000 !bs. ; on

truck, front. 15,000 lbs.; on truck, back.'

000 lbs.; total

lbs.
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Locomotive Running Repairs

I.—Introductory

The gciu r.il and running repairs of lo-

es arc subjects to which some-

w are constantly being added.

ii omotive is not only much

larger than that of the last century, but

i; is also much more complex, and hence

it is necessary for railway men to keep

in touch with the growing requirements

of the time. The best methods of doing

repairing work on locomotives twenty or

thirty years ago would now be, in many

cases, impracticable. Many new appli-

ances for the repairing of locomotives

have come into being of recent years,

with the result that such work is now

completed within a space of time so

limited that it would formerly have

seemed incredible. The improvements in

traveling and jib cranes, the introduction

of electric and compressed air motors,

the endless variety of new machines, to-

gether with the remarkable degree of per-

fection to which almost every kind of

'ii, not to speak of

ter purity of metals, especially in

the fmi i 1. have almost

revolutionized the an <it" making general

and running repairs to locomotives.

It will o all engaged

ork lint m the vast realm

an emergency or repairing a breakage is

not readily applicable to every condition.

Different methods may be applied to meet

the same end, and it is especially ob-

servable among the most skilled mechan-

ics that individual artisans have varie-

ties of means or methods of operation

peculiarly their own.

The same remark applies in a larger

sense to machine shop tools and meth-

ods. In the New England States there

is a degree of fineness to be observed in

the smaller class of tools that is not

equalled in any other part of the coun-

try. This is especially the case in the

variety of machine shop tools used in

the processes of milling and grinding. In

the central or main arterial lines of rail-

ways, there is a tendency towards mas-

siveness in construction in the larger

kinds of tools, whereby the most pon-

derous parts of the mechanical appli-

ances used on railways are swung from

place to place with great ease and

quickness.

.Much of these and other methods are

of course, local and accidental, and

are fashioned largely to suit the growing

requirements of the railroad center in

which they are established. Among the

most notable examples of this combina-

W. SHOPS AS SEEN IN tSI "I ERECTION AT SCRANTON

nuity, a emplified

would be im-

; own specific i

i i , Much
hanical

d much

that i annot !»

hat may

hod i i meeting

i.mi of power and speed in handling the

heav; parts of locomotives may lie found

in its most ad\ an legrei oi excellence

used at the locomotive re-

l igh Valley Rail-

road at Sayre, Pa., at the simps of the

I

. re & Mil higan Southern Rail-

road at I ollinwo id, i ihio
;

at tie But n

; r Centra! Kail-

road, Chicago, 111. ; at the shops of the

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Rail-

ioad at Silvis, 111., and at many other

of our modern railroad repair plants

throughout the country.

At Sayre the work of repairing loco-

motives is completed under one roof, the

locomotives themselves being easily lift-

ed from place to place in the vast shop.

In this and other of the larger shops the

machines are nearly all electrically driv-

en, and there is also a very commodious

system of electrically-driven trucks that

move rapidly about, and to further fa-

cilitate transportation turn-tables are

placed where the lines of traffic cross

each other. At Collinwood the grouping

i d machines necessarily used in the fash-

ioning of some particular part of the lo-

comotives has reached a degree of con-

venience that would be difficult to sur-

pass. These groups or sections are

served by jib cranes that are so con-

structed as to be free from the possibility

of contact with material that may accu-

mulate beneath.

In the matter of wide passageways, the

shops of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad at Scranton, Pa., show

quite a new departure. An extensive sys-

tem of tunneling has been introduced,

thereby obviating the necessity of much

surface traffic between the divisions of

the sh,,ps. The result of this innovation

will be watched with much interest, for

while the tunnels are to some extent a

necessity, arising from the fact that the

shops are separated from each other by

public highways, it is believed that the

system adopted will be found to have

several important advantages.

It should also be borne in mind that

modern roundhouses are keeping pace in

the matter of equipment with the ma-

chine shops. The older of the establish-

ments are of a kind that make running

repairs difficult of accomplishment. This

is especially the case where the largest

kind of locomotives are housed in lim-

ited quarters, and it is gratifying to ob-

serve that the construction of new

roundhouses is going on with increasing

rapidity. The Western railways

ng p rticularly well equipped in regard

to roundhouses. These new buildings

ate fitted up more like machine simps, as

hould lie, and the roundhouse ma-

chinist bills fair to be as conveniently

served and as comfortably housed as

ihnse whose work is carried on in the

best machine shops.

Coming to the matter of running and
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of general repairs, the work naturally di-

vides itself into the two parts to which

we have referred. Running repairs may

be stated briefly as the kind of repairs

naturally arising from the daily incidents

of service, and not sufficiently important

in themselves to call for a systematic re-

pairing of all or any considerable number

of the wearing parts of the locomotive.

General repairs, on the other hand, may

properly be said to consist of the com-

plete repairing of all of the wearing parts

of the engine after a lengthened period of

service. Most of the chief railroads

measure this period of service by the

number of miles run. If the service per-

formed by the locomotive is regular and

the running repairs properly attended to,

it is a safe method to establish a mileage

record, as a maximum distance which a

locomotive may run between the general

overhauling.

It may be noted that the records of

distances run between general repairings

is somewhat similar to the estimated

working life of a locomotive. A fair av-

erage mileage run by a locomotive be-

tween repairings was set at about 100,000

miles many years ago. This distance is

being lengthened as improvements in ma-

terial and mechanism continue. Twelve

or fourteen years' constant service was

also set as the length of time in which

not only the best kinds of boilers would

be worn out, but also all of the other

parts of a locomotive that are subject to

the severe stresses incident to locomotive

service. Yet in spite of these facts it is

no uncommon sight to see locomotives

that have passed twenty years of hard

service.

It may be well to take up our study of

locomotive repairs by presuming that a

new locomotive or one that has been

newly and completely repaired has begun

its work. If the engine has been re-

paired and the work thoroughly done,

there will likely be little trouble for some

time, but it is very safe to assume that

the valve gearing will rapidly undergo

some change. This is particularly the

case in locomotives equipped with the

Stephenson valve gear, for no matter how
carefully the gearing may have been ad-

justed when the locomotive was con-

structed or repaired, variations soon oc-

cur. These largely owe their existence

to the fact that the valves are moved by

a combination of rods and levers that arc

necessary in conveying the motion from

the main driving rod to the valves. These

couplings not only wear rapidly and cre-

ate what is known as lost motion, but

their wear is also of an erratic kind that

is impossible to provide for in advance,

and can only be kept nearly correct in

their movement by systematic examina-

tions and careful readjustments made

by men of thorough experience in the

intricate details of locomotive valve-

gearing.

II.—Readjusting the Valve Gear

The most common discover} made in

looking over the main valves of a loco-

is the apparent variation in the

lead or opening of the valve. It is almost

always found that the opening has in-

at one end of the piston stroke

and diminished a corresponding amount

at the other end of the stroke. In the

case of the Stephenson gearing, a short-

ening or lengthening of the eccentric rod

live assurance of tin- necessity of a

change.

i made in examining

the valve gearing, which even the most

skilled mechanics often make, is trusting

to tli' original wheel markings for the

nters or exact points where the

end > thi pi ton stroke occurs. It is an

err. >r to suppose that while these marks

may have been correct at the time that

erved their original purpose, that

SPRING FLOOD AT MEADVILLE YARD ON THE ERIE.

(Courtesy of the Erie Railroad Employees' Maga

half the amount of the variation in the

valve opening will square the valve, that

is, the amount of opening at each end of

the stroke will he equalized.

Sometimes it will he found that the

lead may have increased in the forward

motion and diminished in the b

motion. This 1 tified by mov-

ing the eccentrics the amount in which

the valve is in error. The direction in

which the eccentric has to be moved will

readily suggest itself when the locomo-

m either of tin- venters, when the

m position showing the amount

of opening. I
il will be seen,

; II itli in Si 1 til. 'I

will have to be moved in thi

rection from that in which it is desired

to move the valve.

In the case of locomotives where the

valve gearing derives its motion from a

fixed crank, as in the case of the Wal-

schaerts ami Baker-Pilloid motio

threaded valve rod will readily adjust the

valve tn the ventral position, hut in case

of much variation in the amount of lead

in the forward and backward motion, it

will be necessary to change the position

of the crank. This is an important un-

dertaking, which should only be made af-

ter very careful investigation and posi-

ilie locomotive

It should be

borne in mind that the rod connections

have loosened. Ilie locomotive in its en-

tirety mi the rails on account

of tin , ngs, while, of

course, the w 1
- retain their

original height. The result is that while

the main rod may h

ened, the spai 'lie center of

in axle and the center of the cyl-

variations, however slight, affect

•1 markings, and it is time well

1 the operation of looking

over thi iing, and

make new marks on the wheels, and also

prove that the markings are correct by

trying the engine, not only in the for-

ir, but also running backwards,

irlv correct as possi-

ble, an exact basis on which to conduct

the investigation.

It should also be borne in mind that

miction and general repairing of

locomotives the parts of the work are in

a normally cool condition ; whereas, in

practice the engine is subjected in some

of its parts to considerable heat. This

change in temperature has a marked ef-

fect on the valve gearing, and the change
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noted on thi

jii :. oi till i" lb r

int is attached. 1 he

d 111 the

,-ard and backward pi >sitions

. 1 iatii m 111 t i

link-block sh

e injurious irregularities

ition of the valves will be

It should ..' nbered that in

= of locomotives that are unfor-

tunate enough to sustain even a slight

shock in some apparently trilling colli-

almost always affected in

the delicate mechanism of the valve gear-

ing. This ran readily be accounted for

from the fact that many of the essential

the motion are not traveling in

paths, and lend themselves readily

ition and must be reckoned with

the causes that make nei >

itic and oft repeated examination

of the position and the action of the

It is proper to bear in mind that a

slight variation from the correct position

is almost inevitable in all valve gearings,

ecfally so in the Stephenson gear-

h?S variation may not seem to be

of much consequence, but when we re-

member that not only is the admission of

the most effective part of the

piston stroke interfered with, but the

int of cut-off, the re-

the exact bal-

ancing of the amount of effective pressure

on the forward and backward stroke of

the piston, are all affected, and all tend

1 'M ical use of steam,

hi power, as

Id in the cost of coal consump-

1- an item of great

,ving importance.

the Walschaerts

ih' 1 hange musl I

i ii 'ii \<\ er the distance be

upper join!

n length

he di ti rminin

dve. In

Hint of

ning the

of lead.

Questions Answered

CANDLE POWER OF HEADLIGHTS.

W. 11. lb. Minneapolis. Minn.,

Will you kindly tell me how to

find the candle power of a headlight, as

Parabolic reflector, 16 ins. diam-

nd 7 ins. deep, with a SO candle

power acetylene light placed 3 ins. from

the back of the reflector.—A. The method

of determining the theoretical candle

power of a headlight involves quite a

complicated formula. In this case the

factor of intensification, as it is called,

due to the reflector is 107, and using a

50 candle power light we multiply 107 by

50, the product is 5,350. About 80 per

cent, of this is taken as the candle power

oi the projected ray. In this case it

would be about 4,280 candle power.

PUMP GOVERNOR CONNECTIONS.

1471 A. B., Youngstown, O., writes:

When the excess pressure or S. F. 4 gov

ernor is used with the G. 6 brake valve,

where is the upper connection of the ex-

3S pressure bead piped tor—A. To a

plugged z/\ in. connection in the lower

case of the brake valve, the plug is located

in the brake pipe port about 3 ins. from

the gauge pipe tee. The lower connec-

tion to the governor top is piped to a

plugged port in the lower case which

leads to the feed port of the brake valve.

This latter connection is made at the same

point that the low pressure governor of

the duplex reservoir control is when the

feed valve is attached to the brake valve.

1 the ports are not drilled and

plugged, the Westinghouse Air Brake Co,

will be pleased to furnish specifications

for 'lulling.

loss 01 v, ATER.

1 (8 1 l'o rig Bo .veil, ( lakdale, Tenn.,

> ngine standing on a side

ol water, with

the lire practically dead, will lose its

wati r I be engine m t popping and no

placi All the

- 1 ngine is losing the water the

ping I
ill bii"! 1

;
hi the

sway
11.' fro. bill th

n will be the same. The
1 What becomes of this wa-

1
1 1 ngine throttle in th

The very condi-

ay exist in thi 1

umption that the bi >ili

. Ii aks. 'I hi
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omi observation

oi e..i'

in .1 boilei

11 1 irdiiiary 1 >1

would '
. if you fill a

bottom ol 1

1

old, 1 1 :

'
1

1
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'

level is

probably about the third .gauge cock;

and conversely it below the second

cock when in steam, it will disappear

when Id,

If you will fill a spherical flask with

water about three-quarters full and boil it

till the air is all displaced, then cork tight-

ly and withdraw the lamp quickly, and

allow it to cool, it will go on boiling for

a long time, as the vapor condenses

and the atmospheric pressure is pre-

vented from acting upon it. But the

ter of the boiling changes as

it cools and instead of boiling quietly-

with small bubbles, it becomes very

spasmodic, boiling with large bubbles,

and finally ceases. A sponge of cold

water squeezed over it starts it off again

and again, but always in large erup-

tions. There is a partial vacuum in the

vessel, and if air is admitted the process

ceases. In the case of the boiler if the in-

jector is opened it will suck water from

the tender, the overflow valve being closed,

through the injector steam valve, and

cooling will start the boiling or eruption.

AUTOMATIC, WITH INDEPENDENT VALVE.

(49) B. B.. Brooklyn, writes : What
causes an automatic application of the H.

6 brake when the independent valve is

used?—A. When this occurs, the pres-

sure in the. reservoir pipe falls below that

in the brake pipe and the backward flow

which unseats the supply valve of the feed

valve causes the reduction in brake pipe

pressure necessary for the automatic op-

eration. The fall of pressure in the reser-

voir pipe indicates that the volume of air

used by the brake cylinders or cylinder and

brake pipe leakage combined is in excess

of the pump's capacity, or there is some

obstruction in the reservoir pipe. The
obstruction may be a partly closed reser-

voir cock or a partly stopped-up air

strainer, should one be used, and the leak-

age mentioned may also be aggravated by

the pressures in the reservoir and brake

pipe being nearly equal, due to the use of

an improp ed pump governor.

MOR.

'
I

'

1 1 w rites

1
1'

... -. tin 1 nre top of thi

governor stop the pump when the brake-

valve b.ui l< asi pi isition ?—A.

When Used with the G. 6 brake valve-

it does not, but when used with the II. (
.

brake it does. If it does not stop the

pump when the handle of the II. C. brake

\ al\ e is placed in reli , 1, it must

be due to leakage from the supply valve

Ive oi the feed valve be-

ing in 1 e volume thai an
:

i the warning port to th(

1 this would be

to incn re in the feed valve

pipe above the adjustment of tin feed

ntly the pressui e w 1 luld in

until the high pressure top would
stop the pump.
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

Undesired Quick Action.

So much lias been said and written

on the subject of undesired quick action

that if it were all collected, printed and

bound, it would in itself fill a small

sized library.

In spite of the many times it has

existed in imagination only and the

number of times it has occurred after

the train had parted, there is no doubt
but that it occurs every now and then

on most all railroads, and occasionally

it comes in epidemics, when every one
concerned takes notice and the trouble

is corrected for the time being, until the

equipment is again neglected for a suffi-

cient time for the trouble to occur all

over again.

The occasional breaking out of the

disorder usually results in a large num-
ber of triple valves being cleaned that

might otherwise have been neglected,

even if the fault is not with the triple

as often as it is generally sup-

posed to be.

A little care and attention is, however,
very beneficial to the air brake equip-

ment and in one sense of the word the

undesired quick action is one of the

most valuable disorders the brake can
develop, even if a train is occasionally

parted by it.

A peculiar phase of the situation is

that with tin- exception of a few well-

known air brake men nearly every one
has some radical opinion concerning the

subject, of course different views and
differences of opinion being but
natural.

One general impression seems to be
that when the disorder occurs some
part of the brake equipment is at fault;

such is not always the case. Sometimes
the opinion that the manufacturer is at

fault is expressed, but that cannot be

demonstrated to the satisfaction of

air brake men who know that the

manufacturers are as deeply int

in overcoming and avoiding un-
desired quick action as railroad men
are.

Now if the quick action really does
occur as the result of a disorder or im-
proper manipulation of the valves of the
equipment, it can be caused by but one
condition, namely excessive or undue
differential of pressure between the
brake pipe and auxiliary reservoir
volumes.

This is the condition, the possibility

of it being brought about is from a
variety of incidentals

The chart printed in connection with

this subject 1- for the purpose of show-
ing in detail the causes and conditions

produce undesired quick

and as stated the disorder is caused by

the one condition, occasioned by any
one or a combination of the <l>

under the several headings, and
in order that it may not confuse the

student of the air brake we will try to

make clear why and in what manner
some of the disorders mentioned pro-

duce the effect

By tlie chart, then, we see that brake

pipe pressure falling faster than auxil-

iary reservoir pressure can reduce, can

be caused by: (i) Weather conditions.

(2) Lubricant. (3) The feed val

The engineer's brake valve. (5) Equal-

izing reservoir. (6) Brake pipe. (7)

up of excessive lubrication requires no
explana I

i the heading of lubricant it may
be well to say that too heavy or too

much used, acts as a packing, making
the slide valve hard to move when
pressed tightly against the seat in a

similar manner that the collection of

dirt in heavy oil on a rotary valve

seat will make it hard to move the

rotary valve.

It has at times been observed that

after cleaning and lubricating a large

number of triple valves, the number of

cases of undesired quick action in-

creases, which can be accounted for by
the fact that in case of a dirty and
gritty condition of the slide valve and
seat, small quantities of air under pres-

UNDESIRED OUICK-ACTION. PRIMARY AND CONTRIBUTING CAUSES.

AUXILIARY RESERVOIR PRESSUR

CJNNCT PECUCE AS FUST AS THE

BRAKE PRE PRESSURE IS FALLING

•£

• iUSEP OF UNDESIRED QUH K H

Conductor's valve. (8) Triple valve. (9)

Piston •

i at just how each one of

d ami under what
conditions it could produce the disorder

is an interesting study. In the first

cause, the repairman, who has made a

very neat fit of a supply valve piston in

a slide valve feed valve (not necessarily

air tight thoroughly and after

bolting it to the reversing cock or feed

valve bracket located on top of the

found that it refused to work
or that the piston stuck in the bushing

as soon as it got hot and would not

work again until it was cooled off, will

understand how the unequal expansion

of different metals, mentioned under
weather conditions, may influence the

disorder we are considering.

The effect of the thin coating of ice

on the slide valve seat or the gumming

bi tween them, \\ l)ich lias a

-ire on

the slide valve and reduce the fric-

tional r I motion, whil

being unsparingly lubricated the lubri-

cant packed or excluded the air pres-

sure from between the valve and seat

and the slight . valve would
adhere to the seat with all the force

of the air pressure per square inch

effective on the slide valve.

The sluggish feed valve as

tributing cause is now pretty well un-

derstood, it being identical with lap

position in allowing brake pipe-

to start the application or o;

graduating valve, as cited under ma-
nipulation of engineers' brake valve.

The tendency of the triple valve pis-

ovement when influenced

improper manipulation or by the slug-

gish feed valve has been dwelt upon
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in these columns and further comment

is unnecessary, but we wish to call at-

tention to the 5/0.1 preliminary exhaust

port in connection with cause- orig-

inating with the brake valve, and to the

dirty, gummed up, or too tight fit ot the

dualizing discharge piston, the re-

moval of the exhaust elbow and the

too light initial reduction of brake pipe

pressure.

Under the causes that will show the

triple valve to be at fault is "feed

groove closed by dirt." which may be

considered as preventing the triple valve

RAILWAY AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING. July, 1910.

fast enough to throw other triples m

the train into quick action

Locating the disorder when it only

occurs occasionally is a much more

difficult matter, but we are dealing here

with the disorder when it actually does

occur, not when it exists only in imag-

ination, for it is safe to say that un-

desired quick action only occurs about

25 per cent, of the time it is reported,

and in breaking-in-two of the tram, the

1 ram has often parted before the quick

action occurred.

Now, in the event of light cars, with

ditions are felt it is policy to keep the

train stretched even if it is necessary to

keep the engine throttle open until

after the brakes have applied.

considered as preventing the np,e va •

Uge of braking power

winch causes the disorder, from being *
f the train and loaded cars

found, that is, the restricted feed groove on the rear^^ ^^ ^^ ^
prevents the reservoirs prompt re- ^ mi^ lf> shonlv after the ap -

charge and upon the test to locate 1

the triple does not work in quick

action.

The other causes will be understood,

and in reference to short piston travel

as causing undesired quick action, this

is encountered only with a very short

travel when the no-lb. pressure is em-

ployed

near the middle shortly after the ap-

plication, who would be in position to

state positiely whether quick action had

occurred and parted the train or

whether the higher percentage of brak-

ing power on the rear end had run the

slack out fast and hard enough to part

the train.

Let it be remembered that the black

hand on the gauge would fall in ei

In this case the auxiliary pressure ^^ and that the emergency application

expands promptly, but has not sum

cient space in which to expand, which

causes momentarily the excess in dif-

ferential.

Many readers will appreciate the fact

has been used many a time without

resulting in a parted train.

Admitting that it does occul

sionally and that it is a serious matter

hen it does, the chart shows very
Many readers win apyiee.au.- ...... — - vvuen n. e,oe^, ...... - - -

that this chart contains a great deal of tmctly that it can be overcome only b>

air brake information, and locating the intelligent repair work, thorough te

cause apparently becomes more com-

plicated than ever, but concerning lo-

cating the disorder, when a triple valve

is at fault, or when there is a "kicker"

or "dynamiter" in the train, we will

again mention Mr. Turner's rem;

Richmond in which he advocated a

change in the mm -1,0,1 of locating the

defective triple valve.

By cu ,
train pipe until the

valve is among four

. and in '-a-' '!"' P' tons

out on several, on the

h man watching for

and air brake instruction

Concerning the latter we will 1

tention to one of the changes ol n

ommended practice that has resulted

from changed conditions. Eight years

ago with short trains and 50 per cent,

air-braked cars an initial reduction of

5 or 6 lbs. was considered sufficient to

get the brake pistons out and bunch the

slack, and the amount of subsequent

reductions was of very little conse-

quence.

Three years ago, with longer trains

100 per cent, air-braked, the volume of

rs ;™-l*=;:"t,i'LV^
out, as it is quite likely thai all will ap

ply at the same time when quick action

matching

imagines he -aw the one that "kicked,"

and in or, In- I
oid mi t; kes, time

permittii
hod " f

011 practically valueless, and the

10. 12 and 15-lb. reductii n was neces-

the reduction through

the tram promptly, while today with

the unequal braking power and about

ent. type K triples in the tram

=: it;::-::!::;;-;:::

Auction ca, 1
develop

°
top brake cylinder pressun W pari h

TJ\ ach train, regard!, ,ch d.rect.on the

brake,

again r, d th« reduction is

started,
nt0 QUlck

This is assuming that the stop cock

leading to tl ' l
,art,v

closed, and in tin- event the ,'

slack is runnin '
nil i< brake

applii ation ah ,ne.

With i

aii bill.,'

lighl car on the rear, buncl

1

straight a.r on in-

nt b I i 1 1 P™ tice
>

as ,,1C

on the light cars will surely run

md Aim, tt

Preventing Undesired Quick-Action

An invention intended to prevent the

undesired quick-action of triple valves

has received considerable attention from

some railroad companies. It consists

principally of a by-pass and check valve

arrangement whereby auxiliary reservoir

pressure can escape past a sticky triple

valve piston, or rather, if the triple pis-

ton does not respond and reduce aux-

iliarv reservoir pressure promptly, the

auxiliary pressure can escape into the

brake pipe by means of the by-pass ar-

rangement and the sticky triple valve pis-

ton' will not be moved, and consequently

undesired quick-action will be avoided.

While this invention may do all

and more than is claimed for it, it looks

like a misdirected effort. It has been

pointed out from time to time that un-

desired quick-action results from a dis-

order of the air brake equipment, and if

the equipment is maintained in a fair con-

dition and given a reasonable amount of

attention there will be no undesired

quick-action. This quick-action does not

occur just previous to the break every

time a train is parted, and does not oc-

cur every time a report of it is made on

the work report book or on the detention

report, and even if it did it would indi-

cate that the air brake equipment needed

some attention rather than a necessity

for some device to prevent its operation

while the brake remains in the same con-

dition.

The inventor's idea appears to encour-

age neglect rather than an increased air

brake efficiency, besides there is no as-

surance that the device itself will not be

neglected and become defective along

with the rest of the equipment and fail

to prevent the possibility of the disorder

occurring; in fact, there is every reason

to assume that such would be the case.

If this annoying and dangerous defect

of the air brake is to be dealt with and

overcome, the quick-action triple valve

must receive proper repairs and a thor-

ough test, to begin with, and occasional

cleaning, lubrication, and inspection af-

ter being placed in service. The same

be said of the brake valve, and

especial stress should be placed on the

• no,,.,- repairs" and -'thorough

he inspector and repairman's du-

ties do not end here; the pipe connec-

Motives and cars are always

subject to severe strains, which often pro-

[eakage, and the brake requires

1 oiltinual attention.

In case there should be any company or

individual pursuing investigations or de-

inventions along a hue that

tends to make possible the placing of
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t r ipU- valves m service and allowing them

to remain indefinitely without any atten-

tion whatever—to such we say an inves-

tigation along the lines of automatic lu-

brication of triple valves and brake cyl-

inders, as practised to a certain extent

by some Western railroads might prove

interesting. This system of automatic lu-

brication is made possible by means of a

cylindrically formed body of lubricant,

a portion of which is graphite, enclosed

in a brass casting located on the cross-

over pipe between the cut-out-cock and

the triple valve.

The moisture always present in the at-

mosphere or compressed air, dissolves in

small quantities the body of this lubri-

cant, the graphite portion excepted, and

the flow of air through the triple valve

holds this lubricant in suspension and de-

posits it on wearing surface of the triple

valve and brake cylinder without its ac-

cumulating in the ports and passages.

The graphite portion of the compound is

also scattered through the brake system.

and can be found on the packing leather

of the brake cylinder, as well as on the

triple valve, and it reduces packing leath-

er wear to the minimum.

The system has been in use several

years, and works equally well with 70

or no lbs. brake pipe pressure, and by

continually lubricating the movable parts

of the triple valve, it prevents any unde-

sired quick-action that would result from

a sticky triple valve piston.

The entire system of lubrication

should be all right if it does not entirely

do away with the periodical or occasional

inspection of the triple valve, but in deal-

ing with any air brake trouble it will be

noticed that about the time the repair

work and inspection is being properly

taken care of. the trouble usually disap-

pears, and to any one directing their ef-

forts to overcoming undesired quick-ac-

tion and at the same time reducing in-

spection and repair work, the writer

would recommend automatic lubrication

in addition to the by-pass arrangement,

and without wishing to ridicule either

system until they have been thoroughly

tested.

Triple valves and packing leathers that

had been in continuous service for sev-

eral years, without receiving any atten-

tion whatever, have been exhibited and

appear very satisfactory, and from all ac-

counts the by-pass arrangement has been

tested on triple valves in all conditions,

and has proved that it can prevent the

undesired quick-action.

Gosport station, on the London and
Southwestern Railway, is the best present

day example of what an important railway

station looked like over sixty years ago.

In appearance it has hardly changed at all

since it was opened in 1841, under the

name of "Portsmouth."

Energy Stored in a Moving Train

In the diagram showing the distance

in which a train can be stopped from a

speed of sixty miles an hour, we print

the first of the series of diagrams pre-

pared by Messrs. W. V. Turner and S.

W. Dudley, They appear in a publica-

tion entitled "Developments in Air

Brakes for Railroads," and a number of

the most important ones will be repro-

duced in these columns in future num-
bers.

There is nothing particularly remark-

able about this first diagram. We mere-

ly reproduce it to call attention to those

which will follow it, and also to illus-

also to determine the loss in w< 1 ^ lit of the

shoe and wheel under repeated applica-

tions. From the consideration of the

results obtained the committee recom-

mended that shoes when tested upon a

cast-iron wheel, in effecting stops from
an initial speed of forty miles an hour,

should develop a mean coefficient of fric-

tion of not less than 22 per cent, when
the brake-shoe pressure is 2,808 lbs., and 16

1 when the brake-shoe pressure is

6,840 lbs.

Considerable variation was shown in

the wearing qualities of the shoes, and,

as might be expected, the shoes tested

wore more rapidly on a steel-tired wheel
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Electrical Department

Running a N. Y., N. H. & H. Electric.

By W. B. Kouw 1 \ Mn\ en.

v\ Haw n u here the New
Haven track-- end and the New York

i, the change from al-

: current to direct current is

usually made without stopping the train.

[n facl tin passengers are unaware that

any change m the motive pow<

taken place. As there is no time allowed

al \\ llawn to test the locomotive con-

trol far direct current operation this test

re leaving Stamford,

in addition to the tests the engii

already

The change-over switch must be thrown

direct current position to try the

apparatus for direct current

::. 1 hi re are two of these

switches on each locomo-

tive, one to each motor unit. The change-

over switches arrange the motor control

connections so that when the locomotive

is running on either direct or alternating

current the proper contactors in the

switch groups come in, as the engineer

handle. These

also control the connections for

essor motors, and

for the lights, so that they receivi

whether the locomotive i
; in the direct

nating current zone. The move-

menl < if > ith 1 hangi 1 iver s\\ it

Med by the

11 d in the la^t issue.

When alti n ent enters 1

1

lays lift their

ile the armature of the

- di iwn,

w itch to

,\ ith the

i <nt en

of the

tivc and

, while

ion with

In order to throw the change-over

-witches to the direct current position

when at Stamford in the alternating cur-

rent zone, the engineer opens both oil

anting off the current from the

transformers, and the armatures of the

two small relays immediately drop. Then
he lilting the armature of the large relax'

l.\ hand, the engineer establishes 1

nections for the direct current control

circuit and the change-over switches will

instantly shift to that position. Now the

engineer can pull his controller handle up
notch by notch while the helper watches

the -witch groups and checks off the

proper unit switches as they come in for

direct current operation. When he has

completed this test with both master con-

trollers in either direction, the change-

over switches are thrown back to their

former position by lifting the armature

of one of the small relays. The 1

must also make sure that the small

switches on the back of both master con-

trollers are open. Then the helpei closi

the circuit breakers again and the loco-

motive is ready for operation with either

direct or alternating current.

In running on alternating current one

alternating current trolley is sufficient to

collect all the power needed, and the

other one should be kept locked down
by closing the cut-out cock in the air

line leading to it. The rear trollej

should preferably be used because in case

of the trolley striking any projection or

becoming disabled it will not fall on the

oilier trolley and ruin it for Sei

In leaving the roundhouse al Stamford,

over switches and coupling to

nd in any plai e whet < lov eed

1- de-in d the engineer may retain the

master 1
1 ml rollet l< in 1 me 1 if the

switching po ition for a short time.

1 hese pi

' no! be

allowed to remain in tluin for any length

'! can possibly be ai oidi d

tandinp still the

! 1 mid, under no 1 ii 1 tint tani c: .

nigh the mod n s

Y\ hi 11 the 1 1 mduc tor gives the

ini er should thi

handh to t

already done so, and pro-

ed to notch up ih, 1 ontrolli 1

iii alternating

1 ition to alternating

current No. 1 1 tion, oni w 1

him and cud

111 nut between 1

'

• en 1 in it in

1 under normal conditions. Mean-

while the helper watches the ammeter at

the other end of the cab to make sure that

the motor unit is receiving current as

well as the one supplied with current

through the forward ammeter. From al-

ternating current No. 1 the engineer

should draw the controller handle notch

by notch through positions Xos. 2, 3, 4,

5. up to alternating current No. 6, at

which position the current is full on. He
should take care not to exceed 1,800 am-

peres while drawing up the handle. Any
one of the positions Nos. 1. 2, 3, 4, 5 or

6 are economical running points and the

engineer may retain the controller handle

in any one of them as long as he sees fit.

When a slow speed is desired he should

stop on one of the first notches and allow

the controller handle to remain there.

If in notching up, the engineer should by

mistake pull the controller handle beyond

alternating current position No. 6, the

control circuit will be opened and all the

unit switches will drop out. cutting off

the current from the motors. In this

case he should immediately return the

handle to position No. 6, but if in the

meantime the speed of the train has

slackened considerably, then he must first

pull out the controller plug which is at-

tached to the reverse handle by a chain.

This will open the control circuit and the

engineer must now push the controller

handle back to the off position, reinsert

the plug and notch up as before.

When the nam i- approaching Wood-
lawn where the change from alternating

1 current is made, the locomotive

passes a post along the right of way
marked "shoes down." Here the en-

gineer must press the button on top of

1 he COntri illei marked "shoes di IW n

! 1 ing this butti >n 1 >pens the -mad elei

1 ri magnet \ alve on the shoe cylinders,

idmits compressed air to the cylinders

and forces down the shoes. Tin

e thai .dl fou 1 ;o down.

brought

vered by hand.

After passing the last overhead bridge,

i direct current main

1 he up
i

1 " itii m, cli 1 ing it 1 m
1 marked "power off"

the engineei immediately throw- the con

lodlei handli 1 1 the off position and

closi the small sw itch on the back of

controller. The closing of this small

switch lowers the alternating

1
';. n thi in dow 11 and also

locks the shoes in the down position.

ile the helper opens the two al-

:il circuit breakers, a- SOi <T\
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as thf trolli '
ll' the trol-

leys fail to come down thi

must be brought to a stop and the trol

leys pulled down by a wooden pol

vided for the purpose. The train is

allowed to coast over the gap between the

alternating current and the direet cur-

rent zones. \s soon as direct current

enters thi

relay is excited and raises its armature

and the change-over switch automatic-

ally changes to the direct current position

(with the handle up). When these changes

have been completed and the direct cur

rent has entered the locomotive, the en-

gineer pulls hi- controller handle up to

the proper running position, while the

helper closes the storage battery-charging

switch for direct current. The train con-

tinues to run on direct current to the

Grand Central Station in New York.

Here the train is uncoupled and the loco-

I siding to await its

next train back to Stan:

When the ding idle

at the Grand Central Station in the direct

current zone, tin engineer Humid leave

everything as when standing in

the roundhouse at Stamford, except that

the third rail "shoes should be clown and

in contact with the third rail.

Before leaving the station the engineer

must test tin- control, repeating practically

the same tests as were n-

roundhouse at Stamford. He
should start the air compressors and see

that they operati satisfactorily. Then he

should test ti 51 irage batteries, see that

the change-over switches are -till in the

direct current position with the handles

up, insert 1
handle and plug in

master controller and by pressing the

button marked "bell," ascertain that the

•current for the control circuits is on.

Next he must proceed to test the control

for direct current operation, making sure

that the main switch is open and that the

small switches ,in the hack of th<

troller are open before commencing the

test. The helper must watch the switches

of the switch groups to see that they work

properly while the engineer notches the

controller handle up to full multiple posi-

tion, using both controllers in turn and

in both forward and backward directions.

Tie mu ike a test on the con-

trollers for the alternating current opera-

tion by throwing the change-over switch

to the alternating current position. Be-

fore throwing the switch, however, he

must first open the compressor, blower

and light circuit-. After this test is com-

pleted the engineer throws the change-

witch back to the direct current

-position.- Then he closes the main switch

and the small switch on the back of the

master controller .it the head end of the

cab, making sure that the switch on the

ether controller is open. This small

switch is always kept closed when run-

ning on direct current. The bell, sander-

and light- ai

sspection of the fuse .

equipments is made. I

to see if they set and 1 :>', and

the engineer is ready to pr

locomotive

In leaving the Grand Cei

v. here slo

may ret ter controller

in the direet current Switching

for a short space of time. I be running

"Direct

Current Series, Shunt No. 1. Shunt No.

2 and the Full Multiple" positions

1 1I1.
1

running points and the controller handle

retained in any one of them for

any length of time. The- engineer must

How the handle to remain con-

tinuous!) 111 any other posit :

ating with direct current, because it is not

only urn due to the pov

"circuit

I to notch up

again. If the breaker does not reset when

In passing over - 1
places

where thi ird rail,

head rail i- u these

button

marked "direct current trolley rai

r the locomo-

tive. 1 lie trolley remains up only as long

as he presses the button, and when the

i and the button released,

the trolley comes down of its own

Freight Train Resistance.

A vei - individual paper on

I rain Resistance and Its Relation

to Average Car Weight was presented at

of the Master Me-

lt: C. P. K
, NORTH S II' Ki I 11 I VK

in die gi
' ul there is danger

in bur; grid.

Upon rei eiving thi

to go a' the train, the

engineer urn-- tti h his ammeter while

the helpi the nmetei at the

other em ure that

both motor units a

The eng ; promptly notch his

p

-hunt No. 1. and No.

maintain a current of

From shunt N

should continii full mul-

tiple, taking care not b'

ampere- m direct cur;

amperes

and if hi this current at

the bre. '• return

the controller handle to the off

chanics' Association by Mr. Edward C.

Schmidt, assistant professor of railway

engineering in the University of Illinois.

The tests, the results of which form the

art of the re-

search work <>f the

1 the university, and were

conducti way engineering de-

I The dynamometer car used

intly by the Illinois Central

I and the university, ami the tests

about one year

The report is a very careful

of all tl. and the mi 1

A number of curves

bowing train resistance in

rain tests were

made.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. R. W. Brown has been made air

brake instructor on the Baltimore & I Ihio

South \\ estern Railroad.

Mr. T. Duff Smith, has been appointed

:it of the Grand Trunk Pacific,

with ofiice at Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. George S. Goodwin has been ap-

assistant mechanical engineer of

the Rock Island lines, witli office at

Silvis. 111.

Mr. W. P. Garabrant has been ap-

pointed road foreman of engines of the

New York division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad.

Mr. Geo. B. Foster has been appointed

Chicago sales manager of the \\
i

Engine Co., with office in the Fisher

Building, Chicago.

A life-size bronze statue of the late

Samuel Herbert Spencer, president of

the Southern Railway, has recently been

unveiled at Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. J. A. Barker has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Chicago,

Cincinnati. & Louisville Railroad with

headquarters at Peru, Ind.

Mr. F. Kinsey has been apointed in-

spector of transportation of the Chi-

cago, Great Western Railroad, with

headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. J. G. Boyd has been appointed

use foreman at Gibson, N. I:, on

the Intercolonial Railway of Canada,

vice Mr. E. E. White, resigned

Mr. J. W. Mclninch. locomotive fore-

Woodstock, X. B., on the Cana-

dian Pacific, has had his headquarters

stook Junction, N. B.

Mr, A. I'.. Ayers has been appointed

eer of the Chicago.

& Southern and of the Indiana

Melt, with office at Cleveland.

Mr. 1 1. J. R - 11 appointed

at

appoint-

' nadian I 'ai ific

T. A. Mus-

X. R.

' Moun
I

& St. P it Deei

Mr. W. 1 1. 1"... ... linti d

Mr. Charles E. fuller, superintendent

of motive power and machinery of the

Union Pacific Railroad who has been

elected president of the American Rail-

way Master Mechanics' Association, was
born Oct. 27. 1862, at Terre Haute, Ind.,

he was educated in the public schools and
took a special course in mechanical

studies. Entered railway service 1879 as

apprentice in drawing office of the Terre

Haute & Indianapolis Railroad, since

which he has been consecutively to April.

[889, machinist apprentice foreman on the

same road; April 15, 1889, to Feb. 8,

[890, general foreman New York, Lake
Erie & Western shops at Hornellsville,

N. Y. : Feb. 8, 1S00, to Oct. 20. 1892, mas-

C. E. 1

t, Mastei Mechanics' Association.

iM mechanic of the New York division

ol tin .inn' road ; ( let. 20, 1892, to I >ec.

31, 1899, superintendent motive power

Central Vermont Railroad Jan. 1. 1900,

to Ocl I, on j. master mechanic Erie

shops at Susquehanna, Pa.; Oct. 1. 1902,

to June i, [903, assistant mechanical su-

perintendent of the same road at \bad-

ville, Pa.; June 1. to Vug. 24, 19

-it, mi mechanical ip< 1 inti ndi nl Ei ie

• iii. including the controlled lines;

pel intendenl mi >tn 1

I" '^ it CI '.'
'i and subsequently

In I- 11 >k service with tin- I 'moil I 'acific as

the 1 hief offii er oi the mechanical

mint.

Mr. F W. Stanyan lias been appointed

general manager of the Menu
Wells River Railroad, with office at

Mr. \\" A. StO-

v. 11. ri

Mr. (
'.

I Bri \ orts lias h, 1

superintendent of terminals on the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with head-

quarters at Elmwood Place, vice Mr.

Griffin, resigned.

Mr. E. R. Battley, heretofore machin-

ist at Stratford shops of the Grand Trunk
Railway, has been appointed locomotive

foreman at Fort Erie, Ont, vice Mr. C.

A. Livingston, transferred.

Air. C. C. L. Bent, general manager of

the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, will

become general superintendent of termi-

nals of the Baltimore & Ohio and of the

Statin Dland in New York.

Mr. John Lampton Conerly, general

car foreman of the Illinois Central in

New Orleans, has been transferred to

the larger and more important plant in

Memphis, on the same road.

Mr. A. R. Creelman, K. C, the com-

pany's general counsel, has been elected

a director of the Candian Pacific Railway

board, to fill the vacancy caused by the

death of Sir George Drummond.
Mr. H. W. Davis has been appointed

Eastern representative of the Falls Hol-

low Staybolt Company of Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio. Mr. Davis's office is in

New York City, at Xo. 2 Rector street.

Mr. W. C. Hurst has been appointed su-

perintendent of the Xorthern and South-

ern divisions of the Cincinnati, Hamil-

ilton & Dayton, with headquarters at

Dayton, Ohio, vice Mr. J. M. Scott,

resigned.

Mr. P. A. Rainey has been appointed

assistant supervisor of signals on the

eastern Pennsylvania division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, with office ai

Harrisburg, Pa., vice Mr. F. J. Bauinan.

resigned.

Mr. J. F. Kirliy, formerly division fore-

man on the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern, has resigned and has become

master mechanic f'r the Hodges and

Construction Company at Der-

moth, Ark.

Two Interstate Commissioners. Messrs.

Lane and Clark, by appointment of the

President, will represent the United

States at the International Railwa; 1

gress in be held at Berne, Switzerland,

nth.

As a result of the abandonment of the

1 tile Northern Central tit Mt.

Vernon, Mr. George If Burton, assist-

ant master mechanic at that point, has

been transferred to Renovo, Pa., in the

-.in:. 1 apacity.

Mr. (

'. A. Livingston, heretofore loco-

motive foreman at Fort F.rie, Out., has

been appointed locomotive foreman at

Durand, Mich,, on the Grand Trunk Rail-
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way, vice G. H. Wyatt, transferred to

Nichols. Mich.

Mr. T. J. Hamilton, formerly traveling

engineer on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, has been promoted to the po-

sition of district master mechanic on

the same road, with headquarters at

Deer Lodge, Mont.

Mr. J. YV. Senger has been appointed

master car builder of the Chicago, Indi-

ana & Southern Railroad, and of the In-

diana Harbor Belt Railroad, with head-

quarters at Englcwood, 111., vice Mr. T.

H. Goodnow, resigned.

Mr. G. A. Smith has been appointed

division freight and passenger agent of

the Eastern division of the Chicago

Great Western, with headquarters at 103

Adams street, Chicago, 111., vice Mr. R.

W. Goodell, promoted.

The title of Mr. W. F. Knapp, super-

intendent of shops and machinery on the

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac,

has been changed to that of superin-

tendent of motive power. His office re-

mains at Richmond, Va.

Mr. J. J. Scully, heretofore superin-

tendent district I, central division of the

Canadian Pacific at Kenora, Out., lias

been appointed superintendent district I,

western division, Moose Jaw, Sask., vice

Mr. W. J. Uren, transferred.

Mr. John M. Hofman, formerly

roundhouse foreman on the Texas &
Pacific Railway at Big Springs, Texas.

has accepted the position of machine

shop foreman on the Louisiana & Ar-

kansas Railway at Stamps. Ark.

Mr. T. J. Sweeney, formerlv a loco-

motive engineer on the Shamokin division

of the Philadelphia & Reading, has been

appointed road foreman of engines on

the same division of the P. & R. with

Tiers at Shamokin, Pa., vice Mr.

J W. Harris, resigned.

Mr. Ben Johnson, assistant locomotive

superintendent of the United Railways

of Havana, at Havana, Cuba, has been

appointed superintendent of motive power

of that company and the Havana Cen

tral. with office at Havana, vice Mr
Charles J. Thornton, resigned.

Mr. E. J. Searles has 1"

assistant to Mr. J. D. Harris, g

superintendent of motive power of the

Baltimore &- Ohio, with office at Balti

'Id. Mr. Searles is a mechanical

engineer and a graduate of Johns Hop-
kins University. From 1 002 to tr>

engineer of motive power of the Balti-

more & Ohio at Pittsburgh.

Mr.-rs. J. F). Harris, C. E. Fuller

and C. A. Seley were elected members
of the executive committee of the

Master Car Builders' Association.

Messrs. J. F. Deems. A. W. Gibbs.

C. A. Seley. W. H. Lewis and J. F.

Walsh were elected members of the

committee on nominations of the Mas-
ter Car Builders' Association, at the

recent meeting at Atlantic City.

Mr. Theodore II. Curtis, now presi-

dent of the Master Car Builders' As-

ion, has had a training somewhat
like that of the late Pulaski Leeds. He
was born at Terre Haute, End . in 1866,

and he entered railway service as a

draughtsman on the C, C, C & St. L.,

in 1886. Later he worked as draughts-

man at the Brooks Locomotive Works
and at the Pittsburgh Locomotive

up to 1889. He was afterwards

chief draughtsman for the N. Y. C. &
St. L. for about 12 years. Subsequently
he was appointed mechanical engineer

of the same road, but in 1889 he went
to the Erie Railroad, and in 1901 he
took service with the Louisville &
Nashville in the same capacity. In

1903, after the death of Pulaski Leeds,

he was appointed superintendent of

machinery and Ins held that position

to the present time. Mr. Curtis was
km iwn as a capabli 1 al engi-

ii.rr before hi was appointed to the

higher position and he has maintained

that reputation to the full notwith-

standing the I
many execu-

tive duti udent of

mechanical matters, and has the analyt-

ical faculty very clearly develo]

Sir Willi, m I Sinclair, M. A., M. D.,

M. R. C. ! and gy-

Vice Chancelloi of Vii b u ia

University, .M I ng., has been

lembei of the

Royal M : ida Pesth. Sir

William. '.now, is

brother of Dr. Angu
Railway and Locomotive Engineering.

'["ait, chief commissioner

of Victoria Railways System in Australia,

has. we understand, advised the govern-

ment to consult Sir William Van
regarding the construction of a railway

ni nt. Sir \\

of the n:

and is free to advise the government of

Austria and those of the various States in

the Commonwealth upon a matter of such

importance as the practicability of trans-

continental communication, with extensive

irrigation as an auxiliary feature.

At the meeting of the Master Car

Builders' Association held at Atlantic

City last June, Mr. T. H. Curtis, super-

intendent of machinery of the Louis-

ville & Nashville Railroad, was elected

president of the association for the

year [910-11. Mr. A. Stewart, general

superintendent of motive power and
equipment of the Southern Railway,

was elected 1st vice-president. Mr. C. E.

Fuller, superintendent of motive power
and machinery, Union Pacific Railroad,

was 1 lected 2d vice-president, and Mr.

D. F. Crawford, general superintendent of

motive power, Pennsylvania Lines, was

elected 3d vice-president. Mr. John S.

Lentz, master car builder of the Lehigh

Valley Railroad, was elected treasurer,

Mr. John Kirby having retired.

The election of officers of the Ameri-

can Railway Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion took place at the closing session of

the convention held at Atlantic City last

June. Mr. C. E. Fuller, superintendent of

motive power and machinery of the

Union Pacific Railroad was elected presi-

dent for 1910-ir. Mr. II. T. I'.entley, as-

sistant superintendent of motive power

and machinery of the Chicago & North-

western Railway, was elected first vice-

president of the association. Mr. D. F.

Crawford, general superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Pennsylvania Lines, was

elected second vice-president, and Mr. T.

Rumney, general mechanical superintend-

ent of the Erie Railroad, was elected third

vice-president of the association. Dr. An-

gus Sinclair, of New York, was elected

treasurer, and Mr. Joseph W. Taylor re-

mains secretary of the M. M. and the

M. C. B. Associations.

Obituary

James R. Paterson, recently in the

department of the Commercial

Acetylene Company of New York and for

many years advertising manager of RAIL-

WAY and Locomotive Engineering, died

at Cranford, N. J., on May 31. Mr. Pat-

erson was born in London, England, and

was distinguished in his youth as an all-

round athlete, and participated in several

of the international football matches. He
was prominent in railway supply circles,

and was a member of several of the lead-

ing fraternal societies of America. He
was trained as a banker's clerk and went

through an apprenticeship to that busi-

ness. Judging that the prospects for ad-

vancement in London were unsatisfactory,

he came to this country about 1890. He
had been in failing health for some

months. He leaves a widow and son, who
is a student at the Stevens Institute of

logy at Hoboken, N. J.
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This Paper Reaches Purchasers.

th< Motherhood
- among

1 hanics, gen

ind road

other which

sing me-
1 sell for

I

air begins with this

h I lectrical

i pi .1. 1 ii al

ine.

Saratoga Wants the Convention.

rs oi Sarati <ga

ematic and

a .
. 1

i as

annual con

representing

of Saratoga waited

of the Master Car

and the Master Mechanics' As-
< ity and made

offers of accommodation

for tin could be pre-

iga regu-

No definite

1 n, but another

;., re tl

Steam Heat Connections.

ee, Mr [. S

had thi

tions for steam heat

i d tli.it tests

.1 March,

quipped

ii! thi usual manner

:

1
1 .ill cli IS( -1

.

noted; when

When
I the valve on rear end

'.". 40, 50,

om the data

find that the

I al steam to pass

of much
eitl

pted the

. mended

; iot do

II

Inspection of Boilers. vices are unreliable and have had the ef-

The Master Mechanics' eommit.ee on fect of takinS au:l >" from the men in

design, construction and inspection of lo-
charSe their accepted responsibility.

rs, of which Mr. T. 11.
Attention is invited to the item of rup-

Curtis was chairman, decided to confine
tured flues

-
vlz - : '-" ,+ Thls covers the

then- report to the matte, of boiler in-
record oi a" averaSe nnmbcr of *2 '

200

spection for the whole field of enquiry
loc°m°t»ves per annum for a period ot

would be too large for one report. In-
four years and ten months. Assuming 250

formation on the subjects of boiler in-
flues '" each Emotive boiler, the result

spection rules, and il as to casualties
^'"n" one flue ,:,llnre Per > ear t0 each

due to boiler explosions, was received '5'912 fmes in service,

from a large number of roads. On the
"At the time thc different railroad corn-

subject of explosions, information was Panies were asked for information as to

received from 157 ra .ring the
boiler explosions, they were also asked to

period from bin. 1. 1905, to Nov. 1, 1000.
SII PP'-V c0Pies of thelr rules and reSula "

n ads operate 43,787 locomotives,
tIons for the care and '"spection of loco-

have 157,169 miles of track, and in the
motlve bollers

-
A revlew of such rules

58 months covered by the records, made and regulations as were submitted shows

6,012,057,467 , ngim -miles. The commit- that a ver
-v tborough and vigorous inspec-

tee estimated the number of locomotives
tl0n of loc°motive >"" lers ls be»'S ma '"-

in the United States to be 58,000 and that
tamed and recordc<J

.
a,ld the rules Prc

"

the reports cove, about 75 per cent, of
scnbe ver

-
v tlwr""> h instructions as to

the total numbe, in the
the proper care of the locomotive boilers."

country.

The report sa id fail- Trade Mark Suit.

t locomotive boilers are divided A suit for infringement of trade mark
into ti\ follows: Explosions brought in United States Circuit Court

of boiler shells, explosions of fire boxes, over two years ago by James B. Sipe &
by burning, rupture of flues, Company (with offices at Pittsburgh),

boiler-fitting failures. Explosions of against Columbia Refining Company has

boiler shells and fire boxes, or 1 been decided. This company made
'. burning, etc., 1 and sold a paint oil under the name ••(

water. Of thi failures reported, 98.3 "Japinol." while James B. Sipe & Com-

ment of the explosions, failures and casualties is shown below:

Xo. '

pei e per jured.
Aver-

Low Water.

Explosion of boiler shells.... 14 2.9 20 4.1 16 3.3

Explosion of fire boxes 246 ;..,, 127 26.3 144 29.8

Damaged by burning 2,499 517-0 15 3.1 57 11.8

Ruptured Hues 66 ,;<. .. 3 0.6

Fitting failures 25 5.2 .. .. 4 0.8

1

. uses :

1 xplosion of lioih-r shell-.... 6 1.3 m 2.0 7 14
I xpb sion of in. boxes 2 0.4 1 0.2 1

Damaged by burning 40 8.3 1 0.2 1 0.2

Total 2.898 500: 174 ,;
; 'i 233 48.1

11 to the failures shown above, there were also other failu,

follow-:

No. No Killed. Xo. Injured.

Rupture 1 ii flues 3,204 8 21

I '.oiler fitting failure- [,609 2 -,

4,813 io 72

pc, 'int. were due ti 1 1< w water and \~

pci cent to 1 ither cause Of t he failures

due to low v 9 ' per cent, were

due to I
ii the men handling

or in immediate charge of the locomo-

p opei supplj 1 il

the remaining 1.4

ithc, causes.

to maintain

ii alarm

not provid

been p,

but it ha i mined that such de-

pany has been manufacturing and selling

a paint oil for the past twenty-live years

trade mark "Jap. in

Oil." On May 6, kiio, in the

States 1 iiemt Court, Judge Lacombe, of

tin Si iuthern 1 (istricl 1 if New ,
i

sued a decree perpetually enjoining and

Ri ining Company
f, 1

in using in any manner what

the word "Japinol" or any other word so
'

•
1

1

;
.

. B. Sip

trade mark "Japan Oil" as to be

ing to the tradi
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Locomotive Superheaters.

The Committee on Superheaters, under

the chairmanship of Mr. Lacey R. John-
son, presented a very able and compre-

hensive report to the meeting of the

American Master Mechanics' Association.

The report embraced the result of experi-

ments on twenty American railways and
the data obtained was condensed and clas-

sified in such form that the most casual

reader could see at a glance the number
of locomotives using superheaters, their

location, and a tabulated comparison with

locomotives not using superheaters. From
the report it appears that the Canadian
Pacific has applied superheating to the

largest number of locomotives of any rail-

road in America, there being no less than

487 locomotives so equipped. The Santa

Fe comes next with 168, while the Great

Northern has 61. Nearly a dozen of the

leading railroads are represented by one
each, the total number of locomotives so

equipped being 805.

Eight types of superheaters are dealt

with in the report. These and the num-
ber of locomotives to which they are at-

tached are as follows : Vaughan-Horsey on
five railroads is on 491 engines

; Jacobs,

104; Baldwin, 79; Churchward (Eng-
land), 61; Emerson, 59; Schmidt, 58;
Cole, 13, and Union Pacific, I. It may be

added that the Schmidt superheater is in

use on 130 railroads in Europe, and is in

service on more than 5,000 locomotives.

The report presents a detailed descrip-

tion of the various superheaters with il-

lustrations. Most of these devices have
been already the subject of articles and
illustrations in the pages of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering. Perhaps the

most novel in point of construction is the

Jacobs superheater. We had the oppor-
tunity of observing the construction of the

first superheater of this kind used, while
visiting the shops in Topeka, Kans. It

is of the smoke-box fire-tube type, and
consists of two steel drums, fitted with a
series of horizontal fire tubes between
the heads and with steam pipe connec-
tions. Its application can be readily made
to locomotives of the usual type without
radical changes in the boiler or front end.

It is a simple but effective method of util-

izing the waste heat in the combustion
gases without a sacrifice of effective heat-
ing surface in the boiler. With this de-

sign of superheater any desired degree
of superheat may be obtained by setting

the front flue sheet back farther in the

boiler and this space utilized for super-
heating surface.

In the important item of running re-

pairs per 100 ton-miles, the reports are
very conflicting. An average may be
taken from a few roads where they have
made an exact comparison between the
cost of maintaining the superheater and
non-superheater classes of locomotives.
In each case the locomotives were other-
wise alike. The Southern Pacific reported

an increase of 18 per cent, in the mainte-
nance of superheaters. The Boston &
Maine reported an increase of 13 per cent.,

while the C, B. & Q. reported an increase

of nearly 15 per cent. These figures re-

ferred to the Baldwin, Cole and Schmidt
superheaters. In the item of cost of coal,

the reports are also very variable, rang-

ing from 6 per cent, to 40 per cent., the

coal saving report being received

from the Canadian Pacific road, where
the Vaughan-Horsey superheater is quot-
ed at a reduction of 42 per cent, in coal

consumption. The reports from this road
are extremely variable, some showing a

net reduction in coal expense of little

more than 3 per cent. The general aver-

age on all roads is between 15 and 20
per cent, saving in coal by the use of the

superheater.

The general practice seems to be to

lower the boiler pressure when a super-

heater is applied, and as a consequence
the result shows a reduction of boiler

repairs. The increased cost of lubrication

is not nearly as large as was stated sev-

eral years ago, the marked improvement
in oil pumps meeting the requirements
of the service. Bronze valve seats .ire

favorably reported on, and special metals
are being experimented with for rod
packing.

The committee, in conclusion, while
pointing out that the use of the super-

heater is both economical and practical,

wisely refrain from recommending any
particular type of superheater, and while
the report in point of completeness of de-
tail leaves little to be desired, it is a

noteworthy fact that the important item
of first cost has been omitted as, we pre-

sume, not properly coming within the

scope of the committee's work. The re-

port is altogether not only one of the most
important that has come before the con-
vention, but the able committee have
handled the subject in a masterly manner.

Tate Flexible Staybolts.

Quite an interesting and artistic cata-

logue, among the many that come to our
office, may be mentioned that issued by
the Flannery Bolt Company of Pittsburgh,

Pa. This catalogue, which is of standard

size, deals with the Tate flexible staybolt,

an article which was put on the market in

1904 and has gained prominence in the

railway world.

The catalogue is beautifully illustrated

with drawings executed in half-tone,

giving sizes and section of bolt

sleeve and cap. Not only is the

ordinary form of flexible bolt shown,
but the flush head bolt is shown,

the sleeve enters the water space. The
roof sheet staying, radial sjceves and but-

ton head bolts are also shown. The tools

made by the company for applying the

Tate bolt are illustrated and described in

detail. The catalogue concludes with in-

structions for applying the Tate flexible

staybolt and also the 1910 price list of

these bolts, in detail, giving all the prices

for the different kind of caps, same for

1 kinds of sleeves, bolts, round nuts

and tools.

At the May meeting of the New York
Railroad Club, Mr. D. R. McBain, su-

perintendent of motive power of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, read a pa-

per on the inequality of expansion in lo-

comotive boilers, and the remedy. He
gave particulars of an engine entirely

I with flexible staybolts. which
had run 243,000 miles without leaks or

cracks, or any detention for boiler work,
other than that of expanding the flues.

The views by stereopticon shown by Mr.
McBain clearly indicated that Tate flexible

staybolts were the ones used. We gave a

digest of this paper on page 260 of our

June issue and in it we referred to the

mileage made by this engine, which is

just about equal to the average distance

of the moon from the earth and this fact

enables one to appreciate the perform-

ance of the all-flexible staybolt engine.

In discussing Mr. McB.ain's paper, Dr.

Sinclair said among other things : "The
engineering world has striven for eighty

years to restrain expansive forces of metal.

They tried to resist the irresistible and to

do so they made their sheets and staybolts

heavier and heavier. There is an engineer-

ing aphorism that says, when an ar-

ticle breaks it is too weak ; but that

does not apply to staybolts and side

sheets of 'oilers, for the heavier you
make them and the harder you make
them the more liable they are to

break ; and it seems now that the only

remedy is to give flexibility instead of

rigidity to these parts. This is a lesson to

the whole railroad world—to be prepared

to give flexibility instead of stability. I

think, gentlemen, it is going to be one of

the most important movements that has

ever happened in the railroad world, and
is going to save untold trouble from leaky

ritic expense of con-

tinuously renewing a thing that appears to

be just right and goes to destruction ap-

parently as soon as the work is done."

A copy of the Flannery Bolt Com-
pany's catalogue may be had by applica-

tion to the company, Frick Building, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Traveling Engineers' Convention.

The I i ngineers' Associa-

tion hold their next annual convention

ara Falls on August 16 to 19, in-

nt of the associa-

tion is Mr. C. F. Richardson. The
iidents are Messrs. F. C.

• P : W. C.

.nd W. II. Corbett,

of the Michigan Central. The secretary

is Mr. W. O. Thompson, New York-

Central car shops. East Buffalo. N. Y.,

and the treasurer is Mr. C. B. 1

1 Rapids. Mich.
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Quick Dumping Ore Car

from the

the ec nomical pro-

cl [he rail-

sels as well as less detention of
ing .11

the cars.

I
1

pri ss. 1 Steel ' ai Company has

... representing

rs which thej an

plant, the Western Steel

Car & Found! ' ompan; ,
for the Duluth

X [ron Range Railroad, and the Duluth,

Iroad. These

F.X1> VIEW

'
'

' ars

lurpose.

to meet

rements on the 1'

pidit '

been considerably ham

, permanent and 1 >

sponding

had been built,

without

. ., quired to

to the

111 car

Iding of

, ;,,-. are of all steel construction, and

liave the following g< '" '
- 1 ,1,,1! '

I , ngtli over striking plates, 22 ft. 1 in.;

ltngth inside of body, 18 ft.

tt idth 1 ver side sheet, 8 ft. 7 ins.; width

inside -I body, 8 ft. 6] .'• ins.; heighl from

rail to 1. p of sid< . 9 El <> ins
•

lui " ht

from rail to center of draw head

;
length of door op' nings, <> ft.

cubic contents, level, 686 cu. ft.;

cubi, 1 nl. .11 .
tc n in' h avi rage heap,

,,
;

vvc ight of car and trucks,

empty, 32.700 11-
.
rated capacity,

I2o,oo

total weight

load, d, 78.6 pei ci 111

ll„ ,
1 the car is

pe, and in order

.
.

, use with

ng when

ol tin botti

pi

1

'

°n

ditions wen- made possible without re-

ducing materially the carrying capacity of

the ears by increasing their height and

width, reducing the wheel base of the

trucks and spreading the trucks further

apart. The dour opening is closed by two

doors hinged at the sides, and which form

part of the vertical -ides so that when

opened, part of the sides, as well as the

b ttom, falls awaj from the load, thus

mrking a large unobstructed opening, re-

ducing the necessity of bridging. The

doors meet on the center line of the car

and each are supported by two 6-in. chan-

nel bars, to which the door-operating

gear bars are attached.

The door-operating gear is designed to

be operated from either side of the car,

besides it is so arranged that when the

doors are closed and the car is loaded,

there is no strain on the winding gear

proper. The supporting mechanism is

self-locking and the load tends to keep

the doors closed rather than to open

them. This is accomplished by means of

cranks which turn over a dead center into

a position of rest. The doors are con-

nected to the cranks by heavy rods with

screw attachment for adjustment. This

causes the doors to stay tight. Gears of

this kind have given good service on

coal cars, and have the further advantage

that when the doors are frozen so that

they cannot drop by gravity they can be

forced down by the connecting rods. An-

nother feature in connection with the

door gear is a safety device which will

prevent the injury of the operator when

opening the doors. To operate the doors

the usual wrench is applied to the square

end of the operating shaft; the crank

arms are revolved by means of block

clutches having a clearance of 180 degs.

This permits the cranks to revolve half

,, revolution, after having hem brought

over the dead center, sufficient to fully

open the doors without moving the

wrench in the operator's hands. After

the doors have been opened the clutches

are in proper position for closing the

doors, there being no lost motion. In a

recent test at the Clinton furnaces at

Pittsburgh the sample car was loaded with

100,300 lbs. of wet ore and was unloaded

bv one man. The time consumed by the

ore in leaving the ear was eight seconds.

ore remained in the

ear, and no poking or hammering of the

thi on was n sorted to

during the operation. The car was after-

;, aded with 68,000 lbs. of steel

the load was placed directly

doors, and although this was a

• .
1 ol

" f the

ign of weakness

Or leal 1

Be cheer!
lor the

... misused past, and never borrow

,:„,„, thi future but do well the

duty whii I to you in the pres-
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Capacity of Safety Valves.

The repoi I oi the Masti 1 Mechanics'

committee, Mr. F. M. 1 iilbi rt, < hairman,

which had considered the subject of the

size and capacity of safety valves for use

on locomotive boilers, stated thai

of tests were made for the COmmi

Mr. E. I.'. Nelson, engin*

the Pennsylvania Railroad, to determine

the maximum ion that

locomotive safety valvi quired to

take care of. With a gauge pressure ot

190 to 270 lbs. it was found that the maxi-

mum discharge of steam was 2.44 lbs., the

minimum I.18 lbs., and tl

lbs. per square foot of heatii

hour.

The committee took twice tins mean
value, 4.10, as the basis for a formula,

which, in their opinion, will reduci

valve practice to a uniform basis, and at

the same time provide proper relief for

the boilers. The proposed formula was:

0.08H.S.

A=
P

Where A= Outlet of valve in sq. ins.

H.S. = Boiler heating surface in sq. ft.

P.= Absolute pressure,

pressure -+- 15 lbs.

The committee believed that this formula

will provide, on boilers carrying 200 lbs.

gauge pressure, an outlet that will take

care of 4.1 lbs. of water per squa

of heating surface per hour.

A number of observations were made
on locomotives in passenger service, pro-

vided with safely valves, the combined
outlets of which would take care of from

3.64 to 4.06 lbs. of steam per square foot

of heating surface per hour, and 1

were found where the safety valves failed

to properly relieve the boilers. The loco-

motives on which investigations u. n
made carried 200 lbs. gauge pressure, had

4,231 sq. ft. of heating surface and 56VJ

ft. of grate area. Past investigations have

verified that Napier's rule for the flow of

may be safelj taken for 1

of muffled safety valves now on the

market
inula prepared in the 1908 conven-

tion of the Master Mechanics' Association

was quoted for reference. It may be

found in the proceedings for that year,

page 262. In this the constant used was
Valves designed in accordance

with it were able to release 5.28 lbs. of

steam per square foot of heating surface,

per hour.

The committee recommend that the

maintenance of proper areas of outlet

should be a feature of safety valve main-

tenance and repair. The commitl

sidered that safet) valve outlets to either

of tin formulas quoted will be satisfac-

tory for locomotive boilers only
;

those using coal as the fuel, and under the

conditions now prevailing for the stimu-

lation of the draft by the use of exhaust

steam and by means of the ordinary steam
Mower.

Electric Fixtures.

prehensi c many
that come to this office, is undoubtedly

I I eating and

Lighting - if New "i 1 irk. The

entitled "1

utres." 1

in accurately illustral

1

of the workmanship which thi

pany has uniformly insisted

their system of manufacture

spection. It ha been their aim in this

catalogue to show a comprehensive

collection fr< in

signs as made bj them, repn 1 nting all

pany have thi advantage ol patterns

and tools, as well as .1 large

draw from, which is important where

i.uick delivery is needed. Special atten-

tion has been given to the photometric

tests and the designs have been

out in a systematic way so as to in-

sure the maximum of interchai

ity of parts.

As .1 frontispiece they have included

illustrations of ten standard metal fin-

ishes, bul then an other special styles

of finish made lw this company. At-

tention is directed to the pi

"Safety Shadeholder," adaptable to all

forms of electric fixtures as illu

on page J-84. The general adopi

which 1

startling ogue is

the same size as our magazine, 9 x 12

ins., and not only is a useful b

referem 1 glance

e art at the present time.

It will I anyone who applies

for it at No. .
. York.

Car Wheels.

'i he M Wheels,

Mr. \\ chairman,

that the design of cast car wheel sub-

a great

however, re-

quired in the bracki existing

circumfi

make them conform to the new tread and

contour on the 1909 wheel. Some addi-

tional dimensi also required to

lay out the maximum flange thickness

eci ived a com-

munication from the Wheel Makers' As-

ine suggestions were

made, which the committee did not feel

nding to the M. C. B.

Specific Heat.

The specific heat of a body is some-

tnm s spoki

here be n remembered that the unit of

heat is such , will raise the

temperature of one
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ipei atures

1 wax they will

: to melt the wax and sink into

part with their heat, but

depth of penetratii m into the

cake will vary. For example, under thesf

tances an iron ball will melt its

way through the wax first; it will be fol-

ly a copper ball of equal

tin ball will probably just show on the

under side of the wa.x, while a lead ball

and a bismuth ball may ni>t be abe to do

more than sink half their diameter into

the wax.

This experiment proves that while the

temperature of all the balls was equal, the

amount of heat or the number of British

Thermal Units possessed by each varied

Considerably. The iron ball contained the

greatest number of B. T. U. and the bis-

muth least. At the close of the experi-

ment the temperatures of the balls would

all be different, but the capacity for

each is a property of the metal

itself, and each maintained its own specific

heat when all were at the same tempera-

ture.

Of all bodies, water has the greatest

specific heat, and consequently it takes

a greater number of thermal units to raise

its temperature through any given number
of degrees. Water heats comparatively

slowly and cools comparatively slowly.

Mercury and platinum heat rapidly, but

tiny also cool quickly.

M. M. and M. C. B. Consolidation.

The report of the joint committee on

the consolidation of the Master Mechan-
ics' and Master Car Builders' Associa-

tions was presented at the Atlantic City

Conventions last June. The committees

cpected to set forth the advantages
.- nd disadvantages of a union of the two,

and while they faithfully discharged this

duty, the advantages to be gained by a

I the two are preponderant in the

ommittee were also charged

with the work of proposing a constitution

new association.

An analysis of the membership of both

bat 86J/2 per cent of

directlj 1 onm 1 ted with
1

mechanical work are officers of

itive department In

ition 60

of the members whose titles

111 the me-

ted with

. d ear matters The rc-

ilidation,

1 a lew and united

111 its mem-
.iiid the

our railways,

Railway

The matter

Water Softener Pictures.

The Dodge Manufacturing Company
of Mishawaka, Ind., have issued a cou-

ple oi wall hangers, showing the ex-

terior and a section of their apparatus.

The sectional view is one of the most
artistic things of its kind which we have
seen for a long time. It is beautifully

printed in colors and thus really forms

a sort of graphic summary of the whole
of the Dodge water softening process.

For example, there is an appropriate

color selected to represent the raw, hard

water clear or turbid as it enters the ma-
chine, another color represents the clear,

saturated lime solution produced from
the raw water that has been diverted to

the lime tank. The quick-lime basket

and the tank in which the soda ash so-

lution is made are represented by other

two colors. The treated and filtered

water is also sli< w 11

There are ten colors in all used in this

hanger, and these are not simple arbi

I N li i.\ MAI H IN, S( ll'llt JA( KSl i\

\ II LE, I LA.

trary colors with a sharp line of demar-

cation between them. The colors chosen

by the Dodge company in representing

the "Eureka" water softener and purifier

are appropriate in that the tints are as

far as can be, the actual colors of the

objects they represent. The shading of

these colors, one into the other, is deli-

uid artistically managed, 'so that

the whole picture shows the mingling

of the waters, the chemicals, the solu-

tions, the movement of the agitators and
the method of drawing off the sludge

and the delivery of the pure water.

This company has a good treatise on the

subjects of watt : - 'ft. ning yvhii b thi y

will be happy to send to those who write

to them loi a copy, and the artistic

hangers are also foi distribution and may
l.< had on application by those who are

interested in the subject.

Coupler and Draft Equipment.

I In' M 1 B '' immitti e 1 m ci mpler

and draft equipment, of which Mr. Dur-

borow is chairman, included in their rc-

' ivering the

-
1' 1 foi I". 1; lift uges for

knuckle pivol pins; use of knuckle-throw-

beat ing area; twist

and In if brackets,

deals with the subject

of friction draft Rear. It says that to

make a series of service tests would
necessitate equipping cars with various

types of draw gear in turn. This would
be an expensive method of test, would
hold cars out of service when they might

be urgently required. The possibility of

using the drop testing machine was con-

sidered, but the behavior of the various

types of friction draw gear under the

forces of impact given by such a machine

was found to differ greatly from their

action in service. Any kind of static

testing machine was also considered un-

satisfactory.

A machine of the double pendulum type

has been designed. Each pendulum is a

series of weights bolted together, and
each pendulum weighs 210,000 lbs. The
pendulums are suspended by swinging

hangers and each can be drawn back and
up by suitable means. Thus provision is

made for swinging each pendulum through

an arc sufficient to give a maximum
speed of 15 miles an hour when at the

lowest point of swing, so that with one

pendulum at rest and one in motion,

cpeed up to that limit is obtainable, and
with both pendulums in motion a maxi-

mum speed of 30 miles an hour is avail-

able at the point of contact, when they

meet. By using pendulums in the testing

machine, many uncertain variables are

eliminated.

In the pendulums provision is made to

accommodate all the types of draw gear

in be tested. Theoretically the difference

between the sum of the travels of the

pendulums from the point of release to

the point of contact and the sum of their

recoils is the measure of shock absorbed

by the draw gear under test, and it is

therefore the measure of the efficiency

of the draw gear. Thus draw gear hav-

ing a low recoil would indicate high ab-

sorption of shocks, and vice versa.

The committee expect soon to have

this machine in operation and to be able

to embody in their 1011 report full de-

tails of a complete series of tests made
en all the types of friction draw gear now
on the market.

Widening Gauge of Track at Curves.

The Master Mechanics' Association

committee on the widening of track at

curves, with Mr. F. M. Whyte as chair-

man, reported that the committee had

held several meetings with the committee

appointed by the American Railway En-

gineering and Maintenance of Way As-

sociation, to consider this subject, and the

result this year bad been that the com-
mittee was able to make a final report.

The recommendation of the joint com-

mittee has l,e, 'ii accepted In the Mainte-

nance of Way Association, and tin Master

Mechanics' committee suggested that ap-

proval be given by that body, as the

concerned the engineering depart-

ure than the mechanical depart-

ment of railw;'
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The report recommends that "Curves

eight degs. and under should be standard

gauge. Gauge should be widened % in.

for each two degs. or fraction thereof

over eight degs. to a maximum of 4 ft.

g% ins. for tracks of standard gauge.

Gauge, including widening due to wear,

should never exceed 4 ft. g]^ ins. The

installation of frogs upon the inside of

curves is to be avoided wherever prac-

ticable, but where same is unavoidable

the above rule should be modified in

order to make the gauge of the track at

the frog standard."

tie and bracing to side and end framing

at roof line.

In dealing with end bracing for box

cars and bracing for side doors the com-

mitter made quite a number of recom-

mendations which they h'>pe will be sub-

mitted by Inter ballot to the Association.

The conclusions of the committee on roofs

are also to be submitted by letter ballot,

to the members.

Inverted Mantle Lamp.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting

Company of New York have sent us

some statistics regarding the use of the

inverted Pintsch mantle lamp. Among
other things they say: "Over 73,000

lamps, using inverted mantles have been

placed on cars since October 1, 19.09,

bringing the lamps in service up to the

very large totals of 60,000 in North

America, 69,000 in England, 101,000 in

France, 202,000 in Germany. A three-

fold increase of light and a 40 per cent,

saving in gas consumption is made pos-

sible ; and that the cost of operating the

lamp is reduced to only one cent per

hour with 100 candle-power efficiency.

An important fact of this development is

the rapid rate at which the old lamp

equipment is being brought up to date

for use with the inverted mantle. About

60 per cent, of the railroads of North

America have already applied the single

mantle lamp, some have changed their

entire equipment, others have contracted

to do so and on many roads the work

is being carried forward as rapidly as

it is possible to shop the cars. Over

22,000 flat-flame lamps have recently

been changed so that all told the Pintsch

inverted mantle lamp is now in service

on more than 8,200 cars in the United

States, Canada and Mexico."

Car Framing Roofs and Doors.

The Committee on Car Framing Roofs

and Doors, appointed by the Master Car

Builders' Association, under the chair-

manship of Mr. \V. F. Bentley, believe

that the most durable and economical

roof for use is an outside metal roof of

good quality of steel or wrought-iron

sheets, with a medium weight per square

foot of 14 ozs., thoroughly and evenly

galvanized with a minimum coating of

zinc of i'/z ozs. per square ft., and pro-

vided with flexible joints. Roof sup-

ported by a construction to carry at a

safety factor of five, a uniformity dis-

tributed load of not less than 360 lbs.

per running foot of length of car. The
carlines should be metal, so constructed

in connection with purlins running

lengthwise, and roof boards running

crosswise of the car, to provide proper

The Loss of a Shoe.

As Levi struggled to detach himself

from a barb wire fence, he exclaimed:

"I knew that something would happen

when I found that I had left the horse

shoe behind."

Levi was my fireman, a lad of French

ancestry, with his full share of Gallic

superstition. He had seen old horse

shoes nailed above doors and in other

places as protection against bad luck or

evil spirits, and he concluded that the in-

side of a locomotive cab would be a

good place to install any charm, amulet

or rehr calculated to divert bad luck or

misfortune.

Soon after coming to this conclusion,

Levi picked up an old horse shoe in a

junkman's collection of merchandise and

carried it to the engine whence he lost

no time in nailing it up in the cab above

the spot where his own head appeared

in his moments of leisure on the road.

The horse shoe was a very rugged, rusty

piece of scrap iron, but its presence was

considered satisfactory for a time. The

brakemen and other familiar spirits hav-

ing access to the cab, were in the habit

of making fun of the homeliness of the

shoe, and one day Levi determined to

put a shine upon it. He took the shoe

to the grindstone and spent most of an

afternoon laboring to convert it into a

polished ornament. The work was not

finished to his satisfaction when the

whistle blew, so he put the shoe into the

custody of the shop sweeper, telling Old

Jerry to keep it locked up until the

owner could return and finish the job.

Next day we started out as usual, and

near the middle of the division met the

result of a lap order in the form of a

construction train. We met on a high

hill and the crews of both trains went

for the country and lingered not in their

going. Levi was about the liveliest

member of the jumpers and was first to

land in the barbed wire fence. Nobody

was much hurt, and a possible tragedy

became a comedy, everybody enjoying

Levi's lamentations about the absence of

his horse shoe.

to read as follows: "Draft timbers must

not be spliced. Longitudinal sills may be

spliced at two points. No adjacent sills,

except center sills, to have center splice

immediately opposite the splice on adja-

cent sill ; splices to be staggered so as to

make joint of one splice at least 24 ins.

from the joint of the splice on adjacent

sill, measured from a line drawn at right

angles with sills. Center sills must be

spliced between body bolsters and cross-

tic timbers, but not within 18 ins. of

either. Splices on all sills other than cen-

ter sills, as provided for above, can be lo-

cated at any point between body bolsters or

body bolster and end sill, but not

within 12 ins. of body bolster.

"Steel sills may be spliced in the most

convenient location. Adjacent steel sills

may be spliced. The thickness of each

splice must not be less than the thickness

of the web of the section spliced."

An analysis of the proposed rule will

show that few restrictions have been

placed upon the practice of economy in

the use of high-grade material, which is

rapidly becoming more costly and difficult

to obtain ; the committee did not feel that

they recommended too wide a latitude in

the number or location of the splices.

It has, the report continues, of course

been impracticable for the committee to

conduct practical tests to demonstrate the

soundness of their recommendations, be-

cause of the large scale upon which such

tests would have to be conducted ; and it

is questionable whether the testing to de-

struction of any reasonable number of

cars, with sills spliced in a variety of

ways and locations, would conclusively

confirm or disprove any theory or afford

positive data from which to prescribe cor-

rect practice.

Bulletin No. 1004.

The American Locomotive Company

have recently issued Bulletin No. 1004,

which is a very full and well illustrated

description of the Mallet Articulated com-

pound locomotives recently built for the

Delaware & Hudson company. A descrip-

tion of this engine and the portion of

the road it works on were described in

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

for June, pages 227 and 261. The bulle-

tin, however, contains drawings of the

throttle, side

spring buffers and floating balance de-

vice used in the automatic readjusting

of the engine after rounding a curve.

Comparison is made between it and the

Erie Mallet, and a profile of the D. & H.

grade is given.

Splicing Underframing.

The M. H. C. Committee on Splicing

Underframing, with Mr. K. II. Smith as

chairman, in dealing with the maximum

amount of sill splicing allowable recom-

mended that M. C. B. Rule 65 be changed

Unique was the funeral of a Lowestoft

railwayman, who for thirty-five years had

rung the warning bell at the Great East-

ern Railway station. On his coffin as it

was carried to the grave was placed the

bell, inscribed: "For thirty-five years I

spoke at his command."
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Railroad Character Sketches
The Shop Picnic

Kennedy.

uic was the event ol tin

Macfarlane « as pi esidi nl

icnic committee. Billy was floor

5haw ... gi of the room
- ir 1 1 1 x ited guests ll was cus

toman l
with a string

of dilapidated < ai s dong the road to

: » hi i e, « ith music and mos-

nd a blistering sun and barrels

.i day of alleged enji ij menl n as

turn rami' tO

be president he inspii ed I he i ommittee

with new notii ms. roo mui h I" ei « as

bad. Of course the committee met in

(lark's parlors. I hat was a matter of

nei i ssitj ( lames wei • tin propei thing

to attract and interest young people Ath

letic games, baseball, running, jumping,

throw n g weights, and mi ist appt opt iat<

for a railroad men's outing, throwing the

hammer, and the like. A subscription

il rounds and prize

money floated in. In Macfarlane's mas

le'rlv hands the mi nej , 01 .1 portion of it,

took the form of shining cups and glit-

tering medals and burnished badges I he

lid not sleep w ith SO

much precious metal in the house, so

Clark arranged to have one of his parlor

windows cleared for the grand display.

When the great da> came the round-

md shop 1 ame to .1 stand still

The picnickers went along like a royal

rin old loo 'Hi' >ti\ e was draped

in red, white and blue. Some of the

flooring of the old cars fell in and the

merry mi b had to 1 easi dam ing until

the grovi I he parti had

.veil km iw 11 at othi 1

and it w .1 in v, place this 5 ear. '1 he

commit! >rgei ms in rainbi >w

,vere all smiles and

\ ibrant with

Clarl .eli harge of

lltS 'I he athletes ware 111

ill skill

1 1 tin", did

a lnw w ished,

iln in are in

d 1
- 1 1 1 e '1

hibition

I

1

1
he had princes fot his ci mtest-

ants. Macfarlane went him one better.

Me exhibited alone, Me threw- the

hammer, and it n as .1 goi d thing that the

1 1 impctitoi s had finished before Mac-
1. rlane began, because, after he had made
two or three demi niac whirls w ith the

hammer, the implement took wing and
Hew like Halley's comet and passed

rapidl) -nit .ii sight Some distant

sin. Hers said that they heard something

1 rashing ami nig the In am hes of the trees

in the shad;, distance Whatever it was
the hammer was never seen or heard of

more".

When the thunders of applause had
died away and Macfarlane had recovered
Ins equilibrium, the managei came along

refulgent m the gaud) glorj of a spotted

vest and glittering spectacles that

gleamed in the summer sun, like flames of

lire. Like the admiral of a ship the great

man was not to be spoken to In the shop
his presence was something awful. On
the road the sweat was on every brow as

he passed along \t the picnic he con-

descended to speak to Macfarlane. The
two great men moved around, like Castor
and Pollux, in majestic loneliness, the

m 11. ic- r, like a Marshal of France, and
Macfarlane unapproachable as an aide-

de-camp. After describing some pre-

liminary parabolic curves about the

grounds the two wan-tines leisurel)

strolled to Shaw's reception room, Under
Shaw's delicate management the vocal

valves of the might) were lubricated

I favanas were in e\ idence and tl

man hinted that there was gmn.4 to be

changes a reorganization, and—would
Macfarlane take charge of the round
housi 1 1 itamlv Mo—no thanks n, ces

ar; Purely .a matter of business re

'
I da) yes must 1 an h

the 2:.?0 must complete the reorgani/a

Shaw cm maticall) took something in

settle his nen , s I he strain h as ti

great, so be began entertaining himself

Macfai lane, with Ins newlj added dignit)

.

left Shaw alone, I he prii ipal

had conic and gone and Shaw fell at

rst bumper made a lieu

man -a him and. nf 1 nurse, he had to treat

the in « man thai he bi
I
hi it In

lock* .1 the di hi- and put the key in his

ailed over to

nd buil rind kept ti

radiant 111 white

If you could increase

the service of the paint

on your bridges, viaducts

and other steel struc-

tures, wouldn't it mean

thousands of dollars

saved to your company ?

DIXON'S
SilicaQraphite

PAINT
has been cutting main-

tenance costs for the last

forty - five years. The

secret of service that

DIXON'S PAINT gives

is due to the inert pig-

ments that are practi-

cally indestructible.

Write for free booklet

Philosophy of Protective Paint

JosephDixon

Crucible Co.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer! of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
POR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Largest Manufacturers in the World ol

Car Heating Apparatiu

Send for circular of our combina-

tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

of brightness on his arm. It was Eva,

the golden-haired; Eva, the beautiful;

Eva, the bi arding mis tr<

was whit lastei statue, and her

fairy feet fell softly as snow-flakes.

When I me down the

middle and the delightful multitude clus-

tered after them in long procession, and

thi warbled music melted into mellifluous

modulations, all the grimy and weary

ies of slimy pits and noisy shops

fell away from the dark-faced mechanics,

like old garments, and a brightm

dust from angel's wings, fell upon them,

like a benediction. Macfarlane and Shaw

were in a raised pavilion reviewing the

merry multitude moving in measured

melody. Macfarlane was full of double

dignity. Shaw was full of double or,

perhaps, treble X. Mazy figures suc-

ceeded mazy figures. The rhythmic rustle

of flying feet, the rosy blush of youth and

beauty, the visions of bright eyes and

heaving bosoms, the garrulous gossip of

the massed merrymakers, and above all

the glare and glory of the high-set electric

lamps burned the vision into the

memories of the multitude forever.

But the whistle of the old "49" is wak-

ing the echoes. Macfarlane and Billy and

Eva led the procession to the cars.

Where was Shaw? In the semi-darkness

there is a dusky figure unlocking the re-

ception room door; there is a gulp and

a gurgle, and there are several bottles of

liquid fire not yet sunk beyond the equator,

and there is a long-tailed coat and a hand

that has not yet lost its cunning, and the

bottles find a rocky resting place in

Shaw's pockets and Shaw, the last of the

careless crowd crawls into the cars and

the picnic is ancient history.

used f"r the trans-

nlers on about 275

railroads; the aggregate mileage oper-

1 ties is 131,014 miles,

telephone is used on 26,344 miles

of road.

Block Signal Report.

The report of the Block Signal and

Train Control Board has just been is-

sued. Tins board is. if one may so say.

a department of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission. From the report we

find that the tmal mileage in the United

States operate! under the block -',-iem

upon January 1. 1010. was 63,758 miles

Of this mileage, 1 4,237-7 was equipped

with automatic and 51,520-3 with manu-

ally opt i"ng the year

1 2,047.1

miles in the li

automatic sigt

4,162.-' miles m the length

ered by the manual
'

.
making

a total '
' by the

which have 111 I l'i'e\ iouslj US' d

signals appear in this report, and twenty-

in their

signal in-tall.

e

During the last few years telephones

have been installed on a number of roads

in place of telegraph instrum

the transmis

Mechanical Stokers.

mmittee report on

Mechanical Stoker-, of which Mr. T.

Rumney was chairman, was presented at

• r Mechanics' Association by

S. Hodgins. The report con-

tains a brief description of the Craw-

ford No. 8 Stoker, invented by Mr.

D. F. Crawford, general superintendent

of motive power, Pennsylvania Lines,

Pittsburgh, Pa., also of the Barnum

stoker, the Dodge or Black stoker, the

| [ayd( n toker, thi Street stoker, and

the Strouse stoker.

The concluding remarks contained in

the report are: "The main defect of

the present stokers seems to be, to a

very great extent, with the coal-con-

veying apparatus, and it is the failure

of tin- lenticular feature which us-

ually makes the stokers of today some-

what unreliable. The committee con-

sidered that the progress and the de-

velopment of mechanical stokers which

had been made during the past years

was indicative of a determined effort

to build stokers which would in every

way be a success, and the committee

was convinced that the mechanical

stoker is destined to be a very import-

ant factor in the operation of heavy

locomotives in the not very distant

future."

l„ diS i report, Mr. D. Mc-

Bain, superintendent of motive power

of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern Railway, said, he believed that for

the present the association should get

away from the idea that a mechanical

stoker should be more economn

a good fireman. He believed that

when under all circumstances of road

sen ice a mechanical stoker could be

made to do as good work as a good

fireman and do it day in and day out

that tie the mechanical

ttaiucd. After that

my could be gone into. Now was

the tim eragc inventors and

work along toward

the production of a good all round re-

dly needed on

".tins today.

Drippings from Refrigerator Cars.

B. committee on salt-water

1 refrigerator cars, with

Mr. M. K. Barnum as chairman, reported

that all

nd only

'

off at icing -ie total

nings should not ex-

ceed thi and the
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capacity of both traps and drains should

let go all the accumulated
brine within the time devoted to icing the

train. The mechanism for handling drain

hould be simple and positive and
so designed as to insure the closing of
the valves before the hatch plugs can
be returned to place. Salt drippings

should be conducted from ice tanks,

through the drain valves and thence to

the outside of the cars through regular
traps and drain pipes.

The various packing companies, says

rt, assisted the committee in their

work of investigation, and have expressed
their willingness to put into effect the
practice recommended in the report, when
the committee's recommendations are
adopted by the Master Car Builders' As-
sociation.

Dixon Crucible Company Meeting.

At the annual meeting of the stock-

holders of the Joseph Dixon Crucible
Company of Jersey City, N. J., the old
board consisting of Messrs. Geo. T.
Smith, William Murray, William H.
Corbin, Edward L. Young, Geo. E. Long,
William H. Bumsted and Harry Dailey
were unanimously re-elected. The board
of directors re-elected the former offi-

cers, namely, Mr. Geo. T. Smith, presi-

dent; Mr. William H. Corbin, vice-

president; Mr. Geo. E. Long, treasurer;
Mr. Harry Dailey, secretary; Mr. J. H.
Schermerhorn, assistant treasurer and
assistant secretary. Mr. William H. Cor-
bin was also re-elected as counsel.

Education and Fuel Economy.
"Education as an Essential of Fuel

Economy" was the subject of an able pa-
per presented by Mr. W. C. Hayes, su-
perintendent of locomotive operation,
Erie Railroad, at the Master Mechanics'
convention last month. Mr. Hayes dwelt
on the need of educational preparation
for young firemen before beginning ac-
tual service. A course of instruction
covering all of the principles of combus-
tion, train rules a,,,! signals was strongly
recommended. Young men — prepared
would have a preference anywhere and
would begin their work under the most
favoral.l After being em-
ployed, Mr. II

fireman nue h ducational
course.

, ,,, De c.as j] v
secured, and thi road foreman of engines
should

up, am:

as discuss with the men .

vital imp

Mr. Hayes ., ^lus-

trations

by careli

necessary it was that

should bi lligently

n

Classification of Cars.

The M. C. B. Committee on classifica-

tion of cars, of which M. J. Milliken was
chairman, presented a list of definitions

with designating letters of general ser-

vice passenger equipment cars and also

the same of general service freight

equipment cars. In getting up this set

cf definitions, the rolling equipment of

43 railroads, operating 117,500 miles of

track and owning approximately 1,350,500

cars, was very carefully examined. It

und to be impracticable to make
a definite classification, giving the in-

dividual characteristics of the cars that

would in any way be applicable to the

equipment of the various railroads of this

country. It therefore seemed to the com-
mittee that the classification should be

broad in its interpretation, and confined

only to the kind of cars of a general class,

and to the stenciled capacity of the car.

In working out the proposed classification

"f cars, a single designating letter has

been given for the general service of the

car and a secondary letter to cover the

general type of the car. In selecting the

primary and secondary letters the at-

tempt has been made, as far as practicable,

to use letters which give some indica-

tipn of the type of the car, or to retain

the letters that are now generally used.

For example, PI' indicate a car of the

general passenger type used as a rail-

road official's car—a private car. P.O.

stands for passenger-observation car.

Standards and Recommended Practice.

The Master Car Builders' standing

committee on Revision of Standards and
Recommended Practice, of which Mr. R.

L. Kleine is chairman, proceeded with

their work by sending out a circular and
very carefully considering the replies. As
many as forty-four matters were taken
up and disposed of, either by referring

the matter directly to a special committee
having the matter in question, in hand, or

by recommending a proposed change to

the association or advising that no action

be taken. In this way some definite dis-

posal is made of all questions arising and
suggestions made by members of the as-

sociation.

Removal to Larger Offices.

The Bettendorf Axle Company have
moved thi ir Chi ces from the Old
Colony Building to larger quarters in

the McConnick Building, the room num-
which is 1508. While the Bi tten

dorf Company 1 nol yet quite settled in

their new quarters, the offices will he

much bettei arranged and the company
will have there several full-sized Bet-

tendorf trucks, side frames and also Bet

lid truck bolsters so that a

1
lition of thi 1. prod

' n iew for any in-

its theii

RECOGNIZED

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely
together, and accommodates
itself to the unequal expansion
of the plates.

USED ON OVER 125 RAILROADS

"Staybolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past "
So say many of our customers
who have used the Tate Bolt
in large numbers, covering a
period of time sufficient to base
comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-
CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suite 328 Frick Building

B. E. D. STAFFORD. Gen. Manager
3. ROGERS FLANNERY Sc COMPANY,

Selling Agents
Frick Building, Pittsburgh, P«.

TOM R. DAVIS. Mechanical Expert
GEO. E. HOWARD. Eastern Territory
W. M. WILSON, Western Territory

COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY COMPANY,
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One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Sfylo 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND QBNBRAL OrFIOB

PALMYRA, - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

N*w York ClfTcUnd
1M IJb.rir St. 9 So. W«t«r St.

51 W»t WattonetoB St.

STORRS' Mica

Headlight Chimneys
To ihe R«ilroad-An economy
To the Enginonan—A convenience

STORRS MICA COMPANY
R. R. Dept., O wego. N. Y.

Locomotive Frame Construction.

Locomotive Frame Construction was
the subject of an individual paper pre-

sented to the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association by Mr. H. T.

Bentley, assistant superintendent of mo-
tive power, C. & X. W. Ry. Mr. Bentley

favored the use of cast steel driving

boxes with adjustable hub liners, so that

lateral motion could be readily taken Up.

The boxes, Mr. Bentley claimed, should

be of a removable type so that it would
be possible to quickly replace them with-

out having to drop the wheels.

In regard to frame breakages in the

case of locomotives equipped with the

Walschaerts valve gear, Mr. Bentley had
found no trouble, showing that the loco-

motives in his charge are properly braced.

In regard to driving box brasses, it ap-

peared from numerous experiments that

a mixture of 80 per cent, copper, 10 per

cent, tin and 10 per cent, lead, gave very

satisfactory results. The opinion was
only advanced that the frame jaws should

be much widened so that the pressure per

square inch could be greatly reduced.

Bronze shoes ami wedges were also

favorably reported on, the recommenda-
tion being added that the shoes and
wedges should be of the flangeless type.

Mr. Bentley summed up his able paper

with suggestions favoring heavier frames,

and avoiding pounding in driving boxes.

All weight carrying parts on frames to be

braced to boiler, and all of the best

material.

said that the cover or binding of the

book should not in any way affect the

force of the rules.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

McfllU. HUM.KINO WASHINGTON. D. C.

T«rm» Reaaonable Pamphlet Sent

Rules for Loading Material.

The M. C. B. committee appointed to

consider the rules for the loading of ma-
terial, of which Mr. A. Kearney was chair-

man, begin their report by saying,

"While the report involves several rec-

ommendations for changes, still the idea

throughout has been to adhere as closely

as possible to the rules as they now exist,

making only such additions, corrections

and omissions as would, in the opinion of

the committee, conduce to greater unitv,

better sequence, and a natural clearness,

principles so necessary in formulating

rules of this character.''

Several of the illustrations used in the

interchange code have in the opinion of

the committee become very indistinct and

should be made much clearer. The re-

port contains quite a number of individual

opinions of the members, and the list of

recommended changes is quite extensive.

A suggestion was received from the

arbitration committee that the rules for

handling explosives and inflammables

should be incorporated in the interchange

code along with those on the loading of

material. The committee on loading ma-
terial did not altogether approve of this

suggestion, upon the ground that the in-

terchange code might become too bulky.

The chairman, however, expressed a per-

sonal opinion on the subject in which he

Engine Performance and Superheat.

I icomol 1 Performance Under Differ-

ent Degrees of Superheated Steam, was

of an interesting paper presented

by Professor C. II. Benjamin and Associate

Professor I.. K. Endsley of Purdue Uni-

versity, before the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association. The paper

may be said to be a record of the con-

tinuance of experiments begun by Profes-

sor Goss, who read a report before the as-

sociation in 1909, on the subject of "Loco-

motive Performance Under Saturated

and Superheated Steam." At that time,

it may be briefly stated, that the learned

professor presented an array of facts and
figures showing an increase of 10 to 15

per cent, in the amount of power devel-

oped by the use of superheated steam,

without increasing the amount of fuel.

In the paper presented this year the

same systematic method of careful and
varied experiments are duly recorded,

with a greater variety of pressures, the

most important point proved being that

at steam pressures over 220 lbs. per square

inch, there is no apparent fuel economy
in the use of superheated steam, in fact,

the line may be drawn at 200 lbs. pressure

as being the limit at which superheating

of steam has any appreciable value in

point of economy. At pressures of 160

lbs. to 180 lbs. per square inch the results

as indicated verify the exhaustive reports

made by Professor Goss last year that

there is a saving in fuel of nearly 15 per

cent, by the use of superheated steam, and
a still larger saving in the use of water.

Tank Cars.

1 he M. C. P. Committee on Tank Cars,

of which Mr. A. W. Gibbs was chairman,

in presenting their report called attention

to the fact that at the 1009 convention

they had referred to tank cars constructed

without side sills and on which no means
are provided for jacking, to facilitate

handling in derailment or in making
repairs.

In order to determine the necessity for

these jacking castings, tests were made
with a loaded tank car, limit weight

132,000 lbs., fitted with continuous sills,

but no side sills, and not equipped with

jacking castings; also with a loaded tank

car, limit weight 132.000 lbs., constructed

with reinforced shell, having no center

sills or side sills, and not equipped with

jacking castings. Details of the opera-

tions required in handling these cars were
given and the committee practically drew
the conclusion that, inasmuch as there

are freight cars of other types in service

which should also be provided with jack-

ing castings, on account of the present

difficulty experienced in jacking up cars

not equipped with side sills of sufficient
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into this questi

so that any recommcndi d practice

ituation

Steel Tire Report.

The report of the

committee on steel tires of "Inch Mr. A.

Iiairman, was brief. I he 1
om

Vom committee appointed

,,, teel tires

, n m communication

with the tire manufai '

oi thl

committee visiting the tire work wit

of trying to wort

vhich it would be possibli

lndei working conditions and not

hardship on the man-

ivi cost to the pur-

1 "rag

ing, and we feel that an\ specification we

could get up, to give any practical results.

would require a test to destruction of, at

; tire out of each heat.

., the cost of carrying out a speci

fication containing this requirement, we

hesitate to ofTi 1 it, and, unless it is the

f this associ ition that such a re-

ient, with tin " '

'
°i enforce

ment. would be justified, we ask that the

ommitti e
'- di ha I

"

Train Lighting.

n ; '" Lighting, of

which Mr. T. R. Cook was chairman, pre-

rt to thi Masti 1 Cai Build

ociation, which the members be

fV< ' ol imnn diatel

of 1 ai mti

with better protect!

tl

I lia

a to the

harging

rt-itchi s

illcd m

o and is one oi the largest

lCOmotivi 1 rd< r: recentlj given, Hie

ire to b( oi the largi

nger type. Dehvern - are

to be made in ' ictober, Novembei and

,
.

f this year. This announce

de by Mr. Alba B. John

son, vice-president oi the Baldwin

Works, Inc. In repl> to a ques

tion whethei the rumored curtailment

and cancellation of equipment orders

had affected the Baldwin works, Mr.

lohn on stated that 1 rdei

canceled, and that there was no expecta

tion that anj would be, but that on the

contrary, purchasing on a gratifying scale

anticipated 1

' "• '< present aboul

len employed against less than

,,ooo in the depn iion of 1908, following

the 1007 I'""'

CARS, CABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
require a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

,_1

Baldwin Works Doing Well.

RUBEROID

ROOFING

ir

I : r(W'l

The Ready-Made Farm

Farms are alread> being prepared for

next Near under Sir Thomas Shaughnes

, scheme oi read) made farms foi

British immigrants. Fifty of these are

,,, be at Sedgewick, in Central Vlberta,

in the neighborhood of the Canadi
1

cine branch line from Lacombe to Har-

distry, a rolling prairie oi very rich soil,

which is being filled up rapidly una set

tiers, says the Standard 0/ Empire ["he

iead\ made farm consists of a certain

tra , , oi fertile prairie land on which a

house and barn has been built, and the

i, , year's crop has been sown by the

railroad.

The settlers are all practical agncultur

ists of experience, and all of the families,

as their ancestors for generations before

them, have been successful tillers ol the

soil i ine representative Earmei s iid

:

"Nothing could be more satisfactot .
than

ospects, nor more encouraging

than the reports received from the ad-

vance parte, who tell us that tin

the West more than fulfilled their

inguii - - :pcctations, and that

. VCn promise thai had been made them

had been faithfulh and fully carried

out."

These settlers, with the [80 who ar-

mplete the first

those selected und. 1

h 1 rin

. ;.
1

... i

and ca] it
: "" n *''"" '

The Perfect Number.

none other

ed the ctlehrit

. in ihi wci

;
al seale,

I

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlast* Mital
SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOI*

Writ, for umplM. prices mil booaTst IU. «••

THI STANDARD PAINT CO-

1 00 wllll«m Strsst H»" J*J
Cblcaa-o. Philadelphia. Bo.ton. Kansas City.

Mempbla, Atl»nt».

M
"HOMESTEAD

VALVES
Are constructed upon mechanically cor

ct pnnc,P>es-,hey are !„k pr~f undc

™I theseat by our patent wedging c»m.

"Ho™es.«d" halves are .he quicke* acting,

simplest, most easily operated an* lsngesi

'"Homestead "Valve, are opene4 wide an.

closed tight by a

l.ii, OMOTIV I BLoVS 1
II 1

Write lor catalogue of Homestead G»»d».

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.

Sraaa Foundsra Works at Homestsari. Pa.

P. O. Box 1764, PITTSBURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
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"LANG'S
V New Tool

Holder

URGES! CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

G.R.LANG&CO., Meadville.Pa.

ASMTOIM
POPVALVESAND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Athton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street, Bo.ton, Man.
174 Like Street. . Chicago. III.

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt- Spiller Mfg. Corporation
W. B LEACH, Can. Ntgr. & Treas.

South Boston, Mass.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, S2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All booka bound In fine clotb

Lumber Specifications.

Til..' report "ii lumber specificati

the result of a conference of a joint com-

1 th, M. M. and the M. C. B.

associatioi 1 chairman of the M. M.'s

committee ws Mi K. I-;. Smith, ami

the .M. C. B committee chairman was

Mr. ( ,. X. Dow. The committees

drawing up their report, put th'

in communication with the Railwa

Association and with the vari •

ous lumber manufacturers' associations

throughout tin- country. The specifica-

tions which win' submitted are stateti in

the report to have met the approval of

the various committees and especially of

the lumber manufacturers. The reporl

contains letters of endorsement from the

chairman of the Northern Pine Manufac-

turing Association, the Pacific Coast

Lumber Manufacturing Association, the

Hardwood Manufacturing Association

and the Southern Cypress Manufacturers'

\->' iciation.

AGENTS WANTED eTerjwbere; writ* f»
term! and deacrlptWe circular!. Will ba

aaat prepaid to any addreaa opon racefpt

•f prlca.

GRirriN &WIINTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

A sen sts of all the

presented at the Master Mechanics' and

at the Master tar Builders' Ass.

at the Atlantic City conventions, last

June, are to be found in this issue.

A new and amusii -ion ol

in fright has lately appeared 111

rttry. In sub-

j train trav

.ii strap- foi

the aisles h;

convenience for years. Now th

dared that pro::

holding on to 1

ous as promiscuous ki-sinu. and a

111 healthy activity urging

I
eople to carry along their own private

Strap and hook attachment.

Cape-to-Cairo Railway.

The completion of the Cape-to-

Cairo Railway, the dream of Cecil

Rhodes, is now well in sight, says a

correspondent of the London Daily

Mail. By the end of this year the

whole extent of the line will have been

surveyed. From Khartum, in the north,

and from Broken Hills, in the south,

the line is creeping forward. The line,

with its 6,600 miles of track, will be the

longest in the world.

Mr. Huberty, secretary of the Anglo-

Belgian Katanga Railway Company.

says that it has just been decided to

survey the route of the Congo exten-

sion of the Cape-to-Cairo line from
Elizabethville (close by the famous

Star of the Congo copper mines) north-

ward to Kambwe. The line between

the Star of the Congo and Broken

Hills (Rhodesia), will be completed by

September next.

The great bulk of the line, including

some thousands of miles at the north-

ern and southern ends, will be British

and tin di r will pass through

Belgian ten it' TV.

The Germ Horror.

It i- hardly necessary to remark that

the fads that afflict so many of our

people have a tendency to run into

of germs, microbes, etymons.

embryos and other minute organisms

ha- kept a nervous portion

population in senseless dread of being

murder micro-

-pected of scattering upon

every living tiling. Rail-,'.

-iderablc an:

from la v di\ erse Si

and to 'he annoyam

Removing An Island.

Calypso's Island has been mo
Bethlehem, Pa., by dredging it out

of the center of the Lehigh River bj di

rection of the engineering staff of t! e

V all j Railroad and the ma-

terial, 125,000 cubic yards of stone and

earth, have been used to fill in an arch-

like curve that the right bank of the

river makes just wesl ": South Beth

lehem. The object of the remi

the island is to straighten the road and

get space for four tracks in addition to

room for building sidings.

It took the working force about six

months to do the work, delay being caused

by high water during the winter months

In addition a new route had to be pro

vided for a water main which had origi-

nally been laid through the island. This

makes the third island removed from the

river in order to carry out railroad opera

tions.

New Railway.

A recent press dispatch from Toronto,

Out., says with hardly any ceremony at

the junction of the Central Ontario and

Canadian Northern Railways, in the \i

cinity of Trenton, the 1

for the Canadian Northern Toronto-

Ottawa line was begun. At the invitation

of Ml ' - lins, general n

of the Central Ontario and the I;

ifl 8 1 Ittawa Railway-. M
ence G. \ rst spike. The

first sod was ber. It

Mr. Louis D. Bat

er for the company, has

options on property in Sidn<

Old Railroad Ballads.

Any readers who may
: ballad-,

or new one- for that matter.

communicate with Prof. John A.

He is

collect!-

tes. lie

and other.-.

- bis collect:

complel

omplished profess

ing in;
'

University.
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"REACTIONS''

IS

OUT AGAIN

IT IS FILLED WITH TIMELY

ARTICLES ON LOCOMOTIVE

REPAIRS.

"Reactions" is a paper which

we publish quarterly and which

contains a special department

devoted to locomotive repairs

by the Thermit Process. It also

contains interesting articles de-

scribing large repairs on ships,

crankshafts and other heavy re-

pair work. The current issue

describes three welds recently

made on the sternpost of U. S.

S. "Nero" at the Brooklyn

Navy Yard and the welding of

a crank shaft on the U. S. S.

"Dixie" for the torpedo boat

"Reid."

"Reactions" is profusely il-

lustrated and the current issue

is the best yet.

If you are not on our mail-

ing list, write for a copy, men-

tioning this advertisement.

90 West St., New York

4J2-436 Folsom St.. Baa Franciico, Cilti.

103 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE

RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

I> still popular. We have it. Price $2.00

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty St.. N. Y.

WATTERSI.B.C.TRACK SANDERS
Only two piece. No repair.

Je by

). H. WAITERS, Asst. M. M. Ga. R.R., Augusta, Ga

Electrification of Railways.

Mr. George Westinghouse, president of

the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers, has prepared a paper on the "Elec-

trification of Steam Railways" which will

be read at the joint meeting of the Ameri-

can Society and the Institute of Me-

chanical Engineers (British), to be held

in Birmingham, Eng., on July 25-29. In

the opening words of Mr. Westinghouse's

address he pays this tribute to the magnifi-

cent discoveries which have been made in

the field of electricity. He says:

"As an illustration of the wonders of

the laws of nature, few inventions or dis-

coveries with which we are familiar can

excel the static transformer of the elec-

trical energy of alternating currents of

high voltage into the equivalent energy at

a lower voltage. To have discovered how

to make an inert mass of metal capable of

transforming alternating currents of

100,000 volts into currents of any required

lowi 1 \oltage with a loss of only a trifle

of tlu- energy so transformed, would have

been to achieve enduring fame. The facts

divide this honor among a few; the bene-

ficiaries will be tens of millions."

And in summing up at the close of his

paper he makes this prediction as to the

fiture: "The complete electrification of a

railway will necessitate a rearrangement

of ideas and practices in regard to opera-

tions. Coaling and watering places will

not be needed; passenger trains will be

differently composed, some classes being

of less weight; and they will operate more

frequently, thus promoting travel; other

trains will be heavier than at present, or

will operate at higher speeds; and branch

lines, by the use of electrically fitted cars,

can 'be 'given a through service not now

enjoyed.

"The railway companies can combine

upon some co-operative plan for the

generation of electricity, thereby effecting

avings in capital expenditures, and

can utilize their own rights of way for the

transmission of the current, not only for

the operation of trains but for many other

useful purposes. Notwithstanding the

fact that great strides have already been

made in cheapening the cost of generating

electricity by steam engines, 1 for ei

from the progress made in the develop

ment of pas and oil power, a still further

reduction in cost which will accelerate the

work Of electrifying existing railwa

conclusion, I can only repeat, and -

imend to the serious consideration

of railw; and those in author

it
:

the ! "' determining the

'

,
,- of the lar;

,,, raiiw ,-, electrification and of .1

tion Of those standards of

which will render possible

ie interchange of traffic in order

, in the future and I

difficult!
certain to arise un-

ime common understanding is ar-

rived at very shortly."

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHICAGO: ST - L
,?k
U4S! .rM.

Marquette Bldg. Commonwe.lth Tru^t Bldg.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS

We set three pairs of Aldon Frogs and had

ill nine cars on the rails in twenty minutes.

—

Extract from Wrecking Masters' Reports.

THE ALDON COMPANY
965 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS OF PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JANES B. SIPt & (0.

PITTSBURGHNorth Side,
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Austrian Componud Express Engine. wheels are 7 ft. 14 in. in diameter and ing the two side by side. The old en-

A class of express passenger locomo- the leading and trailing wheels are 3 ft. gine was built in 1841 by the English

tives having a somewhat novel wheel 41/4 ins. in diameter. The total heating firm of Jones, Turner & Evans, of New-

arrangement has recently been designed surface is 3,147.43 sq. ft., distributed as ton, near Warrington, and the following

for the Austrian State Railways by Herr follows, firebox 162.54 sq. ft, tubes are its principal dimensions, cylinders 14

K. Golsdorf. The leading and first pair 2,232.48 sq. ft., superheater 752.42 sq. ft. ins. diameter, stroke of 20 ins., coupled

ILISH ENGINE AND 4-CYLIND] S t COMPOUND FOR THE AUSTRIAN* STATE

of coupled wheels are combined in one The grate area is 48.65 sq. ft., working wheels 5 ft. I'i ins. diameter, working

frame which is a Helmholtz truck, and pressure 220 lbs. per square inch. The pressure of boiler 95 lbs. per sq. in., to-

the four trailing wheels are arranged in total weight of engine is 82 tons 10 cwt. tal heatii . ite area

a Bissel Bogie. The cylinders have diam- To depict the enormous proportions of II' 2 sq. ft. Weight of engine in work-

eters H. P., 15J4 ins. and L. P. 26 ins., this fine engine, as compared with an "old ing order 21!^ tons,

with a stroke of 28J4 ins. The driving timer," we reproduce a photograph show- At the time these photographs were
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taken the four-cylinder Golsdorf com-

pound had just returned from a trial run

over the Vienna-Krakan-Lemberg sec-

tion which has gradients of 1 in 100. The

load was 406 tons behind the tender, the

distance covered was about 963 miles,

and the speed averaged 52 to 65J4 miles

an hour over different portions of the

route. In the side view of the two en-

to accommodate a traveling crane, but

columns for supporting the crane have

not been erected, as jib cranes secured to

the main columns were found more de-

sirable. The turntable is operated by an

electric motor. There are four drop-

tables, also operated by electric motors,

two of them for driving wheels, one large

table for all wheels except the engine

port which he delivers at the inspection

pit when the locomotive is turned over

to the inspectors. Five inspectors are

here employed, as the work must be done

thoroughly in a minimum time, so that the

hostler can move the locomotive to the

ashpit and make room in the inspection

pit for other locomotives waiting. One
inspector examines the under part of the

1 'JU'T" T^i.;

HHH
1

..
. r ms&&_ _ r~i7 _ .

,
..

"]- -.-.
:

5} (V

MODERN 4-CYLINDER PASSENGER ENGINE FOR THE AUSTRIAN STATE RAILWAYS

gines Ilcrr Golsdorf is shown standing

by the leading wheel of the modern
engine.

Locomotive Terminals.

A very interesting paper on American

Locomotive Terminals was recently read

by -Mr. William Forsyth before the

American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers at the July meeting at Atlantic City.

Among other things he said

:

"The most interesting example of

American engine house practice is that

in the cl: rds of the 1 'ennsyl-

vania R t Alt « ma, Pa. Here

the traffic from three divisions of the

road is concentrated, classified and de-

spatched. The freight tonnage passing

through this terniiii.il is claimed to be the

largest handled by any single ^ i
I

yards in tin w i i Id I he total

o cai

in and

i

rior dial id a turntable

65 ft. .'.
i

l8 ft. Ill: il tO

lie main

ft. high

trucks, and another for pony truck wheels.

At one end of the coal wharf is a sand

house, where sand is dried in large

-1 i and descends through a grating to

a reservoir, from which it is elevated by

compressed air to the sand bins over-

head, and flows by gravity to the 1

Near the approach to the coal wharf are

four ashpits, each 240 ft. long, two on

• ai h side of the wharf incline. Each pair

is operated by an overhead live-ton elec-

tric crane which spans four tracks, two

of them over the ashpits fo.r ash cars.

"The work performed in an engine

hou • includes almost everything in con-

nection with locomotive repairs that does

not require the locomotive to be sent to

the general repair shop. No attempt will

be made to itemize these repairs. The
work which must invariably be performed

of boiler testing

1 very six months; boiler washing, from

once a week to once a month as neces-

testing eai h

examination of smoke-box, draft ar-

and ash pans, eai h week

:

nth ;

each mi nth
;

pilot ch week
;
gauging tank

r in brakes

the lirst

to work ineer's re

locomotive and tender; one on each side

inspects the outside parts, such as driving

wheels, rods, steam chests, guides, cross-

heads and Walschaerts valve gear; there

arc two air-brake inspectors, one to op-

erate the brake valve and inspect the fit-

tings in cab and air pump, and the other

to inspect all other parts of the air and

sanding equipment.

"All defects found by the inspectors are

entered upon regular blanks and trans-

muted, together with the engineer's re-

port, to the gang leader in charge at the

inspection pit, who decides whether it is

necessary to send the engine to the house

or whether the repairs are so slight that

they can be made on the outside repair

pits in connection with the outbound

storage track-. Mis decision is marked

upon the report, and upon the steam

chest of the locomotive, and the reports

an- forwarded to the work distributor's

office by pneumatic tube in 45 seconds.

\: East Alti 1 ma then an si imetimes

as many as 200 locomotives within the

engine house jurisdii tii m and it was

found necessary to inaugurate some elti

cicut method of locating them exactlj at

all times, so that men sen! to make re-.

pairs need have no difficulty in finding

tive n quired. I his

ii] lishi d by telephoni I ach time

a 1 ii" 1 i\ ' mi ive to am ither Ii u alii >

the foreman'

it 1 ami to '111 and
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where it has been delivered, giving the

number, the location on the track and the

time in each case. When traffii

Altoona is normal the engine house must

deliver ready for service inn- locomotive

every five minutes during the whole 24

hours of the day. as the engines for three

divisions are here concentrated.

"For the operation of this locomotive

terminal an elaborate organization has

been worked out, based upon the prin-

ciple that none but the heads of sub-

departments shall report to or receive in-

structions from the foreman, his assist-

ant or the work distributor. The respon-

sibility of supplying material and the

supervision of the workmen arc placed

directly upon these gang leaders, who are

foremen of their respective gangs.

"Improved engine house facilities, more

system and better organization are i'.im li-

able to the pooling of lor

cess of i" 11 iling I he reduction in

pressure fi 1 im 225 11>-. t<> 160 ami 180 lbs.

red 1 the numbi 1 "i boiler

failures and permitted the more continu-

ous use of locomotives which results from

the pooling system.

"On some railways where simp facil-

ities are limited, locomotives are required

to make a large mileage befi

for general repairs. The principal items

which send engines frequently to the shop

.-•re worn tires, defective tubes, and, per-

haps, worn driving boxes. At some en-

gine houses all these repairs are made,

the worn tires being replaced by new

ones or by others which have been turned

at the shop. In this way such machin-

ery as rods, crossheads, guides and link

motion, are kept in service, so that pas-

senger locomotives make as high as 127,-

000 miles, and freight locomotives, 100,000

miles between general repairs, one pas-

Block Signals for Motor Cars.

The railway block signal system has

been extended to protect automobiles. At

a crossing in South Plainfield, N. J., the

Lehigh Valley Railroad has installed banjo

signals which indicate danger automatical-

ly whenever a train is approaching. These

are entirely separate from the regular

railroad signals, and are operated purely

as a safeguard for vehicles. The auto-

matic bell, which has announced trains

for years, has not been abandoned. It

rings as usual. The new device is sup-

plementary to it, and particu-

1 automobiles, which often make

such a noise of their own that the occu-

pants cannot hear other sounds.

The signal is so named because of its

shape. It has the appearance of a ban-

jo standing straight up on its small end,

imilar to such signals used beside

railway tracks. In the center of the drum

this practice has become more general

for freight engines in the United States.

As recently as in [90s th( reports mi

I
ling presented at the International

Railwa, indicated that pooling

was not used 1 n tin- majority of rail va

in the United Stales under m rmal a n

ditions of traffic. The Ian

traffic in proportion in the number of

locomotives in 1906 at I t years

has compelled most of the roads

s. rt to the pooling of freight engines and

1

and these methods are now well estab-

lished on tin- majority of American rail-

ways. By improved methods the opera-

tions of cooling down, wasl

ing with hot water may be performed in

less than two hours without injury to tire-

box and tubes, and this alone h

tributed in a large measure to :

sengcr locomotive making 256,000 miles

between shi ppings. Passenger locomo-

tives average 120,000 miles and freight

i

"On tl 1 Burlington & Quincy

for the last six months of [909, pooled

mule on "iie division as

high a- month, and no
'1 3-777

miles i' On other roads pas-

sed make an

average iles per month,

one road repi 1 gines in express

servici |
780 miles

per month

Small he plated with brass

by dipping them in a solution of nine and

one-quar! llphate of copper and

an equal ami unit of chloride of tin dis-

solved in soft water.

is a round opening, which is covered by

a red disk when a train approaches.

Above this is a smaller opening for illu-

mination at night. As a warning to au-

tomobiles and other vehicles, a red light

appears here at night, just as the red disk

appears below
i me. There are

two of 1I1 : Plainfield, for

signal si e up the high

ay from the track, but is operated

by tin track circuit like ordinary block

-ible for a defect in

the mechanism ehicle into dan-

ect sends the signal at

once to danger. It can show safety only

when the device is in perfect working

order. A signal system of this kind for

vehicles is an innovation. The Lehigh

Valley already has similar installations in

ther places.
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Lighting of Erecting Shops.

I. K.x.U'i'.

ecting shops

that the employees

1 [ual to what they

- of heavy cranes has

most, it not

mes. In

een impossible to

pi "ii the side

- 1 it is readily apparent

d< scent cluster

me of tin- large railroad systems

lighted by the 34 type F, Cooper Hewitt

giving 28,900 candlepower at a cur-

msumption of 13.6 kilowatts. The
dimensions "t tin- building an- 442 by 94

ft., or 41,550 sq. ft. The height of the

lamps from the flooi is 5" ft., and 1,225

sq. it. of floor surface is allowed to a

lamp.

Summing tip these results show that in

the use of Cooper Hewitt lamps the man-

ufacturer can obtain a great volume of

serviceable light at a minimum expendi-

ture of electrical energy; that the source

EREl I ING SHOP LIGH

in that position much of the light 1- ab

walls, and consequently, in

the room, the lighting is

With low lighting from

or high ma-

source of light, pro-

i loi >r Were
!

- all the

tisfactory light-

it would unquestion-

ution and diffu-

ificiall

bl iter dlStl il'll-

will be

diffu-

unt if its la ge lumi-

.
1 floor surface

ti 1 he ghl 'hail was

\t the

of light

m his

of light may be installed at a height ami

still give satisfactory floor illumination;

tiiat shadows can be almost wholly elimi-

ind that a pleasing diffusion of

light, almost equal to daylight, can be

obtained. The long life of the tubes, mi-

tm rou installations having averaged over

7.. mio hours' burning, assures tin economi-

al maintenam e. Many large railroad

systems throughout the countrj h

ctended this system. The

Hewitt Electric Company, is one

of the many Westinghouse interests.

Double Refraction.

In the American Museum of Natural

in Xew Y' ill. thei

array of very inti 1 esting thing -

lnit in a small room on the third floor

lle< Hon of gi

precious -ton,- In one of tin

,-ases there is a plate of Iceland spar,

ite of lime I, neatly

ion, and behind this

is one ordinary incandescent

lamp constantly burning. When looked

at through the plate of Iceland spar

two very distinct images of the electric

bulb are visible. In fact there appears

two electric lamps glowing be-

hind the crystalline plate. The fact

that there is only one electric lamp may
instantly be ascertained by looking at

.he side or behind the plate of Iceland

ipar. The appearance of two bulbs is

accounted for by what is known as

double refraction,

The explanation of this phenomenon
is that the crystal is so formed that the

enclosed particles of ether are com-

pelled to assume different densities and

consequently different elasticities in

two directions. The contained ether

has its maximum density in the direc-

tion of the axis of the crystal and has

its minimum density in directions per-

pendicular to the axis of the crystal.

The two different degrees of elasticity

of the contained ether result in the

transmission of light at two different

velocities through the crystal, and dou-

ble refraction is the result.

In order perhaps to more fully un-

derstand the way this is brought about

one may picture a wave of light as

moving in a direction represented of

the axle of a cart wheel. The vibra-

'ions of the ether particles which trans-

mit light are at right angles to the

direction of motion and are like the

spokes of the cart wheel at the end of

the axle. One might almost liken the

light wave to a spoked wheel sliding

along a smooth axle without turning,

and with the particles of ether vibrat-

ing up and down along the spokes. The
light wave of course having no perma-

nent structure like axle and wheel.

On entering the Iceland spar all

those vibrations, say, in a vertical direc-

tion, find themselves checked, while

those in a horizontal direction, though

checked, are not as much retarded as

the vertical ones, and the vibrations in

all other directions are quenched. The
spokes are till knocked out of the

wheel, so to speak, except the vertical

and the horizontal ones. The vertical

<-poke vibrations are retarded more
than the others and consequently lose

more of their velocity than the hori-

zontal spoke ones. The single beam of

light reaching the crystal of Iceland

spar is separated into two beams.

hence the two images of the glow lamp

behind the plate of crystal.

Tyndall tells us that "in ordinary

water there is nothing in the grooping

of the molecules to interfere with the

perfect homogeneity of the ether; but

when water crystallizes to ice. the case

is different. In a plate of ice the elas-

tii n\ of the ether in a direction perpen-

dicular to the surface of the freezing is

different from what it is parallel to the

of freezing; ice is. therefore a

double refracting substance."

I i't every man be occupied, and occupied

in the highest employment of which his

nature is capable.

—

Sydney Smith.
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Ten-Wheel Passenger Engine for the Lehigh Valley Railroad
The Baldwin Locomotive Works

have recentlj completed ten freight

locomotives for the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road. These engines are of the tin-

wheel type, and are designated by the

railroad company as Class "J-55." The
locomotives oi this class previously

constructed havi been fitted with Ste-

phenson link motion and balanced slide

valves. In the present order the slide

valves have been retained, but Wal-
schaerts gear is applied to eight of the

locomotives, and Baker-Pilliod gear to

the remaining two.

Class J-55 has proved a highly suc-

cessful engine in general freight service

on the more level portions of the line.

The tractive force developed is 31,100

lbs., and the ratio of adhesion is ap-

proximately five. As the driving wheels

are' 69 ins. in diameter, these engines

are also adapted to heavy passenger

service, and with this end in view, they

have been fitted with train signal and

steam heat equipment. These locomo-

tives use anthracite as fuel, and have

boilers of the modified Wootten type.

The boiler barrel is composed of three

rings, and the dome is on the second

ring. This places it immediately in

as intermediate supports, and divide

each rocking liar into three

The bars ha 1 is. and

alternate with the water tubes The
ash-pan has two hoppers, with cast iron

botti -in - No dampers

ted, but there are libera] draft 1 pi

under the mud ring. The smoke-box

has a short extension, and the internal

arrangement is . xtremely simpli

petticoat pipe is fitted to the base of

the stack, and has secured to its lower

end a wire netting basket which ex-

tends down to the exhaust nozzle. The
diaphragm plate is shallow and non-

adjustable, and is placed below the

center line of the boiler.

The cylinders are interchangeable,

irrespective of the valve motion. The
steam chest centers are placed one inch

inside the cylinder centers. On tin-

engines equipped with Walschaerts

gear, each combining lever is pinned

to a crosshcad having an inwardly pro-

jecting lug to which the valve rod is

attached. This construction avoids the

use of a rocker. The link and reverse

shaft bearings are combined in a single

steel casting, supported outside the

leading drivers by two plates each 10

and carrier an arm 1

line. This am
reach rod. with a correspond!

on the revi dius rod

is susjm of the link, and is

, hen running ' In the

Baker Pilliod gear,

the cradles supporting the mechanism
are located in the same manner as the

link bearers on the Walschaerts en-

gines. The valve data and setting, on

the two as follows:

Walschaerts. Baker-Pilliod.
Outside lap 1 3/16 ins. 1 in.

Inside clearance.... o in.

Maximum travel.... 5 ins.

Lead (constant 1 . . .

.

The frames are of cast steel, with

single fronl rails of the same material.

Each rail i- into the main

frame and held in place by 14 horizon-

tal bolts l|| ins, in diameter, and also

by two keys. The main frames have

cast on them vertical lugs, to which

tlie gunk yke is bolted. The equaliza-

tion is arranged with yokes over the

I 1 the main and rear driving

wheels, these yokes being connected by

inverted leai prings Four such

springs are provided on each side. The
"engine truck has a swing bolster, hung

1 V WHEEL
I". X. Hibbits, Superintendent of Motive Powei

front of the cab. The fire-box has a

vertical throat and back head

horizontal roof sheet, and the tube

sheet is straight, no combustion cham-

ber being used. The mud-ring is

braced by cross-ties at two intermediate

points, and is supported on expansion

plates at the front and rear, and also

at the second transverse cross-tie. The
flexible staybolts number 538, and are

located in the sjilcs and throat. 'The

forward end of the furnace crown is

stayed from two inverted T-bars hung
on expansion links.

The grate is composed of longitud-

inal rocking bars and two-inch water

tubes. The mud-ring cross-ties serve

LEHIGH VALLEY.
Baldwi

ins. deep and l'i ins. wide. These

plates are bolted in front to the guide

yoke, and at the rear to a cross-tie

placed between the first and second

pairs of drivers. The guide yoke and

cross-tie are of cast steel, each made
of two which are strongly

spliced at tin- center. The yoke is

formed with suitable knees to which

the guidi re bi ilted. The latter are

Steel foi 'he two-bar type.

Castle nut- are used throughout for

bolting these members together. Our

illustrati an engine equipped

with the Baker-rilliod valve gear.

The reverse lever is secured to a

shaft which extends across the engine.

(111 three point

steel. The truck transom 1- of the

same material, and is of must substan-

tial con-' tender frame is

composed of 13-in. steel channels and

oak bumpers. The tank i- U-shaped

with a 1 in the fuel space.

The trucks an pedestal

nil cast steel bolsters. All truck-

wheels under the engine and tender are

steel-tired.

These locomotives are admirably fit-

ted to meet the conditio!

the Lehigh Valley.

anthracite, a comparatively shallow

1 will suffice: hence it is
;

high capacil
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ing '-. hi els, and

: trailers. The ratio

to heating surfao

heating sur-

/olume is 282 sq it.

ng surface to one cu. ft. of cylin-j

ilume.

The principal dimi
1

'. for refereni

V\ diameter,
13/16 in.;

hard coal;
radial.

width, 102 in: ., 63 [3 16 in-.,

hack, .
. thickness of

rown,

ins.; back,

Tubes— Material, steel; No. n;
numher. 363; diami length,
15 ft.

10 sq, 11. : tubes,
1

! L- ft.

j> ins.

ital engine,

I 57,1 so lbs.; on

ind tinner, .,,,. ul

Vl journals,
1.0 1

|i n in. ft. l\',K; fuel
eight.

Pleased with the Erie.

thi Bi rgen hill,

formed the subject of the frontis-

llustrati 1 our July paper, and
in which was a full description of the

work. Thecuthas come in for high praise,

1 if the Erie have been

complimented and commended bj

the trustees of the board of trade of

Ridgewoi
I

the great 1 ngineer

ing acl 1 rid for "the mora!

faith and hown in "taking the

: building the Bi 1
gi n hill open

cut at such tremendous cost. In acknowl-

mal lettei in which this

dd, Mr. 1 D. Underwood,

"Such \
i.i appro\ ,.

company'- effort to meet the wishes of its

nd, com-
.: time when railroad administra-

•

Soldering Glass.

11 that

den rod

lias the

'I his

One Man As Good As Five.

We often speak oi a man of many parts,

.1 man having many sides to his

character, but in the case before us, Mr.

I. M. Ram-, loll, the well-known M C. B.

view is t lie only direct one in the group.

With his back to the camera he faces the

junction of two mirrors placed at right

angles to each other. In the line cut the

position of the man, the mirrors and

T. il. RA.MSDE1 L, M. 1 . P.

of the Chesapeake & Ohio Rail

posed before the camera so as to give us

five distinct views of himself, and al-

though there is only one pose, we see him

as if he were grouped round a table with

& 0., LOOKED AT FROM ALL SID1

id, has the camera are shown in plan. The pic-

ture of Ins back 1- 1 n line No. 1, in the

center of the picture. For convenience

of illustration, we have taken one line

for the total of each reflection. For

example, the reflection of our subject

on the right hand mirror reaches the

camera along line No. 2, part of this

reflection passes across between the

mirrors and reaches the surface of the

left hand mirror as a sort or secondary

reflection, winch gets to the camera
along line No. 3. Similarly the direct

reflection of the man on the left hand

mirror reaches the camera on line No.

4 and the secondary reflection of this

1 1 passes to the right hand mirror,

and pursui - il path along line No. 5 to

the 1 imera.

[11 this waj then is 1 mi din ct

the back, two showing three-quarters

to full face, and practically two in pro-

file. With a cum ra and a pair of mir-

rranged like this a man need

never. 1 eel lorn ly, and can easily be sur-

rounded by a grmip of kindred spirits.

Camera

HOW 1
11 I

mil RES ARE I \KI V

R Ml u

11 hi

little
1

done is

with h

hand

Revolutions of Flywheels.

Ii should be home in mind that there is

a limit to the speed of flywheels, a com

mon rule !,
< ing that one mile, or 5,280 ft.

a minute is the velocity beyond which it

1- gem rail; agreed that flywheels made of

cast iron should nol run. I he simple form

f this rule is to divide the number I,68o

h\ the diameter of the wheel in feet, and

the result will '

• peed limit of the

H; .'. In 'I. n" pn iperly ci instructed.

1

All pleasure must he bought at the price

of pain h'or the true the price is paid

loi the false after

you en)' ly it John I
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General Correspondence

Some Suggestions.
Editor

:

I am glad to see you have become an

agitator, from the fact that you have be-

gun a crusade against the chancetaker.

Some of the best hated men on any rail-

road are those who endeavor to live

strictly up to the rules. Time was when
a major portion of the engineers and con-

ductors were chancetakers and made a suc-

cess of it, practically making their reputa-

tion as good railroad men. A great many
officials want the rules lived up to, but

don't want the delays consequent upon a

strict observance of the rules and signals.

In this matter all persons should work
together, in making the system as marly

perfect as possible. Each railroad com
pany should print its rules in question

and answer form, so there can be no dif-

ference of opinion enter into their under-

standing by the employees. This would
eliminate the different interpretations of

the same rule by officials on different di-

visions of a large system.

A monthly periodical pertaining to

changes in power, signal systems, rules,

etc., should be published by all trunk

line systems for the benefit of all classes

of employees in the operating department.

This periodical would eliminate a great

many bulletins now necessary, and should

contain useful instructions for employers

in all departments, tending to bring out

useful suggestions from officials to the

men, and vice versa, without being per-

sonal. Signal rules and indications should

in all cases be obeyed to the letter, no

matter if the Twentieth-Century Limited

or a slow freight is involved.

We have other chancetakers besides

those handling trains, and you will find

them in the roundhouse. They will O. K.

engines with poor working injectors,

sharp wheel flanges, poor, leaky air

brakes, bad air pumps, leaky tender tanks,

poor headlight and classification signals,

dirty boilers, broken staybolts, cabs full

of steam from leaky packing of valves

and gage cocks, etc. Now, isn't the man
that runs an engine with some or all of

these conditions, naturally a chancetaker?

Now, why not agitate for a moderniza-

tion of the "hull bizness" and endeavor

to eliminate all chancetaking? Yours for

the revolution. Augustine Holtzhopf.

r If our correspondent will turn back to

the editorials in 1903 and 1904 he will

find that Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering has not become an agitator in

the usual sense of the word, nor is there

a crusade on now against any particular

form of chancetaker. We want the opin-

1

11 mt the

signal '

things On page 7, ol our issue for Feb-

ruary, 1904, we referred to the

ible for lax discipline on

a road ikers of an a

type. Thai is the man higher up. ["here

i.- laxity iii all branches of railroad

but things are better than thi

they an etter each year. Our
duly as railroad men is to help on the

good work.— Editor.]

Signal Test in a Blizzard.

Editor : .

Ilaviii'. m stani reader of j our

valuable magazine the past eighteen years,

I have noticed so'me very valuable and

sensible arguments, and also have re-

ceived some valuable information on the

engine and air brake, especially the E T
equipment; also signal observance. In

the June number you invite correspond

ence on the question of signal observance

e know that it

mc other train

Diverting from main line at

Aurora we rui rick on the St.

Paul lim d by rule No.

31". in a

it no train si

n' it shows clear, un-
'

himself; if he

ilong and finds block clear, he

must I: nee card, form I a

)

for his

train.

r extra,

Mizzard

hich made it almost

I
change

I had an order to

meet No ona, and had to stop

and inquire fro if he w:as 81,

unt of storm. This was about

one-quarter mile from block signal. I

tin n pro lock signal and

K \II.Ri 1 VD B 'W 1-KKMO.N I

tests. I had an entry made in my record

Feb. 15, ioio, which I do not consider

a fair test, and, in my opinion, I have not

been treated justly in the case, and the

superintendent told me he would recon-

sider this decision.

Here are the facts: I have been run-

ning an engine 15 years on the Burling-

ton, and we have three different

of block signal operation on the main

line, double track, train ordei are elimi-

nated, we are governed entirely by the

block signal ; if clear, it gives us the right

to proceed ahead of all first-class trains

or any other class of train. We have

heading and block signals and «

found an extra standing behind 81 emit-

ting considerable smoke, which blew over

semaphore. I slowed down to about four

miles an hour, and had whistled for block

when, on emerging from the smoke I

found block clear. I then whistled off

(two short blasts) to notify train crew

block. The operator said to me
when I interviewed him regarding this

it he was outside with a clearance

rm (a) on a hoop, but could not

' of him, the wind

knocked him down, and also put out his

lantern, so that he had no means of noti-

fying me he had this clearance. There

trains in the five blocks ahead of
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bad this night

d to almost stop at every

- out making

ider n as doing justice

1 caught on the

light Do you kni iw

th 11
. dagger to a

such tests made undei sm h

11 he is gh ing the best ser

• ing all 1 if his \ aluable time

d ing out the different conditions

ntend with ?

In talking over 1 - with the su-

perintendent, he admitted that signal

not to be made under the

ons which I .stated to you.

me the assurance that he

ider his decision. Cnder or-

dinary ci we have an efficiency

test of 99 per cent., which the superin-

said he was proud of. The ques-

tion is, do you consider a man is getting

a fair test or a square deal under the

conditions? Would like to have

i'liiion. G. 1 1 .

Engineer.

I
It seems to us that your superintend-

ent who knows the case fully, has prac-

tically answered your question when he

states that he will reconsider his decision.

Highway Crossing Lights.

Editor:

1 am sending you a sketch of a device

which I think would prov< of value to

steam railroads at the present time, if it

is not a patented device; nor do I wish to

have it patented. The drawing itself will

almost explain to you thi

know at the present time 1

to the danger position the white light

would drop in such a way that it would
hi iw .1 ; 11 latically.

The idea, as I can understand it. of

having .1 white light on the gates is to

1
ivi n • mie tin 1 bjei lions oi thi 1 ngineers.

'1 his device would overcome that, for

when the gate stood in an upright posi-

t i' hi it would indicate a white light The
reflector, as I may call it, could be made

FIG. j. THE HI \CK DIAMOND EXPRESS

of celluloid or rubbcroid or wired glass,

substance that would let the light

pass through, but would not break

when the gate was lowered to the danger

position. It would not cost much to have

them made, say about 25 cents apiece.

I cannot explain the advantages of this

device as I would like, but I believe the

drawing will explain itself to you. You
may publish this device if you wish.

Thomas Trait.

Paterson, A". /.

Lehigh Valley Trains.

Editor:

I am sending under separate cover
iews taken near Coxton yard on

1 high Valley Railroad. Fig. 1

is train No. 0. known to the public as

'Black Diamond Express." Thi
other, Fig. 2, is No. 38, milk train.

southbound. I hope you will be able

to find a place for them, as I think

them very good. J v-. O'Neil.

West Pittston Pa.

More About the Marlboro.

Editor:

Mr. Cassidy is without doubt
If this engine was built by McKa\ and

\ in.iii-

'ng gat- -lit to indicate

My i'l' square

of red wired glas: or other material se-
' '

gate in

manner that when the gate came

1 Bo ton, Mass . the re-

semblance to Wm
fact that the late Mr. B W.

'. as in ch irgi 1
- thi 1 rei ting

of Mr. Mason. He left Mr. Mason and

McKay and Aldus and

there he went to the Rhode Island Loco-
motive Works as superintendent. He
advertised while at Providence to build

Mason engines and copied his styles.

While loyal to Mr. Mason and his work
I must say that Mr. Healy builds a good

>tiv< Herbert Fisher.

Taunton, Mass.

The Marlboro Again.
Editor

:

In your July number I notice where
Mr. Martin from Missouri has to be
shown. The sources of my information

regarding the engine "Marlboro" were the

name on the cylinder casting and the men
who have run the engine. There were
three of the engines built at the same
works for the F. R. P., the "Lincoln"

No. 28. "Hudson" No. 30, and the

"Marlboro" No. 31. D. F. Cassidy.

Somerville, Mass

Old Ten-Wheel Amoskeag.
Editor:

Regarding Mr. Merrill's query in the

July number of Railway and Locomo-
tive Engineering. I would say I very

much doubt if any photographs "f Amos-
keag ten-wheelers are in existence. These
locomotives must have been built prior to

1851, as it was about that time the shops

abandoned the building of inside connect-

ed engines As 1 recall the Chicago, Bur-

FIG. 2. TRAIN -1 "111 1'.' IUND

lington & Quincy Railroad, it had several

of these engines, the last one I saw being

: vice at Cres-

ti m, [1 iwa, in [87 1 1 he e engines were

much of the type oi eight wheel design,

built at the Amoskeag shops, though with

ewhat longer boiler shell. The
driving wheels were about j'j ft. in out-

sidi diameter, and wide running boards

extended to the front end The fireboxes

i
-

cri :n. ill, the engin ieen built

for wood burners, but «

certed to coal When this changi was

made the fireboxes were provided with

thi Jariett water table and smokestack,

li i Mem
1 [lite u< "--ml smoke

ers. S J Kidder.

AVw York, N. V.
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Slab Spliced Frame.

Editor :

The blue print which I enclose shows

a three pieced slab spliced locomotive

frame which I believe would prove more

economical than the one piece continuous

frame that is now generally used. If any-

thing happens to this frame, all that is re-

The 1 m, ''Do you bi

man with shop experience as m;

>.-, mid make a better ei .

No; for if a man has the right kind of

instruction when he is start' •

he will be on the lookout and will acquire

knowledge that will enable him to make

any repairs possible on the road without

of this e heading "Peg Leg
in the Ma;

I beg t irty-two

to life

again, and is 1 iventieth Cen-

tury Revelation in railroading I enclose

lily Rec-

ord, describing the new invention, also

_

MARKEL'S SLAB, SPLICED LOCOMOTIV1

quired to dismantle is one of the three

pieces, the longest of which is only 14 ft..

compared with a continuous frame which

is 38 to 50 ft. long, which is very awkward
and expensive to handle in the average

railway shop. The slab splice with bolts

through the frame does not weaken it in

any particular, bolts can always be driven

out and replaced without reaming holes.

The bolts in this splice will never get

loose on account of their being only 4^2

to s ins. long, which bolts can be easily

fitted to tapered reamed holes. From my
up-to-date railway shop experience, this

would be the cheapest frame to build for

modern locomotives, and I believe if pub-

lished in Railway and Locomotive En-
GINEERING, will interest all those who re-

pair locomotives. Chas. Markel,

Shop Foreman, C. & N. W. Ry.

Clinton, la.

Making Good Engineers.

Editor

:

The article headed the making of good

engineers interests me and is to my mind

one of the most important questions con-

cerning railroad engineers today. The
first question quoted "Would you recom-

mend the best standard books on ma-
chinery for the education of engineers

and firemen to be in railway libraries or

in the home." I would say in both, but if

in only one, the home by all means.

The next question, regular fireman for

each engineer, yes, for they will be better

acquainted and take more interest in

each other. The engineers will take

more trouble to instruct his fireman than

he would if both were pooled and were

only together for a trip now and then.

A fireman will have experience with a

large number of engineers by the time he

has worked his way to promotion. I

have worked with the scoop and would

always rather have, and could always do

better work with an engineer that I was

acquainted with than I could with one

whom I did not know.

shop experience. If a fireman can bi en

couraged to do his best and let nothing

less be his standard for doing his work,

he will make a good engineer. I have had

seven years' experience as engineer and

have given the above as it has revealed

itself to me. I am a regular subscriber

to Railway and Locomotive Engineer

illustrations and draw g h would
perhaps he pi >ur readers.

<; W. Robins.

Supt. and Gen. Agt.,

Lotbiniere Ry.

Luyster, Que.

[ We repn idu '.
: principal il-

it us bv Mr. Rollins. As-

TOi^s^U 1
frit MBJ^^.rj

30TH CENTURY REVELATION" IN RAILROADING AND CITY TRAFFIC DSE.-OUT OP THE MUD
BNOW AND AWAY FROM ALL OBSTRUCTION

THIS [1 i\ \\n \ RE\ 1 ILL"! ION, BC1
MATERIALIZED.

ing, and am very much interested in such

articles as this oni
.

1 am ai

the L. V. R. R.

Nelson A. Thomas.
Waverly, X. V.

Old Things with New Names.

Editi ir :

I have been reading of the "Old Time

Mono-Rail" illustrated and described in

your April i^ue, and also the de-

far as a pictun

Boltless Rail Joint.

Encln 1

less rail joint, which ba-

by Mr. Frank Kelly, an en

Haute I
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to give

oui maga-

will be very much obliged.

1 information

had by addressing Mr. Frank

r. II shops. Mr.

[1 >s rail-

idj in a few

11. Lutz.

Ki llj tell: us thai I

durable,

, that it

I rail ends without

olts or fish plates, and can be rap-

idly placed in position and --inked to the

p; ring

he rail

vhei - ady for

ids of the rail,

the joint 1
In 1 ai • -1" iwn dis

ively. A
joint marked X Y is

. 5 the tie

1 en iss ties in position, and a brass

plate which makes- an electrical bond'.

late rests at each end upon a cop-

' fastened to the web of the rail,

ii in Fig. 3, and is the same width

of the- rail, and can be easily

'i in section B, as

Fia 6 Fig. 2 is a side eleva-

plate and the slotting, in the flanges of the

rail is shown. Fig. 5 illustrates a hori-

zontal cross section at S T in Fig. I.

1 he overlapping of the end of section B
end of the rail C is shown. Mr.

Kelly's boltless rail joint is intended for

eli ctrical roads. 1

Old Class P on the P. R. R.

Edit* ir

:

Replying to the letter of Mr. Paul T.

Warner in your July issue: The Class K
engines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

riginally numbered as follows:

I
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maximum speed, 18 miles an hour. Be- "The desirability of pooling engines in

ir.g a subscriber of your valued monthly, place of operating them by regularly as-

will further say this little machine is do- signed crews depends, in the writer's

ing nicely, handling a miniature train at opinion, on whether the engines are en-
' irk, near Sheridan, 111. I am send- gaged in passenger or freight service, and

MINIATURE TANK LOCOMOTIVE.

ing this, thinking possibly some of the

readers might be interested in it, as it

was designed and built by the sender.

Sheridan, HI. A. T. Coxdon.

Western Trains.
Editor

:

Enclosed find some photographs taken

by myself, which I thought would be in-

teresting in your magazine. Fig. 1 shows
Southern Pacific train Xo. 8, the "Los
Angeles Passenger," ready at Oakland

OAKLAND.

Pier, Cal., to start. Fig. 2 is the Over-
land Limited, arriving at the Sixteenth
street station at Oakland, Cal., San Fran-
cisco Bay at the right, and Goat Island in

the distance. E. McBurney.
Oakland, Cal.

Handling Engines.

At the last meeting of tin- American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Mr.
H. II. Vaughan read a paper on handling

engines, in which the matter of pooling

locomotives was discussed. He said in

part

:

in the latter rase, on the conditions which

exist.

"Where traffic conditions admit of the

engine making greater mileage than can

properly be run by one crew, two crews

assigned to one engine, or three crews
to two engines, will enable the engine to

make as great a mileage as is desirable.

On account of the comparatively short

time occupied from terminal to terminal,

the crews can usually make a round trip

without holding the engine longer than is

required to handle it and prepare it for

the return trip or to await its train. By
"re than one crew to the engine,

it is theoretically available on it , return

soon as though it were
In practice, unless pooling is carried to

the extent of sending out any engine on

any train, certain engines are 1

certain trains or groups of trains,

and it is comparatively ea

the crews and engines so that a reason-

able time may be allowed for repairs and

yet ample service be obtained from the

"Infi.i are very

The time is slow and a long

lime i- 00 lipicd from terminal *

- may require a full

1 arrival, or 1,

havi to he relieved on the road. Few, if

•iie trains run at regular hour-.

and in place of following a defined sched-

demand for engines vari

the traffic. When business is he.

gines are wanted as soon as they are re-

paired and ready for service, making it

difficult, if not impossible, to select the

engines in any particular order. I

ing, such difficulties may be more easily

lecially at large terminals. When
I, the practice usually

required by the agreement with I

i- that engines shall be prepa:

hed in the order in which they

'lit if the engine is read;,

may be t lie time reqi

the crew foi rest, hi pooling, both these

nish. An en-

gine may be turned at once if fit for ser-

vice and thus rendered immediately avail-

able, and the ; the men being

independent of that of the en-

gines, the detention of engines il

minal can be regulated by simply increas-

tlie number in the

pool. It 1- 11 ssible to obtain somewhat
mileage per engim

the 1 liny system, but the inert.

not excei cent, when traffic is

being handled smoothly and will

delays.

"When running successfully under the

assigned engine system, repairs are less

than when similar conditions exist with

pooled engines. A man running an en-

gine regularly keeps up the smaller de-

tails and knows what work is required at

once, and what must be looked after in

due time. His inspection reports are

more reliable than those of a man who
has had an engine for one trip only. As
he has to run th< t trip as well,

he will handle it with greater care and
avoid any action that will cause him
trouble in the future. Men who have
been accustomed to running pooled en-

gines will not do all this at once, but

FIG VRT.

-t certainly will if assigned to an

engine for any length of time, and the

difference is noticeable in engine houses

where some engines are assigned and

.re pooled.

"Engini limes taken care of

by the headquarter station system, the

intain the engine in

condition being done at the ter-

minal designated as the home station,

while at the other terminal the only work

rn trip.

With this arra; ;i with pooled

me crew will, if pi
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at the

1- a consid-

lirs, for

ry much differ-

. me station.

: 11. the writer considers that

bjection-

hould be

[rei service,

if conditions are

such that engines cannot be run with as-

pt 1 bably on divisions

heavy that sixty en-

vrr are despatched

minal ; but the writer's ex-

is that where assigned crews can

l< used on engines, the cost of repairs,

nut of fuel consumed, and the

1 obtained, w ill all be more
: ry. He therefore regan

tice that may be necessary

ci mditii n-. but thai

tainly not desirable if the alternative sys-

tem can tit'

Underfeed Mechanical Stoker.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh .' underfeed mechanical

d bj Mr. F. D. Crawford,

superintendent of motive power
1 iing to our illustra-

;hown A. The
1 rtgine is regu-

' L-nlar top head

v\ < jtinghi iu 1

ing rod of which ex-

tends di 1- pro-

iston, it being

nter line 1 if tin cylin-

1

|\ 1. of val

:

' ick sup

used to

!

in which operate

auxiliary plungers, or rams, L, of decreas-

, which assist in carrying the coal

forward and distributing it uniformly over

the edge of the troughs upon the shaking

finger grates. The necessary driving

mechanism for plungers 1. is provided by

oi arm M driven by link X. from

main shaft 1) Ibis method of driving

when taking the power from the under

side of shaft D provid< - a reversal of mo-

tion between plungers (i and L, which re-

versal is desirable to efficiently handle the

coal through the trough II upon the

grab I

The conveyor handles the fuel stori d in

the hopper floored tender to the op-

erating plungers G of the stoker. The

or is beneath the cab and under the

deck of the engine and tender, extending

from a hole d in the floor of the tender

to the hopper p in which plungers G op-

erate. As it is necessary to provide fur

the vertical and lateral movement which

exists in service between the engine and

tender a flexible support Q is used for

the trough, this support is trunnioned at

a. thereby providing for vertical move-

ment, and being pivoted at b can move

laterally over the sliding plate at c. As

the pivoted point a is will back toward the

rear end of the conveyor little movement

takes place over the hole in the floor of

the tender. The forward end of the

trough simply rests in proper guides on

top of the plunger hopper casting p of

er, this readily takes care of the

greater movement existing at the forward

end of the conveyor trough O.

Extending back from pin R which is

by link F on the outside of the

two hopper castings 1' is connecting rod

S an.! S
1

,
the latter being coupled to a

.it plungei T, which operates un-

di t the hole in the tender floor d in the

1
I

'11 plunger P at 1- not only

a- an increment loader, in"

crusher, to properly load the coal from
' in the 1- rider inti 1 the >ai k

end nf the conveyor mechanism V, The

operating portions of the conveyor are

driven by links \V and W 1

,
ami 1

fi 11 n at d. 'I It. equivalent 1 t a

I given to tin fuel b\ I

Of lever X. which

at its lowi 1 extn nnt e tn the under-

frame A< the conveyor

n; V wiiil;- tn ami fro tl 1

mli .1 paddh - V si rape any coal

whit li 1- di chai ged In plungi r T into

the t "i rhesi paddle:

top .'.tft'

lit of a

i m, at the same tin

lie coal

when moving on a bi 1 Pad

dies Y are split up into a numbei

ll .>[ the rods, which

thus if in lb'

lump of

lie which i- in 511

tact is held up 1 1 1 ii.'.i'. scraping

position, ami in this waj the efficiency of

tie scrapers or paddl' - V is nut affected,,

regardless of the irregularity in the size

of the fuel.

The necessary provision has been made

for carrying all the coal from its storage

pile on the tender into the firebox, there-

by relieving the fireman of the labor in-

111 nit rely passing fuel, and the de-

sign provides for a permanent location on-

the locomotive, so placed, that it will not

in any way hamper or interfere with the

fireman when it is necessary for him to

either assist tin stoker by hand firing or

to fire the locomotive himself. As the

movement of all the working parts of the

machine is exceedingly slow, not exceed-

ing five strokes a minute, it is fair to as-

sume that the wear and teai will net

amount to much.

Thus far no effort has been made to

have th' stoker engine operate automatic-

ally, as is generally the practice in sta-

tionary stoking. The reason for this i-

evident for the varying conditions pre-

vailing in a locomotive operating on a

railroad does not permit of automatically

meeting the sudden changes which exist.

It is. therefore, quite necessary that the

fireman in handling this device, should

use the same intelligence in anticipating

the change of loa.l conditions so far as

the steam required 1 1 as he

does when hand firing the locomotive.

The operation is controlled by a globe

valve on the fireman's side of the cab.

making it possible foi him t" -it and ob-

serve the signals at tit' same time operate

the stoker

If for any reason tl should

become in » tokei may be

ci mtinued in sei ndling the fuel

from the tender in the usual manner and

it through the deck floor into

P, in which

1 G, and if a

iliinery

should take place th. re is nothing to pre-

vent the fireman from resorting to hand

.I nit the grates, in

the same manner a- if there were no

-ti if er equipmi nt 1 n itive.

It has been demonstrated in service

trials that when the stoker is handling the

fuel or when hand firing is 1 rled to,

fuel will burn quite 1 . enlj over

the entire grate surface, and that troubli

is only brought about when an even dis-

tribution of the fuel i- not provided. It

:rst felt that trouble might

perienced with the I
I

clinker

using a device of

1 acter, but experience ha- indi-

cated tbi lui 'ion in

e! when

1 . .1

'fbe design which ha

through with in detail in its application

:

i ilidati m fn " e indi
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«ates i" iai with locomotive con-

struction that there is nothing involved

in the principle which does not make the

construction applicable to a

size ! sample, if it is desirable to

apply it to .i narrow firebox locomotive a

single trough of any length required may
be ii ed, and if it is n< i

-..-. to apply the

device to a firebox wider than 70 111-.. ad

ditional troughs may be used to provide

for the incr< 1 ed width of the firebox.

In preparing the stoker locomotive for

a trip on the road, the lire is built up on

the grates in the same manner exactly as

with an ordinary hand-fired locomotive.

After the tire is burning brightly the

stoker may be started and kept in opera-

tion for the entire trip over the road. It

has not been found necessarj to resort to

hand tiring, even alter being held a con-

siderable length of time on sidings, the

stoker doing all of the work of handling

the fuel from the time the locomotive

leaves the engine house until its arrival

relath itj oi things, 01 the pi >p< n

mother, is a great help in

tnding what one may be trying to

comprehend. In "Gulliver's Travels"

Dean Sunt shows his hero as the "Man
Mountain" to the Liliputians, and again

as the merest pigmj to the Bt

ians. Take oul the traveler, and how
big the big men must have been to the

little people, and to Brobdignagia how
very tiny Liliputia must have appeared.

Sir Oliver Lodge has published a

book on the "ruber of Space." This fas-

cinating branch of physical science is

treated in an original and pleasing way

by the eminent English author. Speak-

ing of the ether, that subtle substance

which is supposed to pervade all matter

and to till the depths of inter stellar

space, be says: "When dealing with such

bodies as the sun, moon or stars, the

gravitation overpowers all other

forces, and all electric and magnetic at-

tractions sink by comparison into insig-

100 tin 1 1 Rhode

Island.

These figures perhaps look to us as the

Man Mountain did to the Liliputians, but

when it tei of relativity,

they take on a different aspect. We have

measured thesi irees by the tiny

strands of rope with which the litl

down the sleeping giant Gulliver.

Last mo < 305 we mentioned

uliar manifestations of what is

known to scientists as specific heat.

Writing on this subject, Tyndall tells us

that one pound of iron on being heated

from o deg. to 100 degs. Cent., ex-

pands ab :it hundredth of its

original volume. This increase of bulk is

far too small to be observed by the naked

eye in a ball less than 2 ins. 111 di

<' to produce this almost infinitesimal

expansion would demand an expenditure

of energy competent to raise a weight of

about eight ton- .1 foot high. The relativ-

ity of these atomic forces in comparison

ARRANGEMENT OF DETAILS. CRAWFORD MECHANICAL STOKER.

upon the ash pit at the other end of the

run. The only labor required of the fire-

man being that of operating the stoker,

keeping the grates clean of ash by shak-

ing the fire, and using the hook or scraper

to spread the fuel over the firebox when
thin spots develop. The P. R. R. loco-

motive that is equipped with this stoker

has been in continuous heavy freight

service for several months past. The
first trips were made on the Southwest

system between Columbus and Dennison,

Ohio, a distance of loo miles; the machin-

ery having been built and applied at the

shops of the company at Columbus. A)

ent time the locomotive is running

on the Eastern division of the Northwest

system, operating between Conway, Pa.,

the Pittsburgh freight terminal yard of

the company, and Crestline, Ohio, a dis-

tance of 105 miles, where it is hauling

full tonnage trains.

The Relativity of Things.

It has been said that one of the great-

est helps to any man in his life's work is

the ability to clearly distinguish between

what is important and what is not. hi a

minor sense the power of conceiving the

nificance. These tremendous forces must

be transmitted by the ether, for there is

undoubtedly a connecting link of some

kind. There can be no attraction across

really empty space."

The author goes on to show the enor-

mous strain to which this tenuous medium

must be subjected in the act of holding

the earth and the moon together so that

our satellite may not fly off into space

and leave us alone and very nearly in the

dark. In order to hold the earth and

the moon together by material means

and swing them around their common
center of gravity, say by the use of a

ir. one having a diametei

miles, would ]ie the required substitute

for gravity, and such a bar would have to

have a tensile strength of thirty tons to

the square inch.

An idea of the magnitude of such a

steel bar may lie had when we
that taking the city of Detroit as the cen-

ter, the bar would include within its cir-

cumference Toronto, Canada ; Lafayette,

Ind. ; Pittsburgh, Pa., and Grand Haven,

Mich. The area included would be over

125,000 square miles, and would be about

with those which in the aggregate appeal

trongly to the imagination, causes

Tyndall to say, "The force of gravity al-

anishes in comparison with these

liar forces." Here is the Man
Mountain looked upon by the Brobdig-

nagians: "
I he pull of the earth upon the

pound weight as a mass, is as nothing

compared with the mutual pull of its

own atoms."

Water furnishes a more striking ex-

of the same thing. Water expands

on both sides of 4 degs. Cent., at

which temperature it has its maximum
Let one pound of water be

g 3. to 4 1/. dec

That is equivalent to one

near this critical temperature. Its volume

at both temperatures is the same, there

some internal work don

atoms, yet with volume unchanged suf-

ficient heat has been given to the water

le foot high. If these

figures were worked out in a similar man-
ner to those given by Sir Oliver

and were presented in the colossal mag-
nitude they would assume in the aggre-

gate as world-swaying forces, we would

see that the ordinary operations of daily
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life, such as boiling water in a teakettle

or in running a modern locomotive en-

gine acquire a dignity and an importance

when seen in this new light of relativity.

Our own constant and almost unthinking

familiarity with them, has t bscured the

reality and has practically deprived us of

and wonderful view

•ure.

The Straight Tip.

Here is a couple of extracts from a

letter to us written by Mr. H. W. Griggs,

roundhouse foreman on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway at Portage,

Wis. What he says 11 worth some at-

tention. Speaking of calling enginemen

ill boys are in my opinion next

in in many ways. A good
1 joy to the foreman, and a poor

caller is a desperate grief. Breaking in

a caller is no quick work, and is a job

that frequently takes a month. In my of-

fice is a blue print map of the city and

the callii
1 adc by myself, show-

ing the house iiiiniliers at all street 'cor-

"iies of the strut- and wards, dis-

cles, eti A directory of all en-

ginemen living in the city, whether resi-

1 transients (about 200 men),

ise by the map. The delays

laid to the callers' account have been re-

.1 minimum, down to one case in

rs. 'I he caller book is used for

n are called in per-

thi
. and for check when

p me The use of the

in many instances not

n\ mi ire delays, or

putes."

tion of 1 nl . mi umptii in Mr,

"It i- a saying ami n

! nil is

iid would

< ,111 and

1 1 far to 1 iil, makes

ost una

it

be the 1 - found that a two

ii]] of the oil and

,Vhen 1

. 'i

sheet, wl ich will

bury to Baker street and the city. This i,

a journey of a little over an hour, and on
the line are a number of favoiiu sub

urban towns, such as Amersham, Harrow
and Willesden. A Pullman service has
also been introduced on the Chesham,
Chalfont Road and Pinner line. Break-
fast is served on the cars in the morning,
tea and other light refreshments in later

hours, and supper for home-returning
theatregoers at night. The average trav-

eler prefers what they call the "\\

lit" system to the Pullman, if only on ac-

count of the fact that one is able to lie

down in the daytime.

Comfort for Suburbanites.

A New Throttle Valve.

The locomotive throttle valve, which
we illustrate, was invented by Mr. J. S.

Chambers, superintendent of motive
power of the Atlantic Coast Line, and
has now had service tests of over three

years, during which time the results are

said to have been highly satisfactory. The
apparatus combines throttle valve, throt

tie box and stand pipe, and is uniqui in

many ways.

The stand pipe where the throttb

enters above the center line of the dry

pipe lit- null' the elebow on the end of

the dry pipe, as shown. If the throttle

stem must enter below the center line of

the dry pipe, the elbow is cast as part

of the stand pipe.

In the type shown, no opening in tin

wall of the steam dome is required for

operating the throttle valve proper, but

if in replacing another type of valve on a

locomotive already in service or for other

it 1- desirable to bring the op-

erating shaft through the wall of the

1 .mm 'I-. me. Hi, \ ah e i- made d , meet
ilii- requirement.

The stand pipe is held rigidly in thi

steam dome at the top l>\ some form of

inn. and at the bottom is

clamped In the dry pipe by a I

bolt, "I le. two hook straps. The throt-

tle valve proper is a single balanced disk

11 top of the -land pipe. The
valve is unseated by tin- upward move-

file balam in;' piston, which slidi s

in a finished cylindrical seat and tele-

1 l!n reilin id end of

tin- vah e 'I he shouldei 1 m the \ ah e

stem in its lowi I po it ii m is

away from the shouldi r 01

ide of the bal 1 to per-

mit of slight raise before touching and

force the piston upward.

This preliminary movement unseats a

p of the

alve, t ; 1 1 1 pei mittine steam to en

ter the I imber undei 1

ifted foi admitting

lined at the 1..;' to

and connects through the intertial crank
with the operating shaft, which extends
rearwardly through the wall of the stand
pipe and through the back end of the
boiler. Here the operating shaft is con-
nected through the external crank to the
transmission rod, the external and inter-

nal cranks being similar and placed at

right angles. The transmission rod at its

outer end passes through the operating
screw, the latter being in turn held in

alignment by the babbitted split box
which is secured to the bracket on the
boiler. The operating screw rotates

freely upon the transmission rod, and in

doing so, travels toward the right or left

in the screw box, this latter movement
being imparted to the transmission rod.

The screw and operating handle are riv-

eted together, and travel sidewise as one
solid piece, engaging on one side, a
shoulder on the transmission rod, and on

the other washers so adjusted on the

outer end of the rod that there is no lost

motion, the washers being locked into

place by the jamb nut.

1 he handle in normal position for

closed throttle extends away from the

operator and i- Ian lied to prevent acci-

dental opening. Turning the handle

downward and backward draws the trans

mission rod to the right, rotates the op

crating shaft and thus opens succi

the balancing valve and throttle. The
ann 'lint of throttle opening is indicated

by the positimi of the handle, and is Inn

ited by a stop whii h staj s the travi I 1
1

the handle. The length of the handle is

such as to give practicallj the same foi

ward and backward travel foi an

dinary opening, .1 w nli the ordinary

'I he pal 1 of
1 shaft within

led by a pipe casing

which is n the inner end into

a steam tight bushing in the stand pipe

: eml inn ' a sleeve

that 111 turn is pai ked into the

box u ith hi' iila
1

i" take up un-

pansion. Ii will thus be seen that

cd throttli tin operating shaft

' ' -sure,

'I in inner end 1
1
it and
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the annular space between shaft and cas-

ing are therefore free from steam pres-

sure, while the throttle is closed, unless

there is a leakage at the throttle valve,

balancing valve, or some interior connec-

tion of the stand pipe. Such leakage ad-

mits steam to the balancing chamber and

builds up pressure in the annular spac«

around the shaft, and in the drain cham-

ber between stuffing box and packing

gland. This leakage can be detected by

opening the test and drain cock. This

cock may also be utilized for blowing

steam through occasionally to remove any

mud that may get into the pipe.

As the balancing valve opens and pres-

sure builds up in the balancing chamber,

the outward end-thrust upon the end of

the operating shaft is distributed upon a

number of annular bearing shoulders

turned on the operating shaft and work-

ing against a babbitted bearing in the

pairs without meeting obstructions or

having to break steam joints.

No clearance is needed on top of the

throttle valve save that required for the

lift. The valve may therefore be placed

high in the dome and deliver steam into

the dry pipe with minimum moisture.

There is only one valve to open for the

admission of strain.

The Chambers valve is not subject to

the troubles that are found on account of

an unbalanced condition of the valve for

the main valve does not open until al-

most exactly balanced by the steam pres-

sure under the balancing piston. It is

evident, too, that end thrust on the op

erating shaft cannot influence the valve

opening. The throttle handle can there-

fore be moved by a light pull, and as no

other force tends to displace the valve

further, the engineer has easy, complete

and quick control of steam admission.

shaft. This contact is maintained by an

adjustable friction ring on the outer end

of the shaft. End thrust on the operat-

ing shaft while the throttle is open jambs

the bearing shoulders and babbitt closer

together, thus tightening the seat and

lessening the possibilities of steam escape.

It is evident that with closed throttle

the removal and replacement of gland

and shaft for adjustment 01 in pection are

possible under steam pressure. The
Chambers valve is made by The Watson-
Stillman Co., 50 Church street, New York.

Railway Curves.

"A high-speed tram cannot easily leave

the rails on a straight line; Newton's first

law of motion is against it, and this same
first law says it shall leave the rail at a

curve," says the Electrical Review.

curve," says the Electrical Review. The
necessary superelevation of a sharp curve

packing gland. This babbitted packing

also prevents the escape of any steam

or condensation that works its way into

the back end of the operating shaft cas-

ing while the throttle is open.

The only pins used are on the ends of

the lifting rod. and these arc countersunk

at their heads, and riveted over on the

outer ends. No pin is used to connect

the operating shaft and internal crank,

as the end of the operating shaft centers

itself in a square tapered socket in the

internal crank.

The construction has been simplified

throughout with a view to minimizing in-

spection and repair expenses. The opei

ating levers being entirely within the

stand pipe, and the stand pipe set far

toward the side of the dome enables an

inspector to enter the dome or make re-

THE ( HAMBERS THROTT] E \ I

The regulation of a Chambers \

said to be so close that no special drift-

ing valve is necessary in mountainous sec

tions. Maintenance of an opening as

small as 1/64 in. 1- said to be practical, so

that the engineer can admit the requisite

small amount of steam to properly lubri-

cati the ci iinders and exai tlj balance the

recipn icat « hile drifting

hills.

Tin- substitution of the rotary f

ciprocating operating shaft i

very handy arrangement. With the

Chambers valve there is no end tl

the operating shaft, while the t!

open.

The babbitt in the packing gland is not

under pressure while thi

closed, ':

11 tight contact with

the bearing shoulders on the operating

for a speed of sixtj or seventy-five miles

per hour wonld be so
[

.v-speed

trains would tend to fall off the inside

rail. Superelevation must, theref

compromised, and this means that high

speed cannot be run round such a curve

with safety, f> r

the flange of the wheel, and this is n< it

much of 1 unless acting merely

to second the laws of motion, and not to

argued that on a line running fast trains,

it is u:-

"Waiter," said a traveler in a railroad

I

to wait or that it was twenty

minutes to eight?" "Oi said ye had

twinty minutes to ate, an' that's

did have. Yer train's just gone."
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School for Firemen.

The Li Railroad has in-

augurated an educational movement which

will be of immense value to the rail-

iblic. It is a

school for firemen. Briefly stated, its ob-

ii firemen how to pei E< irm

railroad work with the

\n importan! fea-

of exam-

to pass

,! tO ill' pi :

it is the

1 / tip mail ti

I

ill insure their

it imperative

Evei •'

nigh the

ter into

1 he in-

; fuel in tin

Ml the

many ways of saving it. The building of

the fire in the firebox, the firing on the

road, and the banking of the tire when

the run is interrupted or ended, are sub-

which the new fireman must be

trained by those who have become ex-

perl in these matti 1

Are' rding to the plan now put into ef-

fect by the Lehigh Valley, when a man

is employed as fireman he receives a list

of questions upon which he will be ex-

amined at the end of his first year of ser-

vice. Later he will receive another se-

nes for mastery during his second year,

and then, finally, a third series for his

third year. He is not expected, however,

to work out all the problems for him-

self. Several aids have been established

for him.

A copy of a book on dealing with

fuel ami steam economy is put into

the hands of every fireman when

ht enters the service of the com-

pany. Regular instruction in the op-

eration of air brakes is provided. The

management of the company has ap-

pointed assistant road foremen whose

special duty it will be to give instruction

in the proper and economical use of fuel.

Moreover, every fireman is invited to ap-

ply to the master mechanic, general fore-

man, road foreman of engines, and the

general air brake and fuel inspector, or to

any other official, for information upon

any matter in connection with his work.

When he stands the examinations which

term a part of the educational scheme, the

fireman must make a high record to pass.

In the first two series of questions an av-

75 per cent, will be required, and

in the last series an average of 80 per

cent. He may feel sure, that no catch

questions will he put forward to puzzle

him. They will all be thoroughly prac-

tical. Here are a few examples: How
should a fire be built up before starting?

ti 1: -In mid fresh coal be applied

to a fire? If a hole appears in a lire

how should it be treated? State .1- fully

as you can just \\ hen the bli iwei hould

be used. What is the result if the blower

i- left "ii too long? In making station

fresl fire be put in at shut-

ting off or at starting- In approaching

des how should thi

handled"—Should an injector be left mi

: oughout a trip, or he put

.el and - i 1 nt -ti at intervals - Y\ lial al

-In mid a fire 1 rcri\ e w Inn tin- in-

jector is working? What is a safety

1. 1 \ ah 1
ipi 1 ate

When and how often should the grates

ii
1 .hi 1 ngine pi ipping af-

ii an; ,vaj the amount of coal u-cd

per trip ct doi the \ t pping

I low can this

: yi ai sin mid 1 ipen a fire

door and discover a dull or red fire, what

n 1 uld you di ' Why ? If an engine

hums thi el. 1 ii ,11 the hack

end of I box, what is wi

What is an ash-pan ? Should air be ad-

mitted to the grates through the ash-

pan? If a fire appears in an ash-pan,

what is the cause?—What is the object

of a water glass on a locomotive?—What
is a clean fire?—What is the difference

between a wide and a narrow firebox

engine-—What is a stay bolt? What pur-

pose does it serve?—Name all the impor-

tant parts of the air brake equipment as

applied to a locomotive? What is an

automatic brake' How is an automatic

air brake applied? How is it released?

—

What is meant by "emergency" position,

or an "emergency" application? What is

the proper method for bleeding off a

brake? What is meant by "cutting out"

a brake ?

A fireman is given a year to find out

by asking questions, by talking over mat-

ters with engineers and other firemen and

by other means what are the answers to

the questions. It is not, however, the mere

knowledge of the correct answer that con-

stitutes valuable information. The prac-

tical way this instruction is given on the

Lehigh Valley is of the greatest import-

ance in helping ambitious firemen to be-

come good locomotive engineers. It is

these men we want in help. Write to us

on any railroad subject that comes up.

We Want to Know—Write Us.

Our general correspondence columns

are open for the full and free discussion

of practically all topics relating to motive

power matters, but there are several

specific subjects, on which we want to

hear from any railroad man who knows

anything about any of them. This gen-

eral correspondence feature of our paper

is one which we have endeavored to make
if interest and service to our readers,

and the class of letters we publish are all

worth while.

Some time ago « e gave an invitation to

in readers to write us on the subject of

ition of loads and empties in a

train, and we received quite a number of

communications on the subject. Before

that we had the derailment of tenders up

for discussion, and the whole matter

I'nlh gone over.

anxious to hear from our

readers on the ubjeel of the efficiency

test of locomotive engineers, or the ob-

servance of ignals tesl as it is sometimes

called. We ask our readers to turn to

page 258 of our June issue and read what

under the heading. "The » h.mce-

taker must go." Write in and let us

know your views. The subject is a live

one and lomething about it or

at least you can judge of our arguments.

then there is the subject of locomotive

rune paper, page j.?2,

we have 1 lettei on the subject written by

a man who is an inspector of locomotives

Let us hear from you about

ng in your opinion a good, com-

petent, conscientious locomotive inspector
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should take to properly "look around" a

modern Atlantic type engine after she has

finished her day's run.

Among the Traveling Engineers' items,

on page 275, of our July issue, we quoted

one or two questions from the paper on
"The Making of Good Engineers.'' We
cannot do hitter than quote them again

and ask for your views. The questions

discussed at the Traveling En-
gineers' convention, but perhaps you arc

not going or will not take part in

cussion. You can discuss the whole matter

in our columns. Here are the qui

"Would you recommend the best stan-

dard books on machinery for the educa-

tion of engineers and firemen to be in

railway libraries, or would it be best, in

your opinion, for each man to have these

books at his home?" Again, "If possible

to do so, do you not believe it would be

best for each engineer to have a regular

fireman?" The ninth question is, "Do
you not believe a man with shop experi-

ence as machinist's helper would make a

better man for the position of engineer

if it could be arranged with railway

companies to start them in this way, with

the intention of promoting them as fast as

possible to do so?"

Then there is our new department de-

voted to running repairs of locomotive en-

gines. We intend to give the latest

methods of doing work, descriptions of

the latest appliances and shop kinks in

general. We would like to hear from
you on this subject. Remember that a

good appliance may be several years old

at your shop, but it may be a very new
thing to someone else, and if you send us

a sketch we will have the illustration

made. We pay for ideas sent in when
accepted for this department, and we are

open for a good supply.

We have here briefly outlined some of

the topics upon which we would like to

receive letters to the editor, but you are

not to be bound down to these alone.

Write us on any good live mechanical de-

partment matter, perhaps you will create

greater general interest in the subject you
think of than by only taking up those

here outlined. In any case write us.

Apprenticeship Education.
Out of the reports of convent 1

representative railway men held during
this season there is no more cheering note

than that which tells of the advance in

the matter of apprenticeship education.

Our readers are well aware that we have
urged the better training of railway me-
chanics with all the unction that we pos-

sess. We have pointed out from time to

time that the thorough training of young
mechanics in their calling was indispensa-

ble to the well-being of the railway ser-

vice. We have done all that we could to

aid in the instruction of all who were
studious enough to read the experiences

of men who have risen to prominence in

ice and who are desirous of en-

lightening others who may wish to travel

in the same path. It is very gratifying

1 that there are now .it least twelve

of the leading railroads in Amerii

1 if instl in inm is be-

ing pursued with marked success. Skilled

instructors are leading the young mechan-

ics through graduated courses to a thor-

ough knowledge of their calling, and the

results are, so far, most encouraging.

well known among the older rail-

way mechanics, any approach to a system-

atic course of training was hardly

dreamed of. A fine mechanic was in

every sense a self-made man. Mosl ip

prentices had not begun to learn their

hen their apprenticeship expired.

The foreman had no time to trouble him-

self about the embryo mechanic. He was

more anxious to get something out of the

apprentice than to put something into him.

The general result was that they mutually

despised each other. The apprentice rare-

ly took his trade seriously. He was work-

ing under compulsion, like a prisoner serv-

ing a sentence. When the foreman came
near him he was full of uneasiness, and
there was a load off his mind when the

foreman had gone about his business.

Neither were to blame. It was the utter

lack of method that made an apprentice-

ship a period of ill-requited drudgery.

The beginning of a better day is full of

hope, and doubtless the success of the

training schools already established will

induce others to follow in the same be-

nignant path. Already the important ele-

ment of natural selection is markedly ac-

tive in many of the classes. Under proper

instructions it is speedily recognized

whether the young man has made the

proper choice of a calling or not. The un-

fitted are weeded out and directed to

other fields of human endeavor. The
moral and intellectual tone of the student

apprentice is elevated. Life becomes

sweeter and higher and nobler when the

difficulties of a calling are illumined by

and kindly tuition. The bur-

den of labor lies lightly on the shoulders

of the studious youth who can call the

gathered wisdom of a proficient instructor

tn In- aid. To tins ither im-

portant factor- that the amount of work

or output of the apprentice shows a

marked increase where there is an in-

structor. Hence the apprentices under the

etter paid, with

the result that instead of being a burden

on their parents or guardians during their

apprenticeship, the young mechanics are

self-supporting from the beginnii

when they graduate they have the proud

if knowing that they are

fitted to take their part in the world's

work without fear or favor. Verily the

world moves onward and upward, and. in

regard to a proper method of learning im-

nechanical occupations, it is high

time.

Discussion on Consolidation.

The discussion on the consolidation of

the M. M. and the M. C. B. Associations

at last June's convention revealed the fact

that neither of the associations is a unit

for consolidation, though it is fair to

say that there is a growing feeling that

the formation of one good strong society,

embracing the existing organizations, is

and will probably be brought

about in due time. There was, !

a very clearly defini d

various quarters, that nothing be done
hastily or without careful considi 1

One of the speakers, a member of the

tee, referred to the advisability of

including in the new association, if such

is formed, the Traveling Engineers' and

the Air Brake Associations. There are

many instances of scientific associations

in which the work done by the different

sections is far more diverse than that

which would be performed if all these

associations should be consolidated. As
an example, there is the British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science in

which there is a section on biology and

one on astronomy. These subjects are

sufficiently remote as to appear as if they

might almost require separate organiza-

tions, yet their committees work along

side li;. side in the larger society of which

each is a section.

Whether or not the Traveling Engi-

neers' or the Air Brake Associations are

brought into the new organization, there

does not seem to be any insurmountable

obstacle, legal or othi rwise, to the union

of the Master Mechanics' and the Master

Car Builders' Associations. The union

of the two would probably give rise to a

stronger society with even greatei

tige than that possessed by either of them

alone. The amalgamation of the M. M.'

and the M. C. B. Association would be

the first time that the principle involved

in the larger and more purely scientific

'in applied in the forma-

hanical association and to

the railroad men of the mechanical de-

partment the honor of putting it in prac-

tical w-orking shape would belong.

There is. however, one thing for the

e committee to do, as the matter

of union has been left for their further

consideration, and that i', as it were, to

formulate the terms of union. Neither

the Master Mechanics' nor the Master

Car Rudders' Associations have any idea

of absorbing the other. A new society is

to In formed, and it should be officially

terrrbers, life, active,

native or associate who
nding in either tl

M. C. B. Associations at the time the

r consolidation is effected, shall

become members of the new association

to apply for new member-
ship or to submit their claims f>r admis-

to the new association.

This was probably the intention of the
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nmittee who drew up the report,

but it would seem well if the executive

tee of both organizations went on

in this matter when they come to

: the whole questi< n m \t fall

There is nothing in the report bearing

on what may be called the terms

of union and it was not touched on in

the discussion. We shall be glad to bear

from any of our readers who care to

favor us with their opinion of the pro

union.

Care of Lubricators.

There are not many things on a mod-
ern locomotive that get more attention

than the law allows, as the saying
goes, but among the useful appliances
which have put up with what they can

get, 1 me maj mention the ordinarj

sight feed lubricator.

One of the best tools for a locomo-
tive engineer to use on the lubricator,

if we may so say, is a thorough knowl-
its construction. The makers

of sight feed lubricators—the most com-
monly used now are of the bull's-

eye type—have each issued a book of
instructions, or also a card of instruc-

tions to hang up in the cab. No loco-
motive engineer should be without one
or other or both, and in addition, the

of our paper are open to those
who wish to State their troubles or ask
a question.

Another good way to treat a lubri-

cator is to keep it clean. There is

ment, and generally
some impurities in even the best kind
of oil, ,md thesi

.
;

1 apt to 1 log, if not
entirely obstruct the smaller and finer

111 the instrument. A lubi ii <

tion is designed for the delivery of a

quantity of oil in a given time,

and the adjustment required for this

{i eedingly delicate, so that

mi nt should be guardi d

carefully. In a j

ight feed lubricator

m instrument of pi

as a mi • ken to

lid be adequat.
I

'

oil through the lubricator

1 ter with

I

in ten

thorough!} blown out with steam after

the soap had been used, so .1- to have

none remain

A writer 111 the Locomotive, a small

periodical issued by the Lima 1 mo
tive works, speaking of the matter of

lubricator filling, has this to say:

'"Care in filling should also be exer-

cised; only strained oil should be used

and it should I"- heated, observing

closely that the reservoir is quite full.

It is better to wait a few seconds be-

; 1 eplacing the filler plug, in order

to make sun- that the reservoir is abso-

lutely full, as this will prevent all mo-
mentary pulsation of oil drop on the

end of feed nipple, for the reason that a

liquid is not compressible, but air is

11 pressible, and if an air pocket is

. arelessly permit ted to form by re; on

of insufficient tilling or by entering in

the form of large bubbles in cold oil.

these air pockets, being susceptible to

compression, will show the pulsations

from the cylinder, which are indicated

by the behavior of the oil drop until

the air has worked out. A lubricatoi

starts more readily, and operates more
perfectly, upon a solid liquid column
than one with air pockets in it. and
great care should be taken by the man-
ufacturers to avoid all possible air

pockets in the improved lubricators

Care should be taken to keep all pack-

ing nuts well set up, to prevent bleed

ing. When finishing a run the locomo-

tive engineer should close feed valves

first and steam valve at boiler last. The
man at the throttle should bear 111 mind
that the steam valve should alwaj - be

d first am! closed last."

Staybolts.

It may not be generally known that

it of the forms of staybolts had

their origin 111 the early days of

armor plating The heads of these

ancient staybolts were tapered and

sunk into the plate. The screwed end;

ami mils, under which large washers

were placed, were, of course, inside the

ship. When a camion -hi struck the

plate a number of these nuts .

fell off. A few blows and the bolts went

thi plati - fell off. The
tin thickness of the

bolts foi omi di tance along the center

if the h, ill v, as 11 ii d, and the 1

that the bolts were much more durable.

Ptayboll In
'

ii itives .mi' were f mnd to hi less

than straight holts.

rea king, how <

in point

ile one, da} of h iCO

I f th( Ii i eih 1 if life

h, ,| or

great

oline that If

of the staybolts and their nearness to

each other are calculated to resist a pres-

sure at least six times greater than they

are called upon to do.

The variety of stresses to which the

stay-bolts are subjected are doubtless the

cause of their uncertain, and sometimes,

rapid fracture. Recent experiments have

demonstrated the fact that the outer shell

of the boiler expands considerably more
than the inner sheets. This is partly

owing to the fact that the outer sheets are

usually of greater thickness than the

inner sheets and being also of greater

length a larger amount of expansion is

inevitable. The introduction of the

flexible staybolt was a marked improve-

ment. The proper use of these bolts, to-

gether with the method of drilling holes

in the ends of rigid staybolts, has done

much to lessen the danger arising from

staybi It fracture.

A systematic and thorough inspection of

tin staybolts should be made at short in-

tervals. The first indication of weakness

should be promptly attended to. The
siT s of the firebox and crown sheet de-

pend largely on the riveted heads of the

staybolts holding them in place, and when

these riveted portions of tin staybolt

show indication of wearing away, it is

1 r polic\ to keep on calking the wasted

portion until there is literally nothing

holding the staybolt except the threads.

Steel Passenger Cars for the P. R. R.

The Pennsylvania Railroad system has

in service on its lines, or on order, nearly

two thousand passenger cars of all -teel

construction. These cars have bei 11 ad-

ded to the company's passenger equip-

ment since June. 1006. when it was an-

nounced that .ill future additions to pas-

senger equipment on the Pennsylvania

system would 1" oi all steel construction.

I
1 Pul 11.

1 company is at present con-

structing a sufficient number of steel

sleeping and parlor cars to equip the en-

tin Pennsylvania system. These cars

are now being delivered at the rate of

from 50 to 60 a month Already there

are in service on through trains 75 sleep-

ers, and 5 combined parlor and baggage

cars When the present order is com-

pleted there will be in service on the

Penns) \\ ania s\ st< in 51 im 600 all-steel

Pullman

The steel passenger cars on the Penn-

sylvania system have been called

:

1 E their

construction [Tiei weigh somi 118,500

lbs in the standard

est ilii'le w ooden cc iach. This ini n

w 1 ight ver\ gri th re, In. 1 s the vibra-

tion ol tin ca therebj Idinj to the

-. mifi irt of . : rin tr is non-

princip 1 feature being a

centt ,il bi

deep extending throughout the entire

oach. In a collision it is

girder will prevent
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telescoping. The car is fireproof, as it

contains only about 125 lbs. of wood,
which is used for window frames and arm
rests in the seats.

In the steel equipment now in service,

there are 457 coaches, 22 dining cars, 34
passenger and baggage cars, 33 baggage.

78 postal and 80 Pullman cars. In addi-
tion to these there are on order or under
construction at the present time, 502 steel

coaches, 28 steel dining cars. 83
ger and baggage cars. 83 baggage, 39 pos
tal, 28 baggage and mail, 1 combination
motor car, and some 520 Pullman cars.

With th< 04 ' el cars in use at present,
and tin- 1,284 ears on order, the I 'inn

sylvania system will soon have available

for us,- a total of 1.988 steel passengei
cars.

The Polytechnic Engineer.

"The Polytechnic Engineer" is a hand-
some volume of 150 pages published an-
nually by the undergraduates of the Poly-
technic Institute of Brooklyn. Volume
No. 10, which has just been issue 1, i. a

fine sample of the printer's and binder's

art. It presents briefly the list of the

members of the corporation and officers

of instruction, of which there are no less

than forty-two. A list of other officers

and the various engineering societies are
also given. The contributions to the vol-

ume, of which there are eighteen, are all.

with two exceptions, the work of students

of the institute. The papers were origi-

nally read before the various engineering
societies, and it is fitting that they should
now be put in this permanent form. It

would be unfair to select any particular

paper for special mention where all are

SO excellent. There is a tine breadth of

vision in tin- method of treatmi nl ol all

the subjects, and i( is gratifying to

obsi rve that the young engineers who arc

te in having the opportunity to .•it-

tend the classes of the institute are awake
to their advantages, and are not aiming
at being merely narrow experts, but are

arraying themselves in the forefront of
:: ks of inquiry and invention that

atures of thi

which we live.

Hard Bearings.

A bearing subjected to gradually in

creased load while running will a >

a point where the metal is said to grip.

It is well known that the harder the sur-

faces in contact are, the less the friction

and the higher the load required to pro-

1
ipping or cutting. This 1. d

introduction of bearings as hard as pos
sible, consistent with absence of brittle-

ness. Hence the inti

in bearings. The jeweled bearii .

watch is an extreme case of bar.];

bearing, but as the load is practically nil

the briti leni not matter.

Electric Switching Locomotive.

I he Hoboken Railroad, \\

and Strain-In], Company have had in op
eration since 1906 a sixty-ton

switching locomotive whose continuous
performance has caused manj
vorable comments in railroad circles

This locomotm has not onlj supplied
the demand most urgently made bj op
crating men that the service be perfectly

reliable, but it has been operated at a low
maintenam e cost

Sinc< thi electric loc live wa
1,1 operation fi

, then has not

been repl; ced single contact on the
switch gn up 1 . ,, contact on the master

or revi rser. ( In the control ap
paratus n< thing other than two I

the live switch has been replaced The
brushes that are in the motors at the

present tim< have been operating
teen months, and the master me-
chanic believes they will operate at least

six months
1 nger without replacement.

too 1) p slow sp< 1 d motors , a ha

crated unit switch control, and V

house air brakes with a D-4 compressor.
I he electrical equipment was furnished
by the Westinghouse Electric & Manu
facturing Pittsburgh, Pa.; the
mechanii the steel cab and the
trucks were built by the Baldwin Loco-
motivi

. Hoboken a
that there never has been a

time when the locomotive refused to work
or would not do the work required of it.

It averages twelve hours a day, of shunt-
ing servii rly every day in the
year. .

Origin of Horse Power.
Horse power measures the rate at

which work 1- done. One horsi

is reckoned as equivalent to raising 33,000
lbs. oik foot high per minute, or 550 lbs.

thi ivork of a

horse thi if the most celebrated

differ widely from each other.

Boulton and Watt, basing their calcula-

N'o troublf has been experienced with

•broken brushes Except that thi

been replaced one pinion which w;

ken when a lock washer dropped into the

gears, no repairs on the motor h;

I In cost of inspection and cleaning has

been practical!} nothing. Every Saturday
mornii g the man operating

five maki

With compressed air he bl

rid the various part

trol apparatus, any part that

vorl

to maintenanci . as t
!

1

it is dimply tilling in his time. \

The 1

drawbar pull of 1
,

-
. respectively, and has a

: I-' miles an hour. It h

tions up

mated it foot-lbs. per minute.

D'Aubiss 'me by

working eight

•lilar circum-

- 44,000,

ailed nominal,

Nominal is used by

to ex-

it the

1 without deduction

i

original 1
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Articulated Compound for the Norfolk and Western Railroad

iun d I

an Li icomi itive

1 been added

: of the Norfolk &
The grade condi-

isii ms of this

>: thi Virginia and

' lolumbus, O.,

Va.. a distance of 449

grade compen-
- the Elkhorn

an incline of 105.6

' In the main line be-

1; and Bristol, a distance

three heavy

ern the tonnage on

between these two
points

:

1 per cent, compensated

nd Christiansburg;

per cent, combined with

veen Roanoke and
i .1 third between Ellis-

Christiansburg, which is 1.3

leg cu rves

fore, incorporates all those features

which they consider essential to the

efficient operatii i the locomotive

under the condil ii 1] i< e. In

general, the design is somewhat smaller,

but similar to that of the enormous

engines, six of which were recently

delivered by these same builders to

the Delaware & Hudson Company.

The smaller diameter of the boiler in

the present instance, however, obviated

the necessity of following the arrange-

ment of high-pressure steam pipes em-
ployed on the Delaware & Hudson en-

gines. In the engines here illustrated,

the arrangement of the steam pipes is

the same as that most commonly em-

ployed on the articulated compound
locomotive.

Boiler tidies 24 ft. long have been
employed, the same as in the Delaware
& Hudson design. But the boiler is

not as long as that of the other engine,

and does not, therefore, have a corn-

main reverse shaft as a pivot, permits

of the lateral motion of the front engine
when curving, with the least resulting

disturbance in the valve events.

In working order the engine here il-

lustrated has a total weight of 375,000

lbs., all of which is carried on the driv-

ing wheels, the wheel arrangement
being of the 0-8-8-0 type. With the

high-pressure cylinders 24' j ins. in di-

ameter by 30 ins. in stroke, and low-

pressure cylinders 39 ins. in diameter
and the same stroke, and with driving

wheels 56 ins. in diameter, and a boiler

pressure of 200 lbs., the theoretical

maximum tractive power, working com-
pound (according to the builders' for-

mula 1, is 85,000 lbs. With the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company's system of

compounding, which includes an inter-

cepting valve, this tractive power can

be increased about 20 per cent, by
working the engine simple. This de-

sign also provides a number of special

MALLET ARTICUI VTl'.B COM] JD FOR THE NORFOLK & WESTERN,
Motive Power. American

articulated < om-
the rail-

bi ibl< to gri ally

,h train

• pr 1 'in the

on the

11 1 ngine,

1

bi hind

I

1
...

bustion chamber. Another modification

from the builders' former practice for

ii ulated type of engines consists

"i a different arrangement of the re-

- if the li iw-pressure 1 11

: nn . I in
1 eai Ii 1 ml to the re\ e rse

1 the low-pressure valve motion
is 1 hi the centei lim of the engine. It

lias a universal joint connection with a

'1' os 11 n ,11 d extending arm in thi

lii : 1 li.nl , u '.ii'.li is car-

ii 'I in beai inj bi iltcd to the high-

dl At tin- for-

nd, tins re i'

1
Mt1.1l arm 1 ii the forward

i
•

.

.

upported in beat

with the brackets

supporting the links, and thus moves
with tin foi e, on a curve.

using univi in the

radius bar hai while at I lie same
time the reach rod, being

ith the

features which were successfully ap-

plied to the engines which were built

for the Erie and the Delaware & Hud-
"ii Railroads, such as the floating bal-

relieve the main boiler

hearing of excessive pressure and the

side spring buffers .it the frame union.

The principal dimensions of the de

sign are given m the following table

Driving wheel bases, 1 ft. 6 ins.; total, 41 ft.

Wheel base total,

ler, 375,000 lbs., all on
r, -}.i3.ooo lbs.

ft.; firebox,
M -,| 11.

. main, 10 x 1

; tender journals, mam.

light, '). Ii. tirst ring 8

. fuel, bitum. coal.

ujjth, 120^ ins.; width,
ckni "i en iw n, in.; tube,

in.; water
space, front, 5 '

. ins.; sides, 5 ins.; back,

Crown stayi,

1 1. rial, Spellcrized steel, 367 in mini-
; length, 24 11

No 1;
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Pumps—Two o ' j-in. L. hand; reservoirs, two
ilv.

Piston—Rod diam., 3J4 ins.; piston packing,
cast iron rings.

Smoke stack— Diam., ;o ins. I. D. ; top above
rail, is ft. 5 n/"6 ins.

lender frame— 15-in. 33-lb. center channels;
u-in. -'5 lb. side channels.

Tank— Style, water bottom; capacity, 9,000 gals.;
fuel, 1

1

1
.

I
1

. I 1'.. , III'.
piston, 14 ins.; travel, L. 1'.. <> ins., H. P.,

6 ins.; steam lap, H. P., r in ; L. P., Zi in.;

lap, 11. P. and L. P.,
3

Wheels— Driv. diam. outside tire, 56 ins.; mate-
rial, cast iron; tender truck, diam., 33 ins.;
kind, forged steel.

Welding a Side Rod.

A very neat piece of repair work was
recently done at High Springs, Flu., in

the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad shops,

where Mr. James Day had charge of the

work. The job consisted in welding

with Thermit the back section of a loco-

motive side rod which had one of the

jaws broken off. Writing to the Gold-

schmidt Thermit Company of New York
on the subject, Mr. Day says:

"I welded the broken jaw on again, and
after the welding operation took a light

cut off the reinforcing bars, and polished

them so as to make a very neat job.

"I have made several welds, but this

one acted differently from any I have yet

seen. After tapping the crucible and al-

lowing the metal to flow into the mold,

the steel contained in the riser belched

out and left the riser empty down to the

bottom. In all my other welds the metal

SIDE ROD WELDED BY THERMIT.

flowed freely and steadily into the riser

after the mold was filled, and until the

metal was all out of the crucible. I fol-

lowed out the instructions as laid down
by your company, poured at a low point,

and had my riser at the highest point.

The mold was made of one part of good,

sharp sand and one part fire clay, while 1

used wax in making the pattern. I melt-

ed the w.i- oul and then dried the mold
with an oil heater, and brought the rod

to a good, red heat. It is this belching

that has puzzled me."

In answer to this, the Goldschmidt
Thermit Com that the

belching of the metal in the risi

only bi
1 nee of

some foreign matter in the mold at that

point. The) go on to say: "It would

planation that if the

neck of the risei was at all cl<

I result, as the hydro-

static pi the metal Rowing out

of the crucible would finally overcome the

resistance below the riser. We have only

one similar occurrence on record, but in

that case the phenomenon was dissimilar."

Shay Geared Locomotive Superheater.

I Ik I ma Locomotive and Machine
Company, oi Lima. Ohio, are always

prompt m taking advantage of new ap-

used in locomotive

practice. The company have recently

adapted the superheater to the Shaj

geared loi itivi ee 1

cess thai bids fair to equal if not sur-

New Ash Pan Equipment.

I he Illinois Central has

lives and all have been equipped with

new ash pans in conformity with the law-

passed by Congress on May 30

' - of a nun r roads

the time

limit which expired Jan. I, so that

they may be able to comply with the law.

The smaller roads have found it some-

what difficult to shop their engines for

th< purpose oi' applying the new ash pan,

unit of power has been needed
to move traffic. On these roads engines

shopped for repairs have been equipped,

leaving a number still to be equipped and
1 lie application for more time.

In addition to the Illinois Central, the

Chicago & North Western, the Burling-
ton, the Chicago Rock Island and Pacific,

the (Imago & Great Western and the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, will n

for more time as they havi

the law
; but a number of others desire

an extension of time.

END VIEW OF SUPERHEAT] I

pass its adaptation to any other class of

locomotive. It will be observed in the

accompanying iliustrations that the

steam after being conveyed through the

throttle valve passes in a dry pipe lo-

cated near the right hand side of the

boiler, and after entering a header passes

through a large number 01 small pi]

catcil in the smoke-box. After the

steam has made thre< ciri .toss the

smoke-box it is carried hack to the point

on the boiler a little ahead of the fire-

box where it passes to tin- three vertical

Progress in Railway Mechanics.

I I locomotives of fifty years ago con-
t. in. il the essential features of those of
today, the great improvements wrought
having been in constructive detail. The
modern engines possess at least four
limes as great steaming power, together

with more than tenfold weight. Compared
with a modern locon Planet"

type of 1832 to 1836 had Areighl

tons instead of 75 to e grate

area ol 7 sq fl insti ad

hi ating sui fao oi 300 sq. ft. instead of

derful ei effected.

About fifty yi

railway line consumed i2,6co tons per

annum, while a few 100 tons
sufficed for a considi r traffic.

LIMA LOCOMO'in :

cab. The the steam to

the cylinders is surroundi d

pipe through which a

and 1 1 .ms the

il is admitti

1 super-

uliar formation of the

tive readily 1

nation and it bids fair to

rheating

ther kind

of only in 1870,

..

teers.
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Locomotive Running Repairs

III.—] MI'l Kl 1 11 S IX \Y \ 1 I R.

1 n 01 1 liy circumstance 1 lial

gt e; 1 er tendency to

th hi 1" ulcrs that I1.1 \ e bei n

water and a

ntatives.

bsolutely free fi "in t< n •
i

mixture is not to be found. Even rain

water before it has reached the g

im impui ities ' iases, dust

her light matter mix with the

rain, \s the water passes

through or over the earth many tor-

ubstances are added to it. and

ms as 11" these impurities in

in volume when the water i-

rted mi" steam.

51 of new or newly repaired

safe to assume that there

u unity of oil or 1 ithi 1

111 the boiler, and that priming

p 1 ted for a few daj s at the

first trials of the engine. The theory

ird i" priming is that when

bubbles form by the action of

ej rise to 1 he surface of the

1
1 matter licit

-

the surface of the water forms

1 . ering for the steam bub-

they break through the water

iubbli aci umulate and l'i inn

m on turbulent ri\

dible that bubbles

1st with high steam pressures

Imt tlie ru li oi

rries the

t, and they are broken in

to I he cylindei -. and ap

in tin' exhaust

: --::i g 1 ir 'llld I"'

:

froi high n ati r in the

Mi ny youn have a

iler. This O'

the ct

1 tl

I

tin', are now many devices 111 opera-

tion tor purifying water. It is known
that distilled water will not prime.

The various water treating plants used

by many railways for removing or

minimizing the effect of foreign sub-

in the water ha- shown con-

siderable improvement in recent years,

and while there ha- been much mysterj

concerning the make up of those coni-

pounds, their general basis is soda, and

some of the other ingredients are extracts

if tannic substances, some of them con.

taining starch or gelatinous matter.

which is calculated t" have the effect

.11 coating the inner surface of the

boiler with a kind of mucilaginous cov-

ering, thereby helping to prevent the

mineral particles floating on the water
'

. 1. !h. ring to the boiler shell. Some
of these compounds are fairly effective,

the foreign substances in the water be-

ing largely kept in a muddy solution,

whiidi can be easily blown out.

Water containing lime has a great

tendency t.. form a hard scale on the

boiler, and carbonate of soda has the

effect ..f reducing the lime to the form

..f a -oft solution. Caustic soda is also

much used where the compound is fed

into the feed tank 'I he tannic com-

P .inn! 1I1, 11 .He used in boiler composi-

tions arc extracted from oak, chestnut.

< and other timbers which con-

tain tannin. The amounts used of these

compounds vary according to the

amount ami kind of substances that

may I., in 1 in- n atei ["he greater the

amount of lime in the watei . the

er is the tendem \ ..1 ,, ale forming and

adhering to the plates and flues This

which i- largely carbonate of

lime, adheres with great firmness to the

metal, and forms a combination with

the oxide of iron or rust, and it is ex

di ii able that in washing b. nl

ers the boil, r should nol 1"

and all. v ed •.• dry . as in this case the

in phi 1 h; th. effect of aiding in

.it - a .1 liit .1 crj stalline

1 1 pra " in ;

.
1 blow out the

Ink' undei

water,

dry. The
aid in

impurities that

d and

difficult of removal In locomotive

practice it is frequently noted that lo-

comotive- that run considerable dis-

tances and are supplied with water that

may differ at certain points of the road

on which they travel, are much more
easily cleaned than locomotives that

are constantly supplied with one kind

of water. This arises from the fact

that scale that has been formed by lime

deposits, may be removed by deposits

from water containing sand-stone de-

posits. The sand waters are softer, and

have a soluble effect on limestone scale.

It need hardly be added that the use

of strong acids in a boiler requires that

the experiment be carried out under

the most intelligent supervision. The
free use of sulphuric and other acids

may have the effect of attacking the

plates and so lead to a rapid deteriora-

tion of the boiler, but it is safe to as-

sume that the plates will not be seri-

ously attacked as long as there are any

-.ale formations on which the acid can

exert its energies. As we have al-

ready stated, the cleaning and soften-

ing of water is a matter on which spe-

cific rules could not be given unless

some particular water was taken as an

illustration. As a rule, water from

wells contains more impurities of an

injurious kind to boilers than water

from lakes or rivers. The self-cleans-

ing quality of water is well known.

The river Rhone is a good illustration.

It is said to contain more impurities

than the Wabash or Ohio rivers be-

fore it reaches the Lake of Geneva.

When the Rhone reforms at the other

end of the lake the water has become
I hi lesson to be learned from

this fact is of real value where there is

rtunity of forming a deep res-

ervoir wh.re the mineral impurities in

water may have ,111 opportunity of >el

tling to the l..»tt. .111 of the rcscivou,

and leave tin- upper waters compara

tivcly pure.

II INC ROILEKS.

There i- no more important item in

repairs than in

: -. Not only does

h washing repair the faculty

litttng '• into the wati r to

but . thorough washing

of the li. liler prol' .ngs the exist

ids much re-

; would otherwise be neces-

sary. I' irkable fact that in

dge that ex-
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ists in regard to the pernicious effect oi

scale accumulation in boilers, it is safe

to say that there are no boilers in use

on any railways that are as well cleaned

as they should be. The causes that

lead to this deplorable condition are

numerous Motive power is costly, and
unless in times of business depression

there are never any locomotives to

spare. The time for repairs is limited.

The time for washing is often

and irregular periods. The operation
is usually performed by the poorer

paid class of labor. The work is

often performed at such tin

under such conditions as render a thor-

ough supervision almost an impossibili-

tj en roundhouse foremen have
their physical limitations, and the work
of washing the boiler must be left t<>

some trusted helper while the over-

driven foreman is engaged in liner me-
chanical operations that require more
skill, but perhaps are of less impor-
tance.

It must be admitted that in spite of

the large increase in the number of

washout and inspection plugs that are

located in many parts of the boiler,

there are still large areas in the interior

of the boiler that are invisible except

to the eye of faith. This is especially

true of the parts of the boiler that are

exposed to the fiercest heat and where
the accumulation of scale and the frac-

ture of stays are generally to be found
when a reconstruction of the firebox

becomes necessary. The shell of the

boilers and the flues are better attend-

ed to since the practice of leaving out

several flues and filling the openings
with temporary plugs became general.

The washing of the boiler should be

systematic and as thorough as condi-

tions will permit. In a general way
five or six hundred miles is a* 1 nowl

safe distance to run be-

.vashings, but this distance is

much overlapped and rarely shortened.

It is a rule more honored in the breach

than in the observance. At many of

the leading roundhouses there is some
system of bookkeeping showing the dis-

tance run between washings, and
stricter methods are undoubtedly be-

ing introduced with gratifying results.

It need hardly be stated that the pe-
riods between washings should be reg-

ulated by the kind of water used. In
some localities it would be almost nec-

essary to wash out the boiler I

eai li ti ii>. n hili in i il hi i a li icomotive

might run two weeks without much
ihing.

The most approved methods seem to

run in favor oi washing the boiler with
hot water under steam pressure of at

least 100 pounds per square inch. It

is certain that hoi water will in. .re

readily remove scale. Steam pressure
is not always available, but hot water
tor the purpose of washing can bi

nomically furnished in any roundhouse
where there is a pumping or stationary

boiler, and where the roundhouse is

heated by steam, a pipe with water at-

tachments may be run parallel with

the steam pipes. We reproduce an
illustration of a simple injector appa-
ratus that has been in use for a num-
ber of years in some of the leading

roundhouses in the West. It will be

seen at a glance that the steam and wa-
ter connections are readily adaptable
to any position, and all that may be

added to the apparatus, as shown in

Fig. i, would be an ordinary globe

valve attached at any convenient point

on the steam pipe. The nozzle should

be reduced at the point to less than

half the diameter of the pipe, the noz-

zle being readily attached by a check

nut sufficient in depth to allow a suffi-

cient number of threads to attach both
the injector extension and the thread-

ed end of the nozzle, as shown in

Fig. 2.

In washing the boiler, it is always
desirable to remove the don.

thereby insuring in nearly every clas-

of boiler an opportunity to reach the

crown sheet. It is absurd to imagine

that any part of the boiler, even if

sloped or arched, will take care of itself

in the matter of avoiding the tendency
to collect scale on the surface of the

plates, and especially around the

crow's feet or braces or stays, or what-

ever appliances may be used in holding

the sheets together. The liability of

the crown sheet to become encrusted

is very great, and scale, if allowed to

accumulate, becomes almost impossible

of removal. If taken early in the life

of the boiler and thoroughly and regu-

larly cleaned, the scale and sediment

can be washed into the legs oi

of the boiler, where it can be readily

removed through plug openings

xible apparatus for w

boilers is shown in Fig. 3. It will be

hat the nozzle is flexible, being

a coupling at C, and the

end or pojnt of the nozzle being bent,

it can be readily turned in any re-

quired ib Ma. he. 1

to the nozzle coupling is foi thi

purpose of holding the nozzle i

well as for changil

ti..n in which the nozzle should point.

It is not necessary to enumerate the

number of openings that should be
readily attainable in the boilei and ser-

viceable in the washing of the boiler.

Their location will readily suggest

themselves, and are rarely sufficiently

numerous to afford an opportunity of

applying the apparatus on every part

of the boiler, as well as affording the

facility for applying chisels to such
portions of scale as may be impervious
to the action of the water. The appli-

cation of nozzles of various form will

readily suggest themselves, and also

the necessity for a constant ch

of the position of the nozzle so as to

reach every point within range.

It may be added that a thorough in-

spection of the boiler after washing is

absolutely necessary, \ popular form
..t torch for this purpose is readily

bound with

wire and soaked in oil. The tir>t in-

will in all likelihood, reveal

portions of scale still adhering to the

boiler or flues, and if a thorough clean-

ing of the boiler has been effected, a

final inspection should be made by the

foreman or tent man de-

tailed by him for that purpose. It is

a false principle to permit the man
pect his

own wi rk, \ systematic record of boiler

in the

about the engine.

The re-

sitate the

the raili 1 It is safi

fei is made the

filiation to make any

the internal c

the accun

in the b

k-ribbed and ancu 1 I
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Questions Answered

! II ES

51. H. \V. S., Oelwein, la. writes:

i
I mi « here triple valve

mrchased I have tried a

,\n firm, but they cannot throw

any light on tl I hese files are,

as you know, used in the repairs of triple

very tine file, made

square in the differenl width- of the

..live seat, and go, a- I presume,

different numbers of the valve-..

For instance, F 29, F 36, etc. I have re-

centlj been made air brake foreman here,

and thi< company i- willing t
. try these

files, and if I can find out who makes

them there 1- no doubt an order awaiting

f..r that party. A.—These tiles can he

d from the Westinghouse \ir

Brake G > a supply of them is

kept in stock for that purpose.

PUMP REVERSING.

52 J. M , Fort Wayne, write-: What

causes a pump to reverse itself or make

short stii'ke- at tunes and work a

-•— A. This is due to the

Ivi having an imperfect hear-

ts seat in the valve bushing. The

permits steam to get

them ten-ling to equalize the pie-

sure all round the reversing valve, allow-

.,1 the rod to fall of their own

the '"am piston start- on it-

I
In- condition i- ag

-, of lubrication in

linder and at tunes when a

an immedi-

ary remedy,

. 1 j sprinkled on 1

between th

[ lubri

:

'1

. X. V. w

ll

that the plates are much hotter, and the

entry of cool air in the fire box has the

i fifed "f causing greater contraction,

just a- the high temperature has produced

greater expansii m. Thesi gradu-

ally tend to damage the boiler.

Fl Mi VALVE DISORDER.

54. J. M, Fort Wayne, writes: When
the handle of the brake valve on an en-

gine here i- placed in running position

after an application of the brake, the

black hand on the air gauge equalizes

with the red hand, but if the handle is

moved to release position after the ap-

plication and then to running position,

the black hand stops at 70 lbs. and re-

mains there. Why does it not stay at 70

lbs. when the handle is first placed in

running position?—A. Because thi sup

ply valve piston is a very neat lit in the

bushing and the spider on the end of the

piston is not quite so neat a lit in the

supply valve hushing and the rush of air

from the feed port driving down on top

of thi spider end of the piston hinds or

cocks the neatly fitted end in the bush.

When the handle is first placed in release

position to charge the brake pipe, pres-

sure enters the feed valve less violently

and does not have this effect and there-

after the amount of air necessarj to

charge the auxiliaries or supply leak- does

not pass through the valve with suf

ficient rapidity or drive the piston hard

enough to bind it.

of the fire passes more readily

through the upper flues. The appearance

of the fire will indicate whether the gen-

eral current of air is regular in the front

as well a- in the back of the fire. If the

draft in the lower flues is the greatest, the

deflector plate should be raised, but if

the draft in the upper flues is greater the

deflector should be lowered. It will be

found that nearly all deflector plates are

fitted with a movable apron which can be

readily raised or lowered without dis-

turbing the deflector sheet. It is always

well to observe that the flues are perfectly

clear of ashes or soot before experiment-

ing with the deflector.

STANDARD TRAIN RULES.

55 M. F. 11.. San Jose, Cal asks: I-

then any material difference between the

book of rules issued by the larger rail-

way systems throughout this country? 1

am a fi >i mei emploj 1 of the

Southwest' rn roads and would like to make

iarison of the rules issued la th

iad \ I he Standard Code of

Irani Rule-, issued h\ the American Rail-

way Association, is used by practi

I niied Stat. -•

ada Each road has pn ibablj sonn I al

ng to pat ticulai localities

or cin urn tain 1
. but the 1 ul

I trains, sigl

1

thai a mar

thi coi

! 1 , Port Jervis, N. V
,

< - thi diaphi agn

rafl 11 oni tin

\. It is reai

the air enti

tin ront of the

flue-.

while 1 bai k

Axle Failures.

Not long ago the causes of breakage of

some street car axles was investigated by

the Goodnow Foundry Company of Fitch-

burg, Mass. Four axles developed cracks

and, under laboratory conditions, the

wheels were run. and the behavior of

the axles was closely studied.

The firs', axle cracked in two places in

the fillet. The second cracked all the way
round, in the fillet, and almost looked -as

if notched purposely for breaking. The
third cracked all the way round, not to a

uniform depth. The fourth cracked pretty

evenly all round, and was run until it

broke, the crack having then extended

all round to within jj in. of the center.

All these axle failures were from cracks

which began on the outside in a ',4-in fillet

where the 3-in. journal joins the 3'A-in.

wheel seat The interpretation of the

facts pointed to the fillet being too sharp.

On page 334 of our August, 1900. issue,

under the heading of "The Lesson of the

Sharp Corm gave the result of the

Board of Trade inquiry in the case of a

driving wheel failure on a British rail-

way, where a change in diameter had

been made with a sharp corner. The
led, and axles having

the sharp ci irm nee withdrawn

from service.

In this case ii is interesting I

that although a fillet of '1 in. radius

i sufficient for axle;

subject t \ ibrational

In the casi

radius v\ a- sub united fi >r the '
1

and II" :

xles, and the

ition of the steel was

isfaci 1 that it is fait

-nine that the failures were i\u<-

d. sign.

May Have Been All Wrong.

n

think of tins vveathi r ?"

\nd how
bout the

same."
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

"The Passenger Control Equipment."

The illustrations shown in this issue

are the general arrangement of thi

inghouse Air Brake Company's 'P. C
(passenger control) equipment, and the

two photographic views of the control

NO. 3. CONTROL VALVE, KIGHT SIDE.

valve and reservoir. As this P. C. type

is no longer an experiment but is being

applied to the heavy equipment now built.

we will illustrate this type of brake in de-

tail in future issues.

who have not followed air brake

matters closely during the past few years

proved brake was necessary if the trains

were to be stopped from the same speeds

m the same time and distance as they

were formerly, or rather, a brake that

would be more efficient and mai

greater degree of safety at high speeds

was necessary, and with this end in view

the high-speed brake was designed.

During the next ten years, or up until

1905. the high-speed brake was relied upon
to stop trains from the highest speeds at-

tainable, but a constant increase in the

weights of cars and locomotives and the

speeds attained by our limited trains made
eces ary the use of special apparatus,

such as 18-in, brake cylinders and the

"L. X." passenger equipment.

The "L. X." equipment today is a very

flexible and efficient brake and answers all

purposes on cars whose weights do not

exceed 100.000 pounds, but during 1909

many passengi r cars weighing up to 140,-

000 or 150,000 pounds, were constructed,

and it i- here that the car builder met

with a practical difficulty.

WESTINGHOUSE PASSENGER CONTROL APPARATUS.

may be inclined to think that some of the

brake equipments designed during recent

years must have been unnecessary or had
been prematurely placed on the market.

However, those who have followed the

development of the air brake know that

each equipment in its turn was necessary

weight

and speed of trains increased.

Necessity i- the mother of invention,

and practically none of our modern me-

chanical wonders were invented until they

became a necessity, and the "P. C." equip-

menl 1- no exception, b

brake imprcn 1 greater

necessity since the introduction of the

automatic air brake itself.

In the year 1S75 a train of cars could

be stopped in a reasonable distance by the

use of the quick action automatic brake.

but in the year 1895 the weight of engine

and cars and the speed of trains had in-

creased to such an extent that an im-

ln - ird' 1

i" provide t< ir proper shoe

usters arc used

and th; increase ol

ravel resulting

avoided, ir 1- -rurally recognized that a

total leverage ratio of 9 to 1 should be

ittcd.

1 will therefor

irs whose maximum
1 [27,000 lbs., but f r

hi it would bi

sition was a 20 in. brake .

nts, as it is a difficult m
obtain a packing leather of this size with

sufficient uniformity to prevent lea

the piston rods and levers would

e and weight that it would re-

quire a considerable percentage of the

move them.

Again of clearance space

for a cylinder of this size underneath a

1 .ir and the ,in. stii in 1
it strains to the car

body from a cylinder of this size must
also he considered.

\ second proposition would
brake cylinders per car, which would also

implete brake equipments

whether they were fastened to the car

bod 1 11 to the trucks.

Another suggestion would be an in-

crease in the length of the 18-in. diameter

hrake cylinder to provide for a longer

piston travel to be used with an increased

leverage, and the objections to this are

apparent.

Anothei suggestion was a clasp brake.

that is, two brake shoes on each wheel.

1 in on either side, and this method would

undoubtedly provide sufficient braking

power for 150,000 lb. car equipped with an

18-in. brake cylinder and having a total

leverage 9 to I.

A final as the

brake cylin-

ders of pri

truck.

All ng with the actual diffi-

culty encountered in

r for the

heavy car there i- another

very important problem pre

sented, and it is the increase

* .ncc requin

I he : ! heavy

cars.

d that

' lice in

which a uld be

\ty miles per

hour, and pi
.

. t Lake
Sin ire tl 1,

the impre 1 trains
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, wer, and track

[ual.

that is not given

difference in brake cylinder

ervici and emer-

pplication.

b ak> equipment 1- used

application will result in a

, :;
,'.. pressure over

from the service application,

6 and [8-in. brake cylinders are

remains of the same

: I tin- air that enters the brake

cylinder from the brake pipe is not much

in equal to the volume of air re-

to displace the brake piston.

Another manner in which the

brake cvlinder pressure is affect'

the increase of piston travel, due to the

.plication when ears are in

losses in the percent

braking power that occur throu

i ,n brake gear of heavy cars is

[ly understood, and air brake men

,r some tune realize. 1 that the

quipments in use were unable to

demands upon them by modern

pal features of the distributing valve in

maintaining brake cylinder pressure

against leakage and excessive piston

travel, and a feature in addition that re-

sults in the application of the emergency

cylinder if for any reason brake pipe

pressure leaks down to a predetermined

figure.

Just how the valve accomplishes this

and its construction and operation will

be explained in future issues.

Dunn- the Lake Shore demonstrations

ted that J', seconds time elapsed

the time of brake application and

brake effectives -. even with the must

"L. N." passenger brake. A spe-

,le valve known as the "L. G, X-

en used in an effort to develop

brake cylinder pressure frorn a

no-!b. brake pipe pressure, and in spite

of 1 he effect of emergency piston travel.

vithin - lbs. of producing the de-

i tune between

, and its effectiveness

seconds; wh.

i
[ed that in order to reduce

;, onds, or less if possible,

• - must be di

, this conditi'

!

ol valve

ent. And b\ '

and the

.
in 1,100 11

; ,uting ..•'. '" !

,.
cv ~

itu I

"Brakes Creeping On."

Frequent inquiries concerning the

subject of brakes creeping on inspires

us to offer a few comments on this

matter. When the question, 'What

causes the brake to creep on when the

valve handles of the H6 brake are in

running position?" is asked, the invari-

able reply 1-. "The same thing that

causes the old style or Ai type of brake

to creep on when the brake valve han-

dle is in running position."

Namely, this is due to brake pipe

leakage in combination with a feed

valve that will not promptly open and

supply this leakage.

The explanation is generally accepted

as satisfactory, and when either of the

disorders mentioned are corrected the

trouble on the lone engine will dis-

appear.

However, the reapplication of the

brake on the head end of a long tram

after a release will also affect the engine

and tender brake, especially if they are

in i
1 1

ondition, and this sometimes

, onfuses the engineer upon the subject

of brake- creeping on.

I | M . application is sure to follow

rcharge of the brakes on the

nd of the train, and this trouble

of brakes creeping on the engmr is

generally more frequent when the H6

brake is in use.

•| he rea-oii lor this is that the aver-

idition ol the brake on the loco-

ple valve and auxtll-

.

1
are used, is such that it

usually requires a rather heavj and

,-apid reduction of brake pipe pressun

pplied when d

ult the slight ovei

affect tin engine brake

noticeable extent. The operation of

istributing valve dors not

,1 charge in an aux-

,i, of limited volun

1
equalizing valve to

tion position results in an appli-

ed and eylu der leakage, while

triple valv.

not al-

,
application of the

di

by an . .

ipplication chamber

being open to the atmosphere while

the handles are in running position re-

gardless of the position of the equal-

izing valve, but the same variation in

brake pipe pressure is encountered after

the overcharge no matter wdiat type of

engine brake is used.

Let us attempt to consider the sub-

ject of brakes creeping on without re-

ferring to any particular type of air

brakes as we will try to make it plain

that every automatic air brake applies

from the same cause and from that

cause only, otherwise it would not be

considered automatic.

The movements of this earth and the

planets are governed by fixed law, the

movement of every thing mechanical

since the creation is governed by the

same fixed law that does not vary and

we do not expect to see water How up

hill or rise above its own level, when

influenced by nothing other than gravi-

tation and atmospheric pressure any

more than we would expect the earth

to revolve in the opposite direction to-

morrow.

We will not consider any movement

of the earth or planets, save as an il-

lustration and the law governing the

operation of the automatic air brake

is as positive and fixed, and is no more

likely to vary than the law which com-

pels' and restrains the movement of

celestial bodies.

The law which underlies the opera-

tion of the automatic brake is the

creation of differentials of pressure.

The differential may be created with-

out necessarily resulting in an opera-

tion of the mechanism, but the mechan-

ism cannot be operated save by the

creation of the differential in pressure

and having this Used in our mind we

will assume that by brakes "creeping'

,,„, we mean an automatic application,

a movement of the triple valve, or the

equalizing valve of the distributing

valve, and not a stuck or sticking

la ake

\ erj often this disorder has been

reported on an engine, sometimes the

... merely "clean triple v..he"

or "clean distributing valve," it being

taken for granted that this work if

performed would correct the evil or

remedy the disord< r.

ping" on has

: the lirsl move ol the

the old school n

take a hammer, chisel and a monkey

wrench and make an assault upon the

,ly the brake valve

next, and ' al result very little

omplished, and very

thing wrong in the

an eve. .
barged

brake pi]

is really nothing difficult to

v little to reason out in
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order to locate the cause of a brake
creeping on, whether the Westing-
house, New York, Dukesmith or any
type of automatic brakes is used as

an automatic application of any of the

brake systems depends upon creating
a differential pressure between the
brake-pipe pressure and the Stoi

ume with which to operate the brake.

Now it the disorder mentioned actu-

ally occurs on the lone engine, if we
see or know that the brake will some-
times apply while the valve handles are

in running position and there is no ap-

parent disorder we know to begin with
that from the very fact that the brake
has applied proves that brake pipe

pressure has fallen lower than the pres-

sure in the stored volume, that is,

the auxiliary reservoir, or pressure
chamber of the distributing valve.

There is no other way in which the

automatic brake can be applied, and no
matter under what conditions the auto-

matic mechanism is moved it can be
done only by the creation of this dif-

ferential in pressure.

With some of the graduated released

type of brakes for electric cars, the

differential might be created by an in-

ciease of auxiliary reservoir pressure
coming through the supplementary
reservoir, but on the railroad loco-

motive there is no passage to the

auxiliary reservoir or the pressure
chamber of the distributing valve ex-

cept from the brake pipe, consequently
the differential of pressure can occur
only by a reduction of brake pipe
pressure.

Having this idea fixed in our mind
we can readily see that regardh of

the condition of the feed valve or posi-

tion of the brake valve handle, an es-

cape of brake pipe pressure has ap-

plied the brake, and we also know that

if slight brake pipe leakage can re-

duce brake pipe pressure while the

brake valve handles arc in running po-

sition, the feed valve is not main-
taining a constant pressure in the

brake pipe, and it is not only necessary
to stop the leakage, but to also have
the feed valves' erratic action cor-

rected. And as this is the sum, sub-

stance and remedy for brakes creeping

on with any type of air brake, the ab-

surdity of considering a distributing

valve in connection with the disorder

-.I ent.

On thi a movement of the

distributing valve when influenced by
slight brake pipe leakage alone.

serves to prove the sensitiveness of the

distributing valve, the fact that the

slight variation in brake pip

has operated the distributing valve

proves that the moveable parts are

neatly fitted and properly lubricated,

impress upon the

mind of the student that the only way
in u hich the equalizing vah e oi .1 dis

tributing valve, or .1 triple valve can

b( moved to application position is by
a reduction of brake pipe pressure. Of
course the brake can be-

through the distributing valve by
means of an independent application

or even by closing the brake valve cut

out or double-heading cock and placing

the automatic brake valve handle in

emergency position, but those are in

no sense of the word automatic ap-

plii ations.

The slide valve of a triple valve be-

comes unseated and permitting a flow

of auxiliary reservoir air to the brake-

cylinder might result in a momentary
application of the brake if the leakage
from the slide valve was in excess of

the capacity of the port opening in the

retaining valve or an emergency valve

breaking or sticking open could apply
the brake, but neither could be consid-

ered an automatic application, the

movement of the piston and slide valve

in the latter case being merely inci-

dental, the actual flow of air applying to

brake in either case being as direct to the

cylinder as any application of a

straight air brake.

When we become confused and fail to

distinguish the difference between a

"sticking brake" and "brakes creeping

on." and blame the distributing valve

for causing the brake to creep on. or

blame the automatic or indepi ndent
brake valve for causing a brake to

stick, it proves conclusively that our
study .f the air brake was begun at

the wrong place, that is, somewhere in

the middle instead of at the beginning.

Going into detail on this subject

may serve a two-fold purpose, it may
also remind the student of the im-

portance and necessity of starting his air

brake course il thi beginning and not

ai the point which deals with defects

of the apparatus.

Attention h - 1"
1 11 called to this mat-

ter in the past, and many will agree

that the adnning of a man's
of as vital consequence to him

as the foundation of a building

its superstructure.

It is a vet ence t< 1

hear men wh bring them in

touch with air brake matters,

air brake questions correctly in one
sense and yet fail to understand the

answer they

The question, "What is the effect of

a leakj rotary valve in the brake

1 invariably answered by, "It re

the brakes."

general thing it does, but there

are several very ordinary conditions

under which it cannot, and when the

student accepts such an indefinite an-

swer to a question as foregone conclu-

ind gives it no further thought,
he will eventually recall instam
which he was unable to state posi-

tively what caused the troubli

In reference to brake applying due
to an oven hat gi d pi essun hamber
in the distributing valve, it wa
that there was no way of charging the

liary res-

ervoii except by the way of the brake
pipe and feed grooves, and under or-
dinary conditions there is no other
way, as it is assumed that thi

valve is in good condition at all times
an effort is being made to locate the
cause 1 if brake sticking.

If it is not m good condition it must
be put in perfect working order be-
fore .my tests are conducted, so that
brake cylinder pressure may be re-

tained at or restricted to the desired
figure.

In case .1 safetj valve was inopera
tivc an emergency application of the
brake, during which time the valve
handle remained in emergency position
lor any considerable length of time,
would allow a flow of air from the
main reservoir into the application
cylinder of the distributing valve and
consequently into the pressure cham-
ber, the equalizing valve being in

emergency position, and this would re-

sult in main reservoir pressure over-
charging the pressure chamber due to
an inoperative safety valve, and the
brake would necessarily be released by
means of the independent brake valve.

The valve would be held in rcle.,

sition until application cylinder and
pressure chamber pressures were re-

duced below the pressure in the brake
pipe at which time the equalizing valve
could again be moved to release posi-
tion

It is desired to mention this in con-
nection with brakes sticking or re-

maining applied when handles are re-

turned to running position, but •

confuse it with the subject of brakes
creeping on while both valve handles
are in running position.

We would impress upon the minds
of our readers the value of learning
first, the operation, constructions, and
the duties of the different parts of the
air brake equipment, leaving the de-
fects that result from wear and neg-
lect for a later consideration, it is sure
to prevent many misunderstandings
and avoid numerous arguments.

Order in Learning.

The true order of learning should be.

first, what is necessary; second, what
is useful, and third, what is or:

lrncy. To reverse

this arrangement is like beginning to

build at the top of the edifice.
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Electrical Department

Running a N. H. Electric Locomotive

III.

BV W. B. KOUWENHOVEN.

When running on direct current and ap-

proaching the alternating current zone, a

post will be noticed on the right of way
marked "Controller off." Upon reaching

this post the engineer must immediately

return the controller handle to the off

position and open the small switch on

the back of the controller. .Meanwhile

his helper, or fireman, opens the direct

current main switch and closes both al-

ternating current circuit breakers. Then

the engineer presses down the button

marked "Shoes and Trolleys Unlock," and

holds it down until the shoes leave the

third rail and fold up against the side of

the lor. .motive and the alternating current

trolleys rise As soon a- tin- trolleys

make contact with the overhead wire, the

helper starts the motor generator set ami

1 loses the switch for charging the storage

batter)'. When the shoes leave the third

rail tin: direct current supply is cut off

and the armature of the direct current

relay falls, and as soon as the alternating

current enters the locomotive the two al-

ternating current relays immediate!}

rmatures. This completes

nit .Hid causi - the change

1 Mi.itic.ilK shift fn mi

ternal ent pi >si

•ion. When the changes-over ha 1

.eing in :

eters ari'

naking un that b' >th mo
i ing power.

1 'In di vbridgi is not

I with the overhead wire and

would

fust bi d of the

mid re

1 \ er the

en the

i 1

' on the

idei a train

[1 r both

1

'

I

'
: :

Meanwhile the engineer lowers the third

rail shoes by pressing the proper button

and signals the tower-man in charge of

the bridge to throw the current on to

the third rail. Then he should operate

the locomotive as in normal alternating

current operation, taking care, however,

io accelerate very slowly. Just before

the end of the bridge and also the end of

the third rail is reached, the engineer

should return the controller handle to the

off position, and his helper should open

the direct current main switch, replace

the wooden peg and pull the switch back

against the peg. When the shoes leave

the third rail the engineer should raise

AL'J 1 k.\.\ I IM, c L'RRENl I K .JiV.

t!nm by pn - ing the button marked

and I ii.IIk s Unlock," an.!

, . . .ill. hi u ith till

1 'ill- 1 draw tie

;.. i' rim

In hauling vi ry heavy trains
,

1. 'lives

.
1 [aven iv 1 tartford

1 an double headi d th< . '1' 1 not

tly, as is thi

double

-

. perated as a singl

, the In irse power, and are

controlled from tin- cab of the forward

i

throttle 01 , ntrollei lever. 'I hi

l,.i to ;ii. ordinary multiple operation oi

motor cars, such as is practiced on the

New York Subway, the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit and many other roads.

The wires which connect the two mas-

ter controllers to the unit switches or

contactors, are connected in two junction

boxes to wdiat is known as the train line.

A junction box is located above each

master controller. The train line runs the

length of the locomotive and ends in

three connector or jumper sockets at each

end of the locomotive. The sockets are

just above the end doors of the locomo-

tive cab, and are made so that only the

proper jumper for each socket will fit it.

When double-heading two locomotives

the crews make the three jumper connec-

tions with the jumpers provided for

the purpose, and the air hose connections.

The crew of the second locomotive re-

move the reverser handle and the control-

ler plug' from the master controller of

their locomotive, and see that the small

switches on the back of both master con-

trollers are .pen. They also place the

brake valves, on the second locomotivi . in

the running position and close tin cut-out

cocks under the valves 1>\ turning them to

the up position. After this has been done

neei d the fii st locomotive pro-

ceeds to test the control of the two loco-

motives, which are now operating as one,

for direct and alternating cui 1 en1

tion in both directions While he

notches up In controller handle his help-

er and the crew of the second locomotive

watch the unit switches on their engines

lain that the pi 1 ipi r 1 mes c ime

in . .11 each noti h, as v. a -
. [escribed in a

previous article on the New Haven Elec-

1 ric 1- moth e \\ hili running di mbh

header 01 the rear

lie, is used . .11 each loci itlH 'In e.

'I hi equipnn nt of itive in

ica .111 alternating current inti

.i.itliin I. r .111.! a direct .an 1 cut u

ing walln;. :

•

! lie all." ratine

v. aitnii i.a 'i . 1
1..- am. unit ..f powei

consumed while the locomotive is run-

the alternating currenl

the oiher wattmeter gives the amount con

stimed when in the direct current

1 ln< of : a., er is to

1 u ice l'..r eai h run ; the 111

ist before 1. . I
'tion at

Stamford, and the second after

la. .1. tin; '1. n 11 1I1. Grand ' entral sta-

1
ia thi 1 . turn trip the readings

der. The sum

.
.1" the 1

the total lowe ai kil" vvat
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hours (i.ooo watt hours), used by the

li trii locomi t i\ e during the run.

The N. V., N. II. & II. electric locomo-

tives are fitted with two systems tor heat-

ing trains, one by electricity drawn trout

the power supply and the other by steam

supplied by a small, oil-burning, lire tube

vertical boiler within the cab. The ne-

cessity for the two heating s;

to the fact that their long-haul trains are

drawn beyond Stamford by steam loco-

motives and are therefore steam heated,

while the cars on some of their local

trains remain entirely within the electric

zone, am upped with electric

heaters.

The voltage at which the electricity,

both alternating and direct current, is sup-

plied to the heaters is about 600 volts, a

single pole knife switch controls the heat-

er circuits for both alternating and direct

current, and must be closed whenever
the heaters are needed. The direct cur-

rent is taken directly from the third rail

shoes, and the alternating current is sup-

plied by a small transformer which may
be connected to either or both of the

main transformers by closing the proper

two pole switches The change-over

switch automatically arranges the con-

nections when the beaters are in service

so that they receive current in both the

alternating and direct current zones.

As stated in an earlier article on run-

ning these New- Haven locomotives, one

of the novel features is the cooling ar-

rangement, which consists of two motor-
driven fans or blowers for forcing a cur-

rent of air through the four main motors,

the two transformers and the resistance

grids. This prevents them from becom-
ing overheated by the passage of the elec-

tric current through them and greatly in-

creases the continuous hauling capacity of

the electric engines.

Each blower or fan supplies the air

through a conduit to one motor, and the

transformer and resistance grids belong-

ing thereto. These conduits are so ar-

ranged, however, that in case of the fail-

ure of one of the fans or the motor driv-

ing it. the other fan can supply the entire

equipment. Each conduit is fitted with

two dampers, and in case of the stoppage

of a blower, both dampers on the con-

duit of the stopped blower must be closed,

otherwise all the air from the remaining

blower will escape through the -

With both fans running under usual

conditions, all dampers should i>

The air inlet for each fan is protected by

shutters which must he closed when it is

snowing or raining, to prevent moisture

from being carried into the machinery by
the passage of the air. During a storm

the air is drawn from the interioi

cab. and the helpi should open one of

the doors on the lee side of the

supply air provided the storm is not too

severe. If it is too severe to open the

door he may open one or more of the

trap doors in the floor of the cab.

If, when the locomotive is either run-

ning or standing, a short circuit or a

id, oi iark i formed be-

tween any two points of the equipment,

or smoke is discovered issuing from some
point or some part b t, or an

explosion occurs, or the fuses blow ; in

short, if any irregularity occurs, the en-

gineer must immediately return the con-

troller handle to the off position. If the

train is in the alternating current zone,

the engineer must also press the button

marked "Trolleys Down" and lower the

trolleys. If in the direct current zone

and an arc has formed which does not

clear itself, that is blow out and cease

when the handle is thrown to the off posi-

tion, the engineer must immediately close

a small single pole knife switch which is

mounted on the end of the junction box
fastened to the top of the cab, just over

the master controller. There are two of

these small switches, one on each junction

box above each master controller. The
closing of this small switch closes an

emergency suit known as the short cir-

cuit switch.

The short circuit switch is electrically

operated by a solenoid, which is con-

trolled by either of the two small knife

switches. The closing of this short circuit

emergency switch makes a dead ground

on the direct current supply circuit just

inside the shoe fuses, and causes the shoe

fuses to blow instantly, cutting off the

electric power and stopping the arc. The
short circuit switch should not 'be left

closed for any length of time, because the

current which is drawn from the storage

battery to operate it, is large. To open,

the engineer not only opens this emer-

gency single pole knife switch, but also

he must close the main battery switches.

When the arc has been cleared the engi-

neer and his helper must place the

wooden slippers between the shoes and

the third rail and then proceed to inves-

tigate the cause of the trouble after open-

ing the short circuit switch.

Now let us see what the engineer and

his helper can do to bring in their train

when some part of the machinery of the

locomotives breaks down, and the train

is out on the line. If one of the alternat-

ing current trolleys breaks or is torn off,

or the current sparks over an insulator,

or if any other mechanical or electrical

difficulty arises with the trolleys, the en-

gineer must immediately press thi

that lowers the trolleys, and at the same

time shut off the power and bring the

train to a stop. If the trol

come down the engineer should close the

small double po e « itch 1 m the

the controller: if this fails, the trolley can

be pulled down with the wooden pole

when the train comes to a standstill. The

alternating current trolleys are held up

by spring pressure, and they arc brought

down by d air and li :1

by a latch. Air is admitted to the un-

locking cylinder to release the latch by

the button marked "Shoe and Trolleys

brought

* and the trolleys lowered the en-

gineer and his helpers may go on t

and clear away the broken trolley. At-

tached to the roof arc safety chains

which not only hold the trolleys down
when hooked, but also make a dead

ground with th r the engineer

nor his helper should ever go on the roof

unless both trolleys are lowered, and

upon reaching the roof he should snap the

chain to the lley and

then the other chain to the other trolley.

This thoroughly safeguards him from all

danger of shock. If the latch fails to

catch and hold the broken trolley down,

it must be tied down with a rope. The
trolley must be tied down on itself, not

to the roof, and the engineer must be

careful that none of the broken parts

touch the roof. Before leaving the roof

the engineer must be sure to unhook both

safety chains. Upon reaching the interior

of the cab the engineer should close the

cut-out cock in the air line leading to the

unlock cylinder of the damaged trolley, to

prevent the latch releasing the trolley

when the button is pressed.

If some part of a trolley breaks while

running, and does not ground on the

roof of the locomotive when lowered, but

fails to latch down, and if the engineer

does not wish to lose the time necessary

to stop the train and tie down the trol-

ley, then he can keep it down by block-.

ing open the electro-magnet valve of the

air cylinder that pulls down the trolley.

This keeps the cylinder full of com-

pressed air all the time, and thus holds

the trolley down.

The alternating current trolleys are

connected by a cable to which a T- connec-

tion is fastened near the No. 2 trolley

which leads to the alternating current cir-

cuit breakers. When a trolley breaks

and grounds it must be disconnected from

the cable where it is attached to the base

of the trolley. If a ground occurs in the

cable connecting the trolleys to the T-con

nection the engineer should go on the

n of and disconnect the grounded side of

the T-connection at the T, cutting the

grounded cable and a trolley out of ser-

vice. However, if the trouble occurs in

the lead from the T-connection to the

circuit ' lleys must be

-napped on and

should call for assistance.

If, when passing from the direct to the

alternating current zone, the alternating

current trolleys fail to rise, it is probably

due to the armatures of the direct cur-

rent relay sticking up, or to the small

in the back of one of the control-

to the cut-out cocks

in air line leading to the unlock being

closed or to insufficient air pressure. The

engineer and his helper should then make

a rapid inspection of the apparatus and

remedv the trouble.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr J Jackson has been appointed shop

foreman, Revelstoke roundhouse, on the

Canadian Pacific Railway.

Mr. D. B. Sebastian, heretofore acting

fuel agent of the Rock Island Lines, has

been appointed fuel agent of the same

roads.

Mr. J. II. Reed has been appointed

night locomotive foreman, Winnipeg

roundhouse, on the Canadian

Railway.

Mr. M. E. lowner, formerly pur-

chasing agent, 'Frisco lines, has become

president of the Southern Railway Sup-

ply Company.

Mr. H. S. Xeedham has been appointed

assistant engini 1 r of motive power of the

Pennsylvania Lines West, vice Mr. C 1>

Young, transferred.

Mr. Joseph Turpin has been appoint-

ed general traveling engineer over the

northern and southern divisions of the

the Temiskaming c\: Northern Ontario

Railway, vice Mr. T. Ross, promoted.

Mr. A. L. Milliken, employed as loco-

motive engineer on the river division of

tin- New York Central, has been appointed

road foreman oi 1 ngines on the same road.

Mr. E. .1. Robertson has been appointed

superintendent of car department of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie

Railway, vice Mr. I. G. Pool, deceased.

Mr. R. J. McDonald lias been ap-

- linted

•
)

1 A

e has In

& Alton, ivith hi adqu; 1

Bloomington, 111.

Mr. S I) V\

8 Pugi t Sound,

assistant sign

neer, with office at Tacoma,

Mr M, Flannagan

the Richmond divi

sion of I ' eake & 1 ihio R

with headquarters at Rii hmond, \ .

ti d act-

B;

pointed traveling engineer of the south-

ern district of the Chicago & Alton,

with headquarti rs al Bloornington. 111.

Mr. J. D. Harris, general superinten-

motive power of the Baltii

Ohio, has bad bis jurisdiction extended

over the Balti
:

Mr A SI). .nt, heretofore distrii

ti r mechanic on the Canadian I

Railway, at Cranbrook, B C, h

api tied masti mi • hanii . » ith •
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Mr. W. J. Andrews has been appoint-
ed shop foreman Winnipeg roundhouse,
on the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Mr. W. K. McLeod has been appointed
locomotive foreman on the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway at Calgary, Alta.. vice, Mr.
A. H. Eager, resigned.

Mr. F. E. Long has been appointed
road foreman of engines of the Georgia
Southern & Florida Railway, with head-
quarters at Macon, Ga.

Mr. F. McFarlane has been appointed
locomotive foreman at Crow's Nest, B C.,

on the Canadian Pacific Railway, vice

Mr. A. Hall, transferred.

Mr. Don B. Sebastian, acting fuel agent
of the Rock Island Lines, has been ap-

pointed fuel agent of the same roads, with
headquarters at Chicago. III.

Mr. C. A. Wheaton, heretofore freight

repair foreman of the Canadian Northern
Railway at Winnipeg, has been appointed
car foreman at Edmonton, Alta.

Mr. M. J. Carrigan has been appointed
district foreman of the Oregon Short
Line and the Southern Pacific lines east

of Sparks, Nev., vice Mr. W. E. White,
assigned to other duties.

Mr. A. McCowan, heretofore foreman
C. P. R., Cranbrook, B. C, has been ap-

pointed general car foreman of the Ca-
nadian Northern Railway at Winnipeg,
vice Mr. J. 11. Morgan, retired.

Mr. J. C. McDonald, general passenger
agent of the National Lines of Mexico,
has resigned to become assistant to J. N.
Galbraith, general manager of the

Waters-Pierce Oil Co., in Mexico.

Mr. T. A. Musgrove, heretofore car
foreman, C. P. R., Ottawa, has been ap-
pointed freight repair foreman of the Ca-
nadian Northern Railway at Winnipeg,
vice Mr. C A. Wheaton, transferred.

Mr. A. Hall, heretofore locomotive
foreman at Crow's Nest, B. C, on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, has been ap-
pointed locomotive foreman at McLeod,
Alta, vice Mr. H. McDonald, transferred.

Mr. W. Owens, formerly with the New
York Air Brake Company, has been ap-

pointed general air brake and fuel in-

spector on the Lehigh Valley Railroad,

with headquarters at South Bethlehem,
N. Y.

Mr. r. 11. Goodnow has been appoint-
ed master ear builder of the Chicago, In-

diana &• Southern and of the Indiana
Harbor Belt Railroads, with office at

Englewood, Til., vice Mr. J. W. Senger,
transferred

Mr. 1. R. Pomeroy, assistant to the

president of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Co., of New York, has resigned
to take an important position with the

engineering and contracting firm -

Whit. & Co.

Mr. J. F. Killeen has been appointed
general mechanical foreman of the Wash-

ington division of the Oregon Railroad
and Navigation Company, with office at

Starbuck, Wash., vice Mr. M. E. Carri-
gan, resigned.

Mr. T. Ross, heretofore loco

foreman. North Bay, on the Temiskam-
ing & Northern Ontario Railway, has

been appointed acting master mechanic,
vice Mr. A. Allen, resigned. Offic<

North Bay. I ln1

Mr. A. II. Eager, heretofore locomo-
tive foreman, C. P. R., at Calgary, Alt;,.,

has been appointed superintendent of

shops and repair yards, of the Canadian
Northern Railway at Winnipeg, Man.
I his is a new p. isition.

Mr. J. W. Rohrer, who has been a lo-

comotive engineer on the Columbus,
Hocking Valley & Toledo, has been ap-

pointed a representative of the New
York Air Brake Company, with head-
quarters at. Columbus, Ohio.

Professor II. M. Cottrell, for many
years director of farmers' institutes at

Kansas and Colorado agricultural col-

leges, has accepted the position of agri-

cultural commissioner of the Chicago
Rock Island & Pacific. His headquar-
ters will be in Chicago.

Mr. Robert W. Baxter has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of the
lines north of the Ohio River, on the

Illinois Central Railroad, also general

superintendent of the Indianapolis South-
ern Railroad, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, 111., vice Mr. Charles L. Ewing. re-

signed.

Mr. W. E. Lowes has been appointi I

assistant passenger agent of the Baltimore

& Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimc re.

Md. Since 1807 Mr. Lowes has been pen

eral advertising agent of the company, and
in his new position he will continui to

have charge of all advertising matters as

heretofore.

Mr. Daniel Willard, president of the

Baltimore & Ohio, recently announced the

creation of an additional "assistant to the

president." and the appointment to the

post of Mr George TT. Campbell, general

superintendent of the New York division

and vice-president of the Staten Island

Rapid Transit.

Mr. Dudley Walker, formerly advertis

ing agent of the Ch r, Rail-

road, has resigned his position with that

road in order to enter the newspaper,
magazine and outdoor general advertis-

ing agency. He has organized a company
known as Dudley Walker & C
headquarters at Chicago. 111.

It is announ

f Engineering that tin-

plant at the university latch- doi .

the Chicago & North-Western Railway
will constitute a portion of the

ment of the School of Railway Engi
ing and Administration, and th: I

in-tailed it wil

immediate direction of Professor Edward
C. Schmidt, who is in charge of railway

1 ring.

Mr. W. C Brown, president of the

New York Central, and Mr. Daniel L.

Cease, editor of the Railroad Trainmen's
Journal, have been appointed by I

members of the commit
will investigate employers' liability and
workmen's compensation. Senators
Hughes of Colorado and Warner of
Missouri, and Representatives Dcnby of

Michigan and Brantley of Georgia, also

are members of the commission. When
»s meets in December it will in all

probability h.u e 51 rnie data 1 m v -

frame an employers' liabilil

Mr. Edward L. Lomax, genera. -

ger and ticket agent of the Union Pa-
cific, has resigned, and has now become
passenger traffic manager of the Western
Pacific. The change will be as great a

loss to the Associated Lines as it will be

a gain for the Western Pacific, for Mr.
Lomax is recognized as one of the ablest

passenger traffic men in America. He
has been with the Union Pacific

since 1887, when he became assistant gen-
eral passenger agent, his promotion to the

head of the department was made two
years later. Previously he had been as-

sistant general passenger agent of the

Burlington. He has been in railroad

service since 1869.

Mr. James J. Gill has been appointed
an assistant supervisor of equipment by
the Public Service Commission of the sec-

ond district, New York State. Refore

his appointment Mr. Gill was road fore-

man of engines on the New York Central,

having charge of 125 locomotives and 300
engineers and firemen. He entered the

railroad service as a fireman and then

was for eleven years engineer on freight

p engei trains of the New York
Central. During that time he made air

brake and other experimental tests for

ipany. In tqoi he was promoted
to he traveling engineer, assuming control

of the in .'.recked locomotives

and learning the cai |uipment

troubles. In that connection his duties

included the investigation

new engi -. the instruction of

the method of operating such as were
adopted, and tin preparing of work re-

port- covi I repairs made. The
division of 1 g and inspection of

the public mission, which Mr.
Gill wili

. er the

rticularly

the investigation

ipment. The
to which Mr. Gill is

urged by the r

brotherhi Mr.

and his appointment «
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General Foremen's Department

The General Foremen.

Writing to Railway and Locomotive

j eel

ident of

.I Railway General Fore

ays: "Next May will

be the seventh year of Our association's

existence and I would like to stir up

foreman and get him in-

.]i our movement. I am sure

oven- membi 1 derives a great betn
I

1 ially in attending the

conventions, where everything connected

with Out
.

rk is discussed and
debated. I would like to impress upon

!< nts of motive power that

fits their foremen to be

members of the International Railway

General Foremen's Association and that

they should do their part in persuading

their foremen to become members.

"I think we should have 300 or 400

present at the next convention in Chi-

1 yet been de-

ut will be published later. Our
secretary. Mr. L. II Bryan, is a very will-

ing and hard worker for the association

and sun great credit for what
he lias '

"I agree with Mr Quayle, superintend-

ent of n eer, of the Chi

;. In his remarks at the

said if he w

inh .1 member of

this association, as he won],] Want to be
1 Voces,

! R G F. A.

Superheaters.

t 1 te of the mi rn-

tional Railway

iation recently

of th< C & I S . at Kanka-

iei t • if superheaters

Mr. Ball

ted to furnish

ii during

: id thai

I

"This locomotive is of the consolidation

type, ha cylinders 25 by 28 ins. and car-

ries [80 lbs. steam pressure, as compared

with our regular locomotive of that type.

ylinders 22 bj 28 i.is and carrying

205 lbs. .in pn ssure, Trials

on the locomotive testing plant and on the

road seem to indicate a slight superiority

for the locomotive fitted with super-

heater, but it is not sufficiently great to

enable us to say positively whether the

superheater or some local condition of

the locomotive accounts for the differ-

ence."

In the last twenty-five years steam

pressures on locomotive boilers have been

gradually increased from 140 to 225 lbs.

working pressure. The result has been

that the cost of boiler repairs lias been

very much increased on account of the

ed life of firebox staybolts and

flues. Superheating affords a convenient

means of adding heat to steam without

materially increasing its pressure: also the

advantage to be 1 btained by enlarged cyl-

indei 5. There is no question but that con-

siderable economy is obtained by the use

1 rheated steam, preferably of re-

duced pressure, say of [60 lbs., to avoid

- xcessive boiler repairs. This is especially

desirable in bad water districts, and it is

possible to effect considerable economy in

this direction.

The smoke-box type of superheater

p< a low superheat of 25 to 50 degs.

Fahr. The single loop fire-tube super-

1 moderate superheat of 100 to

[25 .legs. Fahr. The double-h.op fire-

high superheat of 175 _.

Fahr. Saturated stream at 160 lbs., has

a temperature of 370 degs.: at 200 lb . )88

de.s and il
-'

. 31 17 degs , or an incre; <

in heai of about 27 degs. for practically

the entire range of pressures in locomo-

tice I 1» li >u degree of super-

heal as ,'ilTi irdcd by the smi iki b

idds 35 to 40 degs.. « hich i

I

' ined by means 1 if high

Modi te and high superheat.

ither hand, affords a convenient

and practical me f adding from too

heat

When
say 175 degs. of additional hi a!

I with the ''

] thai [75 deg ;. i if heat can be

di w i" lint Thei efore, its

lui to the < mdensa-

tii n and ' the <\\ Under

lis will 1 Mled.

The ad ' steam

are: At high temperatures it behaves like

a gas and is, therefore, in a far more
stable condition than in the saturated

form. Considerable heat may be ex-

tracted without producing any liquefac-

tion, whereas the slightest absorption

of heat from saturated steam results in

condensation. If the superheat is high

enough to supply not only the heat ab-

sorbed by the cylinder walls, but also the

heat equivalent of the work done during

the expansion, then the steam will be

dry and saturated at release.

The firebox temperatures in locomo-

tives must be at least 1,800 to 2,joo degs.

The smoke-box temperatures will range

from about 550 to 700 degs. Tests made on

superheaters show a saving of 12 to 20

per cent, in fuel, and a saving in water

of 15 to 25 per cent., it being larger be-

cause more fuel is required for the pro-

duction of one pound of superheat than

for the same quantity of saturated steam.

In order to obtain 150 to 175 degs.

of superheat and over, it is necessary to

resort to the fire-tube form of super-

heater, as it is not possible by any designs

of smoke-box superheaters to get suffi-

ciently high temperatures in the smoke-

box without using a large 10 or 12-in.

tine in the bottom of the boiler, as in the

Schmidt earlier designs. The use of thi se

large flues have been abandoned, even by

Schmidt, on account of the extra cost of

installation and maintenance, and prac-

tically all the designs recently equipped

with the Schmidt system have used the

fire-tube style.

One disadvantage of the smoke-box

type is that the entire extra weight is

concentrated at the front end in a line

approximating the vertical center of cylin-

ders. This means with a four-wheel

Muck that all the extra weight is

practically added to the truck. On the

hand, the fire-tube type distributes

the weight much more uniformly,

ibservations made in Eui

en found that the Germans have

abandoned tin I
type 111 favor

of the tire tube, chiefly mi account of the

concentration of weight at the front end.

the extra co I md the n< cessity of using

i large tube to raise the temperature of

the ;moki box gases. Furthermoi

attach much importance to the

impiii ity, 1 applii al ion and dis-

mantling; and they state that these ad-

vantages have proved of such practical

value that for all new locomotives the

lire-tube type is being used at the

time.

While at a first glance the smoke-box
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type may appeal to possess some attractive

features, especially in the utilization of the

waste heat in the smoke box gases, in

practice it is found impossible to obtain

more than a few d( ;rei 1 superheat

without increasing the diameter of the

boiler tubes, as the temperature of the

smoke-box gases is not sufficiently high

to impart more than 25 to 35 degs. over

the normal temperature of the saturated

steam in the boiler. It is, thi

practically little belter than a drier and

the economies in fuel and water which

may be obtained are insignificant as com-
pared with the use of superheated steam

of 200 to 250 degs.

It is probable that the trials nude in

tin West with the smoke-box superheat

are largely in bad water districts where,

on account of boiler foaming, an abnor-

mal amount of water is carried to the

cylinders. It is. therefore, possible that

in the Last where these conditions do nit

exist to the same extent, that the rela-

tive economy would be very much less.

The fire-tube form of superheater

possesses important advantages over

any type of smoke-box superheat! h

is possible to obtain any desired practical

amount of superheat. The economy in

water and coal increases very rapidly

with the higher temperatures, and with

150 to 200 degs. of superheat, a conserva-

tive estimate of the saving in coal is 20

per cent., and in water 25 per cent.

To obtain the best results the boiler

pressure can be very much decreased,

there being no theoretical or practical

economy in the use of high boiler pres-

sures, as the necessary heat added to the

steam after its removal from contact with

the water, therein increasing the volume

with constant pressure. At the present

time the application of superheaters to

locomotives constitutes the most attractive

and practical forms of improving their

power and efficiency. The cylinders can

be enlarged to permit greater ratios of

expansion, economy of water ami fuel and

the use of lighter engines, which will

.iter amount of h irsepi iwer

per unit of weight than is possible with

the saturated steam locomotive.

About the only additional care re-

quired in the operation of locomotives

supplied with superheaters capable of

heating the steam to high temperatures, is

blowing out the tines after each trip to re-

move accumulations of soot and cinders.

r, is the regular practice

of some roads with saturated steam loco-

ily well repays the

slight extra cost on account of thi

conductive qualities of the tubes when
they are in a clean condition.

One of the claims made in favor of

the smoke-box type is that it is better

adapted for application to old locomotives

in which it is desirable to reduce tl

sure. The principal difference in cost is

the renewal of the tube sheets required

with the fire-tube type, but in case the

firebox was worn oul "r if engines

selected for the application of super-

equired new firebox tul

there would be practically no difference in

st of application.

To renew the boiler tubes requires

dismantling of the smoke-box type of

superheater, as usually constructed, but

I the small lines can be n

especially those in the bottom of the boiler

in our later form of tire-tube type without

dismantling the superheating apparatus.

I he superheating tubes in the smoke-box
type seem to be exposed to a great dial

in le rutting action from the cinders, as

they are at right angles to the flues and
to the gases, than the fire-tube type;

which would make them very short lived.

The higher degree of superheat, the more
the diameter of the cylinders can be in-

creased over the normal dimensions and

consequently increase the starting power,

and greater ratios of expansion can be

obtained for certain types of engines with-

in the limits of suitable factor of adhesion.

The most economical results with the

fire-tube type are obtained with a super-

heat of 180 to 280 degs., with boiler

pressure of 160 lbs., the temperature oi

the saturated steam is 370 degs. and the

temperature of the superheated steam at

the figures named would be 550 to 650

degs. With suitable design of piston valve

anil proper lubrication no special difficulty

lia- In en experienced in actual operation.

For a superheat of 200 degs. the in-

crease in volume is approximately 25 per

cent., so that with the same cut-off the

weight of steam required is 25 per cent,

less than with saturated steam with the

same pressure. Generally the cut-off can

be decreased with superheated steam SO

that additional economy is obtained b}

the greater ratio 1
pin. which

added to the fact that superheated steam

does not condense until it has given up all

heat and the point of saturation

is reached, adds still further to its

my.

\s the limits of tractive power at

medium and high speeds is largely a

question of the ability of the 1.oiler to

sufficient steam, it will be appar-

ent that a locomotive capable of develop

ing the same tractive

cent of the normal consumption of fuel

will show a large increase in tractive

power assuming the same amount

per hour is burned as in a satt

locomotive. This increase under favor-

able conditions may amount to :

per cent.

Fast Repair Work, C, H. & D.

Mr. W. II. Roberts, loo

neer on the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Day-

ton Railway, writes us of some very fast

time made in overhauling C. II. &

gine X". .s-Sj. at tlie Indtanapoli

Perhaps the best way of pre-

senting the information in

form is to quote the letter sent us by

Mr. Roberts [1 1 1 1 reporl il Mr. !'.

C. Pickard, assistant master mechanic,

-il to Mr. II. II. 1 [ale, the ma
chanic at Lima, lie says:

report covers ill detail thi

and lime consumed in turning out en-

384. She was put on transfer

table early Monday morning, June 20, 1910,

was moved to back shop, ready to be

stripped 7:10 a. m., June 20, 1910; cab

taken off :20 a. in., running In 1:1:

a. in. At this time engine was completely

stripped. Begun jacking -

a. 111.; engine truck out 10:40; all wheels

out at 1 130 p. m. ; engine blocked 2 :30

p m. ; cross heads and guides stripped,

cleaned and delivered to machii

p. ill. ; steam chest vaK es, yoki

brake, rigging stripped, cleaned

; ml distributed to the departments hand-

ling the wurk at 5 p. m.; wheels stripped

• t boxes, eccentrics and straps, distributed

to machines, 5:30 p. m. ; driving box
brasses taken out, cleaned and taken to

lathe 5:45 p. m.; revi and links

delivered to link bench 5:58 p. in.. June
20, 1910. June 21. pedestal jaws trued

up, binders, rocker boxes refitted; t< "k

tumbling frame off shaft: deck bi

aniineil. guide bol ' out and renewed.

June 22, 1910.—Rocker boxes repaired

and hung new guide yoke, bolts applied,

new deck bulls applied, sand box valves

repaired, guides reining, new studs ap-

I
lied to expansion buckles, new studs for

ine door applied, shaker rigging and
running boards studs out, holes retapped,

studs removed, all washout holes re-

tapped and plugs nn. wed, eccentrics

June 23, I'J

buckles fitted by blacksmith, running board

tumbling shaft, new
applied,

faced, chests closed, driving boxes fitted

and applied, eccentric straps, spring rig-

ging bung. June _•), put up

...
engine, all holes tapped it

1 fi iuntain and <

overhauled, m
air pump applied, driver brake

applied. June

25. shoes and w edgi S put up,

trammed, runni

drums hung, reverse lever quadrant and

reach rod and links hung, engine pipes

engine ready for boiler test. June
1:1, lag-

ging ap ipplied, boiler

cocks put on, valves set, piping up cyl-

. ipplied. June
28th. ecceiitrii Is hung and

ken out of shop at

5:30 p. m. J no. June 29,-

tank coupl

report covei . black-
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, carpenter, paint and tank

: in detail covering boiler work

is as follows :—Mon-

day, June jo, ash pan removed, front end

rigging removed, liues and cut rivets at

the back end connection of boiler. June

ild back end of boiler and

applied new one. June 22, riveted back

end at June 23, stay bolts

throat sheet and braces to back

flue sheet, caulked seam at boiler con-

June 24, flues applied. June

25, work on flues completed, ready to

test. June 27, boiler tested, removed

and burst flues renewed, applied ash pan

and front end rigging.

Subjects for General Foremen, 1911.

The subject for the 1911 convention of

the general foremen's association with

the chairman of each committee are given

below. The subjects are not too numer-

ous to prevent a careful and profitable

discussion being made on each

:

1—How can shop foremen best pro-

mote efficiency? F. C. Pickard chair-

man, master mechanic, C. H. & D. Ry.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

2—Why is it necessary to have wheel

tit, engine truck and driving wheels, lar-

ger than diameter of journals? Stephen

A. Motta chairman, general foreman Nat.

de Mex. Ry., Aguascalientes, Mexico.

3.—Shop Kinks, H. D. Kelley chair-

neral foreman C. & N.-W. Ry.,

Chicago, 111.

4 -Methods of Shop Organization. D.

ti 11, chairman, genera! foreman, lo-

comotive department, A. T. & S. F., Ry.,

Topcka, Kan.

Crosshead-Pin Grease Plug.

I am enclosing sketch 'bowing the

ad pin grease plug, with lock mil

Illinois Central Railroad Company.

Editor

:

Enclosed please find photographs and

a blue print of an air device for clamp-

ing 111.1111 triple valves. It is too simple

HI \ Hi: FOR CLAMPING TRIPLE VALVES.

to require any explanation. This device

considerable time, as it was for-

merly necessary to pipe each triple in

order to test it. E. L. Bowen.

McComb City, Minn.

Fuel Economy.

Regarding the coming convention of the

Traveling Engineers' Association an en-

gineer writes us as follows:

"For a number of years I have con-

tended that the waste of fuel, smoke, fire,

and cinders were caused by an imperfect-

ly constructed front end, creating imper-

fect draft and imperfect combustion, and

not the fault of the firemen, which has

been the excuse since 1903. A reference

to Traveling Engineers conventions 1002

and 1903 would be very advisable in this

case, and ask the question 'Why?'

"Twenty years ago I ran an 18 x 24-in.

cylinder, 45-ton engine with 3
T/j double

P.lood diamond stack, evaporating

2,000 gallons of water per ton

Later the engine was equipped with an

extension front end. straight '-tack 15 ins.

111 diameter, high nozzle 5 ins. in diam-

That is a sample of results. At that

time I never heard of any analytical tests

cf the gases from the front ends, but of

late years a number have been published,

which show a large percentage of carbon

monoxide (CO), very little or no carbon

Dioxide (CO : ) when it should be a

maximum of 15 per cent. C0 2 and no CO.
Also the fact that the general average of

evaporation is about 1,000 gallons per ton

of coal when it should be 3,000 gallons

per ton if—not the firemen by a long

shot. Automatic stokers have failed for

the same reason, not the defective con-

struction or operation of the stoker. In

addition, riding on a train is made a

misery from cinders and smoke, which if

consumed in the firebox would create

heat. And it can be done.

Collapsed Flue.

Some of the investigations made by
the British Board of Trade into the

cause of boiler explosions are par-

ticularly interesting as showing the

causes that conduce to these disasters.

At Leicester, England, an explosion oc-

curred on the Midland Railway, result-

ing in the severe scalding of the en-

M
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Editorial Correspondence

By Angus Sinclair

Bern, Switzerland, July 16, 1910.

\\ 1 Americans are so zealous to dis-

patch business expeditiously that our
conventions for the transaction of

association business are generally

rushed through with feverish haste and
much left undone that deserves to be

performed. That comes from the prac-
tice of limiting the convention to three
days' duration. Today I am attending
the conclusion of the meetings of what
the journals call De La Huitiome Ses-
sion De l'associahon International du
Congres des Chemin de Fer, that is

the eighth session of the International
Railway Congress, which has lasted

twelve days.

A railway congress resembles a

number of railway conventions formed
into one with a variety of meetings, and
dealing with diverse subjects. If the

American Railway Association, the
American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association, the Master Car Builders'

Association, the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association and the Traveling Engi-
neers' Associations were all to meet
together at one place, listen to an
opening address from such a person-
age as Judge Lowell, president of the
Harriman lines, and then divide up into

sections for the discussion of subjects
in which the various sections werj
interested, that would be a railway
congress.

The Eighth International Congress
has devoted attention to nearly all sub-
jects that railway men are interested in,

and information has been brought out
which cannot fail to be of permanent
value, information calculated to break
up the narrow place or locality preju-

dices that are always springing up
among persons accustomed to do things

in only their own way.

This has been the largest congress
held by the association, 729 delegates
having been present, nearly every
country in the world with railways
being represented. At the previous
meeting, which was held in Washing-
ton five years ago, their were 582
delegates in attendance. Want of
space prevents mc from naming the
delegates who represented railways at
this great meeting, but I think the
readers of Railway and Locomotive
Engineering will be interested in know-
ing .who were there from the

States and bearing other particulars

ailway representatives. Strangely
enough there was no delegate from
Canada, which appears doubly strange
when the other countries represented are
considered.

A person mixing with the delegates

for a week and trying to find out their

views on the topics of interest to their

class could not fail to be impressed
with the world-wide expanse of their

various spheres of usefulness; but it

needed an examination of the register
to fully realize the widespread interest
manifested in the eighth session of the
International Railway Congress.
The railway managers of Great

Britain and Ireland must have taken
a keen interest in the Congress, for
they sent 75 delegates, the largest list

from any one country. France came
next with 71, then Switzerland with OS.

which seemed to embrace the whole of
their leading officials. Russia sent 61
delegates, which was a large rep-
resentation. The individuals seemed
to be remarkably well selected, for they
were noted for the fluency with which
they could use different languages.
The detailed list reads: Germany, 41;
Austria-Hungary, 31; Italy, 30; Bel-
gium, 22; Spain, 20; Portugal, 19;
Sweden, 18; Holland, 18; Denmark, 12;

Turkey, 10; Norway, 6; Finland, 6;
Roumania, 5 ; Greece, 3 ; Bulgaria, 3.

Other countries besides the United
States, far away from Europe, were re-

markably well represented. India hat: 19
delegates, Argentine, 13; Algeria, 10; then
Japan sent 5 ; China, 4 ; Turin, 3 ; Egypt,
2; Australia, 2; Natal, 2; Mexico, 2;
Chili 2; Peru, I; Bolivia, 1; Paraguay, I,

and far Siam, 1.

The speeches and discussions in the
meetings were confined to English,
French and German, but the talk
heard in the lobbies and in the hotels
was of an extraordinary diverse char-
acter. A large proportion of the dele-

• ere accompanied by ladies, and
many of them had children who chat-
tered most fluently in their native
tongues in a most amusing fashion.
The street cars i.i and around Bern
were free to the delegates and the
guests, a privilege that was highly ap-

ed !

I crowded
all the time, especially by women and
children, and the diversity of tongues
heard gave a good idea of Babel.

lering the distance they had to
travel the delegates from the United
States were remarkably numerous, 48
,n -ill. Messrs
Allen. Eric; W. F Allen, American

W. G. Besler,
Central Railroad of New Jersey; F. S.

Blair, Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern;
C. W. Bradley, Chesapeake & Ohio;
J. A. Brown. Interstate Cot:

Commission; C. W. Buchholz, Erie:
C. Peter Clark, American Railway

If you could increase

the service of the paint
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and other steel struc-

tures, wouldn't it mean
thousands of dollars

saved to your company?
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Joseph Dixon
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ark, Chicago,

& Qui ; Geo. 1 '
onnor

ilway Association; D. F.

Pennsylvania; Geo W.

.
x\ < Cushing,

I D. y, I hicago >^

i, N<

p 11. Dudley. New York Cen-

ysmans, Cumberland Val-

ley; W. V. Garrett, U. S. Commerce

Willian Gai :
ng 1

leve

I hicago & St 1
ouis;

S Hains, I" S Commen e ' om

.. Arthur Hale, American Rail-

sociation; W. J. Harahan, Erie;

VV. E. Hoyt, New York Central; 11. A.

laggard, Pennsylvania; M. C. Kennedy.

rland Valley; W. H. Lewis, Nor-

folk & Western; E. E. Loomis, Dela-

ware. Lackawanna & Western; J. A.

Pennsylvania; John D. N.

, Atchison, ITopeka & Santa

Fe; N. D. Mahar. New York & West-

ern; W. Mahl, Harriman lines; W. S.

Morris 1

& Ohio; B. C Mul-

hern, Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern;

R. M. Patterson, Pennsylvania; A. H.

Plant, Southern; Chas. E. Schaff, New

York Central; John Sebastin, Chicago.

Rock Island & Pacific; John G. Shedd.

Illinois Central; W. M. Simpson,

& Grand Rapids; Angus Sin-

clair. Erie; A. H. Smith, New York

Central; A. Stewart. Southern; G. W.

Stevens. Chesapeake cS: Ohio; John C.

Stuart, Erie; Tl odor Voorhees. Phil-

adelphi ng; W. W. Wentz,

P, oria & St. Louis.

were several American busi-

ness mm in attendance, among
.

i ranklin, Pa.; Will-

Smith, of the Rail-way and En-

. . .
I

- McNaughton,

in I motive I om-

pany; Lawford II. Fry, of the Baldwin

L01 omol '' !m1 others.

The
, ,,, the proceed-

,. .,
i n evid. no in the discus-

es, Dr. I lud

.,. . i
. ,tral, having

. loc motives.

, ii a paper

Clark and

utility oi

pedal rail-

•

n ,i
|

-ard, ol the

,ok a promi

i di '
;

oorhecs,

R, M. Pat

- Mr.

nl the

business done at this congress, but I

expect to do justice to the various ques-

tions in future issues.

HISTORY.

The International Railway Congress

was inaugurated with a railway conven-

d at Brussels in 1885, promoted by

the Belgian government for the pur-

pose of celebrating the 50th anni-

versary ol the introduction of railways.

Vl, Ufred Picard, the first president

| thi permanent commission, had the

,,!,.,, ,,, Eorming a union of railways,

postal business and telegraphs, but this

wide scheme proved impracticable and

a purely railway organization was

formed. The influential originator of

the organization called a meeting for

id there a committee of five

,

3 «as chosen, to whom the

power of genera' management was

given. The following meetings have

been held up to date: 1st. Brussels in

[885; 2nd, Milan 111 1887; 3rd, Pans in

1889; 4th, St. Petersburg in [892; 5th,

London in [895; 6th, Paris in 1

Washington in 1005. and 8th, Berne

1010. The congress has settled down

,,, the holding ol meetings every five

and the next one will be in

Bertree.

Some notes concerning Bern, the

1 mec ting, may prove accept-

able.

CITY OF BERN.

GOLD
Car

Heating
8c

Lighting

Company

The story of Switzerland by Linda

,,,1 Richard Stead says: "Bern

presented the most perfect example of

an oligarchy. Her decided bent was

for diplomacy, and she was completely

absorbed in rule and administration,

and she had few other taste-. Trade

and industry she considers beneath her

dignity; even literary pursuits to a

great extent. The B. rni 3! aristocrats

were politicians from birth, and the

young men had a curious society

founded for the purpose of cultivating

the diplomatic art and practicing

parliamentary tactics and oratory.

Thus trained .11 hearing and ere,, i
il

quin d their much admired po

i t j
, Bern was French in

in manners and in languagi .

and the I '•< rman P illgll

appreciated among the

url

Gn 'i

•
I hi , onstitution pi esenl - some

unique features. There was an ex

•Inch has lasted in all its

own day s. 1 hrec

socielj sprang up, as

1 om each other as the

India. All power

led in the 360 reigning f;

th e number of these was at length, by

death and 1 lever 1 lanipulations, n !

"
'
d

:,,) even fewer. From those

familii ven the cone,
i

was as little

'.ernes, patri

Fred nek the

Maoulacturen oi
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ING

Largeat Manufacturer! in the World of
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Send for circular of our combina-

tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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RECOGNIZED
*• the

STANDARD
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Holds firebox sheets securely
together, and accommodates
itself to the unequal expansion
of the plates.

USED ON OYER 125 RAILROADS

"Staybolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past "

So say many of our customers
who have used the Tate Bolt
in large numbers, covering a

period of time sufficient to base
comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-
CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suite 328 Frick Building

B. E. D. STAFFORD. Gen. Manager
J. ROGERS FLANNERY & COMPANY,

Selling Agents
Frick Building. Pittsburgh. Pa.

TOM R. DAVIS. Mechanical Expert
GEO. E. HOWARD, Eastern Territory

W. M. WILSON. Western Territory

lected, and to th< members of those

only wore i" iment assigned.

If malt- heirs were wanting, then the

seats "ii the council were given to the

daughters as dowries. So exclusive

was this gi '\ ei ning body thai even

I taller, the <
• it poet, was not allowed

to enter it. I he class next lower in

rank was that of the ewigshabitanten

with no political rights and with not

vestige "i i" iwer in the common
wealth. They were not allowed to

hold officerships abroad, but trade, in-

dustry and tl ool and churches

were theirs. Lastly came the Ansas-

sige (settlers), the proletariat, includ-

ing the country laborers, fori

refugees and commoner folk generally.

.Many were their disabilities, they were

not permitted to buy houses, to have

their children baptized in the city, to

Ii.in , ti imbsti in set up 1 n er the graves

of their families. They might not

even appear in market until tin

ters had done their business, viz.: 11

a. 111., and they were strictly forbidden

to carry baskets in the archways, in

order that these should not dam
hi 11 iped 1" ttii oats of the patrician

ladies."

Electric Fixtures.

We have received from the Safety Car

Heating and Lighting Company, of New-

York, a number of catalogue sheets show-

ing the great variety of electric light fix-

tures made by them for use in passenger

cars. The sheets contain half-tones

showing the fixtures and each has a num-

ber which is tabulated in a general index

for the purpose of facilitating the work

of ordering or duplicating parts.

An ordinary observer would be as-

tonished at the variety and the elegance

of the fixtures and their adaptability to

even- varietj of passenger car lighting.

No style, and no form of ornamentation

seems to have been omitted and thi large

number of sepal te designs shown is evi

dence of the popularity of electricity as

applied tn train lighting. The sheets are

perforated ready for attaching in a

standard catalogue holder. Write to the

company, No. 2 Rector street, for further

information on the subjei t.

The Baldwin Exhibit.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works
fine exhibit at the Buenos Aires

Exhibition Besides a ten wheel pas-

senger a consolidation

engine, both built for the Enti

Railway Company. Argentine. and

other exhibits from the Baldwin

Works A finely illustrated pamphlet

ibi i 1 sued in

Spanish. French and English. The
pamphli '

t'ne Baldwin W< n 1- of the

Standard Stec-1 Works at i'lirnhain,

1'a. The exhibit shown by the steel

works consists of locomotive parts

such ai I
tired engine-

truck wheels, cast steel truck wheels,

tires, axles, springs and other parts

of locomotive work. The* exhibit at-

tracts much attention.

Crude Asbestos.

tOS ruck when it comes from tin-

inn es is in appearance much the same as

other rock. When scientifically crushed

this rock produces long, tough libers which

are woven in oestos theater

curtains, made into sheets 1 'i felt 1

ing, and treated 111 various ways for mak-

ing hundreds of different tire-proofing ma-

terials. In making the J.-M. asbestos

several sheets of asbestos felt

are thoroughly saturated with g

Trinidad Lake asphalt, well known as the

most permanent waterproofing material

I llese shi

then cemented firml) together with this

asphalt, making one homogeneous mass.

This, then, constitutes an actual covering

of stone whicl 1 its all-mineral

nature, not only offers to a building pro-

tection against tire, water, wind and

weather, but which also naturally cannot

rot, rust, melt, run or crack, and requires

no painting to preserve it. It is said to

be able to withstand the flame of a blow-

torch for an hour without being injured.

This roofiing is made by the H. W.
Johns- Manvillc Co., of New York, well

known as manufacturers of asbestos

products. \ copj of the very handsomely

illustrated catalogue, which we rei

from the manufacturers, will be sent to

anj of our readers inquiring for

the company.

Early Railway Signal History.

\ tation ma ter, one of the pioneers

of signalmen on the Darlington Railway,

die in the window of

n when it was desired to stop

the train, and lei! the window in darkness

if the line wa- 1 first real sig-

nals were flags waved by hand: afterward

ere placed on lofty poles and sur-

mounted at night by lamps, with red or

white lights. In 1837 the disk

fixed on a pole came into use. which was

turned edgeways when the line was clear.

Gradually the semaphore, adopted in

1842, came inn ven years be-

fore the block • introduced. In

'an of interlocking the levers was

1. but it was not until 1859 that

the lir- 1 g frame was set in

action at Willesden

—

London Chr

Open once the door to trouble and its

visits are threefold; first anti >

second, in actual presence ; third, in living

it over again.

—

Watchman.
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New Self Feed Rip Saw.

Messrs. J. A. Fay & Egan Co., the

well known manufacturers of wood-

working machinery, have asked us to in-

troduce to our readers their new No. 264

self feed rip saw and as our readers will

be interested in this class of tool, we give

a brief description below:

This saw is designed for general rip-

ping in the car shop, and will be found a

satisfactory tool for both light and heavy

work. The frame is a very heavy struc-

ture, cast in one piece and is absolutely

free from vibration. This machine rips

4 ins. thick with a 16-in. saw, and 8 ins.

with a 24-in. blade. It takes 19 ins. be-

tween saw and fence. By lowering the

table and raising the feed out of the way

a timber as large as 12 ins. can be ripped.

The table is raised and' lowered by

Acetylene Signal Lamps Tested.

On the Perth Amboy branch, the Le-

high Valley Railroad has introduced

acetylene gas as a substitute for oil in

signal lamps. It is said that if the ex-

periment meets expectations the use of

acetylene will be extended.

German Locomotive Works.

The elegant catalogue printed on cream

laid paper and profusely illustrated, has

just been issued by the Hannoversche

Maschinenbau-Actien-Gesellschaft, Hano-

ver, Germany, and furnishes an historical

account of the establishment of these

works. It appears that in 1835 Mr. George

Egestorff, an enterprising mechanician, be-

gan the construction of machinery and

steam engines at Hanover-Linden, and in

FAV & EGAN NEW SELF-FEED RIP S \\V X' 1

vide and

5 ft. 6 :

'
1

ins.

and < an be in itantly

imped in any position The

pulley h; t» ai ing

isists of

pur, as-

I In

tl

mil with 1I1

ng this

inufac-

1.S46 also took up the construction of loco-

Dr. Strousberg, a well-known

railway contractor, bought the establish-

ment 111 1868 and organized the company.

In 1873 the [,000th locomotive had been

d, and was awarded the first prize

al the Vienna Exhibition in that year. In

1903, tin imotive, a four-cylin-

nced compound of the 4-4-0 type,

npleted, and was awarded the

"Grand Prix" at the Paris Exhibition.

1 to the

ives exhibited

and latterly at the Milan

total number of

inufactured by them up to

ilied i" German

out tanding featu

railed an ele-
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oeats are protected from wear. Tke »lu|
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One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Stylo 3O0 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
factory and general office

PALMYRA, NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Cleveland

1H Liberty St. • So. Water St.

Ckleage

61 Wat Washington Bt.
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STORRS MICA COMPANY
R. R. Dept.. Owcgo, N. Y.

Patents.
QEO. P. WHITTLESEY

most recent innovation is known as the

Lentz poppet valve gear. It resembles

the valve gearing used on the Matheson

gasoline motor. The parts are enclosed

in a cast iron case. A cam rod lifts the

poppet valves in succession and spiral

springs insure the prompt return of the

valves.

Factory Safety in Boilers.

The New York Public Service Commis-
sion have published a report in regard to

the permissible factor of safety of loco-

motive boilers at different ages and with

seams of 'various construction. With butt

seams the factor of safety in boilers un-

der thirty years is set at 4. One-quarter

is added with lap and cover seams. In

the case of plain lap seams, in In 'tier- be

tween twenty and thirty years in service,

the factor is set at 4V2. All boilers are

condemned in the report that have been

in existence over forty years. It will be

understood that the factor of safety is

meant to convey the idea that a well-con-

structed boiler which could be rent apart

at a pressure of 800 lbs. per sq. in., should

not be worked at over 200 lbs. per sq. in

We doubt if the commissioners would

care to stand near a forty-year-old boiler

being tested at anything approaching one-

half of the 800 lbs. pressure, but the ways

of commissions are past finding out.

Smart "Smarty" Made to Smart.

One conductor's vacation took him

up into the woods, or rather near the

woods, on a farm. Being accustomed

to early rising, he practiced it while off

his run, as he could not sleep. Meet-

ing the farmer's hired man one morn-

ing, he tried to "get gay" with him.

"An early bird yeu are," he said. "I

reckon you get up so soon so's to be

sure the haycocks crow all right, eh?"

"Well, no," was the slow answer.

"Fact is, I come out early most every

mornin' to untie some o' the knots in

the cordwood."

—

Railroad Conductor.

McOII.L BUILDING

Term* Reasonable

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Pamphlet Sent

Die Crampton-Locomotive.

"The Crampton Locomotive" is the

subject of an exhaustive treatise by

Mr. F. Gaiser, and published at Neu-

s tadt in Germany. Resides a fine por-

trait of Crampton, there are sixty-one

illustrations, giving details of the con-

struction of the Crampton locomotive,

with descriptive text, the whole form-

ing a superb volume of more than one

hundred pages. Thomas
Crampton is peculiarly fortm

having a historian who taki

pains in recording and illustrating his

work, although it seems to

a somewhat late date. Nevt 1

the book before us will be of special

interest not only to the railway anti-

quarian, but to all interested in the de-

velopment of the locomotive.

Improvements at Bristol.

Rapid progress is being made on the

new line the Pennsylvania Railroad is

building through Bristol, Pa. This work
will eliminate ten grade crossings. The
entire new line, which is a four-tracked

railroad, 2V4 miles long, will be completed

early next year. The present line through

Bristol is on a heavy curve and the new
route will be on a tangent through the

western part of the town with light

curves to the cast and west Two curves

of 1 deg. 20 min. and 1 deg. 40 min

will be eliminated. The maximum curve

on the new line will be 45 min. The to-

tal curvature on the old line is 101 degs.

22 mins., while that on the new line will

be only 50 degs. 8 min.

In furtherance of the policy of the

Pennsylvania Railroad of eliminating all

grade crossings in new and revised con-

struction work, this change of line

through Bristol includes the building of

nine bridges over streets and public

roads, one over the Pennsylvania Canal

and three over streams. To make this

change of line will necessitate the grad-

ing of some 550,000 cubic yards of earth

and the construction of 5,000 cubic yards

of arch masonry and 12,000 cubic yards

of bridge masonry. The street bridges

will be constructed of reinforced con-

crete with solid floors. At the present

time about 256,000 cubic yards of em-

bankment have been made and 4,000 cu-

15 of concrete masonry built. One
uf the present tracks will be left on the

old location as an industrial side track

to reach the new factories in that part

of the city.

P. L. M. at the Brussels Exposition.

The French locomotive builders are

making a grand exhibit at the Exposition

at Brussels. Belgium. The Paris, Lyons

and Mediterranean Railway Company

have just issued a superb catalogue, illus-

trated with in phs and draw-

ings, which are excellent. Apart from

the elegance and symmetry of the numer-

ous locomotives described, the luxurious

and fine taste of the French manufac-

turers are perhaps seen to best advantage

in the interior furnishing and decoration

of the passenger coaches. They are

us. Among freight cars may
ioned some of special design for

automobiles. The various

types of I on this well known

in evidence among the exhibits.

Failures that Have Brought Success.

The accidental bending of a little spring

hone, which prevented the

working of the delicate machine,

gave Mr. Bell the English patents to his

invention, says the New York World.

When he patented his invention in the

Ivin was here
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He liapi i Mr. Bell's ma-
struck with it that he

: to introduce to His

When the instrument was pro-

lutelj failed to work, and

lind, Li tiI Kelvin had

foi his inability to 1

ith it I lie whole failure was due

to the fact that a small spring in the in-

had got bent during the jour-

1 America. Had Lord Kelvin

I this and rectified it the instru-

uld have worked excellentlj . and

tration would have prevented

Mi Bell patenting the instrument in

'] itain.

Some twelve years ago when Richard
1 averson was a low grade worker 111 a

*h engineering shed, he hit upon
a novelty in the shape of brooch puis. He
finished a few by hand, and they seemed
so much superior to the usual form of

•in thai he concluded to make a

machine to manufacture them. On this

task he spent weeks, and finally one day.

in a tit of rage, he threw a hammer at

the machine and left it in disgust. He
did not look at the machine again for

many weeks, but when he did he found it

worked. Though it refused to turn out
brooch-pins, it turned out splendid little

ins of a unique pattern. These
pins have 311 ci bei n sold in millions all

over the United States

Twenty-Third Annual Report.

Th. twenty-third annual report of the
Interstate Commerce Commission is just
issue] in a volume of 338 pages. There
is much in the volume of interest to rail-

way men. Probably the most gratifying

the r, port is the large falling off

to passengers
and employees on railways. In 1009 there

per cent, less fatal acci-

dents on railways than in mo;. This
1

11 for the increased vigilance of
railway employees, as well as for the
rapid adoption

1 ppliances. Per-

illu tration of this

found iu the report of the

upling and un-

ln 1893, no

oyed in

ri injun d 1 ai 1 '.ear the

I

:

1 from the Govi

Office, Washington, 1), ('.

Plain but in Good Taste.

1 minati

•1

nt. The

idi 1 Mi ire

.in now in

Gould Coupler Catalogue.

The catalogue, just off the press

\\ Inch has bei 11 issued by the 1 ri add

Coupler Compan; of New York, is ex-

cellent in many ways Of its style and
makeup we need not speak, as that is

Up 10 the standard of the company's
1 ther work. The various parts of the

many devices made by the Gould Com-
pany are numbered, named, and illus-

trated so that ordering or reference be-

comes easy. The pages ai e an angi d

for the introduction of supplementary
sheets.

The specialties made by the company
are Gould M C I'., freight, pilot, ten-

der and passenger couplers; vestibules,

wide and narrow; continuous platforms
and buffers for \\ 1 sills; continuous

platforms and buffers with steel under-
framing; steel platforms with friction

buffers; friction draft gear for pa 1 1

ger equipment; trap door rigging, jour-

nal boxes, malleable iron draft beams,
twin type of draft gears, tandem type

of draft gears, uncoupling brackets,

special type, malleable iron castings,

scientifically annealed; car and engine
axles, reworked wrought iron or open-
hearth steel, Gould M. C. B. couplers.

"U" type truck bolsters, ear end sills,

"crown" cast steel bolsters, truck side

frames, miscellaneous castings, Gould
friction draft gear and Hartman ball-

bearing center plates and side bearings.

The capacity of the various plants
owned by this company is as follows:
steel castings plant. 250 tons a da\ ,

malleable iron plant. 100 tons a day;
axle forge, 200 axles a day; storage bat-

tery plant, unlimited, They also have
in connection with their other estab-

lishments an electrical plant where axle

driven dynamos for car lighting are

I Mile

Tunnel Boring Machine.

i new form oi tunnel boring machine
has lately been devised bv Mr. Ebbley,

Formerlj master mechanic of the lid Do
minion Copper mine at Globe, Ariz. The in-

ventor says bis device will average 25 to

50 ft.
1 day. No blasting is required, and

linati one of the dangers and a

large part of the cost of tunneling. No
gases colled to hinder pro-. ess of the

work. I lin 1 men on a shift can operate

the machine

The machine drills a circular hole from
8 to 25 ft. in diameter It is intended to

ugh lie ground that a machine
drill will work in, The track is laid and
the timbers place,! as the machine pro

ceeds. From 150 to 200 h. p is 1 equired

to operate tin hoi er, bill the cost of this

ing in men. powder
and time. A large hollow shaft is mount
ed on a carrying frame running on wheels
• 11 the track. At the bead of the shaft

arc radial arms carrying different drilling

"LANG'S

C.R.LANC CO.
MEADVILLE. PA.

» New Tool

Holder

LARGEST CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

G.R.LANG6C0., Meadville,Pa.

ASHTON
POPVALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Athton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Boston. Mm.
174 Lake Street. . Chicago. HI.

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt- Spiller Mfg. Corporation
W. B. LEACH, Cen. Mgr & Tr.as.
South Boston, Mass.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound In lino clolb

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; writ* tm
ttrmi tnd descriptive circular!. Will to

Mat prepaid to any address apoa receipt

•f price.

GRirriN 3c WINTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

The trade of the machinist came with

the team engine, and millwrights claimed

for a time the work now done by machin-

ists, 111.- millwright trade is nearly as

old as the introduction "i machinery and

was for yens a close guild in sumo cities.
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"REACTIONS"

IS

ODI AGAIN

IT IS FILLED WITH TIMELY

ARTICLES ON LOCOMOTIVE
REPAIRS.

"Reactions" is a paper which
we publish quarterly and which
contains a special department
devoted to locomotive repairs
by the Thermit Process. It also
•contains interesting articles de-
scribing large repairs on ships,

crankshafts and other heavy re-

pair work. The current issue
describes three welds recently
made on the sternpost of U. S.
S. "Nero" at the Brooklyn
Navy Yard and the welding of
a crank shaft on the U. S. S.
"Dixie" for the torpedo boat
"Reid."

"Reactions" is profusely il-

lustrated and the current issue
is the best yet.

If you are not on our mail-
ing list, write for a copy, men-
tioning this advertisement.

90 West St., New York
482-436 Folsom St.. Sa

103 Richmond St. W
Franciaco, Calif.

Toronto, Ont.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

Iastill popular. We have it.

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Lil

Price $2.00
srty St.. N. Y.

WATTERSA.B.C.TRACK SANDERS
Only two pieces. No repairs

For sale by

J. H. WAITERS, AssL M. M. Ga. R.R., Augusta, Ga.

machines of special design for cutting

channels in the rock. There are three

complements of drills, the outer set cut-

ting the channi 1 that determines the size

of the bore. Another set cuts a channel
in the rock or earth a foot or two inside

the line i channel. A third set

cuts a still smaller ring in the rock, and
other sets may be used. Hammers pound

the unrivalled magnificence that awaits

them in a trip on the Northern Pacific.

: department of this road
is to be congratulated on the beauty
and excellence ol these two publica-

Chemical Names.
Bi i ire chemistry had become an exact

against the rock with smashing force as science, substances often received their
the channels arc cut, thus breaking names in curious ways. Ammonia was
out the rock and earth and allowing it said to have been so called because it was
to fall to the door of the tunnel. A produced in quantity by the decomposition
shovel that has a reciprocating motion Of animal matter near the temple of
with accelerated speed to the rear gathers Jupiter Ammon. Phosphorus is derived
up the muck and throws it behind the ma- from the Greek words meaning to bear
chine. The shovel is handled by an air

cylinder equipped with a specially de-

signed valve gear.

Mere Matter of Speed.
The Reading Railway's lawyer was

cross-examining a negro woman who had
sworn that she saw the train hit a milk
wagon whose bandaged driver had just planet of that name. A very strange ori-

testified. No, she had not heard the en- gin is ascribed to antimony. It is said

light. Potash was originally made by
burning plants in open iron pots and the

ashes weri i alii d pot ashes, and after

being boiled with water and the liquid

'"1 was finally called potash.

1 unar caustic is nitrate of silver, and was
named alter the moon. Quicksilver was
called mercury and was named after the

gineer blow any whistle whatsoi ei

"How near were you to the train"''

the lawyer asked her sharply.

She didn't know exactly. It might have
been so far and it might have been a

little further.

"But how far?" the lawyer persisted.

"A mile or a square or what? How long tnc monks, hence antimony

would it have taken you to walk the dis-

tance?"

"Suh," the witness replied, haughtily,

"dat would depend entirely on ma
speed!"

hi old monastery a small quantity

of this substance on one occasion became
mixed with the food used in that institu-

tion, and that much sickness resulted to

the inmates. When the offending ele-

ment had been isolated the abbott called it

anti-monos, or that which operated against

The Northern Pacific Wonderland.

The Northern Pacific Railroad has

just issued two high-class publications, t,,e Spanish language, and especially il

Dudgeon Catalogues.

In response to many applications for

descriptive catalogues in languages
other than English, the enterprising

linn 'if which M. R. Dudgeon is head,

has issued two new Nos. Q

and II. Booklet No. o is printed in

one illustrative of their excellent train

service, and the other furnishing gor-

geous views with letter press descrip-

tion of the Yellowstone Xational Park.

To say that the two publications are
a surprise t.« us is putting it mildly. All

the wild wonders of that marvel of

scenic splendor are there, the green

lustrates and describes the new I'n

versa] Hydraulic Jack. Booklet \'<>. n
is- in French, and it also illustrates the

principle of the Universal Jack and
Pressure Pumps, as well as a number
of types in which this Jack may be ob-

tained. The illustrations in both book-
numerous and excellent. The

on application to Mr. Richard Dudgeon,

ibia stre< ts. New
York City.

tr.d golden glory .if noon in the mighty one m Spanish is actually a text book
canons—the rainhow-hued rocks rising on l 'lc subject onstruction of

in many pinnacled splendor, the flash of tne hydraulic jack. Copies may be had

crystal waters, the red glory of fiery

sunsets, the sparkling crystals of eter-

nal snows, the muffled moonlight gild-

ing the mysteries of terraced

em reaching to infinitude. Then
|i mlid panorama of cultivated

I. elds, and the somber picturesqueness

of w 1. il valleys, where the light-

denizens of the forest roam in

primeval seclusion. It is magnificent.

and as for the train service those who
have never been in the grand North-
west cannot conceive of its pert

It leaves nothing to be desired. It is

the acme of luxurious delight. They
who trouble themselves wandering to

the old haunts .
, f Europe little know

Directory of Manufacturers.

The McGraw Publishing Company,
New York, have just issued a directory

of manufacturers of and dealers in en-

gineers' ami machinery and
supplies third edition of this

Directory, and is the only publication of

its kind. It extends to 136 pages, and
will be 01' much value not only to consult-

ing engineers and contractors, but also

to archit and structural engi-

nd industrial plants all over the

world.
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Large Stationary Engine.

The most gigantic engine was used

at the zinc mines near Friedensville. It

is fed by sixteen boilers, which give it

a 5.000 horse power, and if it becomes

necessary the number of boilers may be

doubled. This would give the iron mon-

ster a power equal to 10,000 horses. Each

revolution of the wheel raises 17,500 gal-

lons of water, it is used as a pumping

engine, and every day its furnaces con-

sume 28 tons of coal. The flywheels

are 37 ft. in diameter, and weight 40 ton.

each.

American Steel Industry.

From reports issued last month it ap-

pears that the production of Bessemer

steel ingots and castings in the United

States 1 ''.330.783 tons as com-

pared with 6,116,755 tons iu igoS, showing

a very substantial increasi this year. The
highest production of any year was that

of 1906, when an output of 12,275,830 tons

hed. It may be added that the

total value of iron and steel products ex-

ported from the United States in 1909

approached $160,000,000.

What Was the Tin For?
"Arc yez hoirin' eny min?" said a

burly Irishman to the engineer in

charge of the steam shovel gang.

"We are that." was the reply.

"And how much do yez pay?" the

engineer was again asked.

"A dollar and seventy-live cents," he

answered.

"Faith an' Oi'm glad to hear thot.

Oi just
; ection foreman up

the line a ways and sez Oi to him:

yet hoirin' eny min?'
" 'We are.' sez he.

" ' \111l how much do yez pay ?'

" it'- the dollar tin,' sez he.

"'And phwats tin- tin fur:' sez Oi.

'gwan, ye

to wi irk.
1 "—

Heat Value of Coal.

1 in coal san

ar<!. The con
1

Survey

I

which is in-

1

Fifty-Eight Years of Service.

Mr. Michael Kirby. a locomotive engineer

with a record of 58 years of continuous

railway service, chiefly on the Baltimore

& Ohio, has been retired on a pension. He
began as a water boy and believes he is

the only one now living who helped drive

the gold spike into the cross tie at Rose-

by's Rock, W. Va., which marked the

completion of the Baltimore & Ohio to the

Ohio River at Wheeling and the establish-

ment of the first trunk line on the Amer-

ican continent.

Erie Railroad Thanked.

The directors of the Second Ward As-

sociation of Nutley, X. J., have adopted

and transmitted to the Erie management

resolutions expressing appreciation of the

enterprise and liberality shown in the com-

.pletion of the Bergen cut as evidencing

consideration for the comfort of the pat-

rons of the road and a desire to please

them.

They further state that the company is

therefore justified in making a moderate

increase in commutation rates, which, it

is felt, will ultimately tend to the benefit

of commuters through further improve-

ments that it will be possible to make on

the Newark branch.

Honorable Record.

Robert Witherspoon died at the age of

77 years. Mr. Witherspoon was born m
Edinburgh and came to Canada in 1885 to

work for the contractors for the construc-

tion of the Grand Trunk Railway. Mr.

Witherspoon was engineer of the first

passenger train that pulled out of Mon-
treal for Toronto on the night of October

6, 1856, and ran the trains that carried two

British Monarchs, having been engineer

of the train that conveyed the late Queen
from London to Cambridge, and

the late King Edward from Montreal to

Sherbrooke during his trip through

Canada in i860.

Silence Is Golden.

In a railroad office in West Philadel-

phia tie
1 I

: lan .mil 11 usted clerk

1 eltic extraction who keeps his asso-

ciates in a constant state of good humor
by an unending witticisms, in-

1 01 casionally with "bulls" so

that even he himself has to ioin

11 tii. laugh thai invariably follows such

.1 "break" on his part, says the Philadel-

phia Times. 'I here w as -.cue t

•

1 1 'illy, and Mike,

rig his frien

nature in his

fforl 1

another 1 iffice. The

hei end of the wive finally

nd asked Mike if he

"I can 1 ,

Mike, "and then I

1

i word you say."

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICAGO: ST. LOUISj

Marquette Bldg. Commonwealth Trait Bld«.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS

We set three pairs of Aldon Frogs and had
all nine cars on the rails in twenty minutes.

—

Extract from Wrecking Masters' Reports.

THE ALDON COMPANY
965 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIM & (0.

North Side, PITTSBURGH
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By Rail to the Himalayas. "limited" to 32 first-class passengers, Ganges. This tram is com]

Such greal ini] 1 lave re- the balance of the train being required handsot and carries

cently been made in Indian railway tor t Ik- Postal service. The tram leaves all classes of p It is usually

travel thai it is now possibli for the the Victoria terminal, Bombay, as soon hauled by a four-coupled bogie 1

tourist to see Mount Evi d aret is the mails are mi board and maki I con otive with cylinders i8;l. ins. in

within Fi rbidden lady a fast and direct run to Calcutta, diameter by 26 ins. stroke and driving

cit\ of Lhassa wii trouble where it usually arrives early on . h in diameter.

[ALAYAN RAILWAY.

than that incurred in a trip to Switzer-

land or Italy.

For the Imped il mail service between

Bombay and Calcutta a magnificent new

"Train-de-luxe" is provided by the

Great Indian Peninsula and East Indian

Railways. It is entirely composed of

'eeping cars, with a restaurant, and is

Sunday morning, as 36 hours is the time

allowed for the journey.

Himalayan express of tl

ern Bengal Si ite R tilway I ves the

Sealdah terminus, Calcutta, 16 :.?6 o'clock

and reaches I h, a distance

of it') miles This point is the terminus

- if the bri >ad gauge on the I

The 1
i issed on a large flat-

bottomed paddle steamer, and dinner is

served on thi It is

very difficult to secure good landing

wing to the shifting ch

of the sands forming the river i

arrow gauge, 3 ft. 3$$ ins., ter-

minus of the Eastern Bengal State
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deah, but a little

higher up the river, and it is at this

point where the new bridge is to be

built to link up the narrow-gauge lines

and bring them into Calcutta.

The run from Sara Ghat to Siliguri,

a distance of 210 miles, is over the nar-

row-gauge rails and some very com-

fortable and well-fitted bogie trams

een put on for the Himalayan

below, the Teesta River and the Bho-

tan Mountains.

There are four zig-zags or n

on the line, where the train first runs

into a dead-end, and is pushed back

up an incline to a higher one, to be

then taken forward on its journey;

there are also four spirals or loops, one

being shown in our frontispiece, in

which the train makes two complete

only rmc is in the picture, gaining

ZIGZAG REVERSE AT GIABARKE.

;
- ti ..mis .11 < w 1 .1 ked by

1 e engines of I

standard, with cylinders 15 * -o

I drivers 4 !; diameter.

Siliguri is p m.. and

mited mail" of the Darj

van tram is • ting the

arrival of the Calcutta express, A fur-

duction of g

- jeeling I [imalayan Rail

•

travi

y. The

1

-

1411 fl in vertical rise. There are seven-

teen locomotives working on the I 1 -11

Ry., all four-coupled tanks, hut oi two

different classes. The earliest engines,

known as the A class, have cylinders

in by 14 ins. and driving wheel

2 111- in diameter spaced 4 ft. 3 ins.

apart. The engines weigh 12 tons in

I he B type 1ms larger

cylinders and weighs 14

tons in working order, and

ran haul a load of 50 ton!

up an in. line of ] in -'5. 1'

has di 1 1
_ ft. 6

in-, in diameter spaced 5

11 1
1 1: 1 renter.

nited usually consists

.ins. a

1", iir wheel \ an. m;

ml class car.

1

n other

At Km "lit,

;

train Our illu

rin lei

1
.

,

Ghoom, the summit, 7,047 ft. above the

sea level and from this point the line

descends to Darjeeling on a grade of

I in 31 for 3 miles, the terminus being

6,812 ft. above sea level. Of the glories

of Darjeeling, volumes might be writ-

ten; here the journey ends and any
venturesome traveler desirous of ex-

ploring beyond the snowy barrier of

the giant Himalayas must, for the pres-

ent, fall back on the pack horse and
pony, the high road to Thibet lies in

front of those intent on adventure and

exploration.

How Not to Do It.

By A. O. Brookside.

Lovers of Ch irles Dickens will prob-

ably remember his Chapter X of "Little

Uorrit," in which he expounds the

whole science of government as how
not to do it. He humorously warns
people against the danger of being lost

in the Circumlocution office, and of

how the officials of that famous depart-

ment when they got hold of a piece of

business, "muddled the business, ad-

dled the business, and tossed the busi-

ness in a wet blanket."' You will see, if

you pursue this simple tale, that the

mantle of that great department had

fallen on the shoulders of an otherwise

obscure individual.

Snapper Sharp was chief clerk to

Goodrich Wells, second vice-president

of the Rock Ballast & No Dust Rail-

way. Wells had charge of the purchas-

ing department of the road, and Snap-

per did things with a rush. He had

everybody on the loud pedal when
there wasn't much in sight, but showed

them down when 1 cloud of business

no bigger than a man's hand appeared

above the horizon. Snapper was a

4-4-2 high-speed simple, with the E T
retarding appai itus in g 1 wi

1 ttWi

Mi V'

.
.'.

.
1

.

: lit. iurtei 1

. ii li no lulls, just .1 plain n

himself, 1 r,

to tin office

ml they were all able to

a man" at firs:
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up." Snapper said a million times to the

boy in charge of the outer office rail-

ing, "and get a line on his contour, for

this collateral is more useful to me than

what he thinks he is going to do with

the boss."

A. B. Cancclli, the boy, soon became
a great adept at "collateral" and gave

Snapper lots of tips that weren't so

about men who called. One particular

man gave rise to heaps of collateral, by

COMING DOWN FROM DARJE] I [NG

which we mean what the boy thought

of him, his form, his figure, his address

and business. The boy had him write

his name and the nature of his business

on form R-8-20--a. This being the of-

fice card for that purpose made and
provided. The man wrote his name,

but vaguely stated the nature of his

business as personal. Snapper hated

"personal" callers, so after the man had

been kept waiting quite a while, he was
asked to call again, which he did later

in the day. He was asked to state the

nature of his business gll over

and if possible more definitely, but he

said he could not, and was therefore

kept waiting. Later on Snapper told

Holden Been to see him and blast out

of him some small and fragmentary

token of why he was there.

Been's charge failed to explode, as he

told the man to see Waters on the floor

below. The man saw Waters, who
straightway told him to go ba t

Holden Been, which he did. The boy
now kepi him waning even to see

Holden. and after he saw Holden, he

was told he must wait till Mr. Sharp

was di-' a long time

Snapper came out and told him Mr.

Well? was tin man apologized

and went away and Snapper ri

The man went to the fir

booth, got Wells direct on the wire and

asked him to be godfather to 1

iust a plain mister like G. \V. 1

but his business turned out to be per-

sonal and private, and the office formed

a flying wedge. Wells was out of town,

but the personal and private business

man did not know it. He was told to

wait: he did. Viewed from a

eral" point of view, he did not amount

to shucks, so he waited. Snapper was
told that the 110-account person was
waiting quietly, and he smiled happily.

Minutes dragged on. Snappei was sor-

ry he could not hamstring the minutes

so that they would only be able to

crawl. At length the no-account per-

son got up, said he was sorry to trouble

any one, but would the boy again see

if Mr. Wilis would admit him. Snap-

per Miit out word that it was impossi-

ble to disturb his chief, and

hi went away not

looking over pleased

1'ir had, one way or an-

other, used up al">ut

twenty-three minutes and

conds of the man's

m1 he felt rewarded.

days after this the

sky fell down. The man
wrote a personal letter to

1 . W. and narrated his ex-

This he accom-

panied with the gratuitous

information that being the

purchasing agent of the R.

£ .\ i Railroad, he had, by a lucky chance,

heard of a certain deal, the knowledge
of which had enabled him to buy so

advantageously as to save his company
$25,000 on the year's supply of a cer-

tain article, and this information was
niti tided for the ear of his old friend

G. W.. who might like to save his com-
pany some money. The person had

ness. S plain, but he

didn't. (. \\ . plain id man
and true, saw it all at a glance. Saw-

that his own n
1 tem to

facilitate business had been turned by

r into a regulation in restraint

of trade. So he acted. That is why I

said the blue sky fell down. In falling

ed the office <! .. E by

the main office, but hardly dis-

1. and did no* move the

typewriter's flii 1-16 of

h or ruffle her golden locks.

per took Holden Been's desk in

the outer office, and Holden was given

a trial as chief clerk, and the office boy-

lied from "collateral" as he would have

ore the face of the avenging

Furies 'I he result ol these hanges is

that now when a visitor comes along

and sends in his card, he is handled so

fast that it makes his head swim. Af-

ter the man goes out, Holden Been,

wearing a dark frown, chalks on the

blackboard in plain view of the office

staff, how many scandalous seconds of

\estibule and outer-office time has been

recorded to the detriment of the staff.

If a man is not got through in less

than forty-five seconds, it is equivalent

to an engine failure, and the office gets

the "please explain" coupon. The only

danger now is that if you go there and.

offer to take a seat or wait they will

want you to give them a release, and

they will tell you their drinking water

THE HIMALAYAN EXPRESS ON i RAILWAY I : UTTA.

all the way from Blakcley to

W. in on the ground floor for

old friendship's sake, but he COI

get into his office. (He did not, how-
ever give aw. 1

• information

by leti

Wells did not like this letter, nor did

ppcr Sharp for scoring a

touchdown on men with private busi-

is impui i:rection

of the cooler. When Goodrich Wells
n the door.

Moral: Do not size up anything but

the likelihood of your being wrong
't make

her a man may 1

iffice.
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Locomotives for the Carolina, Clinchfield ® Ohio Railway
... 8 1

.. in « n >ad,

rd tliri lUghout,

ximum grade,

1 1\ 5 per

.
: t lie main

.
. 5. The principal

and the con-

vorable to handling

In 1909
:

'.'...:. ,11 1 1 >
1

' I 1 11 1 1 1 1 1
.

I 1

Mallet j 6-6-2 type.

.veighed 342.000 lbs. and

side iii the throat sheet. Filing is ac

complished through two oval fire-

doors, pi ed 41 ins. apart transversely.

. po ed 1 'i

rings, and the di me is pi;

1 he se 1 ring, immediately al h

: igh pre ;ure 1 ylinders. Tin ai 1 ange -

nieiit of the steam piping is similar to

that used on the Mallet li 10 inn itivi

for the Southern Pacific Company. The

high pressure exhaust is conveyed for-

ward, through external horizontal pipes,

tn a Baldwin reheater placed 111 the smoke-

box. The steam distribution is controlled

by their continued use on the part of

roads which, like the Clinchfield, have

had experience with engines so

equipped.

r.U [FIC TYPE LOCOMOTI\ i S.

These are powerful locomotives for

passenger service, as they develop a

tractive force of 37.000 lbs. The cylin-

der volume is 14.4 cu. ft. The follow-

ing ratios should lie noted: Grate area

to heating surfaci 1- as 1 to 76; cylin-

der volume (cu. ft.) to heating surface

1 sq ft.) is .1 -
1 to 284; 1 atii 1 of ad-
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frame mi 4 ins. w idc by 7 ins.

deep.

The front truck is of the swing

bolster type, and >~ fitted with

ddle .'mil three point SUS

swing links of the same material. The
wheels tired, w ith cast iron

centers. The rear truck is of the radial

type, with outside journals. The side

swing is taken by the spring links,

which are seated at each end. on il t

keys, and so arranged that they have a

limited amount of fore-and-aft. as well

as transverse -wing. This form of

truck i- in construction, and
'.

- been ppliei bj tin- Baldwin Loco-

motive Works to a large number of

ith es

The cylinders are lined with bush

ings =
- in-, thick, and are pi

ins. between centers, while tin- -tram

n 40 ins. : part. The
valves are duplicates of those 1: ed on

the Mallet engines. They are arranged

for inside admission, and are sit with

a lead of % in. The by-pass \alves are

also similar to those of the .Mallet lo-

comotives. The location of the steam

in the Pacific type engines sim-

plifies the arrangement of the steam

and exhaust passages, but neci

using rockers in connection with the

Walschaerts valve gear. The rocker

ilted to the guide yoke,

and the links are carried on longitudi-

nal bearer- outside the leading driving

wheels.

The tenders of both classes are sim-

freighl tenders are carried on solid

rolled steel wheejs. All truck wheels

under the locomol tenders

were supplied by the Standard Sti < 1

i ompany. 1 . ..part

from their constructive details, are of

interest as representing the motive

power policj "i a new line,

prominent anion- the railways of the

South. The principal dimensi

both classes i if li ici mi it i\ i

in the accompanying tables.

( ylindei -. 24 ins. and .17 x 32
Valves, balam
Boiler.— Type, straight; eel; diam-

, tei . 86 ins thii ki

workini
-

Material, steel; length, 117 in;

96 ins.; depth, front, -g 1

.. ins.; back, 76
ins.; thickness of sheet
back.

Water Space. Front, 6 ins.; sidi

steel: thickness. 0.11 ins.;
number. 448; diameter, 2J4 ins.

Heating Surface.—Firebi Et.j tubes,

5,519 sq. ft.; total, 5,752 sq. It.; gr:

sq. ft.

Driving V utside, 57 ins.;

journals, main, 11x13 ins. ; others, n
Engine Truck Wheels.— Front and back diam-

eter. 33 ms ; c 12 ins.

Wheel Ease.—Driving, 31 ft.; rigid, to ft. 8
ins.: total engine. 46 ft. (. ins. ; and tender,
74 ft. 11 ins.

Weight.—On driving wheels, 325,850 lbs.; on
truck, . front. 24,600 11 J,200 lbs.;

total lbs.; c ngine and
tender, ab

Tender.—Wheels, diameter. 33 ins. ; journals.
6x11 ins.; tank capacity, 10,000 gals.; fuel
capacity. 15 tons; service, frei

PACIFIC TYPE PASSENGER ENGINE.

Cylinders, 23 x

Valves, balanced piston.
Boiler.—Type, wagon top; material, steel,

diameti
in. and 190 lbs.;

fuel, soft coal; staying, radial.

Firebox. Matei ial. steel ; length, 1

width. epth, fi

Weight. lbs.; on
truck. ,400 lbs.;
total . ine and
ten. I,

lender.- '.'

nals, tank capacity, 8,000
gals.: fuel capacity, wee, p;
sengcr.

pas-

Progress in Locomotive Lubrication.

' iciation

at their recent meeting at Niagara halls

-s made
in reducing ti. .. lubri-

hairman

1 immittet which presented it. It

hert in-

. down drop lubl

[873 Jol G Portland, Ore., in-

ight feed lubri-

cator which was experimented with but

did not

number of years afterwards, and it is

.is-i,rt( d takers of

lubricators, thai tin d lubri-

cator app as made
by him in 1880. I ] was at

first a crude affair, but like other appli-

ances, improvement after improvement,

has been made.

The committ I . >t one

road reports that a comparison between

two engines of same class in same service

both in iirst class condition, one equipped

with driving box lubricators and the

other with oil cellars, both making

27,000 miles, the engine with the oil cel-

lars cost $39.60 as against $16.62 for the

engine with the driving box lubl

troduction of grease
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•t.ooo : butt end of a main
:nger engine.

nittee report of the

Master Association as fol-

port that back as far

1 eporting on this

item oi

miles run to the pint of lubricating oil

d to the pound of tallow

r reports the average miles

to the pint of lubricating oil 14.62, and to

the poui 41. 1. This committee
also reports that in the ten year period

vi ight of

locomot:
] tenders) in-

! o to 1 '14.000 lbs ; and
the avei be lubricated in-

to 12,000 sq. ins.

These
: [ taken from eight

>vhich showed an
cost for the ten. year

The Traveling En-
ittee, has been able to get

from one road which
v tonnage through a

. territory, for the six years
ending December, 1909. This road re-

ports the cost per 1,000 miles as follows:

1904 $2.('S per 1.000 miles; 1905 $2.75 per
i.ooo miles [906 $2.73 per 1,000 miles;

© 1 miles; 1908 $2.63 per
1.000 mil ; 57 per 1,000 miles.

The total tractive power of the engines
on tnis the same period was

[2,371,449 lbs.; 1905

bs.; 1907

>s. ; 1909

ag tractive

[904 was 30,622 lbs.;

- towing an increase
in the ; power of

nth a reduction
in the cost for lubrication of 7 per cent.

: 1 gress that has

•"hieing the cost of loco-
motive One of the most im-

the introduction of
lubricator. Other things

in the line of progress
arc t'ie "

: of all old packing and
" ntion given to re-

S oi same, keeping a

f all lubricating materials,

state-

amount oi nl drawn

hea ,

applies

• ill. d i

cellars . he crank pit

of gre;, •

•
1

with the economical handling of grease

this device has been responsible for a re-

duction of from 25 to 40 per cent in the

cost of lubrication.

The road foreman should see that a

libi ral allowance is made for the service

required and should also see that the al-

lowance called for in the different

schedules is issued. He should also con-

fer freely with the engineers, furnish

them with all the information possible

with reference to lubrication and en-

courage them to make the greatest

possible with the least possible

cost.

Where engines are pooled, the indivi-

dual supply cans have resulted in a re-

duced cost and have encouraged the en-

gineer in his efforts to make a good
showing, Another very important factor

in the progress that has been made is the

practice of one of the leading lubricating

supply companies, who, after establishing

confidence as to the merit of their ma-
terials, agreed to furnish lubrication to

the railways on a guaranteed cost per

unit of service, and to comply with the

contract requirements they employed a

force of lubricating experts who were
assigned to different sections of the

country. These experts co-operate with

the railroads in meeting the contract

obligations by conferring with the offi-

cials of the mechanical department,

watching the practices of employees
whose duty it is to care for lubricants

and lubricating devices, giving instruc-

tions as to the methods of operating them
and reporting the results of their ex-

perience as to economical methods and
devices observed by them on the different

lines of road under their supervision.

The committee did not believe it was
practicable to place the whole of the

matter of locomotive lubrication in the

hinds of the traveling engineer for while

no one was better fitted to know what
should be done in the way of lubricating

a locomotive, than he. this item of ex-

pense is handled in some instances by
the mechanical department and in some
by the store departments and therefore

it was considered advisable by the com
mittee that there -hould be one higher in

authority, than the traveling engineei

ould more satisfactorily deal with

the whole question.

N. Y. C. & St. L. Use Telephone.

The ti lephi me has been substituted

in transmitting all

train orders ovei the 1 leveland divi-

the Nickel Plate from Bellevue

to < lonneaut, 132 miles, the busicsl di-

en Buffalo and Chicago.
With the exception of the twenty-five

letween Cleveland and South Lo-

rain, and a short distance in New York
this telephon patching

is done over a single track. To suc-

cessfully operate the large number of

trains which this road handles, with
the many sidings where the meeting
points must be made, is not an easy
undertaking.

A Few Words to Ourselves.

The conclusion of the very valuable re-

port of the committee dealing with the

subject of educating firemen to become
successful engineers, deals with what the

committee refers to as a few words of

advice to ourselves as traveling engineers.

The report says: "Our duties as teachers

and advisers should never cease. We
must continue to aid every man in every

possible way to become a successful en-

gineer as long as we fill the position we
now hold. If we as traveling engineers

would teach our subordinates and aid

them to become successful engineers we
must first successfully fill the office we
now hold. It is possible that some of us

may have to burn the midnight oil very

often to keep ahead of some men in our

classes. Perhaps some of us have had oc-

casion to look up a few things in advance

to prepare ourselves to make a favorable

showing when the more modern ma-
chinery has been presented in our

territory.

"The traveling engineer has little or no
idle time if he faithfully performs the

duties of his office, and we, as traveling

engineers, should never forget when ad-

dressing others in regard to their edu-

cation on the locomotive and the duties

expected of them that the same rule ap-

plies to ourselves. We, as teachei

not afford to cease our studies if we are

to each others how to be successful, and
should always be ready for an examina-
tion ourselves if required by the officials

of the road we are serving.

"We, as traveling engineers, in ord

successfully teach and handle the men.

can have no favorites. Every one should

share alike in our teachings and decisions

regardless of relationship or friendship.

Fair and impartial decisions should be

rendered in every case.

'We take it for granted that every

traveling engineer before he accepts the

position has agreed with himself that he

has come to a parting of the way-, a

peaceable and self-respecting parting

however, and we do not believe it possible

for any one, we care not how hoi

to do justice to himself or any
it" he tries to look with one eye

at the men and with the other one at the

Either one or the other of his

eyes will be badly strained in the course of

tune and eventually both will become

Don't be stingy because some of your
chanty went wrong. Think how much
wasted mercy has been poured Out on you.

h i'atmmi.
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General Correspondence

Low Water Alarm.

I havi i the article in the

July number of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering concerning the inspection of

19 ticularly interested in

the paragraph which makes the statement

devices cither to main-

tain the water supply or to act as an alarm

when proper supply is not provided, have

been proposed and given consideration,

and that such devices have been found

unreliable.

It is a well-known fact that an auto-

matic low-watei alarm has received a

great deal of attention for a number of

years. We have ourselves tried every-

thing we have seen and could think of,

endeavoring to find something that would

be absolutely reliable in protecting our

company from the results of boiler ex-

plosions. The necessity has been pressed

upon us since the advent of the oil-burn-

ing locomotive which burns just as

readily when the crew is asleep as when
they are awake. We had almost given

up the idea of ever perfecting a device

that would, be considered reliable, but

each explosion brought the matter again

to mind and we finally fettled our ex-

periments on perfecting an apparatus that

would work on the principles of the

thermometer. We now think that we are

able to furnish an apparatus that is ab-

solutely reliable. We have been work-

ing this for nearly a year on locomotives

and stationary plants, placing them so

they would operate whenever the water

reached the point they were set at. In

our experiments we have set them at half-

glass. We have never had a failure and

we consider that the apparatus is just

as reliable as the thermometer.

I am enclosing blue-prints, showing the

app&ratus in section, the inner cup of

which is filled with mercury and the

lower connection is connected to the

boiler at ired height which is con-

sidered safe. This cup is surrounded with

water, and when the boiler is filled and is

maintained at the height of the water in

the boiler there is no circulation of wa-

ter, consequently no incrustation. As
soon as the water in the boiler falls to

the height of the boiler connection the

water in the cup flows by gravity back

into the boiler and steam enters. The
steam being he tter than the water, which

is somewhat cooled by exposure to the

atmosphere, expands the mercury against

the diaphragm : this in turn opens the

steam valv< similar to a governor on an

air pimi| and ifter the steam is liberated

from the boiler it is, of course, available

for such purposes as we may wish to

put it to. On an oil-burning locomo-
tive the steam is then used first to blow
an alarm whistle and second there is a

connection to the steam pipe which shuts

off the supply of oil and they will re-

main closed and the whistle emu
blow until it receives attention from the

crew, or as long as there is steam in

the boiler.

It is probable that the 260 explosions

LOW WATER Al \KM FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

averaged $10,000 each, without counting

the cost of life which is shown in your

report and which cannot be computed in

dollars and cents. Not figuring the en-

gines which were damaged, which is the

larger proportion, due to low water and

assuming that the explosions would aver-

age $10,000 each, it would represent a

money value of $2,600,000, and at $100

each for a device nf this kind, woul

2,600 locomotives or approximately half

the locomotives in use in the United

States.

I have a report from the B. of L. E.

show that there were 102 deaths

caused by boiler explosions of locomo-

tives since 1896. If these men were in-

sured at the minimum amount of $1,500

each, the B. of L. E. has paid their wives

and relatives $153,000 death benefits.

I have a report from the Hartford In-

surance Company going to show that

there were 450 explosions in 1905 and

4,31 in 1906 and that these explosions

killed and injured 1,670 persons. Their

record on the Pacific Coast for the last

five years shows 400 boiler explosions and

r,466 persons killed and injured. These

statistics include both locomotive and sta-

tii nary toilers that they have received a

report of.

The matter is, therefore, of vital im-

to railroads as an insurance

feature and to the people engaged in op-

erating them as a safety device. We
pplied for a patent on this appa-

ratus and have the matter up with the

Nathan Mfg. Co. as to manufacture.

You may use all or any portion of this

article, without reference to the writer

or the company, at your discretion. You
will remember me as a former club raiser

and correspondent. Safety Device.

Wants Information.
Editor:

In reply to Mr. W. II. Roberts' letter

in the August issue of Railway and
iVE Engineering as to work and

time consumed in turning out Engine

t of that road. The reader will

plea:e note the most important part of

the job was left out; viz., the size of the

engine and the number of mechanics used

in turning out this engine.

I judge it to have been an -

passenger engine and number of hours

worked 90. Now with men enough

quite an amount of work can be

done in that length of time. We should

remember this magazine goes before the

many mechanics, such as fore-

men ami superintendents of motive power.

And no interested foreman or master me-

chanic wants to see his shop in the rear,

so I think we are all entitled to know the

size of the engine, number of hours and

men employed on the job.

While I was serving my time with

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, at Phil-

adelphia, Pa., we gave a 10-wheel pas-

senger engine a general overhauling, in-

cluding one new cylinder, in So hours.
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mch of a

i
K we may have a

nay take notice

i accordingly.

:hi use C & O.

Some Portland Co.'s Old-Timers.

nally these engines were equipped with

balloon-shaped stacks, then the Minitower

or mushroom stacks became the rage,

and later they were equipped with dia-

mond stacks and burned coal.

The old "Lewiston," built for the An-

droscoggin Railroad in 1870, leased to the

Maine Central in [872, was considered by

the Androscoggin boys to be a little the

t," was the slickest of anything wheels. .'he

inders 15 x .24 ins., drives 5 it., boiler 48

ins. She pulled freight on the hilly Farm-

ington run for many years, and was sold

and broken up in [894. The photograph

was taken on Maine Central crossing at

Brunswick in 1875, with the veteran of

the Lewiston branch, Charlie Nutting, in

the cab.

Portland & < Igdensburg, No. 7, "Carra-

eain," was one 1 f the first if not the first

Moguls to run on a Maine railroad. They

tried eight-wheelers at first in freight

service, hut the hills in the mountain dis-

trict were so steep they could not handle

many rrs, and after No. 7 was tried, all

their freight engines were Moguls. She

was built by Portland Locomotive Com-
pany in 1874. Cylinders 17 x 24 ins., dri-

,
1 rs (6 ins., 1 ilei ^8 ins., weight of en-

gine 81.800 !li-, tender 55.550 Ihs. when

read} for road. She was a peach on the

pull and was a very handsome engine.

resplendent with brass and fancy painting.

The Portland. Saco & Portsmouth en-

gine. No. 15, "Monsam," was a Portland

Company product of 1877. She shows a

distinct departure from Eastern practice

in shape of stack and monitor cab roof.

She was evident!;, limit for a racer.

MAIN CENTRAL NO 5, "PKNOHSCOT." t'ORTl \\l> CO., 1871. The old Vermont Valley engine speaks

of that nanu and number

Maine Central Railroad. It was

built by the Portland Company in 1871.

The cylinders were [5 x 24 iu^. ; drivers,

5 ft. 1 as one cf several oi

the same model built at that tin

;< a!." sec

6 "Bangor," No, 10. "R. B.l hum."
' V li Lockw 1," and No. 20,

"II. X '

lie ma-

donn - anil bras - boiler

d di i'. nig and pi m
intiiig.

it" ran on various main

•
; man; 1 ars, tin

>i actually crowded 1
m

then branch fi

1 hei pi nil in, and

ended hei careei a thought she could pull the whole State of fot itself, and the Daniel Nason shows a

Maine behind her. She was built by the fine modeled, old inside-connected wood

;ter I 1 motive Works with cyl- burner. Note tin six wheel arrangement

ol tender; also mechanism between

wheels. Chas S, Given.

nham, 1/f.

IN KY. I.N'CINi iWTSTON," BUILT

Tj-mmL-c

1

Road Kinks and Other Things.

Mi VV. II Griggs, roundhouse foreman

1 ha ?0 ,
Milwaukee & St. Paul al

1
, Wis., writes us about shop and

inl .. Colli

"\\ itching the 'loose screw' and little

u. u is - en 1 dti a "i a- una h impoi tain •

as li 11 iking after the more glai ma cases It

1 oft a a - handy to know just what

me nple idea will save in delays and

li the -team heat between en-

gine and tender on the through passenger
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engines happens to break off, and the pipe

threads are left, it is handy to put two

steam heat hose in place of the iron pipe

to get the engine through and save chang-

ing engines.

"Hoi boxes "ii the through pa

can often be cooled at the sta-

tion and packed if the journal is not cut,

even if it take-. 30 or 40 minutes rather

than pick up an engine that may give

worse trouble. A broken trailer spring

or trailer equalizer does not al.\ 11

for another engine to take the train

through.

"If the small copper pipes leading to the

pump governors breaks off one or more.

it 1- nol necessary to leave a big train

up the country and come in light, when

plugging the pipe with wood and block-

ing down the train governor, valve will do

the business until home is reached. Same
with the pipe breaking off the equalizing

1 1 >ir.

"Changing tire-. This we do with the

tire heater using fuel oil with the air-
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been greatly interested in tiie illustra-

tions and discussions about them, and
hope to set mure about these engines
in your paper, especially the older ones,

as they have peculiarities about them
which distinguish them from the en-

gines of other roads. I have seen but
little mention, so far, about the old

class "O" engines. The locomotives of

this class first came out in 1883. the

same year that the "P's" appeared, but

thi ass "P" engines in

having but 130 lbs. boiler pressure.

while the "P's" carried 140 lbs. 1 am
sending you a photograph, Fig. 1, of a

class "O" engine, No. 9316, built at Al-

toona shops in 1887. It has 18 x 24-in

cylinders and 62-in. driving wheels. The
boiler is of the wagon-top pattern. The
type of stack and headlight and the

graceful outlines of the sandbox and
dome all give the engine a distinctly

"Pennsy" look, and older Pennsylvania
men could easily recognize her.

The engine belongs on the Cleveland
and Marietta

1 the Pennsyl
vania Lii as just been turned
out of the Fort Wayne shops, after a

-

1. tire boil

ber of "O's" with

111 sub-

fittsbui

3t." In

system

coming inadequate. All of the
wheel \

•• "B f

" -i ••

"K," '

... 1
1 1 1

type in

,|:
- 7393 (Fig. 2) is a standard

"II 6A" class freight locomotive. She
has 56-in. driving wheels, cylinders 22 x
26 ins., and a Belpaire boiler with wide

The engine belongs on the
main line (P., F. W. & C.) and has just

received general repairs at Fort Wayne.
I hope you will be able to publish these
photographs, as they may be of interest

iur readers.

Rob 1. C. Schmid.
Draftsman. Penna. Lines.

Fort Wayne Shop.

The Making of Good Engineers.
; ditor:

In answer to question as to making
engineers and firemen, I would say that

I would recommend that it would not be
a disadvantage to any engineer or fire-

man to have in his possession a standard

book on machinery, of all latest equip-

ment. In my opinion the books would
be read in a more careful manner at

home, for a great many men of families

would prefer this. Of course the libra-

ries are all right for young single men
and men who would prefer studying

b 1 iks fn m home.

MASON ENGINE. BUILT IN
GOING STRONG.

In my opinion it is best in all cases for

engineers to have regular firemen, as they

temain together on the same engine or

hey become attached to \

one another. The two will understand

how to work to each other's advantage
and. to the interest of the company they

are employed by.

I have had several different firemen

from time to time and want to say that

' to have regular firemen in all

With regular firemen you can

make a belter showing in coal consump-
tion than with a new fireman. Every
trip, also, I can make better water runs

n gular fireman is assigned to me.

cpects to make an engi-

timself he will take an in-

terest in the engineers he might be firing

also an interest in his engine. In

m 11 he does not do this, he

me an engineer.

I would say, if a man who wishes to be-

neer he will take an interest

in the machinery of the locomotive he

and make a careful study of

hi engine he will make a

helper might out of the

shop. Shop experience is all right; at

the same time a shop man may have some
experience en line of road that he might
not get in the shop. In my opinion the

majority of men, brought up to engineers

from the school, make good engineers if

they elevate their ambition this way. I

would be very much pleased to see this in

the September issue.

Sam Musgrove,
Chattanooga, Trim. Engineer Q. & C.

EIG FOCR, MODEL.

Big Four Engineers, Attention.

Editor:

Being an old-time subscriber to Rail-

way and Locomotive Engineering, I

beg to ask you to give me some de-

tails about the fine Atlantic express

locomotive built for the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad,

the Big Four, No. 361, as to the color

of the engine and of the tender.

For the locomotive, I want particu-

larly the color of the boiler and the

part where the automatic coupling is;

also the cowcatcher, engineer's cabin

and wheels. For the tender, I want the

color of the outside, as well as th

:

color of the name panel, and also the

w heels.

r.X 1 RANCE TO < ANAL AT 11 ID IN".

Furthermore, you will greatly oblige

me, if it is possible, for you to send

me a photograph of the Atlantii

motive, Big hour No. 361. You will find

.. sketch 'if my model locomotive that I

mi the ci irrei t coloi s for

F. E. Si huyler.

Munich, Germany.

[We would be glad to have any of

our readers on the Big Four send us

tii'- correct colors for the parts named
by our correspondent from Munich, and
we will publish them for his benefit.

—

Editor 1
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Welding with Thermit.

!

1 send you herewith photograph show-

ing the method of welding jaw

clevis en I oi two ten-wheel I

i ii i w hich iva

", w \nd I. uotiv] Engineering. I at

i subscriber.

1 considi i u
! esl ti i 1 1

.
t

. e tin se In >oks

at my home, as 1 find 1 can concentrate

iin tip night and time to the 1 1 a

oi useful infoi

WI LDING I \A\ - OS Ci

our Conneaut shops, using the Golcl-

schmidt-Thermii compound. Prior to

using the Thermit process for v\

was necessary to make an entiri

i the clevis ja

1 I led ery much to the cost

• required to make the repairs as

compared with the present method.

E. A. Miller.

S. M. P of the Nick •: Plate.

'eland, Ohio.

EVIS END OF SIDE-ROD.

that a man could never get at the street

corner or in the roundhouse. I believe

in a regular fireman, but I will say thai

a new fireman every trip makes the best

man as fireman, tor he fires for all kinds

of men, from the one that would make a

better marine engine, i to the one that

uses dry steam. Ninth quest i< n

answer Wit. F. Ebeswein,

Engineer B. & O.

. Pa.

Making of Good Engineers.

Editor:

Replying to the question asked tag

2~5 of July issue of Railway am

motive Engineering, entitled "The Mak-
ing of G od Engineers," I hereb

express my views on this subject In re-

ply to the query, "Would you recommend
the best standard books on niacin :

the education of engineers ami

to be in railway libraries'-" Vi

I do It was at the Riverside. Baltimore,

Maryland, department of the Young
Men's Christian Association where I first

had the prestige to enjoy reading Raii.-

Curicus Optical Illusion.

Editor

:

tune ago I saw the following in

paper

:

Prof. R. W. Wood of Johns Hopkins

ago described a

rather startling optical illusion which

e may see with a little practice.

A lead pencil is held, point up. an inch

ir two in front of a wire window-

screen, with a sky background. If the

eyes are converged upon the pencil

le wire gauze becomes some-

what blurred and of course doubled.

gauze has a regularly recurring

pattern, however, thi ^es can

be united, and with a little effort can be

! iti d Eoi distim t \ ision of the

combined images of the mesh. As

soon as accommodation is secured the

mesh becomes perfectly sharp and ap-

pears to be nearly in the plane of the

pencil point. If now the pencil is

moved away from the eyes, which are

to be kept fixed on the screen, it ap-

parently passes through the mesh and

becomes doubled. If now the pencil be

removed entirely it will be found that

the -harp images of the combined im-

rauze persist, although the

eyes be moved nearer to or fanner away

ie screen. Now bring the eyes

up to within six or eight inches of the

plane in which the mesh appears to be

and attempt to touch it with the ringer.

It is not there. 'Hie linger falls upon

empty -; reen being in reality

a couple of inches farther off. "This,"

says Prof. Wood, "is by all means the

most startling illusion I have ever seen,

for we apparently sec something occu-

pying a perfectly definite position in

space before our eyes, and yet if we at-

tempt to put our linger on it we find

that there is nothing there."

Mew York. S. H. G.

Central American Engines.

Editor:

I am enclosing you some kodak pictures

taken in Central America of some en-

gines and, also enclosing you some train

orders, No. 31, and two letters written

from an engineer who is running an en-

gine down in Guatemala, Central America.

These pictures may be of some interest

to you and you may be able to place them

in next month's Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering. After they have

served your purpose you might return

^tov
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and wl

Reed.

. c Ky Sym.

Ark.

oni of i'n li Iters re-

Mr. Reed. It is from Mr.

1, of Puerto Banios, <

'.nu-

ll 1- addressed to Mr. Win.

r\ pleasant letter dated April

is indeed. I was pleased

to hear from you, also to know that the

ills and photos were of interest.

I have a number of pictures I ha'

lis road recently and will send

few pn i\ iding they are 1 > K
what you have to sav n 3

high tills, with ten ears on top of it. for

the past two months. There is nothing

left hut ".lie wheels and the hoiler. Even
.. t was ti Til off. She g' it aw aj

on a 4
1

.. or 5 per cen! grade and ran

about one-quarter to one-half mile be-

fore leaving the rails, and when she left

the rails with her train she never marked
a tie nor injured the track. Everyone

of the crew was killed.

I'll tell you how 1 look at a man work-

ing m at j 1
'i these countries ; for in-

stance, myself. 1 have been with this

company about four years, and have a

regular passenger run over two divisions

— east. 102 miles; west. 94 miles, running

time, 6 hours and 20 minutes. Class of

I- NGIXE ON nil GU.VI 1 MALA l< \ 1 1 A\ \\

I am sure

'

rn mntains

1 snaki

it skinned and

engine, Baldw in, 17 \ .'4 in

drivers, am im's:

11 1 0,1, in s ,.

:

. ; J (1 o typi .

ure. 1S0 lbs .

the regular

running trains, but they made a complete

failure, so much so that there are

only two left: hut the day will

come when they will not need the

American here to teach them. I

worked for the Missouri Pacific about

seven years ago, as fireman, and I have

been on a number of other roads, in dif-

ferent parts of the L'nited States. I did

my first running on the old Ohio South-

ern, out of Jackson. I am personally ac-

quainted with one of the oldest engineers

on the Missouri Pacific. Mr. W. S.

Bound, at present running out of Kansas

City to Omaha. Neb. lie has written

mi 1 different times to come home. On
account of my neglect and not sufficient

courage I remained here, hut my mind

is made up to leave here in September

and see what I can do for myself in

God's country again I would prefer to-

work South rather than in the extreme

cold of the North, as I have not been

up against any snow for about six years.

L. WOODWORTH,
Locomotive Engineer.

Puerto Banios, Gautemala. C. .1.

Air Jacks for Wheeling Engines.

Editor:

I am sending you blue prints and pho-

tograph of our method of wheeling mod-
ern locomotives in an old-time shop that

was built in rS6= < hie print shows de-

tails of the 21-in. nicks that are used, and

the other print show-s the cart used to

transfer the ia gine to engine.

1 air jacks have in every way an-
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that this will in ers of Railway
1

1 1 I NGINEERING, and trust-

ing it will be publisl

I'm \

Shi ip Forei

Clinton, la.

Lost Articles on Railways.

The lost article departments of the rail-

roads are curiosity shops. They contain

the accumulation of years, as fully a third

of the articles left on trains an

called for. A company has, for example,

a bushel or more of purses. I hey contain

very little money as a usual thing, but pic-

tui e ,
i!' u ipaper 1 lippings, pi etrj , and

samples of dress goods in abundance. The
pickpocket has been through mosl

no doubt, and after hastily ex-

tracting the bills, he throws the p

a seat or on the floor. Once or twice,

. pocketl ks containin

sums of money and bonds worth thou-

sands have been picked up by the train

SIDE VIEW AND SECTION OF AIR JACK.

strap and rivets, which was afterwards

bored out, making smooth tit for leather.

Our method of jacking is as follows:

Jacking bar is made from two 80-lb. rails

riveted together and held in place on en-

gine as shown by photograph. This jack-

ing bar is of such length that it allow.;

the wheels to be rolled out or in without

crankpins interfering with jacks when in

position. The engine is raised by jacking

up rear end aboul [8 ins. and then block-

ing, and then jacking from front end and
blocking used after truck is rem
By this method modern locomotives can

be wheeled 111 one hour and thirty

The jacks are operated by two laborers,

one man operating one jack only, and
signal given to raise or lower by ma-
chinist in charge. Air is admitted to cyl-

inders by '.-in. globe valves, and ex-

hausted by same method. A J^-in. check

valve is placed next to air hose connec-

tion, which will hold the air in the cylin-

der in case air hose bursts. On end of

jacking bar you will notice a mast with

chain, which is used to raise the jack

from floor to place blocks under the jacks

as engine is raised or lowered. Believing

men. Boxes of cigars and shoes are quite

common. Violoncellos, snare drums and
cats in boxes have been taken out by the

conductors. Some years ago, it is said, a

man stopped at New Haven long enough

to hand man a traveling bag,

- the latter to take it to a certain

where he said he lived. The ad-

pressman

do with the bag
when he discovered that it contained a

1 father had
taken another train, so the satchel's con-

lum.

Slide Valve Trouble.

We are experiencing some difficulty in

would he glad if you or any of your read-

er- will fathom the mystery for it-.

The engine 1 quippi d

with the Allen-Richardson ported slide

valve, and for some cause the Richardson

balanced valve was substituted in the place

of the ported valve. The engine will blow

very hard when in full gear and in starting

lite train the valve seems to he cocked in

some manner. After ten or fifteen revo-

lutions and when the reverse liar is cut

back, the < ngil nd pre-

sumably the \. : If. I give you
all the dimensions and would thank you

if you would advise where the trouble

lii -
v

111-. ; exhaust

pi rts, jo \ 31
J

in-.
,

area included within the valve packing

strip. 32 5 sq. ins. : lap outside,

lap inside, none.

We tried to overcome this difficulty by
in the valve seal on both side-

marked A in the -ketch, thinking that on
account of having changed the ported
valve to the solid valve this would de-

crease the area on the bottom of the

valves. fin- change helped one engine
a little, but it did no good to the other.

The rule that I have in figuring up the

area necessary to include within the inner

edges of strip is as follows:

i the exhaust cavity add the

area of one steam port; total area so

found !- the area which should be in-
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eluded within the packing strip:

figures out in this case thus

:

I.625 width of steam port.

20 length of steamport.

area of

exhaust cavity.

1 ILD MASON ENGINE I'.I.'lLi .

q. ins. total area of steam port

:
1 lis! cavity

.

-i| ins, area, includ< d

packing strip.

65.25 sq. ins

be included within

the packing strips, and it

to me thi

ficier.cy would i'a\

defect. However, the

valve is giving tr

. 1
iu or j 1 mr

enlighten me as e;

possible, and oblige

A Subscriber.

C. & 0. Shots.

1. 'ovington, Ky.

[We would be pleased

to hear from an;.

or others who haw
had similar troubli .

have remedied it. or who

can offer a solutii n

difficulty lure pn

by our correspo

J he illustrations which

ng tl

; rAUNTOX, :.l

ers. The one, Engine 217, is a Mascn

engine, built in Taunton, Mass., in 1S73,

before the days of air brakes and auto-

matic couplers. The only person I knew

in the photograph is Mr. W. H. i
1

the engineer, oi Sayre, Pa., now en-

gaged in running one side of trains, No.

5 and 6, between Sayre and Buffalo, with

; modern F. B class

Engine 000 is one of the latest engines

and is included in an order of 15 ti be

built in the S3 ps at Sayre, Pa.

Hoping you may find space in your val-

I
aper for these photos,

I
7

J Delaney.

Athens. Pa.

Engines. Ancient and Modern.

! am •

i think mav bi of inten st to y<

A New "Block" System.

>
'•

1 of the hi 1 : innoying conditions a

in has to contend

with is keeping his crews straight. More
spi 1 tally where he has a number of differ-

=ses of work Take a terminal, for

in have here, where we
rt 21S ci ew s son

in r 1 uns, some in regu-

lar poi 1. regular swit h engines and extra

used in order

hi their plai 1

ong Where this is

thi

1.1

pi
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Engineers ft "Firemen Engineers "firemen. Engineers fire n en £noineeri Firemen

SECTION OF CABIXL1 FOR CONTAINING N CREWS.

foreman cannot conceive what he has to

contend with, especially at a large

terminal.

Our first method to keep a record of

"out" crews was a large bulletin

or blackboard. When a man, or,

rather, a crew, came and registered,

the foreman or his clerk would mark
them up on this board in their turn;

this was done with a piece of chalk.

Crews coming in after this one would be

put up or marked up under the first one

and so on. As soon as .their turn came to

go out they were marked up on the out-

going bulletin board, and their names
erased from the other board. However,
this board was pie for the engineers and
firemen, in case there was anything going
on around town, such as a dance, circus,

street fair. etc. By the time you wanted
men there was none, no record of them
laying off, and simply no names on the

board, as they would come to the round-

house and erase their names, and no one
knew where they were or where they be-

'onged. The method we had in finding

them was by checking them up on the

register; we could get some in this man-
in r. but some of them were so foxy they

would not register, and there was hard
work to locate them.

I finally conceived the idea of making a

bulletin box with the block

this shows at all times where the

men are, whether out on the road or at

outside points, laying off, suspended,

sick, regular run in pool or on extra list.

there is no chance to make an
error in handling the men as

and as is shown on this print. The men
can see at all times just how they stand

and do not need to bother the I

as to when they will get out or turn come,
as there is a glass door on either side of

this box, and the names of the men are

en each end of the block so they can be
seen on either side. This system can be
handled by anyone, as it is very simple
and well liked by all who have ever used
it or who have seen it used. The men
cannot take their name blocks out of tin

case, and as the record o ["he graCe of God forbids we should be
and all classes of cases, everything overbold to lay rough hands
goes on all right. On any man's opinions. For opinions

W. J. Sh Are, ccrtcs venerable properties;

General Foreman C. & N. W. Ky. And those which show the most decrepi-

Clinton, la. Hide should have the gentlest handling.
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The Parting of the Ways.

In the very tli" 1

.: - r pre-

• ci >n\ ention 1 if the

ameers' \ iation 1 m
n man of

: of the future, the c 11

1 ry impi >rtant sub-

usual rut

raphs of

1 word of

- " iveling engin-

,-il the 1

matic instruc-

1 1 ,
1

1 1
^.1

\ synopsis of

\\'i
:

In iv>

n in h hii ]i the

ordei

es." It is

I

.ill i" lints

er is ap-

ntlv and

feelings of sympathy for the men from
whilst- rank> he has come and go over

nd boni to thi ci impany that

has promoted him; m r can he, by the

same loyal feeling which animates him,

accept the position as a gift from the

company anil yet secretly work
against them. Me has silently come to

the parting of the ways and he honor-

ably accepts his n sponsibilities to both,

and adopts tin strong, fair, impartial

middle course.

Somewhere below the surface a

man wth the old Anglo-Saxon love

of fair play ingrained in his verj

11. 'inre. will recognize the necessity of

impartiality when he is placed so that

he must \\ 1 irk betwei u two inter* 1 -,

for the common gd d It is here that

the manly man makes good his claim to

1 he re spect and ci mfidence 1 if In ah

sides. Tlie thing is possible of accom-
plishment ami the traveling" engineers

have in this report gone on record for

fair play ind .1 square deal li 1- alike

creditable in their quick and keen ap-

pi ei iatii hi of the undi mbted and

acknowledged difficulties that confront

them, and to their honest di termination

i' play the game according to the rules

.md conduct themselves honestly and
earnestlj between company and the

nun, without fear, favor or effection.

Wi commend the report to which we
have referred and the "advice to our-

selves" v Inch it contains, to evi ry. -in

1 if our readers from engine wiper to

nt 'I'll, ci niniittee have ivered

the subject ably and well, and they

have seen with unclouded eyes their

plain duty and the words they have

written is the speech of manly men.

The Railway Congress at Berne.

Iln- International Railway Congress

w hii ii 1- general!} held 1 \ er} li\ 1

met at Berne, Switzerland, this year. The
i on g ress was well attended, railwaj experts

from all parts of the gli >be wen
and the session lasted two we. 1.- [11

dealing Willi i.nlwa\ rails, the reports on

tracks and maintenance methods showed

that the prai in e of the English speaking

countries limits the length of the rail on

ai 1 nun of the difficult} of handling. In

the United Slates rails are about 33 ft.

1' mg. In in eat Britain the} a: e .1''. mi
|

ft . while on the continent lengths a- high

a.s 7_> ft. appear to have given satisfaction

of rail joint has not been

li 1 ided 1 m and tin- work 1 if tin

ti < on that subject 1- to 1"- e mtinued.

at Bt nam engine li '.els ai e o mi-

monly ICO tons with axle loads 01 about

jo ti nis. In the matt. 1 of impn >\ 1 ments

notivi bi lilers Messt 5. Fi iv\ ler and

Archbutt, of the Midland Railway >>\

England, presented a very cxtcii-r

m mg the man} on this subject that

III R Nil W W AMI I.i 11 11-

motive Engineering for January, 1910,

". April, page 151. and July, page

287, a synopsis of this paper may be

found. Superheating which has been very

extensively experimented with on the

1. ntinent and on the Lancashire & York-

shire in England, from indications given

in the report, will probably become

general.

When it came to the matter of statistics

-Mr. W. M. Ackworth said: "There arc-

no statistics ..f railways in operation, and

no uniform classification of working ex-

penses." Other English railway statisticians

vigorously combatted this opinion, while

p . 1 ntatives from the leading railways

of India and Argentina believed that ton-

mile statistics were useless unless local

conditions were known. The American

delegates supported ton-mile statistic- but

admitted that they could be wrongly used.

\n attempt was made to pass a resolution

p. the effect that uniformity of railway

accounts 011 broad lines might be arrived

at and this would make the results in dif-

ferent countries comparable. It wa
. support of tins that South Africa had

been the gainer from being able to com-

pare the results of railway working with

those in the United States. The
..pinion seemed to lie that owing to the

diversity of conditions, not only in dif-

ferent countries, but in the same countries

an international system of uniform rail-

way accounting even on broad lines was— ible..

Electrification of railways received at-

tention in four reports. Mr, 1.

(iibbs, for America, spoke on electric

traction on existing -team railroads lie

believed that all first cost- ol conversion

of steam roads to electric working should

be dealt with separately. He showed that

the Long Island road operated their elec-

tric system at a ...-1 of [8.8 .ems per car

. . .gainst steam traction costs of 27.95

1 cuts. Xo separate report was presented

for Great Britain, but the single phase

.111 by winch the Brighton Company's

South London lines are operated has

proved successful. The London, Brighton

and South Coast Company have now de-

ed to convert ol her suburban lines to

tin working

\n interesting report was presented b}

Dr. Gleichmann mi the preliminar} work
- the introduction of electric operation

11 ( lerui.iii main lines of railway. I [e

showed that when it is a question of in-

troducing electric traction on large con-

nected lines an alternating system

The Swiss Federal Railways

.0. also contemplating the adoption ol

-lie tract! 111 their intei I

: es. The Austrian Siate Railway were

: and t.. have the subject under con-

tion, lb.- proposal being to convert

2,690 miles of main line, within range of

water powers, to the single

phase system.

h
1 hown that in the United States
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till- a\ t

rail was b . cost o£ water

01 thi tf htinent. The lowest

rate on French Waterways i- 7.8 mills per

ton mile, against an on the

N< w York
1 trills, and 1 m the

Big Four 1 if 5 mills.

Another of the many interesting

was la'rgi tations 1 Ither sub-

jects were mi iti -
1 ar and mi itor rail serv-

ices, the operation of light railw a

long railway tunnels.

The congress adj urned at noon, July

[6, i" reassi mble at Berlin in 101 1. Mr.
Franklin K. Lane, a member of tin- tnter-

missii 'it. and Mr.

W. F. AlK-n. 1 tary of the

American Railway Association,

elected members of the Permanent luti-r-

national 1 G
Stevens, president of the C. & ( ).. and a

member oftl was re-

elected. The opinion of the Americans

1 much attention throughout the

meeting of the congress, which adopted
several American recommendations,
among them that of Mr. W. (i. Besler,

vice-president and general manager of the

C R. R. of X. I . regarding car hire and
demurrage, also the recommendation of

Mr. J. M. Culp, the vice-president of the

Southern Railway, concerning perishable

freight; and the recommendations of Mr.

H. A. .laggard, superintendent of the

Pennsylvania, and Mr. D. F. Crawford,
superintendent of motive power of the

Pennsylvania lines west, as to large sta-

tions and the use of steel in the con-

structii n 1 ii es and rolling st ick.

The American and English delegates

were successful in compelling the intro-

duction of English parliamentary practice

for the conduct of the business of the

-congress. The session was the eighth in

the history of the congress and
tended by 1,500 representatives.

The Roundness of Wheels.
In an interesting paper on the sub-

unevenly chilled and untrue car

wheels, read by Mr. T. W. West before

the American Society for Testing Ma-

d 1 Ut that an

uneven depth of chill in the treads of

n car w heels was a very -< rious

and failure often takes place in

such cas here would probably
have been no failure if the chill had
been of uniform depth.

This leads 1 thi con

strength ana il appears from

ment thai t. 1 ing two casts fi

same ladle, and allowing one to make
the ordinar;

to chill, the latter has on tin-

about twice thr strength of the former.

In the matter of Contraction the chilled

and the graj irori from the same ladle

it was found that the two samp]
abi 'lit equal.

In dealing with the roundness of

wheels Mr. \\ - ,- care-

ful tests that had been made on the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern for

the purpose of ascertaining Imv.

the average car wheel approximated to

being a true circle. The tests were
made under the supervision of Mr. S.

K. Dickinson, assistant superintendent
of motive power - >1 the road, and Mr.
11. I-:. Smith. engin< et -1 tests, Si>

pairs of wheels, each -1 different make,
u en in

.
mnti d and placed in a

lathe with centers firmlj pressed up.

The treads were divided into eight sec-

tions each, and tin- wheels were turned
by hand. A specially constructed mi-
crometer was used to detect any varia-

tion in roundness; some of them were
found to he as much as .04.3 in. out of
truth (that is nearly 3 '64I

The speaker held that the reSU

these experiments proved the neo ssitj

for testing the roundness of cast iron

car wheels, and that some improvement
should be instituted for securing a
more uniform depth of chill and closer

approximation to the perfect circle. He
believed that if systematic tests of

wheels for roundness were carried out
by railroads, it-w wheels now made
would be passed. A cheap and easy
method of making the test for round
ness would be by the use of an inter-

nally-turned ring placed over the tread
before boring.

While the uneven depth of chill un-
doubtedly tends to shorten the life of
the wheel, the fact that it is more or
less out of round must cause some vi-

brations and prevent the smooth run-
ning of the wdieel with the rc-ult that

pounding due to irregular shape aids

in creating fractures and in any case i-

hard on both wheel and rail.

Another fact shown by the experi-

ments is that the chill-m 'Id expands
about '4 in. 111 diameter after the pouring
of the metal. I Ins causes a movement
which is opposite contraction and
which, in the case of the compression
chill causes the arms to pull awaj fn m

'

1 f the whi -

'

than their exp el hem 111

ward. 'I his defeats the purpi

which tl old was di

viz.: that of having the arms hug the

contracting crust, wl 1 -sary in

order to obtain an even depth of chill

and secui .
:

-.'
i undti - - in w

Hot Bearings.

Hot bi -

cur oftener it than in mid-

:i - if the atm

pn . lack of I

other substances in the hearings, and ex-

e chief causes

of heating. Graphite i- generally :

edged t< 1 g lubricant, and

should be mixed with a suitable I

mble should be

attended I possible. It 1

of a driving b

not further, as the tendency of a loose

fails to

lilirj to heal ii

on the driving box should It relieved if

1 hi- maj It dmi, by moving the

wind up on [he rail.

This will raise tin- its usual

plao n tween the frame and

spring saddle can then bi

that when the wheel is in its norm
tion on tin- rail there will be little weight

upon the driving box and unless the bra.-s

<r axle is cut it will not likely heat when
of weight.

In the case of heated eccentric straps

•tap and

add one or more thin liners. The reverse

lever should he moved very 0.1

as heated eccentric straps arc easily

broken, n straps should not

be cooled with water. Heated rod brasses

are very apt to close the hole in the oil

cup and care should he taken in examin-

ing the heated bearing to note that the

opening to the oil cup is clear. Most of

the larger locomotives have now hose

pipes which can be readily brought into

use and water applied to the heated bear-

ings. The rod keys may be slightly

loosened and if carefully cleaned and

lubricated the rod-brass may not give fur-

ther trouble. In oiling care should be

taken to ml the ~ules of all boxes and

bearings. Perhaps the principal cause of

heated driving boxes is the insufficient

packing of tin- cellar. Unless tightly

packed the cotton waste - 1 settles

away from the bi '\ and thi

l"-t to the bearing. The packing in the

cellars should he examined occasionally,

and .all oil cup- on rods and gut

'
! and carefull;

Good Reccrds Aid the Men.

nd nowhere 1

a the great t

To attain this end dif

ferent metl

different or many years the

i.e dealt with

.-, hat tire

It is

d that on any large railt

tern, wl

by without •

1. thereby d

"
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ship to li is family. The Lehigh Valley

have therefore adopted a system of "rec-

ord suspensions" whereby no time is lost

by an employee. A suspension of one

week, two weeks, or one month, as the

case may be, is entered against his record

in the same manner as if he were actually

out of service for that time, although

actually he does not lose the time. These

records are taken into consideration when
an employee is considered for promotion.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad have found

"record suspensions" to be as efficient

as actual suspension, as it being a mat-

ter of personal pride with railroad men
to have a clear record, it was decided by

this road to further revise their system

of discipline so that, beginning July I,

iqio, employees with records in which
suspensions appear would have an oppor-

tunity to clear them, by loyal and effi-

cient service in the future, and to provide

a system whereby their future records

would receive the benefit of meritorious

service. Clear records for a stated period

are now recognized by credit allowances,

and heroic or meritorious service, whether
in or out of the usual line of duty of the

employee, are now rewarded by further

credit allowances. A definite limit to de-

merit records has been established to in-

dicate the unfitness of an employee to be

retained in the service.

Employees having a clear record for two
years prior to July I. iqio, are entitled to

cancellation of all previous demerits up to

that date. A clear record for one year
prior to July 1, 1910, will cancel all demerit

records prior to Jan. 1, 1905, and a

clear record for twelve consecutive

months at any time after July I, 1910, will

cancel demerit records to that date. Em-
ployees not having a clear record for one
year prior to July I, 1910, will retain

their records as entered upon the books,

but a clear record for twelve consecutive

months at any time will cancel their de-

merit record prior to Jan. 1, 1005, and
record for two periods of twelve

itive months each, will together
' demerit records to July 1, 1910.

The Conservation of Energy.

The subject of the conservatii

energy which is one of the most pro

found conceptions of the physical uni-

. er framed by the human mind is

interesting to all students 01 science, but

it has in it something which peculiarly

1 ilroad men, who in the

performance of their many duties are

tly experimenting with and ex-

emplifying this great truth, even though
. not he fully aware of the fact.

of the June issue of Rail-
way .'.

'

.1 Engineerii
of the editorial staff took up the subject

of Potential Energy. In this article the

actual or kinetic form of energy was in-

cidentally treated. Energy has been de-

fined as the ability to d< work, and thi'

energy may be either in the potential or

in the actual form. The great theory of

the conservation of energy depends prac-

tically on the truth of the statement made
by the highest scientific authorities after

exhaustive experiments, and backed by

accurate mathematical investigation, that

"Throughout the universe the sum of

these two energies is constant."

This means that it is as impossible to

create energy as it is to create matter,

but it is within the range and scope of

man's powers by various means, more or

less ingeniously contrived, he may change

energy from one form to another, and so

perform many acts for his own comfort

or pleasure which would be utterly beyond
the reach of his own unaided powers, but

notwithstanding all this, he is as unable

to destroy even the smallest fraction of

existing energy, and he is equally unable

to call into being even the merest trace of

energy not already existent.

As a rule, the transformation of energy

most easily accomplished is that from the

higher to the lower forms, as, for exam-
ple, when the flow of electric current gen-

erates heat and light in an ordinary in-

candescent lamp. The electrical form of

energy may have consumed much coal

and have been generated by the use of a

costly and delicately designed machinery

with much frictional and other losses, but

it easily runs down the scale to that form
of energy known as heat.

Faraday in 1831 discovered that when
a conducting body is made to move in

the neighborhood of a magnet, the rela-

tive motion of the two produces currents

of electricity in the conductor. This is the

fundamental principle underlying the use

of dynamic electricity as applied today. Un-
less the electricity so produced be made
to do work or become, so to speak, stored

up in the potential form, it will in time

fritter itself down to heat in the machine
and on the wire. The tendency is for the

higher form of energy to seek the lower

and when mankind takes the lower form
and endeavors to raise it to the higher, he

is only able to do so at the cost of great

mechanical loss.

An interesting view of the conservation

of energy that appeals to railway men is

that the usefulness to man of the work
done, does not come into nature's view of

tin- case. When you go into a railway

repair shop and see a heavy, powerful,

electrically-driven axle lathe "hogging"

1 fit tin' metal in a hot, blue, crisp, crack-

ling curl of steel, you see very forcibly

|> a: far as man is concerned, it is the

formation of the axle he is anxious about,

while with nature it is solely the transfor-

mation of energy and the incidental pro-

duction of heat, and in amount proportion-

al to tin- energy expended in turning the

axle against the cutting tool. The work-
man eventually turns the axle, the hot

chips drop and cool, and nature has lib-

erated an enormous quantity of heat.

In like manner, the hauling of a train

from New York to Chicago requires the

expenditure of a prodigious amount cf

energy, changed from the potential form

in which it resides in the coal, into the

form of heat, which is, with great loss,

used to generate steam, and, finally,

through the motion of pistons, rods and
wheels, the train is made to rush from

city to city. The engine is well-lubricated

and the journals of the cars are oiled,

but there are still heat losses, and every

time the train stops the whole of its mo-
tion is arrested, and the moving energy

is dissipated in the form of heat. When
the train stops at Chicago, if one may so

say, nature has taken little notice of the

trip except to abstract heat, and from

nature's standpoint one may say that the

splendid performance of the Twen-
tieth Century Limited or the Penn-

sylvania Special has only been the trans-

formation of one form of energy into an-

other. The better the lubrication of the

train the easier it can be run, but at any

moment in its course, its motion can be

rapidly changed into heat by simply bring-

ing it to a stop. The total amount of heat

will be the same whether the heat be

generated for a few thousand feet at the

smoking brake shoes, or liberated in a

shorter distance by disastrous collision

or wreck. Nature cares not that cars

have been moved at high speed or that

the business of two great cities has been

facilitated. Nature has been concerned

with the change in the form of existing

energy, and from whatever standpoint

our magnificent train service may be

viewed, the sum total of all the energy

in this wide universe has neither been in-

creased nor diminished by the equivalent

of even one jot or tittle of the law.

Traveling Engineers' Association.

The eighteenth annual meeting of the

Traveling Engineers' Association took

place at Niagara Falls, Canada, on Aug.
16, 17, 18 and 19. Among the papers pre-

sented was one on superheat as applied

to locomotives. In it the various forms
of superheaters were described and illus-

trated. The committee having this mat-

ter in hand were Mr. H. H. Haig, chair-

man, and Messrs. Max Toltz, E. Shally

and O. R. Rehmeyer.

A short paper was also presented on the

important subject, "How can the travel-

ing engineer best educate the present-day

fireman to become the successful engi-

neer of the future?" Mr. J. C. Petty was
chairman of this committee. A synopsis

of this report is given in another column.

The latest developments in air brake

equipment and their effect on train hand-

ling was another of the subjects, the paper

presented being well illustrated. Mr. I
7

. F,

Wentworth was chairman of the air brake

equipment committee

A paper on new valve gears as com-
pared with the Stephenson or link motion.
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referring particularly to economy of op-

eration and maintenance and also the

necessary procedure in case of break-

downs This important paper not only

took in the Walschaerts valve gear but in-

cluded the Baker-Piliod gear and the

Hobart-Allfree gear. The chairman of

this committee was Mr. J. McManamy.
A paper on the progress made in reduc-

ing the cost of lubrication was also read

at the meeting. A digest of this paper

will be found elsewhere in the columns of

this issue. Full economy has been very

very fully dealt with and an abstract of

the paper is to be found in another part of

this issue.

Book Notices
The twenty-first annual report of the

"Statistics of Railways in the United

States," has just been issued by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, and

forms a bulky volume of 1,000 pages. The

report embraces the year ending June 30,

1909, and at that date it appears that there

were 333,645 miles of railways in opera-

tion in the United States. These figures

embrace about 79,452 miles of yard tracks

and sidings. The increase in mileage

over the previous year was 8,705 miles.

The great bulk of the report is occupied

in detailing the financial operations in

connection with the railroads, and to

those interested in this feature of rail-

road work there is a degree of fulness in

the report that leaves nothing to be

desired.

The twenty-eighth volume of the "Trans-

actions of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers," has been issued and

the amount of matter is so voluminous

that the work appears in two parts, each

part containing over 750 pages. Of the

subjects treated it can be justly said that

there is a spirit of research encouraged

by the great and growing use of electricity

that perhaps has no parallel in the his-

tory of our time. To advanced students

in the science of electric engineering these

volumes are of great value and should be

welcomed as a rich contribution to the

electric literature that is constantly com-

ing from the press.

Change of Office.

The publicity department of the

Pennsylvania Railroad has had an office

in New York City at 85 Cedar street.

This office has now been moved to the

new Pennsylvania station at Seventh

avenue and Thirty-third street. The

entrance to the offices is on the left

side of the corridor, coming in from

Seventh avenue. The telephone num-

ber is 7,000 Chelsea. Mr. J. W. Lee,

Jr.. whose office is in the Broad street

station in Philadelphia, is chief of the

publicity department. Mr. Lee's represen-

tative in New York is Mr. G. Flatow.

Making of Successful Engineers.

Briefly, instruction is the keynote of the

paper on "How can the traveling engineer

best educate the present-day fireman to

become a successful engineer of the

future?" This paper which is the work

of a committee of five, of which Mr.

J. C. Petty was chairman, was read at the

recent meeting of the Traveling Engin-

eers' Association. The committee believe

that this object can only be accomplished

by teaching and advising the fireman un-

til he has a thorough knowledge of the

rules of the railway he serves and of the

engine he may later have to run.

It is taken for granted that any man

who accepts the position of fireman does

so with the intention of some day be-

coming a locomotive engineer, and it is

the duty of traveling engineers to exercise

great caution in the selection of men who

are to become firemen. The committee

therefore recommends a visual and physi-

cal examination for all candidates for the

position of fireman. The committee, how-

ever, disclaims all intention to create a

hardship, by conducting such examination

less rigidly than the government does in

selecting recruits for the army. Yet a

suitable test is deemed advisable.

In the matter of giving lessons on the

locomotive the committee recommends

the boiler and its attachments to be the

subject of the first lesson. The construc-

tion of the steam gauge and the meaning

of the figures on the dial should be taken

up, also pop valves and the danger from

their not working properly. The circula-

tion of water in a boiler, the bad effects

of too much water and the danger from

too little. Staybolts and the function they

perform and the load they are supposed

to carry. The draught rigging in the

smoke-box and the construction, use and

function of the various parts of the

injector.

The second lecture should be on the

inspection of the locomotive, names and

functions of parts and how to make out

reports. Defects called pounds and blows,

and the methods of locating them when

the engine is running or standing still.

The committee recommends that the en-

gineer of to-day be required to be able

to set up wedges, key rods, and do other

things such as were done by the locomo-

tive engineers of a former generation.

In this connection the report goes on

to say : "There was another old custom

with some railways where they compelled

men to have some shop experience before

thev were promoted to the position of en-

gineer, which we believe would be value-

able in educating the young men of today,

if possible, to practice it at the present.

They were given positions as machinist

helpers, which gave them information on

the locomotive and its construction that

served them well in after years. If young

men of today between nineteen and

twenty-one years of age could be given

1
1 Mtions at a living salary and

afterwards transferred to road service, it

would be best for both individual and

railway company and would not be com-

pelling them to serve two apprenticeships,

.,- the;, are not eligible for road service

until they are of age."

Engine failures and how to remedy

them should be the subject of another

lesson. The men should be taught how
to remedy any trouble or breakdown in

the quickest way and to clear the main

line with the least possible delay. Valve

motion should in another lesson be taught

carefully and patiently. The report holds

that locomotive engineers have a right to

know how to set an eccentric, how the

length of the rods is obtained, the differ-

ent lengths of movement of the valve

for different cut-offs and also the setting

of the valves. The expansion of steam

should also be taught, so that a man

could trace the flow of steam from boiler

to cylinder and from cylinder to exhaust

pipe.

The committee comes out squarely for

what they call the literary study of the

locomotive. A literary knowledge of the

locomotive, they say, is within the reach

of every man who can read and under-

stand mechanical literature offered today

and it is very necessary in aiding the mere

to understand the engines they will later

have to run and also to more succesfully

handle them. Continuing in the same

strain the report goes on to say: "An-

other and one of the best methods of

educating the firemen on machinery is in

the class room. Meetings hald as often

as possible are valuable and very neces-

sary for the education of firemen on the

locomotive. The traveling engineer

should preside over them and teach and

advise the men to the best of his ability.

A good valve model is very valuable for

these meetings.

Turbine Locomotive.

An interesting experiment is being

vith a new locomotive constructed

at the shops of the North British Loco-

motive Company at Glasgow. Scotland.

A horizontal turbine is employed to drive

a direct-current dynamo, from which

power is taken to motors attached to the

driving axles through geared wheels run-

ning in oil. After the steam passes

through the turbine it enters a con-

denser, and after being condensed is

pumped through a cooling apparatus

where the blast of air, induced by the

running of the locomotive, facilitates the

cooling, and the water is conveyed into a

supply tank and pumped back into the

boiler. The supply tank is of sufficient

capacity to carry enough water to make

up for losses in condensing. A draft ap-

pliance is used in the form of a fan that

- air to the boiler fire. The re-

far are of a satisfactory kind.
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Pennsylvania Railroad Shops at Trenton, N. J.

Pennsylvania

! ; rut! in. X. J.
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[ he i luster 1 if buildings
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has the original equipment been added to

from time to tunc, but we observed quite a

number of new appliances and methods that

ought to become popular in other shops.

Among these appliances is a portable

crane the invention of Mr. Maxfield, and

which is particularly adapted for use in

3 by .; by ;
s ins rise to a height of r _ t't

and are joined by another heavy casting

in which there is a place for accomodat-

ing and holding an arm extending 6 ft.

from the center to the end at which a

movable pulley is attached. This arm ex-

tends 4 ft, on the other end, where a

counterbalance weight of 450 lbs. is at

tached. The motive power of the cram-

is derived from an air motor set on the

base of the tripod, and a steel rope con-

veys the motion to the pulley. The
chief merit of the device lies in its read)

adaptation to any location. Vs is well

known the fitting of the driving boxes,

especial!) on passenger locomotives, is an

operation requiring the best mechanical

skill, and necessitates a repeated number

of trials of the box upon the axle. In

using .1 traveling crane much delay and

annoyance ma\ be caused on account of

other work being interrupted, with the

result that the driving box is often not

fitted as well as it might be.

Even in the use of stationary jib

cranes, the wheels must necessarily be re-

moved to the vicinity of the crane, where-

as Mr. Maxfield's portable crane can be

lifted up by the overhead traveling crane

and placed anywhere within the range of

the regular traveling cranes.
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number of devices arc in use for this

purpose, but the I renton 1
1
inti i

one of the very best we have ever seen.

It c insist of a duplicate of the aj

used in moving the wheels of a locomo-

tive dui i
1

1 ess of valvesi tting.

The main driving wheels with axles and

cranks attached are placed in this

apparatu . thi return crank being

held temporarily in position. A con

necting rod is attached to the return

crank, and also to a small crosshead

adapted to move in miniatun

With the di ad c< titers w inch ai

obtained and their position i

marked, the perfect adjustment oi the

return crank is a simple mattei

he readily proved by moving the wheels

hoth backward and forward and marking

the position of the crosshead moved by

the return crank ;it each dead center.

When the adjustment is correct the bolt

holes are carefully reamed and tl

fitted in place or a key is fitted in the

keyway as the case may he, and the re-

turn crank nevei requires further exam-

ination.

A number of methods of construction

work are of interest as showing that the

leading spirits in the Trenton shi

not alone satisfied with a well-equipped

shop and established methods. Recentlj

they adopted a new feature in bolt mak-

ing. In forging the head of the boll a

spherical protuberance is left on the top

of the head outside of the hi

body. It resembles the carefully rounded

point of a finished bolt projecting through

a nut. When the bolt is finished and

fitted to its place in the cylinders or

braces and about to be driven into pi ici

a ''button set" is held on the head of the

bolt and an air hammer is applied to the

button set, and with a few rapid blows

the bolt is driven, while the head of the

bolt retains its form and finish.

In the construction of crown bolts

there is a combination of operation, that

embrace the cutting of the threads on

the point as well as on the neck oi the

bolt, together with a formation of the

button shaped bead with a notch cut be-

tween the head and the short square

portion attached to the head usually

left for the purpose of screwing the

crown bolt into place. The. operations

are simultaneously carried on, and the

crown holts arc produced at a of

$1.75 per hundred.

Another ingenious method in repair

work was observable in applying hub liners

to the sides of driving boxes after they

have become worn. It is customary to

apply liners of brass or bronze and

securely attach them with countersunk

screws. In Trenton they face ol n

cesscd portion of the side of the box and

in the bottom of this recess they cut two

other dovetailed recesses and then cover-

ing the side of the box with a suitable

appliance a quantity of molten babbitt is

poured into the space thus prepared and

in a short time tic box 1- ready for the

operation of facing off, on the boring null.

I he boiler testing and holler washing

plant is. among other mechanical applian-

ces, one of the mosl its kind

that we have seen,

hoi water is maintained at coo 11.

sure. With this powerful stream lie

washing oi a boiler is thoroughly done

It may be remarked, however, that on

the eastern division of the Penn-

sylvania Railri ad the watei i

from lime, the impurities 1 eing 1
f the

["renton.

In all there are at present about 1,000

men employed i;: the shop

and extensive additions at. already being

increase

in the si tally the

machine shops, 1- dread) a growing

ltV.

Relief Department, P. R. R.

regular monthly re-

porl ii tli' relii i di partmi nt of tl

sylvania Kail- lite sum of

J 177.381 !

,

during

1TABL1 SHOP CRANJ USED \ 1 1

kind common in Silurian

supplied wil

water are comparativel) easily cleaned.

The extensive sb

managed under new methods

evolved In addition to the general sup-

iranches opi rated in

New Ji

signal st' iri i
- d in the East are

at this ; d S ime idea may be ob-

t of supplies called

for when it is stated that over •

worth of m
month to the various branches supplied.

An additi nal $60,000 worth of supplies

the month ' amount

the payments made

on the I urgh and Eric,

Leas VVl

the Line gh and Erie in

the month of May, the payments in benc-

25, while to members

k they amounted to

f Pitts-

burgh p

which J25.436.24 were for the fan

members who died, and $31,43690 for

members unable to
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Locomotive Running Repairs

V I.—Setting Up the Wedges.

It will readily occur to the engineer or

mechanic that in view of the fact that the

wedges are subjected to incessant shocks

at each stroke of the piston, and also to

great friction by the vertical movement
of the driving boxes, the rapid wear of

the wedges is inevitable, and for this rea-

son one of the wedges, generally the back

wedge, is so constructed that it may be

moved, the upward movement of the

wedge along the inclined face of the

jaw reducing the space between the

wedges, thereby affording means of main-

taining a close contact with the driving

box and so preventing a kocking or pound-

ing of the box while the engine is in

motion. It should be remembered that it

is always preferable that in setting up

the wedges the locomotive should be un-

der steam pressure, or in such heated

condition as will nearly approach to the

condition in point of temperature that is

to be expected while running. It should

be borne in mind that while the frames do

not expand to any appreciable extent,

those portions of the frames that are near

the fire are subjected to considerable at-

mospheric change, and consequently do

vary slightly from their condition when
.the entire frames are perfectly cool.

Previous to setting up the wedges it

•is also desirable that the crank pins should

be moving forward near the top center at

which point the driving boxes will be

bearing hard against the front wedges or

shoes as they are frequently called.

Whatever there may be of lost motion be-

tween the driving boxes will then be lo-

cated between the movable wedge and

box, and if the wedge bolts are in good

condition it should be an easy matter to

move the wedge upwards in the jaws un-

til wedges and box are prefectly tight.

The best method of insuring the tight-

ness of the wedge is to have two pinch

bars applied to the wheel, the bars being

pinched in opposite direction by two men

It should be seen that the driving box

vertically between the wedges, and

when the box ceases moving it may be

taken for granted that thi wedges are

tight and touching the box nugh on both

sides. The point at which the lo

of the ••
i in contac! with the

box should then be marked and the wedge

should then be drawn down until the 1>"--

moves freely between the

box should move before the wedge has

been drawn down
inch, and the wedge should nol be It iwn

down beyond this amount,

rve that the box i

ing jammed by the failure of the applica-

tion of the pinch bars to overcome the

sheer weight of the locomotive.

Particular care should then be taken

to observe the amount of lost motion

that may occur in the head of the wedge-

bolt in relation to the recess in which the

head is located. If there is much lost

motion in this space, and the wedge-bolt

is left in the position at which the pulling-

down process ceased, it may be readily

seen that the wedge will drop the amount

of space of such lost motion on account

of its weight as soon as opportunity oc-

curs by the vertical movement of the

box. To avoid this contingency it is

well to screw the wedge-bolt upwards

again the amount of the lost motion re-

ferred to. In the case of wedges where

a tap bolt passes through a slot in the

frame and engages the wedge the liability

of the wedge to move is greatly lessened,

but these slots in frames are much less

common than formerly on account of the

fact that the loss of the material has a

weakening effect on the frame. The
tightening of the jam-nuts is an opera-

tion usually requiring a special wrench

as the space inside the frames is fre-

quently of the most limited kind. The
practice of tightening the jam-nuts by the

application of a hammer and chisel is a

sure method of shortening the life of

the nut and adding to the causes of fu-

1111 troubles.

After the wedges have been thus care-

fully set up on one side of the engine,

the wheels should be moved forward, if

possible, until the crank pins on the op-

posite side are on the upper centers and

the same method of tightening and

loosening of the wedges proceeded with.

The wedges should then be in a position

to maintain an equable bearing upon the

boxes for at least five or six hundred

: running service, unless some un-

foreseen cause produces a heating of one

'.r other of the driving boxes, in which

case it will be immediately necessary to

loosen tin- wedge in order that the in-

creased size of the box caused by thi

i uperinduced by heating may

find n ii im. \\ lien the heated h >x

cooled the wedge should lie promptly and

properly returned to and fixed in its place.

the mark on the pi

guide in i condition where the pinch

could not he In' "ight in!"

i peration

( 'i insentient, on the netting up of the

.lit ' if the c.ill

ilways necessary. In ex-

amining the rods all that will be required,

except in the case of refitting the brasses,

will be to move the engine so that the rod

bearings may be tested in both front and

back centers. At these points the keys

should be driven sufficiently to tighten

the brasses against each other, but care

should be taken not to continue striking

the key after it has been already tightened

against the brass. Brasses that are much
worn are easily bent. After the key has

been driven it should be slightly loosened,

and it should be noted that the brass

moves easily on the crank pin. In the

event of any pronounced variation on the

different centers, it is well to try a tram

on the centers of the wheels and also on

the centers of the crank pins in order to

ascertain if the various centers correspond

exactly. If the centers tram correctly and

any variation be observed in the move-

ment of the brasses at either end, the

strap should be removed at the end where

the tightening occurs and the brass prop-

erly fitted to the bearing. As we have

already stated the matter of the tempera-

ture of the engine should be taken into

consideration. Rods that may appear to

be somewhat tight between the centers

when the locomotive is cold will likely

loosen somewhat when the engine is

heated.

It need hardly be added that the lubri-

cation of the wedges is a constant neces-

sity, and to this end many constructors

approve of drilling a hole between the

top of the driving box and the sides of

the box where the wedges are located.

This insures the admission of oil be-

tween the wedge and driving box. It is

also good practice to provide some means

for keeping dust and ashes from finding

lodgment between the wedges and driving

boxes. Plates may be fitted covering the

space on the top of the driving boxes,

such plates being kept in place by the

spring saddles. These plates should tit

easily so that they can he readily lifted to

admit the waste and oil necessary for

the lubrication of the driving boxes and

wedges.

V Pounding.

It is t.i be expected that in mechanism
' t a kind where the moving forces act re-

ciprocally a certain amount of wear will

I lily manifest itself in what is kn.u\n

as pounding. With the increase in the

si?e of the working parts of locomotives

is chronic defect has perceptibly less-

ened. It still, however, remains what it

I" 'i' one of the leading trou-

bles in locomotive running and manage-

ment. While it is. as we have said, to
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be expected, it should not under any

condition remain unheeded. It should be

taken as a note of warning, for neglect is

almost always sure to lead to disaster.

The location of the trouble is not always

easy of discovery, and it should be looked

for with carefulness.

A good method of locating a pound,

after determining on which side of the

engine the pounding occurs, is to move
the engine until the main crank pin is on

the top quarter on the side on which the

pounding has been located, then block

the driving wheels, and admit steam to

the cylinder, and by reversing the lever

so that the steam may act alternately on

each side of the piston, the location of the

pound will likely be detected. If there

is no movement visible in the driving box

or cross-head or main rod connections, it

is safe to assume that the trouble is in the

cylinder. The trained ear will readily de-

tect the sharp, metallic sound of piston

rings, or loose follower bolts, which

should be easily distinguishable from the

duller sound of pounding on account of

the wearing, or loosening of the wearing

parts. A loose piston head may be said

to have a sound peculiarly its own, par-

taking of both sounds previously referred

to, and is usually much exaggerated in

sound in proportion to the slight amount

of lost motion that may have arisen from

the loosening of the piston on the piston

rod.

Some kinds of locomotives produce a

pounding sound when running in full gear

and care should be taken not to experi-

ment blindly with them. It will be easily

observed whether the pounding is of a con-

stant or growing kind. If the sound is

constant the trouble will likely be in the

lack of compression as the piston ap-

proaches the end of the stroke. The sud-

den release of the steam at a high pres-

sure in the cylinder rendering something

of a shock. This is particularly noticeable

when pulling a heavy load with a full

stroke of the valves. It should be re-

membered that if the valves are properly

proportioned and adjusted the compres-

sion which occurs as the piston ap-

proaches the end of the stroke should

preclude any shock or apparent pound-

ing, but the valve gearing seldom retains

its exact position for any considerable

length of time.

Pounding may be caused by the loosen-

ing of the cylinders on the frames, and

also by the piston striking the cylinder

head. When the latter condition occurs

the sound is of a loud and hard kind that

i< readily distinguishable. This condition

should be guarded against by observing

the striking points usually marked on the

guides, as there is always a tendency

towards a lengthening of the main rod

which may culminate in a collision be-

tween the piston and cylinder head.

It is safe to assume, however, that in

most cases of pounding the trouble may

first be looked for in the driving boxes,

and it is often found that the condition of

the wedges in their relation to the driving

boxes is the cause of the pounding fre-

quently complained of in the locomotive.

It would seem that no matter how care-

fully the wedge may have been fitted when
the locomotive was constructed or re-

paired, the driving boxes will be found

sooner or later to be loose in the wedges.

The tendency among railway men to

loosen the wedges is very great. The
heating of the boxes renders the loosen-

ing of the wedges sometimes an absolute

necessity, but care should be taken to

set the wedges up to their proper position

again as soon as practicable. Many frame

fractures are due to the loosening of the

wedges, thereby allowing the shock of the

piston to strike with great force against

the pedestal jaws. These shocks or blows

are greatly increased when the wedges are

loose in the boxes, and even if no frac-

ture occurs to the frames the wear of the

wedges and boxes are very rapid when
allowed to run loosely.

It should be noted that in fitting wedges

in the machine shop it is good practice to

have the space between the wedges
slightly less at the bottom than at the top.

It is a remarkable fact that when the

weight of the engine is placed on the top

of the driving boxes there generally oc-

curs a slight contraction of the bottom

of the boxes. In the event of the wedges

being perfectly parallel to each other, it

will be found that the tendency of the

box to rock in the wedges is greater than

when the wedges are fitted somewhat
closer at the bottom than at the top. The
amount of variation need not be great.

What is generally known as a thickness of

paper will be sufficient to make up for

the contraction incident to the superim-

posed weight applied to the top of the box.

It would hardly be possible to enumer-

ate all of the causes that lead to pound-

ing. One of the common causes is in the

fitting, or rather misfitting of the driving

box brasses. When the brasses are bored

out a little too large, they are easily passed

as fitting, when in fact they are loose and

invariably develop lost motion and con-

sequent pounding almost from the be-

ginning of the service of the locomotive.

The brasses should fit lightly on the crown.

and should fit snugly on the sides. It is

good practice to clear the crown of fit-

ting marks by scraping away a portion

of the metal. It may be relied upon that

the weight upon the driving boxes will

soon bring the axle and the crown of the

brass in close contact while nothing can

ever remedy the defect of a loosely fitted

brass, except refitting.

The irregular distribution of steam,

which may occur by reason of some slight

distortion of the valve gearing, will also

speedily create pounding on the side of

the engine where the greater amount of

steam is being used. An excessive

amount of lead also has a tendency to

beget pounding as the shock of the ad-

mission of steam at the point of the cen-

ter line of motion cannot have any other

effect than that of a severe blow, and the

multiplicity of such blows gradually finds a

yielding point that soon gives vocal utter-

ance to the weight of its overwork. Thi»

yivcs us another reason why the valve

gearing should be constantly supervised,

as errors of any kind in the valve gearing

are among the certain causes of pound-

ing in the working parts of the engine.

A dryness of any of the working parts

of the engine will also, in addition to

superinducing a heating of the parts,

cause pounding or knocking. This is es-

pecially so in the case of the cylinders not

being sufficiently lubricated. The same
effect, in a lesser degree, will be noted if

the rod brasses or any of the driving

connections are allowed to approach a

condition of dryness. A loose crank pin

will also speedily develop into a knock-

ing sound, as also will any fracture of the

frames or deck casting or saddle or any

of the heavier braces that may be at-

tached to the frames. It may be said,

however, in a general way, that the loos-

ening of the wedges, either wilfully by

careless changing of their position, or by

reason of their wear, is the most common
cause of pounding in all locomotives.

The friction on the face of the wedges

is very great, and the holding of movable

wedges in position is a problem that has

not yet been completely solved. Wedges
that are secured by a tap bolt passing

through the pedestal jaw and securely

screwed into the wedge are more likely

to retain the wedge in position than any

single or even double system of wedge
bolts passing through the binder beneath

and sustaining the wedge without the se-

curity of a tap bolt. Both systems do

not prevent the wedge from loosening, but

both afford a better means of securely

holding the movable wedge than any sin-

gle system of sustaining the wedge, even

if secured with double jam nuts A
thorough securing of the position f the

sliding wedge is an object of much im-

portance in lessening the running repairs

of a locomotive.

Standardization of Safety Appliance*.

An important work soon to be taken

up by the interstate commerce com-

mission is the standardization of safety

appliances on railroads; a law authoriz-

ing this standardization was passed at

the last session of Congress. In the

meantime and preparatory to action by

the commission, its experts and a com-

mittee representing the Master Car

Builders' Association are conferring

together. Hearings will be held which

railroad officials, leaders of the brother-

hoods and the car builders' committee will

be invited to attend.
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Questions Answered

57. J. M. Ft. Wayne, writes: What
:; ph valve

id valve feed or

1 ducing valve? The

on .111 engine here

it apply until reducing valves

i and all that was found

broken spring. Would not

. the broken spring be to al-

low main reservoir pressure to enter the

brake cylinders?—A. Yes, if the broken

1 inti rfere w ith the nn.\ e

1 piston, but in

1 \ id< nl that a piei 1 oi thi

O] the spring tip lodged between

l\ valve and the cap nut and held

1 and -irijik vah e in their closed

OF FIRE LIGHT! RS.

58. A. Mc'N., Detroit, Mich., asks:

What t- the duty of the man who lights

up or starts a lire in a locomotive fire-

box?— A. He should first ascertain the

Height of the water in tin- boiler. The
indication given by the gai

1. in. as it may Ik- stopped up

mid make sure of the

water by opening the lower try-cock

erve the flow of water. If the

a.iv is to take

nt the stem of the lowest gaugi

ibh . ami 1 ibsen e the flow of

ing i!i' lower try-

,vhen the engine is cold may only

in 1I1. ci -1 k to drip

out. as the lower cock may be stopped

up The safest com e is to gel

.'..iter ..ut nf the boiler and then

ows there is plenty inside and

;ht up.

.. 1:1 a triple valve is parti) closed

-ire cannot escape as it does

ut the other triple

valves in a train of cars consequent!)

a movement of this triple valve

piston, against the slide valve re-

11. 1 communication between the

auxiliary reservoir and brake pipe is

closed u Inle the - rvici pi irts are 111 t yet

111 position P. expand auxiliary pressure

int. 1 the brake cylinder, thereore, due to

a parti) closed feed groove, the triple-

valve has assumed the same position that

"ist pn \ a -us to the time that 1111-

desired quick action is influenced by

a defective feed valve or the improper

use of lap position of the brake valve.

ill,,- ,1 tin son: i"i ' ailing atti u-

1

. a ;. the fei d groove in o mnectii >n

with tins disorder is that once a triple

valve works quick action (luring the ser*

vice application the partly closed feed

groove on the defective triple valve will

pre Miit it- pi ompt recharge all

the other brakes and upon th- [1

test to locate the disorder the quick

action does not occur because the

auxiliary reservoir is not fully charged.

The undesired quick action due to a

very short piston travel is encountered

only in passenger service when the brake

pip. pressun is 110 lbs. With the

1 igh air 1 o --lire and short piston

travel a high brake cylinder pres-

sure is quickly obtained, and this fre-

quently retards the rate of expansion of

auxiliary reservoir pressure during a

brake pipe reduction to such an extent,

hat sufficient diffirential is crjited be-

tween auxiliary and brake pipe pressures

to I. suit in a compression of the graduat-

ing spring and quick action. Roughh

speaking, it is a matter of insufficient

spaci for auxiliary volume to expand int..

m a given period of time, and it is not

nieielv a theory hut a condition that re-

sults in undesired quick action.

1

' 1
. VCT 1 N

.

11. M., Osceola, Pa., writes:

of the Jul 1 e oi

Engineering a

- 'I quick

Will ym kmill-'. explain, through the

closed feed

,
1 -ton travel

•

will notice that tin

printed '. In

well as

of th :
der and

1
' trip

itributes to un-

'.'. V 1 I 1: LEVEL AFTER BLOWING OFF.

M.S.. Kingston. (Int.. writes :
I

have ott. n in. need that when steam is

blown off a locomotive boiler the level

of the water in tile boiler goes down;

why is t li i ss ?— A. Water in a boiler

with a steam pressure of say 200 lbs

nre has a temperature ol

8t ; lb r 1 ahr As the pressure fall

.1 portion of the heat stored in th.

water i' libel .1'' d ami turns some
,
a

the water into steam, which is oi

bio-,.. ., 1 .ff \t lbs. absolute

pressure water i- at a temperature of

•;..--. i) .leg- Fahr, That is. there has

I

. ,',, a fall ol '. 8 di g Fahr bi 1 tveen

tires and the heat

quantity 1 a ,' iti 1 ai

mployed in causing

to turn into

qui ut reduction of

water lc\ 1 1 the water gets

down to a temperature of 212 degs.

Fahr. no .more is evaporated, and the

pressure is 147 lbs absolute, or at-

mospheric. ,1'efore blowing oft a boiler

it is a g 1 plan i" put on the injector

and fill up the boiler for the double

purpose of having the crown sheet well

covered when steam is off. ami the intro-

duction of tb- comparatively cool feed

water somewhat reduces the temperature

of the water, and shortens the time taken

to blow "it.

N Ml; PIPE.

1,1 J. M., ft. Wayne, writes: From

reading the air brake department of

Railway and Locomotive Engineerinp

I am left under the impression that if

the reducing valve pipe of the H6 brake

was broken off from the independent

brake valve while out on the road, the

break toward the independent valve

should " "! the adjusting nut

of the reducing valve unscrewed to stop

the leak of air. then, when the brakes are

applied with the automatic valve, the in-

dependent valvi should be placed in appli-

cation position also. Now. when tb

is to be released the independent valve

would have : pi iced in running or re-

lease positii n 1) fa t, both handles would

have to be moved when applying the brake

and both moved 111 order to release

Would it not be more convenient to

plug both th. broken pipe and the ex-

haust port of the independent brake

valve which would prevent the escape of

application cylinder pressure and allow

the independent valve to remain in run-

ning position all the time?—A. It might

be a lithe more convenient m handling the

brake valves, but the exhause port of the

brake valve should never be plugged when

it can be avoided because of the fact that

tae plugged port m.n be forgotten when

proper repairs are made. The only time

that occasion fot the use of the exhausl

port of the independent brake valvi

is when the engine and train brakes are

being used alternately or in case the driv-

ing wheels should 1." k and slide during

an autoie ion of the brake, and

if the exhaust port wen plugged at such

a nine seine damage to the driving wheel

tires would lil -

. result. Hie 1

brake, with its positive assurance of a

constant locomotivi brake -

j
lindi r pn -

sure, has an ample protection against

v. heel shdmg. through the agency of the

port 1 'i tin independent brake

valve, and this port should never be

while dealing - th thi

brok< n

li is not our part to look ;

deeds of

im all of them and to

we 1 an prove g 1

and feel to 1 rdained for us.

—

Ruskin.
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Air BraKe Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

Braking Power Chart.

When a freight car is equipped with

an air brake the weight of il

determined and the foundation brake

gear is designed in a manner that when
the maximum brake cylinder, pressure

1 >1 is multiplied by and transmit

ted through the brake gear, the resultant

pull on the eight-brake sh<

a certain per cent, of the light w

the car. Sometimes this is taken at 70

per cent, si imetimes at 8o, 85 01 90 pei

- n . ight, and
i 51 imetimes

POUNDS
ISOOOO
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80000

70000

60000

50000

40000

30000

10000
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ping a car with an air brake 15 to 30

per cent less pull on the shoe than weight

of the wheel 1 11 the rail is relied upon

to provide a safe margin against wheel

sliding.

It the [mil in pounds of the shoes on

the wheel- is 70 lbs. for every 100 lbs.

resting 1 n the w heel-. « hat is termed

the calculated or nominal braking

is 70 per cent., but it makes no provision

for . an ample percentage of braking

power for the car when it 1- loaded, and

consequent!) ' ding the car |i >w ers the

-Full loaded Car

-OOrfo

-I6ef»

-TWO THIRDS LOADED CAR

-53a?o

-Zlafo

Braking Power (based on 50lbs. C^l/nder Pressure)

I

With Standard
Brake H§j8 AOOEO Br EMPrr

ffls. aiso Load Brake

CHART SHOWING WEIGHT 01 t \1< AND BRAKING POWER

based upon a 6o-lb. cylinder pressure

which is obtained with a quick action ap-

plication, and sometimes upon i lb

cylinder pressure, the maximum
|

developed by a service application if the

brake.

Regardless I percentage of

braking power or the cylinder pressure

employed, it is based upon the pounds

pull of the shoes against the wl

the brake is applied and the I

pounds of the shoe against the wheels

is less than the weight hold

wheels to the rail. And under these cir-

cumstances it is considered that the fric-

tion obtained between the slice and the

wheel will not e: iv<l\\ the adhesi

wheel to the rail.

The wl subject is a very

broad one, embracing rail and track con-

and the effectiveness of other

brakes in a train of cars, but in equip-

percentage of .braking power, as the

shoe pressure remains constant regard-

less of the load, and the heavier the

li iad thi Ii s- percentage of bra

available with which to stop the car.

The chart shown ' ' cntage

of bral i the car « h
and loaded.

The chart shows that when braking

i
d on a 50-lb. cylinder pres-

sure and ha- a pull on the braki

equal I the

of tin car, the cat weighing 40,000 lbs.

having

percentage ' braking power fall

i

:
'

ed and I

capacity.

The VVestinghouse Air Braki

pany has recently developed

ti rnied an "Empty and Load Brake" for

grade service, which provides for normal

braking power when the car is

and a much higher braking power for

I, SO that the braking

train of any length

is almost unii

.•. - that by the use

of this b rcentage of braking

power on en two-thirds loaded

is increa cent, of

thi car is fully

loaded the percentage of braking power
is incn tsi to 40 per cent.

The la .. kind is

tnd has

for many
and we

lublish a gen-

eral description

this brake,
but the in

turers do not at

the present time

wish to go int 1

ruing

The schedule U
gh pressure

brake was
intended for this

same purpose of

providing a more

heavily 1 o a d e d

cars, but as the

increase in the re-

tardii

derived from an

increase of brake

cylinder pressure

I

an increase
1 1 drake pi] 1

naturally becai

the train.

I
'1 ir tin- ri ason the high :r pressure

could not d on mixed trains

5, the braking

on the li rs even with
the inci •

i 1 > pressure

was but a small percentage of that

w hich ci n safely en ;

while the braking power on the light

car was
such an extent that wheel sliding, while

cur if all the

ised.

cured i>. "empty and
load brake" 1- obtained through an in-

r, while the braking power
on the empi

;

mal.

l—i 1

—

Empty Car.
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Piston Travel Chart.

This chart shows the effect of varia-

tion in piston travel and also the dif-

ference in braking power on loaded and

empty cars. This has particular refer-

ence to piston travel effect, and is based

upon the calculated percentage of brak-

ing power termed nominal.

By referring to the chart it will be

seen that if a train is composed of loaded

and empty cars and there is a short pis-

ton travel on the empties and a moder-

ately long travel of say 9 ins. on loaded

cars, the difference in the percentage of

braking power on the different cars is

somewhat startling if considered from a

viewpoint of parted trains and damaged

draw gear.

following the lines on the chart

we see that the effect of a 13-lb. brake

pipe reduction on a loaded car with a 9-

65 or 78 per cent., depending upon the

total leverage ratio employed.

Now if a number of light cars with

short piston travel are on the rear end

of a very long tram, and if the loads hav-

ing a long piston travel are ahead, after

nicely bunching the slack with straight

air. or independent brake, the effect of a

13-lb. brake pipe reduction is somewhat

problematical, but those giving the sub-

ject any thought will appreciate the situa-

tion.

A condition of this kind shows a total

possible difference of 67 per cent, of

braking power between light and loaded

cars and reversing the conditions of pis-

ton travel would reduce this difference

wonderfully, as the 6-in. piston travel on

the loaded car will produce, under the

same conditions a braking power of 18

per cent, of the total weight and the

CHART SHOWING THE DIFTERENCE IN BRAKING POWER ON
LOADED AND EMPTY CARS WITH ANY GIVEN BRAKE PIPE REOUC*
TION.VARYING PISTON TRAVEL AND BOTH 70 AND 85 PER CENT
BRAKING POWER BASED ON 60 LBS CYLINDER PRESSURE.
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examinati 1 lately necessarj and

onlj the instruction iar or instruction room
can be lined up 111 a manner as to

make the instruction entirely com-
prehensible and profitable. Some raili

men consider the instruction car an un-

necessary expense, some consider the in-

structors and supervisors' time as wasted

and others seem a tritle slow to grasp

tiie tact tiiat they are compelled to edu-

cate their employees to a certain extent,

at least. It requires training for a man
•to rill any position, the more difficult the

*ork the more education is required, and

few employees are willing to educate

•themselves when they imagine the com-

pany gets all the benefit from it; and if

the employee will not pay for his own
education or training pertaining to his

own particular line of work the company
;is compelled to pay for it ; and the work-

man or apprentice is not always consulted

as to whether he is to be sent to school

or to a shop for instruction, whether the

instruction is to be brought to him, or

whether the company will pay for the

material he wastes and mistakes he makes
while he is training himself. The latter

method is by far the most costly, as any

air brake repairman can testify.

In road service it may be even more

to allow the firemen and engineers

to educate themselves. The engineer may
never fully learn the proper use of release

and lap 1 the brake valve or

show a proper appreciation of the ad-

vantage of the short cycle method of con-

trolling trains on grades until he has a

•serious accident, and the company pays a

ibill that would in many instances equip

several instruction cars. We can say that

•there is constant need for air brake in-

struction, especially for the road man be-

cause with him rests the responsibility

of getting the train over the road on tune,

and he must devote some of his time to

the study of the brake if his department

is to keep pace with improved shop meth-

ods in promoting the air brake art.

The reason for the statement is that

with the improved facilities for handling

work and with competent workman prac-

tically all the air brake failures can be

put up to the road foreman of engines

and the air brake instructor. As an illus-

tration, if the workman puts an over-

hauled air pump in practically as good

condition as a new one, which every re-

pairman should be able to do, the life of

the pump certainly will depend upon the

•care it receives on the road or .

the engine. The pump then being re-

moved from the engine at certain periods

for inspection, and repairs if necessary,

leaves very little opportunity for tracing

an air pump failure to a shop where re-

pair work is neing done properly. Of
course, it is not intended to mean that all

shops turn rait first-class work, and we
know that in some engine houses the

repairman will take a hammer and

and attack an air pump while it is on the

locomotive, but this is entirely th

of the company that permits it. Again,

there is always the possibility of a flaw

in repair parts, causing a pump failure;

but a careful observer will note that

pump failure due to defective repair parts

are rarely if ever heard of when the pump
comes from a shop where competent
workmen are employed.

To avoid any misunderstanding, it

might be said that piston-rods do not usu-

ally get fractured if the piston-rod nuts

are removed as they should be and the

end of the rod does not snap off in service

if the rod is annealed when it is removed
from a pump. To determine the cause of

loose air or steam pistons, loose reversing

plates, bent or broken valve rods and
broken air valves, it is a good policy to

investigate shop methods, but to rind the

cause of pieces being broken out of the

steam and air pistons, the cause of top

heads being broken and threads stripped

out of the reversing valve chamber, and
to closed ports in the air cylinder we look

to the engine crew and the head brake-

man for an explanation, assuming, of

o urse, that the hostlers or engine

watchmen are not permitted to start or

use the air pump.
It the hostler is allowed to use the air

pump the engine crew cannot always be

blamed for broken air and steam pistons,

for it is evident that those parts are

broken at the time when the pump is be-

ing run at or nearly its maximum speed

when there is no air pressure in the main
reservoir, and this seldom occurs except

when the pump is first started. It is

merely a matter of the high steam pres-

sure slamming the pistons against the

center piece hard enough to break pieces

out of them.

Similarly the engine crew is not al-

ways responsible for a broken top head,

it may have been done by the hostler or

the head brakeman; for when the pump
is located on the left side of the boiler

it is often his duty to keep the pump mov-
ing when the oil supply gets low in the

lubricator, and many brakemen must la-

bor under the delusion that the brass

plugs 111 the ends of the port holes in the

top head were placed there to indicate

the point at which a blow with the coal

maul would be the most effective, since

they have been told not to strike the re-

versing valve chamber cap.

Any comment upon closed ports in the

air cylinder or oiling of pumps is un-

n ry, the engineer has every right to

demand that the pump, the locomotive

and all appliances be kept in perfect con-

dition, and the company has the right to

it their property be protected. In

modern shops the brake valve, feed valve,

triple valve and all air brake apparatus re-

ceive a rigid test before being placed in

nd when the repair

done properly and the brake equipment is

i uly trip inspection there is

little opportunity, indeed, for tracing air

brake troubles to the shop. Another rea-

son for considering the road man's in-

struction first is that the fireman is there
lor instruction to fit him for promotion;
likewise the brakeman; while the engineer
must keep in touch with new devices that

are coming into use; while if the repair-

man in the shop is incompetent he can
be dismissed and another employed or
some one can be trained to fill the place
he has vacated.

We heartily agree with our corre-
spondent in that the shop and road man
need instruction and always will need it,

and as for the simple A, B, C of instruc-

tion it is a pleasure to say that the Air
Brake Association has placed on perma-
nent record and in book form a course
of air brake instruction that begins with
the straight air brake, the three-way cock
and the trigger pump, going into detail

in giving the operation, construction and
defects developed by every railroad brake
equipment that has been placed on the
market.

This course or record is being added to

annually, and it has already assumed such
proportions that very few air brake men
will be able to learn thoroughly all the
information it contains; but each subject
is taken up step by step in such a man-
ner that anyone can understand it; in fact,

it is intended for the beginner at the be-
ginning and for the air brake expert as the
subject advances. In this connection
questions on air brake subjects are always
in order, and when sent to Railway and
Locomotive Engineering will receive

prompt attention and be answered cor-
rectly and in few words.

Eighty-eight Per Cent, on Time.

The Public Service Commission, second
district, has just issued the record of
passenger train operations in the State of

rk for the month of June. The
total number of trains operated over the

steam railroads of the State was 63,717,

as against 55,551 last year and 50,122 in

1908. Of this number 88 per cent, were
on time at divisional terminals. The av-

erage delay for each late train was 21.2

minutes and for each train run 2.5 min-
utes. The principal causes of delay were
waiting for trains on other divisions, 28.3

per cent, train work at stations, 18.5 per

cent.
; waiting for train conections with

other railroads, 11. 5 per cent.; trains

ahead, 7.6 per cent. ; wrecks, 7.2 per

cent. ; engine failures, 6.9 per cent. ; and
meeting and passing trains, 6.4 per cent.

arself. Ape no greatness. Be
willing to pass for what you are. A good
farthing is better than a bad sovereign.

oddness, but dare to be right

—5. Coley.
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Electrical Department

Running a N. H. Electric Locomotive.

IV.

By W. B. Know exho\ 1 x.

If, while running 1 m the alternatii

ne of the X. V.. X. II. & H Rail-

third rail shoe or a supporl or

beam should strike an obstruction and be

broken, the engineer should bring Ins

train to a stop and either tie up the

broken shoe, remove 11 or break it off

ing what will take the least time.

ild be careful in tying it up, to

Lire that there are no loose springs

r wires that will work off and cause fur-

tible. It the break occurs in the

direct-current zone, the engineer not only

stops his train, but in addition he should

open the direct-current main switch, and

the blower, compressor and heater

switches. Then he must be very careful

to insert the wooden paddles or slippers

es and the third-rail

proceeding to clear the damage d

ngineer nor his help-

er should ever use a crowbar or a coup-

ling pin when breaking off a brok

but always a tool with a wooden handle.

In fact, this is a very £ 1 rule to follow

when working on a third-rail

shoe, but on all parts of the electric loco-

.md in all branches of 1 li 1 trii al

Sometimes when crossing a gap in the

third rail a set of third rail shoes will un-

lock ami rise ami ride against tl

third rail. If this occurs and is

1 d, tin helper shi mid at once 'lis

the 'iitt' 1 'I wire holding that set

. . and allow the shoes to

d where

on that side. Then
i .1 wire

down.

1 the third rail

pped out of placi

,
and he

i

tor control cut-out switch for th il cir-

cuit-breaker tn the proper position. If a

transformer gives trouble because of the

• the insulation or fur some other

cause, or if a motor bucks or jerk;

; gives trouble the engineer should

cut the damaged transformer or motor

nit ni circuit, using the proper cut-cut

switch.

I lure are two motor control cut-out

witches mi each locomotive, "lie at each

end of the cab. Each switch controls the

circuits of one transformer and one motor

unit and has fi mr pi isitions as folli i\\ -
.

"b, ith in," "motor • nit," "transformer out"

and "both out." The object of these

switches is to cut a transformer or a aiu-

, 1 -ut of circuit when it or am part oi

MAST! R iXTki ILLER

its equipment is damaged or fails. The

circuits arc so arranged that eith

tor unit i .111 be supplied w ith c urrenl

from either or both transformers. The

inotoi 1 ontrol cut-nut switch consists of

a long w li 11 drum on which are mount

ed a series ^>i copper strips that make

tact with .1 se( of lingers. The drum
,.. rotati tl h\ .1 handle, When the handle

is in the "motor out" position the control

1 ircuits ni the motor unit at that end of

iotivi an opi in d tn thi

former out" position tin control circuits

tn tin trau ,foi m< r ta ;

111 d, and

in the "both out" positii n tin ciri

both the 1 toi and transformei

p, ne,! : in" positii n

emits are cl >si d Failure 1 if thi s\\ itch to

ii usually be

1 1 minimis a Xew Haven

d tart a ti ain with a cur

mil 1 i ;

tarl . ith this

amount of current, the engineer should

return the controller handle to the "off"

position, and semi the conductor back to

see if all the brakes have released prop-

erly. When starting a heavy tram on a

steep grade a current of 1,800 amperes

may be exceed* d for a short time, but

never under any circumstances can 2,500

amperes be exceeded, because at this cur-

rent the circuit-breakers for both alter-

nating and direct current will open.

If, while running on alternating cur-

rent a motor grounds, the engineer should

in out the motor i-.;nt to which the dam-

aged motor 1" longs using the control cut-

nut switch for this purpose and proceed

with his train using the other motor unit;

both transformers will be in use. Under
tl-ese conditions i.Soo amperes can be ex-

I eeded while ,1 cici ating. If the train

fails ''
1 sLu .

1 first notch the engi-

neer can pull tin controller handle to the

second notch. Then if the train does not

0.111 after tl 1 -kick has been taken up,

the train is too heavy for the crippled

locomotive. On direct current with one

pair of motors 1 ut - ut. 1,800 to 2,500 am-

peres may be used while accelerating.

However, thi engineer should not pull the

controller handle beyond the direct-cur-

rent series position.

If, when double-heading in the direct-

current zone, il becomes necessary to cut

mit a motor unit, the crews must pull the

ontrol jumpers and then the two locomo-

tives must be operated separately, as is

the custom with steam engines. If this

occurs when running on alternating cur-

rent, the motor control cut-out govern-

ing the damaged motor should be thrown

in the "motor nut" position, and then the

train can pr - d under one engineer,

using both pairs of motors on the one

locomotive and the good pair on the other.

The unit switches or contactors some-

when nn the road

after having shown up satisfactorily in the

test before leaving the terminal. This

may he due to ollowing causes

which should be investigated (1) low-air

.
12 1 li « battery voltaj

plug iii master rontroller making poor

contact, and 1 tl improper or pour con

tacts or broken connections in the master

controller or m the control circuit.

I

I

ni me > if the w itches come in when
, , mti ' illi handle is notched up, the

1

1. il.lv due to one of the

In t three cause- The engineer should

t look at the control gauge which

1 1 gister al li asl 70 II - of air

Tf the pressure is lower than

I the gauge on the main n
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registers 130 lbs. the trouble 1- cither in

the three way cock or else in the reduc-

ing valve, tf the control pressure gauge

reads 70 lbs. or more the engineer cuts

out the battery in use and throws in the

thi Her plug

to make sure that it is all the way in.

Then lie tries the bell to sei if the bat-

tery current is on the conti

1 1 s 11 init switches come in

while others do not, the fault probably

lies in the master controller or it- cir-

cuit-.. It' the trouble is confined to one

side of the locomotive, that 1-. in the

sw itches tor unit.

The best thing the engineer can do to

save timi out the motor units

which are affected. If this is in

then he should remove the covi r from the

master controller and proo test

the D ntn '1 in a manner similai

employed befoi 1 yard. When
the notch is n ached where the tn iuble lies,

the engineer should take a pieci of wood

and press the fingers of the master con-

nd the interlocker on the switche's

:i they make good contact. If the

trouble is slight th< engineer can make

the adjustment of the tension of the

fingers himself. Or it the trouble is con-

fined to the master controller at the

head of the cab. then he can operate the

tram from the other controller. If the

engineer finds it impossible to ckar the

trouble after investigating all the causes

he must lower the trolleys and call for

nee.

Sometimes a bad ground occurs in a

switch group because of a switch freezing

in as it is called, that is, the switch

stick- due i" n iughness 01 omi ithei

cause and fails to open when it should.

In this case either the engineers >t his

helper should pry open the switch with

a stick of wood, being sure to Open both

alternating-current circuit-breakers first.

Occasionally the current flashes or sparks

over from a unit switch to the iron frame

wirk supporting the switch group, with a

report like a shot, and generally clears

itself, that 1-. it ceases If this is the

case u 1- ii' t necessary to -tup or to cut

out the group "i" to lose anj timi ' >oking

for the trouble.

If the stuils or shunts or wires on the

unit sv. it loo the -witch will

get red hot ami burn the insulation.

When tin- 1- discovered the power should

immediately be -hut off, both alternating-

current circuit breakers 1 'pencil and the

loose pa ed up- If arcing starts

in a -v. it 1 nd a mtinui -
.
the en-

gineer sh< <uld ul out the mot n unit be-

. using the motor cut-

out -witch.

If the resistances ground or burn up

g on direct current the en-

gineer should slowly return the controller

handle to the "off" pi sition and call for

assistance. 1

operation of the locomotive in the alter-

nating current zone, and if that

reached before the train comes tn a stop

then tin 1 nigi er to his

the third-rail sin 1 fust - lib >\\

when making the change over from alter-

nating ti direct current, al the instant

t cut rent enti 1

very likely the short-circuil switch has

been fo tl 1 and left closed

replaced before procei ding. To

do thi- the train 1 a Stop

and the direct-current main switch and

eater and -h<>rt-

circuit switches are opened ["he paddles

at e placed bi I wi 1 n the sin ies and the third

rail. Then the engineer loosens up the

thumb si rews ih.it hold the burned fuse

111 plai '
. removes the fuse and n

new one and tightens up 'he thuml

again. When the paddle- are removed,

care should be taken that no 01

fronl of 1 ause the fus( -

may blow when the current comes 1 11 am!

spattet 'he hot metal about. Before put-

ting in direct-current fuses 1

should ii' 1 1 nil;, open the -witches

enumerated above, but also be sure t" put

the paddle between the shoes and the rail.

On alternating current b ith circuit break-

ers should always be opened before re-

placing any fuse.

If the chang-over switch fail- to shift

automatically when passing from the alter-

nating t" the direct-current zones n may

be due (1) to low air pressure: (2) to a

weak batterj ; ( .t > t" the armature of one

of the alternating-current relays sticking

up. and (4 1 to the direct-current main

switch heme let! "pen. If it fails when

runing in the opposite dii ection i; may be

caused bj 1 1 1 low air pressun

weak batl 1 a: tnatui e of the direct

current relaj sticking up ; (4)

switch in the back of the controller left

closed; (51 controller plug making 1 r

contact, and 1
' ock leading to

trolli 5 unlock cylindi
.

The en-

gineer and hi- hi Ipei sh< iuld Ii 11

trouble and reined)' it if possible. If no

trouble i- found and Still the switch does

not shift, it can be shifted by hand.

Should the master controller handle

catch in one of the running p

while thi train is in motion, and cannot

, , , an cut off the power by either

pulling "lit the master c mtl

battery

If the brakes fail I

gineer ;.- an extreme measut

: tive t" stop

just as his bri tlier "ii tin

tive mat reverse hi- engine it
1

. 1

up the

ful not ' which

would probably result in

power : just as eer when

ml ii"t to kni

the cylinder heads of his engine.

However, an electric locomotive

ar with a tv quipment

can always be stopped, even if the brakes

fail to v. off the line by

I
,, stop a X' I i

nditions,

the direction

and, if on alternating current, pull handle

ating current

positions; if on direct current,

ond the

ireut shunt No. -' position. Each

motor when connected this way that is in

parallel for thi of ro-

tation generates current which tends to

drive thi tor in the opposite

in, and will bring a locomotive to

very quickly. It must be remem-

bered that "ii these New Haven electric

ives that the revi rser handle and

. interlock and that

mnot he -hifted un-

less the controller handl : thrown

to the "off" position.

In case of tire starting "tl the locomo-

tive, sand should be used t" extinguish it.

h uld nevei be usei

the danger of short-circuits being formed.

-liould cut off the power

when a fire starts and lower the alternat-

ing-current trolleys, if in the alternating-

and blow the shoe fuses if

in the direct-current zone, if the tire is

likely t" prove serious.

of a wreck the trainmen must

caution every one to look out for the

1 verhead wire- I
I

• mducti >r sh' iuld

-1 tower and

... erman of the wreck and

1 tracks are blocki d. The tower-

man must immediately cut off the power

on the overhead wire- of the tracks af-

fected i

" the towerman at

tii 11 to cut off

tl p ver from his < nd. 1 hi conductor

must remain at the tower until he receives

in writing that the power has been

-t duty of tie

ing crew, upon reaching til

wreck, is to verhead wires.

hould be taken in handling the

wrecking not come into

The last

duty of the wrecking re leaving

the wre-k i- t" remove the grounds and

erman that the line is ready

rati' in.

New Line Opened,

hicago, Milwaukee & Pugi

n & Washit

opened the Gi

Yen. and Hoquiam. The

line runs through the Chehalis V;

Grays I
'-ic wel-

trains arriving from
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General Foremen's Department

Mechanical Department Efficiency.

Below is the address of Mr. F. C. Pick-

ard. master mechanic of the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton, at Indianapolis, Ind.,

delivered at the last convention of the

International Railway General Foremen's

Association. He said, It has been my
pleasure to watch the workings of the

General Foremen's Association since its

commencement. I have had the pleasure

of attending two of your meetings, one

in Chicago last year and this one here.

A remark was put to me yesterday by

a certain individual that he could not get

away. Whenever a man is in the position

that he cannot get away, and is holding

the position of general foreman, there

is something wrong with the man, not

the organization. They should take more
interest in these things—put forth greater

effort to co-operate and bring about the

results that are desired by the members

of this organization.

The efficiency of the mechanical de-

partment depends upon the co-operation

of the general foreman and the subordi-

nates, also the other departments to see

that they work in perfect harmony.

One most essential thing for increasing

the efficiency of the mechanical depart-

ment is in regard to the handling of loco-

motives. The first step in connection

with the matter is attention to the time

that a locomotive is cut off in a yard

until it is again made ready. This calls

for an effort on the part of every fore-

man and every individual that may come
under your supervision. The roundhouse

foreman may have a job upon the engine

.mires the attention of the black-

: should call together

your subordinates and discuss these

things, show it to them at your staff

u have that arrangement of

ation, if not you should -

We have a plan on our railro;

which" v.

man and we
the var

i

1 ur de-

Wi migl I

"\\ e only turned out fi

ild have

i here is a rep-

resental nt there.

It may b< t of the mate:

is, he tells us about it what 1

been ma lilts we

get from tha

-<nd what we 1

is at fault. I

'1 air ; it m3y be the

discrepancies of the various departments

are put before the head of the department

and the best results obtained.

Another thing : You men are daily com-

ing in contact with the men under you.

Do not criticize an individual but ques-

tion him. The success of a man is

brought about by questioning him and

getting him to think. Whenever you get

him thinking you are going to get re-

sults, and he will produce the highest

efficiency that lies in his power and

ability.

Another thing that is attracting ..t-

tention the world over is fuel economy.

We have a meeting in Chicago next

month along thi^ line. We find in this

country that we have about 63,000 loco-

motives: If each and every individual of

the mechanical departments of the rail-

roads in this country would set about to

obtain desired results in the roundhouse

and in each department, we could save a

million tons of coal a year.

Another branch that is attracting the at-

tention of many is the apprentice sys-

tem. We inaugurated a school on our

road about six months ago for that pur-

pose. When it was suggested there were

some of the men who said we did not

have the facilities, but we made them.

We took two box cars, put them together

and put windows in them, and you gentle-

men would be surprised at the results we

are getting from the apprentice boys that

started in the school six months ago.

They arc all students. There should he

more students among the mechanical men.

We need the necessary material—men
of proper qualifications for pro;

My superintendent of motive

called on me not long ago for a man to

fill an important position. We mentioned

one who had been with us for a long

time. I said to him: "That man can

neither read nor write but he is a good

mechanic." He is standing in hi

light. I have done everything I could

to raise him up. I offered him the op-

portunity of attending this apprentice

and lie did not grasp it. That

man, when he was wasting hi^ time

should have been burning the midnight

oil. We have all read of Gladstone whe

language at eighty.

which fully demonstrates to us that we

a:'' not too old to learn.

We should not dwell upon subjeel

which we have ii" control, or dirsms snb-

fore this organization that we

upon ti 1 deride 1 have had

men say to me a great many time:

a sh< ip like the-, b.i -.
1 ,

• Be;

Grove or other places we could accom-

plish that thing." It is all right to tell

me about it, but the question is to do

it. We should take the things that we
have at our fingers' ends and do the best

that we possibly can. You will be sur-

prised at results. We had a wheel lathe

that was not producing results at all. By

the application of a little "kink" that we

had attached to the machine we ini

the output fifty per cent.

1 recall another shop that had I

machines, a coach wheel lathe, an old type

lathe and a modern machine. The
modern machine was working fifteen

hours, the coach wheel lathe was work-

ing nine and the other ten hours a day.

After we collected shop kinks and put

them on those machines, one man did

all the work, and I have seen that man
gtt his work all out on these three ma-

chines and drop over and assist on the

turning of car axles.

I heard a man say this morning that

he was traveling around and there were a

gnat many foremen in his territory who

knew nothing about this organization.

That is a matter that is worthy of the

attention of this organization To pet

together, co-operate and exchange ideas

and by so doing you can perform a

derful service for each individual of

1 rganization.

1 came over here this morning to talk

to yon men the same as 1 would talk to

tii- foremen in the simp over which I

upervision. The state of your

tion is tir ^anie as the Master

Mi ':,. mies' was back in 1861. You are

building up and beginning to per-

form the service that these men are doing

:.i \\ This organization is just in its in-

fancy. The master mechinic has devel-

such a stage today that he has

to have assistance. lie looks to the

foreman for that one thing

of the strongest fi atures of the mechan-

partment I is the method that

ganization 1 First,

btain succi m must have it all

1 ,1 up SO thai .'.nil and rvrr\
|

-1 by some foreman . thi

responsibility can be plai ed in thi

1'
1 ction By so lining yon will

results. You must not build a

1 ;., , iund \' m si • that j m canm 1 I (

ned at any time The master

mechanic or thi gi lei il foreman cannot

b( tin whole thing You may have a

adi 1 but In' cannot do it all.

!
'. 1 hi ply the pivot which the org.mi

. ,
1 1. 1 . .10 .iiti.l I' a.'li one of you
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forms a tooth in the gear wheel. If one

is missing the whole thing does not run

smoothly. You should lend your able

support in carrying out the details of

your organization.

Whenever a man gets it into his head

that his shop is all right—that his or-

ganization is all right—he has tne wrong

idea. He is a back number. You can

go away and stay for thirty days and

when you come back you will find some

changes. By getting together through

this organization and exchanging ideas

you will perform a wonderful service for

your brother. Unfortunately, we are a

little embarrassed. We do not get up

and say what we think. I know it is that

way with me and it is true of a great

many others. There are many here who
are far more able to discuss these mat-

ters than I am. Throw off this embar-

rassment and you will get some great

results from your organization. Here

may be a man who is performing an

operation much more economically than

some one else. If he will get up and

tell us about his little shop kinks he will

assist his brother over here, and vice

versa.

I am highly elated to be called upon

by you gentlemen to talk to you be-

cause I like to associate with you. You

Our shop was built and desig

Mr. Pulaski Leeds in 1871;. and is

second. Last month we had a little illus-

tration in our shop. We took an engine

on April 11, and on the 19th we removed

the engine from the shop and she went

into service on the 20th. She received

a new fire-box, new driving box also

shoes and wedges. To illustrate to you

how that was done: We built an extra

back end so as to cut her box off at

throat sheet. We arc doing that for every

class of engine we have on our system.

With a locomotive of that capacity, if it

lays around twenty days at $500 a day,

it means something to your company.

This matter was lined up in one of our

staff meetings with the storekeeper, and

when the engine arrived on the pit. each

man had his part to look after. We had

a flat car with a new box on it and it

was placed behind the engine with one

end vacant. The other was cut off on

Tuesday morning, taken out to the turn-

table and the other put on. The jaws

were faced on Monday and the shoes and

wedges laid off on Tuesday. In order

to get out of the way of the machinist,

the blacksmith had to make two weld? on

the frames. We put him at that Mon-

day evening. So you see by lining these

things up, we arrived at some wonderful

eral foremen. You inns! build up and

construct your organization so that if

you drop out tomorrow there is a man
1 ho can take up your place and

go along. You will hear from a man once

in a while: "I am too busy; I cannot get

away." Whenever you hear a man make

that remark, you will know there is some-

thing wrong with the man and not his

organization. I would like to see this

organization built up to the standard of

efficiency to that of the Master Me-

chanics', and I am going to do all in my
10 make it.

are a great many general fore-

men in this vicinity who do not know of

this organization. I would like to see

it advertised and encouraged, so that by

the time the next meeting is called there

would be not less than 300 members, and

I think if we all put our shoulders to the

wheel and push we can get it there.

Paint Shop Scaffolding.

Editor:

The print I send you shows the scaffold

that is used to paint sides of cabs and is

held in position by hooked end over cab

window opening and the other end

fastened to the running board by handle

screw as shown. This print shows very

plainly what is wanted and will be ap-

33]
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Items of Personal Interest

tivi super-

danila Railri

'hilippine Islands, has re-an.

i- been appointed

1 Lines, with

[1 . ,-ici Mr. M. K.

Mr. Frank I O'J lonnell has been ap-

pointed assistant road foreman of en-

gines on the Philadelphia division oi

iln iad

Mr. I has been ap-

pi tinted supi rintend-

R: ilwa; - of I lavana,

with headquarters at 1 lavana, Cuba.

Mr. C. J Anderson, formerly master

mechanic of the National Lines of Mex-

ico, has been appointed assistant super-

nl ol tin Southern Pacific at

11, Mexico.

Mr. F. J. Bauman, assistant supervisor

of signals of the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Harrisburg, Pa., has been appointed

; ' Renovo divi-

1, Pa.

Mr. J. B Canfield has been appointe

1! Ubany divisio

Railroad, wit

-1 Springfield, Mass.,

dr. A. J Fries, promoted.

Mr F. A. I '.ui!'!- has been appointee

the Boston divisioi

of the Boston & Albany Railroad, witl

I 'ark. Allston

[1 .1 B Canfield, promoted

Mr 1 > 1 >rge 1 1 Bussing, superin

of the Evans

n igned am
position with thi

1 nn at Buffalo, X Y

Mr. T. II II; been ap

at CI

I itzow, r

Statue of the Late A. J. Cassatt.

Xhi in w Pennsylvania Railroad station

in the city of New York was omciallj

declared open on Aug. 1 by Mr. James

president of the Pennsylvania

Railn ad [*hi cen monii - tool place in

the presence 1 t a small part) of 1
iffii ials

and invited guests and were very simple,

,

1 feature being tin. unveiling of a

ria & St.

ipninted ttpei intcndenl

111. The

1 ,. i
1

Mr.

iv W.

"It

nt, A I

nf direi ti

1. fitting

a (hi

tne oi

( as. at

ite pn

>rs ol

the a

cond v

sident,

ed the

should

11 1 p

paid

and

I..IU

Ml

Mr

. late

idem.

high

,, the

( Tea

with the official opening of the great ter-

minal which the Pcnsylvania Railroad

Company has. prompted by his ton

and courage, builded for itself in this.

America's greatest city."

I In statue occupies a conspicuous place

in the new building standing at the head

of the grand stairway at the end of the

main waiting room. The base of the

statue bears the following inscription:

Alexander Johnston Cassatt.

President, Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

1899 l 9°6

Whose Foresight, • ourage and Ability

Achieved the Extension of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad System Into

New York Citv.

Mr. O. II. Rebmeyer has been appoint-

1 to the position of road foreman of

piipment of the Iowa Central Railway,

eadquarters tit Oskaloosa, la., vice J. L.

rummell, transferred. Prior to Mr. Reb-

leyer taking this position he had been

till foreman of equipment on the Chi-

igo division of the C. R. I. & P. for the

ast eight years at Blue Island.

Mr. W. J. Hatch, general air brake in-

pector on the Canadian Pacific Railway

t Montreal, Que., was elected third vice-

resident of the Air Brake Association

t the last annual convention. By an er-

or we mentioned the name of Mr. J. T.

latterj as thii d \ l • president. 1 le was

ected to the executive committee of the

issociation and Mr. 1 bitch as third vice-

esident.

Mr. G. L. Patter, third vice-president

>f the Baltimore & Ohio, announced the

promotion of Mr. John C. Walber, gen-

ial superintendent of transportation on

that road, to assistant general manager

Mr. C. VV. Galloway, superintendent of

transportation, succeeds Mr. Walber, and

I 1 i Bent, neral manager 1 f the

ore & < 'hr 1 Southwestern sui 1 - eds

Mr. • lampbell

Mr. Stephen W. White, secretary of the

; ui;, in Central Railwaj and various

tlur subsidiary companies of the Penn

iylvania System, litis been retired from

ii;< sen i. 1 1 mpany in accordance

with its pension rules, which pro\ ii

it,, ri tit'' 'in nt of all 1 mpli < es at the age

entj years. < hi the in st ol <

.
1

Pennsylvania Railroad S3 stem as as

ni ecretai oi the N'orthern 1

and

npai sept :8, [877, whii h posi

n h: upicd 1

"it inuou I

thai
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Mr. J. R. Frink has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Macon, Dublin

& Savannah, with office at Macon, Ga.

Mr. Robert Snedden has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Evansville

& Terre Haute Railroad at Evansville,

Ind.

Mr. William Hill has been appointed

master mechanic of the Iowa Central,

with office at Marshalltown, Iowa, vice

Mr. C. E. Gossett, resigned.

Mr. Harry Love has been appointed

master car builder of the Evansville &
Terre Haute Railroad at Evansville, Ind.,

vice Mr. S. I.. Wood, promoter!.

Mr. David \Y. I've, formerly vice-presi-

dent of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Co., has resigned to become president of

the United States Heating & Lighting Co.

Mr. G. I. Evans, heretofore chief

draughtsman of the Canadian Pacific

Railway at Montreal, Que., has been ap-

pointed mechanical engineer of the road

with office at Montreal.

Mr. C. E. Fuller, superintendent of

motive power and machinery on the

Union Pacific Railroad, has, under the

new system, been appointed assistant

general manager of the road.

Mr. Geo. M. Wilson, master mechanic

of the Evansville & Terre Haute Rail-

road, has resigned to take a similar posi-

tion with the Buffalo & Susquehanna,

with headquarters at Galeton, Pa.

Mr. H. H. Boyd, heretofore electrical

engineer Western Lines, of the Canadian

Pacific at Winnipeg, has been appointed

district master mechanic at Cranbrook,

B. C, vice Mr. A. T. Shortt promoted.

Mr. Thomas O'Leary, master mechanic

on the Tucson division of the Southern

Pacific at Tucson, Ariz., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic at Los Angeles,

Cal., vice Mr. D. P. Kellogg, resigned.

Mr. J. A. Douglas, heretofore electrical

foreman of the Winnipeg locomotive

shops, on the Canadian Pacific, has been

appointed electrical engineer Western
Lines, vice Mr. H. H. Boyd transferred.

Mr. W. C. Peterson, roundhouse fore-

man of the Southern Pacific at Yuma,
Ariz., has been appointed master mechan-

ic on the Tucson division at Tucson,

Ariz., vice Mr. Thomas O'Leary, pro-

moted.

Mr. C. H. Hogan, division superin-

tendent motive power of the New York
Central & Hudson River, at Depew, N. Y.,

has been appointed assistant superinten-

dent motive power, with office at Albany,

N. Y.

Mr. C. E. Gossett, master mechanic of

the Iowa Central at Marshalltown, Iowa,

has been appointed master mechanic of

the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with office

at Minneapolis, Minn., vice Mr. J. Hill,

resigned.

Mr. T. C. Hudson, Master Mechanic

of the Canadian Northern Quebec Rail-

way and of the Quebec & Lake St.

John Railway has been appointed acting

general car foreman, vice Mr. A. R.

Holtby, resigned.

Mr. Alexander B. Todd has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Tonopah

& Tidewater Company, which operates

the Tonopah & Tidewater Railroad and

the Bullfrog Goldfield Railroad, with of-

fice at Stagg, Cal.

Mr. George H. Bussing, superintendent

motive power of the Evansville & Terre

Haute, at Evansville, Ind., has been ap-

pointed superintendent motive power of

the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railway, with

office at Galeton, Pa.

Mr. D. P. Kellogg, formerly master

mechanic on the Tucson division of the

Southern Pacific at Tucson, Ariz., has

been appointed shop superintendent of

the general shops on the Southern Pa-

cific at Los Angeles, Cal.

Mr. L. L. Wood, formerly master car

builder of the Evansville & Terre Haute

Railroad, has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power of the same road

with headquarters at Evansville, Ind..

vice Mr. G. H. Bussing, resigned.

Mr. John J. Mallay has been appointed

general purchasing and supply agent of

the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.

He will have charge of all departments

heretofore under Mr. D. W. Pye, who
severed his connection with this company.

Mr. O. H. Rehmeyer, road foreman of

equipment on the Chicago division of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Chi-

cago, has been appointed road foreman

of equipment of the Iowa Central, with

office at Oskaloosa, la., vice Mr. J. L.

Brummell, resigned.

Mr. Peter Smith, assistant road fore-

man of equipment of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at Chicago, has been

appointed road foreman of equipment on

the Terminal and Illinois divisions of the

same road, with office at Chicago, vice

Mr. O. H. Rehmeyer, resigned.

Mr. G. E. Ellis, formerly signal en-

gineer of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific at Chicago and recently con-

nected with the Federal Signal Com-
pany, has been appointed signal en-

gineer of the Kansas City Terminal

Railway, with office at Kansas City.,

Mo.
Mr. A. J. Fries, division master me-

chanic of the Boston & Albany, at Spring-

field, Mass., has been appointed division

superintendent of motive power of the

western division of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River, with office at De-

pew, N. Y., vice Mr. C. H. Hogan, pro-

moted.

Mr. J. L. Brummell, road foreman of

equipment of the Iowa Central at Os-

kaloosa, la., has been appoint

foreman of engines of the Minneapolis

& St. Louis, with office at Minneapolis.

Minn. He will have jurisdiction over

trainmen, enginemen and all roundhouse
foremen on the Eastern division.

Mr. William H. Egan has been appoint-

ed station master in charge of thi P

sylvania station at Seventh avenue and

33d street, in the city of New York, which

will be officially opened on Sept. 8, for

Long Island traffic only. Mr. Egan has

been in the employ of the Pennsylvania

for the past 26 years, entering its ser-

vice as freight brakeman in June, 1884.

Since Feb. 1, 1909, he has been assistant

station master of the Hudson River divi-

sion.

Dr. Angus Sinclair, editor of Railway
and Locomotive Engineering, arrived

home on Aug. 28, having made an extend-

ed trip in Europe. After attending the

Railway Congress in Berne, he visited

Italy and France, but took a look at the

heathery hills of Scotland before sailing

for America. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Sinclair, and both have returned in

the best of health and spirits.

Mr. Lewis B. Rhodes, master mechanic
of the Georgia Southern & Florida Rail-

way, has resigned from that road to ac-

cept the position of superintendent of

motive power of the Virginia Railway,

with headquarters at Princeton, W. Va.
On the eve of his departure from the

G .S. & F. he was presented with a silver

water set as a token of loving esteem
and regard from engineers, firemen, ma-
chinists, blacksmiths, boilermakers and
indeed all classes of employees in his de-

partment.

Mr. Edwin F. Atkins, of Boston, was,
at a meeting of the directors of the com-
pany, last month elected president of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company to succeed Mr. George West-
inghouse. Mr. Robert Mather was re-

elected chairman of the board. Mr.
Atkins is of the firm of E. Atkins

& Co., Boston, and has been since

the reorganization of the company a mem-
ber of the board of directors of the West-
inghouse company. Mr. Atkins, at the
earnest solicitation of the board, has ac-

cepted the presidency with the distinct

understanding that his retention of the

position is to be temporary and until the

board shall select a permanent successor.

He was born in Boston in 1850 and is

principally known as a manufacturer and
importer of Cuban sugars. He was pres-

ident of the Bay State Sugar Refining

Company in 1878-88 and has been a part-

ner in Atkins & Co., importers of
sugars, commission merchants and bank-
ers since 1874. He was also vice-presi-

dent and director of the Union Pacific

Railway system from 1889 to 1895.

Obituary.

YVe have to record with feelings of the

regret the death of Albert W.
merly vice-president of the Starr

Headlight Company of Rochester, X. Y.

. was born in 1841, and his de-

the age of sixty-nine is sincerely

mourned by his many friends and ac-

quaintances.
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4-6-2 for the Chicago, Milwaukee $ St. Paul Railway

..ill Railway includes

ains which arc

B i

oi [3 or 14

. Idom have less than 10

- tons. The lighter

trains between Chicago and

of 492 miles, have 7

about 372

in the Chicago and Milwaukee di-

ns of 750 tons com-

I

I and as man}

,'e been run in one train.

Till within the last year, a very heavy

Atlantic type engine, having a

ight in working order of 210,400

power of 22,200 lbs.,

d for this class of service. The
performance of the Atlantic type engine,

with these trains, considering its limita-

1 and pi iwer, was very cred-

axle load as high as 57,000 lbs. That the

in w ith the design

were successfully solved is evident from

a stud} of the principal dimensions and

. i\ en below.

With an ample factor of adh-

4.82, these engines have a theoretical maxi-

mum tractive power of 31,900 lbs., which

places them among the most powerful of

recent engines of their class. Based on

the horse power curves published in the

American Locomotive Company's Bulle-

tin Xo. 1001, the theoretical maximum
horse power which they will develop is

1 77' >. 1 his would be developed at a piston

speed "i from 700 to 1,100 ft. per minute.

With 79-in. driving wheels and a stroke

of 28 ins. a piston speed of 1,100 ft. is

equivalent t<> a speed of about 55 miles

per hour. In working order this engine
'

.1 .! i' t.il weight of 247,300 lbs. This

givi s 7.2 horse power for every 1,000 lbs.

' f weight. Compared with a number of

the most notable of recent Pacific type

for thj difficult service outlined

I hat thc_\ have proved success-

ful in meeting the requirements is evi-

denced by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway having recently placed an

order with the builders for 20 more loco-

motives of the same design. The cylin-

ders are 23 ins. in diameter by 28 ins. in

stroke. Steam is distributed to them by

14-in. piston valves, having a maximum
travel of '1 ins. one inch steam lap and

Js-in. exhaust clearance. The valves are

operated by the Walschaerts valve gear,

the arrangement being the same as that

previously employed by these builders on

engines of this class, and is designed to

give a constant lead of % in. The frames

are of cast steel, the main frames being

5 ins. wide. The trailing truck is of the

DeVoy m n radial type with inside bear-

ings.

Weight on drivers -H tractive effort.
Total heating surface -f- grate area..
Volume of iv." cylinders ion. ft. 1 . . .

Total heating surface -r- vol. cvlinde

4-93
80.7

U-44

rill CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE i: ST. PAUL RAILWAY.
Amc

Imt in ordering new pa

;it last winter, tin

., Mil-.', aul 1
' a St. Paul

ed thi '
1. •".:!'

;.. 'iir. 1 the increased require-

. :: order of 50

vith the

1 on this

ibodying

I

I

I motives, the figure is somewhat

than the average.

large boiler capacity which has

provided is indicated by the ratio

between healing surface and horse power.

The boiler, which is of tin- type having ,1

conical connection sheet, has a total heat

ing surf; q ft., of whi

sq. ft. is in the tubes, and the remainder

in the firebox and the arch tubes. The

design a 3-ft. coml

1 which makes the actual

i'd
I

I'.i nl "II tin- ..' tiial In ,'t-

:

'
.'._>_' sq. ft.

ing surfai e per horse power, «

• 1
1 cent di

than the amount of tube heating

which il 1
;'

.
iii ,;i 1 .iir 1 would

'

igll haS heell d

Li if "iin itive Companj , Builders.

3-63Grate area -. vol. cylinders
t > linder.- Tj

i
e simple piston ; dis

stroke active power, 31.900 lbs.

Wheel Base I

1 [4 ft it. 7 ins.;

total engine and icniler. 6; ft

Weight.— In working order, 247,300 lbs.; on
. engine and tender,

Heating Suri I i
. 3,658 sq, ft.; firebox,

250 sq. ft.; arch tubes, 29 sq. ft.; total,

sq. it.

sq. ft.

; engine
truck lengl h,

truck journals, diameter,
h ngth, 1 1 ins. : tender truck jour-

11. .I
, diami ti

. ins., I* ngth 1- ins,

1' first ring,

72 ins.

bitum
1 « ide : length, 107 i- u'> ins.;

.

I

. 4 ins.;

bad:. 1 iii^.

liameter, 2 ins.; length,

I
' 1 Pump, 1 mpi iund ; 2

ins.

wheel swing center bearing.

eel ch;

Udes; ca-

fuel, 10 tons.
; . (. ins.;

i

instant.
1

. oul ide tire. 70 ins.;

cngini ins.; kind, cast
mis. ; kind,

oke ici end - ter 3&
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When
Your
Boiler
Foams
Then your cylinders

are left dry— the oil is

washed away. Perhaps

cut valves or pistons

result, but even if this

does not happen, ex-

cessive strain is put on
your engine and more
coal taken to drive it.

But it's a different

matter when you use

Dixon
Flake
Graphite
in connection with oil.

Your boiler can fuss

and foam to its heart's

content and the graph-

ite stays right on the

job. It lubricates valves

and cylinders in the

face of all conditions,

prevents cutting, saves

coal, makes it easier for

you to handle the en-

gine.

Tr\ it and see for

yourself, sample 69 C
free.

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.
Jersey City, N. J.

Traveling Engineers' Association
Address of Mr. C. F. Richardson, President.

ear h been a gratifying

this associati work has

been done and many new nan.

been added i" our membership roll. Our
increasing numbers mean a

.. member adds

strength to our ranks. It is with co-

operation oi eli'ort and unit;, of purpose

that every organized body must work if

great results are to be realized. Results

are what thi w u Id is looking for today.

'I he good work this association has ac-

complished can be seen by following the

footsteps of many of its members, who
have advanced, step by step, to higher and
more responsible positions, and I believe

1 can say with ul Eeai of contradiction

that every one of these men would, if

called upon to testify, say that they had
been materially helped through this as-

sociation, and now let next year show
twice thi in membership that

this year has shown.

We must keep abreast of the times, if

we would maintain our reputation in the

eyes of the management, which we rep-

resent, and, while we look backward
with just pride upon the good we have
done, let us in no way relinquish our
efforts, for there are still greater things

to be accomplished. The papers present-

ed and discussed at our previous annual
conventions have been helpful and in-

structive in a high degree, and we want
this present convention to be the equal

of any in the past.

At the present time all railroads arc

facing an unusual condition. The in-

creased cost of operation, brought about
by increased cost of material and labor,

makes it neo sar) to practice the strict-

est economy, and I believe one of the

greatest opportunities for the traveling

engineer
| in reducing tl

of operation lies in fuel economy. This

a special interest for us.

and it comes directly under the s

sion of the traveling engineer, and the

possibilities of economy in fuel consump-
tion, together with the question of how
to educate the engineer and fireman to

the highesl efficiency in the work, are

questions demanding serious considera-

tion by the members of this association.

The saving that can be brought about

by using li n grade coal in many places

"'here high sed, will

why it was not done before. If

study the situation and make a recom-
mendation showing 11

by making the change, it will be worth
nlroad managers are look-

ing for subordinates who can work out
reduce the cost of pulling a ton

can d> thi

r own efforts, and the more we
lish makes each traveling engi-

valuable official to his com-
pany. Another important matter is to

tize our work, and I think we
should keep certain records that we may
work intelligently. I believe every trav-

ngineer should have a record of

the draft arrangement in the front end
engine on his division. By hav-

record, he will be able to reg-

e drafting of the engines to re-

duce fuel consumption.

1 am assuming that the traveling en-

gineer receives proper support from the

master mechanic in not allowing the

roundhouse people to change the draft-

ing appliances after they have been prop-

erly adjusted. It has been my observa-

tion that more fuel is wasted by reduc-

ing nozzle tips to overcome poor opera-

tion of a locomotive and neglected work
in the roundhouse, in not keeping flues

bored out, grates in good condition,

valves squared, front ends tightened and

packing in good order, than can pos-

sibly be saved by the traveling engineer.

When an engine is once properly adjust-

ed to steam and be economical in coal,

if she fails for steam, the real cause of

the failure should be located instead of
reducing nozzle tips to overcome stopped-

up flues, defective grates, valves out of
square, leaky front ends and worn-out
packing, and when the traveling engi-

neer can get the proper support froni
his master mechanic to have the draft
appliances let alone after they are
rightly adjusted, it will increase the effi-

ciency of the traveling engineer by al-

lowing him more time to ride with and
instruct such engine crews as are not
ioo per cent, in efficiency.

much can hardly be said on this

subject, and I regret that I am unable
re time to it. Many rail-

il to get the best results' from
:. of the traveling engineer, the

ation being such that he has no
over the men. He is expected

to instruct and direct. An organiza-
tion of this kind I consider sadly de-
fective, and I am unable to understand
why it should be allowed to continue.
The traveling engineer should be a man

tructing and directing the
r him, and if he is not, a change

be made at once. The engine
ust understand that the travel-

s responsible for the suc-

ion of the locomotives on
and that they are operating

! when
their attention is called to irregular or
improper handling of engines, the in-

the traveling engineer

•erred to the
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indred miles 'I he discussion on new valve gears was

the topic of part of one of the morning

sessions. A recommendation by the sec-

retary, Mr. W. O. Thompson, was

adopted. It was that the Traveling

Engineers' Vssociation appoint a com-

mitter to formulate a series of stand-

ard questions and answers to be used in

the education of firemen—or in other

words to be answered by applicants for

away.
ociation

contain much valuable information that

should interest the engineers and fire-

nend that this asso-

ciation make a special effort to put the

, the hands of these men.

nk the members of all cont-

inue prepared papers. The

hey have done is a credit to them position as firemen on locomotives.

ttion, and 1 wish to em-

the importance of every member

giving his assistance to the chairman of

the different committees so they may

have abundant material to work from

when preparing papers.

I want to personally thank our able

secretary for the assistance and loyal

support he has given me during the year,

and I know 1 express the feelings of this bett road foreman of engine, on the

convention when I say that this associa- Michigan Central Railroad
;

third vice-

tion is deeply indebted to Mr. W. O. pres.dent Mr. F. T. Roesch, master me-

Thompson. Now when the work of chamc. El Paso & Southwestern Railroad

;

the year is over, and the call of duty treasurer. Mr. C. B. Conger Grand Rap-

has been answered, I trust it will make a ids, Mich.; secretary, Mr W. O. Thomp-

milestone in the history of our organ- son, master car bu.lder New York Cen-

ization that will not be forgotten, and tral, East Buffalo, N. \
.

Executive Corn-

that great achievements may be ours in mittee: J. McNamany, road foreman of

ELFXTION OF OFFICERS.

The election of officers for the ensuing

year resulted as follows : President, Mr.

F C. Thayer, general road foreman of

engineers, Southern Railway ; first vice-

president, Mr. W. C. Hayes, superintend-

ent of locomotive operation, Erie Railroad

;

second vice-president, Mr. W. H. Cor-

the years to come. I believe that suc-

cess spelled in large letters will mark

the future work done by the Traveling

Engineers* Association.

Traveling Engineers' Notes.

The paper on "Fuel Economy," a synop-

sis of which appears in another column

of this issue, was read and discussed at

length at one of the morning's sessions.

engineers, Pere Marquette; C. F. Rich-

ard vii. assistant to general superintend-

ent of motive power, Rock Island; M. J.

McAndrews, road foreman of engines,

Michigan Central Railroad.

The city of Chicago was selected as the

place for holding the convention in 191 1.

Traveling Engineers' Subjects for 1911.

(1) Benefits derived from the use of

important comments being offered thereon the brick arch, on fuel economy

by members of the association and others,

notably by Mr. W. C. Hayes, superintend-

ent of locomotive operation, Erie, and

Mr. D. R McBain, mechanical superin-

Lake Shore X- Michigan South-

\t the opening of the convention the

red by the Rev. Mr.

followed by a very

welcome by the Hon.

I
he opening address of

Ricl on, also

111 another part of tie

1 ul the town

inity for the benefit and cntertain-

I the visitors, particularly the

t whom there were a large num

: niir i

ah Infan-

acla. On
rei eptii m

was a

and in t!

h ..-. I'd by .01

provided All the

lie Kail

(2) The increased efficiency of loco-

motives and benefits derived from chem-

ically treated water.

(3) Value of actual demonstration

d with that of oral instruction

in air brake operation.

(4) The lubrication of high pressure

and superheated locomotives and method

of introducing lubricant between the

surfaces. Also kind and quality of

lubricant.

(5) Proper methods to be observed

in the efficient handling of the electric

'live.

101 Latest developments and im

provements in automatic stokers.

(7) Revision of progressive cxamina-

firemen and new men for pro

motion.

( s ) Malletl ci in:]), lund in r '.el service.

We want our readers to look o\

above ami to write

11 -if the topics iiienti- med

wish our readers would go care-

:
.' line t ! 1 .'III' n

hi page .!".=; of this

1 -sue. The I rav< linj

1

.oid our ige 372

GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer! oi

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Largest Manufacturers in the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

t circular of our combina-
t,on I'RF.SSrk] \\I> \ \r<>R

SYS1 l\l "1 CAR Ml \ 1 ING,
which system automatically main-

tains alu. nt the same temperature in

thi '.0 regardless of the outside

w eather Ci nditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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RECOGNIZED

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheet? securely
together, and accommodates
itself to the unequal expansion
of the plates.

USED ON OVER 125 RAILROADS

"Staybolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past"
So say many of our customers
who have used the Tate Bolt
in large numbers, covering a

period of time sufficient to base
comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-
CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suite 328 Frick Building

B. E. D. STAFFORD. Gen. Manager
J. SOGERS FLANNFRY & COMPANY,

Se'ling Agents
Frick Building, Pittsburgh. P*.

TOM R. DAVIS. Mechanics! Expert
GEO. E. HOWARD, Eastern Territory

W. M. WTLSON, Western Territory

COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY COMPANY,
Southeastern Territory

The "Gold Systems."

This is practically the title of a very

extensively illustrated catalogue recently

issued by the Gold Car Heating and Light-

ing Company, of 17 Battery plao

York. The "Gold Systems" are steam,

vapor, hot water, electric heating, acety-

lene lighting and ventilation for railway

cars. This c; presented with

the intention of embodying in one vol-

ume all the various devices, fittings and

special fixtures of the Gold systems of

train heating and lighting, so that they

may be readilj identified when ordering

complete outfits or repair parts. In the

early days of Steam heating, all that was

considered necessary was a simple line of

radiating pipe, steam valve and trap.

This was the acme of simplicity, but as

the railw more and more solic-

itous for the comfort of their p,i

regulating apparatus was provided, where
the pressure, and consequently the tem-

perature, of the radiating pipes could be

varied to a considerable extent. In the

Gold systems this is accomplished by an

improved temperature regulator, any car

being adjusted independently of the others

or the train line pressure For those de-

siring a low degree of heat in the radi-

ating pipes, or an absence of pressure in

the body of the ear, the vapor system has

been produced, in which method the ap-

paratus works with an open drip, insuring

both of the features. Mure recently the

combination pressure and vapor system

was evolved, whereby it is possible to op-

crate with an open drip and the lowest

temperature in the pipes or by various

pressures with the closed drip, up to that

on the train line. The hose couplings

have also received attention, and the de-

mand for larger port openings has been

met by the production of couplers having

an orifice in the gasket of lj^-in. diam-
eter, and an additional convenience has

been provided by the Universal Straight

Port Coupler, which will interlock ac-

curately with the older types and in which
the nipple and gasket can be changed in

a few moments to suit various sizes of

hose and pert openings. If you are in-

terested in any of these matters write

direct to the company.

Spark Arrester Test.

At tli. -
• gineering laboratory of

Purdue University tests are being made
of a spark arresting device for loco-

with results which are said

to atti st the efficiency of the new front

end construction and promise success
for the invention. In a twenty-minute
run under full steam pressure and
forced draft not one spark was seen,

but in the -moke box nearly a bushel

of cinders was found. The constant and
carefully conducted experiments on the

front end. ought eventually to
|

a non-spark throwing arrangement.

Artistic Production by P. R. R.

The Pennsylvania 1

a colored picture of the district in which

their new Manhattan terminal is situated

and which is designee] a glance

ative location of the

tion as regards the center of New York's

social and business activities. The rough

draft having been laid out by the officials

of the Pennsylvania, the basic or black

drawing was made with accuracy and skill

by Mr. John A. Gurd of New York. He
has reproduced the architectural charac-

teristics of each building, and placed each

one in its relative position in the group.

The coloring was done by Mr. Hughson
Hawley. He has touched, with

each building with its pi

color. The picture measures .' ft. 10 ins.

by 4 ft. 6 ins., and is well worthy of a

good frame and a conspicuous place in

any business office.

J-M Metallic Packing.

J-M Metallic Packing is made of a spe-

cial foundered gray cast iron. In service it

develops a hard polished surface which

reduces friction. The packing is made
from rings built up in segments with

ground joints. To prevent any one of

the segments from cocking or tipping and

scoring the rod, the cast iron ring is

counterbored and a bronze ring inserted.

The latter is built up in segments and

held in place by dowel pins. This inner

or bronze ring also prevents the point of

one segment from being forced under the

heel of the one ahead, a condition which

invariably results in a scored rod. If you

are interested write the W. H. JohnS-

Manville Company of New York.

Dixon's Steel Car Paint.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, of

Jersey City, X. J., have just got out a very

attractive little booklet of envelope size on

their paint for steel cars. The booklet

not only goes into the merits of the Dixon
paint for this service, but illustrates a

number of different types of steel cars

upon which Dixon's paint has given ex-

cellent service. It also contains color

chips showing the four colors in which

Dixon's silica-graphite steel car paint is

made. Anyone interested in steel car

painting should send for a copy of this

booklet which will be forwarded, free of

charge.

Corrugated Sheets.

The Win II. Wood Loco. Firebox

and Tube Plate Co., of Media, Pa., have

issued a neat little postal card reminder

of their e and product which

they are mailing to their friends. Our
readers will remember that this company
sre the makers of the corn
for use in locomotives. If you desire any

' write to the

company at Media. Pa.
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Fuel Economy.

ep :

;

littee on Fuel

Mr. C. B. Summers
lude the list 1

tions whi rt was intended to

an.-n er.

in draft appliances,

ved to effect fuel

my ?

(B) Firing practices, including the

n of black smoke.

practices, whether it

is more economical to knock or bank fires

at terminals.

(D) Whether it is more e

buy cheap fuel of a low heat value or a

a greater heat value.

(F) Devices and appliances for use on

to prevent waste en

route, etc.

In answer to the first question the com-

mittee says that with the different kinds

of fuel used for locomotives there is

without doubt a large field to work in

for drafting engines to obtain fuel

economy. Tin that the first

ration should be given to the sen

ice required, next to the quality of coal

furnished, and then the engine should be

to use the minimum amount of

eoal for furnishing the necessary amount

of steam.

1 here are so many conditions which

enter into the proper drafting of the lo-

momical in fuel con-

. that to get the best results the

ndition.

Prof. W. F. M. Goss, giving results of

estimates that of the 90,000,000

oal consumed by the 51,000 loco-

motives in the United States in 1906,

720,000 tens were lost through imcom-

mbustion of the gases; (0,080,000

tons were lost through heat of gasi - di

stack ; 8,640,000 tons

I through cinders and sparks and

2,880,000 tons were lost through uncon-

sumed 1 Tl e figures

nsiderable room

our present draft

appliances.

While our present draft appliances are

good, still a number of roads are experi-

ift appliances,

and the:

and will

where tl netting was

we beh

order to

him in

scoopful of coal and allowing sufficient

time for the gases to be expelled and con-

sumed. Explain to him that black smoke

is unconsumed gas and a waste of fuel.

The brick arch, when heated to a high

temperature, ha iod results in

preventing Mack smoke and in saving

fuel, but h\ manj mi hanical men it is

not ci msidered eo mi imical

1 its application, st of

maintenance and prevention of eas) access

to the lines. The use of the blower with

the firebox door slightly open, when the

engine is standing 01 drifting, is suc-

cessful in preventing black smoke to a

tent. A \er\ important thing in

th< pn vention of Mack smoke is to have

the engine free from leaks in the firebox

and smokebox, the boiler cleaned, all

flues open, grates working properly, ash-

pan with sufficient openings for the proper

admission of air, and the pistons and

valves not blowing. Another thing essen-

tia] in reducing black smoke, as well as

to secure fuel economy, is to have the

engine crew working in harmony and co-

operation with each other at all times.

The committee finds it necessary that the

roundhouse forces should lend their best

efforts in keeping engines in proper work-

dition.

Referring to the third heading of the

subject
—"(C) Roundhouse practices,

whether it is more economical to knock

or bank fires at terminals." The commit-

tee states that the many replies received

from the members of the association

show a difference of opinion on this sub-

ject, and it is difficult to state which prac-

tice is the best to follow:. The com-

mittee believes that this matter is best

ned by local conditions. For in-

stance, where boiler troubles prevail, due

to bad water and inferior coal, it has not

been found practicable to bank fires; how-

ever, in some sections of the country it

has been found very economical to do so.

A number of tests were made by one

member of the committee on a road hav-

ing about 1,000 engines in daily service.

75 per cent, of which had banked fires at

terminals for twelve hours. It was found

that there was a saving of fuel of about

•7. .1 pi $200,000 per year by

the fires. It is their conclu-

sion that the length of time the

i« out of service and the local conditions

governii ivision will determine

which method is the most economical

ti 1 put

(D) Y\ hether it is mi n

,
.: low heat value

. ,

rids upon locality,

length of time the 1 under

nol performing

be handled and

1 are such

that the to

CARS, CABS, SHOPS

ROUNDHOUSES
requires a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal

SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QASKROOF, WEATHERPROOF
Writ.' for samples, prices ana booklet No 96.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
100 William Street New York

Clilcago, Philadi tpnia, Boston, Kansas City,

Memphis, Atlanta.

"HOMESTEAD"
VALVES

Are constructed upon mechanically cor-

rect principles—they are leak proof under
steam, air or hvdraulic pressures. They
are practically indestructible because the

seats are protected from wear. The plug
is balanced and held in place by pressure
when open, and when closed it is locked

on the scat by our patent wedging cam.
ad" Valves are the quickest acting,

simplest, most easily operated and largest

lived of any made.
Homestead Valves are opened wide and

closed tight by a quarter turn.

LOCOMOTIVE BLOW-OFF
Write for catalogue of Homestead Goods,

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.
Brill Foundari Works at Homiitini, Pa.

P. O. Box 1764, PITT8BURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
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"LANG'S
w New Tool

Holder

URGES! CUTTER BIGGEST CUTS

G.R.LANG 6 CO., Meadville,Pa.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The A.hton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boston. Mm..
174 Lake Street. . Chicago, 111.

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt - Spiller Mfg. Corporation
W. B. LEACH, Cen. Mgr. & Traas.
South Boston, Mass.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All book* bound In tine cloth

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write

for terms and descriptive circulars. Will

be sent prepaid to any address upon

receipt of price.

GRIPPIN &WI INTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

Willie, accompanied by his father, wa§

visiting a circus and menagerie for the

first time. "Oh, papa," the boy exclaimed,

s they passed before an elephant, "look

at the big cow with her horns in hei

mouth eating hay with her tail
!"

maximum capacity the greater part of the

time, it may be cheaper to buy a higher

priced coal of a greater heat value.

Where a large amount of coal is used

while the engine is idle, it is evident that

pes) fuel, so long as it has the

steaming qualities, is the best fuel to use.

In cases where the class of freight to be

handled is high and the competiti

passengci sary to

use coal of sufficient heat value to pre-

vent detentions, even though the cost of

fuel may exceed that which would give

satisfaction under ordinary conditions.

It is more economical to have an

sional engine failure on account of poor

coal than it is to pay $75 to $100 a day

more for coal on one division. On the

average division from 600 to 1,000 tons

of coal are consumed per day. If the

price of coal is advanced 10 cents a ton,

the cost is increased from $75 to $100 per

day. Therefore, it is a question of how
many engine failures a road can afford

to have for $75 to $100 a day. due to

burning an inferior grade of coal. An
average freight engine does not work to

its full capacity more than 25 per cent,

of the time on an average division, and

if the grade of coal is good enough to

maintain the maximum steam pressure

during this time the committee believes

the right grade of coal has been

in the way of economy. If thi

grade of coal is selected at the higher

price, there will be 75 per cent, of the time

when the coal would not be needed and

a great deal of it is wasted through the

pop valve and in other ways, win

onstrates that the cheaper grade of coal

that will get the train over the maximum
grade is the most economical to be used

(E) Devices and appliances for use on

engines and tenders to prevent waste

en route, etc.

There are quite a, number of d< '

and appliances used on engines and

tenders to prevent waste en route, such as

shields over tank valves, side boards and

racks. One of the best devices which we

en of this kind is a hood extend-

ing about twenty-four inches toward the

center of the tender. These are not ad-

vocated for tenders in passenger service,

as it is claimed they make the tern

heavy. One of the best methods of pre-

venting waste of coal is to have the

coal docks spaced so that there will be

no occasion for overloading the tenders in

order to ns. Consider-

able attention should be given to the lost

motion tgine and tender, so

coal will not be jarred off while running.

The springs and tender trucks should also

receive careful attention to prevent coal

being jarred off. An angle-plate placed

at the 1 i

from working out of the

.ay.

The et ring which would re-

sult in many and various

small coal : '1 belief.

Joint Railway Commission.

The governments of the United States

and of Canada have been considering the

lility of establishing a joint railway

commission, for the control of freight and

passengers carried from one country to

another. Mr. M. A. Knapp, chairman

Interstate Commerce Commission,

and Mr. J. F. Mabee, chairman of the

Canadian Railway Commission, have been

directed by their respective governments

to confer on the subject and to report as

to the fcasability of the project. The
n of such a commission is be-

to be desirable in both countries

and if reported on favorably by the com-

missioners it would probably be effected

by a treaty between the United States

and Canada or it might be created by

concurrent legislation, by Congress and

the Canadian House of Commons.

Tank Valve Handle.

We have received from Mr. C. L.

Meister, mechanical engineer of the

Atlantic Coast Line Railway, a blue

print of a tank valve handle which is

CAM HANDLE FOR TANK VALVE.

ed to give ample lift to the

valve and at the same time prevent its

ccidentally pulled out of the

valve c

The valve itself is an ordinary but-

ilve and the unseating is done

by the movement of a cam handle

which gives a lift of Ij4 >»s. The
valve stem guide at the top and the

e made so a

further lift. The valve stem

boss on it which strikes the top of the

guide at the point of maximum lift.

The valve can be ground in without
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Light of Day on the Right of Way.
We 1 the Com-

pany of New
York a iptive catalogue of

their si headlight equip-

le they describe as

booklet
"

quipment consists es-

sential!) cylinder, 12 x 36 ins.,

weighing and containing 225 on.

ft. of co ,. died to

running board or other convenient place

en the locomotive. There is a regulating

valve which reduces the pressure in

binder to a usable or burn-

ing pressure. There is, of course,

ge which indicates tin- quan-
tity of k-ts in the storage cylinder, and
small steel tubing for conveying the gas

to the headlight. If desired this tubing

may be led to the marker, or classification

lights, and to the cab lights. No special

style of headlight ..r lamp is required.

Oil lamps and headlights can be con-

to tin- use of Commercial Acety-
lene, though the company say that the best

results are secured by using their head-
lights, whirli are mad,' purposely for the

use of this kind of gas. The storage cylin-

ders are packed with asbestos disc- satu-

rated with acetone, which is a liquid re-

sembling wood alcohol. This at ten at-

mospheres, or 150 lbs. pressure, ahs,,rbs

twenty-five times its own volume of the
gas at normal temperature, increasing the
storage capacity ten fold. Large storage
capacity is thus secured and there is no
free gas in the cylinder. The method em-
ployed in charging the storage cylinders

is the same as is used on other gas sys-

tems. They may be charged from a yard
line. If used on locomotives that do not
reach charging stations the cylinders may

'
ted and shipped 1- charging plant.

The catalogue is very fully and very care-
fully illustrated and the descriptive letter

press clear and concise. If you want to

know anything about the mechanism,
maintenance or the performance of the

ne headlight, write to the com-
pany, ai \\.w York
The same company have also issued

1 '. which is ., d< si riptive and il-

lustrated catalogue of their standard
car lighting equipment. This

shows the same system of storage in

tanks ui j he tank' an , of

course, larger than the loc ti 1 1 ne:

and the lamps fixtun ., bracket etc., for

inside the cars are the same as ti

on any of the car lighting systems. The

1

both ,0' i>

Hotel Southern having been selected as

headquarter. ! others attend-

ing this meeting are requested to make
early application for reservations by ad-

dressing Mr. Henry C. Lewis, hotel

manager.

The programme contains an attractive

and interesting list of subjects and queries

for discussion which are fully up to the

high standard established and held by this

association for so many years. Attention

is called to the three essays to be pre-

sented at this meeting by gentlemen of

long and varied experience and whose
unquestioned ability to handle their

respective subjects in a logical and intel-

ligent manner gives assurance that the

sessions will be exceptionally interesting

and instructive. All foremen and assist-

ant foremen of railway paint shops,

steam and electric in the United States

and Canada, and others interested in

the work of this association, are very

cordially invited to be present. There
are five subjects to be taken up, four

queries, and three essays. The essays

are, first, "Is it economy to keep a prac-

tical painter in roundhouses to look after

things generally." Second, 'Tnert pig-

ments—their use and abuse" and third

"An ideal railway car paint shop, em-
bracing construction conveniences and
shop location."

M. C. and L. P. Association.

lion of

Speed Indicators.

A report current in the daily press

says: Passenger engines on the Baltimore

& Ohio are being equipped with speed in-

dicators, so that engineers will have no
excuse for exceeding established limits.

Attached to the device is a paper chart,

the registry on which shows the speed on
every point of a division. This goes to

the superintendent after a run is made,
and thus he has before him daily a record
of the speed at which trains are run in

his territory.

If this is true it will help the engineers,

especially if the idea is to get at the

truth, they will welcome the installation

of speed indicators as a good thing. The
reason for this is that the indicators will

also show the delays along the line. A
locomotive engineer of our acquaintance

used to say that he got over the road bet-

ter when ili, general superintendent's car

was attached to the flyer, for the simple

1i1.it news of this fact was quietly

telegraphed ahead and every stall

very quick and very alert when
the G. S. was on hand; and as foi

on wouldn't know thriii

They hit the stopping point of the bag-

11 doo r in a w ny that was wonder-
1 Hid in went the trunks before

"ii could say "Jack Robinson." The
train was a car heavier, but the deten-

vere light The indical

lays that the < ngini

for, and the <. S used to wonder why it

a as n,, 1 doiv en day.

One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING. ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Stylo 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Cleveland

136 Liberty St. 9 So. Water St.

Chicago

52 West Washington St.

STORRS' Mica

Headlight Chimneys
To the Railroad—An economy

...I To the Eneineman~-A convenience

STORRS MICA COMPANY
R. R. Depl.. Owego. N. Y.

Patents.
OEO. P. WHITTLESEY

n 11 BUILDING WASHINGTON. D. C.

Tlrmi Reaaonable Pamphlet Seal
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LOCOMOTIVE

FRAMES WELDED

IN TWELVE

HOURS OR LESS

No Dismantling of Engines

The Thermit Process per-

mits of welding locomotive
frames at less expense and
with less trouble than is pos-
sible by any other method.
Aside from the fact that

there is no dismantling or
tearing down, the welds are
made without generating any
uncomfortable heat to pre-

vent your working around
the engine. The heat is

all confined to where it is

wanted.
All welds are REIN-

FORCED to prevent future
breakage.

Process equally valuable
for repairing wheel centres,

mud rings, connecting rods,

shafts, gear wheels, etc.

In general use by all

the leading railroads of the
country.

Write for Pamphlet No. 25,

B and for "Reactions," the

Thermit Quarterly.

90 West St., New York

412-486 Foliom St., Bu Fraaciico, Call/.

103 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

U«till popular. We have it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty St.. N. Y.

WAITERS 4.B.C.TRACK SANDERS
Only two placM. No rcpain

For sal? bv

I. H. WAITERS, Asst M. M. 6a. R.R., Augusta, 6a.

Agricultural Specials.

The Houston & Texas Central, fol-

lowing the example of other lines, have

sent out an experimental farmers' de-

monstration train with the usual

number oi lecturers and exhibits. The
venture will cost the company about

$5,700.

On some roads this work has gone

beyond the experimental stage, notably

en the Pennsylvania and on the Erie.

Through the greater prosperity of the

farmer incidental to larger yields, and

more scientific methods, the tonnage of

a road can be materially increased and

the Pennsylvania and the Erie have bene-

fitted from it in no small way both as

regards the carriage of vegetables and

fruit.

Railroad Volapuk.

The elderly matron with the bundles,

who was journeying to a point in Wis-

consin and occupied a seat near the

middle of the car, had fallen asleep.

On the seat in front of her sat a little

boy. The brakeman opened the door

of the car and called out the name of

the station the train was approaching.

The elderly woman roused herself

with a jerk.

"Where are we, Bobby?" she asked.

"I don't know, grandma," answered

the little boy.

"Didn't the brakeman say something

just now?'

"No. He just stuck his head inside

the door and sneezed."

"Help me with these things, Bobby,"

she exclaimed hurriedly. "This is Osh-

kosh. It's where we get off."

—

Youth's

Companion.

Bridge or Tube.

Mr. W. J. Wilgus, president of the Am-
sterdam Corporation of New York, made
an inspection and study of sundry trans-

portation matters at Portland, Ore. Mr.

Theodore E. Knowlton, an associate of

Mr. Wilgus, is, at the invitation of Mr.

C. K. Henry, to further study local condi-

tions and submit a report as to cost,

feasibility, etc., of a tube under the Wil-

liamette River. A controversy is pend-

ing as to whether the stream shall be

bridged or a double compartment tube

built for street car traffic only. Mr.

Knowlton will make his report to Mr.

Wilgus and then a final report will be

made up as to the feasibility of the whole

ition.

Mr. Henry is an earnest advocate of the

tube, and Mr. Wilgus is on record in an

opinion that it will be preferable to a

bridge because of the elimination of many
disadvantages of the latter, especially as

to annual cost of maintenance, operation,

depreciation and delays, and in harbor

traffic as well as risks of accident. The
tube will probabl) be decided on.

Good Crops This Fall.

It is reported that after a three-days'

tour of the corn country, tributary to the

Wabash, Mr. F. A. Delano, president of

the road, says that in his opinion the

scare about the wheat and corn crop be-

ing burned is over. "General rains have
1 conditions wonderfully and we

think the prospects now are for close

to a bumper crop. Altogether the farmer

will be a prosperous individual this fall."

Change of Date.

\\ 1 have received a notice issued by

the Imperial Russian Technical Society

that the International Exhibition of Elec-

tricity applied to the railways, which

was to have been opened in August, 1910,

has been postponed till the 15th of

April, 191 1, in order to adapt it to

the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Rus-

sian railways. The programme of the

exhibition and the rules for the ex-

hibitors remain unaltered. New terms

are fixed as follows: Inquiries are ac-

cepted from the 15th to the 28th of Feb-

ruary, 191 1 ; exhibits are accepted from

the 15th to the 28th of March, 191 1, and

from the loth to the 23d of April, 191 1.

The exhibition opens from the 15th to

the 28th of April, 191 1, and closes from

the 15th to the 28th of July, 191 1.

Western Pacific Opens Line.

The first through passenger train over

the Western Pacific, between the coast

and Salt Lake City, was a special from San

Francisco. It made the run in 361/2 hours

which will be the time for the regular

service for 30 to 60 days when the time

probably will be shortened. Those who
have been over the line say " that there

i- marked diversity in the beauties of

nature spread out in a lavish way at vari-

ous points, along the Feather River there

being between 80 and 90 miles of pic-

turesque canyon scenery and in the Sac-

ramento Valley there is a stretch of 200

miles as level as a floor running almost

at a tangent into Oakland.

Steel Passenger Car Shops.

Large shops for building steel pas-

senger cars are to be established by
Mr. Charles M. Schwab, president of

the Bethlehem Steel Company, at Wil-

mington, Del., at the Harland & Hol-

lingsworth plant, of which Mr. Schwab
has had possession for several years.

The raw steel will, of course, be made
at Bethlehem, Pa., and the shops are

to be equipped with the highest class

facilities.

Fewer Idle Cars.

A recent press dispatch from Chicago

states : A leading traffic authority says

August shows a decreased surplus of cars

throughout the country despite business

contraction, because agricultural tonnage
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land for

ins of the

r several wei
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ck surplus ln-

e decrea

i ,,\ \ coal traffic.

Angularity of the Main Rod.

th-i bi pla i 1 with one

the crankpin • m the back dead

shead pin will be at

limil ,: ' the guides,

: , rank pin is on the front

head pin will be at

rd limit of its stroke; the piston

, the ends of its stroke at

in Mill. Now it the butt end of

rod i ta en off the crank pin

center of the butt end of the main

it (in the center of the axle, then

shead pin will be in the exact

center of the stroke, and the piston also.

ead be secured in this center

and the butt end be raised or

until the center of the hole in-

the crank-pin circle it will travel

on an arc having the radius of the main

rod. It will not travel on the v< rtical

thri gh the axle, and will

intersect the crank pin circle at

ints, top and bottom, ahead

vertical center line. These two

points give the position of the crank pin

near the top and bottom centers, when the

are in the exact cen-

thc stroke.

rank- pin be placed on the verti

igh the axle, top or

the butt end would not go on the

crank pin, but would have to be pulled

hack, and would pull the crosshead and

piston I nit behind the center

of their stroke, and when the engine is in

d and piston must

always be in that position when the crank

pin is on the top and bottom centers.

i travel twice

- rtion of it-, stroki while the

n makes the fri nt hall oi its revo-

: ter por-

troke while the crank pin

[f of its revolution.

d i ing

lied 1- do so

an- and tram, the time

;
ial, and

tl

part-trav-

[ in mak-

If we now divide

in that

I di i the

same, but they must be given a differential

sliced in the forward and hack movement

pond to the differential movement

of the piston in order to produce equal

cut-off in different tunes, therefore we

have to modify their motion accordingly.

The saddle pin location, which is offset

to produce equal half travels, can be so

adjusted as to give the equal cut-offs

required.

Tunnel Through the Andes.

Vrgi ntina and Chile are co

by railway. Between the two South

American countries rises the huge wall

of the Andes, with peaks from iS.ooo

to 23,000 ft. above sea level.

A railway from Buenos Ayres, touch-

in.: Mercedes. St. Louis and La Paz,

towns in the interior of Argentina,

runs to Mendoza at the eastern foot of

the Andes and climbs thence tip a river

valley with one huge loop and many

curves a full hundred miles to the sum-

mit of the pass. Thence the Chilean

end of the line descends by the San

Rosa River valley to Valparaiso.

British methods and machinery were

used in driving the Andean tunnel, and

the engineering problems presented

were of unusual interest. In length the

tunnel is not remarkable. The great

Alpine tunnels arc much longer. While

the Andean tunnel is about three miles

• length, the St. Gothard is over nine,

the Mont Cenis nearly eight, and the

Simplon about twelve. The Arlburg of

Austria is nearly six and a half miles

long, and the Gravenholz of Norway is

about three and a third miles. The

Hoosac tunnel is four and three-quar-

ter miles, and the Tequixquiat drainage

tunnel of Mexico is six miles long.

None of these tunnels, however, were

driven at such an elevation as the An-

dean tunnel, which is nearly 10.500 ft.

ah. or sea level. The only railway tun-

nels at such a height are some on the

line leading from the coast of Peru

across the crest of the Andes int.

zil and Bolivia. The < »roya Railway

from Lima crosses the Andes by a pass

at an elevation of more than 15.500 ft.,

and the railway from Mollendo to Lake

Titicaca cr< the mountains at an

,n of more than 14,700 ft .
and

reaches the lake at an elevation of over

12,500 it.

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS

We set three pairs of Aldon Frogs and; had

[ nine cars on the rails in twenty minutes.

—

Extract from Wrecking Masters' Reports:.

THE ALDON COMPANY
965 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

Heavy Train.

A monster train of loaded coal

mile and a quai 1-1 in li ngl

hauled - ddle divisi. 11

P, 1111 .],.-!.'

and Harrishurg a :

''
'

as made up -

\ y , a ,

' engine hauled

and at

1- remarkable

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIM & (0.

North Side, PITTSBURGH
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The Tait Suburban Car.

A very large traffic is dealt with by the

ommi i
i]

their suburbai M
tralia. I of suburban

-e lines during the

year ended June 30, 1909, was 74.541.j51,

and the revenue derived therefrom.

^746,844 ,300" suburban trains

and 150.000 pasengers arrive and leave

Chicago. This ery fully illus-

trated and described in our Man
\s a result of his ob-

hown in our illustra-

tions, was designed to meet the require-

ments of the .Melbourne suburban traffic.

.Mr. Tan nanager of trans-

portation on the Canadian Pacific Railway,

n carriage hitherto in use

at Melbourne is of the ordinal

vacant seats in other compartments.

ler that the seating accommoda-
uld not be diminished by this

1 he cars have been made
nd this has necessi-

use of sliding doors, as there

ufficient clearance of other

ble tracks or of structures

Apart from
tion, however, sliding doors

the centra! passenger terminal every day.

When Mr. Thomas Tait, the chairman
of the Victorian Railway Commission
was in Europe and America, tin-

ago, he inspected various types of subur-

ban carriages then in use. including those

which had just been constructed for ser-

vice on the Hamburg-Altona line and the

"Sullivan" suburban side door cars run-
ning on the Illinois Central Railway at

compartment lor type with

swinging doors for each compartment.
The improvements introduced by Mr.

and the substitution of sliding doors for

the swin | of the

passage-way is to permit of passengers

distributing ti throughout the

car. thus obviating the overcrowding of

hen there may be

R VILWA1 tALIA.

I to be an advant;

'.way with I . uting an

and reduce the ex-

itingent on the opening and
closing

, but. what is

portant, in the event of the electri-

f the Melbourne suburban lines,

the possible quick acceleration from sta-

tions will not be lost owing to trains

to permit of
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the swinging doors being closed and Each car comfortably seats 92 passengers,

fastened. In this connection it may be two on each seat on one side of the

mentioned that it is intended that pass- passage-way, and three on each seat on

engcrs shall open and close the sliding the other side, and six on the seat at

doors themselves, and that this will per- each end of the car.

mit of some reduction in the station plat-

form staff being effected. It may also be

mentioned that apart from the locomotive

driver and fireman only one other man, a

A feature of these cars is that being one

foot wider, which brings the bodies out

to the full width of the footboards of the

cars hitherto used, and in line approxi-

are of embossed steel of Australian manu-
facture, suitably painted and grained. The
body framing and pillars are of teak, and

Australian cedar and maple have been

used in the linings, mouldings, etc., of the

interior. The seats are upholstered in

Australian green leather. In the design

and finish of the interior all sharp angles

and corners or other receptacles for dust

PLAN OF THE TAIT SUBURBAN CAR, VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

guard who travels in the compartment

provided for the purpose at the extreme

rear end of the train, is employed on the

Melbourne suburban trains. The pro

vision of a passage-way and of a door on

each side of the car for each pair of

seats combines the advantage of the

American car or of a corridor car, in

enabling passengers to distribute them-

selves, with the added advantage of

quick ingress and egress of passengers af-

forded by the European ordinary rms-
compartment cars, with side doors for

each compartment.

The new cars arc 57 ft. 4'j ins. long

mately with the nosing of the platforms,

and with the floors being designedly low,

no footboards are required, and there is

only one step, about 10 ins. deep, between

floor and the station platform.

I 1h < nd of the guard's van compartment

has been made elliptical in shape, with a

view to it being used as a motor com-

partment in the event of electrification,

and a wide landing for the guard has

been provided in the doorway of this

compartment. It has not been considered

available to provide moveable sashes at

those windows past which the doors slide

owing to the possibility of injury to pass-
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ing rail failures due to piping. Experi-

ments have been made with good re-

sults by the use of an alloy of ferro-

titanium in the Bessemer steel rail. To
test load wear, as well as side wear, due
to curvature, the speaker stated that his

road is putting down a mile of track for

this purpose, in which a 90-lb. section

of ferro-titanium rails are laid on oak
ties, hook shoulder tie plates, the Abbott
joint plate and stone ballast, on about

a 1 per cent, grade, varying from a tan-

gent to 12 degs. 26 min. As heavy traf-

fic will pass over it the wear will be

subject to all tests except that of high

speed. Benefits derived from analysis, he

said, may be traced through every depart-

ment. Material used in car building

where nearly everything is of steel is

carefully analyzed, and the protection

which is the maximum protection to be

gained is one of the big problems.

What will be satisfactory in one sec-

tion will not do in another, and some-
thing is still needed which will give the

correct results over an entire railroad

system.

As to the matter of analysis "other-

wise," Mr. Tewkesbury showed that the

qualifications of men may be deter-

mined. There is, he held, a scarcity of

men capable of being made superinten-

dents of car shops and this serves as a

hint to general foremen and others to

analyze themselves and acquire the one
thing that they may find they lack.

Explosion of Coal Dust.

The author of Bulletin No. 425, Geo-
logical Survey, is Mr. George S. Rice,

chief mining engineer of the
I

of Mines. In it he goes fully into one
of the most serious and perplexing

- that the coal mines have had

to contend with in the last few years:

ious, threatening and deadly to the

miner than firedamp. In a dry mine,

dust accumulates everywhere, and the

blast from the ignition and combustion
of bituminous dust may traverse miles

of rooms and entries and wreck struc-

tures at the entrance of the mine.

method < i -cventii

Moil--!''

'Experiments at Pittsburgh indicate

that under ordinary conditions the dust

from coal having at least about
1 " pet cent, of volatile combustible

though in certain foreign ex-
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Electric Turbine Locomotive Built at Glasgow
ic-Turbo Engine.

railway circles.

oiler, but

instead di

.. mating

i of the

locomoii

.

1 ndent on live

rail nor over any rail

way. I- called the electric-

turbo li

I I ugh Reid,

president to the Glasgow

steam tu machine which is

otherwisi Reid-Ramsaj

locomoti gem rated in a

boiler of the ordinary locomoth

which is

and wati arried in side bunkers

and tank is lead

to a turbine •: i the impulse type, running

,vhich is

ci mtinm hi- current

This dynamo

from the hot well and forced into the

it 1

the eneri

and mi

the engine and train.

The condensation of the exhaus

il the blast \\ liich

(ire 111 ordinary

. d draught is in th

d by the use of a small turbine

driven fan. '1 his fan is placed within the

air 111 the electric e

therefon [hi

and deliver.- warm ail to the lire.

1 he

a strong underframe, and is carried on

1 impound trucks, si 1 built as

to curve easily.

ger mam line

work, and 1- reallj ,1 traveling electric

In concluding this description

icomotive, we may quote Mr. Reid

where he says, "Must of the component
part- of this steam turbine electric loco-

motive havi already proved thei

organization in comparison with any ar-

rangement involving the use of expensive

The engine has undergone preliminary

trials on the C and on the North

British Railways. One of our illustrations

a photograph sent to us

by Mr. John Macintosh, locomotive

superintendent of the Caledonian Rail-

way, and the other one from Mr. A. R.

Bell, ' if I ondon.

English Running Shed Practice.

At the recent meeting of the Institu-

Mechanical Engineers in Bir-

land, which was attended

by the many members of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers

who Aire guests of the British society,

a \ i ry interesting paper on English

running shed practice was read by Mr.

C. VV. Paget, general superintendent

of the Midland Railway at Derby.
\n'i.:ig other things he said, concern-

ing the running shed buildings, they are

of two types, those in which the roads

are laid parallel, usually called straight

and those in which the roads

ladiate from a center turntable, called

round -hod:- The straight sheds are

economical 1 cost and m ain t e

n

IV I I I 1 I

mi in other

1 which
1

institute

tive that

with in' idet

Lit unless they are of the type

as "through sheds" they are

1 he lattei ' 1.

Chi - nter turn-

in exp nsive to

build, possesses 1 - msideral ih

be eas-

ily g. it in .mil oui u ithoul ni' iving oth

inent 1
if the pits

01 to lighting and
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convenience of getting about. 1

he end of the

pits for fitters to work at the bench

between two engines, and the work of

washing out boilers, flushing out pits

:nd general cleaning 11 with-

out inci >n\ eni< nee. To el nst these

advantag 1 the obj on that

when the turntable requin

repair- it throws all the pits served by it

out of use while the rep

sheer-K end of

ine so that the w heels and axle-

boxes may be removed for examina-

allows illumination at rea-

sonable cost at the points required.

Two considerations chiefly govern the

successful lighting of a shed, these be-

ing that the boilers of the engines

should In will lighted, and also that

sufficient illumination should be shown
on the •

1 k, the latter object

being the more difficult problem.

'it is usually done with

cold water, ami mains with a good head

of water an laid having hydrants at

conveniei it with

In it w ati ery desirabli

ngine is

mperature of

water is maintained at 140

liich is as high a temper-

can be conveniently handled by

the men. When the washing out has

been completed, and all the plugs and

mud-hole doors have been put back, the

hose is shifted on to another line of pip-

ing and the boiler filled up from the

tilling tank with water at not less than

,hr.

Few English rail. idopted

v. though sev-

eral use it on a limited scale. The soft-

may be divided into two

ri RB COMOTIVE, FRONT END TO THE LEFT IN llll P

tion or repaii diesi legs <ver< made
almost mm ersall) ..1 oni timi

and of the tripod type, the -ingle leg

on one side of the rails being

strength and carrying the lift 11

The disadvantage of this type, of which

many are still in existence, is, th;

that so many 1 nj ines have est ended cabs

thi leg t' 1 be of great height in

order to allow of the trailing wheels

being taken out. as the cab top has not

room to rise between the frame ol the

legs. This difficulty was sometimes

overcome by forming the top of the

legs of bow-shaped iron casting-, whilst

two wooden struts were placed on

either side. The most n

struction is, however, to use a

work of steel joists, the top cross-gir-

ders and gussets leaving sufficient head

100m for any contingency.

As the greater part of the cleaning of

locomotives has to be performed dur-

ing the night, the question of the light-

ing of locomotive sheds has

considerable attention on many rail-

ways. In the majority of cases where

gas is available it is employed, as elec-

tric light, until the recent development
with metallic filament lamp-, has only

been economical where arc lamps are

used, and such large units of light are

not required. In properly lighted

sheds gas is usually employed, and this

brought in with about 60 lbs. of -nam
still in the boiler, and by means of a

flexible metallic hose-pipe, a connection

is made between the blow-off cock on

the engine and the blow-off line of pip-

ing to the tank- which contain the hot

water for washing out and tilling. The
t ngine i- then blown off, and the water

and steam p; ,
rator on

the top oi thi tank containing the

washing out water. The water falls

down through a coke filter-bed, which

arrests ai cale, into the tank, and

the Steal iway through a pipe

to a chambi r 1 >n the top of th

which 1 1 filling water, where

This water is hi

by the lis into thi tank.

When thi - been fully

blown 1
- from ten to

twenty minul the size

of the '

rmi 1

out pipe another line of

piping through which the water from

tank is pumped, and the

engine is washed out in the usual man-

in 1 \ Duplex Worthington pump,

capable of delivering 450 gallons a min-

ute, i- used for pumping the wash-out

water, and this is automatically con-

trolled give a pressure of 60

lbs. per square inch. By means of the

groups, namely, continuous-flow soft-

eners and intermittent-type softeners.

In all softeners the chemical treatment

is the same. The water is treated with

a caustic alkali, usually milk of lime

or lime water, which, by combining

with the free and half-combined car-

bonic acid and decomposing magnesium
-alt- precipitates the calcium carbon-

ate and magnesia, and by the further

addition of soda-ash and remaining cal-

d and the re-

li the scale-forming matter is

completed. In the continuous-flow

plants the chemicals are added to the

water during its flow through the soft-

ener, and tin her col-

li -loping plates arranged so as

to divide the water into a series of

shallow layers in which settlement takes

place r.v 'he least

ground, and the wat ry little

head; they at waters

which do not vary much in composition,

in deep wells

or springs. In the intermittent-type

plants the chemical treatment takes

place in tanks in which a large volume
1 is thoroughly mixed with the

chemicals and allowed to remain quies-

cent until the precipitate has settled

out and clear water can be drawn off,

a continuous supply being obtained by
using t '.'inks.
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The Oxy-Acetylene Blow-Pipe.

By J. F. Springer.

One of the most wonderful advances in

the industrial world is in connection with

the new process of burning a stream of

mixed oxygen and acetylene. There are

two tanks, one containing oxygen under

strong pressure; the other containing

acetylene, under a mild pressure, and the

generating mechanism. Tubes from these

tanks run to a tip or nozzle, the oxygen

entering along the axis and the acetylene

through four radial orifices Pressures

and dimensions are so arranged that 128

parts of oxygen enter to 100 parts of

acetylene. These mix in the nozzle. As
the stream comes forth, it is ignited and
.-. wonderfully hot flame is the result.

The whole flame is rather large. It

really consists of two parts. The highest

temperature is reached in the little inner

flame next the noz/le. This is a brilliant

white and is supposed to develop at its

tip the wonderfully high temperature of

5000 degs. Fahr. With this tiny little

flame, the wonderful "welding" operations

are performed. The outer flame has its

use. It is a protective covering.

When it is desired to make a weld, the

following procedure is typical. The two
edges are beveled riff each at an angle

of about 45 degs., thus making a V-
shaped groove of 90 degs. The tip of the

little white flame with its high tempera-

ture is now applied to melt the metal of

the bottom of the groove.

This molten metal is filled in to form this

part of the joint I In- metal further up

is now melted, or rendered plastic, and

tal is added from ., rod The
flame melts the metal of the rod just as

if it were a stick of sealing wax. The
is filled little by littb 'I he heal

the sides is fi.r the purpose of se-

curing attachment for the new metal. As
the filling goes on, the metal should be

mechanically treated with a light hammer
When all is completed, we

have a single piece of metal. The joint

material, and should ordinarily be

identical with the old.

It might be thought by many thai there

is no need f< n sui h an e Kce i

1

. e tempera-

1 ideration will, how-
ever, make tins clearer. The flame is a

very sm; usually much smaller

than the metal in the immediate vicinity.

I of heat

and radiation The flame

up fnr this lo its 1 xcessive

Tl I npei ature to which

1 cd 1- ordinarily less than

halt of i-

m be « ''''Ii 'I

than v..

1

11 ksmith's

ted I isl

ed to rolled

.1 • Ided

1
ii which

• acetylene

torch may be used as a "putting-on" tool.

Suppose, a tooth to be broken off

a gear wheel. By heating the surface of

the fracture and then adding on new
metal a solid knob can be readily built

up. This may then be machined to exact

shape. We thus reclaim from the scrap

pile the whole gear wheel. Suppose a

lug to have been broken off a cast-

ing or to be missing because of careless-

ness in molding. The missing part

can be built up entirely or we can weld

the piece on. In the latter case, we may
use the broken-ofif piece, cast a new one

or forge one, as the case may require. We
can build up a part made of different

metal. For example, it has been found de-

sirable to construct a certain style of

rear axle, on an automobile, partly of

bronze and partly of steel. The two steel

tubes may be united by the oxy-acetylene

process to the bronze center piece.

A casting may have a crack in it, or

develop a blow-hole. These defects are

sufficient to send it to the scrap pile. The
operator of the new process readily fills

up the crack or blow-hole and saves the

casting In a certain industry, large cast

kettles, weighing about 18,000 lbs. each,

1 \- I - I I II. ( Rl ISS HEAD WELDE1
ALOXG Will I E LINE.

are employed in such a way that they

sometimes develop cracks of a foot or

two in length. As the metal is 2 or 3

ins. thick, this is an excellent test of the

process. The process, as introduced by

the Davi> Bournonville Co., 00 West
street, New York, has successfully met

this test and has effected a complete re-

pair where the crack was about 2 ft. long.

When one considers that metal expands

when heated and contracts when cooled,

one can readily understand that difficul-

ties will arise. When the large kettle has

been turned upside down and the crack

it out to form the
1 '...,..

, I.'
I
:

I 1 , .
I

• 1
>. til I ill -

ol heat that is to be

d mi account of the thickness of

i .,1 -in tal and the great opportunity for

radiation. A charcoal fire is usually built

underneath the crack for the purpose of

heating thi adj nt metal. This will have

the effect of reducing the loss of heat from

the flame. But when a part of the work

is highly heated by the fire, we have to

look out for new cracks when cooling.

Also, there is a tendency of the new metal

and the old to part company. These mat-

ters require care and skill in operating.

The difficulties are being understood and

met by the fast accumulating stock of ex-

perience. When just the right propor-

tions of oxygen and acetylene are flowing

out of the nozzle, the little flame will be

very perfect in form with a rounded tip.

The operator judges with his eye. If too

much acetylene is coming through, steel

or iron will be carbonized. If too little,

they will be oxidized. Either is bad, but,

it is so easy to tell when all is right.

As to the probable cause of the high

temperature, we may say, acetylene is

an explosive gas. When it explodes, heat

is set free. In part, it is composed of car-

bon. At a high temperature, carbon is

very eager for oxygen. And so it comes

about that the carbon liberated by the ex-

plosion immediately unites with the oxy-

gen flowing along from the nozzle. We
say immediately, but that is not quite cor-

rect, because after the explosion the

highly heated carbon seems to flow along

alone for a very short distance. While it

flows alone and at a high temperature, it

shines with brilliant whiteness. In a very

short time it unites with the oxygen

This union generates heat. We have heat

from the explosion and heat from the

union. The whole of this action is con-

centrated within the length of the tiny

inner flame. Hence, the extremely high

temperature.

This result is probably due to the

fact that not enough oxygen is permitted

to flow from the nozzle to completely burn

the acetylene. It is ultimately all burnt

in the outer flame. The explosion

and this first combustion occur with

marvelous rapidity, and this is probably

the great reason for such an extraordinary-

concentration of heat.

A large gear wheel weighing about 15

tons developed a fracture across the rim.

This was successfully filled in. The

oxy-acetylene torch built up one of

the teeth 5 ins. deep and 22 ins. wide.

Another interesting case was that a

piston-rod 12 x 10 ins. was made 18 ins.

long. How to effect such additions eco-

nomically generally depend on the circum-

stances. Thus, it might seem more eco-

nomical to cast or forge the portion of the

piston-rod to be added and then to weld it

on to the old portion than to build the

whole by the torch alone. The applica-

tion of these methods to railway work is

fast being developed. We are told that

it has been found possible to repair an

old firebox by welding in new half door

sheets and new side sheets. Care has to

be exercised here because of the con-

traction subsequent to the high tempera-

ture necessary.
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General Correspondence

Repairs to Turntable.
Editor:

The attached print will possibly be

of interest to readers of Railway and

Locomotive Engineering, as it has been

most successful and is still in use at the

old Chicago & North Western Railway

roundhouse at Clinton, la.

The print shows how a 60-ft. cast iron

turntable was repaired in 1899 when the

L. P., y% in. From this it is evident that

as the two valves are on one rod the

L. P. must have 1 a in. more lead than

the H. P., however set. Our cor-

respondent does not say what kind of

work the engines are said to be more

satisfactory in when set Vs in. blind H.

P. and line and line L. P. Such set-

ting is equivalent to a decrease in the

inside clearance to V% in. H. P. and 14

the valve has too much travel and opens

the exhaust port. I have found this to

be the case where reach rods were too

long. A Subscriber,

Bristol, Va. V. & S. W. Shops.

Big Engineer on Small Road.

Editor:

I am enclosing a photograph taken a

few days ago, of Spellman's performing

REPAIRS MADE TO CRACKED LOCOMOTIVE TURNTABLE.

heaviest engine turned on it weighed 212,- in. L. P. If the engine will work b< for a ride on the minia-

000 lbs., and the table is still in use turning when so set without showing a loss on ture steam railroad at Contoocook

engines that weigh 280,000 lbs., and it the indicator card from increased back River Park. The picture may interest

shows no weakness whatever as far as pressure the valves should be altered some of your readers this way, as the

the cracks are concerned. This table accordingly so as to give lead H. P. engineer, "Cobbie" Webster, whose

0, L. P. Vs in., lap H. P. % in., L. P.,

£4 in., inside clearance HP^ in., L. P.,

YA in., and the results should be care-

fully compared with the original per-

formance. If the work is done a1 slow

was repaired under the direction of

Mr. H. T. Bentley, now assistant super-

intendent of motive power and machin-

ery, when he was general foreman at

the Clinton shops. The print, I think,

gives full detail- and no further ex-

planation is necessary.

Chas. Markel,

Shop Foreman.

Clinton, la.

avoirdupois tips 250 lbs., is standing

Dark of the "dog-on" engine. He is a

veteran Concord railroad engineer, and

feels as proud hauling a load of passen-

gers around the Knoll belt line as he

Setting of Tandem Piston Valves.

Editor:

We have a class of engines here

known as the Santa Fe type tandem

compound ;
piston valve, cylinders 19 and

32 x 32 ins., 225 lbs. working pressure;

234,580 lbs. on the drivers. There has

arisen quite a controversy relative to

the proper manner in which to set the

valves. I claim that the proper meth-

od is to set the high pressure line and

line, thus giving the low pressure %
of an inch lead. There are a number,

however, who claim that the low pres-

sure valves should be set line and

line, claiming that when the valves are

set in this manner that the engines give

much more satisfactory service.

M. O. Stewart,

Division Foreman.

Las Vegas, N. M.

[We have ascertained that the orig-

inal setting of these valves was: Travel,

6 ins.; lend H. P., o; L. P., )k in.; lap

H. P., ^ in.; L. P., Y% in.; inside clear-

ance of negative inside lap H. P., J4 >".;

CONTOOCOOK RIVER I'AKK RAILROAD 1KA1.V

speeds, say below 10 miles an hour,

possibly this change might produce

somewhat better results, but at higher

speeds there would be a loss which

might be greater.—Editor.]

Valve Trouble.

Editor:

I notice on page 369 in your Sep-

tember paper that our friend on the

C. & O. at Covington, Ky., is in trouble

with a slide valve. If he will place the

engine so it will blow, and then raise the

steam chest on that side he will find that

did thirty years ago on a glaring Mc-
Kay and Aldus when throwing wood
speeding around Suncook Loop.

The screen on the car, behind the

dog, protects the children from sparks

or cinders, while an ingenious pipe ex-

. not shown, is attached to the

stack to carry smoke high above. Dur-

ing the exhibition here one of the

growlers viciously attacked the lady

trainer, badly lacerating her neck and

arm. The bear was promptly despatched

to Ins last hunting ground.

Concord, N. If. Subscriber.
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Scenes on the C. & O.

nd an instantaneous

: .ike & Ohio

train No. 3 at full speed, entering Charles-

ill pull, as they are loaded now,

. id work the engine properly on one and

three quarters of valve oil, and see how he

gets along. Let him shut oil lubricator

tight while standing still and throttle

TRAIN' 3, HANDLED BY ENGINE NO

t. n, W. Ya. I lie train is hauled by a

Pacific type engine. No 161. Also en-

closed you will find a picture of the

standard rock ballast roadway of the

C. & O. These pictures were taken on

my recent vacation in West Virginia.

Having been a constant reader of, and

subscriber to your valuable magazine, I

take plea 1 nding these t 1
m iu

Will you kindly publish them.

Indianapolis, Ind. C. W. Gor - 11

valve leaking, and see how nicely she u ill

squeal and how the valves will sound

when she starts out. Too many of our Mil

records are made in office chairs, with

engineers on the road buying, stealing,

bribing, etc., oil, tallow or graphite.

While it is true that some remarkable

records on oil can be made with a light

What oil is saved is taken put

of the coal pile, the fireman's hide and

the machinery of the

I he proper way to lubricate with

grease I have yet to see. With the grease

plug you have all the pressure at -one time

and none at the other, and how often do

you see the brass cutting around pins and
when you take plug out find grease still

in cup. Grease, to feed properly, should

slight yet steady pressure on it.

With the spring cup it feeds all right

while grease is cool but as soon as the

pin warms up, away goes all the grease,

too much pressure. As to engine oil,

how much engine oil should be used? Are

the oil holes put on for fun or are they

for use? Now take .1 consolidation en-

tin Oil the wedges, the wheel hubs,

fill the four guide cups, the piston rod

cups, put two table spoonsful of oil in the

eight eccentrii cups, oil the links and all

the motion work, knuckle pin joints front

end of main rods, don't put m\ mi the

engine truck, and see how much oil is

left in a spout spring can, such as is

usualh furnished by railroad cor]

It generally tal 1 it all, und this

the usual supply of oil for the whole trip.

Now what have you to oil engine on road

v.ith?

Two spi nit 1 ans full of oil for a trip

of 150 miles should be allowed, and none

would be wasted, the motion work would

last longer and the guide- ind cross-

heads would 11, 11 need lining and babbit-

ing so 1 ,ften I hi d not be

in the shi p. - ut 1 >t sen ice -
1

often. I

Locomotive Lubrication.

After reading the article on reduced

11 in yi iur Septembei

e, I would like to ask what is

good lubrication of a locon 1 it

good poli ipply to

loint that thi

jerks a man oul of the front cab .vindovi

it her back

.

dition, the man that 1

water

II boiler, kilo

proper It than any of tin

vi Tin

tin hi st

Further, win;

.' ill m -I di

with otl

nd that the en

iNDARD 1 K I'.AI I \S I TRA( K

throttle,

lightin running with

eti I 1 \ the same with thi

lidation with 22x30 in.

cylinders, with high pressure steam, with

full throttle and revel 1 level cut back

she ought t

and will work if valves have proper bib

don't believe in waste of oil or of any-

thing in any service, but 1 do believe in

mii uigb and not in the penny-wise and

pound- foolish way of doing business.

Keep the valve square and the balance

strips tight, grind in the other valves so

thej won't leak, keep the other [tarts of
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the machinery in good order and give

oil enough to keep it so, and engines will

be out on the road making money instead

of in shop for repairs.

E. Rose,

Loco. Engineer.

il it is called the instantaneous cen-

ter of revolution.

—

Editor.]

Absolute and Relative Motion.

Editor

:

I am writing to you to ask your de-

cision on a subject of contention here at

ips. One party contends that the

crosshcad (likewise the piston) on a lo-

comotive has only one motion, a forward
one always; for this reason, that as the

crosshcad is directly connected to the

crankpin by means of the main rod, and,

as the line of travel of the crankpin is

always forward on account of its eccen-
tricity, likewise the line of travel of the

crosshcad. Is it not correct that the cen-

ter of revolution of the driving; wheel is

at the point of contact with the rail, and
not at the axle?

The second party contends that the

crosshead has both a forward and a

backward motion, as in a stationary en-

gine not realizing, perhaps, that the cen-

ter of revolution in a stationary engine
flywheel is at the shaft. Is not the di-

ameter of the driving wheel the radius of

the circle of revolution?

The first party, therefore, asserts that

at the admission of steam to the cylinder

the cylinder is driven forward ; the pis-

ton, meanwhile, momentarily remaining
stationary up to the completion of the

stroke, after which the piston' is carried

ahead again. This the second party

denies. Constant Reader.
Chicago, III.

[This is practically a case of relative

and absolute motion. The first party is

right in thinking that the crosshead has
a forward motion only. So it has with
reference to the track, but it has a back-

ward and forward motion as far as the

guides, yoke, cylinders, etc., are con-
cerned, and the second party is right on
that point. Suppose you have an engine
with 2 ft. stroke and a 5 ft. driving

wheel. The engine runs forward at the

rate of 15.7 ft. for every revolution of

the driving wheel, and this is equal to

the forward and the back stroke of the

piston. For one 2-ft. stroke the engine

moves over 7.86 ft., and on the forward
stroke the crosshead moves 9.86 ft. ahead,

and on the back stroke the crosshead

moves ahead 5-86 ft. Take the average
and you will find it comes out all right.

In 100 revolutions the engine will have
gone ahead 786 ft., and counting by for-

ward and backward strokes, you will find

SO x 9.86 added to 50 x 5.86 will just make
786 ft.

You are right about the wheel and rail

being the center of revolution of the

driver, but as it changes from moment to

Sand Blast Apparatus.
Editor:

The print I send you shows a home-

sand-blast locomotive tenders, and the

work accomplished by this machine in the

hands of two laborers is surprising. The
tender to be worked on is placed

in an open space and the dust from sand
is not noticed by the operator of the ma-
chine. Tin- apparatus is made of an old
main air drum with four additional .' in.

flues extending from head to

port the pressure on the heads. A 3 in.

stop-cod d in flange on t>

of drum and into this cock is sen

ind tank, which is filled while the

machine main reservoir,

SIKH' SAND BLAST MACHINE.

and when empty the air is relea

stop-cod lowing extra sand in

tank to empty into the main reservoir.

By this method the machine is kept al-

most constantly in operation. The print

gives full details as to piping. •

Chas. Markel.
Foreman, C & N. VV. Ry.

Clinton, la.

The Making of Engineers.

Editor:

'it ask sevrral .pus

tions and request your readers to give

their views on the subjects.

First, in regard to books on machin-
ery. Have them in railway libraries.

Y. M. C A.'s, etc., if possible, but have

< by all means, and then
study I you get them there.

I do not think it would be good policy
•or a 1 furnish them

-

out of a hundred they would not

have to buy
them, and it

you will thii them.

man or

by all means.

her. The regular man knows just what
• rving his fire,

when and where to start

1 ra man, who in the

great majority of ca .t know
just where this man shuts off. or the
next man ..pen- up, or just v

can expect the engine to do, so his only

to "keep her loaded" and
1 hen there are other

rations, your regular fireman, as

takes considerable pride in "his"

lie keeps everything at hand
dy if you are wanted in a hurry.
ireful of his flues, doesn't let

her choke under the arch or let a oile

umulate on the dead grate
so as to chill her flues and start them
leaking, keeps his eyes and ears open,
and if things doesn't seem right says
so. and so on indefinitely.

Third, giving prospective fireman

e. Yes. by all means let

him come up through the round-house
or shop, for a multitude of reasons The
first one would be that a term in rlc
round-house, with the dirty work,
would keep anyone out of the service

lie was determined to make an
of himself, and would prac-

liminate what may be called the

ntal" fireman. Among other

he has probably learned to
sci.op. has a slight idea how-

to burn coal, and if he strikes the right

rew to "learn the road"
with, he ought not to have to make
many trips on probation.

In cases of breakdown the knowl-
machinery gained in the shop

will be invaluable to him. After he
id Ins time at the scoop and

stands for promotion, the mechanical
examination will have no terrors for

him. and it will be no stumbling block
to explain "why" these things must be
done. Most important of all. he will

>ect an engine thoroughly
and make an intelligent work report.

r his shop experience will give

him a knowledge of the machine he is

running, which is practically impossible
to gain in any other way. Men trained

1:1 this way ought to make "engineers,"
not what your worthy editor-in-chief

toppers."

Blue Grass.

Engineer on the B. & O.
Lexington, Ky
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Welding with Crude Oil.

Editor

The frame of engine No. 425 broke

just ahead of the front jaw, on both the

top and bottom rails of frame Fig. 1. I

wish to state that this engine is of the

consolidation type and weighs approxi-

in about the center of the burner, which

formed a syphon, the air rushing through

drawing the oil. Heat was started about

9 o'clock a. m., and at about 10:20 a. m.

the frames were heated sufficiently to

make a nice weld, which was done by

bunching bars on side, all being in read-

sition. As I said before, it was only

necessary to drop one pair of wheels, and

it was one of our heaviest engines. I

wish to state when trams were tried after

frames were cold, no difference could be

detected from what same was originally.

We have one of our engines; namely,

engine No. 427, welded in the same man-

ner over a year ago. It has since then

not given us any trouble. Trusting this

information will be of some value to the

readers of your magazine,

Cincinnati, O. B. F. Harris.

Gen'l Foreman, C. H. & D. Ry.

FRAME OF ENGINE, NO. 425, SHOWING BREAK-.

iness and the before-mentioned wedge

between the frame and cylinder, and an

ordinary ram butting up from back end

of engine on frame. After the men

NEW PIECE MADE AND WELDED
IN PLACE.

started the weld a nice weld was made.

In about twenty minutes and same was

dressed off, completed, squared and ready

for the only pair of wheels that was

Several Sorts of Things.

Editor:

I am writing you to give you an idea

of how we do some things at our round-

house at Portage, Wis., on the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul. Among other

things are the duties of engine dis-

patchers. They have to see that the

fire is maintained on arrival, blow the

engine down at clinker pit with both

injectors working, and fill up. Dampers

and ash pans are closed after fire is

knocked out or cleaned. They see that

the turntable is lined up and prop smoke

jack up to clear. They try the

air and injectors. They note water

height in the gauge glass and try the

gauge cocks. Our rule is that injectors

are not to be worked after fire is out

unless absolutely necessary. Machinist

also examines the air, tests signal,

drains water out of reservoirs, examines

and cleans triples, measures coupler

heights, examines safety appliances, etc.

In the matter of coal consumption,

the more simple performance sheets

showing the amount of coal consumed

in hauling 100 tons one mile, appeals to

the men the best and quickest. The

engines running out of this point are

keeping up well by a good showing.

WHERE W£OG£ IS

mately 90 tons. The old frame being 4!<

ins. square, but after considering the

matter we thought it advisable to make

the frame heavier at the weld, and for

this reason a blank piece Fig. 2 was got

out 5 ins. square, and it was necessary

to get out this blank piece we deemed it

advisable to do away with one of the

welds. We therefore cut the old frame

off in the center of the front jaw. Fig.

3. Where the old frame was cut off it

was dressed and belled out very care-

fully and neatly.

A templet was made of the old frame

where it was belled out, and the blank

frame was made the male, and fitted to

the templet very carefully, 3/16 of an

inch being allowed for shrinkage. The

blank frame was squared up in machine

shop and finished so that there would be

no work on it after weld was made. The

frame was made 1 in. longer than it

should be when finished. This was the

welding. A like amount

was taken off the front end of the new

frame, so as to allow it to center up into

its proper position. A wedge w 1

-

to drive in between front end of frame

and cylinders to taper up from nothing to

1 in. in thickness, about 8 ins. long. The
:-d up with "U" 1" ill 3 and

a jack was placed under pedestal to hold

same in place, after which we built a

crude furnace with fire brick around the

. 1 e for weldinj

way, with the ex-

ins. long,

uld this

furnace

d we
1 d but

ir.Theburnei me- dropped at I a. m. same date. I think Few of the compound engines are now

made affair, with 1.
'' i°° at our place, at this point. In the matter of coal the

nected to it, the air 1
1 we gone to the trouble of compound, according to test ot 1905,

the oi ,
I ing frame down it would have cost in seemed to show up some 24 per cent,

were connected ighborhood of $100, whereas it did the best. Cost average. 55 cents per 100

the burn£r , th , $25 to do this job by weld- tons hauled one mile. No superheaters

the oil in the other. frame while it was in its natural po- have been tried as yet.
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A few stokers are being used of the

reciprocating plunger kind. Some of

the firemen are doing good work with

them, some are not. Sometimes we l"md

the plunger in the fire box, mostly

owing to too much steam being turned

on at the start. Some complaints have

been made that the stoker does not put

the coal in the corners of the fire box.

The removal of the stoker to knock out

the fire causes a little more work for

the house men. Experiments are now
being made with the stokers on five

engines, which are showing up better.

The drop bottom and slide bottom
and a few side rake pans arc used. The
drop bottom seems to give the better

service. While the former frequently

drops away a little from the outlet seat,

the latter warps at times and gets

clogged with cinders, and freezes up or

fills with ice and snow in the winter,

as also the drop bottom ash pans do
for that matter. All require constant

watching, and need frequent adjusting.

We have less trouble with flue work
with the river water. The leaking flues

were getting better on the previously

used power, and are being improved on
the present power. The engines with

the large combustion chamber give the

least work of any.

II. W. Griggs.

Roundhouse Foreman C. Ml & St. P.

Portage, Wis.

The Wine Ash Pan.

Editor

:

In designing this ash pan to conform
to the recent Federal law, the designer

took into consideration the numerous
fires which occur from losing cinders

along the right of way, and endeavored

to design a pan which would prevent the

losing of cinders, and thereby eliminate

the fires and other troubles occurring

from this cause. It was also desired to

have a pan which would not require

machined or accurately adjusted parts.

The air admission passages are so ar-

ranged as to prevent the escape of ashes

through them, and are so placed as to

supply the air at a point within the pan

where it will be evenly distributed over

the under side of the grate. These pas-

sages are also located a sufficient dis-

tance from the mud ring to prevent cold

air creeping up alongside the firebox.

The hoppers are separate from the

main body of the pan, and arc held there-

to by key bolts, so that when it is nec-

essary for a workman to go into the pan

the keys can be easily knocked out and

the hoppers dropped down. The dis-

charge doors dump by gravity and are

made considerably larger than the bot-

tom end of the hoppers in order to allow

for irregularities in the workman-
ship and warping or buckling of

the hoppers and doors. The edges

are flanged upward and around the

bottom end of the hopper, and

stand off therefrom about l/2 in. in

such a way as to form an ash seal. It

has been found in practice that the finer

ashes will settle to the bottom and pack

in the space between the door and hopper

sufficiently to prevent the entrance of air.

successful arrangement for thawing out

the doors of other designs is equally ap-

plicable to this design. The operating

arrangement is such that in its closed

position the crank arms are past the dead

center, and any tendency of the doors

to open is resisted in this way. There is

IIll WINE SELF-CLEANING ASHPAN, A. 1. L.

If desired the injector overflow may be

discharged into the pan, which, on ac-

count of the upward flanges around the

bottom ends of the hoppers, will form an

air-tight seal. The flanges serve the pur-

pose of preventing the escape of ashes

and cinders through the space between

the door and hopper. By the flanges ex-

tending upward about 2] 2 ins. from the

END VIEW OF WINE ASHPAN.

bottom end of the hoppers it will be ob-

served that the upper edge of the flanges

will have to move downward this dis-

tance before the ashes could escape over

the top. Thus it will be seen that any

reasonable wear in the pivotal connec-

tions will not effect the proper closing

of the doors. It will also be noted that

after the operating rigging has been once

adjusted to the proper opening and clos-

ing of the doors there is never any need

of readjustment. From the form of the

supporting arms of the doors it is pos-

sible to allow this door to drop closer to

the track than with other designs of

doors. The arms being in the form of

gusset plates, stiffen the doors against

longitudinal strains, such as would

occur should the engine be backed up

after dumping the ashes and before the

doors had been closed, due to scraping

down the pile of ashes on the track.

In cold climates where the doors are

apt to become frozen up in winter, any

also a latch which is a safety device to

prevent the arrangement from unlocking.

The operating arrangement is so de-

signed as to give maximum leverage on

starting to open the doors.

Over three hundred of these pans are

in use on the Atlantic Coast Line Rail-

road, and are giving excellent results.

Some of these pans have been in con-

stant service since August, 1908. The ac-

companying drawings show the design

standard by the A. C. L., and will

give an idea of the mechanical construc-

tion and operation of the pan.

W. E. Wine.

Draughtsman, A. C. L.

Wilmington, X. C.

Smokeless Firing With Oil.

Having carcfuly read and devoted

some study in an attempt to digest the

subjects contained in all of the latest

works on locomotive engineering, the

writer is now perusii s of one

of the best books on the subject, called

DEI \II 01 HOPPER DOOR A. C. L.

ASHPAN.

"The Locomotive Catechism," being the

:ion and published in 1908. On
page 774, lines 18 and 22, the fifth and

sixth questions read as follows:

Q. Does oil permit smokeless firing?

A. Xo; because it does not perfectly

vaporize ; the residuum causes smoke and

soot; further, conditions change so
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cannot

A. ]-
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P' ':in o( view,

: and ti li

nerves, no; for the fireman has 1

d his hand on

I le at all tin

lias hail no experience in

in Russia or in the I liked

n fortunate enough

years firing

service in a

cannot agree with

ive. That an expert fireman has

il throttle and eyes

I do ii"i b<

lieve. ! t do it a fourth of

the time. I am convinced a fireman

would 1 that the

would

mopoly in such

ii!, the proper tem

peraturi ary air pres

1 to meet tin-

requirements of the service, atomizer

supplying the right kind and quantity

tian pays little

11 to the steam gauge and mi]

throttle, he the road ever so undulat-

majority of roadbeds cer

tainly are in this republic.

Every feu seconds .1 glance at the

water gauge, now and then a glance at

in and air gauges, and the tire-

man's eyes are looking ahead with the

smoke stack clearly within his vision

almost every foot of the track

as the train moves on, notes all the

signals, switch-points and targets. His

ears are open and he hears and notes

every clink ol the engine, but thi

is the thing he's watching. That's tin

fireman' It is now between
him and the clear blue sky. Not a parti

cle of smoke. Look back over the

train—no smoke. That engine must be

burning smokeless oil. Not at all; it's

I
ii kv chapapi a.

i: knows that pet

nl fuel is smol eless,

and if . ise 11 indii ate: to

him that something is wrong. It may be

temperature

flue- |i draft, adjust

lines or front end

filled up with -in!, brick wot

etc.. b ' oil burner is a

the B.

.
lull fi 1 d It I. 1

Ii li tlir u

Sand v. much

boh' But what would you think of

a man v

not digest it. and then took a 1

salts t.

apply killed method t <
. a

Her anatomy is similar.

requires to be clean and in working
order to be efficient; and such a condi-

not In- maintained by smoking
an ml burner.

Soot, which is a non-conductor of

iieat. will he deposited in the flues. The
il uc-sheet will become honeycombed
ml 111 m.iii} 111- tances the entr.

mouth of man
j

01 entirely closed, reducing the

nrface sometimes by one-

third and depriving the engine of tin

maximum and equal distribution of

draft on the fire. It is quite true that

ran In- worked down in

rner for a tit

to keep pressure up, tin 11

id pulling the Johnson-bar

out 1 if tie I'- irner befori 1 in v

[In bi ittom o thi

UBS mm BOSTON UAVX THE
OLD OOLONJ tAttRfttJ, \ 7

COM
BRANCH RAILROAD-

M 1L1IKIJ AHItt >«;,*:'.
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RAILROAD ADVERTISING IN

Mr. A. R. Boles, Engineer, X \

X. It. & II.

mil In nl. however, may bi

lied under the heading 1 if aim

tainly not locomotivi engineering, and

nder why the Hie

'I he sin- iki

implj indicate 11 much oil going 1 mi

:
..1 1. 111 1 timed, and the -and

1:: the bottom of the box is nearer the

lop ''n loi iking over hi- diary tin

aids that during the term In n

mentioned he ;
pi nt .1 lit tie 1 >\ er

1 m 1 1
1
mlit service and si imi

over two in passenger,

three assigned engines, viz., 5 the

- fi illowing 5 < a

2 during a part 1 a" the fourth year, en

They were: 8 and

- li r. mogul and cons"!

with all kind

of burner- and fire-box arrangements.

including the Booth-Wade, Baldwin,

Von Baden-Ingle.-. M. C. R.. a burner

on the principle of the Johnson and

other outside mixers. Price and other

inside mixers, combined out and in-

side mixer with automatic triple feed

spray, extremely simple and durable,

certainly a twenty-first century burner.

Hammel furnace, Baldwin, Heintzel-

man-Camp. back and front end arrange-

ments, air sprays, direct and indirect

with and without superheaters,

etc., mostly everything except the Ras-

soe-Rovekin.

The freight division was 120 and the

passenger 180 miles, with grades of I,

;, J T
. 3 and 4 per cent., the longest,

i
:

_ per cent., being about 10 miles; 2 l
/z

per cent, about 20, 3 per cent ;j and 4

per cent about i< miles long To use

pn Plentj h) ills

and (h) oilers." and a snake could not

excel in the number and degrees of the

However, there is no beauty

in a straight line, and it can be stated

something doing

and some had feelings being nursed if

any smoke puffed out of those engines.

particularly so on the regular ones, and

we are mi earth to state that our nerves

.in imt worn out nor eyesight ruined.

and I could pin a hairspring in a watch

with the same old ease as in days gone

by. Therefore a fireman must not get it

into hi- lu-ad that because the steam is

trying to blow the pop off and the

smoke is floating back in beautiful

curls over the tram that he is hitting

the ball. lie will simply have to

at both or he will never get to

rst base.

It requires only a few weeks' careful

01 successfully manipulate the

atomizer and firing throttle without

looking at either. Did a fireman ever

. 1 ,,n engineer take hold of the brake-

valve handle and watch it to see how much

air he let out? No 'Hie engineer was

ahead "i hanging his head out

of the window during such operation.

,v 1 pet mm - has taught him the

in, .nut of reduction to make without

looking at either the brake-valve or

So 1 '.]" rii nee teaches the fire-

manipulation of the

atomizer and tiring throttle and by tie

HI w lili'll 1 in- engine I

1 1 l«, aii .1 indii ated by tin -tack and

gauge that his oil burning equipment

: doing business. The acquisition of

such km ver-i areful watch-

erci -i-d in km i\\ in.: that 1

part is in and kept in proper working

nl that the elements are of the

proper pressure and temperature i
c

. in:, the fireman's w..rk comes in: and

w himself to become 1

about tin 1 line: there will come a

time when he will just sweat blood. The
111 me his earlier oil firin.
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has been caught by being over confi-

dent. Sailed along on level track. Fine!

Came onto the foot of the grade. She

began to go back. Another kilometer

uphill, 140 lbs. of steam. I tell you it

is then that the engineer and fireman

get their heads together, open their

hearts to each other, and pay compli-

ments that would make one's dead

mother-in law quake within those saint-

ed walls oi Mother Earth.

Much depends on the oil-burninj

ment and its capability of working ef-

ficiently and economically the kind and

quality of oil used. The writer spent

the best part of his lay-over da

per month during two years, perfecting

an oil-burning equipment for locomo-

tive and stationary boilers, and in part-

nership with a French mi

civil engineer who was expert in gas

work, attempted to construct a system

whereby the oil would be converted into

gas on reaching the fire-box, and suc-

ceeded. There is nothing that so suc-

ceeds like success, but the coiim:

oi oil was at a ratio of 2.87 to 1 ;

of the straight oil, and verily, there is

nothing that makes a man feel so badly as

a failure. However, much valuable

knowledge was acquired, and the writer

would be pleased to learn of some one

interested and with means who would
care to go on where he and his pal left

off. Not that he considers success

along these lines obtainable, but you
know birds of a feather are wont to

flock together. . Whoever heard of a

bird flocking all by itself except Lord
Dundreary? Undaunted, the writer

considered that it was up to him to

turn the failure into success. Having
at hand a high-pressure air compressor,

experimental furnace the form and

shape of that of a locomotive with all

other necessary paraphernalia, copies of

all patents granted, results of experi-

mental tests made with liquid fuel in

the United States by the leading rail-

ways, institutions and United States

Naval Department, the completion of

an oil-burning equipment has been ob-

tained, one giving the most sanguine

icsults at an expenditure of somewhat

over 5\?,oco, nearly all saved out of a fire-

man's wages in a little over three years.

Brother engineer, don't go into the

inventing business unless you

tr.ste for it, that you can well afford

the expenditure, for you may start with

$500 to do the deed and you have only

started when that sum is gone. That
you are positively sure you have a mar-

ket, for, as a rule, general managers and

motive power superintendents don't

care to adopt the economical thing. The
old tried and true that Christopher

Columbus brought over to America does

very well and for obvious reasons. An
oil burning equipment installed on a

locomotive that will perform the func-

tions, give the results which the re-

quirements 1 if modern railroading de-

mands must possess certain characteris-

er the stationary or per-

parts arc, the working parts

must be few and simple. One
ment of the lever adjusts the iii

• lit resort to the use of any auxiliary

1 of an-

other lc
1 aft. The tern-

pressure of air

ttically. The

enable him to become a successful en-

gineer. If firemen were allowed the privi-

lege to work in the shops as machinists'

helpers or fitters' helpers, it would enable

them to become not only good all-round

mechanics, but it would furnish them with

essary education and experience

i to the making of them first-class

engineers. Hoping to see

on the subject, Wheale.
Sutherland, Sask., Canada.

BRIDGE 1 L'Gl RIVER, JAPAN.

oil must be separated from foreign

matter and heated at a minimum cost,

being delivered into the fire-box at a

temperature which will insure perfect

afomization and vaporization. The
burner and furnace must harmonize, and
so work t< gether that all residuum is

consumed within the walls of the fire-

box. No control can be had over the

quantity of gas generated from the oil,

but the air supply must be so controlled

as to furnish to the hydrocarbon gases

that are distilled from the oil the neces-

sary amount of oxygen, and when the

temperature of the fire-box is up to the

ignition point of the gases the result

will be immediate diffusion and perfect.

smokeless combustion. The oil supply

must be atomized in the smallest quan
tity that will produce the

and the temperature and weight of the

oil supply must be such that the great-

est quantity of gas would be gei

simultai

enabling :i access to it

without any injurious effects of

1: From Mexico.

City 1

Telephone Train Dispatching.

In discussing the change from telegraph

to telephone Mr. J. D. Jones, chief dis-

patcher of the Lehigh Valley Railroad,

said : "One of the greatest savings is in

time in 'raising' the operator at the other

end of the line. The dispatcher on duty

at Cleveland is equipped just as is the

exchange operator in a large business

house. The only difference is that while

the operator in a business house is giving

you a connection with some one in Cleve-

land, the dispatcher there is talking di-

Making of Good Engineers.

Editor:

I notice in your valuable magazine an

article which I firmly believe is of the

utmost importance, viz., "The Making
Engineers." I am very pleased

to see at last someone alive to the

fact that firemen need some mechani-

cal experience other than everlastingly

handling the scoop. I would like to

refer to question No. 9, expressing my
opinion, that giving an overworked

fireman shop experience, would be the

most profitable method both for firemen

and railway companies that !

rcctly with one or 30 or more agents

between Bellevue and Conneaut. There
is a telephone at every 'blind siding.'

Each conductor carries a key and may at

once get into communication with the dis-

patcher. The lineman may go out with

a box and a fishpole arrangement and by

throwing one end of a weighted wire over

hone wire he can get the dis-

patcher's office anywhere and give any

necessary information to headquarters.

Labor is discovered to be the grand

conqueror, enriching and building up

nations more surely than the proudest

battles.

—

Channing.
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Train Dispatching by Telephone

There is a steady and growing tendency

on the part of many of our important rail-

roads to change their system of train

dispatching from the old-fashioned tele-

graph to the modernized telephone. Re-

cent data compiled by the Block Signal

and Train Control Board of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, says that

295 railroads in the United States are

dispatching trains by telephone over

26,344 miles of line. On approximately

20,000 miles of this, the selective system

Men in any way. As will be seen

from our illustration, the moving

parts consist of a ratchet wheel to

which is fastened a contact; this

wheel is stepped around by means

of a pawl at the top. This pawl and a

corresponding one on the under side

of the ratchet wheel are connected di-

rectly to the armatures of the magnets

and, therefore, as long as the magnets

operate the pawls must move.

The contact fastened to the ratchet

IHE MASTER KEY FOR 1ELEPHONE TRAIN DISPATCHING.

of telephone train dispatching is em-

ployed. One of the most ingenious me-

chanisms for this purpose is the Western

Electric si li 1 tor.

This selector is a high-speed, individual

call mechanism and by its u an) on*

of say 50

or all can 1
<• called at the same lime. The

selector ts of two eli

s which are connected in series

...fa very high

imnber which can lie

a telephone circuit v\ ithout

ally un-

gnets an- mo
.rl on tin front of which

n echanisfn arc

metallic and

iged that

•
-

of cur-' hed by

1 s. The

wheel is adjustable so that one form of

select.. r is supplied at all stations. The
position of this contact with reference

t.i the ratchet wheel and to the station-

ary contact determines which station

shall be called. The selector is nor-

mally operated on the central energy

principle, that is, the battery for step-

ping it around as well as the battery

for ringing the bell is in the dis-

patcher's office.

method of calling up a station is

ows: In front of the dispatcher

arc a number of keys, one for each sta-

I
i.n on the line. Each one sends out a

number of rapid direct current impulses

on the line when it is operated. The

number of impulses which are sent out

regulated by adjustable cams on

1 of the key, and each is adjusted

fur the particular station desired. The

which steps up and down over

:h of a ratchi t wheel on the key.

t 1. .rni of dispatchi r's I

, xt .

r> i- ,

••. 1. In other

one ring-

foi all 1.'- a
1 stations, and he

calls the proper ones by adjusting a point-

er on a dial and operating the ringing

key. This does away with the necessity

for one individual key for each selector.

The first impulse which one of these

keys sends out is a long impulse, the

first tooth being three or four times the

width of the ordinary tooth. This im-

pulse operates the magnet shown on

the right hand of the selector, which

is a slow acting relay; it pulls up the

armature of this magnet, which in

turn causes the two pawls to engage

with the ratchet wheel. The remaining

quick impulses which the key sends out

operate the magnet on the left side of

the selector but do not affect the slow

acting magnet, which remains held up.

It is really a brake and holds the

ratchet wheel, preventing any backward

motion. The quick impulses work the

pawl which appears at the top of the

selector and step the ratchet wheel

around the proper number of teeth, at

which point the two contacts make,

and the bell in the station is rung. The

operation of the selector bell at any way

station automatically sends a distinctive

signal out on the telephone circuit. This

is familiarly known as the "answer-back,"

and serves to inform the dispatcher

that the bell he called actually rang. It

is one of the features peculiar to the tele-

phone method of dispatching.

The remainder of the revolution of

the key, after the signaling impulses

are complete, keeps the contact closed

and. therefore, keeps battery on the

line during a period of about five sec-

onds. As long as this battery is on the

line, the bell at the way station rings.

By installing a simple strap key, the

dispatcher can hold this down and

make the way station bell ring as long

as he pleases, this strap key merely

taking the place of the key contacts

.mil keeping the circuit closed.

The selector requires approximately

three sei ond to 1
.11 the thirtieth sta-

the line, and any one of the first

ten stations will be called in one second
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or less. The selectors which we are

describing are equipped for fifty sta-

tions, which would cover the majority

of train dispatching districts.

As we pointed out before the selector

is wired across the circuit. Retardation

coils are employed to choke back any

lightning which may get past the pro-

tectors at a station. A variable re-

sistance is required at each selector,

since each must receive approximately

dispa rem R -

S I.\1>I\ IDUA] kt.\ .

FOR STATION ;.

the same current and voltage, and if

this were not used, the high voltage

near the dispatcher would give the sta-

tions adjacent to his office much more
current than they should obtain.

There are on each selector two con-

tacts. One is the station signal con-

tact, which rings the bell at the station

when the train dispatcher wishes to call

the operator, and the other is a time

signal contact which is operated by a

special key in the dispatcher's cabinet

and which makes contacts on all se-

lectors simultaneously, along the line.

The dispatcher can, therefore, with this

key give all the way stations along his

division a time signal whenever he may
so desire. 1 his permits of the calling

all the stations at once on particular oc-

casions. No special knowledge of the

mechanism is required of dispatcher or

operator as with the telegraph. The
dispatcher not only pronounces all the

words but spells the important ones as

well as, "Train No. 42, F-o-r-t-y-T-w-o,

meet No. 51, F-i-f-t-y-O-n-e, at Kings-

land, K-i-n-g-s-l-a-n-d." The operator's

repetition of the message is checked be-

fore the O. K. is given.

be done in the way of giving the lire-

man and the engineer proper tools to

work with. I am sorry to say that

these are not given to them by the ma-

jority of roads, for the reason, possibly,

that competition in mechanical lines has

become very strong and mechanical de-

partments have been experimenting to

see how poorly they could keep up the

power, in order to curtail expenses; I

am afraid the companies have paid for

it in another form.

"In order to derive any benefit in fuel

economy we must have a machine that

is operated economically, and is in good
condition. What I mean by good condi-

tion is tight boilers, steam pipes, cylin-

der packing, valves and valve square.

1 am sorry to say that there are a great

many valves in this country today that

are not square.

"Probably these conditions are

brought about by the curse of cooling

locomotives. The practice looks good

on paper but does not show up very

well in dollars and cents, as I see it.

I may be somewhat prejudiced against

pooling, but I am one of those men
who want to see the mechanical depart-

ments of the railroads brought up to the

very highest standard, as they should

be. We are putting up today with very

poor mechanical skill. Automobile

stack unconsumed, ashes, etc., and about

the same amount was wasted in building

iid blowing off steam.

"I am a crank on the waste of steam.

Waste is very hard to regulate on a

large locomotive which has a large heat-

ing service. We might have better skill

in the way of firemen if the labor on the

engines was not so hard; consequently,

we have to take today physical strength

as against skill.

"It may be said, too, that some of the

waste of fuel can be attributed to the

-ud side of the engine by not

working the engine up to a shorter 'cut-

off' or otherwise taking advantage of

the situation. It seems to me the pool-

ing service and the conditions of to-

day have discouraged the man on the

right side of the cab to such an extent

that he has lost all heart and pride in

doing his work economically. Conse-

quently, such men want more money
for their work, or for putting up with

the conditions that they have to face to-

day, and you cannot blame them very

much for it. I am inclined to think that

if the railroads would make better con-

ditions for the men so that they could

live with some degree of comfort, such

ids as have been known for

more pay would not be made periodic-

Fuel Economy.

In discussing the paper on "Fuel

Economy" recently read by Mr. E. M.

Tewkesbury before the Central Railway

Club in Buffalo, Mr. William Owens,
fuel inspector 1 f the Lehigh Valley, dis-

cussed the subject very thoroughly. He
said: "There has been reference to ed-

ucating firemen in the saving of fuel.

which is very g tod, but a great deal can

i.m: OF tin \ 1 ION.

builders, supply concern , et<

ting the talent which should be on the

railroads. Statistics of 1908, as I heard

them explained a few days ago, show
about 90,000,000 tons of coal were used

that year, and about 10,000,000 by rea-

son of incomplete combustion, waste of

gases going out through the locomotive

Heat the Great Mover.

intelligent railway man is like-

ly to be interested in everything con-

nected with the production and appli-

cation of heat. A person is very ig-

id of observing faculties

if he is not aware that heat is the actu-

ating force that moves trains.
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fails to reach you regularly.

Entered at the Post Office, New York, as

Second-class Mail Matter.
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ing demand for ;

safety and facility in railroad operation

Pennsylvania Railroad to

Bright,

I.. J. Phillips,

graduati Id Scientific

graduate

d A. II.

of the

Progress in Steam Economy.

he steam en-

nployed to perform

> cry little attentii n u a

tions of 11s economical use, for

d in developi

onsidei ed the most important

the building of an en-

gine that could lie depended upon to

day after day and month after

b ithi mi failure. Reliabili

-ii greater importance than steam

breakdown or any kind of fail-

ure that would keep the engine idle

for day-, was often a calamity. Steam
saving, which could be effected only

by increasing the mechanism and aug-

menting the number of actuative parts,

seemed to be a certain means of in-

i re ising the number of engine failures,

1 it is not surprising that the pioneer

engineers devoted little attention to

-leant saving'.

But years passed on and as the mech-
anism of the steam engine was grad-

ually improved and breakdowns seldom
troubled steam users, the demand for

reduction oi tin coal bills overcame all

other considerations and competition

arose among engine builders and de-

signers. With the pioneer steam en-

gines no attempt was made at using

the steam expansively and there was
much difference of opinion concerning

1 expanding the steam while

work as late as the beginning of

the locomotive era. When la]

plied to the slide valves of a lo-

comotive engine and the result was
found to be a free running engine that

did the work with less anal than any of

ement was by

many of the motive power men attrib-

1
!n early i ipening of thi ex

:, experiment

to demon-

gineering' that every intelligent en-

as matters ol

all suc-

1
n! 1 if the ste i

much as

- m the boiler, into the me-

tilable for perform-
1 work. The philosophi-

d< d the pure-

insisted that

the developed principles of thermo-

to steam en-

ws that the higher the

when it en-

inder and the lower it

reaches before exhaust occurs the

greater will be the efficiency of the en-

gine, if the reduction of temperature

has been caused by the conversion of

heat into useful work. The engine that

will best perform this function, trans-

forming the energy of heat into useful

work, will in the end prove most ef-

ficient.

The theory stated is doubtless sound

but great difficulties have been i

tered in carrying it into practice. Loco-

motive improvers have adhered very

closely to a certain sound principle in

steam engineering, and generation after

generation have moved in cycles, work-
ing on the problem of admitting steam
quickly into the cylinders at near boiler

pressure, cutting it off at the shortest

point consistent with the work to be

done, and expanding it as low as prac-

ticable before opening the exhaust.

That is, they do their best to provide

for the maximum of expansion in the

ordinary cylinders. Surprise has often

been expressed that the maximum of

steam expansion has failed to produce

an economical engine. We believe that

too little attention has been given to

the discoveries of the Clark and of Isher-

wood on the behavior of steam in the

cylinders. Very careful and exhaustive

experiments made on locomotives by
Clark led him to the conclusion that

"expansive working is expensive work-
ing," the cylinder condensation wast-

ing more heat than that gained by ex-

panding the steam.

The discoveries made by both the en-

gineers named were to the effect that

the cylinder of a steam engine acted

alternately as a condenser and as a

boiler, condensing a portion of the

-team during admission and re-evapor-

ating the resulting water of condensa-
tion during the period of expansion and

exhausts. This is due to the inter-

action of the metal of which the cylin-

made, and is inevitable with

material that forms a good conductor
i heat. When the steam I

the cylinder it 1 iwer to

perform mechanical work; therefore

am that condenses, through in-

teraction of the cylinder metal repre-

sents so much loss of power. \ portion

of the steam that condenses becomes
spray and helps to dampen the steam

i . \ itiating its ca-

pacity for doing work.

The truth of this statement was slow-

d upon the minds of locomotive
is and builders and gave rise to

a sentiment in favor of compound loco-

motives. It was reason,-,! that should

i volume of steam be expanded

through two cylinders instead of through
- re would not be the ex-

it" temperature that caused cyl-

inder condensation. This seemed to be

sound logic and it was supported by
figures that seemed above falsehood,
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and bo the sentiment in favor of com-
pound locomotives flourished for a time

till sad experienc< proved that rushing

m on< evil the locomotive en-

gineering world fell into a nine of un-

foreseen 1

\bout the tune that the sentiment in

pound locomotives began

to look backward Mr. Schmidt, a Ger-

man engineer, advanced the idea of

mitigating thi effects of cylindei con

densation by using superheated ~tr.nn.

t'ropi sals I" do thai had been made
lly and superheating had been

introduced largely into stationary en-

gine practice and marine service, but

very few attempts had been made to

applj sup< 1 heaters to Ii >o imoti\ es, as

those had not been successful. Mr.

Schmidt appears to have engaged in the

solution of the problem in a highly in-

telligent and scientific manner, for he

developed his superheater in stationary

engine boilers where it was conducted

through the experimental stages before

being applied to locomotives. The re-

sult was that it proved a success from

the first day it was applied to a loco-

motive on the Prussian State Railways.

That success is responsible for the nu-

merous steam superheaters that are

finding their way to American loco-

motives. The indications are that this

method of preventing the enormous
heat losses due to cylinder condensa-

tion is the most satisfactory advance
towards steam economy made 1 since

James Watt introduced his separate

condenser.

Small and Large Fireboxes.

We have often wondered why our

locomotive designers and master me-
chanics have paid so little attention to

the teaching of the experience and ex-

periments ot I). K. Clark, who con-

ducted wonderfully thorough investiga-

tions regarding the operation of loco-

motives many years ago. The di

ies lie made were published in his well-

known book. "Railway Machinery,"

which was a safe reference for several

generations of railway engineers, but its

injunctions seem to be a dead letter

among the men who are most pain-

fully in need of its precepts.

Clark devoted much careful attention

to combustion of coal in the locomotive

firebox and a famous deduction from
his observations in that line reads:

"There may be too much grate area

for • .nomical evaporation, but there

cannot be too little, so long as the re-

quired rate of combustion per square

foot of grate docs not exceed the limit

imposed by physical conditions." The
meaning intended to be conveyed by
these words was that the smaller the

grate the better, so long as the neces-

sary amount of coal could be burned
upon it. What (lark recommended was
an intensely hot fire that would burn

up the volatile gases which contain the

most valuable heat-producing properties

of the fuel. It would be easy enough to

carry this principle of heat concentra-

tion to the excess of intensifying the

drafl so that loss would result from

spark throwing, but we believe the ten-

dency of most of our locomotive de-

simietv has been to make the grate area

so lar^e that heat losses result from
low firebox temperature. We have re-

peatedly known of cases where railway

companies have improved the steaming

qualities of certain locomotives by us-

ing dead grates to reduce the grate

area. Tin- improvement in -.teaming or

in the quantity of coal burned were so

marked that no person doubted that the

grate irea as originally provided was
altogether too large. A current belief

holds that large firebox area is a pe-

culiar advantage in steam making and
that belief, no doubt, influences design-

ers to make the firebox as large as

practicable, but we believe that this

supposed advantage is largely over-

estimated.

We have been moved to discuss this

subject owing to remarks made at the

Railway General Foremen's Conven-
tion, where wide fireboxes received very

hard knocks from several of the mem-
ber- If this form of firebox does not

promote economical combustion, there

1- ii' -j 1 cause for its use, for the

weight of reliable evidence makes it

out to be much more expensive to keep

in order than narrow fireboxes. It

to ns that a thorough investiga-

tion if the relative merits of fairly

small and of very lai - would

ul information worth knowing.

The Ton-Mile-Per-Hour.

At the recent meeting of the Inter-

national Railway Fuel Association held

in Chii ' ing paper was
a ling with "Methods of

supervision, tnstructii

ment in Ii icon tion to secure

the gre.• y in fuel consump-

tion." The committee \\

of Mess dows, chairman; W
C. Hayes and J. McManamy. Com-
menting on the paper when it came up

for discussion, Mr aid:

"This paper which I read a short

time ago brought out a pretty good
discussion I should like to say a

word or two regarding the performance

which

was criticised somewhat sevi n ly. That

is what we are looking for. I noticed

that there ha single speak-

er that has agreed with the committee

when they stated that an "engine-mile,"

or a thousand-ton-mile performance

sheet was of no value. There are quite

a number of roads in the United States,

roads running out of Chicago, where I

can safely say a performance sheet on

an enginc-nule basis or a thousand-ton-

mile basis is useless. There are roads,

I stated, running from Chicago east,

where they pull all classes of freight,

from stock to scrap iron, and those

trams are handled with a vastly wide

margin of tonnage. Dead freight will

start out with possibly 3,000 tons and
will consume ten hours in passing over

the division. The next engineer starts

out with a train of perishables, timed

h the eastern terminal at a cer-

tain time. He starts out with possibly

1,500 tons, one-half of the tonnage that

the other engineer has. He passes over

the road in possibly four hours. Will

the engine-mileage b nything

on that performance? I cannot see it

If it was computed on a ton mile-per-hour

basis you will get somewhere near the

mark."
"( )n these roads that I have men-

tioned the engineers run this class of

freight indiscriminately. They run, first

in, first out. John Brown will come
down to-day with a 3,000-ton dead

freight train; he may come down next

trip with 1,200 tons. The conditions

on these roads are so peculiar that it is

absolutely nccesary to run the trains

in that way. The train of perishable

fi eight may leave Chicago carded to ar-

rive at Buffalo or some other point in

the east at a certain time, to make a cer-

tain connection. Should that train be

delayed along the road at some of the

terminals after leaving Chicago, the en-

gineer must reduce the time regardless

of his fuel showing. Years ago we used

to look closely on some roads at fuel

consumption. The result was some of

our trains did not get over the road.

On some of the roads the fast freight

ent is looked after just as closely

as the passenger service. It is easy to

compare passenger trains on a mileage

basis, or thousand-ton-mile basis, but

\slnie there is such a wide difference

prevailing in freight I believe the com-
mittee was justified in the statements

that it made."

The theory of the ton-mile-per-hour

was very fully set forth in Railway and
Locomotive Engineering for January,

ited bj Mi

Meadows, assistant master mechanic on

the Michigan Central at St. Thomas,
Ont. One of the trains weighs 3,000

tons and goes over the division in ten

hours, while a train of what Rudyard
Kipling calls "costly-pcrishable-fragile-

immediate," weighing 1,500 tons and oc-

cupying four hours to get over the same
road. Assuming the division to be 100

miles long, the heavy freight makes
300.000 ton-miles and the light freight

makes 150,000 ton-miles, and if the fuel

consumption of the light, fast train even

equalled that of the heavy, slow one

the light train would appear to have

burned more coal in doing less work
than the heavy, slow train.
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When viewed on the ton-mile-per-

hour basis, it turns out that the light

train made 37,500 ton-miles-per-hour, as

against 30,000 ton-miles-per-hour made
by the heavy train. The total coal

burned on the trip by each engine when
divided by the ton-miles-per-hour made
by each train, gives a figure which rep-

resents in pounds of coal, if you like,

the amount required to produce a ton-

mile-per-hour for each train. The ton-

mile-per-hour is a thing which varies,

probably in some reasonable ratio with

the coal burned, but the simple ton-mile

does not vary, whether the miles are

covered quickly or slowly or whether
there is much or little coal burned.

We are in favor of the ton-mile-per-

hour for use on the performance sheet,

but we would like to hear from our

readers what they think about it. If

there is any flaw in the reasoning, where
is it? If there is anything wrong with

the ton-mile-per-hour, what is it?

Ice, Water and Steam.

"As cold as ice" is a very common
form of speech, but that turns out to

be only a very vague expression, for

the simple reason that ice may have
the temperature of just freezing water,

viz., 32 degs. Fahr., or it may have any
temperature down to the intense cold

of interstellar space, which is the

absolute zero of temperatures, such as

would be experienced on the moon's
surface. Suppose we have ice just

ready to melt, or at 32 degs. Fahr., ami

we apply just enough heat to melt 1

lb. Sci> und that the quantity

of heat 1 to aci omplish this

result is 143 thermal units. Each such

unit or l
'.

1 British thermal

unit) is the quantity of heat required

ter through 1

on the Fahrenheit

thermal unit ex-

• llj.l to

2 lbs. 1 ft. hi

lb. of ii

ture oi

must tal 1 his is equn

h. We

an actu Fahr .

but now liquid, insti

The wl ,f hi at

up in changing tl

cal condition of tl before
us. Tyndall calls this the doing of

interna!

hardly s hat the

heat ha

this work.

The next

bring t: to the boil The

simple thing; so it is if you have a con-

\enient gas stove and a bright little

aluminum kettle. Suppose you put this

pint of pure water into the kettle and
turn on and light the gas under it.

Very soon the water begins to warm
up. If you put a suitable thermometer

into the water you can see the mercury
rise as the water gets hotter. Under
these circumstances this 1 lb. of water

will have to be raised through 180 degs.

or up to 212 degs. Fahr. before it will

boil.

The amount of heat required to raise

I lb. of water through 1 deg. Fahr. is, as

we said before, equal to the raising of

778.2 lbs avoirdupois a distance of 1 ft.

high, against the force of gravity. Now if

1 lb. of water is brought from 32 to 212

degs. Fahr., that is, through 180 degs., it

follows that the mechanical energy ex-

pended is equivalent to 778.2 x 180=
140,076 foot-pounds. This equals the

raising of l ton through a distance of

70.038 ft.

The continued boiling of the water

does not show any rise in temperature

on the thermometer, though the blue

flame below the kettle burns steadily

and we know it is delivering heat at the

same rate as formerly. Experiment has

proved that in order to boil this kettle

dry with its 1 lb. of water, as much heat

must be delivered to it as would raise

965 lbs. of water through 1 deg. Fahr..

and as each one of these is a B. T. U. we
have no difficulty in calculating the me-
chanical equivalent of the heat required

to turn this r lb. of water at 212 degs.

Fahr. into steam at the same tempera-
ture. It is 778.2 X 965 = 750.963 foot-

pounds. This latter figure means that

boiling the kettle dry, after you have

the water at 212 degs. Fahr., is equiv-

alent to the raising of 1 ton 375.4815 ft.

1 he significance of these figures

is that in order to boil off I lb. of water

at 212 degs Fahr., or. in other words,

1 lb. of boiling wati

nore than 5.36 1

much heat as it takes to raise 1 11). of

up to the boiling point

at tin- 1 .hit of the atmos-
phere, with the lid of the kettle open.

In this case the 965 thermal units ex-

111 turning water into steam from
and at Fahr. is called the

lati nt he;
. but the work done

is in eli liquid (water) into

(sti am I, each at the same tem-

insformations -which

ice and water have passed through, we
find that [ lb. of ii degs. Fahr.

d 1. 1.! thermal units to effect

to water. This
livalent to rn,282 foot-pounds or

ed to the lifting of 1 ton. 55.641

ft. Tip the cold water at

32 degs. Fahr. to the hot water at 212

ed tli-' expenditure

of 180 thermal units or 140,076 foot-

pounds, and this is equivalent to the

raising of 1 ton a height of 70.038 ft.

The transformation of the hot water
at 212 degs. Fahr. to steam at the same
temperature was effected by supplying

965 thermal units, this being equal to

750,963 foot-pounds or 1 ton raised

375.4815 ft. A further review of the

case reveals the fact that the total num-
ber of thermal units required to change
ice at 32 degs. Fahr. to steam at 212

degs. Fahr. amounted to 1,288 B. T. U.

These, if brought to foot-pounds by
multiplying them by the mechanical

equivalent of heat, 778.2, we will have

the total number of 1,002,321 foot-

pounds, and this is equivalent to the

raising of 1 ton 501.1605 ft. high. This
amount of energy, if suitably expended,
would be capable of raising one of the

ordinary two-truck, open street cars,

such as run in New York, to a height of

37,123 ft. above the rails.

So far we have been considering the

boiling of water, or the generation of

steam at the ordinary atmospheric

pressure of 14.7 lbs. When the steam

which is driven off from the water ac-

cumulates in a closed vessel in free

communication with the water, a new
condition is introduced. Water does

not then boil at 212 degs. Fahr. When
raised to a pressure of 195 lbs., as shown
on the steam gauge, it has a temperature

of 386 degs. Fahr. and about 1,200

B. T. U. have been required to produce

the generation of steam, which is now
174 degs. Fahr. above the atmospheric

boiling point of water. At the top of

Mount Blanc in Switzerland, which is

three miles high, water will boil at

about 153 degs. Fahr., which is a tem-

perature at which the white of an egg

will not harden, and the egg may be

boiled for hours without result. If the

Alpine climber go higher he will find that

the water may boil so easily that it is im-

possible even to cook an egg.

Book Notice
Mechanical Engineers' Pocket-

i!00K, new edition revised and greatly

enlarged. Published by John Wiley &
Sons, New York, 1910. Price $5 net.

The eighth edition of this valuable work
lias just been completed. The Mechanical

Engineers' Pocket Book was first issued in

[895. The new edition is now ready for

ile. It has been largely rewritten and

entirely reset, ami contains about 1,500

3 [0 Hi' 'i e tli, in tin h", eiith edi-

tion, despite all efforts to condense the

material into the smallest possible space.

Much new material has been added in

nearly every chapter, and the latest infor-

mation on the most advanced engineering

practice has been included. The book is

one of the most comprehensive of its kind

tli.it wi' know
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Simple 2-8-2 for the Oregon Railroad Navigation Co.
The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

recently completed, for the Oregon
Railroad & Navigation Co. a heavy
Mikado or 2-8-2 type of locomotive,

shown in our illustration. This engine

exerts a tractive force of 45,300 lbs. and
is in service on a difficult piece of track

having gi 1 ft. to the n

and is backed with netting to aid in

breaking up the sparks. The stack is

cast iron, with an internal < xtension

and a diameter of i8'/2 ins. at the choke.

A cinder poi ket is provided. The gen-

eral arr.ii
1 the grates and front

end shows similarity to the designs

adopted by the Chicago, Burin

1 hr pedestal binders arc designed in

accordance with the Collins patent.

This bim to slot-, cut in the

1 edestals and is pre-

vented from dropping out by washers
which rest on lips formed on the outside

< i the pedestal jaw 3, Double nuts held

are screwed on each
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idicated by the increasing

these engines, especially on

It has been fully proved

that lignite can be used successfully in

locomotive work, and the present en-

gine embodies in its construction fea-

tures which have proved satisfactory in

practice. Some of the principal dimen-

sions are appended for reference:

Cylinder, 231-4 ins. x 30 ins.

Valve, balanced piston.
Boiler

—

Diameter, 82 ins.; thickness of sheets,

Yt in.; working pressure, 180 lbs.; fuel, lig-

nite; staying, radial.

Fire Box— Material, steel; lengh, 120 ins.; width,
84 ins.; depth, front, 87J4 ins.; back, 74

Thickness ides. H in.; back, }i in.;
crown, la in.; tube. !.. in.

Water Space— 5 ins. all around.
Material, iron; thickness, 0.125 in.; num-

ber, 495; diameter, 2 ins.; length. 20 ft. 6

Heating Surface—Fire box, 235 sq. ft.; tubes,
5,292 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 54 sq. ft.; total,

sq. ft.; grate area, 70 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside. 57 ins.;

journals, main. 1 . :
.. ins. x 12 ins.; others,

9 ins. x 12 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front, 30 J4
urnals, 6 ins. x 10 ins.; diameter,

back, 36 ins.; journals, 8 ins. x 14 ins.

Wheel Base— Driving. 16 ft. in.; total engine,
34 ft. 8 ins.; total engine and tender, 64 ft.

7 ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 104 ; 1 lbs , ml
truck, front, 24,100 lbs.; on truck, back.
34,550 lbs.; total engine, 263,100 lbs.; total

and tender, about 425,1
Tender—Tank capacity, 9.000 gals.:

pacity. 10 tons; service, freight.

Permanent Front End Fixtures.

At the Traveling Engineers' Convention

al Niagara Falls, the sub-

was very fully dis-

had been placed be

in the form of five

, "Value

1 s ; can they lie-

Mr. F. I mechanic on the

Western Sj -

(Mil just

ighl oul some

ml c< immented \ er\ inter

1! impi 11 tan!

attack it from any

[I was for thi

vvi might be

it a bi tter tiis< us ii >n and

di

nner, and

ndation.

for dis-

to effect fuel economy?" And, under

this head, I wish to say that, in my opin-

ion, the present .Master Mechanics' stand-

ard front end, while a step in the right

direction, is yet far from being perfect.

The Master Mechanics' standard front

end was designed primarily to afford an

equal distribution of draft over the entire

•..Mate surface, and at the same time pn

vent the emission of large sparks from the

stack. While there is no question but

what the front end as recommended by

the Master Mechanics' Association full

fills the above requirements, it yet con-

tains a feature that makes it, in my opin-

ion, undesirable and uneconomical.

I refer to the fact that none of the ad-

justments are permanent. I have no

doubt that quite a number of you will

take issue with me on this matter, as

every traveling engineer, as well as engi-

neer, has an inborn longing, or hankering,

to monkey with the adjustment of the

front end, in order to see if he cannot

improve the steaming qualities of the

engine It is this very feature that, in

my opinion, should be eliminated. A tire-

man firing the engine, or the engineer

running the engine, knowing that the

draft appliances arc capable of adjust-

ment to suit his whims and fancies, is

too apt to place the burden of poor steam-

ing on the front end adjustment, instead

of at the wooden end of the scoop, or

iher part of the locomotive, where

it properh belongs.

There is no reason why the front end

cannot be designed in which the draft ap-

permanent fixtures, and a

I motive so designed and so fitted, after

once being proved a steamer, does not

team on rtain trip, the trouble must

ithei in the fuel, the manner in which

fired, the manner in which

ine is handled by the engini er, i ir

caused bj somi defect about tin

or cylinders, whereby steam is wasted. It

we know the front end is right and cannot

get out of order, we will look foi

instead of spending time and

Itering the front end. and 11 ., 1 ing

coal every trip while doing

With an adjustable front end, the

1 "i- fireman can tell you that the

not burning the fire level, while

is that the fireman is probably

not firing level. With a permanentlj ad

justed front end. the fireman will soon
;

:at the fault Ins with him. There

is in question but that the Mastei Me
chanics' front end met the requirements

at the time the tests h ere conducted, and

aluable information in re-

gard to the proper lines to follow in fu-

nts, but this committee

would not have the temerity to say that

the results thej found must I"' ai i eptcd

as final 1

the 1 ai.. indentation, and that

further t< sts w ere useless

\t that time engines having a front

end diameter of 80 ins. or over, as ob-

tains at present, were rare; therefore,

the front end as recommended was no

doubt the best that could be devised to

meet the conditions. But times have

changed, as well as the size of engines,

and we now find that owing to the in-

creasing height of locomotives, we can

no longer apply the height of stack, as

recommended, above the smoke arch

;

therefore, we must extend it downward,

or, in other words, put it inside of the

arch. Xow assuming that the draft is

created by induced current, we find quite

a similarity in the action of the steam

expelled from the nozzle, to the action

of the steam expelled from the steam-

nozzle of the injector, and as it is possible

to produce an injector that will operate

satisfactorily under varying steam pres-

sures, it should be possible to so adjust

a front end as to eliminate all desire to

raise the petticoat or lower the draft

plates, etc.

In some recent tests conducted by the

Pennsylvania Railroad, it was proved

conclusively that the adjustable petticoat

pipe, as well as the adjustable diaphragm,

were unnecessary. Although the primary

object sought in the above tests was a

front end that was practically self-clean-

ing, yet the end obtained was, in my opin-

ion, far more valuable, as it proved con-

clusively that it was possible to design a

front end in which all adjustments were

permanent; a front end that not only em-

bodied all the good features of the

Master Mechanics' front end, but also

one that almost eliminated all possi-

derangement, and at the same

time proved equally as economical in fuel

consumption, If the Pennsylvania Rail-

road have found this to be possible on

certain types of engines, and other rail-

roads have found it possible on engines

where necessity compels them to use the

inside extension, there is no reason why
the same idea cannot be applied to all

locomotives. It is simply a matter of

careful experiment to obtain the neces-

sary rati' is.

all heard all kinds of argu-

ments in regard to the utility, or neces-

sity, hi tin adjustable draft or petticoat

pipe, and there have been just as many
different opinions as there were speakers.

I [as the thought ne\ er 1 ic< urred to •• m
that if the draft of a locomotive depended

in Mich a large extent on the fractional

idjustment of a petticoat pipe, that there

more unanimity in regard to it.

Yet we hear mie man condemn it. he

throws it 1,11 the back of the tank as a

tppendage the vermiform ap-

pendix iif the locomotive, we might say:

—while another thinks it such a good

thing that he uses three of them. I

must confi that I belong in the former

las-, and consider the adjustable petti-

11.1t pipe as a vermiform appendix; a

survival of necessity in the time of the
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diamond stack, but something that lost

its usefulness with the advent of the ex-

tension front end. Let us therefore fol-

low the medical profession, and "cut it

out." It is simply a fruitful source of

trouble and expense, prolific of engine

failures. Thi ir loose

parts you have in a front end, the more
you increase the liability of one of them
to get out of adjustment when 1

sired ; so let us get away from loose parts

and go to something permanent. I fully

believe that the time is not far off when all

front ends will be adjusted in the draft-

ing room on a drawing boan
in the roundhouse. I believe a low

nozzle - :. inside

extension, po
nart of the -

non-adjustable deflector plate, will and
should constitute the entire front end
draft appliance- oi the futui

Apparatus for Setting Return Cranks.

A very ingenious time-saver which
does accurate work with a minimum of

labor, is I in the Trenton, X. J.

shops of tin Ivania Railroad,

over which Mr. II. H. Maxfield, the

master mechanic, presides. The ma-
chine is securing: the throw of the re-

turn crank on an engine having the

VValschacrts valve gear. Our illustra-

tions show that the machine is a home-
made one and is not very expensive or

difficult to set up.

It consists principally of a frame or
stand in which the driving wheels of a

locomotive are placed and revolved by
the operation of a small electric motor.
There is also a crosshead guide scale

rigidly attached to the main frame of

the machine and a pin travels under the
scale with needle point on top of scale

so that the movement of the pin may be

t( ly gauged.

The method of using the machine is

briefly as follows: The length of the

return crank must first be accurately
checked up from the blue print which
comes from the drawing office. If the
return crank is of the correct length
the wheels may be rolled into the ma-
chine. When the wheels are in place
they are supported on rollers B. B (the

flanged rollers A. A. are intended for

flangele- Ml these roll

driven by the electric motor on spindle
marked D, and tl • d and
lowered by the movement of the eye-

When the wheels are in posit

wheel counter balance is ii

position and the crank pin is on wdiat

may be called its top quarter, a leaden

counter let down over the
crank pin and this when held in place
assists to balance up the wheel so that
the work on the motor will be lighter.

The next operation is to adjust the
crosshead guide pin E to the height of

the center of the wheel, or in other

rod F. This

is easil\ .1 trying

this pin is capable of vertical adjust-

ment. The length of the connecting

rod F is next adjust,

tance between center oi the wh

The return crank pin is nou
any distance away from the center of

the axle, and the wheels are 1

The movement or throw of the return

crank is at once indicated on tl

scale. Suppose the required tin

6 ins. and tin expei imental move-
ment of the return crank pin by the op-

erator w: way from the

lighting oi lamps on the approach of

trains i.

years, a test of an ordinary lamp has

just been completed. This lamp was put

in operation on Aug. 1, 1906, and the

filament burnt out on Aug. 5, 1910, after

its service of over four years.

This lamp was lighted and extinguished,

1 ally, 73,200 times. It was a 2

c. p.. 1 1 volt lamp, and was purchased

at an automatic supply store. It was in

operation on automatic signal No. 94, at

Elkridge, Md., and it is thought that the

performance of this lamp is well worth

aving failed to light

riod of service. The auto-

of lamps on automatic
signals in this territory on the B. & O.

MACHIN1

the guide scale

and by ie throw th

travel co be had. Then the

return crank 1- secured in that ;

and tlu

irtgeniou permits

work ti

as it s.
'

of the return

crank pin and proves it to In

while tli in the hand
operator in th<

:'h the normal
danger system of signaling, but the light-

'<m can also be applied with the

normal clear system of signaling.

Every trong and
cheerfully has left a hopeful impulse be-
hind it in the world, and bettered the tra-

dition of mankind.—R. L. Sta

Good Lamp Performance.
On thi & Old,, R

where tin system •> automatic electric

Rise! to work' If the knowledge is

real, employ it, wrestle with nature; test

the strength of thy theories; see if they
will support the trial; act !—Aloysius.
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Locomotive Running Repairs

VII. Grinding Valves and Cocks.

It is a good rule to establish, that at

the time that boilers are washed out the

check valves should be examined, and the

caps removed, and pains taken to observe

that the passages in the checks are per-

fectly clear, and that the joints are prop-

erly adapted to the seats. In is particu-

larly noticeable that in boiler washing,

scale and other impurities are very apt

to become located in the check valves, and

if allowed to remain, not only will the

valves begin to leak, but they will at

once affect tin- free working of the in-

jectors.

Should the check valves require re-

grinding, it will readily be found that

finely powdered grindstone mixed with

soap till it has the consistency of paste,

will be of better service than emery and

oil. The peculiar hardness of emery
renders it very apt to cut even the hardest

brass. Even with pulverized sandstone

of the finest kind it is necessary after a

few half turns to lift the parts away
from each other slightly in order that the

wet material may continue to flow freely

between. In the event of the faces being

cut, it is best to reduce the surfaces to as

nearly a fit as possible by smooth filing

before beginning the grinding operation.

When the two surfaces are apparently

ground to a fit, they should be thoroughly-

dried with cotton waste, and then rubbed

r tightly until the surfaces are

polished. Should any unpolished parts

remain visible, the grinding should be

i. and the re-polishing continued
• is made.

I In- same remarks apply in a general

I - and others of the

rigs. In the care of

i~ advisable to ro-

ller, and in the

di igned appa

the plug may be readily held in the

1, and the shell may
ind on the plug. t.

ell a little a v.

hall turn, continuing

ihe operation
I Ive talf turns,

•
'.) and plug should then b

fully cleaned and rubb tl together. The
itself by lines

I 11 t. and on 1

bbi

•h of the plug

\n ap-

-
-.'.- will

of the

devices that reduce the amount of manual

labor in grinding cocks, the most effective

being appliances where the plugs are held

firmly while the shells are attached to

mechanism making a partial revolution,

and are lifted at short intervals by an

eccentric contrivance from beneath, a

spring meanwhile bearing lightly on the

top of the shell. An extensive apparatus

of this kind is in operation at the Burn-

side shops of the Illinois Central Rail-

il Chicago, and the results are said

to be of the most satisfactory kind.

The refitting and the readjustment of

the safety valves are operations that are

to be anticipated among the necessities of

locomotive service. Impurities in the

water are apt to be caught on the oc-

casion of the shutting of the valves. The
springs vary in their tension on account

of the heating and cooling to which they

are subjected, the tendency being that

after a few weeks' service the point of

pressure at which the valves will open
and allow the steam to blow oft will de-

crease, rendering a readjustment neces-

sary. Coincident with a contemplated

change in the tension of the safety valve

springs, it is well to be assured that the

steam gauge has not also undergone
some change in the recording of the

steam pressure. One is as likely t<. 11111

into error as the other, and the brief

time taken in testing a stean

is time well spent preparatory to the

readjustment of the safety valve

springs.

In the safety valves there are u

two small holes drilled in the upper sur-

face of the valve, into which a two
1

i fork, with attached handle like

a boring brace, can be readily applied and
the g ling proceeded with as in the

case of a check or angle valve, care he-

me taken that the valve should be lifted

1 intervals. Drying and polishing

will readily show the nature and extent

• I the heaiing If much grinding is re-

quired t.i !ii the joint, the tender 1

form a shoulder on the valve i^ \m-
great, especially when the <-. .arser kind

"f emery is user], but protuberances may
readily he removed by filing without the

the shoulder in the

In adjusting the safety valvi

should be taken that the valve stem does

hole in

•

slighl variation from tie- exacl

without the possibility of the stem rub-

this kind readily affecting the opening

and shutting of the valve. In adjusting

the pressure on the safety valves it is

well that the valves should not be both

set at exactly the same pressure. A
variation not exceeding five pounds,
many roads make it two or three, is

advisable, as it is not necessary

that both valves should open un-

less in cases of rapid increase

in steam pressure. All steam escaping

from the safety valves is a waste of

energy, and on the opening of the first

valve, set to the lower pressure, the ex-

perienced engineer knows to put the in-

jector in operation or open the furnace

door or institute some other method of

utilizing the overplus energy, or diminish-

ing the fuel consumption, which is always

a vital as well as a burning question in

the economical use of steam as a motive

power. In the setting of the safety valves

at a varied pressure it is also an item of

economy to set the best working valve

where a difference is discernable, at the

lightest pressure. It will be readily

noted that both valves rarely close with

the same degree of rapidity, and the quick

closing valve is, of course, the more
economical.

With regard to the gauge cocks, many
clever devices have been tried to facili-

tate the self-grinding idea, which would
be an excellent improvement if it worked
as well in practice as in theory. Their
tendency to leak is very great, as they

are constantly being used by the care-

ful engineer and fireman, and scale or

ether impurities readily lodge between
the joints of the stem and seat. In

many roundhouses a supply of gauge
• ocks 1- kept on hand, and in the period

of boiler washing, or on other oc-

casions, when the boiler is partially

cooled, the gauge cocks that may be
leaking can be quickly exchanged, and
the refitting of the valves performed
under favorable conditions.

VIII. Injector and Lubricator

Troubles.

I hen is much more likelihood in

troubles arising with the injector con-
tli.ni there is about (he in-

jector itself I he pi]"' i leading to

lector should never

be smaller in si^e than the in-

iccti >r connei tion Nearly all inji ctoi

used on locomotives are known as the

lifting type. In order that the injector

niently reached in the cab
' lie' locomotive it is usually placed

than tin water in the tank, and
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consequently the water must be lifted the

amount of difference between the surface

of the water and the injector opening.

In order to lift the water, a vacuum is

produced in the pipe leading from the

tank to the injector, by admitting steam

into the injector and allowing it to pass

through into the overflow pipe. The in-

terior of the injector is so constructed that

the steam finds its way into the overflow

pipe much more readily than it does into

the pipe leading to the tank. The air in

the pipe leading to the tank is induced

to mix with the steam and pass out at

the overflow pipe, while the weight of the

atmosphere on the surface of the water

in the tank forces the water into the

vacuum thus produced. The joints form-

ing the connection between the injector

and the tank should be of the most se-

cure kind, as a leak in this pipe will

greatly diminish, if it does not altogether

stop " the operation of the injector. In

some experiments where injectors are

placed below the level of the water in

the tank the improvement in the working
of the injector is of a marked kind.

In all injector troubles the failure of

the water to reach the injector is the

most common, and if there is water in the

tank and the surface be not frozen, as

it may readily be in winter, the trouble

will likely be by reason of a leak in the

suction pipe or by clogging of the strain-

ers. A heated suction pipe also often re-

fuses to supply water in sufficient quantity

for the effective use of the injector. In

cases where the injector lifts the water
and fails to force it into the boiler, the

trouble should be readily evident by the

behavior of the injector. If the steam

should blow back into the tank it will

either be caused by reason of the overflow

valve being partly closed, thereby prevent-

ing a ready escape for the combined
steam and water which is necessary until

the mixture of the two bodies have ac-

cumulated sufficient momentum to pass

through the check valve opening into the

boiler, or it may be caused by the stick-

ing of the check valve which, though rare-

ly the case, sometimes happens in instances

where impurities in the water tend to

form solutions that are particularly ad-

hesive in their nature, acting like glue in

joining the check valve to the valve seat.

A slight tap on the check will sometimes
relieve a sticking valve.

Some simple remedies there are that

may be temporarily effective as in the case

of clogged strainers or obstructions in

the suction pipe. In such cases the over-

flow valve should be closed and the

steam blown back through the suction

pipe into the tank. This may clear the

pipe but the tank and the strainer should

be cleaned as speedily as possible, as the

tendency to accumulate impurities in the

tank is very great, and nearly all strainers

in use in locomotive tanks not only col-

lect impurities but hold them at the en-

trance of the suction pipe where detached

particles sooner or later find their way
through and so increase the chances of

injector troubles.

As is well known, the degree of per-

fection to which the mechanism of the in-

jector has attained has been the result of

very extensive and careful experiments,

the taper openings compressing the mix-

ture of steam and water faciliating and
reducing the current in one direction and
retarding or entirely checking it in an-

other, are not subject to improvement by

changes in their relation to each other,

therefore the repairing of injectors should

be intrusted only to the most proficient

mechanics— specialists familiar with the

parts. Specialists do not spring like

Athene fully armed from the brow of

Jove, but acquire their knowledge by long

and careful practical experience. Parts

furnished by the original constructors are

usually nearer perfection in detail than

rough and ready substitutes, and the

trained mechanic will prefer their use

when a replacing of worn parts is

necessary. Much may be saved by a sys-

tematic cleaning of injectors, especially

where deposits of carbonate of lime are

formed. Injectors may be readily cleared

of all incrustations by immersing them in

a bath of benzine or diluted muriatic

acid, the mixture being ten or twelve

parts of water to one of acid.

In taking an injector apart it will often

be found that the joints have acquired a

degree of tightness which almost renders

them liable to distortion by reason of the

force required to loosen the joints. In

such cases it will be found that slightly

heating the joints aids greatly in their

liability to slacken, as brass expands rapid-

ly in heating. In many shops a supply of

injectors, cleaned, repaired and tested,

are usually kept on hand, so that when
an injector is reported to be defective it

can be disconnected and another put in its

place, thus avoiding delay and allowing

the skilled mechanics to examine the in-

jector under favorable conditions and

with proper tools at hand. The practice

of striking injectors with hammers and

other hardened tools is a very objection-

able one. The blows rarely have the

effect of dislodging any obstruction in the

chambers or tubes of the injectors, while

the fine appearance of the injector is ir-

retrievably destroyed.

Lubricators.

The almost universal application of

lubricators to the locomotive is one of

the most useful attachments ever applied

to the steam engine. Like the injector,

its perfection has not been the work of

a day. A constant supply of oil to the

running parts of an engine accurately

gauged to the requirements of the service

was something almost beyond mere hu-

man possibility of accomplishment. The
application of steam or compressed air to

the oil was an important step, culminating

in the introduction of a series of force

pumps supplying a positive and regular

supply of oil, which had hitherto been im-

possible to the parts where the back-

pressure of steam interfered with the free

and constant flow of the lubricant. Obstruc-

tions, of course, may interfere with the

flow of oil at any time, and if from any
cause the appliance ceases to perform its

functions, the best method is in the case

of the common lubricator to open the bot-

tom cocks and allow a full pressure of

steam to blow through. If the trouble

continues, the glass tubes should be re-

moved and the small feeders carefully

examined, when it will likely be found
that the small openings have been choked
with some substance easily removed. If

the openings are perfectly clear, the top

chamber should be removed, when the

feed pipes may be readily observed. Their
liability to break or become stopped up
is not great, but it is possible, and they

should be occasionally cleared and tested.

The quality of the oil is also of consider-

able importance in the working of the

lubricator, as well as in the lubrication of

the machinery and it is generally

discovered that the cheapest lubricant is

nearly always the worst.

Questions Answered
DRIVF.R BRAKE RUBBING WHEEL.

62. R. K.. Indianapolis, Ind., writes:

How can you keep the brake shoes

from rubbing continuously on the tires

with cam-driver brakes? A.—The con-

tinuous rubbing of these brake shoes is

generally caused by the shoe not be-

ing properly balanced as it is suspended
by a pin in the hanger. A piece of

heavy bent iron wire or a small bent
iron rod placed between the shoe and
the hanger will keep the point of the

shoe away from the wheel and not in

the least interfere with the application

of brakes.

END PLAY OF DYNAMO SHAFT.

63. G. B. S., Three Forks, Mont..
writes as follows : In a baggage car con-
taining a dynamo for train lighting, which

haft placed lengthwise of the car.

When the car is maintaining an even speed
of forty miles an hour on level track dy-

namo running, will the shaft be carried in

its bearings the same as when train is

standing, or will it crowd the rear bearing
causing hub friction? If so, how much

in. shaft. 8 ft. long, bearings 6

in. long, shaft and attached weighing 850
\. The shaft will rotate in its

bearings just as if the train was at rest.

A good proof of this is a passenger seated

in a car traveling at high speed. The
passenger does not feel any tendency to

move forward or back. If, however, the
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will b

11 the

thrown

il is with

: velocity will

on< end or the

1 n nt and

otating rapidly under

otoi there is always

11 between the
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in showing

1.4. K. X.. Wheeling, \\

ng to be

quipped \\ ith

ul 'in the road and

dependent brake valve rotary

idly that the brake

1 ii.' v, hei Is r

A.—In 1- due

. skel of

alve, the first

unscrew the

• of the reducing \

;'i 1 w 1 illld lie cut 1

1 e, afterwan

hould be whittled off at lie 1 nd

1 1 ing th e 1

ind ure when the

the plug

11 be removed i 1

should the di

- ing .in applii atii m 1 -1 the brake,

and also that it will be seen

opet repairs are

made in '

which

. idge in a

tilts Would

put the

d end of the radius rod by a

chain or otherwise to the valve cri

Blocks of wood should be placed 111 the

link so that the link would be su

in a central position on the link block.

The valve should also be centralis

The disconnecting of any other part will

depend largely On the nature of th

- a rule, breakages of the Wal-

; are extremely rare.

ID WATER LEVEL.

'; !'.. k. I
. Los Vngeles, Cal., writes

Is the movement of water in thi

. a locomotive an infallible sign

of the true water level in 1

'.

No, it is not an infallible sign

something may be wrong and yet let the

water move. If the opening into the

at the bottom of the glass is closed

or stopped up, the water will remain at

a constant level, and this level will he. of

utterly unreliable as an indii ition

of the true level of water in the boiler.

If the ti 1] |i ised or tie
I

ed up or even clog]

top of the engine may tai.

at 1 -f the gauge gl.

later on some of it will flow back, ami

slight fluctuations may be noticed in the

glass, lint the movement will be compara-

tively slow, and the height of the wain

in the glass will be utterly unreliable.

Safety and good practice demand that tin:

glass water gauge and the gauge cocks as

well be frequently blown out and the

led by the flow fri mi

SPEED OF GRIM

K . Santa Maria, Cal

What is the proper speed that a

11 nld revolve at that the best re-

sults may he obtained-—A. This

th.
: • of the grim 1st me

ufficient to make the

water fly in drops or small streams mi the

surface, it should give satisfactory results

1 11 the . a: e of a grindstone threi

iiiii.'t\ rev ilutii

minute tvi I to be verj

able. The- will give a surf.i. - veil icitj ol

per minute, which would

be a fair standard fur any othei

K., Indianapolis, Ind.

out 1 .1 the

.i would you

nt when
thi boilei

: thing t.. do would
iap up t he

I 1*1 lll.l I!

ure and repack,

SUBDUING NO!

70. J. L. M., Saratoga, WY.m .1

ive letter asks us: What mile 1 51

method of subduing the noise of the

F.ames brake ejector and safety valves

of a locomotive?—A. The solving of this

problem occupied the brightest minds of

the New York 1 levated Railroad for

many years. In the early So's they pro-

vided tin- locomotives with small cylindri-

cal receptacles with a capacity of about

two cu. ft., filled with glass beads. This

gave some, but not much, relief. After

several years a method of inserting a

number of small pipes about one-quarter

of an inch in diameter in the receptacle

was tried with better results.

BLOWER PIPE DISCONNECTED.

71. R. K., Indianapolis, Ind .

If the blower should become discon-

::• cted how w.mld you create a draught

on the fire: A.— If the air pump ex-

haust was piped to go up the

stack you might make a slight leak in

the air-brake system just enough to

keep the pump going long enough to

stimulate the lire as much as might be

Proceedings of Fuel Association.

The proceedings of the second

nual convention of the International

Railway Fuel Association held at Chi

i ag. . in May 1 >f the present yeai

ji st been published and forms a volumi

of over one hundred pages. In point oi

importance ..1" the subjects discussed

and the general high standard of value

..f the facts and ..pinions brought ou;

in the various debates, the volume is

. .f exe< pt and should be in

die hands of all who are interested i'

the supervision and encouragement in

locomotive ..p. 'ration to secure greater

efficiency in fuel consumption. In this

connection the paper read by Mr. P
readov w. eived with much

Some striking remarks war.

made by M r. Meadows on tin- tOl -

aide, the method adopted by the

committee of which Mr. Meadows was

chairman being to send out a set

uestions t.. the officers of a number
ih. ;

. iding railroad'-, and the re-

;
lies ware condensed by the commit-

tee and presented in brief form. Major
Mine, of the Union 1 'acific S. luthern

ill addre-s .a:

the subnet. as in full in

opy o f th

1

constitute

I., the volume. Tl

In mid apply to 'In '-.a .tn v.

1' Sebastian, 703 La Salle street station.

1, 111.

The intimate mixing of hydrocarbon

an explosive combustion that gives the

power for driving a gas engine
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

Brake Pipe Pressure Charts.

The two charts printed in this issue

will serve to illustrate the difficulty en-

countered in forcing compressed air in-

to and with drawing it from the brake

pipe on a long train of cars. It is gen-

erally supposed that if one end

d to the an::

the pressure will fall very rapidly

throughout the train, but this fit

thai with no triple val

sisting in the brake pipe reducti

brake pipe pn ure can be withdrawn
from thi 'in about as quickly

ion which requires a certain amount of

time, and added to this is the pipe fric-

tion encountered when there is but one

opening from which the air pressure

can be i

By referring to the charts it will be

seen that the fall of pressure on the

first car is \<i\ rapid, being to 39 lbs.

in the first fix

sure back of I

disturbed. Fifteen ter the

movement of the brake valve handle

the bral

had fallen 13 lbs and on th

nd is absolutely accurate and re-

liable, and Mr. W. V. Turner is pleased

to state the fact that those charts were

de by the hand of man.

' CHART BKAKE

with the valve handle in service position

as it can in the emergency p<>

The time that would be

get the rear brakes in a 100 car train

applied with an emergency application,

if the triple

making the reduction is shown,

as tin v the quick service

feature in applying brakes. It will also

be observed thai enlarging the exhaust

opening 1 >i br;
'

iuld not

hasten 1

1

brakes

of a train, as the fall of pressure is

shown with one end of the pipe' prac-

tically wide open.

Withdrawing the com
from the brake pipe is a matter of ex-

panding a certain volume of compress-

SO S3 GO OS 70 *S SO SS Oo

PIPE PRESS1

I pound,

this dm ire be

emained

differ-

ls' time

from br movement tin

pipe pn
lbs. and 1

The s

commei
the bral. ure on the 1

30th. 50th. 75th and 100th

train from \\ 1

rained.

The cl ibtained

Brakes Sticking.

may here be said concerning

"stuck" i
ticking," has

10 the term

"brakes creeping on," that is, the brake

applying when both valve handles of

the II 6 brake or the valve handles of

any bral re in running posi-

tion, bul said will have par-

ticular reference to the

Xo. t) distributing valve

with the quick action cap.

The automatic operation

of the distributing valve,

like a triple valve, depends

upon the creation

rentials in pressure

upon the opposite sides of

[ualizing valve pis-

1 once having sue-

in applying the

brake or moving the equal-

valve by lowering

brake pipe pressure below

that in the storage cham-

ber, it is evident that if the

brake is to be released

with the automatic brake

•he condition must

irsed, that is, the

brake pipe pressure must
It up beyond that

which has remained in the

chamber or this

t be reduced

pressure re-

maining in the brake pipe

v the applies;:

as- ,00,
I' '" under-

• that this differential

can be created

vithout rcsult-

or the

l< the brake

.ally unless the re-

quired d obi lined.

releasing is meant
the appli escap-

cavity of the

cqualizii

binder pressure

exhaust cavity of

'rake refusing to re-

kes will remain ap-

by the use of the chronograph, which i ny action of the dis-

electric: 1 simul- tributing valve or a triple valve, as in the

during i' brake
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e somewhere and holding

tinst the wheels or a brake

may not release due to a hand brake be-

ir due to a retaining valve be-

:ned up or closed with dirt.

There are therefore, several things

mst be observed in cases of

brakes failing to release, before there is

irt made to determine whether

he differential in pressure neces-

sary to release the brake, has been

and in the event of the brake

failing to release on a locomotive hav-

e No. 6 distributing valve, the

handles of both brake valves being in

running position, we have the advan-

tage here of being able to note by the

hand on the cylinder gauge whether

brake cylinder pressure has fallen or

escaped and if it has and the shoes do

not fall away from the wheels or if a

piston does not return to the end of its

stroke an examination of the brake rig-

ging, fulcrum castings or a test of the

lelease spring is necessary to locate the

to the application cylinder or in the ap-

plication cylinder pipe.

If the brake can be released by means

of the independent brake valve but can-

not be with the automatic brake valve,

it will be noted that application

cylinder pressure does not escape at the

automatic brake valve and the red hand

on the cylinder gauge does not fall and

it is evident that for some reason the

equalizing valve has not moved to re-

lease position or that there is some ob-

struction in the small ports of the dis-

tributing valve or in the release pipe

that is preventing the escape of appli-

cation cylinder air.

To find out whether the brake re-

gaining applied is due to an obstruction

in the release pipe, the quickest method

is to disconnect the release pipe at the

union connection near the distributing

valve, and if application cylinder pres-

sure then escapes and the brake releases

it indicates that the equalizing valve has

moved to release position and that there

Sou**r j*jcm

£y^£-/?G£-™c >

J I L

SECOND CHART.
^r J-/s*rJ£>i-E'

bul if the pressun doi - not

escape from the brake cylinders when

the handles are placed in their running

positions it is necessary I

the amount-, of air pressure en

and the automatic action of the dis-

tributing

It would fn i be neces '-<:,

be released by means

il Iter the

on cylinder.

is some obstruction in the release pipe

or in the branch between the brake

valves, possibly in the body of either

one of the brake valves.

If no pressure escapes as the release

pipe i disconnected and as the brake

si ill remains applied, it is evident that

there is an obstruction in the exhaust

i the equalizing valve preventing

capi of application cylinder pres-

oi tii. i quali zing \ ah e and piston

cannot be m. i\ ed to release position,

and an examination of the distributing

.

j in either case.

In the stopped up release pipe the

i !. ipped up port in the

retaining valve of a car brake is en-

countered, and the equalizing valve fails

to move to release position from the

same causes that a triple valve fails to,

and with an unobstructed exhaust port we

could at this time expect to find a stuck

equalizing valve or a stuck and badly

leaking packing ring on the equalizing

piston that would permit the pressure

chamber to charge without moving the

equalizing valve.

Again the equalizing piston may not

be moved to release position because of

a partial stoppage which does not al-

low the increased brake pipe pressure

to become effective on the equalizing

valve or because the pressure chamber

has become charged to a pressure that

is higher than the adjustment of the

brake pipe feed valve.

The foregoing test to determine the

cause of a brake sticking would be con-

sidered as a shop or roundhouse test,

01 it might be observed to some extent

while on a side track, but when hauling

a train of cars there is no time to in-

vestigate the cause of brakes sticking,

the idea is to get released by some

method as quickly as possible and at

the same time keep the train in motion.

If the brake on an engine applies and

releases promptly when influenced by

light brake pipe reductions, and if prop-

er pressures are maintained there can

be but very little opportunity for the

engine brake to stick after coupling to

the train, but should this occur there

are some other actions of the distribut-

ing valve which should be noted at the

same time the brake will not release,

and a close observance will lead to an

immediate discovery of the reason of

failure to release.

If after an application of the brake

the engine brake cannot be released

with either brake valve the stop cock

in the distributing valve supply pipe

would be closed and the brake cylinder

hose disconnected or a union fitting

loosened in order to bleed the pressure

from the cylinders.

This is meant for a time when the

cylinder hand shows a high pressure,

but if the shoes are merely dragging on

the wheels and there is a low brake

cylinder pressure regardless as to

whether the gauge shows it or not, it is

an indication that the application piston

lias moved to lap position before brake

cylinder pressure was entirely ex-

hausted.

This could occur only through a com-

bination of defects seldom encountered

If there is excessive frictional re-

tanci to the application pistons

movement in connection with a release

pipe restricted in the opening to such

:.n extent that brake cylinder pressure

can fall faster than application cylinder

e the application piston may as-

sumi lap position near the end of the
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release, trapping a light brake cylinder

pressure.

Again leakage from the brake

cylinders into the application cylinder

in conjunction with slide valve friction

may produce the same effect, but in

either case a light application from the

independent brake valve, followed by
a prompt movement to release position,

will effect a release of the engine brake.

It is assumed that the brake can be

applied and released by means of either

brake valve when an engine leaves the

roundhouse, and this being known by

the engineer it might be discovered

that the engine brake cannot be re-

leased when an attempt is made to al-

ternate the engine and train brakes upon
descending grades or if the engine

brake cannot be released by means of

the independent brake valve while the

train brakes are applied the engineer is

confronted with a situation that requires

immediate attention.

This trouble is the result of wrongly
connected air pipes. The application

cylinder pipe will be found connected

to the distributing valve at the point the

release pipe should be, and the en-

gineer should realize that such is the

case, as it is not likely that the applica-

tion cylinder pipe could become entire-

ly closed during a trip.

When this disorder is noticed under
the circumstances mentioned, a union
connection in the release pipe branch
between the brake valves should be

loosened, and if the pipes are crossed

a leak will start here and the engine

brake will release, the union should

then be disconnected and the inde-

pendent brake valve used in connection

with the automatic brake valve in ap-

plying the brakes until such a time that

the pipes can be properly connected
without causing any delay. If this

trouble of crossed application cylinder

and release pipes is not discovered until

a time when the driving wheels were
to pick up and slide during application

of the train brakes some damaged driv-

ing wheel tires would result. The only

way the engine brake could be released

is along with the train brakes, unless

the engineer was to instantly realize

what was wrong and close the stop

cock under the brake valve and place

the automatic brake valve in running
position, however, the only people who
can think that fast and as accurately

during emergencies are dime novel

herces, and the flat wheels, due to im-
proper piping, are up to the engine

house for an explanation.

Under ordinary conditions, if the

brake could be released with the inde-

pendent valve ..nd could not be re-

leased with the automatic there would
be no course left open but to release with

the independent valve and keep the

train in motion, and when the oppor-

tunity presented itself the drain plug

could be removed from the pressure

chamber of the distributing valve

reservoir, and if it is possible to move
the equalizing valve to release position

it will occur when the brake pipe is

charged with the pressure chamber
open to the atmosphere. This proceed-

ing would prevent any further applica-

tion of the automatic brake and the in-

dependent valve would be used to op-

crate the engine brake.

If the brake was operating perfectly

during all service brake pipe reductions

and occasion for using the brak'- valve

in emergency position occurred and the

brake valve remained in this position

for any length of time, should the brake
refuse to release when the valve handle

was returned to release and running

positions, it would indicate that the

pressure chamber of the distributing

valve had become overcharged while

the handle was in emergency position.

The brake should then be released by

means of the independent brake valve,

and in a short time an equilibrium of

pressure will be restored.

An action of this kind is made pos-

sible by an inoperative safety valve or

when the safety valve is apparently set

at 68 lbs.

An incorrect air gauge and a sluggish

feed valve would also aggravate this

trouble, which originates from the flow

of air from the main reservoir to the

application cylinder of the distributing

valve. If the pressure chamber became
charged to a higher pressure than the

feed valve was adjusted to maintain in

the brake pipe the equalizing valve would
not move to release position until brake

pipe pressure was increased or pressure

chamber pressure lowered.

If at such a time, due to a variation

in the gauges, the pressure chamber
were to contain about 72 lbs. pressure

and the cylinder gauge were to show
but 68 lbs., and if the brake pipe actual-

ly contained say 68 lbs. and the gauge
were to show 70 lbs., it is evident that

the equalizing valve would not move to

release position, but a quick movement
of the automatic brake valve to release

and back to running position will ef-

fect a release of the engine brake, but

if the pressure chamber were to become
charged to main reservoir pressure be-

cause of an inoperative safety valve the

brake would have to be released with the

independent valve.

If after an emergency application of

the brake, cither from the train or from
the brake valve, should the brake on the

engine fail to release when a release was
attempted, but instead a heavy blow should

occur at the distributing valve exhaust

port and continue until the car brakes

have re applied, it would indicate that

brake pipe pressure was escaping by the

way of quick action cylinder cap.

This would be caused by the slide valve

remaining in its open position after a

quick action application, and if tapping

the cap lightly would not reseat it, the

angle cock on the rear of the tender

should be closed and the brake pipe dis-

connected from the distributing valve and

plugged or a blind gasket inserted in the

union, as there is no stop cock located in

the brake pipe branch, and cutting out the

distributing valve in the regular way
would not alter the situation.

The reader will distinguish the dif-

ference between this effect and ordin-

ary leakage from the exhaust port of

the distributing valve, and in the event
of more than one brake sticking, or
rather if a number of brakes are stick-

ing in any part of the train, it would
not be reasonable to expect it to be
caused by a triple valve, but rather an
investigation as to main reservoir pres-

sure, volume, pump capacity, leakage,

and the manipulation of the brake valve
is in order, and the ability to get air

back into the brake pipe and maintain
the pressure must be known at all

limes, regardless as to whether brakes
are sticking or not.

Of course an emergency valve in a

triple valve remaining open could cause
ether brakes to apply, but by creating a

brake pipe leak only.

In case of a number of brakes on the
head end of a train applying after a
release the distributing valve will also
be affected and a quick movement of
the automatic brake valve to release
and back to running position is the
proper method of releasing them, pro-
vided of course, that there is an excess
pressure stored in the main reservoir.

Accident Record Three Months 1910.

According to accident bulletin No. 35.
issued recently by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, 1,100 persons were
killed and 21,232 injured by the the steam
railroads of the United States in January,
February and March, 1910.

This is an increase of 466 killed and
6,110 injured as compared with the same
period last year. These figures deal only
with employees on duty and passengers.
There were nineteen killed on electric

railways and 669 injured.

The number of casualties is unfortu-
nately made greater by two great disas-

ters—an avalanche in the State of Wash-
ington and a derailment in Iowa—both
in March. In these two disasters 141

persons were killed and fifty-two injured.

Inferior Handwriting.
The indications are that railway train

service is becoming safer year by year,
yet there is much to be desired in the
prevention of accidents. Mistakes in or-
ders continue to be the cause of many
fatalities. Two fertile causes of fatal

accidents receive too little attention
from officials. They are inferior tele-

graph operators and illegible handwrit-
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Electrical Department

Air Compressor Governor. tor. In the arrang

on a steam locomo tne work, instead of thi governoi

supplied with a governor yet in the two contacts for cutting in il

, may run practically all thi >t closes two contacts u 1

time. With the compressor on an dec- ergize an electro-magnet valve with cur

ise is dif-

ferent. It is supposed to cut in automat-

ically

value

ure falls to .1 certain

!0 lbs., and run until

600 Volt CornfL

rent from thi batteries winch

suppl} the low voltagi current to the

motoi control apparatus, and at th

time energize a wire in the train line.

1] 1 ns

a second cylind

taming- a piston, and ad-

mits air from thi

to the lowei - id

piston. Tins raises tin

piston until it ti

meets with two

and closes the circuit be-

tween them, and cuts 111

the compressor motor.

Simultaneously the elec-

tro-magnet vah '

Other cars in the train

rgized through

the wire in the train lim .

and cut in the 1

sor motors on all the

cars at the same timi .

With this system, if

the governor 01

1 lbs and car in the train happens to be set a little

then automatically cut out. The motor lower than the others, the compressor

!

nl inui 'us

id cannot run all the tin

1 ration of

:! if all tin

I train are

tme pres-

sure, thi vhose gov( r

will cut

1 wi irked. 1 hat this

that car will not he overworked, becausi

all the compressors on the train will < ul

ther

The Emery Lubricator.

Bv W. I!. KOUWENHOVEN.
Any one who has had to do wit

01 electrically driven cars knows
the difficulty of keeping the leather wash
ers or leather-, .is th. \

ll< d. soft and pliabli and in 1

hold their suction. Ml railwa

tli eti d with the shO]

1 i 11 line.

railroad - electric, know
the inn

the multiple unit switch equip

meiit soft and pliable. Unless tl

[ thi

hi

- ould not

next time tl
1

I

method may be satisfactory, but

this is seldom the casi Leat her when
and in apparatus

through which ci impressed air passes, dries

\ cry rapidly.

1 he Emery Lubricator is probably the

best method for maintaining the leather

on an air brake equipment and

on the unit switch apparatus in good con-

dition. This form of lubricator supplies

the necessary anionic to keep

the leather soft and pliable all the time.

! hey must, however, have been thorough-

he greased when the car was overhauled.

This lubricator is manufactured by the

Westinghouse Company and is supplied

with their multiple unit equipments on

tied rii moti >r placed in the

pipe hi" leading ft 111 the a mtrol reser-

voir t,. The Emery
Lubricator in form reminds one of an

inverted T-pipe connection. A stick 1 i

graphite is placed in the vertical part

1 : the I and 1- fi d down by spring pres-

sure into the horizontal part. The air on

from the control reservoir to the

multiple unit switches passes through the

horizontal part of the inverted T, and

in doing - to pass close around

the stick of graphite, picking up the small

particles of graphite and carrying them
along with it. These small parti

graphite are sufficient to keep the leather'

soft and completely prevents their drying

and cracking. The rate at which the

graphite stick is fed down into the air

ed This lubri-

cator affords a vcr\ simple, efficient and

[OTOR CONTRi

leather

ondition

are no parts to get out of order

and the only atti ntii m requin d

lew graphite stick when the old

id up.

Telephone Instead of Bell Cord.

whistling and hand
1 r lamp signals, the Pennsylvania is work-

a new plan. A train was equi] -

1 two teli phi mes, with wires be-

hi enginei 1 and the train caboose
I hi si telephones wore placed in reach

of the engineer and the men occupying

tin cabi
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General Foremen's Department

General Foremen's Proceedings.

The proceedings of the International

Railway General Foremen's Associa-

tion has just come from the press. It

contains the full text of the papers

read at the sixth annual convention

held last May at Cincinnati. It also

contains the discussions thereon, the

list of officers elected and the full list

of active, associate and honorary mem-
bers. The list of subjects for 1911 is

given below and we desire here to say
that we will be glad to have the views

of any of our readers on the subject?

chosen. The full expression of opinion

and the information which can be

brought out in the columns of our pa-

per may very materially help in the

preparation of papers for the 191 1 con-

vention.

Subject No. 1.
—"How Can Shop Fore-

men Best Promote Efficiency?" F. C.

Pickard, chairman, M. M., C. H. & D.

Railway, Indianapolis, Ind. Subject

No. 2.
—"Why Is It Necessary to have

Wheel Fit, Engine Truck and Driving

Wheels Larger than Diameter of Jour-
nal?" Stephen A. Motta, chairman.

general foreman Nationale de Mexico
Railway, Aguascalientis, Mex. Subject

No. 3.—"Shop Kinks," H. D. Kelley,

chairman, general foreman C. & X. W.
Railway, Chicago, III. Subject No. 4.

—

"Method of Shop Organization." D. E.

Barton, chairman, general foreman L.

D., A. T. & S. F. Railway. Topeka.
Kan.

Location of Water Delivery.

Some light was thrown on the impor-

tant subject of the location of the point

of water delivery in a locomotive boiler

by a paper read by Mr. A. F. Bradford,

general foreman of the Big Four at Ur-
bana, III. Among other tilings Mr.

Bradford said:

"The location of the point of water de-

livery in a boiler has until recently been

little thought of, and only until the check

valve was placed above the water line was
there much discussion on this subject.

One place where I think the water should

never enter the boiler is near the firebox,

as this is the hottest part of the boiler,

and the forcing of cold water against the

extremely hot surfaces would cause con-

siderable damage, resulting in cracked

sheets. At the present time many roads

are experimenting with the method of in-

jecting the water into the boiler above

the water line, the injected water being

sprayed in, and by the time it reaches the

water line it is hot. It is readily seen

that by this method there will be no

trouble with flues on account of forcing

the cold water in against them, but, will

the boiler steam as well and operate as

economically as where the water is fed

in below the water line? Some say the

engine- steam better, and also that it is

more economical. As for steaming, I

cannot say, hut I should think that the

steam would be of poorer quality, and also

that more economy is gained by placing

the feed water inlet below the water line

on the side of the boiler back of the flue

sheet.

"By feeding the water in below tin-

water line a better quality of steam would

be obtained ; for if the cold water were

sprayed in the steam, it would make the

steam wet or of poor quality and dryness

of steam is quite a factor in the operation

of a locomotive. Even if the spray 1- no!

placed close to the steam dome, it is

plainly visible that the steam would not

be of the same quality as if no water were

mixed wit! it. Vnother, and more im-

portant, result is the short duration of the

staybblts and the tines, due to the water

being put into the boiler at such a low

temperature when the boiler is forced to

its great.
1 cy, and has led to a

vast number of experiments as to the

i of delivery to obtain a saving

in fuel, and to eliminate flue, staybolt and

sheet failures.

"If it were possible to feed an ordinary-

locomotive boiler with an injector with

water under high temperature, it would

not. in mj opinion, signify much as to

e water was delivered into

the boiler ; but as it is not possible to

ry work out of an injector

with water at a temperature much above

l-'ahr.. it is best. I believe, to

deliver water at a point as far removed

from the firebox as it is possible to have

it. and al iver it at a point high

up. if not on •

iler. The old

and gi 1 practice of in-

troducing the feed water into tli

below the high-water level, still prevails

in the m ses, although in some

cases the water is introduced into the

steam space of the boiler, particularly

where check valves of the Phillips pat-

tern are used, on top of the boiler."

In the paper on the same subject, writ-

ten by Mr. ('. W. Seddon, superintendent

of motive power of the Duluth, Missabe

& Northern at Proctor, Minn., the writer

went into the subject very thoroughly.

We give a few extracts, as follows:

"It is a well-known fact that where

cold water mixes with hot water, tin- cold

water will fall and settle to the bottom of

the lowest point of a boiler ; which in a

locomotive would be around the water leg

and bottom flues. Now with the old

method, the custom is to deliver the water

in a locomotive boiler in a 2-in. solid

volume, the boiler check being located in

the front course of the boiler, about mid-

. r. up, so that when the engine is work-

ing bard, using both injectors, there are

two solid streams of cold water being

forced into the boiler, mixing with the

hot water already therein. What is the

result ? The only possible thing that can

happen to this cold water is to settle

1 und the water leg and bottom of tubes,

cooling this part of the boiler. This

variation in temperature is bound to con-

tract the sheets and tubes, causing them

to kak, and in many cases causing the

side sheets to crack and staybolts to

break. Is it not reasonable to suppose

that if this feed water is heated to the

ame temperature as the water in the

boiler, that a great deal of flue and fire-

box trouble can be eliminated?"

Speaking of two engines which would

11. Mr. Seddon said he came to

lusion that the feed water deliv-

ery bad a good deal to do with it. He
experimented accordingly. He says:

"We first connected an elbow to the

boiler check on the inside of the boiler

and carried the feed water as near to the

surface of the water level in the boiler

'ore discharging it. After

trying this we found we were able to

ibout two round trips without en-

iling. Previously that had failed

in one. This experiment proved conclu-

sively that there was an improvement and

trouble was due to feed water

ns. I then decided that (if what

we had done was an improvement) to de-

liver the water into the steam space in a

spray. To do this I placed on each side

1 copper pipe, connected to the boiler

exti nding about 18 ins. inside, with

iHj-in. holes drilled on the upper side, so

as to keep the water in suspension as

long as possible, allowing the feed water

to absorb heat from high pressure steam

before mingling with other water in the

boiler. After supplying feed water in

nner, the boiler trouble on these

ntirely ceased, and from that day

to this we have not had a minute's delay

charged against these engines, on account

of tube or boiler trouble. Later on we
had another engine giving trouble from

tubes leaking, and in order to further

demonstrate what could be done, I de-

cided to change the feed water arrange-
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boiler in the

same manner as in the other cases. Af-

ter the engine came in leaking badly, we

made the change and sent the engine out

without permitting the boilermaker to go

inside to make repairs, the engine going

out in the same condition as when she

came in. The result was the tubes im-

mediately dried up, and from that time

until the engine went into the shop, some

six months later, we never found it neces-

sary to send a boilermaker into this en-

gine's firebox. This convinced me beyond

any doubt that the old way of water de-

livery was entirely wrong, and I imme-

diately ordered all our locomotives to

have feed water delivery tubes applied in

the manner described. This order was

put into effect about July, 1907, and in

the spring of 1908 we had all of our en-

gines so equipped."

The few extracts which we have given

from these two excellent papers serve to

show the importance of the subject. We
would like to hear from any of our read-

ers who have had any experience with

the effect of the location of the point of

feed water delivery.

The Cleaning of Ash Pans.

At the recent General Foremen's

Convention at Cincinnati, the discussion

which followed the reading of the pa-

per on the method used by the Great

Northern to clean ash pans to comply

with the Interstate Commerce Law was

direct and to the point. Dealing with

the time required. Mr (', W
tin I'm burgh

d

question of

the time il taki to 1 lean ash pans,

that it takes li mgi r

11 them.
- while

hopper.

the condition of the

trouble with

rail ii

oinl lid: "Dui ing

d

tion is, but perhaps 25 per cent, of the

engines in this country have the narrow,

shallow pans, and there are a great

many inconveniences. One of the most

vital things is draughting the engine. If

you use a different method from the

ordinary damper, it will destroy the air.

I believe, because of this condition, we
have not been required to meet it as the

law intended we should. One person

asked me what he could do with the

draughting of the engine. If you have a

7 or 8 or 9-in. ash pan you cannot de-

stroy much of that space by lowering

the ash pan and taking air under the

mud ring. Two of the most essential

things to be considered are time and

the draughting of the engines. A gen-

tleman spoke of the pan freezing up

and the time required to clean it. 1

have not found a condition but it is

possible to meet it in 15 seconds."

Mr. J. E. Buckingham, master me-

chanic of the Union Stock Yards Com-

pany at Chicago, said: "Although we
are a small terminal road, we have to

take into consideration the dropping of

fire. We work for the packing-house

and stock yards and there is more or

less hay in the cars there, which makes

it necessary for us to keep our dam-

pers down. We have drilled holes in

the ash pans and have covered them with

netting. We have a damper in the fire-

box. We do not clean our ash pans on

the road, but only as they come in on

the pit. We have a i
JA-in. bushing

that we have adopted, placed in the

side sheet, about four rows above the

mud ring, running down over the back

axle. We put in four nipples each way.

/clean out the

!;< Union Pacific have adopted

tern and they run theirs out of

the running

1 I "arc about 15

prise you to know what we get through

these meetings. They are well worth

holding. Sometimes a fellow will come

in with a big story about some foreman.

Lots of times it amounts to a great deal,

and part of the time it is a waste of time

to investigate. We do not have any

unions, and I think that the way we

handle men is satisfactory to the men."

Mr. T. H. Ogden, president of the asso-

ciation, at this meeting said : "The idea

that Brother Boyden has started is a

topic that we need to pay more attention

to than to some new invention or process.

We have got to get next to our men, or

they are going to get away from us.

Some of our foremen are not acting in

harmony with their men, and they lose

prestige by the manner in which they ad-

dress them. We ought to take up in our

conventions the different methods of

handling men. Anything that will bring

them together."

Handling Men.

pertinent remarks were

ent convention of the In-

General F01

ion as the various topics

\1111 ing these n

by Mr J. A 1

general the Erie Rail

" In handling men the gi neral foreman

r, used by the

We hi ild a

• with the repn 1 ntative • of each

ents the first

mi nth. It is held in my office.

rred Thi se rcpre-

sentatn es gel ci of all the

1

!,

is what they have fur the betterment of

e have gone through

i li individual what
1

1

ive, and it would sur-

N. Y. C. Shops at Corning, N. Y.

One of the most thoroughly equipped

roundhouses of recent construction has

just been completed by the New York

Central at Corning, N. Y. It is situated

in a picturesque valley among the hills

near the city of Corning, N. Y. The

main building is a semi-circular struc-

ture of substantial and elegant design,

the walls being of brick resting on mas-

sive blocks of gray granite, the supporting

columns and roof girders being of steel.

There are thirty stalls capable of ac-

commodating the largest locomotives with

ample passageways at either end, the en-

tire flooring and pits being solidly ce-

mented. Six of the pits are furnished

with drop pits into which driving wheels

and trucks may be expeditiously lowered,

and the locomotives moved backwards a

sufficient distance to admit of the removal

of the wheels. This section of the round-

house extends a distance of more than

20 ft. outwards from the main line

of the building, and turning tables are

1 laced at the end at each of the six pits

11 which the wheels maj be readily

to a trai I. li ading under a covered

I
,

hop.

It may be Mated that during the re

moval of wheels or trucks, the trouble

arising from the moving of the locomotive

li rabli distan e, oca

might do, the escape of smoke and gases

into the building, is provided for by an

on of the smoke jacks in the roof

of the building wherebj the smokestacks

are kept enclosed in the extended jack.

his, however, is only one of the lesser

improvements enhancing, as it does, the

general efficiency and consequent comfort

of the uf n • ngaged in the roundhouse.

Near the ba: e of 1 ai h of the columns oi

the building there is attached a number

of valves and other devices. Two of

re attached to steam pipes having

a constant pressure of no lbs. Two
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others are attached to pipes leading to the

compressed air reservoir, the pressure be-

ing at 100 lbs. There is also an electric

light attachment in a neat cabinet. This

is for the convenience of the mechanics

and others who can readily attach a coil

of electric wire and proceed with an in-

candescent bulb to any part of the loco-

motive requiring their attention.

To the columns are also attached a

very complete system of pipes and valves

comprising a boiler emptying, washing,

and filling system. When the locomotive

arrives in the roundhouse for the purpose

of having the boiler washed out, a con-

nection is made with the boiler to one

of these pipes and the water is rapidly

sucked out of the boiler and conveyed

through a filtering apparatus into a tank

from which the boilers are refilled. As
soon as the boiler is emptied and the wash

plugs removed, a new connection is made
to another system of piping, and a stream

and encircle the entire inner substructure

of the building. There are also several

large openings in the pits into which the

hot air is injected so that the round-

housemen at Corning can contemplate the

coming winter with equanimity.

About 120 locomotives, 65 of which are

freight engines, are regularly attended

to at Corning. The coaling appliances

consist of two alternating buckets w irk

ing in a steel and concrete tower. The
action of the buckets is simple and auto-

matic. The descending bucket on Hearing

the bottom of the shaft opens the coal

chute and the bucket is filled from the

supply bin. On raising the bucket, the

chute is securely closed and on reaching

the top of the tower the emptying into the

locomotive tank is also automatic. Two
men manage the entire mechanism, one

man running the motor and the other

attending to the regulating of the supply

of coal. A sand furnace is also at hand,

and pumps all of the latest and best de-

signs, the entire equipment forming al-

together a model modern house.

I hi re are quarters fitted up as an

hospital which is supplied with medical

requisites for the sick and injured, and

with telephone connection to two local

medical men.

We had the pleasure of meeting Mr.

John Howard, the superintendent of mo-
tive power, who has given much personal

n to perfecting the details of the

new roundhouses, and we were glad to

learn that his plans embrace the beautify-

ing of the grounds, which are already so

well adapted to this treatment by loca-

tion. In a short time the buildings will

be surrounded in a way not common to

roundhouses. Mr. Howard has been pe-

culiarly fortunate in choosing assistants

worthy of the new establishment. Mr.

G. B. Walsh, general foreman, anil Mr.

D. Stimson, are familiar with the con-

NEW YORK 1

of water at no degs. Fahr. and 100 lbs.

pressure is turned into the boiler. After

a thorough and systematic washing and

inspection, still another attachment is

made with a hot water tank where a

constant supply of water at 212 degs. Fahr.

is maintained. The heating of this water

is a matter of little cost, as we have

already stated the hot water from the

boilers is, after being cleared of impuri-

ties, retained in this tank, and but little

of the original heat is lost.

In addition to these appliances there is

a portable fuel kindling apparatus com-
bining a strong jet of compressed air

and crude oil. A jet from the kindling

n achine is let loose upon the coal in the

fire box and the white flames are filling

the flues, and the safety valves are trem-

bling into activity in a few minutes. The
fire-proof oil hor.e and other appliances

are all carefully safeguarded, and all com-
bine to render the washing of a boiler a

matter of brief and easy accomplishment.

This reminds us of the heating ap-

pliances which are of the warm air kind,

RAILROAD Ri II ND HOUSE AT Cl >:•

struction of every detail of the works, and

in their hands, the skilled mechanics, of

which there are already about 150 em-

ill give a good account of them-

selves and maintain a high standard of

in the running reports of the

hundreds of locomotives that call in at

The works are an important

addition to the thriving city, and many
new buildings are already being erected

in the vicinity.

and a suction apparatus conveys the dried

sand in pipes to suitable attachments

over the three inspection pits. These

pits are cemented, and are over 4 ft.

deep and about 50 ft. long. Every loco-

motive coming in or out of the round-

house passes over one or other of these

pits, and is thoroughly inspected.

Proceeding to the machine shop under

the covered way, we find a very select

and complete assortment of machines

suited foi e work embracing one

wheel lathe, one slotter, two planers, one

shaper, a hydraulic press, and pi

flue cutting machines, five lathes and two

drill presses, bolt cutting maclm
boring mills, and emery wheels. These

machines are driven by two electric

motors of thirty horse power each. There

are also two forges and a very complete

copper and tin smithy.

In the adjacent power house there are

two high speed horizontal steam engines

of 150 h. p. each. There is also a com-

pressor with a capacity of 1,800 ft. per

minute, besides an assortment of dynamos

Theory Practice.

There has always been undue im-

portance attached to the ability to im-

part technical instruction. In the col-

leges where book learning concerning

engineering matters is given to young
men, the ability to teach that line of

knowledge is valued much higher than

the ability to give instruction in man-
ual operations; yet the ability to in-

struct in the practical mechanic arts

is much more rare than the ability to

explain the theory of the same.
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Heavy Pacific for the Vandalia.

Until recently an Atlantic typi

having a total weight of 185,000

ight on drivers of 107.500

nders _m x 26 ins., and a maximum
ver of 24,650 lbs., ha

the standard class of passenger 1< icomo

d on the Vandalia Line. Dur-

ing the past few years, however, the re-

quirements in passenger service have

increased to such an extent that a heav-

ier class of power than can be provided

in the Atlantic type of locomotive is

now needed to handle certain of their

trains. In consequence, in ordering

new passenger equipment from the

American Locomotive Company in

December, 1909, the officials of the

Vandalia Line purchased four heavy

Pacific type locomotives. Prior to the

advent of these engines the Vandalia

was one of the few important roads in

the country on which the Pacific type

against east-bound traffic is accom-
plished by a series of short, easy as-

cents over rolling country with long

-t retches of practically level track in

between. Practically the only grade of

n> consequence against east-bound

traffic lie- between Reelsville and Al-

meda, where in a distance of approxi-

mately 8 miles the total rise is 216 ft.,

giving an average gradient of 0.503 per

cent. Going in the other direction, the

grade conditions are still easier, there

being several long, easy slopes in

favor of westward traffic. When the

engines were first put in service it was

necessary to make some minor

changes in the front-end arrangement,

which was the Vandalia standard.

After that the engines steami d freely

and no trouble was experienced.

From a table furnished by the rail-

way showing some typical runs made
by one of these engines it is apparent

t'.ve Company for the Pennsylvania

Railroad, the use of which on the Van-
dalia road was practically prohibited

by the limit of 55,000 lbs. for the al-

lowable load per driving axle. The
principal difference between the two
designs are a reduction of the boiler

I
ressure from 210 to 200 lbs., and the

use ii a smaller boiler and firebox, the

boiler of the Vandalia locomotives be-

ing 70' _. ins. in diameter outside at the

first ring, while this dimension in the

Pennsylvania locomotives is 79M ins.

The boilers of both locomotives are of

the straight-top type, and the tubes in

each ease are 21 ft. long. In regard to

the firebox, that of the engines here

illustrated is ioSjs ins. long by 75J4
111- wide, having a grate area of 56^
sq. ft., while that of the Pennsylvania

locomotive is 111 ins. long by 8oJ4 ms.

nide. and has a grate area of 6t 8/10

sq. ft. These modifications in design

1 adopted for

ffici

n Inch well
1 1 1 1 lis on

division. Although de-

11 cat 1 1 ains, 1 he)

1 handle more

to a 1 1 .hi ( ifficials

that the work with

t,i I 1

pated in the nil conditions en

. inter. In 1 i

:
- .iin 1 1 1 . 1 r 1 1 1

e n -

of the

ing that the) ridi cer\

ly ,:t 60 miles per lioui and up

ward. i

if from

h 1
where the

curves ai harpest

curve on the division is

48 mins.

that tin een St. Li mis

and Summit if 217.8 miles,

is only 47.1

that the engines had no difficulty 111

maintaining the tram schedules An
1 1, in 1 if the figun - fi ir the d >al

consumption indicates that the engine

was not pushed to the limit ol its

1 apacity on any of the runs. The high-

est rale of coal consumption per square

foi ,r
1 1 grate arc a per hour ( whi( h was

calculated from the data furnished by

the raili oad is 1 inly 74.5 lbs.

n tin i' 'tal amount 1

1 trip, in v iew 1 if the tonnage

and speed maintained, are al

table.

Although the engines incorporate no

new or unusual features, they form an

nl example of a straight for

u anl, well pn ipi ii tii ned d

fully " orked out to meet the p

That the engine

I ad iptcd to meet these require

menl - 1- sin >wn by the train record

in the table referred to above The
entirely new and follows in

general ' standard pi

\- far as the cylinders and running

eat ire 1 mcerncd, it is practically

identical with the engines of the same

type built by the American Locomo

result in a reductii n of 14,000 lbs. in

the total weight of the locomotive.
1 -

] 1 t 1 . 1

, T
. type, simple piston valve, diameter 24

ins.; : tractive power, 31,800
lbs. est.

Wheel base, driving, 13 ft. 10 ins.; total, 35 ft.

zVi ins., total, engine and tender, 66 ft.

Weight, in working order, 256,000 His.; on dri-

vers, 1 62,000 lb nder, 401 .-

Keating surface Tubes, 4.19s sq. ft.; arch
tubes. 104 sq. it . total, 4,jSq sq. ft.

1 Ir ite area, 56
!

sq. ft.

Driving x 14 lbs.; others, 10
\ 1 1

in-., engine truck journals, diameter,

: imcter,

. O. D. Mist rini

working pressure, ^vo lbs.

ide; length, ioS^ ins.; width,
. n, ** in.: tube,

back
front, a'A ins.; sides, a

%A > ns -; back,

!

I igth, 21 ft.

in.; gauge, No. u B. W. G
Brake, pump, No n on left iiand side, one

•oy3 x 114 ms
.

r * a

Engine truck, 4-wheel center bearing.
Trailing truck, radial with outside journals.

Tcndei frame, 10 ins. and 12 ins. steel channels.
'Tank, style, watei bottom; capacity, 7.500 gals.

\2 t.ms.

Valves, type, Wilson piston, 14 ins. diameter;
am lap, 1 % ins; exhaust

i
in.

Til pear; 7-16 in. lead

back .year; '

( in. lead middle gear to

equalize il off.
i ieter outside tire, 80 ins.;

material, casl steel; engine truck, diameter,
if, ins.; kind, spoke center; trailing truck,

, kind, spoke.
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Items of Personal Interest

Mr. H. P. Abbey has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Missouri, Okla-

homa & Gulf, with office at Muskogee,
Okla.

Mr. C. C. Anthony has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Denver, North-

western & Pacific, with office at Den-
ver, Colo.

Mr. C. M. Stansbury has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Ocean
Shore Railway, with office at San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

Mr. H. J. Riddle has been appointed

assistant road foreman of engines on

the Vandalia Railroad, with headquarters

at Terre Haute, Ind.

Mr. C. A. Brandt has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with

office at Indianapolis, Ind.

Mr. H. L. Jace has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the South Dakota Cen-

tral, with office at Sioux Falls, S. D., vice

Mr. C. A. Swan, resigned.

Mr. J. H. Guess, general purchasing

agent of the National Railways of Mex-
ico City, has had his jurisdiction extended

over the Pan-American Railroad.

Mr. A. H. Brown has been appointed

assistant road foreman of engines on the

Illinois division of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern. This is a new office.

Mr. J. E. McLean has been appointed
master mechanic of the Kansas City

Southern, with office at Pittsburgh,

Kan., succeeding Mr. G. S. Hunter.

Mr. C. Harder has been appointed
mechanical engineer of the Kansas City

Southern, with office at Pittsburgh,

Kan., succeeding Mr. R. L. Langtim.

Mr. B. W. Venamon, has been appointed

district car inspector on the Northern dis-

trict of the Rock Island Lines at Cedar
Rapids, la., vice Mr. C. E. Priest, pro-

moted.

Mr. J. L. Cunningham has been ap-

pointed master mechanic on the New
York, Philadelphia & Norfolk at Cape
Charles City. Ya.. vice Mr. G. W. Rus-

sell, promoted.

Mr. G. W. Russell, master mechanic of

the New York. Philadelphia & Norfolk

at Cape Charles City, Va., has been ap-

pointed general equipment inspector on
the same road.

Mr. Percy R. Flanagan has been ap-

pointed general agent of the Chicago
Great Western Railroad, with headquar-

ters at Spokane, Wash., vice Mr. W. E.
Pinckney, resigned.

Mr. J. C. Brown, formerly traveling

engineer on the Cotton Belt, has resigned

to accept the position of railroad me-
chanical expert with the Pierce-Fordyce

Oil Association of Texas.

Mr. E F. Tegtmeyer has been appoint-

ed master mechanic of the Nebraska and

Colorado divisions of the Rock Island

Lines, with office at Goodland, Kan., vice

Mr. D. H. Speakman, resigned.

Mr. S. A. Rogers has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Balti-

more & Ohio Southwestern, with office

at Seymour, Ind., vice Mr. Richard Mal-
len, appointed trainmaster at Seymour.

Mr. Chas. Drury, general foreman of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at

Albuquerque, New Mexico, has been ap-

pointed division master mechanic at Ar-

kansas City, Kas., vice Mr. \Y. J. Hill,

transferred.

Mr. C. E. Priest, district car inspector

on the Northern district of the Rock
Island lines at Cedar Rapids, la., has been

appointed car foreman, with office at Inver

Grove, la., vice Mr. A. M. Grain, assigned

to other duties.

Mr. W. J. Hill, formerly division mas-

ter mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway at Arkansas City, Kan.,

has been appointed division master me-
chanic at Amarillo, Tex., vice Mr. J. R.

Cook, resigned.

Mr. W. A. Buckbee, formerly road

foreman of engines on the Rutland Rail-

road, at Rutland, Yt., has resigned his

position to accept services with the Loco-

motive Superheater Company, 30 Church

street,

Mr. O. E. Stump, who has been a loco-

motive engineer for a number of years

on the Kansas City Southern Railway,

has accepted the position of traveling en-

gineer on the same road, with jurisdiction

from Mi-na to Port Arthur.

Mr. J. Snowden Bell, one of the lead-

ing patent attorneys of New York, an-

nounces the association of Mr. Edward
A. Wright in his practice of the law

pertaining to patents. The offices of

the new firm are in the Singer Build-

ing, No. 149 Broadway, New York.

Among our personal notices last month
we stated that Mr. William Hill suc-

ceeded Mr. C. E. Gossett as master me-
chanic of the Iowa Central. By an error

the name was spelled with II instead of

G. It is Mr. William Gill who has be-

come the Iowa Central master mechanic at

Marshalltown. Iowa.

Mr. F. D. Wynne, who has been

chief clerk and secretary to Mr. Fair-

fax Harrison, former vice-president of

the Southern, now president of the Chi-

cago, Indianapolis & Louisville, has

been appointed purchasing agent of the

Southern. Mr. H. B. Spencer takes the

office on the Southern vacated by Mr.
Harrison.

The following officers of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio have had their authority

extended over the Chesapeake & Ohio of

Indiana: Mr. J. F. Walsh, general super-

intendent of motive power ; Mr. T. M.
Ramsdell, master car builder; Mr. Charles

Stephens, signal engineer, and Mr. J. M.
Staten, general inspector of bridges, all

with offices at Richmond, Va.

Mr. Lucius Tuttle has resigned the

presidency of the Boston & Maine Rail-

road. Mr. Charles S. Mellen, president

of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad, succeeds him. The retire-

ment from office of the man who for

seventeen years had been at the head of

the great railway system of northern New
England took place at the regular month-
ly meeting of the board of directors of

the Boston & Maine. Mr. Tuttle retires

because of ill health and because he also

believes the New Haven company should

assume the direct responsibility of the

administration of the Boston & Maine.

Mr. Thomas Fraser has been appointed

traveling engineer on the St. Louis

Southwestern system, with headquarters

at Tyler, Tex., vice Mr. J. C. Brown,
resigned. Mr. Fraser is a Canadian by
birth, and hails from the Capital City of

the Dominion. The general opinion of

Mr. Fraser was aptly put by a brother

member of his lodge. "There is not a

better man in the world than Tom Fraser.

We of the B. & L. E. are proud of him.

We know he will make good. He has

died yet, and the Cotton Belt is

fortunate in securing h :

s services. Of
course we are honored by having a man
who merits the position."

H. Hogan has been ap-

pointed erintendent of mo-
ork Central at

Albany to succeed Mr. D. R McBain,
who has gone to the Lake Shore. Mr.

has for a number of years been

mtendent of motive power
at Depew and previously was master me-
chanic of the shops there. He has come
up from the foot plate, having gained

prominence years ago for the courage

and capacity with which he has made
fast runs on the Empire State Express
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with engine 999. He is noted for his

modest, thoughtful mind and practical

ideas, and his promotion lias been one of

popular on the road.

The committee of the New York Rail-

way Club appointed at the first meeting

of the season to nominate candidates for

officers for the ensuing year, presented the

following ticket : For president, Mr. H.
S. Hayward, superintendent of motive

power of the Pennsylvania, Jersey City

;

for vice-presidents, Mr. Frank Hedley,

vice-president and general manager of the

Interborough Rapid Transit; Mr. W. J.

Harahan, assistant to the president of the

Erie; Mr. E. Chamberlin, chairman
freight car repair pool of the New York
Central Lines; for executive member, Mr.
George Wildin, mechanical superinten-

dent of the New Haven; for member of

Finance Committee, Mr. Charles Shults.

Mr. Edward H. Barnes, of Atlanta, Ga.,

has been appointed representative of the

Southern district for S. F. Bowser & Co.,

Inc., manufacturers of oil storage sys-

tems, Ft. Wayne, Ind. Mr. Barnes has

been in the railroad supply business for

many years, and was recently associated

with the Bass Foundry and Machine
Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind. While in their em-
ploy he looked after their railroad inter-

ests, and is well known to a large circle

of supply men and railroad officials.

Previous to his engagement in this line

he was for many years employed in the

operating department of the Southern
Railway. He is a man of broad experi-

ence in railroad work, and his many
friends will undoubtedly be interested in

his success with the Bowser Company.

Obituary.

Mr. Charles Talbot Porter, honorary

member of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, died on Aug. 28

at his home in Montclair, N. J., at the

age of 81. Mr. Porter was the recipient

last year of the John Fritz medal for his

work in advancing the knowledge of steam
engineering and in improvements in engine

construction. Among In many claims to

distinction in his profession, it was said

that he was tl;
1 the ad-

vantages to be derived from making a

crank shaft rotate at high speed whereby
the weight of the motor per horse power
is reduce.!. It is ft lopment
of this thought that modern

vehicles

and foi Mr. 1 ',

born in
1 active

loo In 1867 he
installed

It is v .... that
we arc called upon to chronicle the

Ky. !!

old New England family. He enjoyed
the ordinary advantages of education
and early developed the marked me-
chanical tastes and talents which dis-

tinguished his business career. He
came to this country with his parents
when a lad, and almost from youth up
he has been employed with the various
railroads. He was for many years mas-
ter mechanic and superintendent of

the Ashland Coal and Iron Railway
and also master mechanic and super-
intendent of motive power of E. T. &
Va. Railroad at Atlanta, Ga., and more
recently he was superintendent of

South Carolina Railroad at Charleston,

S. C.

G. J. De Vilbiss, superintendent of

motive power of the Hocking Valley
Railway, Laurence C. Engler, road fore-

man of engines, and George Milbourne,

engineer, were killed in the wreck of

passenger train No. 33, north bound, on
thai road near Lemoyne, about eleven

miles south of Toledo, on Sept. 12.

Blacksmiths' Convention.

The eighteenth annual convention of the

International Railroad Master Black-

smiths' Association was held in Detroit,

Mich., last August with President George
W. Kelley in the chair, and with a very

large number of members in attendance.

Papers on tools were read and also the

making of formers; frame welding, the

oxy-acetylene welding process, spring
making, casehardening and several other

subjects, all of which were fully dis-

cussed.

At the close of the session the follow-

ing officers were elected for the ensuing

year: Messrs. John Conners, A. & W.
P. R. R., Montgomery, Ala., president;

F. F. Hoeffle, L. & N. R. R., Louisville,

Ky., first vice-president
; J. T. McSween-

ey. B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md., second
vice president; A.'L. Woodworth, C II.

& I >. R R., Lima, Ohio, secretary and
I ,

and G. II. Williams,

Max-.

I hi next plai 1 of meeting will be at

I oledo, I'" isti mi or Denver.

Railroad Testing Department.

New York Railroad Club

and winter season by listening to

' papi r O! tin "Ti Inn,' I lepartnient of a

d Company," by Mr. 11, S I Inn 1;

' tests on the New York,

New I

:

: fi id Railroad. The
a!i the testing department,

the establishment and mainten: 1

in itself showed ch;

maintaining such a

'I' b oina nl !: v..! . only recently that

1 had been consid

pi ibl

live railroad without

such a department is a rarity. Primarily,

it works hand in hand with the purchas-
ing department, and in this connection
he said:

"The basis of all the work of an ana-

lytical and testing laboratory is the prepa-

ration of the specifications for the ma-
terial. In this class of work it is of the

utmost importance for the buyer to bear
in mind that nothing should be embodied
in the specifications that will tend to in-

crease the cost to an amount over a price

at which a satisfactory grade can be
bought in the open market. There are

many manuufacturers and contractors by
whom the word 'specification' is uttered

with a feeling of irony. They consider

specifications unnecessary, discriminating,

and very frequently unfair. The engineer-

ing profession alone is responsible for

this feeling, for the reason that so many
specifications have been prepared without
proper regard for the interests of the

manufacturer or contractor, and are in-

tended to conserve only the interests of

the buyers."

Admitting that many classes of material

are bought more economically on a guar-

antee basis, the speaker said he was un-

able to see its value "if it is everybody's

business to see that the guarantee is ful-

filled." Citing as instances rubber goods
and paints as among supplies that may be

so bought. Mr. Hinckley said that in the

manufacture of these materials "there are

perhaps secret tricks of the trade which
give to a particular brand its own
characteristic, and a chemist may never

be able to reveal just what treatment is

given outside of mixing together various

quantities of the separate ingredients

which he is able to discover.

"Testing departments on the railroads

of this country are small compared to

what they should be. He believed that

the department should be independent of

mechanical or engineering departments,

for the best results are secured only by
giving freedom to the department of tests.

"The department should show up defec-

tive material, not only at the factory and
mill, but after the material has reached

its destination and been applied in service.

1 be department should follow up the

service of material and apparatus applied

to locomotives and cars, or bridges and

buildings. It should be free to state

plainly wherein one device or another was
not 1

1
onomical, although possibly that de-

vice might be in the opinion of the mo-
tive power department or the chief en-

gineer, the best for the purpose."

Mr. Hinckley urged as a measure of

economy that testing departments should

be given full charge of the fuel supply of

railroads, the inspection of bridge ma-
terial, new equipment, etc., owing to the

many advantages and benefits which he

thought might be so obtained. He also

stated that a testing department with its

laboratory records can prevent lawsuits.
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C. & O. Shops at Huntington, W. Va.

By L. W. Householder.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Co.

have recently changed their shops at

Huntington, W. Va., from line shaft,

driven by reciprocating engines to elec-

tric drive, thereby availing themselves of

the greater flexibility and efficiency of

the electric drive in addition to effecting a

saving in space and in operating ex-

penses. The shops were formerly ope-

rated from four independent stations

equipped with locomotive boilers and re-

ciprocating engines belted to line shafts

in the different shops and also to one TH
arc machine which supplied power to a

few open arc lamps about the shops and

roundhouse.

The new powerhouse is an all-turbine

station, the only reciprocating machinery

besides the boiler feed pumps being 2

two-stage air compressors. These supply

compressed air at 100 lbs. pressure for

driven direct from the main turbine shaft.

The 750-kw. turbine is connected to a

ghouse Le Blanc jet condenser and

the circulating and rotary air pumps which

are driven by a 75-h. p. induction motor.

The injection water is cooled by a natural

draft-cooling tower. This arrangement

maintains a vacuum of 27 to 28 ins.

The boiler equipment consists of five

275 h. p. water-tube boilers which are

equipped with shaking grates and are

hand fired. Ashes are shoveled from the

ash pits into cars and conveyed to a

dump. The smoke-stack is reinforced

concrete, 200 ft. high, and is provided

with a damper regulator. Rituminous

coal is used and it is delivered in rail-

road car- on a trestle just outside of the

boilei rooi and is dumped into coal bunk-

ers and conveyed through chutes to a

point within easy reach of the fireman.

The condensing and boiler feed water is

supplied from a pumping station outside

of the shops. The feed water is pumped

POWER PLANT, (. & O. SHOPS, HUNTINGTON, W. V.\.

the pneumatic drills, hammers and hoists

about the shops.

The turbine equipment consists of 1

two-bearing, overhung, non-condensing

turbine, speed 3,600 r. p. m., connected to

a 25-kw., 125-volt direct-connected ex-

citer ; 1 four-bearing, three-unit, 100-kw.

set, consisting of 1 non-condensing tur-

bine, speed 3,600 r. p. m. ; 1 three-phase,

60-cycle, 480-volt, 100-kw. generator and

1 four-kw., 125-volt, direct-connected ex-

citer; 1 three bearing, four-stage con-

densing turbine, speed 1,800 r. p. m., con-

nected to a 750-kw., three-phase. 60-cycle

generator. All of these turbines are

equipped with oil pumps geared direct to

the main shaft of the turbine, and the

bearings arc fitted with oil rings. The
750-kw. and 100-kw. turbines are equipped

with cross-head mechanical valve gear.

from an "pen feed water heater to the

boilers by two duplex pumps. The piping

is so arranged that the feed water may
be pumped direct from the hot well of

!mg tower. The engine-room is

spanned by a y'A-ton hand crane.

"(lard General

Electric board, cons: [hi dull-

finished

• ,

feeder panels and one half panel on which

a voltagi ' 1- mounted.

struments are of the General Electric

standard 1 d type.

:.ooo h. p. of General Electric in-

duction motors are distributed throughout

the planing mill, tin shops, pipe shops, ma-

chine shop, boiler shop and roundhouse,

ranging from 15 to 100 h. p. each. These

?re used to drive the different tools, such

When
Your
Boiler
Foams
Then your cylinders

are left dry—the oil is

washed away. Perhaps

cut valves or pistons

result, but even if this

does not happen, ex-

cessive strain is put on
your engine and more
coal taken to drive it.

But it's a different

matter when you use

Dixon
Flake
Graphite
in connection with oil.

Your boiler can fuss

and foam to its heart's

content and the graph-

ite stays right on the

job. [tlubricates valves

and cylinders in the

face of all conditions,

prevents cutting, saves

coal, makes it easier for

you to handle the en-

gine.

Try it and see for

yourself, sample 69 C
free.

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.
Jersey City, N. J.
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GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer! oi

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

i hating Apparatus

-

Main < >ffice, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

as band saws, wood planer, lathes, circle

saws, drill presses, boring mills, shapers,

metal puncher and rolls. Most of the mo-

tors are belt driven. The large planers,

turning lathes, drill presses and boring

mills are equipped with individual motor

drive. The planing mill is equipped with

a sawdust and shaving eliminator driven

by a 100-h. p. induction motor which con-

veys the shavings through tubes into the

furnace under the boilers. The station

for charging storage batteries for signals

and passenger coaches is equipped with a

motor generator set. The dismantling

shop is .-panned by a 120-ton, four-hook

electric crane, and equipped with four

variable speed induction motors of the

slip 1 in- type.

The buildings are heated by the ex-

haust steam from the two air compressors,

boiler-feed pumps. 25-kw. and 100-kw.

turbines, and the condensation from the

system is pumped into the boiler feed-

water heater. This arrangement puts a

back pressure on the exhaust header of

from 4 to 8 lbs.

The changes made in this plant brought

about a considerable saving in coal, due

to the lower steam consumption and in

part by the obliteration of large shafting

and belting losses. A saving in the labor

required to operate the plant was also ef-

fected. This was due partly to improved

methods of handling coal and ash and

partly to the few men required to oper-

ate a turbine station. Besides the saving

in coal and labor, this change has in-

creased the capacity of the shops.

During the month of April the shops

turned out 34 locomotives, this being the

largest number ever repaired in one

month. The electric drive has also in-

what may be called the flexibility

of the shops, any section can be operated

identlj «'f the rest. There is power

all the time and the shops are better

lighted so workmen can work at night

with greater satisfaction.

tools is full and clear and free from

intricate technicalities. The variety of

tools made by this firm is very exten-

sive and there is not an operation con-

nected with the threading and jointing

of pipes which has not been "covered"

by the Saunders' machines. Write to

them direct at Atherton street, Yon-

kers, N. Y., if you would like to have

their comprehensive catalogue and

price list, and they will send you one

free of charge.

Heroic Engineer.

Engineer Frank Stewart, of the Colo-

rado Midland, is a hero. Bandits at-

tempted to rob the train that Frank

was pulling and he inflicted a fatal

wound on the chief robber by means

of a rock aimed with deadly accuracy.

It was a primitive sort of weapon, but

it did not miss fire and its effect relieved

a crowd of passengers and the train-

men from brutal treatment at the hands

of violent ruffians. Long may Frank

follow the peaceful calling to which he

is a credit, and may he never again be

called upon to display his valor on

train robbers.

Saunders' Sons' Catalogue.

We have received an illustrated and

D Saun

,ns, inc. of Ybnkers, N. V. This

in make special •

for pi]" mill
, tapping and drilling ma-

chines, hand stocks and dies for pipe

tongs, hand pipe cutters,

1

[,, pr , italogue and

prici list tin manufacturers say that

II attention of the

public 1.. tin fact their machines for

iron and sin 1 pipe

filly studied

which are full land up to the

itions "f modern railroad

01 1 of work 1

The ontains 130 pages,

ind the illustrations

and hit scribing the various

Wireless Telephoning in England.

Wireless telephoning from a moving

train was accomplished on Tuesday-

week for the first time with complete

success on a stretch of railway line

four miles in length between Horley

and Three Bridges, on the Brighton

Railway. Mr. Henry von Kramer, the

inventor, who conducted the experi-

ment, is an electrical engineer, trained

at Munich, and now engaged in busi-

ness at Birmingham. For four years

he has been working out the system

in his private workshop. For the pur-

pose of the experiment a double line of

wire was laid along the sleepers be-

rween Horley and Three Bridges. One
telephone apparatus was placed 111 the

brake-van of the 2:03 p. m. train from

London Bridge, the other was in the

signal box at Three Bridges. As the

train entered the circuit at Horley, Mr.

von Kramer placed the receivers to

In. (.us and conversation took place

while the train was running at forty miles

an hour. A railway official then took

the telephone, and. talking to an in-

spector at Til isked him to

repeat the message. This was satis-

And the inventor then

had another succesful conversation.

I which distinguishes Air. von

Kramer's system from any other pre-

viously tried in England or .America is

that there is 110 contact by brush be-

tween the moving train and the sta-

tionary wires. The electric impulses

travel between the "bridge" on the

carriage and ground wires through an

< pen-air spare of eighteen inches.

—

Enelish Mechanic and World of Science.
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RECOGNIZED

STANMRD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely
together, and accommodates
itself to the unequal expansion
of the plates.

USED ON OVER 165 RAILROADS

"Staybolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past"
So say many of our customers
who have used the Tate Bolt
in large numbers, covering a
period of time sufficient to base
comparisons and eliminate all

chances of <1

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-
CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suits 328 Frick Building

B. E. D. STAFFORD, Gen. Manager
J. ROGERS FLAN'NERY tc COMPANY,

Selling Agents
FTick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

TOM R. DAVIS. Mechanical Eipert
GEO. E. HOWARD. Eastern Territory

W. M. WILSON, Western Territory

COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY COMPANY.
Southeastern Territory

Pattern Shop Tool.
On this page we illustrate .1. A. Fay &

Egan Co.'s No. 195 hand planer and
jointer, which will I" : nost serv-
iceable tool for pattern work in car shops.
This machine is said to accomplish per-

ry work to which it may he ap-
plied in the pattern shop, such as planing

t or 1 ml 1 if u mil. cornering, cham-
ping, rabbetin

ing and making plain, convex and
glue joints. I he hand wheel at the left end
of the machine is an attachn
"angling" the from tabli to give the

draft on pattern work, and this

containing line illustrations of
the various types of locomotives con-
structed at the works, beginning with

L. W.
Gunther in 1842. This locomotive has

-trong resemblance to Stephen-
son'-, "Rocket," but the departure to a

particularly diffi rent type is sooi

forms of locomo-
1 quipped with tl

schaerts valve gear about 1870. Some
oi these appear with massive eccentrics
outside of the driving wheels. The

variety shows locomotives
d wuli double boilers or a steam

is a feature which appeals strongly to

pattern makers.

The machine is made in three sizes, 20,

24 ami 30 in. widths. The tables are

planed and perfectly finished, giving a

large true surface to properly guide what-
ever material is being worked. They are

each vertically adjustable on four in-

clines, each .if which has an independent

adjustment lor aligning the tables. A
ratchet lever is also provided whereby
both tables can be quickly drawn away
from the head, giving an opening of 7
ins. An extending arm is attached to the

front table to support material when be-

heted. The fence can be .

to any point across the width of the

table and set to any angle from vertical

to 45 degs., and it cai

when set. The column is substantially

made, and is well proportioned. It is

cast in one p

being embodied in this casting. 1

ther inf<»- ;arding this machine,

you are invited by the manufacturers to

write foi trated circular. The
address of the manufacturers is Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

the usual form of

boiler. A line view of the works
shows that they are situated in an ad-

mirable locality in the open country.

Celebration at Vienna Works.

The I Works at '.

known as the Actien-Gesellschaft dcr

Locomotiv-Fabrik in Wiener-Neu-
stadt. have just celebrated the 1

tion of their 5,000th locomotive In

connection with the celebration

venir catalogue of 60 pages ha? been

Graphite Lubrication.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-
pany of \'\ v ( ity sends us the fol-

lowing item as of probable interest to

our readers: "A certain manufacturer
had an order for a machine that in-

cluded three hollow gun-metal rollers,

one weighing 1386 lbs., the other two
weighing 75J lbs. apiece. These rollers

are heated by gas to a temperature of

about 700 degs.. and it was found that

any oil would bake and cut

the journals in a very short time. In

this pre
I was suggested that

this machine use

graphite on tin- rollers. This was done
and a suj the use

of Dixon's Flake Graphite, and some
months later the makers w;

Dixon Company:
"The method of applying the graphite

to the journals is very simple, the

channel- ving the lubricant

to the 1 cut in thi

p. one
on top and one at a little above and on
each quarter. Besides this, a spiral

dimensions is cut

nt two turns, commencing at

about I in. from the other end of the

box and near the bottom. These
grooves arc half round in section. Into
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the top straig ! " P'Pe

hole is drilled and tapped, a piece of

i.4-in. pipe screwed into this with a re-

ducing socket on the top end to i!4-in.

pipe, a i!i-in. nipple with a iJ4-in. cap

complete the cup. A piece of 3/16-in.

round steel with one end on the jour-

nal and the other end up near the

the cup. The journals take

about a dessert spoonful of graphite

every day to each journal, the machine

attendant occasionally removing the

111 the cup, churning down a

little of the graphite with the 3/16-in.

rod."

McKeen Motor Car.

The Pennsylvania Railroad have just

received one of the gasoline McKeen

motor cars, built at Omaha by a com-

which the late E. H. Harriman

lines, feeders and interurban steam roads

belonging to the Union Pacific Railroad.

The exterior lines of the design are

somewhat similar to an inverted boat, the

car having a wedge-shaped front end and

semi-circular rear end, with semi-elliptic

roof and round windows, which resemble

port holes. The car is an all-steel struc-

ture on two four-wheel trucks. The side

entrance is also a distinguishing feature.

The standard car is 55 ft. long, of which

the engine room and operator's compart-

ment occupies 12 ft. at the front end,

thus leaving about 42 ft. for passengers.

This has a total seating capacity for sev-

enty-five persons. The seats have built-

up veneered wood frames, upholstered in

leather, and will accommodate three per-

sons each. The semi-circular seat at the

rear of the car has a seating capacity of

ten persons. The standard 55-f°ot car

(OTOR CAR ON THE NORTHERN PACIFIC.

organized. This car is of

:o passengers, weighs

4 rid is capable of making 60 miles

It .sill be operated on some

minor divisions. One

ars has been running

a division.

1 md inter

e. It is also being
1

:: I

-& £

•ue. rc-

Le&rn Wireless 6 R. R. Telegraphy
Shortage of fullv 10,000 Operators on ac-

count of 8-hour law and extensive ••wireless'

developments.' We operate under direct

supervision of Telegraph Officials and poel-

tivelv place all students, when qualified.

Write for catalogue. NATL TELEGRAPH
INST Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Memphis,

Davenport, la.; Columbia. S. C; Portland,

The Armstrong

Automatic Drill Drift

:s"~DRIFT AND HAMMER COMBINED.

— .-

ahThe handle or driver

ready to strike a blow as m
spring automatically throws

back into position.

LEAVES ONE HAND FREE TO
SAVE THE TOOL.

Special Circular mailed on Heqneit

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
X. Francisco Ave., CHICAGO, U. S. t

ASMTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boiton, Man.
174 Lake Street. . Chicago. III.

is equipped with a 6-cylinder 200 h. p. gas

oline engine, which readily devel.;

h. p. at four hundred revolutions per min-

ute on water brake test. The engine is

! on the front truck and is inde-

pendent of the car body, which relieves the

latter of vibration.

I', numerous tests it has been proved

that the wedge-shaped car surpasses the

square or rounded end car in that it

ce and therefore costs

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corporation
W. B. LEACH, Cen Nqt * Trsas.

South Boston, mass.

ah thai

takes 40 per cent, more gasoline to run a

< ar with blunt front end, at high

; car is quite similar

to a racing yacht. In proof of the effi-

haped front end the

ay that in a drifting

11 Car No. 18

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound In tine cloth

\i IENTS W \N IKI) everywhere; write

foi terms ami inscriptive circulars. Will

upon

1 price.

GRIPPIIN ^WINTERS
171 La Salle Street. CHICAGO
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One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, OH

High-Pressure Locomotives

Stylo 300 TV. ™

A throttle failure is an absolute

impossibility where Cran-

dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
PACTOP. M' 8BNBRAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, . NEW YORK
BR INCHES

New York Cleveland
136 Liberty SI B05 Superior Ave W. W.

Pittsburgh
19 High SI 1310 !<•

Chicago
568 Washiugtot B

STORRS' Mica

Headlight Chimneys
To the Railroad

'

To the Entiaemaii A co

STORRS MICA COMPANY
R. R. Dept.. Owego. N. Y.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

Mcflll.L BUILDINO WASHINOTON, D. C.

Terms Reasonable Pamphlet Sent

mile gradient and where all conditions

were equal, the car with the wedge-shaped

end started at the top of the hill at a

speed of forty miles per hour, and at

the bottom of the hill had developed a

speed of fifty miles per hour, making the

trip in nine minutes. The car with the

blunt end started at the top of the hill

at the same speed, but it was necessary

to clutch in the engine and use power

1% miles from the station, and it took

thirteen minutes to make the same dis-

tance.

The round window used in this car

is air-tight, water-tight and dust-proof;

the window sash is made of aluminum,

hinged at the top, and when not in use

can be swung overhead, giving a full

opening. The chief advantage of the

round windows is the gain in strength

and safety of the car framing, as it

permits the utilization of the car side

as a combination plate and trussed

girder. The side entrance is an inno-

vation in car structure, which adds to

the comfort of the traveling public. It

permits a stronger car frame, does

away with the accumulation of ice and

snow on the car steps and there is no

longer any need of the step-box. In

a rear-end collision the side entrance

opens a way of escape for passengers,

which is not possible with the end ves-

tibuled car. It also aids handling of

passengers, for it allows them to en-

ter and distribute both ways through

the car. The upper deck and old

style sash ventilators in the clear-

story have been dispensed with and ad-

equate ventilation is secured by means
of roof ventilators, which exhaust the

air by suction from the inside of the

car, fresh air being taken in from the

top of the car in front and delivered

to interior of car at the floor line. A
complete change of air can be secured

every four minutes.

Superheated Steam.

Superheated steam is generated by

the addition of heat to saturated steam

which is constantly at the dew point

ready to revert into water. The behav-

ior of superheated steam is similar to

that of gases ; it is a very bad con-

ductor of heat, and has the special pe-

culiarity of being able to lose a certain

amount of heat without becoming sat-

urated or wet steam. The thermal ca-

pacity of steam is only 0.48, therefore

very little heat is required to superheat

steam; but as the steam loses its heat

as quickly as it acquires it, every pas-

sage conveying superheated steam must

be well covered with non-conducting

material. This, of course, does not ap-

ply to pipes located in a smoke box or

other place where the surrounding heat

is greater than that of the steam.

Although there is some loss when
using superheated steam on account of

heat radiation, it is very much smaller

because the loss of heat from super-

heated steam has lower calorific value

than the latent heat of saturated steam.

Horizontal Cylinder Borers.

The Barrett Machine Tool Company of

Meadville, Pa., have issued a very compre-

hensive catalogue showing the various

forms and stylos of the horizontal cylin-

der boring machines manufactured by

them. The catalogue is well illustrated,

having a series of excellent half-tones

with the descriptive letter press concern-

ing each, on the same page. There are

twenty-four of these tools showi

motor-driven and others with the ordinary

belt drive. The range and variel

work done by the Barrett boring ma-

chines is truly remarkable, and the list oi

railroad and 1 ther users of these

given at the back of the catalogue, shows

how extensively the company's product is

known. Write direct to the makers if you

would like to get a copy.

New J.-M. Officers.

Owing to the increase of business in

the vicinity of Atlanta, Ga„ and Rochester,

X. Y.. the 11. W. Johns-Manville Co., of

New York, have recently opened a new

office in each of these cities. The Atlanta

office is located in the Empire Building, in

charge of Mr. W. F. Johns, who has been

traveling that territory for the company

for a number of years, and the Rochester

office is located at 725 Chamber of Com-
merce, in charge of Mr. H. P. Domine,

formerly with the Buffalo Branch of the

company.

To strive at all, involves

sloth. inertness and indifference.

—

Dickens.

The "P.C." Brake Equipment.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany, of Pittsburgh, Pa., have issued a

pamphlet explanatory of their "P.C."

or passenger control brake equip-

ment for use on heavy passenger

cars, etc. The company points out that

the advent of all steel coaches, dining,

sleeping, observation and private cars

of extreme weight, and the attempt to

brake these cars as previously done at

once revealed some new conditions.

The braking power of the latest single

cylinder 18 ins. was inadequate even

when multiplied by a leverage of 9 to I,

the maximum permissible with the

standard equipment. To use a larger

brake cylinder was not only impracti-

cable for simple reasons pertaining to

manufacture, but undesirable because

involving concentration of excessive

weight and very heavy braking effort

at one point beneath the car.

The "PC" passenger control equip-

ment marks the latest development in

the art of braking heavy passenger

trains. This equipment differs from
the standard passenger brake in that
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two brake cylinders are employed, one

for service and both for emergency,

multiplied through the same leverage

system. A "passenger control" valve,

identical for all weights and classes of

passenger cars, performs automatically

the functions of the triple valve, and,

in addition, provides other new and sub-

stantial features of value. The usual

which always go with passenger

brakes, complete the equipment.

This new apparatus was designed fun-

damentally to provide an adequate brake

for the heaviest passenger cars now
operated or which may be built. At

the present time car weights have ex-

ceeded the capacity of the latest single

cylinder arrangement, and the "PC"

equipment not only obviates the neces-

sity of applying two single cylinder

schedules per car, but has been made

to correct certain factors and conditions

inherent with the standard brake de-

sign and which tend to reduce brake

efficiency to an important degree, when

applied to heavy cars.

parts being extremely simple and dur-

able.

Briefly described, the device consists

of a suitable base with the lock ar-

ranged to engage with and lock the

switch lever in the closed position. A
cover is connected to the switch lever

and moved with it. The cover fits over

the look when the switch is closed and

fully protects it from dust, dirt, etc.

per is provided for locking the

lever in the closed position in case the

lock proper is broken. This keeper assists

in holding the lever in the closed position.

The perspective view shows the auto-

matic switch-lock with the Odenkirk

switch-stand and lever in the closed po-

sition. The end view shows the lock as

it is in the inside of the case. This lock

is so arranged that it will work with the

New Century, the Automatic, or the

Odenkirk switch-stands.

Automatic Switch-Locks.

This device relates to improvements

switch-locks and has for its object

Hanna Stokers for the Q. & C.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans and

Texas Pacific, more commonly called the

Queen and Crescent Route, of which Mr.

i. P. McCuen is superintendent of mo-

tive power, have recently placed an order

for twelve antomatic stokers of Hanna

WITCH LOCK

to provide means whereby a

may be nd locked, and

which is com:'', ted

to and tch lever

and whii ovei the

locks to protei 1 them from dust,

dirt, sn 1
object

liich the

nd new

Descriptive Pamphlet.

I he Pen Railroad Stat 1 m in

1 k. 11 1- announced in an

impany, has

"1 he New York 1

merit and Tm m of the Penn

sylvania Railroad" is the title of the of

ficial booklet. It contains 23 photograph;

th the interior and the ex

leventh avenui

as well as views of the

•
i one oi the tube

the appi 1 a picture of

insylvania Type" electric locomo-

tive. The con iphlet contains

type. These will shortly be installed and

later some valuable information will be

forthcoming to their perfort

which will, no doubt, very materially aid

the standing 1 immitti e of the Master

Mechani tion, which has the

matter of mechanical stokers in charge.

a
AROUND

THE

RAILROAD

SHOPS"

This is the title of a series

of articles dealing with loco-

motive repairs published in

"REACTIONS," a quarterly

paper which is sent free of

charge to interested parties

in the United States, Canada

and Mexico. The third quarter

of this paper for l
r'10 has just

been issued and contains ar-

ticles of exceptional interest to

railway mechanical men on the

welding of locomotive frames,

driving wheel spokes, connect-

ing rods and mud rings.

When writing for copies,

please mention this advertise-

ment.

W. C. CTJNTZ. General Manager.

90 West St., New York

412-486 FoUom St., San Franciico, Calif.

103 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Out.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

Iastill popular. We have it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty St., N. Y.

WATTERS A. B.C. TRACK SANDERS
Only two piecci. No repair*

I . , .,lr by

i. H. WATTfRS, Asst. H. M. Ga. R.R., Augusta, Ga.
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CARS, GABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
requires a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal

SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
OAS HROOF, WEATHER PROOF
Write toe sampli s. boi '!>•' Ho W.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
tOO William Street New York
Chicago, Philadelphia. Boston. Kansas City,

St. Panl, Denver.

"HOMESTEAD"
VALVES

Are constructed upon mechanically cor-
rect principles— they are leak proof under
steam, air or hydraulic pressures. They
are practically indestructible because the
seats are protected from wear. The plug
is balanced and held in place by pressure
when open, and when closed it is locked
on the sent by our patent wedging cam.
"Homestead" Valves are the quickest acting,
simplest, most easily operated and largest
li-ed of any made.
Homestead Valves are opened wide and

closed tight by a quarter turn.

LOCOMOTIVE BLOW-OFF
Write for catalogue of Homestead Goods

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.
Brass Founders Works at Homestead, Pa

P. O. Bo* 1764, PITTSBURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

iry of the work. 1

inscribed on two tablets which ha

placed on 1 id of the main entrance

of the station on Seventh avenue. At

the heai way leading from the

arcade to th< ral waiting room there

stands thi 1

who wa npany at

the time when the whole tunnel

was worked out Hi 1 pamph-
let says, thi dominant personality in the

Pennsylvania Railroad tunnel and station

project.

Large Interlocking Plant.

It is stated that the Indiana

commission has approved plans am
cations for a very extensive interlocking

system of signals. The structure is to be

erected on the Indiana-Illinois state line,

and will be used by a number of railroads,

including the Michigan Central, Chicago

Terminal, Chicago Junction, Kei

& Eastern, Erie, Monon, Nickel Plate,

Indiana Harbor Belt, and the Wabash.

sen e a double pui pi lers will

be shown world famous scenery through

which tl ing, but car

during the night, am me time

thi I P. R. and the I >( 'ii inii in of Can-

ada will I

1' crtisement.

It is also intended that the pictures

shall be r< pn iduced in the principle cen-

in and the

11 as "l her countries, illus-

trating the daylight rides in particular

atness. The
the Edison

companj - bad a kinetograph

I'WH' getting

the neci

Office and Store Moved.
The L. S. Starrett Com p.

Mass., announce that their Chicago store

is now permanently located in new and
larger quarters at No. 1; North Jeffer-

son Street. Their friends are cordially

invited to call and inspect the complete

stock of fine mechanical tools made by

them and also to see the much better

facilities which have been provided for

giving the trade prompt and efficient ser-

vice.

A New Light Alloy.

A new metallic alloy which

to combine strength and lightness in

a remarkable degree has been invented

in Germany. It has

named Ruebe! bronze, after

its inventor. The main in-

L:rrilii in
; iagnesium, to

which certain proportions of

zinc, copper and aluminum

are added. Keubel bronze

is a fint I

nil 'gene

ous alii

gravity. This CO

strength and Ii

should make it a

material in the construction

of airs' • 'planes.

It has been calculated that

if the metal work of the Zeppelin air-

ship had been of Ru

have v ' >r 4 tons
1

Motor- Driven Air Compressor.

id example of the simplicity, con-

venience and . electric motor

drive, is the .1; : twn in our il-

lustration. It is a 50 h. p. alternating cur-

1-
< iit Westinghouse type, "MS" mill motor,

direct connect. air com-

The compressor has a 14-in. low

pressure, and a 9 in. high pressure air

cylinder; an 11-in. stroke and is fitted

with a mechanical valve. This valve,

which is connected with the high pres-

sure cylinder by means of a '.pin. pipe,

stops the compression when the air has

reached a pressure of 85 lbs. The air

is used in operating the interlocking

switches in the yards of the Union Rail-

road, near Bessemer, Pa.: the riveters,

drills, etc., used on the repair tracks,

and For testing the air brakes on the

cars. The compressor runs twenty-four

hours every day ; during this time the

switches are in operation continuously,

and the repair men work ten hours a

da I 1 inner time, box cars

arc painted with a pneumatic sprayer. It

Moving Pictures on Moving Trains.

It is said that in the near future the

Canadian Pacific will give

to the use of moving pictures in :

theater ear on its trans-continental

prairie provinces and in

ibia.

It is intended th it I

Mint a car by

this method. The Westii .

nt. The
\\ e

by the mal

A. F. I

Union 1 that the

equipmi - opera-

e atten-

tion than an ing and

oiling.
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Fast Time on the P. R. R.

.
:

. a new type of the

Pennsylvania, designed to reduce running

express trains between Camden
and Atlantic City to 50 minutes, recently

covered 4'.- miles in 2^4 minutes between

Egg Harbor and Abescon, a rate of 108

miles an hour. The train it hauled was

made up of twelve heavy steel cars. The
new engine appears to be bearing out the

claims of traffic managers that the 57

miles from Camden to the shore, can be

made in 50 minutes instead of 56 minutes

in perfect safety.. When the 50-minute

schedule goes into effect the train will

run at («y 4 miles an hour.

Rotary Snow Plows.

With the fall season the railroad man's

thoughts turn to the approach of winter

and in order to guide these thoughts in

the right direction the American Locomo-
mpany have issued Bulletin No.

1005 which deals with the rotary snow
plows as manufactured by them. The bul-

letin is well illustrated, showing the snow
plow in detail with and without its cover-

ing, also the details of the flanges, of the

plow itself and the form, with cylinders,

carriers, etc. Many of the illus-

trations show the rotary hard at work in

iw and the letterpress gives a great

I the work of

• in various roads.

The American Locomotive Company
1 this bulletin to any-

iio is desirous of obtaining infor-

mation •':;(: best method of

n during the severe

winter.

Westinghouse Publication No. 9015.

illi tin is "Brake Op-
ulation in General

d is by Mr. W. V.

i the Westing-

I
'1 'i :i< >ns of

• il at the

- conven-

ny have

! having

"

its review

nditions

Railroad Unions Urge a Raise in Rates.

Preservation," and in the course of

his remarks insisted that the proper place

to settle questions affecting labor was at

the ballot box. Whatever the political

affiliations of the delegates might be, they

should not let party lines blind them to

their true interests. Mr. Stone stated

that the movement was not in any sense

a political one. A series of questions will

bi prepared and presented to candidates

for office so that their position will be

clearly defined. Air. Stone presented
some startling figures in regard to the

methods of middle men and retail mer-

chants generally, placing the cause of high

prices on many commodities on freight

rates. Such statements were grossly

misleading, the freight rates in America

being the lowest in the world, and the

the need of an increase a justifiable ne-

cessity

Mr. Denis McCarthy, a retired locomo-

tive engineer, from Providence, R. I.,

ably supplemented Mr. Stone's address,

and from a lengthy experience gave many
illustrations of the decrease of the pur-

chasing power of money. Mr. McCarthy
pointed out very clearly that much of our

economical and industrial troubles were

not owing so much to high prices as to

low wages and the unequal distribution

of the burdens of labor.

Mr. A. R. Garretson, president of the

Conductors, stated that if it is reasonably

shown in the hearing before the Inter-

mission that the rail-

roads cannot earn returns on the present

value of their property, so as to give

rvice, equal with safety appliances,

and pay proper wages, they should be al-

lowed to put into effect such increases

as would meet these necessities.

The resolution will be presented to

President Taft, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and all railroad and law

making bodies, embodying the statement

1 1.000 railway men. repn

- to continm

sist from their employers highei

more favorable v onditions,

shorter hours and adequate 1 om
m fi ir I heir membership injured

or killed in the service, and that

dful of the

fact that in on their bem
the employers must be accorded sufficient

thesi

the right to pri

ion as well as the employee,

e will proceed to Wash-
irlv date and present the

rial to iper authorities.

Life, with all its pains and pleasures, is

largely what we make it by our thought.

—Dresser.

TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:

Marquette Bldg. Commonwealth Trust Bid.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS
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The St. Gothard Railway.

Forming a connecting link for the

railways of Western Germany, North-

ern and Eastern France, and through

them for the immense volume of travel

from the United States and England,

with the lines of Italy and the South,

and traversing a region of unsurp

crds are not available. In 1820 the

Swiss Federal Government constructed

a postroad over the pass and this was
followed by the St. Gothard Railway.

The latter great work was commenced
in 1872 and completed in 1882. The
great tunnel from Goschenen on the

Swiss side to Airolo on the Italian side

ft. above sea level, the line runs round

the town partly in tunnel, touches the

lake side and makes a long detour to

avoid the well-known Rigi, then follow-

ing the shore of Lake Zug it reaches

Goldau, from whence a gradual ascent

with grades of 1 in 100 brings it to Erst-

feld, a village beautifully situated

TRAIN DE LUXE LEAVING THE ST. GOTHARD TUNNEL.

beauty and grandeur, is the Gothard-

bahn. The use of the St. Gothard Pass

for communication between Switzerland

and Italy dates from the thirteenth cen-

tury when Albert von Stade, a monk,
published an account that it was possi-

ble to reach Lucerne from Bellinzona

in three days. An earlier knowledge

of the route doubtless existed, but rec-

is in itself a gigantic achievement, be-

ing g% miles long. Mr. Louis Favre, the

engineer, unfortunately never witnessed

the completion of the tunnel. Death

overtook him while inspecting its prog-

ress.

Leaving the handsome central sta-

tion at Lucerne, the northern terminus

of the railway, at an elevation of 1.437

among grand Alpine scenery, 38 miles

from Lucerne.

At Erstfeld the mountain climb be-

gins, the train entering the wild and

narrow gorge along which rushes the

foaming river Reuss. This torrent is

crossed and recrossed several times by

the road and it rapidly ascends the

mountains over grades of 1 in 38 and
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Tunnels arc here close to-

gether; 21 in all arc passed through be-

hed, including some

wonderful spirals wherein the train

:omplete circles or portions of

I I S NEAR WANEX.

mountain side.

At Was e winds round loops

a gradual ascent, and three

ame railway are in

me time, one below tin

other. At Goschenen all trains stop,

1
1 d in the cars, and

made on the locomotives

; thn mgh the gi ea1 turi

ncl undi G P and the

: above

tunnel ascends at

1 in 1," of its

rolo en

1 The
I le tracked till High' >ut and

1
, placed

itmberi d.

tlow ona 40

imerous

ona tl lim

of the

hich it

the Ital-

of the

line from Lucerne and Zug to Chiasso
and Locarno measures 172 miles and is

divided into three sections. Exclusive

of the tunnels there are 1,384 structures

along the system, ,u'4 being bridges and
viaducts. Journeying over

this road the traveler can-

ii' it help but admire the pre-

cision and determination

displayed by the engine< 1

-

entrusted with the work.

The locomotive and passen

ger rolling stock is of the

most up-to-date charai b 1

,

and every comfort is ai

forded to travelers.

Skirting the lake of the

four cantons, as Lake Lu-

cerne is called, tin

gradually ascends to Kuss

nacht, then to Inmn usee.

passing the spot w In re

1 iessler was shot by an ar-

n >u fn im the bow of Will-

iam Tell, there being a

monument erected on the

lake side to commemorate
the 1 , mi. From Immen-
sec. still following the

shores of the lake, the line

passes many places of in-

lerest, including the ancient

town of Schwyz, from

which Switzerland takes its

name, on to Flnelcn. \\ Inch

is at the head of the lake.

This was formerly the ter-

minus of the railway. Lu-

cerne I.ring reached by

sicanilio.il. From here the railway

the valley of the Reuss

through the town of Altdorf, after pass-

ing winch the grander scenery cont-

ain! the mountains loom on

either side. The valley narrows with a

stream. Once in the St. Gothard tun-

nel, the traveler can ride for from 18

to 20 minutes and arrive at Airolo and
out into the daylight again, or he can
take the alternative and go by coach
over the historic pass and spend from
three to five hours on the journey.

Previous to the completion of the rail-

way, upwards of sixty thousand trav-

elers annually passed over the latter

route. In passing through the tunnel

it is interesting to know that one goes

under the village of Andermatt, 1,000 ft.

above. The grade in the tunnel rises

from both ends to the highest point,

3,750 ft. above sea level. There are two
tracks through it, the width being 26

ft. and the height 20 ft. Work was
earned on from both sides of the

mountain, an average of 2,500 men be-

ing employed daily, and on Feb. 29,

1880, communication was opened
between the two ends. It is es-

timated that 2,000,000 lbs. of dynamite

were used in blasting, and 3,800,000

lbs. of oil were consumed for illuminat-

ing purposes. Since 1899 the tunnel

has been artificially ventilated by the

Saccardo system, the power being ob-

tained from a mountain stream.

Although still in Switzerland when
one arrives at the Airolo end of the tun-

nel, everything has changed, the archi-

tecture, costumes and people are all

Italian; even the station is a "stazione"

instead of a "bahnhof." The scenery

on the south side is quite as beautiful

as that on the north, circular tunnels

and bewildering precipices are rather

more frequent. Leaving Airolo the

railway crosses the Ticino and passes

through the narrow Stalvedro Pass and

on through the Dazio, Freggio and
Prato tunnels, the two latter being cir-

cular ones, then crosses the Polmengo

m; SITED V! LUCERNE, SWITZ1 '

nd the rail: in many places are

laid along narrow precipices. At \m
the fi iot of the Bi istenstoi k. .1

1 nteen tunnel - are pa 1 d

through, also a sui 1 ion of bi idgi s

are cros ed threi being over 1 me

through the tunnel of the same

11
1 and finally crosses the I

1 1 esa

1m fore reaching Faido, the capital of

:
1 i. hi. v all* v I r.n ing hen 1 me

through the Biaschina < '<> u ge to

Giornico, where a halt for a fresh sup-
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ply of water is made. The speed of all

trains on the down grade is limited to

60 kilometers per hour, and a speed in-

dicator on the footplate enables the

driver to adjust the air brakes and keep

t" 1I1. United States, while engaged in

running a locomotive, took special studies

in chemistrj in Iowa University. ll< has

been engaged in literary and editorial

work since [883, and is now editor and

TWO CYLINDER ( OMPOUNJ 1 OK fH] - iTIIANI) RAI1 W VI

to exactly the required speed. At
Brasea the mountain scenery is less

prominent, cultivation is more evident,

and continues so on to Bellinzona and
the Italian lakes. Charmed by the

wild fastnesses of the St. Gothard, one

feel- that 11 gives to the memory a

magnificent view of the wonders of Na-

ture's grandeur and of man's ingenuity.

Chambers Journal on Angus Sinclair.

Aboul - 1 >r. Andrew Car

interesting ail

dress at

the jubilee of a great institute

founded by V\

'I he Ch 1 done immense ser-

vice in the ca popt lai education in

Scotland. Dr. 1

this address * .in ac-

knowledging its receipt, told particulars

of benefits he had derived from the

issue of

mtains communica-
help that thi

nal had ho were

striving to help themselves. Among them

is the letter which Dr. Sinclair wrote to

Dr. Carnegie, and introduced thus :

The tirst lei M r. Car-

is from Mr \a g

elair, who in his career presents

object-lesson on the lines > i

dress. Mr. Vngus t Forfar,

Scotland, luit was reared in Laurence-

kirk, where liis father had removed fol-

lowing the construction of the Aberdeen

Railway. He worked as telegraph clerk,

shop apprentice, fireman and engine

driver, a- he irl.tr-, ami after he went

proprietor of a monl

I

has published '• ks mi "I ,o< om il

gine Running." "Twentieth Centurj Lo
comotivi s," "( ombustion in

Locomotivi In. I:

mi hi "•
I

1

:. I

\ V J .

1

"

pound 1 . inc. built for

thi I 1 R;

"Angus Si!!, lair." I wo
rdue Univei

sitj .1. Eei ..

Sinclair.

R.mi.w .
;

Engi n

114 Lil

New Vork,

"Mj i

J have i
-

joymem
I

mething

1 have

been pei

Chambi
"lb. ticket

and t: lerk at

Station when
1 was only thirteei

old, h.o
I a very

defectn 1 Two
years later I went

ik for the

supcrinti

t that I should

through the shops After

year I entered the boiler shops as an

apprentice, then the machine -hop, with

lot- . 1 breaks to do office work. The first

- . arrying a

f. 11 \\ lib.- I
• lebrated

i the first

when I was assigned to the

out the

Late waiting for the lull to ring began

t what

they hi drink. All sorts of

mixture- wen discussed, when Laurie's

preferem
1

. n,' he

said, 'when I have mj option I p

. I with another glass

of w hisky.'

"That was my tirst mentor, and, curi-

•derfully

fluence upon me. When we
1 the first firebi

in he asked. 'How many lire-bars

1 mid not

tell, and . ring at

"
I hat was the beginning. Every job

lions to

It-, the size

if the different parts, etc, till I was
forced t

| ils as a

sort of

serving 1
: 1 have

fi .ninl it vi v. helpful.

"My connection « itl

Is whom I be-

EXTERIXl •AMors

1 feet in engineering- knowl-
with t! know theories

be worked of engineering ?'—that became a burning
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old dominie in

kept a night cl;

:, . igation. I him 1

1 d to enroll me in his

navigation class. 1 steadily refu

the idea that instruction in

:.;, would In lp me. The re-

1 devoted two win

the study of Dugald Stewart's 'Outlines

of Moral Philosophy.' At the tnu

getting discouraged over Dugald Stewart

1 found a copy of Chambers' 'Informa-

tion for the People.' I went at once to

the public library and examined the back

numbers. Then I managed to subscribe

for it. I began trying to study an hour

every evening; but that was beyond pel

1 finally settled down to

twenty minutes every night, which was

kept up for years. Alter a tunc I went

firing, and was fearfully overworked, but

I kept up my study of Chambers, and

Clark's 'Railway Machinery,' which had

also come into my possession.. I have

come in after being out more than twenty

hours on the engine and when washing

and preparing for bed did my twenty

minutes of study. So you see I have

good reason for thanking William Cham-

bers and his brother for part of the cap-

ital that raised me from the footboard to

the editor's chair.

ashamed of my long screed, but

I look upon it as a testimony to the

hose life-story you have told so

well.

''Your old friend,

"Angus Sinclair."

Engines for the St. Louis South-Western

Supersensitive Thermometer.

An electrical thermometer which is

-;m e to slight fluctuatii >ns 1 if

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

recently delivered sixteen freight locomo-

ln Si I
• >ui Southwestern Rail-

way. These engines are divided into two

the ten-wheel type,

and the remaining ten of the consolida-

tion type. The latter are the heaviest en-

gines thus far supplied to this road by the

builders, and are similar to ten locomo-

tives built for the same company in 1909.

The success of the Walschaerts valve gear

may be judged from the fact that all the

locomotives comprising the present order

are fitted with this style of motion.

TEN-WHEEL LOCOMul [VES.

These engines exert a tractive force of

33,800 lbs., and as the weight on the

driving wheels is 147,050 lbs., the ratio of

adhesion is 4.35. The locomotives should,

therefore, be able to exert full tractive

force under ordinary conditions of service.

The boiler is of the extended wagon top

type, with a lung firebox placed above

the frames. The barrel is composed of

two rings; the first ring is tapered, with a

butt seam on the top center line, while the

dome is placed on the second ring The

firebox has a vertical throat and back

head, and is radially stayed. A total of

310 llexible stay bolts are placed in the

uppi 1 coi tier- of the sides ami thn at, and

the top row in the back head. A feature

of this boiler is the liberal spacing of the

tubes, which are set with 1 in. bridges.

While this arrangement apparently re-

-tricts the tube heating surface, it pro-

motes circulation In the same way, while

the grate area appears small when com-

pared t" tint of mail) .it her boilers of the

ranged to shake in two sections, with a

drop plate at the rear. The ash pan is

self-dumping, with two hoppers and cast

iron bottoms. It has draft openings in

the front and sides. The front end has a

short extension. The spark arrester con-

sists of a perforated plate, and the ad-

justable diaphragm is placed back of the

nozzle. The stack is tapered, with a di-

ameter of 145^ ins. at the choke.

The steam distribution is controlled by

balanced slide valves, driven by a simple

arrangement of Walschaerts motion. The

valves are set with a maximum travel of

(14 ins., and a constant lead of '4 in. A
cast steel brace, which spans the frames

between the first and second pairs of driv-

ing wheels, supports both the link and re-

verse shaft bearings. The valve rods are

supported by brackets bolted to the top

guide bars, and are pinned directly to the

combining levers. This arrangement

places practically all parts of the gear in

the same vertical plane.

The driving tires are all flanged on this

locomotive, and the truck has a rigid cen-

ter. The truck bolster, side frames and

1 1 nt.r plate .ire of steel, cast in one piece.

1 he main engine frames are also of cast

steel, with double front rails of forged

iron. The frames are supported, at the

back end, on inverted leaf springs, which

are suspended from the yokes placed over

the rear driving boxes.

A feature included in the equipment of

tius, engines is an arrangement of pip-

ing for washing sand off the rails hack

of tin rear driving wheels. The pipes are

connected to a cock, conveniently placed

• in ., level with the middle gauge cock.

T. E. Adams, Superintendent of Motive P

en p t by a Ger-

mpany for medic: 1 use to deter-

mine the degrees of fever. It consists

itinum wire enclosed in a

quartz glass tube, through A'hich a cur-

rent is
1

F01

battery.

and of ample volume, and it post 1

large amount of healing surface. This

I firebox has given satisfactory re-

ults ' n the heavy engines of the St. Louis

South we I

ites are of the rocking type, ar-

Baldwin 1 ocomotive Works, Builders.

I he resistance of .1 train is materially in-

i reased when hauling it over sanded rails.

By the use of this simple arrangement

train resistance is not increased, while the

full tractive force of the engine can be

developed on a slippery rail. The tender

has a U-shaped tank, and the frame is of
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cast steel, in one piece. The trucks are

of the equalized type, with In 'Kin, side

frames and center plate combined in a

single steel casting. The engini and ten

dcr truck wheels are of forged and rolled

steel, and were manufactured by the

Standard Steel Works Company.

CONSOLIDATION TYPE LOCOMOTIVES.

These engines were built, as far as pos-

sible, to the same specification as the ten-

wheelers, and the two classes have many
features in common. The consolidation

type develops a tractive force of 14,800

lbs., and is suitable for heavy and compar-

atively slow service. A description of

Heating Surface.— Firebox, 200 sq. ft.; tubes
2310 sq. ft.; total, 2,510 sq. ft.; grate area,

32.7 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels.—Diameter, inside, 62 ins.

Wheel Base.— Driving, 13 ft. 2 ins., total en-
gine, 24 ft

.
; tender, 56 ft. 4 ins.

Weight. '' wheels. 147,050 lbs.; on
truck, front, 35,300 lbs.; total engine,
182,350 lbs.; tender, about, 320,000 lbs.

Tender.—Tank capacity, 7,000 gals.; fuel, 15
tons; service, freight.

CONSOLIDATED TYPE.
Cylinders, 22 x 30 ins.; valve, balance slide.

material, steel ; diam-
eter, 78 ins.; thickness of sheets, \{ and
13/16 in.; working pressure,

Firebox.—Material, steel; length, 120 1/16 ins.;

width. pth, front, 83 ins.; back,
80 ins.; thickness of sheets, sides. H in.;

back, }£ in.; crown, H in.; tube, 9/16 in.

Water Space. Front, 5 ins.; sides, 4 ins.; back,
4 ins.

Tubes.— Material, steel; wire gauge. No. 11;
number, 346; diameter, 2 ins.; length 14
ft. i', il

advantage. The school is also equipped

with a library, as well as a miniature

railroad with a perfect Mock signal sys-

tem. In addition to learning telegraphy,

the students arc taught the duties of sta-

nts in order that they may be prc-

take charge of stations imme-
diately upon gi uatioi

In view of the use of the telephone in

train dispatching on the Pennsylvania

Railroad, the latest innovation at the Bed-

ford school is a course in dispatching

trains by telephone. This road now uses

i

hone on a number of branch lines

as well as the low grade freight line.

2-08 FOR THE ST. LOl'IS SOUTH-WESTERN.
T. E. Adams, Superintendent of Motive Tower. a Locomotive Works. Builder

these engines would be largely a repeti

tion of what has been said above. Atten-

tion may be called to the fact that, while

the boilers are straight topped, the di-

mensions in a number of important par-

ticulars are identical with those of the

ten-wheelers. For example, the fire-boxes

are so nearly alike that the grates are

interchangeable, except for a slight dif-

ference in the shaker rigging.

The cylinders of the consolidation loco-

motives are duplicates of those used on

similar engines equipped with the Stephen-

son link motion. The location of the

steam chests, therefore, necessitates the

use of rockers, whose bearings are bolted

to the guide yoke. The valves have the

same setting as those used on the ten-

wheel engines The tenders used with

these two classes are practically alike, ex-

cept that, in the ease of the consolidation

engines, the tank capacity is increased

from 7,000 to 8,000 gallons.

TEN WHEEL TVrr

Cylinders. 21 x 28 ins.; valve, balanced slide.

Boiler.—Type, extended wagon top; material,
steel; diameter, 72 ins.; thickness of sheets,

54 x 13/16 in.; working pressure, 200 lbs.

Firebox.—Materia!, iteel; length, 120 1/16 ins.;

width. 3o'4 ins.; depth, front, 75 1 ; ins.;

back, 72 ins.; thickness of sheets, sides, ^
in.; back, H in.; crown, 1$ in.; tube, 9/16

Water Space.—Front, 5 ins.; sides, 4 ins.; back,
4 ins.

Tubes.— Material, steel wire gauge. No. ti;
number. 31s; diameter, 2 ins.; length. 14
ft. i'/t ins.

Heating Surface.—Firebox, 224 sq. ft.; tubes,

2.537 sq. ft.; total, 2,761 sq. ft.; grate area.

32.7 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels.—Diameter, outside, 55 ins.

Wheel Base.—Driving, 16 ft.; total engine, 24
ft. 6 ins.; tender. 57 ft. y'/3 ins.

Weight.—On driving wheels. 173,000 lbs.; on
truck, front, 22,000 lbs.; total engine,
195,000 lbs.; tender, about, 360,000 lbs.

Tender.—Tank capacity, 8,000 gals.; fuel, 15
tons; service, freight.

School of Telegraphy.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has put

forth an effort to increase interest in the

telegraph school at Bedford, l'a. It is

the broadest distribution of a pamphlet

describing the work which is being done

by that institution. The number of stu-

dents enrolled, up to Sept. I of this year,

was 243, of whieli number 151 have grad-

uated and are now employed as telegra-

phers, and the railroad expects to in-

crease this number materially by its cam-

paign.

indents at the Bedford School are

taught practical railroading. The regu-

lar railroad telegraph wires are run

through the school and train orders and

telegrams are received and transmitted

in the same way as is done in regular

practice. An automatic sending machine,

with a transmitter that can be set at any

speed, has been installed in the school.

This machine is used to teach the stu-

dents to receive messages, and as it trans-

mits at a uniform speed, it is of great

In the pamphlet which the company has

just issued it is announced that the school

of telegraphy was established for the pur-

pose of educating young men to become
telegraph or telephone operators, and, to

make it as easy as possible, only a nom-
inal fee is charged. Students graduate in

from 6 to 8 months, and, as the pamphlet

states, ''all graduates are given positions

on the Pennsylvania Railroad, with the

assurance that if they arc faithful in the

discharge of their duties they will have

Steady employment, and will be placed in

line for promotion to higher positions."

Fast Running.

Tlie Michigan Central Railroad has

long been noted for making real fast runs

with passenger trains—not runs merely

made on paper. On September 27 one of

the passenger trains on this road ran 1. 12

miles in 92 seconds.

The train which made the run is known
as "No. .?." is made up of eight coatches,

and is drawn by one of the new Atlantic-

I'art of the distance in that run was
1 at the rate of 98.5 miles an

hour.

The portion of the road over wdiich

these fast runs are made lies in the long

level stretches between St. Thomas and

Windsor. Ont.
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ii m has been afforded 1))' r

["] ituatic m at il

P. R. R. Floating Equipment. cutting the teeth in the- rim^ of two piston and valve rod packing.
tate the handling of wheels 88) ins. in diameter to replace Piston and valve rod packing were
ovisions and other two worn-out gear wheels on a wheel being turned off at the rate of 150 com-

reighl in N"ew York Harbor lathe. The lathe had seen long service plete sets a day. The portions of metal
Ivania Railroad has inau- but with the exception of the worn and were placed on a suitable mandrel, the

refrigerator barge service broken gear teeth the lathe was othei outer end of which was threaded, the

5 adopted after much wis* serviceable. There were 175 teeth nut being small enough to admit the

t< I 11 I"
1
method oi in the rims, and no indexing machine pieces of metallic packing to pass over

handling this kind of traffic where it 1- could cope with a wheel of such dimen- the nut, the packing being held in place

maki deliver) in the sions. Mr. E. 11. Sweeley, the general by a horseshoe-shaped steel washer. A
and when' the company foreman, devised the means used for broad-faced tool with a projecting an-

tection against 'heal in bolting the two new rims together g'le on its outer edge and a few revolu-
ld in winter. Ordinarily and marking off a pentagon di- lions of the lathe were sufficient to per-

vided the spaces into thirty-five equal feet the packing rings with the proper
parts I he rims were carefully leveled bend on the outer piece. The nut was

loosened and the slidable washer re-

moved and the three or four pieces of

packing were in rapid rotation being

added to the growing pile.

The planing of rod brasses at perfect

right angles was not, as usual, left to

the haphazard chance of the rough
edges of the castings. A revolving jig

wnli four double sets 1 f steel puis held

i'm In. 1 .... in thi 1 '..ni positions, and

the finished faces were planed absolute

I; true.

The exact boring of cylinders, tires

and 1 ither w 1 irk is bri >ught to pei fei t n m
by the use of a micrometer on the end

of a steel rod. Over the pointer of the

micrometer there 1- a removable steel

sheath of a certain known thickness.

This hardened sheath is not liabli to

wear from contact with other metallic

substances, and when the exact point of

adjustment of the cut is attained the

sheath is removed until its further ser-

\ ices is required.

w KSMITH SHOP

\\ e 1 .nun 11 closi - mr brief notes w ith-

out some reference to the blacksmith's

shop. Mr. C. A. Slinker, the foreman
blacksmith, is a master in metal. His

blllldl 1 ' rs are till nine 1 ml excellent

work. The eccentric jaws, and brake

rod ends, and shaking grate level sock-

ets, and eye bolts, and castle imts, and

j Under c< k k 3, and fire hi « iks, and oth-

er w ork have the elegant finish 1

ings, and we hope to have an early op-

portunity of furnishing illustrations in

1 In pages of R \n w w \xn 1 ,01 0MO1 ivk

1 xi. .if -i niie of the w ork that

"1 PI WSYI.VAMA RAII.Rl I \l>

• howi \ei. differs on ti mporary trestles and held in posi

I ports in the fact tion by bracki 1- m which tin- rin -

1 no rail connec ml \ llx, ,| marker attached to the

and freight must be slottcr indicated where each -11

It was to supplj inp 1 enter punch mark should In

Pennsylvania Kail- at. and the work proceeded with a . 1

.

d il
:

frigi rati.n b irge ere,. .
. j rapidit) and ai 1 uracy that could

one of not be surpa 1 \ few strokes of a

: g eipllpiuelll

L. I. Shops at Richmond Hill.

hops ,.i 1 lie Long
ml Hill. I.I.

1 11 Ii 11 limn-

atl nded P

file and the teeth looked ,, :l

they had been formed iron, a fixed con

•er 111 a largi machine. Sixteen studs

the geared ,,,,1 to the lathe and ,hesc >»ge» io"s devices product

ml .! • IH'W

IHI H I II I I NTHII'S.

In the In u me, out of eccentrics, aftei

1
1 bolt an fitted holding the tin

placed on th«

mill and held m position by

Conventions for Atlantic City.

I he joint mi el ing .1 tin executive

Minnie, .
1 if tin Mastet Mi 1 h inii and

Master 1 '.r,- Builders' As

nel in W.i In mm ion to decid

, bored the I'lai e of meeting for tin

, ml below without n nciations next June. Atlantic City was

I!' brass bushings for the decided upon as the meeting placi

irneil out of a hollow cast Voting's pur will be where the exhibits

'

.! 1
1

.-j being oil in two are will h placed and where the sessions of

Iniinl. the strap Tin ''" cicties will be held. Saratoga made

II intci .

;

'

: hid for the cue,
, ntions.

I'ho conventions have si dily grown in

lit;

:d the space

1 ncce isarih be verj large
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General Correspondence
Valve Trouble.

Editor

:

In the September issue of your valuable

paper the question was asked as to what

ailed a blowing valve and in thi i

i Railway and Locomi n i wo

neering, page 405, 5 g od brother at-

tempted to explain what the difficulty was.

If this gentleman will consult the ques-

lin, he h ill find that it was stated

that the valve had 5% ins. travel. Now
in order for the valve to uncover tin-

steam port fully it would he necessary

for the -

el 2 times the sum 1 i

the lap and li

J.; 1

1 in-, width of -team port

and % _• i
; 4 ins. outside of lap of

valve, and 5 ins is the total travel of

valve.

It is true that the valve over travels

: _• in., however, it would he m
for the valve to have 8 ins. travel in order

to have the exhaust port uncoi ered. The
valve travel in this ease has been looked

into thoroughlj and it i- equal in fi rward

and backward motion, the reach roil being

the proper length. I thank the brother

lor his information, hut lie has another

oming. si bscriber.

Covington, A'y.

than the Stuffing box in -team chest. Mj
belief was that when in full gear the valve

rod would e down still lower, clamp

the valve in the yoke and raise tl

of the valve off it- seal, and after steam

got under the valve it would help to

hold it up. h; starting full gear she

would blow very hard. By hooking her

up 3 or 4 notches she would no1 Mow so

bad, and by hitting the valve rod with a

bloi k ' if wood the valve would drop t

and blow would eease. Nothing

«a- don, to this engine; only a block of

wi od was driven in the from of the guard

seat and latei she went to

-1011, F. O. HlLLMAN
R. II. Foreman, ( . G.-W.

Red Wing, Minn.

Slide Valve Trouble.

In September issue of Railway and

Locomotive Engineering a subscriber,

C. & O. Shops. Covington, Ky.. state- that

they are experiencing trouble in placing

the cause "i a Mow in slide valve, and to

which Footnot aying you w ill

he plea-ed ti hear from anyone who ran

explain cau f trouble. Before doing

so it will 1"' necessary for you to give

correct dimensions of valve, a- -aim- given

in cut allows the valve 2 :!

„ inch

lap. the width of valve heing given as

14^4 inches. Perhaps this should have read

hii ii would allow %-inch

lap. J. H I

Hat, . Ilta.

[We wilt be pleased to have our sub-

scriber from Covington, K. . say if sizes

given in our S correct.

Our illustration was m sketch

sent us

Slide Valve Trouble.

Referi i valve trouble in your

September issue, we once had an

that acted the same way and she had the

Allen-Richardson ported valve. I meas-

ured the back end of valve rod and found

it lower on center,

I

1
gjjn$

has made 5 in mi!'

inder oil, including the lubrication of

the air pump. If you know of a record

that will bi me hear from

you. A- -0011 as mj ; al-

I
I '.'.ill put tin' d. \ ice ui the mar-

1- et. ^ 0111 - truly.

J. II. W VIII K.-.

; M. M. Georgia Railroad. .

Locomotive Lubricating Device.

Editor:

I know you are always interested in

something new-; then ion I send you

this little item. I have recently de-

signed a little devici and applied it to

the lulu i
1 unotive

which revolutionizes tin- present prac-

tice. As you are aware, tin- past rec

Making of Good Engineers.

It has been said that any mail can

do a job wit: it takes

a mechanic to do a good job with poor
tools. Perhaps this i- the reason why
the Traveling Engineers' Association

i- working so hard on the subject. Some
of the tool- an- "awful"—reasons, re-

trenchments, monthly allotment sys-

tem, sin irtage of pi iv, er, etc. !

is what we all need and till companies
or persons operating tin railroads

should recognize thi- fact, 1" -ides the

Traveling Engineers, and take steps

toward schools

purpose, When one rides one

FROM
LUBRICATOR

TO CYLINDER TC CYLINDER
OUT] l\i SKI 11 II OF WATTERS 'HI. HEATER.

ords for cylinder lubrication under,

ids average in freight ser-

to go miles to one pint.

and in jenger service from 00 to

140 mi!< ording

he cylinder.

The oil from the lubrical

pipes which are lo-

cated in the front such as shown in sketch.

ire of the oil is raised above

that of the saturated steam and is carried

am resulting in

With my
11 a locomotive run-

of the present-day gs" it is

why it is hard to obtain

the material from which to make good

engineer-. V : taking

a job at manual labor, shoveling from

ten to t-wenl
\

|

or ten 1

right at it again, in the 1

with a vii v

engiu

ird law " went

men be-

ii hours
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off duty, as the case may be. Every

uld take pride in educating

himself in the line of business winch

r a livelihood. The prin-

seems to be that of get-

:i husky enough to meet the

manual requirements and have enough

gray matter to absorb enough knowl-

edge of the "hog" to pass the neces-

sary examinations. More inducements

arc offered to men to become trainmen.

The pay is almost as good, no hard

labor, comfortable caboose, not one-

half as much to learn before being ca-

pable of being promoted. The Travel-

ing Engineers on each individual sys-

tem should compile a series of ques-

tions and answers relative to the work,

as required by the company employing

them, for the education of the men
over whom they have authority. Are

there any better men for this purpose

than some of them, like Mr. C. B. Con-

ger, who have had experience? Is

there anything better, more education,

to the point or more easily understood

than Mr. Conger's writings?

There should be talent enough on

each large system to do the work of

producing the necessary educational

matter for the system according to

their rules. To educate the men to

make use of the "low grade" coal spok-

en of in the president's message or ad-

dress is a horse of another color. Some
one should be educated to draft the lo-

comotives, so that the "low grade" coal

will remain on the fire long enough to

give up its heat before passing out of

the smokestack. Enough coal is wasted

by never touching the fire to buy
enough oil to oil the engine indefinite^

ly. Mine owners in loading "run of

mine" coal usually seize the opportun-

ity to clean up the "gob" or work off a

lot of "bug dust" for good money,
producing what an official once called

"not poor coal but fine coal." Of
course, a fireman must be educated to

firr this good coal—the engineer how to

haul maximum tonnage without "hang-

ing up" and with a "due regard to econ-

omy in the use of fuel, etc."

One of the best educational mediums
which I have so far found and can rec-

d to the T. E. A. is Railway
and Locomotive Engineering. The

of vital importance to some
hundred odd thousand of engineers and

making of good officials.

So many men with "paper records,"

"pull," "hold on the company through

accident." ability to "bulldoze,"

as "soft soap." The men get the posi-

tions where life is made a misery for

! ho are compelled to

take their onh-i 01 abuse. However,
we have many officials who are gen-

tlemen in every sense of the term,

thank the Lord Let the millenium

Come. GUSTTNE HoLTZKOPF.

Wheeling, W. Va.

Reseating Safety Valves.

Editor:

I In print I send you shows our method

of reseating safety valves without taking

them from boiler. This method does first-

class work and we have no occasion to

remove safety valves until they are worn

the value which a positive signal would

be to the inexperienced train crew is in-

estimable. The front end of an engine

is now taken up with headlight, classifi-

cation lamps, flag-staffs and marker

stands Where is there room for more?

Simply by placing or arranging these ap-

APPARATUS USED FOR RESEATING SAFETY VALVES

out. The facing and reseating tools are

held central by brass nut, as shown in

section, and a few turns of each tool com-

pletes the work. This tool will interest

any one who is removing safety valves

for reseating.

Chas. Markel,

Shop Foreman, C. & N. W. Ry.

Clin Ion, fa.

Identification and Schedule Fulfilled

Signals.

Editor:

Much has appeared in print in the sun-

dry railway magazines and journals dur-

ing the past three years, pro and con,

relative to the necessity of identification

and schedule fulfilled signals. While

all writers on the subject are in unison

as to the place of location for a identifi-

cation signal or indicator, viz. : That it

should be carried on the front end of a

train, which would be on the front end

of the engine. There is much diversity

of opinion .1 nils the location and

kind of signal which would prove of value

as a schedule fulfilled signal or signals,

especially so in tin rase of trains consisting

of, or con ctions. There is no

question but that the engineer would pre-

fer a positive signal to a negative one,

likewise an experienced train crew, and

pliances so that their greatest utility and

benefit to the service will be derived. The
writer has heard of the remark of a

brother engineer, which was to the effect,

"That to place a headlight in front of

the numberplate or just above it spoils

the appearance or beauty of the engine,"

but does it spoil the beauty of the light?

Headlights on modern engines are

placed too high, and a little experiment-

ing on the part of the unbeliever will

prove the correctness of this assertion.

Locate the headlight in front of where

the number plate now is, or a little above

it, according to the height of the boiler,

and a much better light is thrown ahead

upon the track. Switch points, targets,

etc., are the more clearly seen and at a

greater distance, and the light penetrates

the darkness a greater rail distance, en-

hancing its value. Therein the beauty

lies, Take a bull's-eye lantern into the

darkness, hold it above the head, then

at the waist ; objects are plainer and at

a greater distance with the lamp in the

latter position. It's no optical illusion,

simply the result of a natural law.

Therefore an engineer cannot see as well

with a headlight located above his direct

line of vision, as he can with the one

which is placed below it We then place

the headlight in front of the sraoke-box

when it gives the best results.
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In so doing we must try to please our

confreres and therefore must not rob the

engine of her beauty nor symmetrical ap-

pearance, so we place, in a sense, a

dummy headlight where the headlight

ought to be, to preserve her beauty, and
make its length as great as beauty will

permit, with a ground or painted white

glass in front, over which the numbers
of, or letters indicating the kind of train

are attached. The numerals and letters

for such being kept, while not in use, in

a section or compartment at the back of

the dummy. On each side apertures with

glasses are provided for the number of
the engine and the dummy is lighted with

an electric lamp, gas burner, or oil gauge
lamp. The classification lamp and flags,

the latter can be made of tin painted, if

preferable, and kept with the numerals
and letters when not in use, on
each side of the dummy and on the

same plane. We can now at a glance read

the kind and number of the train or both,

number of engine and classification sig-

nals if any. There is no chance nor ex-

cuse for a mistake, except where engi-

neers and train crews might take a figure

3 for a s or 8, or a figure 5 for a 6 or
vice versa. The numerals can be made
from S to 8 ins. in height, and if such
mistakes are possible make use of those

numerals and letters as cannot be mis-

taken such as 1. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and o. X
could not be taken for anything but x by
a man who was awake. Sketches illus-

trate the foregoing. The writer holds

caveats issued under the regulations of

the International Patent Convention
which will be allowed to expire. You.
therefore, are at liberty to make use of

the above described device. A Christ-

mas present for the needy ; small favors

thankfully received, larger ones in pro-

portion.

Now for the schedule fulfilled signal.

Rule 19 of the revised code of 1906 says,

"That markers shall be carried, showing
by night a green light to the front and
sides and red to the rear, and by day
green flags at the rear end of a train.

Referring to the code, a section is a part

of a train, but it carries markers indicat-

ing it to be the rear end of the train, not

the rear end of a section. Rule 19 was
not changed when sections became fash-

ionable: correctly the markers should in-

dicate the rear end of the leading section

or sections and not the rear end of the

train. It is not consistent that we should

here cite different opinions based upon
an hypothesis regarding the intention of

this or that rule in the code. The vocab-

ulary of the English language is suffi-

ciently large that both the wording and
intention of all rules be the same. There-

fore should markers showing by night,

red to the rear and white to the front

and sides, ground or painted glasses being

used to show a dull white, with the num-
ber of the section attached over the glasses

to the front or sides, indicating the num-

ber of the section; and by day, white

flags, made of tin painted and with num-

ber of the section stenciled thereon, car-

ried at the rear end of the leading section

or sections, and the regular marker of

green and red carried to indicate the rear

of such a train composed or consisting of

sections and fulfilling a schedule, a much
needed and necessary want would be

filled.

When meeting trains, where masking the

headlight is practiced, the dummy or train

indicator is of great value to the train

crew and particularly so to the engine

crew. Its light is entirely different from

all other signals, and with the numerals

or letters indicating the kind and class of

train, it cannot be mistaken for any other

signal than that which it indicates. And
in passing or meeting moving trains,

where the headlight almost blinds the crew

of the opposing train or trains, the use

of the dummy and the position of the

other signals ensures to all concerned that

clearness of reading such signals with that

ease and certainty, absolutely necessary

in the operation of modern railway trains.

In the case of a regular or extra train.

not consisting of sections, the dummy
headlight or train indicator and markers

provide two distinct schedule fulfilled and

Fast Repair Work.

In connection with article on page 386

of your valuable paper relative to quick

work on C. II. & D. locomotive No. 384

and request from our mutual friend of the

C. & O. in CO th handling of

this, let me say, first of importance in

connection with the handling of locomo-

tive shops, it must be borne in mind by

officers in connection therewith that they

are upon the ground to serve a duty.

The principal is to furnish to the trans-

portation department locomotives for the

greatest use tip 11 ibly have with

the least mechanical delay at terminals.

With this in view we endeavor, at our

larger terminals, to cut it down to the

minimum. In order to do this we must

have the closest co-operation of all con-

cerned, from our highest official down to

our least roundhouse employee.

At this terminal there is called to or-

der a meeting, in my office, every Monday
at 10 a. m. We have a form which shows

dispatch of power, and any unusual delay

is taken up and discussed thoroughly by

the foremen of various departments to

see where we can better the condin t

may be for a great many reasons that the

engine was delayed longer than necessary

in the roundhouse. Important informa-

PKOPOSED AKRAXCKMKNT "1 LOCOMOTIVE SIGNALS

positive signals, likewise with a train con-

sisting of sections, a crew would know
when the last section was met or passed.

The markers or signals on the rear end

acting as a check on those of the front

end.

Experienced railroaders prefer the

Double Order System, so let's have it in

something more than on paper, and it is

up to, not only brotherhood organizations,

but fraternal societies as well, to see to

it. that their members individually and col-

lectively are given means for such pro-

tection. It's as good, if not better, than

more life insurance, especially from the

careful and thoughtful engineman's point

of view. Question

!

W. Allan Odell.

Apartado ivo.

City of Mexico, Mexico.

t.'on as to increasing the efficiency of the

department is brought about in this man-
ner. With the same view the back shop

engines are handled acci rdingly. We fig-

ure that every hour an engine is lying

around the terminal that the company is

being deprived of an earning unit. The
handling of the engine of which we speak

is no uncommon occurrence with our or-

ganization. We handle this matter month
in and month out.

The solicitation of one of your repre-

sentatives, which happens to be one of

our engineers, thought it would be of in-

terest to some readers of your paper on

prompt handling of such matters and I

see that it has been quoted. Engine 384

has 20 x 26 in. cylinders; has 314 2-in

flues 14 ft. long; is of the 10-wheel type

with drivers 57 ins. outside of tires,
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drums and

. tender 116,055 lbs.

ild call the attention

efore G

sue, which relate to this

We build .111 extra back end of

rebox that joins the

at thi
I eet, this being si *

tin boiler department that

id\ for application about the

: the engine 1- in tin

a\ 1 liding all this delay of 1> ing

nd putting engine in

:
I

\\ 1 alsi < have -In » - and

for this 1 lass

md 'i r 1 the engini is

and you will see

mi thod it is very easj to keep

ngines in service and do a large

work upon locomotives of

ription in a very short time,

alh I attribute the prompt han-

i: matti • to tin sysl

ich « e liavi "ii tile 111 the general

We km m each engine

:>u in the back

shop three 1 r< she is due

travel ing en

tors, boiler inspector

file in thi tern reports covering the

.it will be required by the loco-

nd three months before she

for tin- bark shop. Tin ton

.1 different inter

tii.i! in- ha- material mi

repairs I ins « a\

j' 1 am surplus material on

Ij that which is required for the

in the back shop,

w 1 irk 1- handli d pn impth I In

I- C. I'n KARU,

: Mechanic C. 11. & D.

Big Four Engine 361.

mbei numbi 1 .1

1 fi ! matii 'ii n gardii

typ loci .'in >ti\ e N'o

.11 prac-

.; .
. [) nting '

-1111 >ke-

.

ih this

Engineering for December, 1903, page

547 For -•nir reason the three loco-

motives wire transferred to the Big

Four proper and No. 574 became No.

36] Several years ago. when the Big

Four equipment was relettered to "New
I

1
I

1 entral Lines," No 361 again re-

ceived a new number, and it 1- now
known as No. 6928, class [-62-a. The
model nt the engine shown by Mr.

Schuyler 1- a fairly good representation

of the engine, although the pilot details

are la< king.

I regret that an error was made in

giving the new class of the old class

"O" Pennsylvania engine, described on

Si ptember number. I:

should read D-8a instead 1 if 1 >- roa

The 1 ' 1 1 1
1
locomotives are larger and

have Belpaire boilers.

C. SCHMID.

Ii avuc, hid.

Position of Pivot Point.

Editor :

In -i tiding questii m to yi m re 2-6-2

class engine I found when too late to re-

call letter that 1 hadn't given you suffi-

cient information about same. The ques-

tion I would like answered is:

\ 2-6-2 class engine weighs 60 tons,

pony trucks front and rear. 6 wheels

inpled drivers Hie main di i\ 1 1

i'i tons weight, which is one ton more

than lea. liny or trailing drivers, whose

weights are the same, 15 tons on each.

Pony trucks have equal weight-, 7 tons

1 .11 each ( "1 mipensated tin 1 mgln ml

wheel base, 28 ft; rigid wheel base, 14 ft.

How would you proportion youi com
[iensating holds to give these weights?

F. W'n LIAMS

Sydney, ,\V;c South U'.ii.-s.

I

In answering thi- question, a- you

ited it. several things ha\ e t' 1 be

I, .1 - j 1 m li.o 1 in a given them. We
will suppose the length of the equalizer is

I
ft. and that at present thi pivot

act l\ in the 1 enter . if the equalizer. I ake,

fur example, the leading and the center

wheel. I he front equalizer gives is tons

aeling win el and is' , tons t 1 tin

rear wheel Working mil this
;

no ih es si living a simultam 011

equation, which it is not necessary ''' fiivi

he. 1 llie 1 1 -nil. In }\\ , \ er, 1- that in or

produce equal weight- mi the

to move thi

' a :1a l; from tin

nice of a little o\ 1

i.f an inch 1 ond nn >r<

than ;

1
in fin fraction as worked -m

I 1 1
1 app 1

Chicago, July 31, loin, the subject be-

ing a new -at. tj derail signal, the sim-

plicity and ingeniousness of which

caused the meeting to unanimously pass

a vote of confidence and support there-

in. The subject was introduced by ray-

si li. being the inventor of the new de-

tail signal. The description is as fol-

lows:

My automatic protective signal fir de-

rail at railroad interlocking plants, which

shows position of derail at night, is com-

posed of a fixed white or other suitable

color light and shield, light showing

white automatically when track is clear

DERAIL ROO

DERAIL SIGNAL.

aid covered by shield 111 which the dan-

ger color shows when derail is set. Two
colors may be used in the shield when

white is not used for clear. The shield is

secured to the derail rod or bar and moves

automatically with the movement of de-

rail. The lamp is an ordinary bullseye

light, kerosene burner, secured on short

wood nr cement post set in ground, show-

ing in front of an approaching train. This

light does nut displace or take the office of

the regular interlocking plant signals, but

1-. an additional signal which dues nut

require a long distance movement or con-

nection. C. J. Teare,

Loco. Engr. Div. 96, !'. of 1.. E.

Cliica<jo. III.

New Style of Main Rod, C. & N. W.

Editor:

I am sending you a blue print of a new

style main rod that does away with straps,

bolts, set screws and flanged brasses ma-

chined in shapcr, then band fitted after

Signal for Derail.

dilm-

bi ing plam d I he rsl cost -1 tl

in the present style,

which i- to make and is con-

tinually breaki n brasses

and causing gt 1 at damage fin
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style is very expensive as to renewal in h

as straps, bolts, brasses, etc.

The filling blocks and wedge as shown
are cast steel made from patterns allow-

ing enough stock to finish up. Ml work is

done in jigs, which makes all part- dupli-

cate of one another, and the a si i- not

excessive. The two filling Mocks that

hold the bras-e- are made in oni pieci

by simply planii 1

• both sides
;

then

placed on a boring null they are 1> ired ami

counterborcd fi r brass fit. then planed on

botli end- When planing top and bottom

for rod fit it cut's itself in halves. These

two tilling blocks will last for

there is no wear (.11 them. The onl; pat 1

that requires renewing is the bra

is quickly made, as it is lathe work, and

six of them can be turned up while shap-

ing one of the old style flanged brasses.

To make this brass, it is bored out to fit

crank pin, then placed on mandrel and

turned up to fn bored out hole in filling

blocks, (hen planed t p and bottom to fit

I, which prev hi thi bras

from tti:

This style of bras- has no flanges to

(T1

b frozen pip. -. closed tank \ al\

hose with collapsed linings, screens filled

with ballast or burst pipes and low

water in tank.

_'. Steam failing to reach injector in

sufficient quantities due to partly closed

valves or valves having the end

lying ovei p 1 >sagewaj . 1 hi very rare

i' ins an obstruction may

these pipes, such as rivet hi ad

especially after the boiler ha- undergone

heavy repairs.

,;. Overflow pipe slopped b> ice, or coal

and ashes when the pipe- emptj into ash

pan-

.;. \iu leal. 111 the feed pipe to the in-

jector will can
1 di Eective vacuum to be

formed. The closer to the inji 1 I

ion Pipes not lining up pn p-

erly or collars pulled loose from pipes.

These collars do not show large crack-

when pipe 1 disci mnected, but develop

when in place and under Stress of the

unions.

5 I >ir! in inli t valves

nd galled or stem bent by use of

impri per ti 1
-

I his defeel alii -

\1.\V STYJ E MAIN ROD. C. ,\ S w K

in. thicker than the

present brass w< use, which mean

life and better service. It also ha- .;.; sq.

re bearing surface than thi

brass. The front end bras- on thi- rod

has round turned up brass in place of the

brass, which is all shap

rk. I belies e this bit 1
if informa-

tion will 1

! to

W. T. Si! M'l.K.

General Foreman, C. & X. W. Ry.

11, la.

Injectors. Their Defects and Remedies.

tors of 1 b

M't lifting v

lifting w iling to deliver it to

boiler.

Defect- ailures of first class,

and mi ly met with, are as

-follows

:

1 Water fa h injector due

to flow din if' bai k on top of I

from tie

o \; ti;.,. cracl n ill di 1 1 I p in the

injector body tinder the -team nozzle,

and allow steam ti the the

vacuum. This

work with a low steam pressure and fail

with a f steam, which

forces u iter than

the low
i

7. TI le will work off the

steam nozzli and fall down over the small

fi rming

back inti

1 alve will.

8. Oi

in placi

handle

great qu

to the tank.

In tn

tioii. A word might be di

ink hose lining 1

ining thi them in such a posi-

tion that a light, such as a small piece of

n a wire, may be run through them

from end to end. affording the repairman

a go, d chance to examine them. Wash-
1

, with insufficient opening,

might al-o be mentioned.

may be patched up by

tightly bandaging a puce of »mn on the

crack with rope or wire until a terminal

i i reached.

joints

may be temporarily repaired by wrapping

til with lamp wick or string, so as

to make a joint which will be slightly

expansivi to fill the larger space

1
tacked collar

also can be wrapped with string when the

pipe i- disconnected; then when coupled

the nut will pull the string tight int' the

crack.

I lirt 1: m inlet valves

ll w valve, removing tank ho-e and flow-

1 am back thi pipe. In

,1, ijng this, 1 ]" n and Mo-,, -team ram

rapidly. If you hear a -harp report, as

of a firearm. y< < "am there is

no dirt presi nt. oi injec-

the Simplex, a small plug

cock in the body of the injector allows the

inlel valve to be cut out. This reduces

the amount 1 >f watei

and if an injector can be made to work

villi 11 cut out. it i- not bad practice to

111 while the injector is not

The remainii .

and an experienced man to remedy. 1 he

only tiling a man ah I can do

arising is to

close hi- watei alves and use

the oil

Bad boile'i 1
' interfere so

much with tl

as they did, although a bad boiler check.

nozzle leaking through its seat

in the it a steam ram

leaking thn ugh its seat on the nozzle,

will make an injector of these late types

prime.

water may he

following

(1) A partial cutting

Steam - line check valve in

ick. (3) Insufficient

lift in b

'b-t ruction in deliv-

Combinii

eign matter Thi- d injector

when a part

In renewing

steam 11

in the body and ; nozzle,

allowing the

proach the
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ects may be remedied

ometimes, as may the fourth
1

irtially closed steam valves and

tank valves opened and screens cleaned

by any one.

Line check valves may be opened when

stuck by closing the overflow valve at the

>anu- time the injector handle is pulled

out. Some injectors have lubricating

for emergency cases of this kind

placed just over the feed-pipe connection.

To use this, remove the plug from the

injector, which will cause a strong draft

into the hole and carry the oil well into

the injector; then replace the plug. In

replacing plug be careful, as sometimes

the steam flies out in good supply as soon

as the vacuum commences to form in in-

jector. The remaining defects call for

experienced aid.

In reference to the last two defects it

would be well for the repairman to closely

acquaint himself with the dimensions of

the tubes of their different class of injec-

tors. Also learn the distance from end

of delivery tube to seat of steam nozzle.

In case there is any deviation from stand-

ard measurements this can be remedied

by having a liner of the desired thickness

turned up and placed on the injector

steam nozzle seat where it screws into the

injector. In diameter this liner should

be the same as the nozzle on the outside,

and on the inside just large enough to

snugly pass the threaded portion. Care

should be exercised to prevent the liner

dropping out of place and preventing the

nozzle seating properly on the barrel.

S. S. O.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Test for Loose Wheels.

An accident due to a loose wheel on

the London, Brighton and South Coast

Railway has of course been investigated

by the railway department of the Board

of Trade. Col. Von Donop presiding. It

appears that the only records of simi-

lar accidents were on the Great Western,

and in the report of the L., B.

and S. (' accident, the precautions

now taken by the Great Western Railway

rred to by way of giving an ex-

ample of what very careful and high-

grade shop practice is.

The Great Western people, after press-

ing a wheel on the axle, make a practice

of applying a hack test pressure of 50

all wheels fitted up in the shops.

They also have a tape record of the pres-

sure during the whole process, which

an automatic record, and thus any

ati constant

pressun easily discernible.

The 50 ton back pressure is applied to see

if the wheel ran be started after finally

n its seat. The Lond' n, Brighton

and South Coast Railway h adopted

nice the

Observations on Disconnecting.

By F, P. Roesch.

We are all more or less the slaves of

precedent; a custom once established,

regardless of the cause that called it

into being, becomes in the course of

time sacred, gospel law— a law per-

haps that carries with it no other pen-

alty for violation but universal con-

demnation, but none the less one that

but few have the temerity to gainsay.

The origin of the law may be obscured

in the dim and mystic past; the reason

for its existence may rest upon no

firmer foundation than the expressed

opinion of some long since dead and

forgotten individuals ; but the opinion

as expressed by constant repetition

gains strength and volume, like a snow-

ball rolling down hill, until it becomes

accepted as an uncontrovertible fact,

and as such becomes a law. In the in-

fancy of railroading, before the strength

of material was calculated to the nicety

and exactness that it is at the present,

or before the mechanically dependable

material of to-day was obtainable, the

failure of the various parts that enter

into the construction of the locomotive

was of such frequency that successful

disconnecting of the parts that would

enable .1 man to bring his engine to

the terminal under her own steam, with

pari of the train, and eliminate all pos-

sibility of further damage, became al-

most an exact science. Every success-

ful method of disconnecting was dis-

cussed, written up. commented on, un-

til it became established as correct prac-

tice and the proper thing to do under

the circumstances.

Some of the methods still obtain and

can still be claimed as good practice

;

-ini' others have been stationary while

tin' locomotive has been going through

a period of evolution. Our disconnect-

ing practice, through respect for the

;a< i' dness of old established laws, has

not in all cases kept pace with the

march of progress. Only in cases

where the enlargement of parts or re-

vised construction compelled it was any

deviation from established practice

made, and even then the violation of

the old law was approached in fear and

trembling and the experimentor felt as

if the sword of Damocles was sus-

pended above his head until repeated

fnl ventures proved the correct-

ness of his view s.

Time was, and not so long

either, when the engineer who did not

disconnect 1 1 i — main rod in all cases

where the valve stem was disconnected

might just as well call for his time on

arrival; he was almost sure to be dis-

I anyway, not for any real or

fancied damage to the cylinders, but

for violation of established precedent.

Times have changed, however, with the

advent of the l,0OO-lb. main rod; and

yet it took years to break away from

this practice, and then only because ne-

cessity compelled it.

Among the hoary and time-honored

laws that still maintain an all-unwar-

ranted existence none looms more

prominent than the disconnection of

side rods, and it is to lead up to this

particular subject that this long pre-

amble has been written.

The old law reads, "In case of fail-

ure of a side rod the corresponding

section on tiie opposite side should be

removed also."

Law No. 2 reads, "In case of a failure

of main connection on an engine hav-

ing three or more connected drivers, all

side rods on both sides should be re-

moved and the engine brought in with

tin- main rods up only."

Law No. 3 reads : "In case the main

crank pin breaks off close to the wheel,

all side rods should come down on both

sides and the engine brought in with but

one main rod up."

The question that will at once arise

in an investigating mind is, ''Why'"

I ke law Xo. 1. for instance, "in case

of a broken side rod the corresponding

rod should come down also." This is

undoubtedly good practice, where the

side rod involved is the front or back

section on a consolidation locomotive,

or the side rod on an 8-wheel engine,

but even in the latter case the question

will arise, is it necessary and is it good

practice?' While there is no question

as to the correctness of the practice,

as applied to front and back sections

on consolidation locomotives, and ordi-

narily on 8-wheel locomotives., yet there

may be times when it might be well to

deviate from the established practice

in case of an 8-wheel engine. The haul-

ing capacity of every locomotive is gov-

erned largely by the adhesion of the

drivers, the ratio of adhesion or trac-

tive power being usually as 4 is to 1, or

4.5 is to 1. In other words, for every

pound of tractive power developed in the

cylinders we have from four to four and

one-half pounds of adhesive weight to

hold the drivers to the rail and prevent

the engine from slipping.

Take now an 8-wheel engine with a

broken side rod where both side rods

are disconnected and only the main

rods left up. In this case our ratio of

adhesion to tractive power would prob-

ably be as 2 is to I. and. consequently,

it would be almost impossible to hold

the engine to the rail or prevent slip-

ping; therefore, if the engine was cou-

pled to a passenger train heavy enough

so that it required considerable effort

on the part of the engine to start it,

the probabilities are that with an en-

disconnected in this manner the

train could not be handled at all, and

yet, it instead of a broken side rod the
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engine broke a valve stem so that one

side of the engine was inoperative, the

engineer would have no hesitation in

trying to handle the train with his en-

gine on one side.-, and no doubt he could

handle it successfully. In this case, if

the engine was disconnected in the old

manner—that is, both side rods taken

down—the probabilities are that it would

be necessary to send for another en-

gine to handle the train. For this

reason, would it not be better to dis-

connect the main rod on the same

side where the side rod was broken

and leave the side rod up on the other

side, thus virtually putting the inline

on one side and thereby leaving it its

total ratio of adhesion so as to elimi-

nate all possibility of slipping?

Considering Law No. 2, "failure of

main connection," there are some types

of engines, notably switch engines,

which have the main rod connected to

the rear pair of drivers and the eccen-

trics on the intermediate pair. In case

of failure of a main connection of an

engine of this type, if the corresponding

side rod on the opposite side were

taken di the engine would be

totally d This also applies to

some types of consolidation engines

where the main rod is connected to one

pair of wheels, while the eccentrics are

mounted on the axle of the preceding

pair, and in this case, same as the one

above mentioned, in case of the failure

of the main connection on one side it

would be necessary to take down all

side rods on both sides according to

the old methods of disconnecting, which

would totally disable this engine just

the same as the previous one. While

there cannot be such serious objection

to the old methods of disconnecting in

case of an 8-wheel engine, yet we be-

lieve that in modern practice different

methods should be employed, as, for

instance, in case of the failure of the

main connection on any type of engine

where the main rods are connected to

one pair of wheels and the eccentrics

are mounted on another axle, instead of

totally disabling the engine by discon-

necting all side rods, the side rods

should be removed only from the side

where the main connection is broken,

but, in addition to this, the main rod

should be taken down on that side also.

This would put the engine on one side,

and not only enable it to handle itself, but

to handle about one-half of its usual

rating.

Again, take the case of a broken main

connection on an ordinary mogul or

10-wheel or consolidation engine, where

the eccentrics are mounted on the same

axle to which the main rods are con-

nected. In this case, if the main connec-

tion on one side broke, established cus-

tom would have you remove all side

rods from both sides, bringing the en-

gine in with the main drivers only. If

this were on a consolidation engine, we
whether the engine would

handle itself with but the main drivers

operative, as in this case the ratio of

adhesion to tractive power would be

as 1 to 1, and, consequetntly, tl

wheel would simply slip instead of

propelling the engine. A 10-wheel en-

gine disconnected in this manner would

necessarily have to give up its train,

whereas, if on a passenger train and dis-

connected by the new method, it could

handle its train to the terminal and pos-

sibly make running time.

Considering Law No. 3, "in case of a

broken main crank pin close to the

wheel," this, under the old method,

would mean take down all side rods on

both sides and bring the engine in with

one main rod up only. In case of any-

thing larger than an 8-wheel engine

it is question whether the engine would
handle itself or not, and even if it did

handle itself, which would only be pos-

sible on a level road, it could not han-

dle any portion of its train. In our

opinion, therefore, the proper method
of disconnecting would be to take

down the main rod and all side rods on

the disabled side, leaving the main rod

and all side rods up on the good side.

This would not only enable the engine

to handle itself, but if on a passenger

train to handle the passenger train, and

if on a freight train to handle about one-

half of its rating. Another point in favor

of the new method of disconnecting is

that on nearly all modern engines larger

than the 8-wheel type it is necessary to

disconnect the back end of the main rod

before the side rods can be taken down;
therefore, under the old method, after

the side rods were taken down, it would

be necessary to connect the back ends

of the main rod up again. This would

involve a possibility of getting liners

mixed up, thereby lengthening or

shortening the main rod so that in ad-

dition to the broken side rod or crank

pin, as the case might be, you would

probably have a broken cylinder head,

if not a broken cylinder.

We fully realize that objections will

be heard from all sides against the pro-

posed method of disconnecting, some of

the objections being that with one main

rod up only and all the side rods up on

the same side there would be a possi-

bility of some of the drivers slipping,

so as to throw the rods in strain, break-

ing either the rods or the crank pins.

A moment's thought, however, should

convince anyone that the wheels will

not slip going down hill when the en-

gine is drifting, and cannot slip when
working steam, for the simple reason

that, as stated before, the ratio of ad-

hesion to tractive power is usually as

4 or 4.5 is to 1 when both main rods

of the engine are connected. With only

one side the ratio of

adhesion would be more than double;

consequently, the one cylinder would

not develop enough power under any

circumstances to slip the drivers. Cases

will no doubt be cited where damage
was done by leaving the side rods up

on one side and disconnecting same on

the other. A careful investigation of

these cases would no doubt develop

the fact, however, that in all such in-

stances either botli main rods were left

main rod was left up on

one side and the side rods on the other.

In view of the ever-increasing dimen-

sions of locomotives, with a correspond-

ing increased difficulty in handling

rods, we can see no reason why
we should not depart from the old-time

methods and adopt methods more in

line with modern railroading. The sub-

ject is now open for discussion.

Inventions That Are Not Pushed.

When any new invention or process has

been brought out people in the regions

of modern civilization strive to improve

it in every way they can think of. The
various peoples from whom we inherited

the germs civilization were deeper

steeped in a spirit of contentment than

we arc, and they did not harass them-

selves to better things that served their

turn in a modest manner.

Take steel making, for instance. The
natives of India made Wootz steel two

thousand years before Huntsman, the

reputed inventor of cast steel, was born.

The Indian blacksmiths made their cast

steel in small lumps by a very crude

process, but their product was the steel

from which the famous Damascus swords

were made ; so its quality was seldom ex-

celled. These Indian blacksmiths are

making their steel by the old process to-

day, but the output is so limited that rail-

way companies in Hindustan cannot get

enough native steel to supply their ma-

chine shops with cutting tools.

Then take butter making. This useful

article of diet was first made in Syria

and was discovered by accident. A sheik

noted for the number of his flocks and

herds preferred milk to the juice of the

grape as a beverage, and he had a supply

of milk carried in goat-skins. The
jolting of the camels churned the milk

and the resulting thick substance was at

first thrown away, but by degrees the

people found that the thick stuff had mer-

its all its own, and butter had come into

use. The Syrians—Arabs—have not im-

proved on that process of making butter,

which in those parts continues to be more

of a liquid than a solid.

of our readers are no doubt fa-

miliar with Lamb's story of how the

Chinese learned to cook roast pig. But

that is a ridiculous story, illustrating

habits of primitive people.
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Mallet Compound Made of Simples.

1 Western R

ently buill a Mallet articulated

nd ( ngine, and have used 1 me 1 >i

I
1 .1 praii ie 1 j pe (2-6-2) E01

the rear or high pressure unit of the

! ion. The front unit was built

Baldwin Locomotive Works, and

tails were made interchangeable

with thosi of the real 51 1
n m as far as

The engine was converted in

of the mad. where

mate component particles of matter have
a tixed size and shape known as an atom.

Recent discoveries indicate that the atom,

small as it i-. 1- susceptible of division.

The atom is such an infinitely small en-

tity that the strongest magnifying appar-

atus has failed to show its form, but one
of the most amazing demonstrations of

science is the capacity that certain sub-

tani
. tiive I r dn isibihty '-. me in-

stances are worthy of mention.

A chip of marble may be broken and

having all the appearances of solid

gold.

The microscope has revealed the ex-

istence of animals a million of which
would not occupy more space than a grain

of sand. Yet these animalculae have limbs

and organs and display all the appear-

ances due to vitality. How shall we con-

ceive the smallness of the tubes through

which, their life fluids circulate?

M U.I.KT COMPOUND ON

Mr. ( 1 M. 1 1
' >\\ m iver is the masti r

a 11 i c

.

>iler extension consists of a fei d

gallon tank, the tender having been built

ii Iwein shops. \\ e are informed

m\ 1 1 ted 1 ngine is showing con-

economy, with largely increased

and it is like!
1

similar

convcrsi I iadi as thi

o1 the ci impany is making

em . nical de

indebted to the

of Mr. J. ( i. Neuffer, superin-

ti ndint 1 if iif itivc poh er 1 if the 1 1 ad, fi n

ih from which our illustra

the informal

i

mtshe 1 to line p. wder. The smallest pa

oi this powder discernible to il

naked eye when examined under a mien

;cope 1- seen to bi .1 block having all tl

1
ii the 1 iriginal marble.

I he thinnest part of a soap bubble ju

before it bui 1 iwn by Newti

exceed 2,500,01 10th part of 1 tie inc

in thickness. i 1 1 it is e\ idenl that tl

ultimate particles of water must be 1

much less diameter.

['he gold beater's an shows extraord

Single Driver for China.

A rather unusual type of express loco-

niotive has recently been constructed for

the Shanghai-Nanking Railway of China

by Messrs. Kerr, Stuart & Co., of Stoke-

on Trent. England. In consequence of

1 xceptional requirements to meet the in-

ed traffic brought about by the Nan-
chibition '.be engineers specified

very urgent delivery, ami the order was

completed within record time. The first

i-nnnie was in steam within 47 days from
the receipt of order.

Tlie design of these engines is excep-

tional, as can be seen from our illustra-

tion, so far as Chinese railways are con-

. eined. and the proportions are so re-

markable as to constitute a novelty even

for the 4-2-2 type. An inspection of the

picture would scarcely indicate that the

drh ing w hi els are 7 ft, in diameter, as

I height of tin- boiler center, and

the total heighl tend to dwarf them into

comparative insignificance. The leading

dimensions are: cylinders, 18 by 26 ins.;

diameter of wheels, bogie 3 ft. 6 111s.

driving 7 ft., trailing 4 ft. o ins.; boiler—
length of barrel 12 ft. to'j ins., diameter

4 ft, o'j ins. height of center above rails

o it
, working pressure 180 lbs. There

11

>__—
.

U

A

J! [ _ _„T_^!^

sI\'i;r.K I)K1\ Ii; EXGIX] El IR 1 IIT\

Wonderful Instances of Durability.

ii

, .in ii

si ' thin tli.it th< ' o m [ pile 1 nu

inch thick. In making the gilt silver wire

used in embroidery, a rod of silver is

covered w ith a small pi oportion of gold

'1 out into a fine wire in

'A liii b tin- gi ild retains the same pi 1 ipi 11

tion to the silvei .1 .11 fn st. \ portion 1 if

ibis wire, mi tin gi ild is only the

;
hi an ouili

e to be ivercd

- 1 111 inin nis ci i.iting of the mi tal

t8 61 sq. ft. : tubes, 1,467 39 q. 1 ,. , total

11.
. grate area. 28 sq. it.

ol 1 Heme iii working 1 irder, 56 tons 1

mi. and 1 if ti nder (2 tons 13 cwt., the

lender having cap ti ms of

1 .a! and 3,500 gall ms of water. The

wheel base of the engine alone is 25 ft.

in
, and " ' ngine and ti ndi 1 (8 ft.

ins,, the total length ovei couplers being

nd the hi ight to chimney

cap 15 11 : the extreme w id!
:

is ft. lie
i

ins
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Westinghouse Companies Exhibits.

ISKAKE EXHIBIT

The principal exhibit of the Westing

house Traction Brake Companj at the

American Street ami Interurban Rail

way Association was an exhibition

rack representing the complete equip

nuiii of a in ear subwaj i ir <l'\ ated

train of motor and trailer cars, furnished

with the latest electro-pneumatic brake

system and Westinghouse governor

synchronizing system for distributing the

labor of supplying the compressed air

equally among all compressors in the

train ["]
i ontrol of the brakes

is so superimposed upon the pneumatic

apparatus that, while the braki

ing operated electrically, the pneumatic

brake proper remains fully charj

ready for immediate application should

go off the line or other

cause the electric control to Income in-

operati\' ture lias been charac-

teristic of all electro-pneumatic brake sys-

tems to a greater or less degree ; but in

the abo pneumatic equipment

the electric control has also been extend-

ed to the emergency features of the

brake, so that an emergency application

originating rake valve, or at any

Other poinl in the train, is transmitted

illy, therefore the brakes on each

ilj instantly and to full pressure.

At the same time, the pneumatic emer-
gency features are kept equal in efficiency

i" tli' most advanced type of purely

pneun ticy brake.

The '

i rack was
illuminated charts showing

curves of tually madi with the

<:ntic brake of ten

ago and the stops now made with the

new electro-pneumatic brake. Another

demonstration equipment i

complete equipment of a live-car train fit-

ted with the i typ "A MM" au-

tomatic brake equipment for interurban

service, operating either in single

trains.

There rxhil.it ini

panel of six electric pump govern

services ranging from ordinary .

service to high voltage, heavy-duty in-

stallations, like the New Yorl

Haven iv Hartford and the St. Clair tun-

nel electric locomotives. Other exhibits

included the Westinghouse automatic car

and air coupli American auto-

mata iraki slack adjuster, made by the

American Brake Company, St. Louis, Mo.

IC EXHIBIT.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company had on exh:'

i ompli ir « i it king mtfit of it- m
"HL" mull i 'iitrol, for sti

interurban lines, connected to two 40-hp.

railway motors, which were loa

Prony brakes. One of these motors is

the familiar type No. 101-B-2 40-hp. non-

interpole motor; the other is a type No.

307 40-hp. interpole motor. A large num-

ber of detail parts of the 1

1

Ins was also shown. A type K 34 drum
type controllei ting four 75-hp.

motors was p.m ,n the exhibition.

The standard railway motors di

included the No. 303 A 100-hp. motor
for high-speed interurban service; Nos
305 and 306 motors, rated at 50-hp. and

6b-hp. respectively, for lighter cars; and

No. 321 90-hp. motor,
: : 100 service.

< If particular interest w 1 1 thi No. 101

B-2 motor parts, including shaft, bearing

field coils, brush holders, etc.

Many of these parts were cut in

so that t 11 us of their construc-

tion could be more ireciated.

The noted Ni 1. 3 mi itor, nov

old, was also on view. A welded sheet

ar case showed one of thi

r.ig possibilities i ;r reducing the weight

of equipments. The Westinghouse single

! epn ented by the

vacuum. I his condenser w as

with the top half of the turl ii

operating same, removed, and with the

n volving part of the wi

lumps placed on thi di of the

casing, showing in d( tail thi

1 the different parts of thi

LAMP EXHIBIT.

I he U estinghouse Lamp 1

ibition one of each size of their

I ingsten lamps

lamps were burning on two largi

mental iron fixtures mounted in the ex-

hibit. This companj exhibit

of lamps, which consisted of all types,

1 il included lamps w it

and metalized filaments.

of the corn-

dance: Westin
\ir Brake Company—Messrs. A. L.

WESTINGHOUSE COMPANIES' I'.XIIII'.I

motor, which has a cap

75-hp. when 1 pi :
.il. il on .

1.0 hp. h I his

is the ii k, New
Haven 8 R

The Host, n & Maine Raih

recentl)

Tunnel with tl

material .

. rllt la

M. EXHIBIT.

Ni. V Machine G
1

with air and circulating pumps
direct-connected to a 15-hp. V.

house steam turbine. The capacity of this

turbine 1 ;r with

ig water, prod]

R. lib

astern man .

Southeastern manager; \\ . S. B

southwestern manager; \\

Westii 8 Manufactur-

-. L. A. 1
1

it; S. L. Ni

ik, manager railway

detail ai

lublicil

"i tin 1 publicity.

Westinghouse Machine Company —
E. 1 1. Sniffin, sales man; -

,
manager Pittsburgh district; It.

ng engineer.
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First Aid to the Ambitious.

All our readers know the aims and

objects of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering and they also know of

the work accomplished among railroad

men in the presentation of useful and

helpful information given to the best

of our ability in readable form. We
have an Air Brake Department which

is up to the highest standard in every

way. We have an Electrical Depart-

ment in which the practical side of

operation and tests of railway electri-

cal apparatus has been a marked fea-

ture. I Foremen's Depart-

ment contains matter of interest not

only to gem r.il foremen but to all fore-

men and to those who have to do with

hops and round hi

mint which

: in the January, 1911, issue. We
I to the Ambi-

tious." 1 i< s of ques-

tions SU one of our large

trunk line railways uses as a basis for

an examination for promotion. We
give the answers to these questions and

we inti t -induct this depart-

ment that it will be what its name
implies Eul study of I

t those

who are ambitious to get on in their

chosen 1 tions relating to sim-

ple phy i

in this department, and it is believed that

they will tend to help in the understand-

ing of the whole subject. Dr. Sinclair

will give special attention to this new

and helpful department.

\\ e wish to say to our readers that

our correspondence columns are open

to all our readers. We want your

views on current railroad topics and

we want "shop kinks" and we will pay

for them.

Standing Shoulder to Shoulder.

In the October issue of Railway and

Locomotive Engineering we presented

a report of the meeting of the four

leading brotherhoods of railway men
which was held in New York City on

Sept. 25. As we stated, nearly 3,000

delegates were present, and the meet-

ing has generally been characterized

as the most momentous since the es-

tablishment of the various unions of

railway employees. It embodied the

first outspoken declaration that the in-

terest of the employers and employees

are identical, and it was the first time

that these thoroughly organized unions

have ever united to support the rail-

way companies in asking from the gov-

ernment fairer and more liberal treat-

ment in the matter of transportation

rates.

The spirit of fairness which charac-

terized the stirring addresses of the

various speakers showed how carefully

the subject had been considered in all

its bearings, and the unanimity of ap-

proval with which the lucid arguments

were received showed that the speakers

reflected the matured thought of the

delegates present. It was in many ways

a new departure among railway men.

It is an evidence that the time has

come when that vast body of men en-

gaged in the railway service realize

that their interests are one and are

prepared to stand shoulder to shoulder

with their employers. It is also evident

that in tin- strenuous activity esMinial

t.» the performance of their multiplex

duties as railway men they have over-

lie,ked the important matter of giving

'ome time and attention to the science

of government. The industrial rev-

olution which the introduction of trans

portation by the steam engine has pro-

duced was not brought about without

much heroic self sacrifice and much
work of a kind that can never be over-

paid. The rewards in some instances

have beer, great, but never in any sense

out of proportion to the benefits be-

Stowed on tin- work accomplished. It

will be generally admitted that it should

be the duty of a just and equitable

inent to foster and advance the

interests of these great enterprises so

that the good work of projecting rail-

ways into every available portion of

our great land should go on and that

tin- nun engaged in the hazardous oc-

cupation should be properly and fully

rewarded, as is becoming to their im-

portant position as a contributing fac-

tor to our national prosperity.

The delegates represented more than

350,000 railroad men employed east of

the Mississippi River, and it is not an

overestimate to state that they, in a

large measure, represented at least

2,000,000 voters who are more or less

dependent for a livelihood on the rail-

road companies. The deliberations took

the form of a memorial to the President

of the United States, the Interstate

Commerce Commission and all other

National and State lawmaking bodies.

A set of strong resolutions was pre-

pared supporting the proposal of the

railroad companies that they be permit-

ted to make a reasonable increase in

rates, as in their opinion the rates for

transportation now permitted are too

low to enable the companies to make a

fair profit, pay fair wages, or to con-

tinue to provide high-class service to

the public. There will be no kind of

political agitation, but candidates for

office will be requested to answer ques-

tions concerning their attitude on the

matter involved.

We are confident that the problem

now taken up by the railway men them-

selves will be thoroughly considered

and that some substantial good will

come of it. Wages are not advancing

in the same ratio as the price of com-
modities, and there is a crying need for

a general increase of wages, not alone

among the members of the four leading

brotherhoods, but also among every

class of railway worker and none more
so than those engaged in the various

sections of the mechanical department.

Dispatching by Telephone.

The Grand Trunk Railway System

have recently placed in commission on

their Northern Division in Ontario,

Canada, two telephone train dispatch-

ing circuits. One of these is between

North Parkdale Jet. and Burlington

Jet. via Allandale, a distance of 145

miles, and another circuit between Al-

landale and Nipissing Jet., a distance

of 165 miles. Train dispatchers on each

of these circuits work at Allandale.

On the circuit between North Park-

dale Jet. and Burlington Jet. there are

twenty-one way stations, and on the

circuit between Allandale and Nipissing

Jet. there arc twenty way stations.

These circuits are constructed of No. g

gauge hard-drawn copper wire, trans-

posed at intervals of every half mil*

through the open country and as much
more frequently as is necessary in the

vicinity of high voltage power lines, in

order to avoid inductive influences and

to render the telephone circuits abso-

lutely quiet. The station equipment

consists of a swinging arm transmitter
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and head band receiver for eacli way
station, thus giving the operator the

free use of his head, hands and body
while using the telephone; the appar-

atus is swung to one side out of the

way while not in use.

The train dispatching office is

equipped with a selector system for

calling offices and the duration of the

ring in each way station is controlled

by the dispatcher, who plainly hears

the ring through his receiver. Any of-

fice on the line can be signalled within

eight seconds and as the signal bell in

each office consists of a 4-in. gong
there is little doubt that the operator

on duty will hear his call, even though
he may be outside of the office and at

a distance from it. The dispatcher has

absolute control of the circuits and way
stations must obtain his co-01

when desiring to communicate with one
another.

The telephone is considered as being
superior to the telegraph as a medium
for dispatching trains, both as a factor

of safety and saving of time. By tele-

phone each station and numeral is first

pronounced and then spelled out letter

by letter by the dispatcher for verifi-

cation when an order is issued, and re-

peated in like manner by the receiving

operator, while by telegraph stations

the numerals can only be spelled out

in Morse characters.

During the past three years the tele-

phone has made rapid strides on trunk

line railways in the United States and
Canada for train dispatching purposes

and today over thirty thousand miles of

railway is being so dispatched. While
the expense for constructing and equip-

ping telephone circuits greatly exceeds

that of constructing telegraph lines, the

railways have obtained so much better

results with the telephone that they

feel justified in spending the money.
We understand that it is the intention

of the Grand Trunk Railway System to

extend the use of the telephone over

its more important lines in the near
future. The new system has met with

the immediate favor of the dispatchers

and operators, the transmission being

so excellent that the work is being

transacted in fully 50 per cent, less

time and in a more personal and satis-

factory manner than is possible with the

telegraph.

The Brick Arch.
The experiments made by Mr. F. F.

Gaines, superintendent of mi

the Central of Georgia Railroad, which

we print on another page, will be read

with much interest by thousands of men
engaged in the mechanical di

railways. It is an important contribution

to the railway literature of our time in

regard, not only to economy in fuel and
in boiler construction and repair, but also

to the still more important subject of

smoke abatement, which lias come to be a

burning question, especially in the larger

cities. Many of our readers are doubtless

aware that there is now a complete city

department in Chicago, of which 1

sioner Bird is the head, devoted to the

question of the abatement of smoke in

that city. In Philadelphia steps are being

taken in a similar direction. Property

owners claim that the smoke from the in-

creasing traffic of locomotives has dimin-

ished the value of property, and in cer-

tain localities has produced an almost

tenantless quarter in that city. Tin-

reports of interested politicians are

apt to be exaggerated, but when we sec

legal enactments enforced in Washington
compelling the burning of coke in locomo-

tives within the city limits, and lawsuits

being instituted in the vicinity of New
York for alleged damages by the smoke of

locomotives, it is useless to ignore the fact

that there is a strong national movement
looking towards a better clearing of the

atmosphere of the smoke emitted from

locomotive smokestacks.

In regard to the brick arch, we have

long held the opinion that while the ex-

periments on the smoke boxes of locomo-

tives have been conducted with an intelli-

gence and a zeal that have been altogether

admirable, and with most gratifying re-

sults, more might have been done in the

way of experiments on the firebox. The
complete prevention of smoke in the burn-

ing of coal is a physical impossibility. The
reduction to a minimum of the amount
of smoke is not only possible but is grad-

ually, although slowly, being accom-

plished.

We had opportunities of observing the

successful work on the Boston & Maine

Railroad looking towards smoke preven-

tion. The furnace fires are so skilfully

managed that on approaching Boston and

other large cities there is no smoke visible.

The care and attention that is given to

the use of the brick arch in the locomotive

fireboxes on that road doubtle-s has much
to do with the result, but we are of opin-

ion that the tine training of the firemen

has also added much to the result.

It should be noted that the cost of the

brick arch is much less than might be

anticipated. On the railroad that we have

referred to the cost of material and con-

struction of the arch does not exceed five

dollar-, the period of service of the arch

being measured by the mileage made by

the locomotive. In the case of the heavier

freight engines the limit is 6,000 miles. In

the case of the passenger locomotives the

distance run is extended to 6.500 miles.

This service extends to a period of be-

tween thirty and forty days, so that each

locomotive will require from nine to

twelve new brick arches each year. The
arch has grown in favor since its introduc-

tion into the locomotives of the Boston &
Providence by Mr. George Griggs fifty

years ago.

Boiling of Water Under Pressure.

In describing the boiling point of water

some of the older text books on physical

science used this form of expression:

"Water boils when the tension of its

vapor equals the superincumbent atmos-

pheric pressure." Put in this general

form the definition is not easily under-

stood, but a simple experiment may be

made by any one with suitable appara-

tus, which will fully explain the meaning

of the scientific language.

To perform the experiment a very frail

vi el may be used. A cylinder of tin

will suit the purpose, but the tin walls

should be quite thin, and in the upper

end of the vessel a stop cock should be

placed. A little water introduced into the

vessel may be boiled over a spirit lamp,

and steam issuing from the open stop

cock will prove that the space above the

water in the vessel is filled with steam at

atmospheric pressure, viz. : 14.7 lbs. If

the stop cock be shut the steam in the

space above the water becomes impris-

oned. If now the spirit lamp be removed

and cold water be poured over the thin-

walled tin cylinder, the steam in the space

above the water will be condensed and a

partial vacuum formed within the vessel.

The internal pressure will fall below that

of the atmosphere and the required

demonstration may be found by observing

that the thin walls of the vessel are

crushed in.

In commenting on this experiment Tyn-

dall points out that with an atmos-

pheric pressure of 14.7 lbs., resting on

every square inch of the surface of water

boiled in an open kettle, it is very wonder-

ful to see how so exceedingly frail a

thing as a bubble of steam can exist at

all on the surface of boiling water. The

reason is that the steam inside the bubble

has exactly the same pressure as that

exerted by the atmosphere outside it, and

by the exact and even balance of these

ures the fragile film which forms

the walls of the bubble is not injured.

If the steam pressure inside the bubble

exceeded the atmospheric pressure by

ever so little the bubble would explode

or burst outwards. If the external pres-

sure of the atmosphere predominated by

the merest fraction of an ounce the bub-

ble would be crushed in and broken. The
exact balancing of these opposing forces

the bubble intact.

a step further we may find that

law holds good whether the ex-

ternal pressure applied to bubble is pro-

duced by the presence of air. steam or

water If we boil water in a strong ves-

sel closed at the top, so that steam will

accumulate even when so low a pressure

as 5.3 lbs. has been produced by the

imprisoned steam, bubbles will not form

until they are hot enough to sustain an

internal pressure of 20 lbs. That is 14.7

added to 5.3 lbs. The pressure on the

outside of the bubble will of course be
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exactly 20 lbs 1 film of the

I he bubble

broken and probably does

break b\ striking a side of the vessel, or

1 ddies caused in the

circulation of the boiling water, but the

bubble is not broken by unequal pres-

ide and "lit. It could not have

formed in the water at all unless its in-

ternal pressure bad equaled that applied

by the surrounding water, which was de-

termined by the steam above.

In order to produce a bubble of steam

having an internal pressure of 20 lbs.

T above vacuum, a temperature

of 227.9 degs. Fahr. is necessary. Thus
.1 5.3 lb. gauge pressure of steam requires

a rise in temperature of 15.9 degs. Fahr.

he usual 212 degs. Fahr. at which

'..i'< r boils in an open vessel. At a gauge

pressure of 103 degs. Fahr.. or 115 degs.

absolute, the temperature required is 337.8

degs Fahr., or a rise of 125.8 degs. Fahr.

above the n rmal boiling point. On wa-

ter boiled in a locomotive which shows

a guage pressure of 203 lbs., or about that

carried on many of our modern engines.

steam bubbles cannot form until the water

n heated up to 387.7 degs Fahr,

and this is 175.7 degs. Fahr. higher than

the boiling point 0/ water open to the air.

In all tin se examples the same law ap-

plies, and the true boiling point of water

is that at which the inside and outside

pressures mi tin walls of the bubble of

re equal. 1 hi text b ok defini-

tion uses the word atmosphere, but in its

application it means the pressure

f the liquid, and

thr pressure below the

of the water Tin- bubble ma\
be broken by the uprush of other bubbles

mi 1 . but it- desti iietion is

ti 1 tin inequality of pressure with-

The Equity of the Derail.

', M> Locomo
1 nun in ,1

i\ enti" >n of bis which

1 of 1 I I

1

at

I

halt a

answei and would say that with a dan-

gei signal in evidence, an indication on a

derail would not be necessary. Our cor-

respondent has. however, a right to bis

\ lew of the matter.

A locomotive engineer with a derail

open in front of him so that the train will

infallibly leave the track is in the presence

of a most powerful agent for compelling

respect for the stop signal given. No one

will deny that, and probably no one would,

from a theoretical standpoint, would saj

that the object in view by those who put the

derail in the track was not eminently right

and proper. A stop before an open swing

bridge is imperative and the derail merely

automatically and mechanically interposes

a severe penalty for the infraction of the

rule.

On the other hand a derailed train in

motion is a dangerous thing. Even if no

lives be lost the engine and rolling stock

suffer, the roadway is damaged and the

line more or less effectively blocked for

si me time. In certain cases injury to

persons may result or even loss of life

maj take place Terror is aroused in the

minds of everyone on the train who is

conscious of the derailment, and grave

discomfort, if nothing worse, takes place.

It is a nice point in equity or general

fair play, as we may say, whether or

not travelers should be subjected to the

discomfort and possible danger involved

in the use of the derail. Innocent people

may be frightened or hurt for tin sin

f a man they cannot control

For our own part we believe that the

m ii. ral .i\i rage li ice motive engim 1

careful man, anxious to do his duty

faithfully, and that in nine cases out of

ten he does not require the drastic pi naltj

of derailment to 111 ike him compn In lid

the seriousness of a situation lie may be

called mi to fai e
I he derail 1- a good

thing t<
'

< ati li a 1 li.uii etaker. but \m do

not believe that the rank and file of low-

ers belong to thi

railroad men \Y, are all making prog

ress, and the chnncetakcr is not finditm

the modern proper]} operated railway

pin. - to do busim

If we must have the derail, the 1 fforl

of our corn spondet indii ate

1 nm . but si mil

cttei no doubt be de

nil lie cqualh effi

iblc nun an

1 responsibilitii

ant to do the

he right

erail
1

;

1 in subw a'.

chief] < 1 the

brakes in emergency, and on electrically

propelled trains cut off the power, are in

daily use, and be it said to the lion, r of

the men running chose trains the stop

mechanism is rarely called into action. The
moral effect of the stop signal is as good

as the derail, and the effect, when it does

operate is not nearly so dangerous. Our
hopeful prophecy is that the growing feel-

ing which we see pervading all ranks of

railroad men—the desire to make Ameri-

can railroads the safest in the world—will

in time completely eliminate the chance-

taker, and in time the derail will make

way for the effective, efficient and harm-

less stop signal.

We would like to have an expression

of opinion from engineemen on the de-

rail question. What do you think of the

derail: is it necessary? In this issue we
have a good article from Mr. F. P.

Roesch, on Disconnecting. What do you

think of bis methods? Mr. F. F. Gains

uses a hollow arch and combustion

chamber on the Central of Georgia Rail

road. What do vou think of that?

Book Notices

Conservation of Men. An Address to

the Operating Men of the Chicago and

Northwestern Railway on the Preven-

tion of Accidents, By Ralph C. Rich-

ards. 90 pages. Paper cover.

Mr. Richards presents in a forceful and

logical way many convincing reasons why
u is bitter to cause a delay than to cause

an accident. He recounts a number and

variety of startling incidents of actual oc-

1 urrence. many of which might ha

a voided had .1 gt 1 atei degt ee of can

exercised. The address would well re-

pa\ a perusal b\ every man in the me-

chanical as well as in the operating de

partment, and w< arc hi ipeful thai

1111 ens ni.o be taken t 1 cin ulate the ad-

ores, freely among railwa\ men

mi Form mi. w itb Suggestions

Pertainiii]
1 E ndot sed

and adopted h; the International \1 1!

ter Boilermakers' Association. 65 pages

Cloth. Price, $1 Published b\

si h iatii in, 95 I \'ew York.

This litl

li igning and inspci ' it

die \s

! is the

result of the labors of an efficient and

painstakit g 1 iiiinittee, of w Inch Mr.

1 diaries I '. I'ali ick. a well km iw

. xpet t, was cb

sta\ 1" ilting fiat screw

I ide bi : boilers

.'iid rules, ami much valuable matter is

rtcise and handy form.
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Combustion Chamber and Hollow Arch, on the Central of Georgia
The value of a particular style of brick

arch and a combustion chamber is re

ceiving very close attention on the Cen

tral of Georgia Railroad. Mr. F. F.

Gaines, superintendent of motive power

of the road, has designed a boiler with a

[i UK firebox and has made a combustion

chamber in it by building up a brick arch

a short distance in front of the flue sheet

'I he whole arrangement is verj clearly

drawn in our illustration. Speaking of

M ained its proper end and did improvi

combustion, and pn.\ ed \ i nical

in the burning of fuel. Further, the life

of the tubes was greatly pn ill mgi d ani

in no i ase during the life of the tubes was
then nearl) as much trouble given as in

the ordinary type of engine.

"
I he Wootten type of boiler ha

for years standard on the Philadelphia

& Reading Railway, and very justifiably

so n im the results obtained. < Ither

place, it is
i tie to prevent

having a large number of seams on ac-

count of the junction of the different

plati ci iming al the throat of the com-

bustion chamber. Where the brick arch

is used it is nee 1 1 mi e a week,

to draw the lire and allow thi arch to

i a man behind the arch to shovel

out the accumulation of cinders p, p re-

aping up the flues.

wing the desirabli - of the

A36"
LONG FIREBOX WITH HOLLOW ISUICK \k(II \X1> COMBUSTION CHAMBER,

th< handier

boih i ' i says

:

ice in the an-

thracite district of Pennsylvani

me to become quite familiar with the

i ombusl i ith iginal, as

applied t< i the W< i itten typ

rm as used

exti in « ithi -in thr brick wall, While
i

i that it

ed ii s, miev. hat in a mi ire

! Mini, and within the last

1 1) ing it to engini u ing bitumim

as a fuel, \ s fai a- I ha

sful.

"
I he

which render

of fuel, diminution ,

very careful e whole

matter to

and elii is With this

iler with an al i

>. - = = 3
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wall, to : lustion chamber, thus

me to put an ordinary spark

torn of same for the

withdraw; [ believed that the

:
I

air at a point near

bridge would be of advan-

approximating complete combus-

omplish t His the brick wall

nade hollow, with pas-

i h it SO that air might enter

side, go through the wall it-

ing hot from the high tem-

irebox, wi iuld also heat the

air and turn it loose to mix with the

, the idea being that

nid mix and burn during their

passage from that point to the lines.

"This d< sign eliminates the trouble in-

volved in removing sparks which gather

in the combustion chamber and stop up

the flues. It also admits highly heated air

at the most desirable point for complete

combustion It also protects the flues

from any cold air, no matter at what point

in the Sire there happens to be a hole.

"The grate area of the new firebox was

made identically the same as that of our

2ZX30-inch class consolidations, which

are free steamers and economical on fuel,

stion chamber was made

shorter than would have been used if the

id been designed new for the en-

gine. It was necessary, however, to de-

sign a back end that would go on the old

boiler and suit the running gear of tin-

present engine, which somewhat modified

the design from what would have been

considered best practice. Nevertheless,

this engine has now been in service some

fifteen months, and so far we have yet to

have the first trouble from leaking flues,

although the engine is running in a dis-

trict where other engines are giving us

trouble more or less all of the time, and

where the average life of a set of flues is

0,000 miles It has been found

that this engine will steam with grades

of fuel that other engines cannot use. and

this arrangement appears to be of advan-

tage in utili

probably prove very stisfactory in

"'I his engine, No. 101 1, so far h<i

pparently the '

1

n .i, bi due for

aiding, but it is not the tn-

. k what-

imulatc in the

at the

mattei ol

d 1

1 1 ibly due,

the 1 a large

ild ex-

tl ng

I 1. ridge,

such as are combustible are probably

burned before they strike the flues, and

the only sparks that are found in the

combustion chamber or front end are

very line particles of slate, and very few

of these. It has also been noticed by all

ave ridden on this engine when
w 1 .1 king, that the am< mnt of -moke emu

ted 1- noticeablj li >s than on the other

engines. The fuel consumption has been

ably less, and the engine in ev-

er;, way has proved extremely satisfac

tory.

"A resume of test of the first engine

equipped is given 1 ill n preceding page. In

this lest the train was composed entirely

of company coal of 100,000 lbs.

, and the same train was used

throughout the whole series of tests, thus

eliminating any error from difference in

class of work or weights used during the

lest. Three grades of coal were used,

and they are designated as A, B and C,

from three different mines, and the aver-

age of all is summarized. Engine 1014 is

the engine with the combustion chamber;

engine 1020 i~ a sister engine, of the same

1 lass, but with the original boiler not

equipped with a brick arch; engine 1710

1- ,111 engine of better design, wide fire-

lux, with Wade-Nicholson hollow brick

arch; engine 1715 is the same class as the

1710. but without the arch.. The show-

ing over the other engines made by the

1014 was very stisfactory and substantial.

In making the tiM^ all coal used was

weighed and put up in sacks.

South in the center of New York City

without a change of cars. Judge Elbert

II. Gary, president of the United States

Steel Corporation and a director of the

Southern Railway Company, made an ad-

dress in which he told of his great confi-

.'. nee 111 President Finley and of his high

opinion of the organization of the South-

ern Railway, and predicted a great future

for the Southern.—Washington Herald.

P. R. R. Tunnels Inspected.

Mr. W. W. Finley. president of the

Southern, accompanied by a large party

of officials of the Southern Railway Com-
pany and affiliated lines throughout the

Southeastern States, spent a recent after-

noon inspecting the tunnel system and

New York passenger station of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, which will be the New
York terminal of the six through pas-

ienger train operated by the Southern

Railway between New York and the

South. The visit of the Southern offi-

cials was made on the invitation of Second

\ ice-President Samuel Rea, of the Penn-

sylvania. After thoroughly inspecting the

great station, the party was taken by spi

cial train and was carried through the

tunnels leading to the Jersey side and

I 1 tig I -l.md. Preceding the inspi 1
1

:
n

1

1 1 1 lint Finley entertained the visit

ativi 5 at luncheon.

I hough quite informal, the lun

was marki d b; a pi ei h by President

in which he expressed high ap

prci tat ii 'ii of the courtesy of the Penn

i Railway officers in affordi

inspection, and he

il paid tribute to the great ache

of the Pennsylvania Railwaj Company in

which the Si

Railway will be enabled for the first time

to land passengers from all parts of the

Mallet Compound for the C. & O.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Com-
pany have recently placed an order with

the American Locomotive Company for

twenty-four Mallet Compound locomo-

tives of the 2-6-6- j type of wheel arrange-

ment. In July last, this road received a

Mallet compound locomotive of this type

of wheel arrangement from these builders.

This locomotive was purchased for trial

purposes, and upon its successful service

the present order was contingent. It goes

without paying, therefore, that the per-

formance of the experimental locomotive

here illustrated has fully met the expecta-

tions of the railroad officials. This engine

has been used in regular road service for

which the new lot is also intended. Their

purchase indicates the growing tendency

in this country toward the adoption of the

Mallet type as a road engine for heavy

freight service.

This locomotive was put in service on

the division between Handley and Alle-

gheny. From the former place to Ronce-

verte, a distance of 106 miles, it is a con-

tinuous easy up-grade varying from a

minimum of 2 T

a ft. to the mile to a maxi-

mum of J! ft. to the mile. The average

grade fn 111 Thurmond, 38 miles east of

Handley to Ronceverte, being 10 ft. to the

mile, from this last point to Allegheny,

the summit of the division, there is a 13

mile grade, 30 ft. to the mile.

Prior to the advent of this Mallet loco-

mi tiv< .1 consolidation type of locomotive

having a total weight of 190,300 lbs.,

weight on driving wheels of 165,600 lbs..

cylinders 22 x 28 ins., and a theoretical

maximum tractive power of 41,120 lbs..

bad handled the freight traffic ovi 1 this

division. The rating of this class of en-

gine was 1,800 tons from Handley to

Ronceverte, from which point a pusher

was required to assist in handling this

tonnage up the o 5; per cent grade to

Mleghenj Pa ii g 'he summit, tin- road

rims down the other side of the hill into

Clifton Forge, 16 miles of this di

11 an incline of 60 ft to the mile.

In ordering heavier equipment, it was

esapeake & Ohio offi-

1 ials, not so much to dispense with the

pu In 1 ervii e on the 057 per cent grade

1 n the w 1 if the hill, but to in

rcase the maximum train load over the

division. It was :1 question between the

adoption of the Mil do or 2 8 2 type, or

the Mallet, for this service. In the former

type, a locomotive uitable for the track
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conditions capable of handling 2,250 tons

between Handley & Ronccvcrtc could have

been provided, but it would have required

the assistance of a helper to handle this

tonnage on the grade between the Litter

point and Allegheny. The Mallet, on the

other hand, offered the opportunity of in-

troducing a class of engine capable of

handling 3,000 tons without the aid of a

pusher over the summit of the division.

It was, moreover, thought that because of

the economy in fuel consumption due to

compounding, the Mallet locomotive could

handle its tonnage on less coal than the

2-8-2 type would take to haul the 2,250

tons.

The locomotive which we here illustrate

was designed to haul 3.000 tons at a speed

of 15 miles an hour on the grade of 21 ft.

to the mile, and at 12 miles an hour on

the grade of 30 ft. to the mile combined

with a minimum curve of 5 degs. 45 min.

ins. Ordinarily, where the firebox

is carried over the driving wheels the bot-

tom tube is only from 19 to 20 ins. above

the top of the grate. At the same time the

boiler tubes arc 24 ft. long, which length

1 11 1 xceptional. Ample water space of

about ) ins. on both bottom and sides is

allowed between the combustion chamber
and the shell to which the combustion

chamber is stayed by radial stay bolts.

Another departure from previous prac-

tice in Mallet locomotives of the 2-6-6-2

type of wheel arrangement is the use of

the builders' latest style of outside bearing

radial trailing truck, similar in design to

that successfully applied to a number of

their recent pacific type locomotives. In

practically all previous articulated com-

pound locomotives of this type of wheel

arrangement built by this company, both

the leading and trailing trucks have been

of the radial swinging pe with

Driving, 10 ft.; total, 48 ft. 3 ins.;

total, engine atui tender, 80 ft.

In working order, 392,000 lbs.; on
324,000 lbs.; engine and tender,

10 lbs.

Heating Surface.—Tubes, 5,646 sq. ft.; firebox,

344 sq. ft.; arch tubes, 23 sq. ft.; total,

6,013 sq. it-

erate Area.—72.2 sq. ft.

Axles.—Driving journals, gl4 x 13 ins.; others,
9 x 13 ins. engine truck journals, diameter,
S'A ins.; length, 10 ins.; trailing truck jour-
nals, diameter, 7'/j ins.; length, 14 ins.;

tender truck journals, 5J4 ins.; length,
to ins.

Boiler.—Type, conical; O. D. first ring, 83H ins.;
working pressure, 225 lbs.; fuel, bitum. coal.

Firebox.—Type, wide; length, io8J4j ins.; width,
96^8 ins.; thickness of crown, 7/16 in.; tube,
9/16 in.; sides, 7/16 in.; back, ii in.; water

. front, 5 ins.; sides, 4!^ ins.; back,

Crown Staying.— Radial.
Tubes.—Number, 401; diameter, svj ins.; length,

gauge, No. 10 and No. 1 1 B. W. G.
Brake.—Pumps, two 8J4-in. cross comp.; reser-

voirs, one 28 1/3 x 84 ins.; one 22J4 x 66 ins.

Tender Frame.— 13-in. steel channels.
Tank.—Style, water bottom; capacity, 9,000 gals.;

capacity fuel, 15 tons.
Valves.—Type. H. P. piston; L. P. double

ported slide type; travel, II. P., 6 ins.; L. P.,

6 ins.; steam lap, II. P., 1 in.; L. P., % in.

ex. lap, H. P., 3/16 in. lead, 5/16 in. ex. el.

L. P., 3/16 in. lead, 5/16 in. ex. el.

J- F.

MALLET ARTICULATED COMPOUND FOR THE CHESAP!
Walsh, (lenera! Superintendent of Motive Power.

uncompensated. The traffic consists of

hauling steel hopper cars loaded with coal

from Thurmond to Clifton Forge, and re-

turning with the empties.

In service the Mallet has exceeded its

estimated capacity, and has handled alone

3,492 tons east over the division. With a

load behind tender of 3,033 tons made up

of 45 steel hopper coal cars, speeds of 20,

22 and 24 miles an hour have been main-

tained on the grades up the river between

Thurmond and Ronceverte. It has made
the run over the division, 114 miles, in 5

hours and 37 minutes, including the time

necessary to turn the engine, the actual

running time being 4 hours and 57

minutes.

As far as the design is concerned, one

of the principal features of interest lies

in the boiler construction. The boiler in-

corporates a combustion chamber of 6^4

ft. long. This course was added in order

to increase the length of the boiler so as

to bring the firebox back of the rear driv-

ing wheels, thereby making it possible to

obtain a good depth of throat sheet, with-

out increasing the length of the boiler

tubes to an excessive amount. As a re-

sult, the depth of the throat sheet is

183/16 ins., giving a distance between the

top of the grate and the lowest boiler tube

journals inside of the wheels. The type

of trailing truck here used gives a wider

supporting base at the rear of the loco-

motive, and tends to add to its stability.

The leading truck is of the same design

as that applied by these builders to other

locomotives of the same wheel arrange-

ment.

That portion of the weight 1 if
1'

which 1 the frame of the front

by two sliding bear-

ings, both of which are normally under

load. In accordance with the builders'

practice in the articulated locomotives

where both sliding bearings support

• rim" bolts connecting the

upper rails of the front frame with the

lower rails of the rear frame are provided

with a spring under the nut at the lower

relieve any excessive load

which would otherwise be on the rear

bearing the inequalities in the

the track or similar cot

features particularly men-

tioned, the design in gene:

lard practice. The general

features are shown in our illustration,

and the general specifications are given in

the appended table.

Cylinders. 22 and 35 ins.; stroke. 32 ins.

Tractive power, 82,000 lbs.

American Locomotive Company, Builders.

Setting.—H. P., cut off, 87 per cent.; L. P.. cut-
off, 90 per cent.

Wheels.—Driving, diameter outside tire, 56 ins.

Definition of Force.

Balfour Stewart, F.R.S., at

one time professor of physics at Victoria

University, Manchester, Eng., thus de-

fined force. "Now what is it that sets

in motion anything that was previously

at rest? Or what is it that brings to rest

a thing that was previously in motion?

It is force that does this. It is force that

sets a body in motion, and it is force

(only applied in the opposite direction)

that brings it to rest. Nay, more, if it

requires a strong force to set a body in

motion, it requires also a strong

force to bring it to rest. You can set

a cricket ball in motion by the blow of

your hand, and you can also stop it by a"

blow, but a massive body like a railway

train needs a strong force to stop it. That

which is easy to start is easy to stop;

that which is difficult to start is difficult

You see now that force acts not

only when it sets a body in motion, but

as truly when it brings it to rest. In fact,

that which changes the state of a body

is called force, whether that state be one

of rest or of motion.
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Locomotive Running Repairs

IX. Leaky Steam Pipe Joints.

; oubles that are to be ex

unotive operation there are

cei lain of appearing in

in leaky steam pipe joints

and leak} flues Hie one seems to fol-

low the othei as if tin n was some co

between the separate parts l"he

cause and effect of these troul

nol far to seek. In the case of the steam

I
ipes, the changi perature and the

varying pressures to which they an con-

stantly subjected are not only a severe

the bolts holding the pipe joints

ip place, but the pipes and rings are

structurally affected bj the sheer pres-

the bolts, and in time the lugs of

n pipes will bend slightly where

tinuing pressure of the bolts occur.

asional tightening of the bolts in-

the slight distortion of the rings,

and by the tightening of the bolts

will fail to stop the leaking of the joint,

for the reason that the pressure of the

' be largely on that portion of

, a djai ent to the lugs, while it

will sometimes be found impossible to

..... ',.. the mere pro> esses oi

and hammering.

When this occurs it is csutomary to

lachinist who originally fit-

ted up 1 thai he may have the

opportu " 1" ' >e witness 1- iiis

, and walk back t.>

h through a valley of humiliation,

resolving in a blindly bewildered wav to

1, chanic. It need hardly be

. ,],,. machinist is entirely blame-

I
1

:,,.... pressure ln~ work

laster.

I, w jn . observed that when

.,1111 1, leaking, espi

; blowing toward the

01 tb fire is of a dis

ning kind. \

1
- to

... . if it bi

d, rable volume, will

trongest kind of draft

1
, thi fiu< < o«s<

rativi I h< trail

the li I

''

It is li- 1 unusual ai thi- period of de-

official, clothed

a ill) an image

i

do the 1

-

It should he borne in mind, however,

that the original fitting of the steam pipes

i- a matter of considerable importance in

in reliability of the joints during their

period of service. The faces of the joints

should he adjusted to stand as nearly par

allel t<> each other as possible. Slight

variations in' the eastings should not he

permitted to affect the exact squaring oi

the joints. Concave hearings and convex

rings afford a considerable degree 1

ible adaptability, hut it is observed that

the tendency of the joints to leak is much

greater in the case of these fittings where

there is an obliquity in the relation of the

joints, the leak almost invariably oc-

curring in that portion of the joint where

the adjoining eastings may he furthest

apart from each other.

It will also he found that rings that arc-

comparatively thin have a greater ten-

dency to leak than those that are of more

substantial dimensions. In ordinary prac-

tice the rings should at least be one inch

in. thickness. Even the quality of the

metal composing the rings is of some con-

sequence in the reliability of the joints,

the harder bra-s or bronze being more

likely to resist the bending pressun of

the holts than the softer and more ductile

allovs

When the tendency to leak in the steam

pipe joints has become persi

chronic it is good practice to take the

, arliest opportunity to relit the joints.

With proper tools in the hands of an ex-

periem 1 d workman tin- operation is not

nearly as serious as it looks. 1 he tune

occupied in facing the rings in the lathe

is time well spent; and it should lie noted

before taking th< steam pipe joints

apart whether there are any marked \a

riations in the relation of the joint- to

each other, as a portion of the face oi the

bearing on tin steam pipe should be re-

ved in ordei to more properly adjust

the bearings to square with each other.

I bis, of course, may necessitate the use

of a thicker line; in refitting of the joint

It should nol be expected that the job

of refitting can lie well accompli In i

while tin- locomotive is in a heated ,0,1

dition. Ml
f

1 work requires that it

should In pi 1
1.. ' undi < g 1 ph) -i- al

conditions, and the most -killed workmen

arc general!-, vcrj susceptible to extreme

conditions. A careful refitting of the

n am pipe joints will in the 1 ml be mui h

onducive to good railway en

.. in, ,i ing than any amount of repi ated

... joinl to remain tight

with the application of roundhouse

wrem be-

lli the fitting or grinding of a -team

I
ipe joint the general practice is to have

cylindrical block- of wood from four to

six inches in length, one end of the block

being slightly tapered and fitted so that

1: will hind itself in the ring without pro-

jecting through tin- ting. On the other

end of the block a cross piece of wood

may he attached, which may serve as a

handle for turning the ring during the

grinding process. The application of

emery and oil will speedily clean the

punt, when the ring and bearing should

he carefully dried and rubbed together.

The polished parts will show the exact

extent of the hearing, and in instances

where the bearing -hows on two or more

separated -pots an application of the

beveled cutting tool used m forming con-

vex hearings will save time and labor in

grinding. In fact, the grinding of steam

pipe joints need occupy but little time if

the rings and bearings are properly fitted

to each other.

In the fitting up of new steam pipes it

may be worth while to observe that there

is very seldom the amount of care taken

that there might be in marking off the

exact line of the face of the bearing. It

1- just as important to draw a line care-

fully around the entire fitting projection

on the -team pipe as it is to mark off the

fitting space of the saddle before begin-

ning to remove the superfluous metal.

The steam pipe should he hoisted into po

=ition with the T-head properly bolted

into place A tlat piece of wood, repre-

senting the thickness of the ring, should

be placed between the two castings and

the pipe held in place by a clamp m other

temporary attachment. The bottom of

the pipe should also he centrally blocked

in regard to it- relation to the opening in

the saddle, and it 1- g 1 practice to chalk

,

1 dgi - of tin- bearing strips on the

pipe- and with hermaphrodite calipers

draw a line a- nearly as possible all

around the part of the pipe to he planed

, if This will insure a good beginning

.md avoid the troubles that naturally arise

u: all mechanical contrivances win

bevels are permitted to show their dis

lorted face- If the faces of the joints

ari quare to eai h other, and carefully

fitted and securely bolted, thi- is as good

as can be. and the work of whii h the mi

chanic need never he ashamed.

1 ook out not in;

I ool< on not hack ;

I

... ip up ni il dow n.

And lend a hand.

— /•:. E. Hal?.
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Questions Answered
SUPERHE Mil' STEAM.

72. R, 1. 1'.. Chicago, writes: I be

long lo .1 club that discusses practical

railroad questions, and 1 havi notii 1 d

that much difference of opinion prevails

concerning the advantage of using super

heated steam and of the temperature best

conducive nomy. Some of the

members say that unless an engine has

zoo degrees oi superheat it is useless;

others hold thai ei 1 momj r< mil - from

any superheat above 50 degrees. What
do you say?— A. The utility of super-

heated steam di pends on circumstances.

We have known in marine service that

about 50 degrees of superheat effected

decided economy; but those having re-

liable experience with locomotives using

superheated steam say that a temperature

lower than 150 degrees of superheat will

nol 1"' felt in fuel saving.

Oil. IN U ATER IN BOILER.

73. C. C S.j Palestine. Tex., writes:

Is there anything in ordinary signal oil

that will cause the water in a boiler to

foam if the oil should get into the engine

tank or boiler?— A.—We may say that as

a general principle it is the safest way to

keep all oil out of a boiler if you do nol

want to be troubled with foaming. Min-
eral oils are as a rule not as had as ani

mal oils, hut none are desirable. The
cause of foaming is the difficulty experi-

enced in mechanically breaking 1

which surrounds the bubbles of steam as

they Jorm. The pressure will nol

them; it is generally done mechanically

uprush of other bubbles or the

eddies of the water or by striking against

the sides ..f tin- boiler or tiie throttle

valve. If they are heard to break great

quantities are carried over with the

steam and when broken are water. Read
article in another column of this issue on

tiling of water under pressure.

U RONl LI CONNECTED AIR PIPES.

74. A. I'.. Voungstown, writes: Please

say that if the application cylinder

and rel. ase !'i]» - of the II 6 I. rake are

or wrongly connected it is not

usuallj disi overed until some trouble

along the road results from it and that

the shop i, responsible, when, then, should

tins disorder first he noticed? A.—Dur-
ing the daily trip inspection I in the sub

ject of roundhouse inspection of the E.

T. locomotive brake, the air brake de-

partment, page it; of the October, 1909,

issue contains the following : "The
gauge should then be connected to

the brake pipe hose and with tin- auto

matic brake valve in train brake release

position, the test gauge, both hands <•!

the large air gauge and the black hand
on the cylinder gauge should register the

same pressure, the brake pipe pressure

should then he drawn down a few pounds

and the handle placed in riiimn

tion, the braki hould remain applied"

I*' the brake does nol remain applied

undei lhe conditions mentioned the air

brake inspection would he continued until

it was known that there was n

from the pressure chamber to the atmos

pheri oi ii i im the In ake valve into the

iipe or from the application cylin-

der 'or application cylinder pipe, then if

the brake released after the manipulation

described, application cylinder pressure es-

caping at tlu automatic brake valve

exhaust port it would indicate that

either the application cylinder and re-

lease pipes were crossed, or that the

graduating valve in the distributing

valve was leaking. To ascertain which

part is at fault without tracing the

pipes, reduce brake pipe pressure be-

low the point i I equalization, say, to 45

lbs. if the feed valve is mi at ;o lbs.,

then close tin- brake valve cut-out-cock

and return brake valve handle to running

position. If the brake then remains ap

plied it indicates a leaky graduating

valve, Inn 11 it releases, with application

cylinder pressure escaping at the brake

valve exhaust port it means that the ap-

plication cylinder and release pipes are

w rongly connect! ,1.

rEMPERATURE 01- STEAM.

75. L. L. (i., Meadville, Pa., writes

When I wish to know the temperature of

steam at any pressure I turn up the

steam tables in your valuable 1 k,

"Twentieth Centurj Locomotives," as the

information is reliable, hut sometimes I

wish to know the temperature of steam

in places where no steam tables are at

hand. Can you give me an easj rule for

figuring the temperature of steam?—A.

One formula that is simple and correct

enough for all practical purposes is t =
temperature 111 degrees b'ahr. ; p = gauge

pressun in pounds per square inch.

1 P — too)

Then t= 14 X \ P I
")8— -

I .ili 200 Ihs pressure, we have p = 200.

The square root of 200 is 14 15; this

multiplied by 14=198.1, and [98.1 plus

198=391 1: 396.] minus pressure minus

too divided bj 11 9.1 oi 200 minus 100

roe, which divided by 11 — 9.1; then

396.] minus 9.1=387 degrees, 1;

perature of the steam at 200 pounds.

FIRST TUBULAR BOILER LOCOMOTIVE.

70. "Fireman," St. Paul, Minn, writes:

We had a discussion in the lodge last

n k.i.0 motive questions, and one

of the members said that the early en-

gines had a round furnace without flues,

knew when tubes first < ame into

use. Can you enlighten us?—A. Tube-

less boilers were never used 111 \merica

for locomotives. 'I be first native loco-

motive

which ha. I tubes made of gun barrels.

tephei "Rocket," built for the

nid Mm. hi sti 1 Railway, was

the lirst foreign locomotive equipped with

boiler tubes. Particulars can he found 111

Sue lab D eli ipmi nt of the I.ocomo-

1

W K.VK OF Fl v 11

77. J. B. R., Elkhart, link, writ's: \u

engine only a short time out of the shop

in to cut one of the hack driving

wheel flanges, and tin n a good

: 1 in matter in tin

house \\ hat, 111 your opinion, is the

I
-inh rapid flange wear at one

point?- \ 'ii oi this kind are usu-

al some point lhe height of the engine

at the point near the flange showing

rapid wear should be noted and compared

with the height that the

from the other driving boxes, and any

hi. iin 11 should In 1

rectified. If the en-

gine is level it would he well to look for

tin cause in tin- dimensions of the driv-

ing boxes or wedges 011 huh liners, if any.

As a rule, the cause is on account of the

engine being lower at some point, the ex-

tra flange wear always occurring at the

low point.

WEAR o.x WHIM

78 I '. Sherbrooke, Que., writes:

What thickness of flange is allowi d to run

1 n steel-tired engine and tender truck

wheels with j,\ z x S ins. journals.—A.

\hout i's 111. is usual practice. 1. What
thickness of flange is allowed to run on
i a -1 10 n wheels with 5 x in. journals.

—

A. Cast ip n wheel defects, such as sharp,

wi Hi), shelled on:, eti . an Spi 1 hud with

limiting gauges in the M. C. B. Code of

Rule- governing the condition of and re-

pairs to freight cars. For a copj apply

t<> Mr. J. W. Taylor, secretary M. C. B.

Association Old Colony Building, Chi-

I here is a nominal chargi

boi I

BANK AM' LEVEL FIRING.

70. "Fireman," St. Paul, Minn..

w 1 He- Si -me thin agi 1 there

u in the railroad papers about

the merits of what was called hank firing

as compared with level tiring. I under-

stood that si ,me of the leading railroad

53 stems ui the 1 ast intendi d n
1 experi-

1 a testing plant with the two

forms ,,f firing, hut the tiling sei

have dr< sight. Can
anything about it"—A. The ti

ferred to were made by the Pennsylvania

as reported on to the Master

Mechanics' Convention of 1909. Par-

ticulars can he found on page 103 of the

annual report for that year. It was

proved clearly that level firing was most
efficient.
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ON FOR CLEANING BRASS.

McR., Kingston, Pa., writes: I

was looking over several annual vol-

umes of your magazine ; as I recall it you

gave a solution for cleaning and bright-

ening brass castings. I am unable to find

it and would esteem it a favor if you

would republish the particulars in regard

to the solution.—A. There are a variety

of mixtures used in cleaning brass, the

most common in the case of cleaning

rough brass castings being a mixture of

sulphuric acid and water, two parts of

each, to which is added one part of nitric

acid. The sulphuric acid and water should

be mixed together first and allowed to

cool. The nitric acid may then be added.

The castings should not be allowed to

remain in this strong solution but should

be dipped rapidly and repeatedly until

they are clean and bright. They should

be rinsed in water and dried in sawdust.

In the case of cleaning and brightening

finished work, such as oil cups, injectors,

lubricators and the like, it is usual to

make a still stronger solution, consisting

of three parts sulphuric acid, two parts

of nitric acid and adding a handful of

salt to each quart of the solution. A so-

lution of this kind should be held in a

vitrified or glazed receptacle. The articles

should be dipped and withdrawn at once

and cleaned in water.

THE VIRTUE OF STICKING.

83. "Ambition," Buffalo, N. Y., writes:

My highest ambition is to be a locomotive

engineer, and I am depending upon you

to help me into the road that will lead

to that position. When I left school I

went into a brass foundry as an appren-

tice, but three months' experience among

the dirt and gas made me quit. Then I

went into a grocery store, which was

cleaner, but had no future, so I found a

job as waiter in a restaurant. From that

I went to be a car conductor, and here I

am, with my eye on our engineer's job.

Please put me in the line for getting

there.—A. We would answer this man

in the words of Josh Billings, when he

said: "Konsider the postage stamp, my

son. Its usefulness konsists in its abil-

ity to stick to one thing until it gets

there."

THERMOMETER SCALES.

81. C. L. F., Cincinnati, O., writes:

The practice is becoming so common of

giving centrigrade readings of tempera-

ture that a simple method of converting

one from another would be convenient.

Could you give me such a rule ?—A. To

change a temperature given by Fahren-

heit scale to centigrade scale, subtract 32°

from Fahrenheit degrees and multiply the

remainder by 5-9; the product will be the

centrifugal degrees. To change a tem-

perature given by the centigrade scale

into Fahrenheit figures multiply the cen-

tigrade degrees by 9-5, and add 32 to the

product.

OILS, GREASES AND LUBRICANTS.

87. C. C. S., Palestine, Tex., writes:

The information I desired on oils, greases-

and lubricants was, etc., etc., etc.—A.

We would advise you to write to F. S.

Bowser & Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind. Tell

them who you are and what you want

and why and they will be able to give you>

full information on the qualities and tests

of oils.

SURFACE.

82. F. M. M. L., St. Louis, Mo.,

writes: Will you kindly advise me
whether the external surface of tubes

m figuring tube heating surface?

h Kent, page 106 in the 1906

n contact with

to lie taken

e flue tube, I have under-

practice to take

tl surface. This also makes

,
data given in

li Century Lo-

is Sinclair Co.

—A. You arc right, 1 he outer surface

of the tube is taken in computing the

heating surface of the tubes in the loco-

motive boiler. That is the surface

which radiates the heat to the water.

MATTER AND MOTION.

84. C. A., Thayerville, Md., writes : I

work in a shop where I have to help, on

all sorts of work, but I am picking up

skill on machine work and I will be able

to bloom out as a regular machinist some

time. I am ambitious to learn the tech-

nical part of the business and I am writ-

ing to ask if you will recommend suitable

books for a lad who has to paddle his

own canoe.—A. Try "Machine Shop

Arithmetic," sold in this office for 50

cents. After that try a school book on

the general laws of matter and motion.

This office will supply that, too.

WASH-OUT PLUGS.

85. C. C. G, Montreal, Que., asks

what is a good thing to put on wash-out

plugs as you screw them in so that they

will readily come out again next wash

day. Oil is no good.—A. Black lead and

tallow was the old-fashioned recipe and

it never failed ; but to-day, when a rail-

road man hardly knows what tallow looks

like, Dixon's Graphite Paste is the thing.

Write the firm for information. Their

address is Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-

pany, Jersey City, N. J.

UNEVEN WEAR OF RUBBING SURFACE.

88. "Machinist," Des Moines, la.,

writes : Can you explain why it is that

crank pins and eccentrics wear more on-

one spot than they do on the other parts

of the rubbing surface?—A. These parts

wear most at the places where the work

puts on the greatest stresses.

Gift to University.

The General Electric Company of Sche-

nectady and New York have recently pre-

sented the University of Illinois with a

recording steam meter, a device which has

been in successful use as a means of de-

termining the quantity of steam passing

through any pipe to which it may be at-

tached. The gift was transmitted on be-

half of the General Electric Company by

its sales manager, Mr. F. G. Vaughen, to

Professor Ernst J. Berg in charge of the

Department of Electrical Engineering.

This is the second magnificent gift that

the General Electric Company have made

the University of Illinois during the past

year, the first consisting of a 100-kilowatt

Curtis steam turbo-generator, which now

constitutes a part of the equipment of the

Department of Electrical Engineering.

INSIDE VALVE LAT.

86 B. G, Minneapolis, Minn., writes:

When studying a valve motion T have

never been able to find out any advantage

from giving a valve inside lap. Can you

tell me any advantage that comes from

the practice?—A. The purpose of inside

lap is to delay the release of steam so

that increased work may be obtained

from expansion. When the piston speed is

high the effect of delaying steam release

is to increase back pressure. Our expe-

rience with the steam engine indicator

convinces us that inside lap is a detri-

ment unless in very slow-working loco-

motives.

Fuel Association.

We have received word from Mr. D.

E. Sebastian, secretary of the Interna-

tional Railway Fuel Association, that by

order of the excutive committee the

third annual convention of this associa-

tion will be held in Chattanooga, Tenn.,

on May 15, 191 1. It will be a four-day

session. The headquarters of the asso-

ciation will be at the Hotel Patten, where

the meeting will be held. The officers of

this association are: Mr. W. C. Hayes,

president, Erie Railroad, New York, N.

Y. ; Mr. S. L. Yerkes, first vice-president,

Queen & Crescent System, Lexington,

I., , Mr. T. Duff, Smith, second vice-

president, Grand Trunk Pacific Railway,

Winnipeg, Can.; Mr. D. E. Sebastian,

secretary, C. R. I. & P. Railway, 703 La.

Salle Station, Chicago: Mr. J. McMan-

amy, treasurer, Pere Marquette R. R.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

The velocity of steam is found by the

well-known rule relating to falling

bodies. The velocity of steam is as the

velocity of a body falling from a height

equal to the column of steam represented!

by the steam pressure.
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

Calculating Air Pressures.

Judging from the questions asked on
the subject it is evident that, as the

student of the air brake learns its op-
erations and construction, lie becomes
interested in the calculation of air

pressures.

As nothing concerning this subject

has appeared in these columns re-

cently, the following will deal with a

few simple calculations to determine
approximately the amount of free air

required to charge a reservoir to dif-

ferent gauge pressures, to determine
the pressure that will result from an
equalization when compressed air is

admitted from a reservoir into another
air-tight chamber, and the pressures

that would result from admitting but

a portion of the compressed air from the

reservoir to the air-tight chamber.
Those calculations, whicli are only

approximate for reasons that will be
explained later, will, however, enable

the student to get a fair idea and fig-

ure very closely the time required to

charge a main reservoir and the brake
pipe on a train of cars, the amount of

free air the pump will be required to

compress, the brake cylinder pressure

resulting from an equalization of aux-
iliary reservoir pressure, or that pres-

sure resulting from a light eduction

from various brake pipe and reservoir

pressures.

The calculations are necessarily

somewhat different, but the flow, action

and value of compressed air is prac-

tically the same under all conditions,

and in this connection the terms pres-

sure and volume are most frequently

used, pressure is merely a condition,

volume is relied upon to do effective

work, and a reservoir containing 1,600

cu. ins. of compressed air at 70 lbs.

pressure is capable of creating a force

of 2,500 lbs. on an 8-1n brake cylinder

piston, while a reservoir of 10 cu. ins.

containing 500 lbs. pressure per sq.

in. would likely fail to displace the piston.

That the calculations are somewhat
uncertain is due in a measure to the

variation of the temperature of the

compressed air during compression
an expansion. In compressing air,

forcing the fine particulars of air to-

gether creates a friction, the friction

generates heat, and the heat tends to

expand the compressed air. While be-

ing unable to expand it into a greater

space it consequently increases the

pressure per square inch in the limited

space into which it is compressed.

The degree of heat encountered in

compressing air is spoken of as the

natural heat of compression, although
artificially heating a reservoir full of

compressed air increases the pressure

because of the tendency of the heat

to expand it, while actually expand-
ing it into another vessel lowers the

temperature, or rather expanding the

compressed air into another vessel

cools it; cooling it contacts it, conse-

quently lowering the pressure per

square inch; cooling it artificially would
also lower the pressure.

Ignoring entirely the variations due
to any changes of temperature and as-

suming that we have a reservoir of

60,000 cu. ins. capacity filled with com-
pressed air at 70 lbs. per sq. in., and

ins. of free air, or 300,000 — 1728 = 175

cu. ft.

To do this the oj^-in. pump at a

speed of 120 strokes, or 60 cycles, per

minute would compress about 28 cu.

ft. of free air per minute against a

pressure of 70 lbs., and to compress
175 ft. would require about 175 -r- 28
= 6.25, or 6J4 minutes. The 11-in. air

pump under about the same condi-

tions can compress 45 cu. ft. of free

air per minute and would require

'75 -5- 45 = 4. or a little less than four

minutes.

To compress air to 90 lbs. requires

about 7 atmospheres, to compress no
lbs. requires over 8 atmospheres and
to compress 140 lbs. over 10 atmos-
pheres.
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often a pump

,n that it will com-

[oo lbs pressure il given

til entirelj to com

[30 or [40 lbs pi

-a th.it we have

ins, capacitj filled

1 100 lb- per square

bout what

... il] , qualize if admitted to

\- mining that

arc a number of 10 in. i'i"il'-

ments among them, and at .1 1
mgli

the bral pipe and auxiliary

,..ii has .m

00 CU in- 111 till'' "I" 1

pie calculation it is only necessary to

multiply the capacity of the reservoir

inches 1>> the pressure, which

give .1 r< -ult that 1- termed cu

If the brake pipe and auxiliary reser-

, tch car has a capacity j,oo

cu . i,ls 1
be filled with com-

pressed 50 = 150.000

cu. in-., and the number of cubic-inch

ined 111 the main n

b> the total -pace in cubic

to be occupied by the com-

i air will give the number of

pounds pi' - >i aare incn tnat

it will equalize at, tin- entire calcula-

tion would l>c 6o,000 ion = 6,000,000

cu in. pounds, 3,000 50 = 150.000

, ,1 1,1- in tin' braki pipe. 150.000 +
60,000 '' "" lotal reser-

,rake pipe space, 6.000.000

_•.-: l!i- gang' pressure, in

-.,.,
i, pressure is not

.,- the brake

.....;.
1 ontaim .1 atmos

. -Mil c l"'i"' ' an was admitted

from the main reservoir.

It' the braki pipe and auxiliarii on

of tin- kind contained 5" lbs.

r an application of the

md a 1- desired to know at

aboul what pr< ssure the man

lbs. will equalize with it,

- 'o al-o re

pip, pr, up and vol-

pound . and divide

.,
. the t"

'
(.0,00,,

iir en. -111. lbs,

00,000 cu in. lbs.

pipe, 60,000

to b (lib d,

in all. 13.50

lization.

nirj i- con

'" brake

dts al differ-

1
brake

pressure

I

brake valve

di sired, and a gauge attached to the

brake pipe or auxiliary reservoir will

show accurately the brake cylinder

pressure developed, while a calcula-

tion m figures 1- only approximate

owing to losses that occur during the

moi ' ineiit of the triple valve piston

,,n,l brake piston. However, a '.,1

dilation will answer for practical pur-

poses, and if we wish to find the brake

cylinder pressure thai will result from

a full service application or equaliza-

tion ,,f auxiliarj reservoir and brake

cylinder volumes in a 10-in. brake cyl-

inder from a 70-lb. brake pipe pressure,

it 1- first necessary to understand that

tin- brake piston must be moved and

pace in the cylinder created and

filled with a an atmospheric pressure

before an air gauge would register any

pressure, or, rather, if the piston were

draw 11 out bj some other source ami

admitting nei atmosphere, a vacuum

would result winch must be destroyed

by atmosphere; therefore atmospheric

pressure must be considered in tin-

calculation ami the auxiliary reservoii

ing ; ,030 ' 11 in-, at 70 lbs

pressure woulel contain 70 + 147 ">s.

atmospheric pressure, or 85 lbs. abso

lute pressure, which, multiplied 1"

cu in-, would be :,.<>.so > ^5 = 257,55°

11,-. The space to be filled is

found by squaring the diameter of the

cylinder and multiplying by the deci-

mal fraction .7854, 10 > 10 = 100

.7854 = 78.54 s,|. ins area; at 8 ins

piston travel we have 78.54 '

s

628 , 11 in- spae ,' I" I'e filled when the

piston 1- out Now. assuming thai

,
, e between the cylinder head

.,,,,1 follower plate, the port through

the head ami the space in the triple

valve that contain- atmospheric pres-

ur , befon the application, to 1

Cu ins., we have 628 + 100 = 728 cu.

ins brake cylinder -pace to be filled

;,nd the culm inch pounds win r< with

1, fdi it 1- 257,550 ; i.s«>; the laUcr

,- the atmospheric pressure in cubic-

inel, pounds in the -pace mention' d,

,,,- too cu. ins 1 1 : 1,500 + -'57. 550

259,050 cu. in lbs. m all.

After the application the entire

filled with compressed air is

628
I

too 3.758 cu. ins.,

69 lbs. absolute pres

sure, or about 54 lbs. gauge pressure

i, gaug, attached to the

cylinder would likely show aboul

" no notie 1 1- taken in lie
1
al

culation of any losses thai occur, tin

will be referred to in the fol

lowing

Suppose that the brake pipe reduc

tion was bin 10 lbs. and we wish to

1 now bow mm li brake cylindi

sure should pi
' nl>

With a io lb re, In, tion, 10 lbs. of

1 ,1 air will leave from 1
ai h

cubic inch of the reservoir's capacity.

3.030 X 10 = 30.3'>o cu.-in. lbs., and

from the space previously mentioned

and estimated at 100 cu. ins., too X
[4.7 — 1,500 additional cu.-in. lbs,

30,300 + 1,500 = 31.^00 cu.-in. lbs., and

thi pee to be tilled 028 + 100 = 728

cu. ins., 31.800 -=- 728 = 42 lbs. abso-

lute pressure or 4-' — '5 = -7 lbs.

gauge pressure.

Now. we know that the first 10 lb.

reduction of brake pipe pressure will

not result in 27 l' 1 -. gauge pressure in

the brake cylinder, and the calculation

of the equalization of both pressures

indicates a loss of about 4 lbs, 111 ac-

tual practice; that is, the calculation

shows that 54 lbs. should be the point

of equalization, and an air gauge at-

tached to the brake cylinder would no

doubt show about 50 lbs., and the same

loss would naturally occur during the

ro-lb. reduction, so that 27 lbs. less 4

lbs. would indicate that a 10-lb. reduc-

tion would devi lop about 23 lb-, brake-

cylinder pressure.
'

It might possibly develop less, should

the packing leather allow any of the

incoming pre --tire to pass it before be-

ing set firmb against the wall of the

cylinder. The first 10 lb. reduction

must force the piston out and fill the

-pace vacated, leaving the second 10

lb. reduction to '1" more effective work,

as it would not suffer any loss from the

cause mentioned and should equalize

the brake cylinder and auxiliary reser-

voir pressures.

The basses which make the result

rather uncertain are slight, and are

due to the' fact that some of the

auxiliary reservoir pressure escapes

through the fee d rroov into the brake

pipe as the triple valve piston starts

,,, move, ami as it is moved to appli-

, ltion position the -pace vacated en-

large- the auxiliary reservoir volume

slightly ami the expansion would

lower the' pre--iire'.

There 1- .al-" a lo-s through the

brake cylindei le akage groovi as the

piston l- displayed and there i- also a

natural 1"-- due to the ,
-..pan-ion of

auxiliary reservoir pressure during the

,,,,,',, ation winch lower- tin- tempera-

ture, consequently the pressure.

In the distributing valve- of the 1- I

equipment those losses, although

slight, tire' not so noticeable; the first

reduction does nol suffei the losses

, it, ,! above to such an extent, as the

application cylinder is filled with at-

mosphi ric pi, ssun before the appli-

ation, and the application piston doe

vacate -o much space m proportion to the

S 111. brake piston travel; therefore, the

first i" lb. reduction from the distribut-

ing vaivc reservoir result- in about 23

I, ,! , cylinder pressure, ami results

in abou1 ~'
! lbs brake cylinder pres-

;ure for every pound of brake pipe re-

duction.
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Electrical Department

Motor Trains on Long Island Road.

BY W. B. KOUWENHOVEN.

The Long Island Railroad, one of the

many roads owned by the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, lias just inaugurated

its electric motor car service through the

Pennsylvania tunnels under the East

River to the latter's great terminal in

New York City. The motor cars that

the Long Island Railroad is using for

this service are equipped with the West

inghouse Electric Pneumatic Multiple

Control System. The control is of the

automatic or auxiliary type and is similar

to that used on the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit elevated lines, the New York

subwaj and many other roads. It, how-

ever, possesses several new and interi -1

ing features. In this system of control

the motorman simply turns on and off

the power, the automatic Ei

to the notching up and entirely regulates

the rate of acceleration of the train.

The motor control apparatus on each

motor car can be divided into two sep-

arate parts, namely, the main motor con-

trol equipment and the master or auxil-

iary control equipment. The main motor

control carries the electric current at

600 volts from the third rail to the motors

and comprises the two motors, the switch

group, the resistance grids, line switch,

reverser, main switch, four third rail

shoes with their fuses, and a system of

supply mains, properly protected by fuses,

including a line called the bus line, which

runs the length of the car and ends in

jumper sockets. The auxiliary or master

control carries a current at 14 volts sup-

plied by storage batteries and includes the

two master controllers, the train line run-

ning the length of the car and ending in

juniper sockets, line relay, series limit

switch, two storage batteries, the interlock

switches ami the electro-magnet valves

for actuating the main control. With the

exception of the main switch all the ap-

paratus belonging to the main motor con-

trol is located underneath the car floor,

while all the master control apparatus ex-

cept the train line, the electro-magnet

valves and the interlocks are to be found

in the car. The main switch, the limit

switch and the line relay are mounted on

a switchboard located in one of the two

cabs provided for the motorman. The
Long Island trail s are usually made up

of motor cars with trailer cars, as they

are called, sandwiched in between. A
trailer car is one that has no motor equip-

ment. On the trailer cars the only equip-

ment is that necessary to continue the bus

and train lines throughout the length of

the train, and consists of a bus line with

its juniper sockets and a train line with its

sockets.

'1 he mam motor control ami the auxil-

iary control are joined together at the

switch group by the electro magnet valves

which control the admission of com-

pressed air to the cylinders operating the

switches of the switch group, and by the

interlocks which automatically control the

order 111 which the switches close. When
the motorman advances the master con-

troller handle he energizes certain wires

in the train line. These wires in turn

energize certain electro-magnet valves

which close the corresponding switches

of the switch group by admitting com-
pressed air to the proper cylinders. When
a switch closes it also closes its interlock,

which is simply a small switch, whose
closing excites the electro-magnet valve

of the switch next in order and closes

that switch. The compressed air, which
is supplied by the control reservoir, is

really the link which joins the 14-volt

auxiliary control system to the 600-voIt

main motor control system.

The current for the main motors at 600

volts is collected from the third rail by

four third two being mounted on

each truck. From the shoes the current

passes through the sho< fuses, which are

also mounted on the trucks and are of the

cartridge type; to a main or wire which
to the bus line wire through the

bus line fuse, which is a pii

ribbon with a 1 in the o uter to reduce

it to the proper cross-section. Then the

current goes through the main switch,

which i^ a three bladi . quick-

break knife switch mounted on the Switch

board, through the main fuse, which is

also a copper ribbon, to the line switch,

and from there through the switch group
1'

i
iii> motors .nid then to

k for the return circuit.

The line sw itch, like the switches of

the switch group, is operated bj an electro-

magnet, ami has an air cylinder with pis-

ton and piston rod. but it differs from
them, .1- it

which form a double break in the circuit,

that is. il circuit in two places

simultaneously. The switch carries the

rent 1. 1 tx >th mi it 11 s and is

opened and closed by a small switch in

the motorman's cab called the line switch

cut-out switch.

The switch group consists of 12 sep-

arate swit :hes usually spoken of as unit

switches, which arc all mounted t

on a common frame. Each unit switch

has an air cylinder with its piston and
piston rod and electro magnet valve for

controlling the admission of compressed
hi to ih' cylinder. A compressed air

1 hambi 1 1- mount d on th< bat k of the

frame supporting the unit switches. The
switch contacts winch handle the 600-volt

electrii current an- two "1." shaped pieces

"i hard draw 11 1 oppi 1 . -iic of which is

while the other is movable
and is bolted at the piston rod. When the

ah 1 of 1 in of the unit

switches is energized and compressed air

is admitted to the cylinder, the piston is

forced
1 | ict is first made on

the tips of thi 1 As the

switch closes there is a rolling or sliding

motion between the contacts until the

switch finally closes on the heel of the

"L"-shaped contacts under full air pres-

sure. This produces a positive closing of

iti h and gives very good contact.

Back of each switch i-, a powerful blow-
out cil. These blow-out coils depend

1 action upon the fact that when
an electric spark is formed in front of a
magnet the magnetism coming from the

will blow away the spark, that is,

tend to blow it out. If the magnet is a

. crful one the electric spark will

.tinguisbed, just as any one
can blow out a match. The bl

coil is simply a powerful electro-magnet
which carries the current that passes
through the unit switch and is placed in

such a position that its magnetism is most
- "in the spark which

is formed between the two contacts when
pen I he normal position of the

unit switches 1- open and if for any rea-

son ether the storage battery current,

which energizes the electro-magnet valves
or the compressed air should fail the
switches will immediately open and cut
off the 600-volt current from the motors.

Each switch group also includes two
d trip- or circuit breakers, one at

each end, one being 1 r . These
I trips are worked by the mag-

netic pull exerted by the blow-out coil at

each end of the group. One of these

ll coils and its unit switch are in

each motor circuit and therefore each
trip is set for the current of one motor.
These trips are so constructed that when

-Is the proper
value an iron plunger is drawn in by
the magnetism produced by the excessive
current in the blow-out coil and held
locked there. The drawing in of this

plunger opens the storage battery circuit

of the electro-magnet valves of the unit

switches and of the line switch also, thus
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, and cut off the cur-

; motors. The overload trip

in until reset by the motorman

, rload trip reset switch in

his cab, with the master controller han-

dle in the off position.

The interlock switches, which form a

part of the master or auxiliary control

system, are also attached to the unit

switches of the switch group, and there-

fore when a unit switch closes it also

closes its interlock. The interlock switches

are simply small light switches having

spring contact fingers that are connected

in the circuit with the electro-magnet

valves of the unit switches, and it is

through their closing that the automatic

action is obtained. On a steam locomo-

tive the engineer opens his throttle a few

notches at a time until it is wide open

and his train running ahead at a good

speed, but on a Long Island electric

motor train, when the motorman wishes

to start the train he has only three speeds

at his command, slow speed, half speed

and full speed. If he puts the controller

handle on the first notch, the first unit

switch will close and the train will start

with all the resistance in series with the

motors, and the control will remain in

this position. But if he moves the han-

dle to the full speed position at the start,

the first unit switch will close as before

and the train will start ahead with all

the resistances in circuit again. When
the first unit switch closes, however, it

also closes its interlock ; this completes

the circuit for the electro-magnet valve of

the next unit switch in order, and that

closes, cutting out some resistance. The

second unit switch also closes its inter-

lock, which completes the circuit for the

third switch in line, and in this way it

continues until all the switches have

closed and the power is full on. The last

switch, of course, has no interlock, there

more unit switches to close. It is

1 these interlocks that the auto-

matic notching up is obtained. If the

motorman desires, he can arrest the prog-

ress at the half speed notch as mentioned

above.

From the switch group the current for

one motor passes through the series limit

switch before it reaches the motor. An
engineer on a steam locomotive knows

that if he opens his throttle in a series of

Other in rapid

drivers will spin

and lose theii grip on the rails.

(VI happen on

train if

the unit switcl

in rapid suc-

rate at which thi

1

by the series limit

switch. This switch i- mounted on the

of a magnet

tun copper

wire which carries the current for one

stated. Inside the coil is a plun-

ger, to the lower end of which it at-

tached a copper disc which normally rests

upon two contacts. When the motor cur-

rent exceeds the limit for which the

switch is set it lifts the plunger, raises

the disk, and opens the circuit between

the two contacts. These two contacts are

in the battery circuit leading to the mag-

net valves of the unit switch group, and

no more switches can close as long as

the disk is held up; however, the switches

already closed remain closed. When the

motor current falls the disk is released

and closes the circuit again, thereby al-

lowing the next unit switch to close.

When a train starts, and at each succes-

sive notch, there is a rise of the motor

current above the value for which the

limit switch is set, causing it to raise its

plunger and retain it for from a few sec-

onds to a few minutes, depending upon

the weight of the train, the grade, and

similar factors. As the speed increases

the motors themselves reduce the cur-

rent until it falls below the value of the

limit switch, causing the plunger to fall

and complete the circuit again, allowing

the next unit switch to close. In this

manner the closing of each unit switch

is retarded until it is the proper time for

it to close. Thus the series limit switch

takes the notching up of the control, en-

tirely out of the hands of the motorman.

and does it more regularly and in a

much better manner than the motorman
himself could do it.

The current on its way from the

switch group to the motors passes

through the resistance grids. There are

14 resistance grids, and each grid is made
up of 29 cast iron plates or grids which

are mounted in a frame. The two motors

are of the regular railway type. The di-

rection in which the motors revolve and

train runs is controlled by the reverser,

which consists of a movable switch

mounted on a rod between two cylinders.

The admission of compressed air to each

cylinder is controlled by a separate mag-
net valve so arranged that only one can

be excited at a time. Wires from the

armatures and fields of the main motors

are connected to two sets of fingers, these

fingers make contact with metal strips

mounted on the movable part and so make
the proper connections for forward and

backward travel. The rod is continued

through one cylinder, and on its extreme

end is mounted an interlock which locks

the reverser with the switches of the

switch group and prevents the closing of

any switch in the group unless the re-

verser is in either one extreme position

or the other.

are two master controllers, one

in each cab. The master controller serves

to actuate the control and consists of

a movable drum against which spring

fingers press. When the drum is rotated

to either side by the motorman the spring

holds the drum in its central posi-

tion is compressed and tends to return

the drum to that position. Two pipes,

lead the wires to each master controller,

the one contains the wires of the train

line, and the other contains the wires-

leading to the three small knife switches

and to the emergency train brake magnet

valve. All are located in the cab. These

knife switches are the line switch cut-

out switch, the overload trip reset switch,

and the brake cut-out switch. When the

line switch cut-out switch is open all the

line switches on the train are open, and

the operation of the switch group can be

tested without starting the train because

no current can come through the open

line switches. When the train is in opera-

tion this switch must always be closed.

The overload trip reset switch is a small

knife switch held open by a spring. This

switch should never be closed unless the

controller handle is in the off position,

and then if held closed for a couple of

seconds it will reset any overload trip

that may have opened due to an ex-

cessive current through a motor. This

switch should never be kept closed. The

third switch, the brake cut-out switch,

must always be closed when the control

is in use because it turns on the storage

battery current for all the electro-magnet

valves.

There are seven notches and two stops

on the face of each master controller,

three notches and a stop on each side of

the central notch. The central notch is

the brake position of the handle, the first

notch is the off position in which the

handle must be placed whenever it is

necessary to reset an overload trip, the

second notch is the slow speed position,

the third notch is the half speed or

series running position, and the stop or

fourth notch is the full speed or multiple

running position. The connections of the

brake cut-out switch, which as stated,

must always be closed in order to operate

the control, and the emergency train brake

magnet valve, inside the master controller

are such that if the controller handle

is permitted to come to the central or

brake position while the train is in opera-

tion the emergency brake valve magnet

will be energized and will open the train

brake relay valve which exhausts air

from the train line and produces an emer-

gency application of the brakes, and at

the same time opens the storage battery

circuit, opening the unit switches and the

line switch and cutting off the electric

power. This action of the control corre-

sponds to the dead man's handle of the

New York subway and Manhattan elevated

trains. The controller handle must

never he permitted to come to its central

position unless the brake cut-out switch is

first opened, and then the operation of the

controller handle in either direction has

no effect whatever on the unit switches,

because the storage battery current is cut

off. The train can be operated from

any master controller, hut only one must

ever be used at a time.
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General Foremen's Department

Ash Pans.

In the com-. i
ii extended tour the

writer recently found the subject of ash

pans occupying absorbing interest. I here

are now a great many ash pans in use de-

signed to meet the requirements of the

Federal law. As far as we could make
out. the talmage ash pan meets the legal

enactments concerning ash pans as close-

ly as any on the market. That pan re-

ceived favorable mention at the I

Foremen Convention. Items of the

report read :

Mr. Voges, C, C, C. & St. L. Ry.—We
are using the Talmage ash pans on the

Big Four, and we have experimented

with them a great deal. In the first place,

the valve of the cock we placed in hori-

zontal position, but now it is vertical, and
we placed a small hole where the pipe

leads into the ash pan to get the mud out,

and in case in the winter time it freezes

up. A gentleman spoke about placing

netting on the side of the ash pan; we
have done that and found it a good thing.

Our boiler-maker makes a little opening

on the side and we place a little foot-

board. On the large power I should

judge it is 3]/2 ins., or something like

that. The man does not have to stand on

the side of the firebox.

I believe there are all kinds of devices

out for cleaning ash pans, but as far as

I can see the Talmage has given very

great satisfaction. Like anything else, it

has to be watched closely. This little

opening on the side of the ash pan is a

very good thing. It gets the air through.

With the small power and the narrow
firebox we have an opening on the side,

and just dean them out. At the Beech
Grove shop they filled the ash pan with

bricks and cleaned it out in 15 or 20 sec-

onds.

Mr. Beland, Frisco Ry.—On the road I.

came from we have the Talmage drop

bottom slide. It is different from any I

ever saw. The slides are independent to

the ash pan proper. A frame is made
that fastens on the side of the engine

frame, independent of the ash pan. The
ash pan is just over the slide apparatus

that goes around a base s
zA '" s . wide.

The slides work underneath. We find it

very successful, only in cold weather it

will freeze up. The drop-bottom pan is

the most successful. Fastened together

with a turnbuckle, so adjusted that in

case the pan warps the turnbuckle will

close out.

President Ogden.—We have three

kinds. We have an eight inch pan and
use a bli We Mow them out.

That complies with the law, but it is not

successful in all cases. If they get

choked up you have to take them apart.

With the slide ash pan the construction

is all right if kept in order. Around the

1 ottom the casing is hollow and it is quite

.: job to keep the pipes connected. I be-

In vi we have a good ash pan. They are

tight on the bottom and we get our draft

from the netting on the ash pan. There

are wings perforated full of holes that

we close. We have some little trouble

from fire. Of course, in a dry country

like Kansas it is pretty hard to get a pan

that will answer all purposes and prevent

fire. We have one we sometimes blow

out the firebox door. We should get the

idea of an ash pan that is practical for all

purposes and one that will comply with

the law. We have not done it yet in all

cases. We have done it, but I do not

think it is satisfactory to the heads of

our departments. It is crude in a way,

and I know our superior officers are anx-

ious to get something more up-to-date

and simple. The trouble with our pas-

senger engines on long runs is that they

get a clinker from the draft that comes
in and they cannot stop to clean the ash

pans. We have one that is used in the

summer time : before they come in the

station they turn the water on and try

to kill the fire to dampen the dust. There
is too much of it, and we ought to be

able to get something different from what
we now have in the ash pan.

Equity and Common Sense.

Among the many thoughful utterances

at the last meeting of the International

Railway General Foremen's Association

some remarks of Mr. W. I.. Kel!

worth considering. Mr Kellogg is super-

• of motive power of the Cin-

cinnati. Hamilton & Dayton. He spoke

in part as follows, "Foremen ordinarily

come from the ranks of their craft and

are representative men. It is true that

when elevated to the position of foreman

their dignity should be added to, and

their loyalty to their employer should be

manifest in their actions. This ni

however, raise an insuperable barrier be-

tween the foreman so -id the

craft. Nothing speaks so ill for the fu-

ture f a newly created foreman

ill and respect of his

men. To <\o this he need not remain one

of the boys, so to speak : in fact, the con-

fidence which his superiors placed in him
in elevating him to the position carries

with it. to his associates, a certain amount
of respect, which in their hearts they feel,

although they may not make voluble ex-

pression of same. He need not hold

himself aloof from the men, but on the

other hand should join with them insofar

as possible in expressions of thought on

concerning their welfare and

the welfare of their employers. It

perhaps would have been better had

ed the order, for such must

always be the case ; the employee can

only prosper with his employer. No em-

ployer can long continue to benefit his

employees, unless he himself is prosper-

ing. A foreman, as a rule, is better in-

firmed on matters pertaining to the wel-

i 11 f the employer than are the men.

Intelligent co-operation between foreman

and men spells success by the shortest

method possible.

"In this day of advancement and en-

lightenment it is difficult to get men to

exert themselves in blind effort. Everyone

works toward a goal, be that goal what it

may, and I firmly believe that much of

the unfortunate agitation which is pres-

ently sweeping wide over our country is

due to the fact that our men are forced

up to their tasks in blind effort, to pro-

duce so many pieces of this or that article,

with little or no idea of what the results

of their labor are, or what the component
parts of material they work upon consist

of, or to what future use they will be

put. The workman's goal is one ex-

pressed in dollars and cents, with which
he is compensated for their production.

He has little of interest to turn his

thoughts to, except the increase of his

earning capacity. He has little or no love

for his work or interest in his profession

and no attachment for his shop or pride

i:i his organization and falls an easy prey

to the agitator who talks to him of the

one goal he knows.

"I believe it is the duty of you gentle-

men present in your staff meetings to im-

1- thought upon your subordinate

foremen and advise them by every means
possible to instill into their men a knowl-
edge of their work, an interest in their

output, a pride in their shop and the

organization with which they are con-

nected. Nothing is so difficult to combat
1 k of intelligence, and the most

difficult man we have to handle is the

man who. made valuable by his ability to

do some one thing well, has grown lop-

sided in his intellect and believes that his

ability as a workman or mechanic leaves

himself equally able to legislate for him-
self and his fellow employees in matters

economic and politic.

"You all have in your employ broad-
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ped both in th< ir

arts and craft and at the same time con-

their other surroundings

n you have little i" contend

with. Their daily duties are performed

systematically and regularly and matters

pertaining to their business affairs can

be handled amicably and equitably. Un-

fortunately these men are not ordinarily

selected by their associates as their lead-

ers and representatives when the question

of shop ruli - 01 wage schedules are to be

discussed. All too frequently you are

called upon to receive committees who
;.ou well know are not made up of the

best men qualified to handle such matters

for their associates. Often the commit-

tee represents the radical element, who,

after having enjoyed the benefits of their

labors for a period and knowing of the

whys or wherefores of their occupation,

nothing of whether their employers are

enjoying a profitable business ,,r not, and

having no other idea than personal ad-

vancement, regardless of equity,
t
cannot

lie made to appreciate the unfortunate

position in which you yourselves are

placed when ( bliged to decline their re-

i di mands. 1 do not mean by

this that the private affairs of your com-
panj -hi mid he scattered broadcast among
\i>ur empli yees, but it is right that they

something 1 1 the business

in which their energies arc expended.

Your foreman ha- lost hi- most valuable

asset ii he i-, not able t.i keep in suffi-

ciently close touch with his men to act

as their i - iunsel. n or ad\ iser an

hi- influence at all times toward peace and
harmony, counseling the men to uniform

and energy, pointing out I

i'
1 'i tin ii futuri

1 .1 their 1 m
.11

1 1 rnpc 1
.on e

iii stablishmenl 1

;

of homi , ci urn

eprc ienta

to pick conservative

ti
'

ippi ,n for them

I'l tin ci till

[)! npci 1\

the product by a constant. When put in

the form of an equation. the area,

A=d5
X78S4, This much is clear enough

and simple enough, but the reason for it

does not appear.

If you turn to the pages in your

engineering pocket book dealing with the

solution of triangles you will find that

the area of any triangle whose base and

perpendicular height is known, is found

by multiplying the height and the base

together and dividing the product by 2.

or in other words, take the perpendicular

height and multiply it by half the width

of the base and the product will be the

Squaring the Circle.

h .

il

Hit; tile

dtiplying

equal to the circumference of the circle,

and that the height of each triangle is

equal to the radius of the circle.

Now the area of each triangle if found

and added together would practically be

the area of the circle, but as each triangle

has a base too minute to measure ac-

curately, we are compelled to resort to a

process of summing up which will apply

to the case. The height of each triangle

ij the radius, and the sum of all the bases

is the circumference of the circle, but

when the circle is made into a series of

the most minute triangles, the rule for

finding the area of the series becomes.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CIRCLE INI

area of the triangle. Here are the two

formulas, one for obtaining the area of a

circle, and the other gives the area of a

triangle where the base and perpendicular

are known. By applying the rule for

the triangle to that of the circle, the deri-

vation .if, ..r the reason for the formula

fur the circle will become apparent.

Suppose you cut a circle out .if say,

thin fine leather like that of a kid glove.

Mm have material less stiff than paper,

.mil capable of being bent without tear-

ing \'"» suppose you cut the fine leather

circle into a series of small triangles

with the apex of each triangle at the

venter of the circle and the circumference

of thi circle funning the bases of the

triangles This can be done by cutting

the triangles to within a hair's breath oi

ide of the circle and when all the

triangles ha\ c I 1 en cut the leather ( an

lie laid on the table with what was the

circumference in a Ion: ' :

'
,I,r '""-'

,i, Ii 1 1 iangle i landing tip ft 1 >m it like a

harp saw teeth 'I his may

be called . I of the

circle, or a tran formation of tin

into ,1 series of tt iai
j

tip of the leather in

any minute tt

and tedious

iiattei F.-i< t. but it

. in lb. mind

-1 the leatln 1 a very

it ... be a 1

I

vith II" III. IIP.

I
tu apply the

• nil to tl 1 little

straight

hi

Mi of the

gles, but

von know that the sum of them all is

i> A SERIES ill SMALL TRIANGLES.

total area equals radius multiplied by half

the circumference, or stated as a formula,

A=rX^c.

In this formula we may substitute the

idea of the diameter for the radius as it

-mts our purpose better, and of course

the diameter being simply twice as long

as the radius, it follows that the part of

the diameter which equals the radius is

n presented .1- diameter divide .1 I

d

We have then this new formula in

a Inch we use the diameter idea, instead

of the radius, the statement

,1 c .I ,

22 4

but it so happens that the circumference

i- really made up of th. di trm b r multi-

plii .1 by the constant 3.1416 and if we

substitute again in the formula so as

again to introduce th. .lea, for

. irele ; we hi

fi irmula

.1 d

•>

formula

iund in Kent's

ii h is

tion of the

e and height known, we have

been able to tra - tic of th 1 d d

reasoning by n :

- a of the circle

has been

day purpi
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The First Canadian Railway.

What is said to have been the first

railway in Canada was between Laprairie

and St. Johns, Que., and it replaced

stage coach line. The charter

tained in [832, and it provided for a road

16 miles long. The authorized capital of

this new enterprise, known as The
Champlain and St. Lawrence Railroad,

was £50,000. This was in fact a capital-

ization of a little over £3,000 a mile.

Work was commenced in April, 1835, and
the line was opened in July, 1836, horses

at first being used to haul tile car-.. The
rails were strips of wood covered with

thin plates of metal, sometimes called

strap rails, but later on replaced with iron

rails of more modern pattern.

What the early passenger trains looked

like is shown by our illustration, which

is a reproduction of a picture now in the

Grand Trunk board room at Montreal.

We obtained the illustration and the data

from the Railway and Marine World.

An advertisement in The Montreal Trans-

cript of those old days announced that

'Ihe Champlain and St. Lawrence Rd.

Co., in connection with the steamboat

Princess Victoria, will continue to run as

follows: Steamer from Montreal pre-

cisely : 9.30 a. m., 3 p. m. Cars from

Laprairie, 10.30 a. m., 4 p. m., by locomo-

tive." Then followed the time of the re-

turn trips and the times of the Sunday
service, 'flic fare for the return trip on

the same day was 7S. 6d. ; single fare, 5s.;

children half price.

1 i advertisement appeared after the

railway bad been in operation only a few

months. In the same issue of The
Transcript appeared the following news

paragraph, which shows how early the

new 1 in. freight train. " \

number of American speculators have

e iged in tin* city for the last two

weeks buying wheat and -alt for the

American market, 'file steamer Princess

oug 000 bush

els of wheat and 20,000 bushels of

Laprairie to be taken to St Johns via the

id."

'file politic.!' .time- called

road from the St. Lawrem 1

-He Montreal, on the right bank, at Si.

Lambert, to tin l tin i

States. 1 .in ct w itb a line run

1 ing b Pot tland, Me. In 1847 tin- line

from Montreal to Lachine was 1

in 1850 the line to Portland wa
as far as Richmond, Que., and a charter

was granted to build a branch from Rich-

mond to Point Levis, oppo ii'
! |ui bi

In 1852 the St. Johns-Laprairie line was

built to St. Lambert, which became the

general junction point, and eight years

later it became the southern terminus of

the Victoria tubular bridge, built bj Rob
ert Stephenson and A. M. Ross. :

early railways are to-day parts of the

Grand I runk Railway system.

Colors of Mother of Pearl.

In our July paper, page 287, we had
some observations on the colors of thin

plates, the plate being a very thin film

of oil or turpentine spreading out over

water or over a wet surface. The plate

or film eventually becomes so thin that

the rainbow tints of colored light which

go to make up what we call white light,

actually interfere with one another and

by destroying some of the ingredients

of wdiite light reveal the remaining

constituents in the form of beautiful

irridescent colors.

The color- of mother of pearl are

produced in very much the same way
and are the result of the interference of

the colored rays of light, which are

really wave- of different lengths. The
mother of pearl when eicwed under
the microscope is found to be made
up of numberless little ridges like

minute tile marks, but running in more
or less curved contour lines These
tiny ridges are less in height than the

waves of light and the phenomenon of

"interfei place with the re-

sult that some of the waves which
make white light are destroyed and the

:

1 iv, clearly in the full g

color. The fact that mother of pearl

is structural''.

be proved by making a sealing wax

Track Premiums on the P. R. R.

Pennsylvania Railroad distributes

annually the sum of $5,400, in premiums
to those whose divisii

in the most perfect condition during the

year. Ihe premiums for Igio, six in

number, were distributed at llarri-burg

at the close of the first da\ "I thi

hth annual track in-

iiiii. A committee of mainte-

go. - over the line

every few weeks during the year in a car

attached to one of the regular high speed

trains. Two glasses full of water are

on the sills of two rear windows
of the car, and every -pill 1-

against the man on whose section the spill

occurs. An instrument is also used which

ba- been designed to register every vibra-

tion of thi 1 .11
. either vertically 1 11

zontally. The smaller the amount of vi-

bration, the better the track.

flic Special Mam Line Track Inspec-

tion Committee for the year 1909-10 con-

sisted of Messrs J. T. Richards, Chief en-

gineer maintenance of way. chairman;

Messrs. I.. R. gineer mainte-

nance of way; 11. A. Jaggard, superin-

tendent of the Elmira division; J. B.

Baker, superintendent Philadelphia ter-

minal division; and K. B. John, superin-

tendent Delaware division.

Nearly all young trainmen

themselves in the construction and oper-

1 the air brake. Railway and
1 j"i ivk Engineering i 1

tendem
s

I help, 1>\ mai

ir brake department, but it

cannot publish a treatise on brakes ever)

month or two. and -" recommendations
i manent liter-

ature on tin subject. In t
1

mentii n the " \ir-Brake

a." li\ 1

'

l; I '. nger, V

mnected

We understand that several railway

supply nun arc in th annually

'1 111. 1

'. \V Tl WHICH BEGAN RUNNING BETWEEN LAPRAIRIE
SUMMER tn

the rebellion of [837-38, hampered rail- cast of tl of the shell and thi

way expansion, and very little was done minuti

until 1845. when a charter was granted duccd the wax shows all the glistening whom we have met - is the

5t. 1 and Ry. colors v to the mother of hey re-

Company, authorizing them to build a pearl its bright, lustrous appearance. ceive.
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Items of Personal Interest

.Mr. \\ has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Alabama

Great Southern.

Mr. A. II. Stebbins has been appointed

superintendent of the Barre Railroad,

with office at Barre, Vt.

Mr. F. W. Stanyan has been appointed

ger of the Barre Railroad,

with office at Montpelier, Vt.

Mr. P. J. Hannifin has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Roches-

ter division of the Erie Railroad.

Mr. J. J. Dewey, master mechanic of

the Erie at Jersey City shops, has re-

signed to go into other business.

Mr. D. F. Farrell has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Detroit &
Charlevoix, with office at Detroit, Mich.

Mr. F. E. Marsh, assistant mechanic of

the Pennsylvania at Trenton, has been

transferred to the machine shops at Al-

toona.

Mr. A. R. Duncan, superintendent of

car service for the Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton, has resigned to engage in other

business.

Mr. John W. Storrs has been appointed

consulting engineer of the Montpelier &
Wells River Railroad, with offices at

Concord, N. H.

Mr. W. YV. Abbott has been appointed

superintendent of the Auburn division of

the Lehigh Valley Railroad, vice Mr. C.

J. Shea, transferred.

Mr. J. A. Burke has been appointed road

foreman of engines of the Atchison To-

peka & Santa Fe Railroad, with headquar-

tcr^ at Amarillo, Tex.

Mr. F. II. Murray has been appointed

master mechanic of the Erie Railroad,

with office at Port Jervis, X. Y, vice Mr.

I

'

. transferred.

Mr. J. F. Schwaiger has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Eastern

district of the Wyoming division of the

Union Pa

Mr. M. C. 1

superinti

of the 1 Ace Mr.

W. W. Abbott, transferred.

Mr. C.

ha been

on the Erie,

vice Mr. J. J Dewi

Mr. P i pointed

the Hocking

Valley, , Ohio,

vice Mr. I., i

Mr. G< 11 >moted

engines to district

iskatoon

division I

superintendent of the Wyoming division

of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, vice Mr.

N. L. Moon, assigned to other duties.

Mr. J. J. Dewey, master mechanic of

the New York division and branches of

the Erie Railroad, at Jersey City, N. J.,

has resigned to go into other business.

Mr. L. L. Park, of Schenectady, has

been appointed superintendent of appren-

tices of the American Locomotive Com-
pany, vice Mr. George L. Sprague, re-

signed.

Mr. A. M. Grade has been appointed

foreman of the car department -of the

Northern Central at the Elmira, N. Y.,

shops, vice Mr. J. W. Hawthorne, de-

ceased.

Mr. E. L. Burdick, general foreman of

the locomotive department of the Wabash

at Forest, 111., has resigned to become as-

sistant engineer of tests of the Santa Fe

at Topeka.

Mr. Fred H. Murray, general foreman

of the Jersey City shops of the Erie, has

been promoted to be master mechanic at

Port Jervis, N. Y., vice Mr. C. James,

transferred.

Mr. C. A. Kothe, assistant general fore-

man of the Southside Jersey City shops of

the Erie, has been appointed general

foreman of the Bergen shops, on the

same road.

Mr. C. H. Norton, general foreman of

the Bergen round house on the Erie, has

been appointed general foreman of the

Jersey City shops, vice Mr. F. H. Mur-

ray, promoted.

Mr. Garret Vliet has been appointed

master mechanic of the western division

of the Grand Trunk, at Battle Creek,

Mich., to succeed W. Hamilton, who re-

cently resigned.

Mr. W. A. Yanda has been appointed

machine foreman on the Northern dis

the Rock Island lines, with office

il Cedar Rapids, la., vice Mr. P. F.

Low, resigned,

Mr. Thomas Tait, Chairman of the

Victorian Railway Commissioners, has,

fding to a Melbourne, Australia,

cable, dated Sept, 21, resigned and will

return to Can

Mr. J. Beaumont has been appointed

signal engineer of the Chicago Great

n Railroad, with office at Chicago,

[i W. 11. Fenley, resigned to en-

gage in other business.

Mr. F. A. (base, formi r\\

mechanical inspector of the Chicago.

Burlington ft Quincy, lias retired from

active service after almost 6l years of

railway and mechanical work.

Mr. J. P. McMurray, road foreman oi

engines of the Atchison Topeka & Santa

Fe Railroad, has been transferred, from the

Colorado to the Western division, with

headquarters at Newton, Kan.

Mr. M. A. Kinney, master mechanic of

the Hocking, Valley at Columbus, Ohio,

has been appointed superintendent of mo-

tive power, with office at Columbus, vice

Mr. G. J. De Vilbiss, deceased.

Mr. H. F. Wardwell has been appoint-

ed superintendent of power and equip-

ment of the Chicago & Western Indiana

and the Belt Railway Company of Chi-

cago, with office at Chicago, 111.

Mr. C. M. Stone has been appointed

machine foreman on the Terminal and

Illinois divisions of the Rock Island

lines, with office at Chicago, vice Mr. W.
Marks, assigned to other duties.

Mr. C. A. Blood, freight traffic man-

ager of the Lehigh Valley, is receiving

congratulations on having won the golf

championship in a contest with some of

the higher officials of the company.

Mr. E. Norton, road foreman of engines

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

road, has been transferred from the West-

ern division to the Colorado division,

with headquarters at La Junta, Col.

Mr. P. H. Wilhelm, lately associated

with the American Steel & Wire Com-

pany, has become connected with the Bos-

ton Woven Hose & Rubber Company in

the capacity of general railroad represent

tative.

Mr. D. W. Mahoney, Saskatoon, Saslt,

Canada, has been appointed road fore-

man of engines, with jurisdiction over

the fourth and fifth districts, Canadian

Northern Railway, with headquarters at

Saskatoon.

Mr. Garrett Vliet, assistant master

mechanic of the ( Irand Trunk, Portland,

Me., has been appointed master mechanic

of the western division, with office at

Battle Creek, Mich., vice Mr. W. Hamil-

ton, resigned.

Mr. Frederick M. Weld, master me-

chanic of the Chicago, South Bend &
Northern Indiana, has resigned to take

the position of master mechanic of the

Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co.,

oi Birmingham, Ala.

Mr. C. C. Hubbell, auditor of disburse-

ments of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western at New York, has been appoint-

ed purchasing agent, with office at New
York, vice Mr. George F. Wilson, rc-

i on account of ill health.

Mr. F. A. Bushnell, purchasing agent of

the Spokane, Portland & Seattle and the

Astoria & Columbia River, at Portland,

( Ire., has bi en appointed purchasing agent
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of the Oregon Trunk, the Oregon Elec-

tric and the United Railways Co.

Mr. Paul L. Grove, assistant master

mechanic at the Altoona shops of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appoint-

ed assistant engineer of motive power of

the Buffalo division, with office at Buf-

falo, N. Y., vice Mr. C. L. Mcllvaine,

promoted.

Mr. C. L. Mcllvaine, assistant engineer

of motive power of the Buffalo division

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Buffalo,

N. Y., has been appointed assistant en-

gineer of the Erie division of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad and the Northern Cen-

tral, with office at Williamsport, Pa., vice

Mr. J. L. Cunningham, promoted.

Mr. Geo. A. Holden, roundhouse fore-

man at Michigan City, Ind., for the Mich-
igan Central, has recently been promoted
to general foreman of the locomotive de-

partment on the same road and trans-

ferred to Grayling, Mich., vice Mr. E. A.

Keeler, transferred. He will have charge

of engines and engine crews at that point.

Mr. C. H. Peterson, hitherto con-

nected with the Chicago office of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works and the

Standard Steel Works Company, has

been appointed southwestern representa-

tive of these companies, with offices at

914 Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Edward B. Halsey, who has been in

charge of the St. Louis office, has been

transferred to the sales department of

the Philadelphia office.

Mr. E. Stutz, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Goldschmidt Ther-
mit Company, has retired from the di-

rection of the company's affairs, which
now comes under the management of

Mr. William C. Cuntz. Mr. Cuntz
brings to his position a thorough
knowledge of the steel business and a

wide acquaintance with the railway and
street railway officials of the country,

having been connected for eighteen

years with the Pennsylvania Steel Com-
pany.

Mr. C. T. Allis, for years an engineer

on the Memphis Route and one of the

subscribers to the first number of The
Locomotive Engineer, has given up rail-

roading and is now secretary and general

manager of the Roberts Lumber Com-
pany, of Pitkin, La. Mr. Allis is located

a little away from crowded lines of

travel, but the high fortune that has come
to him has not made him proud and he

will be glad to take any of his old friends

out for a spin on his new automobile.

Mr. J. W. Wyatt has been appointed
road foreman of engines on the first

district of the Cincinnati, New Orleans
& Texas Pacific Railway. Mr. Wyatt
has been running an engine on this

road for the past sixteen years, and has
been chairman of the local committee
of adjustment of Division 603, B. of

L. E., and member of the G. C. of A.

for the past five years. The members

of his division regret very much to

lose him as an active member, but con-

gratulate the railroad officials on the

appointment, and all join in wishing
him success and advancement to higher

positions.

Mr. James T. Brady, for many years

superintendent of shops of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

at New Haven, Conn., has been trans-

ferred to the extensive new shops of the

company at Readville, Mass. Mr B

is one of the most thoroughly accom-
plished railway men in New England.

He learned the machinist's trade with the

Petty Machine Company over forty years

ago, and was for many years in the employ
of the New York & New England Rail-

way Company. When the road became
merged into the New Haven system Mr.
Brady was placed in charge of the com-
pany's principal shops at New Haven. He
is very popular among the younger me-
chanics, whom he encourages in many
ways, especially in the personal superin-

tendence of their theoretical as well as

practical education. He is a great be-

liever in railroad literature, and in spite

of his growing duties he manages to keep

thoroughly abreast of the times in all that

pertains to the mechanical appliances

used on railways.

Obituary.

It is with feelings of profound regret

that we have to record the death of an old

and valued friend, Henry S. Bryan. He
died at the advanced age of 74. Mr.
Bryan was born Sept. 7, 1836, at Caze-

novia, N. Y. He received his education

at the G. W. Seminary, at Lima, N. Y.,

and at the O. C. Seminary at Cazenovia,

N. Y. In 1856, at the age of 23 years, he

entered the railway work, his first posi-

tion being that of machinist in the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

shops, at Milwaukee; from December,

1863, to September, 1865, he was foreman
of the machine shops of the Galena divi-

sion of the Chicago & Northwestern Rail-

way, Chicago ; from October, 1865. to

February, 1866, he worked as machinist

for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific Railway, at Chicago. He filled

other positions in the mechanical de-

partment of several of our leading rail-

ways, and from April, 1889, to September,

1889, he was a member of the business

firm of Bryan Elmer & Sloane. and from
September, 1889, to April, 1899, in the firm

Bryan & Elmer, dealing in railway mate-

rial and supplies, with headquarters at St.

Paul. In April, 1S90, Mr. Bryan came to

Two Harbors and from that time until

1904 served as master mechanic of the

Duluth & Iron Range. In that latter year

he was promoted to the office of super-

intendent of motive power, which position

he held up to the time of his death. Dur-
ing the twenty years of his life in Two
Harbors Mr. Bryan had ever been promi-

nent in the affairs of the village and city.

He served the public in many capaci-

ties, among them being president of the
village for three years. He was president
of the public library during the first five

years of its existence. He served three
years as president of the school board and
three years as president of the old Com-
mercial Club. His son, Mr. Luther H.
Bryan, is general foreman of locomotive
repairs on the Duluth & Iron Range Rail-
road, and he is also secretary of the Inter-

national Railway General Foremen's As-
sociation.

Archibald C. Robson, formerly master
car builder of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern at Buffalo, N. Y.,

died at his home in Buffalo on Oct.

6 of heart disease. Mr. Robson was
born on Feb. 19, 1830, at Langholm,
Dumfrieshire, Scotland. He began rail-

way work in December, 1854, as a car-

penter on the Buffalo & State Line, re-

maining in that position until the road
became a part of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern. From May, 1868, to June,

1872, he was appointed division master car
builder of the same road and was later

promoted to master car builder.

C. D. Jameson, who recently resigned

as master mechanic of the western di-

vision of the Grand Trunk at Battle

Creek on account of ill health, died last

week in Montreal.

We regret to announce the death on
Saturday, October 22, in Buffalo, N. Y.,

of the railroad representative of Messrs.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore; Charles E.

Randall. Mr. Randall was sixty-nine

years old. On account of the death of

his father he was obliged to go to work
at the age of fourteen, at which time he
became an apprentice in the Taunton
Locomotive Work?. At the age of
twenty-five he had become chief engineer

on a steamboat. A few years later he
was employed by the Hartford Steam
Boiler Works in East Boston, where he
was employed until 1879. On June 1,

1881. he entered the employ of The Han-
cock Inspirator Company as mechanical

engineer and salesman and has been .con-

nected with them since that time. When
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., pur-
chased the Hancock Inspirator in 1900,

Mr. Randall then became associated with
this well-known firm, and has represented

its allied industries, The Ashcroft Manu-
facturing Company, The Consolidated
Safety Valve Company, The Haydcn &
Derby Manufacturing Company and The
Hancock Inspirator Company.

Robert Potts, who until his retirement

from active service seven years ago was
master car builder of the Michigan Cen-
tral at St. Thomas, Ont., in which capacity

he served for nearly 25 years, died re-

cently, aged 7i years.
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Shockless Jarring Molding Machine.

i ::.

i
ramming molding machine

.., Wilfred Lewis, president

of the Tabor Manufacturing Company of

Jar ramming machines for

used, and they

. well for light work, but

when a:
|

' castings now

the shocks imparted to the

ion bad serious effects upon floors

in the vicinity of the ma-

chine. On tins subject Mr. Lewis re-

marked :

: 'l before tin Am. ri

Mechanical Engin<

"The earthquake Ei
' d table

ooo lbs., dropping two or three

anvil b

m ok

arranged to operate at anj ;trok<

from i m. to 4 ins. in length, and tins

can be adjusted while the machine is

running.

What Mr. Lewis did was to invent a

machine that relieved the foundation of

the jarring action. The following de-

scription of the improved machine is con-

densed from an article that appeared in

The Foundry:

"This machine consists of a jarring

table cast integral with the cylinder,

lindrical anvil, which

I

,IIO< KI.ISS JARRING MOULDING MM HIXI

can v. ell be imagined. Not "illy would it

undo thi by the machine, but

a large area space in the

vicinity ' and
>
'ffi' <

buildings at a i
distance might

In this instance a

. hine oi

a well-!. h an\ \\ mounted on

e build-

nd tin' machine
1

further tri iuble of tl

in. jam

pit, the

1

in turn is guided b\ a cylindrical base and

rests upon supp rting springs calculated

tantial velocity

while the tali
1

.- is falling. I he movi menl

hine to overcome the

I, fin* d a- 'libratory,' which

di noti 'i ' >unti i \ ailing Eon es opposing

'or.' It will be noted that

il l( Upp, irtii g in ing beneath the anvil

carry tin ent th' anvil.

table and mr.ld, and they do thi

d also while the table

is rising. However, when the table

the upward limit of its travel, and

when the aii is exhausted to let it drop.

the anvil is suddenly relieved oi I

supported the table, and

the spring- beneath the anvil expand and

i. nt while the

table is falling As a result, the momen-

tum of the falling table and load is sub-

When
Your
Boiler
Foams
Then your cylinders

are left dry—the oil is

washed away. Perhaps

cut valves or pistons

result, but even if this

does not happen, ex-

cessive strain is put on

your engine and more

coal taken to drive it.

But it's a different

matter when you use

Dixon
Flake
Graphite
in connection with oil.

Your boiler can fuss

and foam to its heart's

content and the graph-

ite stays right on the

job. It lubricates valves

and cylinders in the

face of all conditions,

prevents cutting, saves

coal, makes it easier for

you to handle the en-

gine.

Try it and see for

yourself, sample 69 C
free.

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE CO.

Jersey City, N. J.
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RECOGNIZED

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely
together, and accommodates
itself to the unequal expansion
of the plates.

USED ON OVER 170 RAILROADS

"Staybolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past"
So say many of our customers
who have used the Tate Bolt
in large numbers, covering a
period of time sufficient to base
comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-
CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suite 328 Frick Building

B. E. D. STAFFORD, Gen. Manager
J. ROGERS FLAVNERY & COMPANY,

Selling Agents
Frick Building, Pittsburgh. Pa.

TOM R. DAVIS. Mechanical Expert

GEO. E. HOWARD, Eastern Territory

W. M. WILSON, Western Territory

COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY COMPANY,
Southeastern Territory

stantially equal to the momentum of the

rising anvil at the instant of impact,

tralize each otl

the table is brought to rest without shock

or jar as completely as if it had dropped
upon an anvil of infinite weight. To ac-

ii this, the springs beneath the

anvil have a very long compression, so

that their loss in supporting •

the anvil arises, will not materially affect

its velocity.

"Ordinarily, the springs are sul

give the desired momentum to the anvil,

but in large machines, where the consump-
tion of air is an important item, it is

advantage, us to utilize the air dis

from the jarring cylinder in augmenting
the momentum of the anvil. This is ac-

complished by making an additional port

in the operating valve, which connects the

jarring cylinder and anvil cylinder while

the table is falling. When the operating

valve is again shifted to lift the table,

the valve is i .haust and the

anvil is, therefore, free to drop.

"Ordinarily, supporting springs under
about 8 ins. compression are u

carry the full load, and with a 4-inch

stroke on the table, the anvil movement
would probably not exceed 2 ins., while

ordinarily it would be very much less.

The maximum variation in floor load

would, therefore, not exceed 25 per cent,

of the total load resting upon the sup-

porting springs, and this variation is so

gradual that it does not partake of the

nature of a shock. At the moment of

impact the supporting springs simply

cease to expand and therefore cease to

reduce the load on the foundation. Fol-
lowing this they again compress and
gradually increase the load on the foun-

dation t'
i

iiivcly small percent-

age of the total load carried.

machine is built by the Tabor
Mfg. ('•'. molding machine manufactur-
ers, 1 'hiladelphia.

"Sev machines are already

ing the highest satis-
•" our readers visiting the

Baldwin I Works can see them
in 1 pi 1 atii n in the foundry."

Ditched.

As a . passenger afterwards

1- the unexpected that al-

ppens." The train had been

r after hour, through

s and picturesque wood-
land* marked by reddening maples and

by glowing shumack, attractive

that kept the passengers gazing

upon the beauties of the Indian summer.
The train kept speeding on without jar

or jolt over a track that seemed perfect,

when without the least warning the

wheels of the car I was riding on dropped

upon the tics, and there ensued the never

to be forgotten jolting, rolling and jerk-

ink that car wheels produce when plung-

ing over ties and broken stone.

When the tumult began a passenger
stood up and shout- p of his

What in hell's the matter ?" repeat-

ing the unanswered query several times.

1 knew what was the matter, but had no
leisure to explain, and just dropped upon
the floor and grasped the frame of my

nd held on, taking the jolts as
rigidly as possible. Hat racks, hand bag-

it cushions, splintered head Iin-

1 miscellaneous articles began to

it, and I found the seat frame af-

omfortable protection from the

missiles that damaged some exposed
limbs.

not have Ian.

a minute, but it seemed a long time till

the end came by the car turning over
with a terrific jolt. At that in i

man who had shouted so vociferously
"What's the matter?" was shot through
the window like a huge torpedo. Most
of the people who had been on the up-
per side came down in heaps when the
car turned over. I was on the lower
side, and settled sotfly upon the head lin-

ing when the car came to rest.

I had been in a similar accident once
before and knew, not only what to do, but
kept my attention upon what the other
passengers were doing. Most of them
stood up or sat without holding fast to
the seats, so that they were thrown about
by the plunging and jolting of the car.

Then a mass of human beings seemed to
drop from the higher to the lower level
when the car went over. Many of them
were badly bruised through being pitched
about, pains that might have been avoided
had they dropped upon the floor and
clung to the seat frames.

ft is difficult instructing persons how to
do in case of the derailment of a train they
are riding in, but sound advice is to drop
upon the floor, preferably in the aisle or
cling to the seat frame. The im;
stand up and howl should be restrained.
In a former derailment accident that I

experienced a woman on the seat oppo-
site to me stood up and proceeded to
scream. I shouted to her to sit down
on the floor, but she paid no attention,
and when the car fell over on its side
she was projected upon me like a pile-

driver weight. She was nearly as big as
a cow, and the impact of her body almost
finished my career. \ g

Explanation Necessary.

"The simplest proposition," said Sena-
tor Beveridge in a recent address, "must
be sent out with the utmost care in the
wording, or misunderstanding, dissent,
even anger, may result.

While a train was leaving Cincinnati a
man stuck his head far out of the win-
dow.

" 'Keep your head in there.' a station
attendant shouted in warning, 'or it will
be knocked off.'

"'Knocked off?' shouted the passenger.
'Knocked' off, eh? Well, it won't be
knocked off by anybody the size of you.'''
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Detroit Seamless Tubes.

is an item taken from a recent

t the Detroit Free Press. The
;s of the Detroit Seamless

is a matter for congratulation,

not only among the officers of the com-

pany, but also among their many friends

. out the country:

"That more business is coming to De-

troit industrial concerns than was ex-

demonstrated by the remarkable

tely made by the Detroit Seam-
'I Tubes Company, one of the

largest mills of the kind in the country.

"A few months ago a complete reorgan-

ization of the administrative force from

the superintendent down took place.

Since that time there has been an in-

creasing output and every previous record

has been broken in all departments. The
rate of increase runs from 10 to 25 per

cent., and the owners feel as though they

are making a record that is extraordi-

narily great at a time when the automobile

business is slack and has a natural ten-

dency to decrease the demand for their

products.

"The reorganization began with the ap-

pointing of Mr. W. H. Lantz, of Detroit,

as superintendent. He was for many
years one of the force of the American

Car & Foundry Company plant, of this

city, which he left to accept a position

in the South, from which he has but lately

returned.

"The other new appointees are Mr.

William Imhoff, head of the cold drawing

department, secured from Shelby, O., as

was also his assistant, Mr. Robert Ihler;

Mr. James Thompson, Detroit, superin-

tendent of rolling mills; Mr. Charles

Koelbel, Chicago, night foreman of the

cold drawing department; Mr. Thomas
W. Smytlie, Detroit, general foreman;

Mr. William Sythes, Detroit, night super-

intendent."

Presence of Mind.

"Hall" 1 " exclaimed a London 1 1 ter

monger on meeting an acquaintance. "Wot
damages did you get for bein' in that

motor 'bus accident?''

ones, my boy," was the reply,

by a grin.

pn mind to

1
', ..

ontracts

f Cin-

i large plat

furnace for the J. Baum Safe Company,
of Cincinnati

;

equip-

ment 1 them Motor Works,
! a complete furnace

W. 11. Clore Manu-
ngton, Ind.

Life of Steel Cars.

At a recent meeting of the Xew York
Railroad Club, Mr. William Marshall, of

Newark, X. J., president of the Anglo-
American Varnish Co., said :

"The metal car is here to stay,

and has been here long enough to

demonstrate that it can be protected

by suitable paint With regard to its

protection, lie had found it wisest to ob-

tain statements from the master painters

of the leading railway systems. Re-

plies received to a series of questions

disclosed almost complete unanimity of

opinion that all parts should be sand-

blasted before receiving any application

of material as a priming coat. Also the

further necessity of giving careful and

close attention to unseen parts, such as

lapping joints where metal is placed

against metal, or metal against wood,

and which should be thoroughly painted

with a red lead jute before riveting.

Midden parts which are not to be sur-

faced and varnished should be given not

less than two or three coats of the best

protective paint obtainable. The life of

a car will depend entirely upon such pro-

tection. These priming coats should have

less oil than for wood, owing to the

smaller porosity of metal.

"As to the appearance and durability

of steel cars in comparison with those of

wood, four years' experience on one sys-

tem with 200 such cars had not shown
any material difference in general sur-

face. Wherever there is the slightest

opening of joints moisture is sure to creep

in and corrosion follow.

"As the metal freight car has shown
superiority over wood, the passenger car

will undoubtedly do the same. Steel

cars retain the luster of varnish longer

than those of wood. Disintegration of

metal cars dates from the time that the

ear leaves the sand-blast house, and con-

tinues until it becomes necessary to re-

move and repaint it in five and one-half

or six years.

"Personal views greatly differ, in the

light of present experience, as to the cost

and making of repairs by reason of side-

wiping, collisions and wrecks, but the

consensus of opinion is that steel cars

offering greater resistance in accidents,

lently the number of times they

will have to be repaired will he reduced.

An accident that would put a woi

out of commi lion will hardly make an

t steel.

"It is believed by a majority that ulti-

mately n will In- found that the life of the

tint 1 f til.

car one-third, provided it has the proper

1 attention. From an economical

standpoint, the greater first cost of steel

i.irs will he compensated for in economy
of maintenance and the longer time such

cars are out of the shop and more service

per mile they give are factors in the case.

GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers oi

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Largest Manufacturers in the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Extracts from Our Mail

WHAT Some of Our
Readers Have fo Say

Most information:
I take a number of different

railroad journals, but find that I
get more information from RAIL-WAY AND LOCOMOTIVE EN-
GINEERING than any of the
others.

T. H. & B. Railway.
Hamilton, Ont., Can.

M. J. HAYES,
Shop Foreman.

He Missed One:
You knew it is an old saying

that "We never miss the water 'till

the well goes dry," and so it is
with your valuable journal, which
I have missed very much.

W. MONTGOMERY,
Div. Master Mechanic.

C. R. R. of N. J.
Lakehurst, N. J.

A Voice from Australia:
Being a subscriber to your jour-

nal for many years, I beg to ten-
der my meed of praise for the valu-
able information contained in every
issue. I am delighted with your
practical and comprehensive meth-
ods of dealing with Railway diffi-

culties. I always keep back copies
by me for reference, being a night
officer in charge of a busy locomo-
tive depot. I find your journal of
great assistance.

R. J. KEMPTON.
Seymour, Victoria, Australia.

TO ADVERTISERS
IT HAS PAID OTHERS IT

WILL PAY YOU!

The following Representa-
tive Railway Supply Manufac-
turers have used our columns
continually for twenty years,
or more.
ACME MACHINERY CO.
THE AJAX METAL CO.
ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.
BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.
CHAPMAN JACK CO.
CLEVELAND CITY FORGE & IRON CO.
CLEVELAND TWIST DRILL CO.
DAYTON MALLEABLE IRON CO.
RICHARD DUDGEON.
JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.
FALLS HOLLOW STAYBOLT CO.
GALENA SIGNAL OIL CO.
GOULD COUPLER CO.
H. G. HAMMETT.
JENKINS BROS.
LONG & ALSTATTER CO.
McCONWAY & TORLEY CO. .

NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS CO.
NATHAN MFG. CO.
H. K. PORTER & CO.
RUE MFG. CO.
SAFETY CAR HEATING & LIGHTING CO.
WM. SELLERS Sc CO.. INC.
WATSON-STILLMAN CO.
WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE CO.

Write for Rale Card

RiSJiRineeriift
NEW YORK

Cylinder and Valve Chamber Borer.

In the past it has been the practice to

bore locomotive cylinders in machines

having a fixed distance between the table

and the boring bar, and this distance was
so small that it was necessary to clamp

the cylinder in a cradle or other special

device designed for the purpose, the cylin-

der being held in extremely unstabled

equilibrium. 1 he setting of the machines

have been requiring as much, if not more
time than the actual boring of the cylin-

der and its piston valve ports.

To obviate these objections the Niles-

Bement-Pond Company, of New York,

designed and constructed a new line of

locomotive cylinder and piston valve

chamber boring machines, which we illus-

trate in this issue, the machines having

sufficient height between the top of the

tance from center of boring bar to table

is 30 ins. The maximum distance is 51

ins. Facing heads are provided with tool

slides having compound motion and auto-

matic star feed. They arc clamped to

end of the sleeve with the boring bar.

The minimum distance between facing

heads is 20 ins. The maximum distance

is 60 ins. Boring heads of various sizes

can be provided to meet any requirement.

The drive is by means of a powerful

motor directly geared through reversing

controller; the adjustment of table and

fast traverse to the bar are obtained from

the same motor. These machines have

completely revolutionized all former

methods of boring locomotive cylinders

and piston valve chambers by chucking

cylinders on the flat side, thus reducing

to a minimum all possible chances of the

der to be chm flat side on the

horizontal table. Only a few minutes i-

thus required to chuck the cylinder,

ab nt one-half the

(•'>t of machii

The machine, which the makei

to as tin' n<iii, 'in Incomotive cylinder

and valve chamber boring machine, will

bon rid fare both ends simult;

of cylim ' ins. in length

ar is a steel forging 7 ins. in

continuous I

of 11 ft. by hand, fast traverse in cither

direction, and six automatic n

boring feeds. For boring the interrupted

ports of piston valves the feeds are ac-

tuated by a screw instead of a rack, the

feeds being engaged, changed or reversed

by conveniently placed levers. The main

table is n four large el

screws, the nuts of which are revolved

by hand or power. The co ss table

measures 54 by 72 ins., and lias a longi-

tudinal traverse of 18 ins. and a cross

traverse of 30 ins. The minimum dis-

sctting slipping. These machii

n and have been ex-

tensive!, the leading locomo-

tive and railroad shops, such as the New
York Central and the various shops of

the American Locomotive Company.

Canadian Exaggeration Met.

"Where I come from," said the first,

"we have a salmon river that rises in

some boiling springs. As the salmon

climb up the river they gradually get accli-

mated to the heat of the water and don't

mind it. In fact, when we fish in the

highest reaches of the stream we catch

»ur salmon ready boiled.''

"I don't doubt that," said the second

Canadian, calmly. "Down my way there's

a curious salmon river, too. It rises in

some tin mines. As the fish work up they

meet the suspended ore in gradually in-

creasing quantities. They get quite min-

eralized if they keep on upstream, so that,

if we fish at the head of the river, we catch

our salmon ready tinned, and all we have

to do is to pack and ship them to market."
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New Drive for Flatwist Drills.

The questions connected with using

and driving twist drills forged or

twisted from flat bars of high-speed

steel are probably receiving more at-

tention from mechanics at the present

time than any others connected with

the use of tools. Although attempts

to solve the problem of drive have been

numerous, and complicated chucks have

been designed to h«>ld and drive the

rough end of the Hat bar of steel, the

shank ends of the bars have been spir-

ally twisted and machined to form

taper shanks fitting regular taper sock-

ets; more or less cumbersome taper

shanks have been soldered or riveted

to the shank ends of the flat twist drills

but none of these methods have finally

-ruled the matter.

The Cleveland Twist Drill Company,

of Cleveland, Ohio, have recei

plied for patents on a new devici foi

driving flat taper shanks that

ered both on the flat sides and round

These shanks are regularly fur-

nished on that company's "Paragon"

ist drills and are driven by

u s< pi ki i - internall) i

with flat taper hole- accurately fitting

the shanks and externally taper

standard taper sockets or spindles. In

the case of large diameter flat twist

drills having No. 6 shanks this drive

this difficulty as well as to provide addi-

tional driving strength is the two-fold

i ,bje< t of the new device.

To this end both the No. 5 and No.

;on" shanks have been redesigned

the same length as regular taper

shanks, the taper on the round edges

being regular Morse taper as formerly.

When, therefore, this modified shank is

I

FIG. 1. THE "I'M; \(,ii\ '
( 1 'III' I

inserted directly in the spindle the up-

per end of the shank is received and

driven by the flat slot in the spindle

just as is the tang of an ordinary taper

shank drill. This alone would consti-

tute a strong and practical drive but for

the lack of support the shank would

have on its two flat sides at the lowei

end of the spindle. To provide against

the possibilities of vibration and wear

between the shank and spindle, and to

furnish a powerful additional dine at

the lower end of the shank where its

cross sectional area is greatest, a new

and original type of socket, called the

"Paragon" Collet, has been evolved

As shown in Fig. I the collet con-

1
• of two lugs L. L projecting up-

ward from a flattened disk through

which is cut a rectangular hole to re-

ceive the "Paragon" shank. The lugs

have rounded outside surfaces ground to

standard taper and flat inner surfaces

tapered to lit the flat taper shank. The

groove G is provided to receive the

point of a drift key in case the collet

hould stick in the spindle. When the

collet is on the -hank the combina

tion is practically an interchangeable

taper shank with unusually long

Fig. 2 show-, the shank, collet, and

spindle, in combination. The addition-

al drive is provided by means of an ex-

tension I projecting up v. ard, in the

vertical drilling, from the cil

1 ular ba olli t I Ins projec-

tion mortises into a slot cu aero thi

end of the spindle conforming to the

ig put in the

ppindles of heavy-duty drill pn
1

b

. everal well known manufai

That this tongue a drive at

4<

AROUND

THE

RAILROAD

SHOPS"

This is the title of a series

of articles dealing with loco-

motive repairs published in

"REACTIONS," a quarterly

paper which is sent free of

charge to interested parties

in the United States, Canada

and Mexico. The third quarter

of this paper for 1910 has just

been issued and contains ar-

ticles of exceptional interest to

railway mechanical men on the

welding of locomotive frames,

driving wheel spokes, connect-

ing rods and mud rings.

When writing for copies,

please mention this advertise-

ment.

W. C. CT/NTZ, Ge

90 West St., New York

412-486 Folsom St., Baa Fruuri«o», 0*11/.

108 Blohmond St. W., Toronto, Out

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

Uttill popular. We have it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty St.. N. Y.

WATTERS A. B.C.TRACK SANDERS
Only two piece,!. No repBirt

I lalt by

I. H. WATTERS, test. M. M. Ga. R.R., Augusta, Ga.
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One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, OK

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute
impossibility where Cran-
dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT'WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, • NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Cleveland
136 Liberty St. 805 Superior Ave., N. W.

Boston Pittsburgh
19 High St. 1310 Keenau Bldg.

Chicago
566 Washington Blvd.

STORRS' Mica

Headlight Chimneys
To the Railroad-An r-conomy

renience

STORRS MICA COMPANY
R. R. Depl.. Owego. N. Y.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY

MoOILL BUILDING WASHINGTON. D. C.

Ttrmi Reasonable Pamphlet Sent

the large end of the shank is very much
than any drive on the tang

could possibly be is made evident by a

single glance at the figure. The col-

li ts without this extension will fit any
spindle or socket and the company in-

forms us that these will be furnished to

railways whose spindles are not fitted

with slots, when this requirement i-

plainly specified, but they will, oi

course, not have the additional driving

strength otherwise afforded. With the

extension they make what would seem
to be an almost ideally perfect drive for

the largest sizes of fiat twist drill-..

High Destiny.

It used to he a matter of sentiment in

nearly all Scottish households for the

eldest son of a family to be destined for

the ministry. The highest ambition of

nearly every matron was to see her son

"wag his head in a pulpit." Sentiment

has sadly changed of late years. The
writer was talking one day with Mrs.

Kidd, wife of a Scotch railway inspector,

about her growing sons. She was proud
of their ability and remarked: "There's

Jamie, (he oldest, learning to lie a me-
chanic in the railway shop; Tom, the sec-

ond laddie, is learning to he a grocer, and

ack is working in the goods office."

'What about Willie, the youngest, Mrs.

dd?" "Weel, we're no verra sure about

Willie. He's no verra bright, but we
were thinking he might do for a minister."

P. R. R. for "Good Roads."

In an endeavor to stimulate hit

the "Good Roads" movement in the

States through which the road runs, the

Pennsylvania Railroad has issued a

pamphlet entitled, "Good Roads at Low
Cost." This bocklet is being given a

wide distribution in the country districts

throughout Pennsylvania Railroad terri-

tory. "Good Roads at Low Cost" was

written for the Pennsylvania Railroad by

Mr. D. Ward King, who is an acknowl-

edged expert on road making. He is the

author of a pamphlet distributed by the

Department of Agriculture some time ago.

While tin management of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad have for some time been

keenly interested in the subject of good

in the past year they have re-

doubled their efforts in this direction.

Meetings of agents have been held at dif-

ferent points, while the general manager's

staff has also taken up the subject of

improving the roads radiating from the

company's stations.

ompany has had Mr. King, the

invent . r of the split log drag,

. inia. The split log drag, which

can he made by any one following the

directions given in the pamphlet issued by

the railroad, has been used with good

effect in many parts of the country. A
number of these drags have been placed

at various Pennsylvania railroad stations

throughout the State of Pennsylvania in

order that road supervisors and others

might operate them.

Association of Interests.

Quite recently an association of inter-

ests in the manufacture and sale of mi-
and machine tools has been an-

nounced by the Gisholt Machine Company
and Joseph T. Ryerson & Son. This an-

nouncement is of particular interest as

representing the establishment of a rela-

tionship which is understood to be inti-

mate between one of the leading machine

tool builders and one of the strongest

general machinery organizations in the

country. In furtherance of the plans

formulated by the interests thus combined
- additions will be immediately

made to the Gisholt plant at Madison,
Wis., which will greatly increase the out-

put and scope of that company and permit

of a development which the association of

these two concerns would seem to

prophesy.

The McKeen Motor Car.

The McKeen motor car appears to be

attaining great popularity, especially in

the West, and it appears that every new
car acts as a convincing argument in fa-

vor of new orders. Within a month the

following cars have been delivered

:

One 70-foot, Southern Pacific Com-
•'>. 45-

One 70-foot, Chicago Great Western

ad Company, No. 1001.

One 70-foot, Rock Island Lines, No.

I Ins makes a total of 88 "McKeen"
ears in daily service in the United States

and Mi

Gives Up Demurrage Bureau.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad have an-

nounced their withdrawal from the car

demurrage bureaus in their territory.

They will handle demurrage affairs

through their own organization after No-
vember 1. By this new arrangement the

company will be better able to prevent the

delay incident to the holding of cars, and

lite traffic in such a manner as

to benefit the railroad, the shippers, and

the public in general. The same action

titer large roads.

The car demurrage bureau was formed

some twenty years ago. The principal

object was to minimize the detention of

cars by shippers atvi as well

qual treatment of shippers

by all tl: The bureau's func-

tion has been to keep track of the cars

ading and unloading and
held beyond the allotted time, to hasten

the release of these cars, and to deter-

mine upon the amount due to the rail-

roads in the form of demurrage charges

for unnecessary detention. A code sane-
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tioned by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, has made the joint bureaus

unnecessary.

The Humane Stock Car.

The Pennsylvania Railroad had an

exhibit at the first international hu-

mane conference in America, which was

recently held in Washington. The most

important feature of the exhibit was a

miniature model of the car, so made that

the interior could be inspected. This

model is 5 ft. long and a little over I ft.

wide; it is 1 ft. 7 ins. high. The model

and the other exhibits show in detail the

method used for the protection of stock

against injury in transit.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is also dis-

tributing pamphlets giving a history of

the development of their standard steel

underframe live-stock car. This pamphlet

is being sent broadcast and contains il-

lustrations of the interior of the car,

the stock may come in contact have been

rounded or chamfered. Hay racks within

the car extend from end to end, thus per-

mitting feeding in transit. The hay-rack

bars at points of attachment are rein-

forced with a wooden facing strip to pre-

vent horses, when tied to them, from

pulling away from the racks.

The two bottom lining slats on the

sides of the car are spaced I in. apart

to keep the legs of hogs and sheep from

sticking through while lying down. The

side doors are equipped with guides or

throws so that in the winter, when ma-

nure freezes against the door, the latter

can be thrown out at the bottom from

the side of the car and moved, thus elim-

inating the hammering to loosen, which

frightens the stock. These "throws" also

hold the doors tightly to the sides and

bottom of the car, thereby preventing the

legs of sheep or hogs from slipping

through when leaning against the doors.

'HUMANE" LIVE STOCK CAR ON THE P. R. R

ave been

eliminal

The experiments which the Pennsyl-

vania R '
ing in the

construction of this - ar have

foi some thirty years, and

b 1 1 itii is now being exhib-

. nane conference I

d men, v< terinarians,

for the

and has

been pronounced a most admirable car

tock.

11 is built of

1

ging it; e the stock to

lose thi at evei jerk of

the train i

' ough, in order to

I

All boll m the

1 stork car In

roundi
'

ink ; all edges on

interior walls with which

! he new car has end sliding doors and

handhold ttoi carlins in order

that attendants may enter.

CARS, GABS, SHOPS
AND

ROUND HOUSES
requires a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

Allurements and Discouragements.

The humorist of The Houghton Line

rem. irks: "If you want to get up a rous

ing reform meeting, jusl send each man

a personal invitation and mention that he

may be called upon to make .1

"If yon want to ha\ - mpty benches,

tell him he raaj be called upon to make

a contribution.

"We have tried both."

The chief of this clan has a hired girl

aIi-, e name 1 [ngobar, a Norweigian

appellation. '1 here is a chronic strained

r, 1. ,11, ,n between that girl and Mis Flj nn,

who visits the house every week to do

washing. Mrs. Flynn, like many other

1 men, hates strange names and

wildly makes a shout at some of them.

Ingobar she invariably calls Incubator.

RUBEROID

ROOFING

I'
IReglst'd

!. Pat
[Office.

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal

SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
OAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF
Write for samples, prices and booklet No 96.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.

100 William Street New York

Chicago, Philadelphia. Boston. Kansas City,

St. Paul, Denver.

"HOMESTEAD"
VALVES

Are constructed upon mechanically cor-

rect principles— they are leak proof under
steam, air or hydraulic pressures. They
are practically indestructible because the
seats are protected from wear. The plug

is balanced and held in place by pressure

when open, and when closed it is locked

on the seat bv our patent wedging cam.
"Homestead" Valves are the quickest acting,

simplest, most easily operated and largest

lived of anv made.
Homestead Valves are opened wide and

closed tight by a quarter turn.

LOCOMOTIVE BLOW-OFF
Write for catalogue of Homestead Goods.

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.
Brass Founds I. Works at Homestesd, Pa

1764, PITT8BURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
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TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS

We set three pairs of Aldon Frogs and had
all nine cars on the rails in twenty minutes.

—

Extract from Wrecking Masters' Reports.

THE ALDON COMPANY
965 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

AIL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIPf & (0.

North Side, PITTSBURGH

Difference in Brake Equipments.

In order that there may be no mis-

understanding concerning the use and

intent of late VVestinghouse brake

equipments for railroad service. We
desire to state that the E.T. brake,

the P.C. equipment and the "empty

and load" brake are designed for use

on three entirely different classes of

motive power and rolling stock.

The E.T. (engine and tender) is a

locomotive brake equipment.

The P.C. (passenger control) is an

improved brake for passenger cars.

The "empty and load" brake is for

freight cars.

Each brake is a separate and dis-

tinct type and a decided improvement

upon the brake it supersedes.

The E.T. brake is actually the first

efficient automatic brake for a locomo-

tive, it being the first to guarantee the

development of a positive amount of

brake cylinder pressure as a result

of predetermined brake-pipe reductions

and to maintain this pressure against

leakage, then in order to maintain the

efficiency of the brake it is only nec-

essary to keep the foundation brake

gear in a condition to transmit the

cylinder effect to the brake shoes.

At a n;i ciincr of the Air Brake Asso-'

ciation a member stated that in a sec-

tion of the country he passed through

some of the engine crews understoi d

the symbol E.T. to mean the "East

Tenne^ I
while others con-

tended that E.T. stood either for "End
of Trouble" or "Every Time."

The P.C. equipment is the practical

solution of the problem of providing a

heavy passenger car with an efficient

brake.

In order to keep the total leverage

within a prescribed limit which is nec-

essary some modern passenger cars

would require a brake cylinder of 20

ins. or more in diameter, and while it

is for such weights of cars that the

brake was designed, some railroad men
were quick to see the advantage of

one brake cylinder for service opera-

tions and two for emergencies and

dopted the brake for all weights

of passenger cars.

There are no triple valve? used with

this brake and a control valve contains

the brake cylinder pressure maintain-

ing feature of the distributing valve of

the E.T. brake.

The "empty and load" brake is in-

tended to furnish an efficient brake for

a heavily loaded freight car, one brake

cylinder being in use when the car is

empty, two if the car is loaded or in

case the second one is desired during

an emergency stop, and brake-pipe

pressure remains the same regardless of

the number of cylinders used.

By means of this arrangement the

braking power is increased on the

loaded car only, while the braking

power on the empty car remains nor-

mal, and this cannot be accomplished

with the Schedule U or high pres-

sure control brake.

Missed the Cat, but

—

The lodger's pet aversion was cats,

and he cherished a special grudge against

a feline which sometimes shared his

meals without his consent.

Just as he was preparing for bed he

caught sight of a suspicious hump under

the counterpane.

"The brute !" he muttered, and his eyes

glared murder as he reached for one of

the ten-pound dumbbells with which he

was wont to toy with each morning.

Stealthily he approached the bed. Then

thud

!

And one of the items on his next

week's bill was : "To one hot water bot-

tle, $1.25.

Water Line Indicator.

Among the rules concerning boilers is-

sued by the International Master Boiler

Makers' Association is the following,

which ought to be strictly observed by

every boiler owner

:

"The highest point of crown sheet of

locomotive type of boilers, also the high-

est point 'exposed to the flame of other

types of boilers, should be indicated by a

conspicuous mark on every boiler, as well

as a high and low water mark. The wa-

ter at all times must be kept between

these two points. The proper working

water level shall be by the

words 'V- not less

than fi-inch long. They may be cast on

a flexible plate, which should be perma-

nently attached to the boiler proper, and

all water Ranges should be set by this

ine indicator."

Using River Tunnels.

Michigan Central
|

ins are

now running through the tunnels under

the Detroit River between Detroit and

Windsor. The first one through was the

eastbound Wolverine Express. The value

of the tunnel will comi nee dur-

ing the winter when the river is full of

ice. At such times none of the delays

known in ferrying trains across will occur.

While there has been an impression in

certain quarters that a reduction would be

made in the time of fast trains nothing

has been said about it officially.

The best thing for anyone to say who
has nothing to say is to say nothing, and

stick to it.

—

McLaughlin.

Kind words are the brightest flowers of

earth's existence; they make a very para-

dise of the humblest home that the world

can show.

—

Standard.
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Holding Down Dust.

have had hard road, soft

road, thorny road and rock road, now
^oing to have sweet road. The

road-makers of New Jersey, who have

been trying many experiments with ma-
terial to make roads dustless, have

brought into service the sweet, sticky by-

product of the great beet sugar refin-

eries. This substance has been tried on
the country roads in the West and the

claim is made that a couple of applica-

tions a year, well rolled down, will keep

the roads dustless and in fairly good con-

dition and will be cheaper than oil. If

there is not enough of the sugar—molas-
ses—syrup by-product in this country

lr.rge quantities can be brought here from
Porto Rico. Such treatment might make
a very sweet road for a time, but it is

doubtful if it would stand the wear and
tear of traffic in this State.

Her Turn,

rtain lady one Sunday induced her

not a regular church-

ipany her to evening ser-

I luring the sermon he fell asleep,

at first softly, and at length so

noisily that the good lady was con-

e him a sharp nudge in the

hope of rousing him. To her consterna-

tion, however, as he slowly awakened, he
exclaimed in a loud voice, "Let me
alone! Get up and light the fire yourself

— it's your turn."

Safety Heating and Lighting News.

The first issue of this publication has

reached our desk and it has filled us with
envy. We have always been able to ap-

real art in illustrations and have

not a little that our illustrations

were far short of our ideals; Imt we do
not think that the publishers of The

Lighting News will

• groaning in spirit

over 1 1
1

- gs. We certainly be-

t their illustrations are absolutely

-en in an en-

gineering publication. This new addition

to technical journals is published by the

• ' ting Company,

ought to

delay he-

Bringing the Game Home Alive.

Sandy tral Af
1 planta-

,
he bor-

: out to

a huge

Lehigh Orders 40 All-Steel Cars.

An order for forty all-steel vestibule

passenger coaches has been placed with

the Pullman Company by the Lehigh Val-

ley. They are to be delivered in March
and April of next year and will be put

into service at once. The need of the

new equipment has grown out of the in-

creased traffic on the Lehigh, several new
trains having been added in the last few
months. In the future the company will

follow the policy of having all its new
passenger cars of fireproof construction.

The McConway Wheel.

The McConway Wheel is the title of a

ni. >st interesting pamphlet recently got out

by the McConway & Torley Company, of

Pittsburgh, Pa. The McConway wheel is

steel tired of the built-up type; the wheel

center is a steel casting, the hub is cist

iron, and the tire is of the usual rolled

steel type. There is no machine work on
tli.- tire except s llch rough turning as

ma\ fie necessary to make it round; and

fi>r the wheel centers, only a small amount
of grinding and rough turning is re-

quired. There are no bolts, and the tire

is neither fused nor shrunk on, it cannot

1 1 in- off by reason of expansion, and will

ni t turn on the center. Separation of the

two members, for the renewal of the tire,

is effei ted by cutting the tire in two
p'aees, whereupon the structure falls

apart, leaving the center ready for the

immediate application of a new tire. The
application of the new tire can be done by
unskilled labor and requires no special

machinery; all that is required is a foun-

dry cupola and lifting appliances capable

of handling units of the weight of a car

ordinarily

equipped foundry can give the required

facilities for the work The fir t

i.f this type w - bled w itli tin usi

of a poi 1 melting one ton per

1
: ui tion Q\

in ,1 future 1

ibe and illusti ate it in detail In

uld appl

for a cep imphlet.

in manners, in sl\ 1'

Learn Wireless 6 R. R. Telegraphy
Shortage of fully 10,000 Operators on ac-

count of 8-hour law and extensive "wlreleW'
developments. We operate under direct
supervision of Telegraph Officials and posi-
tively place all students, when qualified.
Write for catalogue. NATL TELEGRAPH
INST.. Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Memphis,
Davenport. la.; Columbia, S. C; Portland,
Ore.

ASMTOIM

New V. P. and G. M. for K. C. S.

Mr. T. E. Muhlfeld, formerly general su-

perintendent of motive power of the Balti-

more.& Ohio, and since leaving that road
engaged in special mechanical expert

work for several roads, has been appointed

vice-president and general manager of

the Kansas City Southern, with head-
quarters in Kansas City. He suco

William Coughlin, who had the title of

general manager and recently n
Mr. Muhlfeld will be in charge of trans-

portation, maintenance of way and equip-

ment, and the engineering and purchas-

ing departments.

POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Ashton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Boston, Man.
174 Lake Street Chi. D. III.

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt- Spiller Mfg. Corporation
W. B. LEACH, Can. Mgr. A Trass.
South Boston, mass.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, $2.50

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes
Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All book* bound In line cloth

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write
for terras and descriptive circulars. Will
be sent prepaid to any address upon
receipt of price.

GRIPPIN &WINTBRS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

Model Locomotives and Castings

Walschaerts Valve Gear Model $15.00

A. S. CAMPBELL
557 Hendrix St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

RAILWAY AND LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEERING : $2 A YEAR
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Heavy 2-6-8-0 Mallet for the Erie.

Our frontispiece illustratio

shows a \<i\ interesting engine, which

we may call a composite design made up

of a regular nsolid

and a new unit designed by the Baldwin

Locomotive Worjcs. The arrangement is

such that the consolidation part of the

engine is in the rear and the new unit

lbs.; heating surface, 3,403 sq. ft.;

grate area, 49.5 sq. ft.; driving

base. 15 ft. 8 ins.; total win-el I,

ft. 4 ins. ; weight on drn ing irheel

187,000 lb-
; weight, total engine, 208,000

lbs.

The new unit has three pairs of driv-

ing wheels, which carry approximately

135.000 lbs. The leading truck of the

with the usual practice of the builders.

The low pressure steam distribution is

, "iii-lli -I bj 15-inch piston valves, and
i pass valves are of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad style, with flat plates

over the relief ports. The low pressure

cylinders are 35 x 30 ins.

The original locomotive was equipped

with Stephenson valve motion, and the

MALLET i OMPOUND ON I H

is in front. The resulting

is not I
, Imt has

the 2-6-8-0 wheel arrangement. The

added unit was built from entirely new

material, the final work of uniting the

two sect-

road company. The engine alten

originally of the '-' class,

with principal dimensions as follows:

Cylinders, 22 x 30 ins.; driving-wheel,.

57 ins. diameter; boiler, straight type.

80 ins. diameter; steam pressure, 200

original engine has been placed ahead

cylinders. A suit-

ably (1 ng, placed un-

der tli flinders and bolted

frame rails,

hinge pin I his is embrai ed

steel radius bar which is bolted to the

rear end of the forward Fi

ire supported

on either side ..i" a steel box

which ! the forward

framing and is arranged in accordance

same style of gear is applied to the new
unit. The high and low pressure mo-
tions are controlled simultaneously by

the Baldwin power reversing mechan-

ism. The smoke box of the original
;

- utilized as a combustion

i in the new combination, and

contains a reheater through which the

high pressure exhaust steam passes.

This reheater i- arranged precisely like

in superheater. The main part

of the new boiler section is used as a
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rsed by

422 tub and 7 ft.

The pipe connection from the

smoke box passes

11 ins. in diameter which

d in the center of the water

. ngement keeps the

issible, from any cool-

ce provided in the

water heater amounts to 1,548 ft.

The weight of the boiler is trans-

ferred to the front frames through two
i, both of which are nor-

mally under ! i .jualization of

the front group of wheels is continuous,

as the three pairs of drivers are equal-

ized with the leading truck. The total

wheel-base of the rebuilt locomotive is

46 ft. 8 ins. The tender is of the Van-
derbilt or cylindrical type. The en-

gine is an excellent example of this

method of combination by which a

greatly enlarged power capacity can be

had with a comparatively small outlay

for new material.

Mallet for the Frisco System.

There were seven engines of this de-

sign built for the Frisco Lines, five of

which will be put into service on the

Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis
Railway, and two on the St. Louis & San
Francisco Railroad of the above system.

The total order for equipment also in-

cluded twelve consolidation locomotives

for the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico
Railroad. These latter engines which

have a total weight in working order of

222,000 lbs., and the weight on drivers

i'ii the same grade at ten miles an hour.

1 he maximum grade on which tliey will

operate is 2.3 per cent., ami on this grade
they are expected to haul 1,230 tons at a

miles an hour, or to make
a speed of tin miles an hour on the same
grade, with 1,000 tons. They are de-

signed to pass through curves of a mini-

mum of ten degs.

Aside from the fact that they are the

first locomotives of the 2-8-8-2 type, of

wheel arrangement constructed by this

company, the most interesting feature of

the design lies in the new arrangement

of steam pipes to the high pressure cylin-

ders. These pipes are in two sections,

one being inside the boiler and connect-

ing to a T-head, which in turn is con-

nected to the throttle pipe. The applica-

tion of this arrangement was possible be-

cause of the use of a combustion chamber
in the boiler, which allows space be-

tween tubes and the shell of the boiler

for the introduction of pipes. The out-

side section of the high pressure steam

pipe consists of a copper pipe fitted with

an elbow at either end, and has a ball

joint connection with the lower end of

the inside pipe, and also with the cylin-

ders. The construction is such that the

outside section can be removed without

in any way disturbing the inside pipe.

This arrangement has several impor-

tant advantages. It simplifies construc-

tion by obviating the necessity for using

the special design of cast steel dome em-
ployed in previous engines of the Mallet

type where the high pressure steam

pipes are on the outside of the boiler.

Besides being located inside the boiler,

the steam pipes do not, in any way, in-

N. Y. Following the practice pursued in

a number of recent engines of the Mallet
type built by this company, the reach rod
to the valve gear of the forward engines
is located on the center line of the en-
gines, and is connected by a universal

joint to a downward-extending arm in

center of the main reverse shaft.

Some of the principal dimensions are

given below

:

Wheel base—Driving, 15 ft. 6 ins.; total, 56 ft.

8 ins.; total, engine and tender, 85 ft. f/i
ins.

Engine and tender. 567,600 lbs.

Heating surface—Tubes, 4817.1 sq. ft.; firebox,
315.7 sq. ft.; arch tubes, 29 sq. ft.; total,
5161.8 sq. ft.

Grate area, 75.4 sq. ft.

Boiler—Type, conical; O. D. first ring, 18H ins.;
working pressure, 200 lbs.; fuel, bituin.
coal.

Firebox—Type, wide; length, 1 20
' a ins.; width,

90J4 ins.; thickness of crown, H in.; tube,
l/i in.; sides, j s in.; back, Jj in.; water
space, front, 5 ins.; sides, 5 ins.; back, 5-

Crown staying, radial.
Tubes—Number, 342; diameter, 2!i ins.; length,

24 ft. in.; gauge, No. 11 1;. YV. G.
Air pump, No. 6 duplex.
Engine truck, 2 wb. radial center bearing.
Trailing truck, radial with inside journal.
Piston rod, diameter, 4 ins.

Smoke stack—Diameter, 18 ins.; top above rail,

15 ft. 9 5-16 ins.

Tender frame, 13 ins. steel channel.
Tank—Capacity, 8,000 gallons; capacity fuel, 10

tons.
Valves—Type, h. p. piston, 14 ins.; 1. p., double

portal slide; travel, h. p., 6 ins.; 1. p., o ins.;

steam lap, h. p., 1 in.; 1. p., y& in.; ex.
lap, h. p., 5-16 in.; 1. p., 5-16 in.

Setting, h. and 1. p., 3-16 in.

Wheels—Driving diameter outside tire, 57 ins.;
engine truck, diameter, 30 ins.; kind, spoke
center; trailing truck, diameter, 30 ins.-,

kind, spoke center; tender truck, diameter,
ii ins.; kind, standard.

Notes on the Oroya Railroad.

By J. H. Mavsilles.

(Abstracts taken from "Loco.")

It was my privilege several years ago

to assemble some locomotives in South

America. This paper is written from
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man. At the south it terminates in the

well-watered valley of the Rimae, at

whose mouth is the city of Callao, the

principal seaport of Peru, with a popula-

tion of 30,000. At a distance of nine miles

from Callao on the banks of the same

river is the city of Lima, with a popula-

tion of 140,000.

The Central Railroad of Peru, better

known to the outside world as the Oroya

Railroad, leaves the port of Callao at 9

ft. above sea level, and in 106 miles

reaches an elevation of 15,665 ft., or near-

ly three miles, where it passes through a

tunnel five-eighths of a mile long, under

the summit of Monte Meiggs, 2,000 ft.

higher. The road ends at La Oroya, 138

miles from Callao, and 12,200 ft. above

the sea.

At San Bartolome, 48 miles from Cal-

lao, and at an elevation of 5,000 ft., be-

gins an extensive system of switchbacks

for the purpose of gaining elevation and

avoiding steeper grades than 4^2 per

cent., which is the maximum allowed by

law, and safety, too, for that matter.

From here to Galera tunnel is a distance

of 56^ miles; there are eighteen switch-

backs and 58 tunnels, the latter having an

aggregate of about five miles.

A few miles from San Bartolome is

the famous Verrugas bridge, spanning a

rocky ravine 580 ft. wide. The first

bridge was made at Phoenixville, Pa.,

and built in 1873, and swept away by a

flood in 1889. It rested on three piers

of hollow wrought-iron columns. The

base of the middle pier was 50 ft. square,

and its height above the foundation was

252 ft. At the time of its construction

it was, perhaps, the highest and one of

the longest bridges in the world.

This bridge was replaced in 1891 by a

much heavier one, of the cantilever type,

built by the American Bridge Company.

It is 585 ft. long and 300 ft. from top of

rail to bottom of the ravine, and, having

no pier in the middle of the ravine, pre-

cludes the possibility of being washed

away by another flood.

This section of road presents more

wonderful feats of engineering, perhaps,

than any other of equal length in the

world. Besides the Verrugas bridge, the

Infernillo bridge is of interest on ac-

count of its being suspended between the

high rock walls of a gorge, each end

resting at the mouth of a tunnel. The
bridge is probably 200 ft. long and 90 ft.

above the stream below. In one instance

three tunnels may be seen on the side of

the mountain, one above the other. At
Chicla the road makes a horseshoe, hav-

ing a turntable at the switchback at each

end ; from one end of the lower to the

corresponding end of the upper is a dis-

tance of 6 miles by rail, and an eleva-

tion of 1.400 ft. is gained with practically

no advance whatever. Here one may
shoot a rifle ball across five tracks.

Finally, at an altitude of 15,665 ft., the

Galera tunnel is reached, which passes

under Monte Meiggs 17,575 II - a>

sea, and named aftei Henr) Meiggs, the

American who built the famous road.

From this point there is a short branch

road to Morococha, which reaches an alti-

tude of 16,006 ft., and is said to be the

railroad in the world.

Galera is the highest the An-

des mountains at any point, and is prob-

ably the highest inhabited point on the

globe, where families actually live and

pursue their daily toil year after year.

At this high altitude there are no snakes,

fish nor cats, although dogs are quite

numei 1 >US. I here are a fev
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the natives fear worse than we do snakes.

The air is rare and chilly, even in the

bright sunshine, though it is only twelve

degrees south of the equator. Mercury
in a barometer stands at 16.5 ins. instead

of 30 ins., as at the sea level, and records

an atmospheric pressure of 8.1 lbs. per

sq. in. instead of 14.7. Water boils at

193% degs. F., and to cook beans it is

necessary to have a steam-tight kettle

with a safety valve. Eggs require seven

minutes to boil instead of three, as at sea

level.

At this higli altitude the rare at-

mosphere causes rapid heart action, and

most persons are attacked by an ailment

called soroche. It begins with a severe

headache and nausea at the stomach and

lasts from a few days to a week. An-

other American and myself made the trip

over the mountains together. As we went

by a freight train, the evening of the first

day brought us to Matucanna, at an alti-

tude of 8,000 ft. Here we were delayed

several days on account of a landslide.

The evening before resuming our jour-

ney we met a German mining engineer,

who kindly suggested that, as we were to

cross the summit the following day, we
should take a dose of arsenic, at the same

time assuring us that it was perfectly

safe to do so. We finally consented and

went to a small mud hut, called a botica,

or drug store, where a few bottles were
kept on a shelf. I noted carefully that

there was no surprise or hesitancy on the

part of the druggist when asked for the

arsenic, and I assumed that it was not

an unsual request. He poured one drop

of the liquid in each wine glass and then

filled it with water. I contemplated the

dose until Mr. German drank his, Mr.

American his, and then I followed suit.

The next day we crossed the summit,

and, except for a feeling of weakness, I

felt no ill effects; but before night my
companion was tucked away in bed with

L severe case of soroche.

At the eastern end of Galera tunnel

may be seen drifts which mark the line

< t perpetual snow. The conductor was
kind enough to hold the

train two minutes to al-

low mc to take a pic-

ture of this. The station

building is so small as to

be entirely hidden by the

tender of the engine.

The tracks in the tunnel

are always wet from the

melting snow. On good
authority it is stated

that engines sometimes

enter the tunnel and,

having used up the sup-

ply of sand, the drivers

bi gin slipping and the

engine is pulled back-

wards out of the tunnel

by the weight of the

FEET HIGH. train while the reverse

lever is in the forward
motion and the engineer unconscious of

the backward motion until daylight ap-

pears over the tender instead of on the

track ahead.

Sixty-ton engines are used on the road,

and a freight train consists of four cars

of fifteen tons capacity each. Steam
brakes are used, with hand brakes on
freight cars, while vacuum brakes are

used on passenger engines and cars. One
brakeman is required for each car and
there are no cabooses. Passenger trains

run twice a week in each direction, and
eleven hours are required to cover the

138 miles. Freight trains require two
days in ascent and one in the descent

Trains do not run at night, excepting

when detained on the road. About 75
per cent, of the railroad trainmen are

native Peruvians. Engineers and conduc-

tors receive salaries equivalent to about

$70 to $90 per month ; firemen and brake-

men from $35 to $50 and common la-

borers 25 to 50 cents per day. Passen-

gers pay a fare of c,Y2 cents per mile, first

cents second class on pas-

senger trains; they may also ride on
freight cars when there is room, by pay-

ing a first-class fare. Only small pieces

of hand baggage are carried free. As a

precautionary measure, in the interests of

safety, a hand car precedes each passen-

ger train by five minutes on the steepest

and most dangerous down grades.

Some years ago engine No. 13 had
been in several bad wrecks, and, on ac-
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ri gular en-

Finall)

ted to make a

master

i ip he lost his life.

u as promptly

umber in order,

since been no No. 13 on

La Oro n of about t.ooo na-

m, including a number of

ants, and is situated on the

e Andes mountains at

rivers forming one

of the headwaters of the Amazon and

hemmed in on two sides by high hills.

new 1 if a part of the ti iwn

was taken from a cliff at the edge of a

hill 1,800 ft. above. There is the round-

er sheds, freight house, station of

itral Railway and the hotel and

To the right is the station

of the Cerro de Pasco Railway, for which

company the new engines were built.

Two of tne engines were assembled in

the car shed of the Central Railway,

near the roundhouse,

and the remainder in a

1 of the Cerro

Railway, after-

ward built in the "Y"

at the lower end of the

yard.

nbling the en-

principal tools

1 e such as are

usually supplii

aving the

works; but we wen- for-

having a sup-

. 1 timbers,

ral track

jacks, a rivet fo

a few hand tools of Ger-

man manufacture that were pu

1I1 iyed in erecting the

of that el.

1

"hobo mechanics." There were two

mployed

tes," under contract to run

und in the countr

m tramp eng

[artinique machinist,

Peruvian mai

atchman.

t in 1
material.

They were all full of thi manana 01 "to

-pirit.

In handling the boiler a

a locomotive the car containing the cyl

inders 1
tion, and by

means of tics, bridgi I rid jacks

were elevated to position and

the car run out ; the car containing the

boiler was then run in and the boiler tim-

p in like manner, and by means

the cylinders ivere lowered, one

side at a time, about 6 ins 1 he boiler

was elevated in like manner by raising

one end of a timber at a time that

amount and following with blocks. The
ties under the cylinders were then put on

1 oilers and shoved under the boiler and

the cylinders bolted fast. The frames

is ere put on two ties, and by greasing

the rails they were shoved beneath the

1 oiler and cylinders and by means of the

track jacks raised into position and

bolted fast. The engine as assembled

thus far was about high enough to roll

the driving wheels under with boxes in

posil and then lowered l>> mean- of

the jacks and by removing 6 ins. of

Mocking from one end, a timber at a

time. I he operation was slow and every

iovi had to be examined to insure safe-

ty. 'hi one occasion a runaway engine

backed into the shop at a slow speed and

hit a boiler on timbers, whose mud ring

was 5 ft. from the rails, and precipitated

it into the pit. Fortunately no one was

hurt and the boiler suffered little dam-

NT THE -NOW LINE IN' THE ANDES.

1 he hea\ ) steel cab roof «

of the most difficult parts to get into po-

sition. The shed-roof truss, being light,

and the rope and tackle not strong

enough to lift it with safety, a crib of

ts built under it around the bark

of the boiler, a part of the weight being

carried by jacks. The sides and ends

being then bolted, the crib was removed

["he moki tack was 1
if heavy • s

mid raised into position 1 >> rolling it up

an inclined plane The tendency of the

workmen was to want to build the en

gines from the top downward. Once

having a boiler in position, and being ab-

sent for a short time, I returned finding

idlight and bell stand the first

li d. On numerous occasl ms

a laborer was seen standing on the turn

1 tble trj ing b push it around. When
the first engine was read) for trial it was

found that the mud ring leaked. The

firebox being between the frames, the

boilermaker insisted that the boiler would

to gel it it, and

1:, 11 my back was turned began taking

cut the cyli Its with that end in

view. I had to caulk the ring myself to

convince him that it could be done. Per-

haps I should state that there were two

types of engines in the lot; one class was

consolidation, with narrow firebox, and

the other mogul, with wide firebox.

The day the first engine was finished

we had a little celebration, and one of

the mistakes of my life was in placing

' Old Glory" in front of the "White and

is" of Peru. Peruvian blood is

quickly warmed up at such apparent dis-

respect to the flag of the country. I

learned also that it is an insult to place

a foreign flag on the right side of a build-

tng .1 1 'lie stands faring it.

The building of a house in this sec-

tion was an interesting operation. They

are built without any foundation and

composed of clay or mud mixed with ex-

celsior, straw, burlap and any other ma-

terial that could be found to act as a bin-

der. The blocks composing the wall were

made by tramping the mud into moulds,

which could be removed after a few

hours. The openings for the windows
and doors were afterwards cut with an

axe and the casings put in. The roof was

of corrugated iron.

The railroad laws of Peru are regarded

as severe when compared with those of

our country. An act of carelessness by

a trainman causing death is punished by

1 long term of years in the peni-

tentiary.

Years ago revolutions were frequent in

this part of the world. One was expect-

ed at every presidential election at least.

On one occasion a party of revolution-

ists was about to capture a supply train,

ineer, a German, crossed the ec-

centric blades on one side of the engine

and fled with the government troops. The
revolutionist engineer was unable to run

me or to find the cause of the

trouble, and this caused a sufficient delay

so that reinforcements arrived and cap-

tured his party.

There is a custom in Peru and other

parts of South America of planting a

irking the spot of every acciden-

tal death. One such cross was erected

to thi memory of Juan Marin, killed

June 25. 1903. He tried to climb

over the end of a runaway flat ear to get

at the brakes and accidentally fell across

the rail.

When the Cerro de Pasco Railway was

built it proved disastrous to ihe business

of transporting silver ore by means of

llamas, and the owners of these herds

sought revenge by various means, such as

piling obstructions on the tracks, tamper-

ing with switches, etc., but perhaps one

of the most unique tricks was that of re-

moving the packing from journal boxes,

filling them with stones and replacing

enough packing to avoid suspicion. The
1 served as fuel in a

country where there is no timber and

coal ci ists 20 to $45 a ton.
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General Correspondence
Very Large and Very Small.

Editor:

Enclosed you will find two photo-
graphs of locomotives on the Pennsyl-

vania Lines which will likely be of in-

terest to readers of Railv w and Lo-

comotive Engineering should you be

abl( i" publish them. Engine 7109, Fig.

1, is unique in several ways, as I believe

it is the oldest, the smallest, and the

only locomotive with a diamond stack

in actual service at present on the

Pennsylvania system. It is known as

Class A 29, and was built at the Fort

Wayne shops of the Pittsburgh, Fort

Wayne & Chicago Railway in 1877. The
engine has 48-in. driving wheels, cylin-

ders 15 x 22 ins., and weighs 46,120 lbs.

On account of its short wheelbase

(7 feet) this little locomotive is very

useful for handling dead engines and

cars on turntables, and this is doubtless

the only reason it is kept in service.

The locomotive shown in Fig. 2 rep-

resents the other extreme on the

"Pennsy." It is one of the heaviest

passenger locomotives ever built. It

weighs 270.000 lbs., or about six times

as much as the little fellow. The driv-

ing wheels are 80 ins. in diameter, and

the cylinders are 24 x 26-in. stroke.

The boiler is of the Belpaire pattern,

so commonly used on the Pennsylva-

nia, and has a wide firebox. The valves

are of the pi-ton type, and are actuated

Juniatta shops, Altoona, 1

["hey an- repl; ! he 4-4-2

type (cl nd E-2b) on
the heavier passenger trams, which are

mainly composed of all steel coaches.

Robert C. Sen.mid.

Draughtsman Penna. lanes.

Fort Wayne, hid.

our employers saw that we were each

taking a persona] interest in their busi-

oking after that particular

part assigned to us as if it were our

own, would it not serve to bring us

together, and cause them
more carefully after our per-

interests.

FIG I YARD ENGIN1 1

We Also Can Help.

Editor:

While we arc considering the high

cost i f living, and making m tes >•{

I [( , Mi i] i] RX 4 6-2

by \\ lis its valve gear. This en-

gine. No. 7513. Class K-2. is at present

handling heav] fast passenger trains

on the Western division of the P., F.

W. & C. between Fort Wayne and

Chicago. She is one of several loco-

motives of the 4-6-2 type built at the

would

it not be well for us to take a glance

at tin se who
employ us, and sec if we could in any

way lessen their expel as to

make them better ..

'

with us

in our new v ich year. If

F. W. & C. BUILT 1S77.

II know that the railroad com-
ic under a very heavy expense,

and that the cost of material has in-

during the last tew years very

largely. Each country and State has

made laws restricting railroad rights,

and adding to their expenses until it

lias almost stopped railroad improve-

ments. A large portion of our popoula-

tion will only see their bad points, and

are alv. dvertise their

but never mention

ing that they maj
We know that it is very essential to

our welfare that our company make
sufficient declare dividends

y invested in

•ley will withdraw

their money and look for better invest-

ments.

Now, if we would give our engines a
' the beginning of

each trip, and not depend so largely on

the paid inspector, who has not had the

machines, we
might find a loose nut or bolt that

his. We might pick

up that old air hose, th

top. the lantern some one dropped,

save a few shovels of coal each trip,

take care of that lump of pin grease

that was over, and not throw it in the

box with the coal and dirt, where it is
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irch, sol-

dered ii rowing it away and
c. and many little

I ion. All

many dollars

i penly no-
them, would give us thi

of knowing that we had
bj those who em-

how far it will

surely can do no harm, and may
I to both parties.

to hear from others of

on this subject.

i ». P. Angelo,
Loco. Engineer, Div. 317.

i, I 'a.

Disconnecting Rods.

lisconnectingin your
ue, bj Mr. F. P. Roech,

art- timely, and I think a discussion

hat line from actual experience

beneficial to many of us. From
what I can gather from Mr. Roech's

has never tried the plan

.vever, I can see no
why his way wouldn't work. I

a case of actual practice

ting.

Mr. ' ifti en years ago
would have been

\ i n had you nude a suc-

engine

cending

the mile, run-

hour. The re-

rk, and a ter-

underneath.

e could with-

,
' forward

lothing h ii of

the link. We took
i ol

link down to ride

did not take

trie, did not

-.ii the

and went to

• ue had

rked that he

ay, sup-

n parts

of the

like this

connected on the disabled side. Should
fine stop on center, the valves can
ed enough on the disabled side

to admit enough steam to get her off

the center much quicker than by pinch-
ing.

Fred Nihoof.

W. I 'a.

Delivery of Baldwin Engines.
Editor :

During the early part of February, of

the present year, I left Philadelphia, Pa.,

as messenger and engineer, in charge of

cue, the first, of twelve Mallet articu-

mpounds, designed for road ser-

vice, built by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for the Southern Pacific Company
( G. H. & S. A. division) to be delivered

to the purchasers at Houston, Tex.

These engines are of the same general

and construction as the road sei

vice .Mallet articulated compounds built

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
for the Great Northern Railway about
four years ago, which was. as I

recall it, the pioneer attempt at using

this construction for a terminal-to-ter-

minal service engine, and which has,

probably, proved to be more successful

than was ever even imagined by its ear-

lier advocates.

About the only distinctive additional

feature embodied in the design and con-

struction of the Mallets delivered to the

Southern Pacific Company, as compared
\miIi those furnished to the Great North
tin, is the application of the Vauclain

ater, which, of course, greatly in-

r i cy, both in the matter
of tractive effort and fuel economy.

1 In re is absi 'lutcly no doubt but that

attires of this type of loco-

motive, particularly since the application

of the Vauclain superheater, have passed

far beyond the experimental stage, and

; techanical standards,

fliers and en-

ginemen, wherever conditions will per-

mit the weighl necessitated by the de-

sign. It, therefore, behooves enginemen
of the pi o "wise up" to Mal-
lets and he ready for them ". n call."

recommendation of the writer

making a preliminary
iight break in trip, were immediately

i tin' Southi in Pacific fast coast

1" tween I h iuston and I 1

i Houston and
Del Rio, - of 5(15 miles, they

! 500 tons, on a prae-

,
.'i an

of twenl fuel con-
sumption on this perfot mam e wa

gallons of fuel oil, oi equal to ap-

138 lbs. of run of mini

It will ii' i di iubt be of interest

al of switching

. the work of

which > much easier, and
i't in every way, for the en-

gine crew, than is the case with many of
the larger engines of the present day.

This is, of course, accounted for by the

use of a special pneumatic reversing

gear, with which all of these engines are

equipped, the operation of which is very
simple, and there is little or no chance
for getting out of order.

Before my departure from the South-
ern Pacific Railroad the enginemen of

item, who are as fine and as true

a I"t of men as the sun ever shone on,

were highly pleased with this new equip-

ment, and had sensibly concluded that all

of the mystery which, to the uninitiated,

is supposed to surround the Mall.

pound, had suddenly disappeared.

Our sojourn, of two and one-half

months, in and near Houston during the

time these engines were being delivered

and tried, was most enjoyable for many
reasons. Here is the scene of the fa-

mous battle of Santa Anna, where,

"On Fame's eternal camping ground
Their silent tents are spread,

While glory guards with solemn round
The bivouac of the dead."

It was my pleasure to attend the seventy-

third anniversary of this battle, which
was celebrated there on Sunday, May 1.

It was also a great pleasure to be as-

both in a social and business

way with such friends as Mr. J. J. Ryan,

superintendent of machinery; Mr. Frank
Galvin, master mechanic, and Mr. J. J.

Powers, general foreman, the courtesies

shown by all of whom contributed not a

little to the enjoyment of the visit.

' mi returning to headquarters, at Phil-

adelphia, we were instructed to accom-
pany to Douglas, Ga., a delivery of six

IS x 24-in. 10-wheel (4-6-0) type passen-

ger engines built for the Georgia &
Florida Railway for medium passenger

service on a comparatively level road.

During the first part of July we de-

livered to the Atlanta, Birmingham & At-

lantic Railroad, at Fitzgerald, Ga., two
locomotives of the .Mikado (2-8-2) type.

These are probably the largest simple lo-

comotives that have ever, as yet, been

used in the South, the principal dimen-
sions of which are as follows: Tractive

effort, 50.S00 lbs.; total weight of engine,

260,000 lbs.; weight, on drivers, 200,000

lbs.; weight, engine and tender, 400,000

lbs.; diameter of cylinders, 25 ins.; pis-

ton stroke, 32 ins. ; steam pressure, 170

His.: tank capacity, water, 7,000 gals.;

11 tons. 'l"he steam

distribution is controlled by specially de-
; Baker-

Pilli id - The performance of

gines, from the very start, was
little short of phenomenal.

nth of August was spent on the

\ at Detroit, Mich.,

five Pacific (4-6-2) type loco-

built for that company's fast pas-

senger service between Chicago, 111., and
Battle Creek, Ml h
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\i this writing we are most pleasantly

occupied in the delivery of twenty-five

consolidation (2-8-0) engines to the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, at Louis-

villi . Ky. Louisville is the gateway to

and the metropolis of the South, and

must be visited leisurely to be appre-

ciated. The Louisville & N

road is, without a doubt, the most valu-

able railroad property in the South, and

bids fair to rival the most valuable in

the country. Mr. Theo. H. Curtis, who
is also president of the M. (". B. Associa-

tion, is superintendent of machinery, in

charge of all matters pertaining to mo-

tive power and mechanical equipment.

Mr. H. C. May is master mechanic of

their main shop, which is located at

Louisville, Ky., and which, in equipment

and efficiency of management, is second

to none in the country.

Geo. II. J a i

Traveling Engim

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

South Louisville, Ky.

to change the dimensions of the gauge

somewhat, hut so long as the staff B

of the gauge is tl
I

lift of

the air valve longer than the width of

the gauge A this does not matter. The

gauge can be made in a variety of

A Clever Design of Gauge.

At the urgent request of a corre-

spondent of ours from Crewe, Va., we
reproduce an old letter from Mr. M.

It*. $ L^cv. Eng

Riveted together^

TOP VIEW OF GA1

H. Shepard. of the New York Central

Lines. The original letter and en-

gravings appeared in Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering for November,

1903, and are to be found on page 509

of that issue. The method given be-

low is for getting the proper lift of air

valves of the 9!^-in. Westinghouse air

pump. The letter was as follows:

Editor:

These gauges, which I claim to have

originated, and are illustrated here-

with, are two in number, and arc used

.m

PUuSiut

ADJUSTING GAUGE IN CASE < AVITY.

in correcting the air valve lift in 9J^-in.

and 11-in. Westinghouse air pumps.

In the 11-in. pump it may be necessary

GAUGE REVERSED GETTING LIFT OF
V \I.VE.

ways. I have illustrated the form

which seems to be the most simple to

make. As indicated by the drawings,

two plates of

,
riveted together so as to bring

a pressure on the staff B, and prevent

it from being moved by accident.

The 1 two gaug< -
-

in regulating the lift of lower receiv-

ing or dischai

as follows: The air valve cage D is

1 from the of the

pump. : in the

cavity from which the cage was re-

' firmly

of the gauge at the against

in a similar

I
« is removed,

shown

in the drawing

n on the valve st"i>. The gauge

is then
wing, filing

away until the bead just lunches the

while the gauge is

held firmly against the face of the cyl-

i VALVE

the botl : the cylinder. The
oul placed on

the air valve cage with the valve in

position. The valve is filed oil until

ihe gauge resting on the

flange of cage will permit the head of

the valve to just touch the staff of the

gauge, as shown in the drawing. It

will be found that the valve has the

required lift, n inch. Thus

it will be seen that the use of this

way with all measuring in

adjusting the lift of the air valves.

' The smaller gauge is used in regu-

lating
' the upper receiving

or discharge valves and the same prin-

ciple is involved in this gauge as in

R, 4 L°~ f-f-

in that the

is not shifted alter adjusting to

r cap.

mall projection which is usual-

irn i ait "ii the \ alve stop

should be removed. The interference

of this projection is overcome in ad-

justing the gauge, however, by having

the end of the staff hollowed out as

y with

rule or scale measuring and the possi-

rs of such method. We have

st, and

nt results.

M. 1 1. Shepard,

man Air Pun
N. Y. C. & II. R. R. R.

The Equity of the Derail.

:sk for

inemen on the sub-

derails, whether r

man, I

rtment, and beg to ad-

rcmarks on the

sary? They are.

I from the article that the

m which the derail evolved has

iked in favor of the basic

principle. The original idea was to

inaway cars, and the intention

never was to derail a train with loco-

motive attached and having train un-
'

was placed with this intention.

e has all been V

•h t point, with in-

may have been placed with a different

The statement that a sound, reliable

and efficient may replace

rather broad. A
gnal will never stop a runaway

car. and this I maintain is their use

lit them into

The knowledge that a derail

e track may act as a deterrent

: iker who would overrun

it was never placed there

with that purpose in view. Were this
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so. the cure would be as acute as the

result The derail is

illy a safeguard to the engineer

as well as to the traveling public ami

trainmen. Let us take the places at

which they may be found and analyze

them, seeing if this is not so.

Firstly, At a swing bridge, as stated

in the article. I am acquainted with

several hundred miles of Middle West
and Western tracks in this country,

and have yet to find one in this posi-

tion; in fact, could quote where there

are patent rerailers to rerail cars and
anger to the bridge, rather than

i erse.

dly, At a grade crossing "i two
railroads. Here it may be used to de-

rail trains, and probably would be
where one train is already using the

g But the first principle which
caused its use was to prevent a runa-
way car from striking a train on the

crossing. Acting in conjunction with
the signal, it must necessarily derail an
engine overrunning the signal, but was
not placed with that intention.

Thirdly. At the end of a side track
or yard. I have never known one
placed in this position to derail trains,

but they are placed because there is a

grade, and as a prevention of runaway
cars getting on to the main line..

Fourthly. At a coal chute. This is

probably the best instance we have of

why a derail is placed in the track.

The track is not in constant use. and
the only object is to prevent cars that
have got away on decline to run
through switches and get out on main
line.

Fifthly, Mine spurs. These an- gen-
erally constructed at a grade, and are

mes miles in length, owing to
mines being located in mountains and
hills. With these runaway tracks are
coming into use and replacing the de-
rail, but where there are derails it is

to prevent cars from getting awaj to
tile main line.

I believe that tin-, will make my point
clear that the derail is a safeguard and
not a deterrent against careless run-
ning; also that it is necessary. Truly,
it should I gnal to show it - po
sition, where it is not piped to switch

1 lOwn i with a

lifting derail where the switch was
and the derail not, with the

Yours truly.

1

. A„ T. & S. F.

1/.

Air Pump Crane.
Editor

pump
crane n pipe and otl

terial which •
. ,1 put in

place by tw>. men, and maki n

found very useful in any roundhouse
when taking down or applying the

heaviest air pump. This crane, you will

see. is supported by two feet overlap-

ping the hand rail on the boiler, and
held in place by two pins. On top of

of superheat are usually worth more than

the next SO degs., although, of course,

100 degs. superheat will result in better

economy than 50 degs. ; it does not mean
that 100 degs. of superheat will save

twice the fuel that 50 degs. will.

HANDY AIR PUMP CRANK FOR SHOP USE.

this is bolted a rail l/2 \ 2'j ins. x 5 ft.,

on which runs the yoke and wheel. To
support this rail from Hour there are

two pieces of 1'i-in. pipe into which is

inserted two pieces of round iron, which

have a series of holes to allow for ad-

justment up and down for different

heights of engines. This crane was
suggested by Pipe Fitter Com. Haun, and

it is a very useful one.

Chas. Markel,

Shop Foreman. C & N.-W. Ry.

Clinton, In.

Superheated Steam.
Editor:

We nole in your answer to "R. I.. B."

't Chicago, in your November issue, the

statement thai those having reliable ex-

perience uiili locomotives using super-

heated steam 13 that a temperature

1 1 superheal will

fell in fuel saving. This is di-

ti .1: 1- thi ii" nil of using

superheat in the marine service, as you
'i' >le, and is al ntrary to our expi 1

ence in the stationary work on land,

W la I i' we have made sevel al tie m-aihl in

stallations. All of our experience goes

. ing out of the mois-

tin ( in tie
1
1. .an effei ts a considerable

saving in itself, and that the first 50 dees

In discussing the various designs of lo-

comotive superheaters with builders and
operators, we have arrived at the con-

clusion that it is the type of superheater

usually used which necessitates the high

degree of superheat before any fuel sav-

ing results. In most types of locomotive

superheaters the arrangement of the heat-

ing surface of the boiler is altered to

male room for the superheater, the re-

sult being that the efficiency of the boiler

is interfered with to a certain extent, and

it is necessary that the superheat offset

this difference in efficiency by increasing

the economy of the engine before any net

axing is accomplished.

It is our firm belief that a waste heat

superheater in a locomotive, so ar-

ranged that the heating surface of the

boiler is not interfered with, and there-

fore its efficiency remaining the same,

would show- exactly as good results as

superheaters in marine practice; for in-

stance, with 50 degs. superheat. Several

railway men, with whom we have dis-

cusscd this propo ition, and who have

h id 1 xtended experience with locomotive

superheaters of the flue fire type, are

strongly inclined to agree with us.

Power Specialty Company.

John T. Munro.

New York, X. Y.
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Lubricator Trouble.

Editor

:

A very particular incident came under

my notice a few weeks ago, and I should

like to know what you and the readers of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

think about it. An engine came in off a

long run, 165 miles; she was fitted up

with a 20A Detroit lubricator ; the driver

shut off the throttle valve, opened the

cylinder cocks, shut off the valve for the

Westinghouse pump and opened the

cylinder cock for pump. The fireman

shut off the feed valves first, then water

valve, then the top steam valve, and last

the valve on turret. The steam for in-

jectors, Westinghouse pump, and lubrica-

tor, likewise the blower, are taken from

the turret.

After about fifteen minutes the driver

came back to examine the drain plug on

the lubricator, as it had been leaking a

bit on the journey. After slacking it off

and letting the water out of the lubrica-

tor, he loosened the filling plug. After

all the water was out he took out the

drain plug to examine it, went to the side

of engine to clean it, and finding nothing

wrong went back to replace it with the

intention of opening the steam valves to

blow it out, but before he got the plug

in, it blew out oil, water and some steam,

he getting badly scalded.

Now what made this lubricator ex-

plode, as it were, after the drain plug had

been out over a minute or more and the

filling plug quite slack? I was a witness

to the above and can vouch for every

word being correct. I hope some of your

readers can throw some light on the sub-

ject. The lubricator was clean, as it had

been blown out only about seven days

before. F. A. Monckland.
Maryborough, Queensland, Australia.

[Any of our readers who can help Mr.

Monckland by offering an explanation of

this occurrence is welcome to do so

through our columns. We would like to

have the experience of our readers.

—

Editor.l

Bright Side Obscured.

Editor:

In looking over conditions of motive
power—that is, general conditions—all

through the country, one cannot help

but see that instead of conditions get-

ting better lor the men who operate

them they arc getting worse. When
engines go to the shop for a general

overhauling it seems to be the policy

of some to oret them out again regard-

less of how the work is done, instead of

seeing how <; 1 a job could be done.

If it did show up a little higher repair

bill, it would be the cheaper in the

long run.

Is it any wonder then that the en-

ginemen are losing all interest in their

work, which one hears so much about

nowadays? If engines had been main-

tained tins waj a back a

howl would have gone up that could

have been heard from one end of the

road to the other, and men would have

refused to run them, but now anything

goes as long as all the wheels art-

there.

Can you expect an engine crew to be

interested in an engine which looks as

if it had come out of I don't know
what? It is almost impossible for a

man to wear any kind of decent clothes

—that is, if he takes any pride in his

personal appearance off duty, going

and coming from work. Nobody will

be as careful in oiling a dirty engine

as he would a clean one, and lure is

one way some oil can be saved. But

don't try to make too big a valve oil

record, as you are saving cents and
throwing dollars away in coal.

Does it pay in dollars and cents to

have the men lose all interest in their

work, except the money they can get

out of it? Men who were Al a few-

years ago have got into the same rut

as the rest, and don't care for anything

just so long a-- the engine hangs to-

gether till they get in. Who is to

blanu- for all this? If a little more
care was exercised in making working

conditions belter and a little more com-
fortable for the men who ride the head

end of the train it would pay big re-

turns to the companies.

Sioux City, la. F. C. Sandbag.

think mi ! am correctly

med. Constant Reader.

Taunton, M

Old Mason Engine.

Editor

:

It is possible that quite a few persons

never heard of the locomotive built by

\Ir William Mason of Taun-

ton, known as the Boardman engine,

Slide Valve Trouble.

Editor:

In reading a letter by Subscriber,

"C. & O. Shops—the Slide Valve Trou-
bles," in your September number, I

would advise him to examine his piston

rings, that is, the packing rings of

his pistons. I once ran an engine fitted

with the American Company balance

rings. She was in the pooling swim,
1ml I always got her; in fact, she was
my regular engine. Tin- boys v. ho

get her used to say "cuss words"
not lit for print, about old A and

i> heap, and his valves blowing.

Tiny would book them to yet the "old

fellow" (of course that was myself) in

trouble, because I was afraid that had
been done. Valves were tight; noth-

ing wrong, but some alterations had
to be made, and the top rubbing plate

would be raised or lowered on the

balance rings, but she was the same.

One of the other boys had a sister en-

gine, and she caught the same disease,

or complaint. The doctors, after care-

ful operations, etc., gave her up, too.

< Ine night he came in, and as he had

rouble with knocking in one of

his cylinders, booked his rings to be

examined. The rings, or the pieces,

wen taken out and new ones put in,

and the engine was all right. Then
they tried my engine piston rings; they
were not broken, but were worn very
thin. New ones wen- put in, and no
more trouble was experienced. Since

then I got hold of an engine in freight

service that was taken off the passen-

EARLY MAS-' 1 AKKX FROM OLD LETT]

with Mr. Boardman's patent attached to

tin- locom -in e boiler.

The enclosed picture, copied from an

old letter head, gives some idea of it.

The engines were not a success. Two
blew up and the other was altered, and

is now in regular service on the Boston &
Maine Railroad. Mr. Mason did not

ime time, but

as her valves had been overhauled just

previous to my getting her, she started

through; but it was after you
had pulled the lever back near the cen-

ter when running with light steam.

One of the boys had her out one day

that I happened to be off, but I was at
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her in

u up the

n e 1 ; no

VVhich-

} ith the

Up the

it there

showing her

t fault. Pel

n rings

im up. Hope
but pis-

1 . e bli >ws are

ling.

QrjEEXSL \NDER.

C. & O. Valve Trouble.

of Railway and 1

i i. friend is having

: i hive 1
: 2-in.

e, lie will get

two new
- trips

in-. Ti

have to i
n

-

r\ that block

down

Engine Tows a Boat.

'10 [ was

IB & < >. eight-

ing the

About

the tug
'

. as the

was put to use by running a long line

from the stern of the tug to the rear of

der When all was ready he

gave the proceed signal, and a short,

pull i if the • Id 605 again placed

I ug" in the propei channel. In

the meantime the steamer was drifting

down the river. If space will permit,

kindly have this record placed on

I Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering Wm. F. Eberwein.

Philadelphia.

The Tie-Plate.

1 write to say I am a resident of Se-

• 1 alia. Mo., and I have invented a new
and improved tie-plate, of which the

following is a brief descripton, which
l oi inter t to your readers.

I"he invention relates to metallic tie-

rid has in view such an appliance

as forms a seat for the rail and engages

iver thi the e i xtending

down at each side of the tie and to the

;ide thereof, and incasing the tie

for a portion of its length under the rail,

being preferably constructed of

lions, the sections divided I

ither longitudinally of the rail at

and transversely of the rail at

>in. The illustration makes this

( lear, I think. My invi ntii >n

Louis Lebovitz.

i, Mo. Machinist.

Washing Out Main Reservoir.

Editor:

i
. wash their boil

a regular period, to get good re

suits, pi I

Now tell me why in

Ivanced times the) do not place a

plug on the top and bottom of the main

air drum and wash the drum

als and drain off the water

mulate in it.

I lire i core I wish

to draw yi mr attention ti i. 1 had a i ei

tain X win el p i'ii- on a wi irk

train lying in for orders. I

alve the

;i I cot under this

up. 1 took a i

ing out;

\vi mid run I gol

and ran

it up into the drum, still no signs, so I

got a longer stick, 12 ins. or a trifle over,

and for 9 minutes it was constantly

h the main drum to help

:t. 1 was unable to

clean (jut this paste on the ro.nl

This drum was robbed of over half

its storage capacity, and the air in the

train line contained more or less moisture

and dirt. To my mind, this kind of

thing causes break-in-two's, due to bad

working triple valves. I think if main

drums were washed and drained in the

-hops, we would have more space in

main drums to -tore air for braking

trains. This causes a big percentage of

ouble in many case-. Let us

hear from you or others who have had

,in experience like mine.

Loco. Engineer.

West Philadelphia, Pa.

Round House Chat.

1 want to tell you how we are getting

i the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Railway at my station, Portage,

Whs. Considerable trouble was experi-

enced with the grease cellars two years

ago with the advent of the new heavy

1 so some this spring. These are

now till wearing good to bearing. While

ellars are not run-

claimed they should,

i better than f >r

ni Hi, \ few back end of main rod- run

hot occasionally, hut it seemed th it a

;pection of i'

wedges and keeping them set

vent much of the heating, aside from

saving much crosshead and knucklepin

ire examined every

thr. e months. Apparent fi

spectcd with tin magnifying glass, and

tin- flaw covered with a thin coating

of moist whiting, which, if a real flaw,

soon shows by the oil working out.

Concerning cylinder-packing -

the late engines had cut the

ends of the cylinder packing

down to less than ^ in. thick in a few-

trips, owing possibly to a different grade

of cylinder metal, these after one or

two i new als are ci iming di iw n fairly

« , 11. \n extr i h ilf-pint of valve oil for

a week relieved the trouble very much.

The dowel to keep the rings from raov-

in ! s, mi to gi\ e .' -

s
I

i e-

the free ring. \n easier and

cheaper way to make the rings is

centric in and out circles, leaving

i .1 cutting

th.- riue -at the thin part, giving the best

results, l' king is giving much

hi tter sei i

- ear of two ago, by

the swab on the rod, and a little

oil does much t' - t-p the i xcessive wear.

-

i si min-

imum possible, hut in a roundh

Iways he as little as we would
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like it to be. One machinist, one handy-

man, ami one wiper or laborer change

off Sunday?; when they can be spared.

r. when it is cleaning-up day on
the road, Saturday and Sunday, the

roundhouse gets the most work on Sun
day, making this day often the busiest

day of the week. The Y. M. C. A. Rail-

way department lills a necessary place

among the employes, as the testimony of

the higher railway officials at the St.

Louis conventi
I

. 1909, showed.

Money for this movement is money well

spent, that dies bring in returns after

the manner of "casting thy bread upon
the waters." The reading room and
baths, etc., are practically a necessary

adjunct. There is no branch hi

a branch of the State work is being

started downtown. H. W. Griggs,

Roundhouse Foreman.

Portage, Wis.

P. R. R. "Class A-Anthracite."

Editor:

The accompanying photograph shows
a type of passenger locomotive once

very common on the Pennsylvania

Lines, but of late years many h

retired from service, so that only a few.

remain. The 3 built at the

Altoona shops of the road in 1

passeng nil under the old

ation was known as "CI

anthracite," later changed to Class

S rHRACITE.

D-7-a. The engine had drivers 62 ins.

nd 17 x 24-in. cylinders,

while the firebox was long and shallow

for burning hard coal. Like all the pas-

senger engines built for the road at that

time, the engine had wheel-covers over

the drivers, but these were ret

number of years ago. Many features

peculiar to Pennsylvania

at once be noticed, among them the

standard 18-in. stack with cap, the

beautifully rounded dome casing and

sand box, rounded edge to smokebox,

and the headlight.

This particular engine was sold a

a small road
- city and her original number

removed, but she probably ran on the

old Philadelphia, Wilmin
more Railroad. The cabs wen
in arrangement; many small features,

such as good steps and hand-holds,

were provided, and last, but not least,

good oil cups on the link motion, in-

i small oil hi
'

engines
with thi

their designer, Mr. T. X. Ely, chief of

motive power of the Pennsylv;

11. (j. BOUTELL.

Washington, D. C.

ntly built for passen-

ger service by the Pennsylvania lines.

taken at Sewickley,

Pa., and so far as I know believe these

Mallet Engines and Other Power.

Editi 'i'

:

I am takin|

you a clipping which appeared in the

ening Post for Nov. 10,

in which it

"An inspection of the Union and South-
ern Pacific lines certainly makes the East-

ern roai to look out of date,

tj business is

as well as to the equipment.
For example, the Pennsylvania does
not own a single Mallet locomotive,

and the Baltimore & Ohio has one,

bought in 1904. On the Harriman roads
powerful locomotives of that ty]

not only used to haul all freight over

heavy grades, hut they are used about
the yards as pushers."

" me somewhat strange.

If tin nia needed Mallet

ertainly would have
bought them before this late day. I

understand that the B. & O. loaned

theirs ; purposes, but do not

know any of the results. On the

other hand, the P. R. R. have some
smart consolidation engines, one of

which hauled 120 1 freight

in Altoona to Harrisburg with-

out assistance, on Aug. 25. 1910. The
number of the engine was 1221. type

H-8-B; weight of train, 14,132 tons, and
4.440 it long.

her thing, they have very few

Pacific type engines. Most of their

trains arc ban

n say that they do

not do their work, and do it well? Mr.

Gibbs, general superintendent of mo-
rt man, and I have

no doubt thai - what he is

about. As for Mallets in New Eng-

land, t \re the

grades heavy enough to demand them?

I doubt it. for New England i

country. If Mr. I. ted the

motive power was in poor condition I

should have heartily agreed with him.

but X in this

trouble. Roads w i

\s near as I

the sooner the railroads begin to pay

ttention to their i

and equipment and a little

ires, then we will

ilroading ami

•

I'. K R. ENGINE.

engines arc the heaviest ever built for

. ice on any line, excepting

the Mallet compou
D. W. Khtterixg.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Heavy P. R. R. Engine.

Injector Troubles.

I would be thankful if you, or any of

i'lers, would answer the following

questions : First, concerning a Monitor

lifting injector. If the line check casing

t seat on the delivery nozzle,

allowing a leak by delivery nozzle, how
will it affect the operation of injector?

termediate and condensing nozzle

does not fit closely in the body (front

-v will it affect the

of the injector? What is the

i.termine whether a steam

: valve or boiler check is leak-

I, What is the best way to deter-

-team valve, priming valve

r check with a Nathan non-

Third, old type Nathan triple sight-

r. This lubricator is in

in use

(the air pump feed) connected to a large

ump. After the lubricator is

\ n out and refilled with station-

•ine cylinder oil, the feed may

work awhile, but very slowly ; sometimes

•op feeding before the oil is half

1 at other times it may v.

ipty. Water collects in the

on enough, but when the

:
- working no oil will come

The reducing

also the

pipe to lubricator. When this

installed two feeds were

-.. air pump feed and left cylin-

F.mrth. Nathan triple sight-feed

- wrong

with lub With

am and

Ive, open

me water runs out,

tcr cock and open water

itch the lubricator will feed

n few drops on opening the regulating

Finally no oil will i<sue from feed
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- ...

.

: in one of the

whether the engine was

n or not, the other two feeds

worked 0. K.). If the steam chest oil

large or too small a hole,

how will it affect the working of the

lubricator' E. W. Eckekt.

. la.

How It Is in Buenos Aires.

Editor:

Yours of Aug. 17, with Railway ami

LOCOMOTIVK ENGINEERING, also books,

arrived O. K, Di wn lure they are cele-

brating the centenary of their existence

af a republic by holding a miniature

World's Fair, Most of the countries are

rited v I motives, i tc. With

ion of Baldwins, whose engines

are shown as supplied to customers, they

are a gaudy bunch
;
paint, varnish, emery,

etc., has been dealt out without stint,

and they look to a man from Mexico like

a pulque shop on feast days. Slab frames

and underhung springs predominate,

Valves are usually located inside, so as

ti keep theni warm and incidentally the

Mechanico who has to face them.

Boxes are brass, wedges wrought

iron, case hardened, and if shoes are

used they are of the same material

Detroit lubricator seems to be winning.

and Sellers injectors have also patrons.

Vacuum brakes are used on the major-

ity of roads. Enginemen are mostly made

here, but there are a few imported under

contract. The majority would not grade

very high in Mexico, as that country,

owing to heavy grades and curves, has

developed possibly a higher percentage

of really high-class men than most

Thanking you for sending books so

promptly. Wm Rei

Ferro Carril Sud.

Salleres, Buenos Aires.

No World's Fair for New York.

No city on this continent could man-

Fair si i well as New York,

but New York has no ambition to draw

crowds to witness such an extra attrac-

tion. International exhibitions are

nearly always got up by parties who
: mi the shows, but

. rk as a city has no ambition in

parties started an agitation

lately in favor of holding a world

in New York in 1913 to i

N'rw York

kind

but they

1 bear tin d

1 Railroad

637 addil

1 1 ,720,700

Engines at the Brussels Exhibition
From the fine collection of various

types of Belgian, French. German and

Italian locomotives at the Brussels

Exhibition, we illustrate in this issue

four interesting examples.

\ powerful 2-10-0. four cylinder sim-

ple locomotive built by the Societe

\nonyme des Forges Usines et Fon-

deries. Haine Saint Pierre, for the Bel-

gian State Railway-. Tins engine is

shown in Fig. 1. and has the following

tion, there being only one valve mo-

tion on each side, acting direct on the

valves of the outside cylinders, which

have tail rods extending to the front

and connected by means of rocking

arms to the inside cylinder valve rods.

The reversing gear is of the Flamme-

Rongy type, steam actuated. The cou-

pled driving wheels are of 6 ft. 6 ins.

diameter. The boiler is of almost sim-

ilar dimensions to that of the Decapod,

leading dimensions: Four cylinders,

each !'>\s by 26 ins., operated by piston

valves actuated by a modified Walsch-

aerts gear; diameter of ten cou-

pled wheels 4 ft. 9 ins.; total wheel-

base, 33 ft. .?'
i

ins. The boiler is fitted

with a superheater, and has a total

heating surface of 2,563.65 sq. ft., with

,i grate area of 53.82 sq. ft.; the work-

uri is 199 lbs. per sq. in. The

e n g i
n e has a total

w eight in wi rking order

of 98 tons, 8 cwt., 3

qrs.. and a tractivi ef-

fort of about 45.035 lbs.

\ 1
1 1 i ! i i remarkabli

machine built for thi

Belgian State Railways

is the pacific type ex-

press locomotive de-

signed b\ M J. B

Hamuli', the chief me-
- a 1 engineer.

as been a need

for in . i r e powerful

engines to work tin

press service on the line from Bn

(north) to Vi rviers and I [erbesthal,

and M Flamme accordingly di

'In- pacific type shown in Fig. 2,

with fout tin cylinders

and a Si hmidt supet heatei I he

leading parti, i ,l
!

,

,- ["hi

.. .in . vliml. rs an i ach 19 ins. in di

ameter, with pi ton

valves actuated bv Walschaerts mo-

.GIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

previously mentioned. It has a maxi-

mum interior diameter of 5 ft. ll T x

ins, and has a working pressure of

199 lbs. per sq. in., there being four

safety valves of the Wilson type ar-

ranged in pairs. The boiler contains

230 tubes 16 ft. 5 ins. long by 2 ins. in

diameter, in addition to 31 superheater

tubes of 5 ins, diameter. The heating

surface is: Firebox. 201.30 sq. ft.;

CYLINDER MAD! ON PROF. STUMPF'S PRINCIPLE.

t„l., s 2,368.12 sq. ft . total, 2,569.42 sq.

ft., with a grate area of 53.82 sq. ft.

The superheater surface is 692.14 sq. ft.

ight oi the engine alone, is,

light, about "ii ton >, and in working

order about 100J4 tons, of which 56'^

! on the coupled wheels The
tender has a capacity for 5,280 gallons

of water and 7 tons of coal. The trac-

tiv< power exerted by these huge ma-
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chines is 33,550 lbs., and thej i

about 2,000 h. p. as a maximum.
A new type of four cylinder com-

PI • 1 1 T 1 < I

Northern Railway of France i

which 34 tons -' cwt. 3 qi n t on the

coupli d whei

4,230 gallons of water, 41 tons 16 cwt.

3 cirs

Among the German examples is a

worthy I). It has a rath.' 8-0 goods locomotive i

unusual wheel arrangement, 4-4-4, the bu /ulcan Locomotive Works

460 FOR 1111. BELGIAN STATE RAILWAY:

large wide firebox requiring for its effi

cient support a four-wheel bogie under

the foot-plate. The firebox i- quite

exceptional apart from its external di-

mensions, for it contains a number of

water tubes is extended into a com-
bustion chamber, this chamber giv-

ing a I lace of more than

1,000 sq. ft., irrespective of th

in the boiler, of which there are

id each is 14 ft. 3'/i ins. long

ins. diameter. Another feature

is the high b' . 256 lbs. per

sc>. in. j ii the leading

dimension-: isure cylinders,

13^6 by .

cylindi r

ameter < if bogie
I
tig and

trailing. 2 ft. 11 ins., and of coupled

driving w he
j

ins. Total

wheelba ne, .'2 ft. <S ins.;

boiler, diamet ins.; height

of cent- lils, 9 Ft

of Stettin, for the Prussian State Rail

way- Though similar in general de-

sign, the engine. Xo. 4841, differs from

leading

j( i t oi departing

nary type oi q.-ani cylin-

i its steam and exhaust ports

control' ii valve,

away with I
lion of

within the cylinder, which re-

sults ii admission of

live or and the exhaust of

lively cold steam through the

i of ports in rapid succession.

In l'i i >f< ssoi tern th.- cyl-

made with of bore
1 than is

is of unusual

shape, its bearing surface against th'

cylinder wall being within a fraction

half of the total length of the

cylinder barrel. This is clearly shown
end of its stroke. Two sets of

piston rings are fitted to this trunk

piston, and the intermediate portion of

the piston is provided with an annular

ring which bears lightly against the cyl-

inder wall. Admission of steam is pro-

vided for through ports bb in the end

covers of the cylinder. In the engine

illustrated this is controlled by lift

IXIH-.k COM

others of the same type in respect to

bly as regards

i; \li W \YS.

Heating ter tubes the cylinders, which

and coi lumber, 1,033.35 sq. the prii duced by IV
ft.; tubes 2,373.60 sq. ft.; gral itenburg. O
38.1 sq. ft; weight of engine in work- the cylinders is shown in

ing order. " ; ton- 10 cwt. 3 qrs. of our diagram (Fig : A brief

valves of the Lentz type. There is no
valve controlling tin \s the

piston travels undi -lire of

"in one

to the other in the

ordinal;. nd shortly before

!
the other end of its stroke it

- made
around the center line of the cylinder's

length, shown at CC, these openings

leading to the exhaust and blast pipes.

Thus the steam passes in one direction

only throughout its course of effective

work, entering the cylinder at one end

ter; and it is

found that this system of operation

abrupt changes of tem-

linder walls which

fruitful in ci

The engini th the

Schmidt superheater and an efficient

spark arrester within the smokebox,
and has the following leading dimen-

sions; Cylinders. 23\< by 26 ins.; di-

ameter of coupled wheels, 4 ft. 5'/6 ins.
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Exhibition on Wheels.

is recently got

very reasonably be called

It is in fact a

oar mounted on six wheel

h ith evidence of the

ied resources of the

i which the road runs. It

i ? not a r this railway to send

a car, lor several years ago the

Pacific equipped a similar car

which was on exhibition at the World's

Fair in Chicago. This car afterwards made

us tours advertising the Northwest.

new car which starts out

tune is of latest model, seventy-

of outdoor life on the farms along the

Northern Pacific.

Protecting the Steel Car.

The steel freight and passenger cars

have come to stay, and one of the most
serious problems in the maintenance of

these cars is the protection from rust

by some kind of paint. The Joseph
Dixon Crucible Company of Jersey

City, N. J., seem to have solved this

problem in a very satisfactory way

—

the Dixon silica-graphite paint, as

made by them in four shades.

The best vehicle for pigments is

something like a dark slate, but any
and all of these are made with the sili-

ca-graphite mixture. This paint lends

itself most readily to stenciling. The
mixture of graphite and silica is anala-

gous to an alloy of gold; the silica in-

creases the wearing quality of the

graphite, which is in itself almost an

ideal coating. Probably the best way
to get a good idea of the whole subject

is to write to the company for a small

pamphlet which they have just issued,

in which the matter of protective paints

for steel cars, bridges, etc., is very

clearly set forth. Samples of the col-

ors are shown on four strips pasted in

SPECIAL CAR TO SHOW XC

five feet long, lighted by electricity and

acetylene gas, equipped with extra wide

windows, and all other details of an up-

to-date passenger coach.

The arrival of this car is an event long

to be remembered in the smaller towns.

The exhibit car is pushed in on the siding

and thrown open to the inspection of

those who would in no other way see the

products of the soil from such a wide

range of territory as that lying between

the Great Lakes and the Pacific Ocean

The fertile wheat and corn fields of

Minnesota and North Dakota, the farms,

orchards and gardens of Montana, Idaho,

Washington and Oregon, have all con-

tributed their share to the grand d

A great many of the exhibits in the car

ured from the Minnesota, North

Dakota and Montana State Fairs, from

the Dry Fanning Congress recently held

at Spokane, and from numerous county

fairs in V. . nd ol her Slate-.

and Southern n which thou-

Northv.

turer

ibuted.

While i

is in the

iRTHWESTERN PRODUCTS; RUN BY THE

boiled linseed oil. Probably nine out

of ten protective paints are linseed oil

paints. This vehicle is strongly adhe-

sive and dries in a tough, elastic film.

Linseed oil might be used without the

addition of a pigment but for the fact

that, by itself, it is not wholly imper-

vious to moisture. A pigment also

lends "body," assists the paint film in

withstanding beating rain and hail

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

the pamphlet, and the manufacturers

say that test samples will be supplied

to those who wish to give the Dixon
protective car paint a trial. The pam-
phlet is well illustrated, and is well

worthy of careful perusal.

Southern Pacific Shops at Empalme.
The new general shops of the Sud-

Pacifico de Mexico are located at Em-

-iiI'llll-KX I'M II h SHOPS AT EMPALME

and helps the oil

live influences that

affect it.

The shades placed on the market by
this well-km

;

darl red, black, and what they

1. it', which i^

palme, Sonora, at the junction of this

railroad and the Sonora Railway. About

five years ago, at the time construction

of the Cananea, Yaqui Railroad was

started at a junction with the Sonora

Railway, five miles east of Guaymas, the

site of Empalme (Spanish for
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junction), it was a waste covered with

cactus, with not a single improvement

except the bare lines of an old railroad.

To-day there is a shop plant that is as

up-to-date as any other west of the

Rocky Mountains, and a him, Urn Amer-

buildings arc exceptionally well

and, to eliminate the disagreeable

of the strong sunlight, factory ribbed

glass is used throughout.

Particular attention has been given to

labor and time-saving devices. Cranes,

1 *

HE
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Aid to the Ambitious.

Since the beginning of the publica-

nvE En-

coi tant aim

1 of the

ght .1- manifested

Hi improvement in the

on rail-

to imagine

. ine could be

reduced to the mechanical status of a

ling the

same measun r after

d 1 m popular

forces require new illustrations and

1 which

I 1"

1 k has been

As was to be •• had

: s and follow 1 rs in thi

variably

striven

1 rig arti-

nd with

this. The truth cannot be too widely

known, as long as it concerns the wel-

fan ol any important section of the

community.
[1 is not our purpose, however, to

boast of our accomplishments. If any

mechanical journal in the world today

could rest on accomplishment alone, we

could. The world's work, however, is

nol accomplished by those who look

ii. but by those who look for-

ward. We believe that the true part

of our work in the Held of mechanical

educational journalism lies in taking

up the new problems that arise, and

from the vantage ground of our experi-

ence in doing what we can to solve

these problems and record the solution so

that others, younger perhaps, may reap

some advantage from our pages in the

work which they have chosen.

In the furtherance of this object we
have been favored by many friends

who have furnished us with copies of

the various books and pamphlets is-

sued by the leading railway companies

containing the questions which will be

submitted to the railway men who are

necessarily expected to answer these

questions, and so show a proper famil-

iarity with the occupations in which

they are engaged, besides exhibiting

some good reason why they should

consider themselves available in the

case of an opportunity for promotion.

In furnishing the answers to these

questions we consider ourselves en-

gaged in a laudable work. Previous

publications of this kind have met the

.1 of the highest authorities, and

have been warmly received by the am-

bitious railway men.

Some there are who may imagine

that persons of this kind should become

learned only by experience. Therein

tluy err. Experience is of slow and of

ii. Railway men will

trusted in charge of intricate

mechanical devices in operation unless

they are air* idj fa miliar with the de-

tails of the construction and operation

of such devices, and the question nat-

urally arises, by what means are rail-

way men to obtain this knowledge?

\\ 1 recall many instances of young

railway men endeavoring to gather in-

formation from their elders, and the re-

ults were not gratifying. The kind-

Mi grows among workingmen

ear roll on, but their own ex-

duties preclude the possibility

of telling all they know to the un-

lilll I. lied.

"Reading maketh a full man, and

tii.lv ,111 exact man." and a careful pe-

rusal and study of the questions and

, the first instalment of which

will appear in our January, l n ll, issue,

will qualify any intelligent railway

pass the examinations to which

c referred. It is almost need-

le -~ to state that we have particularly

in mind the younger railway men, but

there will be much in the new depart-

ment that will be of particular interest

and value to the most experienced en-

gineer or mechanic, or, indeed, any

man of the widest experience in the

railway mechanical service.

Our facilities for procuring informa-

tion on the latest devices are of the

best. We are in close touch with the

most accomplished inventors and man-
ufacturers. Our mental horizon is not

clouded by ignorance nor warped by

prejudice. Whatever we have been able

to do in the past strengthens us for

the tasks of the future. We know that

we will be pardoned in confessing that

we have some confidence in ourselves,

of feeling and knowing that while we are

not perfect we press toward the mark. In

this spirit we enter upon our new task

with the beginning of the new year, in the

hope and assurance that the railway

men. particularly those engaged in the

mechanical departments, will appreciate

our efforts to present something worthy

of their attention and to prove our

claim that we can furnish not only the

first but the best aid to the ambitious

railway man.

The Law of the Inverse Square.

If an ordinary railroad man was asked

why the reflector of a locomotive head-

light was made like a deep cavern of silver

which completely envelops the source of

light, he would probably say that the shape

i f the reflector was to concentrate the

light and throw it ahead so that none of

11 should be lost. This is quite true, but

there are one or two very interesting facts

connected with the diffusion of light and

the properties of the curve which forms

the contour of the reflector, which it is

worth while to consider.

In the first place it is a matter of com-

mon knowledge that as you go farther

away from an object it becomes less dis-

tinct and ultimately fades from view.

The object also appears to become smaller

as one recedes from it. A very familiar

example is this: If you can read a news-

paper comfortably one foot away from a

i andle. you will find the paper more in-

distinct at two feel ''t three

f. et it will be much more indistinct and

al four feet it will require close scrutiny

to read the small type on the paper. Here

is evidence that the intensity of light

diminishes the farther it travels from its

source.

A lighted candle on a table pours forth

luminous rays in all directions and the

walls of the room, if equally distant from

the candle, will all receive the same

amount of light. The object of using the

;

1 adlight reflector is practically to cause

the light which uselessly falls on three of

the walls to be reflected upon the one
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which it is desired to illuminate. The
diminishing power of the candle light as

one moves away from it is controlled by a

natural law.

For example, if a. board 1 ft. square,

and therefore having 1 sq. ft. of surface,

be placed at a distance of 1 foot from the

candle, it will be capable of obscuring a

board 2 ft. square, or containing 4 sq. ft.

area, at a distance of 2 ft. from the candle.

At 3 ft. distance the first board would

obscure a square having a length of 3 ft.

on a side, or containing 9 sq. ft. of sur-

face. At 4 ft. distance, 16 sq. ft. would be

in shadow, and at S ft., an area of 25 sq.

ft u i mli

!

d. It is e\ ident from

these fact- that the intensity of light di-

minishes four times at twice the dis-

tance, or the light on the 4-ft. board is

only one-quarter as bright on the 1 sq. ft.

board, and on the 9 sq. ft. board it is only

1/9 as bright as on the first. Thus the

intensity of lighl is said to vary inversely

as the square of the distance—inversely

meaning that, as the distance increases,

the light diminishes, and vice versa.

Looked at in another way one may say

that if a pot of white paint will color

a certain area so as to make it snow white,

that same pot of paint when spread over

four times the area will be only one-quar-

white; in fact, it may look a trifle

gray. If spread over nine times the area

it will be a very thin poor white, and on

an area sixtei as large it will

hardly show up as good white at all. Here

then in rough and ready way is the law

of the invei

This is the way the direct lighl from

a locomotive headlamp is thrown, and

the idea in using the particular form of

reflector is to collect the light which radi-

ates in all other directions and throw it

ahead on the track where it is needed.

The direct light from a headlamp may

be disregarded for all practical purposes,

as it is the light which comes out of the

headlamp without having touched the re-

flector at all. It is a feeble light to

begin with, and obeying the law of the

inverse square it is practically lost a short

distance ahead. The reflected light, how-

ever, comes out in a much more concen-

trated beam of light. It is, of course, a

cone of light, but its divergence is very

small. Theoretically it would be a solid

cylinder the flame was no bigger

than a pin's head and placed exactly in

the focus of the parabolic reflector. As

a matter of fact it is not possible to get

a source of light of sufficient intensity

and small enough to be placed so as to

be all at the focus. The oil flame is ar-

ranged around the focus, not in it; the

electric arc . lame are partly

in and part'v out of the focus and so

throw a more concentrated beam ahead,

but the slight divergence of the issuing

beam cannot be wholly eliminated.

The beam of light concentrated into

practically a cylindrical form does not

lose its intensity as it proceeds outward,

and barring the slight absorption by the

atmosphere, it penetrates to a great dis-

tance, with but little dimming of its power.

In other words, the reflector enables the

light to depart from the natural law of

diffusion, which is that of the inverse

square, and projects it forward as a very

slightly divergent pencil of rays, which

illuminate- the track ahead with

brilliancy. Under these circumstances

objects are more clearly and quickly

seen, bathed in the concentrated light

from the reflector than they would be

if viewed in the scattering and feeble

rays of direct light.

The law of the inverse square is a

very common one in nature; radiant heat

obeys this law, the force of gravitation is

under its sway, the expansion of steam

conforms to it. and the propagation i f

sound in air is governed by it. The burn-

ing of a quantity of gunpowder in free

air gives a flash and a puff of sin 1

may be likened to the direct light from the

headlight of which we have been speaking.

The reflected light ignoring the law of

inverse square is like the same powder-

charge, exploded in a coast defence gun,

which being concentrated, drives its pro-

jectile a long way out to sea.

Real Observing Habits.

Wi are acquainted with no class who
can profit more from habits of exact

observation than railway trainmen.

The man who mentally absorbs the

meaning of things that come before his

eyi - i likely to be much more success-

ful than persons who retain no exact

impression of what they see. Here are

some very sagacious notes on the sub-

ject by Ruth Cameron, a correspondent

of the Xew York Globe:

The person wdio takes in and under-

stands all that he loo going to

get a heap more out of life than the

person who l< verything "go

in one eye and out the other."

Know your own business iirst, of

course, but if you are any good at all

you ought to have enough energy left

over to taki »i >me interest in v,

other fi and 1

it. Sou:, pi i iple i an ei a thii

forty times and not

it is done. Other people can sec the

same thing done once and know exact-

ly how it'- done and lie able to do it

themselves. Of course that's due part-

ly to an inborn ability that Xew Eng-

enders call "knack," but also partly

to a cultivated habit of observation and

wide-awakeness.

This i< what happened in a big news-

paper office: The telephone girl who
presided at the office switchboard was

taken suddenly ill. The switchboard

was in a prominent part of the office.

Some dozen- of reporters and a half

dozen office boys had daily hung over

her desk and watched and listened as

she pressed the magic keys and an-

swered the call of the little red and

white lights.

< if all these only one office boy had
r, to operate

that switchboard. He had had no more
opportunity to see how the thing was

in the rest, but he had improved

his opportunity. He was at once in-

stalled, and succeeded so well that

when the telephone girl decided not to

come back he was permanently pro-

moted.

1 found one of my girl friends the

other day deftly fashioning a marvelous

bow for her hat, as if to the manner

born. "Gracious!" I said. "I didn't

ii ever studied millinery." "I

didn't." she answered. "I just watched

the girls when I had a bow made up at

the store." She had "watched," you

see, what I had merely looked at.

I was sitting on the front seat of a

suburban car the other day—the kind

that whizzes along so recklessly that

you can feel your heart coming up into

your throat most of the time.

"What wo-would ha-happen if the

m-motorman should faint?" I gasped to

my companion as we struck a curve at

something that felt very much like sixty

miles an hour. "Wouldn't we all be

killed?" "I'd stop the car," she re-

sponded calmly. I've watched just

what they do to start it and Stop it,

and I'm sure I could." I couldn't.

Could you?

And yet we've probably sat on the

front seat of the car as many times as

she has, and had as much chance to

see how it was done.

Thinking of more important things,

you say disdainfully: Tell me truly,

are most of the dreamings that keep

you from seeing and taking in what

iund you really as '.

tion would be?

Women Blacksmiths.

Five hundred women blacksmiths

.ire idle in Cradley Heath, F.ugland,

they will not agree to work

for the next six months for four or

live shillings - the Youth's

ion. The women, who operate

forges in then . are engaged

in making chains. Their wages have

low that a commission, after

an investigation extending over seven

it they should be

increased, although the old rate might

continue for six months if the women
would consent. About half the women
agreed to work for the old pay. The
rest have been locked out.
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Bad Steaming.

among
ict that we

i teaming
i] merly. The

I

i led to the

difficult to o\

S jtematic

tn iubli
- nd, it" possible,

the locomotive became
ter similar to

duals who are

sundry moral and
tual defects, but nobody takes

1 effort to set

e of the bad
leriments

sucessfully carried

on in reg; rd to the appliances used in

tor fn wit end of the loco-

brought about the im-

ii regard to steaming.

neral rule, defects in steaming
i\ ered and remi died with

promptitude that leaves

to be desired. The careful ex-

ii the part of locomotive
i s have brought the parts to a

mmetry and proportion so

perfect that a readjustment of

rticular part is comparatively

Defects in steaming may now be

prompt! or in the smoke-box
attachments. It should be seen that

the exhaust pipe and nozzle are se-

curely held in place, and that the ex-

is set exactly in line with

the center of the smokestack. The di-

of the nozzle should be such as

iw the exhausted steam to fill

s possi-

USl jet failing- to fill the

the vacuum nec-

for furnishing a strong and

re. A jet ex-

1" vond he limits of the

: nicious,

"ii the fire,

with a miing in

. with equal

ol i he i» tti-

i of the

lipment, and it should be

final con-

. lignmenl for

the in-

I

i
el the

in the

the true adjustment will be readily re-

The diaphragm or deflector plate, al-

not so readily moved as the

petticoat pipe, is also of particular im-

portance in its adjustment. If set too

low the draught will be stronger in the

lower flues, and it high set the draught

will be more marked in the upper flues.

sirable thai the draught should

as possible, and if the

aion of the draught is main-

tained and the parts in the smoke-box
i their proper position, little re-

mains to be done other than that the

netting should be kept free from ob-

structions, which accumulate rapidly.

It may be added that leaks either

in pipes, or from the outer

air, by reason of a defective joint in

at casting, or smoke-box door,

kestack base, all contribute in

1 a marked defect in the steam-

ing qualities of the locomotive, and

when any of these are discovered they

should not be set down as organic de-

fects in construction, but should be

upon sensibly as the natural re-

sults of the strenuous service which

these parts of the complex mechanism
nstantly called upon to bear, and

the detects should be promptly and in-

telligently remedied.

Employers' Liability and Relief Depart-

ments.

At the last regular meeting of the

Xew York Railroad Club Mr. Joseph
N. Redfern, superintendent of the relief

department of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, presented a paper on the

subject of "Employers' Liability and

Railroad Relief Departments." The pa-

per contained much information con-

cerning the admirable work of the de-

partment with which Mr. Redfern is

identified, and some information not

only concerning the activity of his road,

but referred to similar work on others.

Speakii departments, he said:

"I lu i are six railroad systems in

the United States operating relief de-

partments, the general features ol

which are similar. The roads in the

order of their establishment are: Bal-

timore & Ohio, 1880; Pennsylvania lines

east oi
I

- Philadelphia

8 1'. idii g, i
i in. ago, Burlington

& Quincy, 1889; Pennsylvania lie

of Pittsburgh, 1889; Atlantic I o;

I una 1899. rhesi li >v about

100,000 i ly i me-quarter of the

in tin- I *inted States.

Ah' ait 275,000 . if them, n Tn pi

ments. Tin itributing

to the fun. Is annually al.oiil $4,000,000,

and the o mi] e i ontributing a

Hint in cash and facilitii

paid to the mi mbi i
- .:n:[ their

1,000 ir, and

to date about $50,000,000 has been paid

in benefits, over one-half of which is on
account of sickness."

Mr. Redfern pointed out the neces-
sary distinction between what is called

"Employers' Liability" and "Work-
men's Compensation," the broad dis-

tinction being that in the case of the

workmen's compensation the payment
for injury or death is compulsory on
the employer, and must be accepted by

orkman or his heirs-at-law. The
employers' liability insists upon pay-

ment in all cases of injury, but instead

of the automatic compensation, it pro-

poses that the right to sue for damages
shall be retained, and that the em-

shall be denied the defense of

the fellow-servant assumption of risk

and contributory negligence.

This brings us face to face with that

piece of English common law, import-

ed into this country before the Revolu-

tion, and at a time when industries were
small, and each workman had personal

knowledge of the disposition and char-

acteristics of all the other workmen in

lory in which he was employed.

The fellow-servant idea has long ago

been outgrown; modern conditions

ha\ e rendered it not only useless as an

equitable rule of law, but it has

worked much hardship in the majority

of cases where it has been applied. We
must remember that for quite a num-
ber of years it has been a dead letter

in Great Britain, while it has been re-

tained here.

Mr. Redfern continue. 1 by saying:

"There does not seem to be any sound

reason lor compelling an employer to

pay damages to an employee who
breaks a leg because he accidentally

stubs his toe on the stairs of his em-

ployer, which were not defective, or

because of a defective sole in his shoe;

if an employer can by law be com-

pelled to pay damages in such cases,

could the employer be compelled to

mages for similar injuries in-

flicted while the employee was on his

a. i\ to his work, but not on the prem-

ises of his employer? There would be

as much reason for the latter as the

former. If '.he employer may legally

bi , ompelled to pay damages for all

injuries sustained by his employees,

n ,i\ ii< not expect the next step to be

legislation compelling the employer to

pay when his employei m disabled

e called occupational dis-

\nd it would then naturally fol-

low that alter a while all diseases would

; i iied 1. 1 come within the term

occupational d i that the em-
ployer would probably be compelled to

pay whenever an employee was physi-

cally im for work. And then

another step might be expected—that

is, the employer to be compelled to pay

pensions and something for the mainte-
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nance of the dependents of his em-

ployees, irrespective of the cause of

death. But why should the en

do all this? The fact that Germany

and France and England, and other

foreign countries carry on paternalistic

work is no reason why we should fol-

low in their >tcps in this

more than we should follow in their

steps as regards wages paid em-

es;"

We do not agree with Mr. Redfem

in his question as to why we should

not do as Great Britain and other na-

tions do. The law works well there

and in other countries. Our concern

ought not to be whether we lead or

whether we follow. Our duty is to

find out what is the fair, equitable and

humane policy for us to pursue.

There is one thing that stands out

clearly in all discussions of this kind,

and that is, the fellow-servant rule is

a block to progress in the way of

equitable adjustment of the question of

liability or compensation. If there is

one subject upon which Railway and

Locomotive Engineering has pursued

a steady and consistent policy, it is in

its unwavering advocacy of the com-

plete retirement of the fellow-servant

rule, and it has done this as a matter

of justice to the thousands of working-

men throughout the country who are

now affected by this harsh rule.

Relief departments on railways are

good, the work done by them is ex-

cellent, and no one who studies the

question can fail to appreciate the mu-

tual good will and the team play be-

tween corporation and employees

which the existence of such a depart-

ment indicates. But the relief depart-

ment is a voluntary arrangement, and

though it works smoothly and in the

interests of both parties, it is not the

law of the land. There can ultimately

be no substitute for rights guaranteed

by law, and whether we in this country

adopt an employers' liability law or

a workmen's compensation act, we

must finally secure a constitutional

enactment from which the fellow-ser-

vant rule shall have as entirely disap-

peared as if it had never been.

The Velocity of Steam.

The velocity of steam escaping under

pressure is known to be very great, though

few are aware that even under a mod-

erate pressure of, say, 20 or 30 lbs. to the

square inch, it is, generally speaking, equal

to that of a projectile fired from a can-

non. A notable example of the high

velocity of escaping steam is that of a

steam whistle in which a jet of steam

little thicker than ordinary writing paper

produces a sound that can be heard fur-

ther than the loudest thunder. The

writer has often heard a railroad whistle

18 to 20 miles away, while thunder is sel-

dom heard over 10 or 12 miles. Every en-

gineer knows how little his safety valve

lifts, while the whole current of steam

required to run his engine escapes there-

from, and how small a leak in a valve

will cause his engine to "creep," provided

his piston packing is tight.

To understand the reason of the very

high velocity of steam or other gaseous

bodies on escaping from under pressure,

we have to consider that such velocity is

as their pressure and the square root of

their density inversely. Thus at a given

pressure, if we double the density of the

mass, we reduce by one-half the height

of a column that would produce such

given pressure, and the velocity due to

any head or height of fall being as the

square root of such head or height, it

follows that increasing the density with

a given pressure, reduces the velocity and

contrariwise reducing the density with a

given pressure increases the velocity.

It is understood that it is the height

of column that determines the velocity in

all cases, the density, with a given height,

not affecting such velocity.

Now, the velocity of steam under a

given pressure is in a like ratio as that

of any dense body, and for a like reason,

and to calculate such velocity it is most

convenient, first, to ascertain the ratio of

the density of steam at the given pres-

sure above atmospheric pressure as com-

pared with water. Tables giving such rel-

ative density will be found in almost any

work on steam engineering. This data

once obtained, next calculate therefrom

the height of a column of steam, consid-

ering it to be homogenous or of equal

density throughout, that would give (by

its weight) such given pressure. To as-

certain such height of column we must

calculate the height of a column of water,

calling the weight of such (2.304 ft. in

height) equal to 1 lb., that would give the

required pressure, and the height of this

water column multiplied by the ratio of

the density of steam at the given pressure

to that of water, gives the homogenous

steam that would give (by its weight) the

required pressure, and eight times the

square root, if such height in feet is the

required velocity in feet per second.

Practically the results do not agree ex-

actly with the above rule. There is some

waste of [tower from friction at the point

of discharge. If the discharge pipe is

short, its length being no more than its

diameter and properly enlarged inside,

there will be but little loss of power,

whereas, if the steam escapes through a

pipe of considerable length, the steam will

expand very considerably in passing its

length, and while thus expanding exerts

a back pressure on that back of it, thus

retarding the velocity of that just enter-

ing the pipe and rendering the flow of

steam correspondingly less.

Anyone who will calculate by the above

rule the size of a circular orifice that will

give vent to 30 horse power of steam at a

pressure of 90 lbs. to the square inch, will

find its diameter to be less than three-

eighths of an inch, and to vent 120 horse

power, such orifice would be less than

three-quarters of an inch, and to vent 480

horse power it would be less than one and

a half inches.

Book Notice.

Mark Enherby, Engineer. By Robert
!'. Hoffman. Published by A. C. Mc-

Clurg & Co., Chicago. Cloth. With
illustrations in oil. Price, $1.50.

The author of this book is a railway

very considerable practical and

literary ability and experience. The lit-

erary quality is given to very few rail-

road men. Their strenuous physical life

•tie or no leisure for perfecting

the art of expression, which does not

en to the most gifted without

much care and continued effort. The

book before us is a remarkable proof of

this fact. The author has seen railroad-

ing in all its phases from the luxurious

elegance of managerial meetings to the

maddening misery of midnight disasters.

The scenes and incidents are those of the

early days of railroading in the West and

Southwest, and the author must be cred-

ited with the collection of a number and

variety of stirring stories of rough ad-

ventures among a class of men where the

primal instincts were unchecked by law

or unchastened by kindness. As a con-

tribution to the railroad literature of our

time, it is interesting as the work of

one who has been part of that of which

he writes. The shortcomings of the

work, from a literary standpoint, are not

far to seek. As a connected tale or novel

it is utterly deficient in the essential

requisites of unity of action and logical

The character drawing lacks

uality. The men have a family

resemblance to each other utterly at vari-

ance with the men of real life. The wo-

men arc merely hinted at, or if seen at

.ill, arc, like Niobe, all tears, which is not

a characteristic of Western women. The

work would have shown to better ad-

vantage in the form of a number of sep-

arate short stories something akin to

Kipling's "Plain Tales of the Hills." In

a word, while the author has collected

material for an excellent book, he has

failed in construction, as a builder who

has the materials on hand, but whose

plans arc still in embryo. This defect in

mental vision is also seen in the descrip-

tions of natural phenomena. What
the reader gets of the pano-

ramic splendors of the West are like

winks here and there. There is promise

of better things in the book, however,

and with the skill which comes from ex-

and perhaps with that leisure

which is essential to literary perfection,

we may hear again from this aul

better purpose and more pre:
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A Practical Low Water Test on Overheated Crownsheet
h« Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe, of which Mr. W. F. Mink is

M-. e power, made a

t of the effect of low

n sheet of a Jacobs-

l his form of box was

very fully illustrated and described in the

. v and Locomotive

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COM
INSPECTOR LOOKING AT GA1

I ring lor August, 1909, page 357,

and the effort to explode this fin

as interesting as it is instructive.

A boiler with the Jacobs-Shupert sec-

tional firebox was placed in a large field

and an oil tank nearby supplied the fuel.

On the back head of the boiler a line was

painted i

The usual water glass was in pi;

for the i 1 one was applied,

nil a scale behind it. the

tell exactlj I

I the water had fallen. A
1 behind a tree and pro

tected abled the b I

Commerce Commission repi

on one

with tv.

-

-

on the boiler was opened by one of the

operators in the shield, the oil fire being

kept up steadily. The water level was

lowered at the rate of 1210 lbs. per minute

until a point 4 ins. below the highest part

of the crown sheet was reached, and the

blow-off cock was then closed. In this

condition the b iler remained for 10 min-

utes with fire unabated. Under these

conditions the pops were blowing off and

the water level went down 6 ins. below

the highest point on the crown sheet by

the end of the test. The average steam

pressure during the test was 230 lbs.

When the 10 minutes during which the

crown sheet was bare had elapsed the

fire was extinguished and water at a

temperature of 60 degs. Fahr. was pumped
i: , until the water level had risen to two-

thirds of the regular water glass, or

illy to normal water level again.

Just before the cold water was pumped
in a reading of pyrometers showed the

I ont part of the crown sheet to have sus-

tained a temperature of 1125 degs. Fahr.,

and the rear portion 1065 degs., Fahr.

The crown sheet had heated up gradually

at an average rate of 67 degs. Fahr. per

minute. The steam from the pops, after

the crown sheet was bare, indicated that

the crown sheet was getting hot. Towar 1

of the test, when practically the

whole of the crown sheet was bare and a

large am. unit of hot metal exposed, the

of the box. The leaks from these open-

ings were so very small that they would
not be considered of any consequence in

ordinary service. The opening of these

sheets was due to the form of construc-

tion of the stay sheets.

At the moment the cold water was in-

troduced into the boiler the pressure fell

a few pounds. Eight and a half minutes

after the pumps were started the water

was level with the top of the crown sheet

and the steam pressure showed 215 lbs.

When the test had been concluded the box
was examined by a number of experts,

but no evidence of deformation of the

plates was found.

The most important lesson of this

test, of course, is the proof that the

prevailing belief is a fallacy, that cold

water pumped upon hot sheets would
cause a boiler explosion. The same
thing has been demonstrated several

times. About 1S70, upon the advice of

Mr. Francis Stevens, of Hoboken, N. J.,

the United States Government con-

ducted a series of tests of boilers in

which high pressure and intense tem-

perature was employed until the boil-

ers exploded. No bad effects resulted

from pumping cold water upon hot sheets.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
also carried out exhausive experiments

to show the effect of intense pressure

on boilers and the damage done by

i.FMEXT OF BOILE1 [IE] 1> FOR OP] R MORS.

nil tin pop valves was consider pumping water upon red-hot sheets.

ated When exo pressure was era-

Two mi the crown shi I on boilers full of water they

bare tie firebox showed the effects of exploded; when cold water was

to the heating of the crown pumped upon red-hut sheets, the sheets

sheet. Some very slight openings ap- contracted and leaked, hut no explo-

it the stay sheets i on resulted.
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Vice-President Stuart on Government

Attitude to Railroads.

At the hearing of railroad officials

before the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion concerning railroad rates. Mr. John

C. Stuart, vice president of the Erie, ex-

pressed some wholesome truths regarding

railroad rates, wages and regulation. He
made the important point that Govern-

ment has control of live features of opcra-

any other business concern is obliged

to do.

Assuming that the present I o

Commission should grant the increased

rates desired by the railroads, it may re-

store to some extent confidence which the

have formerly had in railroad

securities, but there is no guarani

changed personnel in the commission

would take the same view of a later re-

quest. Furthermore, the railroads as

tion, but shirks responsibility for estab-

lishing credit.

In the course of an interview with a

representative of the Wall Street News
Mr. Stuart gave the following summary

of conditions as they exist : Either di-

rectly or indirectly through the medium

of the State or Federal G. vernment, the

following features of the railroad business

arc controlled in whole or in part: first,

financing; second, number of men to

be employed; third, operation; fourth,

maintenance, and fifth, making of rates.

The only features of the railroad business

that are not controlled are the establish-

ment of credit and tl make or

induce people to invest in railroad securi-

ties. Any experienced business man will

admit that no private business can be car-

ried on successfully under such conditions.

The sale of securities and maintaining of

credit cannot be accomplished through this

same medium of legislation, or at least

not as yet.

Based on the control ami requii

1 1 above railroads are obi

extend their lines, make improvements and

furnish better facilities and better serrvice,

all of which requires money. When that

money is needed it is necessary for a rail-

road to go into the money market and

submit collateral to justify the loan, as

supplicants do not stand before the corn-

in the same light as at

citiz: n i r corporation. To some

based on the language of the law, the com-

mission stands nvre in the position of

coutisel for the prosecution than as an

impartial body without prejudice.

The fact that the burden of proof rests

upon the railroad eliminates the impartial

attitude which should prevail. The rail-

ployes presented certain demands

for increased wages before the M
Board, but it was not necessary for them

to submit the burden of proof, while the

the other hand, i

efforts to reimburse their treasury for the

higher i

•. supplies and mate-

rials .• fun irden of

i h as the

lent has control of the five fea-

tures of railroad operation, it is illogical

to expect that the railroads can raise

improvements and maintain

their credit unless the Govemme I

in this also by permitting the increase in

but the

scheme is imperfect and unfinished The

principles of successful business as applied

to railroads at present clearly indicate

that the latter are today operating under

conditions which might be called a busi-

ness paradox.

Unsuspected Heat Losses.

as coal,

remarks a writer in I
mployes"

Magazine. If 50,000 t utaincd

only on above

normal, it would mean 500 tons of water

raporated before the coal would

be effective, and at the low price of $1 to

$2 per ton it would mean $500 to $1,000

per week, or $26,000 to $52,000 per year.

block the way. The ash is the

that blocks the way of the air.

If the percentage of ash is high it will

rapidly fill up the firebox and the larger

the quantity of ash the more difficult for

to come through evenly and in

sufficient quantities. In 50.000 tens of

bituminous coal the ash will probably

average 10%, which would equal 5,000

tons. If 10% was normal and each per

cent, above considered as a loss and pur-

chased on that basis, and if the percent-

age of ash was only equaling 12 per cent.,

2 per cent, above normal would in 50,000

tons amount to 1,000 tons, which at the

low price of from $1 to $2 per ton would

amount to from $1,000 to $2,000 per

week, or $52,000 to $104,000 per year.

If the ash contains iron and lime and

sulphur in sufficient quantities they will

fuse in the firebox and run down through

the fire, blocking the air and enclosing

some of the carbon of the coal, which is

thrown away with the ashes. Also a

great deal of carbon is being lost in the

cleaning of the fires.

In a test recently made at eighteen

m the Erie Railroad on ninety-

five samples of ashes taken from the ash

pits, an average of 33 per cent, of carbon

BOII.ER SHOWING CONTOUR OF CROWN
LOW WA1

was contained in the ashes. This loss fig-

ured out equals a loss of over $3,000 per

week. If only the percentage

could be burned it would make a consid-

erable saving. The matter of coal saving

is very carefully looked after on the

Erie Railroad and good results are making

appearance.
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X—Setting and Repairing Flues.

pairs of all I

ting of thi_- flues can-

10 much care,

« ith a view to note that all scale

iment are thoroughlj removed,

tine sheet as

1 oles. It should

thai all flue holes are

perfectly round and free from angular

d edges should

ved, both from the inside and

holes. The tendency

to slightly injure the Hue holes while re-

moving the worn Hues is very great, more

especially where the older method, still

hops, of cutting out

- with chisels is still practised.

irasions or indentations made by

carelessly handled, are a sure

way for future leaks

i impossible of remedy. A
. visible to the eye or

touch increases in dimensions by the

action of the impurities in the water, and

the trouble grows with a provokingly

mysterious persistence.

A fillet, which need not be large, but

hould be as nearly symmetrically

as possible, should be made on

the inside as well as on the outside of the

flue hoies. Where copper ferrules are

used they should be annealed. Hammer-
ing hardens copper and greatly reduces

its expansibility. The ends of the flues

i efully swedged, but

uld be thoroughly cleaned, as in

rolling ami expanding the flues, if the

- uter side of the flue.

i'li- flue has the

and the

broken particles of

scale, after indenting the flue sheet

ally crun

open the I

to follow. Thi miles should

be a neat fit. and the lid be of

a substantial kind, that known as 40 lbs.

'

i materials,

the fei

rules so constructed in point oi

'lie boiler not

i a quarter of an inch

han half an inch inside the inner

distance

! 1

'

!

a partial

ue sheet.

1

flue sheet,

m three-

to a quarter of an inch outside

of the flue sheet. The common rule is

that the amount projecting should be at

lie and-a-half times the thickness

of the flue. This will leave sufficient

metal to form the bead. When the flues

lied and held in position, a man-
drel may be used to set them out firmly

to the copper. The expander may then

b;. driven into each flue and further

tightened into place. The standard bell-

ing tool should then be used to turn the

bead. 1 his will leave the end of the tube

turned back towards the flue sheet at an

angle of about 30 degs., and the projection

should be beaded from this particular

position and not driven backwards in a

promiscuous manner with a hammer. It

will be noted that hammering the ends of

the flues, unless skilfully done, has the

effect of producing small cracks in the

projections, which readily catch and retain

small particles of burning coal and gradu-

ally extend the fracture and open the way
for the eventual leak.

The rolling out of the flues should then

be begun at the two upper corners. The
centre flues should then be rolled, and

then the remaining bottom flues. In this

way the pressure is equally distributed,

and is preferable to beginning at the right

or left side, which may create unequal

strains on the flue sheet and adjoining

stay bolts. The beading should then be

accomplished by the standard beading

tool. It should be borne in mind that in

expanding flues the sole purpose is to

tighten the tube in the hole in the flue

sheet. Expanding if persisted in will

stretch the opening and weaken the lim-

ited space between the flues. The
experienced mechanic will readily know
when the blows on the tapering pin of the

expander are sounding against solid metal.

The hammering and rolling should then

cease. The same remarks apply to the

use "f an expander.

Some of the leading boiler makers ap-

prove of testing the boiler before the

beading of the flues is proceeded with,

iler is filled with warm water in

the usual way, and a pressure of at least

twenty-five per cent, above the working

is applied. This affords an op-

portunity of a general test of the boiler,

a well as a spei ial test of the flues. It

1 practice 1o roll the flues tightly

afti is com-

pleted, a rig of the flues has a

ilie inner bearings of

i tin- flues.

The general practice in the front flue

to bell out only a scattering por-

tion of the flues, more for the purpose of

partially bracing the boiler longitudinally

than preventing the tendency to burn off.

The heat in the front end is comparatively

low, but while there is no danger in burn-

ing off the ends of the flues, it should be

remembered that in some cases of boiler

explosions the flues have been entirely

pulled out of the front flue sheet, whereas

if the flues had been properly belled out

and beaded the rupture might have been

averted.

In smaller running repairs, except in

cases of emergency, all work on flues

should be done when the boiler has had

time to cool, and after being washed out

All loose and leaking tubes should be

tightened by the use of the expander, and

the beads properly reset. The caulking of

flues is a mere temporary makeshift. It

can be readily understood that a leak can-

not occur in the bead of the flue. The
weakness is deeper and can only be

thoroughly tightened by the use of the ex-

pander. At the same time the expander

must be used with much care on flues that

are old and have been frequently ex-

panded. The frequent use of the beading

tool has also its dangers, as the hardened

metal becomes more brittle by repeated

pressures and portions of the bead will

break off, exposing the end of the flue,

and so hastening the decay of the joint.

It is also important that the flues should

be kept tight. A few leaky flues have a

mosl pernicious effect on the flues over

which the water may pass. Not only does

it hasten the coming of other leaks, but

it also hastens the crystallizing process

to which all metals are subjected by the

action of fire and water on the same sur-

face. Wood fires arc occasionally re-

sorted to as a means for drying up small

leaks. This make-believe practice should

be abandoned altogether.

It need hardly be said that the careful

use of tools is always necessary. The
improper use of the beading tool will read-

ily destroy a flue sheet by cutting into the

metal, and the excessive use of the

expander will rend the flue longitudinally

and also induce the beginning of cracks

in the flue sheet, especially in the limited

spaces between the flues. Care should

be taken in opening any (lues that

closed. In examining the flues

the hanging of a torch in the smokestack

ilc scheme for inducing a draught

through the flues A lid it in the firebox

will readily show the flues that are closed.

In the open flues the flame of the torch

will readily turn into the flue, the closed

flues will not draw in the flame. Round-

houses that are furnished with compressed
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air have a ready method of cleaning flues

with air hose connections to which a

suitable nozzle is attached. It is often

found, however, that the air pressure

alone is not sufficient to clean out a flue

in which case an auger should be used

and the air hose afterward.

In the case of a flue bursting while the

locomotive is in operation, metal plugs

are usually provided for sucli emergen-

cies, but in their absence a wooden plug

will serve in place of one of iron. The
steam pressure should be lowered and

if the flue can be n the fire-

box door the metal or wooden plug can

be driven tightly into the end of the

bursted flue, almost every locomotive be-

ing furnished with appliances for reach-

ing the flue and driving home the plug.

The w iiii plug will not burn inside of

. but it should not be depended

upon longer than is necessary for

comotive to reach the nearest repair shop.

The same may be said of an iro

as their tendency to loosen after cooling

is very great.

In closing it might be remarked that the

size of the exhaust nozzle is an important

factor in the matter of leaky flues. The
smaller the exhaust nozzle the stronger

the blast of air will be that passes through

the firej and hence the portion of the flues

that project through the flue sheet

towards the firebox becomes heated to a

greater degree than the flue sheet itself.

The result is that when the engine is

entirely cooled it will be found that the

flues in the lower part of the boiler—that is,

those nearest to the fire—have a tendency

to loosen from the overheating referred

to. In locomotive construction there are

exact dimensions in regard to the size of

exhaust nozzles based upon very careful

experiments, but as locomotive service is

apt to be of a variable kind, there is a

tendency to experiment with the size of

the opening or exhaust nozzle, and these

experiments are rarely or ever of a bene-

ficial kind. It is generally found that a

slight gain in one direction is apt to incur

larger losses in some other, so that it is

often wise to let well enough alone.

Questions Answered
PUMP GOVERNOR TRI

89. W. F. B., Rocky Mount, writes: On
an engine equipped with th

brake, if the automatic brake valve

handle is placed in lap or service po-

sition, the pump will not go to work
and pump main reservoir pressure

above 90 lbs., but if the brake valve

handle is placed in emergency position

the pump will start and compress air in

the main reservoir to 130 lbs. Would
you kindly tell me what could cause

this?—A.: As the excess pressure head

of the governor is controlling the

pump when the valve handle is on lap

position, it is evident that for some
reason the pressure under the dia-

m the opi i

being m as soon
as the valve handle is moved to emer-
gency position. This could be due to

a cut or scratches on the face of the

rotary valve of the automatic brake
valve at the end of the small groove
at the low-er end of port j. These cuts

cr scratches have the effect of lengthen-

ing the groove, and are usually caused

by the use of grinding material in the

hands of an inexperienced workman.
Under these conditions, moving the

' andle to emergency position

would move the lengthened groove en-

tirely out of range of the port />, which

would allow the pump to start and
compri ir until stopped by the max-
imum pressure head. It is also possi-

ble for this trouble to occur, due to a

combination of disorders, such as a

i lief i" >rt in the governor,

slight leakage through or past the dia-

phragm valve, leakage due to the

being a trifle too short from reseating

or grinding. Under such conditions the

r piston would hold the steam
valve closed while the handle is on lap

or in service position, as pressures on
both sides of the diaphragms are nearly

equal, but as soon as the brake valve

handle is moved to emergency position,

main reservoir pressure rushing into

the feed valve pipe would increase the

pressure above the diaphragms, seat the

diaphragm valve, and allow the gov-

ernor to start the pump.

OF BACKHEAD AND THRO \

90. J. L. G., Manitoba, writes: I would

feel very much obliged if you would en-

lighten me as to the advantage of the

sloping face plate and throat sheet in

'1 locomotives in this country?

—

A. The sloping of the face plate of a

locomotive boiler is generally done for the

purpose of gaining room in the cab, and

the engincmen can more easily see and

speak to one another where the back head

is sloped than they can where the boiler

comes out straight and flush with the

back of the cab. The sloping of the

throat sheet is usually done for the pur-

pose of obtaining some advantage in the

the front par)

il prac-

tice, but sometimes it is more convenient,

to slope the throat sheet than to keep it

vertical. Where it is sloped, it usually

widening the water

space from the bottom up and so facili-

tates the free circulation of water.

often results from setting a wide firebox

f the frames. A high center of

gravity
[ ling engine and
o hard on track. Look over the

::i iJr. Sinclair's "Development of

the Loo ne," and in chapter

,
ry curious at-

' keep the center line low in the

early days of locomotive building. In some
cases the axle of large wheels was car-

ried through the boiler, involving costly

construction for the sake of gaining what
(he builders then believed to be important.

nee and facility of

ion are aimed at and the high
boiler center is not only convenient, but
it is very satisfactory.

CAPACITY OF TANK.
92. C. M. J., Central City, Ky., writes

:

A tank 5 ft. 5 ins. in diam
low much oil will it hold? How

much oil per inch will it hold?—A.: It

will hold 1,034 gallons. It holds 14.36

gallons to one inch of depth. Where
can I purchase a book that would
give me this information?—A.: You
can buy Kent's Mechanical Engineers'
Pocket Book from us. This is an ex-

book, and has all the rules and
formulas and information a mechanical

r, foreman, etc., would ever
want. See the notice of this book in

Railway and Locomotive Engineering
for October, page 416.

lapping holes.

93. J. W. R, Kansas City, Kan.,

In lapping holes we have sev-

re, but the results are not

mid wish. What is

the best method of lapping out a hole
so that it will be straight and true?

—

A.: The methods of lapping are gener-
but the conditions are not
The first requisite is that

the lap should fill the hole. If the lap

. it is almost impossible to pre-
vent what is known as bellmouthing.
The snug fitting will naturally bear on

;h spots, and with the applica-
tion of emery and oil rub off, or, at
least reduce, the spots. Lead laps that
'it well produce the best results. The
laps should be long enough to reach

i the hole, and the lathe should
m motion while the work is be-

ing placed in position on the lap. The
emery and oil should be placed near
the center of the hole, as the motion of
the lathe and a slight backward and
forward motion of the work will have
the effect of working the emery towards

iter edges of the hole.

U BOII.F.R CENTER.

91. T. L G., Winnipeg, asks why is a

iler center better than a 1

All the railroads seem to believe in a high

boiler center.—A. The high boiler center

is largely a matter of convenience, and

HEATING MACHINE SHOP.

94. J Mass., writes:

In heating a machine shop is it advisa-

ble to use steam at the same pressure
as in the stationary boiler, which is be-
tween 60 and 70 lbs., or is it more eco-
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noniicnl to use the steam at a lower

It is much more eco-

' to use steam at a low pressure,

and for this reason the exhaust steam

engine is sufficient to

ine shop. The pres-

sure need not exceed 5 or 6 lbs. Higher

pressures are not only more expensive,

but in extensive piping the safety di-

minishes as the pressure increases.

DEFECTIVE BRAKE VALVE.

95. E. W. E., Belle Plaine, la., asks: If

alizing discharge piston in the

. live does not make

a tight joint on the lower body gasket

when making a brake pipe reduction,

what effect will it have?—A.: The ef-

fect depends upon the condition of the

equalizing piston packing ring. If the

ring leaks, the defective gasket will per-

mit brake pipe pressure to enter the

equalizing reservoir during a service re-

duction, and with a long train the

am. Hint of brake pipe reduction would

vary because equalizing reservoir pres-

sure would not remain constant. If a

10-lb. reduction were made in the

equalization reservoir pressure, this

leak would increase equalizing reser-

voir pressure while brake pipe pres-

sure was being discharged, and when

the brake pipe exhaust port closes the

brake pipe reduction may be but 7 or 8

lbs., as a result of the 10-lb. reduction

in equalizing reservoir pressure. The

extent to which the reduction would be

affected depends upon the amount of

leakage past the gasket and the brake

pipe volume.

t method, and it is seldom that

two valves will be trued up in the

same identical manner; the method de-

pends upon the condition of the valve

and seat after tiling, and with a little

practice you can almost file them to

an air tight bearing. Whether the

valve should be rubbed on the seat

with oil or dry is a matter of choice,

and the valve can be ground or

scraped; scraping is more accurate and

quicker, but grinding material can be

used advantageously at the same time;

for instance, should the valve bear a

triile hard on one side, the use of the

scraper might remove too much metal

and transfer the bearing to the other

side, while the least bit of grinding ma-

terial on the high side would bring an

even bearing all around. Touching the

dry face of the supply valve in flour of

emery and rubbing it over the seat

will show the parts of the surface in

contact. The entire operation requires

but a few minutes' time; therefore, the

use of the surface strip or face plate is

a waste of time and energy.

the distributing valve lias a quick action

cylinder cap, close the stop cocks in the

brake cylinder pipes also.

FEED VALVE REPAIRS.

96. E. W. E., Belle Plaine, la., asks:

you repair a leaky supply

valve in the slide valve feed valve?

Would you use a face plate for truing

up the valve? How would you true

up the seat? Should the valve be

ground or scraped to a bearing? Should

oil be used or should they be rubbed to-

dry: -A.: quickest

and mo I
the re-

i il it file the

width of 1

eat, then bold

the fingi

the seat.

center

sharp-

ie i

then rub '•'

I
in the same n anner and

nr the

rind ha rd" finish; t!

on the

n uses a

PRESSURE IN FEED VALVE PIPE.

97. K. N., Wheeling, W. Va., asks:

Referring to the H 6 brake valve, if the

brake pipe pressure is 70 lbs., what is the

pressure in the feed valve pipe when the

brake valve handle is in release position?

What is the pressure in the feed valve pipe

when the valve handle is on lap position ?

—A. : When the handle is in release po-

sition the pressure in the feed valve pipe

will be 70 lbs., provided that there is no

leakage past the supply valve or the regu-

lating valve of the feed valve in excess of

the volume of air escaping from the warn-

ing port. On lap position the feed valve

pipe, if free from leakage, will contain

main reservoir pressure because of a con-

nection through port i in the brake valve

rotary; however, this supply is not in any

considerable volume, and if the handle is

crowded hack pretty well against the

shoulder between lap and holding posi-

tions, or if there is considerable lost mo-

tion between the valve handle and rotary

between the key and the rotary

valve, or if the handle latch and notch

are worn somewhat the flow into the

live pipe, from the main reser-

voir is likely to be cut off entirely

CUTTING OUT BF

98. EC. N., Wheeling, W. Va., asks:

up
|

made during

a controversy, would you kindly

tin

1m. ,1 of cutting out the en-

brake .'il an en

equipped with the VVestinghouse

i.ike?—A.: Close the stop

cock in the distributing valve supply pipe

if the plain cylinder cap is used, hut if

A Good Locomotive Engineer.

Gilbert Newbold is road foreman of

engines on a trunk line, and has many

locomotive engineers under his super-

vision. He has made a special study of

the characteristics necessary to make

a good locomotive engineer and has sent

us the following notes

:

In hiring firemen who will make your

locomotive engineers, know that they are

strong, healthy young men, not liable to

plead sick in bad weather or when busi-

ness is rushing.

He ought to have a good common

school education and be able to read and

write readily, with sufficient acquaint-

ance with handwriting to read orders

quickly without making mistakes.

Natural quick perception is necessary

to enable him to understand the mechan-

ism of the engine, and to decide on the

best way to work the engine to produce

the best results with the least possible

expense for fuel, oil and repairs.

A good engineer is courageous without

being reckless. Courage is needed to

face dangerous situations without nerv-

ousness, to move him to do the right

thing coolly when emergencies arise.

The faculty of concentrating the mind

on the work is of the greatest importance

to a locomotive engineer. The tendency

to what is called, "mental wool gather-

ing" has led many a locomotive engineer

to grief.

Good eyesight is essential to enable an

engineer to read signals and to detect

any signs of danger.

Good judgment is a quality that con-

tributes more than anything else to the

making of a successful engineer. If it

was possible to test a man for possession

of good judgment, it would be the most

valuable test he could be subjected to,

but that is beyond the sphere of the ex-

amination class Noting his perform-

ance on the engine is the only way to

prove the judgment of an engineer.

i.l engineer always co-operates

with the fir. man. feed, the boiler accord-

ing to the demand for steam, hut favors

man as much as possible during

difficult parts of the trip. He knows

exactly what to do when any emergency

id does the right thing without

excitement. That capability is

brought about by the man keeping possi-

bilities in mind so that he is never over-

turn by the unexpected. We once knew

an engineer who shut off. applied the

brakes, reversed the engine and jumped

. ,ff all in five seconds, before he realized

that he had mistaken the shot of a hunter

for a detonating signal. That was a case

of being too ready to deal with an

emergency.
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Air Brake Department
Conducted by G. W. Kiehm

Calculating Air Pressures.

(Co n I i inicd from page 466.)

The capacity of the auxiliary reser-

voir is found in the same manner that

the capacity of the brake cylinder is,

squaring the diameter and multiplying

by the decimal .7854 and multiplying

the product by the length of the reser-

voir in inches. '

This, of course, refers to outside

measurements and an allowance must
be made for the flange and the thick-

ness of the metal.

The reservoirs used in freight serv-

ice are somewhat irregular, but the ca-

pacity of one can be found by filling

one with water and weighing it, and
weighing it when empty and subtract-

ing to find the difference in weight,

which will be the weight of the water.

At an ordinary temperature a pound of

water will occupy about 27V2 cu. ins.

of space.

The simple methods of calculation

given to determine the brake cylinder

pressure resulting from light reduc-

tions, or from a reduction not heavy

enough to result in an equalization of

pressure, hold good whether the brake

pipe pressure is 70, 90 or no lbs., as a

reduction of 20 lbs. from a no-lb.

brake pipe pressure results in prac-

tically the same cylinder pressure as a

20-lb. reduction from a 70-lb. brake

pipe pressure.

When the brake is used in quick ac-

tion or emergency position, brake pipe

pressure also enters the brake cylin-

der and a 60-lb. pressure is developed

from a 70-lb. brake pipe pressure, and

often a question arises as to what per

cent, of the pressure in the brake cylin-

der entered from the brake pipe.

Using the same brake cylinder and
auxiliary reservoir capacities we find

that as both chambers have equalized

at 60-lb pressure, the auxiliary reser-

voir has lost from 70 to 60 lbs., or 10

lbs. of its original pressure, or 10 lbs.

from each inch of its capacity, and that

the brake cylinder contains 728 cu. ins.

X 75 = 54 r'°o cu.-in. lbs., the figure

75 being absolute pressure 6c -f- 15

atmospheric. Of the 54,600 cu.-in. lbs.

3,030 X 10 or 30,300 cu.-in. lbs. came
from the auxiliary reservoir, 54,600 —
30,300 = 24,300 coming from the brake,

pipe 24,300 -J- 728 == 33 lbs. absolute

or 33 — 15 = 18 lbs. gauge pressure,

that entered from the brake pipe.

This calculation applied to an 8-in.

freight equipment shows a somewhat
different result, as the auxiliary reser-

\"ir contains but about [,620 cu. ins.

space, and the entire brake cylinder

space at 8 ins. piston travel is 450 cu.

ins.

In this case the amount of air that

left the auxiliary reservoir is 1,620 X
10 = 16,200 cu.-in. lbs., 33,750 — 16,200

•= I/.550 lbs. coming from the brake
pipe.; 17,550 -=- 450 = 39 lbs. absolute

or 24 lbs. gauge pressure coming from
the brake pipe into the brake cylinder

during the quick action application.

The calculations are all upon the

same principle and any difference in

results is due to the relation the vol-

umes bear to each other, the larger

brake cylinder having a tendency to

absorb more brake pipe air during

emergency applications, and the greater

its expansion is the lower the resultant

pressure will be.

In connection with this subject we
take pleasure in printing a diagram
prepared by Mr. W. V. Turner. The

diary n , n rail-

. \ ice.

ulicated on the chart, the ver-

tical lines show brake pipe reduction
in pounds, the horizontal lines brake
cylinder and auxiliary reservoir pres-
sure in pounds, and it will be observed
that those figures "run I

those pressures do as a result of equali-

zation.

Where the diagonal lines cross or
the auxiliary reservoir lines

cross the piston travel lines are the point

lization oi auxiliary reservoir

and the brake cylinder pressure. On a
direct line to the left in the margin
will be found the number of pounds
pressure that will result, and on a di-

rect line from this point to the bottom
of the chart will be found the number
of pounds brake pipe reduction neces-
sary to accomplish the equalizatioa

Thus by following the 70-lb. auxiliary

line to the 3-in. piston travel line we
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will be

i

etc."

suiting from

and brake cyl-

. irmer is

low the no-lb. lim in. line

lbs. cylinder

•ul the reduc-

i his 27

nd the brake cylinder pres-

ig frum light reductions;

sure in

ith 8 ins. piston travel

reduction in brake pipe

up the io-lb. "brake

•i line" to where it crosses the

8-in. line shows the cylinder pressure

lis. as indicated by

"cylindi " in the margin.

This we know is regardless of

• the original auxiliary pressure

10 (ir I in lbs.

il. r that the beginner will not

be confused let us follow the IO-lb. re-

: line to the point at which it

crosses the 3-in. piston travel line. This

is at about 70-lb. pressure line and may
for a moment look inconsistent, but a

second glance shows that a <p-lb. reduc-

tion results in equalization; therefore

a io-lb. reduction would be wasting I

air, or ratlu-r after passing the

point of equalization the brake pipe

reduction lines are disregarded ; there-

fore as we see by the chart that the

70-lb. auxiliary pressure equalizes with

cylinder with 9 ins. piston travel at 50

d requires a 2i
' lb. reduction of

brake pipe pressure to accomplish this,

we do ni his chat 1 in an ef-

fort to find the result of a 22 or 25-lb.

reduction on I

. means a no\ elty

alone, b ome valuable

informa'

1

example, in

ing the 5-lb. brake pipe reduction line

it will

pipe re-

duction

sure in the cylindei

cylindci n travel

is but 3 ins. ;
lbs. cylinder

nind the

obtained

her the

initial .

Blow At Distributing Valve Exhaust

Port.

i 1 the exhaust

port of i

"blow," and by the expression it is

1 1 air is leaking n

point mentioned in sufficient volume to

ttention at a time there should

cape of air.

low of air coming from the ex-

1 valve at a time the brake

is not applying or releasing, is taken to

mean that the part at fault contains a

valve Inning an imp il g sur-

face, a di

or possibly an improperly

1 -us at the exhaust

1
1 1: 1 1 a iii,' No. o distributing val

ing the quick action cap, it may .

nig from either the application or ex-

haust valve, from the cylinder cap gasket,

from the slide valve in the quii 1.

cap. from the distributing valve

or from a defective casting.

A defect in a casting is very unusual.

and is generally found before the valve

gets into service, and a leak into the

brake cylinder port through a defective

distributing valve gasket will nearly al-

ways show a leak to the atmosphere

also, and when the leak to the atmos-

phere is tightened the leak into the cylin-

der port will also cease, except in the

event of the gasket being broken between

the brake pipe and brake cylinder port-,

which is so unusual that it can be dis-

regarded for practical purposes. The or-

dinary causes of the blow at the exhaust

port are, a leaky application valve, a

leaky exhaust valve, a leaky emergency

valve or a leaky cylinder cap gasket,

and in order to determine where the

leak is from a test should be made be-

fore tin' valve is removed or taken apart.

If the application valve is leaking il

would show ai the distributing valvi <

ile the brake is not apple d,

that is while the application piston is in

po 1I1 ni. then after the brake is

olume of leakage will con-

tain.' to escape at the exhaust port, due

t" increasing brake cylinder pressure

application cylinder pressu

. v IS equal

to or in exci ol the leakage past thi

<<n valve. If the exhausl valve

re will he no blow at the

port while the brake is

plied, but a blow would start immedi-

ately upon the application and continue

until the pn ssure w; £1 om the

If the quick action slide valve or

the cylinder cap

leaking air into the brake cylin-

it would in either case be

brake pipe leak, and would show at the

port, while the brake was re-

nd in the case of a h

1 valve, it would increa 1

cylinder pressure above application cylin-

ra . .'.hen the brake is applied

use a blow at the exhaust port

while brake pipe pressure remained at

a higher figure than application cylinder

and brake cylinder pressures, provided

that brake cylinder leakage is not equal

to or in excess of the volume of leakage

through the defective part.

In dealing with the effect of a leak

into the brake cylinders it will be noted

that an increa 1 of application cylinder

pressure forces the application portion of

1! 1 distributing valve into a position to

admit air pressure to the brake cylin-

ders, ; id during the operation a spring

i compre; ed and a; n as the pres-

1 equal the spring forces the valve

to lap position. At this lime a fall in

application cylinder pressure causes a

blow or escape of air at the exhaust port,

provided brake cylinder pressure does not

capi elsewhere, and naturally an in-

of brake cylinder pressure from

V .. His'I k'l |;| 1 ]\i; VALVE QUICK
ACTION CYLINDER I VP

other source, application cylinder

remaining constant, would have

tin same effect of forcing the application

piston, to which the exhaust valve is

attached, toward release position until

the exhaust port opens sufficiently to per-

mit air pressure to escape from the brake

cylinders as fast as it is leaking into

them and, application cylinder pressure

remaining constant, the leak at the ex-

haust port represents the volume of leak-

. lindcrs in excess of

that leaking from the cylinders to the

atmosphere through other sources.

Referring to this blow of air means

either a constant or intermittent escape

of air while the brake is either applied

or released, but a light blow occurring

at the distributing valve exhaust port just

the brake applies and ceases im-

mediately as the brake does apply and

shows no leakage whatever at any other

in. indicates that application cylinder
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pressure is escaping past the packing

leather and ring on the application piston.

This escape i

sure is similar to the escape of brake cylin-

der pressure past a leaky packing leather

that seases as soon as the leather has set

out firmly against the wall of the cylinder,

but the leaky leather and ring on I

plication piston results in an intermin-

gling of application cylinder and brake

cylinder pressures as the \

application position. This leak at the ex-

haust port usually shows when the inde-

pendent valve is placed in slow applica-

tion position and its effect on the auto-

matic application is a lower brake cylin-

der pres (1 during service ap-

plications.

Another blow that occurs at the dis-

tributing valve exhaust port that is not

due to any ordinary leakage is the effect

of a stuck open emergency valve or a

broken graduating spring. This blow, of

course, comes after a quick action appli-

cation of the brake, and a few seconds

after the release of the head brakes on

the train the blow issues or rather con-

tinues from the exhaust port in sufficient

volume to reapply the brakes. The ef-

fect encountered is identical with the bro-

ken or stuck open emergency valve or the

stuck emergency piston in a triple valve,

and the two last mentioned 'leaks from

the exhaust port should not be confused

with the ordinary leakage caused by worn

valves or defective gaskets. Assuming,

then, that we have what is termed a

blow at the exhaust port of the distribut-

ing valve, and wish to make a test to

locate the source of it, it will first be ob-

served as to whether the blow exists dur-

ing the time the brake is applied or while

it is released or whether it exists at all

times.

If the blow- exists only while the brake

is applied, it indicates that the exhaust

valve is leaking. If there is a blow after

the brake has released, it indicates a leak

from the application valve or from the

emergency valve or from the cylinder

cap gasket.

To determine whether the leak is past

the application valve from the main reser-

voir or from the brake pipe past the

emergency valve or cylinder cap gasket,

the stop cock in the distributing valve

supply pipe should be closed, and if the

leak stops after a few seconds' time has

elapsed, it indicates that the application

valve is at fault.

If the blow continues after the stop

cock has been closed, it indicates that

either the emergency valve or cylinder

cap gasket are leaking, and in order to

make any repairs the quick action cap

must be removed in either case save in

the event of a piece of dirt lodging on

the valve seat, vhich could be loosened

and blown off by tapping the cap lightly.

This test applies where one of the parts

mentioned is at fault, but not exactly to

exist.

In this test, to 1>^ ce of a

i Uniting

valve is in ri li

that both the stop cock and the applica-

tion vah [lowing

the test given, would make it appi

the leak was

again the application valve no

worn in a manner that it would leak

when on lap position and show no leak-

age when in release position, and if either

defect were encountered it would natur-

ally complicate matters somewhat; there-

fore, in i
.e as to where

inates, more than one test

MR

Nl I. 6. DISTRIBUTING VAIA

should b are re-

re is a blow at the

port only at a time the brake is applied,

which would indicate a leaky exhaust

valve, a leak should be started in the

brake cylinder pipes before the distribut-

ing valve is removed for repairs, and in

case the blow at the exhaust port ceases

as soon as a cylinder leak occurs and be-

is tight-

ened, it shows that instead of a leaky ex-

haust valve the application valve is worn

in the manner previously described, that

is, leaking when on lap position and show-

ing no leak when in release

which would build brake cylinder pressure

up higher than application

sure and force the piston and exhaust

valve far enough toward release position

to exhaust the amount of application

valve leakage that is entering the brake

cylin>!

In the other test to distinguish the

: ! while

it" aiter closing the

stop cock in the supply pipe, should the

blow at the exhaust port continue, indi-

cating that the blow was from the brake

pipe, before removing any parts the dis-

tributing valve should again be cut in

and all the brake pipe pressure with-

drawn with the brake valve in service po-

sition, then the engine brake should be

released with the independent brake valve

and if the blow at the distributing valve

exhaust port were to continue under

those conditions, it could not be from

the brake pipe pressure which has been

withdrawn, but rather the entire action

would be due to both a leaky application

valve and a leaky

stop cock in the

distributing valve

supply pipe.

To the student

the foregoing
might appear a

trifle complicated,

but it is merely a

matter of observ-

ing the results of

the tests as pre-

scribed, and if a

leaky exhaust
valve is indicated,

make, a further

test by creating

brake cylinder

leakage, and in the

other test, if a leak

from the brake

pipe is indicated,

te>t for a leaky

application valve

and leaky stop
cock also, it being

understood that
the pressure is

pumped up and

i p working
>N. (hi r i n g all tests,

and that the application cylinder and

pipe connections are free from leakage

..
Implication cylinder pressure will

remain constant dun:

It might, of course, be possible to allow

it the exhaust port to go unno-

ticed until such time as both the exhaust

and application valves started to leak ; in

fact, it might be neglected until the emer-

gency valve should start to leaking with

them, and at such a time a test would

not be very misleading, as there would

be no part of the distributing valve that

did not require attention. but the test given

will suffice for all practical purposes.

The blow at the exhaust port should

be given attention as soon as it occurs,

and the cause should be removed, so

there will be no effect, for if a leak were

to start from the brake pipe into the

brake cylinders, and it were given no at-

tention, the effect might under certain

conditions become somewhat undesirable.

SAFETY
f 8^_Ji
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A leak through the quick-action parts

pipe pressure to es-

the exhaust port until the brake

was applied; then if the reduction was

! until the point of equalization

brake pipe and brake cylinder

passed, the How of air

would In reversed, main reservoir pres-

sure passing through the brake cylinders

past a detective gasket, or past a defective

cylinder check valve if the equalizing

valve was at full stroke, would enter the

brake pipe.

Leakage past the check valve under or-

dinary conditions can get no further than

the seat of the emergency valve until

brake pipe pressure has been reduced to

a figure lower than pressure chamber air,

plus the tension of the graduating spring

and the friction of the slide valves, at

which time the quick-action port would be

opened and the leakage would enter the

pipe.

I he 'leakage through the cylinder cap

however, would permit a constant-

ly maintained brake cylinder pressure to

enter the brake pipe as soon as brake pipe

presssure fell lower than brake cylinder

pressure.

With a neatly fitted brake valve pack-

ing ring, this leak into the brake pipe

would unseat the equalizing discharge

valve and cause a blow at the brake pipe

exhaust port, and if the ring leaked slight-

ly so that the equalizing reservoir could

be charged as fast as the brake pipe was

being supplied, there would be no blow

at the brake valve exhaust, but instead an

increase of brake pipe pressure, that

might release some of the brakes in the

train, and whether this would do so would

depend upon the engine brake cylinder

developed, the volume of leak-

aye into the brake pipe, the volume of

the brake pipe, tin

! in the brake pipe, the amount

of brake pipe reduction, the length of

ie brakes are applied, and the con-

dition of the car brakes themselves.

if a locomotive brake cyl-

inder pi >r 75 lbs. was being

applica-

i 58 or 60 lbs.

the leak

ke cylinders would imme-

start building up brake pipe

pressure, releasing brakes at a tin

were most in 1 the equaliz-

m packing ring in the brake valve

airtight fit, a

B a full

i n and brake pipe pressure

, 45 lbs.,

loubt but

ke

would

contain lbs. shortly after the

be equal with brake pipe

and a leak from the locomotive

brake cylinder pressure of 50 lbs. into the

brake pipe would immediately build up

ipe pressure, releasing the brakes

on which auxiliary reservoir pressure had

reduced, but, as in the former case, it is

assumed that brake pipe pressure is in-

creased instead of the brake valve equal-

izing piston being unseated, and it is

needless to say that if brake pipe leakage

was equal to or in excess of the amount

of leakage into the brake pipe, the pres-

sure could not be increased, regardless of

any other conditions.

While calling attention to this effect, it

may be well to repeat that if the cause is

first removed there can be no effect:

therefore the importance of paying atten-

tion to the small matters in due season.

In this particular instance it will be

noted that the leak into the brake cylin-

ders will escape at the distributing valve

exhaust port when from the brake pipe,

but when the check valve leaks into the

brake pipe it cannot be detected by the

action of the brake until after the effect;

therefore it is evident that a test for a

leaky check valve should be conducted

occasionally, and one that will answer

for the purpose is, with the pressure

pumped up and all other parts of the

equipment in good condition withdraw

brake pipe pressure with the automatic

brake valve in service position; if all the

pressure cannot be withdrawn, the handle

should be placed on lap position and an

angle cock opened, and the brake valve,

being known to be free from leakage, the

amount of air escaping from the hose at-

tached to the open angle cock represents

back leakage from the check valve.

Should there be no leakage from the

open hose coupling, or if the brake pipe

pressure can be entirely withdrawn with

the brake valve, the check valve can be

considered tight.

If while reducing brake pipe pressure

from 50 lbs. to zero it is observed that

brake cylinder pressure is falling, which

would be shown by the cylinder gauge, it

would indicate that pressure chamber and

consequently application cylinder air is

ualizing valve packing

ring and cylinder cap gasket into the

brake pipe it being understood that the

application cylinder cover gasket and ap-

'i cylinder pipes are tight.

Shown Up by the Test Rack.

i will emphasize the

ity of using the tripli valvi ti I

rack ha ne to our notice. A
triple valve has been removed from a

ear in order to be cleaned and

ti ted, as a year had elapsed since the

li iple v: n cleaned, and when

i ted it was found that the valve

not pass the service port capacity

test. In an effort to open the service

port the slide valve bushing was forced

out of the body, and it was found that

there was no service port in the casting.

In fact, there never had been one in that

body. Dates stamped on the flange of

the body showed it to have been in ser-

vice in the year of 1907.

No doubt this triple valve frequently

worked in the service applications

with other triple valves under favorable

conditions by expanding auxiliary reser-

voir pressure through the emergency port

and past the loosely fitted emergency pis-

ton, but it is safe to say that it did not

do this under all conditions, and there is

no doubt that this valve was responsible

for many a case of "dynamiting" or train

parting.

There are many defects of triple valves

that cannot be detected unless by the use

of the test rack, and this instance should

not fail to convince the most skeptical re-

pairman of the old school of the absolute

necessity for the use of triple valve test

racks.

Impossibilities that George Westing-

house Has Overcome.

George Westinghouse is the greatest

inventor of this age. He is always in-

venting something that would make

any other man famous, but he keeps on

in a modest way without boasting of

what was coming, and everything he pro-

duces is a success. Commenting on some

Westinghouse inventions, the New York

Tribune says

:

"George Westinghouse has been

overcoming obstacles all his life. Dur-

ing the last three years there have been

more obstacles than usual. But, as An-

drew Carnegie is reported to have said:

Westinghouse is a genius; you

can't keep him down.''

"forty-two years ago they said it

was 'impossible' to stop a railroad train

with air. But he did it.

"Force natural gas through hundreds

of miles of pipe, regulate its flow, safely

supply the homes and aid the industries

of Pittsburgh, with cheap and invisible

fuel? 'Impossible!' But be did it.

"Build ureal gas engines that would

work as smoothly as watches and could

be connected direct to the dynamo
shafts? 'Impossible!' But he did it.

"Use the alternating current for

ning electricity over long dis-

ipp] , light and power to

halls, stores, factories, railroad

trams? •Impossible!' But he did it.

"Build dynamos that would harness

Niagara? 'Impossible!' But he did it.

And several other 'impossible' things.

S
that is why he never seems

lo I- disturbed when anybody tells

him that this or that is 'impossible' to

accomplish by engineering.

"There at the works the men know

that he can do what he starts out to do.

Even years ago they had this saying:

'When the boss is on the job all we

have to do is to hand him the tools.'"
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Electrical Department

Operating a Long Island Railroad

Motor Train.

By W. B. Kouwenhoyen.

On the Long Island Railroad, as well

as on all other railroads, there are certain

places where slow speed is n

This is especially true in leaving ter-

minals and in passing over switches.

When slow speed is required on a Long

Island Railroad motor train the engineer

may retain the controller handle in the

switching position. However, it should

not be permitted to remain in this posi-

LOV MOTOR TRAIN.

tion any longer than i- absolutelj

sary, because of the amount of

power li s1 in ' grids, all of

which are in circuit at this notch. There

is also present the danger that one or

more of the grids will become overheated

and burn out.

The rate of acceleration of a Long Island

motor train is determined by the limit

switch, as explained in last month's issue

of Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing. But if the motorman desires to, he

can retard the rate of acceleration, and

use a rate that is much slower than that

provided by the limit switch. Under no

conditions, however, can the motorman

increase the rate of acceleration to one

higher than that permitted by the switch.

To produce a slow rate of acceleration

the motorman first advances the controller

handle to the switching position and re-

tains it there until the train is moving

steadily ahead. Then he advances it to

the half speed p -ition. and instead of

retaining it there, as in normal operation,

h - it there only long enough to

allow the next unit switch to close. When

this has happened he immediately returns

it to the off switching position. The unit

wit hes that are closed remain

and no more can close until the handle

is again advanced to the half-speed posi-

tion. The motorman by repeating this

performance can notch the control up one

unit switch at a time until the half-speed

positi n is reached, if necessary. The in-

crease in speed which immediately follows

the closing of each switch tells the motor-

man that the switch has closed and that

he must at once return the controller

handle to the switching position if he

to continue the slow rate of

acceleration.

The train can be run backward simply

by moving the controller handle to the

left of the central or brake position, but

the motorman should never do this when

the train is in motion except in cases of

extreme danger, or when the brakes have

failed. The best braking effort is ob-

tained with the handle in the

switching position. If the motorman

s the controller handle further

:- position the result is that there

is usually a rush of current, sufficient to

Mow the fuses, cut off the electric power

and bring the braking effort to an end.

ever, circumstances should ever

here both the air brakes and the

electric current in the third rail fail

simultaneously, the train can be brought

to an emergency stop by bucking the

motors, as it is called.

I. bring an electric motor train when

in motion to a stop by bucking the mo-

tors all that is necessary is to throw the

controller handle to the full multiple

running position for travel in the opposite

direction. This will cause the motors to

act as generators and will produce a very

powerful retarding action. This action

t that, broadly speak-

ing, any direct cun
1 into a direct cun

current at the

and. vice versa, at

current motor if driven will

ill rail-

re almost without exception

ir type,

term scries it is to be ui

that the current which passes through

the motor passes first through the arma-

ture and then through the field windings,

versa. In other words. I

current flow-; I
li in turn.] In

order to make a direct current series

ict as a generator two things are

iry : one, that it be tu

force, and the other that its field

•ions be reversed. When the

on a train are supplied with cur-

rent from the third rail they turn and

drive the train ahead, and a certain

of energy is stored in the train,

its weight and speed. When the

current is cut off the train is still in

motion, and part of the energy that is

stored up in it now goes to turn the

motors. Under ordinary conditions when

the motorman has returned the controller

handle to the off position the motors

simply turn. The turning force is there,

but their connections are not reversed;

therefore, they turn idly around.

But when under abnormal conditions

the motorman has thrown the controller

handle to the full speed parallel-running

position for motion in the opposite direc-

tion, not only is the driving force there,

but the field connections are now re-

versed and both motors act as generators.

The motors are in parallel, and each is

generating power in the form of electric

current. There is no place for the power

of one motor to go except into the other

motor. So each motor is generating

power and driving it into its fellow, and

as the connections are reversed the power

generated tends to drive each motor in

the opposite direction. The result is that

both motors stop and stop rather sud-

It can best be compared to two

steers locking horns with each other, be-

r all practical purposes the two

motors are simply locked together, one

fighting against the other. Any electric

car. whether trolley, elevated or subway,

that has for its equipment two direct

current s can be brought to

a stop by this method when the brakes

and the power fail. The motorman on

CON 5W1TCH.

the Long Island Railroad should remem-

ber that this method of bringing a train

to a stop and that of reversing with the

current on should never be used except

in cases of emergency.

The n- dd not use the over-

load re ne or more of

the overl
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I
I, and then

!

car continually

i that there is

. hicll the switch

the motorman
ir on which the trip

1 and by lifting up I

1 cut-out

set the control cut-

out out motor

lovvever, the o.

i operate, he should

ne back into circuit

t two. If the

trip stir. he must throw

ivitch to the "both motors

With a motor on any car

astei controller

1 the half-speed position.

If after the motorman has completed

of the train and received

r's signal to go ahead, or if

!i along the road the

tart when the motorman
Her handle to the

switching or one of the running positions,

the failure to start may be traced to one
or more of the following causes : The
first thing that the motorman must find

out is if there is power in the third rail.

This test is made by closing one of the

switches on the switchboard which con-
trols the lights in the car; if these light

it indicates that the electric power is on.
' serve any train that

'
r and ascertain, if

,
whether they are moved by

r not. If there is no current in

the third rail the motorman must return

to the off
i

it until the lights light, indicating

re trying

l rains in the vicinity

i power on the

tion, then the motorman
the main fuses and

iny that may have

1
1

thi re is no cum nl in the opi rating

a blown
main fuse or a blown line relay fuse. If

' in the train

the third

current

th I

if tin y

jumper .should be replaced at

aliest opportunity. If both the

jumper and the fuse are all right and
still there is no current in the operating

car. the motorman must investigate the

main fuse and the line relay fuse. To
find out if either one of these have blown,

the motorman must call the conductor to

i tance, and ask him to watch the

line relay on the switchboard while he

(the motorman) moves the controller

handle back and forth between the switch-

ition and the off position; mean-
while the conductor watches the relay to

see if it raises its armature or not.

Failure of the relay to act indicates that

either the relay fuse or the main fuse has

blown and the motorman must replace the

blown fuse before the power can enterthe

equipment on the operating car.

If the control of the first car operates

while that of the others in the train do
not, the to uble can usually be traced to

the train line jumper connecting the first

and second cars together. The motorman
should bring the train to a stop and re-

place the jumper with a spare jumper or

with a jumper taken from between the

rear cars of the train. If the auxiliary

control on any car in the train fails to

work, while the operation of the others

is satisfactory, the trouble is very likely

caused by low battery voltage, or else

poor contact at the battery switches of

the car in question. The first act of the

motorman, after bringing the train to a

stop, should be to reverse the battery

swib hes- -that is, to cut out the battery in

I
cut in the other one. At the

same tine he should examine the parts
of the switches to see if they are clean

and mak. good contact, and if necessary

spring tin- switch clips a little

closer together with a pair of pliers in

rder b > improve the contact.

If the train operates in a jerky fashion,

and if the action of the auxiliary control

: always follow the position of the

controller handle—that is, if there is no

auxiliary control when the

motorman hi ild tin- controller handle at

certain positions—the trouble is probably
' v poor contact inside the master

controller drum itself. Before starting

to investigate this trouble the motorman
must open tic line switch, cut-out switch

ami tic brake cut-i ul sw itch located

all the

' iti In
i throughout the train, and

Ul i -IT the battery current

m ature of th,

control. After opening the two switches

: 1
1 Her handle

ntroller .and then the

fronl of

tnd the

n position and move
' forward, at the same time

contact pressure between the two by lift-

ing the fingers. In this way a poor

contact can he easily located and the

motorman can increase the tension to the

proper amount by tightening up the

screws. When he has completed this ad-

justment he should replace the cover,

close the switches again and proceed. If

after removing the controller drum cover

he cannot find the trouble, or if it proves

too serious for him to attempt to fix, then

he should operate the train from the

master controller of one of the other cars.

If tire occurs in the motor equipment

of any car in the train while in motion

the motorman must be immediately sig-

naled to bring the train to a stop and

notified of the extent of the trouble.

LTpon ascertaining that lire has broken

out in the equipment, the motorman must

open the brake cut-out switch and bring

the controller handle to the central or

1
1
rake position. The opening of the brake

cut-out switch cuts off the storage battery

current throughout the train and this

should at the same time open all the unit

switches. If this fails to stop the electric

spark or arc which is causing the fire,

then the main switch of the car where the

fire is must be opened. If this does not

stop the arc, then the arc is caused by a

short circuit in the wiring somewhere be-

tween the shoes and the switch, and the

train crew must immediately pull the

jumpers from both ends of the car and

insert the wooden paddles that are to be

found on each motor car platform be-

tween the shoes and the third rail. This

cuts off the electric power completely, and

the fire can then be easily extinguished by

the use of the fire extinguisher provided

for this purpose. After the fire is out the

mi ti it man must cut the car out of service

by throwing the motor control cut-out

switch of the car to the out posi-

tion before proceeding, .and if thought

necessary the slice fuses ma) be removed

iii order to prevent i recurrence of the

short circuit. If fire or smoke is noticed

issuing from any of the light or beater

ii on a car the train hand must im-

opi n the switches on the switch-

board that control that circuit and cut

off the current before turning the ex-

tinguisher on the fire. It must always

be remembered that if water is thrown on

ii ili« elei ti ic current is on that

the water is very Iikelj I" form new

short circuits between the wires that will

only increase the fire, and instead of the

» .iter putting it out. only makes it worse.

Throwing water on an electric circuit

while tile current is on and which is On

imilar to throwing water on

blazing oil.

If a third rail shoe strikes an obstruc-

tion or breaks in such a manner as to

with the further movement of

. ilc motorman must either re-

or tie it up before

th the train.
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Consolidation Type for the Western Maryland Railway
Baldwin Locomol

have recently completed six

consolidation type locomotives for the

i Maryland Railway. This road
is an important coal carrier, and it

traverses a mountainous country where
grades and curves are frequent.

freight traffic is handled principally by

consolidation locomotives, and the fol-

i ins the leadii

us of the new engn
with two previous examples of the

same type, furnished by the same
builders:

These figures illustrate the present

tendency to increase the diameter of

the driving wheels, and augment the

steamiri in pri iportion to the

theoretical tractive force. The design

of 1905 develops a higher tracti\

than that of 1907, and is but little in-

ferior, in this respect, to the latest en-

gines. The more recent locomotives,

however, have a larger relative boiler

capacity and higher ratio of adhesion

than the first design, and should there-

fore be able to handle their tonnage at

higher Speed, and with mere certainty

with the railway co practice,

high single nozzl.

pocl et. Ii.

tension, and is 20 ins. in dian

the chol

at the front and back, and the ash pan

cast steel knees. Additional cast steel

Include steam chest bodies, cyl-

inder heads, driving wheel centers and
driving 1 centers have

hub liners. The tires arc all

except those on the main

51 ins. 200

1907 22 ins. x 30 ins. 57 ins. 200
1910 24 ins. x 30 ins. 60 ins. 200

I on Total Tractive
- ik-ht Force lbs.

2,614 164,000 179,500 45,000

52 5 3,013 182.000 200,000 43,300

54 50 223,950 48,700

is self dumping, with double hoppers
and sliding bi he mud ring is

supported in front, by a ca

frame brace, and at the back by a verti-

cal expansion plate.

team distribution is controlled

by balanced slide valves, driven by
motion. The valves are

set with a lead of 5/16 in., they have

an outside lap of ;x in., and arc line

and line on their exhaust edges. There
is ample room, in this engine,

satisfactory arrangement of valvi

with long eccentric and radius rods.

The links are placed outside the second

pair i if dri\ ers, and are suppi n

le truck wheels are

of forged and rolled steel.

main frames are of cast steel,

5 ins. wide, and they have double front

rails of forged iron, 4yi ins. wide. The
! binders are lugged and bolted

to the lower ends of the pedestals. The
equalization system is broken between
the second and third pairs of drivers.

The frames are supported, at the rear,

: ted leaf springs, and these are

suspended from yokes placed over the

back driving boxes.

i engine of this size, the cab is

with two large windows on
le and fittings conveniently ar-

C. M. Trisch, Supc
CONSOLI1 ENGINE F'

endent of Motive Power and Cat

under adverse rail and weather condi-

tions.

The new engines have straight

topped boiiers, the diameter at the

front being 82 ins. An interesting fea-

ture of this boiler is the dome, which

is 29J4 ins. in diameter, and is formed

of a -ingle piece of flanged steel. This

construction is entirely satisfactory for

How domes necessary on large,

high pitched boilers. One of the new
Western Maryland locomotives, the

boiler cente.- line is placed 9 ft. 9 ins.

above the rail, and the clearance limits

are such that but little room is allowed

for the boiler mountings.

The front end is fitted, in accordance

cany the re-

verse shaft also, and are

bolted in front to the guide yoke, and

at the hack to '. frame brace.

The radius rods are suspended back of

the links, and are down when in for-

ward gear. The valves are driven

rossheads, which are sup-

I

guide 1

motion
•hat of

Ive center, without the use of

re of the Laird t\

d steel, as is also the guide

:. piece,

and is secured to the engine frames by

ranged. The injectors are placed cross-

wise on the back-head, while the checks

are in the usual position near the front

end of the barrel. Two air-pumps are

provided, and are placed right and left

ahead of the firebox. Air is stored in

g hung
under the running boards, while the

third is placed inside the frames and
d and third driving

wheels.

The tender frame is composed of

12-in. si Is. The tr;

of the arch bar type, with cast steel

and chilled cast iron wheels.

The tank has a water bottom, and car-

r and 12 tons

of coal.
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ulai s are given in

the accompanying table, and our illus-

tration gives a good idea of the gen-
eral appearance of the engines.

24 x 30 ins.
lanced slide.

Boiler.—Type, straight; material, steel- diameter
thickness of sheets 13/16 in.;'

sure, 200 lbs.; fuel, soft coal;
staying, radial.

Firebox -Material, steel; length, 111 ins.:
width ,0 ins.; depth, front, 75M ir.«.;
back, 66H ins.; thickness of sheets, sides]
fk in.; back, )£ in.; crown, ft in.; tube,

Wate
•4

Tube!

Space— Front, 4tf ins.; sides and back,

—Material, steel; wire gauge, No 11;

"o"ft ins
38: diameter> 2^ ins-i length.

Heating Surface'.—Firebox, 187 sq. ft.; tubes,
3.279 sq. ft.; total, 3.466 sq
54 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels —Diameter, outside, 60 ins.Engine Truck Wheels.—Diameter, front 33 ins
journal

Whe
f'

B !•' x ins.; total engine,

Tli/ "' S ' ; t0 ' aI en 8>ne and tender, 58 x

Weight.—On' driving wheels, 199,550 lbs.; on
truck, front, 24,400 lbs.; total engine "3-
||0

"b. ,- and tender' afo
3
u,

Westinghouse Invention Will Dispense
with Steel Springs.

Some time ago we mentioned that

ouse had invented a
of air springs lor automobiles

which were likely to do away with the
necessity of pneumatic tires. These
springs haw been in use on several au-
tomobiles for eight months and the ex-
Peneno ms to indicate that
air springs may in course of time come
to be used on all vehicles, including
railway

scribing his latest invention, as
applied to one of his automobiles, to a
correspondent of the New York Trib-
une, Mr, Westinghouse said: "You see
this automobile is, with two exceptions,
of the conventional style. The excep-
tions are. first, that it has no springs
' n the - t the word 'springs' is

stood, the springs having
been ren oved and these four brass cyl-
inders, two in front and two behind,
having taken their places. The second
exception is that the car has solid rub-
ber tires instt-acl of pneumatic tubes.

you will see

concent; ,,
, Ilc .,|

torn to
the axli

escopes

ber.
"
r,1R1 er is a

standpipe. The annular spaces are al-

"'' The standpipi -
, lowest

"> the telescoping tubes act as pistons
and cause a portion of the oil to flow
in and out of the central chamber
through ports at the lower end. There
is also a self-adjusting packing, which
prevents the escape of oil. But this
packing is not absolutely air-tight, be-
cause it must be properly lubricated.
A minute quantity of oil is allowed to
escape past the piston for purposes of
lubrication, and it finds its way to the
bottom of the annular chamber.

"In the bottom of the central cham-
ber is the heart of the invention, a littie

pump which, while the car is running,
takes the oil which has collected in the
way I have just told you and restores
it to the spaces and chambers where
the main body of oil seals the air and
prevents its escape.

"When the car is running the pistons
are constantly working up and down
in their respective annular chambers,
keeping the oil in circulation. Besides
this, the air pressure is always main-
tained because the packing is thor-
oughly sealed with oil.

"Now, what we have here is a spring
suspension that can be accurately ad-
justed to suit the load. Mind you, this
is a shockless spring, not an auxiliary
to an ordinary steel spring. You see,
if we partly till the cylinders with oil
the volume of air is, of course, re-
duced. For every inch of telescopic
action the air is compressed by a
greater percentage of its original vol-
ume; consequently the resistance in-

more rapidly than would be
the case were the oil absent. With a
given initial pressure of air the spring
will support a corresponding load be-
fore it begins to compress. The air

pressure, you see. determines the initial

tension on the spring."

"Is the application of the air spring
to be limited to automobiles?"
"No, indeed. It can be made of any

desired size and power. The discov-
ery, if you ehi.ose to call it so, is fun-
damental in its nature and a). plication.

I believe the influence of the air spring
-ii current practice, not only in the
automobile industry, but in every

ing, involving the
use -i powerful, reliable elastic springs.

thai tlie con
and working out <>f this vital

ill he ultimately regarded as one
I nit inventions with

iated."

Accident Bulletin No. 36.

h nt bulletin No. .V..

'I"- Interstate Commerce Corn-

thai the number of

killed in tram accidents during
April, May ami June of this year was
!37, and 2.641 were injured. This is an

of 38 killed and 525 injured,

kinds increase the

total number of casualties to 2,650. This
figure is made up of 766 killed and 19,-

884 injured, being an increase of 178 in

the number killed and 2,547 in the num-
ber injured.

The bulletin, which completes the pub-
lication of accident records for nine
years, shows the casualties for the year
to be 3.804 killed, and 82,374 injured.

For the same period of a year ago there
were 2,791 killed and 63,920 injured,

which shows an increase of 1,013 killed,

and 18,454 injured.

There were 5,861 collisions during the

year ending June 30, 1910, causing the

death of 433 persons and injuring 7,765

persons, with a damage to the property
of the railroad companies of $4,629,279,

being an increase of 1,450 in the number
of collisions, with an increase of 91 in

the number of persons killed and an in-

crease of 2,370 in the number of persons

injured. There were 5,910 derailments

during the year ending June 30, 1910, an
increase of 659, and there were 34 per-

sons killed in derailments and 4,814 in-

jured, an increase of 79 in the number
killed and 676 in the number injured.

Encouraging Apprentices.
British educational authorities were ex-

tremely slow in recognizing the rights of
the industrial classes in higher education,
but a very great change has been made in

the last decade, particularly in Scotland.
It used to be that all education above the

three R's was arranged for the exclusive

benefit of what was called the learned
professions. Nowadays college authori-
ties are striving to give industrial appren-
ticeship the benefit of technical and scien-

tific education.

A practice is growing up about Glasgow
to give working apprentices the benefit of
a college education. Nearly one hundred
of the leading firms in and near Glasgow
have expressed their willingness to allow
to a selected number of their apprentices
facilities for carrying out a scheme of
college study conjoined with practical

work. Many of these linns are willing to

recognize, wholly or partially, the time
spent in college as part of the apprentice-
ship period, but such recognition in each
rise is of course contingent upon satis-

factory reports being received from the
college - .

The Cock Sure Scientist.

A veteran editor has remarked that
a young scientific writer could always
be detected by bis repeated use of the
positive adverbs, while the veteran,
schooled by experience to acknowledge
the universality of error, made frequent
use <if the modifying clause, and fre-

quently introduced the element of un-
certainty in his statements. The young
scientific investigator frequently under-
takes experiments with foregone con-
clusions concerning the results, and the
work done is generally worthless.
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Mr. Kenneth Seaver has l>

pointed chief engineer of the Harbi-

son-Walker Refractories Company.

Mr. J. D. Muis has been appointed act-

ing locomotive foreman on the Canadian

Pacific at Red Deer, Aha, vice Mr. J. G.

Norqnay, on leave of ah-

Mr. G. E. Geer has been appointed train-

master of the Western division of the

Chicago Greal Western, with headquar-

ters at Clarion.

Mr. B. M. Angwin has been appointed

master car builder of the Birmingham

Southern, with office at Pratt City, Ala.,

vice Mr. J. X. Collins, deceased.

Mr. S. T. Harris has been appointed

foreman of car shops on the Birmingham

Southern, with office at Pratt City, Ala.,

vice Mr. X. W. Howell, resigned.

Mr. G. M. Gray has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, vice

Mr. Gilbert assigned to other duties.

Mr. C. T. Ripley and Mr. B. Hoffman

have been appointed assistant engineers

of tests of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe. both with offices at Topeka, Kans.

Mt. J. L. Butler, master mechanic on

the White River division of the St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern at Cotter,

Ark., has been transferred to Crane, Mo.

Mr. G. W. Cundiff has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Mobile

& Ohio, with headquarters at Jackson,

Tenn.. vice Mr. F. E. Patton, promoted.

Mr. G. Motta has been appointed loco-

motive foreman at Moose Jaw, Sask.,

on the Canadian Pacific Railway, vice

Mr. R. Ives, resigned on account of ill

health.

Mr. J. Baumont has been appointed

signal engineer of the Chicago Great

Western at Chicago, vice Mr. W. H.

Fenley, resigned to engage in other

business.

Mr. J. W. Wyatt has hem appointed

road foreman of engines on the first dis-

trict of the Cincinnati. New Orleans &

Texas Pacific, with headquarters at Lud-

low. Ky.

Mr. C. T.. Shattuck has been appoint-

ed general foreman of the Danville, Ky..

shops of the Cincinnati, Xcw Orleans &
Pacific, vice Mr. 11. B. Hayes,

transferred.

Mr. R. G. Smock. > the St.

Paul &' Dcs Moines, will hereafter

have charge of the purchase of all mate-

rial and supplies for that road, vice Mr.

W. J. Soudcr, resigned.

Mr. E. J. Murphy, heretofore assistant

locomotive foreman at Toronto, Ont, on

I

:

vice Mr. W. J. Brown, transferred.

Mr. F. E. Patton, formerly road

man of engines on the Mobile & Ohio,

has been appointed master mechanic on

the Southern Railro

with headquart ' imbus, Miss.

.Mr. .1. I\. Magarvey, heretofore man-

ager of the Brooks works of tin

ican Locomotive Company, has been

>1 manager of the Schenectady

plant, vice Mr. W. L Reid, pr<

As a token of the esteem in which he

is held by the members of the Masonic

on at Dunkirk, he was presented

with a handsomely engrossed book by

the members, the presentation being made

in tin club house of the Masonic

building.

Mi, I) S. Taylor, heretofore 1 comotive

foreman at Havelock, Ont., has been ap-

pointed night locomotive foreman at

London, Ont., on the Canadian Pacific

Railway, vice Mr. C. Wheeler, transferred.

Mr. James Gibson, heretofore locomo-

tive foreman at Belleville, Ont., has been

appointed assistant master mechanic on

the Grand Trunk Railway at Dcering,

Portland, Me., vice Mr. G. Vilet, pro-

moted.

Mi C Wheeler, heretofore night loco-

i reman at London, Ont., on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, has been ap-

pointed assistant locomotive foreman at

Toronto. Ont., vice Mr. E. J. Murphy.

pi on* -ted.

Mr. II. IV Hayes, general foreman of

the Danville. Ky.. shops of the Cincinnati.

X- Texas Pacific, has been

transferred to the Chattanooga shops of

i company, vice Mr. J. Quigley,

pri 'in

Mr. D. P.. Sullivan, master m
Wyo..

and Mr. P. A. Peek.

. Utah,

i d their offices

Wyo.
Mr. Edwin Schenck, Jr.,

Railroad at Meadows. X. J., has been

istant master mechanic at

the Trenton shops, vice Mr. F. E.

Mr. P.. B. Gilbert, having r

motive

ke Eric

Railri special

.rtment

of the same i

Mr. Frederick \ • esident

of the Wabash Railroad Company, re-

cently ai nts and fac-

ing of

n the sub-

file Railway as ;-.

Mr. W. I.. Reid, manager of tne

Schenectady plant of the American Lo-

comotive Company, I
pointed

His jurisdic-

all the

mpany.

Mr. W. J. Brown, heretofore locomotive

foreman at Toronto, Ont., on the Can-

adian Pacific Railway, has been ap-

pointed locomotive foreman at Havelock,

Out., vice Mr. D. S. Taylor, transferred to

.
Ont.

Mr. C. J. Stewart, formerly master

mechanic on the Central Xew England

Railway, has accepted the position of

master mechanic on the Xew York Cen-

tral & Hudson River Railroad, with head-

quarters at Waterbury, Conn.

Mr. Joseph Quigley, formerly general

foreman of the Chattanooga shops of the

Cincinnati, Xew Orleans & Texas Pacific,

has been appointed master mechanic of

the same road at Birmingham, Ala., vice

Mr. W. H. Doolcy, promoted.

Mr. A. W. Wheatley, heretofore man-

ager of the Montreal, Can., shops of

the American Locomotive Company,

has been transferred to Dunkirk, X. Y..

as manager of the Brooks works, vice

Mr. J. R. Margarvey, transferred.

Mr. J. B. Randall, who has been for

ars a most successful locomotive

engineer on the Louisville, Henderson

& St Louis Railroad, has been appointed

assistant master mechanic on that road,

with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.

Mr. Win. Garstang, superintendent of

motive power of the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis, at Indian-

Ind.. has been appointed also

superintendent of motive power of the

Cincinnati Northern, with office at

Indianapolis. Ind.

Mr. W. H. Wallace, traveling engineer

on the Indianapolis division of Cincin-

nati. Hamilton & Dayton, has been ap-

stant trainmasl

Mr. W. H. Dooley, master mechanic of

bama Great Southern at Birming-

s been appointed superin-

of that road

Cincinnati, Xew Orleans &
with office at Ludl

vice Mr. I. P. McCuen, retired on account

of ill health.

Mr. G. Vilet, herer I master

the Grand Trunk Railway

nig. Portland, Me., has been ap-

mastcr mechanic of the Western
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,', ith headquar-

ters at i - vice Mr. \V.

sistant general

jo Great West-

msferred

ilis, Minn., sue-

On imas, resigned to

trasii Mr. Townsend
. St Paul.

ipolitan Life Building,

Minn.

Mr. J. L. Brummel, formerly road

ngines on the Iowa Central,

n appointed road foreman of

on the Minneapolis & St. Louis

'i headquarters at Minne-

apolis, Minn., with jurisdiction over

trainmen, engineers and roundhouse

foremen on an Eastern division.

Mr. Linvin L. Woods, master car

of the Evansville & Terre
Haute, the Evansville & Indianapolis,

and the Evansville Belt Line, has been
d i" be superintendent of mo-

tive power, vice Mr. E. H. Bussing,

vvhc recently resigned to enter the ser-

vice of the Buffalo & Susquehanna.

merly general fore-

man of shops of the Evansville & Terre

and of the Evansville & Indian-

apolis, and since August, acting superin-

of ni' tive power, has been

i intendent of motive power

,
with office at Evansville,

Ind., vice Mr. G. H. Bussing resigned.

Mr. I''.. Stiitz, formerly vice-president

and general manager of the Gold-
schmidt Thermit Company of New
York, lias retired, and the affairs of the

company will henceforth be conducted
by Mr. William C. Cuntz as general'

r and treasurer. Dr. F. H.
Hirschland has been elected vice-presi-

dent of the company.
Mr. J. II. Cummings, traveling freight

Great Western,
Lincoln, Neb., has I ce trans-

12 Farnam street, Omaha.
ol Mr, George F.

uis, Mo.
Mr. 1

' general superin-
'

& Quincy R;

Company, who are manufacturing man-
I at Chicago Heights, 111.,

and at New Castle, Del. Mr. Brinton's

headquarters will be at the New Castle

plant.

At a recent meeting of the directors

of the Galena Signal Co., of Franklin,

Pa., the resignation of Mr. J. C. Sibley

as chairman of the board, was accepted,

General Miller being elected to the va-

cancy, and Mr. Samuel A. Megeath,
president, in place of General Miller.

The office of first vice-president and
general manager previously held by Mr.
Megeath is now filled by Mr. L. J.

Drake and Mr. C. C. Steinbrenner was
elected second vice-president to succeed

Mr. Drake.

Mr. Frank R. Goehler has been ap-

pointed railroad representative of the

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co., with office

at 1143 Marquette Building, Chicago,

111. Mr. Goehler was formerly con-

nected for some four years with the

purchasing department of the A., T. &
S. F. at Chicago, resigning to accept a

position as factory business manager
with the Buda Company, at their

works at Harvey, 111. He is a young
man of wide business acquaintance,

among whom he enjoys a most excel-

lent reputation, which, with his genial

disposition, should make him exceed-

ingly popular and successful in his new
line of work.

Mr. John I. Rogers has opened a New
York office in the City Investing building

at 165 Broadway, and now uses it as his

main office. He is making a specialty

of forging by the steam hammer, the drop

hammer and the hydraulic press; of

special rolling, such as railway tires and

rolled wheels; of the use and manufac-

ture of alloy steels, of machine shops and

power plants and of general iron and

steel works engineering. Mr. Rogers re-

signed from the Midvale Steel Company
of Philadelphia about a year ago to take

up professional practice, and since that

time has been engaged in consultation

work and design along the above lines.

Obituary.

F. Hall, a locomotive engi-

n forty years in the service of

the Xew York Central, and to whose
credit somi < >i tip fastest runs with the

ine and Empire State expresses

dei ed recently at his

Wm. i ently died at his

1
1
e was sixty-

J
I .Mill lie

ced to tin- machinist trade

old D rth !
motive

oil il the building of 1

1

ime its

g it and its

nchanna, for twen-

ty-five years, until the management of

the latter road passed into the hands
of the Erie. He was subsequently mas-
ter mechanic of the Central New Eng-
land and the Delaware & Hudson. He
served the American Locomotive Com-
pany in various capacities almost from
its organization; and up to the time of

his last illness was active in the works
of the New Jersey Board of Railroad

Commissioners. He was a past master
of Falls City Lodge, No. 82, F. and
A. M., a member of the New York
Railroad Club, and an honorary mem-
ber of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association. Besides his

widow and an unmarried daughter, Mr.
Ennis leaves five sons, all of whom,
like himself, have adopted the profes-

sion of engineering.

Erie Experiments with New Car.

A test of the new Edison-Beach stor-

age battery car, and the Klaxon warning

signal as a substitute for compressed air

signals on electric lines, took place Satur-

day afternoon, Nov. 19, in the presence

oi a party of Erie Railroad officials and

others interested in the experiment. The
trip was from the West Orange station

of the Erie to Forest Hills, about four

and one-half miles, the highest grade

point being one and seven-tenth per cent

to the mile. The car ran with great

smoothness, although the road bed was
only in fair condition. The Klaxon

horn, which is a mechanically actuated

(iiaphragm run by a small electric motor,

proved an ideal warning signal, and was
considered as a marked improvement in

warning signals by those on board the

car.

The party included the president of the

Erie, Mr. F. D. Underwood, First Vice-

President Mr. John C. Stuart of the Erie;

Mr. A. F. DuPont, Wilmington, Del.;

former Congressman Charles E. Little-

field, Xew York; Mr. G. W. Govin, of

IL B. Rollins & Co., New York; Mr.

W. C. Brown, Washington, D. C. ; Mr.

Robert II. Davis, general manager of the

Munsey publications; Dr. Angus Sinclair,

i Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering; representatives of the Beach

and Lovell-McConnell companies, the

latter being the manufacturers of the

Klaxon, and Mr. M. R. Hutchinson, the

inventor of the Klaxon. Xo effort at

spei d was made, the purpose of the trip

being the demonstration of the practic-

ability of the equipment.

Telephone Train Dispatching.

•
i li phi MK circuits for train

dispatching, Toronto to London, 115

miles, and an additional 114 mill

St. Thomas, Port Burwell and

Marys, are to be installed on the

n I '." ific. Winn this work is

completed this road will have 2,130

miles operated entirely in this manner.
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General Foremen's Department

Storm Door Annex on Wheels.

By Charles Markel.

The enclosed photograph. I believe.

will interest readers of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering, as the idea

Kind Words Pay.

men act on the belief that the bi

to increase output of work is to keep

their tongue lash constantly in use, which

IN \\ HEELS W

can be used to advantage at a number
of shops where the conditions are

the same as they are at the Clinton

shops on the C. & N.-W., or any old

time shop that will not allow the flues

to be taken from the boiler on modern
without large doors being open

in front of engine in cold and stormy
weather.

This idea originated with the foreman
boilermaker, Mr. Fuller, ami is as fol-

lows: Fig. 1 shows car built to fit in

shop door frame when shop doors are

open, and is of sufficient length to take

the longest flues. This photograph

shows car with set of flues ready to be

placed in front of engine.

shows the large d< nd car

of flues in place, allowing the men to

work with comfort and plenty of room
without shop becoming cold. Fig. 3

shows interior view of car in place, and

Fig. -1 shov -• of flues removed from

car by teamster to be taken to rattler

and there to

Since these photographs

we have put a larg

top of c ts in plenty

when car is in pla>

was built the large shop doors had to

be wide open in all kinds of weather

when li

plied, and you can imagine th

plaints of thi winter

weather.

ll mistake of the kind that

service. Faultfinding ought

i 1 in as little as possible,

while word- of praise should not be

Wide Fireboxes.

Mr. Kelley read the following :

ral Fore-

It was written by
1 >lson, Foreman Machine Shop,

!;. R.R. Co., ! . Minn.,

at the 1. . i ieneral Fore-

men's Association :

In writing a paper on this subject,

re many things to be considered,

such as saving of fuel, cost of repairs,

the conditions under which the engines

are to be worked and size of engine.

When comparing the two types of fire-

is of the utmost importance that

the locomotives shall be used under the

same conditions and be the same size ; but

ncral rule, the engines with the

wide firebox are much heavier and are

ted to handle a greater tonnage.

Long before locomotives had reached

their present enormous size and power it

md that the narrow

firebox would not give sufficient grate

what was supposed to be the

mbustion of fuel. The idea

was formerly held that the higher rates of

• ained with slower

rates of combustion and with larger

f heating surface compared to

irea. It was not considered

burn coal at a higher rate

. >.at this
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- burn-

ji lire m
.it there

i d decrease the

! -i there is no
.'

: t a n idi

. . fuel econ

i tin greatei

ed n ith the heating

iad with the narrow.

wide firebox is deep

. iod body of fire can

1 all times. A wide fire-

the same depth in front as the

r not less than 36

der the flues is not an impos-

antl would pr i iabl; gi\ i bettei

firing standpoint and also

ss to keep in repair ; but if the

wide firebox is too shallow it may not be

economical in fuel on account of holes

torn in the fire and too much cold

air admitted, reducing the temperature of

;es and interfering with proper

combustion. And in this case there is no

n but that the cost of repairs is

aused by the thin fire allowing

the cold air to come in contact with the

nd side sheets, causing leaks and

cracks, due to the variation in expansion

ainl contraction.

As a general rule, engines with wide

5 are much heavier and handle a

larger tonnage, winch apparently in-

tlie cost of repairs. Tin

be considered in comparing the wide with

although they have shown better fuel

economy. This saving of fuel will more

than pay for the i use of repairs,

especially if the cost is figured on the

ton-mile basis.

same contour of tires as was recently

adopted by the M. C. B. Association.

Mm other subject is the best con-

struction of locomotive frames. Mr.

II. T. Bentley, assistant superintendent

Important Circulars.

Twn very important circulars have

been sent out recently by the commit-

ti i the Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion One of the subjects is the con-

tour of tires of which Mr. W. C. A.

of motive power and machinery of the

Chicago & North Western Railway at

( hicago, 111., is chairman. There are

twenty-seven questions asked, and there

are twelve illustrations of frame splices.

Shop practice is asked for and also sug-

gestions are in order. It is likely that

the work of these two committees will

elicit a great deal of valuable and use-

full information on the subjects dealt

\\ ith by them.

Duralumin.

An aluminum alloy has been produced

containing over 90 per cent, of aluminum.

which ma ful metal to employ

ii various railway appliances. It has a

gravity of about 2.8 as compared

with 8.9 in copper. The melting point is

abi .in 1202 i u hile o ipper melts

.a 1930 degs. I his mati rial, which

has been given the name of "duralumin,"

can be rolled, forged, and drawn when

cold. For motor car work, for

n ai bines, and fi ii high p

rine craft it is expected to be found very

I 5, fill

I ton; y. superintendent , if motive

Pennsylvania I .im s at Colum-

I it i- to be hoped
: ensh e replies W ill

iii Tin ' ibjei t r to report on

i pting fi >r engine

and 1 1 ; iling v. hei Is. the

The Potter's Wheel.

I hi pi itti r's w hi el was the forerun-

ner of the hand lathe, and was one of

the first revolving contrivances in-

v i in, ,1 I hi • la -sod it

among the inventions of the gods, and
1 imetl that Nnin the creator fash-

ioned man upon n
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PREVENT
AIR BRAKE
TROUBLES

You may have had

some trouble in past

winters with the air

break system. The
delicate triple valves

especially are apt to

"cut up" a little unless

efficiently lubricated.

Dixon's Graphite

Triple Valve

Grease

will keep the triples i'

ndition" throughout the

winter with one application.

It does nut stiffen even in the

coldest weather, ami r<

emergency act inn of the brakes

when service applicati*

wanted. It is used and recom-

mended by railroad men on

some of the biggest lines in the

country.

Booklet free.

JERSEY CITY

N. J.

Vertical Grinding Planer.

I In- machine ha-
i

and has

been called by them thi

Vertical Grinding Planer, h has

also been improved in its general con-

strui tion, as well as in its d

tial tool ever bei n n

this companj for this class of grinding,
1 the machin

lbs.

Tin' machine shown in our illustra

tion ha itj to grind \2 ins.

wide, 12 ins. high by 4 ft. long, and can

be made of longer capacity if desired.

The wheel head and spindle are of par-

ticular \ sign, the spindle be-

diameter and mounted in

mall) li mg bi aring They are

provided with a ball thrust on the un-

der side, and equipped with a ball bear-

ke up on the upper part

bearing to prevent back lash

when the wheel is running off thi

The driving pulley is mounted upon an

independenl bearing relieving the spin-

all strain of the belt. Thi

is 16 ins. in diameter, mounted in a

chuck, which penii' chang

and it i.s equipped with

i he hand-wheel to facili-

tate the settil Tin-.

hand feed only, but can be made with

if desired. This

cquippi d u ith 3 pump
ply lubrii ant to thi lich can

die spindle

or from the outside, am! when applied

pindle, tin- v

in the under side of

the spindle, so a> to force it to the

periphery of the wheel, which is

ture in grinding nai I

SPRINGFIELD BRANDES VERTICAL GRINDING PLANER.

ing tin- wheels, and i- also v.

tected b; insure again

dents ii image to the wheel.

Further than this, this machin

II the advanl

! rigidity are concerned, that arc

ed in the modern planer, and.

- n in our illustration, the

round the table is made in sec-

•; n tile front

i i d. The table

planer i il that in this

a worm and worm gi

direct to a large and sub-

stantial screw which runs in at
ing an

The machine is arranged with a hand
• moving the wheel to the work.

interrupted surfaces. The photograph
of the machine sh,,\\s two rear leg-,

but it is the maker's intention in the

future to make this leg.

New One On Him.

nty, 111,

which has nothing i I trans-

Mo., the

other day to catch a Burlington train to

St. Louis. He had never seen a train, and

when the Hannibal I lling in

d there gaping, watched it hiss and

steam, and finally pul

"I though!

•i that trai:

through

"I was, ith, "but they

didn't pu ik."— St. Louis

t>atch.
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Using Railway Motor Cars.

'
>

' vidence

;

Mr. \Y. R.

t and

1
1 cently in-

r car for the

d not ]

"iite to

Okl fwo of these cars

den d by the

>
i

,

and the \\ Istock & Sycamore
another gas-

When all are in serv-

will make the 93d McKeen
; \ ice in the United States

\n illustrated account of

useful boat-shaped motor cars

d in Railway and Locomotive

ERING for October, 1910, page 436.

Universal Remedies.

who have charge of boilers in

districts where hard feed water causes

trouble from scale, should they happen

Chicagi i, w ill !)• inten

making a visit to the chemical department
of the Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works,
located in the McCormick building. The
gentlemen connected with these works

ideas concerning the proper

f treating impurities in feed

water. The story is told of a visitor to

• t of Scotland who, learning that

the nearest doctor resided fifteen miles

away, asked his host, "What do you do
when a person gets sick and the doctor

so far away?" "We give him a drink of

"And if a drink of whiskey

nol help him?" "We give him an-

ink." "Hut if all the drinks you
fail to help him?" "Then we

decide he is not worth helping ami let

him die
"

That universal remedy is of the charac-

ter that has generally been used in treat-

nd it is not surprising

ilway companies have come to

treatment asserted to be effect-

ual in neutralizing all kinds of impuri-

X Chemical
Works t water impurity

according to the scale forming or corro-

• rial present. The result is that they

i cess, as leaky

I

iallj reduced on

i tem is in opera

en in having boiler

n with

l

"
i railway peo]

tive. This publication i- most valua-

ble i" all those who have to do with

1 1 1 i — class of locomotives, and it affords

iimn for the student in locomo-
tive engineering.

ral description and
definition of what a Mallet articulated

engine is and how it is constructed,

the intercepting valve used on this

pound is taken up and
fully illustrated and described. The
operation of this valve is given in de-

tail, and is illustrated in a series of

what have been called "ghost" pic-

tures, which are most effective.

The power reversing gear made by
this company is explained and illus-

trated, also the by-pass valves, the

vacuum and relief valves, the flexible-

points and the adjustment of the .align-

ment of the front engine frames. The
sub.ieet of break-downs is briefly

touched on. and a summary of rules

for operating are on the concluding

pages. Altogether. Bulletin 1006 is a

very comprehensive and valuable

treatise on the subject, and ought to

be in the hands of those who have to

take care or run the American Loco-
motive Company's Mallet compounds.

Worse Than Bigotry.

"What is the charge?" demanded the

magistrate, as a verdant-looking cul-

prit was brought in.

"Bigotry," your honor. "He married

three wives."

"Officer," remarked the magistrate

sternly, "what's the use of all this edu-

cation, all these evening schools, all

the technical classes an' what not?

Please remember in any future like

case, that a man who has married three

wives has not committed bigotry, but

trigonometry. Proceed."

Manual of the Mallet.

•in No.

Ameri-

Business Very Good.
The Barrett Machine Tool Company,

of Meadville, Pa., have no complaint to

make about business being dull. Their

erecting shop floor is covered with bor-

ing mills of various sizes, the specialty

for which this establishment is noted.

Some of the horizontal cylinder boring

mills ready for delivery display as fine

mechanical construction work as we have

huge machine, weigh-

ing 36 tons, has lately been made for the

Fairbanks-Morse Company. It contains

a variety of manipulation features that

terially increase the work-finish-

11 ity of the tool.

From what we have seen of .

1 ailway service, we think

they give off little wave from the vol-

ound, bin we an' far from en-

: intl 'Ml' li!

of Public Works Schaeffer of Pennsyl-

vania, wdio said that "education today
consists of fo eball, evening

highballs

RECOGNIZED
as the

STANDARD

FLEXIBLE
STAYBOLTS
Holds firebox sheets securely
together, and accommodates
itself to the unequal expansion
of the plates.

USED ON OVER 170 RAILROADS

"Staybolt Trouble
a Thing of the Past"
So say many of our customers
who have used the Tate Bolt
in large numbers, covering a
period of time sufficient to base
comparisons and eliminate all

chances of doubt.

THE TATE BOLT HAS
PROVED ITSELF INDISPENS-
ABLE TO LOCOMOTIVES IN
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE
BY RENDERING A LOWER
COST OF FIRE BOX REPAIRS
TO A GREATER MILEAGE IN
SERVICE, THEREBY IN-
CREASING THE EARNING
VALUE.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Suite 828 Frick Building

B. E. D. STAFFORD, Gen. Manager
J. ROGERS FXANNERY & COMPANY,

Selling Agents
Frick Building, Pittsburgh, P«.

TOM R. DAVIS, Mechanical Expert
GEO. E. HOWARD. Eastern Territory

W. M. WILSON, Western Territory

COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY COMPANY,
Southeastern Territory
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GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturer! oi

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
APPARATUS
POR RAILWAY CARS

IMPROVED
SYSTEM OF
ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHT-
ING

Largest Manufacturers in the World of

Car Heating Apparatus

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK

Welding Rails by Thermit.

The Goldschmidt Thermit Company
has issued an elegant sixteen-page

pamphlet describing and illustrating

Iding of rails by the Thermit
The progress made in the

remarkable discovery of the fusing

of aluminum and iron oxide is further

enhanced by its adaptability to the

characteristics of the metal upon which
it is used. In the case of steel rails, it

is now an easy matter to weld the rails

together so that the metal at the joint

will be of the same hardness as the

metal of the rail, thus insuring an
equality of wear. A marked advance
has also been made in the rapidity with

which the superfluous metal surround-
ing the weld may be removed. A blow
pipe is used in roughly cutting off the

metal, and a specially designed rail

grinder speedily perfects the surface.

It is interesting to note the degree of

elegance in finish with which rails of

different sizes may be welded together.

Apply for copies of the pamphlet to the

main office of the company at 90 West
street, New York.

Asking a Great Favor.

It was after a railway supply men's

banquet that some congenial spirits re-

solved to make a night of it and made
good. About 3 a. m. four friends

emerged on Seventy-third street from
a taxicab and rang the bell of a brown-
stone front house. A window was
raised and a lady demanded, "What do

you want?"

"Are you Mrs. Brown?" was asked.

"Yes, I am Mrs. Brown; what can I

do for you?"

"We would be ever so much obliged,

Mrs. Brown, if you would come down
and pick out Mr. Brown."

Twentieth Century Outfit.

This is an equipment which is well

worth finding out about. It is ex-

plained and illustrated in a folder re-

cently got out by the Buker & Car

Manufacturing Company of Rochester,

N. Y. If you write the company they

will be happy to send you the folder

on the subject. In the first place, this

machine will mount air brake, signal or

steam hose. It cuts clamp bolts on

old hose, and separates metal fixtures,

both nipple and coupling. It performs

four operations, and all the work is

done on the same bedplate. In mount-

ing new hose there is a close fitting

clamp that supports the entire length

of the hose, thus preventing buckling,

njury, to the fiber of the hose

—

both coupling and nipple being forced to

their places at the same time, and

quicker than we can tell it.

This tool is, in fact, practically a

requisite of the air brake department,

and is almost as necessary as the en-

gine that runs the shop. It saves time,

labor and money. Write for the folder

want to get an idea what the

little tool is like.

Pattern Shop Band Saw.

pattern shop tool shown in our

illustration is made by J. A. Fay &
Egan Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

The fact that the manufacturers de-

signed this No. 50 band saw for use in

shops having a considerable amount of

intricate scroll sawing to do
makes it especially adapted to the pat-

tern shop, where this kind of work is

turned out daily.

For pattern shop work the machine
is arranged so that the table has a

tilting device having micrometer ad-

justment, which enables the operator to

quickly place the table at any angle up
to 45 degs. to the right and 10 degs. to

the left. This device is said to combine

BAND SAW FOR PATTERN SHOP.

quick and accurate angling of the table,

which will be found of great importance
to the pattern maker.

The most important feature in the

construction of this machine is the

straining device, which is known as the.

Fay & Egan patent knife-edge balance.

The upper wheel is hung solely on a

knife-edge, and the tension on the blade

is given by a compound lever arrange-

ment. This is a perfect device for

straining the blade. Its action under
all conditions is instantaneous; it en-

ables the machine to run at a high rate,

with no danger of breaking the blade,

no matter how tine it is.

Many other features which have con-

tributed to the favor accorded to this

machine by pattern shop men are fully

described in a large illustrated circular

issued by the company, for which you
are invited to write.
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Starrett Tools.

e L. S.

Mass., is

I within

are 350 illustrations

wild ring variety

itains 4J

us ci tali igue it

at thi numbi r oi b ids

well-known concern lias

d. Vmi mg the

: shop work which
i if showing the

shrink rule--,

b ii.ii i' 'ii build-

,
di mble square, \ erniei calipers,

, mil rometer

attachn tor, fillet or radius

letric ; micrometer depth gage,

hack saw frame.

for instruction in mechanical drawing, de-

scriptive geometry and shop work.

Gri unil was broken July _'_', 1909, and the

completed structure turned over to the

University June 15, 1910. The main build-

ing contains 25.000 sq. ft. of floor space.

It can accommodate at one time 400 stu-

dents in drawing, and has locker accom-

modations for 1200 students. The lecture

eats .500 and there are twi

capacity of 60 stu-

dent-. The shops cover 43,000 sq. ft. of

ground and are capable of accommodating

oi 350 students at one time. The
. tools, benches, lockers, in fact,

details of the equipment, are mod-

ern, while many of the special featun -

are unique. The buildings .is a whole con-

what is probably the largest and

most completely equipped plant for the in-

struct' ii of students in simp practice and

drawing in this country and

n present the accumulated ex-

perience of twenty-five years at

this university. Angus Sinclair

received the honorary degree of

of Engineering at this

university some vears ago.

!

craper

and in

all that i
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His Distinguishing Mark.

i )ne day a bier, city bank re-

ceived the following message
from one of its country cor-

respondents: "Pay twenty-five

dollars to John Smith, who
will call to-day," says Success.

The cashier's curiosity became
ious when a cabman as-

sisted into the bank a drunken

"fare." who shouted that he

was John Smith, and wanted
money. Two clerks

pushed, pulled and piloted the

boisterous individual into a

private room away from the

I hearing of the reg-

ular depositors. The cashier

unci the country bank:

"Man claiming to be John
Smith is here. Highly intoxi

Shall we await identification?"

ii wer read: "Identification

te. Lay the money."

Extension Work at Purdue

. of the

if prac-

facilities

Working Hot Metal.

The Ajax Manufacturing Company
Ohio, have recently issued

a reference book and catalogue of the

i metal wi irkincr machines. 1 he

, is pro-

fusely illustrated, and shows rivet and

ting machines,

bolt heading, upsetting and forging ma-

standard and new
ing anil bun i

universal forging machines, hot

in--, taper forging

nd reclaiming tools. With each

of the illustrations is a short descrip-

Do You Know
Him?

If the Thermit Man hasn't

called at your shops, let us

send him. He will show
you how to weld locomo-
tive frames and return the

engine to service in twelve
hours or less. He will also

show you a few kinks about
repairing mud rings, con-

necting rods, driving wheel
spokes and cross heads.

He'll show you how to do
this work without creating

any uncomfortable heat and
without dismantling the

engine.

Write for Pamphlet No. 25-B

WILLIAM C. CUNTZ, Gen. Mgr.

90 West St., New York

432-436 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal.

103 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE
RUNNING AND MANAGEMENT

Iastill popular. We have it. Price $2.00
ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.. 114 Liberty St.. N. Y.

WAITERS A.B.C.TRACK SANDERS
Only two piecet. No repair*

For «!<• by

I. H. WAITERS, Assi M. H. 6a. R.R., Augusta, 6a.
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One Year and

Eleven Months'
SERVICE

WITHOUT REPACKING, ON

High-Pressure Locomotives

Style 300 TV.

A throttle failure is an absolute
impossibility where Cran-
dall's Throttle Valve pack-

ing is used.

IT WILL NOT BLOW OUT

Crandall Packing Co.
FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE

PALMYRA, - NEW YORK
BRANCHES

New York Cleveland
130 Liberty St. 805 Superior Ave.. N. W.

Boston Pittsburgh
19 High St. 1310 Keenan Bldg.

Chicago
566 Washington Bird.

ST0RRS' Mica

Headlight Chimneys
To the Railroad—An economy
To the Eneineman—A convenience

STORRS MICA COMPANY
R. R. Dept.. Oweio, N. Y.

Patents.
QEO. P. WHITTLESEY

live paragraph, and adjoining the view
of each machine is a marvelous display
of the work which each of the machines

The variety of product is

seemingly without limit. These hot
metal working machines are very sub-
stantially built, they are compact, and
are designed to stand up I

them. Write
to the company for a copy of the cata-

logue and reference book if you are in-

what can )
with this class of machinery.

Opening American Museum of Safety

1 " !
' rcises in coi

with the permanent exhibition of safety

Of the American Museum of

\rrr held last month at the Au-
ditorium of I

Building, Mr. Philip T. Dodge, pre-

siding. The Museum of Safety is the

fourteenth similar organization of which
there are twelve in Europe, and one in

Canada. The object of the Museum i-

servation of human life, !

of a permanent exhibit of the bi

most practicable safety devices for mak-
i the dangerous parts of machines

and processes. It is a clearing house for

the prevention of accidents, of which the

Museum asserts 50 per cent, are un-

[n < mendation of this new
'lit, the President of

the United Stales, sent this greeting:

"The White House,

"Washington, Nov. 9, 1910.

I Deal Sir: I write to express my
in the work which the American

Museum proposes to do in fos-

tering the development and adoption of

appliam nan life. The
whole civilized world is stirred with

and hope for the adoption of

those safely devices which will

the loss of life and limb in industrial pur-

suits, and I do not know any method
of bringing about the use of such safety-

devices more effectively than in ex-

hibitions of them in many varieties in

such a museum as yours.

"Wry sincerely yours,

signed) Wm. H. Taft."

McOILL. BUII.DIM)

Tai-ma Reasonable

WASHINGTON. D. C.

Pamphlet Seal

New York Passenger Terminal, P. R. R.

The Westini i Kerr &
1 ;>• of New York have i

neat little book on the New York pas-

senger terminal and improvements of

the Pennsylvania and Long Island rail-

i This book contains an account

me, but is more par-

ticularly concerned with the work per-

formed by this company in the great

terminal. The book is well illustrated,

-. and not a single detail is

omitted. The project oi

New York with the New Jersey shore

innel was adopted in

the finished work is be-

W rite to the Westinghouse,
Church, Ken I New York if

book they ha. n the subject.

Railway Business Association.

1 he Railway Business Association held

their second annual meeting just before

tost suc-

affair, about 800 railroad men,
publicists, present.

Hit following officers were elected for

nng year: President. Mr. George
A. Post, of the Standard Coupler Co.;

idents, Mr. 11. II. Westinghouse,
of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co.; Mr.
O. II. Cutler, of the American Brake

1 Foundry Co.; Mr. W. II. Mar-
shall, president of thi Ivjcomo-

the Keith
Car >V .Manufacturing Co.; Mr. A. II.

Mulliken, of Pettibone, Mulliken & Co.;
Mr. O. P. Letchworth, of the Pratt &

ith Co.; Mr. A. M. Kittredge,

of the Barney & Smith Car Co.; treas-

urer, Mr. Charles A. Moore, of Manning,
Maxwell & Moore.

New Steel Suburban Cars.

The first lot of all steel suburban
built for the Pennsylvania Rail-

i) have just been received.

i e been sent to New York,
they will he used in the suburban
Hit of the new^ Pennsylvania sta-

tion. These suburban coaches a

eighty-two people. By
igns which have been

the car has been ma-
terially lessened, as compared with the

wooden coaches, the latter carrying 1,510

lbs. of dead weight for each passenger,
• new steel suburban coach car-

ries only 1,078 lbs. of dead weight per

r. The suburban coaches have
vestibule ends and are made entirely fire-

proof. Heavy steel girders running

1 to end are calculated to resist

shock in collision. The cars are lighted

by electricity, and are fitted with green
plush cushion seats.

The Pennsylvania Railroad system will

shortly have available for use on its

1 west of Pittsburgh and
Erie 1,988 solid steel passenger cars.

This includes some 600 Pullman parlor

and sleeping cars, as well as a large num-
ber of suburban coaches, such as the

company's shops are just beginning to

turn out.

Trust Busting.

"A Constant Reader" of Railway and
I rrvE Exgixefrixc, one who claims

to have been one of the first sub-

scribers, has written to the editor

complaining that we must be on the

wrong si he had never

seen in the paper a single article "calcu-

• it are
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en fully occu-

ngineer-

i

r the instruction or

readers, that we
ise of accumulated

literary and story-telling

i these publii ations

in finding

al articles, and we dislike to

s them by taking away any part

i- thunder.

As trust-busters have always devoted

of their abuse to railroad

,
we feel that they have been

making indiscriminate assaults on the in-

ii nm which most of our readers

make their living. The lies and exaggera-

tions of the trust-busters are making it

hard for railroad companies to obtain suf-

ficient income to pay their employes and
to carry out needed improvements ; a

result that puts these would-be reform-

ers among the worst enemies—enemies

e bringing disaster and depression

upon all business enterprises.

Record of Recent Construction.

Record No. 67 has just been issued

by the Baldwin Locomotive Company,
and contains fourteen fine illustrations

of locomotives for passenger service,

with accompanying letterpress descrip-

tions. The designs include several

wheel arrangements, and cover a wide
range in weight and capacity. The
rapid introduction of superheating ap-

paratus in locomotives is shown by the

tact that seven of the fourteen locomo-
tives shown are equipped with super-

heaters. It is another proof, if proof

were necessary, that superheated steam
increases the capacity of a locomotive.

The fact that eleven of these represen-

tative ty] lotives are equipped
with the Walschaerts valve gear also

that this type of gearing is rap-

Tliis feature is a

1 one in the smaller as well as

in tin- larger class of locomotives, the

ge in the latter type being gen-

erally conceded. In the matter of

ed piston

type, whili

Fertile Facts.

de by a coll'

without

io use

. e have

n I

I

gives.

The tendency of the day is to spe-

cialize all lines of investigation, but we
do not think there is any harm in

learning something of fields

that cannot be thoroughly explored ex-

cept by savants who devote most of

mi to a particular region of re-

search. Thus, the geologist digs into

the realms of rocks; the biologist into

conditions relating to the phenomena
of life; the astronomer into stellar

ii.l motions; the mathemati-

cian into the relations of space and

chemist pursues his atoms
and elements of nature with their com-
binations, while the physical investi-

gator and engineer pursue facts in the

fields of thermal, optical, electrical and

other phenomena. That being the case,

there is no reason why intelligent and

ambitious persons should not acquire

conservative knowledge of all the sci-

ences that have been cultivated and de-

veloped by the human intellect.

The system of things which we call

nature is too vast and varied to be

studied first-hand by any single mind.

As knowledge extends there is always

a tendency to subdivide the field of

investigation, its various parts being

taken up by different individuals, and

thus receiving a greater amount of at-

tention than could possibly be bestowed

on them if each investigator aimed at

the mastery of the whole.

Peat Fuel.

There is on the surface of the earth a

tremendous quantity of peat fuel which is

largely used for domestic purposes in

various districts, but has failed when tried

for furnace use. Many attempts have

been made to burn peat under boilers, to

put it into a form resembling coal by

mixing it with adhesive substances, press-

ing the mixture into briquettes. The

difficulty with these briquettes has been

that the peat having an affinity for mois-

ture absorbed water until a large propor-

tion of the heat in the fuel was wasted

evaporating its water.

A German engineer named Franke has

lately invented a method for preventing

the peat from absorbing moisture which

promises to render peat fuel a success.

Having squeezed peat mixed with ten

nt. of coke into the form of

briquettes in a hydraulic press they are

dippi '1 into a glazing waterproof com-

pound that prevents them from absorb-

ing water.

The invent r i at present enga

setting up a large experimental plant for

the production of "Franketts" in Berlin,

portance of this fuel, both for

furnace work and for domestic fires, will

readily realized when one

ili.ii pi at fuel is comparatively

s, and that wdiat smoke it pro-

fire from injurious gases.

GARS, GABS, SHOPS

ROUNDHOUSES
requires a roofing that

is unaffected by ex-

tremes of temperature

RUBEROID

ROOFING

|
tHulsfd

. S. Pat
lOfflce.

J.

Will not melt, rot, crack or

corrode. Contains no tar.

Outlasts Metal

SPARK PROOF, CINDER PROOF,
QAS PROOF, WEATHER PROOF
Write for samples, prices and booklet No 96.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
100 William Street New York
Chicago, Philadelphia. Boston, Kansas City,

St. Paul, Denver.

"HOMESTEAD"
VALVES

Are constructed upon mechanically cor-
rect principles—they are leak proof under
steam, air or hydraulic pressures. They
are practically indestructible because the
seats are protected from wear. The plug
is balanced and held in place by pressure
when open, and when closed it is locked
on the seat by our patent wedging cam.
"Homestead" Valves are the quickest acting,

simplest, most easily operated and largest
lK-ed of any made.
Homestead Valves are opened wide and

closed tight by a quarter turn.

LOCOMOTIVE BLOW-OFF
Write for catalogue of Homestead Goods.

HOMESTEAD VALVE M'F'G CO.
Braaa Foundc , Works at Homeatead, Pa.

1764, PITT8BURG, PA.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
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TURNTABLES
Philadelphia Turntable Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:

Marquette Bldg. Commonwealth I n.»t Bide

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ALDON CAR REPLACERS

We set three pairs of Aldon Frogs and had
all nine cars on the rails in twenty minutes.

—

Extract from Wrecking Masters' Reports.

THE ALDON COMPANY
965 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

ESTABLISHED 1884

Sipe's

Japan Oil

Is superior to Linseed Oil

and Dryers for

ALL KINDS Of PAINTING

In Daily Use by

All the leading Railroads

In the United States

Manufactured solely by

JAMES B. SIM & (0.

North Side. PITTSBURGH

Value of Carefulness.

We have frequently heard the state-

ment made that a lirst-class locomotive

is worth more than double
the wages of an inferior and careless

man handling an engine. Nearly every
roundhouse foreman can testify to the

mess of the above allegation,

but it is frequently troublesome to

make out a bill of particulars. Knowl-
edge of his business is essential in

making a lirst-class engineer, but a

spirit of carelessness or recklessness

combined with laziness may render

dge i if little » alue. One of the

worst accidents to an engine that the

writer ever saw was due to an engineer
thinking he might manage to run eight

<>r ten miles with one side rod.
I

perfectly familiar with the rule requir-

ing the rods on both sides to be taken

down when one side rod was disabled,

but he was a natural chance taker, the

result being that crank pins were torn

off, one driving wheel fractured, and
the cylinder smashed beyond repair.

When remonstrated with about causing

the damage, the engineer excused him-
self on the plea of bad luck.

In a series of dynamometer car tests

made by one of our leading railways to

ascertain the magnitude of shocks im-

parted to draft gear in the handling of

heavy freight trains it was found that

with a careful and skillful engineer the

strongest tensile strains seldom ex-

ceeded 50,000 lbs., while the buffing

shocks seldom exceeded 80,000 lbs.

With a less skillful or more careless

engineer the shocks were increased to

about 70,000 and 150,000 lbs., respective-

ly. The difference represents what
might be material increase in the cost

of repairs to draft gear.

Jack and Jacks.

The announcement is made that the

Duff Manufacturing Company, of Pitts-

burgh, the well-known makers of jacks,

great and small; track jacks, lowering

jacks, differential screw jacks, oil-well

jacks and other varieties of jacks, have

added another jack to their list. They
ii red control of the business of

William Fongie. Washington. Pa., and

will make the Fongie jack, the only one

needed to make the Duff people's pyra-

mid of jacks complete.

The Blacksmith at Work.

All observant railway men arc famil-

iar with the blacksmith at work, but

few of them understand the meaning

of the various taps of his hammer when
assisted by a helper. With his left

hand he moves and turns the hot iron,

tapping all the time with the hammer
held in his right hand, while the helper

is striking heavy blows with a sledge.

The character and position of the

by the blacksmith's

r mean as much to his assistant

as the signal given by switchmen

When the blacksmith gives the anvil

-ignal for the

to strike quicker. When the

blacksmith, on the other hand, strikes

slow, heavy blows, it indicates to his

helper to use his sledge in a similar

fashion.

The blacksmith's helper is supposed
to strike the work in the middle of the

width of the anvil. When this re-

quires to be varied, the blacksmith in-

with his hammer where the

ire to fall. If the sledge

is required to have a lateral motion
while descending, the blacksmith indi-

cates the required action by blows with

the hand hammer delivered in the

proper direct

When the blacksmith delivers a heavy
blow upon the work and an intermedi-

ate light blow upon the anvil, it means
that heavy sledge blows are required.

If there are two helpers, the black-

smith strikes a blow between each

helper's sledge hammer blow, the ob-

ject being to denote where the sledge

blows are to fall. An emphatic blow
struck by the blacksmith on the anvil

means stop.

Train Did Not Stop.

They were on their wedding tour and
imagined that every civility given them
related to their new condition of servi-

tude.

Having stopped off at a way station,

the bridegroom was approached by the

station master, who asked : "Are you go-

ing to take the next train?"

"It's none of your business," retorted

the bridegroom, indignantly, as he guided

the bride up the platform, where they

condoled with each other over the im-

pertinence of some of the natives.

Onward amc the train, its vapor curl-

ing from afar. It was the last to their

destination that day—an express. Nearer
and nearer it came at full speed, then in

a moment it whizzed past and was gone.

"Why in thunder didn't that train

stop?" yelled the bridegroom.
" Cos you said 'twarn't none of my biz-

ness. I has to signal if that train's to

stop."

Railway Business Association Second

Annual Dinner.

Within the short two years of its exist-

iness Association has

leaped into international importance and
extraordinarily beneficent

influence as a medium of conciliation be-

tween railway interests and public senti-

ment. To say that Mr. George A. Post is

president of the association and exerts
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lat suc-

nced character

ations.

linner of tin

I
\\ li i

I

i November 22, at

which I
ished body of

d railway mi

part thai i ame together under

under a banner in-

apprehension to security.

i-opera-

tism." An address was

Pi idenl Post, n-ho

ter in In? usual masterly man-

ner. Daniel Willard, president of the

Baltimore & Ohio R ' lairman

the Interstate Commerce

sion; John Claflin, the famous

rchant, and Thomas A. Daly

llent addresses. The spirit

of thi re the sentiments ex-

in the mottoes on the banner.

Willard's address was

sentiments of har-

etween railroad companies and

their patron^, lie was nol opposed to

•unit supervision of

; . he felt con-

that under till circumstances it is

for the 11 the railroads

as well as the public that there should be

nment regulation.

tinue to go up, tin increase of

imperati\ i

v herewith to meel the situation.

Mr. Willard said that as such increase

tlir commis-
:' of the

i commission;

, net earnings,

nt upon

the rates received, which, in turn, n sts

ission.

Mr. Willard urgi d thai

ing full

rights

politics.

I

repre-

adopt-

1

n for the pi'

root oi

:1 terms

tilroad has taken tl

of the street."

He said that if the country was to

grow and prosper the necessity existed for

returns on three tilings—on railway m

vestments "of such amount and

.assured as to attract the necessarj capi-

tal to improve existing roads and con-

struct thousands of miles of new lines in

fruitful districts now destitute of any

means of transportation, the payment of

liberal wages to an adequate number of

competent nun not only to insure increas-

ing skill and reliability, but also because

of the great influence of railway wages

upon compensati f labor in private em-

it," and "the betterment of exist-

ing lines without unnecessary incn

capitalization."

Mr. John Claflin, President of the H.

B. Claflin Company and of the United

Dry Goods Companies, said

:

"The railroads now have reached a

point wdiere it seems difficult for them to

continue to increase their gross reve-

nue materially without very great ex-

penditures for betterments and for exten-

sions. Under ordinary conditions the

money to pay for such extensions and

sale of bonds bearing a moderate rate of

interest. At the present time, however,

investors are asking larger returns on

their capital than in the near past, and

certain investors, especially those who

handle only the choicest of American

securities, tire inclined to be indifferent to

the offerings of American railroads, be-

cause they are doubtful, in view of the

recent advances in wages, whether or not

the railroads now have a safe margin of

\1 deb will enable them to pay in-

n till their fixed obligations and to

onable disbursements to

ir< holders."

Value of Enthusiasm.

Enthusiasm has always been the ruling

u and women who have at-

tained greatni ss. No one has ever moved

the heart of the world who has not been

ton. -led by this divine tire. It makes all

thi difference between a half heart and a

whole heart, between signal defeat and

-1 1, ndid victi iry. The young man who

nust be smitten

with this master passion or his life will

be a ci one-tal-

ented who has fallen in love with his

I : i voca

tion, will accomplish infinitely n

u the ten-talented who ha rn I

I. i'n touched by this 1
i

Model Locomotives and Castings

Walschaerts Valve Gear Model $15.00

A. S. CAMPBELL
557 Hendrix St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

ASHTOIM
POPVALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods that Last

The Athton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street, Bolton, Man.
174 Lake Street. Chicago. 111.

HUNT-SPILLER IRON
FOR LOCOMOTIVE CASTINGS

Hunt- Spiller Mfg. Corporation
W. B. LEACH, Can. Mgr. & Treas.
South Boston, Mass.

STANDARD MECHANICAL BOOKS

FOR ROAD AND SHOP MEN

BY CHAS. McSHANE.

The Locomotive Up to Date

Price, S2.SO

New York and

Westinghouse Air Brakes

Price, $1.50

One Thousand Pointers for

Machinists and Engineers

Price, $1.50

All books bound In lino clolk

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; write

for terms and descriptive circulars. Will

be sent prepaid to any address upon

receipt of price.

GRIFPIIN &WINTERS
171 La Salle Street, CHICAGO

Did Not Have to Wait.

"If I am not home from the smoker

by eleven o'clock," said Jim Blank, a

ivell know ii i .i il \'. .'\ supply man. to his

i
•: me, dear."

"
I shan't wait," she replied. "Ii J ou

I hat hour I'll < i >me

iod time.

JUST A WORD
Look at Page 3 of the

Advertising Section

of this Issue

Read and Reflect
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